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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN oh 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION ae ¢ 

ANN ARBOR \ 

June 2, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter regarding the food of the cottontail just 
eame. I feel that my observations have been so limited that I 
am a poor source of information, and yet when I think it over, 
there are few who have become very well acquainted with the 
subject, i.e. during a twelve month period. I will refer you 
to an excellent article by J. B. Todd, 1927, "Winter Food of 
Cottontail Rabbits,” Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 8, No. 3, p.222. 
His classification and discussion is good. Another article 
which will interest you is "Habits of Coast Swamp Rabbit," by 
Ruth Svihla, Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 10, No. 4, p.315. It 
gives development and food consumed over a stated period. 

Since my report was completed I have added some infor- 
mation to my notes, and I'd classify the food as follows 
(tentatively, for I feel that I may have overlooked much that 
a special study will bring out - and I expect that herbaceous 
plants, sedges, etc., are a more important part of the cotton- 
tail's diet than we now appreciate): 

Preferred foods - 
Summer - leguminous plants, both wild and 

domesticated. 
Spring 

& fall - Same, with grasses 
Winter - Sumach, (bark, cambium and woody tissue) 

raspberries and blackberries, (tender twigs.) 

Staple foods - Apple, basswood, black locust, cotton wood, 
dogwoods and hardwood trees and shrubs pfgen- 
coe smaller branches and early repro- 

duction. ) 

Emergeney foods - It seems doubtful, in view of the 
extensive list of foods known to be 
taken by this animal, if we can now list any 
under this class. The tendency might be 
to place some ef the evergreens in this



Mr. Leopole - 2 June 2, 1930. 

class, but a few of them are 
occasionally taken in the presence 
of theit most choice foods. A 
heavy concentration of cottontails 
might give some definite informa- 
tion. 

Stuffing - I will have to leave this class blank. 

Pastime foods - I feel certain that the rabbit cuts 
much more food than he eats, and 
frequently for no apparent reason, 
I have classified this act as an 
idle pastime, but it would seem that 
almost any of the foods might serve 
this purpose. 

My observations vary considerably from Todd's, indicating 
a difference in habits in different localities or during different 
years. For instance, he lists prickly ash as a food extensively 
eaten. I would list it now as seldom eaten. I have not found 
white cedar taken by rabbits, but frequently taken by mice. Wild 
roses, which he lists as sparingly eaten, I have found commonly 
cut, but I cannot be sure that they were commonly eaten. Black 
locust, when present, has been one of the common foods taken in 
Michigan, the bark, cambium and even woody tissue eaten, while 
Todd lists it among those whose small branches and shoots were 
sparingly eaten. 

Sincerely yours, 

He M. en 
Assistant Professor.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CP 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

June 20, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of June 4 I am unable to answer 
your guestions about the water requirements of snowshoe hares and ; 

cottontails, nor have I found any published statements which will 

help. In regard to cottontails I would call your attention to the 
fact that in North America there several species and a large number 

of subspecies, inhabiting very diverse types of habitats and 
undoubtedly having very different sorts of water requirements. 
The water requirements of animals must also be affected by seasonal 
physiological changes, by temperature changes, by humidity, by 
wind, and by kind of food available. I think therefore that 
a table such as you are making will be very difficult to make 
accurate. Certainly there is little available inform:tion on which 
to base such a table. However, if you can point out how little is 

: known on the subject it will be- worth while. 

Grange was here a short time last week. He suggested that 
he might be able to locate in Ann Arbor. I hope he can. You can 
be assured that the Museum of Zoology will be glad to cooperate in 
every possible way. lie can give hima place to work and full access 
to the collections and library. 

Very truly yours, 

es RAK AY, Beep 
Lee R. Dice, 

Curator of Mammals
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GAME SURVEY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Aug. 4, 1930 

Mr. Alfred Peterson : 
Pipestone 

Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Peterson: ; 

Here is a preliminary photo of the rabbit map for 
my report on the north central region. ; 

I am somewhat anxious to refine the holing-up line 
for rabbits. My notes indicate that I failed to ask you whether 
during extremely cold weather in the Pipestone section cotton- 
tails usually spend the day holed up instead of bedded out. The 
test is whether the usual count of rabbits can be jumped during 
very cold weather. Will you kindly drop me a line about this, 
first of all for the Pipestone country and second,for any other 

counties on which you have information? 

Incidentally, do you happen to know of any locations 
; in northern Minnesota which mark the north limit of the cotton- 

tail? 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

Qutele le foldl 
ALDO LEOPOLD ~~ 

In Charge, Game Survey
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WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
- MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

= Jia, 

EAST ALTON, ULL. — 

September 15, 1930. alle 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Thank you kindly for yours of August 20th. 
I am pleased to note that the extract from"Game and Gun" which 
I sent you some time ago proved of interest to you, and in that 
connection I have a letter from Mr, G. L. Nichols, a portion of 
which I am quoting below as further information on this subject: 

"The information given below was obtained 
- from the produce buyers and shippers in Kansas City. 

Shipments to market begin about October lst 
and reach the peak about December lst. 

A&A radius of 100 miles will cover practically 
90% of the shipments received--various directions produce about 
the same quantity-maximum shipments are received at an approximate 
radius of 50 miles. 

Rabbits are the pricinpal variety and will 
sell at an average price to the produce dealer at 124¢ each who in 
turn sells them at approximately 15¢ each. 

Southern points receive the larger shipments-- 
Louisisana territory being given the preference. 

On my next trip to Springfield will give you 
a like report on that territory." 

A considerable number of technical and sport- 
ing magazines of foreign publication come to my attention from time 
to time, and I will be very glad indeed to call your attention to 
any of these that I think will be of interest to you, and will also 

r send you any articles may be pertinent tm the subject, 

ee ; : Very truly Pe 

WESTERN eta NOMA 

Re. F. Riges.W Sales Denvartment.
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: The following en from the Watchman, Bellefonte, Pénna. a : { = 

NEEDLESS KILL OF RABBITS EXCEEDS STATE ee (eS 

‘ {> V 

"Stocking rabbits in most sections of the State would be nD 

necessary if autoists really tried to protect rather than kill the 

harmless little animals, according to Hugh H. Groninger, chief o 

the bureau of predatory animals. 
Based upon an actual count made on a 40-mile stretch of the 

William Penn Highway, Groninger found that one rabbit is killed \ 
each twenty-four hours on an average of each twenty-one miles of \ S 

road. The count was made during weekly trips in a forty week period. 

Because needless kill of rabbits is lighter on less heavily 

traveled roads, Groninger estimates that the daily average is one 

rabbit for each 100 miles of road in the State. In a county with 
a total mileage of 1200 the daily kill, according to Groninger’s 

estimates, would be twelve. Based upon his own personal experi- 

ences Groninger believes that more than one half of the rabbits 

killed result from carelessness or a cowardly complex of automobile 

7 drivers. 
This needless kill, Groninger asserted, is greater each year 2 

in each county than the number of rabbits the Commission is able 
to stock. = 

Du 4 L Wdeebhh etn 

QA. / ee.
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY t ‘as G 

‘'T. C. STEPHENS - xe 
FRANCES L. KRAFT W 

Morningside College ok 
SIOUX CITY, IOWA X 

sioux City, Iowa, sc mer 
October 21, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold® TI have been a little slow in replying 

to your letter of the 24th ultimo, because I had to see 

other parties for information, 

By "holing-up" I assume that you mean that they occupy 
a hole in the ground; not when they may be merely covered 
with snow. 

Mr, Paul Beck hunts rabbéts (cottontails, mostly) 
throughout the winter, even when the temperature is as 
low as 10 below zero. His experience seems to be that 
the rabbits (cottontails) are always above ground. He 
does not seem to be acquainted with any habit of holing-up. 

Dr. F. W. Schneider has hunted rapbits a good deal, 
not so much in very recent years, and he thinks they do 
"hole-in",. He says their holes are often under a brush 
pile. Of course he oftem flushes them from their bed, 
and then, if not shot, they run to their hole. 

I inteni to make inquiry of several other rabbit 
hunters on these points, and will report to you later, 
as I gather more informtion of testimony. 

Sincerely yours, 

0 OSehews :



or MOTORISTS ND RABBITS fp rabble 
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, With the advent of wirm weather and cleared ronds is noticed an 

ee '9%/ wnusual number of dead rabbits on the highwnys. Officers of the Game Commission 
throughout the entire state are furnishing reports of this sort almost daily. 

What makes the fact more distressing at this time of the year is the knowledge 
that many young rabbits cre being orphaned and unable to cure for thenselvese 

While it is true that many of these crentures cre killed accidentally, 

: nevertheless the fact remnins that a goodly portion are killed by “smacrt alec" 

drivers, those kind of people who look upon hunting as cruel, yet who revel in 

an opportunity to see “how close" they cn come to bre'r rabbit. They are in 
the same category as those narrow-minded persons who condemn trapping at the 

same time they wear fur coats. 

q : In some sections of the state there are for more rabbits killed oecch 
year by the motorist than by the hunter. Therefore, the Gene Commission asks 

f the auto-driving public to enter into the spirit of conservation 2 little more 

forcibly this year, and suggests that motorists be a little more careful and givo 
the wild crectures on the highways a "brake," both mechanically and conscienti- 
ouslye :
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z The following item appeared in the “Pennsylvania Game News" for 
March (7): 

“Quite an array of wild creatures were removed from Barbadoes Island, 
opposite Norristown recently by Ambrose Gerhart, District Game Protector, 
Montgomery County and Isage Baumgardner, State Game Farmer, Schwenksville, 
Pa., assisted by a mmber of Deputy Game Protectors and interested sports- 
men. The initial purpose of visiting the island was to trap rabbits which 
oceur there in great numbers. Success crowned the efforts of the men to 
the extent that 122 rabbits, 7 ringnecked pheasants, 1 opossum and o squirrel, 
and in addition 2 Red-shouldered hawks which were annoying some of the game 
creatures were trapped, the latter being killed. 30 box traps were used to 
catch the rabbits whereas the pheasants were caught in 6 specially designed 
wire traps." 

I asked for the area. Gard Conklin replied (March 21) as follows: 

“Barbadoes Island is located near Norristown and contains about 
35 acres. District Game Protector Ambrose Gerhart reports that after 
taking off his 122 rabbits that at least 50 were left on the island. His 

estimate is provably low. 
At the same time they trapped seven ringnecked pheasants. He states 

that at times one can see as many as 50 ringnecks on the island and at 
other time s only five or six, as they fly back and forth from the mainland 

: on both sides of the river. 
No hunting is allowed on the island." 

Density: 122 trapped + 50 left = 172 rabbits divided by 35 acres = 5 2 - . 
est. 

122 trapped divided by 35 acres = 3.5 per acre (trapped) : 

Hood % Cover. Unknow. 

} Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 

j Madison, Wise
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Cottontail Density on Barbadoes Island, Pa. 

The following item appeared in the "Pennsylvania Game News" for 
March (7): 

"Quite an array of wild creatures were removed from Barbadoes Island, 
opposite Norristown recently by Ambrose Gerhart, District Game Protector, 
Montgomery County and Isaac Baumgardner, State Game Farmer, Schwenksville, 
Pa., assisted by a mumber of Deputy Game Protectors and interested sports- 
men. The initial purpose of visiting the island was to trap rabbits which 
occur there in great numbers. Success crowned the efforts of the men to 
the extent that 122 rabbits, 7 ringnecked pheasants, 1 opossum and o squirrel, 
and in addition 2 Red-shouldered hawks which were annoying some of the game 
creatures were trapped, the latter being killed. 30 box traps were used to 
catch the rabbits whereas the pheasants were caught in 6 specially designed 
wire traps." 

I asked for the area. Gard Conklin replied (March 21) as follows: 

“Barbadoes Island is located near Norristown and contains about 
35 acres. District Game Protector Ambrose Gerhart reports that after 
taking off his 122 rabbits that at least 50 were left on the island. His 
estimate is probably low. 

At the same time they trapped seven ringnecked pheasants. He states 
that at times one can see as many as 50 ringnecks on the island and at 
other time s only five or six, as they fly back and forth from the mainland 
on both sides of the river. 

No hunting is allowed on the island." 

Density: 122 trapped + 50 left = 172 rabbits divided by 35 acres = 5 per 7 

(est. 

122 trapped divided by 35 acres = 3.5 per acre (trapped) 

Food & Cover. Unknown. 

Aldo Leopold 

905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wis.
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April 28, 1961 © 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Re: Barbadoes Island 

Wilbur M. Cramer, Division Game 
Supervisor, of the territory including Barbadoes 
Island submitted the attached letter relative to 
the growth on said island. He also attached a rough 
draft of the island which is enclosed herewith. You 
will note that my original information concerning the 
size of the island is erroneous. It contains 83 acres 
instead of 35. 

Should there by any other information 
you desire, please do not hesitate to advise us accord- 
ingly. 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands. 
c:CL



May 4, 1931 

Mr. W. Gard Conklin 
Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklin: 

I certainly appreciate your taling the pains to send 

me the additional descriptive material about Barbadoes Island. 

I have entered the corrections and additional ocver descrip- 

tion on my digest. 

It is not clear whether you want the map returned. If 

so, let me Imow and I will send it. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Sinking Springs, Pa. 
April 20; 1956 

Mr. W. Gard. Conklin, Chief 
Bureau of Refuges & Lands 
Game Commission 
Harrisburg, Pa. 

Dear Mr. Conklin: 

Yesterday Mr. Gerhart and I made a visit 
to Barbadoes Island at Norristom. It was my idea to look 
at a blue print of the Island, if possible, and learn 
the exact size and shape of same. We consulted with two 
officials of the U. G. I. Company, and were shown a blue 
print. On an attached piece of paper I shall try to give 
you a sketch of the island, which contains a total of 
85 acres, and shall try to show the location of the big 
timber, the sprouts, swamp land, etc. 

We saw possibly 18 or 20 rabbits yesterday 
while making a little scout on the part of the island west 
of the power plant buildings. These were all big rabbits - 
no young ones were seen. ‘Since two years ago there has been 
a decided growth of maple shoots, etc. added to the vegetation 
on the island. The rabbits certainly did feed on the sumac 

: last winter. They have these shrubs trimmed right down to 
the ground in many places, and I noticed the new shoots start- 
ing to grow. It is always necessary to do some feeding on 
this island in the wintertime, as there are apparently too 
many rabbits for the food supply. They always work on the 
sumac and also bark other trees and sprouts. There is plenty 
of cover of various kinds, and as I said before, the maple 
sprouts are certainly springing up in great numbers. 

The portion of the island east of the railroad 
tracks contains aboyt 17 acres. There are some rabbits on 
this territory, but the food and cover is not as good as on 
the western part of the island. The railroad track, the U. G. I. 
plant and buildings, etce., take up about 34 acres, and as this 
is practically all covered with cinders, buildings, etc., there 
are no rabbits on this portion of the island. This leaves about 
52 acres in the western end of the island. I believe Mr. Gerhart 
had previously reported that the entire island contained 32 
acres, and he had been given this figure by some one connected 
with the U. G. I. plant, but I presume they really meant to give



eae 

him the acreage west of the plant on which the rabbits 
were abundant. 

Mr. Gerhart trapped 122 rabbits on this island 
during the past winter. He estimated there were 50 rab- 
bits remaining on the island, and he later released 12 

4 I western rabbits there. 

wl If additional information is desired, kindly 
advise. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Wilbur M, Cramer 

Division Game Supervisor.
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Cottontail Density on Barbadoes Island, Pa. 

The following item appeared in the "Pennsylvania Game News" forty Gathe~pond 
March f Mee PVR TE Ne-10- 

Quite an array of wild creatures were removed from Barbadoes Island, 
opposite Norristown recently by Ambrose Gerhart, District Game Protector, 

Montgomery County and Isaac Baumgardner, State Game Farmer, Schwenksville, 
Pa., assisted by a number of Deputy Game Protectors and interested sports- 
men. The initial purpose of visiting the island was to trap rabbits which 

occur there in great numbers. Success crowned the efforts of the men to 

the extent that 122 rabbits, 7 ringnecked pheasants, 1 opossum and o squirrel, 
and in addition 2 Red-shouldered hawks which were annoying some of the game 
creatures were trapped, the latter being killed. 30 box traps were used to 

catch the rabbits whereas the pheasants were caught in 6 specially designed 

wire traps." 

ry I asked for the area. Gard Conklin replied (March 21) as follows: 

* "Barbadoes Island is located near Norristown and contains about 
%%5. acres. District Game Protector Ambrose Gerhart reports that after 
taking off his 122 rabbits that at least 50 were left on the island. His 
estimate is probably low. 

At the same time they trapped seven ringnecked pheasants. He states 

that at times one can see as many as 50 ringnecks on the island and at 
other time s only five or six, as they fly back and forth from the mainland 
on both sides of the river. 

No hunting is allowed on the island." 

yb 3.5 
Density: 122 trapped + 50 left = 172 rabbits divided by acres = Sper — 

(est. 
u4q a5 

122 trapped divided by Be acres = 3«5 per acre (trapped) 

Food & Cover. Unknows. Pr are, Aprortbuud, & Ce. 

qu 
z | ay 

: u Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wise
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; File Cottontails 

Extract from letter from Percy J. Paxton, May 1, 1931. 

"I was interested in your hunch (page 91, Report) that the rabbit . 
population in the Appalachian Highland is subject to wide fluctuations 

because that is just what my own experiences and what I heard from local 

residents led me to believe. For several years I saw no rabbits upon 

the mountains and then came a year when they were plentiful. In thé 

valley they seemed to be plentiful most of the time. They do say that 

those in the higher country are a "different kind." The mountaineers 

say they are better eating than the valley rabbits. The only difference 

I noted in appearance was that all I shot on the mountain were somewhat 

smaller than those in the valley." :



File Cottontails : 

Extract from letter from A. E. Andrews, kiglatiat Bitar The 
Indiana Farmers Guide, Huntington, May 5, 1931. 

"The rabbit chapter (of the Game Survey Report) interested | 

me very much, because I have studied rabbits enough that I find 

Stone and Cramm very abbreviated. I think I know more than the 

average man about their nature and have written an article about 

them, as yet unpublished. But I got a stumper yesterday when a 

man told me he heard a big buck (he thought it was the buck) : 

whistling. He got near, unobserved, and two rabbits were standing 

up on their hind feet, one of them whistling; doubtless a mating 

performance. I know rabbits will go swimming just to get across a 

wide stretch of water, without being pursued. I know how they hide 

and have watched them crouch and peep over at what distrubed them. . eis 

But that whistling was a new one. ;



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ~ je 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY = Ne 

# WASHINGTON, D. L¢ 

ADDRESS REPLY TO X \ 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO May 26, 1931. 

x 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of May 13, addressed to Mr. E, A. Preble of this of- 

fice, has been received. 

None of the men here who are best informed on the habits of the 

cottontail rabbit have any evidence that this species breeds when less 

than a year old. Cottontails usually have their first litters in May, 

and if these have young the same season (allowing them to breed at six 

months) the young could not be born before November. We do not see 

very young cottontails abroad at this time and if there were any they 

would stand little chance of taking care of themselves at the beginning 

of winter in most parts of the country. The likelihood of the animals 

breeding during the first season, therefore, seems very unlikely. 

Domestic rabbits are bred when five or six months old, but these, 

of course, are housed and fed, and protected from enemies and severe 

weather, and therefore can raise young at any time of the year. 

Very truly yours, 

W. B. Bell, ee 
In Charge, Division of pr 
Biological Investigations. h ) 
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Gem Birds 

December 5, 1931 

Mr. Penl L. Errington ; 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Peul: 

In case you have not already seen it, I know 
you will be much interested in an article on page 
456 of seme for Novenber 6, 1931, entitled, 
*A Forgotten Contribution to Nutrition by Magendie*, 
and by Franklin C. Bing. The following statement 
from the earlier work is of special interest: 

"Rabbits or Guinesa-pigs fed with a single 
substance, as wheat, barley , oats, cabbage, 
carrots, etc., will die, “pparently from 
inanition, within « fortnight, and sanetines 

mach sooner. But if the seme substances be 
given together, or after short intervels, the 
animals live, and do well. --- " 

Mx. MeAtee pointed this out to me, and it : 
ocourreé to us that you might be interested in 
looking up this old publication. It is apparently 

of mech interest from the historical standpoint 
as well. 

Sincerely, 

Cooperative Agent 

CB Aldo Leopold
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° < \ PHER CAMPF Cc Blisters and Rabbits ei Pee ane 
(Continued from Page 7) 

Bo ae ee rem to set up a technical program, their’s will be one of 
{ r poe eek gececperation and education—education of its members 
x - re ba /and friends so that a technical program of the Con- : F / servation Commission will meet with understanding 

ne and universal approval. 
Ee ‘ “Jake” Jacobson and his versatile vaudeville 

‘ , Ye troupe furnished well-appreciated amusement features 
a ; throughout the program; the editor, although seated 
t © fo * « in the front row, had his view somewhat obstructed 
~~ iv at the start by a large and shiny tuba-horn; this was 
ae - ee removed at the insistence of a local patron nearby, 
ee aS [ who contended that it made a better door than a 
Ee ee a window, and from then on we enjoyed the show im- 
oe : mensely. 

- 4 i ea THOUGHTS ON A MORNING STROLL ALONG 
ke i : . - SHELL LAKE 
i a : ae : (With respects to McIntyre) 
i ey As oe By C. E. Sourawick 
| ia: ; A see _ Miss Phoebe, whose nest is under the eaves at 5 ON See oe Bie ote RG, the cabin, is insistent on telling her name, an olive 
Bo MENS Be Nee ee back thrush proves he is a real singer, the crows fly 
le Ye ‘ mee Vek Re oe away from a group of tall white pines and tell me 
A ee : ee : what they think of me, a grebe swims in circles watch- 
mh ee es st ing me and disappears under water, a blue wing teal 
PO eae ore with five little ones following her like the wake of 

ae e ee Pl ae a ship, slides through the shallow water, dives, and 
= — s nee ee then all the little ones suddenly stop and watch for 

her to come up,—they haven’t learned yet to follow 
A SNowsHoE her under water, she climbs up an old log with them 

and znakee : rare picture unt an unsheeker cough 
: cs of mine frightens them and they gradually slide off 

The following letter from Mr. John A. Kmet, Jr, and disappear in the rushes, a loon out on the lake is 
of Aurora, was recently received by the Game and adding his weird cry to the chorus, so indicative of 
Fish Division and as the question is of general im- the wilderness, a bunch of green heads feeding near portance we are passing on to our readers Dr. R. G. shore get up with a loud quacking and go, a fresh- 
Green’s reply to the query. EAR water submarine, a muskrat, with his head and back 

Mr. Kmet’s letter is as follows; “Being a hunter showing and seeing me near by submerges and I 
of wild game I would like to ask you a question. follow his progress by the wave of muck and weeds The rabbits in the vicinity of Aurora have what they goes through, another, further on, is sitting up in a 
call up here ‘water bumps’. The bumps appear on tuft’ of weeds having his breakfast, a couple of mon- 
the skin and also underneath. Some are large while ster blue herons fishing near the outlet conclude 
others are small. They are bags in which is water; they do not want company, lift their ponderous wings 
the water comes out if the bag is punctured. I would get into rythmic action with their long legs for rudders 
like to ask you if the rabbits that have such a disease and go gracefully out over the lake, a marsh wren 
are good to eat, and also if the rest of the, meat is in the wild rice is adding his soprano to the concert, 
good to eat after the infected part is removed? Please a chickadee near me gives a touch of familiarity 
answer this in the next issue of Fins, FearHers AND with his chickadee song and the black terns add life 
For.” z ‘i i to the picture as they fly back and forth and dive with 

Dr, Green’s reply is as follows; “The so-called 4 gnlash for some delicacy in the water. But it is 
‘water bumps’ or ‘blisters’ found on rabbits are tape not all bird and animal life that shows up in this worm cysts, Not only ‘do’ these ‘contain a. rather ‘troll, ‘The yellow water lillies are in bloom, the clear fluid, but they also contain small white bodies, flag is apparent with its spear like leaf and small 
visible to the naked eye, which represent a stage in white flower, other little plants and flowers in the 
the life cycle of the common dog tape worm. If a muck need some one else to name them but add to dog or similar animal eats a rabbit containing these the ensemble before me. I cut back on an inside 
tape worm cysts, it will develope tape worm. We trail and find the wonderful pink moceasin has adopted 
have found such worms very common in wild foxes. 94 tamarack swamp, the pitcher plant, Minnesotas 
They are occasionally found in human beings. These only carniverous flower, likes the location, the high tape worms are completely destroyed by thorough puch cranberry promises some brilliant red berries 
cooking of the rabbit meat. It is advisable that the ith their flat seeds and interesting flavor, the choke- 
cysts be removed before human consumption, and it cherry trees will later add their black fruit to the 
would probably be wise to discard animals heavily  ¢otection and as I come onto a small ridge, the colum- infected. I believe this information is sufficient to bine, honey suckle, partridge berries look up as I 
enable you to answer Mr. Kmet’s letter satisfactorily.” pass by, the pine, spruce, balsam, tamarcak, elm, 

pasa ek CS eee aspen, white birch, iron wood, popple, all give out a 
fragrance and give me a setting for my morning 

MAKING CAMP Build a small camp-fire out stroll. Back to the cabin where the rest of the gang 
in the open, not against a tree or log, nor within 15 is getting up, a camp breakfast is started and my 
feet of standing brush. Scrape away all debris to a day is opened. And I haven’t needed a gun to make 
soil bettom. it all enjoyable.



COMMISSION WILL PROPAGATE RABBITS ttt 

- In order to be fully prepared against the time when western states 
will curtail the exportation of cottontail rabbits, the Pennsylvania Game Com- 
mission decided recently to attempt the propagation of this popular small 
game animal by constructing several natural rabbit producing areas in certain 
parts of the State. Two of these areas will comprise about 50 acres each, 
and two about 25 acres each, Each area will be surrounded by a vermin-proof 
wire fence. ' 

A trial experiment which was made at the Fisher Game Farm last year 
proved that rabbits can sugeessfully be propagated in this manner. About 
50 rabbits placed in a four and one-half acre field at the Fisher Game Farm 
reproduced amazingly. At least three litters of young were secured. No 
attempt, however, was made during this experiment to remove the young of each 
litter when they reached the proper age, which would have prevented over- 
crowding. Under the new program each new litter will be culled out and re- 
leased for stocking purposes as soon as the young are able to shift for them- 
selves. This will alleviate the possibility of over-crowding and at the same 
time materially reduce the amount of food necessary, 

If the large scale experiments prove successful, and the Commission 
is confident that they will, the sportsmen of Pennsylvania not only will be 
assured of a continuous supply of cottontail rabbits for restocking each year, 
but the danger of bringing Some serious disease into Pennsylvania through 
importation of rabbits from other sections of the country will be entirely 
eliminated, : 

Proof that cottontail rabbits can be propagated on a large scale also 
is evidenced by the fact that great numbers of these animals have been removed 
from some of the larger islands in the Susquehanna River. In one instance, 
officers of the Game CommigSion removed over 800 rabbits from one island 
where but a comparatively few had been released two or three years before, 

Pnriyloanie g Ame heuwe 
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investigate Disease Outbreak in Wild Rabbits.—-Extensive losses among cotton-— 

tail rabbits in a section of Virginia about 100 miles south of Washington during 

; Ye the past winter and spring have recently been reported to the bureau. Several spec— 7g 

V “y imens sent to the laboratory of the Disease Investigations Project during April JS 

a> and May and examined by Doctor Shillinger, showed lesions characteristic of tularemia. Se 

C Tissues sent to Dr. R. G. Green, at the University of Minnesota, who is cooperating 7 

with the bureau on wild-life disease investigations and who has made a special study < 

cf tularemia, were examined in the laboratory and inoculated into test animals there. 

These results also strongly indicated that the dead rabbits had been infected with 

tularemia. The Virginia losses Doctor Shillinger considers an instance of the cyclic 

disappearance of game as a result of disease. Last fall the animals were abundant 

there, but at present they are comparatively scarce, and the remains of rabbit car— 

casses are to be found in great numbers scattered over the area. Observations in 

the region are being continued for the purpose of learning what factors may be in-— 

volved in the development of such epizootics, the vectors responsible for the spread, 
the final extent of the loss, and the causes leading to an end of the infection. 

Resumes Bird-Disease Studies.—-Dr.. L. C. Morley, who was last summer en— 

= des
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PENNSYLVANIA Game News, May, 1/932 3 Ado Leovold e 
{ AN EXPERIMENT IN THE rimental rather than beneficial in not be permitted to have access to 
\ NATURAL PROPAGATION fins work. It was noted during the entire rabbit area. This will 

OF RABBITS / the trapping operations that the be effected by confining them to 
By C. A. HILLER _ rabbits had their own favorite one end of the area around which 

In Charge of Propagation burrows to which they scurried will be placed a fence of 114 inch 
There have been many reports when disturbed. There being an mesh poultry wire. This mesh is 

reaching the office of the Game insufficient number of holes for small enough to permit the young 
Commission to the effect that cer- the number of rabbits, this holing- rabbits to pass into the main en- 
tain sportsmen’s organizations and up process resulted in many of closure and at the same time pre- 
individuals are interested in the them smothering to death. A vent the matured rabbits from 
propagation of cottontail rabbits number of holes which were dug leaving their area. No doubt some 
under natural conditions. out furnished proof of this, and of the young rabbits will have to 

The Game Commission first ex- as many as twelve rabbits in vari- be trapped from the breeding area. 
perimented in such propagation at ous degrees of decomposition were By having a good supply of nat- 
the Fisher State Game Farm in found. Examinations of these also ural food in the main enclosure 
1931. There was available for this indicated that suffocation caused these young animals can be held 
purpose one of the pheasant hold- their death. There was one short there until they are too large to 
ing fields comprising about 414 tunnel-like hole having two en- re-enter the breeding area. 
acres. This field is almost square, trances, or exits, and inspection of Special attention also has been 
and along the east and west sides this hole revealed the center com- given to the construction of the 
there is a thick growth of green pletely closed with remains of fence which surrounds both the 
briers and other brush which pro- rabbits. breeding and growing area. Here 
vide ample cover. Both brush Another agency also tended to will be used two three-foot widths 
rows are about forty feet in width retard the experiment. For in- of 18 gauge hexagon poultry net- 
and cover a rocky formation which stance, a great many young were ting of 114 inch mesh. The one 
provides numerous burrows for the found dead in the nest, apparently inch mesh will be used at the 
rabbits. The center of this field ssi bottom and will extend one foot 
is tillable, and therein is sowed eZ GE into the ground. This, therefore, 
sudan grass. at yi ee ae NeV me tie) Will provide a five foot fence of During February (1931) ap- eye Ae ee netting around the top of which 
proximately forty cottontail rab-  |mae\@ hinges NSN? ioe three strands of four-point barbed 
bits were released in this field,  |phaga = me NS by NS ees wire will be stretched on two inch 
and while the sex ratio was not bg ae \ 7") «(dD centers. Steel posts eight feet in 
definitely determined it is believed eng ce F ee Bere length will be used every ten feet. 
there were more bucks than does. S.A : ome inet «| These posts will be driven_down- : 
No attention or special care was |" @liyes luk UPR ak cme (ge two and a half feet, allowing five 
given the animals throughout the |< 409 — RF oe ae) «and a half feet to take care of the 
ensuing months. From February Sa) Se =| five feet of poultry netting, and 
until they were trapped in Decem- |,pPa@uG Se Peers, op the barbed wire. A notched flange 
ber, 14 bushels of oats and a small |g led. sa pS ewe “a5| steel post will be used and the net- 
quantity of beets and cabbage is ey geet Popaem ting tied to the posts with about 
all the food which was given them. tae | number twelve galvanized tie 
A few dead rabbits were found and | Kgs DP eee Dae wires. The two widths of netting 
examined. No disease of any kind EGA iniie O should be tied together with gal- 
was noted, and as all animals ee Ee ass vanized hog rings. 
seemed to be fat and in a healthy Voiig Rabbits at Wane Farn Constructing the fence in this 
condition, death was attributed to : manner permits its being torn 
fighting. Such fighting among ] from head wounds inflicted by field down easily and the material used 
themselves was no doubt due to! mice. The nests were probably again. While some labor costs 
overcrowded conditions, as the type near some of the mice runways. would be saved by using six foot 
fence surrounding the field would Experience is a good teacher netting, replacement of any defec- 
not permit even the young to es- and the Commission is adopting tive netting or where the netting 
cape. To correct this condition to methods which will overcome the would rust underground would in- 
some extent 45 young animals difficulties encountered. crease the cost of maintenance. 
were trapped and removed during To begin with, an area of about It is practically impossible to 
July. 40 acres of typical rabbit country, erect a fence that would absolutely 

No more were removed until the where spring water is available and prevent weasels and other preda- 
latter part of December when 104 where it will be possible to sow tors from entering without going 

’~ were trapped and released in the rape, vetch and clover for food, into excessive construction costs. 
vicinity of the game farm. When will be enclosed. This area will However, by setting traps in cub- 
these were removed, there were contain sufficient brush to furnish bies along the outside of the fence 
approximately 25 rabbits still in cover as well as the necessary to catch four-footed enemies, and 
the field, but these were trapped roughage to keep the animals the use of pole traps for the 
later and held for breeders in 1932. healthy. All holes will be closed winged predators, such vermin 

During these trapping opera- because it will be impossible to may be controlled. 
tions an accurate record was kept provide sufficient underground Since burrows must be provided 

; of the dead rabbits found. These space for the number of rabbits for the rabbits, and since natural 
totalled 53, the majority of which produced. ones seem to be disadvantageous, 

_ were found in holes. Therefore, Since fighting occurs chiefly substitutes are being provided. For 
‘ contrary to general opinion and among the adults, once the young this purpose is being used rough 

ideas on this subject, holes are det- leave the nest the breeders will lumber in about six foot lengths



4 PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEWs 

ten or twelve inches in width, the NEW POSTER Refuge Keeper William G. Mat- 
two lengths being nailed together Ten thousand new posters de- thews of Rector, Westmoreland 
at their edges. This provides an signed in an effort to protect rab- County, reported that on March 6 
inverted V-shaped shelter, the bits and other valuable small game and 7 the weather was so cold in 
angle at the top being so small as from careless automobile drivers his section that the Starlings tried 
to permit the passage of air the have been prepared and distrib- to get in the windows. They 
entire length of the cover. These uted. The new poster depicts a would fly against them repeatedly. 
shelters will be placed at random  cottontail blinded by the lights of He let some of them in the barn 
throughout the propagating area an oncoming auto. but they froze to death........ 
and covered with dirt and brush Edward Shaw, Refuge Keeper at 
to keep the interior cool during the 2am ; : uae) Newmansville, Clarion County, re- 
hot days of summer. It is also 7) 4 | :~XWSports a similar experience. He 
considered advisable to stretch Peo meg says he found dead Starlings in 
poultry netting at the bottom of a rams ol ee | the barn and chicken pens, also on 
these shelters to keep the rabbits eo tie eo | the porch roof and window sills... 
from digging small squats in the : AS 2. TNE — Refuge Keeper Mark P. Motter 
interior of the runway, thus en- SOIL eee NT of Refuge No. 21, Lykens, Dauphin 
couraging crowding. Te ik oe County, had the unusual experi- 

The employes of the Commission ie r ence of being snowed out rather 
conducting these experiments look = — @ @'. than snowed in. While assisting 
forward to them very optimis- ale el eg in the search for the Lindbergh 
tically this season. There is a - e oS baby he and his family got caught 
greater demand for  cottontail @l i in a blizzard and couldn’t make the 
rabbits for restocking purposes at es trek over the Broad Mountain to 
than for any other small game, fc fee ae ae the refuge house so they had to 
and if it is possible to successfully i | make their way the best they 
propagate native stock naturally, kee | could to the closest town. On sey- 
sportsmen will benefit a great deal. a i SF eg eral occasions they narrowly es- 

en bo ee ee caped being hit by falling tele- 

BEARS NOT VERY DE- oN phone poles and trees........ 
STRUCTIVE annie Pane as According to Walter Zellers, 

Black Bears are more abundant DUAR: OG ME COM SSI ONERS | Game Refuge Keeper at Refuge 
; : ADDICRI piled Stade : No. 12 in Bradford County, the 
in Pennsylvania than anywhere f PRISBURG PA. snow on March 6, at the refuge 
else in their known range. Usually ag = headquarters was 18 inches deep 

more of these splendid game: ant- and had drifted-as high as ten feet 
mals are killed each year in Penn- REFUGE KEEPERS in some places. Zellers had no 

sylvania than in all the rest of the SNOWBOUND telephone service for over a week 
states ee While these Game Refuge Keepers experi- and, of course, could not get over 
creatures se son attack livestock, enced many difficulties during the the roads. On March 28, the snow 
a somes o) oe develop @ severe March snowstorms. Some reached a depth of 22 inches..... 

: een Thi commit many of them were even humorous. For Refuge Keeper Charles H. Shan- 
co ations. This instinct us- instance, George Koehler, at No. non, Refuge No. 22 in Union 
ually a asserts itself during such g in Lycoming County, had to trek County had the utmost difficulty 
periods when natural food such as on snowshoes through a terrific with his telephone line. The line 
nuts, Lee ete, and smaller blizzard for three hours to go the extends to his camp far back in 
avhen Sos eCarce- i 4 short distance of two miles, in the mountains. Many trees and 
h ce beats are thus tempted order to carry supplies to a young limbs had fallen over the line, de- 
ee invariably seek the most do- married couple on their honey- stroying much of it........ : 
cule abn as as ee prey, es moon in a camp some place along At Refuge No. 26 near Portage, 
cane ee a canes lead the the Loyalsock Creek near the ref. Cambria County, Refuge Keeper 
en ae d ona ee . sie die uge. Just a few days before, the Herbert Diehl reported that a bliz- 
ee i Hed ave been gir] landed in New York from her zard lasted from March 6 to 10, 
he sdf . said erace th iene ae home in Palestine. She was met all of which time it was unsafe to 
fy a adtion ih © ae Ot by her fiance from Chicago. They be out as trees and branches were 
eas ad 706 aE cee a were married in New York and falling continuously. The mail 

i ae db ee ae 22 cattle, proceeded immediately to Williams- man was unable to get through un- 
Ce nee rf Ms aren nee port, arriving there Sunday night til the 11th. 
eae ae Oe iat or thelr where they were met by a friend The first thought of the Refuge 

ies es Gad eee ahs appropria- and taken to the cabin. They did Keepers at such times is the wel- 
Last en h os oe oathnes not have a chance to secure many fare of the game. In nearly every 
4 ese . de ee-NlveS supplies, however, and when the instance game was fed before a 

om cow were destroyed. snow came they were badly fright- road to town or to the store was 
ened and only by good luck man- opened. A typical example of this 

On April 2, Deputy Game Pro- aged to get an S. O. S. through to is found on Refuge Keeper Edwin 
tector Robert Gibson, Cammal, Pa., Koehler before the telephone line Carpenter’s report (Columbia 
saw a Goshawk catch a full grown was put out of service by the gale. County) immediately after the 
rabbit which it carried for about Because of the great drifts it was snowstorm on March 6: “Opened 
50 yards. The rabbit kicked loose, impossible to get a car through to our road so we could get out with 
however, and got away in the them until Wednesday after- car and take buckwheat down back 

weeds. MOON: wean eee of Lanback’s to a covey of quail.”
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TO KEEP RABBITS AND FIELD MICE 

FROM GNAWING TREES 

Rabbits, field mice and other rodents 

may be kept from gnawing young fruit 

trees by treating them with sulphonated 

oil, which may be prepared easily and 

cheaply at home. 

Heat linseed oil until it is smoking 
hot, and while keeping it at that tempera- 

ture slowly and carefully sift in flowers 

of sulphur in the proportion of one part 

by weight to nine parts of oil, STIRRING 

BRISKLY ALL THE WHILE, If sifted 
in quite slowly and sufficiently stirred, the 

sulphur will dissolve in the oil and leave 

a clear fluid. 
When cool, scrape the roots near the 

surface clear and spray or brush the tree 
with this oil from the roots up for some 
two feet or so and then replace the soil. 

Wrapping with printed newspaper will 

protect the tree trunk from rabbits, but 

does not keep the field mice from gnaw- 

ing the roots. But coating the roots with 

this sulphonated oil and then re-covering 

them will keep the mice away. And it is 
the only method yet found, by the most 
thorough state and government research, 

that never fails. 
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Seat Digest of R. 3, Grippensee's ‘thes! fotdes 9 e 8 8 
Bldo Leopold 

She Biology oni Management of the Cottontal] Rabbit 

Unpubl, MSS, Univ, of Mighigan, 1933. : 

RP. 20. Gurveof grout ont Length with ages OW weeks, (Mature wh. of 100 groms 
weeks due te artificial food.) 

RP. 2.  Moights, Vemales heavier ani larger than males, 

Pe 30. Breeding Season. Jan, 15~ing. 15. 

Pe 31, Sex Ratio of 216 rabbits collected 43% fenale, Some in traps as in shooting, 

pe 34. Nesting materiols carried as far as 50’, 

p. Aver, 55 grans solid food ani 92 grams water, (This 
pn ag to drinking water,) 

p. 46. Drowings. Average 265 pellets per day, wt. 20 ar, per day. 

p. 47. aa Saginaw Forest est. density 1 rabbit per acre, 69 acres, 
$ would give 69% per acre per year. 

Pp. 50-51, Maho Senne. 20ns 04, Baek De, lee BS, 

Common Name Sedentific Neme 

Apple, tame Pyrug gp. (Tourn, ) 
Apple, wild lua 1. 

Setas ban toate ee seus, 
ae ton eetatios whan 

Beech raniifolio Bhrh, : 

Beech, blue caroliniana walt, 
Birch, yellow ee ft. 
Battermt cinerea, 
Catalpa Warder, 
Cedar, white saaddentalia 

Cot tonnood fous Marsh. 
Elder, box Le 
Him, American ima Le 
Hawthorne Cpa taace 2 

Hop hornbean Ostrya virginiana (Mill.) K. Koch, 
Hickory, shell-bark verve OV Mill.) K. Koch, 

Hickory, pigmt Sarva glabra (1i11.) 
Hickory, bittermt Sarva soriifomais Wang. K, Koch, 
Tronwood. 
Juniper Tne 
Teeast, dladc Haulers d 

locust, honey ie



~2« 

Meple, red Ager ly 
Maple, silver Ager L 
Maple, striped — 4 L, 
— sugar Ager 

cm red Quercag xub _ 
Oak, white The 
Peach ap. (Tourn,) 
Pine, corsican Schneid, 
Pine, Japanese ease 
Pine, lorway bite 
Pine, Seotch le 
Pine, westera yellow Doug), 

Poplar, taltp fulipifers 1. * 

Spruce, Norway (mds) Picen (h.) Karst. 

Comuon Neme Selentifie Nome 

St oun aeoeseee . 'e 

Bittersweet le 

ag ae 
Dogwood Soxms L'Herit. 
Degwood, red-osier Micha, 

Evonymas Taed. 

Huckleberry, low bush eunta, tm» Kitty 
Leather leaf Salyoulatea (1.) Moench, 
Headow-sweet 4 a. Ly 
Bighshade, woody De ly 
Raspberry, black Rubus lee 
Raspberry, red Rous : (¢, A, May) 

Rose, wild m le 
Smilax m@ 

=o Be. 

Sumac, smooth le 
Sumae, poison Le 
Willow, beaked Seop. 
Willow, pussy Le 

De 90. Salt. Captives showed no preference for salted baric, 

Pp. 54. Mater. Captives drank, but no wild ones seen to drink or move to water.
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p. 56. Table 7. 

Guoice of Leafy Plant Yoods: ‘The foods in each group are listed 
in orfer of preference as shown by the amounts eaten by rabbits in 
captivity where groups of two or more foods were placed in the cages, 

Greatest ancunt eaten Next to greatest east amount eaten 
smount eaten 

yw thi st) Alfalfa Red clover 

Dandel ic Alfalfa Conada thistle 
Dandel tc Goldenrod Raspberry sprouts 
1 fal, Broad leaf plantain 
Brn 2D. Alfalfa 

Lfah.2 Small crab grass 
anal Cr Alfalfa 

fal 2 Grape leaves . 
Abfelza Wild strawberry 

: Barley without heads 
Oats without heads 
Deadly nightshade 
Presh carrot tops 
Barley sprouts 
June grass 

flee plentain
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Be 57. Table &. 

Comparison of each int fe Oe te eee 
of total eaten, iia 

Soumon nee Seientific name Rer_cent. 

Apple 51.8 
Staghorn susag 276 
Cottonwod St an ind 
Panicled dogwood 1,8 

Apple Be 46.5 
Cot tonmood deltoizen 1948 
Staghorm sunes = ry 
Catalpa : 29 - 
Panteled dogwod atest 15 

Apple Malus sp. ot 

Minde Seenst inks penn eT eee i pemacaenale 27 

Black raspberry Socidentalis 3308 

Redoute isch ieee ie "0 
Black oak a 98 
White oal: 146 
Black waliat ies ie 0 

Black oak eluting 6 
Witeh-hazel re seh 

oak TT Sisst walmt me 25.3 
Basswood american, o 

pied eam = || 
50.9 whe a 3% 

Aspen Lopuins tremloides 942 

<" as 5 
Stiver maple Acer saccharimua 7.8 

Hawthora ams 6501 
elder 18, aes sie coe ||
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Tene cherry mR Th 
Black cherry —a 28.4 

Black locast 100.0 waite aot SS 

pe 58. Shaien, si fonltecena Thane! Trangplant stock of nine conifers 
were pots to prevent the needles from falling, 
The experimental animals were kept without food for twenty-four 
hours previous to placing the plants in the pen, ‘the results 
were ag follows! 

Table 9. 

Selections of various conifer transplants for food 
by rabbits 

pms tage Ro 8 

ee. hen om. ECU | 
form Hines Cnt s 
Norway spruce, 

saree patie tee a R 

write spruce Eins ammmanais s 

$+ slight, M- medium, H = heavy, 

pe 90. Shade, "It avoids atrong mnlizht consistently.” (7) 

Pe 103. eed Traxtman took TT rabbits from holes (by ferrets) in 
2 atres 0 gh in Morrow Go., Ohio. Woodelmek & ghunkk holes may be 
necessary to good density, 

p. 11%, Mony more rabbits in alfalfa in summer than in teme hay, grain, or corn, 

De 120, Paris in Zona decreases as Veapersture increases, 440. bottom of fom ; 

dis in when cold, 

p. 12k. Holing up (Trautman), 

“fronhman's conclusions on the relationship of ralbite to the 

use of holes are as follows 
1. If the footing is good, especially if there is no snow, ant 

the temperature above twenty degrees Fohrenheit, in general rabbits 

will not hole up even when chased by « dog. 
2, With anow on the ground and the temperature below twenty degrees 

Pannen ARNO Sab ipsenl ek sty YENTOy SOENEEE SOREN 
have more one opening. 

3, Daring contimed severe weather with snow the rabbits come ont 

only to defecate, and during prolonged cold periods, to feed.
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h, A higher percentage of females than miles use holes, 
5. Moles where foreed to use cover will generally use hollow logs 

or trees whore such cover is available," 

De AAS. RAR elas ome be eek hy 2ahts benmees Cup Mheraating daik 
is ina go the rabbit has free passage to both entrances, 

et et as indieated by tracks on ashes, greatly increased 
geanon but contimed even stronger after the season, 

P. 129. Bear. “Ocensionslly individucls (eaptive?) will die from no other 
Yeason than shear fright." Mo detafle given, 

P. 131. Rabbit placed near, mt oat of % of, 2 mixk showed no alarm, 
eee Se atk ceeal te coat a eae * 

De A ee ee indicating discrimination 
taste rather then sell, 

DP» 134, Topography, Rabbit released in unfamiliar territory jumped into a creek, 

Y. 137. Zighting. Captives strance to each other when confined together will 
fight regardless of sex, ani the stronger will umuslly tear all the hide 
off the weaker, 

0 BGs seen Uttens, Average of 27 Litters was 5.04, Thinks 2 litters common 
and 4 pos’ per year, 

Pe 150, Peubrey says mice and rabbite take the temperature of their surroundings 
during first 10 days of life, arly litters freeze? 

Pp. 153. Fewer rabbits in 8. Mich, in 1933 than 1932, 

DP» 17, A mink killed 3 rabbits always by biting Left side of neds, 

DP. 178, Average kill per man~day in Mich, 1932, 2.5, 1933, 202. 

Pe 184, Average flushing distance, 100 rabbits in forms, 27.9 feet, 

p. 188 Lighis, Gross Isle, 2 600 seres in Jamary yielded 2092 in 16 days or 
“3 Oe ever oamit Liked, Size of crew or rewidusl population 

Kelloge Bird Sanctuary, 19732633, 700 acres yiclded 20%, at odd times, 
Novenber to February, or 34! acres per rabbit killed, Time per hunter 
per rabbit 51 wimites, Cost at 30¢ per hour 35¢ per rabbit, 

Williaeston area, farmers only, on 2910 acres, year not given, 
killed a rabbit for each 11,8 acres, 

P. 203. Mice ag Predators. Quotes Hiller as stating that mice kill young in nests, 

Filet DMgests 
Cottontail? (2) 
Michigan - 
Rabbit box |“
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are bothering him should not give wet to start a state-wide 

campaign for the destruction of all hawks. 

Mr. J. M. B. Reis (Pennsylvania): In our state in November, 1931, 444 

hawks were sent in for bounty. Instead of the ornothologists examining 

these hawks we did it ourselves, and we found that 114 of them had food in 

their stomachs—there was no food in the stomachs of the ones which had not 

eaten that day, so that in respect to them we had nothing to examine. On the 

basis of the price of chickens, in respect to the 114 hawks it cost the farmer 

41 cents and the sportsman 68 cents to feed one hawk one meal. 

Dr. Pearson: What value did the farmer receive from the rodents and 
vermin that the hawks killed? 

Mr. Reis: There were a few mice in the hawks’ stomachs. As to insects, 
there were hundreds of grasshoppers, and there were snakes and things of 

that kind. But when you take the whole 114 that had stuff in their stomachs, 

we figured out that it cost a total of $1.09 to feed each one of these hawks one 

meal. : 

Dr. Pearson: Are you speaking of goshawks? 

Mr. Reis: No, I am discussing the general run of hawks, taking them 

: as they came, the ones that had food in their stomachs—red-tails, Cooper’s, 

sharpshins and all the rest of them. That was the most thorough examination 

I believe ever was made of a lot of hawks, but through your influence and 

out of consideration to one of the game commissioners that thing was stop- 

ped. 

The Chairman: Is there any further discussion? If not, we have about 

reached the hour for recess. 

Mr. Reinhart: If I may add a word about the vermin, I believe they are 

the greatest competition the conservation commissioners have, and I tell you 

that you have to be on your toes all the time to overcome it. The competi- 
tin of the vermin is worse than that of the sportsmen. 

At 12:30 P. M. the Convention took recess. 

FOURTH SESSION 

Friday Afternoon 

The meeting resumed at 1:45 P. M. 

The Chairman: We will postpone any further discussion there may be 

on the hawks until after we hear Mr. LeDune’s paper. 

: PARASITES OF THE OHIO COTTONTAIL RABBIT 
ie 

By E. K. LeDune, D.C.M., M.Sc. 

Temporary Pathologist and Parasitologist, 

Ohio State Game Conservation Department 

_ _ There has been but little work done on the parasites of the wild rabbit - 
in past years, and the Conservation Department of Ohio under the direc- 
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tion of the Hon. William H. Reinhart and his able assistants cooperating 
with the Veterinary Parasitology Department of Ohio State University under 
the direction of Dr. R. E. Rebrassier decided to investigate the parasitic in- 
fection in the wild rabbit. This was undertaken to decide whether or not 
parasites were a factor in the decrement of our rabbit population in Ohio. 

In conducting this survey, one hundred and twenty-six rabbits were re- 
ceived from approximately one hundred townships within forty counties of 
Ohio during the fall, winter and spring of 1932-33. They represent a wide 
variation in age, condition and locality, having been taken from the regions 
of Lake Erie on the north to the Ohio River on the south, and from Indiana 
on the west to Pennsylvania on the east. 

The animals were killed with guns by game protectors under the same 
conditions that hunters obtain game during the open season. I believe they 
offer a fairly accurate check of the parasitic infection of the cottontail of 
Ohio, inasmuch as they represent nearly one-half of the counties thoroughly 
scattered throughout the state. 

The condition of each rabbit was determined by the amount of fat present 
and classified as follows: Fat; showing an abundant amount throughout the 
body, fair; showing a normal amount, and poor; showing little or no fat. 
The approximate age was judged by the animal’s size and color of hair coat. 
Accurate records were kept on each rabbit, including the county, date of 
autopsy, condition of animal, approximate age and sex. The number, species 
and sex of nematodes (roundworms) were recorded. Likewise the species and 
approximate number of trematodes (flukes), the number of cestodes (tape- 
worms) both adult and larvae, and the presence of Protozoa (coecidia) were 
recorded. 

Our survey shows that 20 per cent of the rabbits were diseased and in 
very poor condition, weighing from a pound to two pounds and showing little 
or no fat on the body, due no doubt to such a tremendous parasitic infection. 
Some animals contained more than 10,000 parasites. Specimens such as these 
are not only unwholesome for human consumption but very detrimental to 
the health of other animals by disseminating ova on the ground and by con- 
tamination of food and water, thus perpetuating the parasites. One heavily 
parasitized rabbit is able to transmit directly or indirectly enough ova to 
infect a thousand healthy animals. 

It is a well-known fact that disease is more easily contracted by animals 
when their resistance is lowered by a great number of blood-sucking, food- 
absorbing parasites continuously diminishing the natural resistance of the 
host. Not only do they lower resistance of the animal, but they destroy 
tissue, especially at point of attachment, causing an inflammation of the area 
and less food absorption by the cells. Then also these parasites give off 
toxins which are absorbed by the host, and these poisons as a rule are very 
intoxicating and harmful to the animal. 

No doubt you of other states have the same condition prevailing in your 
wild-rabbit population. After encountering what I have in this survey, I 
am of the opinion that many of our plagues and diseased conditions which 
occur in wild animals and birds have their starting point in heavily parasit- 
ized animals. I believe that we should investigate the existing condition in 
wild animals more thoroughly and face the facts more squarely. Let us not 
wait until our smaller wild game are all gone to investigate their troubles, 
as we have done in the past with our larger game animals, but start right 
now, and perhaps we can aid them and always have not only sufficient variety 
for our own needs but also for those who follow us. 

It seems very foolish to me to spend from fifty to seventy-five thousand 
dollars per year for mature birds, eggs, animals, help and equipment, and 
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then let them die in great numbers of five thousand to ten thousand in a few 
weeks, as has been recorded in some states, for lack of the proper methods 
of disease control. With the expenditure of one-tenth of the original cost, for 
proper disease-control individuals, the conservation departments of the 
various states interested could diminish their loss 50 per cent or more within 
a few years. Is this not a good investment, not only for the conservation 
departments but also for the hunter and sportsman, whose money we are 
spending? 

Heretofore we have been thinking of raising as great a number of birds 
and mamals in confinement as was possible, and in many cases disease 
and parasites have wiped out the entire groups. We must start at the bottom 
and find out what. diseases and parasites are affecting our different game 
birds and animals and just how to eliminate these losses; then we will be able 
to raise as many as we wish. 

Some states have already taken this step, especially New York and 
Minnesota, where Dr. P. P. Levine and Dr. R. G. Green, respectively, have 

‘ done very fine work on game diseases and parasites. With the continuation 
of their good work these states in a short time will have complete control of 
the disease end of game propagation. 

Previously we have been talking about predatory animals, and I would 
like to say that I believe parasites are one of, if not the greatest destroyers 
of game that we have to control. Unlike predatory animals, parasites will 
have to be controlled with the aid of the microscope and by sanitary meas- 
ures and destruction of certain species of vertebrates and invertebrates that 
act as intermediate hosts for continuation of the different species. If we can 
eliminate only 10 to 15 per cent of these losses, it would help more toward 
game propagation than if we exterminated all the predatory animals. Fur- 
thermore, we would have more healthful birds and mamals for our hunters 
and sportsmen. 

A few questions are brought up in my mind at this time as to whether 
we are really helping the game situation by raising birds and game animals 
in great numbers in semi-confinement, without first taking into consideration 
their diseases and parasitic infection. 

Are we propagating birds and mammals or disease and parasites? 

Are our semi-confined birds, raised without thought of parasites and 
disease, as healthy as the original wild stock? 

If we are placing these birds and mammals out in various sections of our 
different states heavily parasitized and low in resistance, it will not be long 
until all of our game stock will be the same way through direct contact. Will 
we eventually destroy all our game by our unwillingness to acknowledge the 
facts and act accordingly? 

Are not the birds and animals raised in semi-confinement easier for the 
hunter to kill? 

Is this due to the animals’ health or to their previous close association 
with man during propagation? - 

Think these questions over, and I am sure you will see the necessity of 
the proper disease protection of the game we wish to conserve. 

(Lantern slides were shown following the paper). 

T Chairman: \With your permission we. will ‘postpone. discussion on 

predatoty control until we finish oe papers, and then we will come ck 
to the dis: esion\I takepleasure at this time in presenting our good frie 
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Rabbit Folder 

New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 3, 1934 

\ \ 

j j \ 

y§ \ \ 

; Mr. Glark L. Stevens \ \ 

University of New Hampshire \ \ 

/ e Durham, New Hampshire \ \ 
/ " \ 

f Dear Mr. Stevens: 

I am interested in your paper on Cottontail 

Rabbits appearing as 26a in the Reference Program of 

1 the Beological Society. 5 

I em hoping that this will become available 5 

in the form of reprints, in which event, will you 

please send me a copy, or if possible, three copies, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL: OM Game Manager 

26a. The Effect of Cottontail Rabbits on Succession. (10 min.) Clark 
L. Stevens, University of New Hampshire. 

Examination of the damage done by cottontail rabbits to stands of young 
mixed hardwoods and conifers in southeastern New Hampshire indicates a 
decided preference for certain species of hardwoods, notably blue beech and 
red maple. White pine, Eastern hemlock and Gray birch were practically 
untouched. The damage was greatest in the smaller individuals, showing 
that sprouts have little chance of survival. Thus the effect of the attack by 
rabbits is to increase the proportion of conifers in the stand.



Memo for Cottontail Folder: 

Sam Kisow, while in the vicinity of Olean, New York, about February 20, 

1934, heard from apparently reliable first-hand witnesses of 37 cottontails 

being found frozen in a single spot. This was during the 1934 blizzard. 

Temperatures of 55° below had been recorded at Olean. The report alleged 

that the 37 cottonteils were all huddled together in one mass like a covey of 

quail, 

Copy filed in New York folder.



3/3/3% 

Hote for Subject Folder "Weights of Gane": The monthly reports of Dr. 
Green on "Minnesota Wild Life Disease Investigation" contain weights of 

grouse and rabbits examined, in grams. Where these are animals shot for 

sampling the weights should be usable as normal weichts. 

AL, 

Copies for Ruffed Grouse 
Prairie Chicken 
Snowshoe i 
Cottontail -—~



July 14, 1954 

Syele 

Earl L. Atwood, Jr., State Jorest Nursery, Wisconsin Rapids, 
Wis., reports finding many half-grown rabbits (eottontail) dead in 
woods, many "dopey." Few adults, Grand Rapids Township, T22NR6B 
(Wood Co.). 

Copies: Grange 
Cycle 
Cottontail “ 
Disease 
Wood Co.



: Pite-Coon—Vaitey 

of phe” 

Extract from letter from Watson Hall, Coon Valley, Wisconsin, July 14, 1934 fy 

filed Coon Valley) 

"T heard that Clayton Leum and a companion killed 55 cottontails in one 

day last fall."



Pa. Game News Cottontails 

August, 1934 

i ING TREE : r 

John W. Hersh a nurseryman of Down ee 7 

My  ckperietie thie sting ace henne near 9ous 
trees and leaving a patch of them to stand 

over winter will keep rabbits from gnawing "
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By RICHARD GERSTELL 

Inspector, Division of Propagation 
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Figure 1 Figure & Figure 3 

A house from a Rebbit A Mite from ea Frabbit A Rabbit Bot Fly 

(Heemodipsus ventricosus) [Sarcoptes scabrer cunicul) (Cuterebre cumeul:) 
Greatly enlarged Greatly enlarged Approximately Hetwal Size 
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Figure 4: Figure 5 Figure 6 
Larre! Stoge of a Rabbit Bot Fly \An Intestinal Flagellate from a Rebbit R Tapeworm from @ Rabbit 

Approximately Actual Size (Giardia duodenahs) (Gttotsenia  ctenerdes) 
As Seen under a Microscope Approximately one-half Acwal Size 
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Figure 7. Figure 8 Figure 9 
Larval Stege of 2 Deg Topeworm Al Stomach Worm from 2 Rabbit A hiver Fluke from @ FRabbit 

(Taeme pisiformis) (Qbeliscordes cumcul) (Fasciola hepaticz) 

Appronmately Hetual Size Shghtly Enlarged Shghtly Reduced 
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pees recent years the fear of tulare- body, but are found on the external surface common to other animals are carriers of 

mia, a dreaded disease sometimes car- of the skin. This group includes fleas, lice, some of our most dreaded diseases and 

vied by rabbits and other game birds and mites and ticks. plagues and it is quite possible that research 

animals, has spread through the country and Almost _everyone who has ever handled il] show that the rabbit flea. is also a 

has made the diseases and parasites common wild rabbits has observed the fleas on these  gigease carrier. 

to our wild rabbits the focal point of sports- animals. They are quite numerous on the ares e 
s ores ; ; The louse is another common insect para- 

men’s attention. great majority of wild rabbits and normally Tie cP ike cobalt. he eabbit lone Fi 

The cottontail rabbit propagating experi- cling to the hair close to its roots, but when Bp S20) le coke on ne zap it louse ( 38. 

ments being carried on at the Loyalsock a rabbit is killed and the body temperature 1) a blood-sucking parnaise: A nea Ze 

State Game Farm have afforded, since the begins to decrease, the fleas begin to make festation with these parasites will cause 

rabbits are raised under almost natural con- their appearance on the outer surface of the anaemia and general emaciation. The rab- 

ditions, an excellent opportunity to study the fur and by the time the rabbit is cold, all bit louse is capable of carrying tularemia 

diseases and parasites of the cottontail rab- of these insects have left the host in search from infected to non-infected rabbits, but, so 

bit. In the following paragraphs there will of another of the same species. far as is known, does not carry this disease 

pe found a brief, non-technical description In the great majority of cases the fleas from rabbit to man. Like the flea, the louse 

of some of the more common parasites and parasitizing wild rabbits probably do no can exist for any length of time only on a 

diseases found in the cottontail rabbit. harm beyond causing rather constant irri- living rabbit. 

The first group of parasites to be con- tation by their biting. It has been found, Four different species of mites are found 

sidered are those which do not enter the however, that certain of the species of fleas on rabbits. These small parasites (Fig. 2)
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are animals closely related to the insects. Coccidiosis of the liver is a disease which sites probably account for the death of a 
They reproduce by laying eggs which hatch produces white spots on the liver. It is this negligible number of rabbits. 
out into larval forms which much resemble coccidiosis: of the liver which is so com- Thus far, all the parasites discussed have 
the adults, but are smaller and have only monly taken to be tularemia, but such in- been animal parasites, that is, parasites 
six legs while the adults have eight. deed is not the case. which are all members of the animal king- 

The mites are the parasites which cause Another type of protozoa parasitizing rab- qgom. Certain members of the vegetable 
ear mange, skin mange and limber neck. It bits are certain intestinal flagellates (Fig. kingdom, chiefly the bacteria, also parasitize - 
is indeed possible that these mites are dis- 5). ‘These single-celled animals adhere to rabbits and are the cause of disease among 
ease carriers, but little is known about this the walls of the intestine of the rabbit and these animals. 
at the present time. set up an intense irritation which annually The first type of bacterial disease to be 

Certain of the mites live under the scab Causes the death of many rabbits. considered is necrobacillosis, or Schmorl’s 
or crust which the irritation of their pierc- The parasitic worms found in rabbits are isease. This disease is quite common in 
ing bites builds up, while others burrow into of three general types: the tapeworms, the rabbits and is evidenced by large lumps just 
the skin. In advanced stages the mange roundworms and the flukes, Almost every- under the skin, particularly about the lips 
caused by mites often causes the death of one who has ever dressed a wild rabbit has and neck regions. These lumps, or ulcers, 

: the rabbits. noted the flat, many-segmented tapeworms je just under the skin and are filled with 
The rabbit tick is another blood-sucking found in the intestine (Fig. 6). These worms an abundance of cheesey pus. In the great 

rabbit parasite closely related to the mites, are from ten to thirty inches in length and majority of cases, unless these ulcers be re- 
They are a great deal larger than the mites if only one or two are present in the intes- moyed by surgical methods they cause the 
and are frequently found clinging to the tine they apparently do the rabbit little or qeath of the rabbits. 
rabbits’ ears, their abdomens filled with 20 harm, but when present in greater num- Another bacterial disease of the rabbit is 
blood. Various species of ticks are known bers, which is not often the case, they absorb streptobacillary pseudotuberculosis. As the disease carriers and it is probable that the S0 much of the food from the intestine tnat name implies, this disease resembles tuber- rabbit tick carries disease from rabbit to the rabbit soon becomes emaciated and dies, culosis and affects chiefly the lungs, but also 
rabbit. These tapeworms cling to the inner surface the liver and intestine. As does tubercu- 

The second type of rabbit parasite to be of the intestine by means of a series of hooks losis, the disease causes general emaciation 
considered is the rabbit bot-fly (Fig. 3). and carries a high mortality rate. 
These are the parasites commonly known as = Saas tA RR OES The third type of bacterial disease to be 
“warbles” and the complete life history of Pig ap. PF ae studied is tularemia. It is almost impossi- 
the insect is not known, 1, fe fee af, oe ble for the layman to determine whether or 

The adult flies (Fig. 3) somewhat resem- GT ae A SS, 4 not a rabbit suffers from this disease. Ab- 
ble the common bumble bee. They are not WES ee = 4 ; We normal conditions are found in the liver and 
frequently seen, but fly about the fields and 4 Le be, Ee other organs, but diagnosis from these con- 
woods during June and July. They have no fi Nj! ZL o. “PL ee oe ditions requires technical training. 
mouthparts and consequently are unable to if f, Z See LE pe, Vz It may be well to say that tularemia is feed during their lifetime, which is spent fly- wh FRE, |“ ze, not common in wild rabbits in Pennsylvania, "ing about and laying eggs. Just where the = = Ae a although cases of this disease are on record. egg is laid, is a fact unknown. Egg AER ee Thorough cooking will destroy all chances of 

The larvae of the bots (Fig. 4) appear just infection from the rabbit, but particular 
under the skin of the rabbits with their 0? the head of the worm. They absorb food 61.4 should be taken when dressing rabbits, 
posterior extremity exposed to the air 8 it passes through the intestine and con- |. a cut or open sore on the hands affords 
through a small opening in the skin, These ‘t#Dtly produce more segments which, when the best possible opportunity to contract the larvae, which are commonly referred to as they mature, become detached fromsthe nee disease, should by chance the rabbit be in- “warbles,” hatch out of the egg laid by the of the worm and are passed out of the rabbit fected. 

flies and may occur on various parts of the dy a Lhe ee eee ee, Se This disease is transmitted among the 
body, but are found most frequently in the Contains many eggs, these ejected segments lower forms of life by the wood tick, the region of the neck and shoulders or the ®T@ the source of new infection. rabbit tick, the rabbit louse and the deer fly area between the hind legs. When the lar- Pee gee ete Cras ate HORUS peCliG yee transmitted from the lower forms to vae reach maturity, usually about the tiie that is, they will infect only one particular | by the deer fly and the wood tick and of the first frosts, they drop from the rabbit Species. Thus, the rabbit tapeworm will not through handling diseased animals. and burrow into the ground, where they re- infest man. Th i : : . main for some months and eventually emerge Another type of tapeworm found in the e above mentioned parasites and dis- as adult flies. rabbit is the dog tapeworm. In the rabbit, ©28es are only a part of the vast number of 

These parasites apparently do not harm however, only the larval stage of this worm PAlasils and disease to which the cotton- : : s larvae form the re subject. In spite of these the wild rabbit to any appreciable extent occurs (Fig. 7). These conditions however Gai ib i i ili ree of infection for dogs. The dogs eat 1 , with the possible excep and in all probability carry no forms of Source o: i ee e tion of tularemia there is practical disease. rabbits harboring the larvae and soon be- prac cally No : % come infested with adult worms. chance of contracting any harmful disease or The third group of parasites to be con- parasite through the handling or eating of sidered are the various internal parasites, There are numerous types of round worms  Gottontail rabbits. 
that is, those parasites which live within parasitic in the cottontail rabbit. They all 
the body either in the blood, in the digestive have 8 Sea earen of the rabbit. Soo 
tract or in various body tissues. This is a stomach worm (Fig. Devore asec: 
large group of paracited and includes vari- Stomach worms are frequently found in the NON-RESIDENT HUNTERS AP- 
ous protozoa and different types of worms. rabbit stomach, If their number is small, PRECIATE COURTESIES OF 

The protozoa are small single-celled ani- these worms probably do little or no: harm, OUR GAME PROTECTORS 
mals visible only with the aid of a micro- but when present in large numbers they 
scope. A number of different species of C@USe Serious systemic upsets and even death. One of the bright spots in the varied ex- 
these animals parasitize cottontail rabbits, Pinworms, whipworms and lungworms are perjences of the Game Commission is the 
but only one group of them are generally other forms of roundworms found in the rab- many letters that come from non-resident 
known, namely, those which produce coccidi- bit." Of these the first two are found in hunters either to the different Game Pro- 
osis, the coccidia. The great majority of various parts of the intestine and the latter  tectors or direct to the Harrisburg office ex- 
rabbits are parasitized by coccidia, though in the lungs. pressing warm appreciation for the many 
some show no signs of the disease and are Two types of flukes are sometimes found courtesies and the help extended to them 
merely carriers of the organism. It is not in rabbits, The liver fluke (Fig. 9) is the during their stay by our Game Protectors. 
definitely known whether or not coccidiosis most common form and appears in the liver To reprint all such letters received would 
is in rabbits a harmful disease, but it is pos- and bile ducts. Little is known about the leave little room in the Game News for any- 
sible that the disease may cause death. effects of fluke parasitization, but such para- thing else.
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RED SQUIRREL KILLING YOUNG COTTONTAIL AND YOUNG GRAY SQUIRREL 

On April 30, 1924, at Ithaca, New York, Raymond Patno brought me a young cotton- 

tail (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi) about nine days old. He had seen a red squirrel 
(Sciurus hudsonicus loquax) at 6:30 a.m., attempting to climb a tree with the young 

rabbit in its mouth. When approached, the squirrel dropped the small rabbit and ran 

upthe tree. The brain and one ear of the cottontail had been consumed, yet the animal 
was still warm and limp when recovered. The circunistances clearly point to the 

squirrel as the killer of this nestling rabbit. 

At Ithaca, on April 15, 1925, Dr. Thomas Smyth saw a red squirrel carrying a young 

gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis leucotis). The young gray was the size of a chip- 
munk. By bombarding it with stones, Smyth induced the red squirrel to drop its prey, 

which was found to be dead having been bitten through the back and neck.—W. J. 

Hamitton, Jr., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.



File: Cottontaily 
Sandhill Crane 
Cycle 
Adams Co. 

December 3, 1934 

Memo for Wing: 

Franklin Schmidt tells me that cottontails are plentiful on the 
Cardo farm on the east side of Shiprock Marsh in Adams Co. 50 rabbits 
have been killed on 300(?) acres already, but there were still lots of . 
tracks and a limit of 5 rabbits was killed recently by one of the Cardo 

boys in two hours, Evidently the cycle has not yet hit the cottontails 

in this locality. 

Prairie chickens on the Cardo farm are more plentiful this winter 
than last, but sharptails less so, 

The cranes left the Shiprock Marsh shortly before October 20, 
They were still there on October 13. The maximum number occurred during 
the shooting season about October 1, when as high as 100 were seen in the 

air simultaneously, 

AL.
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*Closed season on brant ANNUAL TAKE REPORTED IN NEW JERSEY (Rounded to nearest 1000) Sinead geeeos on aoe 
rete spent escent 

t Year 

Species 1934 [| 1933 | 1932 | 1931 | 1930 | 1929 | 1928 | 1927 | 1926 | 1925 | 192) 

Rabbits 000 1543, 000 000 |512 agar coaks 0, 000 | 448, 000 1489, 000 64, 000 
—SSe ot teeceerel genera eee nO TT Pa INO eee ali 

Gray Squirrels |115,000|123,000|102,000 |104,000| 59,000 etic et 1 Se Farm Game 

canbe... (90006 aie. teo tual Aik) ot gael #000! zi.conl waikon| mami e,cee aa cont i 
Quail 000! 72,000} 59,000 000! 58,000 000 a call econ 9,000 

neil woes l sell base) ace. 5 @ebenons) yl weal oo oil spcoe!. tpeo ] 

Deer 2,300! 1,700| 1,600 1,700] 1 al nae eet eel 1,700] 1,200! 1.100) 

ot 13,0001 73,000] z2,000| 52,0001 65,0001 72,0001 64,000! 64,0001 64,000] a1,000| 95,000] aterm 
i i 1 

Geese & Brant Es Neit si sal 4,200] 4,500! 3,200/ 4,600] 5,000] 7,000] 5,000! 7,000 on } 
PREDATORS ((Rounded off to nearest 100) 

t 

Cats 10,800] 9,600} 11,000 eee 10 sont aoa 11,600] 11,600} 11,000] 1 200) 
: | 
Weasels 4 ie aa 4,200] 4.8007! 5,200 100; 6,900! 4,700) 4 200 | 000} 5 000 | 

Red Squirrels ee ee goo| 3,0007| 2,200] ---;---|---[---|--- sad 

Foxes 1,200]. 2: ee 1,000? goo} 1,000 ae g00 00| zoo | 

FISH (Rounded off to nearest 1000) : 

Trout [uo 000 [460,000 [40% 0007421, 000 00, 000 [264 000 1230, 000 |206, 000 [185,000 11.68, 000 
Bass 171, 000/177, 000 1160, 000/147, 0001100,0001104,000] 38,000]112,000/112,000] 86,0001121,000 
Pickerel [194, 000 [201 000 }202, 000 1233, 000 1165, 000 1204, 000/178, 0001196, 000/177, 000/145, 000/193, 000 

(Rounded off to nearest 100) 
li 1 
coe 150, 200/137, 900] 122, 800] 134, 0] 202, 200] 202,000 195,200] 189,800]175, 700]175,900| 175, 7001173,900 159, 800|



ANNUAL STOCKING IN NEW JERSEY 

Year 
$ x eee 1935 [1934 [1933 | 1932 | 1931 [1930 [1929 | 1928 | 1927 [1926 | 1925 | 1924 [1923 | 1922 

Rabbits 25,000 | 31, 000 j22 ad 000 |21, 000 enamels 000 {24,000 }11,000 000} 9,000} 2,000 

Pheasants 4,000 30,000 |22, 000 26,000 |16, 000 14,000| 6,600 

kat 6,000} +.500| 2.1001 2.9001 00} ao] = --| go0| soo] 36| ana] - - -[- - - 
e BAP Se A BR Oe Be ee Se ee a ee ee 
bie bei ee a 

Cost Items Per Bird 

aaa a ee ee 
Huns Reported 

ati eaten le le le |
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(Hot for publication) : Game Management 115 

Aldo Leopold, 1934 

GANS POPULATION DENSITINS 
Acres 

Species Place Size of wait Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres at MacLean,1930. Foothill range 

Vis. 600 acres 5 Univ.Arboretun, vinter 1933-34 
Mo. 6 sai. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
8. Iowa Inhabited farms Qn) Most frequent density, 1931-2 
Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Mo. 250 acres 163 hil Ms Smith fom, 1923 
t 1 it 3el Mt " a 1 >» 1929 

caer eat ee eee RRA cai oi SRE ae 
Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

if it tr 12 " winter 

Datzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, svring 
H.W. Iowa Inhabited range 2m Most frequent density,1931-32 

aca a a ga 
Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 

tt ' w " 105 W tt it i fall 

linn, (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxwell, spring 
/Partridge H. Iowa Inhabited rance S-12 Most frequent density,1931-32 

oS Pa, 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 
England ? 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 
Idaho (Jack) 5,000 acres z: Rabbit drive, winter 

¥ t 640 0.5 High of cycle 
Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 " 1e8 April, 1925, drive 

" 1,280 " “30 May, 1923, drive 

Z 2,500 7 2.1 ‘ov., 1920, drive 
he exe 64o 1 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

Ducts Ohio 1,500 acres 0.1 Fall density,locals (Day) 

Minn, & lakes 1.0 all density,locals (Leopold) 

Deer Ze 750 acres 7e5 Enclosure 
Minn, 390 sq. mi. Se Itasca Pariz, 1920 
Mich, 22 sq.mi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 
Ind, 16 Morgan County, 1320 
Pa. 12.5 Present density of deer range 

7 25 Est,capacity of deer range 

France(Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 
Bohemia( Red) 7 100 Common area" 
Calif, 1,142 sasmi. 30 Stanislaus 1.F., 1921-23 
He Ys 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacks, 1929 

(Towmmsend & Smith) 
SSIES ek ce oo ee re a ot ar Mt eS PRR Te ctr eR Ee ere ee ree 
Antelope iMex. 4,650 sqemi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

EL: Yellowstone 3,400 Sqeiie 100 Yearlong range, i927 

Park



Cottontail 

From General Notes, Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 16, No. 1, February 1935, p. 69: 

Diurnal Mating Activity of the : 
Cottontail ; 

On the afternoon of May 13, 1934, while crossing a clover field near 
Union Springs, N.Y., a small group of students, including the writer, noticed 
three cottontail rabbits (Sylvilaeus floridanus mearnsi Allen) moving about 
in the open, perhaps one hundred yards away. One animal was being followed by 
the other two at intervals of a few feet, and it was soon evident that courtship 

was in progress. The trio zigzagged back and forth but moved constantly down the 
gentle slope of the field toward the group of watchers. At intervals the first 
rabbit, presumably a female, would pase for a few moments, ‘The nearest male 
would then overtake her and, with ears laid back, attempt to mount her. Almost 

5 at once she would hop along again and the pursuit would continue. ‘This was 
repeated three or four times before the animals had reached a distance of about 
fifty feet from the observers. At this point the female and nearest male were 
obscured from view by an outcropping of bushes. ‘he second male had become 
either alarmed or discouraged and moved back up the slope toward the wider part 

* of the field. Throughout the performance, headlong haste was exhibited by neither 
female nor males--the three hopping along in a rather leisurely fashion. At no 
time was there evidence of violence on the part of either sex. 

a The time of the observation was 4:30 p.m.; the weather partly cloudy; the 
temperature slightly above 70°F.--E.E.Brown, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
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nei 
Russell of the Geological Survey kindly lent Tue CarNecig GRANT 

ronus by Ge Ponaaon iepartnet Ome Mines, Having fulfilled certain conditions our appli- 
Originally this Plesiosaur was about 18 to 20 e 5 

cation to the Canadian Committee of the Car- 
feet long, but the head and neck have never ‘ : 5 : 

been found. The revelation of the existence of ea Comporation ee pesiee i a Bhaneees 

an Ojibwa Boulder Mosaic in the forested area $1500.00 for eaves sonal caupmsnt, not for 
of the Whiteshell River Forest Reserve ~ was salaries. With this welcome aid we have al- 

due to the action of our staff in following up ready sent one Museum exhibit to a country 

information received. We asked the Provincial point 160 miles from Winnipeg as an experiment- 

Government to issue a protective edict over the al feeler in this direction; and our Equipment 

whole of the site and to prevent the removal of Committee has started to provide proper equip- 

the snake and tortoise emblems. This protection ment for Birds, Insects, and Botany, employing 

has been granted. Another useful effort has been 16cal and Canadian. labour by preference, ti 

the placing of a number of old Red River relics. : 
ander “sate= caver -whichi-were in danger cot is a great adventure to lay the toupee of 

being ruined for want of care and protection. @ Museum which shall serve Manitoba as well 

These date back to the early Red River settle- 4S Winnipeg and form a central link in the grow- 

ment of 100 years ago and include household ing chain of the Museums of Canada thus serv- 

utensils and furniture as well as farm imple- ing the Dominion as a whole. Such is the 

ments. Among them is a dugout canoe. ambition of our Executive. 

SOME NOTES ON THE COTTONTAIL IN ONTARIO 

By JAMES L. BAILLIE, JR. 

HE COTTONTAIL RABBIT (Sylvi- that, in age, it dates back to the days befo.e 

lagus floridanus mearnsii) is one of the white man. 

CRNA) the principal elements of the mammal- With such definite archeological evidence of its 

Papeete fauna of the more southern Parts presence in Oxford County or vicinity three 

of Ontario: The farm-boy finds a it all the hundred years ago, we might safely assume 

necessary attributes for sport and it seems, at that the species was present in Ontario con- 

all times, to be present in sufficient numbers to tinuously from the time when the Indians were 

be dependable game. There toe fact, no doubt — the only human inhabitants up to the present day, 

that it its now more widely distributed in the at feast in the south-western counties of the 

southern, ‘settled parts of the province than province, bordering on Lake Erie. It might be 

ever before. argued that there is no corroboratory evidence 

Saunders' records that the Cottontail is said in the literature of the existence of Cottontails 

to have first invaded Ontario from the south until about 1860 but we maintain that the same 

about 1860 and nearly all authors (including might be said truthfully of other common mam- 

Seton, Nash, Fleming, Soper and others) con- mals of the province of the present day, as it 

sider the animal a comparatively recent addition cannot be denied that the literature dealing with 

to the mammalian fauna of the province. That Ontario mammals -prior to 1860 was, at best, 

it existed here, however, in times even before fragmentary and we doubt not that other species, 

the first arrival of Europeans, is shown by Win- unquestionably here since time immemorial, 

temberg’, who records the finding of Sylvilagus temained unnoticed in print until that or an 

bones in the remains of an Indian village site €ven more recent period. 

eee co ra ae Gapper® in his account of the mammals of the 

Miller eat lw GAL: or 7 an oe = Toronto region over one hundred years ago, 

National Mina ee Nene i Fees does not mention the Cottontail, but we take this 

Gee ee Plas GS ae BGs a to mean that the animal had not at that period 

th at fal obtained ia pean origin. in reached so far east, but was confined to the 
material obtained at the village site shows peninsula south and east of Hamilton. 

1 W. FE. Saunders, “Notes on the Mammals of Ontario”, 
Trans. Royal Can. Inst., 18:306, 1932. 3 A. Gapper, “Observations on the Quadrupeds found in the 

2 W. J. Wintemberg. “Uren Prehistoric Village Site, Oxford District of Upper Canada: exteriding between York and Lake 
County, Ontario”, Bull. 51, Nat. Mus. Can., 1928, p. 6, Simcoe—”, Zool. Journ., London, 18:206-7, 1830.
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In an attempt to determine the present range A female Cottontail, collected by the writer 
of the Cottontail in Ontario we have had recourse at Mac, Simcoe County, on May 17, 1931, was 
to the records on file at the Royal Ontario found to contain, on examination, nine embryos 
Museum of Zoology, Toronto. The six places and, our search of the literature having failed 
which together mark the northernmost limit of to reveal a litter of Cottontails containing so 
the animal’s penetrations (so far as the writer many individuals, we thought perhaps that others 
is aware) are, from west to east, 1, Hope Bay; might be interested in the fact. The skin of the 
2, Orillia; 3, Bancroft; 4, Plevna; 5, Russel; and female, and the embryos, are now in the 
6, Port Sydney, and some remarks on the records Museum’s collection. 
obtained from these localities may be worth Bailey® states that the number of mamme is 
permanent record.* Fleming* mapped its then eight in a related species, Sylvilagus auduboni, 
known range in 1907. and although we have been unable to find in 

At Hope Bay one was collected by the writer the literature examined whether or not this is 
en May 21, 1930, and the individual was the true of floridanus, the specimen collected was 
only one seen during four months’ field-work found to have precisely the same number and 
in the Bruce peninsula in 1930, 1933 and 1934 arrangement of teats, namely three pairs of 
by the writer. The specimen is now in the abdominal and one pair of pectoral. 
Museum’s collection. At Orillia the Cottontail Seton® says that Mearn’s Cottontail has from 
first appeared about 1927 according to P. Wain- four to six young at a time, sometimes as many 
man; at Bancroft the animal appeared for the as seven and very rarely eight. - Nash" states 
first time about 1927 according to G. J. Hass, that they have from four to six young in a 
Chief Fire Ranger of the district; and at Plevna, litter, Anthony* records three to seven (average 
1927 is also given as the date when the species four), Nelson® credits them with having from 
was first noticed by H. Elkington. At Russel two to six and Snyder” mentions the finding 
the species must be quite numerous as the of five helpless young in a litter at Long Point, 
Toronto Star Weekly of February 3, 1934, Ontario, on May 9, 1928. Long Point is on 
contains a despatch to the effect that a resident the north shore of Lake Erie. 
has offered a private bounty of twenty-five cents In addition to these, the Royal Ontario 
for every Cottontail captured in the village or Museum of Zoology collection contains a nest 
vicinity, due to their depredations. and seven small young Cottontails which had 

In addition to the distributional information, been procured at: Arden, Ontario, by Robert V. 
the writer wishes to record some observations Lindsay on July 31, 1932. 
which have a bearing on numbers. 

a 5 V. Bailey, “The Mammals of New Mexico’’, N. A. Fauna, 

* One taken from a Groundhog hole on October 30, 1933, N° SS eeeee ay Garoaniaaien 1998795808" 
Syatey_ “Ir measured slghtorrinchen tn iauins aed wake © 7-0. W. Noa “Vertebrates of Ontario 1908, 
young doe that had never bred, the first Cottontail I ever 8H. E. Anthony, “Field Book of North American 
heard of being taken north of the Severen, although they are Mammals”, 1928, p. 507. 
numerous about Barrie."” (Letter from Alfred Kay, dated March +E. W. Neloon, “Smaller North American Animals”, Nat. 
22, 1984). Geog. Mag. 33:391, 1918. 
Si Co ee oe Rabbit in Ontario”, Ee ane Long Point and Vicinity” , 

LIST OF THE VASCULAR PLANTS OF THE HORSETHIEF CREEK-- 
PURCELL RANGE, B.C. 

By TITUS ULKE, Ph.D. 

(Concluded from page 55) Potentilla glaucophylla Lehm. 

Occasional; in alpine meadow at 2000 m. 

Rosacea elev. 
2 ‘ Potentilla nivea L. 

Spireca lucida Dougl. ; : Gccasional onevasiystoneee abo ye times 
Common; at low and middle elevations. Gas e 

Potentilla anserina V,. Potentilla pennsylvanica L. 
Common; along R. R. tracks near mouth Not infrequent; on open slopes at 800- 

of Horsethief Creek. 1000 m. alt.
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ALLEGHENY FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION* Qa 

OK ¥ 

Technical Note No, 4 

ANIMAL DAMAGE IN RELATICN TO SIZE OF PLANTING STOCK 

An interplanting of five coniferous species was established during 
March and April 1930 among seven=year-old sprout hardwood clumps at the 
Camp Cckanickon Experimental Forest, Burlington County, New Jersey. The 
species used were Pinus strobus, L,, P, rigida Mill,, P, echinata Mill,, 
P, resinosa Sol., and P, banksiana Lam, 

Examinations of the plantations were made in April 1930, directly 
after planting was completed, in November of the same year, and in November 
of the following year, One unmistakable type of injury recognized was that 
caused by animals, The extent of this damage by height classes for each 
period and for all species combined, has been shown in table 1, It will be 
noted that animal injury decreased as the size of the planting stock ine 
creased, This is contrary to the evidence presented by the Lake States 

Forest Experiment Station ("Size'of stock in relation to animal injury". 
Forest Research Digest, February, 1935, ) and by Perry ("Open field planting", 
George S, Perry, Service Letter, The Pennsylvania Department of Forests and 

Waters, December 6, 1934, ) 

It will also be noted that animal damage during the first growing 
season was slight,’ being only 81 per cent in April and 9,7 per cent in 
November, However, the examination made in the following November after the 
passage of one winter, revealed a 20,7 per cent increase in injury of this 
nature, The trees were exposed throughout the winter excepting a few days 
following a five-inch snowfall in December, To arrive at the percentages 
shown in table 1, all trees which died from causes other than animals were 

excluded, it being assumed that such trees were not susceptible or were une 
available to damage of this nature, 

Although deer have been seen on the area it is believed that most of 
the damage done by animals may be attributed to rabbits, This belief is 
strengthened by the fact that a portion of the area completely enclosed by 
a one~inch mesh wire fence, two feet high, was entirely free from damage of 
this nature, Obviously such a fence would not oxclude mice or deer but 
would protect the enclosed trees from rabbits, 

As a possible explanation as to why the smaller planting stock is more 

susceptible to rabbit damage it is suggested that rabbits being accustomed to 
feeding close to the ground attack the smaller trees which are mare easily 
reachedy 

Ja F, Hazen, Junior Forester 

May 21, 1935 O, M, Wood, Assistant Silviculturist 

*Meintained at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in cooperation with the 
University of Pennsylvania.



Table 1 

Animal damage by height classes, all species 

7a PE SO a ovemben 1000 es Novembey 195L = = oter 
Height : Trees surviving other : Trees surviving other ; Trees surviving other :Trees surviving other 5 

class = injuries . injuries . injuries : injuries 

: Total +: Animal damage ;: Total 3, Animal damage 3 Total =; Animal damage >: Total z Animal damage 

Feet No. No. Per cene No. No. Per cent Now No. Per cent Ne. Noe Per cent 

ay 208 146 7002 95 73 & 11.0 1e6 154 62.8 

O.1 51é 68 13.1 368 2 1.9 290 65 22.4 335 140 41.8 

2 674 12 1.8 523 8 1.5 440 167 3&0 450 Le? 41.6 

<5 Oi eo 0.4 483 10 261 433 09 22 9 441 ad 26.2 

04% 373 327 6 1,8 296 34 1S 298 40 13.4 

2D 262 1 0.4 2e1 5 2.3 210 12 5.7 212 18 8.5 

26 129 ie 110 io 8.2 110 9 €.2 

or 5? 52 50 2 4.0 50 2 4.0 

As) 20 i? 15 15 

Total 2812 229 (= Pak 2198 36 1.6 1917 396 20.7 2097 661 31.5 

* "y" height class includes those trees which lost all or part of their top prior to the first examination. 

The number of trees in the height classes above 0.8 inches is so small as to rob the data on injury of any 

real value, hence has been omitted. 
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AN EXCELLENT SWIMMER, RELATIVE OF THE BRUSH RABBITS OF CENTRAL AMERICA 

Perfectly at home in the water, the marsh rabbit seeks a cooling pond to escape 
insect pests as well as other enemies 

AN AQUATIC RABBIT By IVAN R. TOMKINS 

F ALL wild animals, the rabbit is by far the best perish, the rabbits swim with ease. Being largely noc- QO known. Every boy who lives in the country be- turnal, probably they swim much more at night than 
comes acquainted with it and knows its habits during daylight hours. In this way they escape the hordes 

well. To most of us the word “rabbit” brings up thoughts of insect pests. The otter, mink, and raccoon have thick of a white tail bouncing along the path in the gathering skins with every crevice filled with fat cells, but the thin- dusk, but in the low-lying lands of the southeastern states skinned rabbits are not so protected against the cold and 
it often refers to a shy, short-legged animal that lives in prefer not to swim in winter, mild though the winters 
dense thickets, ‘‘scoots” instead of bounces, and does are in their territory. 
not own a conspicuously white tail. This is the marsh It is quite a common thing to find one swimming out 
rabbit. in the river, and Dr. John Bachman, who nearly a hun- The well known cottontail, which in its many forms dred years ago first told the world of this interesting 
lives scattered pretty well over the United States, is be- animal, kept one in captivity that enjoyed lying in a pan 
lieved to have originated in this country. But the marsh of water much of the time. 
rabbit, and its close relative, the swamp rabbit, we sup- One Christmas Day I found one swimming along the 
pose to be more closely related to the brush rabbits of _ brick wall of an old fort at the river's edge. I headed it 
Central America, and to have come into our country from off several times with my bateau, and it finally turned 
that region. and swam straight to my boat. I picked it from the water 

The marsh rabbit ranges along the coastal plain from and put it inside. It scrambled at once far up into the 
the Dismal Swamp to Texas, while the longer-legged bow, and did not try to get away on the trip home. There 
swamp rabbit occupies roughly a triangle from south- it was placed in a chicken crate with a Christmas dinner west Georgia to Texas and up the Mississippi River sys- of lettuce, and that night allowed to go free. 
tem to southern Illinois. Few naturalists have seen the nest of this species, be- 

The marsh rabbit lives with the rice rat, the rails, cause of its location in such thick sedge and because of 
gallinules, and the herons for neighbors, plus the rac- _ the attending hordes of flies and mosquitoes that in sum- coon, mink and otter—which may not be so neighborly. mer make life in these marshes intolerable for humans. 
His home, usually, lies within dense thickets of grasses There is also the danger of stepping on a cottonmouth 
and sedge that from a rabbit's view must seem like a moccasin. The §fasses grow green by mid-winter and soon 
forest. Interspersed are deep bogs, and creeks meander are waist high, concealing well all the activities of the through, swelled by flood tide and drained by the ebb. small mammals residing there. 
For many months the rabbits are protected from over- A nest found in late February was in a bit of sedge 
head enemies by this overarching cover. At night they that had been burned over; otherwise, it would have emerge to cut capers on the sand, leaving for us a maze __ passed unnoticed. It was made of the softer &rasses mixed of tracks to decipher, or thread through the open bogs and with quantities of rabbit fur. It had been used some time, swim the creeks or breakwaters where alligators lie in and if the rabbit fur had been originally placed there as . wait. 

a lining, it now was well mixed throughout. It seemed as In a world where all must either swim or fly, or else though all the rabbits in the vicinity must have con- 
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tributed to the nest, but most likely it was all from the © fF mi gs wr 

mother’s breast. : en 
In it were three young ones. Probably the bright glare *_ a . _—o : 

of the sun was uncomfortable, used as they were to coming J Mlb cu ccupeares 

out only at night. They had tramped down the inch deep a8 rR. G ie ore : = 

floor of grass and fur until it was packed solid. I had to . sateen tl iF 
hold them to get a photograph, and it was not easy to hold fe . a 
the squirming rabbit far enough away and look into the . a ae : ~ ideal 

camera hood at the same time. They were funny gray little ~ ain ~t “a 
animals, with dull-colored and pointed tails, and were a aie, ae 

much smaller than a cottontail of the same age. “<< o e 4 Pe aml 
Go in summer to any place where this species is com- ag t ua z - 

mon, and at dusk you may be greeted with a peculiar snort, = aaa — PS 
high-pitched and nasal. This, with no contrary evidence, , 7 i _ eon a 
I suppose to be a warning signal from the mother to her cae. a A een 

young. It may be heard in winter too, especially at night. ' - = cout oO 
It may seem strange that two animals so far removed == cae as # oo 

structurally as deer and rabbits should have developed the ’ . _ et ‘ on : . . : 
habit of stamping with their feet as a warning to others BE ON inh * oie 

of their kind. This habit, however, is one that has been o ._. : a ; : 

adopted by many groups of animals the world over, and eo Eee eM age 
among those inhabiting many widely varying environ- THE MARSH RABBIT IN ACTION 

ments. In some groups the hind feet are used for signal- He swims with ease and rapidity, striking out with 

ing, in others the fore feet. It would seem, therefore, alternate motions of the feet 
that the habit harks back to long-past eras in the develop- of the small mammals also, signal their warning or an- 
ment of mammalian characteristics. Here in the swamp _ noyance in this way. But the deer (as do also sheep and 
country both the deer and the swamp rabbits, and some probably all other ruminants) employ the front feet; 

aan : : _ the rabbits, the hind ones. 

. xX ' The present species is no ex- 
. : i ception to the general rule of the 

a : \ ’ ‘ . rabbit kind. I have heard them 
ae oT a stamping frequently when the an- 

es \ “ < is f imals were on firm ground 

ee ‘ea ¥ : ; These young ones, scarcely ready 

-. 4 - _ to leave the nest, already knew 

: : a Che trick, for while I was getting 
“ ‘ot as _ the picture of one, I put the other 

— | ee in the camera box, where he 
e — a 7 thumped away the whole time I 

— 9) was photographing his brother. 

| 

ae 
ba — ad A SQUIRMING YOUNGSTER 

y ees ie ord es: 
3 “ lively fellow's picture 

e 

Featured in the July issue of Nature Magazine will be "Birds of Chinese Tradition," a 
most interesting article on the position held by birds in the mythology of the Far East. 

The article was written by John W. Maloney, a newspaperman who has spent time in 
China and has interested himself in Chinese art. Amateur scientists whose hobby is seek- 

ing the minute in Nature with their microscope will be especially interested in an article 
by Julian D. Corrington entitled "Argus Eyes Under the Microscope," in which he shows 
that the eyes of insects run the gamut from total absence to the extreme in complexity. 
An entertaining article on the burrowing owl as he found them in central Florida has been 
written by Hugo H. Schroder, and an insight into the carnivorous activities of the Venus 

flytrap is presented by E. V. Deans, Jr. 
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Extract from "The Florida Marsh Rabbit" by W. Frank Blair (Jour. Mammalogy, 
Vol. 17, No. 3, August, 1936, p. 204): 

Length of Survival Without Water--Ten of the caged marsh rabbits were given 

‘no water, All were fed on the sorts of green vegetation that they liked, 
None of them lived longer than 9 days, and two of the animals died within 3 
days. The 10 rabbits survived for an average of 5.8 waterless days. Autopsies, 

however, showed no localized cause of death, except in the case of two 

< “individuals that had lesions in the lungs that may have been due to pulmonary 

disease. 
One of the rabbits used in this experiment had been in captivity for 15 weeks. : 

At the end of that period the water pan was removed from its cage, and its 

accustomed foods were continued, Six days latér it was dead.
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UNIVERSITY FARM ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 
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Damage from Rabbits - 
A Consideration in Shelterbelt Planting 

In an earlier Technical Note (No. 109) it was pointed out that the 
common rabbit of the northern Lake States, the snowshoe hare, shows a 
decided food preference for some woody plants. In an examination of 

Oklahoma shelterbelts, the Station found that rabbits in the Plains 
Region also prefer some trees and shrubs to others, and exhibit these 
preferences to the great detriment of some of the planted trees. 

This is illustrated by the accompanying table which is based on 

data from two shelterbelts planted in January, 1936. Both of these 

plantations, although at some distance apart, were located on land used 

for raising cotton and kaffir corn and surrounded by considerable pasture 

land composed of blue-stem grass and sage brush. The latter formed 

excellent cover for jack rabbits and cottontails, both of which were 

exceedingly numerous. 

Plantation 1 Plantation 2 

Severe* Moderate** Severe* Moderate** 

Species Injury Injury Injury Injury 

= 2 eas = a Percentages tor irecspinjired= =. Gas 
Osage orange 0 0 - 2 

Russian mulberry 0 4 0 5 

| Black locust = = 0 4 
Soapberry = = 0 5 

Green ash 2 2 = = 
Cottonwood - - 5 5 
Honey locust 5 5 35 15 

Desert willow 10 10 30 20 
Soft maple 15 10 - 2 
Hackberry 20 20 20 20 
Western walnut 25 15 2 = 

American elm - - 50 10 
Tamarisk 50 20 20 20 
Catalpa = = 60 10 
Chinese elm 75 a7. - i= 

| *Includes complete girdling or complete cutting off of stem at ground line, 

**Includes partial girdling or nipping of side limbs. 

Since it is readily apparent that some species are much more 

severely damaged than others, the selection of the proper trees and shrubs 
for planting in areas heavily populated by rabbits should, therefore, do 

much to minimize the damage caused by these animals, 

No. 121 January, 1937 
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE: Pre — 1937 

THE MEARN’S COTTONTAIL IN IOWA 

By Dr. George 0. Hendrickson 
Assistant Professor, Department of Zoology and Entomology, 

Iowa State College 

The cottontail is very popular game among the farmers of Iowa. 
When the corn-husking is over and the long winter commences, the 
work day on the farm is cut in half. After a few days of merited 
rest the restless toiler feels the need of exercise, craves a taste of 
appetizing game such as fried corn-fed young cottontail, and he goes 
out to the cornfields gunning for rabbits. The whole family is disap- 
pointed when the cottontails are too scarce to yield that luscious dish. 

The only cottontail known from Iowa is Sylvilagus floridanus 
mearnsi (Allen) as reported by Stoner (1918) and from specimens 
collected for the museum of Iowa State College in recent years. Sev- 
eral cottontails collected (1936) in southern and western counties were 
sent to the U. S. Biological Survey and the identifications as to the 
subspecies mearnsi were confirmed by Dr. H. H. T. Jackson. 

Until in recent years throughout most of the state so plentiful was 
the animal that numerous farmers regularly invited their sportsmen 
friends from the towns to help with the harvest of the surplus crop, 
and there was game for all. While the cottontail was still abundant 
in eastern and southern counties, several years ago the former Fish 
and Game Commission, acting wisely, deemed it advisable to limit 
the season and the take of all rabbits in the state. The regulations 
were acceptable to the new Conservation Commission. 

The first reactions received at the college were from cemetery offi- 
cials and orchardists who had followed the custom of destroying rab- 
bits at all seasons of the year to protect the ornamental shrubs and 
fruit trees, a practice which they admitted had not brought long time 
relief. And the college also faced the problem of rabbit control in 
its various plantings. 

It was surprising to learn, through the early correspondence, that 
estimates of damage by rabbits were greatly lessened when trapping 
and removal of the animals to northwestern counties were proffered 

at no cost to the possessors of the land. Not many were anxious to 
take advantage of such kind offers; that attitude should be credited 
to the good sportsmanship and understanding of the farmers and their 
hunting friends. They chose to face the problem squarely and to 
abide by the regulations. 

4Iowa State College and Iowa State Conservation Commission cooperating 
with the U. S. Biological Survey and the American Wildlife Institute. 
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Consequently, the college found itself in a position to investigate 
ways and means to lessen the rabbit damage and not to evict the cot- 
tontails. The wide general experience of the college orchardists and 
zoologists as well as perusal of literature yielded no suggestions con- 
cerning sprays that would at all times effectively discourage rabbit 
attacks, and it was decided to devote but little time to the investiga- 
tion of such possibilities. Rather, following Lantz (1929) there de- 
veloped the suggestions that the fall prunings of apple trees be left 
through winter where they fell from trimming or be piled in windrows 
in ditches or shallow gullies as food and cover for the rabbits and as 
means for checking erosion. In ten acres, chiefly of bearing trees, in 
the college orchard, under observation by the author, no damage to 
low hanging branches or other parts of the trees by rabbits was seen 
during some hours of close examination. Three acres of low branch- 
ing, bearing apple trees, with a ground cover of a thin stand of win- 
ter rye about 10 inches tall and well-scattered apple prunings, were 
inhabited by 8 to 11 cottontails through the winter of 1935-36. 

It occurred to many orchardists to place the prunings at the edges 
of the orchard or at short distances from the trees. From their ex- 
perience and from observations with such methods at the college 
plantings it seemed that such rabbit feeding brought much relief to 
branches of small trees, drifted deep with snow. Several years ago 
it was decided at the college orchard that cylinders of fine mesh wire 
hardware cloth were the most satisfactory curb against basal girdling 
by rabbits. Thus the farmers fed and managed the cottontail as a 
crop in addition to managing the orchard in better ways. Such illus- 
trations carried from one farmer’s experience to other farmers by 
conservation officers, county agricultural agents and college extension 
specialists have proven very effective. 
When a rabbit shortage has developed, at once the investigator’s 

mind turns to thoughts concerning diseases. Consequently, in at- 
tempts to discover underlying reasons for the eviction of the cotton- 
tail in limited areas and depletion in numbers in many counties the 
disease situation was the first to be investigated. Conservation officers 
under cooperative instructions were asked to collect and send to the 
college slow-moving cottontails, alive if possible, and those picked 
up dead. 

During the winter of 1935-36 approximately 40 such rabbits came 
to the laboratory for examination. The rabbits were measured and 
examined by Don Caswell, senior student in Veterinary Medicine, and 
Henry Huizinga, graduate student in Wildlife Management, under 
the direction of Dr. E. A. Benbrook, Professor in Veterinary Pathol- 
ogy, and the author. The only gross lesions of infectious disease were
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those typical of the wart disease, which according to Green (1936) 
produces a considerable mortality in cottontails. No indications of 
tularemia were found in any of the rabbits. However, eighteen of the 
animals had in their livers white necrotic foci varying in size, all ap- 
parently encapsulated, and testing negative for coccidia. Only five 
of the animals were free from parasites. Three sick cottontails show- 
ing advanced emaciation, weakness and incoordination were found to 
be infected with an intestinal fluke, tentatively identified as Hassti- 
lesia tricolor, not previously reported from Iowa. Those three rab- 
bits came from different counties in southeastern Iowa and were taken 
on low marshy ground. Other parasites such as tapeworms and round- 

worms were frequently found but the hosts apparently were not suf- 
fering gravely from the parasitism. The direct loss of cottontails 
over the state because of disease and parasitism is not calculable from 
the limited data at hand. Myrle L. Jones, graduate student in con- 
servation, reported that 35 of 54 cottontails taken in season during 
1933-34 in a northwest county had wart disease whereas only 1 in 20 
in a southeast county during the same seasons carried lesions of that 
disease. Thomas G. Scott, college extension specialist in Wildlife 
Management, in the winter of 1935-’36 heard frequently about warts 

on cottontails in southwest counties. 
Perhaps, with the larger ratio of weakened individuals and the deep 

enduring snow of the winter, 1935-’36, and the widespread snow and 
sleet of 1936-’37, predation on the cottontail by foxes increased in 
parts of the state. Errington (1935) in Wisconsin pointed out that 
with deeper lasting snow when mice were less available the number 
of rabbits taken by foxes increased. The reports of mouse damage in 
hayfields and calls for assistance with mouse control in the spring 
of 1936 were the most numerous of any spring of the past five years 
during which the author has handled such college correspondence. 
Perhaps there was less predation by foxes on mice the previous win- 
ter and possibly more on rabbits. Arrangements have been made for 

study of fox stomachs collected this winter, 1936-’37, and the data 
ascertained will be compared with extensive investigations by Erring- 

ton (1935) in the food habits of foxes in Iowa. 
In the drought summer of 1934, Errington (1937) found the rabbit 

portion in the diet of red foxes in Iowa to be about the same as dur- 
ing the much more nearly normal summer of 1933. Hence, it did not 
appear necessary to follow that phase of the predation factor further 

in the past two years. 
Two of the most important eviction factors considered responsible 

in the case of the depletion of cottontails were drought and destruc- 
tive insects, particularly grasshoppers and chinch bugs. Grasshop-
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pers not only ate vast acreages of cereal crops, other grasses and 
weeds, but also attacked many shrubs and trees as shown. 

Destruction of rabbit food and cover by the hordes of grasshoppers 
and chinch bugs in western and southern counties, particularly, would 
appear to make predation on rabbits in winter easier for foxes. Con- 
sequently the Conservation Commission has permitted during this 
drought period a year round open season on the rather high popula- 
tion of adult foxes. Hunters and trappers have been encouraged to 
take the animals largely in winter and to market the furs. Thus 
foxes, in surplus, have been harvested as a crop. 

The State Department of Agriculture, the State Entomologist, Dr. 
Carl J. Drake, the college extension entomologist and the county agri- 
cultural agents with the farmers have carried out intensive campaigns 
against the destructive insects to save some food and cover for the 
many desirable forms of animal life in the state. Though the savings 
which ensued during the summers of severe drought seemed small in 
quantity, those small quantities of food and cover on the many 
stricken farms were so valuable to man, domestic stock and wildlife 
that the values are incalculable. 

To gain information concerning the effects upon wildlife of poisoned 
bran, distributed to kill grasshoppers, W. E. Beed, graduate student 
in wildlife management, spent most of the summer of 1936 in the 
areas where heavy poisoning was done. No cottontails were found to 
have died of poison bran on any of 461 farms visited during the sum- 
mer. Nor was any other wildlife observed by Mr. Beed to have suc- 
cumbed to poisoned bran or poisoned grasshoppers. Instead the 
wholesale destruction of grasshoppers and chinch bugs has saved 
much cover and food and consequently benefited wildlife during the 
past several years in our state. 

The importance of cover has been studied by the author (1936) whe 
reported on the use of fecal pellet counts to discover the summer feed- 
ing territories and the numbers of cottontails on an area of 15 con- 
tiguous acres in the orchard and apiary allotments of college lands, 
all of which are, in accordance with state law, wildlife preserves. 

During 1936, in preparation for other planting, the rather evenly 
distributed four short thickets, two small patches of tall weeds (not 
noxious), a brush pile and two woven wire cross fences were removed 
from the north five acres of the area. In the summer of 1935, on that 
tract four adult and four young cottontails were found. Though al- 
falfa and bluegrass were available for food and for cover as during 
the previous summer of 1936 cottontails were not in the five-acre tract 
as was shown by a lack of fecal pellets and through sight observation. 
In 1935 the several adult cottontails apparently did not feed and loaf
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in alfalfa and bluegrass farther than an average of 17.9 rods from 

shelter such as thickets, tall weeds and brush piles of the tract. 

After such cover was removed in the spring of 1936, dogs killed 

two adult rabbits on the tract. Lying just south of the first tract, a 

five-acre pasture, closely grazed for the most part, showed signs of 

one adult cottontail in 1935. But lightly grazed during the following 

summer this pasture, grown to tall sweet clover, bluegrass, and weeds 

(not noxious), showed territories of three adults and pellets of several 

young cottontails. On the south five acres of the area, in an orchard 

chiefly of bearing apple trees, and where little change occurred from 

year to year, the rabbit population as indicated by pellets and sight 

observations remained approximately the same in both summers of 
1935 and 1936. 

Some type of cover, rather securely protective against predators 

and located at intervals of approximately 200 yards, appeared desir- 

able on the 15 acres under investigation. Suitable interspersed graz- 

ing and loafing cover of alfalfa, sweet clover and bluegrass was used 

by the rabbits. This information has been furnished to the conserva- 
tion officers and to the county agricultural agents of the state to give 
to sportsmen and farmers. Lighter livestock grazing on many pas- 
tures, keeping shrubbery or mechanical obstructions in places that 
otherwise may wash badly and maintaining plant cover over the soil 
at all possible times to check erosion by water and wind is good agri- 
culture, including good cottontail management. 

At the college preserve evergreens on gravelly hillsides, if not sur- 
rounded by tall grass, legumes or weeds, were not used by cottontails 
during either summer, 1935 and 1936. A hillside planting of ever- 
greens (Fig. 2) with tall sweet clover and grasses harbored four cot- 
tontails at times in midsummer and more frequently in late summer, 
1936, when the drought effects were more noticeable. In Fig. 3 is seen 
a successful planting of such a device under the direction of W. E. 
Green, graduate student in wildlife management, on an experimental 
game management area in Winnebago County, northern Iowa. There 
evergreens were planted in the corners of several fields and chiefly at 

the centers of sections. With other vegetation between the trees and a 
shock of cornstalks with ears attached, cottontails as well as pheasants 
had measurable emergency provisions in the winter of 1936-’37. The 
farmers were well pleased with these plantings for they could not run 

their tractors far into the corners and they wanted more game. When 
several farmers saw how little land was used for such purposes they 

volunteered to enlarge the tracts in 1937. Thus the feasibility of such 
a device was demonstrated.
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Summary 

Cottontails in Iowa have decreased markedly in the last several 
years. This is particularly true in some southern and western coun- 
ties because of drought and insect damage to food and cover; perhaps, 
too, because of war disease and some parasites, and probably because 
of increased predation by foxes on heavily diseased and parasitized 

individuals in winters of heavier snow and sleet. Destruction of 
grasshoppers by poisoned bran and chinch bugs with oil barriers on 
vast acreages has meant for increased cover and food for cottontails. 
Farmers and sportsmen through conservation officers and county ag- 
ricultural agents were furnished with information from the college in- 
vestigations of several sorts which suggested that plantings of shrub- 

bery in gullies, some covering of vegetation on the soil throughout the 
year and feeding of fruit tree prunings to rabbits in winter are better 
agriculture and cottontail management; cottontail management may 
be enhanced by protective cover at intervals of approximately 200 

yards; interspersed corn, small grain and hayfields furnish food, 
loafing, play and rearing cover. It was shown in several formal dem- 
onstration areas and on many other farms that farmers and sportsmen 
are cognizant of the facts and willing to cooperate in cottontail and 
other game management. 
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Clyde Terrell recommends Livingston's Rabbit Repellant, 

James Livingston, ¢/o Holton & Hunkle, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Suggest students on areas give this a trial next winter 

and report results to Wade for Food & Cover Handbook,
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Extract from "Covert Planting for Pheasants", Advisory Leaflet, I.C.I. 
Game Researches, January, 1938 

Rabbits and Coverts 

Wiring against rabbits costs money, entails. constant attention, is 
frequently unwelcome to the keeper, and can seldom be depended upon to fulfil 
its purpose. Though it can be quite useful, no well-advised game preserver 
should countenance rabbits at all, while to the forester they are anathema. 

The cover planter likewise cannot expect success if rabbits are present in 
any numbers, and preferably he should rid his ground of them altogether. 

It is doubtful whether any shrub or tree can rightfully be termed 
; "rabbit-proof, " but some are less attractive to rabbits than others. The 

following species are not generally favoured by rabbits: common alder, 

Corsican fir (Pinus Laricic), dogwood, common berberis, blackberry, broom, 
Rosa rugosa, snowberry, elderberry, common and Japanese privets, willow, 
rhododendron and bracken. When rabbits are present it is wise to plant 
boldly and plentifully, and in the spring (if possible) rather than in the 
autumn.
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Reprinted from JouRNAL oF MAMMALOGY 
Vol. 19, No. 1, February 14, 1938, pp. 110-111 

THE 1936 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY IN WISCONSIN 

By common consent of all observers, cottontails were unusually scarce during the 
winter of 1936-1937. In an attempt to analyze the situation, questionnaires were sent 

to selected sportsmen, wardens, and Soil Conservation Camps throughout the southern 

counties, asking for counts of the number of cottontails seen in hunting, or during field 
work in rabbit cover. Returns were received on 150 man-days. Upon analysis of the 

data, the prevalent ‘‘flushing rates’’ were found to be: 
In the southwestern counties (driftless area); 1.7 to 2.2 rabbits per hour. 

In the southeastern counties (glaciated area); 0.5 to 1.0 rabbits per hour. 

In the central counties (sand and peat region); 0 to 0.5 rabbits per hour. 
Single man-days with flushing rates as high as 5 rabbits per hour were reported, but 

only from the southwestern region. 

Total failure to flush any rabbits occurred only in the central sand region. Clearly 
this was the ‘‘center of scarcity.”” It was hoped to ascertain whether a sharp break in 

rabbit abundance existed along the boundary between the sandy soils and the south- 

western prairie soils, but the data, when mapped, were found too meager either to prove 

or to disprove such a break. 

The flushing rate decreased somewhat as the season advanced, the November average 
being 1.5 compared to 0.8 for December, and (on one intensively worked area) 0.5 for 

January. This may be ascribed both to “holing up” with the onset of cold weather, 

and to progressive decimation by hunting. 

By way of contrast with the extremely low 1936 flushing rate in the central sand re- 

gion, Leopold recorded the following rates in that region in previous years: 

Sept. 30, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 12 rabbits per hour. 
Oct. 1, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 8 rabbits per hour. 

Sept. 29-30, 1934, at Pilot Knob, Adams Co., 0.5 rabbits per hour. 

Oct. 27, 1934, at Mazomanie, Dane Co., none. 

Leopold’s records for the south central region show: 
Oct. 7, 1933, near Reedsburg, Sauk Co., 1.5 rabbits per hour. 

Noy. 12, 1933, at Belleville, Dane Co., 1.0 rabbits per hour. 

No quantitative data for 1935 are available, but in Washington County one careful 
observer reported that a group of hunters, hunting the same place at the same time by the 

same method, bagged only one-fifth as many rabbits in 1936 as in 1935. 

Three skilled men in the sand region independently reported that the 1936 scarcity 
also prevailed in 1935, the last year of abundance being 1934. In all except the sand 

counties, however, 1935 is considered to have been much better than 1936, the estimated 

decrease over 1935 running from two- to five-fold. 
It may, then, be concluded that a rabbit scarcity prevailed throughout southern 

Wisconsin in 1936; that it began in 1936 on the richer soils of southeast and southwest 

Wisconsin, but in 1935 in the sand and peat belt of central Wisconsin; that it was most 

severe in the central and southeast regions, and least severe in the southwest. The 

indications for 1937 are that the cottontail crop is again short. 
The reasons for the 1936 scarcity are unknown. There is general agreement that 

numerous young were seen in spring, but not after the intense heat and drought of mid- 
summer. No diseased rabbits were reported. Predators are, of course, the prevailing 

“cause’”’ of scarcity in the minds of hunters, but any decisive statewide change in their 

status in any one or two year period may be considered as improbable. 

Several observers mentioned that cottontails deserted high ground in 1936 and were 
localized on lowlands near water. This reported localization is corroborated by the 

cottontails seen during a pheasant census drive made December 8, 1936, on the Univer- 

sity Arboretum. Of 106 cottontails flushed, 98 were in marshes, although the area 

(800 acres) is nearly half upland. 
The onset of the cottontail shortage in 1936 occurs exactly 8 years after the onset of 

the shortage of 1928-1930 (Game Survey of the North Central States, pp. 93-94). This 

is one year too soon for the 9-11 year cycle, but since all grouse and rabbits are known 

to have been low since 1935, it may be regarded as ‘‘the cycle.’ Toso label it, of course, 

adds nothing to our understanding of its nature——ALpo Lropotp anp Harry G. AN- 

DERSON, Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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: Damage to young white pines by rabbits in the Hamerstrom 

grove at Plainfield had been nominal until March 3. By March & 

rabbits had done intensive cutting on the young pines. This may 

have been due to the high palatability of the pine needles and 

stems exposed by a recent thaw. 

Fran Hamerstrom 
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cc: Arboretum 
Cottontail 
Feeney 

Rabbit Browsing, 1939-40 
Harold Burgess 

Among the species which were preferred by rodents in general 

on the University Arboretum in the winter 1939-0 were the following: 

‘Appl 1s: ) e& & ng us Sp. 
Black Cherry (Proms serotina) 
Wild Rose (Rosa sp.) 
Smooth Sumec (Zhus glabra) 
Bog Birch (Betula pumila glandulifera) 

These-species were not particularly well liked, but were taken 

occasionally: 

Grab apple (Pyrus coronaria) 
Plum (Pranus sp.) 
Gray Dogwood (Corms paniculata) 
Hickory (Garya sp.) 
Willow (Salix sp.) 

Species which were either entirely untouched or were only very 

slightly browsed in spots included the following: 

Oak (Quercus sp.) 
‘ Box Mider (Acer Negundo) 

Black Haw (Viburnum prunifolium) 
New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus americanus) 
Red-osier Dogwood (Cormus stolonifera) (not infested by oyster 
Choke Cherry (Prums virginiana) s¢ale shell) 
Jack Pine 
White Bireh (Betula populifolia) 
Waite Pine (Pimas Strobus) 
fronwood (Ostrya virginiana) 

Hotes on Raville Grove - April 22, 1940 ~ Leopold 

Heavily eaten: honey locust 
Bxempt: wild plum, hagel . 

Hotes at Shack ~ Leoveld 

Heavily eaten: elder (after snow melted), poison ivy (tips only), red oak 
: Moderately eaten: silky degwoed, pussy willow, cray eta = ey 

Exempt: hagel, aspen, spirea, Ilex, grape, sandbar willow, cottonwood, 
soft maple
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November 13, 1940 1 nt 

lr, I, T. Bode Guth 
~Bissouri Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Migsourt 

Dear Mr, Bode: 

Leek of mineral salts may cause dying off of game suggests Dry 
~ Ts ¥. Braestrup of the Zoological Museum Copehagen Denmark in a 

» paper published in Geience Getober 18, 1946, 

Tae great decrease in rabbits this fall be traced to some such , 
thing as that. The concentration of manage) salts in plants is less 
as the growth becomes greater in deficient soils and this swouer we 
had the best growing season we have had in the sumuer since 1928, These 
vains came during the summer and only after that did the rabbits 
disappear. 

Sxperiments as yet upublished and now going on by Dr. Ws. As Albrecht 
soils Dept., Missouri University, indicate that rabbits ere very sensitive 
to laek of minerals in grains grown on soils low in calcium, I suggest 
you ¢ail on him, I suggest also thet summer rainfall be checked with 

e locations that show a decline in rebbit population, ‘here is at least 
85% decrease here, If you will mention’ to Dr, Albrecht that I told you 
of his experiment I am sure that he will give you the results up to 
this time, 

Very truly yours, 

B, My POIROT 
(POIROT Fama). Golden city, Missouri) 

¥.3. I will probably be at Columbia November 18 and 19 and way have time 
to ¢all on you at Jefferson City.
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4 Preliminary Report on a Survey of Parasites of The ' 
Wisconsin Cottontail Rabbit (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi) 

Banner Bill Morgan 

During the past acadeanic year 1939-40, 37 cottontail 

rabbits, 25 females end 12 males, were examined for parasites and 

pathology which might be present. Unpublished records by Waxler 

and Stevenson presented data on 63 Wisconsin cottontail rabbits 

which included 25 females and 38 males, This material was collected 

during February, March, and April of 1938 md 1939,respectively. 

The writer was given the opportunity to examine the parasites in 

both of these collections for classification. 

All of the animals examined were box trapped at the 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum. They were examined for external 

parasites, then killed for post mortem exemination. Time did not : 

permit the study of any protozoa that might have been present other 

than coccidia and sarcosporidia. Modified methods described by 

Morgen am Waller 1 were followed. Fecal examinations were made 

using the sugar flotation method. 

Table I gives the name of the various parasites found, : 

location in the host, number of animals parasitized, number of ; 

parasites found in heaviest infestation, and the percent occurrence. 

Table II shows various pathological lesions encountered in the 

surveye Both tables were tabulated on the total of 100 cottontail 

rabbits collected over a 3 year period. 

1 Morgan, B.B, and Waller, E.F. 

1940. A Survey of the Parasites of the Iowa Cottontail (Sylvilacus ; 
floridanus mearnsi). Jour. Wildlife Met. 4(1) pp 21-86.



Table I - Parasites, habitat, and per cent occurrence encountered in 100 cottontail rabbits. 

Largest No. |Per cent i 
Name of Parasite Common Habitat argh ed Parasites Occurrence 

Bame : Parasitized|In One 
Rabbit 

OPARAS i 

Cediopsylla he Flea Skin 12 21 12 
Hoplopsyllus affinis Flea Skin : 2 4 2 
wat eretre ‘Sp: Bot Larvae Under Skin 2 HE. Teporis-palustris Tick Skin 18 408 16 

ENDOPARASI TES 

Eimeria perforans Coccidia Feces ) == 
=: ieresttaa Coccidia Feces ) 100 --- 100 
E. magne Coccidia Feces ) | oo -e- | 
E. paulistena Coccidia Feces ) Se 
E. teports Coccidia Cecum 12 see 12 
Sarcocystis cuniculi Muscle Cysts Strieted Muscle] 18 --- 18 
Cysticercus pisiftormis Tapeworm Larvae | Body Cavity 72 300 72 

wu ceps serialis Tapeworm Larvae Under Skin a: x 1 
Cittotaenia variabilis Tapeworm Intestine 39 8 39 
G. perplexa Tapeworm Intestine 32 6 32 
Wasetitsete tricolor Fluke Duodenum 4 ILO, 000 4 
Prichuris NOTED Whip Worm Cecum 8 gl 8 
Trichostrongylus Calcaratus |Nematode Intestine 25 400 25 
Obeliscoides cuniculi Stomach Worm Stomach 32 76 32 
Dermatoxys Veligera Cecal Worm “| Cecum + 2 - Z 
assalurus ambiguus Pin Worm Cecum 2 31 2 

Wicrofilaria Blood Worm | Blood 13 ct 13



Table II - Gross lesions encountered in 100 cottontail rabbits. 

Number of Rabbits 
Gross Pathology Location Etiology Infected 

Tularemia Liver-Spleen Pasteurella tularense a 

Necrotic Foci Liver Cysticercus pisiformis 39 

Circumsecribed Ulcers Cecum Eimeria leporis 12 

Chroni¢ Gastritis Stomach Obeliscoides cuniculi 8 

Catarrhal Enteritis Intestine Trichostrongylus calcaratus 2 
Duodenum Hasstilesia tricolor 4 
Intestine Eimeria species 8 

Abscess | Subcutaneous Cuterebra sp. probably 2 
Gy cuniculi 

J
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C Spe ed ) 

Gerald Allen Lelami 

504 Newcomb Street 

Whitewater, Wisconsin 

March 8, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

bear Sir:- 

i am willing to say and go on record for from my imowledge and 
Study of rabbits so far that he is able to make better time 
up grades rather than down grades inch per inch and yard 

per yard. 

Through my studing this is how 1 came to this conclusion. 

First I selected a four pound (4#) almost half grown rabbit of 
an average bread of rabbits having all-around average qualities. 
I found his center of gravitational balance to be one inch 

closer to his hind legs then to his front ones. His hind 
leg had a total length of twelve inches, four (4) Yor the hock 

and foot, four(4) for the hip, tour (4) for the hip and hock 

connection. The Tront leg eight inches in length, two (2) 

for sholder, two {&) inches tor yore leg, two ana one half 

(<g3) for sholder base or blade, and a one and one hali (15) 
inch paw. On 4 stright level run his fore and hind root 
treads were one inch apart and at the time his hind leg was 

flat apon the ground I calculated that his center oz gravity 
was directly over his hock( two inches from front and two 

inches from hind edge). As his foot leit the ground ( hind 

one ) the center of gravity moved forward and the sront portion 

oi his body rocked toward the ground on the leap and as 

he lit with his fore paws iirst he gave a pull bringing 
his hind quarters down in front oi his front paw imprint 
accounting for the lowerage of hind quarters aud keeping of 

balance while running. ‘This rocking motion being due to 

both the difiirence in length and strength of hind and fore 
legs. 

Now on a decline oy one to three ror example the line of 

gravitational equilibrum fell to the forward edge of his 

base tor at this time his center of gravity was six inches 

ort the ground and when the center of gravity falls outside



Page (2) 

Prot. Aldo Leopold 

its base it no longer stands up. (The laws ot gravitational 

equilibrium). Oz course he does run down hill out he does it with 
smaller steps and a Slower speed so that he does not roll 
forward. Why can he not ketch himselt trom talling forward 

on a down hill run at a speed oi motion equivelent when raseing 
his hind legs which rocks his forward carage downward with his 

front leg pully Well he does try but depending apon the 
strength of the rabbit and the ratio oi distances between the 

tore prints and hind hock prints on a level run and also 
the larger distance ot the hind and fore prints, gives you 

how many times greater his strength is in his hind legs 

then in his tront ones. ‘This Shows it incapable oi going 

at a rate faster down grade rather then up one, ior the 

rate ot change in momentum ot a vody is proportional to 

the applied iorce, and is in the direction in which the force 
acts, also the force applied to a vboay is proportional to the 

product oi its mass and its acceleration. The direction of the 

acceleration is the same as that of the applied force. (Newton's 

Laws of Motion). Theregvore vy these and a few formulas dealing 

with velocity, acceleration, and distances, it can be figured 

out quite accurately that a rabbit can not possiably make better 

time down grade then up grade ror on the down grade he has to slacken 
Speed so as not to lose balance and tumble forward. 

Why should he not then lose his balance going up grade then? 

Simply because his forward momentum has enough forward speed to 
carry the animal past the external point of equilibuium and each 
hop he gaines more speed and he passes this point more and more 

Yapiadly so rapadily that 1 beleave that I could say be could 
run on an up grade nearly as tast as on a level ii not iaster. 
You must agree that it is a lot easer for a rabbit to not 

put as much efrort in the gore leg pull on an up grade run 

then putting more then he can muster on a down hill grade so 
as not to lose his valance and topple. 

Very truly yours 

A vaald When Seland



March 12, 1945 

Mr. Gerald Allen heland 

304 Newcomb Street 
Whitewater, Wieconsin 

Dear Mr. Lelands 

I am wuch interested to read your letter and to know 
that the receat publicity on the question of rabbit speed 
had some solid work behind it. I am not enough of an 
engineer to pass an opinion on your deductions, but I 
appreciate your posting me on then. 

Yours dnnerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL i '_ sunDa ele 
is higher now. How far the state] J... *oL Ca 
can go in expending hunting license J ewish Ca 

° funds for stocking is not known. The E _— 
1 £ t e ee rabbit hunting clan point out, how- ” 
§ ever, that “there are two or three 

rabbit hunters for every single bird 
° By GORDON MAC QUARRIE hunter and look at the money we|! 

i t2 spend on pheasants.” } 

Cottontail Scarcity Calls for Conference Ube aun of sms teanemere teced | 
¥ eee with scarcity problems such as this 

ISCONSIN’S most important game animal, in point of num- Le to an pr) oeaium Pop- : 
W . . ; . ‘ A ulation produced naturally. is |, 

bers which hunt it, the cottontail rabbit, will be the subject depends upon the carrying capacity |; 

of a conference in Milwaukee soon between officers of the state’s|of the area. This method is pre-|j 
two beagle clubs and conservation depart- ee ai ferred to artifcial introduction. But 

ment game managers. The meeting was to | gaggia, ©—S—_—| the beagle fanciers in this neighbor- 
fe m = |hood, Janis declares, “think that 

nave heen Held RASH WiGee puta D oevoan ed = = sCiipopulations have gone down so far 
when William F. Grimmer, state superin- =f” = = §=@@ | that artificial stocking will have to 
tendent of game, could not be present. The 7. 4 __|be.xesorted to in order to get them|, 
two clubs directly interested are the Mil- well stand again.t Werthing pet c 
waukee Beagle club and the Wisconsin Bea- se ee SLOG es Axe So Umuee? at emeth 

i oe | ake years to restore rabbit popu- |) 
gle club, with headquarters at Kewaskum. 2 Ms (© -|lations unless we restock.” 
The discussion is bound to center upon the S — _ The fear of introducing some wild- |. 

cottontail scarcity which, in the last fourto |e gs, life disease has restrained Wiscon- c 
six years in hunting country close to Mil- qi os sin’and other states from importing 

y = per "ig vd wild rabbits’and other game ani- 
waukee, has become pronounced. Members oe mals. The rabbits imported to date], 
of the Milwaukee club, such as Leo Janis of _ |have been examined by veterinari-|' 
West Allis, beagle breeder and field trial Gordon MacQuarrie ans prior to release. The whole rab-|' 

has anu " &: Ss ,_|bit problem is not an easy one to ; 
entl usiast, are concerned about the cottontail situation. Janis solve; yet upon its solution depends 

believes that the low population is largely attributable to hunting|the welfare of the “most important|’ 
pressure—“just too many hunters, considering the territory avail-|2™me animal in Wisconsin.” 
able for wild'rabbits."> He has hunt. — ee fo ae See 
ed the buoyant cottontail in these|rows and fence corner cover remain, i 
parts for 23 years. is a standard procedure, and some Seniors, Sophomores 

2 states, including Wisconsin, have eae 7 
10,000 Rabbit Hounds importéd cottontails from other Win in Pulaski Me 

states where there are plenty of i j 
se] FIGURE there are, in Milwau-|them. 2 S 7 cone 3d eeenes y 

kee county alone, about 10,000] Last spring the Milwaukee club eo ein, Baal sopua nen, 
rabbit hounds,” sAys Janis. “Not all|and the state conservation depart-|Whelmed freshmen, 125-10. 
of them are beagles, or even hounds. |Ment collaborated in purchasing 11|/door track meet at Pu However, most of them are beagles |40zen animals from Missouri. These |School. Ralph Gulezyns 
and all of them are rabbit dogs. I ie Milwaur| Points ton tie -AQBnoR 
daduche eens Seat kee club’s spring trial in the Kettle|Gehrmann made 20 - 

PP re are more rabbit/Moraine forest near Hagle, last | juniors. 
hounds of one kind or another In| April. Within a week after their re- é Cyecser og 
this county than there are retriev-|lease, field trial dogs put down in ( 
ers, bird dogs and spaniels put to-|this cover were able to uncover only Sports 
gether. This is definitely a beagle |a few rabbits. This indicated that 
owner county.” the planted rabbits had dispersed y 

The job of restoring br’er cotton-|widely from the point of release. S Bowling—H * 
tail to reasonable plentitude will not ee Sepencee oy 
be simple. Unlike the adaptable Fear New Diseases Basketbal’ 
ringneck pheasant, the cottontail > Allis Nath 
cannot be successfully propagated Ee if a wild rabbit purchase] Soecer— 
in captivity. Several states, includ- program is worked out, there Eee coy 
ing Wisconsin, Maine and New ‘ffi 2 2 

York, have tried to find a way to es Be oe EW TR SELENE. gums 
put the cottontail on a line produc- the animals because of manpower 
tion basis, without success. Im-|troubles in other states, The price} W 

provement of cover by not burning|last year for the 11 dozen imported 

brush piles, and by letting hedge-|from Missouri was $10 a dozen. It
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Rid Vietory Ganiens of Wild Rabbits Horticultural News Vo!.li- 

No. & August, 1945 

A Lowronee (Mich.) resident hae discovered a means of 
keeping wild rabbits away from Victory Garieng that doos 
not injuro or destroy the rabbits, 

A mothod 4s simple: a quantity of hydrated lime is placed 
in burlap and dusted on plants, preferably while they are 
dew-covered. Several applications may be necessary, while 
the plants are in the tender stage when they are most 
likely to attract rabbits. 

The mothod 4s offered to the conservation department as a 
substitute for the system of issuing pormits to dill 
rabbits, thereby deatroying a potential meat supply.



Lite - Collen tat i 

Extract from letter of December 31, 1945 from Frederick Leopold 
to Professor Aldo Leopold. 

"Just a note to report an unusual rabbit story I picked 

up this morning. One of our factory women tells me her hus+ 

band together with one other man killed 143 rabbits yesterday. 

Two guns = no dog, 

Location 50 miles west of Bloomfield, Iowa, and 4 miles 

from Missouri border. Art, this is perhaps another 75 miles 

west of the quail hunt we tool, where we counted 37 in a 

short day. i 

The wonan says they covered two farms ~ less than 300 

acres. Rolling land containing both small bottom areas and 

more hill areas. 

It beats anything I can remember."
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April 22, 1947 

Dr. Banner Bill Morgan 
Department of Game Menegement 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor Morgan: 

I have just received a clipping of your tularemia news story in 
last Sunday's Wisconsin State Journal. 

Dr. Ralph B, Yeatter of the Illinois Neturel History Survey and I 
ave just completing a 20-year study of tularemia in Illinois. We 
are trying to bring together the more significant local stuff on 
humen tularemia and rabbit populetions with a few other angles. We 
think we are in a good plece to do this because Illinois leads all 
other states in number of cases. 

We have found one new fact that seems important. The human fatality 
rate (deaths per 100 cases) is about twice as high during rabbit 

i "highs" as during rabbit “lows.” We interpret this to mean thet the 
rabbit tick and the tularemia "bug" live most of their time on birds 
during rabbit “lows” and become partialiyrattenuated for mammals. 
During rabbit “highs” they spend more time on rabbits, consequently 
their virulence for mammals is stepped up. Is there any evidence on 
this from the rabbit deta? The records of the Natural History Survey 
show that in Illinois the rabbit tick has been ¢ollected several times 
from song birds, but only once from cottontails. 

Some of this queer behavior may hinge on the fact that tularemia may 
be transmitted from. one generation of ticks to the next through the 
eBe- 

Regarding the lest sentence in the news story -- Yeatter and I have 
figured the meat value of rabbits in comparison with the tularemia 
hazard et $10,000 per death and $300 per recovered ease for each 
county in Illinois.



Dre Morgan «so» Page 2. 

I'm interested in your remark that “Hundreds of muskrat and beaver 
near the Horicon Marsh died in Merch and April, 1946, of tularemia..." 
Errington told me in December at Columbia, Missouri that his muskrat 
disease was aot tularemia. I have often wondered whether voles, mice 
and other redents may not pley a part. 

I understand thet you and Bill Elder both were infested from the same 
rabbit. Certainly you two are the ideal people to do research on it. 
I know there are light cases, but is there any real evidence for 
partial immunity? 

I'm glad to hear streptomycin works so well. 

Yours truly, 

David HE, Thompson, 
Senior Naturalist 
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FROM THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE a 
222 NORTH BANK DRIVE, CHICAGO ( “ite? 

RELEASE IMMEDIATELY: eb 

RABBITS STOPPED ; 
BY BITTER PAINT 

ON BARK OF TREE 

Chicago,~---The war that has been going on for years between fruit 

growers and the cottontail rabbits because the latter "bark" the trees, 

thus killing many, looks as if it might be ended, says the Conservation 

Department of the Izaak Walton League of America in a bulletin which 

calls attention to a recent scientific discovery, 

Professor James A, Neilson, of Michigan State College, success— 

fully working an experiment with a group of rabbits placed in a small 

orchard, is the scientist who apparently has shown how to end the anti- 

rabbit war by the use of a harmless repellent which makes the bark of 

the fruit trees taste so nasty that the cottontails won't touch it. 

This experiment promises to help both the landowner and the sportsmen, 

as it may end the anti-rabbit drives of orchardists, thus providing 

more game for the sportsmen, 

Professor Neilson took a small orchard and confined 32 rabbits in 

it this past winter, They had to forage for their food all winter, He 

applied a mixture of linseed oil and resin, mixed to a comparatively 

high temperature, to the trunks of some of the trees, but others were — 

left untouched, Those that were "painted" with the dope were labelled. 

Then he left the orchard so that Nature and the rabbits could take 

their course, 

Now this orchard tells an interesting story. You can see one fruit 

tree, badly gnawed and chewed by the rabbits, standing next tio one that 

hasn't been touched, The latter was doctored with linseed cil and resir 

and, although they were mighty hungry, the rabbits wouldn't totuch it. 
Thus it looks as if,simple, inexpensive mixture applied to the bark 
apparently can end the attacks of cottontails on any farm or in any ; 
orchard, 

am OO a



Cottontail 

Extract from "The Life History of the Rufescent Woodchuck" by W. J, Hamilton, Jr 
(Filed in Rodent Box.): 

RABBITS 

Cottontails utilize the burrows of woodchucks frequently. During the 
fall they spend most of their time in a "form" above ground, but with the 
advent of snow end severe weather the cottontails repair to a woodchuck 
burrow, They likewise make use of these holes during the spring months, 
and possibly bring forth their young upon occasion in these underground 
retreats, They, however, generally have the young in a slight depression of 
their own making,



Digest of 

Inlay, George. The Western Territory of North America. Debrett, 
Tendon, 1793 

Pp. %%, The cane,..is on evergreen, and is, perhaps, the most nourishing 
food for cattle upon earth, No other milk or mtter has such 
flavor or richness as that which is produced from cows which feed 

‘upon cane, Horses whieh feed upon it work nearly ae well as if 
they were fed upon corn," 

p. 100, "The tuffalo are mostly drives ont of Kentucky, Some are still found 
upon the headwaters of Licking Oresk, Great Sundy, and the headwaters 
of Green River, Deer abound in the extensive forests, Wt. the elk 
confines itself mostly to the hilly and uninhabited places. 

"The rapidity of settlement has driven the wild turkey quite out of the 
middle countrics, but they are found in large flocks in all our 
extensive woods, 

"Amidst the mountains and broken countries are great mumbers of the 
grouse I have described, and since the settlement has been estab- 

. lished, the quail, following the trail of grain which is necessarily 
seattered in the wilderness, has migrated from the oid settlements 

on the other side of the mountains, and has become a constant resident 
with us, The bird was unknown here on the first peopling of the country." 

Pp. 120, Blk, (Quoting Carver) “The Mississippi below Lake Pepin flows with a 
gentle current ..,. the land between the mountains on either side is 

generally covered with grass, with a few groves of trees interspersed, 
: near which large droves of deer and elk are freqently seen feeding,” 

Pe 128, eee (quoting 1) “Born to destroy the inferior race of 
%, would exhaust all nature, if, by a fecundity superior 

to his depredations, they did not repair the perpetual havoc he makes. 
But death is only the minister of life, and destruction is the parent 
of reproduction," 

+ 132. lepaevhty * «the existence of life is in proportion to the period 
“a of required to produce maturity. ‘There are exceptions to this 

principle to be sure; as the crane ani the hawk, for instance, which 
seem to acquire maturity os early as most other birds, and are mown 
to live o century ani upwards,“ : 

pp, 129-134, Sugar maples and sugar making, | 

pe 1, OLimatic he “It 4s well known that the climate upon the Atlantic 
Coast of 4s in the extreme of heat and cold, and that it is 

more variable than when it was first settled by Maropeans; but the winters 

ave milder,* 

‘ ‘ *Yhore common Svery part of this country, but nowhere oo 
» a, he cn. ee eheer side of the mountains, t.3, There is not 

a wild here in all America.) (Though hares were unmowm to Imlay, 
he lists most of the Arctic mawaals in his list. A,L.) 

Rete: 

Wile: Buffalo, Sagehen, Quail, Crane, Cottontail, Digests 

i i coe



Reprinted from JourNaL oF MAMMALOGY 
Vol. 19, No. 1, February 14, 1938, pp. 110-111 

THE 1936 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY IN WISCONSIN 

By common consent of all observers, cottontails were unusually scarce during the 

winter of 1936-1937. In an attempt to analyze the situation, questionnaires were sent 

to selected sportsmen, wardens, and Soil Conservation Camps throughout the southern 

counties, asking for counts of the number of cottontails seen in hunting, or during field 
work in rabbit cover. Returns were received on 150 man-days. Upon analysis of the 

data, the prevalent ‘‘flushing rates’’ were found to be: 
In the southwestern counties (driftless area); 1.7 to 2.2 rabbits per hour. 

In the southeastern counties (glaciated area); 0.5 to 1.0 rabbits per hour. 

In the central counties (sand and peat region) ; 0 to 0.5 rabbits per hour. 
Single man-days with flushing rates as high as 5 rabbits per hour were reported, but 

only from the southwestern region. 
Total failure to flush any rabbits occurred only in the central sand region. Clearly 

, this was the “center of scarcity.” It was hoped to ascertain whether a sharp break in 
rabbit abundance existed along the boundary between the sandy soils and the south- \\ 

western prairie soils, but the data, when mapped, were found too meager either to prove 

or to disprove such a break. 

The flushing rate decreased somewhat as the season advanced, the November average 
being 1.5 compared to 0.8 for December, and (on one intensively worked area) 0.5 for 

January. This may be ascribed both to “‘holing up” with the onset of cold weather, 

and to progressive decimation by hunting. 
By way of contrast with the extremely low 1936 flushing rate in the central sand re- 

gion, Leopold recorded the following rates in that region in previous years: 

Sept. 30, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 12 rabbits per hour. 
Oct. 1, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 8 rabbits per hour. 

Sept. 29-30, 1934, at Pilot Knob, Adams Co., 0.5 rabbits per hour. 

Oct. 27, 1934, at Mazomanie, Dane Co., none. 

Leopold’s records for the south central region show: 

Oct. 7, 1933, near Reedsburg, Sauk Co., 1.5 rabbits per hour. 
Nov. 12, 1933, at Belleville, Dane Co., 1.0 rabbits per hour. 
No quantitative data for 1935 are available, but in Washington County one careful 

observer reported that a group of hunters, hunting the same place at the same time by the 

same method, bagged only one-fifth as many rabbits in 1936 as in 1935. 
Three skilled men in the sand region independently reported that the 1936 scarcity 

also prevailed in 1935, the last year of abundance being 1934. In all except the sand 
counties, however, 1935 is considered to have been much better than 1936, the estimated 

decrease over 1935 running from two- to five-fold. 
It may, then, be concluded that a rabbit scarcity prevailed throughout southern 

Wisconsin in 1936; that it began in 1936 on the richer soils of southeast and southwest 
Wisconsin, but in 1935 in the sand and peat belt of central Wisconsin; that it was most 

severe in the central and southeast regions, and least severe in the southwest. The 

: indications for 1937 are that the cottontail crop is again short. 
The reasons for the 1936 scarcity are unknown. There is general agreement that 

numerous young were seen in spring, but not after the intense heat and drought of mid- 
summer. No diseased rabbits were reported. Predators are, of course, the prevailing 

“cause”’ of scarcity in the minds of hunters, but any decisive statewide change in their 

status in any one or two year period may be considered as improbable. 

Several observers mentioned that cottontails deserted high ground in 1936 and were 
localized on lowlands near water. This reported localization is corroborated by the 

cottontails seen during a pheasant census drive made December 8, 1936, on the Univer- 

sity Arboretum. Of 106 cottontails flushed, 98 were in marshes, although the area 

(800 acres) is nearly half upland. 
The onset of the cottontail shortage in 1936 occurs exactly 8 years after the onset of 

the shortage of 1928-1930 (Game Survey of the North Central States, pp. 93-94). This 

is one year too soon for the 9-11 year cycle, but since all grouse and rabbits are known 

to have been low since 1935, it may be regarded as “‘the cycle.’’ Toso label it, of course, 
‘adds nothing to our understanding of its nature—ALpo Lzopotp anp Harry G. AN- 

DERSON, Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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2 Cottontail Study 1936 1937 

Some figures of intrest in making correlations 

1, Total hours(man) used in the eensus.........00+++++1262 
2. Total number of cottontails seen ...... cece e see o 0889 
3. TOtal number of field trips or hunts..............+163 
4, Total number on which dogs were used .....0.+0+++++-103 
5. Total number of hunts on which dogs were not used...65 
6. Wamber of gray fox killed...sscscsecsccssccceee eb B¥O9 
Vo Wmber ef Fad fox KA11L6d coc... vicscnccesvccecw sae Stoo 
$, Total number of cottontails killed ....... 

oe Tote mo, gq neeola a 
N \.0o 3S 

[0 Tocteb eno. 4 useodnta- mip 
a : 1) Tatet na 6) Taper Sand em — 195 

1> Votok mo d\ Coutts, _ 32
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SCS-21h2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
No. 
Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Byron Curly) 12/10/36 Crawford Haney 3 13 5 er 

W. Johnson ) 

Although no real figures are available, it can be stated that while 

in the process of erecting feeders only em occasional rabbit was seene 

Remarks: 

Signed Le C. Ruch 
gon, 

Date January )., 1937 y €©% Camp or Project _ scS-Wis-2 Gays Mills 
ane q \93l \ 
¥ < jan 4 me 

nieA, % 
be 40, Ny Ge 2 a 

Pe ee! 
a 92 = : $ 
5 Be O¢ 

ee ae 
ayation SER 

: got con al oeEoNSIN 

LA CROSSE ne



COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY z 

J, F, Southcott - Milwaukee Geo, M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville &, A. Volkmam - Beaver Dam 
F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J.G. Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - la Crosse A. J, Peterson - Racine 
0. J, Schwalbe - Fond du Iac James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wn. Ogburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John ©, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum ,~ 
Norman Rasmmssen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 

_ Louis Radke = Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button ~ Richaldn Centre Dr. Alf Gundersen ~ Ia Crosse 
John Adamsici - Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm, Schuenke - Black River Falls 
Oscar Weber ~- Stevens Point W, W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Hagerton Dr. BE, R, McNair - Orfordsville 
D. O. Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: é 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the mumber of cottontails seen this fall by you 

my in rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the : 
township in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation, I will send i 
you the compiled material, ‘| 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as 
at this time rabbits have not yet “holed up." 

; Yours sincerely, i 

Aldo scanaal ee 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agricubture 
Madison, Wisconsin _ 

Gottontatls Seen, Ball of 1936 | 
Tame Pete County Jownship Mo.hrs. No, cottontails Mo, ver br. Dog used? . 

; Remarks (on comparison with other years): about 7 ¥ he Hits 

ly Bl» 6 = x — gl a Aelived Mah 2 ceahed cocreree <n gay Sr 
. foprbaLion Ane an _oe™ Lr Mecrence Le 3 ang 3 Ss rene Gene. J 5



$CS-2142-2 : 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

: No. 
Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Very Poor 
HeQe Ssted 10/2/36 Dum Menomonie 3 8 22/5 Young Beagle 

‘HeOe Ssted 11/iy/36 Dunn Tainter h 1, 3172 ® ’ 

Robert Zimmermenl2/5/36 Dum Menomonie lo 6 1 9619 None 

Benjemin Witt 11/17/36 Dum Menomonie 14 12 8 None ° 

Louis Solle 12/12/36 Damm = Menomonie ak 3 3 None 

Remarks: 

ey 
AY 6 

sim ZA CAAA EL. Os se 

Date 12/2h/36 Camp or Project _SCS<Wisel@ : 

facce!Y aa yee 28 193 at 
\z le of 

g a ue: 24 
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$0$-211)2-2 : 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
No. 
Per 

Neme Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

George Stanek 10/10/36 Grant Wyalusing z 0 0 No - 
George Stanek 10/17/36 Grent Wyalusing 0 0 No . 
George Stanek 11/7/36 Grant Wyalusing 5 0 0 No. 
James Spreuge 11/29/36 Grant Bloomington 5 2 dt No » 

little Grent 
George Stenek 12/3/36 Grent Bloomington 0 0 No . 
George Stanek 12 6 Grent Patch Grove } 1 025 No . 
George Stanek 12/10/36 Grant Cassville 3 1 033 No» 

The forester of the camp, George Stanek, has been out in the 
field a’ least four days a week and has seen only five cottontails 
rabbits since summer. No dogs were used on field trips, but ideal 

rabbit couktry was gone overe 

It is interesting to note the scarcity of cottontails at our 
feeding stations during the past three weeks. last year, ear com 

ReteniSs placed loosely in feeders was eaten readily in a short time by the 
le cottontails. This year, not even a rabbits track appears at a 

feedere 

go 

simed _//14/6/ Tienod —--=% 

Date December 15, 1936 Camp or Project SCS<Wisel6



SC$-21)2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

No. 

Per 
Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

George Garfett 11/17/36 Grant Femimore h é 075 «= 2 Beagles 
Ve Prochaska 11A7 = ie Mi 6 
Ce Es Gordon fel "  Wingville 4) : Donald Haskin 11/21 " a h) 7 7 eee : 
Donald Haskin 11/29 . . 3) 
Ae T. Emerson 11/29 - : 3) 3 053 sane 
BE. A. Gilleland 12/6 "Fea imore 3} 

Oo B F ‘ Milford Gren 12/6 2 2 3 3 05 aoe! Miz. 
Geos Garrett 12/6 " Wingville i 
We Cliff 12/6 x - 4 2 016 None : 
Re Green 12/6 . . )) 

; G w : : 

: pedi ica ae w ae i 5 0625 Beagl’, Fox 
Terrior Mixed. 

Geoe Garrett 12/13 " Wingville h) We Clife 12 3 a 3 h) 8 1200 No dog ; 

Ee A. Gilleland 12/1) "Castle Rook 3) 
n r t e 033 «Beagle, Fox 

Geos Grahn : 12/i, 3) Terrior mixed. 

Remarks: ae n — No individual record unier “Number of Cottontails" end Number per Hour 
was shown because of duplicatione The ratio betwee the total number of hours 
hunted by the group and the total number of mbbits seen by the group should serve 
as an index to population in this crea equally as well as the individual recorde 

Signed ee 
Date 12/19/36 Gampamr Project Superintendent



en QOTPOMEALL SCARCISY STUDY 

- @&, F. Southeott - Milwaukee Geo. M, Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggaville G, A, Volimann - Beaver Dam 
%. N, Homerstrom, Jr, + Necedah 3. G, Keeler ~ Fennimore -— 
Jack Very - la Crosse A. d, Peterson - Racine 
6, J, Schwalbe = Yond du Ine Jomes Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald MeSeath - Sparta Wa, Osburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan = Montelle Antes Novy - Manitowoc 
John CG. Gundlach ~ Plainfield Pol Weiss « Barn 
Norman Ragemsson - Wild Rese Glyde Terrell + Oshkosh 
Irv, Van Wormer ~ Babcock George Stanek ~ Bloomington 
louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button - Richland Center Dr. Alf Gunderson - Ia Crosse 
John Adamskid + Baraboo ~ Armand Tengenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wa, Selmenke + Black River Falis 
Opear Weber - Stevens Point W, W. Behrike - Byillion 
Dean Swift - B4gerton Dr, 3. R. MeNair - Orfordsville 
D, 0, Brainer + Princeton 

Gent lement = 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abuniance in southern Wisconsin, 
' will you please £111 out below the number ef cottontails seen this fall by you in 

ad aie eee setae dae Ge ee ee Please give the township 
in each case. Kindly return data te me for compllat I will send you the 
compiled material, : 

Recoris of Imnte previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet “holed up," 

- froky Ord A 
Ae om oe — Mivision of Geme Managenent 

satin are. College of Agriculture 
a..06e ee Madison, Wisconsin — 

Gobtontatis Sean, Fall of 1936 

Tame 2ete County fomahin lo. bra. Ih, cottontaiis Yo. por he. Dog used? 

Qlhx. es. last: Wd ___- _ i teh Liesl 

(FF, {/ 

Remorics (on comparison with other years): (//- Ae. Year) Sau bt) Lewap fl 

tha) Ark Ate \ Fe EM. An! A: O xe O d tS eather Zh ae 2 

oy re A bed. OG - dws, th hy Atumx Cad f 

Gor fot BN tte 5 Goh yen Blow tg A oR



i Bloomington, Wisconsin 

December 15, 1936 

COTTONTAILS SEEN, FALL = 1936 

No. 
NAME DATE COUNTY TOWNSHIP NO. HRS. NO, COTTONTAILS PER DOGS USED? 

ER. 

“Carl Croft 11/1/56 Grant S. Lancaster 5 1 2 Yes + 
*Carl Croft 11/8/36 Grant S, Lancaster 5 1 22 Yes . 
*Carl Croft 11/15/56 Grant S, Lancaster 5 1 32 Yes . 
Wing Ferguson 11/26/36 Grant Mt. Hope h 1 025 k dogs . 
Wm. Ferguson 11/27/36 Grant Mt. Hope 5 3 06 h, dogs « 
Wm. Ferguson 11/2846 Grant Mt. Hope h 1 025 , dogs - 
Wie Ferguson 11/29/36 Grant Mt. Hope 3 2 266 h dogs - 
Wm. Fergusm 12/6/56 Grant Bloomington & 6 266 h, dogs » 

REMARKS ; * Carl Croft and friends were hunting fox when the cottontails were seen. 
like many sportsman, he blames the cottontail scarcity to the abundance 
of foxes in Grant County. Just to satisfy my own curiosity of fox abun~ 

<i dance this year, I cmtacted the County Clork at Lancaster, and found 
~ that bounty was paid on 373 foxes during the period, September 1, 1936 

to December 7, 1936. ~~ ee ee te ee ee 

ae Sincerely, 

Q jbwy & ¢ “ dhewek. 
George R, Stanek, Jr. Biologist 
Camp SCS“Wis-16, Bloomington, Wis.



UNITED STATES 

= DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

_ Bloomington, Wisconsin 
‘December 15, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Division of Game Management, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Attached is a report of the cottontail scarcity study that you 
requested on December 7th. I have also sent another list to J. R. 

Fry Jr., Assistant Forester of Soil Consersation Service, at la Crosse, 
Wisconsin, however the list sent to him is not a duplicate of this 
one. You will receive a copy of the seport sent him through the La- 
Crosse office. 

Wm. Ferguson, a veteran rabbit hunter, compares this falls' 

hunting with last years, "“lastyear I would get the bag limit of cotton- 
tails, nearly every time that I went hunting; this year I'm lucky to 
get one or two rabbits. Mr. Ferguson gave m his theory as to this 
years' scarcity of cottontails. He thinks that there were no rabbits 
reared this summers; all the rabbits that he shot this fall were old 

ones. In past years he has observed young rabbits licking dew from 
the vegetation. This year being so dry and hot, he claims thet the 
rabbits lacked moisture enough to propégate. Domestic rabbits, raised 
this summer by one of the Ferguson boys, died from the intense heat. 

From my own observations, the fall and winter of 1935-36 was a 
good cottontail year. It was not uncommon to see five to ten cotton= 
tails during an afternoon hike. No dogs were used during the hikes, 
This fall it is difficult to find rabbits even with the aid of a dog. 

Iwill take this opportunity to wish you and your family a 
Merry Christmas, and my best regards to Starker. 

Sincerely, 

Lowrge r{ Veil 
Meise 
dr. Biologist, 
Soil Conservation Service, 
Bloomington, Wisconsin



SCS§-21h2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 ; 

: No. x 

Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Je Moen 11/8/36 Towa Brigham 4 1 WV Yes , 

D. Carden 11/8/36 = Iowa Brigham k 0 0 Yes } 

Hass 11/15/36 Towa Brigham h 1 Yh Yes « 

D. Carden 11/15/36 Towa Brigham h i Yh Yes 

Delbert Carden from open-Iowa 
ing of season to 12/10/36 Brigham 80 ho Ve Yes 

C. Jordan 11/5/36 Towa. Brigham =), 3 3/h, Yes 

~~ Jordan 11/29/36 Iowa Brigham ) 0 0 Yes » 

Remarks: Ata Game Club meeting at Mt. Horeb held December 3 conttontils 
were reported very scarce in Dane County. 

RLM. 

Signed i 2 Mig, 
R. Le Moore 

Date December 10, 1936 Camp. or Pieseey —Suporinbendest 3 ==



— 
scs-2ij2-2 

@:-. Je Re Fry, Jre 

Assistant Forester 

Camp SCS<Wis-21 
Highland, Wise 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

No. 

Per 
Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Bob Miller Nove 11 Iowa Highland 4 3 31fh ss Yes 
£ z Nov. 20 " % 5 10 2 Yes 

H. Krakora Nove 2; " ® 10 20 2 Yes 

J. Egan Nove 20 " * 3 h i¢ No 
ise Nove 25 " . 2 i + No 

" Co Dece 2 " " in 3 3 yn No 

se Dece 11" Pulaski : 2 2 Noe , 

Remarks: There is a local opinion that there is a very high fox population. 
It is my own observation that there are a great many more fox trails this year 
than laste Of the rabbits actually taken non were diseasede 

Signed oe 

| Fer CQL 
Date December 15, 1936_ Camp or Proje¢ét §cCS=Wis-21
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(cory) 

= COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

: J. F. Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G. A. Volkmann - Beaver Dam 

F. N. Heamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah Jd. G. Keeler - Fennimore 

Jack Fry - La Crosse A. J. Peterson - Racine 
0. J. Schwalbe - Fond du Lac James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm. Osburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C. Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen - Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 

Percy Button - Richland Center Dr. Alf Gunderson - La Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Bend 

Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm. Schunke - Black River Falles—~ 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W. W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. E. R. McNair - Oxfordsville 

D. O. Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen’ 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 

abundance in cottontails this year. 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 

will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you 
: in rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the 

township in each case. Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send 

you the compiled material. 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as 

at this time rabbits have not yet "holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Division of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Nome Date County Township Noehrs. No. Cottontails No. per hr. Dog Used? 
Brockway 

Wm.H.Schunke 11/1/36. Jackson N.&S.Millston 9 None - No * 
1G. -2 

" "11/8/36. " Springfield 6 2 " [65 Yes _ 
1- Bri ‘ 

” "12/22/36. i" N. Millston 5s z " 2-1st " No 

a t= 12/24/36. " Albion ab 1 t 1 3/h 6 yo 

Remarks (on comparison with other years):According to natives interviewed, less number seen 

t in 1934. te numerous before that, in these same locations as hunted al bod



SCS-21)2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 i 
No. 

Per 

Name Date County Township Wo. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

P&ReCarrol. © 01% 9/21/36 Jackson T 20N ROW 1 1 100 Yes” 

Je PLDUNDAS 10/16/36 Jackson T 20N ROW =) 1675 Yes 

GeE.ALIEN. 12/13/36 Jackson T 20N RW 3 1 355. ‘Yea 

PeR.CARROL 12/13/36 Jackson T 2ON RW 1 r 100 Yes 

Remarks : 

i ¥; Senden 

Date December 18, 1936 Camp or Project SCS=13-Wise
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SORPONTATL SCARCITY STUDY 

J, ¥, Southeott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger ~- Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville ¢@, A. VoTiomann - Beaver Dam 
¥. N. Hamwerstrom, Jr, - Necedah Jd. G, Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - la Crosse A. ad, Peterson - Racine 
0. dg, ree - ee ee James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald th - Sparta Wm, Ozturn - Kenosha —~ 
Pray ang Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John ~ Plainfield Peul Weiss - Barmm 
Norman Rasmssen - Wild Rose . Clyde Terrell ~- Oshkesh 
Irv, Van Wormer - Babcock i George Stanek ~ Bloomington 
louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button = Richland Center Dy. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Ademski = Baraboo Armand Lengenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm. Sclmnke - Black River Valis 
Osear Weber - Stevens Point W. W, Behnke + Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton De. B, R. MeNair - Orfordsville 
D. O, Trainer + Princeton 

, Gentlemen: = caaarn = 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of searcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, es 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fi11 out below the mmber of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on. Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return date to me for compilation, I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previou a to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet "holed up,* 

_ Yours sincerely, i 

Qedo Kea poet. 
Aldo Leopo: 
Division of Gane Management 
College of Agriculture 

: Madison, Wisconsin 

Sottontsils Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name = Date County Townshin No. bra. No, cottontaila Ho. ver hr. Dog used? 

Wt Fall, Bet. Linh Cail. ina Siting sill 
Geno Lelie tags deg Seberc an Sic ita sctamanies abelltlin 
thn Mtg Ta citi. ei cities aint, alii 

Fam Soclhcdr agthty NMawbe\ Kew he fC a he 
Remarks (on comparison with other years): Je <4u¢ cs ardent tall Aline nd 

Lue sheer Gfluveter: Sea aid Liat Alt Crepe Mom 262 

: a pe CMS z zg cCoeusee 
Bil for vO. hen an form 258 40h ete 4 

fend Ge: ¥



§CS-21h2-2 ; 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

No. 

Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Me Ie Varenick La Crosse Hamilton 15 15 (Appe) 1 No 

Remarks: here were approximately 15 hours. spent in rabbit hunting atthe early 
part of this season and the rabbits were found mostly in wooded valleys where 
the brush and grass were rather thick, Average of rabbits seen - 1 per houre 

Signed Z ( - fic bee 
e Se Kheinke 

Date Dedember 10, 1936 Camp or Project Camp Supt.,SCS-Wis.-17



omommar soanarmy szupy 
J, ¥, Southeott = Milwaukee Geo. M. Inchsinger ~ Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G, A, Volum - Beaver Dam 
¥. N. Homerstrom, Jr, - Necedah J, G, Keeler - Femimore 
Jagk Try - ta Crosse A. Jd, Peterson - Racine 
0, J, Schwalbe ~ Fond du Tac Jemes Bdick « Sheboygan 
Donald MeBeath - Sparta Wa, Ozbuam - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc ~~ 
John ©, Ganilach - Plainfield Poul Weise - Barmm 
Norman Ragmmesen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshiosh 

| Irv. Van Wormer = Babeodk: George Stanek ~ Bloomington 
Touis Raitke ~ Horicon Gearge Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button + Richland Center Dy. ALf Gundersen - Ia Grosse 
John Ademgicd ~ Baraboo Aymand Langenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow « Prairte du Sac Wn. Solmmke = Black River Falls 
Osear Weber + Stevens Point Ww. ¥, Betmke + Brillion 
Dean Swift - Rigerton Dy. BE, R. lielleir - Orfordavilie 
D. O, Trainer = Princeton 

Gentlement i 

See ee eee, ee Oe RS eS EE ae 
abundance in cottontails year, 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please £111 out below the mmber of cottentaile seen this fall by you in 
rabbit Imnting, or by friends whose data you can rely on. Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation, I will send you the 
compiled material, ; 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet “holed up," 

Yours sincerely, 

Deas raph ek, 
Aldo 
ao ee 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Sottontails Seen, Yall of 1936 

Hane Date County Zomshin Ho. hm. Ho, cottontaila Ho. rere, Doc used? 

Sigg til Mhaiarst et S nsnitlinnsi eons. itll 

Remarks (on comparigon with other years): 7.1 <<. 74 ot phen 2th. 
teblhile ai @ G _Le BLL fee eet ye Seg 

ae - Leia Seas a tidacn ede



. COPTOWPATL SCARCINY STUDY 
J, F. Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. uM, Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otte Beyer - Briggsville G, 4, Volkmann - Beaver Dan 
¥, N, Homerstrom, Jr. - Necedsh J. G. Keeler ~ Fennimore 
dagk Fry ~ le Crosse 4. J, Peterson - Racine 
0. J, Schwalbe - Fond du Iac James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald MeBeath - Sparta Ym, Ozburn « Kenosha 
Panl Buchen - Montelle — Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum | 
Norman Rasmmesen + Wild Rose Clyde Terrell + Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer ~ Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
Iouis Radke ~ Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button - Richland Centre ; Dr, Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 

“John Adamski + Baraboo Armand Lengenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow ~ Prairie du Sac Wn. Selmenke - Black River Falls 
Oscar Weber ~ Stevens Point W. W. Behnke + Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dy, BE. R, MeWair - Orfordsville 
D, 0. frainer - Princeton ' : 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of seareity and abundance 
in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, will 
you pleage f111 out below the muber of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the town- ~4 
ship in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation, I will send you 
the compiled material, , 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at this 
time rabbits have not yet "holed up,* 

Yours sine . 

Dade Aaspeed 
Aldo Leope 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 

MONTELLO, Wis. DEC 26 1936 en 
Sottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
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Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Pe No. 

Per 
Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Ke Be Grant 12/9/36 Pierce Hartland 4 0 oO wenn n= 

Ke Be Grant 12/10/56 Pierce Salem 2 6 3 waneen 

Ke Be Grant 12/22/36 Pierce River Falls 2 1 3 eannnne 

The above figures were arrived at during Pheasant & Quail censusese Cotton 
tails are scarce within our project areas During the winter of 1935, 36,numerous 
rabbits fed on our newly cut brush pilese This year there has been very little 
evidence of such feedings Tracks and occupied holes are scarceée 

I have found several killse These kills were on the hills. Undoubtedly the 
ray fox accounts for a large number of rabbits since fox are plentiful this year 

e@ the ridges. 

Remarks : 

Jack Rabbits have been jumped frequently which seems to indicate they are 
not scarcée 

Signed Ke Be Grant 

Date12/23 [36 Camp or Project SCS=Wis o=3 

= by 

Lele. 

+
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SOSTONTATE SCAROEIY STUDY 

J. ¥, Southeott ~ Milwaukee Geo, M, Inchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer ~ Briggsville G, A. Volinmam ~ Beaver Dan 
@, HN, Hemerstrom, Jr. ~ Necodah J. G, Keeler ~ Pemiimere 
Jadic Pry ~ la Crosse A. J, Peterson - Racine 
0. 7, Sclwalbe - Yon! du Tee James Edick - Sheboygen 
Donald McBeath ~ Sparta Wm, Ozturn - Kenosha 
Poul Buchan - Montelio Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Foul, Weiss - Yarmm 
Norman Ragemesen - Wild Rose Clyde Terrell = Oshimsh 
Tev. Ven Wormer - Babcook George Stendk - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button = Richlani Centre Dr, Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adameici, - Bareboo Aywand Iangenbach + Vest Bend 

; Albert Gastrow ~ Prairie du Sac Wn. Sclmerike =< Black River Falls 
Osear Weber « Stevens Point W, W. Behnke + Brilifon 
Dean Swift « Bdgerton Dr. B, R, MeNady + Orfordieville 
D, ©, Trainer ~ Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity ani 
abundance in cottontails this year. 

Tn orler to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 

you in % taunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on. Please give 
the township in each cass, Kinily retum data to me for compilation, I will 

’ send you the compiled mterial., 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, ag at 
this time rabbits have not yet "holed up." 

Yours * 

Qidn ; 
Aldo Leopold 

‘ Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Sottontalls Seen, Fal) of 1936 

Neme___Date County Township Ho, hrs, No, cottontails No per hr, Dog used? 

ding 2 allen Yehiags pe gi 
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COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

J. F. Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 

Otto Beyer - Briggsville G. A. Volkmann - Beaver Dam 
F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J. G, Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Pry - Ia Crosse A. J, Peterson - Racine 
0. Jd. Schwalbe - Fond du Lac James Edick - Sheboygen 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm. Ozburn - Kenosha 
Peul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Feul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmmssen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button - Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo Armand Iangenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow ~ Prairie du Sac Wm. Schuenke - Black River “alis 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W. W. Behnke ~ Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. B, R. McNair - Orfordsville 
D. 0. Trainer - Princeton : 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rebbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 

: in each case. Kindly return date to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet "holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

Gils Keapeck 
Aldo Leopold 
Division of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name Date County Township No.sbrs. MNo,cottontails No.per hr. Dog used? 

K: Woslaad Naw Sook thaiitl 2 ss L— ie. 
5 Crewe Nout? Sauk dahil Sts: 0 a 
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Remarks (on comparison with other years): a Bre, f 
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 
FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Baraboo, Dec. 20, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Division of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 

: Madison, Wisconsin. 

Bear Mr. Leopold: 

I have recieved numerous complaints 

about the poor rabbit hunting this season, from some 

of the remarks, which I believe to be authentic, the 

rabbits seem to be grubby and wormy. 

I trust this information will be of some 

value to you. 

Very truly yours, 

Ag Ala



CORTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

J, F, Southeott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G, A. Volimann - Beaver Dam 
F. N, Hamerstrom, Jr, - Necedah J. G, Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - la Crosse A. J, Peterson ~ Racine 
0. J, Schwalbe - Fond du lac James Edick - Sheboygan »~ 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm. Ozburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barmm 
Norman Rasmmssen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell ~ Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button - Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski + Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm. Schunke - Black River Falls 
Osear Weber - Stevens Point W. W, Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. E, R. McNair - Orfordsville 
D. O, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on. Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet "holed up," 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopol 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name Date County Township No. brs. No, cottontails Mo, per hy. Dog used? 

Remarks (on comparison with other years): Very deere aac tarred 

wh fjerred & he Peng Zz al Pees 7 Qe ; 
“ue 4 ‘
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Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

ae No. 
Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Edwin W. Ball 11-20-36, Trempeleau Chimey Rock 2hrs. 3 11/2 Noe | 

Burel S. Butman 11-15-36, Trempeleau Chimney Rock 2hrs. 5 21/2 Noe 

Burel S. Bittman 11-22-36, Trempeleau Chimney Rock 3hrs. 3 1 No. 

Burel S. Butman 11-29-36, Trempeleau Burnside 3hrse 6 2 No. 

Bernie Peterson 11-13-36 Trempeleau Lincoln hhrs. 3 3/4 Noe 

Ernest P. Sobotta 11-15-36 Trempeleau Burnside 3hrse 4 1ify Yese 

Epnest P. Sobotta 11-25-36 TYrempeleau Lincoln 3hrse 3 1 Yes. 

L._sst PB. Sobotta 11-29-36 Trempeleau Lincoln Zahrs. ly k Yese 

Remarks: 

Signed on GE Kalk 

Date 12-11-36 Camp or Project Independence, Wise



SCS-21)2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

No. 

Per 

Name Tate County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

tv 
Roy H. Dingle 12/11/36 Vernon wos 1 2 a No 

BW ee fe 
hae 

Roy He Dingle 11/15/36 Vernon T. 14N 1 1 a No 
R. )" 

Remarks: 

In general cottontails are very scarce here this fall. The 
above report represents all the rabbits I have seen in the 
last three month period. Z S 

Signed ‘ 

Date_ 12/12/36 Camp or Project SCS5-WIS-20, Ontario, Wis. 

APPROVED: é 

C.W. Tourville 

Camp Superintendent
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Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
No. 

Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Watson Hall Noveel=30 Vernon Coon 10 None 0 No - 

Elmer Osthoff November 5 Vernon Coon ge 1 ZL No 

Carl Heberlein Nove 10 Yernon Coon xy h rf No . 

Ed. Kerske Nove 10 Vernon Coon 5 in 1633 Yes » 

Paul Henson Nove 15 Vernon Hamburg 10 0 0 No 

Albert Sedevie Nove 15= Vernon Coon a 3 0027 Yes » 
30 

Jac Densmore Dece 6 Vernon Bergen 2 1 005 No > 

Clayton Veum Nove 7 Vernon Coon hh 2 05 Yes 

Remarks: 

Watson Hall was primarily squirrel himtinge 

) — 

Signed _~ 3 : - os eck Cosenaete 

"Date Dece 15, 1936 Camp ares Coon Greek Project 

+
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Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
No. 

Per 

Name Date County Township Wo. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Je Sund 11/14 Vernon Coon 2 h 2 None ‘ 

F, Koenen 11/8 # Viroqua 23 5 aX : 
R. Lathrop 11/26 " Liberty h 3 3fy 

Remarks: 

( 7 

Signed 

Date 12/10/36 Camp or Project SCS=Wis-6, Viroqua, Wiscons in 

-



REPORTS FROM SEVERAL DIFFERENT COUNTIES 

ON THE SAME QUESTIONAIRE-- NOT ALPHABETIZED ; 

i 

(|



| GORTONTATL SCARCITY STUDY 
J. F, Southcott - Milwaukee Geo, M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G. A. Volkmann - Beaver Dam 
F, N, Hamerstrom, dr. - Necedah J, G, Keeler - Fennimore i 
Jack Fry - Ia Crosse A. d. Peterson - Racine : ; 
0. J. Schwalbe - Fond du lac James Hdick - Sheboygan 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm. Ozburn - Kenosha , 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen - Wild Rose Clyde Terrell ~ Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
louis Radke ~ Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button - Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo : Armand Iangenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du See ~~ Wm. Schuenke - Black River “alls 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W. W, Behnke ~ Brillion 
Dean Swift - Hagerton Dr. B, R. McNair - Orfordsville 
D. 0, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: : 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please f111 out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet “holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopoid! 
- - Division of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gottontatis Seen, Fall of 1936 
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SORTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

J. F. Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. M. tuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer + Briggsville G. A, Vollionam - Beaver Dam 
¥, MN, Hemerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J. G, Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry ~ ta Crosse A. J, Peterson - Racine 
0. J. Schwalbe + Fond du lec James Wdiek - Sheboyzan 
Donald McBeath - Sparte Wa. Ozburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Menitewoe 
John ¢, Gundlach - Plainfield Peul Weiss ~ Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell ~ Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer ~ Babeook George Stanek ~ Bloomington 

louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Perey Button ~ Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo Armand Tangenbach ~ West Bend 
aannee Guatnen + Pensete ix Ses Wm. Schmenke - Black River “alls 
Osear Weber - Stevens Point W. W, Behnke - Brillion 

Dean Swift - Idgerton Dr. &, R, MoNair - Orfordsville 
D. 0, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year. 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fil1 out below the muber of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely ont Please give the township 
in each ease. Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet “holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

= ‘Aldo Leopoth 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wqsconein 

Gottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
Meme = Date County Zownship Hoskrs. No.cottontails Mover hr. Dog used? 

ici Lakes: spies amniinQrilin uin ime sanathidon” 
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Remarks (on comparison with other years): 
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Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
bi No.cot-— No. 

No. ton- per Dog 

Name Date County Township hrs. tails bo. used 

Clyde B. Terrell 12/6 Waukesha Summit 4 * 3 t No * 
Pabst Farms Wild : Not 
Life Refuge on Lake hunting 
Oconomowoc / Tracks plentiful 

Welter E. Scott 11/24 clark oye. 4 2 4 No * 
Wis. Con. Dept. R.44 W. on deer drive 

John Spaeni 11/7 Dane Rutland Top, 6 mi. 7 9 2 
Wis. Gon. Dept.. S. of Stoughton (4 men) (Shot 6) & 

" " 11f3 Dane Blue ound, 4 mi. 4 4 a> 
N. of Mt. Horeb (6 men) (Shot 3) 

" " 11/13 _\bafayette Blanchard 3 14 rea Bae 
(6 men) (Shot 9) 

" " 11/13- Columbia Leeds, 8 mi. 11 10 a. 
14 S$. of Arlington (3 men) (Shot 7) 

" " 12/6 Dane Rutland Top 8 4 1 
; (4 men} (Shot 3) x 

" " 10/10 Dane Burke 3 None 2 
(1 man) 

"Lots of rabbit found at above in season 1935--could get 2 or 3 rabbits in 
an hour. Thisyear dogs don't even bark there. Found a few with white spots 
on livers last year. I have examined those I dressed this year and found no 
spots on livers or indications of disease that I could see." ; 

/s/ John Spaeni 
George Lincicum 10/10 Dane Marshall ak if 2 

PSN. (2 men) (Shot 6) 
RR. Is 2. y : 

Guy Mumbrue 11/14 Waushara Springwater 4 8 se 
Waupaca : ‘ (3 men) (Shot 4) 

* Saw 2 vheasants, 5-Huns in same time. 
3 ene a 

1-16-37 

x he



‘CALUMET COUNTY SPORITSMEN'’S CLUB 

Ly GLENN L. SHAFFAR 

Pe PRESIDENT : 

ESA, FER tie E. F. BEHNKE 
a e ans |) ee , a SEC’Y-TREAS. a RS es 

ee ¢ Lar : CONSERVE WILD-LIFE 5 see 

6 Pe ee se ’ 5 RATHER THAN DESTROY IT 

BRILLION, WISCONSIN ee 
January 30,1957 

Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Dear Sir; 

I am sorry that I could not answer your letter in regard to 

your rabbit survey sooner. I received your letter yesterday morning. 

It was delayed,because it was sent to the wrong address and opened 

by mistake. Whem you mail me anything from now on, send it to Wilbert 

W. Behnke instead of W. W. Behnke. : 

In my estimation this year there are about 25 % of the rabbits 

that there were last year, and last year there was only about 50% 

of the cottontails that there were in 1934, I never do any hunting, 

put I always make a large number of trips into the swamps and woods; 

and I found that my estimate corresponds with the estimates of ahmost 

all of our experienced hunters, 

Cottontails Seen in the Fall of 1936 

Arthur Schroeder Jan.29 Cal. Brillion 100 hrs. 75 rabbits 2 dogs 
Harvey Ziegler Jan. 30 Brown Hollandtown 50 hrs, 10 = oe 
Melvin Krause Jan. 29 Cal. Brillion 150 hrs. 25 " o-—" 
Orman Behnke Jan. 29 Cal, Brillion 50 hrs. 7 e deeee 

Yours truly, Xf 

Wilbert W. wg 

2 i



$C8-212-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

No. 
Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

V. Kratch 11/20/36 Tremp. Dodge 3 3 a No . 

H. Glenzinski 11/5/36 * Arcadia 2 1 1 No 

J. Kujek 11/2),/36 e Dodge 3 2 ilk No » 

H. Brom 12/4/36 f x 2 2 1 No. ‘ 

—— The scarcity of Cottontails is due to the large number of foxes. 

Signed ; 

: Acting Farester 
Date 1441 Camp or Project Scs-Wis-1) Dodge



SCS-21)2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

No. 
Per 

a i oe oe ee ee ee 

Wine Le Roper 10/17/36 Richland Richland 3 2 1 Yes » 
We Le Roper 11/21/36 Sauk Sumpter 2 1 1/2 Yes 
Wine Le Roper 11/28/36 Seuk Greenfield 2 2 Y Yes ; 
Wine Le Roper 11/29/56 Seuk Reedsburg 2 2 i Yes 
Wne Le Roper 12/13/36 Seuk Baraboo iM 3 3/4 Yes ° 

He Je Bohn 10/20/36 Seuk Gremfield 5 5 1 Yes 
He Je Bohn 10/28/36 Seuk Greenfield 5 h Yes. 
He Je Bohn 11/1/36 Columbia Fairfield 7 6 6 Yes 
He Je Bohn 11/10 Sauk Bear Creek i 2 Wy Yes , 
He Je Bohn 11/15/36 Sauk Delton 3 . 13 Yes | 
He Je Bohn 11/20/56 Junem Elroy 6 6 1 Yes . 
He Je Bohn 18/15/36 Juneau Elroy 6 hk 2/3 Yes 
- Je Bohn 1/13 ‘7 Columbia Fairfield 3 h i 1/3 Yes 

Remarks: 

Y bass Bel 
Signed G J a x 

Date /-/g— of. Camp or Project La Valle



Scs-21)2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
No. 
Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

EQXYBSRES 
Hd. Leonard 11/1/36 lafayette Biamaberd k 3  0.25/man-hr.Yes(2) , 

(3 men in party) : 
Same 11/8/36 Towa. Moscow 5 3 —0620/man=hr.Yes(2) , 

T)N,R5E 
Same 11/15/36 Towa Moscow 5. : 3 0.20/man-hr.Yes(2) » 

Same 11/22/36 Towa Moscow ir 6 0.50/man-hreYes(2) . 

G,. Benesch 12/1 /; ‘ Go taieptes. deine lem | Meecwt 12 1 0,08/men-hre No 
farm) 

Qi: 12/18/36 Green York x 2 2.00/man-hr. Noe © 
Vamstad "9 : ams farm) LN, RG 

Remarks : 

te Anderson, Jr. Biologist 

Date 40/18 [36 Camp or Project sas _. Wis |, Argyle, Wis.
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CORPONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

J. F, Southeott - Milwaukee Geo. M, Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G, 4, Volkmann - Beaver Dam 
F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr, - Necedah J. G. Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - Ia Crosse A, J, Peterson - Racine 
0. J, Schwalbe - Fond du Lac James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald McBeath - Sparta — Wm, Ozburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchen - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen - Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Percy Button + Richland Centre Dr, Alf Gundersen ~ Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo ‘ Armand Langenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm. Schuenke - Black River Falls 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W. W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. BE. R. McNair ~- Orfordsville 
D. O. frainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and abundance 
in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, will 
you please fill out below the mumber of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the town- 
ship in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation, I will send you 
the compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at this 
time rabbits have not yet “holed up," 

: Yours sincerely, 

- Aldo Leopo’ « 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Sottontails Seen, Fell of 1936 

Name Da Count; ownship lo hrs No, cottontai No.p hi Dog used? 
lester De Beat thew 1s Tremp eau fresfan 3 i 2s w 32 ‘ 

” “as 1.2 ollroG fe ‘TLend 3 } 4 Fo ‘ 

Ort CENMaN <p SeUrel Monboe Lakavette Mew Lyme None ~ No eee ses meeeerenneliiicemeeseeeendttttiiee se 

phald_//Rex ii Monroe laa ei ee Non e - vo 

Remarks (on comparison with other years): ju)! h..0™ lulis Kat hoo ytwras ogy ere wire 

pots oy [lr oo fet of SH, Three ford 0% Re os ALitrol wit WRF apets an the Muth, 

e of Pet abet” etathind no AeA ALL AA ch tad Tot, Fi Rap Yok one oa ee de Tr De Coo pte 
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Laps lim, Lary tuk Shit Loko ItrrlT— 1 [Asgteb o~ di aCthomah of Hour pus 

‘ rnold Tr fecal
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yom Feb.18, 1937 

( Memo. on cottontail rabbits seen fall of 1936 ) 

Approx, Place No, Hours Yo, 
Date Hunters afield Rabbits 

seen 

Oet. 17 Knutson(s marsh on Z 3 4. 
Rowan creek (pheasant 
hunt) . : 

deb 
Nov.” Riley ist ll Da towite 1 3 o> 

Nov.14 Ridgeway (Iowa co.) 2 5 5 

Nov. 28 “ Lowa Co. (Hills’near i 6 is 
Lone Rock) 

Dee.5 _ Same place 2 5 Bs 
wo 

Dee.12 Iewa Co. (Hills ke 3 3 es 
Arena) 

No dog was taken on any of these hunts. 

R.J.Roark 

a ; * 
| =



SOPTONTATL SCARCITY STUDY 5 

wd, F, Southcott - Milwaukee o V /Geo. M, Iuchsinger -. Monroe ‘0 \ 
Vv Otto Beyer - Briggsville o UG, A. Volkmann- Beaver Damp «> 

v- F. N, Hamerstrom, Jr, - Necedah vv. G, Keeler - Fennimore © 

Vv vdaeck Pry ~ Ie Crosse o fuctlun- v UA, J. Peterson - Racine © , \ 
/Q, J, Schwalbe --Fond du lac vdames Edick - Sheboygan ° 
Donald McBeath - Sparta =i, V Ym, Osburn - Kenosha ¢. _ 

V v Paul Buchan - Montelle © V Yantn Novy + Manitowoeo. . ; 
J vdohn C. Gundlach - Plainfield 1 .«/. o Paul Weiss - Barnum 

/MNorman Rasmssen ~ Wild Rose o Vv Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh ° 
i Virv. Van Wormer - Babcock o VGeorge Stanek - Bloomington 
V /ieuis Radke - Horicon Vv y George Johnson - Portageo 
uv Percy Button - Richland Center » y Dr. Alf Gonderson - Ia Crosse 

/John Adamski - Baraboo . V, vArmand Iangenbach - West Bend 
v \slbert Gastrow - Prairie éu Sa¢c V Mm, Schuenke ~ Black River Falls» 
Vv /Oscar Weber - Stevens Point VM, W. Behnke - Brillion o 
/ (Dean Swift ~ Bagerton ° V Ltr. BE. R, Melair - Orfordsville» 
JV A. O. Trainer - Princeton o 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 4 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 
in each case. Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbit have not yet “holed up." : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo cn 2 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

Gottontaile Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name Date County Township No, hrs. No. cottontails Ho, per be. Doe used? 
YY, 

M Peat € Gs GREEW Sy evESTER “ve Zz Z ve 

S. Moesé (3. Lataverne Laveme 2 a faa ee 
4 , : 

OD, LOREWZ. Yen Lows Mosca, i Zz Z 
1 : 

Blaenmpee ee Beery Apaws 2 
Remarks (on comparison with other years): CLEA rlesgcirk As Comvenkeo [eo Heevovs 
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CORTONTALL SCARCITY STUDY 

J, F, Southecott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville -~ G, A. Volkmann - Beaver Dam 
F, N. Hamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J. G, Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - le Crosse A. J. Peterson - Racine 
0. J. Schwalbe - Fond du lac James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm, Ozburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchen - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen - Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson ~- Portage 
Percy Button - Richland Centre Dr, Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm, Schuenke - Black River Falis 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W. W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. BE, R, MeNair - Orfordsville 
D. 0, Trainer - Princeton - 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and abundance 
in cottontails this year. 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, will 
you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 

compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at this 
time rabbits have not yet “holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopoid ‘ 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name Date County Township Mo. Hrs. No, Cottonteils o.per hr. Dog used? 

Cond Pelerdens, Vegi Lobintinltaatiaty, re te LE wa,’ 
OUP ia: TOE within \ iain MM: siuendige: eleeltlan: suit! 
eM pr a J f) . : 44 
Ccek Ped Cid HGS RAACRAT, Line Ltd Liz 3 / 4. - ‘ 

a . Ay L : pe, f 

Le Pett. “ ¢ Cbnwhé Lbeviglen, Lgpetate 2 / = ¢ 

Remarks? f; “edLude Lit Abie Bb tt he ably . Casiig fe. Lis eh eee foe te 5e 
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MISCELIEANOUS CORRESPONDENCE AND UNUSED DATA ; 
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* * Bes-2142-2 

e NO DATA AVAILABLE 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 
ee ae No. 

Per 
Name Date County Township Wo. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

Remarks: 

2 

Signed _ C% Zi Ln Sow 

OA 

Date 42 Ve/fZG@ Camp or Project ¢// LP LE
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UNITED STATES 

= DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

La Crosse, Wisconsin 
January 21, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed please find cottontail rabbit re- 

ports from all of our camps and projects in Wisconsin, 

I sincerely hope that these reports will be 

of some value to you in your work. 

Very truly yours 

Sar ssistant ter 

JRF: BM



SCS-21h2-2 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1946 
FS No. 

Per 

Name Date County Township No. Hrs. No. Cottontails Hour Dog used? 

NO DATA AVAILABLE, 

but from what I have seen, there are almost twice as many rabbits 
in Lafayette County around the vicinity of Belmont, Wis, as there 

are in Grant County around Platteville, Wise Grant county has more 
foxes and they keep down the rabbit population. 

Remarks: 

Signed 
DeC Kimey 

Date Dec, 10, 1936 Camp or Project SCS-WIS-10



i 
FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Reports MADISON 

Game 
January 16, 1937 

. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Division of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We are glad to cooperate in furnishing a record 
of rabbit hunts from sportsmen whom we have contacted 
on this, as you requested some time ago. We are re- 
typing this report as the record was not in condition 
to send out on the form which you furnished. 

While coming to Madison from Oshkosh last Monday 
shortly before daylight, a cottontail crossed the 
road just out of Oshkosh and another just south of 
Beaver Dam. 

With kindest personal regsrds, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
. W. F. Grimmer 

Supt. of Game Management 

Oyyde B. Terrell 
Onior Aquatic Biologist 
CW Division 

CBT: MM 
Enc.



SORPOMTATL SCAROTEY STUDY 

J. ¥. Southeott - Milwaukee Geo. M, Inchsinger ~ Monroe . 
Otte Beyer = Briggsville G. A. Vollomm < Beaver Dan | 
¥. HN, Homerstrom, Jr. ~ Necedah J. G, Keeler - Fennimore 

ee Jack Yry ~ ta Crosse A. J, Peterson - Racine 
0. d. Schwalbe ~ Fond du Iee Jomes Wdiek = Sheboygan 
Donald MeBeath - Sparta Ya. Osburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan + Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John GC, Gunflach - Plainfield Paul Weiss ~ Barmm 
Norman Rasmussen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell ~ Oshkesh 
Irv. Yan Wormer - Babeoel George Stanek - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson ~ Portage 
Perey Button + Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamsii - Baraboo : Armani Tengenbach ~ Yost Bend 
Albert Gastrow ~ Preirie du fae Wm. Selmenke + Black River “alls 
ee ee. nee De W, W, Behnke - Brillion 

Dean Swift = ldgerton Dy. B, R, MeMaiy - Orfordsville 
D, 0, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

Sane 22 ene HeRieg Hak Vee State Ration of aeneeey oak 
abundance in cottontails a year, 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please £111 out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 

s 4n each Gago, Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of mts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
: this time rebbits have not yet “holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ido Leovora | t 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 5 
Madison, W4sconsin : 

Sottontalls Seen, Fel) of 1936 

Meme = =«©Dete County Zomnship Mosher. Ho.cottontails No.ver he. Dor used? 

Remarks (on comparison with other years)t 0 
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= ae a : 

Edgerton, Wis. 
3 Dec. 7, 1936. 

e Mr.Aldo Leopold, : 
Madison, z 
Wis. 

Dear Mr.Leopold: : 

I am unable to give the cotton tail rabbit information just as you 
have requested it as I do not hunt rabbits. 
However, I have spent the entire rabbit season so far working with 
State Conservation Warden Mr. Eric Moir, checking hunters in Rock 
and Jefferson Counties;J will give you my observations as to cotton 
tail rabbits killed by the hunters we have checked. 
On Nov.I,1936, the opening day of the rabbit season we covered the 
following townships of Rock County,ie: Fulton, Porter, Center. 
Janesville, Rock, and IaPrairie. 
Owing to the fact that Nov.I,1936, fell on Sunday with weather 
conditions damp and mild and ideal for rabbit hunting especially 
for hunting with dogs, there were an unusual number of hunters in 
the fields. 
I would say that Mr. Moir and myself checked around fifty rabbit : 
hunters on this day, nearly every one of these had in his 
possession from two to five rabbits and one of them had ten, 
killed #hethe town of Center. ; 

* Inoticed from that day on,that the number of rabbits in possession 
of hunters checked showed a very large decline, seldom a hunter 
possea@sed more than one or two rabbits and many had none. 

; The past two weeks there have been very few killed. 
Several rabbit hunters have recentyzyx asked me what has become of 
the rabbits, saying they had hunted several times recently and had 
not seen a rabbit. 
The number of red and of gray foxes have increased in hock County 
over preceeding years, but I cannot beleive this is responsible 
for the sudden decrease in the rabbit population. 
It looks more likely to me that the great number of hunters and 
each hunter having from one to three dogs covering all the 
hunting territory the first few days of the rabbit season had 
something to do with this suddenty, following scarcity of cotton 
tail rabbits. : 

; very truly yours,



COTTONTATL SCARCITY STUDY 

J. F, Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G, A. Volkmann - Beaver Dam 
F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J. G, Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - Ia Crosse A.J. Peterson ~ Racine 
0. J. Schwalbe - Fond du lac James Edick - Sheboygan 

Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm, Ozburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C, Gundlach - Plainfield Peul Weiss - Barmm 
Norman Rasmmssen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek ~ Bloomington 
louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Percy Button ~ Richland Center Dr, Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Hend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm, Schunke - Black River Fells 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W. W, Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. E, R. McNair - Orfordsville 
D. O, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly mp this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on. Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet "holed up," 

Yours sincerely, 

J Aldo a c 
: Division of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name Date County Township No. hrs. No. cottontails No, per hr. Dog used? 

Remarks (on comparison with other years): 
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COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

J. F. Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
Otto Beyer - Briggsville G, A. Volkmann - Beaver Dam 
F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J. G. Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - Ia Crosse A. J. Peterson - Racine 
OQ, J. Schwalbe - Fond du Lac James Edick - Sheboygan 
Donald McBeath - Sparta Wm. Ozburn - Kenosha 
Peul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John C. Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen - Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Bahcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
Louis Radke - Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Percy Button - Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamski - Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm. Schuenke - Black River Falls 
Oscar Weber ~ Stevens Point W. W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. E. R, McNair - Orfordsville — 
D. O. Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of searcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation. I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet “holed up," 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo i a” 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name Date County Township No.hrs. No,cottontails No,per hr. Dog used? 

Baocclicpon Le fo Kaen Cig, 

; Lp pee eS” < 
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Remarks (on comparison with other years): haha ne terelin | oo 
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COPTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 
| gd. F. Southeott - Milwaukee Geo. M, Iuchsinger - Monroe 

Otte Beyer - Briggsville G,. A, Volloann ~ Beaver Dam 
¥, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah J. G. Keeler ~ Fennimore 
Jack Fry - la Crosse A, J. Peterson = Racine 
0, J, Schwalbe - Fond du Iac James Bdick ~- Sheboygan 
Donald MeBeath - Sparta Wa. Osburn - Kenosha 

Pmal Buchan = Montello Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John ©. Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barnum 
Norman Rasmussen ~ Wild Rose Clyde Terrell ~ Oshkosh 
Irv. Van Wormer - Babcock George Stanek ~ Bloomington 
Louis Radke + Horicon George Johnson - Portage 

Perey Button = Richland Center Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamsici - Baraboo Armand Langenbach - West Bend ~~ 
Albert Gastrow ~ Prairie du Sac Wn. Sehuenke - Black River Falls 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W, W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Ragerton Dr. BH. R, McNair - Orfordsville 
D. 0, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of searcity and 
abundance in cottontails this year, 

In order to roughly map this year's abundance in southern Wiseonsin, 
will you please f111 out below the mumber of cottontaiis seen this fall by you in 
rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the township 
in each case, Kindly return data to me for compilation, I will send you the 
compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet “holed up,‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold / = 
Division of Game Menagement 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gottontaile Seen, Fall of 1936 

ss | ae : 

C jo Laftts 
Fale: “Catt. cred {00 Kable . 

Remrks (on comparison with other years): _/
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CB. Ted... Onbiob cn a Ger Wa one poet tee wo 

us DIRECTORS 

nisRadke . . . Horicon ie : tent et 

Hrs Page .' Ree Wisconsin Division ee 
pce pe ele Hudat Nevo Mawar 
—4_. So Izaak Walton League oe ee 
George Blanchard . . Edgerton 

S. W. Strothman . West Allis 

Dec. 15, 1936. 

PRESIDENT SECRETARY - TREASURER 

ee cw FRANK N. GRAASS 

STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University bve., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning to you herewith the questionnaire 

which was mailed to me sometime ago, but which I held 

until I could give you more definite information. 

I have contacted many hunters since I received 

your letter and the particular story that was told me 

by responsible hunters is that this season shows 

about one rabbit to five of a year ago. I have had 

no reports of any noticeable diseases among rabbits 

although there were reports during the months of July 

and August that rabbits were very numerous. In some 

sections where I personally have seen many rabbits 

in early Spring, there were but very few when the 

hunting season opened. 

Enclosed is your original sheet filled out 

as best I can at the present time. I trust that you : 

will send me a complete report when it is compiled. 

Le. Z ier 
fp



i SQEPONBALL SOARCIZY STUDY 
oe 

/~—, F, Southeott + Milwaukee Geo. M, Tuchsinger - Monroe 
+ a, Eee G, A, Volos + Beaver Dam 
?, i, dr. ~ Hecedah 3.6, Keeler - Ponnimore 
Jag: Bry ~ la Crosse 4A. 3, Peterson ~ Racine 
©, ¢, Sohwmilbe < Yoni du tac James Hifek - Sheboysan 
Honeld MeBeath + Sparta Wn. Osburn - Kenosha 
Yeul Buchan - Montello Anton Novy « Manitowoe 
John C, Gunflach = Plainfield Paul Weiss - Beymu 
Norman Raguaseom - W414 Rose Clyde Terrell « Oshkegh 

* Tew, Van Wormer - Babcock: George Stanek - Bloomington 
Touke Radke =< Horicon George Johnson - Portage +— 
Perey Button » Righaldn Centre Dy. Alf Gundersen ~ Ja Crosse 
John Adsungicl + Barwboo Arwand Iangerbech « est Bend 
Albert Gastrow = Prairie da Sac Wa, Scuenke + Black River Tells 
Setar Weber ~ Stevens Point W, W, Sohne - Grillion 
Deen Swift + RMgerton Dy. 3B, R. Mallaiy - Orfordeville 
D, 0, Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlement ‘ 

There ts consti: peoiiar about the dtstrtbution of sonrotty aut 
abundance in cottontails year, 

Tn order to roughly mp this year's sbanfance in southern Wisconsin, 
it zen tienes S531 wah Belew the mater of cobtentsti sem this 201) Wy yen 

ee % hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on? Please give the 
‘ township in each case, Kindly return data te me for compilation, I will send 

you the complied mterial, ; : 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially , ae 
at this time rabbits have not yet *holed up.* — 

Yours s: . 

a 

Aldo Leopold 
See ee 

Madicon, Wisconsin 

Sottontelie Seen, Pall of 2936 

Hae Bate Sounty domain losbee Mo.sottontaila Mo. merhe. Doc used! 

: Remarks (on comparison with other years): Histie easabazicgengy 

Lagat bez ZC CA PA te gue ett repiec, Ziti 

g fuera & BADD ao aS PE ag 
ee 2 Leas ze rm ge i 

oe Siete SL 
a ae ee ee



COPTONTALL SCARCITY STUDY 

J. F, Southcott - Milwaukee Geo. M. Iuchsinger - Monroe 
. . Otto Beyer - Briggsville G, 4. Volmenn - Beaver Dam 

| G, N. Bamerstrom, Jr. - Necedah 3. G. Keeler - Fennimore 
Jack Fry - la Crosse A. J. Peterson - Racine 
0. J, Schwalbe - Fond du lac James Bdick - Sheboygan i 
Donald MeBeath - Sparta Wm. Ozburn - Kenosha 
Paul Buchan - Montello : Anton Novy - Manitowoc 
John ©, Gundlach - Plainfield Paul Weiss - Barmm 
Vorman Rasmussen ~- Wild Rose Clyde Terrell - Oshkosh 
Irv. Yan Wormer - Babcock George Stanek - Bloomington 
louis Radke ~ Horicon George Johnson - Portage 
Percy Button - Richland Centre Dr. Alf Gundersen - Ia Crosse 
John Adamsici - Baraboo Armand Iangenbach - West Bend 
Albert Gastrow - Prairie du Sac Wm. Schuenke - Black River Falls 
Oscar Weber - Stevens Point W, W. Behnke - Brillion 
Dean Swift - Edgerton Dr. B, R, McNair - Orfordsville 
D. 0. Trainer - Princeton 

Gentlemen: 

There is something peculiar about the distribution of scarcity ani 
abundance in cottontails this year. 

In order to roughly map this year's sbundance in southern Wisconsin, 
will you please fill out below the number of cottontails seen this fall by 
you in rabbit hunting, or by friends whose data you can rely on. Please give 
the township in each case. Kindly return data to me for compilation, I will 
send you the compiled material, 

Records of hunts previous to cold weather are especially wanted, as at 
this time rabbits have not yet "holed up." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopota e 
Division of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Cottontails Seen, Fall of 1936 

Name___Date County Township No, hrs, Wo, cottontails No.per hr, Dog used? 

Remarks (on comparison with other years):



Mr, #401 Lepold Babcock Wis. Dec 20th 1936 

Madison. Wis : 

Deer. Mr Lepold 

Answer Your letter regarding scarcity of cottontails, 

The scarcity of the cottontails Wee naticcupae last year end ti 

_  eome back started this year but only in certdin spots, For instance 

places that was over pOpujated in the year of 1934 where the food was : 

i eaten down to the roots and looked as tho it had been cut with a scythe 

there were any amount of these places on our waste area , Thathl. checked 

these places have no cottontails at all: this year/ — 

localties where they are found this yemr is spots that ‘were hot éffective 

py the extrem drouth where bi © spots of standing water or low spots 

: near timber where there was shade, I think that the food has a lot to 

do with this, I have always noticed that our decrease in all kinds 

of game comes in the extrem drought years,And I think if a better 

~-eheck was made on food conditions inthe wet and dry years a lot of 

valuable information on cycles could be gathered. I cant give any figures 

as to numbers seen as very little hunting is done except the spots 

where they are quite plentyful, for instance two trappers were telling 

they caught seven rabbits one night in traps set for weasels ani mink 

I had been over this localitie and knew that there were rabbits there 

and about one fourth of mile from there they were scarce and that 

is about the ritn of it. only fewer spots where there are cottontails 

proable six of these places in a township. 

Sincerely ; 

E tl, an Ld One.
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Arceeyene 5] 
Atty. Howard J. Leppla Frank Wiegert Wilbert Behnke Charles F. Koch 

President Vice-Pres. Secretary Treasurer 
Brillion, Wis. Forest Jct., Wis. Brillion, Wis. Brillion, Wis. 

( LE oP j \ 
jo * hah i MY Ly 

Ne ih CALUMET COUNTY k a” ibs 
> ey"... - AN (lie 

B Daw, P| ae ata 4 Ae _ gs, 

Viana ~SPORTSMEN’S CLUB 2x vy i\e 
, 443% at, RY. AiO ae CAD 
MS, ie “ “Conserve Wild-Life = oe fer: i Sooo 
“¥ Becads a: \\ Rather Than Destroy It” a i y 

PP Dye) presser URSIN ; S A, 

PE Ati GE § BRILLION, WIS. re A Se 

ADDRESS REPLY TO January 25, 1959 

Aldo Leopold 
; 424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: = 

I have had Mr, Wm. Kock fill out your cotton scarcity study 
for me, because I am mot a hunter, I have been a member of the 
local sportsmen's club andan officer, but I have never fired a 
gun at anything living in my life, 

Mr. Koch's study I believe is quite accurate, I have been 
out feeding birds quite often lately and have never seen less 

than three rabbitts in about an hour or two, 
I believe, it will not be long and our rabbitt population 

will be back to normal, 

Yours sincerely, 

Wilbert Behnke, Sec. a 

Calumet County Sportsmen's Club 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Rrurtren, Wer 

Reren bor Bebrke! 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen-during pHeasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. ; ‘s 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cleo Lvholel 
Aldo Léopold™ ~~ 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 4 
hunter Date County’ Township afield cottontails used? 

re J gig 4 om | 3 

llecwmafiok mms Cibuatt? Quller 8 BAS ye’ 

rasiiiica : Sia: 4 3 — ines 

} = Cc \ = 

=6 6 ‘7 ae 

cin: ee TM tli a ee 
= SH < i: Dy. Z =a ps s 

ee 1 4 ee 
re ’ * = * le 

Pe dls : 9 4 = WZ, oe 

oo; 5 , a4 e 
. Remarks: 4 hiAlte2d "YA Bie faethe = 

ee _- a ~~ 5 Fs. ‘ 
L/ Ext A i 2 hd carpet tie AAA wl AE Pin GLC ey 

es , At, ¥ h,, : a Z . 
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‘ University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

: . @ 

a{°?) 
14% 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: oh University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

unter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
' ee eee Masia. CH Bn ge * 

Renmaiens Have never seen rabbits so scarce as this season. Snow shoe 

. hare are also very scarce. Prairie Chicken, Sharp Tail and 

Ruffed Grouse are more numerous than last season. Very plentiful 

in town of Butler. A 

Signed 

st AA. be kit Les Oo x 

: 6 : i
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

ae 

Popo te ler. RED 

Am Qn Pokere om 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

lng Chiro Clete. View [ipl 45. sansi/ the 
Se ee eee eis ae WM VEE, ee) ee ee eas hon 

3 WA J LY O 
Remarks: é he ff GZ AY TCO 4 Cs. Le] [Reve Gree 

‘ Z La off 

x - Z Cer Lr LA td (AAP st YD 

ths Lr , fos Athy eo 
(thio 2 

Signed 2 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Wi o-rwenel F Lvtres 

zo GL, Place 

Mu aA eure lta 

ARO Howench } 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo ei 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

; lo ieaA 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. F 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get Samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? ; : 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold Z . 
4ol University Farm Place 

( | Madison, Wisconsin 

se Name of . Hours No. ‘of Was dog 
hunter Date Count Township afield cottontails used? 

y i, J 
UY, (an (dtl gpd (9. £4 a 
a? 4 

Uv —_— sy a 

AGS Le {-37 a ee 29 Neild LP? oe 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

5 Norkh Madde ; 

Te CowrRbing, Plews Mads 

Reon Wenrck! ,~ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

="% Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Peralta. Wiest Mig” Bits nhs ae 
ue Mews? +» Winhuk _b a Fo _* 

oo Oe Oe eo Ce 
a ae Bee es ees ae 

Remarks: 

0 f, p oh H- : 
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. tle AOE he 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Recer late : 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

f Aldo Lessors 
4ok University Farm Place 

_ Madison, Wisconsin 

pew 
Name of A Hours 0. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair. of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 

4 Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

€ COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

’ If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

; Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

. & 4ok University Farm Place 

, . Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

unter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

tint (Seen) 

James Kidd Oct 30 Dame mae 3 3 No. 

y 

Janes Kidd Nov. 7 _Dane ---- 5 10 - 

ine a Nov. 15 Dane --+- 8 20 ¥ 

During Pheasant_hunt on Oct.22 we kick out approximately 20 rabbits 

near Waunakee. ete - 

heron MoCredie and two friends got al cottontails in the vicinity 

of Mt Horeb during rabbit season. 

Remarks: 

i 

SD 

gned 5 

i &> 
ge
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- University of Wisconsin ~- Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

hun Nema tte Parnnott— 

Fuel elu tee lure 

Dror Men reer } 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
( If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, YS 

Otde Lehell : 
Aldo Leopold" » 

4ou University Farm Place < 
Madison, Wisconsin x 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog & 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? AS 

, Oftert Brel: , : 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Managerent 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen dur’ng pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like te get samples of us many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hend this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Vias dog 
hunter or observer Date County Tovmship afield cottontails used? 

1938 Kurrirthy, 
Wm, He. Schunke 11/5. Jackson 22N.2W. |) 3d 1 No  ¥ 

Brochures 

iim, He Schunke 11/6 Jackson 21" 3W 7 2 No Y 
madicn ae 

: Wm. H. Schunke 11fl2 Jackson 21N 2W 3 - No 
MM Sabu J 

Vm. H, Schunke 11/13. Jackson 20N 2W 65 1 No 
“my uy gee 

Wiae He Schunke 11/21 Jackson 21N 2W 10 Z Noe oe 
Pp dalinn 

Wm, H. Schunke 11/22 Jackson 20N 2W 10 1 vo 
Karo 

Wa. He Schunke 12/5 Jackson 22N 3Y 1 1 No ¥ 
Bred nnn Vv Wm. He Schunke . 12/5 Jackson 21N 3W 3/4 2 Yes 

Wms H. Schunke 12/13 Jackson abn a 5z 2 og ee 
Remarks : 

a a a ip cai a 

These observations were mde during official field activities on project areas 
under U.eS.Soil Conservation Service. There was at no tine regular hunting _ ig i Ty bbi camped ae } Field 4 ti fee 

Wn. H. Schunke 
Signed 

nid



University of Wisconsin - Chair of “ildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those alsoe : : 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbi's, would you hend this to sore reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of 

hunter or Hours Noe of Vas dog 
observer Date County Township afield Cottontails used? 

E. Siemers 11/5___ Jackson Albion 3 2 No v 

E. Siemers 11/6 ___ Jackson Albion ie z ip. 

E. Siemers 11/6 Jackson Albion 2 2 Yes (ferrier)” 

E, Siemers 10/30__Jackson _Alma 1 1 No = 
Ww A miviaky 

Ey Siemers 11/21 Jackson _22N 3W e 1 Wo.” 

E, Siemers 12/1l__Jackson _Albion 2 1 Yes 

E. Siemers 11/17__ Jackson Hixton 3 Bi Yes (Beagle) . 
Bree way 

E, Siemers 12/18 Jackson 21N 3W el 6 Yes (Beagle) v 

Remarks: The first four recordings were made while hunting squirrels. 

Wm. H. Schunke 
23 Signed a ov



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting th?s. year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant end chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vorech for their reliability. 
If you ere not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to mee 

"Yours sir cerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of 

hunter or Hours No. of Was dog 
observer Date County Township afield Cottontails used? 

North y 
Ed. Siemerss 12/26 Jackson Alma 2 Ze No. 

Remarks: 

Wm. He Schunke 

“iLeried 

SS : 

a
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

CORTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4olu University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

houter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Remarks: 4 , A fot ‘ : 

eat herd Lhabadearimuffct aga heeduaawd cpideisddbnn 
: gy 

Signed sts 

Ee



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

’ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities es possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some relieble person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to mee 

Yours sincerely, 

- Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Plece 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Name of 
hunter or Hours Noe of Was dog 

observer Date County Township afield Cottontails used? 

ViagHeSchunke Feb.9 Juneau Necedeh ava 1 No Qe 

Remarks : 

= oS ee eee ee ee ee a eae a eee 

Wm. H.céhunke 

ce



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep — until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

f SKS xs x Yours sincerely, 

PILI ES ete Leofitd- by FN. Honnebon Bo 
Sie ee ee Aldo Leopold 

Ry if y hae 4a University Farm Place 

_—— XQ Madison, Wisconsin 

G oa Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

Y a2 hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Ladetet Wott Auten fameslon 2. > a= 
ot a ee ogee a eee ee 

5 a 
n fec.4 7 F zz “ 

t » (2 “” " ae / re 

Pricd jettickeh \ ee aa 
Remaifcs — Cal sata alill scree re tur, Ctrrensenit, Lash baledet ‘“ 
i ip hae abel eee ® 

ee i ecg ic dp em 

Kb A: fetal 
Signed



Weg Oe 
University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY ve 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

oo 
on be A Le 3 ee Yours sincerely, 

we . xs ay f = E oy 
eas oe SO rds heoikd - ih ge we 

ww : ~ a Aldo Leopold 
> SQ Que wee, 4ok University Farm Place 

, ee w oi : Madison, Wisconsin i 

"* fame of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

GO aa \ tou J//4 39 Tuneau Neca paps / Jal. Hee = See © 

: «slag Yaa teeth tok’ 2— 
tT) eh, A MN 4 Vz AL sd thor <//3 39 Suncav Needah F<O (0 . MEOW 

DG ae — 
Ys AAZ-3F oe YonO ha y 

/ : : LAST é 
wl 2f13)34 i#d 3.12 MO, 

e- 4 f- Lr 4 - L \ J . 

Remarks: 7 Mas AAA idl lyn ct G  -P{tit 

: pg f 
ALIVE AMT IARQR ten eke EE 

21 _tuantid Aigo 

é Signe Ce



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? s 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

punter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

< 9 ? alan erg od ee m 
Pare yoregtt bee, | (geese Ss ax / Vd 

= tr Q. 2 ee pate. Cornnrne id “ihe 4 Z he 

Remarks: 

Signed Za > Xe



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 5 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

2 I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

‘ ‘\ 

C , Festhe Nay, ew! Sk thc pe 

Remarks: 

Sea a ale RN 

a tees indepen lcs aia 

Signed E 

CS;



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
benno 4ah University Farm Place Napa? 

$ { we TO Madison, Wisconsin a 
~~ Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Dewde Wr 0 Foe Thee Ye 
i ack. YY i 4 O v4 

‘ oo OE a ce 
a Pre | , ; + oO 

e Ve uz 

ee eee 3 

Yu ue Cepan hed ss } 

Remarks: hae atime inteeaenceeninteennestenes 

la et Re 

i ae cece eee 

eS ame tins eat cia s 
Signed GB



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter. Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Frectich, East | » n : 
(ererkefrte pula 34 Nlfed Grsm Lé { 

= rr 7 re (PXtrecra®” Se 4 

To tte. ee ee UL Nd 

eaten Baas ees anhisicliiiaiin ase Gales eee 

Remarks: 

_-—~wivihenesheceaioicaainsicasimnnnschsiaanniaiaasiisunlaiiniinimiitnmitiniiite i irieuahitiiNa tities ; 

savin easel Si ienasecanetonslesieicegecontkesnestiiostsis eae sleeaamerniniatiiansamenndelineiite: 

Signed 

69



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Ragte K Sowle, 

peas Kughe ; 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. : 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold. 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

unter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

fof Yada OSs Fate Daren fin 3 Lette  —§_Ae_ 

ae ee 
cee Gh cs oe ee 
SS ee SS ee See ee 

itt. M272 «ch eek we 
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ha Cook, ly be \ 4 

Fas 1 Weadelh A  _Auree Avo 
\ 

Sete wer 13 Lhe tir De | fee A 
Ste Opes | 7B, I on 2. I Ak 
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Scie a aac cra ree NUR Rapa pliccaiac 

- = Signed a 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield. cottontails used? 

i ee oe D 
q 

eee hes) ie ail» 4 x 

= ee a ee ie et 

ee ade a i I ee ee 

Remarks: 
A : g ° 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

7 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Renee 

Mouklts low 
Rrewr bun Burchin! ; 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen — 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leepett 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
oy ante Date Count; Townshi afield cottontails used? neon vate Lounty Bee. See eee ee 

4 4 : uv ticki! Tea) Wit 2 l iD 
} i) ) 

: a Ww 2 v - z 
} Pat \ ; 

tia ek Er a ae pith We: 
WV) t+ of V 

Ce _ 7 * “ f g He” 
tt es Lu it ee Oe 5 Nh, , 
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=I wt f uw i ee + i lio -v 
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r 3] t Vintete ye / ie Remarks: 
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f sooo | { 

Signed aw 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY : 

e & 

: 

: AX err Gd enw he ’ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo tle Level 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Vey Nib lac aa Wlowrek Dakdale . a pba 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Sry often We ’ 5 

Sea _ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. - 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold - pos 
4ou University Farm Plac 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of ae;, Was dog 
sunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Iie YU. f abt ; pe ye hy 7b U thea 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management : 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Crrvras Port lotr, 

LBe or bran Morveters ; 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 7 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo ie fe 
42k University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

~ -_ - 
A.'), Paterren, Matrwet Getmt lrmncltnn : 

Rows Lanta 

We evr Okrrevs 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ode freholL 
Aldo Leopold 
4okh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

G0 kn [F Iter Ann 

Rear hin /¥er Us dereas? 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopétg"""" 
42k University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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Mission House College 
Plymouth, Wisconsin 

: February 1, 1939 

: : 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I received your card of January 27 and am reply- 
ing immediately. The data which I am enclosing is 

exact, The remarks explain the set-up pretty well. 

The partridge were unusually numerous in the 
woodlot adjoining the college woodlot, but I was never 

= able to bag one during the season for identification, 

One of the farm lads said that he noticed a young 
brood again and again this summer while getting the 
cows, 

f Never in my life have If seen more Bhort-tailed Se 
; field mice than there are around here at the present time. 
a As concerns the life of young trees, the situation is ‘ 

serious, 

I have been working on plans for a state naturalist 
society and will present them for your criticism in about 
two weeks, 

Could I be of service to you in any way whatever, 
please let me know, Thankyou for the literature you 

have been sending me, 

Truly yours, 

le A ae
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Ri bend 

N orm tremucl bore 

Aeon bin Nercl t 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leépolgd-~ 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

nunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
eaAg , ’ BRAG Bllseciy Apmmend- 4S |FO meee 

Ter. ss jchafaaniy tis Ahly Yamal, #2 50 Bar. 

Remarks: 

C27 Vad 
Signed a 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

sunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Crrn cmel fougsn be che 

Lote Bruel lore 

Rear bu fuugen beck; 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen : 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. ‘ 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 
Var bran yembreobe t Cony rin pece 

Aldo Leopold 
foeetl Auntie ? Bes tars orela 4ou University Farm Place 

A. Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Waskantlor Hours No. of Was dog 
supter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

leg ixclacl Llp, Lebd tufh. _3 wv Zee, 
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OFFICE Oshkosh, Wisconsin U S A TELEPHONE 3347 

240 WINNEBAGO STREET “ Sa " 

February 5, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 
The questionaire you sent me on rabbits has been mislaid 

but I .will give you the information that you requested as far as 
as I recall. 

Nov. 14, 1938. Location: Winnebago County, R.16 Ee; T 18 We Corp Okage 
NEi Sec. Town of Algoma, 3 hunters, 30 min. , no dog, 1 rabbit. Bright 
and cold. Noon. 
Dee. ll, 1938. Winnebago County, Town of -Poyeun, R. 148., T19N. 
See 15, 16, 17. 2 hunters,5 hours, no dog, rabbits. Bright and mild. 
Aftornpon. 

ecel7, 1938 Winnebago County, Town.of Winneconne, See. 31 , 4 hun- 
ters, 1 dog, 1¢ hr. no rabbits. T. 19 Ne ; Re. 15 E. Bright temperature 
2:00 to 3: P.M. 
Dee.17, PR 12, Ne $ S.E. 4, Town of Omro, Winnebago County 
1 hour, no dog, 2 hunters, 2 rabits. tT 18 N, R. 15 E. 4 to 5 P.M. 

ec. 17, 1938. Town of Algoma, Winnebago County, 7,18 N,,\R-16\E. 
Sees 7. \ Just after dark jabout, 5115 to 5230, chined two/ rabbits. NG 
alo Y road’ with car\head 1lYghts-in about one mile,’ not hunting. 

All above were cottontails. 

Suppose some of your gang will be at Detroit? Will try to make it. 

Cordially yours, 

gael 13, SorreQQ___ 

Complete Line of Natural Food Plants for All Kinds of Wildlife ( 59



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. : 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? _ 
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REPORTS FROM SEVERAL DIFFERENT COUNTIES 

ON THE SAME QUESTIONAIRE --NOT ALPHABETIZED 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of ; Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

AS Brectforl 
Of ple bir. love 

Leer bur Bractfinel i 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. : 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. \ 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopotd fete 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog ) 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? Coda 
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4 ALFRED S. BRADFORD aot ' 
APPLETON, WIS. Qs 

4 

: November 22nd, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your request about the cottontail rabbit 
and I will be delighted to keep a record until the 
first of January and send you the report. I am afraid 
it will not be very encouraging. I was partridge hunt-~- 
ing two days in wonderful looking rabbit country in 
the western part of Shawano County and never saw a 
rabbit nor any sign. I had an Irish Setter who hunts 
feather and fur indiscriminately and is much better at 
raising rabbits than a hound. 

: You might be interested to know that I have a 
cottage in Vilas County on Big Lake St. Germaine and 
was there quite a bit during the summer. Never saw 
a single rabbit at that lake nor during any of the 
other fishing trips. Of course, in that country most 
of the animals are varying hares, but they appear to 
have been terribly hit. I might say that Vilas County 
seems to have been a very hotbed for whatever the 
plague is that has destroyed the rabbits and partridges. 
Both species have so far shown very little comeback, 
the partridge, however, being better in this respect 
than the rabbit. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain 

Yours respectfully 

ALFRED S. BRADFORD 

ASB: LH C | 4 :



ALFRED S. BRADFORD 
APPLETON, WIS. 

January 7th, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I send you what I am afraid will be an 
unsatisfactory report of the cottontail rabbits. 
They have been so scarce in recent years that 
most of my friends and myself have given up 
hunting them regularly. They are, however, much 
more numerous than my report would indicate. I 
have made quite a study of the tracks in the 
snow around my cottage at Poygan, my home at 
Appleton and the Town of Liberty Hunting Pre- 
serve, operated by A. G. Wakeman, and I know 
there are more in all three places than there 
were last year. They are still far from num- 
erous, however. As you well know, one rabbit 
can make a lot of tracks. 

I see that you are making only a study of 
the cottontail. You might be interested in a 
few words on the varying hare in Vilas County. 
I have a cottage on Lake Big St. Germaine. For 
the past two years we have not seen a rabbit, 
either varying hare or cottontail. They disap- 
peared with a completeness little less than 
astounding: even to people in that vicinity who 
have seen the cycle run before. The report now 

| is that they are on their way back but I have 
seen no evidence to confirm it. It is my per- 
sonal opinion that there are more deer in Vilas 
County than there are rabbits at the present 
time. The ruffed grouse are making a definite 
comeback but here again Vilas County is lagging 
behind the rest of the state. This year for 
the first time in several, however, one could 
see partridges occasionally on the road. 

If you are ever up in this part of the 
country I hope that you will make it a point 
to come in to see me. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain, 

Yours respectfully, 
ED S, B be 

; ASB:MH
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; University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( Luo nr Bkew 

: i ovles Bre ers | 
dean Bw; 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
yok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of ; Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter sss Date County Township afield cottontails used? _ 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. , 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

i Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
42k University Farm Place 

( Madison, Wisconsin 

Man 
Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin ~- Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

ne Lous Wa brennan ) MOeatrcet Fy ecanad Ltreerchrnro 

Regier erie tue Lime 

Dion BLE: 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. : i 

Yours sincerely, 

Crd Lerfukel 
Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 

ae Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter - Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

al 
. ‘ 

RurwrLeuel Coudny 

dQeen ‘han Atle! 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ade fevpott 
Aldo L&6épo 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

unter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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Remarks: hese rabbits were seen while j was patrolling streams for 

illegal trapping. 1 did not hunt rabbits this year. | dont believe 

many persons hunted them due to the terlaramia scare, 1 have seen 

\ many more rabbits with car headlights between 12 and 3 ockock A.m. 
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conservation Warden &



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

ri COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Sot Conderuetimn Sermet 

Come Valles Lore 

Ren BB s 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo elo ie 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Man torte 
Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( - . 

Sul Corcainsboibias Crave er , bode Valle, Wea 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. n 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist. 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

( Man 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

c 

( ‘ aN 

— 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold | 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin | 

Man 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
aunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? | 
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; UNITED STATES oe 

: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Coon Valley, Wisconsin 

Jenuary 13, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Division of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Enclosed herewith are five cottontail 
scarcity study formse 

I have delayed returning these to you in 
order to include the observations which were made 

| while taking the periodic project uplend game bird 
censuse Notes were made on the cottontails seen 
during this period as well as observations made on ’ 
various hunting trips by differmt staff members 
this past fall. 

5 Very truly yours, 

kh ‘Mb aws- A) hoe 
Ae Fe Laidlaw 
Project Biologist 
For: Le Be Cummings 
Project Manager 

Enc. 

(



University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management | 

: COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 
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Ree ub ) 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. ’ 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cee Lake 
Aldo Leopo’ os, 
4olk University Farm Place 

ee Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Townshi afield cottontails sed? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management Ro 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

v Em Se Gray 

L068 Kann 6 Mall Univol ure 

Qo Sronk: 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Kue 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

saunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 

Sele. 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

: You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

id 4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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January 6, 1958, 

by » MORANDUK 
T. E, Coleman ; 

Subject: COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Slueths Involved In This Investigation: 

MESSERS KOWALSKI, WALTERSCHEIT, KIDD 

After careful and diligent investigation 

and observation by the three above experts who were 

put on the job to run down the little Cottontail 

variety of rabbit, the following reports are attached 

which I hope the CHAIR OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT will 

find most interesting and helpful. 

If there is anything further desired in 

connection with information as to the habits and et~- 

cetra of Hoptoads, Owls or skunks and the like, this 

department will gladly take on any further work that 

is assigned to it with the greatest of pleasure. 

RIT; LSP R, F. Tierney. « « « o « 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( Quarter 9 br beta WARS 

hbitro Cnrter Pith Warcratrrcann 

AQ on eas Wal; 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenrmturn to me. 

2% Hur wr ut Cristea cobht Yours sincerely, 

Gus. ty baa pte uw fa tone 7 Cebu frofwlef 
nee 

Aldo Leopold 
42k University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date » County Township afield cottontails used? We i 

Ee) = \ 
OMrarrrve- det is? Saleyl! Han! _& 287] Flo - eet 

34 : on on 

Remarks; o--sshceahnnceesncreeseesawaneseennceneipe 

4 Signed
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

, COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 3 er 

ORRent Verrdreue 

F ibhininio he Sue 

Ween C2ber At: 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours . No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management napern 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Lopotle RebhtlCouut 19397 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
42k University Farm Place 

ee Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management ey 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 
Roy. Row, 

"HOA Rob. Roasts 

Viucdar ew Lote 
Reon Vemay t 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo ‘Téopola 
42h University Farm Place 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

unter Date County Township afield cottontails used? uf 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 

& Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

punter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. ve 

, 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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( University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the numberof cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

i ‘If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hind this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of 
hunter or Hours No. of Was dog 
observer Date County Township afield Cottontails used? 
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Remarks: Obwervations were meade thru field observation trips and no 

regular hunting tripss. ee Lk] 

Wm. He Schunke 
( : Signed 
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( ae UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

we 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE pee 

Black River Falls, “isconsin an 
February 15, 1939 x 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madism, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: Mr. Schunke is herewith forwarding cottontail observation 
/reports for your information. 

Rabbits observed by Mr. Ed. Siemers were recorded entirely 
during hunting tripse 

if further observation on cottontails can be carried on 
and is of importance to you, we will be gled to keep such 

\ reports upon your request. 

Very truly_yours, 

ae J. t udsen 
Project Manager, LU 

Ence : 

(
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

! COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to, get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? ‘ 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
; 42h University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin a 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of WAldli fe Management 
ah COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY iy 

( f : a bs 

Danm is E hele ope gt 
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ft tbl R y 
Cre gt. v FF > a 4 

AR crn han bu i “* - a 75 

You are reques nter below the number of cot rabbits seen 
during your hunting # Bh 

7 

If you can remember tne number of rabbits seen dur sant and chicken 
hunts, please inc also. fe 

I would like ples of as many localities a e. 

: You may include y others if you can vouch reliability. 
If you are not hunt ‘ s, would you hand this tos ‘ble person who 
is? fa ' : 

ea 

Keep this until ing is over for the year and enreturn to me. 
A | 

. Ne Yours sincerely, 
ga 
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Name of he yh ee oa see ae : ) as dog 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: 4eh University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
unter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

& 

: 
q/ a? 

ao 
\ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

(Bub-eocmr love 
Ron ban Vw Lorranta} 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ok University Farm Place 

: Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( ‘ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include.counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
heh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Man Tortok 
Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. : 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 
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You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter, Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. , 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

e 

\ ay a0) Yours sincerely, —— 
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* Mare ‘ Aldo Leopol 
( -S S: Kee 4oh University Farm Place 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management n A 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY \) 4 . 

( nn ies Reed ene eu 

Rean hin C2 he al: 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. ; 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

ist? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenzeturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ande Caopcbel 
Aldo Leopo 
4ok University Farm Place 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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( 4eh University Farm Place 
November 18, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. William H. Sehunke 
Soil Conservation Service 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Thanks for your interest in the cottontail census. 
It would be very interesting to have some special drives, but 
the data would not be directly comparable with the data ob 
tained by individual wanters. Moreover efter cold weather 
starts I would doubt the feasibility of getting a complete 
census because a part of the rabbits would be under ground, 
Counts by individuals are of course entirely useful even if 
he is not huuting,provided he is traveling afoot through rabbit 
country. 

I have been talking over the failure to get bands 
with Hamerstrom and he had arrived at the same conclusion you 
heve, namely that our banded birds were inside the refuges. 
I hope your trapping this winter will connect with some of them. 

I am rather glad to hear about your trensfer to the 
$0il donservation Service. This sounds to me all to the good. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

( Soil Conservation Service 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

November 17, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I wish to acknowledge receipt of the cottontail scarcity study 
blanks. I am placing the extra's with reliable hunters. If, 
with our other activities I could arrange to make sample section 
counts would you advise to do so? These samples could be 
distributed over the two projects in different types of cover. 
I suppose that the sample sections or plots would probably have 
to be checked right after a light snow. I would appreciate your 
advice and suggestions on methods etcetera, if you feel we could 
assist in collecting additional information from this territory. 

It seems to me that if handled right the inventory of a few sample 
plots or sections on each project would not be prohibited and 
it may also give this office the information on existing rabbit 

’ populatione 

I have just been advised that I, also the Central Wisconsin Projects 
and the present staff including the Regional Office, have been 
transferred as under the U. S. Soil Conservation Servicee My title 
is Assistant Conservationiste What effect this my have on future 
development work, I do not knowe 

I was very much surprised of not getting or hearing of bended 
grouse taken during the open season. My opinion is that the last 
years banded birds within the project did not travel any distance 
and the area which was closed to hunting, no doubt, held most 

of the banded birds. This winter's trapping ought to give us 
the number of banded birds approximately still existing in the 
project area. We contemplate starting tepping and banding with 
our winter feeding activities about December l. 

Very truly yours, 

Silas J. Knudsen 
Project Manager 

Wm. He Schunke 
Ass't. Conservationist 

(
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The writer just returned from California after 

a three weeks absence and finds your question- 

naire relating to cottontail rabbits. I do not 

expect to go out rabbit hunting this year be- 

cause my present heavy schedule of conventions 

ete., will not permit. However, I did have some 

of the best duck hunting in my life this fall on 

Horicon Marsh and that will hold me for sometime 

to come. 

I have handed your questionnaire to Mr. Hector 

| Vilvock of Horicon who has promised to take care 

of it and supply you with the needed information. 

Under the circumstances you will get this question- 

naire through him at a later date. 
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fn ea Wildness - Purity - Vigor 
Release WILD Game 

a F. 
The Largest Commercial Game -Deer-Fur Farm In The World. 
Pioneers of NATURAL PROPAGATION in Natural Game Couniry. 

BABCOCK, WISCONSIN 
December 30, 1938 

== ar eteS= — 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: ’ 

I did not reply to your Cottontail qugstijonmatre, and thought 
I would drop @ Tine to say why, As usual/ I am on the other side 
of the fence and am ready to give argumen¥ as Yo just what can be 
“accomplished by the questionnaire. It<ceems tg he it cannot mean 
enything’ definite enough to havé validity in approaching the cycle 
problem. ~The whys and whsreTores of seeing, fr not seeing, rabbits 
aré many and diverse. opinions, methods and /interpretations vary 

“so much that I doubt-the possibility of allowing for such differences 

~~ sufficiently. ne mere statement of the nufiber of rabbits seen during 
“hunting is,Tiseems te me, wholly inadequave. I have a lot on this 

subject Tit t sfall have to await ther work on my cycle book. 
All I & w ispto raise the questiow in your mind. I think I 
have sfen ab {fifteen Cottontails al/ fall and winter, but what you 
or I fouls ke out of that hack iy’a question not easily answered, 

and w i yy ip lions SoG weed incorrectly. 
\ } 

W drab t OG Pook / is in the hands of an agent in 
New York As have 4 hopes for it. 

Ks j 
Am WY . y trying to drum up enough business to keep 

going. Tings look quite i W promising. 

Am returning to my monthly department in The Game Breeder 
in January. 

Please give our regardg to the Hammrstroms. Hazel joins 
me in wishing ,\the Leopolds every good thing for the new year. 

ye Se Sincerely, 

Vis . we — Weedee_ 

\ 

f The Sandhill Crane, as wild and rare a 
former game bird as survives, still lives 
upon our farm: Convincing testimony that 
our game birds and animals are not arti- 
ficially handicapped or mechanically tamed. 

Everything In Game Release WILD Game
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(| koh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Nanagement Jamary 5, 1938 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Sandhill Game Farm 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: ‘ 

If I were using the cottontail questionnaire for 
a gycle study in the ordinary sense, I would entirely agree 
with you. As a matter of fact, I am hoping to use the infor- 
mation only for bringing out a difference in pick-up which I 
think I heve noticed between the sandy soils of the central 
counties and the good soils of the southern counties. I think 
these hunters' counts are plenty good enough for this purpose 
provided I can get enough of then. 

I am always glad to get your criticisms and I am 
pleased that your writing ventures are still making some 
headway. 

With best wishes for the new year, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 

\ 

f 
/ |
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January 4, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith your questionaire on rabbits. This 
has been filled out by men who reside in Stevens Point and 
spend a great deal of time in the woods. I consider this in- 
formation reliable. 

Yours very truly, 

OLW/uP Cicas 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also, : 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold © 
4ok University Farm Place 

( Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of ‘ Hours No. of Was dog } 
nunter Date Count; -afield cottontails used? a a Ca oe 
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BIG ROCK CREEK TROUT CLUB 
A.G.SIEMS DIVISION OF SIEMS BROS., INC. 

( C.H.SIEMS k 
1014 GUARDIAN BLDG. HATCHERY t 

ST. PAUL,MINN. ST.CROIX FALLS,WIS. prey 

qa 
Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Msdison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Sorry I could aot do yousa:great deal 

good in regard to the rabbit questionnaire. The 

cotton tail #s coming back slowly and with them 

red and gray fox. Several years ago cotton tails 

were so plentiful that they destroyed 50% to 7% 

of our yearly ever-greea plantings of from 50,000 

to 50,000. At that time we were forced to kill them 
off where and when weccould. 

Am very glad to hear you like Gus. It 

is only too bad that you did not get this dog before 

those other parties spoiled him. 

perhaps we will be in a position to 
give you a better account on rabits within another 
year or two as I expect that they will be more 

numerous by that time. 

: I an, 

! ; Very truly yours, 

J. Burkhart. 

{



EDWARD H. FABRICE 
4740 North Clark Street 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

( 

January 5, 1939 
ae | wae 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Mr. Fabrice has been holding your letter of November 18th 
and has turned it over to us this morning for reply. We 
are returning the form on "Cottontail Scarcity Study" and 
Mr. Fabrice says that if you care to fill this out from 
the information in this letter, you may do so, 

He says that he understands that they have shot about five 
rabbits at Loracres and two at Guardian; of course, he 
does not shoot rabbits at the Marloret Farm. However, he 
says that in his walks around the place he has seen more 
rabbits than last year and that they seem to be very 
healthy specimens. Likewise Mr. Adams reports the same 
from the Guardian Farm, that while they only shot two 
rabbits he saw more about the place than he did last year. 

If this information can be used on the attached form, you 
are at liberty to do go. 

ae very truly, 7 
Yj SOE Ss 

Ly aay Wh ( 

J Lb pt 
MLS/L For faward W. Fabrice 

| |
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‘ University of Wisconsin ~ Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

Wan Bes Pou Noo ww 

RR BercBoe lists 

Dies Wan eras Hepat! 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Crdofrorolf 
Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 

( Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter ate Count, Township afield cottontails used? 

follau Hori. Joutt duh Jani 56 2b 
* 

Hlsasell Uw Horas Suu 2¢ Laat Zaspall/ Ll i a! mage 

Remarks: 
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ARMAND G. LANGENBACH FRANK N. GRAASS 
WEST BEND, WIs. 

STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

' My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing herewith the four questionnaires you sent me sometime 
ago. You will note that I have made out one of these myself, and 
the other three were made out by reliable hunters whose opinion I 
would take to be very accurate as it concerns rabbit hunting. 

However, there is one thing I would like to call to your attention, 
| that is that no one here hunted rabbits after the 27th of November. 
-| Shortly before that date a number of rabbits - more dead than alive, 
‘| were picked up by hunters here, although they could find no apparent 

outward signs of any disease. At the same time a lady in Dodge 
County died of Tularemia, and her son was taken seriously ill. 
This seemed to throw a scare into the hunters here and many of them 
even refused to touch a rabbit after that time. 

One hunter told me that he saw rabbits sitting on a hillside and 
that he would go up and catch them with his hands. [I tried my best 
to obtain some of these specimen, but they always killed them and 
buried them. This accounts for the rabbit hunting being discontinued 

in this vicinity about the 25th of November. i 

I have inquired from the doctors in this county and they have not had 
any reports of Tularemia, and while there were a great many more 
rabbits, as you will note from the reports, in 1938 then there were 
in 1937, I think there were less rabbits shot in this vicinity than in 
any other year. The rabbits here seem to be On the increase at the 
present time, although this apparent disease may wipe them out. 

Any further information that I may be able to obtain for you on this 
matter will gladly be forwarded to you. 

7 Be ee oe Gorckouw ot hisses
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Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison Wisconsin 

: Dear Aldo:- 

When I received your questionnaire I had every intention 

of fillinf it our at the end of the season. However, I have mis-* 
placed the paper. The facts are that we fount very few rabbits 
this year. I heard of a few "limit" kills but this does not mean 
much inasmuch as the limit is so low. 

as j In Adams County about ten miles above Briggsville 
D five men got their limit one day with dogs in less than two hours. 

ae They state d that the rabbits were very plentiful. Quite a few of 
the boys got their limits up in the same country during the season. 
There were very few rabbits on the perserve or anywhere around it, 

say for five miles around, even though we never shoot rabbits. 
Offhand I would say that the rabbits did not gain over a year ago. 

I was much interested in your report on the movements 
of pheasants. No doubt the wanderings of the hand reared pheasant 
can be laid to his seeking for food---that is, the same kind of 

food he has been getting AND IN THE MANNER IN WHICH HE HAS BEEN 
GETTING IT. He is futily looking for the feed hopper or the plenti- 
ful eard of corn thrown on the ground and just naturally keeps on 
moving looking for the same enviromment which took care of him 

from infancy. 

It is a peguliar fact that six or eight weeks old birds 
which have flown over the fence will also wander off, both alone 
and in flocks. They show no homing instinct whatsoever. I do not 
know if they survive but have reason to believe that the plentiful 
supply of insects on the outside will sustain them very well. This 

wandering might refute my statements as to the older birds wander-= 
in order to find the feed hoppers but when I mention old birds 
wandering I am thinking of late fall liberations when insects are 
scarce and the birds have been fed nothing but grain for some time. 

I believe that the young birds just naturally get lost. I know of 
ee no wild thing that can get lost quicker than a pheasant. His capacit 

for losing himself seems to start with the day he is born. 

Best regards, LAE 

VISIT OUR PHESANT FARM, Tl eee a AND DOG KENNELS. BIRD DOGS TRAINED.



\ I find that mature birds liberated after Nowember lst will 
stay in and around a field of shocked corn, almost to a bird, 

The trick of course. lies in how they are liberated and also 

in liberating them while hungry. As far as their being able @ 
cope with predators I believe they are just as able to take 
themselves as a wild bird. Reason for my belief: We have re- 
peatedly turned out birds in a piece of cover that could be 
thorogghly worked and twenty 66 thirty minutes later gone in 
with proven dogs only to find that we wou id be ob}iged to go 

over the place again and again to find the birds. That does 
not mean that they merely hid and the dog missed them but that 
they will pull the same tricks of running and hiding as a 
wild bird. A great deal depends on the bird of course. Your 
Chinese being wver so much wilder than the mongrel ar Mongolia 
But the Chinese are pretty scarce now and I for one will never 
raise them again Bor the simple reason that they are too wild 
and hard to find (not to mention "hit") and that is poor busing 
for the commercial shooting preserve.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 
FILE REFERENCE: 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

SAIN ( CaS) 
1), 
QRS 

Portage, Wis. 
Jan. 30.1939. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold. 
424 University Farm Place. 

‘ Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

I am afraid that I will not be able to give you any accurate 
information on the rabbit situation in this county,because I have been 
working in the north all winter. With one or two exceptions I have not 
been in the field in this county since late September. From my somewhat 
limited observations I would say that there is a slight increase over 
last year but they are still to be considered not plentiful. 

Sorry I cant help you out on this. 

ZY truly yours. 

Lesgeleiuars 
Conservation Warden. 

'



a . R. J. MEYER 

APPLETON, WISCONSIN February 22/39 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I Have been under t le weather 

Which must explain my failure to answer your 

postal request for information on the local 

rabbit situation. 

Am very sorry that I can add 

( nothing to the questionnaire sent you last fall. ( 

As I stated at that time, I have discontinued 

my conservation activities entirely. I have 

no first-hand information and nothing second- 

hand trat I wouid consider reliable. 

: Surely the local sportsmen 

should be able to give you the desired informa- 

tion in abundance, 

Yours ag rely, 

(
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| University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

: You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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Nhs Wola 
University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

we Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

hy ie uN Yours sincerely, 
v _ 

BPP LES Rilo Lea Ad by FN, Rawechon de 
ty, ay Y Aldo Leopold 

ee ae ee ME 4ol University Farm Place 

Yr >a = Madison, Wisconsin 
vk 

R c~ Name of Hours No. of Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Station 
Allegan, Michigan 
January 23, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

Our information on rabbits in this state is so localized that 
I can not give you a very satisfactory answer as to general conditions this 
year. However, I will do what I can. 

Last year was the first season for which we have kill records 
and they show that roughly half a million small game hunters took over two 
million rabbits. This includes pheasant and partridge hunters, not just rabbit 
hunters. We do not know whether two million rabbits is a fair crop for the 
state or not, but if such a crop is possible it does not seem to me that the 
cycle can be down very far. Ten years ago this same number of rabbits may 
have been taken by half as many hunters—-in which case your reports would tell 
you that hunting is only half as good now. Our two variables, yhéldcper hunter 
and yield per unit area, are expressed as one figure by hunter's impressions 
which leaves us somewhat in the dark as to the true situabion. 

I think that rabbits are spotty in their abundance in this 
state at the present. On the one hand nurserymen complain of their abundance 
and ong the other rabbit hunters remark their scarcity. In the area where 
fle are working now rabbits are definitely thin. Arnold 0. Haugen has been 

| trapping six 160-acre quadrats for more than a year and he has found a fall 
| population of roughly a rebbit per ten acfes for the second-growth oak woods. 

They tell me that ten years ago cottontails were much more plentiful here. 

During this period many farms have been abandoned and have grown up to oak 
brush and at the same time hunting pressure has increased a great deal. I 
don't know what it all means. 

My kill records fér the Kellogg farm from 1934 to 1936 were 
( as I recall 60, 154, 130. Last year Don Switzenberg worked on the area for 

the Game Division and got a kill record of something over a hundeed.
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I would say, however, that the variation in kill represents a difference in 
hunting pressure. We hunted comparatively little the first fall I was there, 
and according to Switzenberg it was not hunted very hard last year. I am 
convinced that we could have taken four crops of 150 rabbits without taking 
any of the breeding stock. : 

My own feeling is that local aréas in Michigan that are naturally good 

for rabbits have produced fairly consistently where they are not overshot. 
There is no good indication that localities that are not producing have failed 
through natural causes. On the other hard there are good indications that 
overhunting and mismanagement have been to blame in some cases. Our meagre 
data do not, to my way of thinking, give us any evidence of a cycle at all. 
If we had kill records for 20 years it might be different. Gerstell has 
them from Pennsylvania and they show a decline in the kill since 1932. But 
numbers had held a marked uniformity from> 1916 until that time. 

Paul Hickie at the Lansing office has our kill information by counties. 
This may show some correlation with soil types, but I have not seen the 
information yet. 

The area around the experiment station here is a "natural" for an 
archers hunting range for deer. It is an island of about 100,000 acrea 
of second-growth oak surrounded by farm land. Deer were introduced here in 
1932 and have become a nuisance. We had a movement on foot to open an 
archery season (it is closed to deer hunting now) en both sexes with a ten- 
dollar out of state license fee. It failed for this year when the county 
board of supervisors ruled against it. They did not want to use such a cruel 
method of killing the deer (!). However, we will get it through in the future. 

Yours very sincerely, 

Durward L. Allen 
Biologist in charge 

(
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You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 

hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ledpo 
4ok University Farm Place 

/ Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 
ist 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ckele Lefoled 
Aldo Leopold ee 
4ok University Farm Place 

ay Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. i 

I would like to get samples of as meny localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hend this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over fo. the yoar and then:eturn to me. 

Yoars cincerely, 

j 4ldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the mumber seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4eh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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Sent Cottontail Questionnaire 11/16/38 oy pee 

Ed Lloyd, Petrie's Sporting Goods, €16-State-Street, Madison « sane 
cd. B. Goodlad, 23 Lathrop St., Madison, Wis. Naa ; 

v Prof. R. J. Roark, Engineering Building - Ug so’ 
Prof. G. W. Longenecker, Horticulture Building - eS 
Wm. Elder, Biology Building . ls 

vProf. H. M. Searls, King Hallo.) 0, eowoelirnriuinrer, ea 
Wm. Schunke, Farn-Security—Aaministration, Black River Falls, Wis.°— jo °° 

Albert Gastrow, Prairie du Sac, Wis.— Soul i 
’ Clifford Lee, 1730 Winnebago St., LaCrosse, Wis.e he eae err ae 

Clarence Onsrud, Arcadia, Wis.¥ Se veda ¥* 
~John Adamski, Conservation Warden, Sparta, Wis. ® Manes 
dyle Sowls, Lake Mills, Wis. — Sets Ck ia 

__Howard. Weiss, 120 Bly Place, Madison, Wis..— 5 . : 
W. S. Feeney, National-Park-Service, University Park, Madison, Wis. Cos Meft— 

Vv Harold Madden, 716 Conklin Place, Madison, Wis. ” 
v Ha Hill, Soil Conservation Service, 16 West Gorham St., Madison® 

si 1. B. Coleman, Madison-Kipp Corporation, Madison («.-\ ¢m™\/)° ae 
VA. F. Laidlaw, Soil Conservation Service, Coon Valley, Wis.vS%™monN 
(-Wallace-Grange,-Babcoek; Wisi 8d = ‘ — * 
J Percy ee Conservation Warden, Richland Center, Wis. Kaclland 

A Servite; independence; "Wisy 
Y Paul Buchen, Montello, Wis.¢ — Marque t 
— Otto Beyer, Beyer Game Farms, Portage, Wis. Ra Sacy ° 

J. R. Fry, Jr., Soil Conservation Service, LaCrosse, Wis.» do Ae>* 
—John Gundlach, Neenah High School, Neenah, Wis.¢ 

—Norman Rasmussen, Wild Rose, Wis.—. Usouolanc— * 

“Irv Van Wormer, Babcock, Wis. -Ws60 ° 5 a 
@ ~ir. E.R. McNair, Orfordsville, Wis. 00% ke 
@ ’D. O. Trainer, Princeton, Wis. jalg or yee 

“yA. J. Peterson, Dist. Conservation Warden, Racine, Wis.’ \ 

/Wm. Ogburn, Dist. Conservation Warden, Kenosha, Wis.: er clac— 

“George Johnson, Portage, Wis. — L Q 

xa/ Oscar Weber, Weber Lifelike Fly Co., Stevens Point, Wis. oKo. %Y ° 

“Dr.-Merritt-L.- Jones, Wausau; Wiss er ae 

./Armana—Langenbach; West Bend; Wiss totam 
—Clyde B. Terrell, Oshkosh, Wis. Wwut faa 2. 
*© Louis Radke, Horicon, Wis. etane , 

vy Wesley Riley, Riley, Wis. Qauwe—~ ° 
Sam Kisow, Lake Mills, Wis. se 

o (dead 

—Anton Novy, Manitowoc, Wis. (oma 
Walter Hillmer, Baraboo, Wis.  >\¢~" 

V Leo Van Hoosen, R.3.D., Baraboo, Wis. — Souk. 
(W. W. Behnke, Brillion, Wis. (Cant +~ 
“Dean Swift, Edgerton, Wis. — Qwtke~ . 

Ed Ochsner, Prairie du Sac, Wis. — Suv l- 
2._¥n.Wichner,-Richford,-Wis.- 
~L. F. Fisher, Oddfellow Building, Manitowoc -~ s 

/ Owen J. Gromme, Milwaukee Public Museum, Milwaukee ~ 
~—Roy-I.-Case, 1755 Main Street, Racine — 
—R.-Jv-Meyer, 521 North Center St., Appleton, Wise) 1 nad cr 
\ Alfred S. Bradford, Attorney at Law, Appleton, Wis.~O * . : 

a <2. L. Hurd, Henmond, Mis. Kory, * 
~ Joseph Burkhart, St. Croix Falls Crk ——* 
{ Frank Hornberg, Dist. Conservation Warden, Stevens Point Rola
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«~K. J. MacFarlane, MacFarlane Game Farm, Janesville Rem *& 

e %- Elmer F. Herman, Mission House College, Plymouth, Wis. sts} a 
Je-Ps Southeott; 1940-Prospect Avemie;- Milwaukee, Wis. 
Frank M. Neu, 24S West Gilman St., Madison, Wis. « 

—Vermus E. Nelson, Argyle, Wis. fa South ° 
“Herman-Berndt;-Fond-duv Lac; Wise. 
¥ Ben Cleveland, Albany, Wis. - ’ 

Ben Faast, Hau Claire, Wis. 10+ “Mir, 
— Andrew Sampson, Dist. Conservation Warden, Stoughton, Wis. — Sew 
—H. A. Schneider, R.F.D., Oregon, Wis.- Daw* . 

JovGiteteim, Sun Prairie, Wis. Do~—-- — Soe Goknu—- 
es * 

~Peul Weiss, Barnum, Wiss Gort gree an 
“-Perry-Peterson,-R.F.D.».Poynette,.. Wis. .CoCuumnbno- 

—Williem Mohr, Portage, Wis— — 

2 -Robert~Geiser,-J-ericho,..Wis. Y ‘ 

\-Be-H.—-Fabrice,—4740-HNorth~Clerk-St.-y-Chicagey—Iit+—(Mikhorn)~ 
Oswald Matson, Black River Falls, Wis.*-{— ok 

Vdames Blake, Necedah, Wisconsin - Ae 

Burns Carter, Necedah, Wis.+—° . 2 

Millard Truax, Cutler, Wis.-{- - j 

/ Louis Laboda, New Lisbon, Wis.e 
V Fred Hoffman, Mather, Wis.|——‘' 
\ 4. Van Gordon, Melville, Wis. * ; 
Father-Splinter,-Camp-Douglas,..Wis. ie 
William Stiller, Little Suamico, Wis. Oecn\5.* ‘ 

OD _Chas...Ms-Kirkpatrick, Brology Bldg. © i. 
Meo—-beonsrd~defferson~ov-— (given ques tionnatre=by" Fran)” ear ee 

y Ralph Kienholz, Route 2, Stanley, Wis. (nehphew re rea W. Schmidt) elu.pie 
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Cottontail Study 1939-1940 

( Some figures of intrest in making correlations 

1. Total manhours used in the census Ciel dL ieisie@ ek Oo 

2, Total number of cottontails seen eh eidemioe eben 

e Total number of field trips or hunts....-.+++ 177 

. fotal number on which dogs were used..cecceree 96 

5. Total number on which doge were not used...... 81 

6. Number of gray fox killed....ecersoecrrrrrrre® 

7. Mumber of red fox PAVE side osceseceowsecsces® 

%. Total number of cottontails killed in the state..cee 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY + 

( ur Caney Go 4 

BAdena! Gath We. 

\oan Thu. Gate = 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold $8. 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

r 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

September 10, 1939 ; | 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Button 10-28 Richland Ithica one 14 Wo. 8 

* 10-30 * Rockbridge 1% 8 No +e 

" 11-3 Rictweo gf Riehwood 2 6 \ No 0% 

Goad 11-6 " Dayton 8 12 Yea ev 

« 11-10 n Ithica 2 5 No - 

Ostrander 11-5 " Dayton 33 18 Yes *’ 

¥ 11-19 iF Dayton 3 9 e at 

Remarks: Rabbits have been very plentiful in Richland County as 

a whole this season. I believe this is due to the fact that about 

1200 fox have been killed in this county the past two years. 

( ae o Mba 
signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 
Dn, € Ore \ i 
OQedutre Cow 1 > 

Ou oo a 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

. gust left the nest. 4 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? j 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. ‘ i 

Yours sincerely, 

f t F 7. 

Aldo Leopold - 

ye. University Farm Place 
; Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

~ Coe: LO, a0 Tnrewenter. L 

Name of f ‘ Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Townshi afield tails seer used? vis 

Oe Ubthen MM tah Ces A 8 Bult oa 
ut a ‘ 
Cee ee ee el 

a “5 an . «ihe ede i ee Bs ee 
‘(eee eee a 

fe fe. Te Ta 
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ye. fake Oleg fg Be 
Remarks? Pat Leach) ttre Jad: Ope lacks As : Aine, 

Ml rabbit wer hele. Weithn~g Airrcly corre, 
( ; . > one, te  Sexe'Veb 

ener tw aime tanal ; 77.9, 
signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Managemont 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Wa, BT. Wend ~ 
( Hoare Lv v0 

WDae~ A [fend ‘ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Y —a 
Aldo Leopold 

4olh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter ‘Date __ County _ Township afield tails seen = used?’_ 
on f, 

Si Si Qeadsrmda=b-B 4 Lbibowy Daas B M08 yee 

H) Foerster 121-39 Llbort Dlawnord ae | Mae. * 

S, Como Jé-p-39 LA bog Naw) 3 24 24 ° 
, 

M Gren cll 21-39 Aho Hamre) 3 19 Sete’ 

Qa 5 Y aw 

LAwnes Nt ter Atkin bance f (ltr pert 
Galtidr. Abe } Chart de Ad bate baw phoet 

a ] 
, pis J 

Remarks: (_/1 AL tpl AMY hth GAY! 
d a ; 6 

QZ ar te E, det Lr Cy br1. Lt 4., tl sari th hast : 
BD, | 0 ] f “4 pg 

\ ASA AW GILIAL. Ann 2 & thd Ale. Fh Nathasd. AAr’} L 

0 : f 
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signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

> 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

¢ ea a) ee Sa GLa 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township aficla tails seen used? : 

Ee 

ee ee clas Gaceaulee 

ie 

4 Jaforse Ueedsbore _J2 L 7 yee 

4 12/28/37 v4 4 o / . ie 4 mi 

‘t |o/24 4) Me AY BA ae pay 

Remarks: : 

{) \ 

ct ni



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( ) A sopeld Sack Counly 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? ; 

Ploase keop this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

"Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

{ } mee er ee eee ee 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

\ Ne 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY pr . ADjack Nees, 

( Qreinric de ; a. £ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
Just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? : 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

OQ, Sarpeld : 
Aldo Leopold 
Wel University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

/ ie A ak dae ay es a ts 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest Was: 

DYE [thy 1939. a 
Name of 4 Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

(fed 4 prune 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? ; 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i’ , FOG aC A SG eer) eee - 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Namo of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Bi lofty Dauk Heed shun ne Ae Ladle abies A i 
/ ¢ Q 

y Jo] 13 di " , & a. bd 

ee ee ek ae a 
a ee 

mt Vv 
/I eit AC ul re di hu 2 4 hy fe 

/ _w 

Pics Aik Nk Be ang ae 

Remarks: 

\ 0 FFF 

signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Managemont 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 
f a} 

; Car Thote RQ oer 
\ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. , 

I would like to. get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. i 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

6 | 4 
ee ew ie) la ee i 

" | <e 

o sliced a tee ore 

Remarks: J 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( Aeclo hofol, POs g Comoe LopolL 

5 awd Cornuty 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the numbor seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? i 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me.: 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

[ Fok tesla) an ar ae ple Mines a. 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

a i g COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY ~< 

( Sa Cree, Wie. 

Psa M~- Sa ie 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get’as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please koep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Y $A. 
Aldo Leopold | 
4eh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

/ Sse me ae ae a a ee 

I 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

CeLee Late Oct. Jackson 3 15 no 

C.-Lee—__ Novemher _La Crosse Shelby 2. £4_..§ |. ane. 

——_—— —_—_— — — — -————$————_+—— ss 

Remarks: The rabbits I shot in Jackson County were found to have some marks 

and like tape worms all over the intestines so did not try for them mush after 

that. The others I saw while Pheasant hunting and did not kill amy. 

We



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
f COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

t < \ as f V 
} 

ie Avrnervn 

f j i 

i You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. ' 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who \is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leqpold 

4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

( . m~ oe eee ee eee 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of ; Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

y ( / co Vv . 
Ales lovman LiL4 odu KM eedspury | Nane Ms . 

ie | ) ; 

Bey 2 aad Dane Cros bin Le Lesa Ns 2 ae fi 

} li g/t Ny 4 5 Bon ey y tv 

IM (0 JeFF Wha od 2 { a: 

Remarks: 
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signed
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management | 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY | 

, 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

- to me. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold | 
42k University Farm Place | 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

L. Soul s H-ul Lafeyette Darlingtss 6 $ [vA _* wipe is 

' i by Mpomt 
it i o 

D ’ ie 
Remarks: sit a Ke Land Vice te Prat 
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signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( ) . lo 78 

Wrnder y Wray 

"Das, Cote, 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

; If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

5 Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of , Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date Count Townshi afield tails seen used? 
Rene ee ee = faa eee 

y va 4 fog i 7 Oe 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Managemont 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( Crotv hopetel & Conk bopobl 

brace PPerurese de Codiowe 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person ; 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
uel University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

, Lc ee a de Ua i 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Namo of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

AL Betty hare Odorfull F aft cape eh 

Ci Te ten Ch Lk —yhee “ we 
G 
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The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Last of October r BE | - 

Name of ( Hours No. of cotton- Was dog yy | 

hunters ‘Date _—«»- «County __—«- ‘Township afield __ tails seen __—=ss used?’_ 

E Van Wormer _ Weess) Remington (140000 2 | Bird dog a | 

ies ie ll 

I saw more rabbits driming at night than I did hunting, ___ | 

It is 18 miles from Babcock to My land in town of Bear Bluff 

“Jackson co where I_ did most_of My hunting I have eleven hunderd acers 

and ~ saw more rabbits along the road.ne: ning fpom hunting trips | 

~~ Basaan the hours of six to nine thenl#Vhunting 1 also noticed Peas pus | 
+ about three different sizes from a few days ola up to half grown 

| 

country I made a trip over this area Feb 3 and checked quite 

close for signs found rabbits ‘signs oes 

|



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

hx Jr ~, Gu, 

1b x. P Bud . 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the numbor seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 4. \. 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

{ wee ee ee er eee 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

hijef 5, 1929 

Hams of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County _ Township afield tails seen __-—» used?’_ 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management fo 
‘ COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

{ Pere ly Meee 

You are requested to enter below the number of eottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? ; 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ q 4 4 
Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

Name Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
a, COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY r 

o. tia 
yO. Qt Cy : 

You are requested to ter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ Aldo Leopold q ts 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

e Zatest 7 that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunt Dat Count: t afie t Soe oe er a 8 County ownship afield ails seen used 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management ; 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

Just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? ; 

Please keep this until your hunting is over fot the year and then return : 
~ to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

tee 
Name o Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you. can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of : Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails secn used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

‘ I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? ’ 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was: 

Name of - Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

R13 W. pew 
D. Anderson, 12/2/39 Dunn, 1.26 N, 5,22 2 15 (shot 7) No 

(Two hunters accompanied Anderson, but I could not find out their nemes; hence 

this record constitutes ea totel of 6 man hrs, 3 men, and 15 rabbits seen) 

D. Anderson, 12/28, Dunn (Same as above) 5 2 (shot one) No '° 

(Two hunters accompanied Anderson, same as on 12/2; hence this record constitutes 

a total of 15 man hours, 3 men, and 2 rabbits seen) 

W. Buss, 12/22/39 (Same location as above) 2.5 5 (shot 2) No e 

Remarks: Apparently these records represent a gradual decrease in numbers in this 

locetion due to constant hunting. Sandy, rolling, with scrub and black oak; 

( surrounding prairie, All records are good, as I am confident the hunters told 

me the truth, and I obtained them on the days they huntéd. I also sew the 

location and saw the rabbits. 

Irven 0. Buss 

signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

/ 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. i 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of ‘Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

JeReJones ‘pens ne 

A. Mattison 12/17/39 Dunn, R.12 W,T.27 N,S.23,\3 each, 16 (shot 9), Yes, Springer S.¢ 

He. Mattison 

R. Mattison ) ; 
G. Mattison (mo guns 

{ge natesse ae yop iia Maumee ON inc eee 

(Above record constitutes a single party hunting-as a group in one locetion; 
only three guns were used, the others acting only as drivers) 

Remarks: ; 

( ee 

signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
i the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
. to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

yeh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
- hunter Date County Pownship afield tails seen used? 

ol \ 

gta i Fe a ae ee ccc a a! kA ON 

Remarks: : 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

i COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY o 

( Yrodtinn Wee. alec as 
AY, o 

A x ons wees M. 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

ea 
; Aldo Leopold 

4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of 5; Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Dear Dr. Leopold: --- I have not hunted rabbits this season, however whéle Ay” 

hunting pheasants in a party of from four to seven the first two days of the season gw? 

just north of Monroe, in Green 60. I was impressed with the abundance of rabbits. oi 
eee Lu i ER Sa Reece eee a ee Se ae tere EE AR Ae IR ata a fc 

used two dogs, an English setter and a springer spaniel. An extimete of 30 to 0 rabbits 

seen during 10 hours of hunting would be a conservative estimate. I also hunted 

pheasents for two hours near Whitehall, and for about one hour near Northfield, in 

Treampealeau Co. I do not remember that we saw any rabbits in these two locations. 

No dogs were used in this latter hunting. (Note) Pheasents also were much more 
Remarks: 

plentiful in Green Co. 

Z Z or - Z A 

signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

rr W) Wire Adee % 
Prk Rue Fad vee 

“Dan un, Mele. ; 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

{ ag 
Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 
ee 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

/ . 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

Tila. Selwd COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY ¥ 

( Shecs Qe, Co 

“Ben, See Geet: 
You are requested to enter below the number of ecottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? i 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the yoar and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold t £3. 
4el University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

ling, + 2 (fae tts trong robbs vlog Trout. ata) 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

ete 0 “ ” n 4 7’ 
Wm, Seastem Ttio __" Qhaoge ee a a 

" “u 1S © ” Ss. ZF Ca 

Oe ee a ae ba 40 4 2 
ANG  fadto _" Chifay SF  _ 6 ED og 
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signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( a x . 
Votre 3 Qu 

Daw ks, e 
You ‘are requested to enter] below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? é 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold y $. A. 
4oh University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails soen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
Su @ f Q 0 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

| A retdits WG, 

TE cn he G... fe 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

Just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

( You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold { 14 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

. The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

(tr (437 

Name of i Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

(in Lt Ost une Mad 1 3 Ne 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

je. eee 

{ c en Ly onder 

Ta Ke pwr. ¥ 

D Se Gils ‘ 

You’ are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

G v 23 . 
Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

ate in July _ 

Name of | Hours No. of cotton- Was dog. 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

John_Oleon _July 21 Monroe_. Angelo _three _5 | mo * 

ee ReBah ned cee. | am une, ii) MUO Gk) a 

Remarks: Above men saw cotton tails when fishing 

( over last season. 

lek signed =~ 
Monroe County Conservatin Group



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

hw Dery, Cy peeha of - 

Army U afta ws: 

a, Frame. , 
You are requested to ‘enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have , 
just left the nest. 

oe 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold | 4 
‘ ol. University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Sipe le te ae ae tie, ill ple al allt ad 

OP, date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date Count Townshi afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management : 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

1 Str Cok, OL . 

You are requested to entér below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold \ 23, 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

A- ome ered. i i 

Name a Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management % 

a. Q » e. ' COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

hd Qe Wir. 

is, me, Cees: 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours Ja Senet 

Aldo Leopold . 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter ‘Date «County __- ‘Township = afield __- tails seen __—S» used?’ _ 
f aA ea ts 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management ¢ 

Su (hb, SOPPONTATE SCARCITY STUDY 

~@ et. yo, Cade pol 

A ns Bub. 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

; during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits ‘that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember , 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? : 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold \ RA , 
: 4a University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Honea Litwia Crane tr, Savie Aceh On asvarate reterel of 

aye 

. eR — Signed i
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \w e 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE : 

Baraboo, Wisconsin 

April 15, 19h0 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management : 
College of Agriculture 
h2h, University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin ¢ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sorry to say that we do not have any completed 
rabbit questionnaire in this office. 

( Apparently, this is oe of the things that was over- 
looked at the time of my transfer into this area, since I 
have never known anything about it. If we can assist you in 
the future in completing rabbit questimnaires, however, we 
will be more than glad to do so. We do not have any of the 

forms on hard at the present time. 

Very truly yours 

A dludireme 
W. Le Anderson 
Area Biologist 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Cnef. oy ae * 
Predice Lo. 

GD) os Se ) an 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please koep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

B.A. 
Aldo Leopold 

S 424 University Farm Place 
aS Madison, Wisconsin 

a Ane ene ee ee 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

10f13 hh ? 3 M re Me * 

me Ifa ? pte Nae a (ee MU il data 

acm eles eps ARUN ar eo fis Vette ' 

ee Th ie 
Uy awk, ae a 

Remarks: fox bbb a pp Pe bs a Vtbitiie wlth nary hicheg, 
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( Arete nae dike a cemhe 2D fire a 
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signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( 

, You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? , 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 
< ~~ 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

La bunt ss Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

ne Alaaut LI Yo 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
0 i ‘ COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( ; e x a 

! ee: yor, 
Ra. ) 

You are r sted to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunt#hg this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. : 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold Oo X rv. 
4ol. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

! 2 a ie ae aie la ames alle 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the ngst was; : 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
‘ COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY ~ 

Sha, tele ‘ 

Wa Souk Ws. 

YO. Thr. Lode S 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. ; 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember : 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? i 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

{ “A. 
Aldo Leopold 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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| Madison-Kipp C ti + J'ladison- Lipp orporanon 

Madison, Wisconsin, 
USA, 

November 2, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

If you want to send me 3 or 4 more 
blanks for the Cottontail Scarcity Study, I 
will try to place them with the same boys that 
took a census for you last year. 

In this connection, if you have the 
names of the men on the blanks that are returned 
to you, please let me have them so that I can 
place the new blanks with those same persons. 

Sincerely, 

TEC :DB
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November 35, 1939 

MEMORANDUM 

Re Fe. Tierneys 

Last year we obtained for Mr. Leopold at the University 
some data on cottontail rabbits. The men who cooperated were 

Augie Kowalske, John Walterscheit, and James Kidd. 

Mr. Leopold would very much appreciate having a similar 
report made this year, ani I attach herewith seven additional blanks 

‘ which I should like to have you hand out to these same men, and if % 
there are others that would be interested, such as Al Severson and ~~ 
Otto Grimm, please have them keep track also. el ; 

4 

TEC sHWK yo T. E. Coleman ce... 
ec--Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

& x y



; ALFRED S. BRADFORD 
APPLETON, WIS. 

( January 5th, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am ashamed to tell you that I did not 

fill out your cottontail scarcity blank this year. The 

reason is that I did not go cottontail hunting as I 

intended to, nor did any of my friends. The recent 

scarcity of rabbits has cut down on the number of people 

owning good dogs and as you know, hunting rabbits without 

a dog is like drinking coffee with milk instead of cream. 

However, during the course of the year I have made in my 

hunting and fishing trips a number of observations on 

cottontail rabbits based on my past, rather extensive, 

experience in hunting them. May be they will be of some 

value to you although they do not contain the definite- 

ness that I know you would like. 

As far as I can see in Wisconsin, the 

ecottontail is generally "coming back". This is not uni- 

( form but is spotty. For instance, when I was hunting 

partridges on October 23rd in the western part of Mara- 

thon County and especially in the Township of Clover, 

I was afield about nine hours and saw at least a dozen 

ecottontails, all fully grown. The year before I had 

hunted in the same territory and saw one. Not only 

that, but my hunting haa consisted of about sixteen 

hours instead of nine, G&=the—yeas—seteee, A friend of 

mine at Black Creek who has hunted quite a bit this 

year, tells me that in the Township of Black Creek, 

Outagamie County, Wisconsin, there has been a marked 

increase both of cottontails and snowshoes and that his 

pags have run fifty per cent over last year. This is 

good cottontail country but is somewhat unreliable as 

clearing operations have been cutting down the available 

f territory to a rapid extent year by year. Four or five 

hunting trips into the #astern part of Langlade County 

and the Wastern part of Oconto County reveal a very small 

increase, if any, in cobtontails. Of course, we are there 

getting up into the northern limits of their range, but 

there have been quite a number in that country in the 

past and the last few years they have been markedly ab- 

sent. The number of tracks seen in the snow in the month 

of December ee Oconto County, would indicate a 

slight come back as the tracks appeared in territories 

( where there were none last year. Men hunting the hunt- 

ing preserve in the Town of Liberty, Outagamie County,



ALFRED S. BRADFORD 
APPLETON, WIS. 

( or 

Wisconsin, tell me that there is no doubt there has been a 
marked increase of cottontails there. I have hunted as a guest 
twice and have seen several cottontails each time, certainly 
a fifty per cent increase over what I saw last year,and all 
were full grown rabbits. Also I did a good deal of upland 
bird hunting this year and early in the season and in times 
past my dog has succeeded in catching small rabbits. This 
year he did not bring any in and everything seen by me was 

fully grown. I have a duck hunting cottage in the Town of 

Wolf River, Winnebago County, on Alder Creek on the west 
side of the river. We are in a number of acres of hardwood 

and there is additional good rabbit cover. I would say that 

there there has been no increase but the cottontail were not 

at any time as badly affected by whatever kills them as in 

other places,and I have noticed both with the ruff grouse 

and the rabbit that where there are small colonies isolated 

from others of their kind by large stretches of open country, 

we do not have the marked fluctuations visible elsewhere . 

I notice that your study is entirely of the 

ecottontail but I can not forbear to say a few words about 

the varying hare or snowshoe. It seems to me that their 

destruction in the northern part of the State was even more 

complete than that of the cottontail in the southern part. 

\ Vilas County was especially hard hit. My partner and myself 

have a cottage on Big Lake St. Germaine. We have occasionally 

in the past few years seen rabbit tracks but this year is 

the first time we have actually seen the varying hares them- 

selves. They are increasing. It is possible to occasionally 

see one on the road. The completeness with which they dis- 

appeared was astounding. For two or three years it was just 

useless to run dogs in the St. Germaine country. They also 

disappeared almost completely in eastern Langlade and western 

Oconto. Here, too, they are showing a come back although Z 

do not think as markedly as in Vilas County. Do you think 

that this hare fluctuates more violently than the cottontail? 

My observations would lead me to believe that it does. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain, 

Yours respectfully, 

ASB: MH Epa trrors, om es ee 
CK ALLA



keh University Farm Place 
Jamary 10, 1940 

Mr. Alfred 8. Bradford 
Appleton 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Bradford: 

I am pleased to hear from you again, and have read 
your observations with keon interest. 

Yes, I think the degree of depletion in snowshoes 
is usually more severe than in cottontaile, although in some 
localities the reverse seems to be true. I have the impression 
that on Dr. Green's Leke Alexander area in Minnesota the reverse 
has been true, and the data represent very careful banding 
censuses. 

We hope to put out » worthwhile cottontall paper this 

yoar. Since you are partiolarly interested, I am sending you 
a reprint of a recent Michigan paper which I consider very good. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



BEAGLES OF TANNENHOF : 
THE BEST BLOOD LINES OF THE BREED 

RALPH KIENHOLZ, PROP. 

STANLEY, Wis. 

Jan. 3/ 1940. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold. 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

In connection with information given on the 
report, will say that the 84 hours afield are the hours I put in 
during the open deer season. I talked with many hunters during 
this season and every one was agreed that the rabbits$cotton tails) 
are much more numerous this season than last. All agreed that 
there were at least 100% increase over last season. Many 
contended that the increase was greater, and that is also my 
personal belief. 

I also hunted pheasants and grouse and altho 
I did not happen to see any covton tails at that time, other hunters 
remarked that rabbits were more plentiful again. 

I feel that we need a closed season on Geer. 
The bucks are pretty badly thinned out and disgusted hunters are 
taking heavy toll onethe does. The ovuck law is not doing 
what we hope it should. We need more reserves and refuges and 

a closed season at least every other year. This is the opinion 
of most hunters that I have talked with. This may be all wrong, 
but is what I have picked up in my conversations with hunters I 
meet in the woods. 

Want to thank you personally, and for other 
lovers of birds and wild life here, for your splendid article 
on Bird Lore in the Wisconsin Agriculturist and Yarmer of a 
month or so ago. 

More power to you in your great work. 

a Very Sincerely, 

WE STRIVE TO SERVE BEST WHERE OTHERS SERVE WELL



424 University Farm Place 
January 10, 1940 

Mr. Ralph Kienholz 
Stanley 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kienhols: 

Thanks very much for your cooperation in the 

rabbit tally. I am particularly pleased that you noticed 

my articles in the Wisconsin Agricltarist and Parmer. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement



“a ; 
: November 3, 1939 

MBMORANDUM 

Re Fe Tierney: 

Last year we obtained for Mr. Leopold at the University 

some data on cottontail rabbits. The men who cooperated were 

: Augie Kowalske, John Walterscheit, and James Kidde 

Mr. Laopold would very much appreciate having a similar 
report made this year, and’ I attach herewith seven additional blanks 

N whieh I should like to hava you hand out to these same men, and if 

there are others that would be interested, such as Al Severson and 
Otto Grimm, please have them keep track also. ; 

. TEC sHWK Te E. Coleman o..- 
ec-=Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 4 

( 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please koep this until your hunting is over for tho year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY x 

( 

You are requested to-enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? : 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4eu University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

( Ohn . b. Ole 
é&. 

Cried ee. 

\ieae Sak. Toe . : 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

_ to me. f 

Yours sincerely, 

( A 
Aldo Leopold a 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

_. Tho latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

afd 13,193 9 

Name of : Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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A. G. LANGENBACH, PRESIDENT L. C. KEELEY, MANAGER 

| « me 
Br 

FUR FARM INC. 

Jan. 12, 1940 WEST BEND, WISCONSIN 
R. D. 5 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning to you herewith a report blank mailed to me 
sometime early last fall, and am attaching it to this letter 
so that you can get a better idea of the situation as we 

find it here in Washington County. 

During the entire season I have conferred with several 
rabbit hunters who do little else but hunt rabbits during 

the entire hunting season, - one man especially, Mr. Jos. 

A. Kircher of Barton, Wis, who is very fond of hounds and 

rabbit hunting, and his report is just about the same 

word for word as I have found it with other hunters in 

Washington County. 

here..seems to have been many rabbits about the time.that 

grain was..belng..cut, but, during the fall when the rabbit 
hinting season..opened this section of the State was. ver 

dry_and very Warm, opinion is that the 
rabbits, ramained..out.dnthe.flelds,..and wat accounts tor 

nore rabb being seen by pheasant hunters. PHéasait™” 
hunters declared that they saw three rabbits this fall 

whereas they saw one the preceding fall, although the 

rabbit hunters say that they found about three rabbits 

last fall whereas they found two in 1938. The last young 

rabbits, possibly two weeks old, were seen at the end of 

August, and, on the whole, the rabbit population only 

improved about three to two. 

As you know, we had no moisture until a few days before the 

end of the year, which made hunting very poor, and up to the 

present time the rabbits have not withdrawn to the swamps 

and lowlands. 

( Should you desire any further information, please send me 

your questions, and I will be glad to give you all the data 

I can obtain. 

Ve) eae 
A.G. Langenbach



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Yu. Onan ek bon tnk i. 

lont Bus Wu, 

Dec. hk. Nong ted: 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also, 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? \ 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold $A, 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

( ee ae ee ee 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seon used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY I 

_ 

2 Mh 
( 7 a 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? { 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

\, AS Yours sincerely, 

we 
. \e ore 

C \ wt 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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Maxch 12, 1940 

FILE REFERENCE: 

E . ‘ 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir: 

I received your card of March 6, 940 relative to 
a rabbit census blank, 

I have looked thru my files and can't find the 
blank nor any letter to show that I have returned it to you, 
If you wil) send me another blank I will fi11 it out and 

) return it ~_ immediately, 

Very truly yours, 

Wi Ad oan 
Conservation Warden 

7704 - 14th., Ave., \ 
Kenosha, Wisconsin, 

i 

Oe et check ents Whim, 
{



PLANTS FOR WILDLIFE Pe g tS ‘gi Ly a PLACES MADE 

UNUSUAL PLANTS , Oy TERRELL § A yer f ATTRACTIVE TO FINS, 

ev ‘ \ ja aM FURS, FEATHERS 
ROR a NP AnD Marae ie ie J AQUATIC NURSERIES Ay Ce ay AND FOLKS 

/ e BOE, MARA bash Ann. ESTABLISHED 1896 Way ees : e A i. =—ahg CLYDE B. TERRELL. Owner se WATER LILIES ) Ae - AD iL a lt INVESTIGATIONS, 

WILD FLOWERS i, Mi Bike ET a - y —. wee ( waar PLANS AND 

TREES-SHRUBS-VINES Swern aa = ee te Eh PLANTINGS MADE 

240 Doe STREET Oshkosh, wi nsin, U. 8. A. a March 12, 1940 

yf 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sorry I failed to return the rabbit census blank 
used in the Wisconsin rabbit census study but now wisn 
to say that there was nothing to report as I did not 
do any rabbit hunting last fall. I will be glad to 
report to you next season if I do any rabbit hunting, 

Cordially yours, 

Cerda 6, Wott 
Clyde B/. Terrell 

CBT:HS 

\ 

Complete Line of Natural Food Plants for All Kinds of Wildlife



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

IL, CONSERVATION SERVICE 
01% So. Barstow St. ' , 

Eau Claire, Wisconsin + 

March 22, 1940 
aaoreermrennnenanaectat 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
heh University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

This is in reply to your card of March 6, in which you 

requested that I return to you a rabbit census blank which you 

sent to me last fall. Apparently this census blank was mailed to 

me at Coon Valley and so it is impossible to send the regular 

form. However, neither myself nor any of the staff members 

spent a great deal of tim: hunting in rabbit cover. Mr. Fry and 

I spent one day hunting pheasants near Northfield in Jackson Naverhoan 

County. As I recall, we did not see any cottontails that day. Do ox 

We had a dog with us. This would equal two man day spd one dog - 

day in the field. o 

I am sorry, but that is all the information that I am 

able to send you at the present time. If you are planning on 

continuing this work next fall, it would be appreciated if you 

would send the thnk to the address as indicated above. 

Very eee 

Alan F. Laidlaw 
Area Biologist 

SX Qu sick Mad (Ado Yi Cersu,— Vuk
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University of Wisconsin - Department. of Wildlife Management K 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 4 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-howtate-you Saw young-rabbits—that have 

just beft—the nest. a ie : 

I would like to gov as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during7pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand ‘this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

CQ&o £.aperd 

Aldo Leopold Gu 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i 

: | 
ee at date that Is -had just left—the nest—was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Dray Me: Spree 
@ You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and hew-tate you saw young rabbits—that-tavre 

just—teft-the—nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

on Yours sincerely, 

Xo \ nn A 
oO Ww Mido Foctpabh 

yr \e Aldo Leopold 
Re 4o4 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin Qi 

@ \ The-tetesi_miate that I _sawyoung-rebbits that hat—just—Left—thoenost..was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 7 

q- 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-how late you-saw young rabbits—thathare— 

I would like wiffs many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during’pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gade Sac\pard 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

_| Poo latest date that Isaw young rabbits thathedjust left the nost was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management ae 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. ; 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ek University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

x The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN A 

“ COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE . 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

4 DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yoy University Farm Place 

February 21, 1941 

LiLo 
t ie 4 ee hectty Cn... Orme 

= = Pitti tind 

: Neco fo e+ — = A be 

Mr. Wesley Riley 
Riley, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Riley: 

Mr. Leopold has given me your material on the rabbit censusing 
at your place at Riley. Important as your material is, I do 
need to complete the material, the hours afield for each individ- 
ual observation. If such can be had, may I have it at your 
earliest convenience? We are about ready to use the material. 

Thank you very much. 

: Sincerely yours, ; 

Robert A. McCabe 
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University of Wisconsin ~ Department of Wildlife Management 4 gu 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY nel 

O , é Draw Ow. (pilot 

You are requested to enter below the mumber of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how-late you-saw-young—-rabbits—that—have. 
justteft—the—nest. 

I would like to get as many Samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to soma reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the yeas and then return : 
to ne. 

Yours sincerely, 

Keds Je oresed 

Aldo Leopold 
4olh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin Pw 

S The—latcst_date—that—I_saw_young-rabbits_that had just—left—the-nest—was: 

Name of Hours No. of cotion- Was dog ‘ 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen ss used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 4“ 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4eh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

P The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

Sse es a ; ; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlif» Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

\ A. 

You are requested to enter below the number of e¢ttontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and_how late you saw jorng rabbits that have 

ee ee 
I would like to get/as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen duringjpheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouck for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this te some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for t'1e yoar and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincci rely, 

Aldo Leopol\&+— 
4ol. Univers: ty Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

~ Tho latest date that 1 saw young rabbits the+—hadj1+stleft the nest—was, 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails: seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

’ = 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-howlate you saw young rabbits that—nave 

I would like to gey as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen duringZpheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please koep this until your hunting is-over for the year and then return 

to me. . : E 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
_ 4ek University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

eS Tro latest date that I-sawyoung Tabvits that tad just Lert the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

a 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year ané-how tete-you-sew young rabbits that have 

I would like to es many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen duringf#heasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? ; 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

GQado Sa dgeed 

Aldo Leopold aw 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Pho tatest date thatt saw young rabbits that—had just “tef+—the nost was: 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

: 4. 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

dust left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
ae who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 4. 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

OU es Fez. Cece L255 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-hew-tete _you-saw young rabbits that-have 
—just~Left_the—test.— 

I would like to oteCrony samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during4pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. : 

Yours sincerely, 

G2a0 Srspeth 
sapeeeee ‘ ~- 

Aldo Leopold 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw-yeung rabbits—that_had_justteft—thenest—was;— 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Rear Fur. (2. 
- 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-how late you-sawyoung-rabbits_that-have 
_just_Left+thenest.— 

I would like to ek tony samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during/pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

GBQS.e LrorporAQ 

Aldo Leopolde. 
ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

—Tho-tetest dete that sawyoung rabbits—that_hatjust leftthe nest—wasy— 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog . 
hunter Date Count Township afield tails seen used? 
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Phone-ottice 51_ DR. CLIFFORD A. OLSON, Reg. No. 
Residence 8 Physician and Surgeon 4340 
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HURD’S DRUG STORE, < a At CUVEE | ‘ M. D. 
R. L. Hurd, Druéggist 

Phone 24 HAMMOND, WIS. Date : ‘
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~ University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 7 

Daan nw. hurd: 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and -how-tate-you_sew_ young rabbits that have— 
just—oft-tihhe nest. 

0 
I would like to get as many cauylce as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant “ hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Qdso Fideadel 
Aldo Leopold ow. 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The-latest—deté\that~i_sew-young-rabbits—that hed just—teft_thenest—was: 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
: COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

4. 
Dian Radl. oak. 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and hewlateyou-saw_young—rabbits—that—have. 

just—Left-the-—nest. 
ote 

I would like to get as many sampYes as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and,chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return F 

to ma. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Code Reged 
Aldo Leopold Qu 
4el. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The-tatest as te-that—l-seaw-young-rabbits—that-had just [eft the nest was; 

: Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails soon used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

: Ale 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and -howtate.yer-saw youns rabbits _thethave— 

I would like to getas many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen bitte accee and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

: Yours sincerely, 

GRde fy seer 

Aldo Leopold G@w 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest ricte+thatT shw young rabbits that—had just Teft—the-mest—was : 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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Ce 54 
University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Ai: 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

4ohk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY ey 

noe 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

f e latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and-hewtate-you-saw young rabhits that have— 

I would like to get/as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during/pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

C2d6 Srciperds 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen Ss used?__ 
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University of Wisconsin - Chair of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year. 

If you can remember the number of rabbits seen during pheasant and chicken 
hunts, please include those also. 

I would like to get samples of as many localities as possible. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person who 

is? 

Keep this until your hunting is over for the year and thenreturn to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield cottontails used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management ae 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and khewteate you saw yousne rabbits that hare 

past -beft tie nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the numbor seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

G8do leap 
Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, WisconsinrXn 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County, Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY “ 

@ tn Nebr Gar kus,: %, 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and howtete-you saw-youne—rabbits—that—have 

jast_trtt-the-sest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if ‘you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please koep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, Cabs 

§ — Bry Rededk We Gbs_ G80 Lack 

Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

@ Teo-tatiest—date-that—l_saw.youne- Tabbi-s that—hedt yust ett the mast wes ; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunt or Date County Township afield tails seen _used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how tate-you-sew-young rabbits—that—have 
just—treft—the—nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin Ww. 

The-latest—date—that—I-sew-young-rabbits—that—had—jus+—Left—the nost was,— 

Name of Hours No. of cotton-\ Was dog 
hunter Date County ‘Township aficld (tails soon “used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and howtetc-you-saw young rabbite—thetbave— 
fast —teft—the—sest. 

I would like to get as many nes as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and achicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? : 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ando baapord 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 

i Madison, Wisconsin : 

5 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails soen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

ale 

A eA. 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits séen ° 

during your hunting this year and how late~you-caw-young—rabbitse—that hare 

yjucst—teft-the nest — 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me, 

Yours sincerely, 

Gade Sasryeld 

Aldo Leopold 
4oak University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Thovlatest_daie thet~lsewyeung rabbits thet had just left the nest_was; : 

Name of ' Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? of 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management colt 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY \we 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and hewtete~you-sewyoung—rabbits—thet—have- 
pist—peft—tire nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

QR Aiea ce oe Yours sincerely, 

ever en Wao Sep KB 
Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

x 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Mmagement 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

yo of 

& We drab = Ct 

You are requested to enter below the number of cotto:.tail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and-how-late-you-sew-young—-abbits_thathave 
~just—Left-the-nest. 

I would like to get as many’samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, incluie those also. 

; You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the yer and then return 
to me. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ol University Fa¥n Place 
Madison, Wisconsin QUA ae 

S fe x 
Thoe-latest—dete-that” TI saw-young-rabbits that had just lef i the nost—was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter) Date County Townshi afield tails seen __—s—sused? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Ae 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4e4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nost was; 

No ju Vormea tien ee ; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how Tete-you-seawjpoung_rabbits thethare- 

just Tefttre nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? : 

Please kcep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

& Yours sincerely, 
Ra 

: og (do Keopeh 

a ‘ Aldo Leopold 
ye’ \ 4a University Farm Place 

oN Madison, WisconsinQ@wv 

@ Theratest dare that _ Isa young _ rabbits thattnd—just teli- the sest—uas, 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY A 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and-how_late-you-saw-young rabbits that—have— 

I would like to get as many sampJes as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and ¢hicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gade FrdpeAd 
Aldo Leopold ™~ 
4ol. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

— 
Th ¢ te tha aw ng rabbits that had—just—reft—the nest wast 

: Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunt er__ Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

= ale 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and homdtatejyou sew young rabbits thathare 

juctLoft thewmesi. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember . 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

GO Sarpard 

Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin Pua 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Remarks: A : 

signed
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Deo We. Hill: — 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how tatepousan pote rabbits thatthe 
justLeft theotrest. 

v 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant andgchicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Codie Cc.ogeh 
Aldo Leopold R 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

“Tre tetestdate thatt saw yeung rabbits that had—just left+the nest was; 

Name of : Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Remarks; NOTHING TO REPORT. 

Edwin Hill 

Associate S6iB@8nservationist



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

\\ 2 

<4 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and hew-lete-you-saw-young—rabbits—that~have 

just Left=the west . - 
hohe 

I would like to get as many i as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant andyehicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

C2de Sreperdh 
ee een 

Aldo Leopold aw 

4k University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I-saw-young-rabvits that lad” just-teft—the-nosi—was ; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

( 
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signed



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Managemont yo 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

7e. 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-hewtlate-you-saw young rabbits—thathave— 
justLeft—thé nest: 

Qt 
I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Qrao Fryer) 
Fe eae iemeesl 

Aldo Leopold q 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

a The_lat estdate-that—l_saw young rabbits thathadjust-tref tthe nos t_wasy- 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Remarks: 3 

signed ‘ | (oh
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Regarding the rabbit census, I was out of the 
g city during the rabbit season and have nothing 

to report. 
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m, Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog : a 
hunter Date County Township afiold tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and -how-tate you saw-young rabbits—thathare 

jastteftthe rest. Z : 

I would like to ge¥ as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during/pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. : 

Yours sincerely, 

CQd6 Cacigordh 

Aldo Leopold 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that saw young rabbits thathat just teft the-nest—-wasy— 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails soen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen : 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 
just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person i 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4oll University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Tho latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours’ No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen ~ used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 4 

Rie. Belek: 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and-how-late you saw-yeune rabbits that have — 

I would like to cai/oa many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during/pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

G2de Seaport 
Aldo Leopold Qw 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i hat _I saw y s that had just—teft—the-nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Remarks: : 

signed
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Dia Mer. Ele : 
You are requested to enter below the mimber of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and haw late you saw-yeoung-rabbits that have— 
_ dust lef+—the nest. 

I would like to aos acny samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during7pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Code Sa ged 

Aldo Leopold «— 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

fro Tatest datethat I sawyoune rabbits that he ust left the nost was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management a 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

De a Mege : 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and—how tete you saw~yeung rabbits that hayve— 
just—teft—tne nest. , 

I would like to g t/as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen nie eee and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Ploase keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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FILE REFERENCE: 

:Portage ,Wisconsin 
Pathos ee 1h 

i reolr Py Daa te Ge 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mgm,. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Your card. of February 27 to warden Fohnson was turned 

over to me,.This card had reference to, rabbit questionnaire 

sent to Mr, Johnson some time ago. 

ince that time I have taken Mr, Johnsons place as 

warden in Columbi= county.If I can help you in any way with 

your rabbit census,I will be more than glad to do so, I may 

be able to supply you with some information as to the rabbit 

popuyation in this area, 

Yourg “0 oo 

Ret + — 
Ae? avmen



42h University Farm Place 
February 21, 1941 

Mr. Rex Oatman 
Conservation Warden 
Portage, Wisconsin i 

Dear Mr. Oatman; 

; Mr, Leopold has given me your letter of February 5, 1941, 
I wish to thank you on behalf of Mr. Leopold for your offer 
of cooperation. 

I am sending you a questionnaire of the kind that was sent 
; to Mr. Johnson. If you can remember any of the particular 
ty hunting trips that would enable you to fill out the enclosed 

blank, it would be appreciated. Hours, and numbers of 
cottontails seen are of great importance. If township is 
not known, the nearest town will do. If, however, you do 
not remember the specific information, we are glad to keep 
your name on file for next year's questionnaire. 

Thanking you again, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

Robert A. McCabe



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
. COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

‘m 

‘ You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year anéd-howletd—yo0e-saw-youne-rabbiis that—have 
dJast—Left-tbepesim 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
7s 42h University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- | Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 

Ey Romarks: Dear Sir: 1 r 1t this blenk back t u_becaus t! 
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ALFRED S. BRADFORD 
APPLETON, WIS. 

J October 21, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

: Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your mimeographed sheet to fill out 
on cottontail rabbits. I will try to do a better job 
this year. 

I can tell you now that they have increased 
over last year, however, as is also true of the snow- 

shoes. The latter are beginning to appear in the 

northern counties in something like their old numbers 

although they are far from peak. 

I suppose you have already heard that partridges 

and prairie chickens are not as numerous as last year. 
This does not appear to be the start of the cycle, how- 

ever, but looks as though it was due to the heavy rains 

ad in June as there are many young birds barely able to 
fly, apparently a second crop. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain, 

Yours respectfully, 

Mfg oad foe 

ASB: MH



ALFRED S. BRADFORD 
APPLETON, WIS. 

January 20, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed please find the report on cottontail 
rabbits. 

I have practically given up rabbit hunting 
so that the report is only of rabbits seen dur- 
ing my hunting trip. As a matter of fact I took 
a good many more hunting trips than those shown 
on the report and saw no cottontails whatsoever. 
I did see a good many snowshoes. I do know, however, 
that cottontail rabbits are increasing. I do not 
think we have yet reached the so-called rabbit year. 
Certainly we have not as far as snowshoes are con- 
cerned. I saw quite a few cottontails on my trout 
fishing trips. 

You will notice the difference between the 
number of rabbits seen by me when I was bird hunt- 
ing and those seen by a rabbit hunter in two days 

= when he was using a hound. The eight in the report 
represents cottontails that they actually got. As 
I understand they saw a good many more but only 
listed those that were bagged. Tracks in the snow 
in Oconto County show I think a definite increase 
in the cottontail and snowshoe. 

I do not feel I am a good man to send ques-~ 
tionnaires to because of the fact that I have no 
rabbit hound and have not been hunting. Wilbur 
Steenis at 205 N. Locust Street, Appleton, Wiscon- 
sin is the president of the local conservation 
club, and I am sure if you ask him to he will be 
glad to take one or more of the reports and see 
that they get into the hands of rabbit hunters. 
You can use my name in writing to him if you de- 

cide to use him. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 

ALE « BRADFO KD 

ASB :MD : Pe 
) Encl. eo



ALFRED S. BRADFORD 
APPLETON, WIS. 

January 20, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Page #2 

Notes: I did considerable inquiring around about 
the cottontail situation and on every hand received 
assurances that they had increased greatly in 
Outagamie County. On the pheasant hunting preserve 
in the Town of Liberty the caretaker tells me the 
rabbits have at least doubled over last year, and 
I, myself, in four hours saw three cottontails and 
and a good deal of sign. 

A.S.B.



UNITED STATES 

} DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Crawford Gounty Soil Conservation District 
Gays Mills, Wis. “fe. 

January 7, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed is a copy of a questionaire relative to 
the cottontail scarcity study. 

This is a report of staff members of the Crawford 
County District. None of the boys remember the dates when 
they last saw young rabbits which had just left the nest. 

I trust this information will be of value to you 
in your wildlife studies, 

Very truly yours, 

Lf Abrams oF 
District Conservationist. 

« ‘



UNITED STATES Co” 
/ DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE we 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baraboo, Wisconsin 
November ), 19),0 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
2) University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have received the rabbit questionnaires you sent us with 
your letter of October 2); and have distributed them to Vernon, 

a Crawford, Grant and Iowa counties. 

We have sent the remainder of the questionnaires to Mr. Ed 

Hill at Eau Claire for distribution to Buffalo and Trempealeau 
counties which are in his erea. 

We hope we will be able to give you as good or better: in- 
formation than you have received from the Soil Conservation Service 
in past years. 

Very truly yours, 

AK - 
as We Le Anderson 

Assoc. Soil Conservationist
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The Oconto County Recreational Bureau 
Oconto, Wisconsin 

Invites YOU and YOUR FAMILY to enjoy YOUR vacation in 

A FISHERMAN’S PARADISE A HAVEN FOR VACATIONISTS 

5, aa = = ae z Fe 5 Tyee ga Si S 5 B) We Offer You | sss Saammtay iee Saas ar 
al ree . ro vs ry 4 at at] * ¢ 

ee wee) «ACCOMMODATIONS |e | ae 4 es Ss CLIMATE ~ ge 
ee - SCENERY | Soe a RR Ae 

a ei LAKES EE ee lt mag he 
ee ee STREAMS = ep ec ee, es 
gs S aS “ae — se mae FISHING ie ae “ ars an On ge aaa 

a ae - i HUNTING Be Th ae ee A 2 = eee gas Cl . ac Oe Be lee | th . nay © as eae eer : es GOLFING EY, A ee cee 
Jeena _ ee E BOATING Ex é aa a bs acer eS oe oe ig eee ieee, ne apie ia At sed 
eee ta eo ae BATHING ane’ ONTRe ee. 3 = a eee AND ibs car Oe Seo 

ee ee FUN FOR THE aes Yan Ke te, SS 
z Z ENTIRE FAMILY 

It’s a great thrill to hook a big one Wildlife for the camera hunter in the Nicolet 
in swift waters. National Forest. 

— a en es 
Oconto County, located on the west = = oon, 3 ? : ‘ 

shore of Green bay and extending north- =. — q Si maddest ee ward into the Nicolet National Forest, = Ug = bs oN on pan Beh nda. eteeu hel eee 

affords its citizens and its guests unsur- =| et |: le BS <@@] Green bay and a hundred spring-fed Passed facilities to enjoy their favorite ||| | ars A lakes in which to try his skill. For the sport or pastime. FF Ae ee trout fisherman, over three hundred 
The beautiful scenery along winding Sie ae wir | miles of well stocked trout waters add a 

river roads or beside posed lakes is [7 eae Are Cl special lure. ie 
comparable to the best. e Menominee ff sts aaetae ; 3 
Indian Reservation, a part of which is =) 8 a Bi cane aaa ae unequalled fisher: : oe 5 0 help nature in its 
in Oconto County, and the eee. iene a er re-stocking program, the State of Wis- 
Wolf river are here easily accessible. a. es consin planted last year in our lakes and 

In season the game and bird hunter = ee streams over eight million muskie and 
here finds success and recreation with  , oS wall-eyed pike fry and fingerlings and 
ducks, deer as well as bear and wolf, = = = = = tas over four hundred thousand trout, three 
rabbits, prairie chicken, grouse and 6 3 to nine inches in length. 
pheasants. LL Fe C.. A large part of these trout waters have 

The citizens have provided splendid, —rrr—r— 8 been closed to fishermen for the past ten 
well marked highways; the county’s lake 8 2 | years but this year practically all will 
development affords quiet, restful accom- be open to the sportsman. 
rodenets for tourists, both old and = = aoe The Oconto River affonder an annual 
young. = 2 = spring smelt run of tremendous propor- 

One visit to this favored—spot— of ac - a ae tions. _It_is—here that—visitors may see 
Mother Nature will unfold her beauties a the silver hordes in profusion and fishing 
in an indescribable manner; rest will facilities at their best. A visit to this 
come in the many secluded retreats by most interesting place will be long 
lakes and streams. remembered. 

We strive to protect Fish and Game 
by helping to Prevent 

FOREST FIRES. 
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO YOU’LL FIND WHOLE SOME OUTDOOR LIFE AND A FRIENDLY WELCOME
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e January 30, 1941 Es 

‘Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 U. W. Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your postal reminding of the rabbit questionaire. As I 
haven't done any rabitt hunting for the past several years, I 
turned this questionaire over to a friend who now claims that 

he lost the blank. If you will send me another blank, I will 
be glad to take the time to consult a number of prominent Portage 
County rabitt hunters as I kmow that this information is important 

to you. 

Yours very truly, 

OLW/MP 
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This material is the reports that have as yet not 

been classified. 
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UNITED STATES yr, Ly 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

fe SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baraboo, Wisconsin Smee 

March 12, 19))1 \ 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
h2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are attaching a copy of your rabbit questionnaire which 
was sent to us by Mr. John Tschudy, Camp Superintendent at Highland, 
Wisconsin. I am very sorry that this report was delayed so long in 
reaching you. 

We have asked the field offices to whom these questionnaires 
were sent to send them directly to you and trust that you have 
received the others before this. 

ss Very truly yours, 

¢ We Le Anderson 

Area Soil Conservationist 

attachment



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to mes 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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Madison-lipp Corporation re 
| ye 

Madison, Wisconsin, 
ESI <~ 

March 5, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I am attaching the reports on the Cottontail Scarcity Study that 

was given to a few of our boys last fall. I presume you are looking for 

them by this time. 

Yours very truly, 

70 

« 

LP sage 
Assistant Works Manager 

RFTierney: BJ



University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? ; 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 

to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gilde Fe opera 

Aldo Leopold QU 
4ol University Farm Place 

@ Madison, Wisconsin 

._ The latest date We I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
Bey mae ene , County Township afield tails seen used? 
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‘University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and-how-late-you-saw-yeung—rabbits that have 

~justteft—the-nest. 

15 
I would like to get as nany/semples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during ie chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

COdo Srojpadd 

Aldo Leopold ff. 
4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

wn ry Ss Pe 
(L Le i a of { a 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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.~ University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

7 ae T. 
; Dieae Fur. foe 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and hew-tet+e-you saw-youne—rabbits thet—tave 

just-teftthe nest. Ate 

I would like to oi is many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during/pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

§ \ x : Aldo Leopold 
av \ {,\ 4ol. University Farm Place 

iY el Madison, Wisconsin 
J d\ Pr nae ea 

Thetetest date that I saw young rabbits—that had just left the nest—was;— 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 
3 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 2 ’ 

x 
Vic Wr. Cus Qaund 

You are requested to enter below the mimber of cottontail rabbits seen 
during your hunting this year and_how-tate-you saw~younz—rabbit+s—that—hav.c_ 
just ~tcoft—the-nest— 

te 
I would like to get as many s es as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and fehicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. i 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold - 
You Universtiy en Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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424 University Farm Place 
Qetober 24, 1940 

Mr. John Beule + 
Beaver Dam 
Wisconsin " 

Dear Mr. Beule? 

I have been carrying on the attached study of 
rabbit abundance for some years, but have never gotten 
any good figures from Dodge County. Would you be so kind : 
es to place these questionnaires with local hunters of 
your acquaintance and ask them to mail the data back to me 
at the close of the season? I would appreciate your 

J cooperation. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
October 24, 1940 

Mr. Eimer Herman v 
Mission House College 
Plymouth, Wisconsin 

Dear Herman! 

Could I got you to distribute the attached 
questionnaires among some reliable rabbit hunters in 
Sheboygan County? Your cooperation would be greatly 

appreciated. 2 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopeld 
enc), Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
October 24, 1940 

Mr. Merl Deusing 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Deusing: 

Can you. place the attached questionnaires 
on rabbit abundence with some reliable rabbit hunters 
in Washington and Ozaukee counties? Some of the 
gentlemen who went on that trip with us might be 
interested. I do not have any acquaintances thera at 
present and thought you could give me a lift. 

: Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
October 24, 1940 

Mr. J. W. Turner T 
Darien 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Turner? 

I have your name on my books as running a 
waterfowl refuge, and I am wondering if you could 
eooperate with me by turning the attached questionnaires 
on rabbit abundence over to some reliable local rabbit 
hunters. Please ask them to return the data to me at 
the end of the season. Your cooperation will be very 
mach appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
Octoder 24, 1940 

Mr. Panl Buchen J e 
Montello 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Buchen: 

; You have helped me out a good deal with the 
rabbit abundance study covered by the attached questionnaires. 
This year I would like toe ask you not only to make one out 
yourself, but also to select several rabbit hunters from 
Green Lake County, if you know any, and get them to mike out 
forms. I have never gotten any returns from Green Lake and 

- ao not know anybody there. I would appreciate your cooperation. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



. 424 University Parm Place 
October 24, 1940 

Mr. Wallace Anderson 
Soil Conservation Service 
Baraboo, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

These questionnaires are part of the same 
rabbit study on whichthe S0il Conservation Service 
cooperators gave me excellent information for several 
years, but I somehow failed to connect with them last 
year. Gould I ask you to get your good field men in 
Vernon, Crawford, Grant, Iowa, Buffalo, and Trempealeeu 
counties to make out some of these? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management



4 ; 

424 University Farm Place 
October ak, 1940 

Mr. A. J. Peterson, f. 
Conservation Warden 
2123 Clarence Avenue 
Racine, Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr. Peterson! 

I have carried on the study of rabbit abundance = 
indicated by the attached questionnaire since 1926, but I , eee : 
have never gotten any good figures from your county. 
Could you place three or four copies with local rabbit 
hunters whom you kmow to be reliable and who get out a good 
deal in your locality? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Managemeat
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University of Wisconsin - Department of Wildlife Management 

? COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY se ( 

i 
\wc' pe 

You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how late you saw young rabbits that have 

just left the nest. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 

the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 

If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 

who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over-for the year and then return 

to me. : : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The latest date that I saw young rabbits that had just left the nest was; 

“Vf one’, 

Name of Hours No. of cotton- Was dog 

hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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ff 
. University of Wisconsin ~ Department of Wildlife Management 

: COTTONTAIL SCARCITY STUDY 

Bay a. Web 
You are requested to enter below the number of cottontail rabbits seen 

during your hunting this year and how-tate—you_saw-young_rabbits—tibhave ss 
Just -Tett—the—mtet. 

I would like to get as many samples as possible, so if you can remember 
the number seen during pheasant and chicken hunting, include those also. 

You may include counts by others if you can vouch for their reliability. 
If you are not hunting rabbits, would you hand this to some reliable person 
who is? 

Please keep this until your hunting is over for the year and then return 
to me. 

Yours sincerely, \ 

G80 Fedo 
Aldo Leopold ; 
4eh University Farm Place 

: Madison, Wisconsin 

The -tatost~dete—that_I_saw-young-rabbits that Had-just left—the nest was; 

Name of Hours: No. of cotton- Was dog 
hunter Date County Township afield tails seen used? 
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Dil BULIBTIN RECTIVES 4 No. 28-272 U. S. Forest Scrvice way 19, 19269 i928) ( 
Southwestern District By \ jefe oss 

Planting Frozen Trot: The press on May 10 carried an iten saying that 
the New Mexico Game Department was planning to ship trout, for planting, 
frozen solid in blocks of ices The theory is that fish stand freezing 
for some time without injury and this method might result in getting more 
fish ina given container in better condition to a stream for planting. 
Maybe we'll be transporting small Frigidaires to the streams instead of 
fish cans in the future. 

Game Plentiful On Catalinns Dozens of quail were seen along the roa 
from Oracle to the Stratton Mine on the Catalinas while ascending ay 
mountain to attend the dedication of the ftalina Naturz1 area. Onl 
return trip on the 13th two white-tail deer crossed the rol ae 
of the car, a doe ands buck. It is not uncommon to sce citsh yor ten 
deer along the road, according to local residents and this ay ina 
game refugee Summer tourists make early morning visits toa s "lick" 
near the hotel to watch the deer. JeDede 

Crop lands, The nrea of crop land in the United States dccreased 
13,000,000 acres between 1919 and 1924, according to studies mede by the 
Department of Agriculture as reported in the Enginecring News-Record. 
During this same period the population increased by cight million or 
fully 7%. Despite the decreascd ares, the total agricultural productio 2 
increased about 13% cr almost twice as repidly as population.- During the 
same years the decrease in farm popilation was about 6%. Fewer farmers 
are producing froma staller acrmge of land more food and fibers than 
the increasing population is able to consume, at profitable prices to 
all farmers. (Ed, These figures dispose ‘sf the argumcnt for the time 
being that forest land is now needed for the production of farm crops.) 

Jackrabbits Difficult Problem of Biological Survey: The mest difficult 
problem confronting the Biological Burvey today in New Mexico is that of 
eradication of the jackrahbit, according to ir. A. E. Gray, head of the 
New Mexico division of the Survey. It is estimted that one-fourth of 
the forege conswied in New Mexico annually is eaten by these animls. 
Efforts td poison them have met with only meagre success as the food : 
habits of the jackrabhit are so irregular thet the kind of food it eats 
today may not be touched tomorrowe In northern states where the animls 
congregate around haystacks in winter, it is an easy mtter to poison them 
uy the thousands, but poisoning them in New Mexico is a much more didficult 
task, Rabbit drives mve proved successful in some sections of the state 
where the populntion is thick enough to mike drive practicable. Most 
sections, however, are too syarsely popul-~ted for this method of eradicn- 
tion to be feasible. Dr. Wlter P. Taylor of Tucson is nov attempting to ; 
devise a plm of coping with the jackrabbit problem 

Fields Whles, (Santa Fe); Long (Prescott); Kerr (Sitgreaves); Jeng, 
Calkins (Apeche); Jones (Crook); vfilson (Jincoln); Shoemaker 
(Tonto); Burrall (Gil) 

Visitor: Hill (Wshington) Sitgres ves 
Acting: Randles



DAILY BULLGTI 

NOe 29=21 U. S. Forest Service January 25, 1929 

Southvestern District 

The "Business English Course": You can easily tell the Ran crs at 
ried “school marms” by the Pnglish they use in their study cours 

Giith spologies to Ranger Bill) 

Six Rabbits "qual One Sheep: According to actual test Mr. Glenn C. Stev~ 
art of Delta, iiilard County, bas determined thet six jack rabbits (Lepus 
Californicus Deservicola) will consume as much rence forege during a year 
as « single heed of sheep. Rabbits in the Delta region drift in during the 
same time of the season as the sheep, fecding on the black sage with great 
relish and cutting down the winter renge ¢ the sheep. Dvring this last 
season, tir, Stevart sustained e loss of {300 on a 24 acre field of alfalfa 
essed. Fur buyers are paying 16 cents per pelt et Delta for rabbit furs, 
or approximately 80 cents per pound. (D-4 Drily News) 

Status Of Losve Bill:° The general lesve bill drawn by the Interdepartmental 
Board ca Siaplifisd Ofrice Procedure is tied up in the Budget Bureau and 
will probabiy not be reinased until the 71st Congress convenes due to the 
pressure for other personnel legislation, This bill provides for: 

30 days annuel leave 
15 days sick leave cumuletive to not excced 120 deys; 

exclude Sundeys and holidays in computing sick leave; 
the first year effective to allow 30 days sick leave, 

Annual leave in Alaske and Insular possessions to be 

ermulative to 120 days. 
Amendments have beon introduced to this vear's Agricultural Approrriation



File: Salt, Mineral & 

Grit Req. folder 
Jackrabbit folder ~ 

Extracts from "The Life Histories and Ecology of Jack Rabbits in 
Relation to Grazing in Arizona" by C. T. Vorhies and W. P. Taylor. 
Pech. Bull. No. 49, May 31, 1933, University of Arigona, Tucson, Ariz. 

p. 541: "Goldman gives reports by natives in the vicinity of Camargo, 
Tamaulipas, Jamary 4-29, 1902, that Lepus californicus 
merriami in that vicinity sometimes fed on the carcasses of dead 
horses. An American resident assured him that in Lafayette 
County, Texas, they were known as horse rabbits on account of 
this habit. 

"Insect remains occur infrequently in rabbit stomachs." 

"At the United States Rabbit Experiment Station, Fontana, 
California, a spool of salt and sulfur is regularly hung in the 
Cages in which domestic rabbits are kept. The rabbits lick 
or even eat this material. Rabbits have been found to consume 
more food which has been salted than food that has not. A 
rabbit consumes more salt when molting than at other times. 
It 18 likely that wild hares mst also secure acertain amount 
of mineral matter for the maintenance of their health." 

p. 542: "For several years we have observed a rabbit "lick" on the 
southwest slope of one of the red hills north of Plot 14 on the 
Santa Rita Range (Plate 10,C). Rabbits, mostly alleni, are 
mumerous in this neighborhood. The animals have dug or bitten 
into the dark red earth, and fecal pellets are abundant. 
Analysis of the 3011 of this "lick" has not shown any salt or 
saline constituents. Many rabbit pellets found nearby are so 
coated with red earth as to resemble little red balls of md. 
Breaking the pellet shows that the red earth is a surface 
coating over the remains of vegetation normally present." 

"Gravel or sand was recorded in 26 out of 61 stomachs of 
ne and in 97 out of 179 of alleni. The material was 

‘ound in stomachs collected from April to October."



File Minnesota / 
Cycles 2 
Jackrabbits 

Jackrabbits died with spotted livers at Lacquiparle Co. in western 

Minnesota in the spring of 1931. They are now (1/13/34) fairly scarce in 

this region.



: File Jackrabbit 

A Jack Rabbit’s Prowess Fale 
pee Outdoor Life:—A recent ex- ' 

perience relative to an accurate test 
of the speed and endurance of the jack 
rabbit may be of interest to you. While 
locating some of these animals with a car 
along the edge of Rosamond Dry Lake or 
the Mojave Desert we succeeded in start- 
ing one directly out across its six-mile 
expanse. Remaining 150 feet penis the 
fleeting quarry to discourage doubling back, 
Mr. Jack was stimulated to his last notch 
of velocity by intermittent blasts of our 
horn. With ears laid back flat, long legs 
racing madly over the smooth surfa f 
the baked clay, he was clocked care 
at 35 miles per hour. This heroic pace was 
maintained for .9 of a mile. At this point 
our speedometer needle receded toward 
the 30-mile mark. At 1.5 miles from the 
starting point his most strenuous efforts 
could not propel him more than 20 M. P. H. 
When the chase had covered 1.7 miles our 
much harassed hare simply stopped, tired 
and winded beyond further escape. Even 
in the face of the awful approach of the 
car his complete exhustion prohibited an 
attempt at flight over the invitingly level 
surface. I jumped out of the car and 
caught him in my hands after overcoming 
a few half-hearted dodges. We found him 
a prime buck. Excessively rapid breathing 
and a hammering heart that defied count 
plainly indicated that he had done more 
than his best in giving us a reliable record 
of the jack rabbit’s prowess. Within less 
than thirty seconds his laboring abruptly 
ceased and death overcame fear and ex- 
pe 4 an 

alif. _ »GrorcE MarsHALL. - 
aklon egy Feb 1934 P°7



Pa, Game News File Jackrabbit 
Jue, 1934 
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STONE DIET FOR LIME prt No 
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Doeha obbaX” 

(Jot for publication) Game Management 118 
Aldo Leopold, 1934 

GANS POPULATION DENSITIES 

Acres 
Species Place Size of uait Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres 11 MacLean,1930,. Foothill range 
Wis. 600 acres eS Univ Arboretum, vinter 1933-34 
Mo. 6 sqemi. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
S$. Iowa Inhabited fams Qn Most frequent density, 1931-2 
Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Mo. 260 acres 1e3 Phil il, Gmith fam, 1923 
s 1 it Sel tt wt n a ‘ 1929 

a i i Sapa ac a eg ee eae ar eu eee ee 
Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

. Wot 12 " " winter 
Dalzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, soring 
HW. Tova Inhabited range 2b Most frequent density,1931-32 

eae tii igo Ae ac ca im 
Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres y Leopold & Ball, spring 

Tt it " a 105 u 1 i : fall 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 Xing, spring 
ae apr i a er 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxvell, spring 
Partridge UN. Iowa Inhabited ranse S12 Most frequent density,1931-32 

i lee pe rena ee eee teenie 
Rabbit Pa, 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England x 0,15 Spring density (daddon) 
y Idaho (Jacl) 5,000 acres 3 Rabbit drive, winter 

zee " 640 © 0.5 High of cycle 
v Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 1 1.8 April, 1925, drive 

oes 1,280 4 4.0 May, 1923, drive 
v8 2,560 * 2.1 Nov., 1920, drive 

ie ex, 640 * 4.0 June, 1927, drive 
a a ee 
Ducizs Ohio 1,500 acres 0,1 Fall density,locals (Day) 

Minn, 8 lakes 1,0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 
an nee 

Deer ale Le 750 acres 7e5 Enclosure 
Minn, 390 sq mi, 32 Itasca Parl, 1920 
Michs 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 
Ind, 16 Morgan County, 1920 
Pa, 12,5 Present density of deer range 
: 25 Est,capacity of deer range 

France( Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 
Bohemia( Red) ? 100 Common " »red 
Calif. 1,142 sami. 30 Stanislaus .F,, 1921-23 
Wet. 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacl:s, 1929 

(Townsend & Sith) 
aah 

Antelope Hifex, 4,650 sami. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

a 
ELE Yellowstone 3, 400 Sdeitie 100 Yearlong range, 1927 

Park



File: Jackrabbits. 
Columbia Co, 

/ Jan., 1935--Ben Lintner, 4-1/2 mi. W. of Arlington (Columbia Co.) saw one jack- 
J rabbit in midwinter, 1934, out in his pasture. This is the first jackrabbit he 

has seen in this vicinity. He has lived there about 4 years. 

J. C, Mielke, 4 mi. S.W. of Poynette, saw his first jackrabbit October'34 and 
/ saw them several times during December, 1934, in a field of cornshocks, This is 

’ the first time he has seen jackrabbits in this vicinity and he has lived there 

since 1893. 

Fred Zimmerman
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United States Department of Agriculture 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

Wildlife Research and Management Leaflet BS-59 

Washington, D. CG. * June 1936 

DIRECTIONS FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING RABBIT DRIVES 

Prepared in the Section of Predator and Rodent Control 

Division of Game Management 

Location and Construction of Corral and Wines 

Rabbits may be controlled at a cost of not more than 2 cents each by 

well-conducted drives. To obtain the best results at least three drives 

should be held in a given area at intervals of not more than 10 days, Rabbit 
drives are necessarily cooperative affairs and to be successful must enlist 

the aid of every member of the community concerned. 

The heaviest rabbit infested area should be selected for the drive. 
Since rabbits can be most readily driven away from fields into brush or other 
cover, the corral, or pen, and wings should be built within or near the edge 
of natural cover, located preferably on a slight elevation, since rabbits 

invariably run uphill, if possible, when disturbed. 

The corral should be not less than 50 feet in diameter, with a wing 
extending from each side of the corral entrance forward and outward, fan- 
shape, for one-third of a mile to 2miles. Making use of a convenient fence © 
will save time and material. Corral and wings may be constructed of 2-inch 
mesh poultry netting, 36 inches high, which can be held upright by 7/16-inch 
iron rods, 4 feet long, driven into the ground to a depth of 1 foot. If a 

snow fence of the upright batten variety can be obtained it will serve very 

well for wings or center drift fence and will lessen the labor and cost. 

Drive Organization and Advence 

After the corral and wings have been constructed the next step is to 

organize horsemen and footmen into a line of drive, which should present a 
semicircle, As many as possible should be mounted to form and to hold the cen- 
ter of the line at a distance of about 2 miles in front of the corral entrance. 
Those not mounted should take their places in the semicircle toward the extreme 
ends of the wings, the end men to be not more than a quarter of a mile distant 

from the ends of the wing fences. Hach person, or better, should carry a stout 

club about 30 inches long for driving and killing the rabbits. 

The beaters should be in squads of five each, with an interval of not 
more than 30 feet between each two, the center member of each squad to be the 3 

leader, Each leader should at all times direct the movement of his squad in 

close cooperation with other leaders, all to be under the direction of a mar- 
shall who shall maintain intervals and alinement as he concentrates the move- 

ment on the corral,
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The line of beaters should be carefully established and then, at a 

given signal from the marshall, should begin moving forward. The movement 

of the line should be slow and steady, the spaces between beaters gradually 

decreasing as the drive progresses. Orderly alinement und properly spaced 

intervals must be maintained at all times in order to keep the rabbits mov- 

ing toward the pen. 

TAKE YOUR TIME. DO NOT CROWD THE RABBITS. ALLOW SOME RABBITS TO 

DRIFT INTO THE CORRAL AND THE REST WILL FOLLOW. Nojise-making contrivances 

help start and keep rabbits moving. Do not use guns. They are costly and 

dangerous.



COPY FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
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Waupaca, Wisconsin 
May 14, 1938 

Conservation Dept. 
Madison, Wis. 

Gentlemen: 

Have noted with a good deal of interest from time to time 
your information in the conservation bulletin as to the 
capture or killing of the last animal or bird of some 
species that has since become extinct in this state, also 
other items as to the introduction of some species of game 
animals or birds in this state. 

Somewhat in line with this I would like to learn just when 
and where the first jackrabbits were introduced in this 
state. 

I believe in this central section that W. A. Bugh of Wautoma 
and myself were the first and only ones to put them out, as 

ge we got a shipment of twelve, four males and eight females, 
. from Nebraska the latter part of March, 1900, and released 

| them about four miles north of Wautoma on a large rye field. 
We were particular to get them at that particular month as 
the shipper represented that the females would be bred then, 
and from the fact that there was occasionally one of these 
killed each season thereafter there is no doubt but what 
this planting was successful. 

I have learned of their being released in the northwest part 
of the state on one or two occasions in Barron and Polk 
counties, but these plantings were along about 1920, and I 
understand there are quite a good many rabbits up that way 
to show for it. 

You may have data on other introductions as to time and place 
and as this animal seems now destined to be with us and to 
often help out the sportsmen's bag, it might be interesting 
to many hunters to learn how they came here. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ Guy Mumbrue 
COPIED County Conservation Committeeman 

MM 
5/25/38



File: Jackrabbit we 
Waupaca Co. 
Barron Co. 
Polk Co. 

(From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 7, July, 1938, p. 23.) 

JACK RABBITS 

Who introduced the first jack rabbits into Wisconsin? 

Guy Mumbrue, chairman of the Weupaca county conservation committee, 
writes to the Bulletin: 

"I believe in this central section that W. A. Bugh of Wautoma 

and myself were the first and only ones to put them out, as we got a shipment 
of 12, four males and eight females from Nebraska the latter part of March, 

1900, and released them about four miles north of Wautoma on a large rye field. 

We were particular to get them at that particular month as the shipper repre- 

sented that the females would be bred then, and from the fact that there was 
occasionally one of these killed each season thereafter there is no doubt but 
what this planting was successful. 

"T have learned of their being released in the northwest part of 

the state on one or two occasions in Barron and Polk counties, but these 
plantings were along about 1920, and I understand there were quite a good many 
rabbits up that way to show for it. 

"You may have data on other introductions as to the time and place 
and as this animal seems now destined to be with us and to often help out 
the sportsman's bag, it might be interesting to many hunters to learn how they 
cane there." 

ad
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Whitetailed Jackrabbit s 

Killed by automobile on road 1 mile South of Mud Lake 

Dodge County 

September 1, 1941 : : 

Wt: By spring scale 6 # 

Total length; nose to tip of hair on tail 22" 

Tail: root to end of hairs 4" = 

Ears: 5 3/8" : 

Hind foot: 53" 

Front foot: 23" : 

\



| _ Madison, Wis. Dec. 6, 1945. 

Dear Aldo: - ‘ aa See 

Dean L. Hunzicker told me that he saw a 

jackrabbit at the edge of the Swenson estate 

on Lake Mendota.on Nov. 22, 1945. 

| ok Very truly yours, 

| ba cd Ne! fae bi: 
, oo A. W, Schorger.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, _ | 

424 University Farm Place, — 

Madison 6, Wis.
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gackrabbit ~ Rusk County 

On the afternoon of Monday, November 4, 1946, I was driving 
on Lake Avenue in the city of Ladysmith, when a jackrabbit appeared 
coming from the main part of town. I stopped my car and made sure 
of the indentification,- size, shape, behavior, black-tipped ears 
and all, and watched it run on along the street and highway towards 
the west end of town. This hare was light gray, about half changed 
from brown to white pelage. Incidently, no one on the streets of 
Ladysmith seemed to take any particular notice or at least to see 
anything unusual about a jackrabbit running through the city of 
Ladysmith, Perhaps the few who saw it mistook it for somebody's 
backyard pet. 

WSF 

11/4/46



How Much Will a Jack Mebbit Rat?--This question is of large economic importance, and 

experiments conducted in Arizona by Dr. W. P. Taylor; of the Division of Food Habits Re= 

search, throw some light on the problem. In these experiments the average. jack rabbit con- 

sumed 0.69 pounds of green alfalfa hay a day. The Arizona Experiment Station says that the 

average ]120-pound ewe sheep consumes 8 pounds of green feed a day. On this basis, 11.8 

jack rabbits eat as much green forage in a day as a sheep. A 750—pound cow eats about 40 

pounds of green feed in a day, and 58.8 jack rabbits, taken together, eat as much as the cow 

does. In the experiments dry feed (alfalfa hay) also was fed to the rabbits. It was found 

that 14.2 jack rabbits eat as much dry feed.as the average 120-pound ewe sheep, and 71.4 eat 

as much dry feed as does the average 750-pound cow. fy 

oe 4 
co ge



Rabbit-Fur Market Big Help in Cooperative Campaigns.eo K. Couch, leader of rodent 
control. in Washington State, reports that many persons are following jack~rabbit poison 

lines to pick up the dead animals and that a considerable number are carrying on poisoning 

operations to obtain jack-rabbit skins. He tells of four men in Washington marketing over 

7,000 pelts, which brought an average of $8 a day for each man. Two men following a rabbit 

drive picked up skins that sold for $70. 

Similar reports have been made by Ira N. Gabrielson, leader of rodent control in 

the Oregon district. For instance, the county agent of Malheur County reports that at least 

50,000 rabbit skins have been marketed from that county. Mr. Gabrielson estimates that : 

close to 100,000 rabbit skins have been marketed from his district during the past season. 

as ae
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BRULE MAN, BIT BY RABBIT, RELEASED FROM | 

Bitten on the thumb by a_halfjand as the wound was but a scratch 
grown rabbit over a month ago, A.|the man thought nothing of it. In 

L. Brackett, farmer living 14 miles/less than a week .however,- the 
north of Brule, is back at his home |symptoms, including a swollen arm, 
again. following a long stay at St.| headache and fever forced his re- 
Mary’s hospital in Duluth where|moval to the hospital. 
effects of the disease known as| “The Brule man will return to the 
“tularemia” nearly caused his death. | hospital Monday, when doctors will 

Doctors issue a general warning }determine whether his condition 
for persons, especially hunters, to|warrants a return to medical treat- 
avoid handling wild rabbits in any|ment or will permit him to remain 
manner, as at this time of the yearjat home. He is not yet entirely 

the consequences of doing. so is|recovered from the illness. 
likely to result in their catching the The disease known as tularemia 

“rabbit fever’ medically known as|{is very rare in this part of the 
tularemia. The effects of the dis-|country, It is only in the last four 
ease leaves the victim very miser-|or five years that the affliction 
able during his siege of illness. has been noted at all. Handling of 

Brackett was bitten when  hejrabbits ill with it results in the} 

picked up a small wild rabbit. The afflicting of the person; but a case} 

bunny, usually the. mildest of ani-|where the rabbit transmits the dis- 

mals, bit him on the left thumb,jease by biting is very rare. | 

go < “i 1 
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Digest of "Ruffed Grouse in Hew York State" on 

A. M. Stoddart, 1915. Es 
GY 

Pp. 5. Questionnaire sent out late in 1917 answered by 148 game protectors 
and rangers, 122 sportamen. Also used "Game Census" of Cons. Coma, 
made since August 1915. 

p. 6 Extent of decrease. Only § out of 270 reported no decrease, Those 
ee Te Pe EE ee ee Majority over 

p. 6 Causes: (1) foxes (2) bad nesting seasons, (3) Hawks, 

p. 8 Weather: Cold and wet May & June in both 1916 and 1917. Weather 
Bureau rainfall “in many instances" twice the normal amount. 

p. 9. Rabbits. Quotes Burnham's A.G.P.A. Bull. Article Jan. 1918. "The 
— these periods of scarcity preceeding the present one was in 

p- 12, Closed season recommended,



Digest of 

Welford, Richard G, and Bright, John, "THE GAME LAWS." Tendon, &, Groom 
bridge & Gon, 1846, 

p. 6. "You plow, and sow, you rise early and est the bread of carefulness; rent-day 
comes twice a year with its inexorable demand; end yet you are doomed to see 
the fertility---blighted and destroyed by creatures which would be deemed 
veruin, but for the sanction which the law and your customs give to their 
preservation, and which exist for no advantege to you, and for no good to the 
public, but solely to afford a few days sumsesent in a year to the proprietors 
of the soil." 

Pp. 13, "Nothing can be more adverse to civilization than dependence upon the chase," 

p. 22, “It is an invariable law that wild animals recede as population increases 
and cultivation advances." 

p. 37. “It is well knowm that hares travel one or two miles for food." 

~. 38. “Wo animal will eat the grass in the neighborhood of covers where the rabbits 
have run about very mich," 

p. 70. “One of the couses of the very general decrease in pheasants, where for a time 
they were extensively preserved, is the entire destruction of insects of 
various kinds," Advocates clearing them out and allowing inseets to come back, 

p. 118, 8% reduction in rent allowed farmers of preserved lands at Heron Court (Hampshire). 

p. 137. Landlords and tenants part in maintaining hedges and coverts. 

Pp. 153. 10% reduction in rent allowed in . 

DP. 221. Soot used to keep rabbits off wheat. Only good ti11 the next rain. 

Pp. 223. Geme damage estimated to be twice the taxes on the land, 

Dp. 241. 2500 hares killed from 2000 seres in Norfolk, 

p. 242, A sandy warren of 2000 seres killed 20,000-25,000 rabbits per year. Artificially 
fed with turnips and hay. ‘this warren estimated would carry 500-1000 sheep. 
12,000 left as stock, ‘Total population 28,000 (7) or 14 per acre. Rent of 
6s. per acre paid on this warren. Rabbits bring 12s, per dozen, 

p. 245-2h6, oo Geo, Gayford, in Suffolk, Penned 2 sheep and 
12 tame rabbits in a building and weighed the feed foate, ms carrots, turnips, 
and sainfoin) for 6 wecks, Sheep ate 25 bushels (wt. "5 stone), rabbits 33 
bushels (wt. 68 stone), Thinks these tame rabbits ate nearly as mech as a 
hare, 

p. 2h7-2hs, « On 1200 acres, $00 plowland, a "eleamp" produced 900 hares, 
cnstente each of these to eat as much as a tame rabbit for 16 weeks (until 
shot off) their consumption would be 95 tons per year. 

File: Digests 
Rabbite ~~ 
Hungarian 
Pheasant
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September 1, 1927. 

Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Sirs: 

In accordance with instructions received from L. J. 
Young, Director of Conservation, I spent the period between 
August 20 and August 31, 1927, in a study of the abundance of 
snowshoe hares (snowshoe rabbits) in the northern peninsula of 
Michigan. The method of study employed was to drive by auto- 
mobile over the regular highways of the peninsula, stopping 
every 10 to 25 miles, except in well cultivated districts, and 
at each stop making careful observations of the abundance of 
the animals as indicated by runways and droppings. A number of 
animals were observed dead in the roads, having been killed by 
automobiles at night. In addition some information as to the 
abundance of the animals was obtained from residents, especially 
from the caretakers of state parks. In the summer these rabbits 
are difficult to see alive, even in habitats where they are 
abundant, and no effort was made to observe or count the living 
animals. It is believed that a more accurate indication of 
their numbers in each locality is given by the fresh signs. 

The region traversed included the whole of the upper 
peninsula from St. Ignace to Sault Ste. Marie; thence to Baraga 
and Fort Wilkins; thence to Wakefield; thence to Cedar River; 
and return to St. Ignace. Snowshoe hares are the only form of 
rabbit occuring in the upper peninsula and there is no possibility 
of mistaking the signs of any other animal for those of the 
rabbit. As is well known the snowshoe hare lives only in habi- 
tats where there is plenty of cover. It is most abundant in 
brushy swamps, and is rarely found in hardwood forest or in 
aspens. es teen oo 

In every situation in the upper peninsula examined, 
where there was suitable cover, the signs of snowshoe rabbit 
were found, and in a few localities, widely scattered, the signs 
were abundant. I should judge that in general the species was 
numerous, but only in a few situations was at a period of great 
abundance. The residents also were agreed that the rabbits were 
everywhere common. 

The residents questioned were in agreement that there 
had been no reduction in rabbit numbers the last few _years, and 
some gave” good evidence that there had been an ineréase in num 
bers recently. I had no means of checking the accuracy of these



ae 

statements. 

No information could be obtained of the presance 
this last year of any disease among these rabbits. As is well 
known the northern rabbits are subject to an epidemic disease 
which is said to recur every 7 years and which in some districts 
almost completely wipes out the rabbit population. ‘The 
occurrence of "boils" (tapeworm cysts) in the muscles of the 
animals is correlated with the disastrous disease, the cause of 
which is unknown. Reports of the last occurrence of the disease 
in the northern peninsula varied from 2 to 8 years, but mostly 
were too indefinite for reliance as to exact time. The general 
indications are that the rabbits are increasing at the present 
time, and that another disease year may soon be expected. How- 
ever, the amount of hunting to which these rabbits are now sub- 
jected in the upper peninsula may slow down their rate of in- : 
crease, so that the time between epidemics will be lengthened; 
or possibly a sufficient amount of hunting would prevent the 
disease entirely. It must be borne in mind in this connection that 
the predatory enemies of these rabbits are now much reduced in 

; numbers through the activities of fur trappers and of the pre- 
datory animal hunters of the Department. 

To summarize: Snowshoe hares were found to be 
2 numerous throughout the whole upper peninsula of Michigan, and 

f no indication was found that they were decreasing in numbers. 
\ / In my opinion there is no present necessity of further restrict- 

ing the number killed by hunters, either by shortening the hunt- 
ing season or in any other way. But I would recommend an adequate 
investigation of the cause of the periodic disease affecting these 
animals to discover if possible a method for its control. 

Respectfully submitted 

Lee R. Dice, 
Curator of Mammals 

2/13/29. Thanked him for 
definite information.
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—— 9/20/28 

THE NEED FOR RESEARCH ON THE RELATION 

OF SNOWSHOE RABBITS TO FORESTRY 

Snowshoe rabbits inhabit the coniferous forests of 

the northern states. About every seven years they become exceed- 

ingly abundant, after which they die off from diseases as yet 

imperfectly ne 

During periods of abundance, the snowshoe rabbits 

are a menace to forest reproduction in certain regions. Thus, 

in Minnesota, up to 90 per cent of the young trees in planta- 

tions and in natural stands were damaged or killed during the 

last period of abundant rabbits. 

On the other hand, in Michigan, under seemingly simi- 

lar conditions, no damage was done. 

Rabbits also constitute a food supply for fur bearers 

and predators. When this supply is cut off by reason of disease, 

these animals are a serious drain é Ruffed Grouse and deer. 

Snowshoe rabbits thus affect both game conservation 

and forestry, but their food habits, enemies, and diseases are 

too poorly understood to permit of intelligent policies for 

their utilization or control. 

The McSweeney Bill, passed by the last Congress, was 

meant to provide for research on such problems. ‘The work should 

obviously be done by the Biological Survey in cooperation with 

the Forest Experiment Stations located in the region where the



Snowshoe Rabbits. 

present and future need for information is most urgent; 

namely, the Lake States. 

The question of whether there shall be any 

appropriations to put into effect the program authorized 

by the McSweeney Bill is now before the Budget. A hearing 

is set for October 10. Those who are interested should 

make their wishes known to the Budget on or before that 

date. 

Shs
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: Ruffed Grouse and Rabbit Shortages ay 

Digest of Articles in “American Game” ae 

6v 
"Woy Grouse are Scarce” John 3, Suruhew, Jan, 1918. 

p 4. “Alarming decrease of ruffed crouse all over the greuse belt of the 
United States & Canada", 

4, Forester Woodruff of N. Y. Commission "investigated cause of scarcity 
at that time”, (See p. 6) Found possible intestinal disease, and a 
larger number of reports of tick~infested grouse. Ticks also reported 
by Bradshaw of Saskatchewan. : 

: 4, "1916 saw greatest scarcity of rabbits throughout the northland". 

5. 1908 Burnham saw "remarkeble migration of goshavke in N. W. Quebec. 
That was a year of partridge scarcity". 6 men in 3 weeks saw 3 
partridge; in a later year killed 90 for food in seme territory. 

5. 1916 & 1917 brought goshawk migrations in Northem U. S$. 

5. 1917-8 rabbits were scarce in North N. Y. resulting in larse catch of 
horned owls on game farm, (elso 1916; see p. 5) : 

5. Gilman of Minn. called attention in fall of 1918 te partridge shortages 
on large game refuges in Minn. & Ontario. 

5. “the entire north has been stricken in the present instance in the same 
year by the plague" (rabbit). 

5. Capps of U.5.¢.S. says in Mt McKinley N.P,, Alaska, rabbits very scarce 
in 1916, Arch deacon Stuck (Yukon) quote: “The year when this is 
written (1917) there are no rabbits in the country", 

: 5. Moore, Scotch Lake, New Brunswick: “In the early spring of 1916 they 
(hares) were very plenty. -- lest winter tracks were very scarce. I 
Can remember a few times in the last 50 years that they disappeared 
about the same time" (Meaning "simultaneously" or "in summer" 7? A.1.) 

5. Treblay, lea Tuque, Quebec: “for the last two years the rabbits have 
nearly entirely disappeared" (Dated Jan. 8) 

5. Macarthur, Southmag, Ontario, Jan. 12: “in my rambles so far this 
winter I have seen scarcely a rabbit track." 

5. F. K. Vreeland says catch of lynx at Pt. McLeod, B.C., shows heavy 
catches of lynt in 1895 and 190%~5-6. Burnham infers these were periods 
of rabbit scarcity, the lynx lagging behind the rabbit curve.



p- 6 3. W. Nelson on London fur sales show "largest number of lynx skins 
were collected during the winters of 1837-8, 1348-9, — 1867-5, 

1877-8, 1886-7, The number of hare skins collected and sold by ry 
(Hudson Bay) reached its meximm in the one or two years immedistely 
preceeding these years of abundance of lynxes. Following each of 
these periods of abundance of hares and lymxes came corresponding 

penned oamag eneadioed ge Ay ray aisle nana lhe yy ge > atl 
Welson refers to a graph which is doubtless in U.8.3.8. file). 

p 6 Hewitt (consulting scologist, Canada): "there is little doubt that 
the mortality among rabbits is due to disease and that they did largely 
during the summer months", Says in lebrador mice play seme role as 
rabbits. 

p- 6. Burnham concludes from graphs since 1836 cycle is 10 instead of 7 years. 

pe 6. last preceeding grouse shortage in N. Y. was in 1907, at which time 
B. W. Woodruff studied the evidence and wrote "The Scarcity of Buffed 
Grouse in 1907" printed as part of the Commissions report in 1908. 

p- 7. Burnham on cottontails: "We have been unable to ascertain whether or 
not Cottontail rabbits are similarly affected by disease over their 
range, * 

pe Y Woodruff & Deane agfee to heavy flight goshawks in ¥. B. winter of 
1906-7. Also 1916-17, 1917-15. 

BANUses 93 ei zonference, April 19] ; 
(Discussion of Burnham's paper in Jenvary 1918 issue). 

p. 12. Mewitt (consulting Zoologist, Canada) :” I do not know if my om 
: investigations would allow me te co quite sé far as Mr. Burnham has 

gone and to say that the plague occurs during the same year throughout 
the whole of the northern territory. - I rather doubt that. - ~ I : 
would say that the plague occurs within about two years, and at the 
most, three years", 

Pp 12, 3B, W. Nelson: Correspondent fran upper Quebec River, west of Mt. McKinley 
Says for 2 yrs. following the last abundance of rabbits (1916-7) theze 
Was 2 swarm of goshawks and horned owls into the wooded region of that 
area. "They practically cleaned up the ptamsigan, apruce grouse, and 
vaffed grouse, When the grouse became very scarce, the hawks and owls 
suddenly disappeared", 

Pp 12. Jefferys (Mgr. U.S. Expt. Fur Farm): Rabbits plenty in ¥. ¥. Ontario 
1912-13, also owls,



Grouse Scarcity Follows Bebbit Disease (Jan. 1919 Iasus.) 

p- 9. Governor Riggs of Alaska: "About 2 years ego ptarmigan and grouse 
disappeared almost entirely over a considerable part of Alaska. 

saotetie tter off of vabbits ak ete, ink ae _ Sy ee 
predatory animals - - were forced to prey on game b ‘. 

p- Sl. Epidemic which killed Allens artificially reared grouse at § weeks 
resembled "quail disease”; Killed Bantam as well. (No blood smears 
or guinea pig tests?) 

p- $1. Blood smears taken from living and freshly shot birds. 1 bird had a 
blood parasite not yet identified, 

p Sl. No birds examined: N.Y. 180, Mich, 176, Mass. lM, 3. H. Ti, Conn. 68, 
men Oe ee ane Rist eaten Cee ee 
BR. J. 8, Nova Scotia 2, Virginia 1, Maryland 1, uwiknowm 7. Also 21 
adult and 55 young in captivity. Total 923. 

pe 82, Scarcity in 1926 reported in N. Maine, Nova Scotia, N. Brunswick, 
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatechewan, Alberta, N. Minn., Wisconsin, 
B. Pe of Mich,, Hudson Valley of N. Y. up to Albany, Sullivan Co., Pa. 
W, Conn, “Elsewhere, and at sone points within the foregoing 
territory, Grouse were reported in normal or incregsed numbers." 

p. &2. No evidence of the one disease theory. ‘On the contrary over 20 
different parasites and diseases were found" etc. 

yp. 86, Many of "sick" birds were cripples, One had a l" twig behind the ? 
stomach, healed, no infection.



"Diseases of The Ruffed Grouse" 4.4, Allen, March 1925. 

p 29. Tularemia, Refers to Parker but not Green. 

p- 29, Showing Owl & Goshawk migration in 1927. Owls get few crouse, 
Goshawk many. 

De 29. Status Map, Scarce in 1927 throughout its range except: 

1. large spot in B.C. & W. Oregon & Wash, 
2. Small spot in N. W. Wyoming. 

oa in Ontario, N. ¥. Duluth, 
S. FP, Mich, and below Green Bay, Wis, 
Se eee SS eee pe Pee. 
. Large spot in Penn. & W. Va, 

T+ 3 small spots in (NX. Brunswick?) 

Beginning date of 1927 Shortage was: 
i on akie 

Alberta 1 & 5. 
‘8 Ontario, Quebec, New England, & Middle Atlantic 1926 or even 7. 

Virginia, ¥. Va., parts of Penn., & few places in central & 
N. W. N.Y. not hit yet. 

P 29. Wo. specimens received 1927 by 3 regions] committces; 

Mass, 222, 3. H. 165, Maine 145, Conn, 44, RI. 41, Vermont 2h, 
N.Y. ze XN. 3, 4, Nova Scotia 2, Quebec, 22, Mich. 75, B.C, 4, 
Wash. 3, Penn, 3, Total S47. Totel 1926 was 923. Total to date 1770. 
Of these the New England Committee got 105%, , 

pe 30. Blood smears of "large number of grouse taken in field" as yet yielded 
nothing. : 

Pp» 30. Golor. Thin birds full of parasites dark feathers due to 
excess of melanin, i.e, $¢ tony mals torerehingae, 

pe 31, Artificial Rearing: Both Bantam & brooder birds died of enteritis 
with the onset of hot humid weather. Also remnant of brood raised by 
a hen grouse in pen.



Rabbits eee 

October 12, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: ; 

From "Science" of the issue of October 4, 1929, é 

I quote the following for your information: 

"Tylaremia, newly discovered disease of rabbits, rodents, 

and men, may also affect cats, muskrats, pigeons, ring-necked 

pheasants, grouse and quail, it appears from studies reported to 
the American Public Health Association by Dr. R. G. Green and 

E. M. Wade, of the University of Minnesota and the State Depart- 

ment of Health. This new disease which has caused much concern 
in public health circles, is acquired by men who handle infected 

; animals. The fact that many more kinds of animals may have the 

disease greatly increases the danger to human beings by increas— 

ing the possible sources of infection." 

L.W.T. WALLER; JR.
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HL-P it Oe 
6 Be ee ae a NATIONAL PARKS 

J. B. HARKIN, Me a MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 
Nee car HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL, PARKS OF CANADA 

MB, 133. SS February 10, 1930. 

Dear Mr. Leopold,- 

Thank you very much for your 
letter of February 4, 1930, in which you discuss 
possible relationship between cycles of Ruffed 
Grouse and rabbits. Since the publication of 
"The Conservation of the Wild Life of Canada," 
which was written by the late Dr. Hewitt ten or 
eleven years ago, it is believed that a number 
of Canadian investigators have been studying 
various phases of the rabbit cycle. This De- 

partment has made enquiries from time to time 
for a number of years in this connection in an 
endeavour to continue the line of study sugzest- 
ed by Dr. Hewitt's work. Mr. Lloyd has in 
preparation some statistics on material gather- 
ed by the Department in this respect, and this 
will be published as soon as possible. I think 
that other investigators have also been publish- 
ing on this subject. The whole question is a 
vast and complicated one because of area concern- 
ed and the difficulty of securing good data. I 
am intensely interested in your efforts in this 
connection and feel sure that we can work to- 
gether in advancing knowledge of this interesting 
wild life problem 

Yours faithfully, 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., J. B. Harkin. 
In Chara, Game Survey, Commissioner. 

421 Chemistry Bldg., = 
Madison, Wis. ,U.S.A. Per.. Mea sie Sse 

8 s
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Does the snowshoe grow a new coat or change the color of the old one? 

By A. J. DALRYMPLE 
x may luck for the beast. By the same token, the scientist gives slight 
E credence to the theory that fur changes color to enable animals 

P f? to stalk prey with a greater degree of success. Many carnivorous 
f* animals hunt by night and by scent alone. 

a4 The seasonal conversions affect only four Canadian mam- 
i if L/w mals. They are the rabbit, arctic fox, weasel and lemming. 

3 be ye \, » The lemming is a little fellow of the mouse family, found in the 
pee ji im}; North. The rabbit lives in the open all winter. The Arctic fox 

oe s, a eo ‘5 is described as a creature that “follows the ice’; that is, one 
” bs be) ‘se ? | PY ) that moves about but always keeps within the snow line during 

Z Ps a. 4 ¢ wt 7 the winter. The other two are out-of-doors most of the time. 
f Pedi. Ah * caf iw ~ » None of these animals hibernates like the big black bear that 
Dy Pa os m/\/  sleeps-in during the winter, living off his own fat, or the tiny 
2 xiN an K She i) ‘gopher that subsists on a store of grains and grasses. 
3 ty a "a PO. Mi | f Since the rabbit, for instance, lives in the open, Professor 
we, ee” ae Ay. Hadwen maintains that its first requirement is that it be 

die gt oe ‘ i J» comfortable all year round. It must be able to survive the piti- 
ie x fies AY 4 ; less rays of the July sun and the terrors of the Northern winter. 

Es, pe : nares! In summer it needs a coat to shed the burning shafts. In winter 
wae se et it should soak up solar warmth. The scientist who is convinced 

: i WR re that color variations take place to assure necessary comfort says 
the white coat radiates heat and permits warmth to get down 
near the skin. The brown hair tends to absorb heat waves and 

Twenty minutes before this ee a a 8 ane prevents them reaching the 

picture was taken, the bunny |g @ 3) | 17 a aa ay nag aoe «@ ae To express it in terms of 

was snow-white. Prof. Hadwen oe pe i a CS Na ¢. & B peo | humans and to support his be- 
plucked the white-tipped fur » eee se, 7, , be 6 oo liefs, Professor Hadwen points 

during the spring moult © > p ‘ y ES Fo ob. Dy f pe _ out that fair-haired persons 
ob OF. he ¥ f™ ¢ ot a | suffer sunburn more readily 

N a frosty December (9 i. h\ Bees 2 eo fo aee than their dark-haired broth- 
morning Johnny Jame- a ro Me 4 sf 4 pa ers. The flesh of the fair person 
son, bush farm boy of fas _ : a M PIT ei Be <> .%.\ contains less pigment, or color, 
the Riding Mountains | 9m r * red ae a 4 ¢ co | ~ ~which offers resistance to heat. 

in Manitoba, left the house, § @}% yy es + * y 2? Blondes cannot stand the sun’s 
broke a trail through the snow | gq —_— +. - Ee ee & G6 o scorchings as well as brunettes. 
and disappeared in the woods. e a eS ee Ce 
He returned about noon with si f . ee — a ig URING the winter the 
a live snowshoe rabbit. It was ia wl . ae re 2 D sun’s rays, though not 
the fifth he had trapped in a rea — 82+. ies eo @ any too hot, are sufficient to 
month. - a4 @ OSy.. yo — Bf e6¢ provide a certain amount of 

Johnny didn’t want the snow- | 7) ehee”) 8 6y _ @@ warmth for the rabbit. In 
shoes for food or pelts, and he i oF @¢ ee lle Ol af 2 
was too busy to hunt for the #7" [8 tei ae, A nice new winter coat of 
fun of it. He was making a [0 ayy 90" irene 9 tel 2 a "white except one little spot 
contribution to science at so Lee Me near the tail 
much cash per rabbit. The ani- Snowshoe rabbit during proce “es eg? 
mals were ordered by Prof. ess of change from brown to | “ _ 
Seymour Hadwen, D.V.Sc., white in early winter \ so eRe 
F.E.S., F.R.S.C., of the animal an : uta 

research department, University of Saskatchewan, at Saskatoon. a eas 4 
Professor Hadwen wanted the rabbits for experimental pur- Ye , t ss 

poses. After spending several years studying the changing colors 5 1 p r ca: ce 
of wild animals, he has come to the conclusion that rabbits do not ee 
change color entirely for protection against the onslaughts of ie © — A 
the bunny hunters, but don white overcoats to keep warm in Bee ea ee 9 Saal 
winter. Thus does science explode one more age-old world ris . 

belief. in me | 
Of all those interested in the shattering of credos, the bunnies 4 e P See : <4 

themselves were most upset. Cheated of their liberty to satisfy § ec ee 
research workers, they vented their spite on the keepers of the i 2. OY a 
university pens. They scratched and fought and squealed. When 8 ia a A 
placed in hutches, they became as vicious as a cornered lynx. z=. 4 
Furiously they spent their short-lived strength. They turned on z re a 4 ae 
each other. One died of wounds. The rest were separated. That | 3 sae i 2 | 
was 2 year ago. Since then the laboratory work has shown Fy ble yg > «<3 eae” | 
results. : nce tent Met te ak. | 

Two rabbits were placed outside in open cages for the winter. mf - wes 
They were exposed to the same wintry blasts as they would the spring moulting season the white overcoat is discarded and 
have faced if they had their freedom. The other two were taken replaced by summer dress. 
inside and kept snug and warm beside a steam radiator. The The presence of pigment in the hair and skin forms the basis 
tests on the changing color of rabbits were under way. of Professor Hadwen’s findings. Pigment minimizes any adverse 

Experiences in the arctic tundras and experiments in the effects of light. Pigment is found in brown hair. In white fur 
laboratory have convinced Professor Hadwen that the changing none is visible to the naked eye. 
color of animals’ hair from dark to light is not entirely due to Since the color is a protection for the underlying tissues, 
a need for defensive or offensive protection. That is to say: if a Professor Hadwen believes this is its purpose as opposed to 
hunted being profits by poor visibility while its summer or winter the idea that the alterations take place to render the animal 
coat blends with its surroundings, that is only so much good invisible or nearly so. As further proof, he observes that some 
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Solving the Rabbit Riddle 

winters there is little or no snowfall. At such times the rabbit 
changes color just the same. Then the white fur against a snow- 
less background not only ceases to be a protection but possibly X 
becomes a disadvantage to the hunted animal. . \ 

On the other hand, it is true that some winters the color fades SO CREE RS nd 
before the advent of the cold weather, but it may be argued that Ra SS x we Voy 
the change has become seasonal through long inheritance. Cer- aS OK Se 
tainly it has been proved in the university pens that in the first OS SS 
year at least, the keeping of bunnies in a summer temperature GEaeS SS - 
all winter has little effect on the switching from white to brown. RASS. 

SSS : : 
Hwess made the almost startling statement that the color 2s Sa . cece ae a eid) 

does not change purely as a protective measure and having BON ~~ Se eoere WI 
outlined his reason for arriving at this conclusion, Professor SS en” ae eet 
Hadwen shatters another belief long held by scientists. He ee —— eo ee { 
claims the autumnal change may hardly be considered as a NS 

: tO OE Sha aes ae ‘ ee moult, as the amount of hair lost at that time is but a small PS eee a. oy oe 
percentage of the coat. This means that only a few of the brown eee 
hairs fall out while the hair is changing to white. Properly : ac ee Eee 
speaking, the brown coat simply undergoes a process of bleaching. i 

This may clear up a perplexing question that has bothered x : 
scientists in different parts of the world for many years. As 
far back as 1869, F. H. Welsh Ae 
studied these changes, and ss A cross section of fur in winter, 
since then scientists have S,-.  showing that a white rabbit 
been giving no small amount ‘ Sf » really has four colors in the 
of attention to the phenome- : qh % fur, The tips of the hairs are 
non. As late as 1918, Dr. oy ryt white. Below is a brown layer. 
E. W. Nelson in his book . x aye Next is a tawny shade, and 
Large Mammals of North 44) Xe Ay near the skin a blue section 
America said, “It has been A. de ort 

definitely proved that both < yy at ce explanation. White hair reflects 
seasonal changes are due to ee Ay the harmful heat rays but ab- 
moult. i ft ‘a sorbs little heat. The reflec- 

At a meeting of the Royal “ \\ tions, however, go from one 
Society held in Winnipeg last + hair to another and_ finally 
May, Professor Hadwen de- - reach the brown hair. Were it 
livered a paper on animal col- 4 not for this color, the heat 
oration. He presented facts ~ would go on down and prob- 
similar to those given here, ably burn the skin, But brown 
and pertinently asked if it were hair, like black, is a poor 

Not a cob of corn but a rabbit conductor. Hence the heat 
hair under the microscope. remains in the hair and forms 

This section shows both white a warm layer between the an- 
and brown hair imal’s body and the outside 

é cold air. In summer there is no 
Be eiseticscsecerstarcststoe ss oo ae Perea, $= white hair to catch the rays, The brown hair, of course, absorbs 

we LU peas | ee heat, but does not conduct it through to the skin; therefore the 
EES ptt = ee | baer are rabbit is not scorched. siete 3 
Ay Lr eg ot aaa In this way Professor Hadwen shows that the rabbit is quite 
a THR ‘ A ee = AS happy in his surroundings as well-situated humans are in 

EG Be Hh 3 me eee theirs. He says there is no foundation for the pity aroused in 
Boe ee 1 Mee eee =the minds of readers by writers of animal stories who picture 

EEE re ei . r ow Ne Binet, shivering, suffering beasts of the wastelands and thus create a 
"ERA : . = eee mawkish sentiment for which no reason exists, 

ae 8 ee 
E Be HERES a rnan on the street may ask why humans keep comfort- 

bei . : cuca able by wearing colors which are the direct opposite of those 
Bakes: 4 oe given to animals. Man wears dark clothing in winter and light 
tae : oy apparel in summer. Professor Hadwen gives this explanation: 
1 : oe sun helmets worn by Northerners in the tropics are of white 
wag ge ae material on the outside. The white is designed to deflect the sun’s 
te . ~~ rays. But there is an inner layer of some darker material to 
& 3 absorb any heat that gets through; otherwise the headgear 
ey . ae 3 se would be useless. 
AS ae oe iy NE . Palm Beach suits of white are often made of shiny material 

ee We calculated to throw off the heat. White blinds often have an 
ee ie ST ee ge eas inside layer of darker material to prevent heat passing through 

Snowshoe rabbit after the brown has completely changed to white ‘0 the room beyond. as a 
in early winter Three changes mark the rabbit's color transformation from 

brown to white. One is due to gas bubbles forming in the hair. 
reasonable to suppose that nature would call upon an animal These bubbles break up light and make white hair. A second 
to shed its entire coat in the fall just when it needed it most. change is due to the shrinking of the core of the fiber. This 

Continuing, he produced the fruits of many years of research, results in a shiny strip around the hair, leaving a white appear- 
which included the study of hair of live animals, peltries and ance. A third change is noticeable when air gains entrance to 
furs. He found that the white fur is not new growth but in the gas bubbles. 
reality old brown hair, much of it weakened, broken down and Millions of miniature explosions in the hair cells accompany 
faded. Furthermore, he discovered that in the spring the casting this change from brown to white, according to Professor Had- 
of white hair unmasked a second or. brown layer of the coat wen. Many explosions take place in a single hair. Rabbit hair is 
and that the white broke off at the junction of the two sections. composed of hundreds of small cells. Under the microscope 
The white then, as so much fluff, floated off on the wind in the the filaments look not unlike a cob of corn. Each cell has the 
process of moult. appearance of a grain. In the autumn the cells become dry and 

This statement brings out the fact that the rabbit’s fur is brittle. They fill with gas bubbles. These burst. The hairs be- 
composed of four-color hairs. This is true even in winter when come mere shadows—white shadows of their former selves. 
the rabbit appears white. In reality, only the surface of the The transformation does not take place quickly, however. 
fur is “tipped” with white. Below there is a brown layer which There is a preliminary period when the ears and feet whiten. 
in turn gives way to a tawny shade, while at the base the hair Then in about three weeks the whole process is completed. Al- 
is blue. though the changes come rapidly at times, there are millions 

These four colors play an important part in keeping the of cells affected, and some fibers are slower to action than others. 
animal in fit condition to withstand the elements. Here is the This accounts for the rabbit’s “spotty” (Continued on page 75) 
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Field and Stratm—February, 1930 15 
ies aay from it after svn ine iton SOLVING THE RABBIT RIDDLE , VYWVWVWVVVVVYVVVVVVYV z 

a pole and bringing it into camp with great . y 
shouting and cheering as they waded the (Continued from page 33) : a E 
stream. appearance about the time of the first frost. | _ Pe | ) 

“Let’s take a look at our camote patch,” After air gains entrance to the-cells, | — y ™ i 

said Judge as the sun slanted over the nothing seems to remain except the out- | | \ ies | 

hills. side shell and the inside rows of pigment | | - . | 
We shouldered our rifles and jogged which oncecolored them. “The brokencells | | : 

down the stream. We found the evidence remind one of the fading and shrinking a3 2 oe | 
of much rooting by the pigs and sat all of a flower from a once fair and fleshy | | be io 4 4 
evening, but not a stir did we see or hear. object to a small fraction of its former fet og ee 

“The old air mattress looks good to self,” is the way the Professor puts it. or, — ay ‘ 
me, and I’m off for bed,” I said. There is, nevertheless, pigment left in the be 

Grumbling at the unaccommodating cavities. This appears in disordered fash- A is oad lt 

pigs, we footed it back to camp and turned _ ion, and gives rise to the so-called bluish- a y Oe 
in with our bedfellows, the roaches. There white hair which in reality is not so fair oY \? SS 
was other big game we had not counted as it seems to the casual eye. . | | 
on. Around camp were some of the largest The snowshoe rabbits at the university oe ae 
and toughest rats that ever chewed a helped materially in solving the question oa 
chunk of mouldy cheese. All night they of seasonal change. They started moult- |j- os -_ 
played “prisoner’s base” and “drop the ing in March. It was expected that the Z «| us 
handkerchief,” using us as the base. For bunnies kept indoors would shed rapidly. oe . 
prizes they dragged off shoes, leather Such was not the case. On March 26 one } 
goods of all kinds and even soap. rabbit, which was very wild, was knock- Meet 

One morning I heard Judge spluttering ing pieces of fur off whenever approached. | 
in the brush, hunting for his tube of tooth This way of casting off the old coat would ej 
paste and trying to blame that on the rats. correspond to a similar divesting on the Ay Bass 1 
They lived in holes in the ground with part of the rabbit in the woods, where the 
many entrances and exits. One of the shedding process would be facilitated by ah 
favorite outdoor sports of the natives was contact with twigs and branches. an OW. 
to sit by a en with a huge and a pie ae of the indoor pens ee Meet a six pound small mouth 
wicked bolo while others attempted to about the. same time as those outside. . . 

smoke the rats out by blowing the fumes These did not finish shedding until the bass and his proud vanquisher. 

down into the subterranean runs. The net first week in May. Professor Hadwen was This fish was formerly a fighting 
results were a bunch of winded natives and surprised that the former did not moult | citizen of Canada—up near 

a lot of expectations, earlier and more rapidly, but feels the . € 
We put on two fruitless drives our last change is almost certain to be seasonal Burleigh Falls—but mowie Test 

day and decided that we had reached the through heredity and not greatly influ- | 1 peace having yielded to the 

limit of our bag. That evening ae sat enced | BY climatic conditions. blandishments of a True 
our meal and batted out a few lies as the Without resorting to the hocus-pocus + 

sun sank in flaming hues. An Igorot with © of the magician, Professor Hadwen meta- ‘Temper Rod in the hands of a 

sharp eyes was scrutinizing the ridge morphosed a white rabbit to brown in Cleveland, Ohio, fisherman, 
above the camp. short order by way of proving that the | Mr. F. A. Dronberger, who 
“Babuy (pig),” he grunted briefly and white hair breaks off at the junction of h hy 

pointed up on the hillside. the dark and light. He simply plucked the ee Eee re ae oho i ake 
We scanned the ridge with binoculars. white tips which would naturally fall out have ‘real fishing’ is to have a 
“I don't see a thing,” I said. And then in the spring. This left the brown growth | True Temper Rod along.” 

suddenly I saw three pigs coming down below. Presto! In twenty minutes the i 
the ridge for our camote patch. “Hand me transformation was effected without harm A : “g 

my shotgun! Quick!” to the bunny. The professor merely aided word of caution. | i 

Nshort stopping ay dace my beet Boule Dy enone the “ghost Bate Like every success the True 

ran, with Scabby behind me, for the rofessor Hadwen is now seeking the Sate cate 

stream at about the point the pigs might secret of pigmentation. He hopes to dis- Temper Rod has its ee 

cross. We sneaked through the bushes and cover what stimulates the production of There is always someone quick 

crouched penn come roe there HS color in the spring. Of this he says: to try and “cash in” on another 
sat as day faded and gray dusk settle > : 
over the Shen I heard a faint crackle in ages probable that some internal se- mans hard work and ideas by 

the bamboos and strained my ears. The cretion gives the color. In the case of making something poorer “but 

Igorot was frozen like a statue, piercing rabbits there is a very large amount pro- | like it” and selling it cheaper. 
the gloom of fast-falling night with keen duced in the spring. This is at a time when Don’t let thi pas ” 
eye. The dusk deepened to purple as the the sunlight is very powerful, especially 2 cereals gore Oba eae 
mantle of night descended swiftly. Again when being reflected on snow and ice. keep you from enjoying the fish- 
= ae free but caren ous time. My At sone times the production may cease, ing satisfaction that only the 

affled eyes clove into the darkness in vain. as it does in winter. . 
The Igorot stiffened, raised his finger, “In the case of the polar bear, the True Temper Rod can ove 

leaned toward me and whispered, “Babuy.” beast possesses a colored skin. No doubt Most sportsmen prefer the “real 
My eyes strained every fiber to the ut- this is necessary in summer, when the coat thing” and not an imitation. 

most, endeavoring to pierce the blanket is thin. The skin would otherwise become | yoy can tell the genuine b 

of blackness. Every sense was concen- sunburned.” = g y 

trated on vision—just one fleeting, pre- . Curiously it was Darwin, startling the the words “True Temper 
cious glimpse. Then, in one moment of world with his Origin of Species, who stamped in the butt of the rod. 
super-vision, I saw the big boar standing mentioned the defects of white animals 
in the stream. I raised my gun and pressed and created great interest in the subject. 

the trigger. A roar echoed between the It was Darwin who noticed that white | THE AMERICAN FORK & HOE CO. 
hills. There was a thrashing commotion animals suffered physical infirmities owing SPORTING GOODS DIVISION 
in the water. And then—what was that? A to the fact that they had white skin. They Cleveland, Ohio 
crashing like a cannon ball ripping up burned readily and fell easy victims to 
through the bamboos, followed by silence. parasites, particularly the unwanted at- 
I had shot a sand-bar instead of the pig! _tentions of flies. Hi oie ale 
I passed out in profound shock, and Scab- Professor Hadwen has since found that Monies Red with off: 
by with me. white animals are much more susceptible set reel seat handle, :: 

When we packed up to go, the Igorots to smaller parasites, such as those causing genuine agate guides j 
squatted in a disconsolate row, unhappy lousiness and mange. fad tp tee aves 
at the thought of the loss of their un- It was Darwin who made the now special ‘“Afco’’. 
limited commissary. But we had a gift famous statement that “white cats with 
or a bit of money for each and called them blue eyes are deaf.” Hadwen has con- SS 
up one at a time—Scabby, Bungtan, Dung- firmed this observation. One of the gov- ye 
tugan, Usted, Yewbo, Hippolito, Floren-  ernors of the university has a white cat a 
cio. As they fingered their new-found with blue eyes. It is stone-deaf. The biol- é 
wealth they gathered up their dogs and  ogist while in Lapland also found that ee 
spears and drifted back into the jungle. (Continued on page 87) ISHING O05 aa
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(Continued from page 75) 

white reindeer suffer deafness, loss of} ¢x f% ESTEE Ss aroma =e SS 
sense of smell and lessened vision in| , ae 
strong sunlight. — v 4 y» Shoots new 2% inch speed loads in addition to But the scientists are not merely bent , regular length and also rownd ball. 5 shots, 22 
on exploding old theories. Their purpose Yi /N oe Soeanals Carre) WU CWaA sebon ee euite 
is a more serious one. They are seeking Z 
truths and proofs concerning not only the A 410 GAUGE REPEATING SHOTGUN 
defects in white wild animals but in tame 
beasts as well. If it is a truism that white BY MARLIN 
domestic animals are more prone to ill- : ss ¢ ness than dark-colored animals, then A gun you all have been waiting for. Pic- Thoroughly tested and Pronounced perfect 
human health will suffer, since humans] ture the pleasure that is in store for you by experts. Praised as the outstanding gun 
are in constant contact with beasts of bur- | when you put one of these sturdy built, finely achievement. Astonishingly low priced. 

den and food-producing varieties. — ._| balanced guns to your shoulder for your See your dealer at once and send for com- ‘White domestic animals inherit their favorite shaoting ete detail abs thi accihea ff 5 
whiteness and the defects that go with oF Piete details about this and other famous it,” says Professor Hadwen. “They are Scatter loads for pests around the farm; Marlin Guns. 
eing perpetuated for no useful purpose | in the fields and woods for squirrel, rabbit being perpetuated f ful purpose | in the fields and woods for squirrel, rabbi pone arr 

except to please the eye, as in the case of | muskrat and birds. Round ball loads for deer 
pure white and spotted horses used in : : : | COUPON 
circuses. 4 Boper Renaioe ce ! iS me all details covering your new poh Banepa! obec as a a a © e I yrartin'“410. "This, of course, will not obligate me 
the animal researc! lepartment of the z [ayes 
university is to prove to Mr. Farmer that ioNatn ile oe ot ctroey tare eee eee cn 
it is a mistake to continue raising white Qa 2 ' Lha Redeem eeeeae and spotted animals, and when he gets Vics 
tid of them he will have healthier cattle. | The Marlin Firearms Co., 93 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. Deeg ear eee erage 
‘This wills result inj “healthier; 11t{ 02s | sesesessssasssestescesesessasestic scence eeanSNSEROeSaSESISSSSSS! 
humans theingsdependentsor =crrtmiall eli beg ee ease ole NESE Oe 
and anything that can be done along that MAN THINK OF IT! 
line is worth doing.” Greatest 

Regarding the stand taken by adherents A SPRINGFIELD S Value Ever Offered 
of the “protective color theory,” Profes- SPORTER RIFLE 
sor Hadwen states he has no quarrel aera 
with them, but he holds that there is an- COMPLETE FOR as sae 
other and more important side to the AL _ Used _by Marksmen and! fe ss oS so Left-handed at eacaa big-game Hunters the world question, the depths of which he is anxious SPRINGFIELD ad over. Wil Lane aoe on alepnantt 
to plumb. Sporter ‘ lion or tiger with same deadly certainty as a 

p (e, deer. Calibre 30-06. 24” barrel, 5-shot magazine, full 
A TALK ABOUT SNAKES Rifle sporting stock, pistol grip, handsomely checkered, sling 

s i ee eomen Ne. ee rear Hehe Front Signe gota, or ivory 
i ead, mounted on matted ramp wW: removable guard. nee from page 21) 125 80-08 ed cee eler or 

there will be no more pain than would agains Re Fe SEDGLEY, INC. mamutacturer, estantishea 1997 
come from a briar scratch and no more e 
swelling than this would cause. With such 2308N. 16th St. Phila., Pa. 
a wound there is not the slightest cause for | —__—_—_—£ —_—_________ 
alarm. q i YY Thave had a number of patients brought || WM LLJLM MOLL AG LA LLL OLR LLY CLL 
to me with such a wound upon the hand.| ™% ° : ] ao 
All of them were suffering acutely, not| | | ssl \ [sie Wi WT] / 
from the snake bite but from foolish  & ty i AX. | | oH a 
fright plus a tight ligature about the arm beat Neer Sa 0 DS \a | STAG 

and atte poison of numerous slugs of] §  §N pan Z SZ Neat Bey 
bad whisky. . 5 " i? " aif WT 
Our attitude when dealing with the bite GUN MAIOOr CUMMDESAM AcE COUR AON F TABLE NO. CHAIR NO.4/.GS  STOOLNOS CHAR NOE 

of a pit viper must be very different, and Sold by Furniture, Hardware and Sporting Goods P| promptness with proper action may save a NS : Stores Everywhere ~ Write For 1930 Catalog” | 
life. First of all, don’t lose your head. As| ™) _ eg@ipepzesereyssns GOLD MEDAL FOLDING FURNITURE CO. ee 
quickly as possible a ligature should be|| 4 ——4 trie yl Cent CAVES, Racine ue og 
placed above the wound to keep, so far as] | | G M \ & 
possible, the poison from the general cir- 4 OLD Y IEDAL a t culation. : STEEL BED No.80 Golding Furniture COT NO.d 

If the bite is on the foot or leg, the liga- | eam os an 7 co sg ae os ge a = 
ture should be placed above the knee. If it | (2 — a Vee tase a Ba wa a] 
is on the hand, the ligature should be eee a caeceeeosos one eee eee 
placed above the elbow. At these points ci 
the circulation is most easily controlled bd 99 ¢ W becanne the blood westele he wanted || CHURCHILL'S “X XV” GUN (with 25" Barrels) 
surface. : 2 : . ‘The frst thing that comes to hand tilist Handles like a twenty and shoots as hard asaten. . . . Gives exceptional shooting 
be used for a ligature. A necktie, hand- at long range. . . . Increased strength. . . . Reduced weight. . . . Improved 
kerchief, sock, strip of clothing or bit of balance. . . . Absence of down-flip gives better charge elevation. . . . Easier to heavy cord or small rope is thrown about Uioat ath oe dealt icall Ne . the limb, tied loosely, a stick is thrust : ot wil = orward allowances are practically eliminated. Write for booklet— 
through the loop, and we have a Spanish ote new address. 
windlass that may be twisted tight enough > to stop entirely the return circulation. It ORANGE STREET GUNWORKS, Leicester Square, London, England 
should not be made tight enough to cause 
the limb to become white, as this means Feo—oOOOfjw@wwawQQQeee SSS 
the arterial circulation is entirely cut off.| JOSTAM PADS WIN 1927, 1928 and M 
Also, it must be loosened every ten or fif-] 19229 GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP : J. H O E M A N N 
teen minutes for two or three seconds in ee 5, Neon, Winner TAXIDERMIST and FURRIER 
order that the limb may not die. — ————r—r—CFND "RICK COMING: Acuating wintreal expression Now that the circulation is cut off, we| i timggeaibetttioma Anti Po tera cared 1 eee { 2 c , — Flinch $835, Hy-cun skins tanned and made into rugs and have a moment in which to think calmly ye een err OP iriver” "S.007 PM ladies’ furs, Game heads, fur rugs, etc., on what shall next be done. This will de- Tyga ‘Ask for’ Catalog. for sale. List. All supplies for taxi- 
pend entirely on circumstances, Bete, Que ab) 14 ee 19) 18 Aura 10;1Tes vos paeel ee (CO: peer Open ment heads for rugs, nore 220, scalps for mounting. Every one knows what antitoxin for the | 252,21atway, Chlcage, tt Westem Rep. MoDonad & Lintorts | 9g Gites ayenne © Brooklyay Nos
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GAME SURVEY 
| eee RECEIVED 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE AUG 9 1930 

eae GAME 

So he eee 

Mick 

Dear PS; 

2 am preparing » book on "Game Mansgement,* and also a 
report on the “Game Survey of the North Central States.® 

I om lating the information specified below and would : 
appreciate your filiing tn the repiy bleuk in so far as you sre able, 
Pleage return to me in the enclosed envelope, Phanke for your 
cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 
Aq 

ALD Lorolp 
In Charge, Game Survey gee 

Subjecte Surwedet, Cofletonns fen gow 

Question: 2 192 ues sa plete. bbl you 
& cdeknablae bose Len 4 Arlt Kk bbeck- Ow 4D Cert of Pires ples lobirein i: 

bs aes fot ti absvie Ue bvneles susels Mas year, Corbelype ; 

nosis es VA Zo No oe haere, 

Rabl~d4 prthed mo Iaesn Borie Prine Phinlel4 
a 

f/f 

OO A Lik wt (hd) hold [ent A) a NS] ie 

{/ Y : 
[008 (ree Candalisus :



: a : fiction 
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No. 204 ; 

2 & ; a w 
CANADA f yw >) 

2s J 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AC a 

ENTOMOLOGICAL BRANCH \ Rid ” 

wf . 
v il! 

ENTOMOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 3 x 
TREESBANK, MAN., % ee 

August 2, 1930 oe 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
42I Chemistry Building 

MADISON, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Leopold; 

I have received and looked over your wild life charts 
with a great deal of pleasure and interest. They should be of great 
value in assisting to obtain a true idea of the causes for wild life 
fluctuation as well as prove con¢glusively that such natural fluctuations 
occur, 

I ‘fear I can add little to your information at the present time 
- but the following high and low years in Snow shoe rabbit prevalence 

as they occurred at Aweme, Manitoba may be os interest. phey are taken 
from the journals of my father Percy Criddle and my own. 

Low years High years 

196. 5 1897 ” 
1899 1904 v 
I909 1905 « 
I9IS Igi2 “ 
1928 192r Y, 

1922 v 
1923 

I am convinsed that mech important research remains to be done in checking 
the causes for wild life fluctuation and that many factors are involved 
about which we at present kmow very little. : 

S 

ow very truly 

Wn 

NORMAN CRIDDLE



5 Copy to Mr. King 

dug. 5, 1930 

Mr. Norman Criddle : 
Entomolegical Laboratory 
Treesbank, Manitoba 
Canada, 

Dear Mr. Criddle: 

T am indebted to you for the additionel informtion 
on snowshoe cycles. Probably you realize how exceedingly hard it is 
to find written records. I take it you have no objection to my enter- 
ing this record, and also the ones previously sent you, on my charts 
for publication. 

I am able to give this matter of cycles only incidental 
attention in connection with my work on other game, bat at the Unive 
ersity of Minnesota my institution finances a fellowship devoted i 
entirely to cycles. ‘This work is being done by Mr. Ralph T. King, 
Administration Building, University Farm, St. Paul. I know Mr. King 
would appreciate the privilege of corresponding with you personally. 
What scientific or conservatim meetings are you exnecting to attend 
within the next year where Mr. King and I might heve the opportunity 
of a personal conference? 

- Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey ‘ 

\



UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS vay ye? 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN yw 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. qv 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

October 2, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold pit { 
421 Chemistry Building : | 
Madison, Wisconsin A , 5 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 2 on : 

L 
In reply to your letter of August 21, and confirming our later 

conversation, I will try to answer your questions. ~ 

1. The snowshoe hare formerly occurred south in the southern pen- 
insula at least to Ann Arbor, and as there are records from Ohio, 
it probably occupied the whole state. Published records are: 
1911, Huron County; 1910-11, Osceola County; 1912, Gratiot County; 
1920,Leelanau County; 1920, Grand Traverse County. 

2 I have no records of any cottontails in the upper peninsula. 

3. Yes 

4. No data 

I thank you for the reference to the article In Field and Strean. 

Very sincerely, j 

Lee R. Dice 
Curator of Mammals 

LRD: EGK



: 
due 

Oct. 9,1930 

Mr. Earl Tinker 
District Forester 

_ . Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Marl: 

Here is a very brief write-up of the snowshoe rabbit for 
my report on the north central region, also a copy of the rabbit map. 
Copies of each are also being sent to Zon with this letter. 

Will you kindly f111 in the blanc ficures as to the extent 
of the planting program, ani also let me have any other suggestions 

~~ which you may want incorporated in the text? 

a Zon might want to incorporate, for instance, some figures 
or evidence as to the extent of damage in particular instances, also 
a sentence or two summarizing the species worst affected. 

Since this report may have considerable cireulation in the 
lake States, avi since this caption may have some bearing on the 
Porest Service program, I would be glad to fix it up, within the 
gpace limits roughly iniieate, in any manner that‘ you desire. 

Yours sincerely, 

. ay 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

: In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. 

J



yt if 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE aw 

FOREST SERVICE afi puoi 

LAKES STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION cay? “Ao . " 
\" 

Oe \ UNIVERSITY FARM, 

Rieck ST. PAUL, MINN. 

RSZ October 21, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, ] 

412 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have the copy of your letter of October 9 to Tinker. 

I don't know how much space you may care to give, but 
I em quoting below from two reports in our files with regard 
to the snowshoe rabbit damage. The first is from a report 
by Hatton, of October 10, 1924, as follows: 

"The snowshoe rabbit problem in northern Minne- 
sota seems to have temporarily solved itself in and about 
the National Forests in that state, and damage to planta- 
tions and natural reproduction will not be a matter for 
serious consideration for at least two or three years. 
In a trip of several days in the Superior country and 
on the Minnesota, besides a cross-country trip from Ely 
to Cass Lake of 178 miles through country, a consider- 
able part of which should be the natural home of rabbits, 
less than a dozen rabbits were seen. In fact a half doz- 
en, without recording an actual count, would come nearer 
to the number. 1 checked these observations with the 
rangers, with the Minnesota planting crews, and with 
others, and all are agreed that not more than 10 to 15 
per cent of the numbers observed last spring are now 
present. They are still numerous, or were two weeks ago, 
in the Itasca Park country some 60 miles to the south 
of Cass Lake, but are beginning to die there. It seems 

\\ the epidemic, or whatever it is, takes a course from east 
to west. This was true also of previas epidemics and 

: an epidemic in Cook County one year might not appear in 
a county 200 miles west from there until the following year. 

"A few comparative figures are of interest. State 
Forester Conzet told me in driving along one of the rail- 

roads in that country on a speeder he counted an average



A.L. 

of one rabbit to each rail distance, or every 30 feet. 
On auto roads 20 to 50 per mile were noted, while in the 
same territory this fall, scarcely a rabbit could be 
seen. Mr. Kittredge told me in driving at dusk from ten 
to a dozen would be dashing in front of the auto lights 
all the time. ‘io get observations off the main roads 
I asked the foremen. of the planting crews on the Minne- 
sota Forest how many they see a day, and both reported, 

independently, about 3 and not to exceed 6, with a few 
more in the swampy places. These crews, consisting of 
ten men @ach, cover about 60 acres per day in close forma- 
tion and, no doubt, some duplications occur in counts even 
in these small numbers. So there appears to be no ques- 
tion but that the numbers are reduced below the serious 
menace point for at least a couple of years. They are too 
limited to warrant, at this time, a campaign of publicity 
for exterminating them, although I think had they remained 
as plentiful, or even 50 per cent as plentiful, as last 
spring, such a campaign would have offered the best method 
of attack. As their numbers are now, I can conceive of 
hunters traveling scores, and even hundreds, of miles and 
getting saarcely a shot at one." 

The second is from a report by Kittredge of June 27, 1924, 
as follows: 

"The abundance of the rabbits and the damage they 
are doing are evident to the most casual observer who 
visits the cut-over areas of northern Minnesota. Not only 
are planted trées clipped of tips and needles, but much 
of the natural young growth of pines, spruce, aspen, maple, 
etc., is cut back and defoliated, or barked and girdled 
near the base if the trees are over three feet high. The 
species planted are chiefly white pine, Norway pine, and 
white spruce. The degree of damage is heaviest in the 
white pine and least in the spruce. All three, however, 

a are so heavily damaged as to cause the death of trees 
whose tips can be reached by the rabbits. 

"Examples will illustrate the seriousness of the 
damage. In a white pine plantation on the Minnesota 
National Forest, eStablished in 1914, 79 per cent of the 
living trees had been eaten off by rabbits and 54 per cent 
of those so eaten were damaged so severely that they will 
probably die this season. Many of the dead trees had been 
killed by rabbits, although the proportion could not be 
determined because no trace remained of most of the dead 
ones. White spruce at Elephant Lake near Cusson, planted 

« Be



A. L. ; 

in 1919, had 96 per cent of the living trees eaten 
off by rabbits and of those, 53 per cent so seriously 
as to give no promise of recovery. In a plantation 
‘of Norway pine, established in 1916, on the Superior 
National Forest, in which 80 to 90 per cent survival 
was reported in 1918, only one-third of one per cent 
of the trees are now living and there is abundant evi- 
dence that rabbits were chiefly responsible for the 
death of the others, Rabbits damaged 99 per cent of 
the white pines in a 1920 planation in J. Cooke State 
Park and of those, 94 per cent so severely that they 
will probably die this year. Several areas were ex- 
amined on which almost every planted tree had en- 
tirely disappegred and the condition of the rare sur- 
vivor pointed to the rabbits as the primary cause. 

"In general, the damage is more severe on the 
heavier soils where the brush is denser, becoming 
less on the more open, sandy severe sites. The only 
plantations which have escaped sufficiently to show 
satisfactory survival are those in which the trees 
are too young to show above the snow or be noticeable, 
or those on the most open sites, free from brush, 
where the rabbits apparently do not venture. After 
the trees attain a height of 5 or 6 feet, they are 
probably safe but unfortunately they do not usually 

: reach this height within the 7-year period when the 
rabbits will become sufficiently abundant to destroy 

most of them." 

You will also find a condensed summary of our findings 
in regard to the snowshoe rabbit and forest planting in U.S. 
D.A. Bulletin 1497, "Forest Planting in the Lake States," 

pages 35 and 36, in case you care to refer to published 

material. 

In regard to the McSweeney-McNary allotment for a 

biologist, I wonder if you really want to insert a definite 

figure or whether it would not be better simply to say that 

provision has been made for a biologist in this region with 

such expenses for travel and assistants as he may need. The 

actual figure will doubtless vary from year to year, depend- 

ing on the man who may be assigned and the quality of his 

work. In Austin's case, there was about $5,500 set up, but 

I understand that more than that might be available for this 

region if it were needed. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Enclosure Director



7 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ae = 

FOREST SERVICE So 7 

LAKE STATES DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO Char 
DISTRICT FORESTER Ut 

AND REFER TO Ce MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

(a 

Cooperation 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition 
Mfrs. Institute 
(Geme Survey) November 6, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bidg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I regret very much the delay in answering your letter of 

October 9. 

This office has received a copy of Dr. Zon's letter of 
October 21 which appears to cover the extent of damage, species 
affected, etc., exceptionally well. This office does not have 

available a statement of the financial set-up for planting in the 
several states. The present Federal set-up for the Region is in 
round numbers, $51,000, or expressed in acreage, we now have an 

annual program of around 14,000 to 15,000 acres. The recent 
Knutson Act, with which you are probably familiar, offers substan- 
tial increases in the Planting appropriation up to the year 1934. 
We are, of course, unable to predict just what action Congress will 
take in granting the proposed increase, but we are tentatively 
planning a program of at least 30,000 acres by 1934, and have hopes 

of bring this to at least 40,000 acres per year. 

In connection with your statement that it is impossible for 

new forest plentations to survive during high periods of rabbit infes— 

tation, would it not be well to include a statement to the effect that 
natural reproduction of the better species cannot be obtained under 
the same circumstances. As a matter of fact, we have considerable 
area of National Forest land where seed trees are available for at 
least a partial restocking but we are not getting the reproduction. 

‘ Very sincerely yours, 

Gael p Wale/ 
H. BASIL WALES, 

Assistant Regional Forester.



. ‘Snowshoe Rabbit 

Extract from "An Introduction to the Mammals of Pennsylvania," by 

Leo A. Iuttringer, Jr. Bull. 15, Pennsylvania Board of Game ‘ 
Commissioners, 1931. Page 32. . es ‘ 

VARYING HARE. lLepus americanus virginianus (Harlan). ; 

The Varying Hare or Snowshoe Rabbit is larger than the © 

Cottontail and has larger and broader feet, with long hairs. 

Were it not for this snow-shoe-like equipment they could not 
possibly survive the great snows of their northern home. 

In winter they are white; in summer, grayish-brown 

: above, whitish along the belly. The variation of color with 

the change of seasons is not a change of color of the hairs, 

but a new moult or growth of pelage. 

The young usually number from three to seven. The 

‘ nest is merely a slight depression in a sheltered place on 
the ground and is lined with grasses, leaves, and hairs from the 
female's body. The gestation period is about one month. 

s As a rule Snowshoes are found chiefly in the northern 
counties, although during extremely cold winters they have been 

observed farther south. é



Va.Gawe Mine i. oe 
Va-.G "BLISTERS" IN RABBITS fbn 

Ou. 1932 ses nae sy maracas put ‘Caen ) po by Qu 

. Dr. Thos. E. Winecoff, 
In Charge of Research 

The rabbit is well known to naturalists as subject to more differ- 
ent kinds of disease than any other animal, - in fact, as has been said, some 

rabbit or other has been found with every disease known to man except house- 
maid's knee and writer's cramp. But the most common disease in Pennsylvania 
rabbits is a growth in the body cavity, usually against the body wall, that 
looks like a blister or group of blisters, filled with a watery fluid. (In 
the snowshoe rabbit in Alaska they are usually on the outside of the body, 
mostly on the loin and haunches, just under the muscle sheath. ) 

When this sac, bleb, cyst, or "blister," is less than a year old the 
fluid is somewhat transparent and opalescent, and the "blister" looks, as some- 
one inelegantly phrased it, like tapioca. But as time passes, the fluid be- 
comes more yellowish, and finally comes to look like pus, - though it is not 

pus. 

These blebs are caused by what is called the cysticercoid or inter- 
mediate stage of one of the several species of dog tapeworms. All tapeworms 
must go through this intermediate stage, - must, as it is expressed, have an 
"intermediate host." The rabbit is the intermediate host for practically all 
species of dog tapeworms, the hog is intermediate host to most human tape- 
worms, and so forth; and these watery cysts in the rabbit correspond exactly 
to "measly" pork, except that one is a dog tapeworm, and the other a human 

tapeworm, 

You might - if your stomach would "stand" it - eat a reasonable 
number of these "blisters" raw, and they would not hurt you, as they are not 
a human tapeworm. But don't let your dog eat them without cooking, or he 
will develop tapeworms, - and you will be feeding him areca nut or willow 

ashes to get rid of them, 

Space is lacking for many interesting things about these and other 

tapeworms,



EDITORIAL ROOMS 

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST 
The Curtis Publishing Company 
George Horace Lorimer Editor 

PHILADELPHIA 

January 26, 1932. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have spent considerable 
time trying to locate the article to which 
you refer in your note of January 19th but 
have been unsuccessful. We published an 

’ article about rabbits entitled "Hare-Raising 
Hazards," by Mara Hvans, in the issue of The 
Saturday Evening Post for April 27th, 1929, 
but there is in it no mention of the disease 
know as "horns." An article on rabbits was 
also published in The Country Gentleman under 
the title, "When You Shoot a Rabbit," and will 
be found in the issue for October, 1927, but 
it does not mention the disease in question. 
With regret at our inability to be of service 
to you, we remain, 

Very truly yours, 

Sh 
Mr. Aldo Leopold ‘et . oy, 
RS ee gee Se
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gr May 17, 1932. — 

Aldo Leopold, Esq , 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

US 8k 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Attached is copy of preliminary report 
on the fluctuations in tae numbers-of grouse 
and hares. 

This report as you will see from an ex- 
amination of it is a very superficial one, 
designed more to encourage those who have 
supplied us with information than as a sum- 
mary of the present situation of the grouse 
and nare populations in different” sections. 
While we are concentrating our attention on 

the province of Ontario, we have secured a 

certain amount of information from corres- 
2,ondents in other parts of Canada. 

During the coming summer we shall have 
two students in the field making preliminary 
studies on grouse and hares, 

Any suggestions you care to offer in 
connection with this work will be very much 
appreciated, 

Yours sincerely, 

ef < bad 
JR. Dymond, 

Assistant Director 

JRD:W
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PRELIMUNARY REPORT OF ZiUOTULTIONS IN MUMBSRS 
AND PERIODIC DISAPPSARANCS OF WHONSES (PARTHIDGS) & HARES 

(SNOW-SEO 2 KABBITY ) 

Through the cooperation of sportsmen, naturalists, foresters 
and other observers the Reyal Ontario Museum of Zoology has been 
able to compiie information on the relative abundance of grouse 
end bares in different parts of ths country for several years in 
the past. 

It is clear fron the information thus secured that the ruffed 
grouse, commonly called pertridge, ana the varying hare or snow- 
shoe rabbit are, almost everywuere throughout Canads, much more 
numerous than they were a few years ago, In some sections grouse 
ars said to be more numerous then they have been at any time 
within the last twenty-five years; in other sections they have 

apparently. not yet reached their peak of ebuidance wrile in a 
few sections grouse are still rather scarce, Much the same sit- 
uation exists with reference to hares, except that grouse are : 

more generally abundant than hares. 

it is eight or ton years since grouss and hares were previous-— 
ly abundant, Following a period of abundance about 1921-25 
(varying in different parts of the country) both grouse and hares 
became very scarce. This condition of scarcity has, as already 
stated, been left behind, and we are now approaching or have 
reached a condition of abundance again. Several years bcfore 
the previous period of abundance thers was a period of scarcity, 
and before that-a veriod of abundance (about 1911=16), 

Although grouse and hares are not everywhere abundant at the 
same time, there are, nevertheless, periods covering two or 

three or more years in which they are abundant in most sections, 
Similarly thsre are periods when in most places they are scarce, 

Causes of Disappearance of Hares, The exact cause of the dis- 
appearance of hares is a subject for careful scientific study, 
which is now being undertaken in the Devartment of Biology, Univ- 
ersity of Toronto, Many of our correspondents have given us 
valuable information as to conditions affecting rabbits just prev- 
ious to their disappearance. Somes riorceseatative statements of 
observed discase and death of rapbits are as fiollows:- 

Ne, A. oH. Burk, .B.Se.%,, reports that in. the witter of 1915-15 
in the area from the south part of the Mississegi Heserve to 

Sault Ste, Marie and Blind River in Algoma, Ontario, "rabbits, 
previously plentiful, were dying in large numbers. In one day's 
walk in the bush you could count up to sixty dead rabbits and 
many live ones in such a stats that thsy were unable to run and 
could easily be picked up, "In all cases dsad or dying rabbits 
were infested with a parasits, a grub of some kind. The para-
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sites seemed to be a larvae very much Liks th> pupa of a large 
moth. They wears approximatsl eas inea long by one quarter inch 
diameter, and they formyd lasse lumps fis. ctly under the skin of 
the rabbit, usualiy eround “ick and: hind legs, A small hole 
through the skin of the attacked vebbit was at one end of the 
larva and this perforation was always very festered, 

" WT might add that at this time I had about ten domesticated 
Beigian heres and they were ail attacked ty tne samc parasite, 
énding in the death of el} but two. Those two were possibiy 
saved by the fact that I cut three parasites out of each of them," 

It is imperteant to leavn whcther this condition is generel at 
the time of rabbit disapuvarance, what the pavasite is, whether 
it causes the siecrncss which uffects the rabbits or whether the 
racbits become parasitized by some insect because they are sick 
and so unable to rssist. 

Mr. F. R. Hayward, B.Sc.F,, says that in 1926 in Noewfound- 
land he saw many sick rabbits, too “depey" to gst out of the way 
of anything; many were killed by trains, Ths causes of this dazed 
condition is not known, Rabbits were mors abundant than he has 

ever scen them befors or sines, He counted nineteen dead rab- 
bits in one cleering, 

Mr, Re Oy Brett has seen rabbits in tao county of Hastings, 
with the wood tick so thick on their heads and sars that they 
nearly touched and ths hsad looked grey, It is possible that 
thess sxternal parasites act as carriers of an infectious disease. 

Mr. Crawford of Wiarton, Ontario, states that during the winter 
of 1971-1932 fifteon rabbits taksn in ons day were almost all 
sick with "water blisters," 

Thess blistors are “mother cysts" df a tapeworm; Bloc 
Serialis., A largs number of "daughter cysts" ars buddéd off on 
the inside of ths mother cyst, projecting as clusters of round 
whito nodules in tho watsry fluid in the blister, If a dog or 
wolf or man should cat the rabbit raw or partially cooked, these 
nodules will-vach doveloo into e tapeworm, Eggs will be produc- 
ed by thesc tapeworms and excreted with the facees, Rabbits cat 
these eggs on tnouir forage. Th: eggs hatch and the young worms 
bors their way out of ths intestines. They lodge under the skin 
where the "water blister" i8 formed as described above, 

These blisters ars frequently reported becauss they are so 
large and noticeable; but soa; othor less prominent parasites may 
occur mors commonly and have more serious effects, A certain in- 
testinal tapeworm was found in seven of the twenty-six snow-shoe 

x rabbits autopsied during the past winter; stomach roundworms were 
found in eight of those rabbits, while Multicoos ssrialis was 
found in only three, LS =



Causes of Disappeandnee Ol Gros, Discase 1s less often nou- 
deed along grousé than among wavos, There ers, however, ovid- 
ences of both dissase and of parasit2s. Following are some typ- 

ical statements: 

Major Mark Robinson of algonquin Park, rsports finding lousy 
ara G6.0k erouss in June end July, 1925. Ho says “A erouss we 
ucck rom a hawk was swarming with a small white louse." 

Mc. Kennoth Monzics'!, Fanelon Falls, Ontario, said "About seven 
years ago I noticed a flock, some dead on the ground, others dy- 
ing (a horned owl was eating ons). ghey would not fly away." It 
is important to know to what cxtsont hawks, owls and other predat- 

ors proy on dissased and parasitigsd birds, 

There. are a number of reports reforring to Tice or ticks and 
a nuaber msntion having found intestinal worms, Grouse have besn 
picked up dead by several, Mr. H. Zlkington of Plsvna, Ontario, 
writes: "In October 1924, found one dead partridge without any 
marks, Know of several others sicked up in th bush witiout 
any known causs of death." 

Weather conditions have been given by many with avparsnt good 
reasons as a factor of groat importance in ths lifs of grouse, 
Mir. H. C. Hoskins of Temagami attributes a scarcity of grouse in 

1952 in his arca to a sloct stwrm in January of that year. He 
further writes:.."During 1922-26 tho avcrags flock of young was 
from two to six, and some hen birds without any. This Isbshieve 

to havs bsen caused from cold waathcr_during the laying and 
hatcning scason,® 

Reports have also been receives of grouse inside cities or in 
othsr unusual places, and of so-celled "crazy" grouss which fly 
into buildings and destroy themsslves. These ooservations are 
very interesting but whether this condition can be attributed 
to any diseased or parasitized condition in the grouss is a mat- 
ter for investigation, 

Future Studics. The causc of the periodic disappcarance of grouse 
and hares is a subject of great scisntifie as well as practical 

interest. Verious phases of the probicm ars being investigated 
by scicntists in Canada, ths Unitcd States and Zngland, ‘ The Mus- 
sum and tho University ars cooperating with the Dominion Govern- 
ment and with other organizations in Canada in an sffort to secure 
as full and completes information as sossibls on conditions in this 
country. It is noped that ths Canadian contribution towards an 
understanding of this problsm will be equal to our onportunitics. 
If wo arz to be sucesssful wo shall used the cooperation of 
sportsmen, naturalists and other students of nature. Not only 
doss the disappsarancs of grouse intorfers vith sport, but the 
dying off of rabbits reduces ths supaly of many fur-b.aring an- 
imals and sosa?rsets 2 very latce number of our people,
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How you cen Assist, Persons who are in a position to do so can con 
Uf buts materially towards th suc¢ess of thsso studies by report- 
ing tho results of their obssrvations to us, Dlvass mako notes of 
your observations at the timo they arc made, noting ths date, so 
that you will have a record to which to refsr when asked for your 

observations, 

Following ars some points on which we require information: 
The date on which you sce a grouss's nsst and the number of 

eggs; if grouss is incubating, nots that fact. 
Tho datc on which you first soo a famale with young and the : 

nuinbor of young. State how old you judgs the young to be. 
Ths weather for soms time after grouse hateh with datos of 

rain, cold wsather, etc,. 
avery dato on which you sev a fsmale with young with number 

of young and approximate sizs of young. 
(We know it is vory difficult to detormins the number of young 

grouso, but by being paticnt and using stratcgy, a few observers 
may obtain valuable information for us, It is impbrtant to know 
the avorags numbsr hatched and ths number surviving at different 
sizes), 

First date of secing a brown mre and last date of sscing a 
white one in spring and vice versa in autuwan, 

Any observations of younr herss csvscially if found in their 
"form, will be most valueble. Give dates of sessing young hares 
their aporximate sizes and the numbers scon togothor, 

~ofinitse observations as to cause of death of young or old 
grouse or hares, It is of dittle use»to -resortethat. havkerkidL 
them unless you actually soo the hawk make the kill, If you do 
sso a hawk kill a grouse or hare, note whcther the lettor ap- 
pears to be a normal healthy one or a diseased or wWvak ono, 

Actual observations on these points are very important, 
Date on which sick or dissased grouss or hares ars seon, with 

description of symptoms, ste. 
Number or approximat: proportion of grouse or hares diseased, 
Numbcr of ticks or other parasites found on specimens should 

bs recorded. 
Specimens or tieks, flsas, lies mites, found on spocigens 

with dats should by pros .rvsed if possible. Glass vials ars dest, 
Preservative for tits nurvose vill be ssnt on request. 

Specimens of diseascd or parasitiz3d grouss or hares, or of 
grouss or narss found dcad or of so-callsd “crazy” grouse, should 
be sent by express collect to th: Royal Ontario Mussum of Zoology, 
Toronto 5, 

Persons who continuc to cooperate with ths kusscum in this 
study will recsiveo our reports from tims to time as issucd, It 
is expe@ted that ths study will cover several years, and it is 
not until it is comglatcd that a final rsport can bs dublishod, 
but bricd reports of progress will-apposr from tim: to tims, If 
you are able to do no mors than report whether grouse or hares
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a¥v2 moro or less abundant this coming ycar than thoy wore Last, 
We Sligil avprauciet: it, but naturally the oro of ths observ9t79u5 
steetcsted apovs that you can maks,) tne Devtsr; ana we feel sure 
that you will enjoy making these Gdstaiisd observation,; in cor- 

nection with ths study of this important suoject, 

We shall send you questionnaire forms in the autumn. on which 

to record your observations, 

Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology 

Toronto, Ont.



a a Snowshoe 
From Forest Research Digest, 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station, 
February, 1933. 

SIZE OF STOCK IN RELATTON TO ANIMAL INJURY 

George S. Perry, Research Forester of the Forest Research 

Institute at Mont Alto, Pennsylvania, advances an interesting ex- 

planation of the apparent preference of deer and rabbits for large 

planting stock. 

In a recent article ay he introduces evidences to show that 

deer and rabbits do more damage to larger sizes of stock. In 1932 

and 1935 a number of coniferous plantings were established in open 

fields at an elevation of 2,100 feet above sea level. Red pine, 
white pine and several exotic species were used. In May, 1934, 

an examination was mace to determine survival and the amount of 

damage done by deer and rabbits. The smaller stock, two years old, 

was established just about as well as the older, which was three 

years old when planted. However, the smaller stock showed far 

less damage as a result of grazing by deer. The theory is that 

large trees grown in fertilized nursery soil contain mineral salts 

in such large quantities as to make them especially attractive to 

deer and rabbits. 

The Station has had similar experiences but attributed it 

to the fact that the small stock did not attract the notice of 

deer and rabbits as much as the larger plants. A striking instance 

of this is a seed spotting experiment begun at Moose Lake on the 

Superior National Forest in May, 1931. The seed spots germinated 

well and the seedlings were doing splendidly. The demage by 

rabbits was very slight up to the time the plants reached a height 

of about 3 inches. After this the proportion of nipped plants 

increased very noticeably. 

Another very striking case with similar implications is a 

grading test carried out on the same National Forest. The stock 

planted was Norway pine, all of which was the same age, 2-0. The 

plants varied considerably in size, however, and they were graded 

on a size basis into three classes, large, medium, and small. The 

different sizes were planted in adjacent rows. The following table 

shows the proportion of the trees damaged by rabbits during the first 

summer and also during the second growing season. 

Size Class Per cent damaged 

First season Second season 

Large 13% 38% 
Medium 11 ol 

Small 9 23 

ay "Open Field Planting" - George S. Perry, Service Letter, 

December 6, 1934. The Pennsylvania Dept. of Forests & Waters, 

eis



The rabbits preference for large trees is plainly discernible, 
Whether this is due to higher salt content as sugzested by Perry or 
to the greater conspicuousness of larger plants cannot definitely 
be determined from the data at hand. However, the Experiment Station's 
evidence ppints toward the latter factor as the attraction sinde the 
plants observed developed under essentially similar conditions and 
therefore the different sizes should not have varied greatly in salt 
content. That such variation did exist and that it may be correlated 
with size is perfectly possible however,



Snowshoe 
Rabbit 

From Forest Research Digest (lake States Forest 
Experiment Station), February, 1933, p. 7. 

INDIRECT RABBIT CONTROL 

Efforts to protect young plantations from injury by rabbits 

have been directed toward the reduction in the number of rabbits. 

The success of these efforts has not been encouraging. However, 

effective protection can be attained by more indirect methods. 

Experiments conducted by the Station show that rabbit damage is 

greatly reduced by the removal of underbrush. For the past three 

years, rabbit damage has been kept at a low figure in white spruce 

plantations under aspen stands on the Chippewa National Forest. 

On two plots, each one acre in size, the underbrush was removed 
from 7/8ths of the area and left on 1/8th. Every year the rabbits 

nip from 40 to 60 per cent of the trees in the underbrush, but 

only 5 to 10 per cent of the trees in the cleared area. Some 60 

acres of planting in brush areas were effectively protected from 

rabbit damage last winter by removing the brush. 

Several examples can be drawn from experiments on the 

Superior National Forest also. In a white pine plantation set 

out in the spring of 1932, the damage by rabbits during the period 

October 1933 to September 1934, was as follows: 

On 3 plots of 100 trees each - no overstory, sod ground-cover 6% 

On 1 plot of 100 trees - jack pine overstory - light brush 15% 

On 4 plots of 100 trees each - medium to heavy brush cover 55% 

In another location a twenty acre clearing was planted with 

Norway pine and Scotch pine; the rabbit damage here was negligible 

except around the edges of the clearing which was bordered by heavy 

brush and aspen cover. The damage to a comparable plantation made in 

an area of patchy brush was 35 per cent. 

The same results were noted on the Huron National Forest also. 

Observations upon four ten-acre plots showed rabbit damage only on 

the plot with brushy undergrowth and none on the three plots lacking 

such cover. 

When the brush is removed it is believed that leaving scattered 

trees or snags as perches for hawks and owls will prove valuable in 

keeping down the number of rabbits. 

see
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Note for Subject Folder "Weishts of Game": The monthly reports of Dr. 

Green on "Minnesota Wild Life Disease Investigation" contain weights of 

grouse and rabbits examined, in grams. Where these are animals shot for 

sampling the weights should be usable as normal weights. 

AJL. 

Copies for Ruffed Grouse 
Prairie Chicken 
Snowshoe ~~ 
Cottontail
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THE CANADIAN SNOWSHOE RABBIT ENQUIRY, 1932-33 

Edited by CHARLES ELTON 

Te tanec e eas ancl ene men Or ne Mr. W. D. Taylor, National Parks of Canada, 
Bureau of Animal Population. Department of Zoology Who handled the details of the National Parks 

and Comparative Anatomy, Oxford University, England.) uectionnaire, the Royal Canadian Mounted 

ater Police, the Game Officers of the Provinces of 

Canada, Honorary Game Officers under the Mi- 
= N 1931 the Commissioner of National gratory Birds Convention Act, Holders of 
eT) Parks, Mr. J. B, Harkin, authorized  Scientifie Permits under the Migratory Birds 

an enquiry into the ten-year cyclical Convention Act, Taxidermists, Superintendents 
fluctuations of the Snowshoe Rabbit and Wardens of the National Parks of Canada 

or Varying Hare (Lepus americanus) which and other observers throughout Canada, My 
are of such great economic and biological wife, Rose Elton, has given very valuable 
importance in Canada—economically, through assistance during the work on this material. 
their influence on the fur-trade, conservation, This year it was fortunately possible to in- 
food supply, and forest damage, and biologi- clude also the informaticn contained in the 
cally through the scientific interest of their annual zoological reports (176 in number) 
fluctuations and the fact that these form a from the Hudson’s Bay Company’s fur posts, 
useful index of similar periodic changes in which have been renewed after a short inter- 
the populations of other forest animals and val, owing to the interest taken in the enquiry 
of game-birds, which in turn have economic by the Governor, Mr. Ashley Cooper, and the 

implications. A questionnaire enquiry was Fur-Trade Commissioner, Mr. Ralph Parsons. 
carried out from Ottawa under the general The Governor and Committee of the Company 
supervision of Mr. Hoyes Lloyd, and the have kindly agreed to the publication of this 

results mapped at Oxford and published in information, which I have combined with that 
The Canadian Field-Naturalist 47: 63-69, 84- from the National Parks Branch enquiry in 

86, 1933. The successful coordination of these the three maps shown in Figs. 1-3. Dr. A. G. 

results justified the continuance of the enquiry Huntsman has also obtained through the fish- 
as an annual one, and the present report covers ery organisation valuable information from the 
the twelve months ending May 31st, 1933, this Maritime Provinces, but this is not available 

forming a useful’ biological year which also in time for inclusion in the present survey. 
corresponds with the working year (“Outfit”) Information about snowshee rabbits is also 

of the Hudson’s Bay Company. The question- promised from Alaska and Newfoundland, the 

nair>s was similar to the one used in the first former bv courtesy of the U.S. Bureau of 
enquiry, the main feature being the compar-  Biolcgical Survey, and the Alaska Game Com- 
ison of abundance with that of the previous missicn, and the latter hy the co-operation of 

year and not simply with some vague concept the Commissioner of Natural Resources in 

of the “usual”. In this way a running record Newfoundland. It is hoped, therefore, in 

(up, level, or down) is obtained from year to future years to make these maps international 
year. Other questions dealt with habitats, in scope, so as to give an annual record of the 

disease, and former years of abundance and snowshoe rabbit cycle from Behring Strait to 

searcity. Five hundred replies were received, the Atlantic. In carrying out preliminary 
an increase of nearly 50%. Owing to the fact negotiations I have to thank Mr. Copley Amory 

that observers were in a better position to and Sir Wilfred Grenfell, both of whom gave 

know what to look out for, the standard of me valuable advice and practical assistance. 
replies was even higher than before and It has been mentioned that one special 

rendered accurate mapping possible in most technical feature of this enquiry is the year- 

instances. 1 wish to express my appreciation to-year comparison of abundance. The second 

of the services rendered by the following:— feature is the method by which the results are
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mapped. The details of procedure were ex- studying the replies to questions, this exag- 

plained fully in the previous report and need  geration of the original areas covered is not 

not be repeated here: the essence of the a serious matter. The area mapping method 
method is that the area covered by each _ has the advantage of giving due weight to the 

observer is plotted as accurately as possible widely different sizes of area covered by 
on a large-scale map and noted as “more”, different observers. 
“no change”, or “less”. Areas with “none” The gross area of the squares on the grid 
(meaning “permanently none”) are ignored overlapped by observers was, for the National 
for the present purpose. When the area is Parks enquiry, about 640,000 square miles, 

not accurately specified, a circle of ten-miles and for the Hudson’s Bay Company posts 
radius (twenty miles across) is drawn round about a million square miles. There is, of 

the central point. The data from the large- course, a good deal of overlapping between 

scale maps are then transferred to a smaller- the two systems, although the former tends 

scale map of Canada by means of a grid of to occupy the more settled regions of Canada 

30-mile squares (900 square miles in each). and the latter the northern and more remote 
Since a square is marked in even when only forests. The total area covered by filled-in 

a part of it is covered by an observer, the squares on the final joint map is 1,500,300 
final results occupy a greater area than the square miles, so that the overlap is seen 
original observations. But as the main object to be about 140,000 square miles, or 9% of 

of the method is to make standard compar- the whole. It is thus apparent that the 

isons from year to year without introducing National Parks enquiry and the Hudson’s 
the subjective opinions of the mapper who is Bay Company reports dovetail in a most 
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Figure I. State of the snowshoe rabbit population in 1932-33. Dotted areas are 

groups of squares overlapped by areas of observers reporting relative increase 
in 1932-33 over 1931-32. Larger black dots are Hudson’s Bay Company posts 
etc. Broken lines show main vegetation zones.
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valuable manner and between them cover It was considered advisable to try to es- 
most of the inhabited regions of Canada timate the degree to which the grid system 
south of the tree limit and north of the prairie. does exaggerate the actual area of ground 
A number of reports do, in fact, cover a covered by observers, who do not, of course, 
further portion of the settled belts in which form a completely overlapping system of “ter- 
rabbits are scarce or absent: these have been  ritories.” This was done by measuring the 
omitted from the present analysis. In map- actual original areas plotted on the large 
ping the Hudson’s Bay Company resuits a scale maps of the provinces, by means of an 
conventional area of fifty miles radius (a Amsler planimeter. The technique is a good 
cirele a hundred miles across) was allotted deal more laborious than the grid method but 
to each post, following the advice of the com- the results have a high degree of accuracy— 
pany’s officials. In most instances this is much higher than the actual plotting of areas 

admitted to be an underestimate. The in- from observers’ descriptions. Only the 

formation is supplied by the post manager, National Parks were examined in this way. 

on the basis of his own observations and those In carrying out this special test I wish to 
of trappers and other visitors to the post. acknowledge the assistance kindly given by 

Where overlapping occurs between neighbour- Mrs. M. J. Baden-Powell who also copied a 
ing posts, any difference in record is mapped number of large scale tracings for the Bureau. 
by dividing the territories in a simple geomet- Prince Edward Island was omitted owing to in- 

rical manner. In future years it will be pos- sufficient data. The total area covered by the 

sible to obtain more precise information about National Parks results was for the grid about 
the exact regions to which observations for 512,000 square miles, and for planimeter mea- 

each post refer. surements about 275,000 square miles, the latter 
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Figure 2. State of the snowshoe rabbit population in 1932-33. Vertically hatched 
areas are groups of squares overlapped by areas of observers reporting 
relative decrease in 1932-33 over 1931-32. Horizontally hatched areas, no 
change. Larger black dots are Hudson’s Bay Company posts ete. Broken 
lines show main vegetation zones.
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being 54% of the former. Thus the grid if all the recorded overlaps were apparent 

method about doubles the apparent area cover- (e. g. ‘more’ in one corner of a square and 

ed by the network of observers. The second “less” in another, with no real overlap). The 

point that can be tested by the planimeter true figure lies somewhere between the two. 
work is whether the relative amounts of It is clear that rabbits were still on the in- 
“more”, “no change”, “less” and “overlaps” crease in most parts of Canada in 1932. It 
are the same by the two methods. Analysis will be remembered that the percentage re- 

shows that the grid is quite a reliable guide cording increase in 1931-32 over 1930-31 was 
to the ratios between these different categories. 85-92: almost the same. 

It is hoped to publish the details of this The increase areas have been shown on one 

analysis at some other time, together with map (Fig. 1) and the decrease and no change 
another analysis which would enable the figures on another(Fig. 2). The third map(Fig. 
reliability of observers to be tested statistically 8) shows that a most important change had 

(by the frequency of agreement among ob- taken place in the snowshoe rabbit population 

servers covering the same territories). during 1932, for the previous year had shown 

We now have to analyze the results of the increase with little evidence of widespread 
main map (Figs. 1-3). Of the 1667 squares disease, while the reports for 1932 show the 
covered, 1508 (=90%) recorded more, 159 onset of important epidemics over a large 

(=9%) no change, and 189 (=10%) less. part of the West and in some other parts of 
The amount of overlap by the squares record- Canada, in almost all cases in areas which 
ing more, on others, was 8%. Thus the percent- —_ showed continuous increase during the summer 
age of the whole area recording more snowshoe of 1932. Most of the epidemics took place 

rabbits in 1932-33 than in 1931-32 was between uring the winter of 1932-33 and spring of 1933. 
82 and 90. The higher figure would be correct There is not space to enter into a detailed 
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Figure 8. Epidemics among snowshoe rabbits. Dotted areas are groups of squares 

overlapped by observers reporting epidemics and decrease in 1932-33. Most 
of these epidemics took place in winter and spring 1932-33 after continued 
increase in previous summer. (See Fig. I.)
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description of the numerous reports dealing personal knowledge. The tularemia bacillus 

with these epidemics. It may be remarked can be recovered from infected ticks, and the 
that spotted liver disease (coccidiosis or presence of the disease thus proved. 

tularemia) occurred in several instances, that The maps can be further analyzed according 

the usual increase in tapeworms [Cestodes] to the different provinces, and the results for 
and in ticks [Ixodide] was recorded commonly, the whole grid are given in table No. 1. 
and that in some places the epidemics were Where two percentages are given, the higher 

very severe while in others they did not seem is that obtained without allowing for over- 
to have seriously affected the numbers. The laps with other categories (less, no change), 
examination of these epidemic reports will the lower after subtracting the percentage 

have to be done by a pathologist with ex- overlap. The variation in overlapping is great 

perience of snowshoe rabbit disease, since in different regions. It is most marked in 
the symptoms described are rather varied. the Maritime Provinces and the settled parts 

From recent work that has been done in of Ontario and Quebec. (Prince Edward Is- 
Canada, it appears probable that tularemia land has been omitted from the table owing 

may be much more widespread in the north- to incomplete data). 
ern forests than has been generally supposed, The regional distribution of the epidemic 
and that the snowshoe rabbit fluctuations may is of interest. The results are shown in 

assume an important medical aspect. Any table No. 2, as percentage number of squares 

observer finding snowshoe rabbits infested with relative to the whole and to those reporting 
ticks, whether the animal be alive, dying, or increase (no allowance has been made for 
recently dead, can be of service by keeping overlaps). The main incidence was in the 

some of the ticks alive and posting them Middle West, and here the epidemics were 
with suitable covering information to any of almost entirely confined to the northern 

the pathologists who are at present studying forests. The high figures for New Brunswick 
this problem: Dr. Eric Hearle, Entomological and Nova Scotia may or may not be of 

Laboratory, Kamloops, British Columbia; Dr. significance in the ten-year cycle: we have yet 
R. G. Green, Medical School, Minnesota Uni- to prove for certain that the Maritime Pro- 

versity; Dr. R. R. Parker, Spotted Fever vinces take part in the regular fluctuation. 
Laboratory, Hamilton, Montana; or the It has also to be remembered that the rabbit 

Alberta investigation under the direction of population is in these provinces much more 
Professor William Rowan, Department of Zoo- split up into small colonies, and this is prob- 

logy, Alberta University, Edmonton,—to men- ably the cause of the very great overlap in 
tion some of those of whom the writer has opinions which makes the high epidemic fig- 

TABLE No. 1 

Total _|No. squares] % squares |No. squares| % squares |No. squares] % squares 
squares | reporting | reporting | reporting | reporting | reporting | reportirg 
covered | increase | inerease | decrease | decrease | no change |no change 

VON isin eae ne meee 30 28 93 2 Zi 0 0 

Northwest Territories.......... 187 154 76-82 28 10-15, 16 8-9 

British- Columbia oi. sins 180 174 89-97 2 0-1 21 3-12 

Alberta. seeks slates cacenes a 307 301 82-84 0 0 15 2-5 

Saskatchewan ).20.. 22.00. 140 114 66-81 27 9-19 27 9-19 

Manitobar scat ese Saher cos wines 157 149 95 0 0 8 5 

Ontario sya wae aa tah 326 276 75-85 58 10-18 46 4-14 

Qiiebect iG Sa ek ane aes 295 281 94-95 14 1-5 32 1-11 

New Brunswick........:...... 20 Alp 50-85 8 10-40 4 0-20 

Nova Scotiat 2-7... acaba ics 25 14 12-56 20 16-80 20 16-80 

TOTAL | 1667 | 1508 | 82-90 | 159 | 4-10 | 189 4-11
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TABLE No. 2 
ooo OOOO 

No of squares reporting | % of Squares reporting % of squares reporting 
epidemics 1982-33 epidemics (out of total | epidemics (out of increase 

covered squares) squares) 

SVUkOnien). Goins cecum nae ac 2 7 it 

Northwest Territories............. 19 10 12 

British Columbia................ 31 17 18 

ADORE ooh meee oe east « sine Bacon 118 38 39 

Saskatchewan™......c: <<. 5-+oe 4: 31 22 27 

Mantiohar. qocccjeans vines ce 2 6 6 

Ontario aes. seismic crises 13 4 5 

UIE DEG ice ies keene er ttle nto sini 33 11 12 

New Brunswick... -..-...------- 6 30 35 

Nova Scotia.< sno tae. cece woe. 9 36 64 
Cee ee ee SS 

TOTAL 271 | 16 | 18 

SS ———————eee—E—E—E—E—E—E—————— 

ures of less importance than those for the evidence of decrease through disease in 1932 in 

West where the opinions are much more un- _ the northern part of the Northwest Territories. 

animous. The 1932 epidemics are the first wide- The main regional incidence of the epidemics 

spread sign of the periodic decline of snow- is in line with that noticed in previous cycles, 

shoe rabbits in Canada, and we may expect where decrease usually began in the West and 

to find decrease setting in in other areas until spread eastwards, and started first in the 

the map is covered with practically 90% de- northern forests, only coming to the grove 

crease in a few years’ time. The main epidem- belt and southern forests of the eastern part 

ie in Alberta and Peace River is independently of Canada a year or two later. 

confirmed by the National Parks and Hudson’s On the practical side, it may be safely fore- 

Bay Company enquiries which here overlap cast that the decline in fine fur began in 1932- 

to a considerable extent. In Alberta the 33 and will continue to an increasing extent 

epidemic area runs across to the east side of during the next four years (eg. Lynx [Lynx 
Lesser Slave Lake and mainly north of the canadensis|Coloured Fox,| Vulpes sp.]and also Wolf, 

55th parallel, and in Saskatchewan it runs [Canis lycaon] Coyote, [Canis latrans|, etc.) The 

across to a definite point at which there is a parallel cycle in game birds now well substantiated, 
belt of high density with no further increase will also begin to show a decline, so that 

but no epidemic, and east of this again high sportsman may expect fewer Ruffed Grouse, 

density and increase with no epidemic. In the [Bonasa umbellus], ete. 
next few years it may be possible to construct Much further work remains to be done in 

a fairly good contour map showing the devel- analysing the abundant material obtained from 

opment of these epidemics. There is a report the enquiry, but it seemed desirable to present 
of local disease in the Mackenzie River Delta the preliminary results as soon as possible. 
and also somewhere in the region of Fort Copies of the questionnaires, the large scale 

Providence west of Great Slave Lake. These tracings, and the final maps, are being deposit- 

have not been mapped owing to lack of exact ed at the National Parks Branch in Ottawa, 
localities. Apart from these two reports and and in the Bureau of Animal Population at 

those from Liard River, there was no definite Oxford.



Extract from letter from C, R, Townsend, Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd,, 
Port Mentor, Anticosti, Pee. June 21, 1934, (Filed in Grebe folder) 

"I am enclosing an extract from my last ammal report which I hope 
may prove to be of some interest to you, in connection with this extract 
you will find a graph of our fox take from 1917 to 1934, and in connection 
with this I may say that we purchased the island only in 1926 and I am 
not sure of the statistics before that date, I am inclined to believe 
that up to the year 1923 poaching very seriously affected the take, also 
I believe that although 1925 was a comparatively poor year for fox trapping, 
the take of fox was affected by a poor trapping organization that year. 
We still have poaching on the island, mt I believe that this does not 
affect our anmal tke from one year to another, By this I mean to say 
that poachers take perhaps 104 anmally. Partridge seen to be still 
quite mmerous this year, I will be very pleased to give you information 
on our partridge population from time to time and we will watch it this 
year particularly, I recently had a questionnaire to f111 in from Elton 
of Oxford and you may be interested to imew that rabbits on the island 
are apparently on the inerease at the present time and probably near the 
maxima, I do not believe that rabbit is such sn important item in 
the food of fox here as in other parts of Canada, From somewhat limited 
analysis of contents of fox stownaghs, we believe that fox feed pretty 
mach on deer meat during the winter and early spring and from observation 
we believe that in the sumer their diet is largely fish,* 
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A STUDY OF GOMB PARASITES OF RABSITS OF CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 

J, W. Ward, University of Oklehon 

toate aE ete at sone tareatis) 

Se Big gue aguas (omoe ra areas of central were ed 
for parasites. Sxeminations were made for external parasi’ and 
oe ee eee frontel sims, macal sinus, orbitel sims, 
mascles, is abdominal and pelvic cavities, Smears wore made 
of spleen, liver, blood and focess 

Paresites found were grouped as follows: twelve species of 
Arthropods, four Costedes, seven Nematodes and five Protozoa. 

ARTHROPODS» 

le Fleags 

SS Ee Sa et se Ae Seek veaete ent oe 
EA SERA Hh SNES Shy: wae Meh ae 

Spilopsylius simplex, was found on ten cottonetails. 
}e inequelis, was f on four cotton tails, 
cteuecephalus felis, was found on one cotton-tail. 
veratophyllus multispinosus, from two jack rabbits. 
veratephylius wickaman: one cottonstail. 

&. Mites. 

SET ce cat cartg' cca, cas poecens summer was 
om three per cent of others. 

STE easels, oo jak reelin, sate oa Etontalls, two jack rabbits, and one 
swamp rabbit. 

Se Sucking Lise. 
Fee REE, NINE louse, was collected from 

* 

4e Tiekss 

Renesas So in . and one swemp rabbit. 
Ixodes marxi, one specimen was taken from a jack rabbite
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GESTODA. 

Me SIeSStS el Hes Kastrcte cttonscntey a Was GO. bee phirty~twe » one 
rabbit end two swamp bits. 

Ze Multiceps serialis, was collected fran cix jack rabbits. 
Se Multiceps packi, wae teken from tw jack rabbits. 

: 4. Cittotenia otencides, was taken fran fourteen cotton-tails, 
we ec! bbits and one swamp rabbit. 

RSMATORA, 

le Hepatioola hevatice wes collected from one cotton-tail. 
2. tricharis leporis was taken from two swamp rabbitae 
Be “ageeluriug smht. zu ee collected from twelve cotton-tails 

4s wea taken from sixteen cottonteils, 
bh jet) bolt a ‘two swamp rabbits, 

Be Srebhahe rien | collected from six cotton-tailes 
one swan te 

Oe et en ee vebndte ant 

T Gus Gibteehhtiel temmbels teen iebmieeel of gidbatadlay 
of a jack rabbits
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THE SEASONAL FOOD HABITS OF THE SNOWSHOE HARE ye 

An examination of the stomachs of 53 Snowshoe hares taken in Minnesota 

was made by the Biological Survey. Analyses of the foods found in the stom- 

achs brought out the seasonal variations in the diet of these hares. 

In spring their food consists of portions of woody plants, grasses and 

herbaceous material, with the woody plants probably representing the major 

part. A heavy infestation of nematode worms (Obeliscoides cuniculi) is 

commonly found in the stomachs. 

In the summer, herbaceous plants become the most important item of food 

and but a small proportion comes from woody plants. There.is also a marked 

reduction in the number of stomachs containing the nematode worms. 

During the fall, grasses become the chief food, although a small amount 

of bark and buds from woody plants is eaten. Practically no worms are found 

in the stomach at this season. 

In winter, when snow covers most of the available ground vegetation, 

these hares live almost entirely on a diet of burk from vioody plants. The 

. nematode worms again begin to show up in relatively small numbers but in most 

of the stomachs. The presence of fur in the stomachs roughly follows the 

same trend as the worms, At present little is knowm as to whether the worns 

have a beneficial or a damaging effect on the rabbits. 

Forest Research Digest, 

May, 1935 sls
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— ; , ; Fe the Stati ~< Snowshoe Heres in Wisconsin. yard 
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Snowshoe Heres Kewain Abundant; Decrease Quly 10% to 25%. 

Snewshee Hares still remain very abundant throughout 
mest of Northern Viseonsin, wherever guitable range occurs. 
Expressed numerically, very extensive ak especially 
in Northwestern Wisconsin, have in excess of 1 hare per 
acre at this time. ; 

Shere has been some decrease in the numbersef hares, a8 
Gompared with a year ago. i estimate this decrease as ranging 

—— only from 10% to 25%, not a very marked decrease when the great 
"10 why numbers of the hares is considered. 

= Decrease io General iether than Spotty. 

the decrease of hares is general rather than spotty: I% 
somprises 4 slight thinning out of the population over extensive 
s¥eas, not a sudden and severe decrease in lecalized areas. 
The distinetion is of great importance, 

E * .s 7 any - Cen OT) 44 O Let #% = A 35 : ound X 

pret individual - : 

fhe condition of the animale examined in the field appears 
to be excellent. Hares collected have averaged very well in 
weight, and this has been checked by examination of additional 
hares were by hunters, Very few gmail hares have been noted, 
in fact, it is my impression that there are decidedly fewer small 
hares this year than last, although thie P int gamiot be checked — 
except through handling hundreds of male, if the observation 
suggested proves correct, it may indicate a decrease in the 
number of late litters, which is to say young animale which 
have not made their complete growth by cold weather, 

No sick, unthrifty, inactive or obviously incapacitated 
hares have been noted, As @ general statement, unsupported 
by laboratory examinations as yet, there is little or no 

) evidence of lethal digeaee in the hare population at thie 
time, or sperentiy within the last year, By lethal disease 
is meant disease causing widespread and heavy mortality. if 
guch — Sateen mean e. has ccourred within the last 
year t mist almost sure e@ oceured among young hares 
and during midesumer, since careful search during all the’ 
solder months of the year, and with the exeeption only of 
May, June, July and August, has failed te provide field evidence 
of such disease. the prevailing numbers of the hares argue 
well againet the existence ef lethal disease even during the 
warmer months, : 

Disease Nay be “Norma,” ‘2 sce : . 

in this connection it is highly important to note that
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the existence of disease in any game population is a more or 
lees normal condition, While it may net be a dealreable 
condition, i it ocours with ew and without producing 
excessive mortality, it should be considered as within the 
ordinary or expected state of affsire, ‘The prevalence of 
golds in humans, and of @amy scores of other diseases, many 
of which may be fatel upon occasion, is a case in point, 
But it is time that game men stressed the fact that the 
mere presence of a disease may not have any significance 
whatever, from a cyclic standpoint. Many individusle may 
even die from such dieease, and the ocourence till net have 
cyclic importance, Quail, for example, not infrequently die 
from digease, ‘That fact, however, does not mean that quail 
are necessarily eyelic, or if oyeiie that digease ie necessarily 
the ageney of decrease, 

Risease theory of Cyclic Decrease Unproved. 

Prom a practical standpoint, it is more important to 
establish or determine the field ecology of a game species, 
and to understend all of the many facters and combinations 
which operate in ites favor or against it, than to give undue 
weight or importance to the demonustvation of disease in the 
laboratory. VFar from minimizing the importance of laboratory 
study, however, this viewpoint makes desireable very extensive 
and detailed laboratory studies te round out the ecologic 
picture, The point ie that the piling up of laboratory 
evidence of disease, mst be interpreted on the basis of field 
experience and ebservation. When guch field work fails to 
encounter —. lethal disease even upon inéensive study, 
acceptance of disease ae the decimating ageney ia subject to 
mee greemiens difficulties, This, in short, is the present 
ei ont ‘There is a glaring lack of field evidence to support 
the disease theory of cyclic decrease in Snowshoe Hares. 

te Adequate Guisk Census Methods inom. 

No actual censusing of Snowshoe Hares has been attempted : 
by me for the reason that 211 cengus methods known appear 
wholly inadequate, at least for this season of year. While 

Sant { the Gnewshoe Hare is not aenoendy supposed. to use ground burrows, 
Qaim he does go extensively, and he also uses legs, hiding places 

under old pine etumps and roots, asa well as very well concealed 
forme beneath evergreen boughs, brush and thiek ferns. Probably 
no Wisconsin mammal is sc sensitive to weather changes as is. 
the Snowshoe, in wet weather they “hole up" for very cone 
siderable periods. During the autumnal change of color, 
furthermore, some hares are often in advance of the weather, 
that ies, are partially or nearly white while the ground is 
still bare and brown, ‘hese hares have a tendency to “hole up”, 
or te get into very thiak cover, As a reqult, nun sing inves 
in a territory well supplied with woodehuck dens, ow 
segs. stumps and fallen brush is relatively unproductive until 
af heavy snowfalie, and if one were to judge from the animals
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actually eeen, a very erroneous conception of abundance would 
be formed, Hares alse tend to move on ahead of the humter 
ae goon ag they hear the brush cracking, and they often 
egeape detection in thie manner. However, for the most part, 
"holing up" is the main difficulty in censusing before heavy 
snowfall, a fact which we have proved several timee this fail 
¥ hunting during snowfall, If the hares were moving on far 

ead, their fresh tracks would be found, but ae a matter of 
fact the few hares discevered under such weather conditions 
are invariably disledged from hiding places at ones very feet, 
i shot three hares at the entrance to their ground burrows. 

Past commercial trapping experience, browsing evidence, 
tracks and rabbit pellets are the main clues te abundance at z 
thie time, and they are reliable clues. Snowshoe Hares go 
through a regular cycle of seasenai food changes, which are 
of importance in this connection. In the summer they eat a 
large variety of growing succulent vegetation, ineluding 
dewelweed, grasges of various kinds, and cultivated clovers. 
they are fond of moet legumes, apparently. Aa the woods 
vegetation frosts down, the hares dongregate slong roadsides 
wherever clover is abundant. Im fact, the extensive use of 
clover usually starte in July, and continues inte Yetober or 
later, Hares which do not have secess to Glover eat the most 
gucguient green food available in the woods, this often ia 
a species of swamp grass, which remains green throughout the 
winter, in September, the hares begin to use Aspen, first 
eating the green leaves of email saplings. Only rarely is 
the use of Aspen bark noted in September, although i have seen 
4% both in 1934 and in 19365. in Casever the hares are turning 
be ieafless fresh shoots of = year, making very extensive use 
of Blaekberry, Raspberry, small Aspen shoote, maple shoo 
Hazelnut, Dogwood, Willow, Alder, White Birch, and no doubt 
many other species, Blackberry is a favorite food when 
available, and fresh birch, willow and aspen sheets are 
probably next in preference. Ordinarily, the sheets are 
deftly nipped eff a few inches above ground, and the entire 
eut portion of the shoot is then consumed. ‘This type of 

7 feeding does not leave much evidence, other than the diegonally 
out end of the shoot, and the pellets. 

The type of shoct most widely utilized in a given area 
depends upon the nature of the land, and ite past histery. 
in Jack Pine areas, and in swamps, the main browse for long 
pericds is the common Bueverry plant the tips of which are 
aibbled down rather systemati + Certain ferns are also 
eaten, both the stem and portione of the leaves, = 

in late Geteber and early November the hares make use 
of fallen aspen teps. the girdling of the branches is a 
good index of hare abundance, although freshness of the tep 
seene to make a considerable difference in palatability. 
Preshly fallen tops are most relished.
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fe the snow accumilates, and as other food becomes less 
available because of the snow ox because of previous browsing, 
the hares turn more and more to bark for their guatenance,. 
By beecember first, patehes of Aspen and Jack Pine girdling 
are numerous, while in the ewampy areas the hares are living 
upon Spruce twigs, Cedar twigs and Zamarack bark and twigs. 
From thie time on until the break-up, dependence for food is 
upon Aspen Bark, Spruce, Cedar, iamarack, Jack Pine, Birch, 
Willow and Alder twigs and buds, and such other browse as 
ean be found projecting above the gow. Im swampy places 
the haree sometimes dig out edibles of various sorts, but 
this ie not common. High winds, sleet storms which break 
eff branches, and increasingly deep sriew help te bring new 
stores of food within reach. 

the only real "pineck period” occurs at the end of the 
ee et eee a an ee mow level to a point 
from which the 8s may not be able to reach bark of twigs. 
this ie particularly true of aspen areas, but in Wisconsin, 
the hares generally do not have to move Par to get inte 
spruce or cedar swamps, where evergreen twigs are plentiful. 
That they do move about in response to both food conditions 
and weather ig very easily observed, especially in commercial 
trapping operations. 

Following and during the Woseetaane winter diet is 
naintained, with additional breweing shoots which reappear 
as the snow level drops. G ood green food ia now at a premuin, 

- and is eagerly sought. 

= the first swelling of bude, or rather the first greening 
- of them, causes e revolution in feeding habits. Aspen and 

other bark is discarded in favor of the green buds. Bludberry 
buds which start to green early are especially relished. 
temporary spring enows drive the hares back to bark, but they 
evidently greatly prefer fresher edibles, In April, depending 
upon the season, the transfer te fresh vegetation is ugally 
completed, and in May the hares are living high on good fresh 
greens, 

: These food habits are mentioned in detail for a reason 
which may be mentioned here: Inability of the ordinary observer 
to form accurate estimates of Snowshoe Hare abundance from 
casual observation of browsing, girdling or "demage". Suoeh 
observations are usually quite aceurate from about December 15th 
to March 15th, the period of dependence upen bark, during which 

page: Bye evidence is Sehapionene ane readily noted. Marlier 
in geagon, especially in the fall, the ordinary hunter 
is oblivious to most Gnowshoe Hare "sign", and he. may, in facet, 
be looking for girdling, and failing to find it conclude that 
the hares are scarce,
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Unreliability of the interview Method. 

thie has been the case during the fall of 1935, during ~ 
which many hunters have concluded that Snowshoe Hares are 
far from abundant. Uxtensive "holing up” has combined to 
foster the delusion, and to build up a false picture of : 
conditions, ‘the fact ig that hunters ave often fedled in 
thie manner, and later in the season cannot account for the 
"“reeappearance" of the animals, ; 

in this connection, I feel it desireable to point out . 
the utter futility of the so-called “interview method" of 
obtaining accurate data on game abundance ee Ge 
Snowshoe Hares, During the fall of 1934 i scovered % 
the belief wae widespread in Wisconsin that Snowshoe Hares 
had “died off", Deer hunters told me this, farmers mentioned 
it, and rabbit hunters were insistent. ‘the Forest Service 
reported the animale succumbing to cyclic decreases, and 
becoming scarce, Nevertheless, before the winter had proe 
gressed very far, the whole picture changed, and the stories 
of woodemen were altered to take cognizance of the fact that 
hares were stiil [27 ene the interview method early 
in the winter would @ given a wholly incorrect conception, 

this same thing is true in 1935. Hany people are convinesd 
that Snowshoe Hares are “scarce” or "gone", whereag such ie not 
the case, ‘the story will have changed by January L5th. 

; interviewees, who may include hunters, farmers, bankers, 
jawyers and men from many other fields, as a rule are incapable 
of making anything approaching scientific observations. they 
de not know game sign. Further, they use snap judgment. Por 
example, having seen 50 rabbits along a mile of legging road 
in September, they may conclude, because they fail to see 
any rabbits on the same milcin late November, that the rabbits 
ave seriously decreased. ‘they ofte, aleo, compare naturally 
poor coverts with naturally good coverts, without taking into 
account the fact that each eevert, irrespective of the cycle, 
hae its own limitations of productivity. Not all swamps are 
comparable, and it certainly is incerrect to compare a hg 
swamp with an equivalent acreage of upland territory. ‘Yet 
the interviewee, having traversed a favorable swamp and then 
an unfavorable upland area is apt to describe the rabbit cycle 
ae "spotty". Hie information ie essentially correct, in that 
the population is "spotty", but it is incorrect in that this 

‘epottinese has nothing to do with the eycle. like areas must 
' be compared with like areas, and ne one circumstance has been 

80 consistently disregarded or has so commonly given rise to : 
false observations and conclusions with respect to the progress 
of the cycle. It is impossible to weed out the good from the 
bad in this kind of testimony, for there is no substitute for 
actual field work and direct, orginal dbsexrvation.
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On Movember 17, 1935, Mast of Solon Springg Wisconsin, i 
met three rabbit hunters, with guns and with a dog. i asked 
them about the rabbit situation and they reported that the 
hares were very scarce, that they had seen very fewf tracks, 
that they had net shot a single animal and that “huriting is 
about over", They described the section of Jack Pine land 
they had just traversed. 

Upen checking thie information by aetual field work, i 
found that hare tracks were not being made beeause of crusted 
enow. “here were plenty of pellets, and much evidence of 
runway use, as well as an abundance of old tracks and browsing 
sign. i saw several hares and upon careful consideration I 

| eesag the hare population on that identical section at not 
as than one per acre, : 5 

Many similar experiences ean be cited. ‘The long and short 
of it is that the interview method is useless for practical 
purposes, and that direct observation must be relied upon. 

Another circumstance should be mentioned: ‘the nage 
interviewee is a far better listener than he is observer, 
is also usiially a reader of newspapers, cutdoor magazines and 
press releases. He instinetively dislikes te depart from the 
eurrent conceptions and beliefs of the mass of his acquaintances, 
One positive individual whe goes about town decrying the lack 
of game outweighs all field evidence for some time to come, 
Bach press release from Madison, telling of reported “dying off" 
of ines is amplified, exaggerated and re-told in a thousand 
variations, with appropriate local color added. ‘the sompilation 
ef interviews under such cireumstances is consequently meh like 
compiling one hundred or more of the original press releases, - 
giving to each the weight of independent testimony. ‘The ideal 
interviewee, in my opinion, is a man so illiterate that he 

‘gannot read, or so poor that he hays no outdoor reading material, 
end located so far back in the woods that he dees not attend 
sportemen's meetings. From such men it is sometimes possible 
to obtain accurate information, although usually cosbined with 
much anecdote ond fantasy. ‘The ordinary reputable sportaman 
is a reflector of all he sees and hears, and only rarely an 
observer with the independence or the ability to sort out and 
to reason from direct experience, Hence, the more discussion 
of the game cycle, and the more “education”, the less reliable 
the interview methed becomes, and the greater the necessity 
for orgginal field work. 

there is considerable testimeny to the effect that 
Snowshoe Nares are starce or materially decreased in 1935. 
For the reasons mentioned above, 1 discount this testimony 
almost wholly, and have relied on my own observations.
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Souparisen ef Abundance in Differing Cover types. 

My comparison of hare abundance in similar cover types 
in the several counties examined, (Door, Merinette, Uconto, 
Porest, Vilas, iron, Bayfield, Price, Douglas, Washburn, 
Marathon), indicates that the abundance is quite uniform. 

Yor exemple, although hares de not reach excessive abundance 
in Door County, because most of the timber ia middle aged or 
mature and there are only limited areas of young brush, an 
examination of two small aspen and willow thicket areas shows 
that hares in them are at substantially the same level of 
abundance as in similar eountry in the Northwestern part of 
the State. 

Examination of comparable swamps in Cconto, Vilas and 
Douglas County, likewise, shows uniformity in abundance. ‘The 
same ie true of aspen areas, Hares have been found abundant 

it rg following types of cover, during GUctober and November, ; : 

Young aspen ; 
Willew corcek bottoms 
Spruce and Cedar Swamps 
Thiek Jack Pine reproduction 

5 Gak-birch-popple brush : 

There does not appear to be any material difference as 
to soils, latitude or climatic variations within the state, 
in relation to abundance. 

Within each county, some swamps are better than other : 
gvamps, g@ome aspen areas are better than other aspen areas, Ste. 
the tant Sing not so much numerical abundance as it 
is * thout definite knowledge ae te past history, 
concerning the hare cycle, numerical observations may be mise 
leading and valueless. A year to year knowledge of hare 
history on such places ies absolutely essential if errors are 
to be avoided. For instance, a population of one hare to ten 
acres might be, for a certain unit of territory, the "high", 

3 whereas upon casual examination an observer might rate it as 
the “low”, if it is difficult for an experienced observer to 
keep in touch with definite territory unite over a period of 
years, it is obvious that ordinary hunters should not be 
expected to do so. 

inormous Harvest of Cyclic Gam Poagib) Sbiyshoe Har 
Exhibit a typical Saturation Point. ; 

it is interesting to note that a single section of very 
thick young Jack Pine, in Douglas County, yielded better than 
500 hares in commercial live trapping work @enducted in April,
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1934, At thet time I estimated the total population on the 
section as 800 hares, previoug to trapping. ‘this same section 
wae live-trapped in the spring of 1935, but unfortunately no 
records of the snimals taken were kept. It is estimated that 
not less than 200 hares were taien in 1935. Uxamination of | 
the game section in November, 1935, indicates a very heavy 
population of hares, undoubtedly running 1 hare per acre or 
more, ‘thie history indicates the wonderful expansion potential- 
ities of the hare population; it shows something of the population 
“turnover” which can secur without causing decrease; and it 
seems to prove very definitely that harvesting the hare crop, 
go long as — seed stock is left, does not operate to reduce - 
the stand. fact is, this evidence points strongly to the 
conclusion that a cyclic population during the a years ~~ 
be harvested (by shooting as well as by trapping), to a poin 
far below that considered safe in non-cyclic species, without 
rt increase. I believe it — indicates that cyclie 
epecies (at least the Snowshoe Kare}, have a definite upward 
saturation — for each unit of cover, and that in this 
respect cyclic species do not differ from non-cyelie forms. : 

In making this report, I on Lieb ting uy Suaueks selahy 
to Snowshoe Hares, Cottontails, Ruffed Grouse, Prairie 
Chickens and Sharp-tailed Grouse are not included, although 
I ean say in passing that I have not found any area in which 
Ruffed Grouse are abundant, and that it is my belief that they 
have decreased as consistently as the Snewshoe Hare haa 
maintained itself. 

The material contained in this report ie to be condensed 
and published, by permission of the Wisconsin Censervation Deo 
partment, and is consequently not for published useg¢ by other 
investigators, except by permission ef the author. 

= By. : - 
Wallace Grange, Ephrein, Wisconsin
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The following teble gives detailed data on each area on which 
shoe hare ea wae fankavted éuring the 1osb=40 seneon, 

TAMLE #1, Basie Data for Eneh 1930640 Here Control Area 

T Yorestt 3 : HARES GAUGE t Acre- 3 cost “gag 
t Area t Onare 1 Mant 7, . fotal ¢t age : (Labor and 

Cl a ee, ee a 

Long Lake 1 431 10 Ss 8 i 7 146 24,00 
2 41.76 63 36 27 12 426 122,40 
& 1625 19 i? 9 i 2? 386 36,60 
4 L701 20 18 «611 2 a 430 34.26 
5 36 1 0 & 6 2 140 1, 56 

Seott Lake 7 6764 o4 41 41 86 108 O25 164.44 
8 2619 126 scm COLT 83 260 £28, G4 

Blackwell 9 4661 46 160—C CS 60 170 108,82 
10 744 18 ¢ Mw 6 16 17 38.04 
aL 364 pe 3 6 0 9 268 16,80 
12 o20 § 3 o 06 3 20 7.50 
13 1841 20 ee oe, 27 55 30,00 
14 2729 27 6 @ 6 &6 185 64,18 
18 Fao 28 7 ww ¢ 26 80 87, 50 
16 620 7 3 6 86 19 18 16,50 

Phelpe i? 6514 101 i164 7 GO 242 66 162,30 
18 S473 78 7% se 6 127) = 80 121, 40 
19 1441 62 G& 37 90 98 $5 87, 63 
20 nee 63 41 z Q 80 126 86,70 

Alvin 21 id 36 2 60 42 184,20 
22 1462 8? a.6UmmCO8 3. 48 112,21 
23 3204 7 46 86 i 83 83 148, 20 

: * setae 4 re . se : duke! 4 i 4 “ 

, SUMMARY (Total a) 
one Lak : 66 ~~ LAS 7" #6 is [so Lane STH, ae 

feott Lake 2 8373 229 7? Tl 43 191 : 300, 38 
Bleekwell 6 12,656 188 88 114 23 196 677 303.94 
ek : 4 11)468 284 S11 206 o 617 «=: 1898 tones 

’ Be ue A is SPR As cri hi . weoe cette iil ee 24 

Estimated Transportation Gost 282.) 
Approx, Totel Cost % 2, 520,08 

aS ooats were determined by Blackwell Gamp only 
and average per sore,



TABLE #2, Unit Determinations From TABLE Al. 

t Area 1 Sypervi ei oy at Per ? Per t Pe Per 

Long Lake 1 el? 5.43 14.5 20.7 0.7 6.2 3.0 
2 «29 1.70 6.4 6.8 i.1 88.0 9.8 
a iO 1.35 18.7 13.2 1.44 66.5 4e 
a 08 1.19 21.5 13.2 1.6 54.9 4,0 
Fs 3 gi} 2 f) Fiat ao) ( a 

Vente Gas 

Biackvell ; -- ms +5 Sh Pf § + r 

10 2,24 2,38 0.2 del 0.9 46,5 43.8 
li «56 1,83 2.3 2.5 6,8 40.4 14,6 
12 238 2.80 4.0 6.7 0,6 106.7 16.0 
13 255 1a 2.8 2.0 14 87.1 28,0 
4 23 1,85 6,9 6.3 1.3 78.0 148 

16 ot2 1.44 S68 3.8 1.9 O7,.? 68 

e cae + is jek 2 % ot) 4 

wa I ae pe 7 B50 “7 i: eo Be et 26,0 4 J 
18 ell 1.03 14,7 9.1 1.6 19.6 22 

19 1,59 89 del 0.6 1.9 1.6 14? 26.2 

iivin6~ fa ~s “— gious x “98 ad. oo 4 af. — x 17 4 Lak BEC 
22 2.866 1.92 o.8 Os? sl 1e4 23.6 32,6 

; 23 2,82 1,80 Oe? O.6 el 166 40.9 64.0 
cinesiesittnierstncarsacrnann cane ttioninmnisititinsne tt MinnmennttmditicntiMcattbitil tM eB, 

SUMBARE 

° ee * * 3 * 2 Sl 

ae Lake 2 «87 2.04 2.6 Sel 0,8 Of,6 40,1 16,0 
Blackwell 8 0&2 1,55 3.7 3.0 Ls2 9:25 659.9 20.2 
Phelpe 4 +34 91 4.9 2.7 168 O64 28.2 8,2 
ANB nacre ern BAR ene te eeemnerte A charceetanrneed dt cca nm tattnnbtittinniiaee. 
GRaNe, Lora 2h 48 Ladd Sai ndbhcadall i 57.4. 2.0 

sii The a. ere 7 intra-oamp ae = a. rat 
w a acouraey 1 gen propoenl of requiring form gontr 
effort had been followed, ‘That is, if each camp has set a specified 
number of enares “~ sore oes ané efficiency determinations could be 
made, It doea not nesessariiy mean that control would be az good or 
better, however, 

From the data in Table #2 certain correlations end feote are evident: 

1, Gost per sere is the best determination for evaluating the control 
job, but 16 does not wre ek reflect the camp effielieney very scourately 
singe there appears to be a correlation between the cost per acre 
and the hare population, 

oe ae



2, Similerly ee saree pee ee Oe ee ee eee 
camp efficiency, Sut thie item alec appeare to have a high compe ‘tion 
with the hare population, . : : 

3. A third it enare Gaye per acre, tends to indicate efftotency 
but aleo has a hign degree of gorrelation with the hare population, " 

These three dete columns a te be of prime importance in : 
ovaiuating tes have GOntPGh wéeke It 16 evident thad Livin Samp en- j 
eountered the heaviest hare population. The dats shows that tracks 
ee ee eer ee eee eae eee oe eo 
This Soon commaoes SO oe sotenes Sf oer 6) ot See j 
Gag, Suaahag Tue Mile per aGhe 088 95 Teme The average acre yielded | 
is ret ase ie tek ae kan tack’ tan Ona oar ae alee : 
averege per man day vee ae Low. © the 9008 por have sversges We 
TRCRRGEOOL ET, TNO TAGE OF De” Dares ber 20nd, comets Se the ine : 
flux from o areas would balance out these leoving. area itself, | 
would indicate a hare population of 1,088 per seetion, “owever, thie . 
figure should be sonservative, einoé O11 heres are not removed, : 

For the eite side of the pleture take Long Lake @ : 
Gata. At fivet glans their cast of Lis oer alee oes / 
great efficiency, Vithout detract: from their sesomplishnent << : 
See SS eae eonecientious job.-- an investigation of the : 

ae sphenteg wat boy & nee ales aienitt oe ; ation, ys +2 share 8 aere | 
Eeompared vith 86,5 far Alvin banp) Go that an average’ of $3.2, sores 
were covered per man dey (ageinet 0.7 for Alvin Even wi th 
great snere oy on. wSreage per man nee the low Aare 

‘ake resulted in a cost per hare of $1.87, only 20¢ below the Alvin 
sost. The low hare “ine of Ok acre would congres a@ penasen 

: of shout 64 per section (the binding hare census gated per 
section on Long Lake hare cenaus area). ‘ ; ‘ 

The Phelpa Camp. data indigates that an exeelient. a ee 
BiAot be Wash es. GEUBTORELY & a000ne Pemming bere Bae At tie 
low snare por sere Value indicates great care in setting of 
a few well enares, regardless of the sbundance of tracks, 
The average of 49 eorea per man day reflects the age @lase of the 
see Scaunisen tli un tn ane ae a ee 
Samp in aon with the low enare dey per sore value, These 

: itens ee ee ae eee eee 
of 288 per section, resulted in « moderate per core cost of 
end a remarkably low cost per hare of 91¢ 

Tt should be note@ thet some of the above resulte may vary 
ne dene ets te en, ek Eines aaa cee 2 It 

vas stres or program, aerengee should apply only 
to the areas on whieh sontrel was practised, 

The following statistical comparicen is given for the 1956-359 
and 1932640 ae . based on the Forest averages. Ruch more 1 iberal 
sorecages vere ead in 1938-20, av ia reflescted in the comparative 
table, 3 

le



TABLE #3. Comparison of Unit Data (1938-39 and 1939-40) 

pia. per man day eo os 

Acres per hare 41.87 3.1 
Coet per acre 069 46 
Gest per hare 2.52 1.43 
Snare days per hare 72.4 37.4 
Snare days per acre 1.73? 12.0 
Inéleated hare population Data not 
per section comparable 192* 

RREEGEE. BEBE iceciectircniernicmnren a chatnnmtinmenimneincnnioed aie 

*fhis is not an absolute population figure but should have 
comparative value if similar reporte are received in the future. 

gthese items for 1938-39 are not dependable due to excessive 
acreages reported, and due to the fact that some areas were re- 
worked in 1938-30 and none were reworked in 1959-40. 

The fact most evident in the above comparison is the un- 
ee te inerease in the hare population, indicated by a 
ecoreneed cost per hare and a decreased enare day per hare value. 

tn order to obtain live hares for experimental purposes at 
_ the State Game Parm at Poynette, Yiesconsin, Long Lake Camp conducted 

one hare control _ with live =: Rere opie the results 
Slearly indicated a low population on District. 

TABLE #4. Live Trapping Bere Control Data, 1959-40. 

3 ati 3 : 3 : et 
: AreatTrap ¢ Man : t Aere~ (Labor am 

Same, NS Oe eencehnnel Ee UDOEVI ELON) 
2 t t t 2 $ 

Long bake i Gt 8643 144.219 7.0.26 720 25 

TABLE #6. Unit Determinations From Table #4. 

. *Ferest: Cost (Labor é@ t__ AGHES ’ HARES =! TRAP DAYS 
: i Area t Supervision) : Per Per iPer Per + Fer Per 
{anh HR baa. Ler Marea Bae Mare iNella sere | Mars. AMES 

DAA treet Re eect AD nh nD RP nT eB ne 041d ie 

The per secre oost, although reasonable, is double Long Lake's 
enaring figure. What is more important, the enaring gave 5.2 ensre 
day per acre against only 1.2 live trapping. Actually, at least 
8 snare dsys per acre (or trap days) appears to be about eptimun, 
which would, in this instance, run the live trapping costa to over 
£1.50 per sere. ‘The cost of $e.a0 per hare is stagxering, but, as 
etated before, it ig a measure of population rather than efficiency 
ef sdéntrol. Live trapping is more sensitive to seasonal habite of 
the species than snares, so that good coverage, choice bait, and 

~40



Cyt Z 
SNOW SHOS RABBITS 

December 20th, 1934 

Interview with Mr. L. W. Perkins, Petenwell Camp 

Poreman, lifelong Necedsh resident, age 35 years. 

In Januery, 1932, saw two Snow Shoe Rabbits while 

hunting in Town of Cutler (Juneau County), Sections 1-2-3, 

along the "Iron Stake Ditch". These were seem in fire- ; 

swept aspen slashing; would run about 30 feet and stop. 

Mr. Perkins has known for many years that Snow 

Shoes were to be found in this vicinity. 

Report confirmed by Mr. Cunningham (Necedah) Camp 

Foreman, age 50. ;



extended operation in one place is degirable for sustained success. 
The bulkinese of the traps hampers dietribution as well as examination 
and resetting, so that costs of the two techniques with the same per 
acre effort never can be expected to be similar, 

In the course of enaring 1,363 snowshoe hares on the Forest, one 
porcupine, one great horned owl, and two ruffed grouse vere snared, 

From the deta presented and the above analytical discussion, 
the following conclusions appear to be warranted: 

a. E8ffieient hare control will result in per acre 
costs under 50¢ and per hsre costs ens,” However, the per 
hare Gost may best be eliminated ae an indicator, since it is 
bound to vary too much with the population and tends to be mis- 
leading. 

2. The critical factor in control costs ie the omen number 
of snare Gaya per acre. This is clearly demonstrated in 

. Table #2 summary. If uniform enaring effort were expended on each 
area, the snere days per hare should be inversely pr tional to 
the hare population. From the above data, hovever, ALvin Camp, 
with achare population 44 times that encountered by Phelps Camp, 
obtained one hare for 33 snare days ageinst 22 for Phelps. This 
appears to indicate (with no reflection whatever on Alvin Camp) 
that Alvin Camp would have been better off if they had pleced fewer 
aneres, This ie the most valuable reeult from the compilation and 
analysiea of the 1939-40 data, and emphasizes thet a fer snares 
well placed will catch about as many heres ae a superabundanee of 
eneres, and st a much reduced cost, 

a The snowshoe hare populetion on the Nicolet National 
Forest doubled from 1938-39 to 1959-40, 

4, We still have no measure of the efficiency of py 
a@ a control procedure. To make such a determination, « banding 
census area (4 squere miles if possible) should be set up, the 
eeneue made, then immediately followed by a snaring project. This 
would show conclusively what percentage of the population our 
Pern removes. Guch a projest is recommended for this winter. 
It would involve a cash outlay of $60 to $75 unless « surplua of 
spring hinges is available. 

& There is not significant evidence to indicate any but a 50-50 
sex ratio in the Nicolet Nationel Forest hare pepulation. This is 
based on 1,268 records from the 1939-40 data, of which 675 or 63.7% 
were males, 

os Live trapping is not a recommended control procedure, unless 
adequate salvage ie posaible, and then only where heavy concentrations 
are known to exist. 

2, Other game killed incident to the hare control snering 
progras is within reasonable Limits. 

-5e



& Control by snaring, which ise effective only during the 
enow months, ig not poesible on a plantation-wide basis, due to 
snow removal and transportation difficulties. 

&. Hare populations on non-controlled sreas may reasonably 
be more than Goubled in 1940-41. Due to influx they may be unchanged 
in 1940-41 on areas controlled in 1958-30. : 

42. While field reports have not justified a control 
program for 1940-41, 1t is recommended thet the blanket approval 
of the Wisconsin Conservation Department be obtained for snaring 
if found necessary, on government land or private land with the 

owners Sey, with each area subject to the local warden's 
approval or notification if necessary. 

/8/ peane ¥, Mather 

Junior Biologist 

cage 
12-19-40



Snowshoes —~ 
New Mexico 
Cycle 

Elliott Barker says (Game Conference, 1936) there was an extraordinary 

abundance of snowshoes on the Pecos in 1935 and that he has second-hand 

reports of a similar high in the Taos Mts. This was evidently something 

in the nature of an irruption, since the species has been scarce for many 

years,
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Technical Notes No. 109 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION* 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota, 

Woody Food Preferences of the Snowshoe Rabbit in the Lake States 

The kinds of woody plants eaten by the snowshoe rabbit in any one 

locality are quite largely determined by the species present and their 

relative abundance, There are, however, a few plants distributed through- 

out practically the complete range of these animals which make up a large 

part of their diet. Among the deciduous species young aspen, willows, 

and the birches are probably the preferred foods, Others are readily eaten 

but to a much lesser degree. These include hazel, alder, dogwood, red oak, 

silver maple, wild rose, cherry, raspberry, and sumac. 

In the coniferous group, the rabbits show a decided preference for 

jack pine, white pine, and tamarack. Other evergreens less frequently 
eaten, but commonly damaged when other food is scarce, include Norway 
pine, white spruce, Scotch pine, and white cedar. Black spruce and balsam 

fir are much less often utilized. 

Seldom do the animals cut off stems or twigs which are more than 

a half inch in diameter. Usually, however, they nip off the buds or the 

tender portions of the twigs such as the branch tips or gnaw the bark. | 

The amount eaten of the portion cut off varies anywhere from zero to one \ 
hundred percent. Woody plants are used as food mainly during winter but 

considerable amounts are also consumed during the spring and fall months. i 

In summer this diet is largely replaced by a more succulent menu of the 

tender grasses and herbs. ' 

It is thus evident that as far as damage from rabbits is concerned 

the critical period for coniferous plantations is the fall and winter 

months. Any scheme for control of depredations by these animals should, 

therefore, take this fact into consideration. 

January, 1936 

*Maintained by the United States Department of 

Agriculture, at St. Paul, Minnesota, in cooperation 

with the University of Minnesota.
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Reprinted from Science, February 14, 1936, Vol. 83, No. 2146, page 162. 

FLUCTUATIONS IN NUMBERS OF The most serious helminth parasite has been a 
VARYING HARES strongylid stomach worm, probably Obeliscoides. A 

Since the autumn of 1931 an investigation of the moderate number of these blood-sucking worms have 
recurrent rise and fall in numbers of snowshoe rabbits been found in the stomachs of nearly all the hares 

or varying hares (Lepus americanus) in Ontario par- autopsied from all parts of the province and may be 
ticularly has been in progress under the joint auspices considered “normal.” However, it does appear to 
of the department of biology of the University of have caused the deaths of six out of seven recently 

Toronto and the Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology. captured and well-cared-for hares that died “natural 

No hares sick with tularemia have been found, but deaths” at Smoky Falls on the Mattagami River in 

of twenty-four samples of blood serum tested previous northern Ontario in the summer of 1935. 

to 1935 three gave a positive agglutination reaction, In general, the last winters of great abundance of 

indicating that these animals had recovered from the hares in various sections of the province were as fol- 

disease. lows: northern part of Frontenae County, 1931-32; 

A chronie infection with Staphylococcus aureus is southern Ontario, 1932-33; central Ontario north to 

common and correlated with the fact that snowshoe about the height of land, 1933-34; northern Ontario, 

rabbits have practically no Staphylococcus antitoxin 1934-35 (questionnaires this coming winter will cor- 

in their blood. One fatal case of empyemia with pus roborate or modify this last statement) ; and the region 

all through the lungs and heart has turned up. The west of Lake Nipigon averages intermediate between 

pus masses of the more common cases, on the head, northern and central Ontario. This is in accordance 

legs or chest, certainly reduce the beasts’ margin of with the northward trend of isotherms and life zones 

safety under adverse conditions. Several other dis- to the west. 

eases are being studied. 
That part chiefly of the normal intestinal flora of D. A. MacLuricr 

varying hares which is composed of bacteria of the DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, 

family Bacteriaceae Cohn has been surveyed. UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
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FOOD HABITS OF LEPUS AMERICANUS PHAEONOTUS 

Snowshoe hares of the race Lepus a. phaeonotus were collected from the disease 
study area at Cushing, Minnesota, the site of a cooperative project of the University 
of Minnesota and the Bureau of Biological Survey, and 54 of their stomachs were ex- 
amined by Leon Kelso of the Food Habits Section, Division of Wildlife Research, Bureau 
of Biological Survey. Of these stomachs, 15 were taken in April and May, 10 in July 
and August, 20 in October, and 9 in December. 

Analysis of the stomach contents of these hares presents a rather difficult 
problem owing to the fact that the food is chewed very finely. This makes difficult 
the positive identification of much of the material. 

With a single exception the food consisted solely of vegetable matter. In one 
stomach, taken October 7, 1931, were found the remains of 2 adult and 1 larval 
Lepidoptera, 1 black ant (Lasius), 7 myrmicine ants (Myrmica rubra), 6 tobacco beetles 
(Lasioderma serricorne), and a leg fragment and egg case of an undertermined insect, 
all comprising only 9 trace. 

Of the 15 stomachs taken in the spring, 90 per cent or more of the contents of 
7 consisted of woody foods, such as Populus tremuloides, Salix, and Betula; 90 and 
95 per cent, respectively, of 2, indeterminate herbaceous material; 80 per cent of 1, 
Fragaria; 90 per cent of enother, Antennaria; and 80 per cent of a third, buds and 
bark that could not be identified. Small amounts of Taraxacum, Trifolium, Equisetun, 
Fragaria, and Antennaria were found in several of the stomachs. 

In all but 2 of the stomachs, Lepus hair was present, ranging in quantity 
froma trace to as high as 15 per cent. In all but 1 the nematode worm, Obeliscoides 
cuniculi, was present, its numbers ranging in individual hares from 20 to as many as 
250, and averaging 99 per hare. All stomachs were filled completely with food and 
other material, such as hair and traces of gravel. 

The stomachs taken in summer contained chiefly such plants ss Trifolium and 
Antennaria. The contents of 2 consisted mainly of Saliz, and 1 was filled entirely 
with Poaceae. In all but 1, Lepus hair was present. Only half of the summer 
stomachs contained Obeliscoides cuniculi. Gravel comprised 5 per cent of the contents 
of one. 

The stomachs of the snowshoe hares collected in the fall were filled largely with 
Poaceae. In 2 stomachs Antennaria was present, in 1, Leguminosae, and in another, a 
small quantity of Lycopodium. Small quantities of Salix and Populus tremuloides 
were found in three. One stomach contained a single Obeliscoides cuniculi and a trace 
of hair. As a lot, these stomachs were free from the nematode worms as well as from 
Lepus hair. 

Examination of the stomachs of hares taken in the winter showed the emtents to 
be composed almost entirely of Saliz, and Betula, twigs, bark and buds. In only 2 
were the contents largely of indeterminate herbaceous matter. All but 1 stomach con- 
tained Lepus hair, and 4 of the 9 showed the presence of nematode worms, the lowest 
number of the latter found in any one stomach being 1 and the highest, 110. Half 
of the stomachs were full, while the remainder were nearly enpty. 

C. M. Aldous, Associate Biologist 
Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Jour, Mem, Vol, 17, No. 2, May, 1936, pp. 137-138.
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A LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION A 

UNIVERSITY FARM ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

Rabbits Cause Great Losses to Plantations in Brushy Areas 

One of the chief reasons for the high mortality among forest plantations in 

the Lake States is the damage caused by the nipping of young trees by the snowshoe 

rabbit or hare. In brushy areas in northern Minnesota rabbit damage is often re- 
sponsible for the complete failure of whole plantations. This is well illustrated 

by the results of experiments on the Superior National Forest. 

A six-acre tract was planted in September, 1954, half with 2-0 jeck pine 

and the balance with 2-0 Norway pine. The moderately heavy cover of willow, alder, 

birch and aspen was cleared from half the area planted to each species while on 

the remainder it was left uncut. 

Before planting was completed, some of the seedlings in the brushy area 

had been injured, and within a month numerous nipped trees were found. The re- 

sults of an examination made in October 1955, are shown below, 

> Treatment : Survival :_ “Rabbit damage 

Species ¢ of brush io per-cent—¢ in per cent 

= i ; (Living trees only) 

Jack pine : Cut : 84 ; or 

Jack pine : Not cut : 44 : 97 
Norway pine : Cut 3 78 : a 

Norway pine ; Not cut: 66 . See ee 

The figures indicating rabbit damage even in the case of jack pine on the 

brushy area do not tell the whole story. The poor’ survival of this species and 

the losses in Norway pine can be largely attributed to injuries caused by this 

animal. 

Although the rabbits seem to prefer jack pine to Norway pine, it is likely 

that as soon as the latter seedlings grow sufficiently to become conspicuous they 

too will be severely attacked. Most damage where the brush was cut occurred near 

the edges of the openings. 

Another Norway pine plantation on the same forest shows even more strik- 

ingly how much damage these animals can cause in a short time. In this case the 

seedlings were planted partly in brush and partly in an adjacent grassy meadow 

in May 1932. In October of the same year, 77 per cent of the trees planted under : 

brush but only 19 per cent of those in the meadow had been nipped. By 1935, the 
seediings under brush hed completely disappeared, while those in the openings 

were making appreciable height growth. 

It is thus evident that plantations cannot successfully be made in brushy 

areas in times of high rabbit population, unless scme provision is made to pro- 

tect them from these animals. One method of protection is to change the cover 

conditions. 

No. 116 May, 1936 

|_______MAINTAINED HY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN COOPERATION WITH THE UNIVE! SITY OF MINNESOTA
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Reprinted from JourNAL or MaMMALOGY + 

Vol. 17, No. 3, August, 1936, pp. 216-221 

SNOWSHOE RABBIT MIGRATION, TICK INFESTATION, AND 
WEATHER CYCLES 

By W, T.)/Cox 

For many years, the periodic abundance or scarcity of the varying hares 

or snowshoe rabbits has been observed and discussed. Lumbermen and 
early settlers in northern Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan commented 
on the startling variations in the numbers of these animals, that at times were 

so abundant that they threatened to destroy all young growth in the forest, 

and at other times were exceedingly rare. The Indians especially were con- 

cerned about these fluctuations, for to them the rabbit was an important 

source of food and of light rabbit-skin blankets. The records and the reports 
of officials of the Hudson’s Bay Company for western Canada show sta- 

tistically that there have been more or less regular periods of abundance and 

scarcity in the rabbit population for the past 75 to 100 years. 

While a great deal of study has been devoted by R. G. Green, 

J. E. Shillinger, Ralph King, and others to the subject of diseases among 

rabbits, in an attempt to solve the mystery of these fluctuations, little atten- 

tion so far has been given to the subject of migrations. The importance of 

tick infestation also may not have been stressed sufficiently. It cannot be 

questioned that there occur rabbit migrations on an enormous scale. Itis 

reasonable to assume that these in part are responsible for the “highs” and 

“lows” in the rabbit population of a district. When ticks become too numer- 
ous locally, a migration of the rabbits to new territory may be the means of 

giving them a new lease on life. 

Maximum population in one district does not correspond always with a 

comparable condition elsewhere. The disappearance of rabbits around Lake 

of the Woods may occur one, two, or even more years after their disappearance 

north of Lake Superior, 300 to 400 miles distant. Frequently when rabbits 
disappear quickly, the number of carcasses remaining is disproportionately 

small, even if allowance be made for those concealed or devoured. Old- 

timers and Indians often tell of occasions when the rabbits left certain dis- 
tricts and traveled away in one direction, so that few, if any, remained. The 

most recent maximum in the rabbit population in Cook County, Minnesota, 

was in the winter of 1929-1930, while one occurred around Lake of the Woods 

during the winter of 1934-1935. At present, rabbits are only fairly numerous 

north of Grand Marais and southwest of Brainerd. They were very scarce 

in the summer and autumn of 1935 north of Red Lake and in Koochiching 
County, but since have reentered that district in considerable numbers. 

As an illustration of abundance and scarcity, I may mention that in Lake 

and Cook counties in 1911, and in Itasca Park in 1922, snowshoe rabbits were 
so plentiful that I often demonstrated the possibilities of a 22-caliber revolver 

by standing on one stump and killing six rabbits with as many shots. This
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will give some idea of the density of the rabbit population. It was observed 
that during the periods of abundance just cited, the rabbits were heavily 
infested with ticks, which literally covered them. The rabbits, moreover, 
easily were killed. A 22-caliber bullet striking the animal anywhere in the 
body seemed sufficient to cause instant death. In other years I have seen 
the snowshoe rabbit stand a good deal of punishment before succumbing. 
It is my belief that as a result of heavy tick infestation the rabbits are unable 
to withstand any considerable shock, and that probably also, they fall an 
easy prey to disease. 

During the minimum in the country north of Lake Superior, in 1913 and 
1914, and in Itasca County in 1924, I traveled on snowshoes extensively and 
in the course of one trip of two days duration saw the tracks of only one 
rabbit. On another trip of three days, not one track was seen, even in swamp 
territory ideal for these animals and where a couple of years previously they 

‘had been abundant. In a period of abundance, the rabbits by no means are 
evenly distributed over a territory. They literally may be swarming in some 
parts of a district and, for no apparent reason, only moderately plentiful in 
other parts of the same region. 

On March 1, 1912, there was a notable abundance of rabbits in the district 
around Blackduck, Northome, and Kelliher, Minnesota. Upland and 
swamp alike were thickly populated with them. They had consumed a large 
part of the smaller vegetation and girdled thousands of pine, spruce, and 
other trees, some of them several inches in diameter. The forest appeared 
ghostly with white, hopping forms and freshly peeled trees and bushes. It 
was noted, however, that certain individual trees of the same species as those 
girdled were left uninjured. Whether they thus were spared because of an 
objectionable taste or smell, or because they happened to be coated with ice, 
the fact remains that about one tree in 50 or 100 remained ungirdled. This 
sparing of certain trees has since been observed in other areas where snow- 
shoe rabbits were short of suitable food and had resorted to a fare of pine 
and spruce bark. The young thickets of pine are heavily thinned but seldom 
ruined by the rabbits. The fear expressed by some foresters that the snow- 
shoe rabbit will prevent reforestation may be allayed by considering the many 
and widespread areas now covered with young pines and spruces in all stages 
of growth. It is evident that these escaped destruction by the rabbits in 
past periods of their abundance. 

With Ranger Winslow, I drove by team from Kelliher through this forest, 
to the southeast shore of upper Red Lake. From there, in company with 
Albert Smith, a trapper who still lives on the north shore of the lake, I travelled 
by snowshoe across the lake to Smith’s cabin at the mouth of Deer Creek. 
Within the next three days, we journeyed by snowshoe across the big bog and 
heavily forested region north of Red Lake, reaching the Rainy River at 
Baudette.
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All the way from Kelliher to the lake it was observed that those rabbits in 
motion all were hopping toward the northwest, and every track in the snow 

pointed in the same general direction. This aroused my interest, and when 
Smith and I started across the wide expanse of the lake, rabbit tracks, heading 

northwestward, continued to be abundant. It was not until we were within 
6 or 8 miles of the north shore, however, that we began to encounter rabbits 

sitting here and there and in groups wherever there were patches of deeper 

snow on the ice. Undoubtedly they had misjudged the extent of this open 

space and had been overtaken by daylight while still far from shore and 

shelter. They are loath to move about and attract attention in the open 

during daylight. 
As we approached the north shore, the animals became more numerous, and 

I estimated that there were from 20 to 50 of them per acre. It was when we 
were within 100 yards of the wooded bank that we saw evidence of one of the 

tragedies of the rabbit migration. From this point to the shore and into the 

woods beyond, there were countless spots of blood and hair where rabbits had 

been killed. The fringe of hardwoods on the bank was alive with owls and 

several species of hawks. Great horned owls were the most numerous, but 
there were many snowy and several great gray owls. It was a regular 

slaughter place for rabbits, since the open frozen lake afforded them no 

protection. The big birds simply could select a victim as he hopped toward 

shore, make a leisurely sally, and drop on the next meal. Some of the victims 

had only the heads missing, while of others only a portion of the viscera had 

been devoured. Evidently some of the birds were becoming surfeited. 

Along 40 rods of this shore I identified 109 separate fresh kills, and many 

older ones were partly or wholly concealed by drifting snow. Apparently 

the same condition prevailed along miles of shore line. 
Thousands of rabbits had fallen victim to these raptors during the space of 

two or three days. And yet plenty of rabbit tracks continued past this 

slaughter line and into the woods beyond. Rabbits seemed just about as 

abundant for the first few miles north of the lake as they were south of it. 

Probably the owls, although gathered here from a large territory, had little 

effect on the great numbers of rabbits crossing the lake. 

By the middle of March scarcely a healthy rabbit could be found in a large 

territory southeast of Red Lake. Some sick or weak ones, a considerable 

number of dead ones, and evidences of rabbit kills were observed by the 
rangers. The next summer and for a year or so thereafter, snowshoe rabbits 

were exceedingly scarce around Kelliher. I had occasion to be in that 

locality a number of times during 1912 and 1913, and paid particular attention 

to the scarcity of rabbits. It then was my opinion, since strengthened by 

observations in the Hudson Bay country, that with the disappearance of the 

snowshoe rabbit there is a very serious increase in the destruction of ruffed 

grouse and spruce grouse by predators. This loss of game birds by owls,
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hawks, foxes, weasels, and other carnivores is particularly noticeable imme- 

diately after the rabbits have left a district. The territory then is overpopu- 

lated with predators that had been attracted to the district by a maximum 

rabbit population. Within a year thereafter a readjustment takes place, 

partly as a result of predator migration. Weasels especially have been noted 

as becoming numerous in territory adjoining that from which rabbits recently 

had disappeared. 

The snowshoe rabbit, of course, is not the only creature of the north that 

occasionally is seized with a desire to migrate. The lemmings of Scandinavia 

are notorious for their migrations, even into the sea. Once I witnessed an 
extensive movement of porcupines across the Rocky Mountains in what now is 

Glacier National Park. At the time I was delayed by an early, heavy snow- 

fall while camping with F. N. Haines on Flat Top Mountain. One morning, 

dark streaks were observed extending downward at various angles from the 
saddles or gaps in the mountains to the east of us. Later in the day, these 

streaks appeared to be much longer and at the lower end of each there could be 

discerned a dark speck. Through binoculars these spots were seen to be 

animals floundering downward in the deep, soft snow. As they reached lower 
levels not so far distant, they proved to be porcupines. From every little 

gap there poured forth a dozen or 20, or in one case actually 55, of these 

animals, wallowing down to timber line on the west side. Hundreds of 
porcupines were crossing the main range of the Rockies. 

Caribou herds likewise make long pilgrimages, and moose quit one district 
en masse to take up residence in another. Gray squirrels swim the Mississippi 

River, as they did in 1928, when thousands crossed from Wisconsin into 
Minnesota. 

Whether the impulse to migrate is the result of hunger, of fear, or of a long- 

ing for adventure, it is difficult to say. The snowshoe rabbit may be follow- 

ing a blind but useful impulse when it leaves its sick companions in over-pop- 

ulated, over-eaten, tick infested, and disease-ridden area to seek new, clean 
pastures. 

There is some evidence to indicate that ticks, as well as rabbits and many 

other upland creatures, increase rapidly during dry periods, so that after 

several successive dry years there is a heavy population of ticks. The effect 

is cumulative. As the rabbits and grouse increase, conditions are made more 
favorable for the propagation and distribution of the ticks until finally the 

latter become so numerous that they scarcely are able to find standing room 

on the rabbits. During the maximum of tick population, the individual ticks 

to me seem to be more active than at other periods. For instance, they travel 

more quickly across one’s hand and take hold more readily. At this stage, the 

drain on the rabbit’s vitality surpasses its powers of resistance, and it becomes 

weakened to the extent of being unable to forage for food. The latter is 

needed in greater quantities under the circumstances and, this at a time when
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the best and most available kinds already have been consumed: Hence the 

heavy mortality. Always there are some individuals better able than others 

to withstand punishment and privation. There may be occasional in- 

dividuals among the rabbits that are less susceptible to attack by ticks, just 

as there are occasional trees left ungirdled by rabbits. Such animals as remain 

strong and active might be prompted to migrate in search of a better food 
supply, and possibly to escape contact with their dead and dying companions. 

The fact that one district may be dry for a longer period than another, 

or at a slightly different time, might account for the fact that maximum and 

minimum periods of abundance vary as much as several years in different 

localities. The continental cycles of wet and dry periods would account in 

general for the broad ten-year rabbit and grouse cycles. 

During a series of dry years, conditions are favorable for upland species, 

such as grouse and rabbits, fora number of reasons. There is a wider range of 
suitable food and cover; there are better opportunities for nesting and breed- 

ing; the young are kept warmer and drier during the tender juvenal stage; 

suitable food for the young is more abundant and easier to obtain; there is a 

wider dispersal of the individuals and, therefore, less danger from predators and 

disease. 

On the other hand, wet cycles favor an increase of ducks, muskrats, and 

other aquatic animal life. It has been observed that the muskrat cycle is 

approximately the reverse of that of rabbits, and the reason is evident. 
During a series of wet years, waterfowl and muskrats increase because of an 

extension of marsh and water areas suitable for their nesting and breeding 

sites, and for food and cover. There is a wider dispersal of aquatic species 

and thus greater immunity to enemies and disease. A wet period even of 

two years is sufficient to cause a tremendous increase in the number of these 

animals. Muskrats have several litters of young annually and when streams 
are high and lakes and ponds are full of water, the areas suitable for habitation 

by the rats may be many times greater than during dry seasons. This means 

that there is available infinitely more food and this in greater variety. Of 

equal importance is the result that the muskrats are widely dispersed and 

much less subject to loss from predators and disease than when concentrated 

thickly in small areas. 

With the advent of dry seasons, conditions are reversed and muskrats 

decline rapidly in numbers. Not only is their habitable territory reduced, 

with consequent losses because of crowding, but in cold regions they suffer 

heavy losses in another way. As the water becomes shallow, winter food is 

frozen and rendered unavailable. The continued subsidence of lakes after 
ice has formed renders the houses and bank holes of the muskrats unin- 
habitable. Millions of them die from exposure to the cold and from lack of 

‘ food. It is small wonder that there are tremendous and rapid fluctuations in 

the muskrat population.
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It is well not to be too positive in attempting to explain wild life phenomena. 

Thus in venturing now to suggest that ticks rapidly increase during dry years 

and decrease in wet and consequently cool years, I do so with some hesitancy. 

With even more hesitation I venture the suggestion that ticks may be the 

prime cause of the heavy mortality that overtakes both hares and grouse in 
the north country. I am inclined to believe, however, that they play an 
exceedingly important part exclusive of their rédle as vectors of disease. 

When an animal literally is covered by ticks there must be a heavy drain upon 

its vitality, a serious loss of blood, and the skin must be in no condition to 

function normally. With such heavy tick infestation, even were no disease 

prevalent, it would not be surprising if most of the hares and grouse should 

succumb. It must be assumed, however, that the usual diseases, such as 

tularemia, to which grouse and hares are susceptible, are present; that the 

dense population during a maximum results in more certain and more frequent 

contacts between individuals, and that the weakened condition caused by 

tick infestation renders the spread and the progress of diseases and of par- 

asites quicker and more deadly. : 

Resettlement Administration, Madison, Wisconsin.
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NOTES ON THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE SNOWSHOE HARE 

By C. M. Axpovs 

A complete life history of the snowshoe hare, Lepus americanus phaeonotus 

Allen, is not attempted here, but rather is it the intention to present informa- 

tion dealing with a few of the lesser-known activities of this animal. These 

comprise breeding habits, migrations, pelage changes, sex ratio, and homing 

instincts. Studies were undertaken in the spring of 1932, and were concluded 

in May, 1935, although trapping and banding operations are still in progress. 

Much of the work was done at Station-on-Alexander, Cushing, Minnesota, 

in cooperation with Dr. R. G. Green, of the Medical School of the University 

of Minnesota. Credit is due Dr. Green and his field men, and also H. J. 

Spencer, junior biologist, Control Investigations for Wisconsin of the Bio- 

logical Survey, for their splendid cooperation and assistance. 

Longevity.—Little is actually known regarding the normal life span of the 

snowshoe hare. Klugh (1926) stated: ‘‘It is believed to live for eight or nine 

years.” The results of three years of live-trapping and banding operations 

in Minnesota indicate that only a very few, if any, of these hares reach an 

age of 8 years. The records from Station-on-Alexander show a total of 454 

hares live-trapped, banded, and released in 1932. In 1933 only 70 of the 

original number were retrapped and released. Fifty-two of the hares trapped 

in 1932 were taken again in 1934, while in 1935 but 18 of the original hares 

were caught. 

Sex Ratio —Of the 1625 hares represented in this study, 877, or 54 per cent, 

were males and 748, or 46 per cent, were females. This sex ratio differs 

somewhat from what Vorhies and Taylor found for jack rabbits in Arizona, 

where females outnumbered males. For Lepus alleni the ratio was 52.5 to 

47.5, and for Lepus californicus, 51.5 to 48.5. Whether or not the sex ratio in 
snowshoe hares will be materially altered after the die-off remains to be 

determined. 
Breeding Season and Rate of Breeding.—According to Grange (1932), it 

takes a snowshoe hare approximately five months to reach mature weight. 

That they do not breed the first year is evident from the fact that the first 
young of the season would not reach maturity until the following September, 

and no females carrying young have been found later than August. In table 1 
is given the results of the examination of 266 pregnant snowshoe hares. As 

will be seen, these 266 females carried a total of 751 embryos, or an average of 

2.84 for each female. Three was the number of embryos occurring most 
frequently. Females have been examined for pregnancy during every month 

of the year, but embryos have been found only during March, April, May, 

June, July, and August. Spencer reported finding a pregnant female hare 

on March 24, 1934, the earliest record now available for Minnesota or Wis- 

consin. In this case the embryos were so small that measurement was
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practically impossible, indicating that impregnation had but recently oc- 
curred. Two other March pregnancies were observed in Minnesota, on 

March 28 and 31, respectively. In the latter cases also the embryos were 

too small to be measured. It would seem reasonable, therefore, to assume 

that breeding among these hares does not occur earlier than about March 15. 
On August 31, 1931, I killed a female hare at Cass Lake, Minnesota, that 

carried three fully furred embryos, each having a total length of 9cm. These 

young undoubtedly would have been born within a week, All other August 

pregnancies are recorded as found early in the month, and in every case the 
embryos were well developed and furred. Thus it can reasonably be assumed 

that few matings occur later than the first week in August, if the gestation 

period be approximately 35 days. 

Grange (1932) is the only authority on the gestation period of these hares, 

and he found in the one case observed that 35 days elapsed between the time 

TABLE 1 

Young Lepus americanus per litter by months as determined by embryo counts 

29 ge ge ge ge 29 QP | TOTAL | momar, | AVER- 
MONTHS wits 1 | wirs{2| wits 3| wirn 4| wirs 5| wits 6| wir 7| with youna |*@: PBR 

YOUNG | YOUNG | YOUNG | YOUNG | YOUNG | YOUNG | YOUNG | YOUNG LITTER 

IMSTOR cc das c's hiee 2 1 3 7 2.33 

ADT oo 51.8 esau) ae 12 5 il 25 50 2 
MAY to eeets ise ons ia 20 | 11 3 1 2 44 | 153 3.47 

HAPS Ea mn ue tees 18 59 77 | 213 2.76 

PAN Yop ieee vice tere 31 69 6 3 109 | 308 2.83 

ANCHAE hee cea 4 4 8 20 | 2.5 

PROGAIG: eheun tralia: 74 158 | 18 6 1 2 266 | 751 2.64 

Percentages......} 2.66 | 27.8 | 59.4] 6.76) 2.25 | 0.37 | 0.75 99.99 

of conception and parturition. He found also that this same hare mated and 

conceived 11 days following parturition. If these figures be representative 

of the average breeding female, it means that 47 days elapse from the time a 

female breeds until she will conceive again. Using this as a yardstick it 

would indicate a maximum possibility of four litters during the season. The 

figures available show that there were only three cases of pregnancies in 
March and but eight during August. It is reasonable to assume that no 

animal species breeds at the maximum rate possible; therefore, four litters 

surely could not be normal for these hares. ‘In the absence of actual data 

the normal yearly number of litters for each female would appear to be be- - 

tween two and three. Probably two litters would be more nearly the rule 
than three. 

Size of Litters —The size of the litters of 36 observed females showed the 

average to be 2.4 young. If the normal yearly number of litters is assumed
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to be two, and the normal number of young per litter 2.5, the yearly increase 

per breeding female would be 5 young. 

Klugh (1926) was of the opinion that the snowshoe hare probably produces 
but one litter of young a year, with an average number of three to four per 

litter. Seton (1929) stated that “The young are usually 2, sometimes 3 in 

number.” He believed that mating commences early in March and that 

litters are produced all through May and as late as the first week in June. 

This does not agree with the findings in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

At Station-on-Alexander, several post-mortem examinations of females 

carrying small embryos have shown the mammary glands to contain milk, 

indicating that these females had recently suckled young. 
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Fie.1. Sexual and seasonal changes in color, by months, in varying hares, Station-on- 

Alexander, Cushing, Minnesota. ‘ 

Taylor stated the average size of litters for Lepus californicus to be 2.24 

young, while for Lepus alleni it was found to be 1.93. The snowshoe hare 

then has slightly larger litters than do the jack rabbits, but conspicuously 

smaller than has been recorded for cottontails. 
One theory that has been advanced in attempting to account for the rapid 

increase in rabbit populations during the cyclic build-up is that the number 

of young to a litter is larger during the build-up than it is just prior to and 

after each periodic increase. Seton (1929) quoted R. MacFarlane as saying 
that “A litter usually consists of 3 or 4; but when on the periodic increase, 

females are known to have as many as 6, 8, and even 10 at a time, and then 

gradually return to 3 or 4.” The results of our work in Minnesota and 

Wisconsin from 1931 to 1935, in which 266 pregnant snowshoe hares were
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examined and the number of embryos recorded, do not substantiate the 

claim made by MacFarlane. 

A rabbit population peak in Minnesota was reached in 1933. In 1931 only 5 
pregnant hares were examined and the average litter was 4.8 embryos. In ' 
1932 there was a marked diminution, the litters averaging 3.13 embryos, 

and in 1933, the peak year, the number of embryos per litter was 3.11, a 

slight decrease from the previous year. Then, following the peak year, the 
average litter dropped to 2.77. During 1935 the pregnant females examined 

averaged 2.65 embryos each, which was a decrease from the previous year. 

Records for 1934 only were obtained from Wisconsin, and it will be noted that 

the results checked very well with those from Minnesota. It does appear 
from the data gathered from 1931 to 1935 that there was a gradual decline 

in the average number of embryos found in pregnant snowshoe hares, but the 

TABLE 2 

Young Lepus americanus per litter by months as determined by young born 

99 99 99 99 9° | woman | Toran | AvER. 
MONTHS: with 1 | wir 2 | wira3 | wirn4 | witHd 29 YOUNG PER 

. YOUNG YOUNG YOUNG YOUNG YOUNG BORN LITTER 

PDT GRU nau Bos none 8 6 16 36 2.25 

MAY sess: ous oss conculy ee 9 10 19 1.9) 

UNO Fics cin ein tere cre ce 1 1 4 6 21 3.5 

DUYo eine scor eres ence 1 2 5 2.5 
ANguBt RE Caine a eel 2 2 Halas 0 

TL OUAIB cp icrars slelaoresclstel ll oe 18 9 5 36 87 2.4 

Percentages...........| 11.1 | 50.0 | 25.0 | 13.88 

decline began before the peak year was reached. Our records certainly do 
not substantiate MacFarlane’s claims of 6, 8, or 10 young, as only two females 

have been found carrying as many as 7 embryos, one with 6, and only 6 

with 5 embryos. 
Parental Care of the Young.—The young of the snowshoe hare are born 

with a coat of hair, the eyes are open, and the young are capable of moving 

about clumsily a short time after birth. After the second day they can move 
about quite freely when disturbed, although if not molested they prefer to 
sit in a huddle perfectly quiet, more or less oblivious to everything about 
them. Their rate of growth after birth is very rapid, the hares doubling in 
weight in about 8 days, trebling in about 12 days, and increasing to more 
than 9 times the weight at birth at one month of age. Grange (1932) deter- 

mined that for a period of 159 days after birth a young snowshoe hare made 

an average daily gain of 9 grams. : 

The instinct for self preservation is well developed in very young hares, 
for when disturbed while resting in a group they readily scatter to conceal
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themselves among the débris, and assume freezing positions, a habit which 

makes it very difficult to find them. A few hours after their dispersal, how- 
ever, the litter usually has assembled at the place from which they scattered. 

: The mother seldom interferes or is concerned when the young are handled or 
removed from the pens. It is believed that the period of parental care is 

short, a theory corroborated by the fact that a second litter may be born 

when the first is but 47 days old. From our breeding observations in Minne- 
sota we are inclined to believe that the young are completely weaned by the 

time they are a month old. Grange (1932) reported that one of the young 
born in captivity in Wisconsin began to nibble lettuce at 8 days of age. Solid 

foods very rapidly replace milk in the diet of these young hares. 

Nests and Forms.—Seton (1929) stated that he has never found a snowshoe 
hare’s nest in the wild state, but that he is inclined to believe that they, like 

their near relatives the jack rabbits, do not make a nest for depositing their 

young. Klugh (1926) was of the opinion that snowshoe hares construct 

nests of grass and leaves lined with fur from the mother’s breast, and that she 
uses the fur as a blanket to cover the young when she leaves them. Audubon 
and Bachman (1848), and Cory (1912), reported that a nest is constructed ; 

of grass and straw and is lined with fur or hair from the body of the mother. 
Grange (1932) found not the slightest evidence of any tendency on the part 

of his captive female hares in Wisconsin to pluck hairs for nest lining, nor was 

there any tendency toward nest construction. The findings in Minnesota, 

with 87 cases observed, are in accord with those of Grange. Sometimes the 
young are dropped in the form used by the female, but just as frequently 

they are to be found wherever cover is available. In not a single instance 
was hair, fur, grass, or leaves found as a lining or blanket upon which the 
young were dropped. 

Forms.—Forms are regularly used by snowshoe hares throughout the year. 

They are found in such places as high dry grass, at the base of willow clumps, 

in hollow logs, and under logs or fallen trees. They are seldom found in 
exposed open spaces. The forms are merely resting places located in secluded 

spots where the hares spend the major part of the day, during which time 

they are largely inactive. During inclement weather, such as high winds, 

rain, and snowstorms, they remain fairly close to these forms. Asa rule the 

form is personal property and other hares seldom trespass. The writer 
confined 11 females in a quarter-acre fenced plot in a forested area in Minne- 
sota, and it was a common occurrence for him to come to this plot any time 

during the day and to find every female, after once having learned the location 

of the form belonging to each animal. Several of these individuals had 
peculiar markings which permitted positive identification of the animals. 

Each hare, doubtless, may have more than one form, but it is very doubtful 

if they do a great deal of interchanging of forms. During windy weather 

the hares sit in the forms, facing the wind. This posture keeps the fur in 

place and minimizes chilling.
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Physical Characteristics in the Breeding Season.—That the testes of the male 

hare undergo marked changes in size and position throughout the year is 

attested by the accompanying illustrations made from actual photographs. 

It will be noted that in January the testes are very small and somewhat kid- 

ney-shaped. At this period they are in the abdominal cavity. In February 

a marked increase in their relative size and shape is observed, but their posi- 
tion is still intra-abdominal, at least during the early part of the month. 

Near the last of the month, however, they descend into the scrotum. In 

March they have about reached maximum size, and by April they are fully 

distended and remain so through May and June. In July they begin rapidly 

to decrease in size, reaching the minimum by September, when they again 

retreat into the body cavity, where they remain until the following March. 

Out of breeding season the penis appears very pale, almost completely 

white. Just before mating commences the tip of the penis becomes bright 

red, and by the time this is well under way the penis is red all over. After 

the breeding season is past the red color disappears entirely. The penis of 

first year males remains pale throughout the year. It is certain that they 

do not mate until the second year. 

The mammae of the females are six in number, one pair pectoral and two 

pairs abdominal. Even while the female is suckling its young, the mammae 

are to be located only by running the hand along the under side of the body. 

It has been observed that soon after conception females exhibit an enlarg- 

ment of the vulva with purplish coloration of the mucosa. After parturition 

is over for the season, the vulva returns to normal size and a natural flesh-pink 

coloration. 

Dusting Places.—Snowshoe hares make extensive use of dusting places, 

usually located where sunlight can reach them. The dust bath, unlike the 

form, is believed to be used indiscriminately by the hares of the neighborhood 

and also by ruffed grouse. The hares enjoy stretching and rolling in the dry 

fine dust. Because of the large number of ticks that infest these hares in 

summer, it is highly probable that they use these dust baths to lessen the 

annoyance caused by the ticks. 

Pelage Changes.—Observations on the color change of snowshoe hares dur- 

ing the fall and spring months of this study were recorded as individual 

observations and not as the number of individual hares observed. In order 

to simplify the matter of the degree of color change, each individual observa- 

tion made was recorded as either white-brown, brown-white, white or brown. 

In January practically all of the hares are pure white; the same statement 

holds true for February; but in March, although the hares are predominantly 

white, a large number have changed to white-brown, a lesser number show 

brown-white, and a few are pure brown. Females tend to discard the white 

guard hairs and enter the brown stage sooner than do the males. In April 

there are but few pure white hares, the greater number having reached the
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Fig. 2. Har-tagged varying hare (Lepus americanus phaeonotus), Cass Lake, Minne- 

sota, 1932, Courtesy of L. B. Ritter. Fre, 3. Physical changes in the testes of varying 

hares in and out of breeding season, arranged to illustrate progressive changes. Re- 
duced one-half,
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brown-white stage and nearly as many are entirely brown. By May all 

hares are brown. No trapping was done during June, July, August, or Sep- 
tember, but during these months brown is the dominant color. During 

October there were 2 white, 11 brown-white, and 18 brown hares observed. 

In November the color shifts rapidly from the brown to the white, and in 

December practically all individuals are white. 

The accompanying graph illustrates the rate of color change by sex each 

month of the year. These data represent 2183 color observations made in 

the field. To simplify the problem the white and white-brown colors were 

combined and listed as white, and the brown-white and brown were combined 

as brown. The figures in the graph were transposed to a percentage basis. 

Because no trapping was done in the summer months and because it is known 

that these hares are brown at that time, it was necessary to supply figures 

for the summer months based on the known sex ratio. This graph clearly 
shows that in Minnesota the period of white color is shorter than that of the 

brown, and it takes longer to complete the color change in the fall than in the 

spring. The figures also show that females tend to complete the spring 

change earlier than do the males, and in the fall the females also tend to 

complete the change to white sooner than do the males. 

Migrations.—Prior to the beginning of the trapping and banding operations 

in the fall of 1932 at Station-on-Alexander, Cushing, Minnesota, few data 

were available dealing with the daily or seasonal movements of snowshoe 

hares. Dr. R. G. Green, in connection with his disease investigations, was 
also interested in the cruising radius of these animals, and through a working 

relationship with him a plan was evolved whereby it would be possible to 

make migration studies on this area. The Bureau of Biological Survey 

cooperated in this study by supplying the aluminum ear tags for marking the 

live hares, and by furnishing a man to survey and type-map the area. The 

area was marked off in 40-acre squares. Metal markers, designating trapping 

stations by numbers, were nailed up in all the swamps. These markers were 

also located accurately on the type map, which was constructed on a scale of 

one inch to one-eighth mile. Sixty metal live traps were used. Trapping 

operations were continued from October until May. The traps were visited 

once each day for the purpose of tagging and releasing the captive hares, and 

for moving, resetting, and making any adjustments of the traps considered 

necessary. Cured green alfalfa hay was successfully used to bait the traps 
during the fall, winter, and early spring. A permanent record card was kept 
for each hare taken. These cards show the date of capture, place of capture, 

place of release, date of release, sex, number of times taken, and such other 

information as color phase, ticks, fleas, and abscesses. To date there are on 
file these data for every hare that has been trapped or retrapped on the 

entire area. They represent the basis for determining the movements or 
migration tendencies of the hares. The records for only the first 1625 tagged
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animals were used in this study. Of these 1625 hares, 877 were males and 748 

were females, a sex ratio of 54 to 46. Table 3 is a record of these animals, 

showing the number of first catches and each subsequent retrap. 

It will be noted that 772 of these hares were taken but once, while 853 of 

the original number entered the traps two or more times. It was from the 

TABLE 3 

Trap and retrap record, 1932-1935 
IE al Ae a aie a 

wo.or nant |o,oruanme| yR2,0%, | memmarxo. | ronan | to.suowna | mo: szommee 
1 time 407 365 0 772 0 0 

2 times 186 163 Ist 349 236 113 
3 times 123 103 2d 226 125 101 : 

4 times 68 58 3d 126 62 64 
5 times 44 33 4th 77 39 38 

6 times 17 14 5th 31 12 19 
7 times 12 6 6th 18 4 14 

8 times 12 4 7th 16 3 13 i 

9 times 4 1 8th 5 1 4 

10 times 3 0 9th 3 - 0 3 

11 times 0 0 10th 0 0 0 

12 times 0 0 11th 0 0 0 
18 times 0 it 12th 1 0 1 

14 times 1 0 13th 1 0 1 

Totalas S20: 877 748 1625 482 371 
EU PUSRY La Fe aA AREA SA STD aOR AN RR Gu ST seek YS UNL Sac Sa e 

TABLE 4 

Migration records 
psibldd WAS Ne i ah 6 A le cease Dee ee Deg tI 

NUMBER OF TIMES 

MIGRATION DISTANCES Caee eee eee ee eerie ere TOTAL 

Male Female 

4 mile 200 133 333 

4 mile 39 44 83 

$ mile il 7 18 

$ mile ll 5 16 

§ mile 2 3 5 

3 mile 2 10 12 

mile iH 0 1 
1 mile or more 10 5 15 

DP OtAIS cys sincere 276 207 483 

records of the retrapped hares that it was possible to obtain the data relative 

to their movements. It will be noted that 482 of the 853 retrapped hares 
showed no migration, they having been retrapped at the original stations, 

while 371 of them showed they had moved approximately one-eighth mile
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from the place where they were taken originally. An examination of the 
figures shows that sex evidently had little influence on the tendency of an 

animal to be retrapped one or more times. Up to the seventh time taken the 

tendency to retrap decreased very uniformly, after which it was erratic, 

although the number of animals taken from the seventh and to the thirteenth 

time diminished to zero. 
Table 4 is a compilation of all the recorded migrations made by the 371 

migrating hares. The movements are shown by distances of one-eighth 

mile units. Any distance nearest an inch on the map was called one-eighth 

mile, any distance nearest two inches on the map was called one-fourth 

mile, and so on up to a mile, after which all migrations greater than that were 

grouped together. The migrations as recorded in the table show that by all 

odds one-eighth mile was the most common distance traveled. The 333 

movements of one-eighth mile represent 69 per cent of the total number of 

the migrations, while 17 per cent of the total movements were one-fourth 

mile in extent, leaving the remainder of the greater distances to aggregate 

only 14 per cent. By table 3 it will be noted that 482 hares were retrapped 

one or more times without showing movement. When this fact is coupled 
with the large percentage of hares that moved only one-eighth mile, it be- 

: comes apparent that the normal cruising radius is very small, or at least is 
limited to only a few acres. These findings are in close accord with the 

statement by Grange (1932), in which he said: “I have followed one hare for 

an hour and fifteen minutes during which time it could not be driven from an 

area perhaps ten acres in extent, and in which time it returned to within 

five feet of the original point.” Seton (1929) also was convinced that the 

homing territory of the snowshoe hare is very restricted. Klugh (1926) 
stated: “TI am inclined to think that at most a few acres represent the home 
range of a single hare.” 

Table 4 shows that 57 per cent of the migrations were made by male hares. 

This percentage is only slightly higher than the sex ratio of males to females 

of all hares taken, of which 54 per cent were males. On a previous tabulation, 

made to determine migration direction trends, it was shown very clearly that 
the migrating hares moved without any definite direction trend. 

Retrap Tendencies.—It was found that of the 1625 hares trapped, 454 were 
trapped in 1932; that 70 of these were taken again one or more times in 1933; 

that 22 of them were taken in both 1933 and 1934; and that four of the 

original 454 were taken in 1933, 1934, and 1935. During 1933 a total of 797 

new hares were taken; of this number 152 were taken again in 1934; and 33 

of the 152 were taken yet again in 1935. It was discovered that some of the 

hares first taken evaded the traps for a year or two before being trapped : 

again. It was interesting to note that 30 of the hares trapped in 1932 skipped 
1933, and were retaken in 1934. Twenty of the 1933 hares skipped being 

taken in 1934, but were caught again in 1935. Five hares of the 1932 catch
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evaded the traps during 1933 and 1934, to be taken again in 1935. Seven 

hares that were taken in 1932 were taken again in 1934, having missed the 

traps in 1933, and were taken still again in 1935. Only two hares were taken 

in 1932 and 1933, missed 1934, and were taken again in 1935. 

Homing Instincts —When the trapping and banding operations first started 
i at the Station-on-Alexander in the fall of 1932, the captive hares taken from 

all the trapping stations were released at one common point known on the 

records as Green’s Island. This so-called island is surrounded on three sides 
by the waters of Lake Alexander and on the fourth side by a wet boggy swamp 

that separates it from the mainland. Well over 100 hares were liberated 

here before the practice was discontinued in favor of releasing them at the 
points of capture. Although some of the hares lingered on the island, a great 

many of them made their way back to the place where originally they were 

caught. 
It was interesting to note that the hares would seldom chance leaving the 

island for the mainland on nights when it was clear weather, but preferred 

to wait until cloudy nights rendered it advantageous for them to move with 
some degree of safety. On one occasion it was very evident from tracks seen 

in newly fallen snow that several of the hares had left the island, gone out 
over the lake a distance of about 50 or 60 feet only to reverse their direction 

and return to safety under the brush covering the land. On dark nights the 

hares did not hesitate to make the trip to the mainland, a distance of about 

one-eighth mile. There is no doubt that these animals fear their many 

natural enemies while exposed in open spaces. Eighteen of the hares returned 

a distance of one mile or more, while 34, which was the largest number, 

returned one-half mile. It was from these two distances that most of the 
hares were taken from their home grounds to be released on the island. At 
the close of this practice of releasing on Green’s Island many of the hares 

were taken three miles away and released, but none of these were ever re- 

covered, so it is unknown whether any of them succeeded in returning. 

When released at one and one-eighth miles away, these hares had little diffi- 

culty in reaching their home grounds. All captive hares were carried in sacks 

from the point of capture to the laboratory and then to the island where they 

were released. They were given no opportunity of seeing the direction in 

which they were being taken, yet in spite of this, many of them made their 

way back, usually in less than a week’s time. F. Gillett (1934) stated: 

“Rabbits trapped within three-eighths of a mile of headquarters and released 

at headquarters would find their way back to their original haunts.” It 

would seem, in the light of our findings and those of Gillett, that these animals 

tend to return to their home grounds when released at a point not much 

farther than a mile away. 

One interesting case at the Station-on-Alexander was observed: A male 
hare, no. 471, was taken in a figure-4 trap seven times between January
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31 and March 17, 1932. After each capture this hare was carried one-half 

mile away, where he was released on Green’s Island. The interval in days 

that elapsed between each release and subsequent retrapping at the original 

station was 7, 8, 15, 6, 4, and 5, respectively. This hare, whenever caught, 

fought the trap by plunging against the wires of the sides and end in an 

endeavor to escape. In so doing it succeeded in peeling the skin of the face 

from the nostrils to the base of the ears. After the seventh time in this 
trap he was carried to the three mile point and released, and was never 

retrapped. 
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The paunch contained considerable food but the omasum, commonly 
referred to as manyplies or the second stomach (a portion of 
which was forwarded to Yr, Fenstermacher) had food packed very 
solidly, The contents of this peculiar organ are as 2 rule dry 
appesring but in this instence it was so packed that it was 
difficult to break apart. In the tracheal tube 32 Cephenomyia 
larvae were found, In the blood clots of the pulmonary artery, 
in the lung, trachea and trachsoles, and mahy Filarial worms 

; of unkmown species were found, The ventral portion of the lung 
also showed evidence of pneumonia, The spleen and kidney showed 
no gross lessions, and cultures taken have not given positive 
information, The liver was mech contracted (almost vestigial). 
and seemed inactive, The uterus and the area around the vulva 
was mich inflamed and was mous crusted throughout, It is the 
writers opinion that such inflamedcondition e#té could only be 
the result of some internal reporoduction disturbance, However, 

Dr. Fenstermacher expressed the belief that such transformat on 
could result from tick infestation. In view of the fact that 
only a few ticks were found on the animal, this done not apper 
likely, Too, the pres-rvative in which the deteriorated genitalia 
was sent to Dr, Fenstermacher caused servewe shrinkage, which 
would add to the difficulty of diagnosis, The brain and portions 
of the syinal column were removed and forwarded to the Universigy 

: of Minnesota for examination, Mo report has as yet been received, 
The skull. and hide were sent to the Museum of Natural History 
University of Minnesota, for mounting. 

aperoe 

~Batding Overations: 

fwo hundred fifty traps of the type designed by 
Manweiler are under daily operation, The hares are being 

‘ banded and released as before, The snecimens for experiment 
and analysis work are taken in the vicinity of Norris Camp 
and not near the banding area, A total of three hundred 
ninety-four hares have been banded; twenty-four new and 

ninety formerly banded were trapped during this period, 
Permanent stakes mark the exact location all traps for 
future reference,



Bmorimental Studies 

Four individual pens have been constructed at Norris Camp 
for retention of rabbits to determine the gestation period, Dates 
of coalition were carefully recorded and one female hare, bred in 
captivity, had four embryos, weighing 88 grams ea@h, Since little 
is known about the gestation period of hares, this informanation 
will be worthwhile, 

A weekly tick count is being carried out with a view toward 
established maximum infestation. One make examined on April 28 
carried thirty-four ticks; one female examined on April 24 carried 
one hundred thirty-four ticks, end another female examined on May 12 
carried four hundred ninety-four ticks, A system of getting an 
average number ef ticks at one ¢ unt rather than by reneated counts on 
the same individuals centage of ticks always remain on the animal 
after it has been placed in a tick-sack for one hour, Heretofore it 
has been placed ina careful examination to find any that had not 
left the animal, Hight hares were found dead on the trapping area 
after the scoring run-off, four of which had been previously banded,. 
It can be seen from these results that almost daily some facts are being » 
added to the ecology of the Snowshoe Hare, 

Six speciments were forwarded to the National Zoological 
Park, Smithsonian Institution, for exhibition purposes, No specimens 
have been submitted to Dr, Green during this period, 

Siem Count 

& stem count has been taken on three sample plots to determine 
the extent of topping and girdling during the past winter, Informat~ 
ion on these same plots is now available from the winter of 1933'33 
to the present time, This is being carried on in connect on with 
the Snowshoe HageJackpine seas relationship study, 

Deer Project 
On the Beltrami Island only two deer were tagzed, Since 

this work was carried on incidental to other jobs, the expense 
involved is almost negligible, The State Division of Game and Fish 
is desirous of securing information along this line, and sinee 
cooperation can often be greatly increased by complying with minor 
requests, the job seems justifiable, The trap, of course, has not 
been under operation for some time, 

The deer now range throughtout the project area, having 
left the winter yarding areas some time ago, They concentrate, in 
evenings, on areas where succlulent forage is available.



Beaver Project: 

Reauisition has been made for four live beaver trans to 
transplant the animals from over-crowded or barran food areas to 
those more suitalbe for propagation, ‘Two anim=is were coptured 
altve along Highway # 72, ‘They were taken in an area where nothing 
but small alder brush existed, and were suffering from starvation, 
One of them died in captivity, and was sent to the University of 
Minnesota, and the other has oem kept awaiting the taking of a 

female before transplanting. + is unfortunate since optimm trap- 
ing conditions are now long past. 

The winter reconnaissance indicated several areas where lack 
of water and starvation conditi ns oxisted, The beaver should be 
removed to newly impounded waters where food is plentiful, Two 
young kits were found frozen to death in the beaver dam one mile 
south of Oakes Camp, One of the beaver had a portion of a tail 
gone which was attributed to rodents at first diagnosis, bat 
examination of the stomach contents showed that it had eaten its own 
tail, Such observations are, to say the least, very unusual, 

On May 14 g mature beaver, sex, as yet, undetermined, probably 
mole, was taken wandering about the wildlife warehouse and recreation 
hell at Norris Camp, ‘The nearest water is more than a mile from £ camp 
Whether this animal happened to cross the camp grounds or was attracted=s 
by the captive beaver kept there now, is not known, Closer questioning 
brought to tg%% light that this was the third beaver to visit Norris 
Camp this spring, While it is a known fact that beaver, particulorly 
males, wander about in the spring of the year, it is rahter unis al 
that such would be attracted to aplace of habitation, 

A food experiment has been carried on with the beaver in captivity 
during the winter months, The amounts of bark taken were weighed and 
tabulated, 

Predation Control Project: 

Four men were employed from December 15 to March 31 as trappers 
on the 2d Lake Wildlife Refuge, These men spent only a portion of 
their time trapping, and@ddevoted the balancé to type-macping and 
other reconnaissance work, Approximately one Mundred snaresper man 
were issued,
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ON Xe August 27, 1937 
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Dre Aldo Leopold . 
Professor of Game Management 

: School of Agriculture : z 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

It has been nearly a year since I wrote you about some data 
which my father has in regard to rabbit populations. In accordance with 
your letter in answer, I submitted your questions to him but h@ answers 
were not e&complete as is desirable so they were returned to him with 
my criticisms. Due to an extended illness I was unable to give mich 
attention to the matter throughout the greater part of last winter, but 
I am working on the data now and will forward them to you within a 
month or twoe 

While reading an early Smithsonian Annual report I came upon 
a statement which I have not seen in the recent literature. It is quoted 

below in hopes that you may find it useful in your future worke 

Ninth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

‘ Institution. 33d Congress, 2d session, Senate, Misc. Doc. Noe24. 
For 1854, issued 1855, 

Head, Je Fe Some remarks of the natural history about Fort 

Ripley, Minnesotae ppe 291-293. : 

"In the autum of 1848 the varying hare(Lepus americanus) vulgo 
“white rabbit", was very abund ant, but during the following year(the winter 

- of which was not unusually severe) they almost completely disappeared from 
@ region for many miles around this point. Many of the Indians, who 

depend much on these animals for subsistence during the winter, were 
consequently reduced to actual starvation.™ 

‘ ACNE ASIA ROAST ONE EL IESE 

This seems to definitely date a low in the cyclees Yu. Charming 

whe Ménueesta, Uirdimt 30 Ye. Pete Te thet ulwh tym Cb fo King 

Sincerely yours 

hbhat &. Tato » 

. Albert H. Trowbridge 

Harms Maroginut pb),
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U. S. Department of Agriculture : 

by 

Dr. Re G. Green and Dr. C. A. Evans 
University of Minnesota 
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The Effect of Shock Disease on the Weights of Snowshoe Hares 

Normal Weights - : ; 

.. Grange (Journal Mammalogy, 13, 11, 1932) placed the average 
weight of snowshoes hares in Wisconsin (Lepus americanus phaeonotus) be- 
tween 1400 and.1600 grams, but does not. state the number of animals on 
which this average is based. He cited a hare of 1,733 grams as. the . 
largest observed in his studies, and classified a hare weighing 1,038 

grams..as below the limit of normal weight. Seton (Lives of Game Animals, 
vol. 4, part 2, 609-734, 1929, Doubleday, Doran and Co., Inc., Garden 
City, New York) gave the weights of snowshoe hares (L. a. americanus) 
collected near Carberry, Manitoba. The average for seven females was 
1,417 grams and for 2 males, which he considered smaller than average, 
was 1,020 grams. The largest female weighed 1.587 grams. The average 
weight of snowshoe hares (L. a. virginianus) in Pennsylvania was re- 
corded by Oves (1917, .in Seton's (1929) Lives of Game Animals, vol. 4, 
part 2, 609, Doubleday, Doran and Co., Garden City, New York) as 1,956 .. 
grams. : ; : 

In arriving at the average weights of normal hares on the 

Lake Alexander Area we have selected a period of the year when the 
differentiation of adult and young hares would be least subject to 
error. The months of February to June, inclusive, were solected on the 
basis (1) that it takes a snowshoe hare approximately 5 months to reach 
maturity (Grange, 1932, above), (2) that the earliest date recorded for 
pregnancy in a.snowshoe hare in Minnesota is March 24 (Spencer, 1934, 
referred to by Aldous, Journal of Mammalogy, 18, 46,.1937) and (3) that 
the season of reproduction is practically ended at the end of August 
(Minnesota Wildlife’Disease Investigation, vol. 3, p. 80, 1937). All 
hares born in the period, February through June, then would lack almost 
2 months, at the least, of being adults at the end of the period and 

therefore should be easily differentiated from adults; and all hares 
taken in February.and-most of March, the first two.months of the period 
selected, would have attained maturity. : 

Further restrictions placed on the selection of hares to be 
considered of normal weight are the inclusion.of only animals collected 
by shooting and considered normal at the time of collection, the elimin- 
ation of pregnant females, and the elimination of hares infested with 
multilocular tapeworm cysts or large numbers of unilocular tapeworm cysts. 

One hundred nineteen male snowshoe hares and. 3}. female hares 
falling within the narrow confines of the above limitations were clas- 

+ ge
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sified as normal. Many pregnant female hares had to be’ eliminated. The 
average weights of these hares are presented in table 22. AS a means 

Table 22.--Weights of normal hares and of hares which died of shock 

Rae: disease. te ee? ee 
Male hares Female hares | Both sexes Lowest}Highest 

Condition|No. of |Average No. of |Average|No. of: |Average} weight] weight 

of hares janimals{weight fanimals{weight fanimals|weight | in in 

in grams in gms in _gms.j grams | grams 

Normal 119 1368 34 1520 153 1402 1000 | 1900 

Shock : 

disease PAG eo 1 106 12 118 24 1 800. BL0Oe oe: oat 

of assaying the significance of the figures given, we have prepared “ 
graphs to show the distribution of weights of hares. For convenience, Bec 
the weights were given in terms of the nearest hundred grams. In cases ; 
in which the weight was some multiple of a hundred plus: 50, the. nearer ee 

one hundred was considered to be the lower figure for even multiples : 
of a hundred; and the higher for odd numbers. The fact that the curve 
depicting the distribution of weights of male hares, (graph-1).approached . . 
the form of the "probability curve", with a large majority of the ear : 
weights grouped near the mean, was considered an indication, of’ accuracy oe 

in calculating the average. : BARRE SS SY 22 SES eats 

The average weight for normal females was based on. only 34 . ! * 
animals and therefore’ probably should not be considered’ accurate. The 
distribution of weights on the curve (graph 1), however; is evidence . ; aN 

that the true average weight of female hares is not less than that of 
male hares. The average weight for 153 normal hares of both sexes is 
1,402 grams (graph 2). ~~~ nee 2 ae he 

Effect of Shock Disease on Weights Maite: 3 es ss : 

The stipulations‘as to elimation of ‘pregnant: females and : 

of hares infested with multilocular or unilocular tapeworm cysts. ap- ; te 
plied to the designation of normal hares were also applied to the se- 
lection of hares with shock. disease. The hares in this group, how-’ : ; 
ever, were not shot, but died of shock disease in the course of live- 

trapping or later during shipment: or in captivity. The data obtained - : oe 
show a considerable decrease’ in average weight of hares having shock 

disease (table 22; graph'2). 3 ist = 

An average difference of 16 per cent in weight between sick 
and normal animals is observed: males with shock disease weighed 14.8 = . 

per cent, and females 21.9 per cent less than normal hares. The dis- 
crepancy in weights between normal and diseased hares canriot be due 
to a greater susceptibility of young hares to shock disease, as the . : 
method of selection eliminates this possibility, neither can it be 
correlated with lack of food, for most of the shock disease hares were’ - 

captured on the Lake Alexander Area in 1936 and 1937,-when abundant... : 
rainfall had resulted in a more luxuriant vegetation than in the years 
immediately previous. The loss of weight must, therefore, be caused ‘ 

by some fault of metabolism which involves primarily the carbohydrate 

stores of the body and results in wasting. 

53.
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_ Sex Distribution of Hares Dying of Shock Disease | 

Thé sex ratio of 399 hares dying from shock disease during 
the summer season has been found to average’ 45.4 males to 54.6 females. 
The compofents of this ratio are within the allowable range and: indicate 
that both sexes were affected equally by the disease. | ; 

; “We have ‘determined the sex ratio for 228 hares dying in traps 
during the winter trapoing operations. ‘These hares, which evidently died 
of shock disease, showed a ratio of 53.1 males to 46.9 females, a pro- 
portion that denotes an equality of involvement of both,sexes in the . 
winter, also, as these figures are within the limits of variability I 
calculated-fer- 228 hares. «°° a . near . 4 

“A= fhe above-evidence that the mortalities in both sexes are 
equal’ is “affirmed by the mortality rates of each sex in the trapping 
periods.” Four ‘and six-tenths per cent of all males and 4.6 per cent of 
all females trapped died of Shock disease. Furthérmore, a ratio of 

50.9 per cent males to’ 49.1 pér’cent females was seen in the winter of 
1935-36 when shock diseasé was most active, and when any inequality of 
susceptibility shguld have been apparent if it existed. This figure... 

; was based on the éxamination of 462 hares (see June, 1938, report, p:43, 
table 17). 

‘The consonance of résults from calculating the mortalities of 
sexes by the two methods givén above is belicved to be sufficient evi- 
dence that shock disease does not affect one ‘sex more than the other, 
and that an imbalancé in sex ratio does not remit from.the presence of 
this disease. ae : 2 

"Although the sex ratios for each year's population should be 
considered separately, because the population in each year may have been 
subjected to different ‘factors from those which preceded or followed it, 
we have taken the averages of all ratios over the entire period of in- 
vestigation to show that no wide variation in proportions becomes ap- 
parent even when the extremes of standard deviation are narrowed by con- 
sidering larger numbers of animals. , 

: In two instances the percentage of males does fall outside 
the range of standard deviations. Of 505 liarés shot in summer (see 

June, 1938, report, p.'43, table 17) 43.6 per cent were males, whereas 
the allowable range for this number of'hares permits a deviation to 
only 45.5 per cent. Of 492 hares trapped in winter (ref. cited above), 
52.8 per cent were males, while the allowable range has an extreme of 
51.4 -per cent. In each case the deviation from the extremes ts less : 
than 2 per cent and is not considered by us to be of'importance. It ‘is — 
evident from the figures presented, that even when such non-selective ~~ 
methods of capture as shooting and trapping are used, examination of 
a few hundred specimens does not’ furnish sufficient data from which to 
determine the actual proportions of sexes in a population of wild ani- 

mals. aes 

Soe



Pathological Report on Miscellaneous Specimens 

Red hepatization of almost the entire lobe of eacn lung in 
two young blue. geese, nos. 21691 and 21692, constituted pathological 
evidence that pneumonia was the immediate cause of death of these “4 
birds. The pneumonia was probably also the primary cause of death, ne 
as the birds became sick suddenly and died after a very short illness, 
and no evidence of another disease could be detected at necropsy. A 
species of Salmonella was obtained in pure culture from the lung of 
one, of the birds. Injection of lung tissue from this bird into a ; 
normal mallard duck failed to reproduce pneumonia. 

Table 23.--Pathological. report on miscellaneous specimens received ; 
from various counties in Minnesota, July, 1938. 

Animal County and Trans- Diag- 
number Species Source Collector . Necropsy mission nosis 
216091 Blue Died Grant, Lungs:red hepatiza- Lung to Pneu- 

goose at Warden tion. Liver:hemor-_ ‘duck, monia 
bird Randall rhages on anterior Neg. : 

; farm "surface. Cultures, 
: . ; Salmonella sp.* a 

21692 W “a " ‘Lungs: red hepatiza~ None Pneu- = 
ame ; tion.* monia : 

21695 Robin . Found Hennepin, .Coelom:, an old hema~ None Para- 
.gick, Milton ~. toma. Muscles: trau- ‘lysis, 

; died Thompson matized on back just . due. to 4 
a in. cap- ; above sacrum.Lungs: j upper - 

: tivity old hemorrhage.Colon: motor 

distended at rectum, neuron 
:. ... @ppears to have been lesion 

paralyzed; much fecal from 
: material present.* | trauma.. 

21705 Mallard Chippewa, Liver:surface pitted. None None 
duck Lyle Lungs:edema and con- 

Tweet gestion. ; 

21706 Muskrat Found Palo Blood vessels about Spleen, - None 

f Dead Alto,Ia. the neck scemed muscle, 
; P. Er- rather. distended. Neg. 

; rington _Ascoli test, Neg. ; 
“Specimens of organs taken for section. ; sy 

An immature robin, no. 21695, found sick in Minneapolis was 
turned in to the Minneapolis Public Library Science Museum and. later \ 
was forwarded to us. Complete spastic paralysis of the logs of this 
bird was ascribed to some upper motor neuron lesion. The diagnosis : 
was confirmed at necropsy two days later, when a traumatic lesion : 
was found just anterior to the sacrum. _An.old hemorrhage in the lungs ~ , 
was probably also caused by trauma. The cloaca was enormously dilated 
from loss of sphincter control. 

5.



No diagnosis could be made in the case of a mallard duck,” ~ 
no. 21705, received from Chippewa County, Minnesota, since the carcass 
was autolyzed when received andthe lesions seen at necropsy -were not. 
specific for any disease with which we are familiar... ce a 

Liver, spleen, and muscle tissue from a muskrat, no. 21706, ; 

found dead in Palo Alto County, Iowa, were. sent to us in glycerine in. 
order that a test for the presence of Pasteurella tularensis might be 

made. An Ascoli thermoprecipitin-test on an extract of the tissues - 
was negative for Pasteurella tularensis, as was also a test inoculation 
into a guinea pig. tee 2 reese? . 

Lake Alexander Studies 

Pathological Report on Snowshoe Hares Collected on the Lake Alexander 

Area i : 

: Three young and two.old hares comprised, the.sampling for..the 

month of July. The only lesions found in hares of this group were en- 
largment of the spleen, noted in three animals, and tapeworm cysts - 
found. in the jaw muscles of another. The significance of the hyper- 

trophy of the spleen has not been determined... | 

Table 24.--Pathological report on sampling.of snowshoe hares, July, 
1938, Station-on~Alexander. : 

Animal Weight Total 
number in Age Sex no. Necropsy Transmissions 

grams ticks 

21699 so Y M 435 Spleen; slightly 200 ticks, Neg. 
enlarged.* Liver, spleen, Neg. 

2L7Ol ~~ 1000 Y M 765 Spleen: slightly 200 ticks, Neg. 
enlarged.* Muscle, Neg. 

21703 600° Y M 648 Normal.* 200 ticks, Neg. 
Muscle, Neg. 

21709 1250 O M 774 Spleen; enlarged.* 200 ticks, Neg. 

Muscle, Neg. 

21711 1650 O F 563 Normal. Tapeworm 200 ticks, Neg. 
cysts on left side Muscle, Neg. 

*Specimens of organs taken for section. O.- Old hares. 
637 - Average number of ticks per hare. Y - Young hares. 

Occurrence of Tularemia in the Snowshoe Hare 

Pasteurella tularensis was not present in any of the hares ~- 
: of the sampling, as was proved by the injection of tissues from the 

hares into guinea pigs. 

58s



Occurrence of Ectoparasites during July : 

Ticks were the only ectoparasites found on the:hares in the - - 
sampling. ‘The average infestation was 637 ticks per hare; the indi+ =<" 
vidual infestations are given'in table 24. Contrary to the findings’ 

in 1936 and 1937, the average tick infestation this year was lower in 

July than in June. However, the samplings were rather small and there- ‘ 
fore the data obtained are not conclusive.: 

Occurretice of Infection in the Rabbit Tick | oS 

Pasteurella tularensis was not demonstrable in ticks re- 
covered from snowshoe hares shot in July. 

Tapeworm Cysts ; 

; A multilocular tapeworm cyst was imbedded in the jaw muscles 
of 1 hare in the sampling group. : 

The Occurrence of Tularemia in the Wood Pick, Dermacentor variabilis, 

on the Lake Alexander Area a : 

. The continued low incidence’ of Pasteurella tularensis in 
wood ticks collected from the Lake Alexander Area was demonstrated by 
the injection of 111 ticks in samples of 100, 10 and 1 into guinea 
pigs. None of the animals injected died of tularemia. , 

Dos
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Wildlife Research Laboratory. 

July 25th, 1940. 

Mr. Frank D. Winchester, 
Senior Asst, County Agent, 
Pikeville, Kentusky. 

Dear Mr. Winchester: 

‘ Your letter of the lst addressed to the Extension 
Forester, Univ. of Wis., Madison end acknowledged by Mr. Dorr D. Green 
of our Washington office on July 17th, has been forwarded to us for 
our attention. 

In the firet place, ail of our repellent epray 
formas are still in the experimental stage. We will be very glad 
te have you try the two I om listing for you below. No.78 is now 
being used with reported success by the Kitsachie National Forest in 
Louigéana in protecting pines against cottentadl rabbits. Ho.9éa is 
the mixture we are trying in Wisconsin and Minnesota on various pines 
and spruces to protect them against damage by snowshoe hare. We are 
also using 96a on various “Shelterbelt” trees in the Dakotas, Colors- 
do a ni Montena to protect thes against jack rebbit injury. 

No. 76 is lese dengerous to use on growing tissue, 
but we are recommending that both of theee fommilae be used on dormant 
stock. In Wisconsin we have sprayed in May and September, and in the 
south during December and Jamary. We have applied the repellents by 
ordinary peint spray guns where lerge numbers of seedlings were to be : 
treated. Vor & wall number of trees for a amall experiment, a large 
insecticide sprayer, such as a "flit" gun cen be used. For our nur 
sery work we have used a two gallon pressure pot, connected to a De 
Vilbis Type CH gum, and all operated with a portable gasoline driven 
Compressor. 

Should you have any further questions, kindly ask 
them, and perhaps we can be of further assistance. Should you de- 
cide to try either of these mixturys, we would appreciate your let- 
ting us know the results you get with it and the onimel against which 
you are protesting your trees, 

ee Dr. Leopold veay tence poeme, Ctond 

Washington. Pharmacolociat



Mer, Winchester, 

Repellent Forma TP 768. 

Asphalt Smilsion 3¢ 
water 2 Quarta 

Copper Carbonate (52-57% Powlered) af 

Blend the asphalt emulgion with the water by adding amall enounts 
of water to the emilsion and makéng sncoth pastes with stirring, When 
a emooth paint has been obtained, add the cepper carbonate and stir again 
until all the lumps are gone. 

This formula makes a product whieh can be used with a paint brush, 
@o make a "spray" merely dilute with stivring by adding 6 quarts 

more water. 

Repellent Forma TP 96a 

Reayl #65 (American Cyanamide & Chemica) Co.) 5g 
Ethylene Dichloride 5 quarts 

Asphalt 2ulsion 6 
Rthylene dichloride 6 Quarts 

Dissolve these two mixtures separately, causing solution by continued 
stimring end gentle heating. Use Caution Ethylene dichloride is In- 
fiemible. 

Mix the two solutions obtained above. If lumpy, strain through cheese- 
loth. 

Add with constant t 

comer mine (eer 3 } ) 
Dey Lime Sulphur (Powdered) a 

Winaliy dilute the mixture with 5 quarts Ethylene Dichleride to make 
either @ spray or 4 paint. : 

Apply to the tough bark of the trunks and lower branches 
either by spray or paint brush anytime of the year. 
Apply to the upper branches or leaves (needles) only 
durying the dormant period.
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Editorial Note: Here is an artiéle that proves that woodsmen, as well 
as technically trained men, are capable of performing valuable researches 
in the ecology of wildlife. 

The length of the snowshoe hare cycle has long been the subject of 
debate and uncertainty. ‘The reason is that the written history of 
highs and lows is too short to yield relbable averages. Mr. Bailey 
reads his history from pines, not books, and thus supphies an answer. 

Mr. Bailey's main conelusion, the existence of an S«year snowshoe 
Gycle in Wisconsin, differs from that of MacIulich, who found a 9. 7-year 
cycle in the Hudson Bay Company returns of snowshoe hare sicins: in 
Canada. ‘Such o difference may actually exist, or it may disappear 
after the Bailey method has been applied on a wider scale. 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin



READING RABBIT POPULATION CYCLES FROM PINES 

Robert A. Bailey 

Hunters, woodsmen, and rural residents have long kmown that rabbit 

numbers, particularly the snowshoe, are subject to extreme variations. 

Some years when the snow cover comes late, one can see the hill sides 

dotted with snowshoe rabbits, for they have turned white, while the back 

ground of fallen leaves is dark. A couplé of years later one mst walk 

miles even to see a track in the snow. 

An extremely conservative estimate of snowshoe density for these peak 

years would be 1000 to the square mile. During low periods like the past 

winter (1945-46) I would estimate the density at one snowshoe and three 

cottontails to the square mile. The high:low ratio in snowshoe is about 

100031. 

Jos. F, Kittridge fount” it to be the general impression that rabbit 

Cycles averaged 7 years in over-all length. It is known that rabbits were 

scarce in my region (Sarona, Washburn County, Wis.) in 1913, 1920, 1928, 

and since 1936. ‘These known peaks average 8 years apart. 

Orchards and shrubbery are extensively damaged during rabbit peaks. 

Less conspicuous, but even more important is the damages to desirable forest 

seedings, notably the oaks and pines. “his damage is heaviest in or along 

the swamps, for snowshoes congregate in these areas during winter because 

of protection afforded by the tangles of alder and willow. An excellent 

example of this is found in and around the large swamp in Sec. 25, 138, 

Rl2W near Sarona, Wisconsin. Here pine seedlings in abundance have with
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few exceptions been destroyed by rabbits. ; 

Rabbit Gyoles 1660-1945 

In Jamary (1946) it ocourred to me that ages of the few pines that 

have escaped rabbit damage should indicate periods of rabbit scarcity, 

especially the age of growth above the one foot level, Growth is normally 

protected below that level by snow, and when ground is bare, tame grasses 

seem to provide more desirable food than trees. Accordingly I counted 

the ages of many trees, mostly white pines, and found that they fell into 

well-defined age groups, each group representing a low period in rabbits. 

The graph shows the highs and lows since 1880, as indicated by the ages 

of escaped trees. 

I determined the age of the escaped white pines by counting the mumber 

of whorls of branches above the one foot level. This method ws found 

useable back to 1890, but the two preceeding lows are dated by counting the 

growth rings in pines released by a logging operations. The wider rings 

of course began after the logging, and mist have also coincided with a 

rabbit low, else the released seedlings would not have survived. 

The number of trees on which each low is based is indicated by the 

number of crosses below the base~line. 

I also counted rings in a few red oak stumps and used them in the same 

; way as pines, These oaks are indicated by special symbols below the base- 

line. ; 

The population density estimates for the several peaks are guesses based 

on the severity of the damage, on my own recollections and observations, 

and on the reports of other observers.
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Pren1880 Cycles, 

In addition to the graph, which is based on 53 trees, I counted rings 

on 10 older trees dating back to 1782. These also showed 7 - 9 year intervals 

between age groups, tt the number of trees is too small to be conclusive, 

, Gonslusions, 

The following conclusions are dram from the 53 trees in the graph, 

and from my personal observations in the woods. 

1. The snowshoe rabbit pealts are 6+ 10 years apart, and average 

& years apart. 

2. The snowshoe rabbit cycle is shorter than the 10-year cycle prevail- 

ing in grouse. This accounts for the frequent disparities in status 

betwen grouse and rabbits. ; 

3. The few pines that escaped rabbits were 12" ~ 18" high when a Low 

period enabled them to grow out of reach. 

4, On vulnerable sites (near abundant low cover) the only chance for 

a stand of pine is rabbit control, or the accidental local "skipping" 

of a peak, such as occurred in 1943 (see graph). 

5. Abundant predators, especially fox and coyote, severely restrict 

rabbit population density.



A. W. SCHORGER glue’ 
168 North Prospect AVENUE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN \ Gye 

ety 
March 13, 1947, 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In March, 1853, Dr. P. R. Hoy of Racine wrote 
to Samuel Sercomb, Madison, for some mammal skins, 
including “Lepus Americanus - Northern Hare." Sercomb 
wrote on March 23 that he would collect them as soon 

as possible, 

This indicates that the varying hare did not 
occur at Racine where Hoy settled in 1846, Unfortunately 
I cannot find that Sercomb furnished the hare skin, It 
would be most interesting to know, 

Sincerely,
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Grouse at Cable: Byron Jorns says he saw an average of 6 grouse per day, and up 

to a dozen ag one spot. Increase since last year. ‘ 

Many red squirrels, many snowshoes, fewer coyotes, lots of pine grosbeaks, fewer 
foxes. 

Lots of spikers but few prime bucks. His party killed 3 legal bucks but also 3 
spikers and a doe, all of which they turned in. 

: A.L.



Paddy Pack-Rat 

; Walter J. Perry. 

The accompanying picture is of a 2/3 grown specimen of, the 

interesting little animal variously know as "Pack Rat", "TRede Rat", 
and "Mountain Rat". ; : 

This young fellow had just started in housekeeping for him- 
self, choosing for that purpose a cupboard in the kitchen of my 
Ranger cabin. His intentions were made quite clear to me when on 
returning from a field trip he was found to have half filled a 
drawer ,designed to hold knives and forks, with stuffing taken from 
my mattress, and, as winter was coming on, he had thoughtfully 
transferred a few pounds of rice and other cereals as well as 
Samples of all other available edibles to the corners 6f the drawer 
and was prepared to keep the wolf of famine at bay for some time 
to come. It was necessary however to break into his arrangements 
to some extent as our systems of housekeeping could not be made 
to conform and I tery clearly held prior rights. Accordingly, his 
bedding was removed and burned along with his commissary, and though 
Paddy himself could not be located it was hoped that he might be 
discouraged and take up his abode elsewhere. Not for the small 
value of the food he would: consume, but in the knowledge that his 
whole tribe is cursed with the curse of incurable insomnia, and 
that it is their starnge doom that they shall never be satisfied 
with things as they find them, and must spend all the nights of 
their lives dragging whatever is draggable and rolling whatever 
is rollable and in general changing places with all things within 
their power to move, and they may never rest--nor, incidentally, 
anyone else in the same house! But no! Paddy had considered the 
matter from all angles and decided to stay. As for the addition- 

al labor entailed, that played right into his hand--work is his 

middle name! He would, like as not, have moved house in a few 

days anyway just for the exercise! Accordingly, in a few days he 

was found housekeeping in the bottom of the cupboard in a small 

locker. Here, as before, he had arranged a large nest of cotton 

with a neat round hole in the center in which he sits to sleep, 

and, in obedience to that inexplicable and apparently useless 

instinct of his people, he had dragged,in addition to a rile of 

green herbs which he uses for food, such things as a spoon, a 
tooth brush, a candle end, a boot lace, baking powder can lid, a 

smell pahnt brush, and chips and splinters from the wood box as 

many as could be gotten through the small opening in the locker. 

This establishment suffered the same fate as the other--but still 

Paddy escaped--and still he was not discouraged! His private 

entrance to the cabin was discovered and securely closed--but the 

next night) he was right on the job making another collection of 

bric-a-brac. A careful search, with the zealous aid of Perry 

O'Neill the Airedale, finally located him inside of a small cook 

stove kept in storage, entrance being gained through the clean- 

out door under the hearth, and this also explained his previous 

easy and mysterious escapes. Paddy could not be forcibly and at 

the same time humanely dislodged from his iron house, so the door 

was closed and siege laid to his fort. The next night he came 

out into a shoe box trap placed for his convenience and pracefully



surrendered to superior force--and within two minutes was eating 
rolled oats from my fingers! after his meal he unconcernedly seat 

: up and gave his face a most tremendous washing and combed out his 
magnificent whiskers which would touch both sides at once of an 
8-inch alley, and which serve him by the sense of touch when his 
black beady pop eyes fail in the utter darkness. 

Paddy's apparent lack of fear, and the complete confi- 
dence he evinced in receiving a square deal at my hands, was 

: absolutely uncanny as he sat on my hand ang coolly and interest- 
edly sized up the situation with his ea eny ouizzical ex- 

pression. While he, had no fear of my hands, and would not attempt 
to bite however handled, he was desperately afraid of Perry 
O'Neill, and in this matter I commended his excellent judgement! 

: That we might become yet better acquainted Paddy was 
duly installed in monn on quarters (abscreened cracker box) 
lately vacated by a Whistling or Rock Squirrel who had been my 
guest for a time. In consideration of his circumstances and | 
the lateness of the season he was furnished a large bunch of wool 
from which he proceeded at once to help me construct a nest in 
approved pack rat fashion. I almost expected to hear him say: 
"I call this giving a fellow mighty nice treatment, old ton". 

The Pack Rat is an amusing and most interesting animal, and 
sometimes a very annoying one from his strange habit of collect- 
ing miscellaneous odds and ends of no apparent possible use to 
him around his nest. He differs widely in severel respects from 
the common smooth-tailed black or wharf rat of the east, not 
only in appearance but in his entire nature and habits. He is 
comnaratively short legged and travels with a smooth, furtive 
gliding motion instead of the humpy gallop of the wharf rat. 
Also, he is remarkable in having a hairy instead of a smooth tail. 
Again, he appears to be absolutely a noncombatant, while the 

: wharf rat is not atall backward about inflicting a serious bite. 
Paddy can focus his great paper-thin ears in any direction and, 
like the bats, has the power of folding and curling them close 
to his body when not in special use, or perhaps when cold. His 

: gnawing teeth ere not nearly so strong as those of other rats 
and he feeds very largely on green herbs of various kinds of 
which he also lays up great store for winter. ; 

Paddy has one little habit which works to his hurt, as 
it may discover him to his enémies when he is securely hidden. 

This is "thumping". He does this by striking his heel on the 
floor in the manner of a hare, and if imitated he will answer 
each challenge. This action appears to be, as it certainly is 
in the hare, a challenge, as if he would say; "I defy you to set 
me out of here!",. 
Paddy is of strictly nocturnal habits. Though sometimes called 
Mountain Rat he in reality lives anywhere from the heart of a 
clump of prickly pear on the sun-baked desert up to near timber 
line, where he gives place to that queer little srrite of the 
bald wind-swept crags, the Coney or Whistling Hare. 

==



The following will illustrate Paddy's strange instinct 
which gains him the name of "Trade Rat". 

A good many years ago I founé myself helping to develop 
3 amine in the Sierra Medre of Chihuahua. A small commissary was 

operated in connection with the property to furnish the native 
labor with staple articles such as cigarettes, chile, matches, 

beans, corn, sugar, etc. . There being no reads, and it being an 
8-day trip with a pack tBRin to the railroad and supplies, we 
naturally had no lumber, so in lieu of shelving for the goods 
50-pound cube sugar boxes were used as containers, being set i 
along the wall. We commenced to miss such articles as bars of 
soap, packs of cigarettes, boxes of matches, cube sugar by whole- 
sale, and in fact any and all sorts of small articles, and were 
under the impression we were being pilfered by some petty thief 
of great technical skill but very poor judgement--and we were! 
On moving a rick of sacked corn a great pile was found in which 
was represented practically everything we had for sale in the 
"tienda". Then we knew Paddy had taken up his abode with us! 
Despoiled of his cache Paddy was in no wise discouraged but the 
next night filled and heaped up the sugar box as lonr as a thing 
would lie on it with cigarettes, soap, sardines, red perpers, etCe., 
etc. These being reassorted with patience and mixed profanity 

into their proper receptacles, we would, perhaps the next morning, 

find them all in the green coffee box chinked in with candles, 
dried prunes, lead pencils, hair combs and hob nails--especially 
hob nails--he liked those because they rattled so nice in the 
little boxes I suppose! This sort of thing happened so reg-= 
ularly that it became my really very unpleasant duty to lie in 
ambush near half a night with my Colt and put him out of the 

grocery business. It seemed a pity too--such a “perpy” little 

cuss! If some of our "hombres" had shown half as much hustle 
they would have been worth twice as much pay!
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Note for Arthur Koehler 

See "The Composition and Dynamics of a Beech-Maple Climax Community," 
by Arthur B. Williams. Cleveland Museum of Natural History, Vol. VI, 

ee 1936. (Also Ecological Monographs, Vol. 6, No. 3, July, 
1936. 

Page 42 - tooth marks of flying squirrel 

" M2 = census of mammals 

* 55 ~ eyele 

" 70 - seasonal fluctuation in bird population 

Leopold 

File: Flying Squirrel 
Census 
Cycle
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University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: A Critique of Poisoning 

Premises 

Poisoning is incsrently uns2.und because it is: 

1. Non-selective (beneficial or harmless animals are killed; 
rodent predators are killed). 

2. Violent. 

3. Temporazy (reduction in rodents lasts from 1 to 5 years). 

4. Costly (best evidence is the almost universal absence of cost 
data from the pro-poison literature). 

Poisoning may be unavoidable as a localized or temporary expedient: 

a. On high-value agricultural lands (already so artificialized 

as to preclude ecological controls). 

b. Near costly erosion-control structures (such as early dams). 

c. For control of dangerous diseases (rabies, bubonic plague, etc.). 

d. To protect investments only temporarily vulnerable (such as 
forest plantations). 

fs The objection is not to poisoning per se, but to poisoning as a universal 

and permanent public policy for land-use. 

Instances of Unsound Practice 

(A) Range lands worth $2 per acre are often poisoned at a cost of 10-20¢. 
The reduced rodent levels may last as short a time as 2 years. In sucha 

case the capital investmont, already too high, is doubled in a decade without 
permanent relief. (Authority: Aldo Leopold, general observation in Southwest, 
1939. Figures are uncertain; no one has any figures. The use of "free" relief 

labor further beclouds the shaky economics of such work. ) 

(B) In 1928, 7 million acres of land in California for ground squirrels 
with 2 million pounds of poison grain, one-quarter of which was thallium. 
At least 60 species of wildlife other than ground squirrels are known to have 

been killed. (Authority: J. M. Linsdale, Condor, May, 1931, pp. 92-106) 

(C) In 1938, 29 million acres of land were treated in tho U.S. for 
rodents; in 1937, 34 million. The California ground squirrel figures are 

not available. The indication is, however, that rodent poisoning as now 
practiced is a continuing or even an expanding public policy, and offers no 
hope for its own ultimate elimination. 

Alternatives to Rodent Poisoning 

Those which have never been tried by public conservation agencies:
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1. Managing raptors and carnivores upward by environmental controls. 

Examples: Planting owl coverts to create new territories for owls. 
Protecting coyotes on steer rangos, dry farms, or other areas whero 
they are no menace to agriculture. Shifting coyotes and cougar control 
to a sport and fur basis (from a paid hunter basis), Making govern- 
ment cooperation in rodent poisoning contingent on predator protection. 

2. Managing rodents downward by environmental controls. 
Examples: H. L. Stoddard in Georgia controls cotton rat levels, without 
separate cost, by reducing the density of broom-sedge cover. The 
reduction is accomplished by controlled burning. 

Those which have seldom or only recently been tried by public conservation 
agencies: 

3. Correcting overgrazing. Range damage by rodents is serious usually 
because the range is already depleted, and hence (a) is favorable to 

rodents as a habitat, and (2) has no margin of safety against drouth 
or other contingencies. All public cooperation in rodent control 
should be contingent upon the creation of a margin of safety in 

livestock. Under such a policy poisoning might ultimately, to a 

large extent, eliminate the need for poisoning, 

4, Trapping. Poisoning is not always superior to trapping as a means of 
rodent control. In his controversy over the snowshoe rabbit, Grange 
demonstrated that trapping or hunting (and selling the rabbits) was, 
in some cases, superior in both economy and thoroughness. 

Those which are being successfully used by public conservation agencies: 

5. Non-vulnerable erosion structures. The Soil Conservation Service is 
largely using "weepers" or "waterspreaders" in place of the former i 
solid contour furrows and check-dems, These new structures are not 
vulnerable to rodents. Where earth dams must be used, a core is 
often inserted to make them non-vulnerable. 

6. Non-vulnerable sites for plantings. Rabbit damage to forest plantings, 

even where severe, is usually confined to spots with brush cover, 
By planting in the open, damage is avoided. (However, some species, 

s such as white pine, demand the nurse-cover effect of brush. For such 
cases the damage question remains unanswered, ) 

7+ Non-vulnerable species for plantings. At Faville Grove, Wisconsin, 

Siegler (1937) showed that red cedar, creeping juniper, the poplars, 
elder, hazelnut, the various dogwoods, swamp birch, Virginia creeper, 
frost grape, and honeysuckle are substantially immune to winter damage 
by cottontails and mice.



University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: Effect of Rodents on Soils 

Greene, R. A., Charles Reynard, and Guy H. Murphy: THE INFLUENCE OF TWO 
BURROWING RODENTS...KANGAROO RAT AND...PACK RAT ON DESERT SOILS IN ARIZONA. 
Ecology, Vol. XIII, No. 1, Jamary, 1932, pp. 73-80; Ecology, Vol. XIII, No.4, 

October, 1932, pp. 359-363. 

Premises and Procedure 

Earthworms, ants, and invertebrates have important effects on soil 
which have been measured. The effects of higher animals have been speculated 
upon but not measured. This paper compares analyses of soil samples taken 
at various depths in and under the mounds of these two rodents with check 

samples taken nearby. Locality: Santa Rita Range Reserve. 

Results 

The soil in the mounds contained, as compared with the checks: 

1. More total soluble salts 
a. More nitrates (from urine, feces, and nest materials). 

In active dens concentration would be toxic to plants, 

bat in old dens leaching would reduce this to beneficial 

levels. Value of nitrates in 2,000,000 dens on Santa 
Rita estimated at $81,500. 

b. More bicarbonates (from carbon dioxide of respiration). 
; c. More available phosphorus (made available by carbon 

dioxide of respiration). 
2. More clay at the surface, less below surface; more moisture- 

holding capacity at surface. This mixing is beneficial if 

subsoils are heavy. 

Total area thus affected by 100,000 dens each with 1 kangaroo rat: 
184 acres out of 50;000. 

Author's Conclusions 

"In the long run; the beneficial effects would overshadow the ill effects." 

5 : "The relation of the amount of vegetation consumed by these animals to 
the increase (in vegetation) they cause through increased soil fertility has 

not been determined. It is probable that their consumption of forage is of 
little economic importance except on overgrazed ranges and in dry seasons." 

Criticism of Conclusions 

These rodents collect plant energy from the range and concentrate it at 
the den. The superior fertility of the den soils is not necessarily a net 

addition to the fertility of the range, unless the whole process (i.e., energy 

circuit) induces superior nitrogen fixation, superior soil aeration, superior 

rainfall absorption, or in some other way augmonts the efficiency of plants 

in their production of animal food. This hiatus in reasoning needs to be 
bridged.



: University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: Analogy with Insects 

Treherne, R. C. and E. R. Buckell. GRASSHOPPERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Canada Dept. Agr. Bul. 39 (new series), Ottawa, 1924, 47 pp. 

Grasshopper outbreaks have occurred since 1890 at intervals of 7 years. 
Overgrazing has occurred during the same period. "Unquestionably the two are 
intimately related." How? 

Plant Succession 

1. Climax stage: perennial bunch grasses. Vith erazing pressure this reverts to: 

2. Secondary grasses. Mostly perennial. “A more general-purpose grazing area... 
than bunch grass." Upon further pressure this reverts to: 

3. Annual weeds. "Of little use except to sheep." 

"In many sections even these secondary grasses are being destroyed for 
want of an opportunity to grow unchecked." Grasshoppers are associated with the 
reversion to stages 2 and 3. 

The Mechanism of Outbreak 

There are 15 species of grasshoppers differing mainly in the degree of dry- 
ness of optimum habitat. The dry-site species are the most dangerous. Overgrazing: 

(1) Increases the proportion of dry open sites. 
(2) Retards grass growth so that green succulent shoots are available 

when the eg#s hatch. This is not normal, for inside an exclosure 
"the grass had completed its growth and had set its seeds before 
the grasshoppers had all emerged." Tho exclosure was finally invaded 
but no permanent damage resulted, and the hoppers did not select the 
exclosure as egg-laying ground, but chose the barren ground outsido. 

(3) "A hot dry season favors grasshopper multiplication and checks the 
growth of the native grasses. The host is forced to migrate (but) 
parasites and predators...can only accompany their host in small 
numbers." 

Conclusions 

1. Grasshoppers are normally held in check by the small area of favorable 
: (dry open)habitat. 

2. Overgrazing plus drouth expand such habitat by retrograding plant succession 
and upsetting phenology (egg-hatching precedes seed-sotting; should follow it). 

3. Overpopulation results, migration follows. In migration, grasshoppers outrun 
their parasites. By devegetation they expand the area favorable for egg- 
laying. 

4. It was oxperimentally demonstrated that rosting the range reduces the risk 
of outbreaks. 

Questions 

The ecology of grasshopper reproduction and predation is adequately explained. 
The ecology of foods is hazy. Are the lower stages of succession possibly sup- 
erior in food value?



University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: U.S.B,S. Research on Food Habits 

Kelso, Leon H. FOOD HABITS OF PRAIRIE DOGS. U.S. Dept. Agr. Circ. 529, 
June, 1939, 15 pp. 

Premises and Procedure 

"Much of the published information (is)...based on field observations 
(which)...does not tell the whole story. This circular presents...545 
stomachs of 3...species." 

"Prairie dogs are the direct. competitors of sheep and cattle for forage... 

In 1919 they occupied 100,000,000 acres. Merriam (1902), referring to these 

rodents as one of the most pernicious enemies to agriculture, estimated that,.. 

32 prairie dogs equal...1 sheep and...256...equal 1 cow." 

: Findings 

Blacktail prairie do (249 stomachs, 5 states). Herbage of more or 

less value to stock, 764%; unimportant as forage, 224; animal matter (including 

grasshoppers and cutworms), 1.4%. Loco, lupine, and nightshade (poisonous 

to cattle) are eaten in spring; rabbit brush (unpalatable to stock) is 
eaten. Chenopodium is so palatable to dogs that it is lacking near burrows 
(except those occupied by burrowing owls). 

of 
Whitetail prairie dog (169 stomachs, 2 states). Horbage /value to stock, 

84%; unimportant, 15%; animal matter (including beetles and young chicks), 
0.9%. Saltbushes (Atriplex) heavily eaten, 

Gunnison prairie dog (127 stomachs, 3 states). Valuable herbage, 154; 
unimportant, 20h Eats more grain than the others. 

Criticism of Findings 

The habitat is conceived as competition between dogs and stock. Plant 
succession is,not mentioned, That stock plus dogs may create the habitat 

favorable for more dogs is not stated or implied, although it is clearly 

f deducible from the data. That dog removal without stock reduction is futile 
is not mentioned, although clearly deducible from the data, and clearly 

important as advice to the lay reader.



University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: Point Lobos Reserve : 

Grinnell, J. and J. M. Linsdale. VERTEBRATE ANIMALS OF POINT LOBOS 
RESERVE, 1934-35. Carnegie Inst. Washington, 1936, 159 pp. 

Ground Squirrels (pp. 137-140) 

1934: Area poisoned. (Grazed up to 1934? See p. 5) 
Population in November: 500 (est.). No dispersion in fall. 

1935: Area protected. (Grazing withdrawn?) 
Population in spring: 2,000 (est.). At carrying capacity? 

"Possibly the (poisoning) kill, by removing nearly all the 
adults, had removed the animals which would have forced the 
dispersal of the young ones, and thus had resulted in a greater 
concentration and larger numbers (where?) than would have been 
there naturally. This leads to the idea that colonies during 
this first spring after an eradication campaign really con~ 
tained more individuals than they would when naturally 
stabilized. The absence at this time of rodent=preying i 
predators mst have had a part in developing this condition."



42h University Farm Place 
Mareh 15, 1940 

Dean B. B. Pred 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

Referring to the joint application of Professor 
Graber and myself for research funds for "Agronomic Relations 
of Wisconsin Rodents." 

The student whom we had in mind for this project 
has had to leave the University to recoup his finances and 
we have no other students qualified for this particular work. 

We therefore wish to withdraw the application. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Prof. Graber
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Proposed Joint Research by Agronomy and Wildlife Mensgonent 

1. EL2LE: Agronomic Relations of Wisconsin Rodents 

2. REASONS FOR STUDY 
The penk populations of meadow mice (Microtus) and possibly other 

mice during the years 1934 and 1939 resulted in damage to farm crops on a 

scale heretofore unkaown to this state. Many alfalfa stands already damaged 

by unfavorable weather had all their terminal buds eaten by mice during the 

winter, and in some cases were plowed up by farmers as dead. Alfalfa stacks 

were invaded by mice and the hay was eo chopped up that it could not be 

handled with ordinary farm tools, and lost mech of its value for feading. 

Many young orcharde, ornamental shrubs, and plantations of forest tress 

were girdled by mice. . 

The objects of this investigation are to: 

1. Measure and analyse damage in terms of plant anatomy, 
morphology, and physiology, and rodent ecology. 

2. Predict outbreaks in terms of rodent population cycles. 

3. Control damage by ecological means. 

3. PRWVIOUS WORK 
a. On measuring and analysing demage. Professor Graber has worked 

out some of the morphological reasons why mouse damage 18 #0 serious to 

: alfalfa and clover. This, though unpublished, is available as a starting 

point for the study. Briefly, the mice cut off the terminal and young 

axillary tuds of the rhizomes and new growth is greatly delayed since it 

Can only arise from older buds which have a high degree of dormancy. 

However, the extent to which the injured rhisones may set up a cork barrier 

(eieatrice) below the plane of rodent injury to prevent infections and 

prolong survival io not known. Poulter (Science, Aug. 4, 1939) states that
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this takes place in the herbaceous steme of certain legumes but its occurrence 

in wounded rhizomes has not been investigated. H. RB. Siegler has worked out 

lists of woody plants damaged by rabbits and mice during the population peak 

of 193536 on the Faville Grove Area, Jefferson County (Jour. Mammalogy, 

Vol. 18, No. 1, Ped. 14, 1937, pp. 57-61). 

bd. Predicting Outbreaks. Hamilton of Cornell has shown that in Hew 

York State outbreaks of mice oceur at 4-year intervals (Jour. Agr. Res., 

Vol. 54, No. 10, May 15, 1937. pp. 779-790). There is seattered evidence 

that the same cycle prevails in Wisconsin. This is supported by fragments 

of census work as follows: F. J. ¥. Schmidt, Clark County, 2 year census; 

W. 8. Peeney, University Arboretum, J-year census. 

e. Control of Damage. The J. 3. Biclogical Survey has based all ite 

rodent-eontrol research on poisoning. Poisoning is too expensive and too 

ephemeral, and is objectionable because non-selective. Many songbirds end 

game birds die of rodent poison, and many raptors and carnivores, needed for 

rodent control, die by eating poisoned rodents. 

There is great need of rodent-control by gentler, cheaper ecological 

methods in which managerial practices may play a definite part. It should 

be possible to manage rodents downward by control of their environment, just 

®8 we now manage game birds upward by environmental manipulation. This idea 

originated with a Wisconsin man--H. L. Stoddard--eho now uses it on a large 

; scale for the control of cotton rate in the South. It would appear that 

equivalent techniques could be worked out here. 

4, PROGHDURE 
. Measuring Damage. Mutilate experimental alfalfa plants in the way 

that mice do, and measure the retardation of growth, in terme of unmtilated 

controls, under various intensities of mtilation.
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Study the anatomical and morphological aspects of actual and artificial 

wounding of rhizomes and of the hypeocotylary region and the base of the 

primary stem. 

Build exelosures (mouse~proof fences) in the field, and check retardation 

inside and outeide. 

Correlate populations of mice in fields and pastures with heavy and light 

vegetative stubble during the months of fall, winter, and early spring. 

Collect extensive data from farmers. 

b. Predicting Cutbresks. Gather recollections of farmers, county agente, 

and agronomists on the dates of previous mouse outbreaks. 

Analyse these rough data to see whether the cycle is synchronous within 

Wisconsin and es between Wisconsin and other states. 

Start sample census areas at suitable poiats throughout the state, in 

anticipation of a probable outbreak in 1942. 

The least that could be expected from this investigation is to find 

whether Wisconsin mice are cyclic and thus put the university in a position 

to predict outbreaks. 

@. Control of Damage. Try leaving alfalfa aftermath during low mouse 

years in order to protect the plants, but removing 1% during high years in 

order to discourage mice. 

: Maintain a series of census areas (on which mice are banded but not 

controlled) as a norm against which to measure experiments. 

Make a general life history study in the hope of turning up vulnerable 

points for mouse control. It seems likely, for example, that mice migrate 

from forbs to grass in winter and Dack in summer. If this were verified it 

might be used to draw mice out of vulnerable fields of forbs like alfalfa.
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5- ELMANOIAL SUPPORT 
This research will require travel throughout the state and should 

therefore have a modest travel expense fund as well as a stipend for the 

support of » student. An adequate budget would include: 

Stipend, 12 months at $50 per month 3600 
Travel expense, equipment and supplies ais 

‘ 

The work should extend through 1942, to include at least one prospective 

population peak. 

6. PERSONNEL 
Lyle Sowls has an undergraduate major in agronomy, a thorough training 

in wildlife ecology, farm experience, and a strong interest in rodents. 

He had charge of the Riley wildlife area in 1937 and the Faville Grove 

area in 1938. He studied rodents at the Delta Duck Station, Manitoba, 

during the summer of 1939. Ne becomes available in February, 1940. In 

order to get Sowls and in order to start this project before the present 

mouse peak disappears, it is recommended that the usual fiscal year be 

disregarded, and that this project, 1f approved, start from the date of 

approval. 

If approval is too late to retain Gowle, a search mst be made for 

some other qualified student. It may be possible to interest Irven 0. Buss, 

who took a master's degree in 1938 and is fully qualified. 

Professor of Agronomy — 

Professor of Wildlife Wanagement



PROJECT Pas 

Agricultural Damage of Microtus in Southern Wisconsin eS 

: oh Yn" 

Interviews: ott 

Profs, Graber and Ahlgren 

Extension Worker, Burcalow 

These men stressed the fact that the damage done by microtis 

in Wisconsin merits consideration and study. Some investigation 

of the damage of field mice has been done in the states of New 

York, Illinois, and Indiana. 

They agreed that they had never before seen so many field 

mice as during the winter of 1938-1939. They believed this due. 

to heavy topgrowth of grass and alfalfa because of the fall rains. 

There were very few mice during the winter of 1939-1940, _ 

It was their opinion that field mice did not have a true four- 

year cycle but that environment determined the population peak 

in field mice, ~ ,



GRADUATE STUDENTS: BOAG AND SMITH, 
Three renovated pastures which they had observed during the 

: spring of 1939 had been badly injured by microtus during the winter 

of 1938-1939, Mice had eaten off the rhizomes of many alfalfa 

plants and also the hearts out of the crowns of some of them, 

They apparently considered the winter of 1938-1939 the peek 

in the four-year cycle, A high population was attributed to 

heavy rains @uring the fall of 1938 which produced a dense fall 

growth of vegetation, 

In contrast the population was low during the winter of 1939. 

1940, the fall ot 1939 being extremely dry. 

STUDENT: SOWLS. - 

, Observations; 

Arlington, Wis. Lafayette County Area 

An area of about two acres of heavily grazed pasture land 

was fenced off in 1936, and planted to Scotch Pine. During the 

winter ot 1938-1939 the mice were very abundant and did serious 

damage to the young Scotch Pine. 

In December, 1939 the aréa was trapped. The area was devoid 

of mice, The ground was dry and bare; the vegetation was scant. 

Faville Grove: 

A high population was observed in the fall and winter of 1938- 

1939; a low in the fall and winter of 1939-1940,



Riley Area; 

Pauison's marsh had many mice in November, 1939, 

Personal Observation on West Hill Farm; 

Graduate student, Sprague called my attention to the damage 

done by field mice in one of his alfaita plants during the winter 

of 1938--1939, 

Experimental Plats 

————___———_ Alfalfa roots stored over : 2 

winterdy (ifr rline 
ReSeety ee eeli Straw covering roots. 

Altalta plants in this 
| ames, badly damaged. 

Mice lived in the straw pile and ate surrounding plants. 

Alfalfa plant counts in April, 1940 of damaged area averaged 

three per square foot; in undamaged area six per square foot, 

Sprague believed high population of field mice in the winter 

of 1938-1939 was due to heavy vegetation.



FIELD WORK: 

April 15. 

In attempt to duplicate damage done by field mice I cut back 

plants in three (4 sq. foot) areas to ground level. In similar 

areas I cut plants to one-half inch below soil level. The plots 

were located in a border row of Wisconsin Grimm alfalfa, 

May 10. 

Plants observed; : 

Untreated plants------------------=---=-3 inches high. 

Treated plants (soil surface)-----------2 inches high. 
Treated plants (3 inch below surface)---ljinches high. 

Averages taken of five plants. 

May 27. 

Plants observed: 

Untreated plants------------------2-n----=13gin. high. 
Treated plants (soil surface)-----~-~-----13 in. high. 
Treated plants (4 inch below soil surface-ll} in, high, 

Averages taken of 25 plants. 

Observations were not so pronounced. Prof. Graber suggested 

that mice do more damage than I had done with my razor blade. Also ; 

damage would affect the growth of future plants because of the 

: general weakening of the plants.



ORCHARDISTS VERSUS FIELD MICE 

A list of orchardists was available for the years 

of 1937, 1938, and 1939. Likewise a list of the buyers 

of poison bait sold by a Milwaukee company during the 

years of 1937, 1938, and 1939 were at my disposal. I 

checked the orchardists with the buyers and observed 

these results: 

Poison purchased by orchardists=-1937-—=0=8220 lbse 

(low year in 
mice population) 

Poison purchased by orchardists--1936=<--450 lbs. 
(a high year in 
mice population) 

Poison purchased by orchardists--1939—===8550 lbs. 
(a high in pop= ; 
ulation or orchard- 
ists wish to pre- 

vent serious 
: damage like that 

done the previous 
winter)



March, 1941 

Mouse Cycle 

Mice ate up the Schmidt plantation in 1935-36. In 1934 mice were 
low. Planting began in 1930, but no trouble was encountered until 

1935-36 when all species (white pine, Norway spruce, white spruce, 
red pine) were girdled by mice. 

AL



Activities Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
College Station, Texas, March 1938 
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This month Davis worked on the distribution of pocket gophers in 

relation to soil types and depth of the surface soil. Twenty eight 

burrows were. excavated to determine depth of burrows, depth of "a" horizon, 

structure of "a" horizon, structure of “b" horizon, and the Ph value 

of soil at the level of the burrow. It was found that pocket gophers 

were present in the Lufkin and Susquehanna fine sendy loem soils where 

the depth of "a" horizon wes more than five inches. On the tops of 

kmolls and other places where sheet erosion had reduced the depth of 

the “a” horizon to less than five inches, no pocket gophers were found, 

Pocket gophers occurred also.in the Ochlockonee fine sandy loam, along 

streams and in the Norfolk sands. In these soils, the depth of the 

™." horizon often was more than four feet. No pocket gophers were found 

in Wilson clay loam soils or in the Miller cley soils. 

The depth of the burrow varied with the depth of the "a" horizon 

within certain limit Where the clay sub-soil was from seven to 

fourteen inches below the surface of the ground, the burrows of the 

pocket gophers ordinarily were just on top of the clay. In soils 

where the “a™ horizon was six or more inches, the depth of the pocket 

gopher below the surface varied from 8 to 27 inches. No burrow® were 

found in *b™ horizon when this consists of cley. In no mounds examined 

was there any evidences that the pocket gophers had brought up earth 

from the "b" horizon. 

The Ph value of the soil seems to have little effect on the dis- 

tribution of these rodents. They have been found in soils ranging 

from very acid ( Ph 4.5) to alkaline ( Ph 8.0). 

ee HR KR RK KK 

Continuing his study of wildlife mortality on the highways, Davis 

made the following observations on the Bryan-College Station highway 

during the month of March, which was materially less than it was in 

February: Two cottontails and one armadillo were found; a number 

of snakes, frogs, and terrapiné were observed dead on the road, but 

no counts were made. 3 

HK RK RR ROR OK 

7 Under the supervision of D. W. Lay and Henry H. Hahn, the 

Department of Wild Game displayed a bobwhite quail exhibit in 

windows of two of the stores in Bryan during Wildlife Restoration 

Week. Reports indicate that these exhibits attracted considerable 

attention.



Woodchuck folder ~~ 

June 2, 1942 

Food Habits of Woodchuck: 

On June 2 in the enclosed wild flower nursery on the Arboretum, some mammal 

had been feeding on the spikenard tops. By reason of the exclosure, no 

grazing mammals could have entered. The work was evidently done by a 

woodchuck who has a hole in the nursery.
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ably showered from the clouds, or that GENUINE HAND SEWED MOCCASINS 
they are still obedient to some vague in- 

, oe stinct which prompts their search for an 
Foley + ancestral home in a submerged Atlantis. @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @©@ @ @ @ @ pe a Authorities claim, however, that the “ 

5 i. hc lU—* restless migrations begin as a result of |Go Outdoors This Summer! i CU over-population in their normal dwelling- | Gooq nealth is an important part of the war 
eg a places. Whole swarms of lemmings start | effort and outdoor activities such as camping, oe A toward the lowlands—as though led” by | Sshing, hiking, eruising and hunting are there- 

: eee > % a phantom Pied Piper—following valley Although we are continuing to manufacture goods = a Pr oe » courses, always moving in one direction, | for War use, we are, prepared to supply wide a ae imei they, Teach the Sea. ne ocean | utiles Wasted af elouning tent leeping a hoto of a lemming hat thousands drown in the ocean i hea passe Cun Ree oy 
pete. does not mean that they are willingly | [NG ROB®. for Instance. weighs only 

committing suicide. It is now generally Many items are’in stock, others can be produced 
with them. On the fourth day, I started agreed that lemmings do not blindly head | Wewydtems are 1 st pre-war catalog sent free,” north with a full load, and soon realized out to open sea without having some land | but,for quickest action: write us your exact méede, 
that I was cutting through a mass migra- objective. Even in Norway, where the Becreke Deve PEn0 
tion of lemmings. They were everywhere ~ suicide-migration story originated, it is| VERE E Ww OD Une ee re 
on the sea ice, all traveling due east. As believed that migrations are from one re or a are 
far as the eye could see in any direction, point of land to another, Mh d it =! 
the lemmings were pa the parc a re eee Oe ee 

It was the first of May, and pools of = i S 
water covered the sea ice. Open leads 10 PROTECT THE KING SNAKE 
to 20 feet wide gashed the ice, but the Sees f OVERSEAS SERVICE ie. Vee 
lemmings stopped for nothing. They Ae drove one a south Pipa = & Alter victory, the HULL i 
never hesitated, but plunged from the Jughway, a king snake appeared at COME OSE air Teuiri 7.0m. Oversee ae cece (3 fe waier astore beled cd tae, side of the foe: The car was scorn an improved and Pattie-tested auide ne 
swam across. On the other side, they and we set off in pursuit, intending to for your car.  SaBsB 
tried vainly to climb the sheer wall of capture the specimen. Before we could Peepers Se We 
ice. Thousands drowned, but they came do so, a man came out of a nearby house ‘WARREN, 0. Raced - © in never-ending numbers. Around the and asked us not to molest the snake. soe 2 
ends of the leads, they pressed on. He considered this king snake as one of 
Through the pools they swam without his wild friends; so we moved on, know- 
the slightest deviation from their course. ing that the king is a desirable snake to| LEARN AT 

My dogs snatched up lemmings as they have around the place. HOME TO 
ran along, and gorged themselves so that The reason this man wished to keep SOM animals, Heads, Fishes, Pets; to TAN 

’ their bellies were visibly distended. They his pet snake was because of its ability Se (Re eva Taxidermist.iPronts and =e One 
were so_surfeited that by the time we to cope successfully with a rattlesnake Py Pe Hunters, save your valuable TROPRIES. 
reached Flagstaff Island they could bare- which might cross its path. While the se} OR Tad FA orn rendre arenasctp oene: ly stagger and were useless for further king snake would not go out in search | ics FREE BOOK Wi 100 fine 
work that day. of a rattlesnake, as some folks believe, | {7 ™%j {2 be FREE BOOK cone neta 

I estimated that the average density it would be able to make way with the | gend Postal TODAY for FREE BOOK. State AGE. a 
was one lemming to every square yard. poisonous reptile if it accidentally met WLW. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, Dept. 193A, Omaha, Neb. 997) 
Later inquiries from the Eskimos revealed the latter. Rats and other rodents around | (Rg kd EN ~ % a 4 : 
that the mass migration was going on the place would be kept in check by the] [Ea re By ust 3 
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Memorandum for lyle ZK. Sowlss 

Mr. Ross of the University Bay Farm says that Franklin's Ground Squirrel 

emerged this year on appwoximately May 10, He has so far killed 30 

whereas last yoar he only killed a dosen. This may indieate a high. 

A promise card is being mde for Avril 1946 to ask Mr. Ress to keep an 

exact date of emergence and an exact tally of his kill, ’ 

Aldo Leopold 

e¢ Hochbaum 
v files
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January 947 
f Ton ~ 47 
Do Rats Destroy Wild Game? 

| Last July 8 I had what appears to be a rather 
unique experience. I had arrived on the Hillcrest 
Experimental Field of the University of Missouri 
about 8 am, and had been harvesting in a small 
plot of wheat for only a few minutes when I heard 
sharp squeals from a fence row about 50 yards 
away. Immediately starlings by the dozen, a few 

i sparrows and possibly other birds began swarming 
around the source of the cries. I assumed that a 
snake had captured a young rabbit or bird and set 
off to persuade the reptile to find a meal less worthy 
of protection than a young rabbit, though it could 
have had a starling and welcome. 

When I approached the seat of activity, the 
birds retreated and then I saw a young rabbit 
struggling to escape—not from a snake—but from : 
a rat. The rat seemed to have hold of the rabbit 
just in front of the right hip near or at the back- 
bone and the rabbit was apparently unable to move 
about, except in front. I leaped at once, aiming at 
the rat, but both rat and victim perished instantly 
when the heavy shoes landed. ; 

The rat and rabbit were about of equal size. 
By actual weight the rat weighed 170 grams (just 
a medium-sized rat) and the young rabbit 153 grams, 
but, being softer than the rat, had lost more sub- 
stance under the crushing, fatal blow. Thus, the 
rat and rabbit were nearly the same size, indicating 
that a large rat might successfully attack a full- 
grown rabbit. 

The rat was a female and was possibly suck- 
ling young, but certainly was not in a starved condi- 
tion. In fact she looked to be in good shape. 

The spot where the rat attacked the rabbit was 
several hundred yards from any building, and there 
was no rubbish heap anywhere near. 

This observation brings up the question: How : 
much wildlife do rats destroy?—Luther Smith, De- 
partment of Field Crops, University of Missouri.
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RODENT TRAPPING - FIELD SHEET 

Area location Trapper 

(N.B. General description of location, e.g., faunal aspects, manner of placing 

traps, map, etc,, to accompany this record in final form.) 
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RODENT TRAPPING - FIELD SHEET 
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(N.B. General description of location, e.g., faunal aspects, manner of placing 
traps, map, etc., to accompany this record in final form.) 
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Gila Inspection - 1922 

Black Form of Aberto Sguirrel seen in Gila 

Plag& country. Same form is found in San 

Mateos. ook this up.



: ; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Make Kins ce WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

CHIEF, Be on ee eaees SURVEY, 3 a July 12; 1922. 

5 yo {gO 
BI=MZ : yp wl 

oat’ yi” we 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, wr 

Forest Service, 

Gas and Electric Building, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. . 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 30 inquiring concerning 
the occurrence of the black form of the Abert Squirrel 
is received. 

Individuals of this squirrel with blackish 

underparts appear to occur in various parts of the 
range of the species and are not uncommon. We have 
in the collection a number of specimens with blackish 
underparts from the general region to which you refer, 
and while there seems to be a tendency to develop this 
melanistic condition in parts of the range of the species 
where they are at least more abundant than elsewhere, 
specimens with dark underparts may be expected to occur 
elsewhere along with normally-colored individuals. At 
Loveland, Arkins, and Eastonville, Colorado, melanism 
is complete in some specimens of Sciurus aberti ferreus, 
but here as elsewhere normally-colored individuals occur 
at the same localities. Melanism as a color variation 
occurs in many animals, and is perhaps rather particularly 
common in squirrels, as it is well known in a number of 
species. In some squirrels most of the specimens in some 
localities may be entirely black. 

Sincerely yours,



; dune 50, 1922. 

Dre Ee We Nelson, 
UeS.Biological survey, 

Washington, De OG. 

Dear Dre Nelson; : 

I have recently returned from a trip on the Gila 
Porest and wonder whether the Survey or Biologists ptr tom | 
are aware of the existence of a black form of abert squirre. 
in that country. ‘This black form is the same as the ordinary 
"Tassel ear", except that the under parts are of a sooty 
black instead of whitish. I have seen this form in the San 

* Mateo Mountains on the Datil Forest and in the Gila flat coun- 
try on the Gila Forest. I have a faint recollection of Mr. 

: TO SERS ENE Se Went fe Suet Of tebe Seen Pe Snet 5) ee 
simply a variation, although I am not at all sure of this, 
I did not have a gun with me so could not take a re 
but if you consider the matter of importance, I will be glad 
to fernkeh you with one. I would also be much interested to 
know the status of this form if known, 

With kindest regards, 

Very sincerely yours,



yt 

‘ io september 11,1992. 

G / } eS 
Fish & Game 

Carson j Sf : 

The State Executive Committee, —— - 
New Mexico Game Protective Association. ——} 

Gentlemen: 

, Some years ago there was added to the list of lerally 5 
protected game' animals in the State of New Mexico the Tassel Fareé 
Gray Squirrel. At that time, and under then existing conditions; 
there could perhars have been'no question as to the wisdom and 
propriety of the action. It was strictly along the lines of rare 
conservation, with which all right-minded citizens are in accord, 
and was designed to protect and perpetuate an interestinrs, rore § 
or less valuable and, as was then supposed, a harmless srecies 
of wild life in our forests. Since that time, however, not only 

, have conditions, been changed over large areas in our forests, but 
“co we have become more familiar with the habits of this animal. The 

result is that he is at present looked upon as a distinct menace 
. to the perpetuation of our pine forests by men who are familiar 
with his activities from day to day. 

We are mainly interested. in nernetuating the forests, and 
. if we succeed in this all manner of wild life can and should find 
subsistence and sanctuary in it. If we fail in this, however, 
we certainly lose our most valuable game animals as well as a 
tremendously valuable asset both to the Nation and. State. 

Probably no one will question the, statement that the 

squirrel is far less valuable than the tree he lives in. == 
No observer, with the faculty of reasoning from cause to effect, 
after spending some time in a pine forest where the scuirrel in- 
habits, will deny that the actual damage by the squirrel to the 
timber is, in the aggregate, immense. This damare is of two 
separate and distinct kinds, but both connected with his feedine 

habits. : 

The tassel-eared sauirrel's chief articles of diet are : 
-{1) pine seed, and (2) the tender bar? on the outer 8 to 19 inches 

of the terminal twigs of the tree. Were it the gray sauirrel's 
habit to feed on ripened seed alone, as is the case with other : 
species, the damage would be very much lessened, as in that cese 
@ very abundant seed crop might, despite his best efforts, serve 

to reseed the ground. On the contrary, he eats the rire seed 
_ sparingly, if atall, and so far as kmown lays up no hoard atall, 
being less provident than his smaller cousins in this resrect. 

bo fi The Yellow Pine requires two years to mature its seed. 

( Consequently it has to run the gantlet twice. First from the 
“



saquirrel's habit of clipping the twies for the sake of the bark, 
irrespective of whether they bear small cones and, secend, from 
his habit of cutting the cones for the immature seed in their 
second year. It is a very common sight to see the ground under 
a fine tree carpeted with these clipped twigs, many bearing from 
£2 to 4 small cones, and only the gnawed “cobs" remaining of such 
as had reached thetir second year. Also, it is common to find 
large isolated trees which, because they are the most prolific 
seed bearers, have been selected by the squirrels, and which 
after standing 200 or 300 years still have no reproduction around 
them. The main reason is often as plain as rrint in the pnawede 
cones at their bases. 

In a virgin forest the squirrel might be tolerated on the 
scgore of seed destruction, and even though it is a fact that 
on our Wational Forest timber sales a great many young trees 

have Lobdut solely because they are in an unthrifty condition from 
having their crowns thinned by squirrels. The real and serious 
squirrel damage takes place, not in our virgin forests, hut on 
our many thousands of acres of cut-over lands which we are rar- 
ticularly anxious to restock---and the longer this is postponed 
the harder it is to accomplish as all foresters know. On these 
tracts the activities of the squirrels are, necessarily, concen- 
trated on the few seed-bearing trees (about % rer acre) which 
are left to re-seed the area. 

While reducing their natural food supply by approximately 
76%, we are, at the same time, rapidly multiplyins the sauirrels 
by legal protection. Owing to the open season on squirrels being 

' but a mere ten days in the year, and this season being identical : 
with that on other and larger game, it works out that practically 
no squirrels are killed by hunters. The average man who nays for 
a hunting license and goes into the woods in deer and turkey 
season is not likely to destroy his chances for larrer game by 
shooting squirrels. At any rate, as a matter of observation, they 
have greatly increased in numbers since the law has been in effect. 

With a more complete knowledre of the feeding habits of 
: this animal than we formerly had, coupled with the necessity and 

desirability of harvesting our mature timber and reforesting the 
area, it at once becomes apparent to anyone interested and in a 
position to observe, that we are disturbing the balance of nature 
to an alarming and dangerous extent and, inasmuch as re-forestation 

; is of immensely greater imprtance to the State and the Nation 
than the perpetuation, or rather, under the present law, the 
ractically complete protection, of a species whose chief value 

is esthetic or sentimental, it is believed that the Tassel-eered 
Gray Squirrel should be stricken from the list of protected same 

’ animals. In very truth, considering their capacity for damare 
and present rate of increase, it seems not beyond the ranre of 
probability that eventually it may be found necessary ,”forkthe 
greatest good to the largest number", to go so far as to placa. 
a bounty on their scalps. : 

en ‘



There is no intention or desire to exterminate the rray 
squirrel, nor is the species in the slightest danger of exter- 
mination from human agencies within the next fifty years, even 

though afforded no legal protection whatever. It is our desire, 

however, to use our pine seed to restock the public forests 

until such time as that is satisfactorily accomplished. E 

Respectfully submitted. 

: Mo tla I+, 

Lumberman. -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE , ree 

” FOREST SERVICE yt 

DATIL NATIONAL FOREST © t 

et ee apenn ead ’ MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO 

May 23, 1923 
RS 
Datil 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

Dear Sir: 

Attached is a copy of a letter received from 

Ranger Smith. ‘ 

The tassel eared squirrel is not only destructive to 

pine timber but is a detriment to the stock industry in this 

country when feed is scarce in the spring. 

I should appreciate receiving any information you may 

have on this subject and suggest that it might be a good 

idea to have Ranger Smith study the matter further ané@ 

Submit his conclusions, 

Very truly yours, 

q, ieee ee 
Encl. el iPaapert ase.
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' : cucepRicT FORE s 

Fairview, N. if 

RS April 29, 1923. 
Datil 

Forest Supervisor, 

Magdalena, N. M. 

Dear Sir: 

It is thought that the work of the Tassel Hared 
grey squirrel on Western Yellow Pine should be investigated 
in order to determine whether or not they are a menace to be 
fought. 

The squirrels seem to confine their @epredations at 
this season of the year to cutting the twigs in such a 
manner as to rid the tree of almost the entire foliage the 
twigs are cut just above the needles or at the beginning 
of the annual growth. 

It is believed if this depredations occurred@ on a 
cut over area where only three of four seed trees were 
left to an acre serious damage woul4 result. 

If this matter has already been looked in to any 
information that may be at hand woulda be appreciate”. 

’ Very truly yours, 

H. Garvin Smith 

Forest Ranger.
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ti i) a : 

yg) 
a May 22, 1924, 

< Dear Doctor; 

I have some squirrel correspondence filed, I believe, 
‘ under "Miscellaneous Animals". This question is getting inter- 

esting and accordingly I am sending a separate squirrel folder 
in which it would be well to assemble all the squirrel data. 

Enclosures-2 ;



Sus reis or sorgupines? This office has been corresponding with 
mily Bastion of Lina, New Mexico, who claims that the damage to 

Western yellow pine by tassel-eared grey squirrels is underesti- 
mated by the Forest Service. She claims that squirrels eat the 
bark from the top of yore pines and that considerable damage done 
by squirrels is ascribed to porcupines. Porcupines, she states, 
much prefer pinons and do not often eat pine bark. The porcupine, 
she states, almost invariably gird@les all the way around whereas 
the squirrel does not. 

She likewise claims that the tassel-eared squirrel is migratory 
and that the fluctuations in abundance are due to migration as well 
as to the periodic die-offs which seem to affect all rodents. Has 
anybody ever noticed an influx of squirrels too sudden to be ase 
eribed to natural inerease? Can oeree shed any further light 
on whether squirrel work in barking trees is attributed to porcu- 
pines? 

haley
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Squirrel Folder v 
Cycle Folder 

Minnesota Folder 

Memo for Files. 

Mr. Marshall, formerly Supervisor of the 

Minnesota National Forest, says there were no gray 

squirrels near Cass Lake until about 1910. After 

this they were very abundant for two years. ‘They 

then again disappeared. At about this time, he says, 

there were numerous reports of squirrels swimming 

rivers. Presumably, therefore, this was an influx 

by migration. 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Jamary 2, 1934



Sq. LARA, “ 

> /, J 

Okcte opel ‘ 

Reprinted from JournaL or MAMMALOGY 
Vol. 15, No. 4, November, 1934, p, 322 

RED SQUIRREL KILLING YOUNG COTTONTAIL AND YOUNG GRAY SQUIRREL 

On April 30, 1924, at Ithaca, New York, Raymond Patno brought me a young cotton- 

tail (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi) about nine days old. He had seen a red squirrel 

(Sciurus hudsonicus loquaz) at 6:30 a.m., attempting to climb a tree with the young 
rabbit in its mouth. When approached, the squirrel dropped the small rabbit and ran 

up the tree. The brain and one ear of the cottontail had been consumed, yet the animal 

was still warm and limp when recovered. The circumstances clearly point to the 
squirrel as the killer of this nestling rabbit. 

At Ithaca, on April 15, 1925, Dr. Thomas Smyth saw a red squirrel carrying a young 
gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis leucotis). The young gray was the size of a chip- 

munk. By bombarding it with stones, Smyth induced the red squirrel to drop its prey, 

which was found to be dead having been bitten through the back and neck.—W. J. 

Hamiuron, Jr., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.



Outdoor Iowa 

Jan. 3, 1935 

aan?’ ZW , 
eae” GRAY SQUIRRELS 

} Gray squirrels were once so numerous and caused so much damage in 
Ohio that a law was passed requiring every male citizen to deliver 100 
squirrel scalps every year or pay a $3.0C cash fine. This was passed 
in 1808. KR x



File: Digests 
Squirrel ~ 
Food & Cover 

Extract from "Pehr Kalm's Description of Maize, How It Is Planted and 
Cultivated in North America, Together with the Many Uses of This Crop Plant," 

Agricultural History, Yol. 9, No. 2, April, 1935, pp. 98-117. 

pp. 114-16: Chickens, doves, ducks, and geese prefer this feed to all others, 
Chickens also lay better when they are fed maize. In a word, without exception, 
I know of no cultivated plant which is so universally and greedily sought by 
all domestic animals, 

How delicious this food is to all sorts of animals is to be inferred from 
this: I hardly kmow of any cultivated plant which has so many enemies as maize 
from the time it begins to ripen, and even after it is stored. Tor example, 
rats and mice leave wheat, rye and all other foods untouched as long as they 
have access to mize in the field or storehouse. Crows also prefer maize to 
all other types of food. Maize thieves are of three types--the gray and black 
American squirrels, ground squirrels, or those which live for the most part 

in the soil and do not climb trees, Woodpeckers of various sorts, and other 
birds, are so greedy for maize that it is almost impossible to scare them away 

from the field by any method of frightening or trapping. The birds are present 
during the day and the squirrels during the night. In a few nights, if un- 
disturbed, squirrels can cart away from the granary half a tub or more to 
their nests, When the maize is ripe, but still in the fields, I have myself 
seen a farmer with his gun go to the end of the field and shoot at the mize 
thieves, who do not allow themselves to be frightened from the delicious maize, 
Finally, the whole swarm of them move forward from one end of the field to 
the other, When the farmer returns, they fly back to the part of the field 
where they were before, and so they switch from one end of the field to the 
other, entirely according to how the farmer pursues them, ‘They almost wear 
the farmer out before he is able to scare them away, although now and then he 
shoots one of them. In order to rid the maize of all these destructive pests, 
the governing bodies in all parts of that country have been called upon to set 
a definite bounty to be paid on squirrels, crows, maize thieves, woodpeckers, 
and other pests, An almost inconceivable sum was paid in Pennsylvania alone 
for squirrel heads for a single year, namely, from Jamary 1, 1749, to that 
same date, 1750. When the representatives from all regions in Pennsylvania met 
at the beginning of 1750 to make necessary laws, they received complaints from 
all regions that the treasuries were empty solely because of squirrels. 
Previously a law had been enacted that 3d. (which is about 12 to 14 dre kopp:mt) 
should be paid from the general coffers for each squirrel head, So high had 
the spirit of vengeance gone against these animals, that during the one year 
8000 pounds in Pennsylvania currency had been paid. This is 40,000 platar in 
our money. When I heard this discussed above all else in the city, it was 
inconceivable to me until Mr. Franklin, who has gone so far in experiments with 
electricity, and who is one of their outstanding legislators, convinced me of 
the truth directly from the documents. The high expenditure was attributed 
to the fact that when one received 34, for each squirrel it paid to go into 
the woods to hunt these creatures, Many young people in particular gave up 
all other work and went to the woods to shoot squirrels. The legislature was 
therefore forced to repeal the law and change it from 34. bounty to half that 
sum for a head.



2 ~ Maize 

A very similar law was passed against maize thieves in New England. 
As a result, the maize thieves were almost wholly and entirely exterminated. 
During the sumer of 1749, a miltitude of grass worms spread over the entire 
country, destroying all the hay crop for that year. ‘The inhabitants were 
forced to write to England for a ship loaded with hay. They began to regret 
that they had been so hard on the maize thieves because they believed, as 
they had previously observed, that the maize thieves for a good deal of the 
summer before the maize ripened, lived on these insects and thus hindered 
their increase. ‘The people of New England were conscience~stricken because 
they believed this to be a punishment for meddling in the providence of the 
Almighty Creator.



“Mysterious Migration” \4\f 
ALBANY, Sept. 29 (4)—New Vork 

state conservation officials tonight 
were hunting for a solution to the 

“mysterious migration” of thousands 

of gray squirrels westward from New 

England into New York state. 

The squirrels have run the gamut) 

from destroying crops to disrupting | 
electric light service and running into 
storekeepers’ shops. ; h\ t, 
The departments investigators ad 

something tangible to go on in their 

hunt in the form of: bodies of some 

two dozen squirrels, drowned when | 

they etary Cane ‘the Hudson 
river near Catskill, Nv Y. The bodies 

were sent to ae ee rve. depart- 

ment’s laboratories ‘Lester Dim- 
mick, game protector. © ; 

One theory advanced for the in- 

flux is that the lack of the usual 

nut foods have sent them scurrying 

westward from force of hunger. 

Farmers over a wide area in east- 

ern New York have complained to 

game protectors that the squirrels are 

damaging the corn crop as well as 

other farm products. Thousands were 

reported to have invaded the Catskill 

region. Motorists have reported see- 

ing them scamper over the new Rip 

Van Winkle bridge. 

At Newburgh, N. Y¥., an unusually 

large number were reported to have 

appeared in the apple orchards and 

even in the city street. One report 

was that a large acorn crop was the 

center of attraction. . 

James Babcock, chief forester on. 

the Stillman preserve in the Cornwall 

mountains, said the increase in New 

York state was brought about by a 

food scarcity elsewhere. 

V. J. Kohl, game protector at New- 

burgh, also reported a noticeable in- 

crease. He reported seeing some forty 

sai run across a trail near Corn- 

wall. 
Seven Villages in Madison and On- | 

ondaga counties were without electric 

service last night for five hours be- 

cause an inquisitive squirrel managed 
to electrocute himself and short cir- 

cuit a 33,000 volt power feeder. | 

Near Dansville, N. Y., squirrels were | 
reported to have been swimming in 
Hemlock lake. 5
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/ DO SQUIRRELS SWIM? 
if. ~ ; : 
/ It is a well-known fact that squirrels mi- 

grate, according to food and other condi- 

tions, but whether they actually swim 

streams has no doubt been the subject of 
many a lively debate among sportsmen at 

the old camp fire. This question was con- 

clusively answered for me recently when I 

had the following interesting-experience : | 

On Saturday afternoon, August 24, 1935, 

while fishing, I was standing in the 

middle of the Conodoguinet Creek near 

Hogestown, Cumberland County. An oc- 

casional splash in various directions at- 

& tracted my attention as the fish leaped in 

feeding. Suddenly a small animal appeared 

to my right, swimming rapidly on the sur- 

face of the water. I recognized it at once 
as a red squirrel, its head and bright brown 

back plainly visible on top of the water. 

: All four feet were paddling rapidly as he | 

swam directly across the current toward | 

the left bank. He was making good prog- 

ress, holding his head well above the water, 

4 As he approached me, he growled and 

chattered angrily, but never altered his 

course nor slowed his pace. He swam right 

under my rod, not five feet away from my 

hand, evidently recognizing me with con- 

fidence as a member of the “Bureau of Pro- | 

tection.” 

- I watched as he swam through the deeper 

water, around four feet at places. When 

he reached the bank, he scampered up quick- 

ly, shook himself thoroughly, chattered some 

more, and disappeared among the heavy 

foliage. 

Cuas, F. SrampBauen, ‘ 

Head Game Protection Clerk.



Britain Wars on The sparrow, once the valued scavenger of city strects, 

Gray: Squirrel has long been proscribed in England, says a report in the 

| New York Times. Now the British Ministry of Agriculture 
has issued a similar ukase against the gray squirrel, and has advised all 
rural Britain to unite for its extermination as a menace to agriculture, 

horticulture and bird life, In 1931 the numbers of gray squirrels were 

greatly reduced, mainly by an epidemic disease. Investigations in 1934 

and 1935, however, showed that the species had made a substantial recov- 

ery and was spreading over fresh areas. 
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Squirrel Kill in 1500 Acre State Pasture Is Recorded g p 

During the two months of open season, May and June, 1936, 390 

squirrels are known to have been killed by hunters on the 1500 acre part 

of Goodrum's squirrel study area that is open to hunting. He estimates 

that this figure includes about two-thirds of those killed. If so that 

means that the kill was one squirrel to every two and a half acres, If 
the rate of hunting is the same in the fall, this area must produce a 
considerable crop of squirrels each year in order to maintain its squir- 

rel population, Kill records, along with the counts with dogs and with 

ra



CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK won 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 9 

STATE OF INDIANA 

Exrmnsion ePAnTMeNT, AND AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
CO-OPERATING LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 

August 22, 1936 

Professor N. W. Hosley 
Harvard Forest 
Petersham, Massachusetts 

Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station 
Syracuse, New York 

School of Forestry and Conservation 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

-Professor Adolph LeQpold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Game Division of the Department of Conservation 

Lansing, Michigan 

Dear “irs: 

We recently encountered a considerable amount of in- 

jury on beech and sugar maple trees caused by red_squirrels 

feeding on the inner bark of the trees. This injury was first 

discovered by a woods! owner near Plymouth, Michigan. The 

injury was investigated as a regular part of our extension 
forestry activities. 

The injury which was investigated occurred in a very 

heavily grazed farm woods and had caused death or injury to a 

high proportion of the trees in that woods. We were particu- 

larly interested at the time, in discovering whether or not 

this injury was a direct result of the over-grazing with con- 

sequent removal of normal red squirrel food supplies. 

From casual observations at that time it appeared 

that this assumption might be supported by the conditions. 

However, since that time, the Experiment Station Research For-
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ester at this University, Professor D. DenUyl, has found simi- 
lar injury in ungrazed woods. Also in a communication from the 
Division of Fish and Game at Indianapolis, we are informed by 
Mr. Frank Wallace that he has observed similar injuries for a 
great number of years past, indicating that the present dry 
year and the grazed condition of the woods would not account 
entirely for the occurrence of this injury. 

The present letter is written in hope of discovering 
whether or not there is any accumulated information relating 
the amount of injuries by red squirrel to the grazed or un- 
grazed condition of the woods. For publicity purposes it would 
be useful to have data proving that red squirrels cause more 
injury in woods where their normal food supply has been removed 
by grazing than is the case in ungrazed woods. As stated above 
the one observation made by the extension service here seemed 
to indicate this but of course, we have no experimental data to 
substantiate this possibility. Your reply giving any informa- 

tion available on this point would be much appreciated. 

Yours 0 

ht am Cp 
J. L. VanCamp 

‘ Ass't. Extension Forester 

JLV/m



August 27, 1936 

Mr, Jd. L. VanCamp 
Agricaltural Extension Service 
Lafayette, Indiana j 

Dear Mr. VanCamp: : 

I have noticed sugar maple injury by squirrels in 
the Baraboo Hills, Sauk County, Wisconsin, about four or five 
years ago, but it did not appear to be associated particularly 
with overgrazing. As I remember, it occurred in rather 
lightly graged woods. Red squirrels are present, but I am not 
gure they did the job, 

We also had some complete debarking of cottonwoods 
on the University Arboretum in the winter of 193%35, but I 
an as yet uncertain what did it. Red squirrels are not present, 

I know of no other cases in the eastern states, 
There is of course much pine damage in the West through cutting 
of twigs by Abert's squirrels, but this is somewhat far removed 
from your inguiry, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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PROJECT NO. 397 Life History, Habits, Distribution, end 

i Abundance of the Gray and Fox Squirrels 

in East Texas. 

Month: February, 1937 

Author: Phil D. Goodrum 

There was a marked reduction of squirrel ectivity during 

January end February, both of which were months of relatively severe 

weather in Trinity County, Texas. Wind seemed to affect squirrel 

activity even more then demp or cold. The animals take to tree holes 

more than at other times of yeer, doubtless in part ss a result of 

the trees being bare of leaves. 

Squirrels this month have been digging in the ground more 
than usual, presumably in search of food. Buds, especially those of 
elm, also sprouting acorns, roots, and tubers were sought. On one 

occasion an owl pellet wes pertly eaten. Fifty-six stomachs taken 

during the months of August, September, and October have been analyzed 
by the Section of Food Habits of the Biological Survey, and reported on. 

During those months vegetable matter, chiefly acorns, made up the 

bulk of food taken. Varying amounts of the following were consumed: 

Ulmus buds; Hicoria (pecan) fruit; Uniolsx sessiliflora flcrets; 

Juglandaceae fragments; Vitis sp. fruits; Salix sp.twigs and buds; 

Ranunculus sp. seed and fragments ( very abundant in river bottoms) ; 

seed fragments of Compositae; Plantago sp.pods and seeds; Acer sp. buds; 

Viburnum sp.fruits; Ilex sp. fruits; Fungi; Poaceae seeds; undetermined 
roots and tubers; also undetermined seed fragments. Animal matter 

taken varied from a trace to 76 percent in the various stomachs, but 
usually did not exceed 5 percent. Items represented, in order of 

their importance are as follows: Lepidoptera larvae, eggs, and adults 

( 75 percent in one specimen), Curculionidae ( probably an acorn 
weevil); Coleoptera larvae and fragments of adults; Formicidae fragments; 

insect eggs and unidentified fragments. 

Twenty squirrels, 14 gray, 6 fox, were taken in February. 

Of 9 females 7 were grays and 2 fox. Two of the grays contained 

embryos ranging in size from 1 to 5 centimeters long. Pairs of fox 

squirrels were observed on two occasions. In one case two individuals, 

perhaps mates, were occupying the same nest. Still-counts showed a 

density of one squirrel to cach 1.4 acres for the upland-creek type 
and one to each 2 acres for the bottoms as a whole. These figures 

are based on 19 counts on 5.5 acres of upland-creek type and 3 counts 

on 2 acres of bottomland. The bottomland counts are lower than they 

; should be as the counts were made too late in the day to give maximum 

figures. Furthermore, the gray squirrels found principally in the 

i bottoms are more retiring during adverse weather than is the fox 
squirrel, which is more common on the uplands.
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Squirrels are harder to collect at this time of year than in 
warmer seasons, as they do not move about and are more prone 

to take refuge in holes. 

Nest tallies were easier than in other months due 

to the bareness of the trees. Nests built in the uplands by the 

fox squirrel are more durable then those built in the bottoms 

by the gray squirrel. One nest to 2.2 acres was tallied for 
the upland ereek and one nest to 2.3 acres in bottomland. Four 

hole nests in use were carefully examined. Little or no nesting 
materiel and no stored food of any kind was found. 

Fleas were more numerous on the bodies of specimens 

taken during the month than has been the case in other seasons.
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PROJECT NO. 397 - Life History, Habits, Distribution and Abundance 

of the Gray and Fox Squirrels of East Texas 

Month: April, 1937 

Author: Phil D. Goodrum 

Fifteen squirrels were collected during the month, 7 fox 

squirrels, 8 gray squirrels. Routine work was continued in the study 

of squirrel morphology, habitat, numbers, and feeding habits in 

captivity. 

Squirrels in the wild are feeding more and more on green 
food. They also spent more time on the ground than in the previous 
month. Breeding females have now reached the late weaning stage. 

Very young gray and fox squirrels, one of each kind, were taken. 

These must have been born sometime in the early winter. 

Fower old summer nests have been found than at this time 

last year. Perhaps the ice and snow of January accounts for this. 

Caged squirrels prefer nuts and fleshy foods to vegetation, 

but have eaten bark, buds, leaves, soft wood. Squirrels in the open 

have been hard put to it to find adequate food during April. 

Goodrum spoke to farmers’ evening school held at Trinity, 

Texas, under the auspices of the Sam Houston State Teachers College, 

on the subject, "Needs of Wildlife on the Farm." Discussed the squirrel 

project at the Wildlife Conference at College Station April 27.
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PROJECT NO. 397 - Life History, Habits, Distribution, and Abundance 
of the Gray and Fox Squirrels of East Texas 

{ Month: May, 1937 

‘ Author; Phil D. Goodrum 

Through the cooperation of sportsmen, 55 squirrel 
stomachs ( 25 fox, 26 gray, 5 of unknown species) were collected. Most 

of the squirrels taken were young. 

A single fox squirrel observed by Davis, was never seen 

more than 100 yards from the place where it was originally found. 

Its headquarters was in a large pine. The squirrel ate extensively 
of poison ivy fruit. Four box traps of 60 trap-davs failed to 

catch any squirrel. 

Stomach contents and field observations showed both 
species of squirrels feeding on the fruits of mulberry, dew and b 

4 blackberries, poison ivy, and the lichen found extensively on the 

i bark of the willow oak. 

Food study of squirrels in cages showed that the fruit 
of Carex was preferred to the wild onion bulbs, sweetgum leaves 

and bark, wood sorrel stems, or dwarf dandelion stems. 

Morphological data indicate that most of the young 

squirrels taken were about 3 to 4 1/2 months old. According to 
Elmer Bailey, who is raising fox squirrels in captivity at 
Livingston, Texas, a female fox squirrel will have two litters 

ayear. Fox squirrels in captivity suckle their young sometimes | 
as long as four months. Bailey also says that he has never got 
two squirrels of the same brood to mate and breed; neither has 
he been able to get strange squirrels to breed immediately upon 
release in the cage. No litter in 8 broods of these fox squirrels 
in captivity numbered more than 2, in fact they averfged less than 2. 
Bailey believes that the introduction of both green food ran@atiihas 
food into the diet, together with the mating of satitre?4not * - 
directly related have been largely responsible for his success 
in breeding fox squirrels in captivity. Part of the animal food 

! consisted of insects. ‘J. D. Meece, of New Willard, Texas, has 
accurately recorded the oestrus period of a two-year-old female 

( fox squirrel as four days, this individual taking the male on 

the fourth day, May 7, 1937, after the initiation of oestrus. 

Summer nest building activities in wild fox and gray 
squirrels began about May 23, the same as last year.
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Goodrum made four trips during May, as follows: 

i Livingston, Texas - to study squirrel breeding in captivity; 

2/ Big Thicket Area ~ with Daniel W. Lay and Dr. S. R. Warner - 
; to study the vegetation and squirrel conditions; 

3/ Lufkin, Texas - with Deniel W. Lay for ficld work, and conference 

with Judge R. E. Minton of the Southern Pine 
Lumber Company; 

4/ A. and M. College, College Station - for conference at headquarters. 

Of 16 grey squirrels taken May 1, 1937, 9 were classi- 

fied as of breeding age, 4 of the 9 showing late lactation. Of 11 
fox squirrels collected on the same date, 5 were of breeding age, 

4 of the 5 showing late lactation. This is good evidence that the 

winter breeding season is about complete. May should be the 

quiescent period. About June 10 summer breeding will begin. 

1
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Three state hunting preserves embracing over 52,00U acres of state-owned 

forest and game lands were first opened to controlled hunting in the fall of 1935. 

A report on the state hunting preserves for that year, treating of methods of hunt- 
ing, hunting pressure on various areas, and pertinent biological data obtained on the 
gray squirrel and the cottontail, have already been published. In the autumn of 

1936, the preserves were again available for regulated hunting under rules similar to 

those prescribed for the previous year. The checking station system of controlled 

hunting was successfully employed during the two years of trial, 17 stations having 
been used in 1935, and 8 in 1936. This pian is identical to that used on several 
National Forests in big game hunting. The Ohio Division of Forestry again heartily 

cooperated by offering the services of the boys in the forest CCC camps as station 

attendants. In order to give hunters an incentive to return to checking stations and 

eheck out, and in order that valuable information might not be lost, it was again 

the practice to require hunters to surrender their hunting liconse. «a special per— 

mit tag to be worn on the clothing was given them for the day's hunting in return 

for the license. 

Special preparations were made to secure data on tue harvest of squirrels and 
rabbits and pertinent biological data from specimens brought in by hunters. In 1956, 

the writer was assisted by fellow members of the Ohio Wildlife Research Station staff 

and it was possible during most of the 15 day squirrel season to have a research man 

at each of the 6 stations in Scioto County. 

Considerable time and effort was expended during the past year to adequately 

post the hunting preserves. Over 1000 black and yellow "State Hunting Preserve" 
signs were erected. More than 100 miles of truck trails constructed by CCC camps in 

the area have made the preserves accessible to hunters and have thus brought about a 

better distribution of hunting pressure as well as adding immeasurably to the 

recreational possibilities of the region. 

In order to preserve an adequate breeding stock of animals each year, approx 
imately 16 game refuges and sanctuaries have been established on the hunting pre- 
serves. Refuges are enclosed by wire and are well posted. Absolutely no trespassing 

is allowed in sanctuaries. In several of these protected arcas considerable work was 
done in 1936 to improve conditions for game and wildlife in general. Food and cover 

plantings were made for grouse, deer, squirrels, and rabbits and log dams were cou- 

structed in order to impound water supplies for game. Much additional experimental 
work was begun and will be reported upon as each phase is completed. As ideal con- 

ditions are created for wildlife on refuges and sanctuaries, the increased populations 

should spread to adjoining public hunting grounds and make possible a larger harvest. 

II. REGULATIONS 

Regulations in effect during 1956 were similar to those in use in 1955. The 

season on squirrels lasted from October 1 to 15 inclusive. No one hunter was per~ 
mitted to hunt more than 5 days during the 15 day squirrel season or more than 6 days 
during rabbit season which lasted from November 16 to January 1. Bag limits were 
the same as those in effect throughout the state. As in 1935, squirrels, rabbits 

and foxes were the only species which could be legally taken. Guns were limited to 
‘shotguns no larger than 12 gauge and rifles of 22 caliber. Shotgun shells with 
pellets larger than No. 4 were prohibited. Bow and arrow hunting was again permitted. 
A departure from the 1935 regulations was the complete elimination of all dogs from 
hunting on state lands. Dogs were considered predators at all times, and no form 
of night hunting was permissible.
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Tit. STATISTICAL DATA ON GRAY SQUIRREL HUNTING 

(a) Squirre) population fluctuations. 

A velative comparison of the squirrel populations prior to and during squirrel 
season was obtained (1) by various types of censuses, taken in September in both 
1945 end 1956, and (2) by questioning hunters who had also hunted in State preserves 
in 1935. Hunting success data and average number of squirrels seen by each hunter 
reflect the trends in squirrel populations in successive years. 

Daring the spring and summer of 1936 it became apparent that squirrels had 

become grontly reduced in numbers on the Shawnee-Roosevelt preserve in Scioto County. 

Censuses taken in September 1955 and 1936 on the three Preserves are compared in the 
following table. 

eT SSTIMATED NOMBER SQUIRKELS | SQUIRRELS PER 100 ACRES 
_ PRES GHRVE DAE ey Ree 1905 se 1. 1935 1936 

Shawnes- 41,000 Acres 4, 000 1,0v0 | 10 2.5 

Roosevelt | 

Scioto Trail 8, 00g.) 640 640 8 8.0 

! 
Pike forest 4,000 | 400 400 10 10.0 

j 

Consus data inéieate that gray squirrels were very scarce in Scioto County 

during September 1936, shout one-fourth as many as were present in 1935. On the 

other hand, both Pike and Seioto Trail Forests showed little change in numbers over 
the previous year. Reasons for the sudden decrease in squirrel populations of parts 

of southern: Ohio mist be sought primarily in climatological data, from food studies, 

und from specimens autopsied during and after the hunting season. 

Let us briefly review the factors that were involved in the reduction of a 

squirrel population from a high level in 1935 to only a small remmant in 1956. The 

snecession of events is as follows: 

1. Exeellent breeding season and squirrels abundant in summer and autum 

oY 1955. 

&. Abundent food supplies in summer and early fall, 1935, 

%. Universal shortage of mast (acorns and hickorynuts) in late fall and 

winter, 1955. 

4. Harvest of nuts and ecorns was extended over a longer period due to 
scarcity of these items, and 2/3 of squirrels were still "on the ground" 
during and after the hunting scason. 

5. A most severe winter in 1945-36 with heavy snows and the coldest weather 

in Ohio along the Ohio River. 

6. Only .5% of the wintering squirrels wintered in open nests in Scioto County. 

7. Winter squirrel population was fairly large as indicated by tracks in snow.
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&. Squirrels very scarce in spring, 1936. One brood of young found in 

hollow stub by the writer. Two young reported seen by foresters. 

o. Spring of 1926 a critical period. Squirrels observed eating Parmelia 

lichens in March. 

10. Probably reduced vitality due to starvation diet inhibited breeding 
amone many survivors of the winter population. 

LL. Squixrrcis very scarce all summer, 1936. 
18. No evon of dogwood, sourgum, and other fruits upon which squirrels rely 

a @roat dcal. for sumer and autumn foods. 
18. Heavy cron of white oak, chestnut oak and red oak acorns. Few hickory- 

nuts, no beechnuts, and no chestnuts. 
14. No marksd influx of squirrels into Scioto County before or during hunting 

season. Very probable that therc was some migration out of Scioto County 
into Adana or Pike Counties. 

15. Sixty specinens were donatced by hunters during the 1936 hunting season. 

The first ten animals examined all showed heavy infestation with Coccidia 

(Chapman, 1937 MS). Six of these specimens wore adult females, and four 
adult males. Results from the remainder of the specimens will be of 
interest, ue will findings cn 15 specimens taken in 19455 when squirrels 

were abundaut. 

From the facts at haud it is certain that the decrease in squirrels is not 

attributable to any one factor, but a combination of factors. There are indications 
that a large population of gray scuirrels, affected by scarcity of foods and the most 

severe winter in years, to which they were not acclimated, became sufficiently 
weukened to allow the diseasc factor to enter the picture. The fact that coccidiosis 
was found in the first 10 specimens oxaminud lends credence to a tneory that 

squitrels actually died in large nwubers in Scioto County and other river counties 

last winter and spring. Voluntary reports from hunters, foresters and natives of 

ingtaouees where woodeutters discovered large numbers of dead squirrels while cutting 

den troas after the winter of 1935-36 gave support to the theory developed. The 
disaster that befell gray squirrels has a parallel in the cases of the Carolina Wren 

and the Hob-white Quail in southern Ohio. None of these species was accustomed to 
extremely Low temperatures, and extremely vulnerable populations were built up after 

a long series cf mild or normal winters. 

(b) Hunting pressure on three hunting preserves. 

The hunting pressure on 6 areas of the Shawnee~-Koosevelt Preserve and on 

Pike and Scioto Trail Forests is presented in the following table. 

ie RP ae Mae ea ‘SQUTEELS | AV. NO. SQUIRRELS SEEN PAR HUNTER 

PRES TRS | SEN __KeULLaaD |___}955___1988 
{ \ 

iShawnee-Rooseve lt | 
| Gordon area +388 ica 21 | 3.7 8 

| Roosevelt area; 8&4 | 69 any 1.4 8 
Bear Creek ares 28 pide 4 2.0 4 

| Shawnee #1 area) 54 1 49 BL ' 24 9 

| Shawnee 72 areq 25 ee 4 \ ays 8 

| Seioto area | 52 Panes. 10 | 3.4 26 
i | 279 | 218 B4 2.9 olf 

iSeioto Trail Poresb1ge | 282 102 | 1.5 2d 

(Pike County Forest, Pe uae BoB) iy 8B : 2.3 4.8 

TOTALS VL 838 264 2.0 2.6
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The total anxber of hunters accommodated on the 52,000 acres of state 
preserves declined from 1714 in 1935 to 471 in 1936. Hunters were aware of the 

sceroity of squirrels in Scioto County before the season opened in 1936, and either 

dif not hunt at all or vent elsewhere for their sport. In order to reduce disap- 

pointments to a minimum, all publicity on the controlled hunting season disclosed 
the fact that squircels were scarce on Shawnee-Roosevelt preserve, and that sports- 

mou shoulé hardly oxeet to get the limit of 4. It is felt that such wholesome 

publicity was of onorsious value in keeping the number of hunters in proportion to the 

availability of squirrels, thus reducing kill to a minimum and assuring an adequate 

wrood stock for the following year. This was a safe method of removing only a 

fraecbion of the ponulation and was a much better management technique than closing 

ta. Preserve entiroly to hunting of squirrels that year. Only a small number of the 

471 hunters exoressed dissatisfaction with their day in the field. Most of them 
were overjoyed at getting a day in the open away from work, especially at a time 
when the seenie values of the region were highest. Hunters continued to come to the 

preserves from remote seetions of the state, although squirrel hunting was in many 

eases better in their om region in 1956. : 

Present trenis seem to indicate that the preserves will best serve the hunters 

within a 50 wile radius, including the larger population centers such as Portsmouth, 

Chillicothe, Lrouton, Jaeccson, Waverly, Piketon, and Hillsboro. Only special 

attractions such as possible grouse or deur Lunting will tead to attract sportsmen 

from greater distaaess. Thess rumarks do not apply to the thousands of non-hunting 

visitors who annually journey to the region to enjoy the scenery and avail themselves 

of the recreational opportunities. 

(c) Source of hunters visiting the State Preserves, 196. 

¢ NUMBER OF HUNTERS | 
tl CORNING) WiC Laan Ge rRORs evel Si Ube Scioto Trail Total 

Scioto 256 44 z 301 

Ross i 3 93 ov 

Fracklin 2 o oi 24 

Pike 0 10 2 12 

Hamilton AL 0 0 a 

Miami 0 0 v 7 

Mercer 6 i 0 2 

Montgomery 0 2 L 3 

Clark 0 2 0 2 

Darke 0 2 OQ 2 

Fairfield 0 1 0 2 

Pickaway 0 0 1 a 

Vinton L 0 0 iL, 

Clermont iE QO 0 a 

Licking iE 0 0 i 

TOTALS 279 70 122 471
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Sixty-three percent of all hunters visiting the state preserves in 1936 were 

from Seioto County, where 42,000 acres of state lands are situated. The Shawnee- 

Hoosevalt Preserve in Scioto County is within a 20-minute driving distance from 
Portsmouth, ae city of approximately 50,000. In 1936, Scioto County ranked fourth 

in the number of hunting and fishing licenses sold in Ohio, so the area undoubtedly 
has u hieh nercentaze of hunters. Ross County contributed 20% of the hunters on the 

conérolled hunting areas, a large number of these coming from Chillicothe. These 

two counties, thon, were the source cf 83% of the hunters in 1936. 

(4) Methods of hunting gray squirrels. 

Hunters were questioned in both the 1935 and 1936 squirrel seasons regarding 

the tyne of gun used and the size of shot which they favored in squirrel hunting. It 

is a ptpular belief that rifles far outnumber shotguns in populurity among squirrel 
huntows, but the statistical data obtained from a large number of hunters disprove 
this supposition. Statistics on tyne of gun and size of shot are as follows. The 

three counties are considered together. 

UN Ltn MR: Oe GLa see aM | Siazi SHOT USED 

2 Ba. 16 ga. 20 ga. 410 ga. Be rie | = 12 ga. 16 ga. 20 ga, 410 go. a a we 

OMT RS RBN eer ae oe Ne es eM ODED a en) MO sida) 

Tasse data suostantiate the information secured in 1935 in which 12 gauge 

shotguns outranked all others combined in populurity. 

As in 1955 a large percentage of the squirrel hunting was conducted along the 

roadsides, generally within walking distance of a checking station. There was a 

pronounced tendency for city hunters to overestimate the mileage walked. Because 

of the topography of the region, a twoemile walk often seemed like 10 miles to urban 
sportsmen unaccustomed to strenuous hunting. Although over 100 miles of truck trails 

with turnouts make every part of the region accessible to autos, many hunters feared 

getting lost, an@ hunted close to the checking stations. The forested preserves 

were not penstrated over a distance of 1/4 mile on either side of a road, it is 
believed, exeept for natives who were familiar with the region and knew exactly where 

to find their squirrels. Native squirrel hunters were out in some instances for only 

80 minutes to half an hour to get the limit of 4 squirrols, in spite of the prevail- 

ing searcity of the animals. 

(c) Bxponditures in connoetion with harvesting the 1936 squirrelverop. 

Tne idea of securing ostimates from the sportsmen on their expenditures for 

a day's squirrel hunting was successfully made use of again in 1936. Hunting is 

widely roeogniged as a form of recreation, but aside from this importance, it also 

has a very definite and cousiderable economic value. If we consider all that the 

averase hunter spends on equipment, transportation, and incidentals for a day's 

hunting, the resulting figure is staggering, and a tremendous income pours into 

businesses of all kinds: restaurants, gasoline stations, sporting goods stores, 
elothing stores, tobaeco dealers, confectioners, etc.
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In questioning the hunter, he was asked to include every expense associated’ 

with the trip. Estimates on expenditures for a day's hunting ranged from nothing. to 
¥20.00. Several hunters drove a distance of over 250 miles to reach the preserves, 

in which case transportation would be an expensive item. Average expenditures per 

hunter for 1 day's hunting varied considerably between the three preserves. OUndoubt- 
edly this is due to the distance that the hunter had to travel to reach the preserve. 

The table below shows average expenditures for a day's squirrel hunting on preserves 
of Scioto, Pike and Ross Counties. . 

AVERAGE EXPENDITURE ( ie oy AVERAGS EXPENDITURE 
PRESERVE PER DAY OF HUNTING TOTAL SPENT COST RANGE PR SQUIRREL TabtN 

Shawnee-Rooseve lt 4.600 549.00 GO = yay .O 96 053 

Seioto Trail Forest ~l.10 vid .u0 O - gy bv wl. d2 

Pike Forest gl e25 __ 08.00 0 = » 5.00 _ ev 290 

Average expenditures per person for each day's squirrel hunting was lowest at 

Scioto Trail Forest, chiefly because very few hunters visiting that area were from 

long distances. A larger percentage of natives and residents of nearby towns reduced 
the expense per individual. Size of hunting parties was somewhat larger at Scioto 
Trail, and this reduced the expenditures to the 3 to 5 occupants of a car proportion- 

ately. A number of hunters utilizing the Shawnes-Roosevclt area were from remote 

points in Ohio, and this increased the average expenditures per day per hunter. Yhe 

average expenditures per squirrel killed, of course, is in direct proportion to the 

abundance of squirrels on each preserve. This is indicated in the last colum of the 
preceding table. 

To summarize the data, the total expenditures involved in harvesting the 1936 

squirrel crop of 284 squirrels taken on state lands, was 3772.00 and this figure is 

conservative, or an average of $1.63 was spent by each hunter, with expenditures of 

$2.70 for each squirrel killed. 

(f) Skill in hunting gray squirrels. 

Skill in hunting is indicated in the number of squirrels which the huuter 
was able to take, with a bag limit of 4 squirrels per huyter per day. Success data 
are presented below. s 

acceler pail ecinkosie engi eects ilwilastageiahinuisininahiiiediveaeikatanshhentintetinlannelachneinihaniahtehatcdiiglaianetnuieldsineennaiiig 

PRESERVE NUMBER OF HUNTERS TAKING 
saiales QO sq. Lsq-e 2 sds So sq 4 sq. 

Shawnee~Roosevelt 222 31 28 16 8 
Scioto Trail 65 30 ae 6 8 
Pike Forest 29 15 4 12 9 

cscs cca ieee elias sh ascminhiatiepienat-tnicanianenlensiim 

TOTALS 316 76 43 36 25 

Of a total of 471 hunters, 67% were unsuccessful and did not bag a single 

squirrel. Only 6% were fortunate enough to get the limit of 4 animals.
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(g) Recreational value of squirrel hunting. 

The amount of recreation derived by the participants in the 1936 squirrel 
harvest is reflected in the number of hours spent in tramping over the hills in 

search of their, quarry, and in the number of miles that they walked. Data indicate 
thet the 471 hunters spent 1720 hours afield to bag 284 squirrels. They walked 1656 
miles in the fifteen day open season. The latter figure is given with reservations, 

because it is certain that many hunters overestimate the distance that they walked. 

The average hunter spent 4.6 hours in the field, required 3.4 hours to see each 
squirrel, walked 5.6 miles for each squirrel killed, and hunted 6.2 hours for each 

squirrel bagged. 

(h} Reaction of hunters to the present open season. 

During the two years that the writer hes speut in southern Ohio, he has heard 

the opinion freely expressed among ninety percent of the people that the open season 

on squirrels should be at least 15 days and perhaps a monvh earlier than the present 

season which extends from October 1 to 15 inclusive. in order to test tne prevailing 

sentiment among hunters in the fall of 1946, the question of a proper season for 

squirrel in southern Ohio was inserted in the data sheet. A summary of replies in 

the 3 counties sampled is given in tabular form below. 

OPINION OF HUNTER SCIOTO Co. RUSS Cu, PIlke Co. TOTAL 

Desiring change .in season Le? 43 33 275 

Satisfied with present season 40 39 25 104 

Not indicating 66 36 12 114 

Wanting “earlier” season, 
but date not indicated 149 nll 13 173 

Desiring season to open Sept. 1 29 6 3 58 
5 i mM) eee. 1 63 25 1? LOS 
" m AE A erie aL ey i 0 0 1 

if iq eh A BO) Z 0 0 4 
Desiring closed season 3 0 0 3 

Desiring season to open "later", 

but date not indicated 7 v v yy; 

Re ee 

The figures indicate that only 57% of the hunters actually favored a chunge 
in the present season, which tends to show that the squirrel hunters of southern Ohio 
are divided in their belief about 50:50 on this question. None of the proponents 

of an earlier season can offer one good argument in its vavor, but pressure will 

undoubtedly be exerted on the Conservation Council to decide in favor of an earlier 

season next year. Of the hunters favoring a change in the present season, almost 

100% wanted an earlier: season, the majority agreeing on Septeaber 15 to October 1. 
Forty-three percent of the hunters were satisfied with the present season or were 
not sufficiently interested in the controversy to state an opinion.
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(i) Biological data.. : 

1. Weight and age data. 

Weights of 53 specimens were taken. These data have been segregated on 
the basis of age and sex and are presented in the following table. 

Averaue Woleni or Git (ee) eneciieHel ss. - Weed leecsetceecsccsesss geaeque dvevo Ome 
yi q Peduits (OD PaV seme 46)\ <ac\ivivescmcgwiesceweras sate hs +04 te a0eDo 
iy ny vaimmatunes||(bopnt aes): (7) ious aalisleiglvisilawsrs as sale e's eg tine ao Cee 
‘i MAUL G MALOS I (Ee) ie siccclec soles ecipieceel e eaist seis sees pie siegint pv Oego 

ae i Ne aout Pemales (LO) suis ee cs ee va welwasileeeieesce svar hte LOE 

There was no appreciable difference between the average weights of adult 

males and females. This was true also in 1935 when 186 animals were weighed. ‘The 
heaviest squirrel. weighed 22 ounces in the 1936 specimens, aid 24 ounces in 1955. 
The lightest animal weighed 6 ounces in 1936 and 7 ounces in 1935. Weignt distribu- 

tion for the 53 specimens donated by hunters in 1936 is as follows. 

OUNCES 6 7% 6.9) 10 1) 18108 140151617) 18 “1920 - en 22 Ou 
NUMBER 12 4 z Best Gains saben nahn 8 awh get 

It is interesting to note that 80% of these animals weighed 14 ounces or more 

and are thus considered adults, while 19% are young squirrels of the year. if we may 

draw any conclusion at all from the rather scanty data at hand, it would be that a 

large proportion of the 1936 squirrel population was adult squirrels. There isa 
further indication in these figures that young squirrels were scarce in the fall of 

1936, and that there had been a very poor reproduction season. In 1935 when 
squirrels were numerous and apparently in good health, approximately two-thirds of 

the number killed were heavy, well-nourished immatures from early broods: Late 
broods were apparently not common in Scioto County in 1935, for very young animals 
made up only 9% of the population in that year. Our figures for 1936 indicate that 
not only was there a poor reproduction, but, in addition, that the breeding season 

extended over a longer period than in 1935, and that there were more later broods 

than in the previous year. 

2. Sex ratios of gray squirrels. 

i The proportion of males and females in the squirrel population was approximate- 
ly 1:1 in 1935, but the composition of the ponulation in 1956 indicates a trend 
toward more males in the population. In 1936 only 22 females were taken as compared 
with 33 males. Sex of two animals was not determined. In 1935, 50.7% of the 

squirrels taken were females, while in 1936 only 40.0% were of this sex. A much 

larger sampling is needed before definite conclusions can be reached. Also, the 

sex ratio in immatures must remain unknown until more extensive data can be obtained. 

3. Physical condition of squirrels. 

One of the criteria used for determining the condition of the 54 specimens was 
the amount of subcutaneous fat present. Only one animal showed excess fat, 16 had 

little fat, and 37 showed no fat at all. Dr. J. S. katz, Field Veterinarian of the 

Ohio Wildlife Research Station, is engaged in disease studies involving the wildlife 
of the region, and viscera of the 54 specimens were obtained under his direction for 

additional study.
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Several types of external parasites were found, including warbles, ticks, 

fleas, and some forms as yet undetermined. Gray squirrels showed a considerable 
deersase in warble infestation over the preceding year, when hundreds of the animals 

killed were found to be host to the bot-fly larvae. Information was obtained on 
condition of fur or pelage from 55 animals. Of these, 32 were still in full summer 
coat and 1% had changed to the characteristic silver gray of winter. Ten were still 

in the transition stage, with part of the coat gray and the remainder a rusty gray. | 

Often tae tyo pelages are separated by a sharp line of demarcation. This usually 
rons the length of the animal along the flanks. Many hunters believe these transition 

animals to be fox squirrel-gray squirrel hybrids. 

Internal organs of 27 adult animals of both sexes, and of 6 immatures were 

retained for disease and parasitological studies. In it of these animals examined 

by the writer, Coecidia-like bodies were found. Coccidiosis is often fatal to 

pheasants, quail, rabbits and other animals. Stomachs were also collected and their 

contents are awaiting examination. 

IV. SUMMARY O01 CONTROLLED RABBIT HUNTING ON STaTE PRasdnVeS, 1936 

The rabbit season is a rather unimportant event on the three state hunting 
preserves, due to the unsuitability of the region for this species, especially as to 

the heavily forested areas. However, there is more open and brushy land in Pike and 

Ross Counties, and this is reflected in the number of rabbits killed there in con- 

trast to the Shawnee-Roosevelt section. Much of the pertinent data obtained in the 
rabbit season which extended from November 16 to January 1, have been assembled in 

the following table. 

peel SN ak, Lees __._._ SHAWNEE-KOOSEVuLT SCIOTO TRAIL PIKE TOTAL 

Number hunters 30 49 5 84 

Number of miles on foot 64 118 13 215 

Number of hours afield 83 123 5 211 

Av. No. rabbits seen per hunter 256 85 ~60 273 

Av. No. rabbits killed per hunter 020 043 «20 +28 

Type of gun used: 
12 ga. 23 37 % 60 

16 ga. 3 4 ? a 

20 ga. 7 3 ? 4 

410 ga. 0 4 2 4 

on ts 0 1 a a 

Size shot used: 
8 (illegal) 1 0 ? 1 

4 2 2 ? 4 

5 13 22 7 35 
6 14 26 - 40 
7 0 4 ? i 

SuSE oil aa NAG RO Tap ec GEE AMS CANO Mo Le TR ea
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More hunters visited Scioto Trail than the other areas because of newspaper 

publicity which disclosed that there was better rabbit hunting there the previous 

year. Those successful there in 1935 tended to return. It seems probable that the 
southern Ohio rabbit populations are cyclic and are now at the low point in the 

cycle. However, present trends in plant succession on all three areas are such as 

to steadily reduce the size of the possible population. Hence, rabbits during the 
next fifty years will probably never attain their former abundance on these areas. 

There is marked-agreement among the natives that Roosevelt-Shawmee abounded with’ 
rabbits 10 or more years ago. Prior to that time, the greater part of those lands 
had been burned over at least once annually. The larger timber had been removed 

and repeated fires kept the brushy second growth from developing to the mature 

forest condition. 

About ten years are usually required for fire-scarred brushy tracts smothered 

with a tangle of greenbrier, wild grape and other herbaceous or shrubby vegetation, 

to revert to young oak forest. Fires up to 1925 kept the plant succession pendulum 
from swinging too far either way, and by preventing the land from reverting to solid 
forest, perpetuated the herbaceous vegetation and browse ideal for rabbits. Fire 

control, which began about 12 years ago, spelled the doom for farm game on these 

areas, and paved the way for the advent of other species more adapted to forests 
and known collectively as forest game. There has occurred, then, a transition from 

the rabbit-quail complex to the deer-grouse~gray squirrel aspect prevalent today. 

It is certain that Roosevelt Preserve and Shawnee Forest, after being closed to 

hunting for 12 years, have fewer rabbits and quail today than in 1926, but there 

are now more Ruffed Grouse and Deer in the region to compensate for this loss. iias 
this been a profitable exchange? We think so. There are very Tew otner areas in 

Ohio suitable for these two fine animals. This reversion to wilderness conditions 
described above has favored these two forest wildlife species and many others. As 
a result Roosevelt-Shawnee is unique in what it has to offer in the way of hunting, 

outdoor recreation, scenic values and pure aesthetic enjoyments.
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The fox squirrels and gray squirrels of East Texas are probably hunted 
by a greater proportion of the people of the region than any game mammal, 

They are preferred to other small mammals for food and for pleasure and 
they are 4 good deal more numerous than any of the larger species. Furthermore, as 
pointed out by William J. Tucker, Executive Secretary of the Texas Game, Fish and 

Oyster Commission (in letter) squirrel pelts constitute a resource that is almost 

entirely overlooked, and indeed is largely wasted - an inexcusable extravagance. 

These substantial squirrel values fully justify measures in timber manage- 

ment that will perpetuate and increase squirrel numbers. 

A knowledge of population, breeding habits, range and habitat requirements, 
of the gray and fox squirrels is essential if they are to be properly concerved. 

The gray squirrel prefers hammocks and poorly drained types of forest 
areas, tracts that support a mixed and varied vegetation, capable of supplying the 
animal with acceptable shelter and food. The fox squirrel prefers the well drained 
bottoms and uplands. 

By counting the leaf and twig nests in representative areas in the covert, 
some idea may be gained of the relative abundance of squirrels in different surround- 
ings. The most accurate count, however, can be made by the following method: 

Select a lookout post in an average squirrel habitat at a time when the 
squirrels are most active, For thirty minutes remain quiet and count all that show 
themselves, Then by pacing, determine the average distance in feet that a squirrel 
can readily be seen, Take this average distance as the radius of the circular area 
that can be seen from where you are, Multiply this radius by 9,869 to get the surface 
area in square feet of the circle, Since not more tha three-fourths of the circle 
can be seen if you keep as quiet as you should, take three-fourths of the surface 
area of your circle. You have now determined the number of squirrels on a definite 
area in square feet, Make several counts in representative vegetation on the tract 
you are counting. When you have enough counts, you can calculate the number of 
Squirrels on an acre by dividing the number of square feet in an acre, 43,560, by the 
number of square feet on which you have actually counted the squirrels and multi- 
plying the number of squirrels you counted by your quotient. You can approximate the 
total population by multiplying the number of squirrels per acre by the total number 
of acres of similar type. The greater the number of your counts, ané the more uni- 
form the type, the more accurate the count will be. 

A density of two or more squirrels per acre is considered good, If pro- 
tected from shooting this density may be reached in an east Texas river bottom type 
of cover within four or five years, If hunting, grazing, logging, and drainage are 
properly regulated probably a density of three or more squirrels per acre can be 
built up. 

Available information indicates that gray and fox squirrels have two dis- 
tinct breeding seasons: A light summer breeding season beginning in June, a heavier 
winter breeding period beginning in December. The height of the breeding season is 
reached in July and February respectively, The gray squirrel is a more prolific 
breeder than the fox squirrel. 

During January and February all squirrels seclude themselves to a marked 
degree, preferring to come out only in very favorable weather. This is partieularly 
syident in case of gravid females, It is of interest that this more or less quies- 
cent period coincides with the period of squirrel food shortage, It is during this 
time that squirrels are apparently forced to dig in the soil extensively for food 
previously buried.
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Overshooting, unrestricted timber cutting, overgrazing, and drainage have 
contributed to the reduction of gray and fox squirrels of eastern Texas, These 

factors have so ultered the general balance of squirrel habitat that squirrels find 

some areas no longer suited to their needs, Squirrels ars becoming progressively 

fewer except on some of the game preserved, 

The failure of hunters to observe proper ethics has been largely respon- 
sible for the decline due to shooting. In the Big Thicket of east Texas, for exam- 
ple, it is reported that in 1915 two hunters bagged eighty squirrels in a sinzle 

day's hunt. Only the hindquarters were utilized. Now, a bag of ten in 4 comparable 
hunt is considered good. 

Climax and subclimax forests are optimum for squirrels habitat, The hard- 
wood forests cre the most important, The middle aged or mature trees in any forest 

are the most valuable for squirrels because they furnish the most food and brood- 
rearing sites, as well as opportunities for play and exercise. These trees are at the 

height of their seed production and therefore are important from the standpoint of 
forest reproduction, This is tho type of troe that is usually harvested by the 

lumber interests during timber operations, The complete removal of such timber 

greatly reduces the value of an area for squirrels, It has been observed in this 
study that hardwood cutting methods as practiced in east Texas tend to bring cbout 

a second*growth of shrubs and sprouts with an attendant shortage of seed-bearing 

trees. These conditions work unfavorably on squirrels. 

Obviously, if timber is removed judiciously and selectively, so as to 
leave plenty of suitable trees to perpetuate the forest, squirrels and other forest 

wildlife will be correspondingly favored, In this instance the best forestry pract- 

i¢e accords with the needs of forest game, 

Excessive grazing prevents the reproduction of species that are valuable 

as food and gover for squirrels, such as mulberry, sweetgum, pin oaks, grapes, beech, 
and some of the grasses and weeds. On the other hand moderate graging of cattle and 

horsés in the river bottoms seems to do little or no harm, and may even be favorable, 
Squirrels tend to do more ground feeding when the herbaceous cover is not too dense. 

The drainage of flats and ponds along the flood plains of streams is 4 
factor in the decline of the gray squirrel, because such drainage reduces the water 
and food supply. Tue proper distribution of water over the squirrel range is an im- 

portant factor. Gray squirrels have a tendency to concent around water, When water- 

ing places are scattered, squirrels gather in limited areas and therefore are more 

easily found and killed by hunters. Important acorn and nut trees such as willow 

ak, overcup oak, hog pecan, and other moisture loving plants are dependent upon 
these watered or wet areas. Doubtless drainage cuts down the nut production of these 

species, 

In addition to reducing the total squirrel population, overhunting, ex- 

treme timber cutting, overgrazing, and drainage of bottoms have brought about an 

upset in the ratio of the two species of squirrels, The fox squirrel is invading the 

gray squirrel range. Twenty years ago, in the Big Thicket* region, the fox squirrel 

occupied only the edges of the longleaf pine plantations and the pine-oak-hickory 

types of habitat while the gray was in possession of the characteristic Big Thicket 

hammock» "bey gall" areas, The ratio of gray squirrels to fox squirrels in this 

former exclusive gray territory is now 65 percent grays and 35 percent foxes, A 

comparable situation exists in portions of the Trinity river bottoms, 

setlist massless ent endless eanemnitsoiitanlncilipsiebaioelnienaeie 

* The Big Thicket is an extensive wooded tract embracing parts of Polk, Hardin, 

Liberty, Tyler and neighboring counties, in Texas,
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It may be readily inferred from these findings that a wise and judicious 

use of the forested regions af eastern Texas is necessary if the squirrels are to 

be kept in sufficient numbers for sporting and hunting purposes. Also, scientific 

management of these lands not only will result in an increase of the squirrels, but 

will be in harmony with continuous production of timber and other resources as well. 

The squirrel-shooting season should be limited to the fall months, October 

and November. If squirrels are taken during December, January, February and June, 

pregnant females are sure to be killed, The taking of squirrels when the families 

are running together in the spring also contributes directly to squirrel decrease, 

as the young are more than ordinarily vulnerable to the gunner under such 

conditions. 

Local laws on squirrels are often not in harmony with a legitimate 
harvesting of the squirrel crop, Neighboring counties may have widely different 

regulations, permitting a considerably longer season than the squirrels can endure 

and maintain their number, Furthermore the present bag limit is too high. Under the 

steady decrease now observable practically throughout the squirrel range in east 

Texas, a mixed bag of six per day is believed to be about correct. 

The extablishment of large refuges in suitable tracts of timber would help 

to maintain a shootable squirrel population; but proper regulation of hunting, 

grazing, timber-cutting and drainage over the entire squirrel inhabited area is even 

more important. 

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE TO MAINTAIN AND INCREASE SQUIRRELS 

l. Study the food, shelter, occurrence, and general habits of squirrels in 
your locality, 

2. Keep track of the numbers of squirrels an particular areas, especially as 

to whether they are increasing or decreasing. See direstions given in this 

paper for making counts. 

3. Regulate hunting so that the squirrels can maintain or increase their 

numbers. Do not shoot squirrels during December, January, February or June 

when pregnant females are 4lmost syre to be killed, or at ony time’wheh 

families eré. running together, as. thé young are moré: vulnérable 4t these 

periods, Do not shoot at any time more than six squirrels in any one day. 

4. Gut timber conservatively, leaving some of the middle-aged and mature 

hardwoods for the use of the squirrels, as well as to perpetuate the forrest, 

} 5. Regulate grazing so that such species of plants, as mulberry, sweetgum, 

pin oak, grapes, beech, grasses and weeds will have a chance to reproduce, 

6. Maintain watering opportunities widely over the squirrel range; do not 

drain flats and ponds along flood plains unless the area would thereby be~ 

come economically more productive. 

7, The game preserve demonstration, which may be organized in cooperation with 

the Extension Service, offers possibilitics in'helping to regulate the take 

and paintain the squirrel population.
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Because of limited space which is used for only the vitally impor- | 

tant farm topics each week, the Ruralist is unable to publish letters . 

from many readers—information relating to experiences outside the | 

farm. 
In this edition, though, is printed a story by O. B. Stephens of | 

Deerfield, who, as he himself maintains, is one of Dane county’s early 

residents who witnessed the migration of black squirrels. 

Stories of this type will continue to be published from time to 

time. The Ruralist, in fact, solicits them.—_EDITOR’S NOTE. 

By O. B. STEPHENS 
Y Deerfield Farmer 

The migration cf black squirrels from Dane county was in mid-summer 

of 1856. So far as 1 have been able to determine, this migration probably 

was the last from our state. 
I was six years old when watching these black squirrels move west-| 

ward, never to come back my way. Uncle Skolas then had joined us on 

the north side of our farm. He had built a new house the year before—in 

1855. He had cut his name in limestone over the south door. A grouthouse 

is what I lived in. 
I was playing in a sand pile, as usual, on a bright afternoon when) 

noticing a most exceptional sight I¢ 

ever saw in my home country—many 

black squirrels along the top of a 
rail-line fence a few rods away. 

At that time all fences built on 
prairies were made of rails. The mi- 
grating black squirrels were west- 
ward bound, each one trailing the 

squirrel ahead by less than an inch 
over a half-mile stretch. In some 
places they seemed to be doubly 
thick. Their movements were slow 
as I stood watching them, finally to 

pecome mystified. 
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Professor Aldo Leopold, : 
Dept. Game Management, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

‘ é 
Dear Leopold: 

In spite of your letter, and in spite of the fact that 
I did save my worms and go fishing, the rhythm business is becoming 
an obsession. Why, I was so busy worrying that I didn't even catch 
any fishe------ 

I was thinking that in the case of a ruffed grouse 
shortage, it wouldn't be in the contraction phase you'd see the 
shortage, but in the expansion phase. Isn't it true that in the 
"low", you get large areas of formerly inhabited range apparently 
blank, but with birds surviving in limited spots? And isn't it 
true that very suddenly, after the "low", you get reports of occasia 
al birds far into the former or even in new range---birds that can- 
not be explained by quick dispersal from the persisting local groups 
and that the range fills pretty quickly and uniformly after the 
"low"? So maybe the "high" is only a phenomenon of good reproductim 
from widely scattered birds to sparse to be observed readily. 

| Take squirrels. Every six years we get a real, universal 
| squirrel "high". Now note, every three years we have a pretty good 
| hickory-nut crop over the state as a whole. Every two years, we have 

| a ditto acorn crop. every year, we have a good walnut crop. Using 
| the law of probability, you can calculate that no matter which year 

you start with, these "beneficial" factors will coincide once in 
| six years. That is, one year in every six, we get excellent pro- 
| duction of the three principal wild foods of squirrel over most of 
\ the state. I haven't proved it, but I do happen to know that it is 

in those years that we get the squirrel "highs". The rhythm in food 
| production, then, correlates with the rhythm in squirrel range ex- 
| pansion. I know it actually is range expansion, because the animals 
i really do move. 

But that'll do for now. I'm very glad you are coming 
down for our celebration, and have, so to speak, consented to sort 
of head it up. I'm hopin for a good day. 

As ever, 

Tit... 
~ OS Nagel
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1903 Squirrel Migration 

Harl Schultz, Oregon, Wis., told Hd Lloyd, Petrie Sporting Goods Co., 

Madison, that in September, 1903, a migration of fox squirrels took place 

at Reed's Landing, Pepin County, at the mouth of the Chippewa River. This 

is at the lower extremity of Lake Pepin. ach day for two weeke, from about 

noon until about 3 p.m., the squirrels swam westward across the Mississippi. 

There were fox squirrels only; no grays. 

Schulte says the swimming squirrels would clamber aboard a boat to 

rest. As an experiment he pushed them off the east side of his boat to see 

if they would reverse direction. They invariably reoriented themselves 

westward. 

A copy of this is sent Md Lloyd with the request that he get Mr. Schultz 

to correct any details I may have gotten wrong. Schultz lives in Oregon and 

if interviewed could doubtless give mch additional detail. 

Aldo Leopold 
October 19, 1938
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Squirrel Migration 

John Cramton, Gorham Street, formerly proprietor of the 

Cramton Drug Store, told Hd Lloyd that about 1910 there was & squirrel 

migration near Riley. The season was fall. The species involved are 

not known. The direction of movement was southeast. No further details 

are at hand but might be obtained by interviewing Mr. Cramton. 

Roy Goodlad of Madison also has indirect information on a 

squirrel migration in Indiana during recent years. 

Aldo Leopold 
Oct. 25, 1938
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April 27, 1959. 
Madison, Wis. 
IOII E, Washington Ave. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Division of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of April 25th with the interesting note on the 

flying squirrel by Mr. John R. Goodlad. It is doubtful if the incidence 

can be considered a migration, It is a habit of the species in late fall 

to assemble from a considerable area and take up residence in a hollow 

tree or the attic of a building. I have a colony every winter in the attic 

of my home on Prospect Avenue, the guests departing in spring. 

Some years ago Mr. Charles Halbert told me of a colony that had 

appropiated his attic in a new house in Shorewood, I have read also of 

similar assemblages. 

Very truly yours, 

BLE . 
A.W.Schorger. 

BURGESS CHROME STEREOTYPE MATS



From Activities Report Files Squirrel 
Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 

Division of Research and Education 
Pittman-Robertson Project 1=-R 

Phil Goodrum, Supervisor 

June, 1939 
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Fox Squirrel 

Extract from letter of Feb. 1, 1940, from Iuther L. Baumgartner, 
69-18th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio: 3 

"Another things that you will be interested in is the fox 

squirrel breeding potential data which I have collected from , 

1937 to 1939. The 1940 data are not yet complete. For 1937 

: the arirege number of young in 32 litters was 3.94; in 1938, 

~ 34 litters, 3.06; in 1939, 26 litters, 2.58; and so far for 1940, 

3.11. As far as I know, this is only the second time that this 

difference has been found in mammals. I might add that the 

cycle hit bottom in 1937. While I do have some theories as to 

what this means, actually I am at a loss to know what to do about 

explaining this difference."
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NEST SHOOTING . +. ty Witt (i 
»» » Sy ing into nests is hlUm™®.lC(“‘i‘“_a‘ itl CULL 

DURWARD L. ALLEN, Game Division * Te#lly_ impor- cS rrt—r™——C ee — A is tant source of ee tA ‘i i Ly nhs fj LC 

waste is not yet oe ie aed . & et ( 
Dw THE FALL of 1937theGame. known. It isan = VAD iy es Lhd — i 

Division initiated a study of fox angle to manage- NY AN KC A Cia fy 
squirrel management. The investigation ment that the 2 WON Aw pt PAS aK i Se 
began in the extensive stands of second- progressive a <i 4S Ss ne en oN : 
growth oak at the Swan Creek Wildlife sportsman Fn alt l nea | 3 - / 
Experiment Station in Allegan county. should know - / Jee! he Ye _ 
It has since branched to the oak-hickory about anda t= on j Sap) A] fl 
woodlots of the Rose Lake Experiment practice which — 2A: " a iy)» - 
Station in Clinton county and will soon he can conscious- a — IY oe ee Js “ 
include the upland beech-hard maple type ly avoid in the -— - -F- ee ae | ss 
and the lowland elm-ash-red maple hab- interest of more ~ NS ee a ~ tw re 
itat. The objective is similar to all of efficiently utiliz- : io Vp 4 pad SS 
the other game studies—to learn how to ing our game ~ 4 “hr Tae ey r : 
make the land produce more squirrels. crop. : i + ae gy (ae Pz 

Is Fairly Common Practice It is to be Lf fe i a | 
. % noted that the _ 5 “et f= | 1 f, — 

Personal experiences among squirrel squirrels living Lf Der’ 7 : 4 cf 
hunters in northern Indiana and south- in hollow trées \e Me S a ah} 
ern Michigan, as well as conversations are protected | a |. ~— » Ty 4 — - 
with sportsmen, have led me to believe from shooting,  . a A ~~ 
that shooting into leaf nests is a fairly and the erinle oe co “a 78 -— 
common practice. If things are not go- seem to prefer ho I ——— Se, 4 teitlhlhChlhlmrmrmrm 
ing well, and there are numerous leaf and hollows where \ oF ~—i gf )  =—_EOCW. 
stick nests perched before his eyes with they are present. ‘ —j- : 4 £m 
nary a squirrel in evidence, the hunter Thies probably . ‘ — ash 6hUmlhUlLk 
gets to wondering whether there aren’t another good A _- : — AA fF OtmhmhmrmrmrmC~™ 
some nice fat granddaddy bannertails TaAROn ton “ure- YS ; : Nn 4 Linnie 
sitting inside smirking at him. He is in- ing that the ° A UU | im Sey. — 
clined to put a charge of number 6’s wood oi ou ee ay ji y, % = 8 — 
through a nest or two to see what hap- “spare that (hol- : NN f - a _ yr i 
pens. Aside from this I have been told low) tree.” : : ] if ' hl rttsti—“(i 
that a few hunters shoot into the larger ~~ ee be ~, A 
nests as a regular practice. ee ie hci . : a 

Effects of Shooting Studied He Barmera es Aa oo e . " 

As a part of the squirrel investigation a aan 

an attempt was made to learn what the the first frosts, but the park campsites 

effect of this type of hunting might be. Park Attendance Increases in game areas connlene: poner wih 
Accordingly, during two winters I shot (Continued from page 4) hunters. 

into 33 large nests and then climbed the as the parks, which are great picnic Winter use of the 25 all-year parks has 
trees to investigate. A 16-gauge shotgun —+ounds near large cities, bathing centers increased each recent season. Increasing 
was used, with number 6 high-velocity on Great Lakes shores, sites of historic numbers of ski and snowshoe parties are 
ammunition. The nests were in oaks, significance, convenient camping places finding them convenient to reach, and 
pines, and beeches in the Allegan area. year trout streams and in game country, well adapted for their winter fun. 
After each nest was shot a few minutes and wilderness spots preserved as wilder- 
were devoted to watching for any sign of ness. Roads, trails and parking areas; Sd aS Sy 

motion in the nest. The tree was then water lines and sewage disposal facili- Wilderness State Park 
climbed and the nest examined at first ties; dams, docks and breakwaters; pic- r 

hand. nic tables and picnic shelters; campsites (Continued from page 9) 
Four of the nests contained squirrels, secluded in wooded areas; bathhouses, flowing to Cecil Bay from Carp Lake, is 

two males and two females. In none of | Plygrounds and toboggan slides—all famous for its trout; the lake contains 
these cases could any sign of the animals’ ee ns and more are on the im- an pure nce of bass, perch, binegulls, 

presence be detected from the ground. De ea Se eee, ware and Beeson, and facilities for 
Three of the squirrels were only injured, Twenty-Five Parks are Open ene. et MV olay, 

and leaped from the nest when I reached Chief of the snow sports improvements Climate Generally Comfortable 

it. They were caught by my dog on the scheduled are the first sections of a 30- Climate in this vicinity is generally 
ground, and two of them would certainly mile ski trail at Grayling, where the state comfortable, ideal for health and recrea- 
have escaped had the dog not been pres- winter sports park is already equipped tion, cooled by contiguous waters and 
ent. The fourth squirrel was nearly dead in season with toboggan slides and ice tempered by the great expanse of forest. 
when taken from the nest. rink. Eventually the ski development will Owned by the people of Michigan and 

; 5 s : ; include jumps that will accommodate maintained under the supervision of the 
Nest: Shooting Wastes Satitrels tournaments of the country’s best jump- Department of Conservation, the state’s 

None of these squirrels would have ers, as well as lesser jumps on which be- 75 parks range in type from picnic 
been detected had the trees not been ginners can practice. grounds near large population centers to 

climbed. Four cases are a small sample, Though Labor Day marks the end of remote wilderness areas accessible only 
and yet they indicate that many squirrels the official summer park season, and 31 on foot. They serve a two-fold purpose: 
give no evidence of their presence when of the parks do close, as use of them de- to preserve the state’s natural resources 
shot in this manner. A hunter seeing no Creases 1 the EAC es following Sep- and its places of historic interest, and to 
‘commotion after his shot would move on tember 15, an ete parks remain open provide opportunities for vacationists, . Ss ‘ the year around. These parks have resi- tourists and pleasure-seekers to enjoy 
and the animal would be wasted. Ocea- dent caretakers the year around, and in land, water, trees and wild life in their 

sional ene Venere lusttels doy jump) out early fall they are popular with late va- natural state. Wilderness represents on 
of nests when shot and such exceptional cationers, autumn picnic parties, family a grand scale the typical achievement of 
occurrences might serve to encourage the reunions, and motorists on color tours. high conservation purposes; it epitomizes practice. Such services as running water end with primitive Michigan.
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COMMISSIONERS GENERAL HEADQUARTERS 

eee 536 NO. HARLEM AVE. 

CLAYTON F. SMITH CUMMINGS SQUARE 

PRESIDENT RIVER FOREST, 

FRANK BOBRYTZKE FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT ILLINOIS 
WILLIAM BUSSE TELEPHONES 

Waa Gua niceoee OF COOK COUNTY COLUMBUS 8400-FOREST 4470 

FRED FISCHMAN ene pera a 

MAUR IECIE KAVANAGH ILLINOIS LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

MARY McENERNEY ROOM 335 
GEORGE A. MILLER COUNTY BUILDING 

GEORGE F. NIXON EB 500 CHICAGO, 
DANIEL RYAN ILLINOIS 

EDWARD M. SNEED TELEPHONE 
JOHN E. TRAEGER FRANKLIN 3000 

CHARLES G. SAUERS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT 

July 28, 1942 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin s 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The squirrels in Thatcher Woods, in which the museum is 
located are afflicted this year with a rather horrible disease which attacks the 

eyes, root of tail and genitals. Large black hairless spots and gray or flesh 
colored growths eventually cover almost every area. We sent a dead specimen to 
the Diagnostic Laboratories at the University of Illinois. Here is a copy of the 

Diagnosis: : 

Multiple neoplasms, probably fibromas. 

Histopathologic examination revehbed the presence of subcutaneous growths which seem 
to be composed principally of connective tissue cells and their products. Cells of 
inflamatory origin are also present. The epithelium covering the growth was altered 
to some extent in that manz of the cells were vacuolated and contained eosinophilic cyt 
oplasmic inclusions. A few projections of epithelial cells down into the underlying 
connective tissue were noted. This condition resembles to some extent a disease in 
rabbits described by Shope and ishich he called an infectious fibroma-like tumor 
because he was able to transmit the condition from one wild rabbit to another and to 
tame rabbits also. The distribution of lesions in this animal together with the finding 
of several animals showing similar condition might be suggestive of an infection among 
the squirrels in Thatcher Woods. 

We should be interested in learning more regarding this condition. Animals brought 
or sent to this laboratory for further examination should preferably be sent in the 
live or frozen state. 

; Submitted by Robert Graham 
i Chief Vet. 

Diagnosis Dr. C.C.Morrill, Animal Patholégidét 
" DR, N.D.Levine " Parasitologist 

I suppose that it isn't good wildlife practice to kill them 
off. But I should like to know more about the disease. Can you identify it any 
more definitely than the above and could you give me some references to it that 
I can consult at Crerar. 

Sincerely, 

Open) Curgquna Mec, (Quad dee 
5 Rarlss o S€um



4oh University Farm Place 
duly 31, 1942 

Miss Virginia Moe, Curator 
Trailside Museum 
Forest Preserve District, Cook Co. 
536 N. Harlem Ave. 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Miss Moe: 

: I have never heard of the squirrel disease you 
describe, but I am mich interested init. I 
have no knowledge of squirrel pathology nor any 
other kind of patholégy, but I am asking Professor 
Morgan who would be interested in this report. : 
Certainly somebody should be. 

I would certainly advise killing off these 
diseased individuals, or even the whole population 

: in which they occur if it is feasible to do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Morgan ~~ E 

f { oP NS) fee \yu ]
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3 getted dave She date 80 Skiount in daly op Anguot, 1970, on the 

te River 19 elles south of Glarendon, Ave, Tic ta moor the agath end 
of Bast late, Te equirvels wore sworsed Into teo or three bi¢ trees on the 
east aide of the river, There wore “eevera) thounsnd* oqirrels, 

Extract from letter from Carl Leopold 

April 5, 1943



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE |“ “ 
AGRICULTURAL. RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

BI U, OF PLANT INDUSTRY 
IN coor ee Renan gaara SERVICE 

FOREST PATHOLOGY FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY 

MADISON/ WISCONSIN 

5, 

November 12, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
103 014 Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I recently received a letter and the 
enclosed infected cones of Engelmann spruce 
that were sent me by Dr. O. A. Stevens of 
the North Dakota Agricultural College. He 
states that the cones were sent to him by a 
Mr. E. C. Moran of Stanford, Montana, who 
wrote "that the squirrels had cached these 
together end normel ones separately." He 
did not give any further information con- 
cerning them. The fungus on the cones 
seems to be Chrysomyxa pyrolae. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. Audrey Richards 
Pathologist in Charge 

Enclosures



COPY 

November 19, 1943 

Miss C. Audrey Richards 
Forest Products laboratory 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Myss Richards: 

Thanks for letting me see the infected cones. The 
alleged separate storage of good and bad cones may 
be a fact. I remember dimly some such point coming 
out in the literature, but I do not have the reference. 
I think one could find it by combing through the 
indexes to the Journal of Mammalogy. 

I have the impression that the squirrel caches 
gathered by foresters for seed collections are 
prevailingly sound. The most remarkable part of 

1 this storyis that the unsound cones should be 
chaced at all. 

Shall I return the cones? 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



file equirrel folder —~ 1 

September 1 1h ” 

Squirrel Migration. 

On September 3, a mass movement of fox squirrels was observed in the 

Puckaway Marsh. As many as 20 fox squirrels were observed attempting 

f to swim across the Fox River and adjoining marsh waters at the east 

| end of Lake Puckaway (Green Lake County). The movement was from west 

to east. The water area was ahout a half mile wide at this point. 

Many of the squirrels failed to get across and were drowned. ‘the area 

from which the squirrels began to swim was open mrsh. Apparently the 

' Starting place was from a hardwoods as smch as a nn the entire 

ares, including open marsh and water, over which these dennis would 

have to traverse to got to anothar hardvood, would probably be at least 

two miles. 

I was unable to observe the movement on the day it waa reported (September 

3), bat on September 4 1 examined three of the drowned squirrels and 

found them all to be males. Bxtremely rough water prevented me fron 

making any further searches for tho floating dromed squirrels, 1 did 

not see a single live squirrel either in the water or on the shore. 

Cyril Kabat 

ec Dr. Schorger
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Introduction of American Squirrels 
to England 

(Extract from letter from Hans Peter 
Thomsen, June 24, 1945) 

The gray squirrel was introduced here in England in 1890 and since 
then it has spread out from a central area, driving out the red 
squirrel. This is, of course, surprising because I seem to recall 
that the opposite is often the case. Miss (Monica) Shorten has 
over ten years of mass data which was derived by mail inquiries 
from game managers and so forth. Of further intere#is the 
westerfi movement of the gray squirrel(see drawing). Where the 
gray squirrel goes the red disappears.
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THE GRAY ‘We. ae ge 

The months of January, February and March of 1946 will be 

remembered by property owners and foresters as the start of a change 

in the food selection of the gray squirrel. The red and hard maple 

areas have been attacked by the grays in a manner that would ordinar- 

as ily suggest the presence of many porcupine. Some of the smaller 

maples have been stripped from base to top while the larger trees 

have the back pealed from the upper branches only. It appears that 

the living, growing tissue between the sap-wood and the bark, called 

the cambium layer, is the prefered food and of course its removal is 

fatal to any tree. 

The probability of a continuance of this food selection is not 

known and as the history of grays in western Vilas County is a 

relatively short one any prediction would be unfounded. The first 

gray squirrels were noted by Pat Wilsie, a supervisor at the White { 

Sand CCC Camp in 1934 at a point between White Sand Lake and Lost 

Canoe Lake in the Town of Boulder Junction. In May of that same 

year Pat Wilsie and Earl Wallace, nurseryman at Trout Lake applied 

to the Game Division of the Conservation Department and were shipped 

twenty four from the southern part of Wisconsin, Three pair were | 

released at each of the following places; the west side of Lake 

Laura in the Town of Plum Lake, between White Sand Lake and Lost 

Canoe Lake, the east side of White Birch Lake and the east shore of 

Trout Lake all in the Town of Boulder Junction. The following two 

years, 1935 and 1936, the Star Leke - Seyner Conservation Club 

applied for and received five shipments of twenty four squirrels 

each sand made releases in approximately the same areas as the first 

plantings.
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Walter Froelich of Sayner was one active in the distribution 

and has noted the steady increase in population and spread to new 

areas. Some have been found as far north as High Lake and as far 

west as Manitowish. It might be worth mentioning here that the local 

residents were very interested in the progress the grays were making 

and in 1942 when an arrest.was made for a deer hunter killing a gray 

squirrel the violation was considered of a serious nature. 

Laurence Ellerman, a guide living on Ballard Lake was the first 

to report that the gray squirrels were eating maple wood in a hard- 

wood ridge at his home. This report was given little if any credence 

as it was felt the porcupine was the offender. Then the maples on 

the point at Trout Lake were being destroyed so a search for the 

culprit porcupine begen. None could be found nor any tracks but 

day by day more trees were being damages. It was only then definitely 

established that the gray squirrel included maple wood in his diet. 

The cause of this strange new food source for the gray squirrel 

is not known. The fall acorn crop was normal but the competition 

from the deer might have been too much for the squirrels. Some feel 

the deer feeding program might be an influencing factor because much 

ear corn wes fed during the winter of 1945 and little or none this 

winter, also the presence of this large amount of corn might tend to 

produce an unusual increase in population. 

Whatever the cause might be Mr. Gray Squirrel could well be 

sealing his fate because of his red and hard maple menu. 
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April 23, 1946 

Mw. Wiliam Waggoner 
oo 

stongin 

Doar Bills 

ton Halverson hos been telling me about the of 8 ih tn tooeh dondaien Muh hho. ie tie wees eo ates nln sate. 
Ho agked me about traps. We tale squirrely successfully on the 

aks timp tee chee ote uuee to Gn Reston eee ot - youra desien or eve: a sample trp if you need it. 

| RA Reema to may however, sinwe the objeat in this ease da to kilt i the squirrela that would get more of them by using ordinary 
| mscat tropa, sauing aly thot there Ls sone om baa to 
: kAl1 the as axe Conught. I wuld aet these traps [ at the base of « tree immediately below an ear of cor nailed to j the bye. Iu wrestling with the oar of cor the equirrel would get 

This assumes that squirrels in Vilas County imow what com de. 
| If they do not, you might have to bait them for a few days unkil 
' they find out. 

. Sandner En Gan Oe bona scenes ee rene wine Sates iii 

ae ts oe ee ee ntahtons "whe they 
F were ‘ aeO 

| ines. be bare te er eee alae Ceese Lines 3 would Liles 
i very meh to heave in oy Ficgh Ny-cehatadln, «rangle 9) } write the thing up as on arblele for the milletin, secon Ae Sone Tf I gan help you in on afvisory onpacity 

please On me. 

With personal regaris, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

e Halverson
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i October 1, 1946 

SQUIRREL MOVEMENT sie i 
IN WINNEBAGO COUNTY 

The following facts were recorded while talking to my father about movement of 

squirrels during the 1880's between Appleton and Menasha on the Fox River. "The 

island" referred to is Stroebe's Island, It contains 90 acres and lies at the 

north end of Little Lake Butte des Morts 3 miles S. of Appleton. 

Dad's first recollection of movement occurred in 1832 and he remembers squirrels 

moving acréss the river for 4 or 5 years after this date. The movement was all 

from the east to the west; Dad says he never saw a squirrel swimming eastward 

across the river, 

About 80% to 90% of the squirrels were greys and the rest were black and fox 

squirrels, Sometime after 1890 the fox squirrels gradually replaced the grey 

squirrels and the numbers of squirrels declined, 

The movement lasted for three or four weeks, starting in August and contimuing 

into September, It was possible to see 25 to 30 squirrels swimming in the water at 

one time, The squirrels were in the water all day some crossing during the morning, 

noon, and evening, 

As Dad would row his boat from the old homestead downriver to the north end of 

the island, a distance of one half mile, four or five squirrels would crawl out on 

the boat, Numerous squirrels were noted caught in the dense weed beds along the 

shores, drowned in their efforts to escape. ; 

Dad does not remember if the years in which movement occurred were good or poor 

acorn years, but he does remember that the squirrels on the island were very numerous 

at this time. During the 1880's two men killed 38 squirrels in an hour and one half 

(grey and black squirrels) on a point of the island which measures three acres in 

size, 

Harry Stroebe 
October 1, 1946 

ec Schorger i . 

Stroebe 
Enlen
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN cu 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE eu ¥ 

b pee 
Madison 6 pao 

DEPARTMENT OF VETERINARY SCIENCE 

On Heb. 22 and 23, while collecting in the area near Millston, Jackson 
County, four specimens of Glaucomys sabrinus macrotis were taken. These 
were found in twig nests, one of which was located nenr the top of 4 
tamerack tree. the other nest was found in a jackpine, near a Pemarack 
bog. Numerous trees with cavities were svailable in the immediate 
vicinity of the nests3 especially saspens, with broken tops, were avail- 
able. 

In each nest » male and female flying sauirrel were found. The testes 
were well descended in the males, but no pregnancy was noted in the fe- 

males. , 

In compsrison with other squirrel nests encountered, the flying squirrel 

nest appeared to have 9 very characteristic structure. 

Bot- aus
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March 6, 1947 

Mr. 4, W, Schorger 
1105 East Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

I have the following data on red squirrels from my class, 

Brown County + seen by a student at De Pere; Ozaukee County - 
seen by a student at Predonia; Washington County - geen by a 
student in Farmington Township; Green Lake County - Cyril Kabat 

has never seen one and he hunts in + Marquette County « 
never séén by a s 6 in ‘las Township; Richland County - i 
seen by a student both at Richland Center and in the northern ; 
part of the county; Vernon County ~ seen by a student at Viroqua; ( 
Trempealeau County ~ none seen by a student who lives in 

Trempealesu Township; Junean County - one col beted by Sob Rausch 
1-26-47 Cutler Township; Jackeen County ~ one collected by Sob. 
Rausoh 222-N7 Wliston fornshipt ‘asl Gouaty  oeeur epsringly 
at my pace in airfield Tomship, — eee eee i 

The above reports may be agcepted 7 are india 

Yours sincerely, 

Al: PM AIDO LEOPOLD 

af vecdled ao ackabl, 
Qrre- (has ards rlatrialew moe ‘an of fi 

fi wy F , Puch 

Plu 44 vy pele Ce py i ps ae



Red squirrels 

male -Jan. 26/47 Cutler Twp. Junesu Co. 207.0¢ 
female an Ai] tt tt fl tt 187 .3¢ 

male - Feb. 22/47 Millston,Jackson Co. 112.0¢ 

Rausch
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March 10, 1947, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your letter of the 6th giving 

data on the range of the red squirrel. None of the 

contributions were asterisked so that I would like to 

obtain confirmation of the records for Richland Center 

and Viroqua. 

Conservation Warden Douglas Fiege, Viroqua, 

reported none at that place or elsewhere in Vernon 

County. He may not be a very careful observer for I 

have five apparently reliable reports of their presence 

in the eastern part of the county. 

Your student may be correct regarding Richland 

Center. Percy Button stated that he had never seen one 

in the county since his residence there, beginning in 

1933. “Button may also be incorrect since another 

observer reported it at Gillincham. 

Sincerely,
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Auguet 8, 1947 

Dr. A, W. Sohorger 
168 N. Prospect Ave. — 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

I have read the squirrel paper with intense interest, and with my 
usual aduimtion for the richness and abundance of your data. 

I have only a few suggestions to offert p- Uk. Your statenent 
of belief that melanism developed on the borders of the glaciers 
seems to me a bit shaky considering the solid underpinnings of 
everythi

ng 
else in the papey. Unless there is more basis for 

this than I surmise, or can find in the referenc
es, 

I would suggest 
emphasizing the speculative of this émbpt: more. 

I can offer no parallel criticism on your hypothesis of immigration, 
but I enclose a paper which may suggest on additional idea. I 
am loaning you this from my library. 

Thank you very much, Bill, for giving me a look at this. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. After reading this paper I am strengthened in my belief that 
, either “Reological Monographs

" 
or "iidland Naturalist" should 

grab at it if offered.



Extract from letter from William H. “1der, Dept of Zoology, University of Mo., 
Columbia Missouri to Professor Leopold, 11/16/47; 

"Remembering yours and McCabe's recent interest in the possible effect of natural 
herbs on fertility, I thought of you when the following story was told me. In 

the Ozarks natives believe that when the oak mast is short and "pine nuts" are 
abundant squirrels shift their diet to the latter and the result is a short crop 
of squirrels the next spring. The feeling seemed to be that it was not a 

nutritionsl deficiency but a truly toxic effect."
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12/1/47 

Grouse at Cable: Byron Jorns says he saw an average of 6 grouse per day, andup . 

to a dozen at one spot. Increase since last year. 

Many red squirrels, many snowshoes, fewer coyotes, lots of pine grosbeaks, fewer 

foxes. 

Lots of spikers but few prime bucks. His party killed 3 legal bucks but also 3 

spikers and a doe, all of whichthey turned in. 

AL.



5 Sayama Gulden 
SHOOTS A SQUIRREL COVERED WITH 

BEES. 

When the Rev. C. N. Crone, of Dover, 

Pa., shot a squirrel he found that the ani- 

mal was. covered with honey bees. When | 

the minister fired, the squirrel was on a 

large oak tree and it had come out ofa 

hole in the tree in which the bees had been 

depositing their honey,



Notes From Experimental Quail Areas, Sam Houston National Forest, Walker County 

Hehn reports observing two nests hatching seven and eight bobwhites 

respectively. Young coveys just beginning to fly were fairly numerous the 

last of the month on the areas and in the vicinity of Richards, Montgomery S wt 
County, as well as along the Bedias Road, in western Walker County. rey ve Oe 

iro 
"Cock quail will respond to the ‘scatter call’ at any time of day, " 

just as much as they did before the mating season." 

"Very few of the larger hewks heve been seen on the areas this 

month. Sparrow hawks are beginning to appear." 

- nA 
" RA WP Ata ? t Mn "There has been considerable movement of Mexican quail from places 

where they were liberated but they still mey be found in nearby fields." 
soon 

Mosquitoes Affect Habits of Squirrels : 

Goodrum, in charge of squirrel studies, Trinity, Texas reports thet 

during July the mosquitoes were so dense thet, in all probability, their 

numbers influenced the emount of time thet squirrels spent on the ground. 

At least, fewer squirrels were found. The mosquitoes may also cause scuir- 

rels to move to higher ground. 
i)



 -P.239. Fish of Arkansas River at Pueblo. 

, In middle of March, soon after ice went out, caught 

we wh 16 trout, hickory shad, and suckers, but one after- : 

| i - ward, the traders saying that the fish moved up the 

gk river for the summer. How far above Pueblo do trout 

‘aee) now begin? 

! Rw 18.g "The Arkansas is here a clear, rapid river a hundred 

( | yards in width.” 7 | 
P.240. Turkey were above Pueblo on the Fontame-qui-bouille; 

also “prairie fowl" booming. :



: ARIZONA HAS 300 MILES OF TROUT STREAMS | 

A fish hatchery to restock the streams of the White mountains 
with brook trout is a matter that is becoming imperative declares the 
fish and game warden of this state, speaking of the new state fish 
hatchery located on South Fork of the Little Colorado. | 

Tourists the past few years have flocked to the White moun- 
tains and spent the summer in the mountains following their favorite 

_ sport of angling, and that the people may still enjoy this sport, it is 
- necessary that the state replenish the streams with trou.t A neglect 

of this will mean in a short time the famous brook trout of the 
White mountains will be a thing of tht past = 

7 The total mileage of trout fishing within reach of tourists in 
this state is: Little Colorado and tributaries, 40 miles; Black river 
and tributaries, 164 miles; White river and tributaries, 96; making 
a grand total of 300 miles of trout fishing streams. a 

. The White mountains are the playground of the people of Ari- 
zona as well as tourists, the cool breeze among the pines, excellent 
campsites all play.a part in luring the vacationist to the mountains, 
but the trout fishing is the outstanding recreation, and that the peo- 
ple may have excellent fishing if’ will be necessary to see that trout 
streams are stocked.—Phoenix Messenger.
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Y — TROUT 

(1) Distritution. 

\Vhat waters now contain trout that had none originally? \hat 

wind of trout? Yam told Hat Yon Bllia famalas alge Sag Mate laa Cousprn 
Saunrdin Weuctiuia 

Has the lower limit of trout in any stream you know of meved 
up or dom stream since the comtry was settled? If so, how fay ap 

or dom? What kind of trout is now found in the lower limits o7 tho 
stream? : 

—fiku d. © tr 
\
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Economic CircularNo.41 9: : : : : : : : ¢ + ¢ Issued February 20, 1919 

CULTURE OF RAINBOW TROUT AND BROOK TROUT 

IN PONDS.* 

OBJECT OF PUBLICATION. 

The information herein given has been prepared for the use of 
persons who may be in a position to propagate trout under the more 
or less natural conditions existing in oon ponds or other waters of a 
somewhat similar character. To this has been added a chapter on 
intensive pond culture for the benefit of those whose operations 
must necessarily be confined to a limited area. The possibilities of 
trout culture on a commercial basis also are briefly touched upon. 

The fact is recognized that individuals engaged in the business 
of farming or stock raising have not the necessary time to devote 
to intensive fish culture. At the same time there are, doubtless, 
many who would find it possible, at trifling expense, to convert into 
trout ponds land areas which are at present unproductive, either 
by the damming of a ravine or the diversion of water from some 
neighboring stream into a suitable inclosure. 

WATER SUPPLY—VOLUME, QUALITY, AND TEMPERATURE. 

The first and most important requisite in such an undertaking 
is the water supply. It should be derived from springs or a spring- 
fed brook; it must be of suitable volume and temperature, and its: 
source must be so located that a constant gravity ae into the pro- 
posed pond is assured. Ponds used for the watering of farm animals: 
should not be stocked with trout, unless the stock can be confined to 
a certain portion of the pond by a fence, preferably near the outlet,, 
as successful results can not be et where the water is liable 
to become roiled or contaminated. However, trout ponds can safely 
be used as a source of supply for ice. The best results may be ex- 
ected if the source of water is a spring or lake, and if from the 
a the water should be taken from below the surface in order 

to afford a more even temperature. Alkali water and water from 
forests showing discoloration and traces of tannin are not suitable. 
The flow of water requisite in a fishpond will vary with the 

nature of the soil, the species propagated, and the water temperature. 
Soils containing a good deal of sand will lose water through seepage, 
making it essential to provide for a larger inflow in order to maintain 
the pond level. 

«By Glen C. Leach, assistant in charge of division of fish culture, U. S, Bureau of 
Fisheries. 

98373°—19——1 1
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Under ordinary conditions the rainbow trout, because of its ability 
to withstand a higher temperature and a more sluggish water cir- 
culation, will yield better results in ponds than the brook trout. The 
brook trout thrives best in a swift current fed by cold springs, and 
attains its maximum excellence in streams. However, an exception is 
found in certain lakes in Colorado, where the introduced brook trout 
attains its largest size. Assuming that it is desired to carry 1,000 
yearling trout in a 1-acre pond fed from a spring or brook, a flow 
of from 150 to 200 gallons per minute will be sufficient, provided the 
temperature of the water at the point where it enters the pond does 
not exceed 60° F. during the summer months. Trout confined in 
small streams with a strong flow will withstand a temperature of 70° 
without harm. 

If the water supply to the proposed pond is from a spring, it 
should first flow into a reservoir and thence through an open raceway 
into the pond. This will permit it to throw off injurious gases and 
acquire the normal amount of oxygen. Logs placed across this open 
conduit at frequent intervals will provide the riffles necessary for 
varying the flow, thus approaching natural conditions. The water 
is allowed to pass over them, although no harm will result if it oc- 
casionally flows underneath. Rocks also may be used to accomplish 
the desired end. 

If a stream is to be the source of supply, a screen, so constructed 
that it can not be washed out during freshets, should be inserted in 
the intake to keep undesirable fishes out of the pond. For the diver- 
sion of the water from the stream to the pond it will be found neces- 
sary in many cases to construct a small dam, which should be located 
from 10 to 20 feet downstream from the point of intake. It should 
be of the exact height required to accomplish the desired object and 
strong enough to withstand flood waters. Make the intake sufficiently 
wide and deep to accommodate the flow to the pond and for its pro- 
tection install below its mouth a slat rack placed at an angle of ap- 
proximately 60° and facing downstream. In this position the water 
will flow past the outside edge and return to the rack, causing most 
of the floating débris and ice to pass instead of lodging against it. 

The accompanying sketch shows a proposed arrangement of a pond 
and appurtenances. It may be noted that the slat rack (a) is made 
of boards set on edge from 2 to 4 inches wide and from three-fourths 
inch to 1 inch hice, with 1-inch spaces between. For the intercep- 
tion of floating particles a galvanized-iron screen (6), with 3 to 4 
meshes to the inch, is installed on a frame set from 18 to 24 inches 
back of the rack (a). The gate (c) is placed 12 to 18 inches below 
the screen (6) and is used to regulate the flow of water. 

SELECTION OF THE POND SITE. 

Care should be taken to choose a location that will be free from 
inundation and surface drainage. If possible, sandy or porous soil 
should be avoided; but, if there is no alternative, the bottom of the 
pond may be covered to a depth of from 4 to 5 inches with clay, 
which should be spread evenly over the bottom with a garden rake. 
Water is then turned on and the clay is tamped and puddled until it 
is impervious to water. If the trout are to be held under natural 
conditions, gravel and sand should be placed on top of the clay near
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the intake and around the shores of the pond to a depth of 18 to 36 
inches below the water surface. 

If the pond can be located a few hundred feet below the intake, 
making practicable a supply ditch several feet wide and 6 to 18 inches 
deep, a most excellent spawning place for the fish may be provided 
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by varying the depths of the conduit at frequent intervals, so that 
the current will form eddies and ripples, and by covering the bottom 
to a depth of several inches with sand and gravel. At the approach 
of the spawning season the fish will ascend this passage and lay their 
eggs among the hollows formed, and, as they prefer swift water for 
spawning, no harm will result if there is a current of 3 to 4 miles an
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hour. A raceway so constructed will afford a better control of the 
fish and prove very convenient as a storage place when it is necessary 
to handle them or to clean the pond. 
Ponds are usually drawn for the purpose of assorting or reducing 

the stock, cleaning, removing objectionable fishes, and for the elimi- 
nation of surplus vegetation. They should never be. completely 
drained unless the fish can first be transferred to some suitable reser- 
voir where they will have an abundant supply of good water. 

CONSTRUCTION OF POND. 

The mode of procedure in building a trout pond will vary with 
the physical characteristics of the site and the amount of money to 
be expended in the project. A trout pond should be rather broad and 
doe at one end, tapering toward a oe narrow neck at the supply, 
with the view of providing for a decided current throughout a por- 
tion of its extent. This form of construction will apply to the 
average pond made by placing a dam across a small ravine or gully. 
Its size will of course, he governed in the majority of instances by 
the contour of the site, its location with reference to the source of 
water supply, and the amount of water available. It should be no 
larger than will admit of its complete control in drawing off the 
water and handling the fish. The size under most conditions will 
probably be between 1 and 2 acres. On the other hand, it should not 
be too small. A pond of less than an acre in area is apt to become 
overstocked in a few years, especially where the larger fish are not 
removed, and the resulting shortage of natural food will necessitate 
artificial feeding, an important factor for consideration. 

A pond may be located in a ravine, necessitating only the erection 
ofadam. Ifthe ravine is subject to heavy freshets, it will be best to 
construct the dam of masonry or heavy timbers, at least at its crest, 

and a spillway must be provided and screened to prevent the escape 
of the fish, In this latter particular great precaution must be exer- 
cised, because if the screening is improperly done there will be great 
danger of its clogging with ice and débris during flood periods, re- 
sulting in damage to the pond. 

Ponds that are wholly or partly surrounded by trees are desirable 
in many respects. If possible, the ponds should be shaded during 
the summer months; but this does not mean that they must be en- 
tirely void of sunlight, as that is an important factor in the pro- 
duction of small aquatic animal life. If surface water is strongly 
discolored by decayed vegetation or contains other deleterious mat- 
ter, it should not be permitted to enter the pond. Small trenches cut 
around the sides of the pond will penly be found valuable in carry- 
ing surface water to a waste ditch. In the fall of the year care 
should be taken to keep the pond free of leaves as far as possible, as 

they will cause considerable trouble on the inlet and outlet screens. 
Ponds should be so constructed that the overflow may be conducted 

to a similar pond at a lower level. The water may be used over a 

number of times by giving it a fall of at least 12 inches, so that it 

will become aerated before entering another pond. 
If the pond is slightly lower that the source of the water, the 

natural surface of the ground may form the bottom of the pond. In 

that case the embankment may be of earth, but in order to provide
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for a firm foundation an excavation of at least 1 foot lower than the 
pond bottom should be made where the embankment is to extend. 
In a region where muskrats occur it is advisable to place wire screen- 
ing in the embankment, extending it about 1 foot above and 2 feet 
below the water level, and burying it in a bank to a depth of 6 
inches. For this purpose extra-heavy poultry wire or close-mesh 
stock-fence wire will answer. Excavating is not to be recommended 
if the earth required for the embankment can be otherwise obtained. 

The inside slope of an earth embankment should be approximately 
18 inches horizontal to 1 foot vertical, the exact proportion varying 
somewhat with the nature of the soil. The outside slopes may be 1 
to 1, and after settling they should be sodded. The thickness of an 
embankment at the water Asbell should never be less than the depth 
of the water. For small ponds the top should be at least 3 feet 
across, and not less than 6 feet where the pond is large enough to’ 
admit of considerable wave action. No underbrush, logs, or other 
materials subject to decay should enter into an embankment, but im- 
perishable substances, such as rocks, may be used. The filling should 
not be undertaken in sections, but should progress by layers over the 
full width of the embankment. If aquatic vegetation can not be 
obtained for planting near the water edge, that portion may be rip- 
rapped with rocks to prevent washing by waves. 

The depth of the pond must depend on the climate. In regions 
where little or no frost is encountered, a water depth of 5 feet is 
sufficient, but in northern latitudes it should be from 10 to 12 feet. 
The outlet may be of lumber or of cement, as shown in the accom- 
panying cut... 

If spring water is the main source of supply, it may never freeze 
sufficiently to harm the fish. Under this condition the deepest part 
of the pond need not be more than 5 feet. If the pond has a good 
supply of water, no harm will result from surface freezing so Tone 
as the outlet is kept open. The extreme depths given are for such 
ponds as have a very limited water supply and are apt to freeze to a 
considerable depth. 

It will be observed that the outlet is a three-sided box extending 
into the bank. In this position it can be reached easily from the 
shore by means of a board walk laid from the top of the bank to the 
top of the overflow box. The size of the box will be determined by 
the flow of water. For a pond discharging from 200 to 500 gallons 
‘per minute it should be 24 inches square, its depth being, of course, 
conditional on the water level and the height of the embankment. 
/The bottom of the box should extend to the deepest part of the 
‘pond, and its top should be flush with the top of the embankment. 
‘At the bottom a terra-cotta pipe is laid, with cement joints extendin, 
through the earth embankment, and a slotted groove or frame of 

_ 9-inch material is fastened 12 inches from the rear of the box to hold 
the dam boards, the latter to be of 14 or 2 inch lumber from 6 to 8 
inches wide, each provided with two holes from three-fourths inch 
to 1 inch in diameter and three-fourths of an inch deep on one side 
to facilitate removal by inserting therein a hook or the teeth of a 
garden rake. 

Inserted in front of the dam boards on the outer edge of the box 
is a screen in either one or two sections. It is made to work up and 

‘down in a groove, and, in order that its lower edge may closely fit
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the bottom of the box, the latter is provided with a floor, and sheet 
piling is driven down in front of it to prevent undermining. 

Pounded corner 
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In front of the drain box, and with its bottom aS PRne Savard it, is 
the “ kettle” or basin, made by excavating in front of the drain box,
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so that in drawing down the pond all the water will flow to this low 
point. The upper end of the “kettle” should be a foot lower than 
the bottom of the pond proper. A kettle for a 1-acre pee should be 
about 75 feet long and 15 or 20 feet wide. It is preferable to have 
its bottom and illes of cement or lumber, but if one does not care to 
go to that expense the unlined pond bottom will suffice. 

If natural conditions will permit, the water supply should enter 
| the pond through an open ditch or raceway, the length and breadth 
| of whieh will depend upon the size of the pond, the amount of water 

passing through, and the lay of the land. For a pond of 1 acre it 
may be from 75 to 100 feet long, but if twice as long no harm will 
result, as more spawning room will be afforded. Generally speaking, 
the raceway for such a pond should average from 4 to 5 feet wide, 
but the width must necessarily be governed by the flow of water, 
which should not be more than a foot deep throughout its length. 
It is immaterial whether the raceway is straight or crooked, but it. 
should have a gravel bottom over its entire length. The water level 
of the raceway and that of the pond may be the same or different. 
If the pond level happens to be somewhat lower, a small dam should 
be inserted in the raceway at the point where it discharges into the 
pond. The dam may be a plank 6 inches high, which will insure a 
sufficient water depth in the raceway so that fish jumping the dam 
will not be frightened. The point where the water Falls into the 
pond should be protected by stone, to prevent washing, and there 
should be an approach from the pond to the raceway entrance, so that 
the fish may ascend and jump the falls, which they will readily do 
during the spaying season. The height of the dam should be so 
regulated that the fish will not be required to jump more than 7 
inches in passing from the pond to the raceway. 
Commencing at the intake, the floor of the pond should start from 

a featheredge and incline gently toward the kettle in such a way 
that one-fourth of the bottom area will range in depth from almost 
ponting to 2 feet. From here the slope downward to the outlet must 
be gradual and even, abrupt pockets or holes being avoided. In order 
to facilitate drainage and to assist in collecting the fish in the kettle, 
there should radiate from it to all parts of the pond three or four 
shallow channels, which, for a 1-acre pond, should be from 8 to 10 
inches deep and from 12 to 16 inches wide. 

AQUATIC VEGETATION. 

In all pond fish-cultural operations aquatic vegetation is a prime 
necessity. Aside from its extremely important function of purify- 
ing the water by taking up the carbonic gas liberated by decomposi- 
tion and releasing the oxygen so essential to all living organisms, it 
constitutes a nursery for the development of a most acceptable and 
necessary fish food in the form of minute organisms, both animals 
and plants. It furnishes the young fish a means of escape from their 
enemies, shades them from the sun’s rays in warm weather, and the 
binding of the bottom soil by its roots tends to keep the water clear. 
Its one objectionable feature is that if allowed to grow too luxuri- 
antly it impedes the movements of the fish and is liable to smother 
the younger and weaker individuals. 

As soon as the pond is completed, and before the fish are intro- 
duced therein, it will be advisable to start in it a growth of some



AQUATIC PLANTS DESIRABLE IN POND CULTURE. 

(From Britton & Brown's “An Illustrated Flora of the Northern United States, Canada, 
and the British Possessions.” ) 
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of the finer-leaved aquatic plants native to neighboring streams and 
lakes, Plants having small foliage are preferable to those with large, 
regular leaves, because they offer a greater surface expanse for the 
exchange of gases. On account of their tendency to drive out other 
forms of plant life, pond lilies are not recommended for fishponds. 
Cat-tails, grasses, and weeds generally are to some extent beneficial, 
but it is very essential that they be prevented from spreading over 
the entire pond. 

DESIRABLE SPECIES OF AQUATIC PLANTS FOR FISHPONDS. 

Such of the plants herein figured or mentioned as are indigenous 
~ to local waters may advantageously be utilized by the trout culturist, 

but, if none of these can be secured, such other native forms as are 
available may be substituted. Most forms of aquatic vegetation will 

: readily grow from cuttings. Hence the plants may be raked or 
pulled from their native waters and merely pressed into the soft soil 
in the shallow sections of the new pond. During the planting process 
the bottom of the pond should be covered with water to a depth of 
6 inches. Plants may be started in the deep-water sections of a pond 
by attaching them to a weight and sinking them at the desired spot. 

In many parts of the country the aquatic vegetation in a pond 
forms such a dense growth in the summer months that the removal 
of a portion of it once or twice during the season becomes impera- 
tive. If the pond is drained for this purpose, the water should be 
drawn down slowly and the Nbr carefully raked into piles with 
a garden rake as it appears above the surface, the operator wading 
out to it in rubber boots. In the event that the pond is drawn late in 
the fall for seining, not more of the vegetation should be removed 
than is absolutely necessary to permit the work in hand, as the growth 
serves to protect the fish during the winter months. 

STOCKING THE POND. 

When handling fish for stocking a pond, no time is to be lost in 
making the transfer. Immediately on receipt of the consignment, 
compare the water temperature in the shipping cans with that of 
the pond, and if there is a difference of as much as five degrees pro- 
ceed gradually to equalize the two, by poe water from the pond 
into the cans, being careful not to subject the fish to a sudden change 
in temperature. 

Unless the pond is several acres in area it will not be necessary to 
scatter the fish at different points, as they will soon scatter through- 
out its extent. When the introduced stock consists of, say 10,000 
small fish from 2 to 5 inches in length, they should be able, in a pond 
an acre in area and properly stocked with aquatic vegetation, to find 
sufficient natural food for their sustenance until they have attained 
the yearling stage, thus obviating artificial feeding; but the natural 
food in ponds varies so greatly that no hard-and-fast rule can govern 
the number of fish it should or may contain. 

After young trout are placed in the pond not much will be seen of 
them want the warm days of early spring, when they will be ob- 
served around the edges and near the outlet. : 

98873°—19 2
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FEEDING THE FISH. 

If the natural food resources of the pond appear to be inadequate, 
the fish may be artificially fed, once a day being sufficient under 
ordinary conditions. The food may consist of almost any kind of 
fresh, wholesome meat, mixed with shorts or a low grade flour. At 
the Federal trout hatcheries in this country livers of beef, sheep, or 
hogs, and also the lungs of these animals, are used. The meat is run 
through a chopper and reduced to pieces small enough for the size 
of the trout to be fed, being cut very fine and all gristle carefully 
removed when intended for fish not over 2 or 3 inches long. As 
before stated, however, trout held in suitable ponds seldom require 
artificial feeding until they have attained the yearling stage. 

A favorite mush is made by stirring wheat shorts or middlings in 
boiling water until it thickens, adding about the same amount of 
salt as if seasoning for table use. Just prior to feeding, chopped 
meat is stirred into the cold mush in such quantities as may be de- 
sired up to four-fifths of the whole, the smaller fish requiring a larger 
proportion of meat than the older ones. It is best not to prepare 
the meat more than a day or two in advance, and it should be mixed 
with the mush only as required for immediate use. The mush should 
always be fed cold, and, as it keeps well even in warm weather in a 
cool place, enough of it may be made at one time to last for several 
days. No foul or putrid meat or moldy mush should ever be used. 

In feeding, an attendant throws out a small portion of the food, , 
preferably near the pond outlet, and as he walks along the banks 
toward the other end of the pond he scatters the food with his hand 
or a large spoon, strewing it over as wide a water surface as he can. 
The fish soon learn to a him, and are thus prevented from rush- 
ing together in a small space and injuring themselves. 

The proper amount of food for a daily ration will depend upon the 
size of the fish and the prevailing water temperature. A lot of 1,000 
rainbow trout ranging from 5 to 6 inches in length, in a water tem- 
perature of about 50 to 60° F., will require approximately 4 pounds 
a day, while an equal number of 8-inch to 12-inch fish, under the same 
temperature conditions, should have about 12 pounds. As the fish 
increase in size the food supply must be increased accordingly, but 
in cold weather the amount consumed will not be as large as during 

. the summer months. The feeding should be done in the late after- 
noon, so that the fish will acquire the habit of searching for natural 
food in the pond in the early part of the day. 

POND CAPACITY. 

; On account of the diversity of local conditions, it is very difficult 
to estimate with any certainty how many fish a pond will maintain. 
The general statement may be made, however, that a l-acre pond 
having a flow of 200 gallons of water per minute at a temperature _ 
ranging from 50 to 60° F., should carry from 8,000 to 10,000 yearling 
trout, provided it is well stocked with aquatic vegetation and the 
fish are regularly fed. A pond of this capacity possessing the 
requisites stated, and with the addition of minnows or other small 
aquatic animal life, should support 1,000 yearlings without the aid 
of any artificial food. : ;
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Such a pond should support 25,000 fish 3 inches long, and would 
rear them to the yearling stage, although 10,000 38-inch fish would 
probably produce better results at the end of a year. Stocking a 
pond with fish is similar to stocking a pasture with stock, and the 
same care must be exercised to guard against depleting the natural 
food. Where there is a shortage in the food supply, the larger 
trout will prey upon the smaller ones. Owing to their cannibalistic 
tendency, exceptionally large fish should not be allowed to remain in 
an inclosure with those of average size. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

Fish inhabiting a pond, especially the smaller ones, are subject to 
the depredations of numerous enemies. Many kinds of aquatic birds 
prey upon them, and eggs and young are consumed by snakes and 
turtles. Among birds, kingfishers, herons, ducks, and fish hawks 
are the most peristent poachers. Muskrats do not destroy fish, but 
make burrows in the pond banks. Galvanized-iron wire screens 
placed in the pond embankments will prevent the burrowing of 
muskrats. They may be caught with ordinary steel traps. 

SPAWNING OF TROUT. j 

Under ordinary conditions neither the rainbow trout nor the brook 
trout will mature earlier than the third year, although where they 
have the advantage of good ponds and an adequate and suitable food 
supply it is not exceptional for them to deposit eggs at the end of 
their second year. Experience at the hatcheries of the Bureau of 
Fisheries has shown that from 15 to 25 per cent of the female trout 
in a pond may be expected to spawn during their second year, 60 
per cent in the third year, and from 85 to 90 per cent during each 

. year thereafter up to the seventh, after which it is inadvisable to rely 
upon them as a source of egg supply. Eggs of the best quality are 
obtained from fish that are from 3 to 5 years old. 

Two-year old rainbow trout yield from 500 to 800 eggs; at 3 years 
old and thereafter the average 1s from 1,000 to 1,200 per fish. Brook 
trout yield from 150 to 250 eggs at 1 year old, 350 to 600 at 2 years 
old, and the older fish produce from 500 to 2,500, At Manchester, 
Iowa, the eggs hatch in from 30 to 35 days in a water temperature 
of ay F., and brook trout in from 35 to 40 days in a temperature of 
50° F. 

As a rule, rainbow-trout eggs measure from 225 to 250 per fluid 
ounce, being considerably larger than those of the brook trout, which 
range from 325 to 600 per ounce, 

Experience has shown that the fish hatched from a single lot of 
eggs frequently show such a wide variation in size that at the age of 
1 year some individuals will be only 4 inches long while others will 
run from 6 to 8 inches. This seems to be an inherent condition and 
is not easily overcome, but the tendency may be counteracted to a 
certain extent by sorting the fish as to size from time to time and 
giving the smaller ones extra food and attention, 

The spawning period of the rainbow trout is affected by geographi- 
cal location. In the eastern States this fish reproduces between early 
November.and January; in the middle western sections of the United
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States its spawning season begins late in December and lasts for 
about three months; while in the Rocky Mountain region and farther 
west it spawns during a period of about six weeks, commencing in 
April. Under natural conditions the fish make a kind of nest by 
throwing up a mound of gravel in the bed of the stream when the 
current is swift. The eggs float into the gravel mound and lie in its 
crevices until hatched. The fry remain concealed in the gravel 
about a month, until the yoke sac is absorbed; they then begin to 
swim and search for food. 

Bearing these facts in mind, the trout culturist should imitate 
natural conditions in the arrangement of his pond, providing a race- 
way with a swift current of water and a gravel bottom and allowing 
the fish access to it, so that they may deposit their eggs at the proper 
time of the year. The inlet to the raceway should be at least 4 Jeet 
wide and from 75 to 100 feet long, both dimensions to be increased 
over those specified where it is possible. With the approach of the 
spawning season the removal of a large portion of the vegetation in 
the raceway should be effected. 
What has been said regarding the requirements and care of the 

rainbow trout will apply with equal force to the brook trout, except 
that the latter, being native to swift mountain streams of the north, 
with occasional deep pools, will require colder water and a more 
rapid current. This species grows more slowly than the rainbow 
trout and does not attain so large a size. It spawns in fall, the 
season usually beginning’in September or October and continuing to 
the middle of December. Under ordinary conditions the Sapo 
trout will be found to give greater satisfaction, and the pond cul- 
turist who contemplates operations on a small scale is advised to 
select that species. 

POND CULTURE ON AN EXTENSIVE SCALE. 

If one wishes to undertake trout culture on an extensive scale, 
and has an adequate water supply from a spring or brook, so that 
the amount entering a pond can be under complete control, he may 
adopt a type of pond as is shown in the accompanying cut. 

At the stations of the Bureau of Fisheries these ponds are usually 
20 feet wide and 75 feet long, with a water depth of 23 feet at the 
upper end and 8 feet at the lower end. In a water temperature 
between 50 and 60° F. 1,000 adult rainbow trout from 8 to 5 years 
of age should have a flow of at least 200 gallons of water per minute, 
and if the amount can be doubled it will be advantageous. Brook 
trout held in such ponds should have about two or three times the 
volume of water required by rainbow trout. Under such conditions 
10,000 yearlings, or 3,000 2-year-old fish, can be accommodated. The 
ponds under consideration, having vertical sides, must have some 
support for the bank, such as lumber, stone, or cement, with the 
same kind of bottom. 

If a series of ponds is to be provided, the water should have a fall 
of at least 18 inches from one pond to the one next below. At the 
lower end of each pond is a slat guard rack (C) made of thin boards 
set on edge and placed at an angle of 45°, the distance between the 
boards being governed by the size of the fish. For very small fish, 
galvanized-iron screen should be used. Just below the guard rack in
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the bottom of the raceway is a pit for catching refuse. This is con- 
nected with a sluice ditch, so that by opening a gate it may be 
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flushed out and the refuse in the pond washed out without passing 
it through the next pond below. At the upper end of the pond the
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water has a fall of 3 inches from the raceway (H), which is usually 
4 feet wide and 20 feet long. At the spawning season a dam board 
(G), 4 inches high, is placed at a point where the water falls into 
the pond, for the purpose of giving a sufficient depth of water, so that 
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the spawning fish will enter the raceway to deposit their eggs. The 
raceway should have board sides about 12 inches high, so the fish 
can not jump out. A dam board (B) set below the rack regulates 
the height of the water in the pond. The water by falling over this 
dam is aerated. The division boards (F F F) form avenues of
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approach to the raceway, so one or two pugnacious fish can not 
prevent the spawners from entering. The fish in the raceway (H) 
may be captured by inserting a square net (I) and removing the 
dam board (G). 

fs Tf facilities are available, the fish may be removed as they enter the 
raceway, and their eee may be taken artificially and developed in 
hatching troughs. However, this process necessitates the services of 
an experienced fish-culturist and consumes considerable time. It 
will, therefore, be best for the amateur to transfer the fish from the 

i raceway to a suitable pond, the bottom of which has been covered 
to a depth of 1 foot with gravel, so that spawning may occur under 
somewhat natural conditions. The fish should be placed in this 
inclosure in the proportion of,one male to two females, the latter 
being readily distinguishable by their larger abdomens, while the 
males assume a brighter color at this season of the year. After a 
lapse of three or four weeks, or when the fish appear to have finished 
iaie D they should be returned to the pond from which originally 
taken. 

The crop of fish obtained by this method will not be so large as 
when the eggs are taken by hand and incubated in a well-equipped 
hatchery, but it will be well worth the time and money expended. To 
secure the maximum results, the young fish, as soon as they commence 
to swim, should be removed from the spawning ponds by means of a 
fine bobbinet seine and transferred to troughs Soin 14 to 16 feet long, 
12 inches wide, and 6 inches deep. At the foot of each trough a 

guard screen is placed, to prevent the escape of the fish, and back of 

it is a dam, by means of which the water in the trough is maintained 
at a uniform depth of approximately 4 inches. With a water supply 

of 10 gallons per minute, one of these troughs will accommodate 
20,000 fish 1 inch long. As the fish grow they must be thinned occa- 

sionally, and by the time they are 2 inches long not more than 5,000 

should be carried to a trough, although, if sufficient space is lacking, 

as many as 7,000 or even 8,000 may be carried, provided the water 

jis maintained at a suitable temperature. 
When trout are hatched, sufficient nourishment to last for a period 

of 30 days is contained in a small sac attached to the abdomen of 

the fish. After the absorption of the sac they will swim in search 
of food, and if held in troughs at this time they may be fed sparingly 
on beef liver or beef heart which has been reduced to very fine par- 
ticles by passing it several times through the one-eighth inch plate of 

a meat chopper, and then adding water until the mass is about the 

consistency of pea soup. A feather is dipped into this mixture and 
pulled through the water in the trough, and as the small particles 
of liver float off the fish soon learn to catch them before they settle 
to the bottom. Very small fish require feeding five or six times 
a day, but care shonla be taken not to give them more at one time 
than they will immediately consume. The sides and bottoms of the 
troughs must be kept clean by scrubbing frequently with a small 
sponge. 

When the fish have reached a length of 3 inches, they may be 
transferred to outside ponds. A large pond, as heretofore described, 
will accommodate from 50,000 to 100,000, but better results may be 
expected by distributing them in rearing ponds 6 feet wide, 20 feet
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Jong, and with a water depth of 24 feet, placing about 10,000 to each 
inclosure. A pond thus stocked will require a water supply of not 
less than 25 gallons per minute, and if practicable a flow of 40 
gallons should be arranged for. After attaining a length of 5 inches 
the fish should be reallotted, 5,000 being ae to each pond. The 
water supply must be arranged in such a manner that the fish can not é 
enter it, and the discharge end of the pond should be protected 
with a galvanized-iron wire screen of about 5 meshes to the inch. 
At this period of their growth the fish will require two feedings : 
daily, and the ponds must be kept very clean. - 

The conditions just described could only be successfully observed 
by those having considerable time to devote to the project. How- 
ever, if one is so fortunate as to have available a 1-acre pond, well 
stocked with aquatic plants and minute animal life, a lot of 
small fish transferred to it from a breeding pond will grow fast and 
cause almost no trouble, as they will find sufficient natural food for 
their sustenance. A pond answering this description will maintain 
20,000 fish until they have attained the yearling stage, but if large 
growth rather than numbers is the feature desired, it will be best 
to limit the number to 10,000. The holding of a large number of 

. fish in comparatively small inclosures necessitates artificial feeding 
and a moderate degree of personal attention. 

COMMERCIAL FISH CULTURE. 

As the entire output of the Government hatcheries is furnished 
free of pares to the public and is disposed of either as fry or as 
fingerlings, the Bureau is not in position to give reliable data as to 
the profits one might expect to derive from the business of raising 
fish for the market. However, there are several points connected 
with this phase of fish culture which should have careful attention 
before any steps are taken to establish a plant for the propagation 
of trout on a commercial basis, chief among them being the amount 
of capital to be invested, the topography of the site chosen, the 
nature of the soil, the amount and quality of the water supply, the 
legal right to use water, the sale of the fish, and the availability of 
experienced help. 

The cost of ie plant will be governed largely by the architectural 
design and size of the buildings, the extent of the pond system, and 
the source from which the water supply is to be derived. If desired, 
a battery of from 15 to 20 troughs can be inclosed in an inexpensive 
building of rough material, while rearing ponds may be of earth 
construction if the character of the soil will permit. 

The site should be located with reference to the water supply, so 
that a gravity flow to the hatching troughs and ponds can be pro- 
vided, and the configuration of the ground hon be such that the 
full flow of water may be used over and over in a series of ponds 
by giving it a fall of 18 inches or more between levels to insure aera- 
tion. The supply must be fed to each pond separately if the above 
arrangement can not be effected. 

The soil should be of a character to insure against appreciable 
water wastage through seepage and sufficiently rich to produce a good 
growth of aquatic vegetation.
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The water supply should have careful consideration. It should be 
derived from springs or a spring-fed brook not subject to appreciable 
changes in volume through excessive rainfall or drought, have an 
ample fall or head for its economical introduction into the hatchery 
and pond system, and be free from possible contamination by refuse 
from farms, mills, or factories. Under most conditions the supply 
should be at least 500 gallons per minute. It should be clear, prefer- 
ably of limestone origin, and of a temperature ranging from 48 to 
55° F. A temperature of 60° is not objectionable for fish if the vol- 
ume is ample, but eggs placed in it are liable to develop fungus. 

The legal right to use the water and sell the fish at any time during 
the year ehould be carefully taken up in advance with the proper 
State authorities. 

Before a person attempts to establish 4 commercial hatchery it will 
be well’ for him to visit one already in operation. The necessary 
brood fish for stocking a commercial plant must be secured from 
private fish-culturists, as the Government does not furnish fish for 
such purposes. 

The first essential construction in connection with artificial propa- 
gation will be a building or room in which to incubate the eggs had to 
hold the fry until they are large enough to transfer to outside rear- 
ing ponds. In calculating its size one may use as a basis of computa- 
tion the capacity of and the space required for a single standard 
hatching trough, which is 14 feet long, 14 inches wide, and 8 inches 
deep, inside measurements. Its head may abut against a wall or sup- 
ply trough, and from 3 to 5 feet of als should be provided at the 
foot and about 2 feet on each side, although space may be saved by 
placing two troughs side by side. The height of the trough above 
the floor will depend upon the head of water, but for convenience in 
working it should be about 36 inches. A trough of this size, with a 
supply of from 5 to 8 gallons of water per minute at a temperature 
between 50 and 55° Will carey from 25,000 to 50,000 eggs through the 
incubation period, and not to exceed 25,000 fry to the feeding stage, 
which will be approximately 30 days after hatching. At that time 
the fry must be reduced to 15,000 per trough and the water supply in- 
creased to 10 gallons per minute. When the fish are between 1} and 
2 inches long Hay should be thinned to 7,000 or 8,000 per trough, and 
again reduced one-half on attaining a length of 3 inches. At this 
time or very soon afterward it is customary to place them in outside 
rearing ponds 10 by 25 feet, containing 2} feet of water, supplied at. 
the rate of 25 to 40 gallons per minute, its temperature to be as speci- 
fied above, although if it is as high as 60° no harm will result. A 
pond of this area and water supply will support 10,000 3-inch or 
4-inch fish, but where plenty of pond space is available it will be best 
to carry not more than half that number. 

The best results in rearing young trout are obtained in ponds from 
25 to 50 feet wide and 100 feet long, with natural earth bottom and a 
water depth of from 18 inches to 3 feet, as under these conditions the. 
fish are more under the control of the culturist. With a view of sup- 
plementing the artificial food supply, the ponds should be well 
stocked with such aquatic vegetation as watercress, chara, fanwort,. 
water milfoil, and curled-leaf pondweed, but the growth should not 
be allowed to become too dense.
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Ponds intended for holding adult trout should be about 18 feet 
wide and from 60 to 75 feet long, with a water depth of 24 feet at the 
head and 3 feet at the discharge end. Each pond of the series should 
have a supply of not less than 100 gallons per minute, and 200 gal- 
lons where it is available, at a temperature ranging between 50 and 
60° F. A pond of this description will hold 1,000 to 1,500 adult trout 

: 14 to 18 inches long, and the number of ponds in the series must, of 
course, depend on the extent of the hatching and rearing system 
planned for. 

The majority of commercial fish-culturists market their fish after 
the expiration of the first spawning season, when their average weight 
is from 1 to 14 pounds. The eggs taken from them are held in a 
hatchery until the eye spots have developed, which, in a water tem- 
perature of from 50 to 55°, will require 12 to 15 days. They are then 
sold to private associations or others interested in fish culture at 
prices ranging from 60 cents to $1 per thousand. Trout at this age 
yield an average of 250 eggs each, and the losses up to the eyed stage 
normally amount to 150 to 200 eggs out of every thousand. Subse- 
quent losses up to the time the fry begin feeding will reduce the 
stock to about 700 per thousand, while a further loss of 100 per thou- 
sand will probably have occurred by the time the fish have attained 
a length of 3 inches. After reaching this age the loss should not 
amount to over 10 per cent per year, and under uniformly favorable 
conditions it will be very much less. i 

ASSIGNMENT OF FISH TO APPLICANTS. 

The Bureau of Fisheries is prepared to furnish trout to individuals 
who may desire to stock either public or private waters, and blanks 
upon which application therefor can be made are sent out on request. 
On receipt of the formal application properly executed, the fish are 
assigned and the application is listed for supply as soon as possible 
thereafter, the delivery being made free of cost to the applicant at 
his nearest railroad station. 

In the event that the species of fish requested by an applicant is 
not suited to the waters described in his application, the right is re- 
served to substitute another species. The same course is pursued 
when it is found impossible, owing to the Bureau’s limited facilities, 
to furnish the species desired by an applicant within a reasonable 
length of time. 

It is the policy of the Bureau to fill applications in the order of 
their receipt, and to make allotments as liberal as the available sup- 
ply of the species requested will warrant. However, there are sev- 
eral important factors porernine the size of allotments and the time 
of shipment which should be fully understood. 

The Bureau can not carry at all times a stock of fish for delivery 
on demand. Each species reproduces but once during the year, and 
when the supply for one year is exhausted it is necessary to wait until 
the next'season for a new supply. 

To a certain extent climatic conditions govern the planting of 
young trout. If they are hatched late in April or early in May, trout 
are distributed as advanced fry, or from three to five days before 
the yolk sac is entirely absorbed. It is considered that the flood 
stages have then passed, the waters of the streams are warming up,
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and the natural-food supply is increasing. Since this condition does 
not obtain throughout the country, as a rule, it is necessary for the 
Bureau to hold and feed the young fish until they attain a larger size 
and the streams are in suitable condition to receive them. Under such 
conditions they are distributed as fingerlings Nos. 1, 2, and 3. 

If immediate results are desired, it is AE lcable to use adult trout 
for a brood stock, provided they can be obtained locally. The Bu- 
reau of Fisheries is not in a position to supply fish of large size to 
applicants. 

Very one fish can be handled in much larger numbers than those 
of the fingerling sizes. A 10-gallon transportation can will safely 
carry 2,000 to 3,000 advanced fry of the various species of trout, 500 
to 1,000 1-inch fish, and 100 to 300 fish 2 inches in length. 

In the course of the year there are two distinct trout-distribution 
periods in the Bureau of Fisheries. One is of the advanced fry, 
which are sent out from the stations where propagated in the late 
spring in charge of messengers. The other, which is made by means 
of the Bureau’s specially constructed distribution cars, extends from 
early July into late fall and consists of fingerling fish, their size in- 
creasing as the work progresses. The car distributions are arranged 
to cover whole States or groups of States, while the messenger trips 
are routed with the view of making deliveries to all applicants in a 
given section of a State in the most effective and economical man- 
ner possible. It is only rarely that a second trip is made over any 
route in the course of a year; and if for any reason an applicant fails 
to meet the Bureau’s messenger and receive his consignment, his ap- 
plication is carried over until the following year, when a second at- 
tempt is made to supply him. 

At the beginning of a fiscal year, in July, all applications on file 
in the Bureau are listed, with the view of supplying the fish assigned 
thereon before winter sets in, so far as the available stock will per- 
mit. Applications received after that time can not be filled during 
the same calendar year unless there should happen to remain a sur- 
plus of fish after all listed applications have been disposed of. 

It is only in extraordinarily good seasons that the entire area of 
the United States can be covered. Each section is supplied in turn 
so fu as practicable, priority being given to the older applications 
on file. 

A notice specifying the exact time of arrival of a consignment of 
fish intended for an applicant is sent by the messenger in charge of 
the shipment, by telegraph or by mail, according to the distance of 
the applicant from the railroad station and his Pucilities for receiv- 
ing such a notice. Full instructions regarding the care of the fish 
are contained on the reverse side of the acknowledgment blank at- 
tached to the application. Every precaution is taken by the Bureau 
to avoid misunderstandings and disappointments, and it is essential 
to this end that applicants carry out in detail all instructions issued 
for their guidance. 

WASHINGTON : GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1919
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SOME NOTES ON DRY-FLY FISHING. 
By R. L. M., California. 

There is really no mystery in connection with, dry-fly fishing; 
everybody who has fished with the wet fly must have noticed that the 
first time that a new or dry-fly is cast on the water, that it remains 
on the surface; in other words, it floats. As soon as the fly beeomes 
wet it ceases to float and thus becomes a wet fly. Now, dry-fly fishing 
merely consists in keeping the fly dry, and if it should become wet, 
of drying it with as little loss of time as possible. 

Owing to more or less recent discoveries, several aids have been 
found which greatly assist the fisherman in keeping his fly from 
becoming waterlogged. The most important of these is the ‘oil tips: 
The honor of this discovery belongs to the late Thomas Andrews, of 
Surrey, England, who obtained it from Colonel Hawker, a descendant 
of Colonel Peter Hawker (Diary 1802-53; ‘‘Hints to Young 
Sportsmen’’). ‘‘Odorless paraffine’’ is the fluid generally mentioned. 
This is not always easy to obtain. However, there is another oil that 
from my own personal experience is equally efficacious. I refer to - 
the well known and useful ‘‘3 in 1.’? The best method of applying 
“3 in 1”’ to a fly is to dip the fly in the oil, then lay it on a piece of 

48650



170 CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME, 

blotting paper to drain while breakfast is being eaten. A fly treated 
in this manner will continue to float bone dry until it is worn out or 
the day’s fishing is over. 

Another very useful thing to have at the waterside is a piece of 
amadou. This substance, which looks like leather, is a fungus that 
has the property of rapidly absorbing moisture. If the fly is very wet 
it can be pressed between a folded piece of amadou and nearly all 
the moisture is removed. 

But all said and done, most of the drying out of a fly is done by 
switching or casting the fly back and forth in the air. Anybody who 
is able to throw a fly can in a very short time learn how to do this 
without snapping off his fly. 

The first thing to remember is that the fly should not be thrown at 
the water. Learn how to cast the fly so that all the impetus imparted 
to the line is used up by the time the fly is still above the surface of 
the water, and allow the fly to fall of its own weight on the water. 

Now, when this feat can be accomplished with ease, instead of 
letting the fly fall on the water, make a backward stroke similar to 
that which is made when picking the line and fly off the water; this 
will extend the line behind. <A series of three or four of these back- 
ward and forward strokes (which are called false casts) are made 
between each true cast, and this action called ‘‘drying the fly’’ is the 
principal thing that differentiates between wet and dry-fly fishing. 
Of course, there are other things to be taken into account, about which 
I hope to say more at some later date, but the whole secret consists 
of being able to throw the fly backwards and forwards in the air 
without permitting it to touch the water in front or the ground 
behind. When that can be done the major part of the art is conquered. 

In actual practice the false casts will be made at an elevation 
corresponding roughly to the top of the rod, whether the overhead 
or horizontal cast is being used. 

I strongly advise the beginner to commence his dry-fly fishing with 
hackle flies, for the following reason: <A hackle fly, having no wings, 
is always ‘‘cocked up’’; whereas, a winged fly should float with its 
wings standing up in the air, and placing such a fly on the water 
properly “‘cocked up’’ does not come to one overnight. But as soon 
as the beginner becomes proficient in putting a hackle fly lightly on 
the water he can switch to the winged variety and note results. If 
the fly persists in floating on its side, #.e., with one or other wing 
in the water, it shows that there was too much force used in making 
the cast; because the fly, instead of falling of its own weight onto the 
surface, was propelled thereon, with sufficient force to topple it over 
on its side. As time goes on, however, the fly will more often fall 
correctly and float lightly on the surface with an extraordinary 
resemblance to the natural insect. 

Do not become discouraged if you do not become an expert dry-fly 
fisherman in a few days. Have patience and be persevering and in a 
surprisingly short time, all things considered, you will find yourself 
accomplishing things you once considered almost impossible. The 
great test of the art is to be able to tell when a fly is dry or otherwise, 
by the feel of the line when making the false or drying casts. When 
you can do this your novitiate is in the past.
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shock. At times she would imegine that she again saw the ae hs 
dead man and horse on the ground. However, she Seems to be = = 
gradually recovering and likely everything will come out all SUN 
right. John has a great deal of stamina and probably the bbs 
most encouraging thing about the situation is that bis mis- Da eareee 
fortunes appear in no way to have broken bis morale or hye 
lessened bis interest in the work. Na 

I have not sufficient knowledge of fish and fish see 
culture to attempt to criticise the notes which accompanied LO 
your letter. TI have, however, gone over them with consider- ele 
able interest. They contain considerable information that ae 
we have not vad hereto and I am sending a copy of them to’ Pr aan 
the other Officers on the Cochetopa, eh ies 
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The data on growth at the hatchery is of quite a. - 
little interest and indicates that perhaps the fish may make rae 
a little more rapid growth in your streams to the south than eats 
they do bere in Colorado. What few observations we have re- 2 
gorded indicates, however, that this varies here, being in- se 
fluenced greatly by environment. Probably the kind and os ia Pan 
abundance of food in the individual stream is the most potent = | 
factor with some other influence by altitude. : i : 

In September 1920, shortly following your visit ‘ ee 
bere, we placed some black speckled trout fry in a lake at Sa eae 
about 10,000 feet altitude. There were no fish in the lake BG oO 
the time and food conditions were not the best. This summer, a 
almost three years later, they are catching these fish. The Bence 
largest are only from 9 to 10 inches in size, Observations of | 
plants in other streams, bowever, indicate a much more rapid tyes 
growth. es 

The observation as to the period required for bateb- = 
ing the eggs checks very closely with similar information which oe 
we obtained from one of the State hatcheries bere in that the oh 
period required will vary at the ratio of 5 days to a degrees ~ he 
difference in temperature of the water. What little experience see 
we have hed with the Seguache Creek project indicates, however, fates 
that 45 to 50 days are required for hatching. The temperature 
of the spring varies from 49 to 50 degrees. Our observations —> 
also indicate that slightly longer time is required for black iG 
speckled than for Rainbow eggs. be oe 
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Some of the batcheries in Colorado use ground up tae 

suckers to feed the young trout fry, as well es ground liver, — 
etc., from animals. Recently we were able to work out an ar- | Bt 
rangement between a local commercial hatchery near Salida and | 
the State Game Warden's office whereby the local batcbery = 8 == 
agreed to turn 100,000 trout fry into our streams in considera- 
tion of the privilege of seining the suckers for trout fry food. 

. Mois arrangement. should benefit us in two ways; it will reduce 

the number of suckers in the streams, and also sho: Lav tee tee 
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. Albuauerque, New Mexico, 
July 6, 1922. 

: Mre Je We Johnson, 

Cowles, New Mexicos 

Dear Johnson; 

I would like to get some information from you about 
trout inthe Pecos. I have always heretofore understood that 
before the German Browns were introduced that the native trout 
aid not extend below Pecos Town but with the introduction of 
the German Browns extended the fishing down to about the rail- 
road crossing. I have nowwreceived information from J, B. Cook, 
Rowe, that natives have been caught down as far as Pueblo, 6 
miles below the railroad whereas the German Browns and Rainbow 
do not extend below Pulton or Sands. 

At your convenience can you get me any authentic in- 
formation on the present and former distribution of trout which 
will prove whether or no the introduction of German Brownshas 
extended the length of fishing water. 

Very singerely yours, 

‘ : » Secretary, 

NEW MEXICO GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION. 

: - ” ° . 

Ls Ne
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f UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SANTA FE NATIONAL FOREST 

Cowles NM, July 7, 1922 

Mr Aldo Leopold: 

Secy NMG P. A. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of yesterday; 

Yrom some of the old timers of the Pecos, I learn that there has 

always been native trout several miles below Pecos town; Very 

likly to where the river gets bad from irrigation overflow. 

At the present time the German Browns range from 

un about Sands to where the river breaks up into tne headwater trib- 

“oc quearton In this stretch the German Browns predominate while in 

Tot Vert of; the tributaries the Native predominates. 

an The introduction of German Browns have not extend- 

ot + the length of fishing water but they are hardier make a more 

gutharapta growth, reach a greater size and in my opinion are a valu- 

wt, able fish for the Pecos River; They will never supplant the Nati- 

seer ve in the tributaries which should remove any serious objection 

wo to them. 

ian, The meat of the German Brown is a triffle drier 

cae and lacks the delicate flavor of the Native which leads me to be- 

tied sere they are not the cannibals that they are accused of being; 

The two feed under different conditions or else on different feed, 

because last Sunday I filled my basket and had but one German 

Brown, while the Sunday before 1 fished the same water and had 

75% German Browns in a basket full. 

I will follow this up during the summer with



all of the information I can gather on the subject; This has been 

an excellent spawning year because of the low water and warm 

weather. 

Yours Very Truly, Pe 

on eee e Z he ( cg fy ae 
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pod” copa cl [4 
/ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

St. Jee: Vt., 
July 20, 1922. he 

Aldo Leopold, Secretary, 
New Mexico Game Protective Asso., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sir: i 

) I note with interest your letter of July 10th. 
I would like tremendously to see some of your country 

and it is possible that I may be able to do so in the ! 
rather distant future. Just now I am on the point 
of leaving for Yellowstone Park, but my work there 
will render it impossible for me to get into your 
section this season. 

In reply to your inquiry, I do not know the 
temperature limitations of the Black Spotted Trout, 

' as I have never seen them handled outside of the ey 
cold streams of the Rocky Mountain Region. As f# 
compared with the Hastern brook trout er Loch Leven 
Trout will stand a very slightly higher temperature. 

The Rainbow or Steel-Head Trout will stand e 
much higher temperature than either of these fishes. 
Heve you tried either of the latter named. , In our 
New England trout streams in the cules vatahe sections 
where the streams warm up to 75F and become very 
dangerous to the native trout, the Steel-Head or 
Rainbow, seems to be uninjured. We are on the point 
of trying the Brown Trout, but at this time I can give 
you no definite information. 

Very truly yours, a " 

uN? 

AHD: GM



Copy sent Messrs. Kello and Baldridge” °°P"S°™% 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
duly 10, 1922, 

Mr. A. H. Dinsmore, i 
U. 8. Bureau of Fisheries, 

Washington, D. Gd. 

Dear Sir; 

I have read witha groat deal of interest 
your contribution to the Forest Service bulletin 
entitled "Trout Waters of the National Forests", 

Some of your terembiens® as to the most 
economical methods of stocking have a very practi-~- 
eel ona fn the Southwest. I wish you gould take 
& look at this country some time and give to the 
State Game Department the benefit of your observations. 

One of our fundamental problems is the in- 
troduction of trout species which will extend fishing 
into lower and warmer watera. On the Pecos, Jemez, 
and Gils groups of trout waters, many miles of the 
main stream below the lower limit of the native black- 
spotted trout are either empty or inhabited only by 
bony tails and suckers. I have heretofore assumed that 

: the introduction of brown trout extended the ae 
further down these streams but recent evidence obtained 
from the Pecos indicates that this assumption may have 
been incorrect. What can you tell us about the compara. 
tive temperature reyuirements of the two species and is 
there any actual data to show that the browns will thrive 
further down than the natives? 

Thanking you for your attention to this ert px, 
r, ig Very sincerely yours, .//, Leanold. %y,



A LIBERATION SCHEME FOR POND-RAISED 

TROUT 

By Benyamin H. Marttruews, M.D., Denver 

(The article below appeared in the June, 1922, issue of our 
Bulletin, our supply of which has been exhausted. We take this 
opportunity of reprinting it because of its value and the great 

- interest that is being taken by local associations throughout the 
state in fish planting. Dr. Matthews, in co-operation with the 
State Game and Fish Commissioner, now has completed on Turkey 
Creek, in the mountains west of Denver, a series of ponds in 
accordance with these snecifications. He has also designed and 
installed a workable naddle wheel, which we will give the once 
over as we have opportunity, and describe and illustrate in some 
future Bulletin for the benefit of our readers.——Ed.) 

The life of a fish is beset by hazards from the spawn to the 
fisherman’s creel. Thanks to the scientific work and diligent care 
of the modern fish culturists, many of the dangers have been 
removed. The artificial taking of the eggs has removed the danger 
of the spawning beds. The retention pond has protected them 
from their cannibalistic enemies. 

But now the pond-raised trout meets his arch-enemy, the fast 
current of a mountain stream. 

The most inexperienced fisherman could tell the difference 
between a pond fish and a running stream fish by simply holding 
them in his hand, the former being soft and mushy and the latter 
firm and solid. 

It is a very general notion that this difference is one of tem- 
perature, and no doubt it is something of a factor, but the great 
difference is one of muscular development. The pond fish uses 
its muscles simply to go somewhere, while the inhabitant of a 
stream must be constantly on the run to stand still. Thus we 
see that a pond-raised trout is illy equipped for liberation into a 
rapid mountain stream. He must not only be educated to take 
advantage of the quiet places and drop into the eddies below 
rocks, but he must have definite muscular training. Hatching 
and rearing are practically perfect arts. 

The State Game and Fish Commission, together with the 
Government Forest Service, have requested me to evolve some 
scheme of liberation. Those who know the most about it feel 
the need of such a scheme most keenly. 

After having reviewed the procurable literature of the world 
on this subject, the following diagram and suggestions are offered 
as a personal contribution to the subject:
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cee ’ : i OUT FISHIN 
a: 

4 ae sy | 4 
} 4 a | A feller os ae mean, A feller has no time fer hate, 4 BP ae ut fishin’; Out fishin’; 7 p fe 3 His ae at mostly good and clean, He isn’t eager to be great, / oe it ut fishin’ ; ' Out fishin’ ; i] 
Pet : He doesn’t knock his fellow-men, He isn’t thinkin’ thoughts of pelf, q co I Or harbor any grudges then; Or goods stacked high upon the shelf— { ao F A feller’s at his finest When But he is always just himself, q % Out fishin’. Out fishin’. ] 4 

ql B The rich - cee to the poor, A feller’s glad to be a friend, | > ut fishin’ ; Out fishin’ ; | De All pene - e common lure, A helpin’ hand he’ll always lend, | ue it ut fishin’; Out fishin’; 4 ee | The urchin with the pin and string The brotherhood of rod and line 1 arin F Can chum with millionaire and king; An’ sky an’ stream is always fine; 4 a 4 Vain pride is a forgotten thing, Men come real close to God’s design, 4 % F Out fishin’. Out fishin’, ] Fe . 
4 ; A feller Ce 2 chinee to dream, A feller isn’t plottin’ schemes, j 3 : ut fishin ; Out fishin’; i “ [ He rn oo of-a stream; He'senly. busy with his dreams, 4 gs i. ut fishin’; Out fishin’; “ll ¢ : An’ he can wash his soul in air His liver is a coat of tan, i 7: FE That isn’t foul with selfish care, His creed to do the best he can; | [ And relish plain and simple fare, A feller’s always mostly man, j : f Out fishin’. Out fishin’. ; E 

—Copied from Cannery News 4 ; iF 
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Bulletin of the Colorado Game and Fish Protective Association oT ESS oD 

A LIBERATION SCHEME FOR POND-RAISED the gates should be a series of boards which are removed slowly 
TROUT from top to bottom, instead of an irrigation gate. Ri rt 

The guarded outlet is self-explanatory. A few fish may get 
By Dr. Bensaaun H. Marraews thru, but the great majority rise to the surface to go down stream. 

The life of a fish is beset by hazards from the spawn to the The riffles are made by placing a single log across the stream 
fisherman’s creel. Thanks to the scientific work and diligent care 
of the modern fish culturists, many of the dangers have been 
removed. The artificial taking of the eggs has removed the danger ——— — 
to the spawning beds. The retention pond has protected them 5 ESS. As 2 
from their cannibalistic enemies. g a SS 

But now the pond-raised trout meets his arch-enemy, the fast i ae Sai Cy eae 
current of a mountain stream. 7 7 nen ae 

The most inexperienced fisherman could tell the difference i + —-- — between a pond fish and a running stream fish by simply holding ple Ee Lee a them in his hand, the former being soft and mushy and the latter { | firm and solid. 
| It is a very general notion that this difference is one of tem- i \ ia} hee age ae 

perature, and no doubt it is something of a factor, but the great ST 
difference is one of muscular development. The pond fish uses Aas die MO ee ae 
its muscles simply to go somewhere, while the inhabitant of a Se x4 Bias 1 A> - stream must be constantly on the run to stand still. Thus we LL OACE ie Pa TN) ey 2 
see that a pond-raised trout is illy equipped for liberation into a ‘ 
rapid mountain stream. He must not.only be educated to take 4 tavdad = _ ie eee 
exguen Ne ena. Lenisibeeesga nobomly pe tots : f eae 
rocks “put he must have definite muscular training. Hatching and ve ous ane nates se Pa ae ero 

in i . above. I P 
ae Th are eee a FComniseine together with the If they are placed in acute bende ene creek, there will be a 

‘ = S : i a as as below. Government Forest Service, have requested me to eve one little pool shove pation ee ERC ean Loon ncaa 
scheme of liberation. Those Nae ee the most about it feel the x oH aa he arti Gees BUH Enc ur een ne TTS 

such a scheme most keenly. i hey in ne ee pecaaie Bale: Sa reviewed the procurable literature of the one carried by a same forse bach na ee Sone ee 

on this subject, tie following diagram. dnd \eugzesions:are aa De then Fnile oauain trout. In the fall down-stream 

ae ero ers ZO Peon the guarded overflow may be removed, thus liberating 4 > 
: f hem permanently. A 

4: : PMc hie liberation scheme for pond-raised trout I con: 

ne é sider as practical for trout transferred from the hatchery woue S 

Ae of our State Hatcheries to the retaining ponds, now places al Ha 
X Riffle our largest trout streams. There are many places throughout the 

State where old channels along our streams could be improved 
Guarded Outlet Ty for-this purpose and at very little cost by simply taking advantage 

yer Cs nditions. By building the proper kind of trout 2 of such natural co: y p 
oy Diversion Dam fry retaining ponds on the plan proposed by Dr. Tee e 

5 y results would mean 50 per cent more fish that would be saved to 

gv 8 grow to be adult fish in one season.—S. E. Lan. 
= { \ pian se a 

bes S| INBREEDING [Babies |} 3 
SS ! By W. M. Rust Sf | FEES, 

a Often times the cry is heard that our wild life is oa 

Gate { of inbreeding and degenerating into inferior Semen thous 

{ many persons seem to have very pronounced ideas on the a ject, 

a there is no real proof that inbreeding is detrimental to wild game. 

4 ~ { ary, there is abundant proof that inbreeding has been a Db On the contrary, proof u aed 

aan S {|f the means of developing our domestic animals to the high standar 

3 i HI ‘ di nd has been even more important in developing 3 Nearlings/] 1 Rif fl. they are today, ai > das 
8 ee) Ke (\ iS new and improved parielire! di plant rel hie Gaalee aren are "i 

A fi 7 gic The following is quoted from a bulletin by Ge ro 

a8 Cale } 1, Chief, Animal Husbandry Division of the Bureau of Anima‘ D3 KK if mel, Chief, Anima! 
f Industry: 

ie g | “We have, on the other hand, the accepted fact that 
nN C—\ / progress in animal breeding began only when breeders began 

ae aN to inbreed. The work of Bakewell, who epeiaeaed during 

RS Y Ao \ 5 { the last half of the eighteenth century, which made ne eee 
us Liberating y \\y est impression was the methods he used, and the etn x > Backwater \ al has been most far-reaching in its results was that ene 

8 es os iM his animals with first regard to their individual suitability for 
Xs / eo j the mating, and with peoomes ane ance placed on mete 

H (@) —— —— l lationship. Since the time of Bakewell every breede 

1 ade oa impress of permanent jmportance on us breed 

For has used inbreeding as his most useful working tool. 

y, Sh Flood Overflow ri “When we mate related animals we are bringing together 

3 | | : animals with a more nearly uniform character in their Hered 

5 : tary material than when we aa ee nae ae eae 

g { We are, therefore, increasing the probability that the { ei ” 
will be like the parents. 

3 | Dr. Hornaday in his lectures to the Yale Forestry School stu- 

3° dents in 1913 said: 

¥ “In stocking new game preserves, both national _and 
Wherever practical, the retaining ponds seen ie cena private, the question of inbreeding frequently is raise 

as in the diagram, but they may be anywhere and the fish ca Naturally there is solicitude that the original stock shou’ 
to the liberating pond. Mr. Land, our efficient fish expert, says
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Tha conclusions drawn from the work on the plots are that there is no 
notigeab-: advantage in grubbing at any particular time during the season, 
as fer as the individuel plants to be eradicated are concerned, and that the 
gercentage of loco plants on the ground three years after grubbing is so 
great, regardless of how grubbing is done, that grubbing once without regrub- 
bing to eradicate plants germinating from seed is not warranted. The pres- 

comms of so many plants on the areas Which were completely grubbed evidently 
results from the germination of seed. Further investigation along this line 
will be mace. 

Be An "I Can" Giant 

As on through Life's journey we go, day by day, 
There are tvo whom we meet, at each turn of the way, 

To help or to hinder - to bless or to ban, 
_And the names of these two are "I Can't" and "I Cant" 

"I Can't" is a dwarf, a poor, pale puny imp, 
His eyes are half biind ami his walk is a limp, 

He stumbles ani falls, or lies writhing in fits, 
And for those who would help him, plants snares and digs pits. 

- "YT Can" is a giant, unbending he stands, ‘ 
There is strength in his arms, and skill in his hands, 
He asks for no favors, he wants but a share, 
Where labor is honest and wages are fair. 

; ; : --A.J.Berg, California 

Sara ad ent gh —< = a na 

Trout Waters of the National Forests 
By A. H. Dinsmore, Bureay of Fisheries s 

s oS a Part Tht aE Mii Ste ies 

Of the fish mmed, the Dolly Varden is in least favor with sportsmen, 
and it is considered an arch eremy of the young salmon. ‘The writer, .on one 
occasion, saw 175 salmon fry taken from the stomach of a single Dolly Varden 
trout. O& this account it is not propagated and its wanton destruction has 

sometimes been undertaken. 
On the other hand, the anadromous steelhead trout is considered the 

finest gare fish of the Pacific Coast States. It also constitutes a very im- 
portant item in the commercial salmon fisheries. One case is known of the . 

young of this fish maturing and reproducing in a small inland lake which be- 

fore their introduction was without fish. Fish from below were barred from 
this lake hy high falls, but from it they had ready access to tide water. 
If any passed out before maturity, enough: remained to afford an aburdance of 

"rainbow trout" fishing for local sportsmen. For, though produced originally 
from sea~run steelheads, they were here rainbow trout to all intents and pur- 
poses. 

Whe ther some of the young migrate and others remain or whether all re- 

main past one reproductive period and then migrate, the important point to 
note is that @nough do stay to populate and repopulate the lake, end if at 

any time they or their progeny do descen@ to the sea, as they probably do, in- 
stead of possible harm, they directly foster the commercial fishery. ‘The stee..- 

head trout, then, it would seem, is the one outstanding fish for introduction 

to the streams of the Pacific Coast Forests. 
The writer's observation is limited to the one lake referred to. Prob- 

ably any Ranger in the Forests of the Pacific Coast has in his district, par- 
ticularly if it be in the mountains, a lake or the upper section of some 
stream whieh has no fish. The steelhead trout is propagated in large numbers 

by both State and Federal hatcheries. ‘the young fish should be readily aveil- 
able for the purpur ani the results, if czrefully noted, would be of interest 

t® all concerned. ; ‘ 
Last, but by no means least, to be noted are the means best adapted to 

the introduction of fish to fishless or eo waters: For, unless figh- 

ing be restricted to Limited sections iB } ¥Yeer streams, natural: replace- 

ment can by no means be expectad to ‘_/ & common means is, of course, 
S_



Trout Waters of the Natzighel Ferests (Cont.) 

the planting of fry or fingnrlines, ‘ printing of eyed eggs has as yat been 
Tesomtad So only in an exporsmental way, tat it is believed to offer @edided 

i Sdventages for stovking of waters which are not easy of aczess. 
There wadoubtedly oxicts amcne sprrtimen an coinion that the planting 

of fry is a waste of effort. This, perhaps, is fostsred by many public fish- 

culturis tS because it is more corfortacle to follow lines of lcast resistance. 
lt may be freely granted that in restocking waters where depletion hes 2e- 

a eee in &@ great increase of the coarse fishes, at.once the enemies of young 
- ut and the focd of adult tront, fish which have attained a length cf 3 or 4 

u os if available in sufficient nuubers, are desirable. ‘The predvcticn of 
such fish in sufficient numbers to restock the miles on miles of ruined trout 

ooo of tho country is as probable as the restoration of the whalizg indus- 
ry of Now Bedford by the artificial production of whales. 

me We are not now, however, consicering the stocking of such waters direct- 

195 but rather the introduction of fish to the tributary streams, above the 

point where these coarse enemy fishes occur. If we. can accomplish this task, 
ond close thom to the fishermen, nature, working as it was ordained to “ark, 

a time acconplish a task which seems to the writer hopeless by other 

And for this purpose I am of the finn opinion that one dollar invested 
in fry is worth ten dollars invested in fingerlings. ‘The sales price at commer- 
cial fish farms indicate, and I am sure any experienced fishculturist will 

agree, that the relative cost of 3 inch trout as compared with unfed fry is at 
least in the ratio of 10 to 1. But this is omly the beginning! Without consid- 

ering the elewent of safety, which is deciaedly in favor of the fry, the cost 

of transportation of the fingerlings: to railrond destination, as compared with 
fry, will approach the ratio of 20 to 1. An@ when it comes to back packing the 
fish to the distant mountain streams, the ratio may be still further increased. 

In my opinion, if possible, fry for the purpose under consideration 
Should be unfed but practically ready to begin feeding. Unfortunately, it is 

not always practicable to get fry out at this time, an they must be fed. it 
——— is inconceivable to me, however, that anything is gained by stuffing these small 

fish with packing house by-products for a few weeks, taking the inevitable 
losses which will occur, and then planting them, to undergo a complete change 
in diet, before they have attained a size which gives any advantage over pos- 

sible enemies. 

From the public hatcheries, however, the Forest Service can have little 

choice in this matter and circumstances often prevent shipping the fish at the 
most advantageous time. In rare instances the hatching of a sufficient num- 
ber of fish for local needs may be possible at sowe of the ranger stations. 

‘| The production of trout fry under such conditiogs is the most efficient appli- 

cation of fishculture possible. 
Given a suitable water supply, it takes about as high an order of in- 

telligence and rather less time from day to day to hatch a hundred thousand 

eyed trout eges. and carry the fish through the sac stage as is required to 

mas a dozen hens produce eggs. Ani the equipment required for the fish can 

sometimes be improvised at less expense than is required to equip for the hens. 

The writer successfully hatched the first trout eggs he ever saw in the 

G@omestic water supply in his cellar, with equipment which cost somthing like 

si $3.00, And these eggs were taken from trout caught in open season with hook 

and line and matured in 4 print washing tank-in-a-photegraph studio. He also 

fixed up a similar "hatchery" for a banker friend which for years was used to 

hatch a supply of trout each season for a private preserve. Should such 2 

plan seem feasible at any of your ranger stations, suggestions suited to the 

given location will be gladly prepared. 

Whatever the source of the fish, their handling in planting will be 

the same. They should never be left unattended, eni when not in motion the 

water must be kept areated by dipping er othermmeans. Much closer attention 

is required in warm than in cool weather becavse the colder the water, thet 

hore rapidly it absorbs orygen. Care, however, must be exercised in changing 

the temperature, if ice is used, ard it should be brought to approx imtely 

that of the stream in which th: fish are to be pleced before they are Liberated. 

The fish should be scattered over as wide a territory as practicable, 

| Placing a few fish in each smll, spring fed tributary stream. The fish should 

not, however, be placed directly in boiling springs. Water coming directly 

fpon the ground has little, if any, foo? in it, and it often contains noxious 

gases absolutely fatal to fish. 

3



Trout Waters of the Nation2) Forests (Cont.) 

The planting of eyed trout eggs im the small, spring fed streams hav- 
ing gravelly beds, referred to above, seems likely to offer the very best 
possible means for stocking isolated streams. A small case of less weight 
than that of a can containing 5,000 fry can be packed to. hold from 50,000 to 
100,000 eggs, and all the time necessary can be taken in scattering thom 
widely through the feeding streams of a large watershed. 

It is understood that this plan has been operated with success by some 
fishculturists, but I am not familiar with their methods. We have recently 
Completed an experiment at York Pond in the White Mountain Forest. While 
not completely successful, because of the close space in which the eggs were 
Confined in order to retain the fry, the probability of suocess in open 
creeks was indicated. 

Our’ eggs, 4,000 in number, were burieain gravel in a bottomless box, 
the water passing up through the gravel and overflowing the box. Many ofthe 
eggs hatched ina perfec tly normal manner, but there was considerable loss, 
evidently from ununiform circulation of water within the boxed gravel. in 
practice, I would make much such ricks as the fish prepare for spawning pur- 
poses. { would then scatter the eggs thinly end rake the gravel in over them. 
This will be given a complete trial mext season, I am confident, with perfect 
Success, 

In closing, let me say that I am intensely interested in the upkeep of 
fish life throughout the waters of the National Forests. I shall be inter- 
ested at any time to hear directly from any of your Supervisors or Rangers 
who way have special problems on their hands. 

The End. 

Bield Record of Forest Officers 
The succeeding several issues of the Bulletin will contain tabulations 

of different kinds showing various data of Service interest which was col- 
jected during the recent allotment conferences in the Districts.--B.W.K. 

Field Days, District Office 
Calendar Year 1921 

: < Districts 
a Sites ss 28 Be ee a 8 

Dist. Forester : 143: 131; 129: 146: 192: 90; 103; 60% 
Asst. D.F. Operation, : 132: 120: 105: 171: 146: 127: 87: 66% 
Fire Specialist : 152; 220 3° -a- poe 216: 152 ye --—": == 
Imp. Specialist : 7B: me wee pee 5 186 3 mR wee me 

Telep. Engr. : 185; 142; ms --- : 21% : 210: oe: == 
Law Enf. Spec. 2 168: --- ; --- ; ---; 148: 120: ---: -- 
Asst. D.F. Management : 124: 108: 115: 103: 60#: 86: 92; 146 
Asst. in Management ; --- : 103; 88 : 80: =: 64% See 
Log. Engrs. : 209; 134; 65% -<-; 155: 98: 101: —~- 

eee : _ 3 : 140; pe 
Check Scaler 2 2OL ¢ mmm swe tes 210 gered mee  m ee 
Asst. D.F. Grazing + 126: 95: 134; 157; 960; 107;. 60%; 
Asst. in Grazing : IL; 12: 98 + 190: ==: BOG) aay --n 
Chief Engr. ‘ 74 + 88 : 84; 108; 115: (oe 30: men 
Asst. Engineer : 123 ; 180 : --- 2 wee yp wees 29 5 eet ee 
Map & Surv. Chief ¢_ 1OL : --= +; --- ; 160: 175; 62; eri oesr 

x ~ 6 mo. period. 

@ - Part year assignment. 
# - Laid up 6 mo. with broken leg. : 

i a as pt acpi g geoceer R M 

; -5-
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Sitgreaves Inspection - 1922 

Rowley says Showlow Cr. does not get above 

6Qe _ contains suckers but not carp. Hastern 

Brook were once tried but did not catch, 

German Brown or small mouth bass should be 

tried,



: e 66 

Sitgreaves Inspection - 1922 

W. H. Larsen, deputy warden at takeside, 

says the Rainbows in Lakeside Kes. run 

up the, creek to spawn in late Pebruary and 

March. One man in 1921 caught quite a 

‘few on minnows. Does not think they are 

“very abundant. I think small mouthed bass 

would be best here. Said to. be plenty of 

small ‘suckers in lake.



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Grout being caught on grasshoppers below 

dam up to 22". Rainbows used for stocking 

thus far. I strongly urge that only thig 

species be used for stocking from now on.



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

frout in Blue Lake (probably rainbow) 

planted in 1918 were 14" to 16" long 4 years 

later. (See Dwire, Ancona)



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Rainbows in Lakeside Reservoir grew to 
107 in 4 yrs., King says.



e ® 

Tonto Inspection - 1923 

frout in Tonto Cr. seem to be Bastern Brook, 

First put in 1920. Now seem to be up to 

16". (Hubert says there are also natives 

in it). Rencher says Brook in Sierra 

Anchas. 

|



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Large Mouth Bass caught 4 miles up west 

side north arm in cove on tango with 

spinner; 5:30-6:00 p.em., bait casting 

’ $1.28 3 fe 
Caught by AD AD GODS OSE as 

Length 25e" 212" 204" 320" 
Girth 14" 133" 138 | dean 
Gap of mouth vertical 4m Sen Ske Ban 
Spread of tail Or cae 
Length gill fin 3" 
Weight 6# Sit SH 5# 
Dressed, deheaded and 

definned, skinned S¢ 2a¢ 2h Vat
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Cormorants. Alexander estimates there 

are 2,000. Idea prevails that bass 

have been growing scarcer because of them, 

Trout caught in Salt River said to have 

scars from them.



Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Sllis Ranch Trout Warnoek's stocking last 

year was brook trout. How about closed sea- 

son all days but Saturday and Sunday and 

Decoration day so as to eliminate drain by 

campers?
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

irout in Zuni Reservoir - one eaught in 

Spillway last year, according to B. ‘These 

were originally put into head of Nutria by 

Merkle.



CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME, OD eee 

WOOLGROWERS WOULD BLACK-| accomplishing the same object with the 
LIST THE BLACK BEAR. black bear than by taking protection from 

es alifarnia [it It is to be hoped that some other 
vt eel mera ae ae caomie means of protecting the interests of the 

was sed rotestin : ainst the de reda- NrOclerowrers: Way cae Cound sang. tia ihe 
Une Das p ie BEBIDS eee black bear will continue to receive the 

tions of the black bear and calling for a protections z ae 
bill to be introduced in the legislature I ~ 
providing for no closed season, and for UNDERSIZED TROUT. 

measures for the extermination of this : 
animal in connection with the act provid- There has been much discussion as to 
ing for the destruction of predatory ani- {the advisability of putting back under- 

mals, sized trout caught on a hook. Some of 
In the last number of Carirornta| the best evidence as to whether or not 

Fish anp Gamer, Mr. Jay Bruce, state | such fish succeed in living has come as the 
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Fic. 20. A limit of rainbow trout 
taken on a fly casting rod by Mrs. 
John Edwin Hogg from the upper 
reaches of the Santa Ana River, San 
Bernardino County. The largest trout 
weighed about 4 pounds. Photograph 
by John Edwin Hogg, June, 1922. 

mountain lion hunter, presented a con-| result of experiments carried on at the 
vincing argument in favor of the bear.| Bayfield and St. Croix Hatcheries by the 
It is a well-known fact that the black | Wisconsin Conservation Commission, as 
bear feeds upon berries and other vegeta- | reported in the Wisconsin Conservation- 

tion, and that it is only individuals that|ist. About 30 undersized eastern brook 
become sheep-killers. That monarch of | trout ranging from + to 64 inches in 
the forest for which our state is named, | length were hooked and then carefully 
the grizzly bear, has already been exter-| removed and placed in a separate pond. 

minated, and there is no easier way of | Of the 80 fish that were caught at the
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Bayfield Hatchery, not one died, and Hunting without license__________ 17 
some of them were hooked quite badly. Transfer of license_.__._.--______._. 1 
Their recovery followed several days of Shooting from altos... a a sa 
inactivity, apparently due to injuries made Shooting from highway__________ 8 
by the hook. At the St. Croix Hatchery] Hunting on posted lands__________ 15 
80 undersized trout were caught with a Night shun thug sme eee er ees): 
barbed hook and 80 others with a barb- 
less hook. Of the 30 fish that were caught Abeenes ers, 5 
with a barbed hook, 5 died, but only 2 Over the limit--__-----_-__----- ee 
of those taken with a barbless hook died. Undersize Sonar lie Cee 52 

j These experiments appear to strengthen Using for bait------------______ 10 

é the attitude taken by many that if under-} Black Bass— 
° sized fish are carefully removed from the Wey fOn baits cies, Leawic eens rd 

hook they have a good chance for recoy- Oversthe \initius se ees 1 
ery. Certain it is that if the larger fish Catching with Meiosis eee eer IG 
are most desirable the smaller ones must Fishing without license.__--_---_____ 4 
be left in the stream in sufficient numbers | Fines collected _..___________ $3,082.50 
to furnish a supply of larger sized ones. 

RIVER PATROL ACTIVE. 

COUNTY CO-OPERATION. The launch “Quinnat,” which is 

Several counties have their own fish | responsible for law enforcement on the 
and game wardens. In some instances} Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers and 
the deputy fish and game commissioner | on the Bay, rounded up many violators 
receives part of his salary from the|during December and January last. 
county. Los Angeles County boasts of a} Twenty illegal nets were confiscated. 
county forester whose additional duty it| Each net was about 250 fathoms in 
is to enforce fish and game laws within | length, and worth at least $300. Hach 
the county. That this county is aiding | was of unlawful size or was being ille- 
greatly in rounding up the violators is |gally used. Five miles of net is therefore 
evidenced by the following report for| Yepresented in these confiscations. Those 

1922, furnished by Stuart A. Flintham,| nets with small mesh will be burned, 
county forester; whereas those of legal size will be sold. 

It is onlysthrough active law enforcement 
Department of Forestry of Los Angeles | of this kind that we may expect to safe- 

County. guard our fishery resources and also play 
Sruarr J. FLiIntHAM, County Forester, | fair with those who are willing to obey 

Game Arrests and Convictions, Los the law. 
Angeles County, January 1, Decem- POLLUTION OF COASTAL WATERS. 

ber 31, 1922, A . 
these ee fo ye ee OT The subject of pollution of our coastal 
Convictions ______________________ 187] Waters is receiving attention nationally 
VG wiley Sood See ns Sete z {and the first convention was held at 
WMisnusced Sear 3 Atlantic City last September. The 

Aaa adie ee National Coast Anti-Pollution League 
CHARGES FOR ARRESTS. was the result, with Gifford Pinchot as 

Deer— president, and every Chamber of Com- 
chi merce on the Atlantic and Gulf Coast was 

Killing spike buckoza--2222W27 1 | tepresented, “Through this Teague legis: 
Illegal possession of meat__-_--.. 3 jafon will Be passed oe ol m4 

5 : Fi 9 | oil burning steamers and large industria 
Bes epee sion or dese plants adjacent to the seacoast. This 

Doyes— form of pollution has destroyed fishing 
Over the limit___._______________ 2] and bathing at most of our New Jersey 
OllGioh heason= = ee 4 | Seacoast resorts and will get to them all 

eas if something is not done in the very near 
Quail— future. However, the Hackensack, Pas- 

Out of season___________________ 4| saic and other rivers flowing into the bay 
Sale of_._.______________._......_. 2] were sources of pollution before the 
3 advent of oil burning steamers and it is 

Miscellaneous— the duty of the organized sportsmen and 
Killing wild pigeon___________._.__ 1] the Fish and Game Commission to put a 
Ducks out of season___-_________. 7]curb on this inland pollution—New 

Killing non-game birds_._.________ 6| Jersey Outdoorsman, December 1922, p. 8. 
: i
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WHAT DO TROUT EAT? themselves. Success in such introduc- 

The success of stocking experiments of tion is dependent upon knowledge of the 
Hl kinds is largely dependent upon avail- normal food of trout. The United States 

i 1 x ea ie a P il Pp ee ureau of Fisheries, in cooperation with 

able food supply. Quail cannot be | fh. United States Forest Service has been 
expected to succeed when planted in local-| fryestigating the food of trout in Fish 

ities where food is at a premium, Trout] Take, Utah. Actual stomach examina- 

cannot be expected to thrive in streams | tions were depended upon for evidence. 

lacking insect life. Recently, experience | The following tables furnished by Mr. S. 

has shown that the food supply of trout |B. Locke, U. S. Forest Service, gives the 

may be introduced along with the trout | result of investigations made last fall: 
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Fic. 21. Packing salmon eggs at the Mt. Shasta Hatchery. By packing in 

this manner, eggs are successfully shipped half way around the world. 

Photograph by H. C. Bryant. 

CONTENTS OF FISH STOMACHS TAKEN AT FISH LAKE, UTAH, , 
From August 29 to October 3, 1922, Principally During October. 

i. 2 ee Per cent of number containing food in which the following classes occurred 
Ens et tae ae cae a ne aca 

Be | £2 e eos ie g & | 2 B 
& | ge |smeg| age | & 5 Be leeeeai oe 8 2 5 ghee | ese s Be | 5s 3 : ‘ 2 Spock | $28 g & Be | BE g & Species of fish a a Shes | ose 8 a Poo) BF EB Se 
E S Seba] PES e i 1a | Ba 5 i 
= = wae? | sf 1 1 ue is =4 . 
£: & pee ole 1 ' ' iB a i 

Pee | sos Beet i ' i 1B | 4 ' 
i : 3 ' ' | { i \ | 

isa aR ES RES 3 fg ‘ i Hs al Seales il ocdee WA lly ciate Oke 
| | | | | | 

Eastern Brook*.-.. 49 |) 7 BB ee dB |e 40 10 8 o | 0 | 6 

Rainbow and | | | | | 
Steslhead --.-.-| 11 | 13 90 0 0 80 10 20 10 10 

Mackinaw ...-.--.| 2 | 0 100 0 o | 83 0 Oia] arn 0 
Not labeled | 8 | 7 80 0 o | 16 0 1612 03 )00 

—— |__| — =| --+-—+ SSeS eee Fs 
Mo tAlrauces| 2 CO vale ee D4 30 as | 24 jes. | 6 | 2 6 

| | | | 

Fragments probably accidentally included with other foods, generally amphipods. *he large number con- 
taining fish eggs is due to the fact that collections of this species were made principally after spawning began. 

‘Remarks—From a yolunie basis amphipods made up at least 90 per cent of the stomach contents. ‘Thread- 
like parasites were found as follows: Eastern Brook, 0 per cent; Rainbow, 10 per cent; Mackinaw, 0 per cent; 
not labeled, 33 per cent; total, 6 per cent,
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CALIFORNIA WILD LIFE. commercial interests are responsible for 
enh zt approaching exhaustion. ‘They have not 

Ley Just pe ane the October, only carried on a mad contest in catching ~ number of CALIFORNIA Fist AND GAME,: fish? but they. havewal ted 
and it has stirred my thoughts and the fish, bu' ae Oee 80 | REDD OTKE! 

desires, as that excellent magazine always’ novel ions in the. legislatures to , 
does. Ta particular, my icusnis now prevent regulation. So long as there is 

run to the necessity ‘for eternal vigilance Pea pean thre 48 SOO. Shouse 
and alertness in public matters and my aor the erazy activity in catching. All 5 
desire to aid the increase and practical Hee Une ree OTe Or is cleanly, g 
application ‘of such vigilance that ea percentage OF sls minat i cote that Mr. N B Scofield makes | Temain uncaught within certain areas in 

a very mild and “modest (tinged with order. te Produce. Young, Bexliays honess 
liegeleernees) ataloment ithe eenrin cl and intelligent fishermen limit their fish- 
3 Sime i phbiee ae ing accordingly until they see that unprin- 
ing exhaustion (or destruction) of our cipled competitors are destroying the sur- 
salmon, Salerey Hor smany years warn | pilus anyway. With heavy investment in 
ings have been given of this trend of the business the honest man feels that he 

affairs, yet we as a people have made no is then excusable for making a rush to 
effective move to preserve this remarkable get his share before complete destruction 
resource. The best which Wwe have done | jag actually occurred. 
has been to postpone the eyil day. See This, however, is not true of the lobby- 

To the whole body of California citi-| ing against regulation. As a matter of 
Zens the Fish and Game Commission fact, regulation favors the honest fisher- 
stands in much the same relationship 48 | man because it gives him the best possible 
do eyes to the individual man. | We would assurance of permanence in his business. 
not think much of the intelligence of a| Destructive lobbying is a characteristic 
man whose eyes gave him repeated warn- | of the predatory interests, which can be 
ing of injury to his flocks, but who per-| met only by making as determined and 
sisted in keeping a sheep-killing dog until vigorous a ‘fight as they do. While we 
his flocks were all destroyed. Commer- | must depend mainly upon our legislators 
cial interests are essential to the proper | and other officials to make the direct fight 
use of the salmon resource, but, like many against destructive aggression, we can add 
other essential agencies, they become |a very great deal of encouragement and 
dangerous when out of control. If citi-| moral support. 
zens of California have any pride or In time of war we were all made to 
interest in the salmon fisheries, they must | understand that an army can do nothing 
make proper provision through the legis-| without proper support at home. Most 
lature for salmon protection. of us did many different things to fur- 

‘The case of the salmon is only one of | nish both moral and material aid in sup- 
many illustrating the necessity for unceas- | port of the army, and we did them not 
ing attention to the conditions of our | only willingly, but enthusiastically. What 
wild life resources. We, as ordinary citi-| we call a time of peace is really a time of 
zens, do not know how to direct the neces- | concentration of ‘attack upon enemies dif- 
sary vigilance, nor do we know how to] ferent from those recognized in war time. 
interpret the dangers revealed by it. | The right kind of public officials need and 
Furthermore, we do not like to be dis-| deserve enthusiastic public support, just 
turbed by matters outside of the ordinary | as much as did our soldiers and sailors 

routine of our lives, and we do not like |in war time. The wrong kind would often 
the conflict necessary to maintain our | be kept in the right way by proper encour- 
rights. For such reasons it is evident | agement. It seems to me that such rela- 
that the desirable and reasonable and | tionships are unusually plain in connec- 
practical thing to do is to appoint compe- | tion with such a question as that of our 
tent officials (such as the fish and game | wild life resources, but they are also 
officials) to exercise vigilance for us and | apparent in other matters, 

to supply such officials with funds, equip-| At any rate, our only hope of keeping 
ment and authority to protect our natural | up a supply of certain kinds of wild life 
resources and to fight for our collective |is by procuring effective protection and 
rights. In that way our own exercise of | regulation—-W. BH. ALLEN (California 
vigilance may be safely limited to main-| Biological Feature Service). 
taining the good character of our officials 
and to sustaining the good quality of their UNDER FIRE. 
service. Although political attacks are endless, 

Mr. Scofield mentions in connection | and although threats are often made and 
with his comment on salmon the fact that! guns used in connection with the law
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THE BIG HORN Page FN@99 
A LIBERATION SCHEME FOR POND-RAISED TROUT (to Stand still. Thus we see that a pond-raised trout is illy 

eee equipped for liberation into a rapid mountain stream. He 
By Dr. Benjamin H. Matthews in the Colorado Game must not only be educated to take advantage of the quiet 

and Fish Protective Association Bulletin places and drop into the eddies below rocks, but he must 
@ : z have definite muscular training. Hatching and rearing are 

The life of a fish is beset by hazards from the spawn to practically perfected arts. 
the fisherman’s creel. Thanks to the scientific work and 5 ee NaN ee ie 
diligent care of the modern fish culturists, many of the oh State Some. oa oe hoon pee yy 
dangers have been removed. ‘The artificial taking cf the ‘2, Government Forest Service, have requested me to a : : hese 

’ 1 evolve some scheme of liberation. Those who know the 
Spas nas TOMO Ved MEE iateor Dacre ba tmene: Dele. Ute most about it feel the need of such a scheme most keenly 
retention pond has protected them from their cannibalistic ii Gog i F a a ted 
enemies. After having reviewed the procurable literature of the 

Sate ji ot S. world on this subject, the following diagram, and sugges- 
pou BOW Me one eae Bee enous tions are offered as a personal contribution to the subject. 

oes, : : x si see Wherever practical, the retaining ponds should be ar- 
The most inexperienced fisherman could tell the differ- ranged as in the diagram, but they may be anywhere and 

ence between a pond fish and a running stream fish by the fish carried to the liberating pond. Mr. Land, our 
simply holding them in his hand, the former being soft efficient fish expert, says the gates should be a series of 
and mushy and the latter firm and solid. boards which are removed slowly from top to bottom, in- 

It is a very general notion that this difference is one of — stead of an irrigation gate. ‘ 

temperature, and no doubt it is something cf a factor, but The guarded outlet is self-explanatory. A few fish may 
the great difference is one of muscular development. The get through, but the great majority rise to the surface to 
pond fish uses its muscles simply to go somewhere, while go down stream. 
the inhabitant of a stream must be constantly on the run The riffles are made by placing a single dg. actoss the 

4, 

a 

Riffle = ENS lye rae 
Guarded Outlet Ny i ae Se) oe eae 

eye, J +— - ES ae yu tt 
me DTT piversion Di (i Bitz 

OS j version Dam E Se 
of s/f { | 

pas Sif | 
con ea 1s (h Be eye 

[Babies } ian See My Soe SS~/ WA SA eA & oS = & PS EYXAFL o> =, Be PM ogee a oe eta 
// Gate f R hs a 

3 L o\\ Guarded Outlet a f | 
4 \ ! rey } stream with the ends in notches in the banks and a few as 1S (H 3 ( eed | & | rocks thrown above. There should be many rifles scat- 

Q Ue [Nearlingsif f F tered along upstream. If they are placed in acute bends ee) f / Riffle : 
Jy SSS a of the creek, there will be a little pool above each one as 
29 Gate Ce well as below. 

S . Wi i i i aS } ( As is readily seen, the fish cannot go down stream, and 
nas it ) as they go up stream if they are overcome by the current 
RN } they are carried by that same force back home. As they 
Ry ) become muscle-proficient and stream-wise they will find 
Se f i’ \ j lodgement at the riffles, and are then truly mountain 

58 f/ Liberating TL { trout. In the fall down-stream migration, the guarded 
RR B), Backwater \ \ overflow may be removed, thus liberating them perma- 

x _ AN yO nently.: 
: Deen oe fe { z 

a 8 /je = S279 \ Note. This liberation scheme for pond-raised trout I 

is) j consider as practicable for trout transferred from the 
Laas a ee SS St hatchery troughs of our state natcheries to the retaining 

. Pp A ponds, now placed along our largest trout streams. There 

2 KN ee Overtlaw. are many places throughout the state where old channels - 
g 8 j | { along our streams could be improved for this purpose and 

oe \ ' at very little cost by simply taking advantage of such 
g } ] natural conditions. By building the proper kind of trout 

| fry retaining ponds on the plan proposed by Dr. Matthews 

3 the results would mean 50 per cent more fish that would 
g i - be saved to grow to be adult fish in one season.—S. E. 

8 Land. 
SS 

Say, Mr. Secretary, did any mem- Make sure your club is represented the flights cf ducks ascertained by 
bers of your club fail to receive their at the business meeting in Ennis at “banding” of the birds is valuable and 
April Big Horn because you failed to 2 p. m. Saturday, August 19, by the this office is very much interested in 
send in their names and addresses? two delegates it is entitled to. Busi- helping gather this data. 
How about this July number? Are ness of importance will be transacted How about it, are your near-by com- 
seme of them going to miss this one, and you should have voice and vote on nunities organized? If not let’s get 

too? each matter considered. busy on them. Ask this office for by- 
es The secretary requests all sports- laws, membership cards and other 

When you have read and digested men who kill ducks with bands to re- Supplies. 
the contents of this bulletin what if port same to this office, sending in Success of the State Sportsmen’s f 
you pass it on to some other interested the band, and giving the place and  asscciation program spells fur, fins 

as sportsman who failed to receive one. date the bord is killed. Knowledge of and feathers for Montana sportsmen.
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UNITED STATES COURT CHAMBERS 
DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

COLIN NEBLETT, DISTRICT JUDGE 

2 SANTA FE,N. MEX. 

January 6,1923. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold,Secretary, 
New Mexico Game Protective Association, 
Albuquerque, New mexico. 

My dear Mr Leopold: 
I received by yesterday's mail copy of your 

letter of January 4th, to Mr.Kelley,also copy of letters 
to Congressman Montoya and Morrow. 

In the matter of the appointment of a State Game 
Warden, Governor Hinkle on last Saturday stated he desired 
to have a talk with me sometime this week. I told him I 
would be glad to talk the matter over with him at his 
convenience. He has not yet indicated when he wishes to 
talk matters over. As soon as I have a talk with him I 
will let you and Mr.Kelley hear from me. 

I am returning the letter from Fred B.Agee, 
Forest Supervisor. 

with kindest personal regards, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

o ( JUbun, 

e
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF Perc uirone Ke 

FOREST SERVICE 

COCHETOPA NATIONAL FOREST 

ine een 
ANOS AE Eno SALIDA, COLORADO 

G December 11, 1922 

Fish & Game 
Cochetopa \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Ass't District Forester, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of December 6 is received. 

' It is rather difficult to give you exact figures 

on the costs of our fish hatchery work, due to the fact 

that so much of them are made up from contributed time of 

¥ people cooperating, of which we have not kept an account. 

However, the following figures are submitted, which al- 

though not exact, represent rather close approximations; 

1920 

Total eggs taken - - - - - - - - - - - - 250,000 
Total fry batched - - - - - = - - - - - 125,000 

Costs 

Cash expenditure for hatching troughs, material 

for trap, and other equipment --------- $40.00 
Contributed time Ranger Frank L. Trickel 116.00 
Travel expenses of Ranger Trickel- - - - 41.84 

Contributed time other Forest officers - 30.33 

Expenses other Forest officers - - -- - 10.00 
Contributed time and expenses of 

cooperators ------------=---+--- 2 _480.00 
Ppt ee ee lee, Be 

Gost per thousand ----------- $5.74



ay Aldo Leopold 

However, we always had twice as many people donating 
their time in stripping as were needed, sometimes more. We 
could easily have gotten along with $240.00 in contributed 
time which would have made the cost per M fry $4.62. 

1921 

Total eggs taken -------+-+---+--- -- 700,000 
Total Iry Hatehed  < sei ae See le oo. ele 500,000 

Cash expenditures, materials for hatching 
Shed, piping, water, additional hatching, troughs, ete. $125.00 

Contributed time Ranger Trickel- - - -- - - 171.50 
Travel expenses Ranger Trickel - ------ 47.70 
Contributed time other Forest officers - - - 24.17 
Expenses other Forest officers ------+ - 7.50 
Contributed time and expenses of cooperators 510.00 

Total ------+-+-+-+-+-6 $085. 87 

Gost per Me. fry <5 =) = 60 Se ee ae $1.77 

1922 

Total eggs taken - ------+-+-+-+----+--+ 350,000 
Total fry hatched- ------------- 815,000 

Cash expenditures for cabin at trap for 
shelter while stripping the fish-~ --------- 45.00 

Contributed time Ranger Trickel ------ 77.58 
Expenses Ranger Trickel- ----+--+--+-+-+- 13.20 
Contributed time other Forest officers - - - 27.20 
Expenses other Forest officers - ------ 6.00 
Contributed time and expenses of other 

GQOODSTSt ORG = fe) ee ee a er 450.00 
Ps ance eee 6 

PRO es Me ammeter ae ec aaa aie $2.03 

These figures are somewhat bigher than they should be 

owing to the fact that we have always had contributed time 

from cooperators in excess of our actual needs during the 

stripping period; but since this does not involve expendi- 

ture of funds, there is no real disadvantage in it. 

ape
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Ranger Trickel was obliged to go to the hospital for 

an appendicitis operation about the time the spawning season 

started last spring and was unable to give the work his per- 

sonal attention. There was unusually bigh water and a wash- 

out around the trap during the heaviest run of the spawning 

Season. It was not caught up for three or four days with 

the result that a great many of the spawners got by, which 

accounts for the lighter output this year than the previous 

one. We are figuring on a yearly output of 500,000 fry 

(Rainbow and Native). 

The fry are put in the rearing ponds as soon as they 

absorb the egg sack, which is about two weeks after they are 

batched. We have three rearing ponds all with a good growth 

of water cress and other aqueous vegetation, furnishing plenty 

of small bugs, ete., and in that way we have avoided the cost 

of artificial feeding. ‘he Salida Fish & Game Association 

follows the plan of feeding its fry meal and ground liver 

while in the rearing ponds. We find they make somewhat more 

rapid growth than the Saguache fry, but the latter do very 

well on natural feed, and it is of course contended by some 

fish authorities that fry adapt themselves more readily to 

their changed conditions when turned into the streams, if 

accustomed to natural food only. 

The Saguache Fish & Game Association have handled the 

financial management of the project during the past two years, ‘ 

looking after the raising of funds, ete.. Although we are i 

4 oe
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not saying much about it, we have about $300.00 surplus 

in the treasury at the present time, a part of which will 

be used for another hatching shed next spring, and the 

rest held as a reserve against any possible shortage in 

cooperation any year. ‘ 

Stavely was in on range appraisal conference when 

your letter was received, and was glad to hear from you. 

Will see Gallegos next week and give him your regards. 

With kindest regards, ; 

: Very sincerely yours, 

Forest Supervisor. 

eau
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Tw SemyeoPel 

Dry Years and Trout Pry: Has a dry year when no floods occur, 

like the present one, anything to do with increased natural 

restocking of trout in the mountain streams? I have asked 

myself this question several times this year. According to 

my observations, I would say yes. I have noticed during the 

summer on several trout streams on my district thousands of 

small fry averaging from 14 inches to two inches. The number 

- has been much larger compared to othem years when floods occur. 

I think all mountain streams have had a large natural restocking 

this year. Would like to hear from some one else on this sub- 

ject. - - J.A.R. 

(Bxtract from Washington Service Bulletin 
pf January 22, 1923 - D-3 section)
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Gq Albuquerque,New Mexico, 
Fish & Game Tijeras Star Route, i 
Manzano. May 15, 1923. i 

| 
The McCrutchen Gattle Co., 

Balmorea, Texas. . 

Gentlemen: 

In 1916 I was through the Davis Moutain country 
via Balmorea,your ranch,@ort Davis and Alpine. 

In the irrigation ditch southwest of Balmorea I 
saw some large trout and someone,I believe it was one of 
the McCrutchen Brothers,told me there were trout futher 
up in the mountains. 

The reason for this letter is; I am very much 
interested to know if these trout are native mountain 
trout or have they been planted. If you can furnish me 1 
with this information I will appreciate it very much. i 
If you do not know,can you give me the address of someone i, 
that could tell me. | 

Enelosed is a franked envelope for your reply 
that requires no stamp. i 

Thanking you for your attention,I am 

Very truly yours, 

Ob. Worm ' 
Forest Ranger. 

: i 

t
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: June 4, 1923. 

Mr. Leopold: 

The following may be interesting to you in connec- 
’ tion with the current argument in regard to German Brown 

Trout: 

On a fishing trip to the Lower Pecos May 30 to June 1, 
our party caught one 153" trout that had a 6" trout in its 
stomach, another 124" that had a trout about 4$" in its stomach. 

Last year my uncle caught one 18" long that had 
a trout about 6" long and a full grown mouse in its stomach, 

Aside from fishing I noticed a condition while on 
this trip that is sickening end disgusting to campers and 
outdoor lovers, that the G. P. A. might be in a position to 
take some action on. This is dead stock along streams and ° | 
tributaries that drain into main streams during rainy days. 
Most of them were on privately owned land, so of course the 
F. S. has no authority. On upper Cow Creek in the neighbor- 
hood of Vallecitos within a distance of less than 1 mile I 
saw 4 dead cattle, one partly decomposed lying in the middle 
of the stream. <A Mexican plowing his field near this carcass 
was too shiftless to hitch on and drag it out. The other 
three were along the creek bank and a very light rain would 
wash all kinds of filth into the creek. On the Pecos opno- 
site Rowe I counted 3 in less than 1 mile, while my brother 
who went about the same distance in the opposite direction, 
saw a partly decomposed carcass lying in the stream. Ina 
ravine a short distance off the Pecos along a side road, 
another cow dead only a short time is decaying and a moderate 
rain will wash this filth into the main stream 

Seeing so many dead animals as this in so small 
an area makes one realize what a chance a camper is taking 
by drinking water from mountain streams this season. 

Fishing was very poor in upper Cow Creek and roads 
over there were bad for car driving. ‘ 

* : ;
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‘a dane 19, 1923. 

2 A 

B es m Agmo re jal { 

—“Natipoal Park Service, 
—— Yogeadt “National “Park, Gal. 

’ Dear e 3 A , 

i i Your letter of Jme 9 to the District Forester 
has » n referred to this office for reply. 

a Upon your arrival in Deming you will make a side 
trip to Silver City as you mention, From here it is planned 

a Re | @ pack trip into the heart of the Mogollon Mountains 
for the purpose of securing ce advice as to a proposed 
i ' ttshery for in thong is portion of the state with 
trout, it is estimated to take approximately fifteen days 
for the round trip from Deming, back ee In gase of 
absolute necessity this may be cut by Wo or more days. 

t It has recently come to the notice of thia office 
that the trout in some of our stregme have raw sores on them and 
we a¥@ anxious that you should see some of these. 

a.) Ft receipt of wire fy pon as to date of arrival 
in Deming or Silver City we shall make definite plane for the 

: | . Very traly yours, : : 

} j FREDORIC WINN, Porest supervisor, 
‘ j 

ut 1 j 

f i Lew. J. Putseh 
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On Apache National Forest And 
es e e 

White Mountain Indian 
e 

Reservation 

Within easy access from Springerville, Arizona, 
and which can be readily supplied by the new 
State Fish Hatchery, located on South Fork 
of the Little Colorado River. 

Little Colorado River And Its Tributaries 
: * MILES 

Main Little Colorado River... = 62655 3 ss oo Se TE 
; East Pork, Little:Colorado River: 290-0... 2 ee ae OF 

West’ Fork, Kittle Colorado River... 2.2.2.2 s2.2 222222 2 10} 
South Fork, little Colorado River 2. 5 es 6. 
Gralla es ee ee ee ee ee Oi 
ROSEY CLC cs een rece Seno te ake ee ic OL 

otal ic ee a Se eee in| 

Black River And Its Tributaries | 
. MILES |, 

Main Bisck River oo a ee 
ast Pork, Risch River es ee ee ee 
West Work! blackiRivervsn fect Jee be ne ae a 

West Work of Three forts ee 
Boheyard Creek. Uc assess: We ee ees Baie ete 
Coyote; Gresko s 25 Se eS eee seen 

Beaver-Oret les 22s a ea ee 
Rishi Creeks sah oe ee Be ees Se ae ieee | 

Gora ate ee se Baia aca es eines a Seer eee 

Hear Wate oi ee See ee ee ek a | 
Waldi@a bie. 22602 Sa 2 aoe ek ee eae ee ee eB 

Bop eyes <s es eee A as Wie ee 
Centetitexs tis. 25 oe eee 
RESerVatlOn Sa Sane Se ee ee cen ea 

Pacnete ne oe ee ee NN ee eee aur ee ER TU 
Big Bonito. oc 25. eus fe eo ae cn eis oe er eee re me eG 
ETCES BOC oe a  e S 
RO ee ee ere ane eee eee ee ee 

IPOTEO S904 8 teh eee ses eae a re enn eee ae epee Sy 

Willa wage tes ree es ee ee a ere me BO 

Sweaters se rs ee ree a eae eye RRP RS 

° PBA Ny 5 ie ae ea ee eg eee eee ae Cerend, 

Burnt Cortalic css vas ee yd ee eee ee anna 

Wot os sae ee eee eo oe 

White River And Its Tributaries 
MILES 

Rais Witte Hivetc sic oe ee ee ee 
Hast Fork and ite Tributaries. ooo... vos se See 
TIGAESUOR oo doe ee es Se a ee 

Sane fees i es a ee 0 

RGPACISe eee ee ee AD 
Diamonds fo se i ee ee eee 36 
Trout Creeley s2 2 aes ik oe A ene ae Sk ese Sey, 

VOlgh es PS eS te Peas at 96 

Total Mileage Of Trout Fishing 
: MILES 

Little Colorado River and Tributaries________._._____..._.____ 40 
Black: River and“Eributaries: 2:- 2-27 ae ae as 14 
White River and Tributaries 2... ....20 2-302 Oe 96 

Grand Total = 2c es ee 200)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE , 

OREST SERVIC FOREST SERVICE | at 

URS DISTRICT 1 | iif hire en! it 
Smet aera FEDERAL BUILDING, MISSOULA, MONTANA — etic 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

DISTRICT FORESTER 
. 

AND REFER TO September 28 ¢ 1923 

G 
Fish and Game 

s 

District Forester 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of September 20 is received and has been 

-forwarded to Mr. Donaldson with a request that he give you 

, Such additional information as is available to him. 

There is enclosed herewith a copy of a news*item 

appearing in the Missoulian of September 26. There is also 

enclosed copy of a letter from Supervisor John W. Lowell and 

an article written by Mrs. Bessie K. Monroe, both of which 

are self-explanatory. 

Very truly yours, 

FRED MQRKRE District Fo ass » Distric on. 

By 

Enel. i



: Te ae 
“ ie 

G Sept. 27, 1923 ee 
Fish and Game uae 
Bitterroot — ‘oo 

District Forester hy 

Missoula, Montana ie 

5 5 Des 

Dear Sir: ye 

Reference is made to the attached clipping from ia 

the Missoulian of September 26. a 

: ae 
Mrs. Bessie K. Monroe, Secretary of the Hamilton ‘ 

i an 

Chamber of Commerce noticed the item and after discussing ¥ 

aa 
with me some of her experiences along the line of the clip- ce 

ping, she stated that she would be glad to write a statement ee 

oe 
to be forwarded to Mr. Pooler. i am enclosing her statement z 

for forwarding to Mr. Pooler or for taking such information athe 

ay aa 
from:it as may be of interest to him. i ’ a 

Won 

Very trulyyours, gee 

JOHN W LOWELL, Forest Supervisor, ’ 
a ? ax 7 

By W. M. Nagel. yi . 
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Hamilton, Sept. 27,- The sight of scores of dead fish strewed along 

the banks of the Selway “iver in Idaho was common enough in the sum- .- 

mer and eine of 1910. y 

As the wife of a forest ranger on duty in the Clear- 

water Porest, it wes my privilege to witness much of the destruction 

and terrible damage caused by the forest fires of that year. During 

the first week in October I went from Montana to Kooskia, idaho 

and was met there by my husband with saddle and packhorses. The 

trip of thirty miles up the river to Goddard Bar Ranger Station. was 

Over a narrow mountain trail for most of the way and as the trail 

followed the river for long stretches, the odor of decayed fish would 

“geome to our nostrils, Hundreds of trout and whitefish as well as 

young salmon had been killed far back in the mountains and their 

bodies washed downstream with the burned wood and debris of the big 

fires, to come ashore far away from the scene of the fires. it is 

believed that many of the fish met death from literal boiling in the 

water when burning timbers fell into the streams, though there is 

another theory that undoubtedly bears some truth; that the ashes : 

falling into the water produced lye which also dealt death to the 

finny tribe. ° 

: it was not an uncommon sight to see bears ambling along 

the river banks feasting on the dead fish. A small brown bear was 

killed by Mrs. James Agnew wife of the ranger at O'Hara Bar three 

miles above Goddard. It was dressed and the fine looking hams prepar- 

ed for cooking, but when this was accomplished, the meat was found 

to be too highly flavored with fish to be palatable. However bear 

meat when properly "seasoned" with the young bear's customary diet : 

of berries and other mountain fruit, is most agreeable to the palate.



Knowing several men who went through’ the Coeur d'Alene 

disasters and appreciating that the Clearwater situation was much ss 

more favored in results than the country around Wallace, it is not 

at all difficult for me to believe the story related by District : 

*orester Pooler in the Southwestern District, which he says in 

turn was told him by Ranger A. W. Donaldson, now of the Madison 

Horest and formerly on the Coeur d'Alene. 

Phe following year 1 went far back on the Lolo trail and 

saw several big burns of the year before. Real appreciation of the 

damage done by forest fires was mine for the first time as i gazed 

on the acres and acres of stark blackened timber. The previeus year 

the smoke from these same fires had wafted over the range into the 

Sitterroot Valley where it hung for days obscuring the mountains 

and carrying with it a foreboding and dread that was not eenetis 

forgotten, even when the saving rains of late August put out the 

fires and let the weary crews rest for the first time in many weeks. 

Bessie K, Monroe.



FISH KILLED BY HOT WATER IN LOST CREEK. ; 

A story stating that many fish were killed by the heat 
of the water in Lost creek during the forest fires of 1910 has 
reached District Forester Frank C. A, Pooler. of the southwestern 
district. The story was quoted in a letter to district head- 
quarters in which Mr. Pooler asks more information. 

fhe story told by A. W. Donaldon, forest ranger of the 
Basin ranger district in the Madison Forest to Mr. Pooler says: 

“While I was engaged on a planting job on Lost Creek, 
Idaho, on the Coeur d'Alene forest in 1922, I was told by the 

D men on the job who had helped fight the fire on Lost Creek in 
1910 that this creek was so filled with ashes, charred timber 

: and coals from the tamarack, fir, yellow pine and cedar that the 
water became heated to such an extent that it killed #11 the fish 

' for a distance of about seven miles, and large quantities of 
dead fish could be seen where drifts had been formed by the ~ 

: accumulation of charred limbs, bark, charcoal and other debris. ; 

I could easily believe that this was true from noting 
the conditions of this creek at the time i was there, about two 
years after the 1910 fire had swept the Coeur d'Alene country." 

Mr. Pooler is doing considerable educational work in 
his district, it was said and further information is desired con- 
cerning the incident referred to. g 

Officials described the fires of 1910 in the Coeur a! 
Alene as being the worst they had ever experienced, and that 
Several men were killed by the blazes. It was during this fire 
that several Idaho cities were ¢onsumed. That the forest fires 
certainly have an effect on the wild life of the woods also was claimed by officials. ‘he protection of such life is supplemen- 
tal to the prevention of forest fires,
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of erosion, the waters were left in @ | or the different trouts as cannibals. | more beautifully shaped for speed. He COUN’ 
curious condition. Those which sprang | “The worst of all,” he answered, “is| is a hard fighter in his way; none of / vt) 
on the high volcanic plateaus could | the European brown, which some peo- | the trouts can beat him in his dash ei 

s “only get down to lofty cataracts and} ple call the Loch Leven. Next comes | for the strong current, his swift turn- 
» cascades, not navigable by any finny | (he Mastern brook trout. Next the|ings and twistings, his ‘vigorous at- |) 

creature. But fish life in all the | rainbow trout. Last of all and least | tempt to shake the hook out of his|~ 
waters of the region had probably | ferocious is the “native,” the .red-| mouth. Those anglers who speak dis- 
been exterminated by the’ alternate | throat. He's the goat and the others paragingly of the redthroat have prob- 
boiling and freezing. Consequently | can all get him.” ably caught him only from Fishing 
the streams and lakes above the lofty | I quoted this judgment to friend | Bridge, at the outlet ‘of Yellowstone! | Gy. tinued from Po 
falls were fishless, and must remain Ainsworth at the hatchery. Lake. They haye never known him rE eect 
‘g0, since no fish can) really climb ®| “Pretty near right,” he commented, | at his best, say in the fierce rapids of | remote ages the Scot 
cataract more than ten yards high—a | “but I'd change the order a little. The | the Canyon, in the clear pools of the from their heather @ 

- feat which only the patient symbolic | rainbow looks milder than the brook | Lamar or Slough Creok or in the light ; fla 3 
carp fn Japanese woodcuts is repre-| trout, but he’s réally more fierce. ‘Phe | green, arrowy, ‘Island divided~-chan- | Sether onthe flat fo) 
gented as easily performing. old Mackinaw is the biggest cannibal | nels of the Snake River at the foot of | poses, which now ta: 

'The exception to this rule of barren | of all.” the majestic range of the Tetons, raiding the world in , 
waters isolated by lofty cataracts was! My own observation confirms these| I remember the last redthroat that | of life and government 
in the Yellowstone Lake and River! views. The European trout (salmo|I caught this summer at Bar B. C.| tervals your race, mor 
anc their upper tributaries. Here it] fario) ought not to be introduced into] Ranch. It had been a poor day be-|feels the necessity for 
is possible that fish worked over in a| any waters where the other species | cause the malefactors at Jackson Lake | Therefore it returns in 
flood season from the-head waters of | will thrive. The fontinalis deteriorates | had opened the last two gates in the | heather, where, under « 
the Snake River through Two Ocean| when he is transported west of the|dam and let down a flood of roily | “games” and “gathering: 
Pass. In the lower waters of the park | Rockies, just as the rainbow dete-| water. I had only four fish in the | itself with the rites, incar 
about a dozen species of native fish | riorates when he is transported east | bag, the largest not quite three pounds. | Worms, raiment, dances, fo 
have been found: two kinds of dace,| of the Rockies. The meanest of all| The setting sun was spreading his|0f its ancestors and reir 
two kinds of sucker, two kinds of min- | the trouts is the so-called Dolly Var-| halo over the Grand Teton when Ij !nto its primal individua 
now, one kind of chub, a funny little] den, a bottom feeding, pig headed, fish freached my final pool. Below it the,| ceremonies, as the Sou 
mucker called the “blob” (which | destroying, greedy and sullen son of aj} current raced down close to the steep | know to their cost, give : 
haye never seen), and three members] laker living in a stream. He deserves||/bank of loose rolling stones. The | fresh strength for renewe 
of the noble family of Salmonidi not to be propagated but extinguished. | water was about three feet deep, but 
the red throat trout, the Montanal 4 GC... of Qver Stocking: I knew there was a small pocket at| Lesson of the Man Who 
grayling and the Rocky Mountain Ree ieee eens the very edge of the strong stream| Shaves in Cold Water 
whitefish. The first two are game Virtues of the Grayling | where a fish might lie. The bank was Aha’ that ane ethene 
fish of a high order; but the last! y went one morning with Ranger | thicketed with willows and alders. | 4i-°ona chief blessing, 
(coregonus williamsont, not the white-| Treshman, a first class sport, to try | Pushed my rod through and filcked | 100 On ea on the privil 
fish of the great lakes) is rather a) out Indian Creek, a lovely, bright | the files out with a short line. In-} i en by birth, custom, 
dead hearted fish, in spite of his fine| stream running through high level | stantly there came a golden flash in| DrokO" Uy Tris Coen 
family connections. He has a small) meadows. Fontinalis had been abun- | the rushing green stream and a four | ‘0002 © S00 0 Ng 
mouth, but large scales and soft flaky | dantly planted there two or three| Pound trout had taken the tail fly.|o10 nave borne the yc 
flesh. So, then, the first angling prob-| years ago, The water was clear and | He dashed down the river andthe reel | Yotn hola a cumula 
tem in the park was how to pfeserve | cold, coming from ‘tee Rivers Peak | 82ng as the line ran off. There was a tage over those aho hav 
and increase the stock of native game| and fowing gaily over’ bed of broken | Dig tangle of roots forty feet below; | ‘a8 over those who hey 
fish, how to replenish the barren up- | reddish rocks and pebbles. ‘There were | he must be kept outside of that. Three | <1 mon can and do 
per streams and lakes, and how to| some very pretty pools. The fonti-| or four yards further down there was] tyr stives to straitenee 
Plant new species in suitable waters. | natis were plentiful, plump, richly col-| 2 8nag In the middle of the vapid; he | 4/°o"Dinch and for an « 
How the Fish Hatcheries ored and ready risers to the fly. It|M™ust be guided inside of that. By| 21. a5 aware of their ¢ 

| was pleasant angling, but the trouble | this time most of the Mne was out! .. 4 untrained man 
Conserve the Redthroat | 45 we could find only half a dozen| and I was in the water up to the|‘iiscies on the eecon 

These three phases of the problem | fish that went aver the minimum limit | Waist among the rolling stones. That] \aiing tour, and whe 
have been attacked with zeal and in-| of eight inches. Perhaps the others | fish must be followed or else he would | thi ougn what they ¢ 
telligence by the park bureau. Much| had formed a “Seven Inch Club” for | break all. Every time I checked him | tio. are apt to was 
has been done to conserve and im-| geif-protection. he fought furiously. But at last he| 1120, ‘by eubconsclot 
prove the supply of fish, and so to| Streams of this size should not be| began to yield 'a little, and the prob-) (4 remembering, * 
keep the gentle art of angling from | overstocked. It might be well to| lem was how to get ‘him up against | on the other hand, 
extinction by “tourists” with the|inake an effort to increase the food| the strong current. The only possible | i.en used to shavir 
poacher spirit. ‘There 1s a park fish| supply, rather than the number of| Way Was close to the bank, where | Osa water at 7 ola 
hatehery at the lake station, and an-| small fish. In such streams, continu-| there was.a narrow fringe of curling takes what one ma 

other, I believe, on Soda Butte Creek |ing in their present state, the legal |backwater. When he had been worked | ao mnatilities of life 
near the Lamar. These handle only| limit of takable size for fontinalis| UP to about a rod length the problem | 51+ otthor making a 
the native redthroat trout. They are| might be reduced to seven inches,| Was how to land him. The bank was| 4. writing home abot 
trapped at spawning time mainly in| This would probably improve the fish- | too abrupt for beaching. My landing | ;, the chief reason v 
the eastern tributaries of the lake and | jing, Jessen temptation, and turn some net was a footy little thing, fit for man always has to 

released after the stripping of their | transgressors of the rule from their| two pounders. Three times I tried to| Wivnege of owning 
eggs, The eggs are then brought to| evil ways. This suggestion does not| Scoop the big one in it and failed. | 4n trained to the } 
the main hatchery to mature. When|apply to the larger streams, nor to|Then I took my courage in both hands, | +n ttle things, in 
the “fry” are hatched and able to feed | the redthroat and rainbow trout. drew his head to the top of the -vater, | that make us, as it 
they are distributed in the following | ‘The grayling (thymallus montanus) | Slipped my fingers under his red gills | that break us. 
proportion: Reena per cent. to|is a fine fellow, first cousin to the | nd lifted him to the top of the bank.) “‘aigq men in any 

the waters of origin, 25 per cent. to| trout; quaintly shaped, delicately | This was a real one. He belonged to| nave been taught 
other streams of the park, the re-| tinted, even slightly perfumed with| “the big open country, where trout | vuaaie material un 
mainder for general use, outside or | tre odor of wild thyme, altogether a| are trout!” less given to mud 
inside of the park, as conditions may | fish of artistic quality. He feeds ions moral, intellectual : 
indicate. ‘The loss in this partly arti- | daintity accsehehts tcl leaning ore eee ae WP Get Ie i 
ficial culture is not more than 10 per| from the water when hard pressed. How They May Reisiares> i aag 
cent, of the eggs, whereas in natural | His food value is high. A baked gray-| I am convinced that the redthroat|terrupted in these 
propasation it is estimated that nearly | ling with Hollandaise sauce is a dish| deserves and needs better protection | permit anglers to 

90 per cent. are devoured or perish. | for a king, or a Senator. in the spawning season, which is the| spawning beds (suc 
The yield of the hatchery this year is|\ So far as I know grayling ate found| spring and early summer; otherwise | Yancey's Hole in 
about 82,000,000. All this infermation | in the park only in the Madison and| there is danger of depleting the stock, | River) while the tre 

T had from M» Atsworth, the fish|the Gallatin rivers, and in some of| Wyoming allows fishing from April 1|antly engaged in th 
culturist at the lake, a rotund and | their tributaries. But there are other|to December 1, Montana from May | to offend against n 

genial man, who loves the job which | waters suitable for their habitation. | 29 to the following March 14. Yellow- | the future of the tri 
he has held for fourteen years, and| For example, the lower part of the) atone Park rules are not definite on Therefore my la 

who knows all about redthroat trout | Bechler River. This stream has the| this point, but they seem to allow] most important sug 

that is knowable. He also knows | swift, smooth current and the beds of | public angling from June 20, the first| tion with angling 
ahout some of their enemies. | sand or fine gravel which the grayling| day of the tourist season. This year|around Yellowstone 

T asked him what he thought about | love. Moreover, they like to have, 135,000 tourists came in, and probably Establish by law 

the parasitic disease that infests so | their spawning bed near their Marts | 25 per cent. of them fished, or at-| streams and lakes i 

~many of the trout in the lake and its | cile. They are not migrants like the| tempted to fish. Now in every case | tudes) a close seasor 
feeders and makes them thin and|fontinalis. Why not plant grayling In| these open seasons begin too early|redthroat trout and 
tlabby. |the lower Bechler, where the red-| for the redthroats (as well as for the| ning when the ice ¢ 

“Well,” he said, “that little bug is a| throat trout are being depleted by|grayling), Theft natural ahd amiable| ing about July 15, ¢ 
bad thing, sure! But you don’t find| bait and spoon fishermen from Idaho? | efforts to perpetuate their species are| earlier than July 1 

it in all the Yellowstone trout, not| Grayling are not easy to catch.| not completed until well into July.| chance to do their t 
even in the majority, and it is cer-| They feed mainly on insects. Spin-| There is nothing more annoying and| time, and to rest an 

tainly not increasing. The fry that ' ners and dead minnows do not tempt! discouraging to fish than to be In- they have done it!



FXTRACT FROM UR. Ae He DINSMORE'S REPORT OF JAUNARY 

3, 1924, 70 THE COMMSSTCNER OF FISHERIES COVERTNG 
‘ EIS INVESTIGAVICNS DURING JULY 1925 OF THE TROU? 

SPROAM IN THE GLLA NATIONAL FCREST AND OTHSR NEW MEX#* 
! at PROUT WAYS » 

1 ; “Silver Gity was reached at Noon, July 1i. ‘he afternoon was 

spent in conference with meubers of the Soartsmen's Association and 

in maxing prepargtions for the trip, The following morning. we we ce 

:@viven some 50 milas to Sapilio Greek, where we joined the pack train 

aad secured our saddle horses, 

é } M En_route we traveled considerable distance in the valley of the 

Mimbres River and here we had our first evidence of what a New Mexicaa 

downhotr can do under present conditions. A. virtual cloudburst had cros- 

sed the high altitudes of the Forest two days before and travel by auto-~ 

mobile up the valley of this river was en experience to be remembered. 

Fords were difficult and at one place a partially destroyed »>ridge nearly 

4 stopped our journey before it was feirly begu. 

" From the Sapillo, we traveled thru e ary, rolling, sparsely timber- 

: ed country, wmtil, late in the afternoon, we dropped down into the valiey of 

the Gila. just above the junction of the three forks of the river. YFording 

the river, we followed it down to the SXS vanch house, our stopping place 

for the following three nights. 

"In addition to the usual signs of the recent flood, such as the 

piling of drift in great jams, the destrvction of fences ard a new coat of 

W : thick mud left everywhere by the receding water, many dead fish, the sco» 
| 

: called Gila trout, were scattered along the river banks. We looked care- 

fully for the tmue trout but found none. ‘Rithev there were none in the 

river at the time or they are more resistant to flood conditions than the 

" "G ilar, or



where had been practically no rain at the rench but the storm was 

ssen as it passed to the North, crossing in succession various tributary 

streams and arroyos, and continuing to the upper watens—-ofthe Middle ans. 

West Forks of the river. 1 

nQhe flood came as three i che es each other at _ \ 

intervals of less than a half hour and, doubtless, auswering to the cros- 

sing of the shower over two large triburaries and the main river. 

nTwo days were spent in following up the main or East Fork and the 

Micdle Fork and some of their ‘tributaries. For the most part the streams 

were still very roily from the flood and no fish were located. An exception 

was Little Creek, a tributary lying south of the West Fork and entering the 

mited West and Middle Forks above their junction with the main river. 

wPhis stream sodkstege the first clear water we saw. Evidently the 

shower passed north of its entire course. Like many streams in the region, 

exc2pt during times of flood, it flows wderground for gonsiderasle stretches, 

' leaving its bed as a dry storm channel. 

"Mir. Soule had told of some wonderful catches of trout in a pool not 

far above the point where the stream sinks for the last time before reachir¢ 

the river. We visited this pool and found a ie fish in it. They bit freely 

at whatever was offered and several were taken. The pool was small and ths 

sport comparable to gishing in a bath tub. My Sistine is that we 

found few if any trout elsewhere in the stream. : 

“ne opinion is ventured that the fish which have been taken so 

abundantly here in the past are fish which entered the stream from the t, 

river during spring floods, remained to spawn ane have been locized in by j 

the sinking of the streams below, Certainly this little stream ané others »: 

ifs nature can hot produce the quantities of fish which seem to te found I~: 

Zen



at times. They are abedintely at the mevcy of any one who wants then. In 

a similar pool in. another creek they took grasshoppers eagerly from lr. 

Soule's fingers. .If this opines is correct, it is probably the cleanings 

d of thoap small streams that. has so rapidly wake since the fish in the 

yiver. I f the river is to be restocked the first step should be the clos: 
a é is ; 

ing Gf these streams for all time. Manaus. 5 

"Some interesting temperature reading ae taken in this vicinity. 

The various forks of the river gave readings varying from 70 to 30 degrees 

F. Possibly these readings were above normal on account of the large am- 
Little Creek at the fishing oe} registered, 70 deg. ‘ 

ount of surface water which had entered during the two preceding cays. A 

large cress filled spring hear by had a temperature of 66 degrees. 

"During obr journey the following day we hit the dry bed of this creek 

ae higher up in the mountains, following it for some miles until we came azain 

to flowing water, where we camped for the night. We saw ro evidence that 

there were fish in this section of the creek. : 

: nOur next days journey took us back to the West Fork at the Jenks 

Cabin, at the mouth of White Creek. The showers had wvédently failed to 

reach any of the uppem waters of this branch for the streams were oll 

clear and we found fish farily abumdeant, tho much less so than ir the 

recent past. 

nThe Jenks Cabiz-flat was one of two locations waicn had been sug- 

geste2 for s hetchery site, and, except for its ishtatica, we corsidered ~~ 

by far the best Location we saw in the region- It has veer. selected ana 

" a hatchery is in process of construction. 

> Just below the junction of White Creek with the West Fors, a gau ly 

sloping flat of several acres extent conteins a small spring rim, which 

Bone



can be ditched for rearing races, that will be weil wnder diverted water 

from both creeks. A short distance up White Creek, and weil above the 

flat is the largest spring we saw, flowing a fine stream of clear water, 

registering 46 degrees F. eee eas : L 

he night was spent at the F orest Ranger ‘Station, a. few miles up | 

White Creek. Small trout were abundant ‘in “dhe “e¥eer: here amd a temperature 

of 60 degrees was recorded late in eis @ cueonogae eae 

"On July 17 we crossed again to the Middle’ Fork at the mounth of 

‘IronrCreeks- Here “ye again care. within the area of rainfall, the water 

in ‘the river still being Somewhat turbid. Fine springs enter tha river 

here and trout were seen jumping but none were secured. A fine atring 

were ‘caught by Mr. Soule in Iron Creek and sportsmen were seen with their 

‘Limi t- perhaps more- of 50 fish. Within a few-days, on seroplene from 

El Paso had landed fishermen near here, ‘a new menace to this very limited 

ares, of trout waters. 

"On the 18th we made our wy Mack to civilization at the little min- 

ing tovn of Mogollon, passing, en route, Willow Creek, the other proposed 

hatchery site. A. flat containing some marshy springs lies. between the 

jenction of Willow end Little inceusy Creeks. There is an opnortunity here 

to divert water from either or both creeks to excavated sozring runs and for 

fine ponds for either natural or artificial rearing. None of the springs, 

however, compare with that at the Jenks Cabin for hatchery purposes, eithes 

as to location, volume or temperature. é 

" On the evening of the 18th we had an interesting meeting with sal 

sportsmen at Mogollon. At this mesting, as an illustration of the succes -* 

which may be expected in stocking virgin streams in this region the follci 

ing statements were made. 

eee



fs L914, too fignennea Caught 24 einit trout exc planted then in 

the hea@waters of the West Fork of chute oecen, mtii thst time vi thout 

fish. So far ae Yeaowan, the first fishing was done in 1920, when two fisher- 
a E sn ee 

men took 37 trout from one pool 400 feet below wnere tne pliant was made. 

® in 1922, good fishing was toms 6 mile and a half telow this point. Last 

sumer large fish were taken 5 males below. a : a 

2B ue to Silver city, the following daw, lower er of ene Gal: 

were visited to ona seer ‘ae desirability of ‘the in cepduart ioa of bass. 

{ he water here was chamged with mad to the beasts of tick soup end 

Surerintendent Bengard agreed with shh writer that there was Little hove 

that bass eveuld =e planted with succegs- 

"On the evening of the 19th and 20th meetings were helé with loca 

sportsmen of Silver City and Deming. Vach interest was nanifested in our 

findings ané both meetings endorsed fally the revonuencations we meade. Ft 

is mderstood that asa result of the espodauiens the yailaine of & hatchery 

at the ‘Jenks Cabin has been undertaken, many — the ‘aun streams have been 

closed to Ph ghenncs oe a Poiacnt desea visage has seen aune ca. 

« As reterrea to eevlier in this peport ‘ it Was arvansec that a ship.- 

ment of 25,000 blackspotted trout eggs be made from the Yellowstone to the 

supervisor of the @ fe Fat ional Forest. These were received in fine con- 

abhten and planted by Me, Soule. A letter from the Supervisor's office, 

indicating the remarkable success of this vlant, follows:- 

a TNUTED SEATES TAPLRIMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
REST SERVICE 

Gila NLLIGSAL FOREST 
. 

Silver City, New Mexi.co 
Sestexcter 7, 1°23. 

ir. A. H. Dinsmore, 
St. Jommsbury, Vi. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of September 1 is received. 

=5e



I am in receipt of a report from Mr. Seule showing distribution of ths 

eggs as follows;~ 

2,000 in jLittle Turkey Creek. 

2,000 in Little Creek. 
£,900 in Weter Cress Spring on Little Creek. s 

. 2,000 in Dangstroth Canyon. ' 

12,080 jin spring at Jenks Cabin. 

1,000 in Cub Greek. $ 
2,000 in Willow Crcek. 
2,000 in Iron Creek. & 

Yhese were planted from August 9 to 12, 1923, and ‘ir. souls states 

that the eggs never got above 50 degrees in temperature and were all in 

bees condition when planted. gir suite ; 

I saw ifr. Soule on the ieeset 46 Silver City a webct of days ago 

or he states that he had visited vractically all of the plants except 

that at Jenks Cabin and a8 ‘thet “the eggs ‘seemed to. be all hatched and 

the fry in excellent condition. He saw a party who has just come in past 

‘Jenks Cabin and stated that the eggs thére also hag apparently sil hatched. 

I am very glad to be able te report the excellent prospects for the 

: success of this venture, and we will let you lmow further develormenits as 

they transpire. ; rs Se a Nee 

: Very truly yours,. 

Frederick Winn, Forest Supervisor. 

(signed) By W. M.-Cox, Acting.! 

"kt is interesting and instructive to compare the simplicity anée 

notable success of these plents of eyed eggs with the expensive attempts 

to ship in fish, most of whieh have been neatly or quite total failures. a 

Fish must be brought long distances, thru a hot country, to Silver City. 

From there they must be hei evoxted 50 miles or more by auto over bad 

roads. Then they mst andeses long packtrain trips, with little hope cof 

their reaching deatination alive and even less hope iat they can be 

planted over any considerable -area in: good gondition. 

: Be a



: 'This Lot of 25,000 eggs would make a small part of a load cor a 

vaitgle pack animal. Note that three days were taken to plant them, no 

“hast being required; that the temperature was kept below 50 degrees, 

A) and that they were scattered over a very Wide area, with apparently cor-- 

® plete success. 

"4 shipment of 5,0@ brook trout eggs has recently been shipved 

S upervisor Winn. These Mr. Soule was to plant in a in a virgin stream, 

where the resulis can be absolutely eoiowaine 

Wn closing this part of the report, our conclusions may te swumed 

up in an attempt to answer some of Uol. Tuner's questions. 

(1) The well attested fact that the native trout has been abun- 

dant in the cack in the Gila, down at least to the gjumction of the three 

forks, indicates that a fish may have been developed there which is able 

to withstand the trying conditions which sometimes obtain. Higher up, 

the various forks and their fine spring fed tributaries afford suitable 

conditions for any species of trout. 

"The native fish, however, seems to be a favorite with local 

sportsmen and we €o not know what reaction migt follow the introduction 

of foreigm species, particulariy if they displaced the naive. It wovld 

; seem Wise, then, to go slow in planting cther fishes, with the possible 

exception of the blacxsrotted trout, from other sources. 

"These are fichloss streams entering the Gila well below the jun- 

a ection of the three forks in which expeiimenteal plants of other species 

of trout may be made, seemingly with safety. Probably, too, there are 

. tributaries of the Membres and San Franevisco Rivers, now fishless, in 

which other species may be planted withovt canger to the native. 

"(2) Since a hatchery is already under construction at Jenks 

Cabin and a definate policy has doubtless been adupted, little necd be 

he



Rhe possibility of rearing fish has been considered. : 
said regarding location, costs, etc./ The postoility of converting the 

Gila trout into fish food is suggested. ‘They seem very~uburdani and ‘ 

can be easily securea by means of small traps or seines. 

"The introduction of fish from year so year presupposes _a_source \ 

from which eggs may be dravm. Probably, from time to time, as culzect= ® 

lions permit, limited shipments of eggs can be made from the Yeijovwstone 

‘Park. St is understood, also, that the New Mexico Fish and Game De part-- 

ment hones to develop a collecting station for this species, 

: "Ssnce a hatchery is to be maintained at Jenks Cabin,. perhaps a 

collecting station for native trout eges could be develoved in the vicinity 

It is suggested that such a stream as White Greek, in the vicinity 

of the Ranger Station, or the West Fork above the fiabin ay flow thru a 

bottom which can be floutes ov may ve diverted to some nauimrad depression, 

were a pond of considerable arsa can be formed. 

"Closed to fishermen, whether the fish are left to natural concition: 

or ead part or ali the year, it is reasonable to believe that such a pond 

would soon come to afford a stock of eges each season which woulé go a 

dong way toward supplying the fish needed to stock the entire region. 

"(3) Since the m:in river branches are now so completely taken 

“by the Gila trout, which will dowbtless devour eges and fry as do the 

minnows of the east, it would seem almost useless to plant fry or igh 

fingerlings in any of them. On the other head, jn the small tributaries, 

occupied by trout alone, eggs or fry may b® planted, probally with tetier 

economy then fed fish of eny size. ‘ 

(4) fhe method of planting eggs has been described and scenine) a 

followed with success. Fry from the hatchery should be scattered as wide2y * 

as possible. There is just as much danger of over stosking a piece of 

} water as there is of over grazing a cattle range. There is probably far 

; e



less danger of wasting in this way than fish. For there is reason su 52- 

lieve that fry hatched naturally in the gravel of the streams will dis» 

tribute themselves widely before feeding begins, traveling with the cur- 

a, rent by night and re~entering the gravel of the stream in day time. 

* ‘Where long journeys with fish are necessary they may be held 

safely over night by screening the can tops with cheese cloth and sub- 

merging them,top to the current, in a flowing stream: provided the 

denperatee of the stream is not greatly above 50 degrees F. 

"(5) 6 seems desirable to give first attention to the native 

trout or to introduce with it only the blackspotted trout from other 

: sources. In streams not now containing fish and so located as to make 

it unlikely that they should reach the Upper Gila, other species may be 

experimented with. if, with svitable trail, some other species is setter 

liked then the n the native and experience indicates that it can be planted 

with equal or greater success, it may then well be used generally. 

(6) We were not fevorably impressed with the probability that 

bass would be successful in eny of the waters not now or formerly good 

trout waters. 

a ney] We saw none of the 3issased fishes. This is a question for 

the Division of Scientific Inquiry-to answer and it is understooc that sone 

of these fish have been forwarded the bareav.o 

"(8} As many of the ems], tributary streams as can be given 

protection shoy3d be closed. ‘%t is my opinion that much harm has been 

4 done ty recent fishing in the streams like Little G reek: and isa Greek 

2 while ie fish are sougesgated in sm2li pools 6f clear water. 

"(9) I believe the interests of the region are saf2 in the hends 

of Superintendent Bengerd and Deputy Warden Soule and that as a vesuld of 

their experiences during a few seasons they will be able to formilate 2 
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policy which, if given the backing of public sendiment, will assure reasos- 

ably good fishing in the region for many years. 

"The fact should be recognized, however, that these waters are not « 

extensive and that at best they can produce only a limited number of fish. 

Xt is a delightful comtry in summer for camping excursions and, like the : 

Yosemite, fish for campuse and the legal limit should not exceed a regson- , 

able number for that purpose. 

"From Deming, at her urgent request, I accompained Mrs. Grace B. 

Melaven, Chief Bame Warden of New Mexico, to Elephant Butte irrigation 

reservoir. This proved a trip of great interest, affording another ov- 

portunity to observe the profownd effect which may come from such cons: 

structions. 

. "Before the construction of this dam, and still, of course, above 

he lake which it forms, the Rio Grande River, full of mud and of nigh 

temperature, is as little like a mountain trout stream as can be imagined. 

Today, syphoned from a deep area of the lake, the river beiow the dam, dur- 

ing 8 or 9 months of the year is in effect a mighty spring of reesona>diy 

clear water, with a ose temperature [0 degrees F. And I am told thai 

even during the period of the year when no irrigation is done, anc the gates 

of the dam are closed, ices is still sufficient seepage a short distance 

below to congerve fish life. 

"The lake which the dam creates is apprcximately 40 niles long, 

with a maximum depth of ghout 200 feet, It acis-as a.trap for the silts y 

of the river, it being ne thet there is an amual average depostt of a 

20,000 acre feet of mud. 

"lo one thought of the possibility of trout here until adult steel- 

heads were taken below the dam recently. Up to that time no trout had been 
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pirnced end we musi cuaciade that these tiv. came i:om tne mountain stvrecius 

far to the north, passing dow thru the lake and dam. 

"So far as is know no trout have been takea in the lake. But this 

4 is not strange for the dam was not dedicated wmtil 1916, and it would take 

y a considerable time for them to become sufficiently plentiful in so large 5 

a body of water as to be Ap pent 2, he lake is already stocked with a 

variety of fishes not usually deemed ‘friendly to trout. However, in a lake . 

this great area and denth, tront often find a satisfactory environment to | 

which other fish do not resort. Probably conSitions for natural reproduct- 

ion are not favorable, but if fish can be introduced in sufficient numoers 

and of sufficient size it would seem reasonable to suppose that good trout 

fishing may result. Its value, in a country devoid of such fine fish, can 

be readily appreciated. 

“The few hours spent et the dam hardly justify one in attempting to 

outline a policy for such a proposition. Many possibilities suggested thems 

selves at the time, and others have presented themselves as f have come, 

thru reading, to be more familiar with the project. (nly careful invests 

Gations and, perhavs, exerimmtation can determine their practicability. 

: "We know that where the rainbow and steelhead trout ere handied, 

‘in a year-arownd temperature of about 50 degrees spamming tekes place 

éuring Tecember and January. At this time no irrigation 18 going on and 

the gates are closed. If any considsrable number of trout have congregated. 

‘ below the dam at this time they shovld be easily collected. They can de 

held in the seepage water below the dam, their eggs teren, end they can 

‘ then be returned to the leke. 

"Perhans other fish taken with the trout car be marketed to finance 

the work. The reduction of the number of such fish is, of course, des- 
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irable if trout fishing is to prevail. 

; "lf @ constant flow of water can be secured commeréial trout cul- 

ture is an interesting possibility. ae perhaps, in the immediate vicinity 

of the dam, there are worthless ‘lands which can be flooded to form srout ‘ 

lakes, either public o- vrivate. ; ¢ 

: : is "‘}'rom the dam we drove to Santa Rosa, Mrs. Melaven's home. Here, 

Eins ina eines where all drinking water is tanked in by rail, I saw fine 

As bass fishing being enjoyed by the townspeople. The fish seem to thrive in 

water which one must not drink. The return journey was ‘resuzied from Santa 

ey - Rosa oa the evening of July 22. es 

. "Whatever of good may come to the waters. examined as a result of 

| the Be bctiche made, the writer's lnowledge of the trout waters of the 

“ country has been extended, the movements of: the trout under novel con- 

.. . @itions* observed, and he will follow with interest "any ‘work bien may te 

re undertaken in the various fielés ripbeeali poe a 
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FISH, FISHERMEN AND FISHING 
7 | Spring to the hatchery, but throug and at our own expense we feel at | yt 

The Jenks Cabin | the generosity of Mr. George D. Mc-| liberty to distribute them where they Game Dept. Plans for 

Hatchery Completed | Creary of Silver City, who donated | will do us the most good; always, of| Trout Propagation 
| $200 for the purpose, iron piping was | course, with the advice and approval | ee 

—- | purchased, packed in from Cliff, and| of the State Game Denartment. | ee SRT. 

z e : . | duly installed. Thanks to Mr. Me-| Deputy W. Soule will make his a a 

phoceing ie Gilaent We p naeanice | Creary’s liberal contribution the wa- pemtqadeions i ri Hatchery eee When the present administration of 

—Fish for the Datil Forest— | ter supply will need no attention for| the period of its operation. He plans | the Game Department assumed control 

Measures for Protection | years: to come. to build a corral of sorts and to raise it found a splendid hatchery on the 

| Upon the advice of Mr. Dinsmore, | a little horse feed. The White Creek | Pecos with a capacity of some mil- 
| of the Bureau of Fisheries, and Mr. Ranger Station pasture is available| lions of fry per year. However, the 

Mr. John P. Bengard, Superintend-| Bengard, the State has decided not to) for his use, thanks to the courtesy | establishment was a new one, and the 

ent of State Hatcheries, has returned | introduce new species of trout in our | of the Forest Service officials. As| data at hand was neither sufficient 

from the West Fork where he and | district, so the plant from the hatch- | pack transportation must be used, the | to determine what the hatchery could 

Deputy Warden Soule put the finish- | ery will be confined to the Black Spot-| Game Department has ordered the | produce with the funds available nor 

ing touches to the hatchery on May | ted trout native to the West. More- | construction of fish cans specially de- | what methods were best suitable for 

18th. | over, it seems possible that our lo-| signed for this purpose. Mr. Soule | economically and efficiently stocking 

The initial move to secure adequate | cal trout have developed a) strong Twill make all the plants mm the Gila | Bea ee ee eae 
and annual stocking of our streams resistance to high temperatures amie Forest streams. | The fish for the The Game and Fish Warden, Mrs. 

was made by this Association in) therefore, that it would be advisable Datil will be delivered to the deputy | Grace B. Melaven, and our popular 
March, 1923, fifteen months ago. We | to confine our restocking to fry from warden from that district at the north | Superintendent of State Hatcheries, 

moved slowly, but we think surely; | these fish. It is not possible to follow line, and the northern streams will be| Mr. John P. Bengard, have been 
first, by obtaining the best possible | this plan this year; but it is hoped stocked by the people who are partic- studying these questions for the past 
aivice on what was required; and| that in the near fuure a retaining | ularly interested in that district. The year anda general program has been 
second; by working out all the Yetails | Pond will be constructed on the flat allotment of eggs for this purpose adopted which promises well for the 

of the. plan before presenting it to at Jenks in which trout may be raised | will be made by the Game Warden. | future. Time and experience will un- : 
the Game Department for considera- for their spawn. It will probably | The selection of Jenks Cabin as the) doubtedly cause improvements and 
tion. Nothing would have been gained be necessary to supplement this sup-| site for the hatchery, about which | alterations but the fact remains that 
by haste, and, as it is, the measures | ply with eggs obtained from trout some question was raised at the | we have definitely departed from the 
now finally adopted definitely deenec| caught directly from the streams. The time, is thus seen to be advanageous old hit or miss methods. Trout prop- 

the future of our fishing. The whole | pools at the head of the “box” below to all. As the water supply at  agation in the future will be based 

effort has been as fine an example as/ the hatchery will be closed to fishing Jenks, the first requisite for a hatch- upon a definite plan which seeks to 

one wollld wish of what can be accom- | for this purpose. ery, is far superior to any other avail- | produce as many trout as possible 

plished by intelligent cooperation be- The Black Spotted trout spawns in | able, we believe that Mr. Bengard, | with the funds available; to distribute 

tween a sportsmen’s association and} the-spring or early summer. This | who made the final decision, is to be them economically, in sizes best suit- 
the State Game asd Fish Department. | year eggs will not be available for congratulated on his selection. able to local conditions ; and to supply 

The future of conservation in New| us until July, as they must be brought) It will be recalled by those who| all the streams in the State suitable 
Mexico is dependent upon a multipli-| to the “eyed” stage before being | heard Mr. Dinsmore discuss our prob-| for this species of fish. The possi- 

cation of such efforts throughout the shipped. The Department will open lems, or those who have read his re- bilities of the Elephant Butte Res- 

State. | the Hatchery with a shipment of 250,-| Port, that he strongly advocated the ¢rvoir and other waters suitable for 
The hatchery as finally completed! 000 eggs. The major portion of the) closing of all streams tributary to the, different species have not been over- 

is a log building of two rooms with a| fry will be planted in the streams of West and Middle Forks of the Gila. | looked and efforts are now being 

“shake” roof and concrete floors. The | the Gila drainage but a goodly num- This was recommended as a means) made to supply such places regularly 

larger of the two rooms, which are | ber will be sént north onto the Datil of protecting the fish which run up| With sufficient stock to produce ex- 

18x20 feet and 18x10 feet, is the| Forest for stocking the tributaries of | these streams to spawn or to seek cellent fishing. Mrs. Melaven is to 
hatchery proper, while the smaller | the Frisco River suitable for trout. cool water, and are prevented from be congratulated on her recognition 
room is available for the warden| Your own Association is now mak-| turning to the main river by low ee - erecn tals of the problem and 
while living at the plant. There are | ing arrangements, independent of the | water levels or high temperatures. | 07 the plans adopted to meet them. 

10 wooden troughs 12x1 feet in the| Game Department, to obtain a ship- | Mr. Dinsmore pointed out that a saree In is efforts to establish some sort 

hatching room. Their capacity when | ment of Black Spotted eggs with Percentage of the entire supply oF of a definite program, the first ques- 
operated during the summer only is | which to supplement the supply tur-| fish in the rivers were thus trapped, | tion which confronted the Game De- 

approximately 300,000 fry. This is| nished by the State. It is planned in what practically amount to paatl partment was the ever present one 

ample to provide for all present needs| to plant these eggs directly in the puddles, at the mercy of greedy an-| among fish culturists: Shall the 

of the district. And arrangements | headwaters of the streams which will| £/ers. It is a very easy matter to| plant be fry or fingerlings. Upon 
have been made to increase the capa-| not be reached from the hatchery this practically clean out these small} the answer to this question depends: 
city with only a very small additional | year, and also, to increase the plant branches, and so, seriously deplete | the cost of fish for planting, the cost 
expense. In order to save expenses|in some of the main streams which the stock in the main streams. In| of transporation, and the methods to 

it was originally planned to carry| are most accessible to us. As these order to check this possibility, and| be used in making deliveries. 

the water in log troughs from Jenks | eggs are obtained by our own efforts (Continued on Page Four) (Continued on Page Three)
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| eries with e i | 7 | i ggs from the main estab- It is hoped that at some future 
Gam é D ep t. ei lans for lishment until they can develop their Hints for Anglers meeting of the Association a full dis- 

1 7, | own supply. —- cussion may be had as to length Trout Propagaizon: 4, To establish retaining ponds in), ono knows, or can ever know, |/imit. The size of catch has already 
. 2 the vicinity of important and distant} ,, viene Reataaeo it was that the | been discussed. 

( ConHiiteadteomsPsg6t0ne) trout waters not supplied from local) 5.34 man was inspired with the idea| _ It is a well known fact that the 
hatcheries; to supply these ponds with of making a hook, attaching it to a skin of all trout is covered and pro- 

To illustrate some of these: It costs | fry from the main hatchery by truck) )7, baiting it aud drepping it into | tected with a slime or mucus. If this 
approximately twenty-five cents a/or train; to raise the fry to finger-| i,. water. But this we can be sure | ©°Vering is destroyed or broken in any 
mile to deliver fish by truck when | ling stage in these ponds and then) ot—that when he hauled out his first| Place a fungus growth, due to in- 
more than one day is required to| plant them in ee streams. nsh he had the same thrill of joy that | fection, takes place and the trout ulti- 
make the delivery and return to the, 5. To furnish ‘“‘eyed” eggs for hen | mately dies. A trout may be handled 
hatchery. The cost is materially re- | planting directly in the headwaters aan ae ae eae without risk of destroying or injur- 

duced, however, if the round trip can| of those small outlying streams which| J... 4 well fought fight, lies flopping | "8 this covering if you are reasona- 
5 be made in one day. : are not of sufficient importance to Gite Bank ¢ bly gentle and do not touch it except 

Truck delivery has been found the | warrant the establishment of a hatch-| eae ff ‘nguen | with a wet hand. Therefore, before 
most satisfactory under ordinary con-| ery, and to reach which requires long ote was this een Ne *| removing a small trout from the 
ditions. A one-ton truck can deliver | journeys or pack transportation. The primitive man shed, not 80) hook to return him to the stream wet 
at one load some 82,500 fry but only| It will take time, and more money| ™uch for the ey ote ne as to| your hands. He may recover from a 
about 6,500 fingerlings. Eggs can be| than is now available, to put this| Set the wherewithal ue RUNETY | badly torn jaw, but he will not re- 
purchased and fry raised for about| program into complete operation b. | Pelly. He was not so much interest-' covey if the slime coating is broken. 
$3.00 per thousand, while it costs|a start has been made, and it is be-| ©d 1 sportsmanship ae ag ee Do not return “Gila Trout” to the 
about $5.00 per thousand to produce | lieved that with the aid of local Game| 4nd edibility of his catch. We have) stream, kill all you can. They destroy 
a like number of fingerlings from| Associations it will not be a great| STOW? somewhat aa Lan ane WAY | trout. spawn and fry, besides eating 
one to three inches long. while until the entire scheme is in| ° locking at it. he catch were | the food that should go to the real 

With such figures before it, the| effect, what we were after, alone, cyiaee trout. 
Department was forced to conclude! The principal features of this plan| °% Bek vould pee eee tee The trout in Dry Creek are report- 
that with the funds available it would | which are applicable to this district | Ploy. As it is, the true spo ed to be suffering from some f 
be unable to supply fingerlings to|are already in operation. We take| Wants to catch his fst in eouannce of fungus disease. Sportsmen eat 
such a large.state as New Mexico| pride in the thought that we mate-| that sean ee Heit oo Araee times carry ‘fish from me ieata to 
from a single hatchery not centrally | rially assisted in this accomplishment. of skill, ee f eee le ~’| another, Be careful not to do so 
located. 2: :3..° We are now interested in seeing a nGaSt e SOO ere ae from Dry Creek. A fish carelessly 

The Department believes, so we | Similar condition established through-| 1t is safe to say that not one man | .,ieg from there to some other 
are informed, that the conditions| 0Ut the State at large, and we feel| in ten thousand who fishes for trout | stream and cleaned on. its banks, 
which exist in New Mexico make it| Sure, from our own experience, that| today really needs the fish for food, might infect the trout in that stream 
extremely desirable to use fingerlings | if Associations elsewhere apply them-| or would starve if he did not get! and cause disaster to the whole of the 
in almost all stocking operations .It| Selves earnestly to the problem it will | nen It a eee of pene connected water courses. 

‘ nig | be only a short while until it is ac-| that he is r, even though he en- : Ben aha eh ce cota jv ting he Sta strand. Keep Your of ope and yoo, in Spore ? oer Tea eta io cae would seem, therefore, that it is up i i ou pce 2 ious atalne toate” Fishermen Atention’ | ato toe mies oS) Sty coe sant 
ductio y oe aan Be eae Peo pe fish the greatest possible pleasure and a eo ae ish and fishing re- 

adjustnaente? It will ‘ake ae a I nf ormation Desired satisfaction, regardless of the num- State Gane Der <n fe 
build up the necessary plant to realize a ber and size of the fish caught. will try to hale You ra ae 
fully upon this program but a start is| It will be recalled that the eggs; To come to practical matters. There | g.p protection, also, by reporting to 
being made and the future looks hope-| distributed in many of our streams| is some disagreement among sports-| dither of these, violations of the game 
ful. . ines summer were obtained from Yel-| men and scientists as to whether the | and fish laws. Remember that it is 

Practically all of the eggs hatched|lowstone Park. These eggs were| trout native to the upper Gila waters | yo). fish and fishing that is being 
in New Mexico up to the present time | taken from Black Spotted trout with| are a color variation of the Black | interfered with. 
have, of necessity, been obtained from| no important color variation. The| Spotted Trout or the Rainbow Trout. | If you or your friends have an: 
commercial hatcheries at various | presence or absence of these fish in| Jt is hoped that it will be possible | spe ticthauicuaeonsaer tat on ele 
points throughout the country. There| our streams determines the success| to send specimens to Washington, to stocked seuort 7 ats the ame C 
is no difficulty in purchasing the eges | or failure of our plant. We are ex-| the Bureau of Fisheries this summer | Association, with a short Eeaation 
of the Rainbow and the Eastern| ceedingly anxious for reliable infor-| for positive identification. Anyhow, |”. the present condition of the stream 
Brook trout in any quantity, but the | mation on this point. | we know that they are a good fish anit the! mantton GelMieetaken Ga cat 
eggs of our native Black Spotted| The normal Black Spotted trout, | to catch, put up a game fight Wan ccd with the State Ga Pp D 
trout are almost impossible to buy at sometimes called “cutthroat,” is easily | caught, and are good in the pan after- nana e aac 
all. The question of the cost and identified by the deep red blotch on| Wards, and it is to the interest of all | Anew “barblesschook’’ for trout 
uniformity of egg supply has been | the under side of its jaw. It is from| of us that they should increase in) |. coming into use in some sections 
considered and is included in the gen-| this marking that it gets its common | numbers and size, Having this in Thagtasidts He techecl: eee . 

eral plan of operations decided upon.| name. Our native trout do not have| View the following suggestions are) | | caaseemaeh. Me Sua etal 
The program which was finally this particular red blotch, or when offered: eg Res, trout than the regular hook. It is 

adopted and is now being put into| in rare cases they do, it is faint and Don’t try to catch the limit! Jeume| worth investigating and the asocia® 
effect may be briefly outlined as fol-| not highly colored like the mark cf| Ply because it is the limit, It is too) tion would be glad to have any re- lows: |the true “cutthroat.” Fishermen, | big anyway and should be reduced. | ports of its employment and as to its 1. To develop such natural waters | please keep your eyes open for these| Take only what you can use. Don’t} merits, 
of the State as are suitable for the| fish, no matter what the size | catch or cook so many that you have | “7,” : 3 I | a Me size. 3 : hac cis | ‘0 conclude: Be a sportsman and . retention of trout from which spawn, Eggs were planted in Big and Lit-| to throw a lot out for the sj t h r ch 5] | tae ; mi | Th © aleite to cat anyhow ees fish hog, remember the other may be taken, and, in the vicinity of | tle Turkey Creeks, Little Creek, both ey 2c Plenty. - y | fellow, and that you too will want to hatcheries, to construct retaininy| near the head and the mouth, The|@re not nice camp neighbors. | aenene _ esis , 4 3 : | | fish next year and we will all have ponds in which fish may be held for West Fork at Jenks Cabin, White} If you are not sure that a fish| g2y gop many years to come 
their spawn from season to season.| Creek, Iron Creek, and Willow Creek.| is six inches long it probably isn’t. | : 

2. To use growing ponds at the | Please report to our Secretary, Mr.| In this connection it is a handy thing | 
main hatchery to raise fingerlings for | Winn, by phone, postcard, or letter| to have a six inch mark on the butt! Information has been received that 
those streams to which the distance| if you find any of these fish in these| of your rod. A trout six inches long,| Mr. M. S. Heiss, Executive Secretary 
is not too great to enable trucks to| or any other stream. or under, has probably never had a/| of the Izaak Walion League of Amer- 
make a delivery and return in one = chance to breed. If all our trout) ica, with headquarters in Chicago, 
day. Plans are now being studied for| could spawn, even once, before they| has under consideration a plan for 

3. To build small “one man hatch- spawning ponds at the main State| were caught we would be a lot better| organizing chapters of the League 
eries” in those districts which, on| Hatchery which will have a capacity| off for fish. Besides this it is a lot) in those parts of New Mexico which 
account of distance or difficulties of | for sufficient mature trout to produce| more fun to catch one good sized| are not already organized through lo- 
‘transportation, can not be economi-| about a million eggs a year. Such a| trout than a half dozen just outside| cal game associations. Conservation- 
cally supplied with fry from the main| pond beside furnishin;: native eggs|the length limit. A trout’s weight| ists will welcome the advent of this 
hatchery; and to furnish these hatch-| should pay for itself ia a short while, | increases much faster than his length.| powerful body to our State.
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7 | Eggs to be hatched are placed in | planted, but the cost of such methods 
Notes on Hatching shallow trays with wire bottoms.| is very large and for us prohibitive. Why Eastern B rook 

Rearing And These trays are securely fitted in the It is this question of costs which Trout Eggs Were 
e troughs and supplied wih 2 free viz-| normally finally decides the stage to : 

Planting Trout eidetion of water. In. about fifte-;| which any public hatchery carries its Chosen for Planting 
&» thirty days, depending upon the| hatch. If the streams to be stocked 
species and the temperature of the) are fairly accessible from the hatch- . 

As the hatching and rearing of| water, the embryos of the young fish ery, fry can be planted for a compara- | ae policy of the Game Depart- 
trout is comparatively a new thing} begin to make their appearance in| tively small cost per thousand, pat en ae eee the upper Gila and 
in this section of the country, it was| the eggs, which are then said to have| for each inch in length beyond | the 1 - tribu' Bae has been noted else- 
thought that some of our members/ reached the “eyed” stage. At this|fry stage the cost mounts tapidly.| ¥ oa in t ns bulletin. As far as 
might be interested in learning some-| point in their development, in the| There is the cost of the rearing | ae e it intends to confine its plant- 
thing about it. In the following de-| New Mexico hatchery, the eggs are| ponds, supervision, food, and the in-— a to sees and fry of fish raised in 
scription of the process no attempt| taken from the troughs and placed| creased costs of transportation for | ie Besse The reason for ‘this 
has been made to cover in detail the| in suitable receptacles partially filled| the larger fish. To give an idea as Se on th e theory, which is a 
many and various methods employed,| with, water . They are then poured | to what these totals may reach, our | 800 one until disproven, that our 

or to discuss the varying results in| with considerable force from one re-| good friend Mr. A. H. Dinsmore tells nies a will thrive better in its 
different species and. of different| ceptacle to another with the idea of | us that he recently visited a hatch- ee : itat than will a fish intro- 
temperatures. Our description is in-| killing the weak embryos. Upon be- ery in New Jersey which has a food re oe a different environment, 
tended to be quite general in charac-| ing returned to the trays and replaced | bill alone amounting to $15,000 per ie I this | is not the case, the 
ter. in the troughs the dead eggs soon| year. A practical solution of this | Bureau of Fisheries has found that 

It is estimated that only about two! turn white and are removed. This} whole question with reference to act- a is not always desirable to intro- 
per cent of trout eggs hatched under | is termed the “pick off.” ual conditions in New Mexico is eal bad new species, as often many an- 
natural conditions reach maturity.|Its size is determined by the natural | lined elsewhere in this issue and we eeu prefer their “own home fish” 
Fortunately for the angler, man has| vigor of the eggs and their handling| need not pursue it further here. ‘0 eons stranger from a different 
been able to vastly improve on na-| to the eyed stage. 10% is consid- The transportation of the fish from ue of the country. We believe the 
ture’s methods by the use of hatch-| ered a good pick off; 5% excellent. | the hatchery to streams within a rea-| Game Department is right in the 
eries and rearing ponds. After the pick off the eggs remain} sonable distance presents no unusual | Policy it has adopted here, and if we 
Whoever it was who first conceived|in the troughs for anather period| difficulties. can bring back our fishing with our 

the idea of stripping the eggs from! varying from about ten to twenty Ten gallon milk cans are the most | own Spotted Trout we want to do it. 
the female trout, fertilizing them| days, after which they begin to hatch.| common form of container used. Mo- Until we get final data on this 
with milt from the male, and incu-| The small trout, termed fry at this| tor transportation, as far as the con-| Matter, there is, however, always the 
bating those eggs in troughs is entitled stage, are at once allowed the freedom | dition of the fish is concerned, has agenon as to whether the introduc- 
to the gratiude of every true disciple | of the troughs and the trays removed:| proved more efficient than the rail- as of a new species might not be 
of Isaac Walton. After hatching, a portion of the} road, at least as far as New Mex-| to our advantage. If such finally 

The business of rearing trout, both| egg, the yolk sac, remains attached ico is concerned. The extra motion His to be ae SCASe; what species 
in government plants and in private beneath the throat of the fry and is of the truck seems to afford better tt ean Taner : ee 
establishments, has grown amazingly gardually absorbed in about two or/ariation in the cans. leviae en Fae ly ue e idea of 
in recent years. And, even so, the| three weeks. Nature uses this means| After the fish reach the stream the es E ae ee ready to that ques- 
demand increases faster than the|of furnishing her own food to the first thing to guard against is a too Brock TRsae arise, that —Hastenn 
supply. The Commiisioner of Penn- youn® fish at this stage of its exist-| rapid change of temperature. The aT oe Bre ed. ‘By 

sylvania informs us that in his state/ence. The fry are usually kept in| temperature of the water in the cans hich or Se me ee waters, 
half a million dollars is invested in| the troughs while absorbing the sac, | should be gradually lowered by mix- Hikes 1 Sen of high tempera- 
private hatcheries alone. California | at the end of which time they are) ing, until it equals that of the stream; ioe ts oc! oe the main sys- 

planted some 31,000,000 trout eggs ready to ship or to be transferred) the fish may then be liberated after es Bea me Tisk in defeating the 
in 1923. When it is realized that an| to rearing ponds. The first few feed- which they are able to care for them- ef ay 0 ie sae Department and, 

adult trout from three to six years | ings, however, are commonly given| selves. This does not mean, however, As aneieec ve can determine : old produces an average of only 1,200/ in the troughs. Various foods are| that the fry Should all be freed at ee —— ‘ity 0: Be aa to our 
to 1,500 eggs the magnitude of such| used: but they generally consist of|one place, quite the contrary is the tee eee aes ] * act that the 
an operation is appreciated. | Taw: meat or raw fish. Chopped liver case. The distribution should cover | Bie fonan naa ae t ie ee 

Trout from which spawn and milt| is fed at the New Mexico Hatchery | as wide a stretch of stream as eel ovaul@nien: and tae nia not on 
are taken are usually kept in artifi-| No. 1, on the Pecos. A feather ye Large pools, which conta big of this ape es oa Cea = 
cial ponds or runways convenient to | dipped ina pave of finely aeneD sh, and swift water, where the fy | et a detnis: answer tiene 
the hatchery, but sometimes they are | liver and then shaken over the troughs cannot take care of themselves, should | naEebeawiet ciderr SSH er a 
seined or trapped from natural wa- furnishes the Das feed for ae New he om ane ee suiteple places | WEP ior this phate ertinat ee 
ters. To procure the spawn the fish Mexico fry. Later, coarser slaughter- hee oa ane ee fering with the general plan. In fact, = tith the hand, after | house products, sometimes mixed with | small tributaries. Careless ons im~| (71! : gen plan. In fact, 
Srp scien teat 2 t+ or fish meal and flour mush,| proper methods of plantin ma ry | there are some which already contain which they are returned to the water| ™¢at.or Hsh meal a) » | Prop Pp. = Pee route ok Sone speciée  WGESEI 
unharmed to serve again another sea- 2"¢ substituted. It is planned to use| seriously affect: results. , | CWhitewata” 3 ve » ly 

“Gila” trout for food at the Jenks Those who wish to pursue this sub- | itewater,”” in which, we under- 
pp 5 ees q| Cabin hatchery. ject further, and also learn some- | Stand, the Rainbow and Brown Trout 
_ While hatcheries.vary in size an The question, as to whether the| thing about the habits of different | have both been introduced. = in detail their essential features re- |trout.at this stage should be planted | species of trout, may obtain a most | The Eastern Brook Trout is a fine 
main the ee These consist of | in streams or be retained in rearing | interesting and up-to-date booklet on | fish. The most beautiful of all trout, moderately lighted building with a ponds, until they are better able to| the subject (Bureau of Fisheries Doc-| #4 generally conceded to be the plentiful supply of running water of protect themselves against their nat-| ument No. 955), from the Superin-| S2mest and the best eating. We 
low temperature. Inside the hatch-| 1.41 enemies and adverse conditions, | tendent of Documents, Government | ope this desirable stranger from the 
ery is a series of troughs, usually| i, one which has caused endless dis-| Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,. East likes our country. 
of wood, about 12 inches wide by 6 | cussion among fish culturists. Some | Price 20 cents. — 
inches” deep. “The: capacity of the | interesting experiments are now be- eee The Taos Game Association se- 
plant, of course, depends upon the ing conducted in Wisconsin with a| The Carrizozo Game Association) cured about 50,000 fry from the ‘length and number of these troughs. | view to obtaining accurate data on | has recommended that a small hatch- | State Hatchery for their experimental The water at different hatcheries | thig question and in another year we| ery be built near that place on ee rearing pond. It is understood that varies from about 45 to 55 degrees. should begin to get reports of results. | Creek in the Lincoln National Forest. these fish did very well. The pond, 
Water temperature has a very marked | The measure of efficiency in trout| From the proposed site not only HD however, has not been entirely satis- effect upon the period of incubation. | propagation is the number of trout| streams near Carrizozo can bbe | factory as the water is used for irri- 
This period also varies quite widely | which reach adult size in the streams.| stocked but the divide can be easily | gation purposes and this has caused 
in different species. The figures given | It would seem, therefore, that the| crossed and fingerlings supplied to| some complications. We are given herein approximate an average. thing to do would be to raise them| the Ruidoso drainage. This sounds | to understand that the Game Depart- 

The methods employed at different | in protected waters until they had/| like a good project and is in line with | ment is considering building a rear- 
hatcheries are, of course, not the| reached that size and then liberate| the general plans of the Game De- | ing pond for the use of the Associa- 
same, but the general plan, of which} them. This is actually done in some| partment. It is hoped that construc-| tion in caring for fry. The present 
the following is a fair example, is| places and the trout are caught dur-| tion of the hatchery will be heeun | policy of the Department calls for a 
essentially similar: ing the same season in which they are | this summer. rearing pond at Taos.
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. ¥ ace > 7 to be your senator or your representa- 
Efforts to D evelop a ae co a ee the The Jenks’ Cabin tive in the 1925 Legislature. And, if 

Trout in Streams | rest of the stream bottom. Hatcher. y Completed you do not want your hunting and 
* °. | In a week to ten days the trout fishing wiped out of existence, be sure 

N ear Silver City | are hatched, the time depending on Seas a do it. The officers of your As- 
; the temperature of the water and the (Continued from Page One) sociation, whom you have trusted to 

| age of the eggs at planting. also to provide nursery streams for! look, out tor ce eee eon There are a number of small|; As soon as they are hatched the Hothemain forks ofthe Gua, se.Game oe tl e hes ¢ ane 2 eae é 
streams which flow from the divide jifry, as the little fish are now called, | ahd. Wich Commiscion aall class the | re = . Tae ul y 
north of Silver City into the Sapillo Byroceed to burrow still deeper into the West Fork and its tributaries (with pean ae our a a eae ; ‘ in for about e them. So when the proper time comes, or the Gila. In former times these Mfravel, where they remain | the exception of the upper parts of | Sil bdby.2 and demanathak er our streams contained trout. Why can Pihree to six weeks, until the CEE | White Creek and Langstroth Canon), | © ae ie Edna Hah * 
they not again be Tg ‘o so? {8ac is absorbed. They then come up Pearce about ia. halfimile. below Michie) 2 a ‘pe: - : Bau ee 
Can the headwaters or the lower por-| through the gravel to the water and Cabin to ake aource-- On the: Middle | we a you do nob ee ° ve . i 

tions of Snow Canyon, Cow Creek,! commence to look for food. Their | Rae ieee Cael willbe Glosed | 0 nh see = it tha Se ane 
Trout Creek, Sheep Corral Canyon, | dispersal is slow for sometime; Get) threnenoat ntsc length 1,0. ehgaed way ce ie spent. Weer = 
Panther and Meadow Creeks be again| they promptly take refuge in the) 1) ooo neasures will prove sufficient | eee. 7 eee 20 FOE NE Ree 
made into trout streams? There is| gravel if disturbed. As they grow|) 1 i¢ they do not, additional streams, ees 
obviously only one way to get an an-| jn size and strength they scatter more such as Little Creek, can be with- SGA SE Gee 
answer to these questions; and we | widely up and down the stream. From fieageceronines I nteresting Items 
have adopted that by planting fry in | this time on the fate of the little nah ie Aeinia dale ani. on record 
all of these streams, except Meadow | trout is dependent on the same} ),.. year as favoring a reduction in ; ae ze 

Creek. It will take time to get | chances and accidents as the trout Eheaiait of eroat witch can betes la Z In brsparation for taking spawn 

definite conclusions, because it takes | hatched in natural spawning beds. taken in one day. We still believe, | {70m native fish the Game Depart- 

it Se connec ee ——_— that until we can estimate the effects of | Ho" Nas Deen done oom ee ee 
, but we must no impatient, ; ‘ ; mn _jlo 

anyhow, there is no other practical Sportsmen Interested Tonnes eee ee ek i ar in Moreno = 
method for us to follow at this time. In Candidates reduction by half--We regret thatthe | © es ne ae, a eee 

The Eastern Brook Trout is, with # pocent issue of “The Pine Cone” cone |) oe wg aa a a mn: 
the possible exception of the Rainbow For Sheriff tains moixecont of any discussion\en were pure fs a lien see mas 
and Steelhead, the hardiest of all this matter by the last convention of | 10und for these fish to pay s i. trout. It can be counted upon to = the New Mexico Game Protective As-| Y°'* involved in their removal. 
make a good fight for existence in The recent announcement present- poGisanesWe bad Louiton ee eee 5 

adverse surroundings. We have, | ing’ candidates for the office of ‘sher- able action. However, there is noth- | We are informed that the State: therefore, used this species in these| iff of Grant county calls to mind the | 7 os event our taking the matter | has planted about 225,000 trout so far 
experimental plantings. The hardy) preat interest sportsmen have in that in our own hands and individually re- | this season. There are in the hatch- 
Eastern Brooks will give us the best | office. Game laws should be : en- ducing the limit, at least for a year | €ry on the Pecos at this time about 
Buswer to sour dienes. E forced by the sheriff just as oot or two. We must practice a little| 1,000,000 Eastern Brook fry and fin- Jt is earnestly hoped that the Silver | other law of the state is inforee! "pele degial’ e-weawer Setauentsh any | crimes, aud about 150,000 Rainbow. 
City Boy Scout Troop will compete | If this is done a sheriff pecomes, as Goh Whose mic oeloncanoh eee Peet About half a million | more Rainbow 

ere ne Cee Rae aes eee 8S aS ire pr” tro=wamptatenrsattoweimapgutysonny ell he-Rarshase!— ‘thie. yet sd te — exico Game otective Association | jn conservation. ia is hoped to obtain about half a mil- 
for the best contribution to conserva- assure themselves that their choice taped from a”hatchery troweit | lion eggs from our own streams. This. 
tion during the year. If this is to be | for sheriff understands his duty will make a total plant for the year 
done, we would like to suggest that) this regard and intends to do it. Game Department | of two and a third million, almost all 
the improvement of these streams, Reise Sve Ss : | of which will be fingerlings. It is be- 
along the lines adopted by the — Funds In Danger lieved that this will be She largest 
zoza Game Aesodeuee, offers a |Eastern Brook Trout | plant of fingerlings ever made in the 
splendid opportunit; or effective | State. 

sone ze % | Eggs Are Planted | Reliable information has bee re- == 
ps | ceived of a movement, backed by pow-| Fish culurists tell us that the capa- 

e j : S erful interests, to amend the laws city of small trout streams can be 
Method of Planting In January last Mr. — | governing the disbursement of the | increased by artificial means, The 

ly made us a shipment of 5, ‘aSt-| funds of the Game and Fish Depart- | value of this is often not so much in 
Eyed Trout Eggs | ora Brook Trout eggs from the hatch- | ment, , | increasing fishing water but rather in 

—-. | ery at St. Johnsbury, Vermont. Ow-|  [ogislative agitations such ay this providing additional protected spawn- 
A trout egg is said to be in th@}ing to heavy snow and ice, which ex- one, designed to divert public funds ing and growing grounds. 

“eyed” stage when on careful-exam- | isted,atethe time these eggs were {€- | from their proper use, are seldjm if Regarding the experiments made ination, it is seen to have reached the | ecivel it was impracticable to plant | ever referred to in such a way as to| by the Southwestern Game Protective 
stage of development where the two | then» “rectly in the streams we had | indicate their real purport. The pres-| Association at Carrizozo, Mr. T. E. eyes of the future trout can be seen| chdsen for the purpose. They were! ont move is described as a plen to/| Kelley, its president, writes us as fol- 
as black dots. In this stage the eggs | accor ingly placed in a small spring) “nyt the Game Department cn an) lows: “We have been experimenting 
can be transported for long distances | Pond cose to the selected streams. | aypropriation basis.” | along these lines for some time, and 
in wet moss, and aré~not, injured by| The“ low temperature of the water| What will happen, Fellow Srorts-| believe our efforts are successful. 
gentle handling. | made’the hatch slow, but in due time | mes, if the Department is thus “put | Our method is to cut a good size log 

The eggs are usually received from}"it was completed. The eggs were in| on an appropriation basis” is this:| and put it across the stream, sinking 
the hatchery in flannel trays packed | excejjent condition when planted and| The money which you pay for your the ends well in the banks to protect 

“in boxes with arrangements for icing. | Deptity Warden Soule reports that he license to fish or hunt, which is all! it from freshets; then we build up 
On receipt at the distributing point | could find only a very few which | the money the Game Departmeni has, | above the log, making a small dam, 
the eggs are placed in wet gauze, each | failed to incubate. Later the fry will no longer be devoted solely to| and allow the water to flow over the 
Piece of gauze containing the num-| were) caught and distributed, practi- | Game and fish conservation; part of | log. We find that this not only 
ber of eggs to be planted in one place, | cally as originally planned. Soon) it, and no one knows how large a| makes a goodly size pool above the 
and all these packages placed in wet| afte? this distribution a heavy snow, | part, will be devoted to other uses. | log, but after the water pours over moss in a box suitable for carrying | followed by a sharp increase in tem-| As 9 yesult of this our game and fish | the log for a time it will cut out a or packing on an animal. The prin-| perature, caused an alarming rise in | wil] suffer, for, even with the money| good pond below, which is often a cipal thing is to keep the eggs cool| the brooks which had been stocked; | now available, there is not nearly | better trout pool than the one above. 
and moist during their journey to the | an inspection subsequent -to the| enough to do those things which | These log dams can be put in at a streams. fresilet, however, disclosed the pres- ought to be done to properly conserve | very small expense and as many of For planting, a place in the stream| ence of the little fry holding their| it. The Game and Fish Fund should | them as you like, as they do not dam- is selected with a clean gravel bottom| own. This is a somewhat unusual | pe increased, not diminished. age the flow of water in the least 
and a slight current. The gravel is| experiment and we await the final re- We already know, Mr. Sportsman, | and as the water flows over them they dug out and washed clean to a depth| sults with great interest. We may what you will say to all this, so do|are not easily washed out. We be- 

~ of about six inches over a space suffi-| remark in passing that, so far, we| not waste your time telling it to us. | lieve that the fishing capacity of any cient for the intended planting and| think both Mr. Soule and the trout! Gg and tell it where it will do‘some| small stream can be increased fifty the eggs placed therein and carefully | are deserving of great credit. good. Tell it to the man who wants| per cent.
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: GROWTH OF TROUT 

Paul G. Redington tells me that in a certain 

lake in California where the Forest Service planted steel- 

heads, the following growth has occurred: 

3 years from 9 to 11-1/4 pounds 

2 years from 5 to 7 pounds 

; 1 year 3 pounds. 

Redington says the lake in question was full of 

shrimp and other fish foods. 

A 11-1/4 pound fish caught by a member of his 

i party was played for an hour and a quarter.
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1 
eT Ml ee ea ew ees ee 

y la Aah OR the reason that all the energies y 

q (sf WY of the Fish and Game Commission be 

r= i rg) have been centered in the propaga- C= 
NE P.fe44 | tion and importation of the best of V/A 

S ; AT the game fishes of the world and the cS 4 

— protection of game and the en- meq 

i‘ ; forcement of the game laws, little time or EY | 

h) 5 money has been expended in disseminating b 5 

ae information concerning the activities of this ee 

Commission. 

=F In the pages of this booklet it will be shown =o 
BY y that of fish life, those species most sought after %) sf 

P . and which furnish the lure for the fisherman P <4 

oe are all foreign to this State and have been SS 

ave: imported, propagated and protected until now A 

Gy, California is known far and near as “The = i 

ee Fisherman's Paradise’’. = = 

= . Few people know or understand the task im- = 

r= posed upon the non-salaries Commission or its oS 

r E underpaid personnel. Organized in 1870, the WZ 

= 7) first fish hatchery was constructed in 1872 with S 4 
eo a capacity of only 28,000 trout. Compare this = 5 
C4 today with the splendid type of hatchery ry) 4 

shown on page six, with a capacity of 5,000,000 

wit trout annually, and the other splendid structures rh 
r\oE which have enabled us to hatch this season Ce 

vA (1925) 32,104,000 trout of all species. PAZ 

FE FS ee PO ee PS Eee
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EASTERN BROOK TROUT 

This trout was first introduced in California in 1872. The first shipment that produced results 

amounted to 60,000 eggs from New Hampshire in 1875, hatched at Berkeley. The fry were 

distributed to Mendocino, Sonoma, Napa, Yolo, Alameda, Santa Clara, Nevada and Placer 

Counties. Artificial propagation was really commenced in 1890 and now thousands are dis- 

tributed by the Commission throughout the State. This is one of the most sought -after trout.
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| a | . California a 
Y : Statistical Information 

OND Land Area... 6.0... e00....-153,650 Sq. Mi, A 
S f Length of fishing streams....... 26,000 Mi. iS a 

Sy) 2 Area of fresh water lakes... . ... .862,000 Acres =. 

C | No. of deputies in field ........ 80 e ej 

| a With the above figures as-a basis, a little figuring we 

| ave. will show you that one California deputy has as [\/ A. 
| V4 his beat the following BVA 

| = 7 1,228,800 acres of land = 7 

: rn a 325 miles of fishing streams A s 

nae -10,775 acres of fresh water lakes Nee 

P “I 15 miles of coast line F " 

ee\y CAN HE DO IT EFFICIENTLY? Can 80 men ee\] 
ay keep a check on about 400,000 fishermen and =p. 

hunters and more than 1,000,000 automobiles? 

he The deputy not only protects game birds, fish, ye 

EK j= and animals, but also song birds, insectivorous A OF 

RG, birds, and the birds beneficial to the farmer, the N\A 

Be 4 birds enjoyed by the nature lover, and the camera > \4 

Ss fan—and this without any expense to those es 

= —— Since 1913 the Fish and Game Commission has y= 
C= been supported wholly and entirely by moneys CS 

| NE derived from the sale of licenses and fines for _ NV # 

C4 violations of fish and game laws. NOT ONE EV 4 

CENT has been paid by the Tax Payer. 

Sa Sew
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= In addition do not forget that it was the work = 7 

Wy and efforts of the Fish and Game Commission A 
N/a that saved the Klamath River to the people. ae 
ble Thirty years from now, according to estimates of oo 
AG: leading engineers, the potential electrical power A\ey 

Ay of this River will be worth $300,000,000. a 

bd Hatchery Statistics 

c = Total trout distribution since c= 
A 1A ea amore ony V2 

Pa Length of present distribution car 65 Ft. = . 

NS Md Capacity of present distribution , 4 

LY) = Oe ee aT | OO a LY = 

; ry Total distribution to date would ; ri 
EW] require a train inlength....... 58,861 Mi. CV) 

= : (This would more than twice 3 5 

encircle the globe.) 

a Trout distribution in 1872....... 28,000 fry Nz 

S iF Trout distribution in 1925.......32,104,000 fry % 

K ry All of the species of fishes, both American and for- A ri 

PVA eign, have attained a greater size and have proven more P\T]) 
Bed prolific in California waters than in their native homes. =ep 

Spe RELIANCE LITHOGRAPH CoO. Npe 

sSNA ine! Thali hee Se
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KEY TO WHITEFISH, GRAYLING, TROUT, AND’ 
SALMON OF INTERMOUNTAIN REGION : 

OOK 4 . 

There is only a small amount of know- 

ledge necessary to enable one to undertake the - 

identification of the eifferent trout species. 

The ability to distin; sich these gives the 
fisherman added interest in kis sport and the 
opportunity to observe and interpret more clear- 
ly factr zegaréi-* their life history. In 
several cases, ~ : perticularly with the three 

groups of western trout, rainbow, steelhead, and 
cutthroat, there is difficulty in separating 

closely related or inter-grading species byt 

thes¢ seldom are found in the same locality ex- 
cept by a distribution from hatcheries. There 
is confusion in the general classification of 
trout species and the key is far from infallible 
but it is hoped the information will be of value. 

A few terms used in descriptions mst 
be understood but these are rather sirple and 

are not difficult of application. The propor- 
tions of different parts of a fish after ma- 
turity do not change greatly in the various 

sizee of the same species sa length or size 
of such parts is expressed in proportion ta . 
other parts. The arrangement of scales and 
the fin structure are also constant within 
certain slight limits. The scale count most % 
often used is the number of diagonal rows im- 
méGiately above the lateral line (marking the 
middle of the side), from the head to the last 
vertebra in front of the tail, not counting



the last very small scales on the base of the 

tail. The length of the body is taken from 

the nose to the last vertebra, the same point 
: to which the scales are counted. The bones 

which support the fins. are knownas "rays." 
The maxillary is the elongated plate on the 

: side of the upper jaw. The vomer.is the bone 
in the front central part of the roof of the 
mouth,” It is concealed by membrane, and al- 

though of high value in fish classification, 

will require rather careful observation for 
. the fisherman to use it,. The-vomer as the 

. front:-part or "head" from which the "shaft" 

extends backwards. .. . 

; : Color of flesh is a very uncertain 
factor which depends largely on the nature 

; of ‘the food and the condition of the fish, as 
..- well as age. Cvlors and spotting in general 

- are somewhat unreliable as the nature of the 
water and the cclor of the bottom affect these 
as well as the maturity and condition of the 

fish. Large trout with reddish or yellowish 
flesh are often known as salrion trout but they 

are not distinct from some of the local trout 
of smaller size and light colored flesh. Male 
trout ‘and salmon are generally more deeply 

A colored, particularly in spawning condition, 
’ “and the heads of the males are usually coarser. 

Generally young trout and salmon and sometimes 
trout maturing at small size in cold heaéwater 

: streams, have dark bars or "parr" markings on 
the sides. Young-fish have more forked tails 
and larger eyes in proportion than the fully 

mature ones. : 
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Any fish caught in this region, having 

the soft adipose fin present, can te placed 
in this key except the catfish which has also 
stiff, sharp spines on several fins and no 
scales. In using the key, one follows down : 

in the oréer fiven until a heading is found 

not agreeing with the specimen at hand or the 
- fish is identified. When a heading is found - 

not agreeing with the specimen pass on to the 
~ next letter of the alphabet of equal rank, and 
-if this Coes not fit to the next heacing:con- 
taining the same letter. As an example, ‘with an 
eastern brook trout there woulé be an agre » ont 
with A, disagreement with a, agreement with >, 

dissgreement with a', agreement with. b', dis- 
agreement with a", agreement with b"; cisagree- 

. ment alll, agreement with bY*, and agreement 
with al". iving its identification. 
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A. Dorsal fin twelve rays or less. Whitefish 
and salmon and trout. families. — 

; - a. Small mouth, not extending to point below 

' middle of eye; teeth weak or lacking; 

scales large, 70 to 90. No black spots 
except sometimes a few relatively large 

2 ones in young, Whitefish (Family 
Coregonidae) (1). - Petite 

b. Mouth cleft beyond point below center of 

"eye. Teeth strong. Salmon and trout 
'. (family Salmonidae) : 

-a'.* Anal fin long, 13-17 rays. Vomer nar- 
-.row, long and flat’ with weak teeth. 

@ Pacific Salmon (Oncorhynchus) (2) 

a", Scales 135-155 diagonal rows along 

: lateral line. Back and upper fins 

with numerous round black spots. 
a - Body deep, size large, 5-50 lbs., 

! seldom undér 8 lbs. Silvery when 
_ «freshly run but turning dark in 

: fresh water. Chinook Salmon (3) 

- +o", Scales 130-133. diagonal rows along 
sta lateral lime. «Black spots lacking 
~-- :. oy few’artid small on upper back and 

re _ tail. “Very red in spawning condi- 

| : “ tion. Bright silver with blue back 
A bee in. normal condition. . 

: al, Size - large, weight 4-7 lbs., 
body slender, seldom any black 

spots except few and very small 
s in fish in spawning condition. 

Diameter of eye rarely contained 
less than sega in length



' of head. Sockeye or blueback 
galmon, big redfish. (If) | : 

pt, Size - small, 6-12 inches in length. 
Body flattened (compressed). Diame- : 
eter of eye rarely. contained over 5} 
times in length of ‘héad. . Little red- 
fish, silver trout, silverside, skip § 

jack. (5) ie 

b!. Anal fin short, 9 to 12 rays; - : 

Atlartic Salmon, Trout and Charrs. d 

a", Scales 110-180 diagonal rows along lateral 
line. Spots principally dark on.a lighter 
background. Backward extension of vomer 
straight and its toothed surface flat. 
Teeth on both head and shaft or back- 
werd extension of vomer. Atlantic salmon 
nd true trout (Genus Salmo) (6) 

a"!, Scales 112-118 along lateral line. — 
Sometimes obscure markings but no 
definitely black spots on tail. X 2 

or variously shaped black spots on 
body, generally several large spots 3 

on side of head. Sides silvery with- 
out rosy wash. Breeding fish, par- 
ticularly males, variously colored, 
often with yellowish markings on the : : 

tails. Outer or first rays. of ventral 

and anal fins not definitely white. 
Young often have red spots without ‘ 

blue circle on side. -Landlocked or 
freshwater salmon from Maine. 
‘Quananiche (7) 
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b"t, Scales 118-130 along lateral line. 
No rosy wash on sides. Black spots 

. on head, back,.dorsal fin and upper 

side. Outer or first rays of ventral 

and anal fins. definitely white. 

a", Body slender, greatest depth 4-1/4 
to 42 in length of body less tail. 
Depth of narrowest part of body in 
front of tail 3/8 of depth of body 
and equal combined length of snout 
and eye. Eye usually 5} to 6 in 
length of head. Adipose fin small, 
width 4 length. Generally no 
black spots on tail Spots often 
with light border or ring. Loch 
Leven trout. . Scotch Lake trout. 
(8) : 4 

b"". Body short and deep, greatest 

_+ depth 4 in, length of body less 
“tail. “Depth of narrowest part of 
body in front of tail 2/5 of 

‘ greatest depth or of length of 
head. . Eye usually 5 in length of 
head.. Adipose fin long and ex- 
panded at end. Wo black spots on f 

: . tail. Generally red spots mixed 
with black. Young have red spots 
within bluish circle. Brown trout, 

, Von. Behr trout. (9) 

ce"! Scales ordinarily 130-180 along 
lateral line. 

are



al, Generally rose or flesh color 

on side of head and as a band ~ 

or wash on side of body. No 

conspicuous patch of red on ; ‘ 

membrane of throat between : 

forks of jaws. Maxillary sel- : 

dom extends beyond back of eye: - 

except in old males. Lower fins 

often touched with white. Sey 

a°. Black spots generally smail 

and’ irresular in shape and 

not ex+<..ding to lower side 

or lower fins. Sometimes 

scantily and sometimes pro- 

fusely spotted, particular- . 

ly on tail. Sea run speci- . 

mens silvery, turning’ dark in 

‘spamming condition. The 

Columbia River steelhead typi- 

cally has 60 vertebrae. Scales 
about 130-135. Steelhead trout, 

Salmon trout, Steelhead salmon. 

(10) 

e Generally profusely covered 

with round black spots ex- 
tending well over lower side 

and lower fins. Spots usually : : 

larger than in steelhead. 

Sometimes rose colored or 

reddish mark on under jaw or d 

throat, particularly of ma- 
ture males but no definite 

ope j



: dash of deep red on throat 

v membrane. Scales 140-155. 
Vertebrae in typical McCloud 

rainbow are 63. Rainbow 
trout, McCloud River rainbow. 

(11)... 

pi", Rose. color on-side usually lack- 
_... + ing. Generally a definite red 

: dash on lower jaw and membrane 
Be between jaws. Seldom any black 

spots or white border on lower 

“fins. Often an interrupted, red 
; (not rose) strive along side, par- 

" ticularly in small fish. Scales 
ordinarily 150-180 or more. Maxil- 

puree lary extending well beyond eye. 

fee? : .. Catthroat trout. Blackspotted 

: trout. (12) 

b". Scales. usually 200 or:more. Red,gray 
or yellow markings or spots paler than 

' ground color of. skin. - Vomer boat shaped 
" Without teeth on its backward extension 

or shaft.  Charrs. : 

al}, Scales 180-205 along lateral line. 

.Gray or yellow spots on darker 

. “background. Upper body with dusky 
or yellowish markings, under fins 

often touched with yellow or ees 

> orange. No red spots. Tail strong- 

: ly forked. Maxillary large, about 

2 length of head. Vomer with strong 
- teeth, extending backwards as a 
“raised crest. Mackinaw or Great. 

Lakes trout. (13) 
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“ p"t,. Seales 215-250 along lateral line, 
’ too small to be easily counted. : 

fither red spots on side, under. fins 
touched with red, white and black 
or red spots lacking but under fins 

with considerable white. Tail square . 
“or slightly forked. Vomer without 

: raised crest and with teeth only on 
_ head and act on flattened backward 

extension or shaft. Genus Salvelinus 

a". Mott] or vermicular markings on 
head, back, back fins, anc tail. 
Red spots on side with purplish or 

: ‘bluish ring. Body deep and not 
rounded. Eastern brook trout. (14) 

b"", Yellew or reddish spots, not mot- 
tlings, on side and head. Spots on 
side without purplish or bluish 

y ; circle. Head large, fiattened on i 
; top, its length contained less than : 

: ‘4 in length of body. Body round. . - 
Dolly Varden. Bull trout. (15) 

ce", Back and fins without spotting. | 
_ Few. of the yellow spots on side. 

extend above lateral line. Head ‘ 

- small, length contained 42 -5 : : 
times in length of tody. Golden 

» sheen on scales. Bellies of males % 
' range in breeding season. Uncer . 

' fins of breeding fish with con- 
. giderable white. Sunapee Golden 
i rout. White trout or Saibling. 

" (8) 
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B. Dorsal fin large and sail-like, having not 

less than 20 rays, and with orange or rose 
spots. Scales large, 85-100 along lateral 

: line. Few black spots on upper part of 
body in front of dorsal fin. Grayling. 

‘ ‘(Family Thymallidae) (17) 

fi: _ Rocky Mountain Whitefish (1) 
: Coregonus williamsoni) 

The Rocky Mountain Whitefish is widely 
distributed through out this region, the same 
species occurring in the Great Basin, Lahonta 

Basin’ in‘Nevada, the Green River, and -Snake - 

: River watersheds. It is also called mountain — 

et RR a tae ; TR re SS 

: + =" Rody’ Mountain Whitefish 

- herring and “sometimes ‘miscalled grayling. It 

occurs in clear, cold lakes and streams and 

spawns in carly winter. It ordinarily reaches 
a growth of about a foot in length although 
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it may reach about 4 pounds in weight.. In _ 
severnl lakes in Idaho great numbers of them 
averaging around 3 inches long run. into inlets 
to spawn in early winter. They take a fly or ‘ 

bait readily and. are quite game fighters but not q 
as much so as the trout. The flesh is white and 
very sweet. Owing to their small mouth, a small 

hook, number 10 or 12, is best for their capture. j 

In Bear Lake are three other species 
found only in that water. The Bonneville white- 
fish (Coregonus spilonotus) reaches 2} pounds 
in weight, has heavy and ~. 2 bedy with large 
head, .scales 74-80 rows along lateral line, and 

depth contained 3.6 in length of body. The young 
up to 10 inches in length have large dusky black 

spots on back. The Bear Lake whitefish (Coregonus 
atbissicola) reaches 8-12 inches in length, has 
slender head and body, scales 69-78 rows along 
‘lateral line, no black spots, and depth contained 
about 44 in length of body. The Rocky Mt. white- 
fish has 83-87 scales along median line. The 
Bonneville cisco or peak nose (Leucichthys 

gemmifer) is a slender little fish reaching ~~ 

about’ 74 inches in length, the depth is con- 
tained 54 or more in length of body, and it has 
7i-77 rows of scales along lateral line. This 

is an interesting little fish as it is the only 
western representative of this genus of which 
several species occur in the Great Lakes and . 
more eastern waters. 

PACIFIC SALMON (2) : . 

Phis group, containing five or more 
species, is of great commercial importance on 

atts



the Pacific Coast and in Alaska. The soft bones 
the habit of practically universally dying after 

once spawning are peculiar to this genus. The 

steelhead trout has been known as a salmon but 
3 it is a true trout and usually recovers from 

spamning, as do also the salmon of Atlantic 
waters. During the spawning season. great 

i changes in color and shape take place, there © 
being a t-ndency then to turn red or very dark 
and for the males to develop coarse teeth and 
hooked noses so that there is little resem- 
blance to the fish in normal condition. At 
the «nd of spawning period the fins are frayed, 

the tady often covered with sores, and the 

' flesh so soft that the entire fish quickly 
disappears soon after death. The fish from the 
ocean do not feed after onee definitely start- 

ing the spawning migration but live on fat 

stored in the body and flesh so that the flesh 

looses color and flavor as they are longer in 
fresh water. They are found here principally 

; ’ in the tributaries to lower Snake River but 
some species have been planted in lakes in 
other sections. 

Chinook Salmon (3) 
(Oncorhynchus tschawytscha) 

This is the largest and most important 
. species of Pacific salmon. It is at present 

found in this region principally in the water- 
shed of the Salmon River in Idaho. It ascends 

5 sometimes over 1,000 miles from the ocean to ; 

spawn in the headwaters in July, August, and 

September. The little s&lmon spend atout a 
year in the fresh water and then migrate to the 
ocean, from which they return in from 4 to 7 

Live



years to spawn and die. It has been known to : 
reach 100 lbs in weight and specimens have 
been taken in Idaho weighing 50 lbs. but or- 

pera @inarily it does not exceed 20 lts. in these : 
waters. In the lattor part of the spawning 

season the males turn very dark and develop — 
hooked snouts, being known as "dos salmon." 4 
The true dog salmon spawns near the ocean and 
never reaches Idaho. It is ordinarily captured 
by spearing but may be taken on a spoon or wab- 

Ga 
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Chinook Salmon, male. 

Head of female less coarse. — 

bler when gathey/in pools prior to spawning and 
will often strike at a spoon or other bait when 
on the spamming riffles. The flesh is quite 1 

palatable when it first reaches the spawning 
waters but soon looses firmness and flavor. J 
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Big Redfish or Sockeye Salmon (4) 
(Oncorhynchus nerka) 

“ee Formerly this salmon spawned in inlets 
to the Payette Lake and Redfish Lakes but is un- 

able to reach them now. It occasionally occurs 
‘ below the Sunbcam dam.and -ay-enter lower 

Payette waters... In the Columbia River it er-. 
terod only strearis with lekes at their sources . 

and spawned in the lake inlets. Both males and 
females become very bright red in- spawning con- 

D> 
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E Little Reéfish 
Big Redfish. more slender and lessspotied. 

- dition, the males developing humped backs and 

greatly distorted jaws. Commercially it is - 
second ‘only to the Chinock and furnishes the |. 
choice "Alaska red" salmon. 
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Little Redfish, Silver Trout, Silverside (5) 
(0. kennerlyi) 

_ his fresh water relative of the big red- . 
fish occurs in numerous waters in western North ‘ 
America and in this region ig known from Payette 

: Lake, Warm Lake, near Knox, and the Redfish Lakes 

in Idaho. It has been rather extensively planted 3 
as silver trout. : 

It enters inlets whenever available for 
spawning generally in August but sometimes later. 
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“Little Redfish 
Male in spawning condition 

In Alturas and Payette Lakes they average about : ‘ 
11 inches long and weigh 1/2 1b. while in the 
other lakes they are from 6 to 8 inches long. — 
In ordinary condition in the lakes they are very : 
bright silvery with bluish backs and delicate 
heads but when spawning turna dirty red toa — 
bright red with olive green heads and the males 
develop hooked: jaws. A school of the brilliant 
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red spawning fish circling over the clear shal- 
lows of the lake inlets make a very interesting 

. spectacle. In Payette and Alturas lakes they 

may be caught by trolling a fly or a small 
spoon and by-still fishing with bait in deep 

¢ water. At Alturas Lake they feed largely on 

the surface over deep water from sundown to 
dark and are best-.taken at that time. Owing 

to the tenderness of their mouths it requires 

careful handling to land them. . They are game 
fighters and the flesh is of very fine quality 
except when they are spawning. Owing to the 
small size in other than the two waters men- 
tioned above and the tender mouths. it is dif- 
ficult. to catch them there by angling. 

ATLANTIC SALMON AND TRUE TROUT (6) 
(Genus Salmo) ‘ 

This group includes the western trout 

having black spots and the introduced fresh~ 
water Atlantic salmon and European trout. 
From the standpoint. of the fish culturist or ‘ 
fisherman in this region these are the most 
important of all fishes. 

i . There are three general groups of these — 

fish native to western America, the steclhead, 

rainbow and cutthroat. Over the entire range 
: these groups are not. clear cut and intergrad- 

ing forms occur,. but in a given locality there 

is not much trouble in separating them. How- 
ever there are several different species of 

rainbow trout, two or more of which have been 
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. used in fish culture and often mixed. These 
have also been mixed with steelhead stock so 
that a clear cut identification of the planted 

steelhead and rainbow is extremely difficult. 
The female rainbow or steelhead have more deli- 
cate heads and less spotting than the males, 

particularly where the fish have made rapid . 
egrewth and attained large size before spawning. : 

These female fish with delicate heads, silvery 
color and scanty “spotting are often classed as 
"steelheads," and the males or mature females 
as "rainbows" by fishermen. It is stated’ that 
in typical specimens, the’McCloud River rain" 
bow has 63 and the Columbia River steelhead.) 
vertebrae but few fishermen will be tempted to- 
make this count except perhaps after the fish ~ 
have been through the fry pan. The silver trout 
{Salmo gibbsii) which occurs in lower Snake ~ 
River waters such as Wood, Payette and Salmon © 
Rivers, has about 140 rows of scales along 
lateral line, a rosy wash on the cheeks and 
sides and sometimes a dash of red on the throat. 
In general appearance it resembles more closely 
the rainbow or steelhead than the cutthroat type. 

'.. °‘ Landlocked Salmon, Ouananiche (7) ~~ 
: (Salmo setago) eae 

This freshwater salmon occurred original- : 
ly in four lake basins in Maine and a closely. 
related form in eastern Canada, but has been — 
somewhat extended by fish culture. It is a lake ; 
fish Dut enters streams connected with lakes and 
spavyas in. such waters, generally in November. ‘ 

They &a not ordinarily die after spawning as _



do the Pacific Salmon. It is not found na~- : 
turally in the absence of the freshwater smelt 

which constitutes its chief food and has never 
‘ been successfully established in the absence 

of this fooé. Plantings of the Schoodic salmon 

from eastern Maine have been made in Payette 

: Lake ané@ several lakes in the Sawtooth Moun- 

tains and in the latter:locality have given 

encouraging results. They have also been 

planted in Fisn Lake, Utah. The weight varios 
in different waters, in some from 3-5 pounds 
ané in others up to 10 - 15 pounds and to > 
maximum of 20 to 35 pounds. It has a wel} ->- 
served reputation for being a game fighter, 
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Landlocked Salmon 

4 many experienced fishermen placing it above 
all the trout, and. its flesh is of very ex- 

eae cellent qpality. “In cold streams or lakes it 
rises well toa fly but in large lakes in mid- 
summer it is more often taken by still fish- 

ing with a live bait or by trolling. 
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- » ech Leven or Scotch Lake Trout (8) 
(S. levenensis) 

d Brown or Von Behr Trout (9) ; 
* “(s. fario) 

These two trout have teen introduced 
from Europe. The brown trout is of wide dis- 
tribution there. The Loch Leven is claimed i 
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_to be: peculiar to- the Scotch lake of the 
same name. There. has been considerable con- 

- fusion between these two as planted in this 
country and much. mixing or hybridizing. 

.. ‘The Loch Leyen trout occurs on the 
headwaters of the South Fork of the Snake 

4 River and in the Madison River. The brown 
trout has been planted in the Madison River 
and in a number of streams in the Great Basin. 
These two species spawn in carly winter. A 

specimen weighing agi pounds was taken in 
Logan. River but or@i:: -ily a 5 to 10 pound 
fish is very large. articularly in the - 

stmller streams they take a fly readily but 

the larger fish in. the lower streams are more 

often taken on bait or artificial lures. They 
are game fighters and of excellent quality for 

table use. They are considered to be detri- 

mental to the other trout and their introduc- 
tion is not advised except in waters unfavor- 
able for the other trout. : 

Steelhead Trout (10) 
(Salmo gairdnerii) d 

This fish is generally migratory in 
habits, entering the ocean and returning to 

. fresh water to spawm although in certain 
Snake River waters resident types are found. 
It has been planted in Great Basin waters and 

¢ mixed with rainbow in fish cultural work. It 
reaches the Idaho waters from the sea from 
December to early spring, spawning in the head- 
waters during late winter to spring. The 
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} largest ever taken on a rod is 22 lbs. although 
they seldom exceed 15 lbs. in this region. In 

the Salmon River they are known as salmon trout. 
The planted fish in inland waters are taken 5 

largely by fly fishing but those coming from ; 
the sea are generally taken with bait or a 
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small spinner. They are probably more game 
than any other native trout and, except when ~ 
out of condition from spawning, the flesh is~ 

very good. 

Se Rainbow Trout (11) ’ 
§ : i 

: Several species of rainbow trout occur _ 
throughout the entire Iength of the Pacific 
Coast and into Alaska. The species used first . 
and most extensively in fish culture was the . 
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McCloud River rainbow having relatively fine 

- scales. Mixtures of these and rainbows of'a 

_ larger scale: form from the Klamath Basin and 
5 also with steelhead are common. The rainbow 

trout in ‘general. has become very popular and 

in this region is mere productive, makes more 
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rapid growth and is easier to handle in fish 
culture than. any others. It spawns from mid- 

winter.in warm; spring-fed waters to July in 

cold waters at high elevations. Its maximum « 
size here is from 10 to 15 lbs., chiefly in lakes 

but the average in the streams is not over a 

pound. The record fish taken with a rod is 26 ; 
lbs., the identification not being positive 

however. It is ~ gamé fighter, taking a fly 
well and leaping vigorously from the water 

: when hocked. . Except frei sluggish water or 
where there is considerable decaying vegeta> 
tion,- its ~-ash is of excellent quality. _ 

: Cutthroat or Blackspotted Trout (12) 

This is the "native" trout and original- 
ly each main drainage basin contained a separate 
species as also does the upper and lower Snake 
River waters. These have been considerably 
mixed by fish culture but except for the sil- 
ver trout in lower Snake River, all of these 
are characterized by’ a definite red dash on the 

throat membrane. The spotting and coloring 

‘varies considerably among the different species 
‘and in different waters, but the following ‘ 
gives the average condition ‘inthe different - 
@rainages. - SU oe ey : : 

e The Colorado River trout, represented 
here principally by the Green River waters has ? 
large spots, lacking or few on the head. The 
Utan trout has small spots often well down on 
sides and a purplish tint to lower fins. The 
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Yellowstone trout of the upper Snake has less 
abundant spots, evenly distributed and tends 

towards yellow colors on belly. The lower 

. Snake River. trout are heavily spotted on rear 
part of body with-rather small spots and tend 
towards red colors, the so-called "redsides" 

+ of Salmon River being particularly brilliant- 

ly colored. The Nevada trout has relatively 
large, well scatterci spots, often. oval shaped 
and tends toward yellow if any color on belly. 

‘ en i> Be : 
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Cutthroat or Blackspotted Trout 
Salmon River Type 

In alkaline waters there is a tendency to- 
wards pale colors. In Bear Lake the Utah 

trout in‘deep water develop a peculiar color- 

Es ing and are known locally as "blue nose" 

trout. ‘The cutthroat trout spawns in: early 
spring to early summer. In small streams and 

é lakes they are an excellent fly fish but in larg- 
er waters are more often taken by trolling or 

bait fishing. Ordinarily they weigh from 1 to 5 
pounds but may reach a weight of 15 pounds or 
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more. One taken from Pyramid Lake, Nevada, 
weighed 41 lbs., and they have reached 22 lbs. 

in Bear Lake. They are more "shy biters" than 
other species and have periods when it is dif- 
ficult to get them to bite. Their flesh is of . 
very superior quality particularly from cold 

streams and lakes. : 

Mackinaw or Great Lakes Trout (13) 
(cristivomer namaycush) 

This fish is distributed in the waters of 

norther~ North America from the Atlantic to the 

Pacif:. «nd has been plarited in lakes in this 

EG Se TES re ORY 
x Nee settee te bUe Be the $070 58 ces RE echo Tos tc asic, So ae neat ee fen eae SSeS 

SU TEE OST eR Se) 

Mackinaw or Great Lakes Trout 5 é 

region... It has been taken weighing 34 pounds 
in the Jackson Hole section and 28 pounds at ~ . 
Fish Lake, Utah, and in the Great Lakes has ~~ 
been known to weigh 100 pounds. Spawning takes 

place in the early winter. They are a coarse ’ 

fich of very predatory habits and since they are 

generally taken in deep water on. heavy tackle, 

do not offer as much sport in their capture as 
the other trout, size being the chief feature. 
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The flesh is of very delicate flavor andis .- 

particularly rich in oil, being very superior . 

for baking. ea Baas 

a _ Eastern Brook Trout - Speckled Trout (14) - 
(Salvelinus fontinalis) : 

‘ This fish is of wide distribution in 
eastern North Amsrica and is there the species 

most desired by anglers. It has been quite 

_ extensively planted'in this. section, being _ 

FIG EE PASO ALT: bet TF yal ren 
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Eastern Brook Trout 

best known from Fish Lake in Utah and Lost 
“ River in Idaho. The upper Snake River waters 

+». also yield very large specimens. It likes 

quiet waters and is at its best in high moun- 
. tain lakes. It spawns in streams in October 

2 and November. Specimens have bem taken 4 

weighing from 8 to 143 lbs. but four pound 
. fish Are ‘uncommon. -It. takes a fly readily 

and is a vigorous; if not showy, fighter. 
In cold water its flesh is excellent flavor 
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but owing to the large amount of oil in the: flesh 
it dces not stay firm as long as does that of 
trout with dryer and less rich meat. It¥ beauty 
and free feeding habits without "off periods" 

when it is difficult to take by angling make it 4 
a valuable addition to the native fish. species. 

Dolly Varden or Bull Trout (15) > 
(S. bairdii) , 

This western representative of the group 

nom as charrs occurs in Pacific waters from 
northern California to Alaska. It is quite com- 
mc . in the lower Snake River waters in lakes and 
streams. Large individuals ascend headwater_ 
creeks in early fall to spawn. It occasionally 

SKYo : 
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etre gee a 1 oe ae 
Dolly Varden “or Bull Trout - 

reaches 10 lbs. or more in weight. It isa 
voracious and cannibalistic fish and is con- 
sidered a detriment to other species, being F 

particularly destructive to salmon eggs and fry. 
It is an irregular feeder and it is often dif- 
ficult te get them to take bait. It is a fair- . 
ly game fighter in swift water, being general- 

ly taken with salmon eggs or a bait. Its flesh 
is nef as good as that of other trout. This is 
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a rather coarse fish, not particularly at- 
tractive to the angler and is the poorest 
of the charrs. 

j Sunapee Golden Trout, White Trout ,Saibling (16) 
(Ss. aureolus) 

f Occurring, only in a few waters in New 
Hampshire, Vermont, anc one lake in Maine, this 

beautiful charr is not widely known. It is a 
_ lake fish and retires to deep water in summer. 

_ The maximum weights are from 6 - & lbs. but the 
: ‘average -is much less. . Spawning takes lace in 

"shoals in lakes in late fall. _ It has been 
- planted in several high lakes -in the Sawtooth 

gy , Biope ca Cai a Con ee aye 
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Sunapee Trout - Male 

Mountains. In these cold. lakes it will prob- 
’ ably occur away from deep water but the usual 

method of taking it is with bait in from 40 to 
J * 100-feet of water. In such waters it may not 

' grow to large size but probatly will be bril- 
liantly colored. Wherever. found it is held in 
high estéem by anglers on account of its beauty 

of form and color, game qualities, and excel- 
lency for the table. aay 
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Montana Grayling (17) 

(Thymallus montanus) 

Found originally only in the waters of 

the Missouri River above the Great Falls, the ‘ 
range of this fish has been somewhat enlarged 
by fish cultural operations. Grayling fishing 
is available in the Madison River and in Yellow- : 
stone National Park. This attractive fish or- 
dinarily does not exceed 12 inches long and a 
pound in weight, but may reach four pounds. The 

' fish ascend long distances to the headwaters to 
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Montana Grayling : 

spawn in May. It is an active, gamey fish, tak- 
ing a fly readily and the flesh is superior to 

that of the trout. . The large back fin is very ’ 

- brilliantly colored and gives a ready identifi- 

cation. 

NOTE: Key reviewed and valuable assis- 

tance given by Dr. W. C. Kendall, U. S. Bureau 
of WMisheries.... . oes : 
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FORESTS OF THE INTERMOUNTAIN REGION 

! 

Eg Pee ed 

Within the National Forests of the 
Intermountain rer*on it is estimated that 
there is 38 bili.ca feet of timber, consist- 
ing of: ‘ , 

West: r. yellow pine 11 billion 
Doug) « fir 10 H 
Lodgepole pine . Ht 
Engelmann spruce 4 i 
Alpine fir 2 HT 
Other (including dead) 4 " 

The above includes only saw timber over 12" 

in diameter. In addition there is -.. _ 

Pinon pine and juniper 9 million cords. 

These vast resources can maintain a 

forest capable of supplying some 500 million 

feet of timber a year -— an amount sufficient 

for the major needs of the region 

’ 

* If ‘ 

ee 
2 : FIRE IS PREVENTED 
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THEE NATIONAL FORESTS 

ARE 

YOURS - TO USE AND ENJOY [ 

Forest fiz destroy game birds and 
their nests, kill fish and wild animals, 

but of more serious consequence is the der- 

struction of the opportunity for fish and 
gare to survive and multiply. This loss is 
replenished only after the slow process of 

a@equate replacement of food and shelter. 

Fish and game survive no longer than _ 
their natural habitat. Every forest fire is 

dangerous to them. For your sport's sake -- 
f BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE. 

GREEN FORESTS 

MEAN GOOD FISHING AND GOOD HUNTING - 4 

FIRES DESTROY IT } 

DON'T CAUSE ONE. « 

. i 

, 
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Yo Mor . 27-148 U. S. Fores Service January 20, 1927 
\ Southestcrn District 

a¢@ricultural Bill Posses: Congrussivnal Record, January 15, reports 
that H. 2. 15008, an act making aporoprintions for the Department of 
agriculture for the fiscal year ending; June 30, 1928 was signed by the 
President. 

Rodents .t Large: Steve, the D. 0. janitor is qualifying as a Biologi- 
cal Survey huntcr thesc days. le has a long line of traps set in the halls 
and other likely hamts and cach morning reports a big catch. It is be- 

lieved that the inroad has been halted and that the catch now cxcecds the 
TP TCASOs 

Catchcs in Old Timor: Mr. Pickens of the Biological Survey has been camped 
at the Vater Canyon crossing for the past three weeks and rcports killing 
several bob cats and coyotcs and one lion. The lion was found in the Baca 

location and was killed about two milcs west of Los ilamos Ranch on tha 
forcst. Hc was an old timer, Mr. Pickens says, had two tecth cntircly 
gone and the rest almost worn off. The hide mcasurcd 10 ft. 3 inches. The 
killing of a numbor of colts in the locality is attributcd to him 

Santa Fo Tews Bulletin. 

& Trout Census; Wow many fish will a stream support? Thc Bureau of Fish- 
crics studicd this problom at their expcrimental hatchery at Holdcn, Ver- 

mont. i typical section of a trout strcam with trcecs and aldors on the 
banks, about 10 to 15 foot wide, and with numcrous sm1l pools 10 to 15 
inches decp was studicd, Lfforts to canture the fish in nets failed, >but a 
a carcful count was made, the water being clcar and shallow. The size 

ran from fingorlings to ton-inch fish, and on 2 conscrvative basis it was 

estimted that 75% of the trout present werc counted, The total estimated 
population was 875 trout por mile, These were in good condition and ap- 

pearcd well fod, appercntly the fo0d consisted largely of cadis worms, 

stone flics and midgo flies. 

ieee : District 4 Daily Tews. 

vhat Is The Most Important Nconomic Principle? This question is ans\ ered 
in on editorial in Engineering and Contracting by H. Ps Gillctte as follows: 
"any economist who attcmpts an answer to this question will find himself 
confronted by half a dozcn cconomic principles that overshadow all others. 
Of the half dozen, threc stum to us as being casily in the van, ‘They aro; 

(1) Vide diffusion of scicntific lmovledgo; (2) captainship by the most in- 
t-iligecnt men; and (3) Payment in proportion to porformance. Whether 

judsed by the mumber of sciontific discoveries and invcntions,or by. tie- 

tions loadthe rldy-narchy;~imerbea, 
volume of scientific literature, thrvc nations lead the world, namely, 

america, Germany and Great Britain. ‘they are also thc most prosperous of 
the great nations. At the other cxtreme among great nations are Russia, 

India and Shina; and there we find the minimum of sé¢icntific kmowlcdge and 

the maximum of poverty for the average man.**" 

Fiold: Pooler, Long (Santa Fe}; Fronch (Fort Sam Houston, Toxas) Hussey 
(Tonto) Chency (Santa Fo} 

Visitors;Pcarson, Coopcrrider, .rthur, Kartchner, Scott, Kirby, King. 
weting;: Joncs
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ah U. &. borost Service January 5, 1927 

Southves tern District 

attention Quadratters: Form D3-%S$1 on which art shown the instructions 

for locating and rccording data from the all-activity sample plots, will 
be rovised this winter; principally to clarify them. Suggestions from 

the ficld conecrning the rcvision arc dcsircd and should be submittcd by 

February 1. 

Division of the 25% Fund: Tho 25% of net forcst rcecipts which is by 
Act of Congress given to the states in which National Forests arc locatcd 

is distributed in both Arizona and Tov Mexico on a 50% basis, that is 50% 
. cach for school and road purposcs., In other Westcrn states the folloving 

distribution is made; 

Tdaho 25% 75% 
Hevada, 50% 50% 
Utah 50% 50% 
Wyoming. 8% 924 : 

Pearson And 4 Closcd Scason On Tasscl-cars: "Unquestiombly, the Tasscl- 
cared squirrci docs a considerable amount of damge to yellow pine repro- 

duction and to timber growth. One of his well-kmom habits is to cut tho 

terminal shoots from the branches thus decreasing the capacity of tho 
| crovn to manufacture food. I disagree with the opinion sometimes expressed 

that this 'prming’ is beneficial. It removes the youngest and most act- 

ive foliage, Mot infrequently the proportion of tho terminals cut is 

large, probably as high as _50 por cont. ‘Thore is a distinct tendency to 
conccntrate on certain trees, sometimes all but killing thom 

another activity which has comc to my attcntion only in the last 
four or five yoars is thc cutting of grocn cones, Mr. Tassel-ear can't 
wait until the concs are mturc, so he begins along in July, and by the 
time they should be ripe there are very fow left unless the crop he»pens 

to be a large one. This year the indications in July pointed to a fair 
sced crop, but by Octobcr cones on the trces were scarce. Large quantities 

of scalcs and cores on the ground showed plainly iat had become of the 
concs., The samc thing haopened in 1924, 

Unlike the porcupinc, the squirrcl has something to be said in his 
favore Hc is attractive to look at aml ediblc. Undoubtedly ho retards 

pina reproduction, but probably less so than chipmunk and mice. Unless 
squirrcls become very numcrous I \7ould not recommend comtrol mcasures. 
On the other hand, Iam opposed to a year long closed season, becausc I ; 
believe we alroady have cnough squirrels for tho good of'the forcst. In 
my opinion, protection during the breeding scason is sufficionte™ 

iSave: Lang (Camdon, $.C.)}; Hussey (Long Beach, Calif.) 
Detail: Monighan (.icachc) Boyle (DO) 
Visitor: Kimball (Tusayan) Do 
feting: Tandles
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M. 27-129 — U. Ss Forost Scrvico Becembor 27, 1926 
Soutiz.cstcern District 

The Prescott Tssucs 4 Challenges We have just finished having our supply ; 

of cdgcd firc tools gone over by a competont worlman, statcs the Prescott 

Dells, and will match tho condition of cur axes, hatchcts, machetes and 
Ligsh hooks against that of any forest in the district. 

Whercabouts of lirs Ma. citippo: The Consul General of Finland is seeking in- 
formation concerning a Ilr. i Kippo, presumbly a citizen ofithat country, 
and has asked whether he is su erp Loyee of the Forcst Service. If anyonc 

Imews of his location vloase advise the District Forester, 

A Large Coyote Takcn; C. J. iitchall, the veteran trapper of Bernalille, 
bagged his largest coyote Friday nisht, the animal motsuring 5 feet, 4 

inches in length. Tho animal was trapped at the mouth of the ats 
the coyote swam the Rio Grande twice with the trap before Ilitchell got 

close enough to shoot him. ‘fitchell sccured one black and two brown bear 

: in October. 

icals for "Bxtended Period": Although the "Note on page 27 ef the Gov- 

ernnent Travel Regulations following Par. 953 does not define the "cx 

tended period" for which meals paid for at ond of the pcried require a 
subvoucher, as did Par. 49a of the old regulations, "extended pcriod” in 

this connection will be construed to mean, 4s hitherto, 4 week or morc, un~ 

loss wort to the contrary is reccived. 

Rainfall On Jornado Highest of Record: The amount of precipitation for the 
first cloven months of 1926, as shown by ton rain gauges at the Jornade 
Range Reserve, averages 16.15 inchos, During: tho first 15 days of December 
the gauge at the Reserve headquarters rogistcred 1.62 inches, which brings 

the total from January 1, to Docombor 15, 1926, up to 17.77 inches. ‘This 

is the highost amount cver registered. The nearest approach to this was in 
1905, when 17,09 inches were rogistcrod at “the State College and the next 
noarcst was in 1881, when 15,05 inches were registerede The State College 

“.vords so back to 1851, with 12 years data missing. During the months of 

July, August and September of this yoar, the average for cightcecn gauges 

en thc Resorve was 8.24 inches for the three months. This has only beon 

equalled or exceeded tvice in the last forty years. In 1885, the State 
College records show 8,63 inches and in 1902, 9.15 inches for these three 
months. Prior to this pericd the reccrds show only two years in which this 
scasonal record was equalled or oxcccdcd; 1870 and 1881, when 9.90 inches 
and 8.99 inches rospectively were registered. There are cightecn gauges 

on the Jornado. The lowest registcrcd 12.75 and the highest 19.14 inches 

for the 11 months of 1926 ‘The intor figure is the highest precipitation 

on record for ene gaye. The highest scasonal precipitation for any one 

gauge was 11.23 inches which is aiso a record. Besides the gauges on the 

. Reserve the Jornado has three gaugos stationea at nearby ranchcs. 

Leave: Pooler, (Albuquerque); Lang (Camden, S.C.): Hussey (Long Beach, 
Calif); Kerr (11 Paso, Texas); imllon, Loveridge, Randlos, Herms 
(Albuquerque) 

Acting: Callcins 
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miles—in the sense that they would keep their hands surface of the film. The gray film mentioned above 
on pieces ahead while their knees and feet were on is the final product after the breakdown voltage is 
the pieces they were just leaving. exceeded. The films are apparently permanent and 

Their astronomical observations proved to have been the colors give no evidence of being formed by in- 

correct and their course took them directly into the terference. I have been unable to reproduce them 
Eskimo settlement at Beechy Point, where there is a by heating or other means and am withholding any 

trading station. From here they made their way to possible explanation of the phenomena until further 

Barrow, where Hielson’s little finger was amputated -data are available. 

at the mission hospital. The other fingers were saved. Hart M. Dunnam 
His deep soundings having made it improbable that UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 

there is undiscovered land in the 600,000-mile section Puy: ne 
to the northwest of Barrow, Wilkins now plans to 

cross the 300,000-mile section to the northeast, where / LOSSES IN SPECKLED TROUT FRY AFTER 
there is the best remaining chance of land. He ex- DISTRIBUTION 

pects to fly diagonally through the middle of it from! Tux Fisheries Department of Ottawa has recently 

Barrow to 84° N. Lat. and 100° W. Long. and thence} yeceived from the Biological Board of Canada a 
to Ellesmere Island, coming down when they have to" yemorandum of the losses in four thousand speckled 

or possibly flying nearly, if not quite, all the way to trout fry after distribution in Forbes brook, Prince 
Etah. Edward Island, Canada, for three months (July— 

| If the plane comes down anywhere on this route, Qetober) of 1926. Mr. H. C. White, B.A., was in- 
| Wilkins expects his party to live by hunting seals and vestigator for the Board for 1926 as well as for the 

make their way to the nearest inhabited land. This three previous summers. The supervising investiga- 
will be Alaska if they have hard luck and come down toy was Dr. A. G. Huntsman. 

soon. It may be any of the Canadian islands, ac- The plan selected for the experiments provided that 
cording to how far they succeed in fly’ ing ; it will be part of the upper stretch of the brook should be 
Etah, northwest Greenland, if everything goes like  sybdivided into four equal sections of ten rods each. 
clockwork. The outcome of the adventure can not be ach section was separated from the other by trans- 

known before perhaps midsummer when the Danish  yerse wire screens which were fry tight. Each sec- 
| trading ships go up to Etah or the Canadian govern- tion was seined* completely free from enemy and 

ment ships go to Ellesmere Island. If nothing is competition fish before an experiment began, except 

heard then or before that time, it will mean either a, mentioned below. 

fatal landing or a successful landing at a distance The object of three of the experiments was to 

from which the party pee returning, building Snow- ascertain whether (1) adult trout (any over one year 
houses in winter, MEINE skin tents BOOS and liv- old) or (2) birds, or (3) stickleback caused the great- 

aE OF BER Beet: Wilkins estimates the maximum est loss among fry after distribution. (4) The object 

time necessary for such a return on foot will be two in the fourth experiment was to determine the total 
years. We wish him luck with his great adventure. Hoasttrarn (allenanimalecanaee combined: 

) Ricuarp E. Byep, Section No. 1 was left in its natural condition and 
| Vinwsaumur STErANsson planted with 1,000 fry. At the end of three months, 
} 712 of them were missing. This compares with sev- 

) BEVECT OF BIGH VOLTAGES ON) TANS enty-three per cent., which was the loss in 1925 near 
TALUM ANODES the same place. Of 38 adult trout in this section in 

Durine some recent work with high voltages upon the spring, only 19 survived until October. 
metal electrodes I have found that tantalum exhibits Section No. 2. The adult trout were removed and 

| some very unusual phenomena when used as a posi- it was screened overhead from birds. 209 stickleback 
tive electrode in certain electrolytes. Very bril- were confined with 1,000 fry. Out of the 1,000 fry 

} liantly colored films are formed on the metal in the deposited in it, only 504 survived at the end of three 

| following order: violet, reddish purple, indigo, light months. 
| blue, green gold, light yellow and finally gray. The Section No. 3. Birds were screened from this sec- 

| colors were produced in succession by increasing the tion and all fish seined except 32 adult trout. Here 
voltage so that any one of the above colors may be only 361 fry survived out of 1,000. 

obtained by shutting off the current at the proper Section No. 4. Stickleback and adult trout were 
time. The films form just before the electrode be- removed from this section; but it was left exposed to 
gins to emit light and the highly colored ones dis- birds. Out of 1,000 fry planted in the spring, only 

appear when tiny scintillating sparks appear on the 435 were found alive in autumn.
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From the foregoing experiments it would appear would be to write in parentheses the words “new 
that stickleback alone caused the death directly or synonymy,” or some abbreviation thereof, after each 
indirectly of 49 per cent. of the fry; birds, 57 per reference to a newly published synonym. 
cent.; adult trout 64 per cent.; and all natural The labeling of new combinations or transfers of 

enemies combined 71 per cent. species from one genus to another forms a more de- 
Summarizing our results for the past four sum- cided digression from the practice commonly used by 

mers: In 1923, the loss of trout fry in southwestern zoologists, and especially entomologists; but it is be- 
Ontario was 961% per cent.; in 1924 it was 98 per lieved that if taxonomic workers would place the 
cent., same place; in 1925, it was 73 per cent.; and words “new combination,” or some abbreviation 
in 1926 it was 71 per cent. These two latter on thereof, in parentheses after each such transfer or 

Forbes brook, Prince Edward Island, Canada. new combination, it would greatly expedite the work 
It is quite possible that a portion of the losses may of ebstractors and catalogers, and to no small degree 

be due to cannibalism among the fry themselves; assist their colleagues. 
but this would not alter the total losses as given Botanists have been much more careful and definite 

above. in indicating and cataloging all new combinations. 
A. P. KyicHr I think it is time for the zoologists to take a lesson 

Kingston, ONTARIO, from the botanists and label their new combinations. 

Canapa It seems to me equally important that the botanists 
and zoologists agree to indicate in some clear manner 

THE NEED FOR DEFINITELY INDICATING all new synonymy. 

NEW SYNONYMY AND NEW COM- §. Al Ronwer 

BINATIONS IN TAXONOMY BurEAU or ENToMonoey, 

Recentiy Dr. Schramm, of Biological Abstracts, WasHINcTON, D. 0. 
Tequested me to serve as a member of a committee SURFACK TENSION METHODS 
to advise the organization publishing Biological Ab- : mapa 

stracts in regard to a number of policies on indexing ArrENTION should be called to the misapplication 
information from taxonomie papers. One of these A earned of Lenard ee SclENCE for Loam 

questions dealt with the indexing of synonymy and si : ale oe e e i i aie ra 

another with the indexing of new combinations of ie ay acini Sai ane eee eae to “the ae 
i y method” (in Gegensatz zur Ring- oder gar Scheib- 

generic and specific names. Tana 5 
: ; H form des Abreisskérpers) gives the accurate results 

It is very important that the working taxonomist ‘| ie 
y eos to which Dr. du Noiiy refers. Lenard by no means 

should know when a given species is transferred ‘ F 
By i considers the ring method on equal terms with his own 

from one genus to another, and it is equally impor- “teari ts a : 
: aring off method.” Lenard’s method is not en- 

tant that he should know when a species name has ;; 5 vy ively recent and was approved as a substitute for the 
been suppressed as 8 synonym of some previously ye ring method several years ago. (Cf. Jour. Phys. 

aeubed species. It is the aim of the founders of Chem. 1925, 897.) 

Biological Abstracts to furnish such essential infor- J. M. Jonum 

mation to students of taxonomy. They have found VANDERBIL? MEDICAL ScHOoL, 

it very difficult to tell from many papers whether NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 

synonymy as indicated in the paper is new or has EP ESE BEE | 

been previously recorded. They have also found it SCIENTIFIC BOOKS 
difficult to determine when species are transferred 

for the first time from one genus to another. This 7e Fawna a British India, including Ceylon and 
is especially true for papers dealing with taxonomic Burma, Hirudinea. By W. A. Harpina and 

1 J. Percy Moore, London: Taylor and Francis, zoology. 

[t therefore seems advisable to present for the March, 1927. 

diseussion of taxonomic zoologists the desirability of THE new volume of the fauna of British India, 

determining some way of indicating in their papers devoted to leeches, is perhaps the most exhaustive and 

whea new synonymy is proposed and when new com- certainly one of the most interesting of the whole 
binations of generie and specifie names are employed. series. As there are only forty-six species to be dis- 

In many of the recent extensive revisionary papers, cussed, it is possible in about three hundred pages to 
long specific bibliographies have been given with no go into a great deal of detail about structure, habitat 

indications as to whether any of the synonymy is new. and relationship to human affairs. The editor, Sir 
It is suggested that an easy way to overcome this Arthur E. Shipley, contributes a readable historical
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AN \ Do Undersize Fish Live? Zs \ A ow ) Oo Unadersize F1S 1ve: 

One of the easiest ways to start an argument is to Lot No. 5 was not allowed to touch the ground, and 
inject that question into the conversation of any group of | were removed submerged in water. 
anglers. It has been discussed, often with not a little acri- The experiment was made during the afternoon of 
mony, since before the time that the mind of man run-  Qetober 9, and a form devised to record the losses dur- 
neth not to the contrary. And the argument always winds ing the subsequent 10 day period during which the speci- 

up with all participants still firmly convinced that he was mens were kept in the troughs. It was not considered fea- 

right to begin with. : sible to keep fish of this size in the troughs for a greater 
One man contends that he has fished for going on 40 length of time, though it might have been valuable to 

years, has thrown back thousands of undersize fish, and. have had them under detailed observation for several days 
has never seen a dead one afterward, while another has longer. They were fed daily the standard ration of raw 
watched a majority of his “throw-backs” float off belly liver and hearts. At the end of the period all the sur- 
up, and is quite sure that they promptly died. One schooi yivars were carefully examined, fin marked for future 
of thought contends that the loss occurs some time after- jdentification, and returned to the pond whence they 

ward, and hence the fisherman has no opportunity to ob- were taken. Each of the lots, it will be recalled, original- 
serve it, and this group is divided into two factions, one ly contained 15 specimens, and at the end of the test it 
of whom believes that the fish become infected through was found that: 

handling, and the other that, they starve to death because Lot No. 1 had 15 survivors. All were in good physi- 

of dislocation of the lower jaw. Handling the fish: with cal condition. There was no indication of exterior in- 
the dry hands, or allowing it to flop in the sand, spells fection, One specimen had a broken gill-arch, which had 
certain destruction to a great many fishermen, and not a not become infected and which did not seem to interfere 
few hold to the theory that if the specimen bleeds it is with its normal activities. 

certain to pass on to a happy land where the seductive : 5 
: Lot No. 2 had 15 survivors. All were in good con- 

fly troubleth not. Some states have abandoned the size re ; . ; 
noe ee pee : dition, and there was no sign of infection. 
limit becauce of a conviction that it is useless to return the : . 
victims to the water, requiring the angler to keep all fish _ Lot No. 3 had 7 survivors. (This was the lot thrown 
caught and count them against the limit. against the earth.) 7 of the deaths occurred within an 

; f Sees hour after catching, and the other one the next day. One 
In order to collect some data along this line, I con- ; Se : 2 

3 an = specimen was in poor condition of flesh, and its caudal fin 
ducted an experiment at the Lisboa Springs Hatchery dur- 1 , fs : 

es ; had been badly nibbled away by its fellows. It was quite 
ing October, as follows: Using an ordinary flly-rod and 3 ‘ Ce : active however, and swam freely. Another had the max- 
a No. 12 barbed hook, I caught 75 trout ranging from 4% ‘ll i : 

¢ ‘i vee ae illary torn loose on one side, but did not seem to have 
to 7 inches in length from a hatchery pond in which the : : 

ie 2 ma : Nas suffered from that fact. With the exception noted, all 
cannibals” from the fingerling ponds are segregated. The 2 He . : 

: ; ‘ were in good condition, and there was no evidence of in- 
fish were a mixed lot of Rainbows, Eastern Brooks and Ceeaaa : 5 ; ection in the lot. 
Loch Levens, each of these species being represented in . = ay 
the catch. Since it appears reasonable that greater aver- ae No. 4 had 15 survivors, all in good condition, 
age injury results:from using live bait rather than arti- and with no sign of infection. : es 
ficial flies, due to the fact that an effort is generally made 3 Lot No. 5 had 14 survivors, all in good condition, and 

to swallow the live bait, the fly was stripped off the hook without sign of infection. The one specimen lost from 

and angleworms substituted for the lure. No particular this lot swallowed the hook completely, and was badly 
care was exercised in removing the hook, the object being injured internally in removing it. Tt died within a few 
to simulate as nearly as possible the tactics of the average minutes. 
angler who, it must be admitted, is more actuated by a The pond to which the survivors were transferred is 
desire to get his hook back into the water than by con- a very small one, being about 15 feet sauare and 3 feet 
sideration for the future welfare of the fish. deep, with concrete sides and bottom. All of the fish in 

In order to test the values of the most prevalent the pond are plainly visible, and at this date (Nov. 15) 
theories regarding the proper methods of handling the none of the specimens have died or seem to be in any 
fish which is to be returned, the catch was divided up into difficulty. 
five equal lots, the survivors of each lot being transferred While no experiment on so small a scale can be said 
to separate hatchery troughs for observation during 1 to be conclusive, the results here noted seem to furnish 

neriod of ten days. The various lots were handled as fol- a pretty solid foundation for the following hypotheses : 

lows : Tf the fish is thrown with any considerable degree of 
Lot No. 1. was not allowed to touch the ground, and violence against the eround or any hard substance, it has 

was removed from the hook with the hand wet. a little less than a 50-50 chance of surviving the exner- 

Lot No. 2 was lowered gently to the ground and al- ience. regardless of the manner of sttbsequent handling. 

lowed to flop around. where they became more or less It is the concussion that does the damage. 
covered with sand. They were removed with the hand Tf it is deposited upon the bank with reasonable 
dry. sentleness, it has 90 or more chances out a hundred to 

Lot No. 3 was thrown out over the head, and allowed _ live to bite again. This also without reoard to the manner 
to strike the earth with considerable violence. They were of subsequent handline. since of the 60 fish so tested onlv 
removed with the hand dry. one died. notwithstanding the fact that they were handled 

Lot No. 4 was not allowed to touch the ground, and by 4 different methods. 
were removed with the hand dry. (Continued on Page 28)
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that it was conducted at a hatchery, where conditions for 
fish survival are as nearly perfect as we know how to make 

RD them. The water temperature is absolutely uniform, and 
Lo ag colder than that of most streams during the fishing sea- 

THE eee THE son, while an abundance of easily hen food was under 
HOOK , HUMP the specimen’s noses at all times. It is possible that a 
WITH d a ' larger loss might have occurred in wild water. 

ey On the whole, however, it seems safe enough to say 
that the size limit is economically sound—and there is no 

(alnere sae retort adequately devastating for the contention that it 
‘ should be the fisherman’s privilege to decide what size 

Poe ae fish he will take home provided he stays within the num- 
Help Save the Fishing erical limit. God forbid that we shall oe become a nation 

of minnow fishers. 
Use JAMISON’S BARBLESS HOOKS E. L. Perry. 

umane and Sportsman’s Hook. RM Revert MEAT ea A SUCCESSFUL BEAR HUNT 
It Holds the Big Ones and Does Not Injure the (Continued from Page 8) 

Small Ones. feet above ground, and Hinton immediately opened the 
big show with such fireworks as have not been equaled 

Ask Your Dealer to Show Them to You or Send for since the close of the world war. He succeeded in land- 
Catalogue and Information. ing a fatal shot in the thinnest part of the cavity just under 

the ribs, which ranged upward penetrating the lungs, cut- 
W. dl. JAMISON Co. ting an artery, from which the blood flowed in a stream 

that quickly put an end to “Mr. Bear.” But Hinton con- 
: ep Chie tl tinued firing, hitting him some five times. The bear’s 

739 S. Calif. Ave., HGEO) hold slowly relaxed. Holding on to a limb with his left 
paw for a few moments, he crashed to earth, breaking 
limbs from the tree four to five inches in diameter, and 

fill the “mocker’s” cup.” It means too, it you need only breaking his right forearm near the shoulder, and his 
a couple of quail for a meal or two not to slam into the hack. He was a very large specimen, a cinnamon, weigh- 
flock and kill and maim a lot just out of meanness or jing full five hundred pounds, and was by far the largest 
don’t care.” i i ’ of his species ever seen by any of the party. 

The old man’s face was wreathed in smiles. Finally It took two days to pack the meat and hide into camp 
he could keep it no longer but burst into a loud guffaw, and we were all literally exhausted. Hinton had torn his 
“Yuh, Yuh, Yuh. Oh, Lo'dy, Yuh, Yuh, Huh.” The clothes so badly that several parts of his anatomy were 
tears ran down his wrinkled cheeks; his hands patted his exposed to the public gaze, but it seemed of little conse- 
thighs, while his head rocked back and forth as if on a quence to him. He had achieved something to be proud 
pivot. He tried to speak but laughing conquered speech. 6 killing a monster bear with a pistol. Laden with the 
I waited patiently for the laughter to subside but evidently — spoils of the last day’s hunt, we wearily filed into camp, 
it was going to take some time. as the delicious aroma of the evening meal assailed our 

Finally, the old man found a chance to speak but he appetites. I have never been able to measure the desires 
was weak from laughter. “Cap'n, does you know whut IT of jife with the proverbial silver spoon, but I question if 
reckoned you said I believed in, whut was a good thing fo banqueting board ever groaned ’neath greater wealth than 
we all? I thot you said consternation!” that which graced our rude pine table there in the wintry 

ca RPDS OTT woods, sheltered by the shadow-plumes cast by the fitful 
DO UNDERSIZE FISH LIVE? firelit gloom. A Pie steal of toothsome tee meat, 

(Continued from Page 9) flaky biscuits, crisp and brown; coffee whose aroma evi- 
‘ The “wet hand” theory has been given too much  denced its worth, soon caused us to forget our exhaustion 

prominence. While it doubtless does not harm to wet the and weariness and become as boys again. The party had 
hand, it seems, in the case of trout at least, to have little hunted on five days, getting up five bears, killing three of 
effect upon the chance of the fish to survive. While only them, and but for stormy weather and high winds blowing 
37 days have elapsed since the catching, it is not probable so the dogs could not be heard, the other two would have 
that fungus infection will still appear, considering the also been secured. To the faithful dogs is due all of the 
temperature of the water (55° F.) praise and credit for the success of the hunt. They never 

Dropping the fish in the sand is not fatal nor, appar- failed in their work. 
ently, particularly harmful. Upon the breaking up of the hunt, Ed Thomas, a real 

There is no virtue in the theory that the fish which sportsman, thus addressed the party: “Gentlemen, I have 
bleeds invariably dies, since a considerable proportion of been on many bear hunts in New Mexico; I have been out 
the specimens under discussion bled to a greater or less with old bear hunters who have a state-wide reputation as 
extent. The belief probably arises from the fact that a successful hunters, but I have never been on a hunt that 
considerable amount of blood is required to attract the would in any way measure up to the success attained on 
attention of the average angler, and generally means a_ this one.” 
swallowed hook with consequent serious internal injury After packing up, the boys reluctantly “stepped on 
in removing it. the starters” and the wheels slowly began to roll down hill 

One factor which must be taken into consideration in toward the hum and din of the marts of trade. Like all 
drawing conclusions from this investigation is the fact things save time and eternity, the hunt was at an end.



Cross References; (Trout Folder) 

1. "Influence of Certain Water Conditions, Especially Dissolved Gasses, : 
On Trout" by James S. Gutsell, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Beaufort, 

; North Carolina; in ECOLOGY, January, 1929, Vol. X, No. 1, page 77.
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; During the fall of 1053 « log fram bent das wap ball? on the 
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fhe following is « lis& of stomach contents of « few of the 
trout taken in the Medicine Bow waters: 

Smith North Gre = Tributary ougles Ure 

All species - Bastern Brook ~ 7° = 9" | June 1938 

i i RE VOR 

i. | Peilceptera 7 50% 
Colecptera 5 28% 

—_— 3 25% 
” 6 

Re Midge Larvae 21 
Odonata * i 
Mayfly a 
Beetle * 8 
Gaddis * B 

Se Gaddis * a V5 
Beetle * 3 a5y 

a Museula 1 

5. Beetle Larvae A 
Mey fly 1 

6. Homoptera i 

%e Beetle Larvae 2 
Ceidis * 5 
Fish egg i 
Midge * 3 

8 Homoptera 3 
Col®ptera 2 
Museula i 

9. Bymenoptera 2 
Soleoptera 13 

10. Hymenoptera 2 
Coleoptera a 
Orthoptera 3 
Midge Larvae 2 

il. Tremato * 3 
Coleoptera 13 

eddie i 
Plecoptera 5 
Mayfly 1 
Midge @ 

Ree



Bowny 

Seteoptera Seleopters Chironomid Zphemeride donota 

22 48 31 9 1 

uagube Bomeptera Hymenoptera Setheptore  Lleseptere 

2 8 4 3 8 

Raiubow - 10 ims 

Tricoptera 16 

Teieoptera 16 Samant 
Coleoptera 1 Trigepters. Selsoptera 

Retive _=- 10 in. 3 a 

Trieoptera 5 Sphemerida Elscopters 

may fiy a 1 g 
Bagtern Brook - 9 ins 

; Pleceptera - Larvae 2 

Box Crook ~ July 5, 1933 

All species - Eastern Brook - 6 - 9 in. 

Wo. 1. Vol. $ Go 
Soleoptera ‘4 sun RY 

Noe 8 Vol. oe + . Soleopters Hymenopters 

araahniae 1 9 6 
Batrachium Gone : 

No. SB Vol. $00 
Coleoptera 2 20 a 
Hymenoptera & i 
Batrachiun Some Ericeptera Patrachium 

No. 4 Vol. £00 5 in all but one 
Cemasrus 20 
Hymenoptera a 
Diptera i 
Coleoptera. i 

aden



No. 5. Vole § OG 
Coleoptera 2 
Trisoptera 5 
Betrachiun Some 

‘Telephone Lake ~ July and sugist 1995 | 
The writer took quite a few fish during these months from Yele- 

phone Lake ani examined most of the stomachs. it was cbserved that 
most of the food consisted of the Chironomid larvae and fly during 
most of the time; however, on August 14, a large hateh of Hymenoptera 
were observed flying above 4nd falling into the lake. ‘tw fish wore 
taken ani « count of 152 Hymenoptera was taken from the stomach of 
@ 12" Bastern Brook and a cout of 28 Hymenoptera from an 6" Iastern 
Brooke 

Vol. of fool in 12° trout - 406 
; Vol. of food in 8" trout - le 

‘ 

Ezicoptera Selsoptere Sbironomid aphomeride 

63 $8 31 10 
(see note on ‘ 

: Telephone Lake) 

Sdonata Euscula Homoptera Hymenoptera 

1 2 5 9 
(see note on 

Tele phone Lake } 

Oxthopters Elecoptera Semmaras: Batrackium 

3 7 a0 Sane ; 

Other Diptere, 

1 

It was the writers personal obeervation that fish food is good, 
as @ whole, in the waters of the Medicim bow National Forest. However, 
it wes noted that a great percent of the god eaten was of qquatic origin 

with only a comparatively chort time where terrestial forms of food were 
‘ taken in abundance. This, of course, varied with the altitude of the 

particular waters: the higher showing the shorter terrestical insect 
feeding duration. 

ml



This observation brings about the eonclusion thet any water 
improvement works thet tend to increase the maint of aquatie inseet 
development will better the development of trout and their environment. 
Iu this commection it might be stated thet the construction of cheok 
pools are beneficial providing that @efleetods be also installed so 
that silting will nct take place when the high mi dy waters of spring 
or etorm are coursing the atream bed. 

The constructionce® an obstruction that causes a pool and slorer 
Sete oe eT eee ean” Gee cee is ces ae 
at time of high and silt laden waters. silt will probably cover 
‘up the food and recesses for the trout unless facilities are installed 
thet will aet as a scour ani ep the pool eleon during high water. 

Se in thie respect, the uature of the stream will effeet the 
type of construction used. 

The results of stocking of Telephom Lake with fish fmm Tomer 
Leake rearing pond was very favorable. This past sumer fishingg was 
very good in Telephone Lake to one acquainted with the arte necessary ; 
to cateh trout. It ie predicted, that now as Tomer Lake and M111 
Pond have been improved, thet many of the higher lekes in the Snery 
Range District will be steadily bettered in the caning years by the 
correct planting of fish from these rearing ponds. 

The physical aspects of the waters in question should not only 
be camsidered. After construction work has been done, the factor of 
food abundance should be provided. Im this ease, food transplanting 
is recommended. In places where check end rearing pools are milt, 
the only aquatic life present is Bhat whieh is in the original stream 
bed, and the increase in aquatic life met be natural unless other- 
wise provided. 

A streem or spring flow shold be selected wherein aquatic 
Plent and insect life is abundant,,where also the removing of sup of 
this life will net effect its own stability and production. Plant 
life ean weuslly be found most readily in the bettom of a beaver pond 
that has been in operation for a mmber of years. 

The following recommendations are experimental and their results 
should be noted, if adopted: 

Batrachiua, Ghara or other aquatic plant life should be teken 
up with @ spade, carefully including the soil matrix, and placed in a 
buxlap sack and trensported to the new pond site, several sacks my 
be tuken. Im planting thie material in the new site the sacks should 
bs imbedded in rich moist soil emi ripped open so thet th plant een 
grow and tale root. ‘he water should then be inmedintely backed over 
a it is asswed that by this mthod the developnm t 
OF plant ‘@ wuld be swifter than by relyingon natural processes. 

we



The transplanting of ineeet life een be accomplished by 
securing the bottem of moving waters and collecting the insects 
with a net end placing in « ean of water. Frosh water shrimp can 
usually be found in abundance smong the plm te that grow in a spring 
stream. Oe ee ce ae Gee eee ee 
& fine dip net and shaking the not. shrimp will dxep off into 
the net ami ean be placed iu the container of water. These inasets j 
‘then are to be planted in the new pool formed as one would a cen 
of fish. It may be mentioned there that the i. 3. Hatchery at 
Serene See Sevens, 2 eee Sane Save wet Gooey at Ser 
be requisitioned with o dhipment of fish. Daphnia may alse cole 
lected with a flanetion met and transplanted. 

It is ales recommended that experimental work be done in the 
planting of aquatic plants end insects in lakes thet are apparently 
baxrven of sufficient food. The procedure is the seme as that exe 
plained above, except that the seeks of plant life must be dropped 
over board fran a boat. It is recomended that the sack be ripped 
just enough to insure the growth of the plant, but sot te allow the 
contents to separate on the bottom. 

Wxperimental work on the sinking of soil m4 plant on 
mattresses could be undertaken. 

In conclusion the writer would like to state that every 
attention should be directed in the development of food life in 
projects undertaken: 

1. Water improvement . 
i, pascline af aetie Lie 

& avoid overstocking. 
4 Carefully note results and male 

eanparative analyses. 

f wees
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H Wi igh atchery Trout Go Wild Over Night 
Experiments Prove Them Robust Foragers 

By Russevt F. Lorp 

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Pittsford, Vermont 

(Continued from March-April issue) ° 

Introductory Note: In the first part from the hatchery-reared fish while cast- . lant enough to bring a smile to the face 
of this paper, published in the Mareh- jing as in any normal fishing. It must of any angler. Of the two species, the 

April issue of this mang a7 ne) Mr. Lord also be mentioned that there were no rainbow, as already mentioned, was hard- 

decree te eurboee ot nee Mathes other anglers on the stream to disturb the er to catch. Fishing for rainbows con- 

reared trout to forage for themselves fish, for the experiments, to be successful, tinued with varying intensity up to and 
when liberated, and to ascertain defi- had to be carried on after the regular including Sept. 25, 1933, with a final 
ae SR ae ee: these fish Vermont season had closed. Competition tally of 49 fish recaptured. During this 

Marked brook and rainbow trout were Was thus eliminated. Furthermore, both period despite offerings of everything 
liberated at selected points, and attempts anglers engaged in capturing the fish from trout flies to grasshoppers and 
made to recapture, by ordinary fishing ere very familiar with the section of worms, the fish responded only when it 

mupthedesy at lect ten) each “day jtlere ins broken question, having fished it pleased them to do so. 
after. Only once was the full quota of : 2 ‘aad = 3 ig ; 
ten rainbows taken, and on two ocea- time and time again. They knew just Fishing for brook trout continued from 
sions only were ten brook trout caught. how to present flies in any one pool to Aug. 19 to Sept. 5 with the good recoy- 

The stomach contents of the fish re- make them appear most inviting. And ery record of 82% of the 100 trout lib- 

taken were examined and the report finally, the exact number of prospective erated. Figuring up the time spent in 
presented in the first part of the paper. mages 5 d 
Briefly, these hatchery trout had appar- Victims was known, just where they had capturing the brook trout, I found that 
ently no difficulty in recognizing natural been placed, and just where they would it required approximately fifteen minutes 
prey as food nor in capturing it in suffi- most likely go. Thus it appeared as if of fishing effort by two people for every 
Senn edinonr nan her Meter the anglers had everything their own way, trout captured. This does not indicate 
their behavior was all that might be but the supposedly unsuspicious, hand- that the hatchery trout were easy to ap- 
asked by the most exacting angler. reared creatures had ideas of their own. prehend. 

: ; 5 As for the appearance of the trout, 
O those who believe that hatchery Rainbows ‘Came Hard’ both species were very easy to look at. 
fish are trusting creatures; that It is no exaggeration to say that the They were not the typical, dull-colored, 

when placed in a stream they will fish recaptured were. well earned. The pot-bellied type of trout which used to 
blithely scull up to the designing angler rainbows particularly “came hard.” It he found all too often at hatcheries. 
and beg him for small favors, let me say was rather annoying to observe a dozen They were nice heavy-shouldered fish, 
that the liberation experiments with the in a certain pool calmly ignore the of- lithe and trim. A diet containing a lib- 

brook and rainbow yearlings showed these fered lures despite the best efforts of the eral percentage of salmon-egg meal had 
notions to be more than slightly exag- anglers. Not a fish in this pool was  yesulted in colors that no wild fish would 

gerated. taken until the seventh day following have been ashamed of. Spots on the 
As already mentioned, it was the in- liberation, and then only by means of a brook trout were red, the bands gleam- 

tention to take ten fish per day until all lowly worm when the water was murky ing on each side of the rainbows were 
had been recaptured, but this proved from a heavy rain, When pricked, both red, fins of both species were brightly 
difficult to carry out. The brook in both rainbow and brook did their best to es- tinted. As for size, although not to be 
years was low and clear and as much cape by leaping from the water or bor- compared with the large trout which can 
care had to be taken to keep hidden ing against the bottom in a manner gal- be taken from relatively unexploited wa- 

at ters, they would make a very satisfactory 
ee 2 He Bt \ ‘ reward for angling in civilized territory. 

j we ee oe ieee ET ng Opposite in Movement 

ee oe vehi a OP ies ave a Lye ae The rainbow trout reacted differently 
mae TO sees esa See Re Ba ESA hee than the brook trout of the earlier ex- 

. er ie sie Poe) oe noe te oh eecg Cor. periment. That is, the tendency to run 
ay eee : ie oe < TS Ve Palais a with oe pias much geen 

as i Ia Nic ache cet Ae Sos CU atar wee example, out o recaptured rainbows, 
eee —— A ea be Shgcy et em eat 58% were taken downstream from the 

ae a co > Aare AE, 4 neg pee liberation pools, 29% in the pools them- 
s . Ra ~ BS, selves, and only 13% upstream from 

; een ey ae them. On the other hand, 82 recaptured : : <n Sages een nse é Sas brook trout reacted in opposite fashion, 
oe me 7 ead — = 61% being caught upstream from the 
— este 5 a = et New places of planting, 23% from the pools 

2 63 2 oe themselves and only 18% downstream 
Se S ‘ _ ie from them. 

t ee % 3 pipe eg It took several days for the brook 
SS a ees spas ~ a trout to work upstream so that fish from 
— ti 3 one liberation pool would over-lap those 
— ~ (Continued on page 47)
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from a pool further up, but rainbow 
ae l Ge d. f 9 

their freedom as far as 300 yards below 
apn & AP) pedo Wha seek the place of plantin; The rainbows 
without doubt showed their tendency t 
drift, fish being observed after 10 min- 

utes’ freedom, 30 yards further down 
stream. This trait of rainbow trout, dis- ; 
iking to “stay put,” is one of the major 

the specie 

When it was discovered that the rain 
bows were going to be difficult to re- 
capture, several efforts were made to find 
the fish for as much as half a mile below 

the lowest liberation pool, but not until 
the fishermen had worked up within a 
hundred yards or so of this spot was a 

single marked trout taken. At the same 

there was plenty of evidence that fish 
were feeding 5 

Th »bservatior as interpreted as 

meaning one of two things—either a 
great many fish had kept moving until 

hey were out U% reach far down the 
Ke f ; igi brook, or else they had found protected 

eota cWatlin aeinah decade seeds ee ce ae 

he liberation pools ahd were merely re- | he liberation ] id were merely re 
fusing the lures as was so often the case 
A. later checkup about the middle of 

aR de lL = eh i Az Stones y sober showed that numerous fish were 
1 Sune A still remaining in the same section of the 

brook in which the others had been taken, 
When legal fishing opened again last May 
ishermen were asked to be on the look- 

. ee 
0 for the marked fish. On the first 

; morning around 10 fish were take ee pats Vee Pa yee These had pas ne inter nd_ the 
spriz with its freshets, in the immed 

ate vicinity of the place in which they 
had been liberated. It would seem that 

LD rticular strain of rainbows used, 

revealed a tendency to “stay put” a little 
more pronounced than ordinary. 

In conelusion does not seem that | 

hatchery life will ha much evil effect | 

on the gallant nature of trout pro- 
2d they are given prop food, re, 

and a reasonable natural environment 
The liberation experiments proved tha 

thoughtful methods, can take admirable * 
care of themselves when placed on their ; 
own resources. Both speci s, despite en- 

forced civilization, lived 1 o the sport- | 

ing standards of their race in every | 
respect. It is hardly a matter of argu- 

nent to contend that fishing in civilized 
ctions is utterly dependent upon the 

hatcheries — — and therefore it is w to 

he hatcheries to see to it that the trout 

roduc d are wor thy L the name W hen 

rout that look like real trout are put 

out in trout waters for trout fishermen 
o eatch, I firmly believe the: vill aet 

like trout, which sums up the whole mat. 
‘ ter in few words.



Trout folder 

See "The Winter Food of Brown Trout," by H. D. Slack. Journal of 

Animal Ecology, Vol. 3, No. 1, May, 1934, pp. 105-108.
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ALEXANDER MACDONALD STATE OF NEW YORK DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 

COMMISSIONER LLEWELLYN LEGGE, CHIEF 

FRANCIS X. DISNEY ae 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER ty 

HERBERT F. FRESCOnt ee Io eae 7 

Leo 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Eri EE IN RI eee REFER ALBANY 

Nov. 12, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: : 

In response to your inquiry of Nov. 9, I 
am sending under separate cover the survey of the 

Oswego watershed in which the first of the series 
of carp studies appears in printed form. 

We have at present a second report which 
is now being editied. We shall be glad to send you 
a copy when it comes from the press in about 4 months. 

Very truly yours, 

ALEXANDER TACT pe 

BY o 
& wuutlou 

Emmeline Moore 
Investigator in Fish Culture 
Director of the Survey 

EM/G
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THE CARP MENACE 

It is recognized by all scientific persons that water fowl 

and game fish will disappear from our lakes and streams unless 

water plants on which they rely either directly or indirectly for 

their food supply are available. In a recent issue of the Isaac 

Walton League magazine "Outdoor America" it was stated in an 

editorial that questions of bag limit, open season, size of fish 

which can be caught and many other matters which are given a 

great deal of attention by the members of the legislature, local 

Rod and Gun Clubs and a large army of interested individuals are 

of no avail unless the plant life of our lakes and stmeame is 

sufficient in character and quantity to provide the necessary ‘ he 

food supply. ei 

That we have a serious problem in our local lakes in yo 

preserving desirable water plant life no one can deny. During a 

the twenty years that I have been familiar with the local lakes 

I have seen the rushes and water lilies, which on some of the 

lakes extended out from the shore for as much as two hundred yards, 

entirely disappear, We have seen beds of wild celery on our lakes 

with a leaf growth so luxuriant that it was practically impossible 

to row'a boat through it, entirely disappear. I have also seen 

piles of wild celery plants and buds washed up on the shore in 

such quantities that with a pitchfork it was easy to obtain a 

large rowboat load in traveling along the shore for a distance of 

not exceed fifty yards. What are the agencies producing this 

condition? This is what we want to know and must know in order to 

properly understand our problem. 

In the past the whole problem of conttolling the carp 

has been mixed up with the question of whether game fish are in- 

dured or destroyed in the process of seining carp ana also
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whether the water plants of our lakes are injured as a result of 

these seining operations. It is agreed by every one who has made 

a careful study of the subject that more wild celery and other 

valuable water plants were rooted out of our lakes by the carp from 

May to November last year than could possibly have been taken out 

by a carp seine if it had been used on the lakes every day through- 

out year. The same conditions are found in other lakes where carp 

are present in large numbers. 

: It has been charged by many well-meaning persons that 

the Fish Gommission committed the greatest crime of the century 

in inflicting carp on the game fishermen of the state. It is assumed 

that the Fish Commission, which preceded our present Conservation 

Commission, brought the carp to Wisconsin largely as an experiment 

and that there was no demand for this fish from the citizens generally. 

The Second Biennial Report prepared by the Commissioner 

of Fisheries vf Wisconsin in 1885 contains some interesting historical 

facts on the subject of carp. The following is an extract from the 

report; 

"Public interest in this fish has grown greatly during 

the past two years. Experience has shown that it is a fish of 

| rapid growth and suited to waters in which no other will thrive. 

, A carp pond is maintained at the Madison Hatchery, but the fry do 

| not thrive, owing, in my opinion, to the extreme hardness of the 

| water. Until this year I had little faith in carp-raising, thinking 

| it a useless expense, on account of our cold winters. But seeing 

is believing. A. B. Avery, of Prairie du Sac, Sauk County, has a 

slough on his farm covering about an acre and a half. In February, 

| 1883, he got twenty young carp and put them in this slough, in 

| which there is no sign of vegetation or brush. I was there last
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fall and secured five thousand carp with four hauls of the net, and 

Mr. Avery sold some two thousand to other parties. If I am any 

judge in this matter, I should. gay there must be a hundred thousand 

of them left in the pond, some of which will weigh eight pounds. 

"Mr. Avery keeps about two hundred hogs on his farm and 

they and the carp live together in this slough during the summer 

months. Whether the fish live on the hogs or the hogs live on the 

fish I can not say; but both are in splendid condition. There are 

thousands of just such mud-holes throughout the state, and there is 

no doubt that carp will do well in the most of them. 

"Until five months ago all applications for these fish 

were referred tothe United States Fish Commission, but the demand 

became so great that we had to get a supply; and I secured,in 

addition to the 5,000 from Mr. Avery, 10,000 from the United States 

Fish Commission, Washington." 

You may be interested to know why there was such a 

demand for carp to be used for breeding purposes that the United 

States aan of Fisheries was unable to supply the needs. This 

is explained by some authorities on the ground that most men are 

easily interested when they think there is a chance of getting 

something for nothing and there seemed to be an opportunity to have 

@ perpetual supply of fresh fish for any one who had land with 

any kind of mud-hole on it that would hold a few bucket-fulls of 

water. Accordingly applications for carp piled in and as a result 

of ignorance and neglect most of these fish or their offspring were 

goon in the public waters as a result of the breaking of dams of 

improperly constructed ponds, etc. The result was that within two 

or three years after the carp were planted in slough or pond shut
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off from the public waters fishermen reported carp being taken in 

considerable numbers» in the rivers and lakes. The United States 

Bureau of Fisheries ia a orinted report announces that it was not 

their intention to introduce the carp into the waters that were 

; already stocked with good native species, nor was it claimed that 

the carp was superior to the majority of our native food fish. : 

The repot prepared by Professor Cole for the United 

States Bureau of Fisheries was written after several years of 

careful se entific experiments coneerning the life history and habits 

of the carp. One of the strictly economic questions considered by 

Professor Cole was the relation of the fish to aquatic vegetation, 

the destruction of which was being deplored particularly by sports- 

men who maintained that the best foods of many of the ducks such as 

the canvas back and red head are fast being destroyed by the carp. 

These investigations were also made to determine how far, if at all, 

carp interfere with the spawning of other fish and whether they eat 

the eggs and prey upon the young of other fish. 

We find that the carp grinds much of the vegetation 

which he consumes and quote the followings from the report on carp 

by the Bureau of Fisheries on page 531; “In common with other members 

of the family the mouth of the carp is without teeth, the only organs 

of this description being the blunt nob-like structures lying on the 

pharyngeal bones in the back part of the mouth or throat. These are 

entirely for grinding food." Such being the case we would not expect 

_*o find vegetation in the digestive tract of the carp which we could 

clearly distinguish as such. Professor Cole in the report which he 

prepared for the United States Berea of Fisheries states that he 

believes the carp eats both animal and vegetable matter. He: states
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that he knows of no food substance which a carp can get into its 

mouth that it will not eat. The animal matter which it can ordin- 

arily obtain is limited largely to insect larvae, small snails, 

Glams and other similar organisms, so that the bulk of its food is 

in most cases largely vegetable. 

The following is a quotation from the United States report: 

"Garp are often compared to pigs in their feeding and the comparison 

is not bad for much of their food is obtained by rooting about in 

the mud, in soft, muddy or marly bottoms. One will often see num- 

erous little pits and holes a few inches or more in diameter show- 

ing where the fish have been at work. In most of its feeding the 

; earp works slowly and rather quietly, but the rooting in the mud 

they often undertake in a more vigorous manner, twi¢sting and 

splashing and tugzing at the roots of water plants. It is this 

that makes the water so roily. Moreover, the freshly dug-up stems 

and leaves of cat tails, sweet flag, rushes, wild celery, wild rice, 

sago plant and other water plants are oftem seen floating about 

as further evidence of the destructive work going on below. The fish 

probably dig up these plants mostly for the tender shoots and root- 

lets, but they undoubtedly obtain many smaller organisms from the 

mud at the same time. 

The following report on what has happened to the 

Suisun marshes in California is presented by Re E. Wilson, the 

E Secretary of the California Fish Commission: ; 

*?fhrough the planting operations of a number of local 

clubs the ponds, ditches and sloughs had so grown up with vegetable 

matter that it was almost impossible to push a boat through the 

dense growth at the opening of the season. Last year it was dis- 

covered that marked change had taken place. The cause was
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attributed to the winter, which was a rather severe one. This 

year the change in the respect mentioned was much greater. It was 

early reported in the spring that there was very little sign of vege- 

table growth in any of the ponds. Investigation followed, and it 

was found that fish in large number, ranging from a few inches 

in length to 15 pounds in weight, had invaded the grounds and taken 

entire possession of all the waters. These fish came, say, in May 

| and remained until about the latter part of July-- that is, the bulk, 

but many remained later. We are convinced that these great numbers 

came to spawn. About August this great school, if you can so call 

it, suddenly disappeared-- that is, the larger ones and the majority 

ef the whole, Their going was not unlike the grasshopper in effect 

on vegetation-- not a sign or remnant was left. The result is that 

today, whore these same ponds have heretofore afforded unlimited food 

supply for surface feeding ducks in the early part of the season and 

| a@ like supply of celery bulbs for the canvasbacks and redheads for 

the balance of the season, there is absolutely not a single sign of 

vegetation. At the time mentioned I carefully examined the beds of 

the ponds and found them positively barren of vegetable matter. WNot- 

withstanding the emigration, if it can be so cailed, of the larger 

fish, the waters are still alive with the same fish, ranging from 

2 to 8 inches in length. These ponds, heretofore quite clear, are 

now nothing more than mdholes. That this fish burrows in the md 

there is no question. The beds of the waters are not unlike a 

sieve in appearnce, with holes, round in form, ranging from onehalf 

inch to 3 inches in diameter. The banks of the ponds and sloughs 

are quite like the bottoms. fhe fish have burrowed to the depth of 

a foot in many places, and it can be readily seen that it has been
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done for the purpose of getting at the roots of the vegetable growth." 

Mr, John P. Babeock, the Chief Deputy of the California 

Fish Commission, is quoted as follows; 

"The carp have destroyed almost all the wild celery of : 

the lower Sacramento and Suisun Marshes. They reach all the ponds 

during high water, and, as soon as @elery comes up, they eat the 

shoots, and, in many of the best ponds on the shooting preserves, 

have taken roots and all of the celery. They have not destroyed 

the tule grass to any noticeable extent, if at all. The damage has 

been to the better grasses. Many of the clubs planted wild celery, 

but the carp destroyed it all, and it is claimed by observing men that 

the dlery is entirely destroyed. The clubs resort every season to 

baiting their ponds with grain, and in these ponds the carp move in 

droves that W. P. Whittier tells me look like a tial wave, as they 

move from one side to the other." 

Professor E. E. Prince, Comissioner of Fisheries for 

Canada, ‘urnishes the most damaging evidence against the carp that 

we have been able to find. Professor Prince states as follows: 

"In connection with this charge, a western United States 

paser tells of a rancher's visit to Portland, Oregon, to sue for 

damages he had sustained from the introduction of carp. He wished 

to find out whether he had recourse against the United States Fish 

Commisaion for the introduction of carp into the rivers of this 

section. He says these fish are destroying his meadows by eating 

his grass and grubbing up the roots. As the water overflows his 

meadow the carp follow it up in thousands, the small ones weighing 

about three pounds pushing their way up where the water is only 

3 inches or so in depth and clearing off all vegetation, so that 

when the water recedes he will have mud flats in the place of
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meadows," 

: There is no report from any state, where game fish are 

still available in considerable numbers, that favors the culti- 

vation of carp or the enactment of legislation to protect the carpe 

Of course, commercial fisherman generally are interested in having 

. the carp protected for the reason that they are difficult to catch 

by hook and line unless the fisherman is especially skilled. Com- 

mercial fishermen use large nets entirely and are able to make great 

catches. A recent Indiana report states that it is nothing un- 

common for fishermen on the Maumee River and Bay to tie up to the 

downtown docks with three or four tons of carp on board as a result 

of one day's fishing. In New York where fish culturists have made 

a scientific study of the carp this fish is not looked on with 

favor. The annual report of the New York Commission in 1919 contains 

the following; 

“The rapid increase in carp in the lakes and rivers in the 

State, and their great destructiveness to native szcies of fish, 

has made it necessary for the Commission to permit the use of 

licensed seines for taking them. They are very prolific, and 

frequently obtain a weight of fifty pounds. When, in addition to 

this, it is understood that they travel is schools, rooting up the 

bottom, destroying spawn, and generally upsetting natural conditions, 

it is apparent that they must be held in check in every possible 

way. They find a ready market in the large cities, and sre sold at 

a moderate price." 

Professor Cole, states that he has seen in a pond, where 

the carp were feeding in large numbers, the water quite well covered 

in places with uprooted vegetation, among which were to be seen
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whole plants of flags torn out bodily. 

In his conclusions Professor Cole states that the evidence 

seems to be pretty strong that in general the carp are very des- 

tructive and are probably in a large part at least responsible for ; 

the great reduction of wild celery and wild rice that has been 

noted in many of our inland waters in the last few years. This in 

turn has deprived certain ducks, especially the canvasback and 

‘ redhead, of an important food supply and has removed from the waters 

great masses of vegetation which are necessary to the successful 

production of game fishes. 

All lovers of outdoors, especially fishermen and duck 

- hunters, are pleased to know that more than 900,000 pounds of 

salable carp were removed from Lakes Monona, Waubesa and Kegonsa 

during the fall of 1932, and some of them we fear are laboring under 

the delusion that the carp problem for these lakes has been solved 

for several years. Don't be deceived. There are many millions 

more carp in these three lakes now than there were last spring. If 

these 900,000 pounds of carp had been removed from the lakes last 

spring before they spawned, a real start would have been made in 

keeping them under proper control. 

When they gather near the mouth of a river or other stream 

just before spawning starts, the earp can be taken in large numbers 

with very little effort. It is not necessary in the spring to drag 

a heavy sein over a whole lake to do effective work. The commercial 

| fishermen, of course, wilt not do spring seining unless they are 

required to do so by the Conservation Commission. Wo one can blame 

them for they do not propose to "kill the goose that lays the golden 

eggs." 

The whole problem, therefore, depends on state action a
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Experience teaches that our lakes are becoming more carp~infested 

each year. that desirable lake vegetation is practically gone, that 

lake bathing is seriously interfered with as a result of the muddy 

condition of the water especially when there is an on-shore wind. 

For all these conditions the state Conservation Department is 

primarily responsible. ‘Their feeble efforts yield a small revenue 

to the state from the sale of carp but the real problem is unsolved. 

We try to protect game fish during ay apenging season 

for we know that they would soon disappear if this ae We 

also protect game during the rearing season for the same reason. Does 

it not: seem reasonable, therefore, that the most effective work for 

the control of carp can and should be done by destroying them in the 

spring before they spawn. If funds are: not available to do this 

work on a large scale the Gommission should at least be enough in- 

terested to try this method of control in a small way. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

1. The carp is a menace to fishiag and hunting on our ? 

lakes and deprives many thousands of persons from using the lakes i 

not only as sportsmen but also for bathing and other outdoor recreation. 

2. The commercial fishermen cannot keep the carp in 

check sufficently to prevent the practically complete destruction 

of aquatic vegetation and the consequent disappearance of fish and 

water fowl, unless they are paid and supervieed in taking small carp 

from our lakes and streams and are required to do seining in the 

spring near places whre the carp gather to spawn. 

3. The present plan of ridding our lakes of carp 

amounts to the "farming out" of these lakes to the state and the 

commercial fishermen.
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4. Every hunter and fisher and every other interested person 

@an and should do his part in ridding our lakes of carp. 

5. The income which the state enjoys from the sale of carp 

should not be a factor in determining whether carp should be propa- 

gated or destroyed. The interest of the hundreds of thousands of 

citizens and visitors who love the outdoors and who enjoy fishing 

and hunting should be the first consideration of the state. 

6. The large sums spent in propagating game fish will be 

wasted unless our aquatic vegetation is preserved. 

7. Carp are beginning to invade the trout streams which spells 

the destruction of that fascinating sport, for trout will not live in 

amud hole. — 

8. The damage to plant life in our lakes is done by the large 

number of carp in the lake before seining is started, and not as 

a result of seining. 

9.The carp does destroy aquatic plants and if not held in check 

by every possible means our cat tails, rushes, water lilies, sweet 

flag, wild celery, wild rice, sago plant, duck weed and other plants 

will disappear. Where there are no carp these water plants are still 

plentiful. 

10. We should ask all sportsmen in the state to join with 

us in requesting the legislature to make an appropriation from the 

license funds to help with the work of destroying carp and other 

rough fish. 

11.The impounding of carp by commercial fishermen unless 

carefully supervised should be prohibited especially in the Spring 

of the year.
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12. Rough fish either di:ectly or indirectly destroy more 

young game fish and game fish food than could be raised in all our 

hatcheries under the most favorable conditions. It is necessary to 

destroy rough fish in order to maintain a proper balance between 

the game fish and the rough fish and unless this is done game fishing 

will continue to decline. — 

13. The sportsmen at Spokane, Wash., have demonstrated that 

the carp nuisance can be controlled by seining the salable fish each 

year and stocking the lakes heavily with bass and pike. The pike 

and bass feed on the young carp and thus aid materially in reducing 

their numbers. 

14. Everyone interested in water fowl, shooting and game 

fishing can aid in destroying carp by taking them on the spawning 

beds, by seining the young with minnow nets when they school near 

shore and by preventing their return to the lakes when they go up 

small streams to spawn.
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CARP CONSIDERED DESIRABLE FISH IN 1885 

An old publication published in 1885 by the Missouri Fish and Game 
Commission gives some very interesting facts regarding the raising of 
carp fish. At that time carp were being brought into the United States 
from the old countries and many sportsmen were very much interested in 
getting them established in their streams and ponds. Stock was obtained 
from the United States Fish Commission by sending through a United 
States Senator or Representative. 

The following are letters contained in the publication which testi- 
fy to the success had by individuals raising carp. 

Saline, Wercer County, Missouri 
December 29, 1884 

M.M. Brown & Son, Corydon, Iowa 
Dear Sirs: 

The German Carp are a success. They live and thrive on any feed 
of the vegetable kind, corn,oats, potatoes, pumpkins, bread, tomatoes, 
cucumbers and clover. They prefer their food cooked, especially pota- 
toes and pumpkins, The scraps from the table that will keep one dog 
will keep 500 carp in fine condition. In fact they are no more trouble 
than chickens, and in the near future the fish pond will be as common 
on the farm as the poultry yard. The carp increase and grow very rapid— 
ly. I have carp three years old that will weigh six pounds. For the 
table they are very good, better than buffalo or catfish. I think more 
of my fish than of any stock on my farm. 

Lewisberg, Iowa 
January 12, 1885 

M.M. Brown & Son, Corydon, Iowa 
Dear Sirs: 

My experience with the German Carp is as follows: I sent to Pitts— 
burgh, Pa., last June and got forty little carp from three to six inch- 
es long. In four months from the time I put them in my pond I took a 
fish seine and drew out twelve at one draw, not little minnows but 
great "“whoppers", measuring 12 to 15 inches in length and weighing 2to 
2¢ lbs. each, as fine as I ever saw, and I was raised in a fish country 
where we used to go fishing every few days. I would not have taken 
$1.00 a piece for my fish and had them taken away. 

Yours truly, 
James Caldwell. 

Mr. S. H, Moore, Humeston, Iowa, and Mr. J. L. Remington, Cambria, 
Iowa, also had written letters to Brown Brothers telling of the success 
they had raising carp. 

Apparently these gentlemen were very much pleased to find they 
could raise carp. If they had only known what we know today. Just 

think of the thousands of dollars that has been spent by Fish and Game 
Departments to try to control these foreigners. This should serve as a 
fiining example of what can happen when birds or animals as well as fish 
are introduced into a State or nation without knowledge of what the con- 
Sequences might be. This should teach us to make haste slowly.
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FROM OUR EARLY FILES Cup 

The following letter was addressed to the Iowa Fish Commissioner 
and is reprinted in the Second Biennial Report for the years 1375-76: 

Sonoma, California 
February 12, 1876. 

"Dear Sir: 
"I would respectfully call your attention to a possible, but as yet 

undeveloped source of profit to farmers in the United States, viz: carp 
raising. In Germany thousands of pounds of this favorite fish are rais- 
ed and sold every year. The farmers there who are engaged in piscicul- 
ture have from five to seven ponds. The smallest is the breeding pond, 
from which the others are stocked. The contents of one pond are sold 
every year. Large numbers of fish are floated down the rivers and can- 
als in large boxes, pierced with holes, through which the water passes 
in and out; thus delivering the carp to the consumer alive and fresh. 
They are a fish that need but little attention, are hardy, prolific, and 
excellent on the continent. Their food may consist of wheat, barley, 
corn, peas, bran, blood, sour milk, or in fact almost anything. When 
well fed they will grow one inch per week for the first two or three 
months, after which they will grow slower in length, but increase rapid- 
ly in weight. It will not do to breed them in ponds where any game fish 
are kept, as they will eat the young carp. In speaking of the growth 
and increase of these fish, I probably can do no better than give my in- 
dividual experience. I arrived here direct from Reinfeldt, Holstein, in 
August 1872, with five small carp six inches long. The fish were in a 
very precarious condition, one dying as I placed it in the water. In 
the following May the original carp had grown to sixteen inches in 
length, and the young fish amounted to over three thousand. Every fish 
that I can possibly send to market here sells readily at one dollar per 
pound. Farmers who have natural facilities on their places for making 
ponds, and who have access to canals or rivers communicating with large 
cities, can greatly increase their income with but small trouble and ex- 
pense. There ought to be one person in every county who would raise 
choice carp as stock fish to sell to others to fatten for their ow 
tables. It would be a cheap but sumptuous food and at the same time 
very convenient, as they are ready to wee at ee times of the year" 

} dy AY POE, :
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Since 1928 and up to the present, because of continuous low water, very few carp have reached 
our inland lakes from the Mississippi river, which always has an abundance of this variety of 
fish. Game and Fish Department operations, as shown here, have reduced carp population 

and are keeping it down. 

ECORDS of the Division of Game and Fish dis- Illinois and Michigan, lakes and streams tributary to 
R close that on or about January 1, 1879, R. O. the Mississippi were, no doubt, stocked along with 

Sweeney of the State Fish Commission at that other waters. At any rate, it was not long until the 

time, acting upon the advice of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Mississippi river became well stocked with this 
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, requested variety of fish, It followed that in the spring and dur- 
the Bureau to furnish him with a supply of carp for ing flood periods the fish migrated upstream and 
brood stock, with the idea of stocking Minnesota entered a great many lakes and rivers throughout 
waters with this variety of fish. Minnesota, in addition to those actually stocked by 

A small shipment, consisting of some 100 adult fish the Minnesota Fish Commission. In fact every lake 
in all, were received at the Minnesota State Fish and stream tributary to the Mississippi river in the 
Hatchery in the fall of that year. The carp were placed southern zone soon became carp infested. 
in tanks formerly used for the purpose of rearing 

brook trout and in the spring of that year were placed ERY little attention was paid to the carp until 
in rearing ponds. Few survived the winter months, V along about the years 1907 and 1908 when sports- 

probably due to the severe cold weather and lack of sen and others, who visited lakes and streams for the 
information regarding their habits and requirements. purpose of angling, observed great quantities of carp 

_ However, it seems that Prof. Baird, who at that and, at the same time, noted that lakes inhabited by 
time had charge of the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries, had carp for any length of time showed evidence of natural 
impressed the Minnesota Fish Commission with his vegetation disappearing. It was about that time that 

argument on the value of carp so that the next year, the Fish Commission decided to make an investigation 
or in 1880, another shipment was received in this of the carp situation. The results of this investigation 
state with additional information on how to handle seemed to have proved conclusively that the carp were 

such fish. Mr. Watkins, then superintendent of the yery destructive and unless some effort was made to 
Minnesota State Fish Hatchery, made the trip to yemove them it would be impossible to maintain and 
Washington to secure those carp and to accompany propagate, in a natural way, game fish in those lakes. 
them back to the State Hatchery located at Red Wing. In 1909 the State Legislature enacted a law which 

A information indicates that consider- authorized the Fish Commission to issue licenses to 
able trouble was experienced by the Hatchery persons to take rough fish from the waters of inland 

superintendent in keeping the fish alive during the lakes for commercial purposes. This law provided for 
winter, probably due to the low temperatures of the a graduated fee to be paid for such a license, the price 
water in which such fish were held. Records show _ to be paid depending on the type of rigging to be used. 
that about 500 fish survived and were used in 1882 to The records show that in 1910 only $2,385.00 was re- 
stock certain lakes in the vicinity of St. Paul. ceived for the sale of such licenses; in 1911, $3,660.00 

We find that on March 4, 1882, the State hatchery was realized and in 1912 only $170.00 was received. 
delivered to H. Bragg of Stevens county eight Ger- It was then found that the fee charged for licenses was 
man carp for stocking waters in that county. No not sufficient to meet the cost of warden supervision, 
record was kept of the lakes in which these carp were as the law required all such fishing operations to be 
planted but I believe that this is the first planting of carried on under the direct supervision of a duly com- 
carp in Minnesota. Then again, on March 16th, the missioned game warden. 
hatchery delivered to Adam Fitch six German carp The Commission then decided to authorize the 
for stocking Lake Como; on the same date eight Ger- Commissioner of Game and Fish, or the Executive 
man carp were planted in a nameless lake in Ramsey Agent so-called, to sell commercial fishing privileges 
county, and during the summer of 1882 various ship- on a fee basis. He would, for instance, decide what 
ments were made in small lots to different lakes lake should be improved by the removal of rough fish 
throughout the State, mostly in southern Minnesota. and then allow fishermen to make competitive bids on 
So that, in the fall of 1882, after summing up the dis- that particular body of water. Under this plan a fisher- 
tribution of fish fry and fingerlings for stocking pur- man would be permitted to fish the lake referred to 
poses, the hatchery had on hand 300 healthy carp for a certain amount, or a flat rate of so many dollars 
ranging from one to three years old. for the season. This plan worked very well for a while, 

About this time other states east of the Mississippi until the fishermen became more numerous and com- 
river became interested in increasing their fish sup- petition resulted in bids so high as to make carp re- 
ply by introducing the carp. On the strength of reeom- moval a strictly commercial venture in which profits 
mendations of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Michi- to the operators became the sole object, with little 
gan, Illinois (and possibly Wisconsin), did the same thought being given to the improvement of the lakes 
as Minnesota. In the distribution of these fish through for game fish and fishing.



The German carp, bane of the sportsmen’s existence, 
and annually the object of expensive rough fish re- 
moval projects, is not native to Minnesota. Although 
well known and a prized food fish in many European 
countries, the carp was practically unknown in Minne- 

sota as late as the eighties of the last century. 

AE 1914 the plan of operation was changed to waters for the past several years considered relatively 

one of selling rough fish removal privileges on free of this species. 

a percentage basis. Undoubtedly the reason for aban- Since 1929 the demand for rough fish has fallen off 

doning the competitive bidding plan was to enable the to such an extent that it is rarely possible to find a 

department to have the right at all times to supervise buyer who will pay more than three or four cents 

operations in the best interest of game fish as condi- per pound for such grades of fish as we are able to 

tions would indicate currently during fish removal produce from our Minnesota lakes at this time. Years 

operations what such interests were, rather than to ago, when carp were plentiful in our waters, they were 

pursue the plan of entering into rigid contracts, ofa grade that brought the highest price on the New 

bought at high prices, under which supervision and York market. For the past two or three years 75 per 

regulation of operations were limited to contract cent of our production has been No. 3 stock. From the 

specifications rather than the actual conditions of the viewpoint of our lakes and game fish conservation 

waters in which fishing was to be carried on. The _ this, of course, is gratifying as it proves conclusively 

result was that for the year 1916, 1917 and 1918 the that we have been able to reduce the carp population 

revenue from that in our lakes and are 

source had reached keeping them down. 

the sum of approxi- |i A Bids 2 ee a eee sCOn ‘the other hand, 
mately $40,000 per jf ri Ve ™" 4 BRT a MEPL IK | the revenues received 

year. pe ‘ . + by the department, 

No change of any er, Z G LY eli 2) looked upon by the 

great importance was ys lc pA pees public as more or less 
made in this law until NA i 2  -» Ce se) a permanent asset, 

1925. During that iy y= ie : i a ae to near 
year the Legislature y —— q ud ee 4 the vanishing point. 

enacted, or ae mt A i * PB ar? ti el LD i session of 
the law and remove f 7 i vag ys Aeaalie 7 the Legislature, in the 

several undesirable [say Dsae > LE - Sy mer Nhe ee Reorganiza- 
features. We are now ” Me UGA -} Geos. tion Act, madeagreat 
operating under this MOG ae SD ith ; a} i ) ee ~=many changes in the 
same law with the A 280 to om ee FT yp law governing the re- 
exception of a few a gl SR ee FY 8 SOmoval of rough fish 

changes that have Pagers. MaiMGuetimnsge) <= _ 7 from inland waters. 
been made from time fi silty (ie AG ae WE — | pe ae things 
to time by the Legis- Si ee Sf ee aL ee they authorized the 

lature. a PO Game and Fish Com. 
From 1914 until Qi Mac Rie ee a ae seg =o missioner to establish 

1927 rough fish pro- as ee — = i == a Fish Lakes Im- 
duction increased PE AS Ee. os provement Revolving 
each year. That, Of This is how carp are shipped from the lakes, Packed in boxes; without water, they are Fund and specified 

COUTSe, Was due tO thie) |< eR ears Fetes eyed York cate aiapec aac how monies received 
fact that virgin lakes : i ; and credited to this 
were opened up for fund should be spent 

fishing and were, in most cases, heavily stocked with by the Commissioner. The same law is in force now 
carp. In addition, this particular industry became and speaks for itself. 
very attractive during those years for the reason that The same Reorganization Act created the Commis- 
rough fish found a ready market in the east, at prices sion of Administration and Finance. Soon after this 
ranging from six cents to 14 cents per pound, f.0.b. Commission started to function it decided to take 
shipping point. Then, too, carp fishing during that over the letting of rough fish removal contracts. Com- 
period was sustained by natural conditions in that plaints and criticisms, undoubtedly of the same kind 
nearly every spring high waters in the Mississippi as are now directed at the department’s attempt at 
and tributaries permitted carp to migrate into and rough fish removal, were made of the system pursued 
take possession of lakes that had been cleaned out the by the Game and Fish Commissioner and with a view 
year before and then restock them with marketable of improving it, the Commission decided that con- 
fish. Since 1928 and up to the present time, because tracts to carry on such fishing should be awarded by 
of continuous low water, very few carp have reached them rather than by the Commissioner of Game and 
our inland lakes from the Mississippi river, which Fish. The enthusiasm with which the Commission 
always has an abundant supply of this variety of fish. took on this work soon began to wane as all of the 
The high waters which have prevailed this spring difficulties and implications encountered in the 
may again bring a return of carp to many of our inland (Goneiuded oncones/a),
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Carp the Usurper On January 1, 1927, the Commission of 

(Concluded from ee Administration and Finance decided to 
administration of fishing permits and con- eonsolidate some of the activities of the 
tracts became apparent. After only one Pepartment of Game and Fish and Electric Blue Print Co. 

year the Commission of Administration abolished the office of Supervisor of Com- 
returned rough fish removal contract ad- mercial Fishing. The Supervisor in charge 
ministration to the Commissioner of Game at that time was appointed Assistant DRAFTING ROOM EQUIPMENT 

and Fish, Commissioner and the office of Supervisor ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES 

The Commission’s plan of operation was of Commercial Fishing was merged and PHOTO COPIES 
to secure from the Commissioner of Game the work of that office taken over by the 

and Fish a list of lakes to be fished, then Superintendent of Fisheries who, at that 312 Minnesota St. St. Paul, Minn. 
issue a call for bids for doing the work. time, was also handling the State Fisheries nace 
This resulted sometimes in four or five at Redby. Since that time the commercial GArfiel 
fishermen bidding the same amount on the fishing activities, such as the issuance of 
same lakes. It then became necessary to commercial fishing licenses in interna- - 

decide which of the applicants should be tional waters, Lake Superior, interstate 
awarded the contract, with resulting vexa- fishing and inland fishing, lake improve- 

tions and embarrassment, much as this ment, carp removal, etc., has been handled Brown & Day, Ine. 
same matter is proving annoying to the by the Superintendent of Fisheries, there- SURGICAL SUPPLIES 
Department of Conservation under pres- by eliminating the expense of maintain- E _ 
ent plans. ing the office or position of Supervisor of 62 E. Sth St. St. Paul, Minn, 

The next year, or in 1927, the Commis- Commercial Fishing. 
sioner of Game and Fish decided to handle 

the situation strictly in accordance with John Williams Frank Williams 
the law governing rough fish removal. Ac- 

cordingly contracts, or fishing agree- 

ments, were entered into by and between Ww I L L I A M S 
applicants and this office, in accordance Mannheimer-Caldwell, Ine. HOTEL 
with Section 5609, Paragraph 2, Mason’s oe CAFE and ANNEX 
Minnesota Statutes of 1927. The Director Investment Securities 
of the Division of Game and Fish, with the Ee ee eee ODER 
approval of the Commissioner of Conser- First National Bank Building RATES $1.25 AND UP 
vation, is authorized to decide what per- 

centage of the gross shall be paid to the “Most for Your Money” 
department. On the basis of past experi- SAINT PAUL MINNESOTA WINONA MINNESOTA 
ence extending over a period of many 

years and in the absence of information on 

what could be accomplished under a plan 

‘iairnociacsanaivinmnml | GENERAL ELECTRIC CO activity, the plan seems to be the most . 
satisfactory under which supervision can MAIN 2541 
be rcised in the best interest of 
ahaa Pee ee ee ee 630 First National-Soo Line Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 

Kent-Ervin Engineering WIRT WILSON & COMPANY 
Company 

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS | 

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS 
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From three Wisconsin Lakes, Monona, Waubesa, and Kegonsa, fifteon million 

small carp were removed by one state crew during the period of June 1, and December 1, 

last year. Seven other crews operating on other arcas removed one and a half million 

pounds of rough fish from state waters, These included carp, sheepshead, garfish and 

dogfish, etc., says a recent bulletin of the American Wildlife Institute. 

Removal of these fish followed studies which demonstrated that their re- 

moval by private intcrosts on a commercial basis was inoffectivo. This type of con- 

trol has been going on at Lake Winnebago for many years, yet the number of game fish 

.caught yearly there has been steadily decreasing. An 8000 foot seine brought up in 

its haul less than one percent of game fish. 99.3 % were rough fish. 

The carp taken from these waters were all of minnow size and they were 

taken by means of fine mesh seines and traps. Each lake or stream inhabited by 

rough fish requires special attention and equipment. Nots of varying sizo, mesh and 

depth are used in the different waters. This consequently takes more time than 

would be needed otherwise as preliminary study of each area is required before act- 

ual operations begin. All equipment used is state owned and operated and this 

probably represents the first attempt of a state game and fish department to control 

carp on a large scale by this method.



Carp 

(From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 2, February, 1939, p. 45) 

: Carp History 

Robert J. Simpson of the Daily Register-Democrat, Portage, furnishes 

the department with a news story about carp that appeared in 1881. The 
story says: 

"On Saturday last, Mayor Turner and Ex-Sheriff Conklin placed in 

Mud lake in this city 30 carp, a variety of fish as yet little known in 
this country, but specially adapted to that kind of water--a variety which 

multiplies with great rapidity and is of quick growth. The fish so deposited 

were about four inches in length. The fish commissioners say that Mud lake 
is exactly the place for this variety of fish, and they have made arrange- 
ments with the principal owners of that lake whereby the fish shall, as far 
as possible, be protected, so that from this spot supplies may be taken 
for distribution throughout the state." 

Another story, this one dated 1851, tells of the completion of the 
Portage canal to make eastern United States an island. 

A story of 1859 records the shooting of a pelican on Swan lake with 
2 the statement that these birds are rarely seen in that county. ;
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Carp. In 1887 Mr. Scribner caught a carp in the Crawfish | 

River; this is my earliest record. Mr. Hooper recalls that in 

1888 his father bought several cans of carp in Madison and re- | 

leased them in Hooper’s pond (between Rock Lake and the | 
Crawfish River). By 1904 carp were abundant, as shown by Mr. | 

Hooper’s field notes: 

April 25—Big run of carp. Speared 25. Boys caught and sold three | 
milk wagons full. | 

May 183—Caught 55 carp. | 
November 8—Men seining in Crawfish River caught about a ton of | 

carp in two hauls, | 

Between 1896 and 1906 carp are reputed to have changed the 

entire appearance of the river by eliminating the wild rice and | 

making the stream muddy. I quote Mr. John Radke: “The carp 

used to feed at the big bend (in the Crawfish). The rice which 

the carp had cleaned out floated down to the big bend and formed | 

adam. Above the dam the water was several feet deep but one | 

could wade below it with boots. The water used to be crystal 

clear.” 

Some conception of the present status of the carp can be 

gathered from Table 8. | 
| 

TAELE 8. Contract Fishing Operations, Crawfish River, 1936-87 

Species No. caught Species* No. caught Weight 

Black bass 0 Catfish 1255 | 
White bass 360 Dogfish 13 
Wall-eyed pike 518 Garfish 14 
Northern pike 129 Other rough fish** 23,5294 

Carp 261,960# 

Diet z 285,489 | 
Total | 

*More bullheads (which are not tabulated) than any other fish are | 
taken by line fishermen. | 

** “Other rough fish” include buffalo and suckers. |
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The German Carp and Our Game Fish 
| By ERNEST CLIVE BROWN, Consulting Fishculturist 

OR many years following the introduc- of our great cities. Many new arrivals in diction of permanent improvement for the 
Frécs of carp into the waters of this con- this country were familiar with them among following reasons: 

tinent, their steady spread through our the less highly specialized fish faunas of old Admitting his contention that young carp 

great inland waterways attracted attention, world countries, recognize them as friends are splendid forage for bass and other game 

and conflicting opinions concerning the de- and know nothing better. The quality of the fish (the reason being that they readily con- 

sirability of their presence have raged in a_ carp is nevertheless inferior, both as to taste vert plants, snails, worms, mollusks and in- 

more or less continuous storm of contro- and texture, in comparison to even our com- sect life into their own bodies—thus pro- 
versy ever since. Though the establishment moner table fish. viding a very acceptable meal for large fish- 

of the species in this country probably rep- During the past year a number of in- eating species) and since abundance of food 
resents the most successful instance of arti- stances have been brought or come under is one of the three essential factors upon 

ficial acclimatization of fishes ever accom- my personal attention where statements have which the growth of all fishes depend—it is 

plished—the achievement is not viewed from been made to the effect that carp is not not only possible but seems to be borne out 

that angle, but rather, and quite properly, only harmless, but actually desirable in ex- in numerous instances that in the early years 

from the standpoint of the effect which this tending the range and promoting the growth of the carp’s presence bass and other game 
stolid yet agressive invader is making upon of our game fish. The assertion is made fishes do increase in size and number. After 

our native fauna. The well-meaning dreams with particular reference to the black basses, a time, however, as the larger carp increase 

of those who imported the first specimens 

are now more than realized but the darkest 3 = 

fears of those who apprehend environmental : wd * 

changes inimical to the native fauna and : dl © 
directly traceable to the presence and activity ee. tg ¥ 

of Cyprinus carpio, are now in a fair way to 3 es xe 

become grim reality. While I have no wish a e 
to protract what has proved on more than % A -—? i 334 

one occasion to be an exhausting discussion, ss ‘ . 

inasmuch as abundant argument alone sel- oe yh as . 

dom changes opinion unless it comes upon bi es he 

it in a very nebulous state, it seems that 7 

there is a growing misapprehension concern- ae: a - 2 

ing a utilization of the fish which would be 5 od ao = - sd e 
of interest and benefit to all concerned if a 

tried, condemned and executed with due pub- 3 Be rs _ 

licity at an early date. pies oe ee Eo — 
oe ae ee eee ——————— ——— —— 

Of Value to Marketmen — SS eae =m = - aS 

We all know and there is no doubt or ae = 2 a Ss —— = 
reason to deny that as a coarse commercial Pn eae ee ee SE pe en a 
fish the carp provide an important source of ecm Ree ee 

even UG LONg ees te Copia ete ues It Is Water Like This from Which the Carp Drive the Pan and Game Fish 
man. The remarkable tenacity of life which 

the species exhibits, as illustrated in innu- . Z 2 F F L : 
merable cases where they have survived which, being warm water fish are naturally in quantity a readjustment swings the en- 

relatively long exposure to air and a hot found in more or less close contact with vironment to a balance very much on the 

sun, immersion in the mud of dry pond bot- the invader at many points. One bass angler, other side of the ledger. 

toms, and even prolonged instances of total recently reported upon, actually went so Reaction against the game—and also 

suspended animation while frozen stiff in ice, far as to advocate the introduction of carp against the less distinguished but equally 
enables them to be held pending the de- into bass waters where they were not al- edible pan or table fishes, follows direct 

velopment of aliavorable marker land’ then ready _Present, on the premises that good competition with the carp for snails, worms, 

shipped there alive or but recéntly expired. bass fishing: is dependent on an abundant mollusks and insect life, and indirectly— 

This attribute, coupled with their high effi- food supply which the young carp would mark it well, by extermination of the sub- 

ciency in reproduction, ability to thrive upon certainly furnish. While the identity of the merged green plant life which is the basis 

foods and under conditions of temperature writer and his geographical location, either of all fish life by Teason of the food, shelter 
and turbidinye which Ota mioreieenciive aad 20% both of which are sometimes of value in and oxygen which it provides in the econ- 
Hintiyadevelanedenstge eneeres mmc oieitel determining the reasons for an opinion on omy of = waters. Dr. Osborn, ’21, re- 

to live, makes them more popular with the Aue igs SuDyece sn cay, unknown 1S Ege Le eon as ve ue — 
market fisherman than the native buffalo Hey i ae ie so ee me conviction ae have been jee ee sromeet oon mits (epi Stat in ioe amine his beliefs and attribute his conclusions to single carp.” Not alone, therefore, do they 

but is now greatly reduced as it, among our obser yations etnce i hes ae See als ec Ee by their pomertul 
2 2 waters or for an insufficient period of time. rooting and grubbing, for which their 

native fauna, most closely resembles the carp I feel confident that no true angler would mouths are peculiarly adapted, they uncover 
and therefore was one of the first and most advocate the introduction of carp into waters and eat the plant roots while creating the 
acute sufferers under his competition. More- heretofore free from them were he fully in- turbidity so well known to carp ponds. Thus 
over, though the quality of carp on the table formed of the train of circumstances which the natural shelter essential to the comfort 
is such that those who are accustomed to the naturally follows unless heroic action to pre- and well-being of our native game and table 
firm white meat and delicate flavor of our vent it proves successful. So far as the cor- fishes, frequenting waters which carp are 
native’ fishes fail to find anything desirable respondent went I think he was fairly ac- capable of invading, and the food supply 
in them, they appeal to the congested masses curate, but I frankly disagree with his pre- which co-exists therewith, are removed.
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= and the fry successfully hatch—the turbid 

water acts in the nature of a smoke screen 

: . in covering the rapid attacks of swiftwater 
es ae minnows such as red fins, notropis cornutus, 

2 2 aly ha chubs or fallfish, Semotilus atromaculatus or 

EK ay Pe Pe ’ 7" bullaris and other species which frequently 

6 Sry ay) APPL OT vt x ¢ aS ee foray into lakes from spawning grounds lo- 
POL EPPP ILI LIELEELLY SEV ~ eden tlet streams and KR VET: Wi pth at se Ss cate in inlet or outlet streams ae prey 

idee SE YS oi Py nt Fane h & b with fatal effect upon young bass. This con- 

ee Pe asa A UF Mer ey ys 8 AWS) Te 2 = dition would, of course, also apply with 
ay weer AA yy oy s tweed equal force, to any survivors among small 

4 a a Bo nit mouth bass. 

’ a mag On That is about all there is to a carp con- 

quest—except that in a few years reports 
should begin to come in from that particu- 

lar body of water to the effect that while the 

basses have undoubtedly increased—some- 
how or other it is becoming increasingly 

The Carp (cyprinus carpio) has been Extensively Introduced in Some of our Fine difficult to catch them. This should be fol- 

Game Fish Waters, The Results have Usually Been Tragic. Carp Increase in Num- lowed by a heavy silence wherein it is real- 
bers with Great Rapidity; They are Gluttons for Food; and They Can Easily Live ized that “the mills of the gods grind slowly 

Through Conditions which Adversely Affect the Other Fishes * * * but exceedingly fine.” 
The moral is: do not plant or otherwise 

Since the table fish do not require other fish continues to grow more intense with the encourage carp as bass forage. While their 

as forage to the same extent that the game carp cutting in first on the line of supply. rate of production easily supplies abundant 

species do, the exchange thus brought about While all this is going on, the turbidity of YOU"S) the speed with which they grow and 

is far from beneficial in their case. the water is increasing, and as the plant ‘he sizes which they attain soon place them 

It is difficult to describe the changes in life steadily becomes less, the water tends outside the classification of forage fishes. 

aquatic environments for the reason that one to become higher in temperature on account pie Bel apes a nave ep ee in cur 
alteration brings on another and one is in of the removal of shade and therefore less pesHWatets such as the golden shiner OF mill 

danger of tiring the reader while endeavor- able to retain the decreased amount of oxy- ae Abramis erysoleucas, and | the gizzard 
ing to trace successive reactions which it is | gen which the remaining plant life is able *74 Dorasoma cepedianum, which are well 
necessary to show in illustrating various to produce. This is not objectionable to the distributed and make infinitely more desir- 
points. There is seldom a direct chain of carp as they seem to thrive best in water able forage fish for bass and those table fish 

circumstances leading to a given result. Ef- of high temperature. If the species of bass on coexist with them. Both multiply 

fect is cumulative and innumerable direct engaged with the invader are small mouths Readily aadpeithembas been accused of des- 

and retroactive interrelations take place be- the sediment which the carp stir up is par- nee oa aoe ee or spawn. 

tween practically all the variable factors in ticularly objectionable since the bass eges Seu ee ee 

Hie cuyoumene las iis Cee I might say are adhesive when spawned and tend to be- ie Bie eaten ESE eat Rene 
that an estimate may be easily formed from come covered despite the efforts of the with either pe Aenea ce 

ene eoe Dareeranls Ba Ono ona parent fish to circulate clear water over the over, thei te of fies . fh; 
effect on the basses which rely upon forage er, their rate of growth is so slow that 

% nest. Eggs so coated smother for lack of they afford a nearly staple article of diet fish and other forage organisms to supply # for the destructive hi if 

the turnovers connecting them with . the pace pumougn ine way tortie eae iu roughout the year. Other species of great 
vegetation upon which the carp feeds direct. action of fungus, the plant parasite Sapro- usefulness in colder waters for the upbuild- 

But, if I let it go at that soméore would lignia or allied forms, and the result may ing of chars, trout and other essentially cold 
arise and say, “But you admit young carp be loss of all spawn cast on that nest. if water varieties are also available, but since 

are good forage and they are being produced the species involved be large mouth, which the carp only follow the spread of condi- 

in greater and greater numbers all the time.” 4r€ more capable of withstanding turbidity, tions which practically exclude these other 

Food Diminishes — — 

Hence it is necessary for me to say in ad- i eS 2 1S ee > [es Ye 

vance that this condition would only be true é >: ae s SNS ENY # 

to a maximum in the early days of carp rae — o> N e ee 

invasion since the food supply of both carp : aie ON : SAG) Ba 

and bass gradually diminishes under the in- = : : a a . 
itial over-production of fish life. The \ AY 

growth of the carp will then become slower, as ee gail uN ; 

the number of eggs which these smaller in- i“ 4 a oa Poe ee 

dividuals will be able to produce will become as dee ae * . i yy, 

less and so conditions seek an equilibrium. bee ee 2 eS oF ae 4 a 

Eventually elimination of the bass and table : ee eS a 

fishes will ultimately result, for while young os je a. oa 4 aN - 
carp are good forage for large bass—they . i see ee - e 

also grow faster and eat more than the , 4 . 

young bass. Consequently most of them i 3 aoe ‘ ae i 

soon reach a point at which the smaller " : . eo NT — Lf Fis $ 
bass cannot eat them and while more young : f + 

carp are being produced from the spawning " ee ee % 4 

which goes on more or less throughout the ~ :: = ne 5 eg nite cae oi 3 

warm weather months—the bass cannot con- — 7 - 

sume them as fast as they are produced. In Many Places Where Formerly Trout or Bass Were Found in Abundance, There 
Meanwhile the competition for food supply Are To-day Hog-Like Carp and Nothing Else
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game fish they do not enter the situation high grade waters should be allowed to com-__ bass are at their best. Even though such a 

and it is needless to discuss them here. mercial fishing interests. To do sois merely body of water might be reported it would 

to create an advantage resulting in a desire be well to withhold judgment until sufficient 

Carp Will Eat Spawn to surreptitiously stock the waters with carp time had elapsed, since time is the great in- 
Regarding the frequently heard but vague- with a view to securing permission to assist visible factor in changes of all kinds. 

ly expressed charge that carp eat the spawn in removing their descendents. The value If the danger of the German carp is to be 

of game species: I think there can be no of such aid and the scrupulous care for the successfully held at bay until the slow march 

doubt that a bass, of either species, while native species with which the work would of general education overtakes the destruc- 

guarding its nest will attack and beat off a be carried out can be readily imagined. tive agencies of mankind which have ravaged 

carp many times heavier than itself. There Moreover, as the greatest productivity of unchecked through our forests, waterways 

are, however, cases upon record where one’ carp, or any other fish for that matter, is and other natural resources under the ban- 

carp engaged the bass while one or more probably during the period of their initial ners of commercialism, and enables en- 

carp consumed the eggs. While I do not increase before they encounter limiting fac- lightened public understanding to force 

think that carp will go out of their way to tors already curbing the indigenous fish—the back the environmental deterioration which 

deliberately consume the eggs of other fish incentive to gain new netting areas is in- enables the carp to extend its range, it 

while food is abundant, there can hardly be creased. All seining to remove rough fish should be met with its own weapons. If, in 

any doubt that they will eat spawn if they should be done by the state whose waters closing, I may be permitted to offer a sug- 

come upon it. Moreover, in the stage of are involved, at times which will not con- gestion I would say that inasmuch as busi- 

their first coming which is the hey-dey for flict with the spawning and rearing of de- ness activity is, after all, what puts teeth in 

both bass and carp—food is plentiful. The sirable fishes. The objectionable fishes facts—it is much to be desired that those 
stages which follow are the starving time. which are secured should then be disposed interests whose bread is cut from the other 
This is proved by the way succeeding gen- of in the open market in competition with end of the loaf should line up in cooperative 
erations of carp drop in size after the plant those offered by the commercial fishermen action to stop this menace. If every sport- 

life is reduced to a minimum. Therefore and the profits turned over to the state fish ing magazine and advertiser, vacation hotel- 

eggs, even of game fish, may be particularly department—thereby putting the shoe on the keeper and railroad, sporting goods dealer 
sought for, other foot and making it to the advantage and manufacturer, and all those whom they 

It always requires a great deal more _ of the market fisher to keep carp out of our employ, would forget their differences and 
knowledge to truthfully say “no” than “yes” better grade waters. solidly line up in support of the organized 
and while large numbers of carp have been bases sportsmen, fish and game commissions and 
examined without finding the slightest trace Methods of Extermination the Bureau of Fisheries we would have an 
of the eggs of other fishes in their stomach Many drastic methods of exterminating organization powerful enough to protect its 
content—Mr. Meehan, of Pennsylvania, carp have been tried out, such as poisoning, own, The existence of such a body would 
stated that he knew of one instance in which 4dynamiting, drawing down the water and prevent the passage of laws, which will 
a twenty pound carp was so full of eggs that S0 on, but while success is no doubt obtain- sooner or later be advanced, to protect the 
they ran out of its mouth when seized. He able under certain conditions, the effect on coarse fish at the expense of the finer native 
further cited other cases where carp were the other fishes is usually equal to that on varieties while apparently doing something 
taken and found to contain the eggs of val- the carp so that the ‘fish life must be built altogether different. It would produce and 
uable fish. Of course to prove the same UP again from the start. The positive carp encourage advanced thought in the conserva- 
thing in other waters the individuals would eliminator is yet to be devised. Probably tion of all wild life, including fishes, and 
have to be taken at the proper time of year the best way of keeping carp in check, in jt would provide the means to carry out the 
from localities where the spawn of other waters where other native fishes have been researches and experiments of science. 
fish would be available and the carp would destroyed, would be to introduce the north- 

have to be examined shortly after taking. ern pike. This wolf of our inland waters [Sees 
Absolute extermination of the carp from an live on a straight fish diet after the first The Game Refuge Bill 

the waters of this continent will probably few months of his existence and as his daily (Continued from page 2) 
never occur through the agency of man, even Capacity is said to equal twenty per cent of 
should such a thing be recognized as en- his total weight, he will ride like an old man ™€0, regardless of party affiliations. No phase 
tirely to be desired. While much has been of the sea upon the backs of the carp popu- of Politics should enter it. It is a thing en- 
said with great justice concerning the viola- ation. They cannot stand between him and rey apa It is too big, too important to 
tion of conservative principles envolved in his food supply, because they are that food be considered from a partisan angle. 
reclaiming land by dyking and removing the supply. They cannot flee for their lives, for Between the time you read this and the time 
water from shallow areas—this same action his speed is greater than theirs. They can- When Congress is to reconvene there will be 
in the lowland districts adjacent to the Illi- -not retaliate in kind for they are not adapted Something more than a month in which you 
nois River has removed many of the great to prey on large living fishes. The principle Cam continue your work for the Game Refuge 
shallow lakes formerly existing there causing Of setting a fish to catch a fish has been ap- Bill. Every reader of the Butterin must cer- 
a sharp decline in carp production and draw-  Plied in analogous circumstances elsewhere tainly by this time have already written his 
ing an alarmed and aggrieved note from with favorable results and ought to work out Senators and Congressmen to support the 
those interested in the net fisheries of the well in this. The additional facts that north- ™easure. We urge you to write again now, 
vicinity. However, the gains in warm water €rn pike are highly rated among our native so that in the rush of legislative matters which 
areas brought about by deforestation and fishes for their excellency on the table and will meet the members of Congress on their 
erection of dams in other parts of the coun- galvanic sporting qualities when hooked ‘eturn to Washington, they may not forget 
try have probably more than offset this. should be particular incentives to their use the pledges on the bill which they have already 

: as a carp control. given. In writing this time we suggest that 
One Check on Increase Sweeping statements are always wrong, You not only briefly outline the measure des- 

In all likelihood the most effective force at For that reason I hesitate to assert positively ‘tibing what it means and why it is necessary, 
present directed against the species, aside that bass and carp could not exist together ut you also point out the fact that 7,000,000 
from ecological or environmental restric- indefinitely under improbable conditions SP0rtsmen in this country desire this bill to 
tions, are the activities of the rough fish which produced entirely submerged vegeta- > viewed on its merits and from an entirely 
men themselves. Their operations, however, tion faster than it could possibly be exter- non-partisan standpoint. 
should be confined to naturally muddy minated by the carp. I do not know of any One last supreme and concerted effort will 
waters or others in which conditions are such environment, but if it is ever found it positively assure the passage of the Game 
such that they do not meet the requirements will probably be a shallow southern lake Refuge Bill and the perpetuation thereby of 
of our better native species. No use of nets where warmth and almost daily sunlight 00d migratory wild fowl shooting in this 
for the purpose of removing coarse fish from stimulate plant growths and large mouth country for everyone. 
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The German Carp was not originally a native of Ger- 
many, as the name would seem to imply, but was introduced 
into that country from China in the year 1227. From 
Germany it found its way into the United States, where in 
the 80’s it was planted in the Mississippi drainage system, 
spreading rapidly throughout the waters of the upper 
Mississippi Valley. Just when its first appearance was 

made in Louisiana would be difficult to say, since it may 

not have been recognized by local fishermen. It first came 

to the notice of the Conservation Department shortly after 

the flood of 1922. Following the 1927 flood its range spread 

considerably, and it is now found side by side with the 

buffalo-fish throughout the entire area of Louisiana, af- 

fected by the flood. The German carp prefers shallower 

water than the buffalo-fish, and therefore may not be a 

serious competitor of that important commercial species. 

It does not seem to have taken a hold yet in the extreme 

southern part of the state, perhaps because it can not 

stand as much salt water as the buffalo-fish. This species 

of carp may be considered as important commercially, but 

it is also a very undesirable competitor and enemy of our 

game fish, since it destroys the food, the eggs, and even the 

young game fish themselves.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A FISH CULTURAL POLICY ’ 
FOR THE PALISADES INTERSTATE PARK.* 

i By Cuas. C. Apas, T. L. Hankinson, and ‘ 

W. C. KENDALL. 

1. InrRopuctory Nore. 

The Palisades Interstate Park is located on the west shore of 
the Hudson River, and extends northward, as a narrow strip : 

along the famous Palisades to south of West Point, where it 
broadens out in the Bear Mountain and Harriman Park sections, 

and extends westward about fourteen miles to the Ramapo River 

near Tuxedo. There are about 35,000 acres in the Park. It is 

under the supervision of Commissioners, of whom Mr. George 

W. Perkins is the President, appointed by the States of New 

York and New Jersey. For two seasons the Department of 

Forest Zoology of The New York State College of Forestry, at 

Syracuse, has been conducting an ecological survey of the Park. 

This work has been in direct charge of Mr. Edward F. Brown, 

Manager of the Camp Department in behalf of the Park, and of ‘ 

the senior author of this paper in behalf of the College. The 

United States Bureau of Fisheries has co-operated in this survey 

during the past season. The present paper is the result of a study 

of one phase of this survey, other lines of work under way being 

investigations of the birds, water bloom, mosquito control by 

fishes (in co-operation with the Bureau of Fisheries) and leech 

control. 

This is a wild forest park largely in the mountainous Hudson 

Highlands, with many lakes and ponds and a few fine streams. 

It is the largest camping park in the world, with facilities for 

: 70,000 campers. Last season (1918) with smaller equipment, 
there were about 50,000 campers who averaged ten days in the 

Park. The fish cultural problems of such a Park are thus not i 

those of the usual sort. 

* Investigations conducted by the Department of Forest Zoology, of 
The New York State College of Forestry, at Syracuse, in co-operation with i 
the Commissioners of the Palisades Interstate Park, and with the assistance 

.of the United States Bureau of Fisheries. 
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The present paper is a summary of a fish survey made of the 

Bear Mountain and Harriman Park sections of the Park, mainly 

from the standpoint of stocking the waters with food and game 

fish. Mainly practical problems of immediate importance are 

here considered. The educational-recreational aspects are being 

given secondary consideration at this time, but are not ignored. 

Both popular and technical reports are in preparation on the 

: Park fishes. 

The field examinations were made by our party during August, 

1918, and from June to the middle of July, 1919. At present we 

are reporting on six ponds or lakes, and on two stream systems. 

The waters so far examined are mainly those along the Seven 
Lakes Drive. Other important waters have not been examined 

at all, because of the lack of time at our disposal. 

These waters present a number of unusual features which 

complicate the problem of fish culture more than is usually the 

case. The uses to which the waters of the Park are devoted are 

relatively more diverse than those of the usual wild waters. 

Furthermore the newness of the waters, having been formed or 

enlarged by dams, and their frequent changes of level, introduces 

uncertain factors which are not usually met with in fish cultural 

operations, and only time and further study can resolve this 

influence. The growth of aquatic plants has been changed funda- 

mentally by these changes of level, and in the future as water 

plants become established on the new shores, the conditions for 

feeding and breeding of the fish, and fish food as well, will be 

materially changed, and the chances are that the mosquito prob- 

lem will become more serious, because such vegetation offers 

retreats for mosquito larvee away from the fish, as Dr. J. Percy 

Moore’s studies in the Park have shown. At present the control 

of the mosquito problem by fish is relatively efficient in most of 

; these waters. 

The plan upon which the present recommendations have been 

based has been to learn for a particular water of the general inten- 

tion of the Park officials and then to harmonize our formulations 

of policy and recommendations with this plan. As the purposes 

of the Park officials change, these plans must be modified.
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As a result of our survey certain outstanding facts are evident 

and are of primary importance. These may be summarized as 

follows: 

1. The waters of the Park are well suited for the cultivation 

of valuable food and. game fish, such as: the Large- and Small- 

mouth Blackbass, Chain Pickerel, Rock Bass, Mud Channel Cat, 

Hornpout (Bullhead), Common Sunfish, and Perch. 

2. With a reasonable effort the capacity of the waters may be 

greatly improved, both in the quality and in the quantity of fish. 

8. The wholly new lakes furnish a favorable condition for 

starting right in stocking the waters. 
4. The large pond and lake area is a distinctly favorable fea- 

ture for fish culture. 

5. Stream conditions are at a great disadvantage, and have 

been sacrificed for standing waters. It is now desirable to add 
streams to the Park area. 

6. The police system of the Park is a distinctly favorable 

condition for fish production and use. 

i 7. When a fish policy is once accepted for a given water this 
policy should be followed strictly until another policy has been 
definitely formulated and accepted. Errors in stocking waters : 

and the miscellaneous planting of fish are often very difficult to 

remedy, often involving years of work to correct. Miscéllaneous 

planting should not be permitted in the Park. 

8. The planting of new waters should be made to harmonize 

with the general system of the Park. 

9. An educational campaign should be a regular feature at 

all camps on lakes and ponds, in order to make the campers 
appreciative and intelligent about the use of the fish resources. 

10. A few well-planned tramping trails along streams, par- 

ticularly brooks, can be made a very valuable and attractive 

feature of the Park, and such waters should be well stocked with 
fish. The clear water, the fish and the beauty of those brooks, 

are at present but little appreciated parts of the Park today to 
most campers.. City children deserve to know these streams. 

11., Considering the importance of food and game fish in the 

Park waters, and at the same time the growth of water bloom 
‘which interferes with bathing, it is evident that these two interests
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must be adjusted to one another. The copper sulphate treatment 

of the waters not only kills, to some degree, the food supply of 
young fish, but some fish as well. At present we do not have 
sufficient data to make this treatment wholly satisfactory, and a 
technical investigation of the problem is urgently needed, before 
intelligent practice can advance safely. 

2. Report on LAKEs AND Ponps. 

Hessian Pond (Highland Lake). 

1. Puysicat ConpITIONS AND VEGETATION. This is a deep 

lake, a large area covering from 25-35 feet in depth. The deepest 

sounding found was about 40 feet. The lake is clear and spring 
fed. The west shore is rocky and steep, and the other shores have a 

narrow shelf, largely sandy and gravelly. Near the north end 

is a small island with a shallow bayou on the north. There are 

but few water plants, most of which were at the south end and 

in the shallow bayou at the north. 

2. Kinps AND ABUNDANCE oF FisHEs. Golden Shiner, 
Notemigonus crysoleucas (Mitchill), abundant; Eastern Pickerel, 

; Esox americanus Gmelin, one taken; Chain Pickerel, Esox tride- 

cemlineatus Mitchill, probably abundant; Rock Bass, A mbloplites 

rupestris Rafinesque, one seen; Long-eared Sunfish, Lepomis 

auritus (Linneeus), abundant; Common Sunfish, Eupomotis gibbosus 

(Linneus), not abundant; Large-mouth Blackbass, Micropterus ; 

salmoides (Lacepede), few taken; Small-mouth Blackbass, Microp- 

terus dolomieu (Lacepede), reported abundant; and Perch, Perca 

flavescens (Mitchill); few taken. : 

8. ConprTrIons ror Fisu. As a whole the natural food supply 

is not abundant. Artificial food, from lunches, is very abundant 
during July and August. The breeding conditions for the kinds of 
fish present are favorable. Very few natural fish enemies. Anglers 

: numerous. 
4. Poricy FOR THE WATER. This lake on account of its prox- 

imity to Bear Mountain Inn and its large number of* boaters 
makes its fish cultural use wholly secondary. It is believed that 

the fishing in this lake should be devoted mainly to the smaller 
fishes and Perch, which should be-encouraged to full capacity: ~
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5. RecommMEenDaTIoNs. In harmony with the preceding sug- 

gested policy it is recommended that: (a) Young Common Suns 

fishes and Perch can be spared from Cedar Pond and should be 
added here. A large number is desirable because of the intensive 

fishing in Hessian Pond. (0) Chain Pickerel and Small-mouth 

Blackbass should be encouraged in these waters by planting. 

(c) That Golden Shiners be planted. A supply of the young fish 

can easily be secured from Cedar Pond. These are needed as food 

for the predaceous fish. 

Lake Number Five. 

1. Puysican Conprtions AND VEGETATION. <A shallow lake, 

formed by damming Queensboro Brook. Deepest water found 

was about twenty feet. The upper end of the lake is very shallow, 

abounding in water plants, Sparganium, Potamogeton and large 

patches of Nymphaea. July temperature, at depth of twenty feet, 

58° Fahrenheit. A formerly cultivated farm, now flooded. 

2. Krnps AND ABUNDANCE oF FisH. Fallfish, Semotilus cor- 

poralis (Mitchill), abundant about mouth of stream; Golden 

Shiner, abundant; Bridled Minnow, Notropis bifrenatus (Cope), 
abundant; Common Shiner, Notropis cornutus (Mitchill), not 

abundant; Common Sucker, Catostomus commersonii (Lacepede), 

probably abundant; Hornpout, Ameiurus nebulosus (LeSueur), 

one taken; Eastern Pickerel, abundant; Long-eared Sunfish, 

abundant. 4 

3. ConpiTIONs For Fisu. A shallow warm water pond, with 

an abundance of water plants in the upper end. Shallow water 

breeding conditions favorable for fish. Stream inlet available 

for stream breeding kinds of fish. 

4. Poticy FoR THE WaTER. As a part of the Queensboro 

Brook system, these waters should be stocked with trout, as this 

is one of the best brook water systems within the Park area. It 

deserves to be carefully preserved as an example of that kind of a 

beautiful and valuable natural resource. 

5. RecomMENpDatIoNs. (a) That the Lewis and Queensboro 

Brook drainage system be reserved as a trout system. (6) That 

Lake No. 5 be stocked and managed to harmonize with this plan.
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(c) That Brook Trout be planted in the brook, and thus the 

lake will be stocked. (d) That the Eastern Pickerel be discouraged 

in this system. 

Nawahunta Lake (Lemmons Lake). 

1. PuystcaAt ConpiTIons AND VEGETATION. A very shallow 

pond, from 7 to 10 feet deep, formed by damming Lewis Brook. 

Temperature in July 68° Fahrenheit at 10 feet. A flooded and 

formerly cultivated farm. Few water plants present. 

2. Krnps AND ABUNDANCE oF Fisu. MHornpout, very 

abundant; Common Sucker, abundant; Eastern Pickerel, one 

young fish taken. ; 

3. Conpitions For Fiso. A warm, very shallow lake with 

little aquatic vegetation. Inlet stream suitable for trout. More 

aquatic vegetation desirable. A water particularly suitable for 
Hornpout and sunfishes. 

4. Po1icy FORTHE WATER. The inlet stream, Lewis Brook, is 

tributary to Queensboro Brook, and the entire system is advised 

for trout. 

5. RecoMMENDATIONS. (a) Planting Calico Bass, Pomoxis 

sparoides Lacepede. 

Cedar Lake. 

1. PuysicaL ConpiTIoONS AND VEGETATION. This is a lake 
formed by damming a valley and uniting two ponds. The shore 

is largely rocky and with numerous small bays or coves at the 

southwestern end. No inlets; spring fed. The floating islands 

were formed by the bog floated by flooding, at both northern and 

southern parts of the lake. A single large and a few small rocky 

islands. The coves abound in stagnant water caused by the rich 

forest humic soil. A very large area of the lake is between 20-30 

feet deep, with a small area, reported by Mr. W. A. Welch to be 

of about three acres in extent and about 40 feet deep. A large mar- 

ginal belt is of about 16 feet in depth. The shores are steep with 
little sand or gravel, on account of their newness. Aside from 

the floating bog islands, at the north and south ends of the lake, 

and in most of the protected coves there are few water plants. 

Most of these are in the coves on the southwestern shore. There 
is a periodical growth of water bloom.
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2. Kinps AnD ABUNDANCE OF FisH. Eel, Anguilla rostrata 

(LeSueur), reported; Golden Shiner, very abundant, the most 

abundant fish in the lake; Black-nose Dace, Rhinichthys atro- 

nasus (Mitchill); a few taken at one place; Common Sucker, one 

taken; Chub Sucker, Erimyzon sucetta oblongus (Lacepede), not 

abundant; Mud Channel Catfish, Ameiurus catus (Linnzeus), 

abundant; Hornpout, abundant; Chain Pickerel, abundant; 

Blue-spotted Sunfish, Enneacanthus gloriosus (Holbrook), abun- 

dant, in coves; Common Sunfish very abundant, in excess; Pike 

Perch, Stizostedion vitream (Mitchill), reported; Perch, Perca 

flavescens (Mitchill), very abundant. 

3. ConpiITIONS FoR Fisu. A large, deep lake with clear spring 

water. Water of coves stagnant. Main food-producing areas 

about the floating islands, in the better parts of the coves, and in 
the marginal shallow water. Favorable breeding conditions for 

all the abundant species. The coves are favorable especially for 

the Golden Shiner and the Blue-spotted Sunfish. The natural 

enemies of fish are not numerous. Conditions appear favorable 

for the Small-mouth Blackbass. Fish planting sites easily 
accessible from the automobile roads. \ 

4. Poticy FoR THE WATER. This lake has been a favorite 
fishing ground for fishermen who come by means of teams and 

automobiles. This is possibly capable of being the main fishing 

lake for adults in the Park. It should be devoted to such fish as: 

Mud Channel Catfish, Hornpout, Chain Pickerel, Common 

Sunfish, Perch and Small-mouth Blackbass. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS. (a) Planting a large number of Small- 

mouth Blackbass. (b) Planting Chain Pickerel. (c) Reduce - 
the number of Common Sunfish, by encouraging angling for the 
smaller lake fish, and netting the fish for planting other waters; 

as suggested elsewhere. 

Kanahwauke Chain of Lakes. } tly 

1, PuystcaL ConpitIons AND VEGETATION. ‘This chain of 
lakes was formed by damming Stillwater Creek and raising the 

water level in the valley until the water backed up and joined 

Little Long Pond. The water is deepest in the lower lakes, and 

in Little Long Pond a depth of 43 feet has been sounded. All
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these basins have a large area of shallow water. On account of 

the newness of two of the basins and the rising shore line, water 

plants are not well established at present, except on Little Long 

Pond there is considerable swamp margin at. the west, and along 
the northeastern end. The most stagnant water is in the western 

end. There are no large inlets in this chain of lakes. The bottom 

temperature in July at 40 feet was 52° Fahrenheit. 

2. Kinps anp ABUNDANCE oF Fis. Eel, one taken; Golden 

Shiner, abundant; Common Sucker, scarce; Chub Sucker, abun-_ 
dant; Hornpout, very abundant; Chain Pickerel, abundant; 
Mud Minnow, Umbra pygmea (DeKay), probably abundant; 
Freshwater Killy, Fundulus diaphanus (LeSueur), a few taken; 

Rock Bass, apparently scarce; Common Sunfish, very abundant; 

Large-mouth Blackbass, abundant; Perch, very abundant. 

8. Conpitrons For Fisu. The conditions are favorable for 

an abundance of fish food, and for breeding. The predaceous 

enemies of fish are not abundant. These include Water Snake, 
Snapping Turtle, Kingfisher and Green Heron. Many Common 

Sunfish eggs were found moulded, even when protected by the 
parents. Considerable angling is done in these waters. These 
waters are easily accessible by automobile for fish planting. 
Large-mouth Blackbass breed in great numbers. 

4. Pouicy ror THE WatTeER. This series of lakes is devoted to 

the Boy Scout camps, where much attention is given to bathing 

and boating. The large number of boys here means that much 

fishing will be done. Large-mouth Blackbass and Chain 

Pickerel should be made the chief predaceous fish. The waters 

can not be seined easily on account of the brush and stumps. 

Fishing rules and plans for cooking should be formulated, similar 

to those later suggested for Car Pond. 

5. REcoMMENDATIONS. (a) Leave these lakes alone and allow 

them to become stabilized under present conditions, as they are 
already well stocked with valuable kinds of fish. (6) Develop some 

fishing and cooking rules for this water, in order to conserve the 

fish supply, and to teach the boys proper use of such food. F
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Lake Stahahe or Car Pond. 

1. Puystcat ConpITIONS AND VEGETATION. The water is not 

clear and is somewhat stale. This was originally a bog pond, 

greatly enlarged. The floating bog has been largely removed. 

The shores are chiefly rocky, the bottom muddy, and with. only a 

moderate amount of water plants. Subject to considerable 

growth of water bloom. The July temperature at 21 feet was 

60° Fahrenheit. 

2. Kinps anp ABUNDANCE OF Fisn. Fallfish, found at mouth 

of small inlet; Golden Shiner, abundant; Bridled Minnow, not 

abundant; Common Shiner, at mouth of inlet; Chub Sucker, 

abundant; Hornpout, abundant; Tadpole Cat, Schilbeodes 
gyrinus (Mitchill), abundant; Chain Pickerel, not abundant; 

Mud Minnow, probably abundant; Freshwater Killy, not 

abundant; Blue-spotted Sunfish, abundant; Common Sunfish, 
abundant; Perch, abundant. 

3. CoNnpDITIONS FoR Fisu. That it was originally stocked with 
fish food is important. The increased depth has doubtless had 
much influence. The breeding conditions are apparently favorable. 

for the most valuable kinds of fish found present. Planting sites : 

are easily accessible from the automobile road. Liable to over- 

fishing, and to influence of copper sulphate treatment for water 

bloom. Leeches unusually abundant, and they prey upon the 

fish. Other predaceous animals not excessive in number. Con- 

siderable mortality of fish observed, but the cause is not known. 

Frogs very abundant, a good food for Pickerel. - 

4. Poricy FoR THE WATER. This is primarily a camping lake 

for women and children, where much attention is given to bathing. 
The waters are subject to a growth of water bloom, and the 

copper sulphate treatment must be reckoned with. Fish suited 

to line fishing, such as the Hornpout, Common Sunfish, Perch 
and Chain Pickerel, are all worthy of encouragement, because 

good fishing of these larger kinds may be made to add much 

to the pleasures of campers, and as well are of educational 
value to children. The. Blue-spotted Sunfish is particularly 

' adapted to aquaria, and to mosquito destruction. The furnishing ‘ 

of aquaria. to each ¢amp-is worthy of: consideration. 2 2°
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There should be some simple rules for children’s fishing, so as 

to avoid unnecessary destruction of fish, and some provision made 

for cooking those caught. On conference with camp leaders we 

can prepare such fishing rules, which should be posted at each 

camp and on the shores. : 

5. RecommMeEnpAtions. In harmony with the preceding dis- 

cussion of policy we suggest the following: (a) The kinds of fish 
encouraged should harmonize with a bathing lake, and the copper 

. stiphate treatment. (6) Introduce no new kinds of fish until the 

present fish found become adjusted to the increased depth. (c) 

Plant Chain Pickerel to encourage a predaceous fish, and to 

provide a large fish to create enthusiasm for anglers. 

3. Report ON TRouT STREAMS. 

Lewis Brook and Queensboro Brook. 

1. Puystcat Conpittons. These streams are a part of Popolo- 

pen Creek drainage. The establishment of lakes along these 

streams are destroying them as trout streams by restricting their 
= area, hastening evaporation and by warming the waters. The 

clearings along these streams also hasten evaporation, increase 

temperature, and decrease the food supply. The water supply 

is unfortunately limited. The establishment of a new dam at 

Queensboro will destroy a large area of favorable trout stream. 

2. Kinps AND ABUNDANCE oF FisuEs. Rainbow Trout, Salmo 
irideus Gibbons, a few young taken; Fallfish, abundant; Horned 

Dace, Semotilus atromaculatus (Mitchill), not abundant; Golden 

Shiners, abundant in quiet pools; Bridled Minnow, abundant 

near ponds; Common Shiner, abundant; Long-nose Dace, 

Rhinichthys cataracte (Valenciennes), few taken; Black-nose 

Dace, very abundant; Cut-lip Minnow, Exoglossum maxillingua 
(LeSueur); Common Sucker, very abundant; Eastern Pickerel, 

abundant near ponds; Chain Pickerel, a few taken; Long-eared 

‘Sunfish, few taken near ponds. 

..3.. ConprtTIons For Fisu. Water supply limited in volume and 
area, waters relatively warm on account of clearing and damming 

the stream. The food supply is not abundant. Streams probably
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over-fished. Natural enemies relatively few, with possible excep- 

tion of the Water Snake. Planting sites easily accessible to auto- 

mobile roads. Favorable breeding conditions for the Fallfish. 

4. Poticy ror THE WATER. On account of the paucity of 

favorable trout streams in the Park, it is advised that this stream 

be made as favorable as possible for trout. This stream can also 

be made a source of bait minnows for Cedar Pond. 
This stream and Cedar Pond Brook are two of the most acces- 

sible and beautiful trout streams in the Park, and- should be 

preserved so that city children will have a chance to know a fine 

brook. This is a natural resource of such value. A couple of 

attractive brook trails should be developed along these streams, 

and the presence of trout would lend much to their interest. 

i 5. RecomMMENDATIONS. Brooks are an important natural 

resource in the Park. There are only a few of these, and several 

have been destroyed in pond and lake constructions. This should 
not be carried too far, and destroy all brooks. Therefore: (q) 

After the dam at Queensboro has been constructed no others should 

be made on this drainage. (b) That no clearing be done along the 

stream, and that open fields be planted to trees. (c) That Brook 

Trout be planted on a large scale and be given all possible encour- 

agement. (d) That no fishing be allowed on these streams for a 
few years to assure complete stocking. (e) That this be made 

a trail stream. 

Cedar Pond Brook. : 

1. Puystcat Conpitions. This is the outlet of Cedar Pond, 

its headwarters having been destroyed by the pond. It is a steep 

succession of falls and pools and is the most beautiful stream in the 

Park. There is not an abundant supply of water during the 

summer. 
2. Kinps AND ABUNDANCE oF FisHes. Brook Trout, Salve- 

linus fontinalis (Mitchill); Golden Shiner, very abundant; Long- 
nose Dace, not abundant; Black-nose Dace, very abundant; 

Cut-lip Minnow, abundant; Common Sucker, abundant; Tesse- 

lated Darter, Boleosoma olmstedi (Storer), abundant near Park 

boundary. 

8. ConpiTIons For Fisu. The water volume is limited. 

Many large pools. The food supply is limited. Breeding condi-
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tions favorable for all the species. Fish enemies not abundant. 

The stream is over-fished. Planting sites are easily accessible to 

the automobile road. 

4. Poticy ror THE WATERS. This is the most beautiful trout 

stream seen in the Park, also the most favorable for trout. This 

stream is such a fine one that it should be made a trail stream, 
as is suggested for the upper Queensboro Creek. 

5. RecoMMENDATIONS. (a) Plant with Brook Trout, in large 

numbers and in the small tributaries. (b) Discourage fishing for a 
few years, at least by adults. (c) Make this a trail stream.
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PARASITES OF FRESH-WATER FISHES." 

Comprising Some General Considerations. 

The parasites which infect fishes may be grouped in two classes, 
(1), the external parasites and (2) the internal parasites. Those be- 
longing to the first class include lampreys, leeches, fish lice, and 
flukes, all of which cling to the outer surface or gills of fishes and 
suck their blood or, in some cases, feed on the slime which covers 

their bodies. They are thus usually bloodsuckers and weaken to a 
greater or less extent the fishes upon which they live. They may 
even cause the death of their hosts—as the animals are 
called upon which they live—and occasionally are the ( 
cause of disastrous epidemics in which thousands of  } | 
fishes die. Such a case, for instance, occurred at Lake 

: Mille Lacs, Minn., some years ago, where for several {74 
summers in succession thousands of wall-eyed pike, yel- [4 
low perch, rock bass, black bass, and other fishes which Se 
had been killed by parasites were thrown upon the beach. [4 

’ The classifications of these parasites into the four RO» 
groups mentioned is usually not difficult. The lam- gg) 
preys are fish-like animals, from half a foot to over a [Re oe 
foot in length, slender as an eel in shape and with a ~ eek 
round sucker-like mouth by means of which they attach e¢ ae 
themselves to fish, suck their blood, and rasp away their Se 
flesh. There are several species which are found ° a) 
throughout the country in lakes and rivers. They often me 1 
kill the fishes they attack, and where death does not 
occur they cause the formation of large ulcerous sores and disfiguring 
sears which usually render the fish unfit for human food. 

The leeches (fig. 1) are worms, measuring an inch or more in 
length, which are distinguished by their extreme contractility, the 
body being capable of extension and contraction in a remarkable 
manner. They have a sucker at each end of the body which they 
attach alternately when moving over a solid surface, humping the 
body in a characteristic manner as they progress. Leeches may attack 
fishes of all sizes and kinds, and some species live more or less perma- 
nently upon fishes. The large leeches, which may be half a foot or 
more in length, are the fiercest of bloodsuckers. They not infre- 
quently kill the fishes on which they live, and, when this does not 
ee they undoubtedly so weaken them that they fall an easy prey 

to their natural enemies. : 

1By H. S. Pratt, professor of biology at Haverford College, Haverford, Pa. Prepared 
in connection with an investigation of parasites of fishes of Oneida Lake, N. Y., iy 
ducted in behalf of the United States Bureau of Fisheries and the New York State College 
of Forestry at Syracuse. 
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The fish lice (figs. 2 and 8) are crustaceans, being thus allied to 
crayfish and crabs. They are small, usually inconspicuous animals, 
generally under a half or even a quarter of an inch in length, al- 
though some species are larger, which attach themselves either to the 
skin, the gills, or some other part of the body of a fish, and suck 
blood. They can be readily distinguished from leeches and other 
worms by the rigid form of the body, which is not contractile, but 
retains the same shape. Some species move about freely on the 
surface of a fish and make a fresh incision in its skin each time they 
feed, and even leave the host occasionally and swim about in the 
water. Others, on the other hand, are permanently attached to one 
place on the gills or skin of the host and do not move about. All of 
them lay eggs; from these, minute larvee hatch out which swim about 
freely in the water and spread the infection to other fish. These blood- 
sucking crustaceans injure their host in direct ratio to the severity 
of the infection. A few of them on the skin or gills of a fish prob- 
ably do it no more harm 
than fleas do to a dog. But — 
a heavy infection may and Ty “> ¢ 
frequently does kill the fish. / a y) Ve 

he EN 

s\/2 fr V 
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Infection also spreads readily from fish to fish, especially in lakes 
and other small bodies of water where the chances of migration on 
the part of the fish are limited, and in the summer time when the 
parasites multiply rapidly. The warm summer waters of a lake or 
any other inclosed body of water offer ideal conditions for the de- 
velopment and growth of these parasites, and hence it sometimes 
happens that. destructive epidemics occur in such places which kill 
great numbers of fish. : 3 

The flukes (fig. 4) are small worms, ranging mostly from a twenty- 
fifth to a quarter of an inch in length, which often infect the gills 
of fishes. Like the leeches, they are very contractile, being able 
to extend and contract the body in a remarkable degree, but are easily 
distinguished from leeches by their much smaller size. They are 
often difficult to detect on account of their small size and semitrans- 
parent bodies, and are thus not so apt to. be noticed as any of the 
other external parasites of fishes. Notwithstanding their small size, 

- however, flukes are sometimes the cause of a considerable mortality 
among fishes. The gills upon which the parasites are usually located 
may, if the infection be heavy enough, shrivel up and cause the fish 
to languish and die. Epidemics caused by these worms are reported
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from time to time, often under conditions resembling those accom- 
panying epidemics due to fish lice. ‘The flukes lay great numbers— 
usually millions—of oges, from which hatch out minute, free-swim- 
ming larve. When the water is warm and all the conditions for 
development and growth are favorable, as is usually the case in the 
summer, these larvee flourish, mature, and attach themselves to fishes 
and the disease spreads—often with astonishing rapidity. Small, 
inclosed bodies of water, also, furnish a better field for the activities 
of the parasites than large bodies or rivers, since the fishes are more 
confined and can not escape the infection. by migrating. 

A certain periodicity has sometimes been observed in the life 
habits of these parasites; they may be numerous at certain periods of 
the year, for instance in the spring and early summer, whereas at 
other times they will be difficult to find. 

‘Another group of external parasites that should be mentioned is the 
fresh-water mussels, which are temporary parasites of fishes. The 
young of these animals, after being liberated from the egg, attach 
themselves to the gills, scales, or fins of fishes, embedded in the tissue 
of which they live as parasites for several weeks. They then leave 
the fish, drop to the bottom of the stream or lake in which they are 
living, and thereafter lead an independent existence. They seem to 
do the fishes little or no harm and there is reason to believe that they 
render them less liable to infection by the more injurious fish lice. 

The internal parasites of fishes are those which infect the intes- 
tines, liver, kidneys, body cavity, muscles, and other internal organs. 
Like the external parasites, they may be grouped, in a general way, 
in four distinct classes, which are the flukes, tapeworms, thread- 
worms, and spiny-headed worms. When any of these worms occur 
in large numbers in a vital organ of a fish they invariably affect its 
health and act as a brake on its activities, and if the degree of infec- 
tion is severe enough the fish inevitably dies. 

The relations of an internal parasite to its host and the physiologi- 
cal reaction of the host to the activities of the parasite are matters of 
great general interest and importance, not only in the case of fish 
parasites but of parasites in general, including those of man.- As a 
rule parasitic worms are in a high degree selective in their choice of 
the host and also of the particular organ in which they shall pass 
their existence. A species of parasite which lives and breeds in a 
fish could not pass the same stage of its life history in a frog or in 
any of the land vertebrates, including the mammals and man, and 
usually a parasite which is found in a given species of fish would 
be found only in that species, or at least in some closely allied one. 
Also, a species of worm which normally inhabits some particular 
organ of its host will usually not be found in any other organ. If 
it lives in the mouth, for instance, it will not, as a rule, occur in the 
‘intestine, and a species which may be looked for in the duodenum 
will not be found in the rectum. “A species which attaches itself to 
the gills and sucks the blood of the host in that favored locality will 
never be found in the interior of the body. 

It is not intended, however, to give the impression that a worm 
consciously seeks the particular host and the particular organ in 
which it will flourish best. In the course of the evolutionary history 
of these worms, as indeed in that of all animals, each species has, as 
the result of the operation of natural selection, become adapted to a
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certain more or less definite environment where it finds the conditions 
of existence favorable. Internal parasites are bound to a specific 
environment more rigidly than perhaps any other animals, because, 
living as they do within the body of their host and confined to a 
narrow space, they are constantly immersed in its body fluids. The 
chemical-and physiological action of these fluids, to which the entire 
organization of the parasite is thus adapted, varies radically in dif- 
ferent localities of the host’s body, and a species of worm whose 
relation to its host would fit it for a prosperous existence in one 
organ might not be able to exist at all in some other, or perhaps in 
any other. A parasite, for instance, which clings to the mucous 
membrane of the mouth or pharynx, where the reaction is alkaline, 
would not survive if it should be carried into the stomach, where the 
reaction is acid, but would be digested like any other particle of or- 
ganic matter. 2h 

It is, in fact, hardly possible to exaggerate the extreme delicacy 
of the adjustment of an internal parasite to its environment, which 
binds the parasite in most cases to a certain organ of a certain host 
animal. It is thus important in studying internal parasites to 
observe carefully the localities in the host’s body in which the 
parasites are found and all the accompanying circumstances of their 
life and surroundings, and to make quantitative studies of these 
points where possible, since the greater the number of observations 
the truer will be the generalizations based upon them. 

The life history of most internal parasites, however, includes 
much more than their life in the hosts in which they pass their adult 
existence. There are in most cases two distinct periods in the life 
of such animals, (1) the adult period and (2) the larval period. In 
the first period the parasite lives in some one of the open organs of 
the host which has direct communication with the outer world, such 
as the digestive tract or the genital organs. Here the parasite re- 
produces, and from its seat its eggs or young find their way to the 
outside, usually with the wastes of the host. ‘In the second or larval 
period the young animal, having thus been carried to the outer 
world, lives for a while a free, nonparasitic life, and is later trans- 
ferred either directly to a host similar to the parental host, in which 
it is destined to pass its adult, parasitic existence, or, in the case of 
many species, to a host very different from the parental host in 
which it passes into a second larval stage. In the latter case the 
young worm leads a more or less inactive life, often inclosed in a cyst 
embedded in the muscles or some other compact organ until this 
host is finally eaten ‘by an animal of the same, or in some cases of 
a nearly related species as the parental host. The young worm is thus 
mechanically transferred to the stomach of this animal and in the 
course of time makes its way into that particular organ in which 
nature has intended it should live and breed. 

The internal parasites of fishes, and indeed of other animals as 
well, have thus usually a free, nonparasitic stage in their life history, 
even though they are destined to pass by far the greater part of their 
lives hidden within the bodies of their hosts. This free stage, 
although very short in duration and lasting often only a few hours 
in an existence that may extend over several years, is the critical © 
period of a parasite’s life. It is then that the species has its op- 
portunity to migrate, and by attacking fresh animals to extend
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its limits; it is then also that the individual parasite finds and 
enters the host which is to furnish it food and shelter, and failing to 
find it, inevitably dies without completing its life cycle or leaving 
offspring. This, then, is the period when it is most vulnerable to 
attack and most easily destroyed, and when remedial measures to 
prevent infections from taking place and spreading should be 
adopted. 

The organs of the host animal which are most apt to be infected 
by internal parasitic worms are the different portions and appendages 
of the digestive tract, and all the divisions of this tract from the 
mouth to the vent may harbor them. It is, in fact, unusual to 
find a fish or other aquatic vertebrate which does not have these 
worms in some or every part of this tract. In most cases the num- 
ber of worms present in a single intestine is not large, although the 
opposite is occasionally true and cases of heavy infection sometimes 

* occur. Eels, for instance, are sometimes. found with their intestines 
distended by the masses of tapeworms which fill them; a single 
black bass may harbor thousands of small flukes in its intestine; the 
digestive tract of a frog will occasionally be so filled with spiny- 
headed worms or threadworms that they will stick out at both bodes 
from the mouth at one end and the vent at the other. 

- The practical reason why the digestive tract is a usual place of 
infection of these worms is that they are brought into the body of 
the host with its food, and find a congenial abiding place there inas- 
much as they are there constantly immersed in digested fluid food 
substances which nourish them as well as the host. Intestinal para- 
sites which live on blood also find their food plentiful in the in- 
testine. 

After the digestive tract the most frequently infected organs are 
perhaps the respiratory organs. In fishes the gills are a favorite 
location for numerous species of flukes, as already stated, which at- ; 
tach themselves to the gill filaments and suck blood through their 
delicate walls. The lungs of frogs almost always contain flukes, 
which sometimes quite fill them. The air passages of birds, turtles, 
snakes, and other vertebrates of aquatic habit are also often in- 
fected. These worms are all bloodsuckers and are attracted to the 
respiratory organs of the host primarily because they are easy of 
access, and because their walls are thin, easily pierced, and usually 
gorged with blood. 

Besides the organs just mentioned, all of which are parasitized by 
adult worms, those most frequently infected by internal parasites are 
the muscles, the liver, the fat, and other compact tissues which very 
often contain cysts of larval worms, or grubs as they are sometimes 
popularly called. These grubs lie inactive in the tissue containing 
them and never suck blood or make any other demands upon the 
organization of the host except to absorb a small quantity of nutri- 
ment from it. They apparently do the host no harm. From the 
commercial standpoint, however, they are the most important para- 
sites of fishes for the reason that, when present in the flesh, they 
may affect their salability in the fish markets. Among the most 
common of these grubs are certain flukes which sometimes occur in 
cysts just beneath the skin of yellow perch, rock bass, sunfish, and 
other fishes, especially in the late summer and fall, usually in the 
neighborhood of the gills, fins, or tail. The cysts containing them
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would average about a quarter of an inch in length and are thus 
‘quite noticeable objects. Although the worms are entirely harmless 
to man and would simply be digested with the flesh of fish if eaten, 
grubby fish are usually thrown away by fishermen and can not be 
sold in the market. 

Many other species of fishes also may harbor cysts containing larval 
flukes, tapeworms, or threadworms in their flesh. The grubs are 
usually smaller than those just mentioned and without exception are 
harmless to man, and would be even if swallowed uncooked and 
alive. Notwithstanding this important fact, however, such fish usu- 
ally can not be sold if the grubs are visible in their flesh and are 
sometimes condemned by market inspectors, or they may be sold as of 
inferior quality and at much reduced prices. 

Where a fish is but lightly indebted - with these parasites they do 
not apparently affect its health or general well-being, but it is prob- . 
able that any considerable infection, even if not suflicient to affect 
the activities of the host, would reduce its reproductive powers and 
prevent it from bringing into the world the normal number of young. 
Parasitic castration, more or less complete, is a matter of considerable 
importance in the animal world and has been frequently observed 
among crustacea and other invertebrates. The parasitized animal 
may be affected either by the destruction of the tissue of the sex 
glands by the parasites or by being so weakened by them during its 
developmental period of life that the sex glands fail to develop or to 
function normally, and the animal’s mating instincts remain inactive. . 

Of the four classes of internal parasites above mentioned which 
5 infest fishes and other aquatic vertebrates, perhaps the most im- 

Ree from an economic standpoint are the threadworms (fig. 5). 
‘hese worms are slender, cylindrical animals, ranging from micro- 

scopic size to half an inch or more in length, which sometimes infest - 
their hosts in such large numbers that they either kill them outright 
or reduce their strength and vitality sufficiently to place them at 
a fatal disadvantage in the struggle or existence. They are usually 
found either in the digestive tract or in cysts embedded in the muscles 
or fat, or attached to the peritoneum or to a mesentery. In the ~ 
former case the worms are active adults which usually range more 
or less freely in the portion of the digestive tract in which they live, 
sucking the blood or absorbing the vital fluids of the host, and pro- 
ducing their eggs or young. They undoubtedly often injure the host 
by lacerating the intestinal wall and draining its vitality and _per- 
haps enabling bacterial or protozoan parasites to gain a foothold in. 
its tissues and blood. The hookworm, which has in the past few 
years obtained such an unpleasant notoriety in the Southern States 
of this country, belongs to this group of parasitic worms. 

The spiny-headed worms (fig. 6) live in the intestine of their hosts . 
and are often very numerous in aquatic vertebrates. They resemble 
threadworms in size and appearance, but differ from them, among 
other things, in possessing a prominent, more or less retractile pro» 
jection, the oicalled proboscis, at the anterior end of the body, which 
is covered with recurved hooks, by means of which they attach them- 
selves to the intestinal wall of the host. When they infect an intes- 
tine in large numbers, as they frequently do, the laceration of the 
intestinal wall by their spiny proboscides undoubtedly causes a 
severe injury to the host and may cause its death.
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The tapeworms (fig. 7) are very important parasites of aquatic 
vertebrates. The adult worm lives in the intestine of its host; the 
larval worm may be found in almost any organ of the body and in Pe 
the body cavity, usually inclosed in a cyst, but in the case of certain ~* 
species not encysted. Tapeworms are much the largest internal para- 
sites of aquatic vertebrates, some of them measuring a foot or more 
in length, and are often fatal to fishes containing them. The cysts 
are sometimes very common objects in the flesh of many of the 
smaller food fishes. 

The flukes (compare fig. 4) are probably the least harmful of the 
internal vermian parasites of aquatic vertebrates. The worms are 
of small size, usually measuring less than half an inch in length and 
in most cases are not found in large numbers in a single organ of the 
host. Occasionally, however, as already stated, they may infect the 

: gills of a fish in large enough numbers to injure the animal. Not 
long ago such a 
fluke infection was 
discovered on the M7) Ge, |\\ 
gills of the rain- gy fo EN 
bow trout in the SS ha Fy hs 
New York State r Fe, 
hatchery at Cold fed Yo. 
Spring Harbor, he 
Long Island. CU 
Practically all the Y Vy 
trout a year or : ee 
more old were in- | coy 
fected, in many in- ez fy 
stances in such Weg bey 
large numbers that \ he 
the gills were \ Ss, re 
shanealed and func- \ WS RT 

tionless. rl a, ae 
The larval stage \ is 

of flukes of fishes Fia. 5. Fia. 6. Fic. 7. 
and other aquatic d 
vertebrates is passed very generally in snails, but also, in the case of 
certain species, in small fishes, in crustaceans, and in other small 
animals which are the natural prey of the host of the adult 
worms. It is thus necessary, in endeavoring to elucidate the life 
history of these worms, to investigate these animals. The liver 
ef oe snails is very generally infected with minute larval 

ukes. : 
None of the worms which parasitize fishes and other aquatic verte-  . 

brates in this country will live in the human body or cause an infec- 
tion there, and this is true whether the parasites occur in the viscera 
of the fish and would thus be remoyed when the fish is cleaned for 
cooking, or in the flesh in the form of cysts or grubs and thus remain 
in the fish after it has been brought on the table. The single ex- 
ception to this statement is the European broad tapeworm, but this 
worm is of such very rare occurrence in America as to be practically 
negligible. There need be no alarm, consequently, about the possi- 
bility of an infection of parasitic worms as the result of eating the 
flesh of fishes, frogs, wild ducks, or other aquatic animals.
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., Notwithstanding this fact, there is quite naturally a prejudice in 
_ most, people’s minds against wormy or grubby fish, even if the worms . 

4:2: are harmless, and such fish will sometimes be condemned by fish in- 
spectors. Where this happens, however, it should be distinctly un- 
derstood by the fish-purchasing public that the grounds of condem- 
nation are this prejudice and not any possible danger of infection 
to the person eating the fish. 

The same opinion was expressed a short time ago by Dr. C. W. 
Stiles, zoologist of the Public Health Service in Washington. Cer- 
tain butterfish which were exposed: for sale had been condemned by 
a city inspector, because of the presence of threadworms. The 
dealers brought the matter before the Bureau of Fisheries, which in- 

: vestigated the conditions and invited the cooperation of the Public 
Health Service. Dr. Stiles,- who is a well-known Pleat, 
made a report on the case, the substance of a part of which is the 
following: That the presence of parasitic worms in the viscera of 
food fishes that have been cleaned and cooked does not render these 
fish unfit for food; that there is no evidence that larval threadworms j 
in the flesh of fish are infectious or toxic to man; that at most the 
presence of such worms in the flesh is an esthetic matter; and where 
such worms are present in sufficient numbers to render the fish re- 
ellant as an article of food the condemnation, if made at all, should 

2 be made clearly and distinctly on this ground, and not because of 
possible communicability of the parasite to man. 

Those who wish to have fish parasites identified or to seek other 
information concerning them from the Bureau of Fisheries should 
be careful to give exact information of the size, shape, and appear- 
ance of the parasites in question and of their location in the body 
of the fish. Specimens of the parasitized fish or of worms preserved 
in alcohol should also be sent when possible. 

Besides the parasites mentioned in this article, most of which are 
* worms of various species, fishes are also subject to infection by para- 

sitic microorganisms, such as bacteria, fungus growths, and proto- 
zoans, which bring about a diseased condition and may jead to-their 
death. The cause of the disease in these cases, being microscopic, will 
not be seen, but the effect of it will be very apparent in the discolora- 
tion of the skin, gills, or fins or the formation of growths or sores. 
Ulcer disease, spot disease, red plague, scale disease, fungus disease 
are popular names of some of these affections, which give an indica- 
tion of the way they change the appearance of the fish. Bad epidemics 
causing the death of large numbers of fish are sometimes the result 
of these infections, which, as in the case of other fish diseases, are 
most apt to occur in small, inclosed bodies of water where the infec- 
tion can easily spread and the fish can not escape. Persons wish- 
ing information concerning these diseases should address the Bureau 
of Fisheries, sending all the details possible. A specimen of a dis- 
eased fish should also be sent if it is not too large, or, in such case, of 
the infected part of it. If the fish be well wrapped in several layers 
of cloth soaked in alcohol and then further wrapped in cotton waste 
or some other absorbent substance with an outside covering of thick 
paper, it can be sent a long distance by mail or express, even in the 
summer time. ‘ 
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(1) Former Distribution. 

Were any bass native to the Southwest? If so, where? 

: (2) Present Distribution. 

: Where are the waters to which it hes been successfully introduce ? 
é Is the introduced stock Large-mouth or Small-mouth Bass? 
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Bass in Roosevelt Lake said to bite artific- 

; ial casting baits best in spring - followed 

by still fishing with perch. Pishing poor 

during hot weather.



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

; Thompson of Xoosevelt says Colorado 

River salmon found both below and above 

; dam. Below they run up to 40#. Catfish 

are just bullheads and don't get over 3#, 
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A FISH SURVEY IN . 
WESTERN NEW YORK 

By Tuomas L. HANKINSON 

Ichthyologist, Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station 
The New York State College of Forestry, Syraguse, N. Y 

INTRODUCTION 

The first survey of the fish life in the streams of Erie County 

was begun in June, 1920 and continued in August, 1920, and 

August, 1921. 

This preliminary survey was carried on under the joint auspices 

of the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station of the 
New York State College of Forestry at Syracuse, the Buffalo 

Society of Natural Sciences, and the following sportsmen’s clubs: 

Erie County Society for the Protection of Birds, Fish and Game; 

Boston Valley Fish and Game Club; Springville Rod and Gun 
Club; Cazenovia Valley Fish and Game Conservation Club; Akron 

Forest, Field and Stream Protective Association; North Collins 

Rod and Gun Club; Brant Conservation Club; and the Eden Rod 

and Gun Club. 

The actual field study was made by Thomas L. Hankinson and 

Wilford A. Dence of the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment 

Station, assisted by William L. Bryant and William P. Alexander 
of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, and also by members 

of the various Erie County sportsmen’s clubs and others as men- 

tioned in the following pages. Special acknowledgments are due 

Mr. J. C..Brennan, President of the Erie County Society for the 

Protection of Birds, Fish and Game (now the Erie County Con- : 

servation Society), for promoting the study and for arranging 

plans for the field work. Also Capt. Hamilton Ward and Mr. 

Charles Kummer. 

A preliminary report on the survey was printed in “The Grouse” 
(Vol. 1, Nos. 2, 3 and 4, 1922), the official organ of the Erie 

County Society for the Protection of Birds, Fish and Game, and 

is here reprinted, with corrections, through the courtesy of that 

Society and the Roosevelt Wild Life Station. 

This paper includes the separate reports based on the field work 

* of the two seasons, Part I, for 1920, and Part II for 1921. In 

some cases a stream was examined in both years and therefore is 

discussed under each head. : 
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PART I 

THE SEASON OF 1920 

« Cazenovia Creek 

1. General Description. Cazenovia Creek is a large stream, 

with many tributaries which rises in the southeast corner of Erie 

County. Where examined, this stream was shallow with bottom 

of flat bed rock or of rounded stones or rubble and with a marked 

current that evidently becomes a torrent during heavy rains. 

2. Methods of Survey. The stream was examined June 1, 

1920, near Ebenezer and at East Aurora by T. L. Hankinson and 

Wm. L. Bryant, and again near East Aurora and near Holland and 

near Protection and Glenwood August 22—27, 1920, by T. L. 

Hankinson, Wm. P. Alexander, and George B. Geib. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following kinds of 

fish were taken:—Brook Trout; Brown Trout; Stone Roller; 

Blunt-nosed Minnow; Fathead Minnow; Horned Dace; Red-sided 

Shiner; Straw-colored Minnow; Common Shiner; Rosy-faced 

Minnow; Big-eyed Chub; River Chub; Black-nosed Dace; Long- 

nosed Dace; Hog Sucker; Common Sucker; Common Redhorse ; 

Rock Bass; Johnny Darter; Black-sided Darter; Rainbow Darter ; 

Green-sided Darter; Fan-tail Darter; Millers Thumb. 

Brook Trout were found only in the headwaters where they 

were fairly abundant. Most of the other species were abundant, 

Common Shiners and Black-nosed Dace being apparently repre- 

n sented in the largest numbers. 

4. Conditions for Fish. The many stony shallows and riffles 

produced conditions favorable for darters and also for Hog Suckers 

and most of the Minnows, but suitable places for trout were seen 

only at the headwaters (Protection Creek) where there were 
overhanging banks, deep pools and cool waters. Conditions 

for Rock Bass are prevalent in the lower, broader parts of the 
creek, and this species is holding its own well there; and in 

the deeper waters, there should be good fishing for this game 
fish. The swift waters with abundance of moving.rubble that . 

* Recommendations given in this report must be treated as tentative having been 
based on only a few hours work in each locality, The author is fully aware that in- 
vestigatigns similar to his made in the future are likely to result in very different recom- 
mendations, 
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must accompany heavy rain storms must prevent large fish except 

possibly Rock Bass from becoming established in the creek. The 
many small fish in the creek are of kinds suitable as food for Black 

f Bass, Pickerel, Wall-eyed Pike, and other useful fish eating species 

found in Lake Erie, and this food could become available to them 

at least in times of high and swift water. 

5. Recommendations. Further studies of the creek, especially 

the part below East Aurora, should be studied before many recom- 

mendations can be made. Pollution should be looked for, and if 

found efforts to prevent it should be made. There should be no 

barrier to the entrance of the creek by the predacious food fish of 

Lake Erie, to avail themselves of the abundance of minnow food 

in it, and to furnish some good line fishing in the creek. 

Protection Creek, or the headwaters, should be planted with 

Brook Trout, and the results carefully watched and the stream 

given proper protection to prevent taking of undersized fish. 

It is probable that Brook Trout breed at these headwaters, and 

evidence of this should be looked for in the Fall, and special 

efforts made to protect the spawning fish. 

Cazenovia Creek is a beautiful creek with interesting biological 

features and is a stream that can be readily used by natural his- 
tory students living in Buffalo. A full account of the plant . 

and animal life of this important creek liberally distributed would 

certainly be of value to the public schools, and natural history 

students. 

Buffalo Creek 

1. General Description. Buffalo Creek is a large creek tribu- 

tary to Cayuga Creek of the Cazenovia system and rises in the 

region between East Aurora and Porterville. It is a stream about 

fifteen miles long. 

2. Methods of Survey. Visited at one point only, about three 

miles north of East Aurora by T. L. Hankinson in company with 

George B. Geib, and W. P. Alexander, August 25. Collecting was 

+ confined to the immediate vicinity of the covered road bridge. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. Ten species of fish were found 

here, which are as follows:—Stone Roller, Blunt-nosed Min- 

now; Horned Dace; Red-sided Shiner; Common Shiner; Black- 

nosed Dace; Hog Sucker; Common Sucker ; Johnny Darter ; Rain-
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bow Darter. Common Shiners were the most abundant species - 
found. No food or game fish were taken but Mr. Geib informed 

us that Rock Bass are here, and that fishing for them at this bridge ‘ 

is good at times. 

4. Conditions for Fish. The stream at the place visited, which 

is probably typical of much of the rest of the creek was broad, 

with an abundance of water and of varying depth, having riffles 

in places, broad shoals in others, and deep pools in other places. 

The bottom was rocky except in deep pools, where there was much 

sediment. There was a moderate current. Good breeding places 

for a number of species of minnows and suckers were present. 

Considerable washing of the banks had taken place, and it is 
evident that the waters are high and swift at times. 

5. Recommendations. This creek might be made into a good 

stream for Rainbow or Brown Trout by planting willows along 

the shores to hold the banks from excessive washing and to give 

shade, but a further study of the conditions in the entire creek 

is necessary. 

Studies of the character of the water at the mouth of Caze- 

novia Creek to detect and prevent pollution will likely lead to the 

improvement of conditions for useful fish here as well as in other 
branches of the Cazenovia. 

Like the main stream Buffalo Creek has interesting plants 
and animals which are readily available for field study by students 

living in Buffalo and elsewhere in its vicinity, and the educational 

use of the creek should be encouraged. 

Little Buffalo Creek 

1. General Description. Little Buffalo Creek is a tributary 

of Cayuga Creek of the Cazenovia system and enters the parent 

stream at Lancaster, Erie County, and extends back southeast of 

its mouth for some twelve miles, arising in the region southeast of 

Marilla. It is a large creek even as far up as Marilla. : 

2. Methods of Survey. The creek was examined only near 

the bridge at Marilla, by W. P. Alexander and T. L. Hankinson, 

and scarcely an hour was spent collecting and recording observa- 

tions. The date was August 27.
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3. Kinds and abundance of Fish. The kinds of fish taken 
are:—Stone Roller; Blunt-nosed Minnow; Horned Dace; Red- 

sided Shiner; Common Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Hog Sucker; 

Common Sucker; Johnny Darter; Rainbow Darter. Of these 

species, Common Shiners were exceedingly abundant ; much more 

so than any of the other species. 

4. Conditions for Fish. Too little attention could be ‘given 
to the creek for a definite understanding of the conditions for fish 

in the entire stream, but at Marilla there was an abundance of 

water and varied conditions as to depth and bottom. Many min- 
nows and other small fish were here, and the creek is undoubtedly 

a good one for growing fish food for useful piscivorous species 

that might enter it from Lake Erie, or perhaps the small fish are 

carried to the lake at times of high water. The banks of the 

stream are badly washed at the place examined. 

5. Recommendations. A study of the creek should be made 

along its entire course and also its tributaries. Such a study may 

reveal possibilities of making it a Brown Trout stream, through 

planting it with these fish and growing willows along the shore 

to prevent soil washing and to give shade and to harbor food 

insects for trout. 

Tonawanda Creek 

1. General Description. Tonawanda Creek is a large stream 

some thirty miles in length; in width it is like a small river. It is 

located along the northern border of Erie County and rises near 

or just beyond the eastern border of the county. It flows into 

Niagara River at Tonawanda, N. Y. 

2. Methods of Survey. Stream examined east of Akron just 

over the Erie County line in Genesee County, near the bridge at 

the Indian Reservation and again near Indian Falls. Collecting 

was done by T. L. Hankinson in company with W. P. Alexander, 

Ray E. Parker, Mr. Paxton, and M. B. Hitchcock. Line fishing 
for Black Bass was done by Mr. Hitchcock. A trammel net as 

well as small seines were used. The date was August 28. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following species were 
taken :—Blunt-nosed Minnow; Horned Dace; Straw-colored Min- 

now ; Common Shiner ; Big-eyed Chub; Horny-head ; Hog Sucker ; 

Common Sucker; Common Redhorse; Rock Bass; Common Sun- 

°
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fish; Small-mouth Black Bass; Johnny Darter; Rainbow Darter; 

Green-sided Darter; Minnows not very abundant ; Common Shin- 

ers most in evidence; Suckers abundant; young Hog Suckers lo- 

cally numerous in schools; Common Sunfish apparently scarce; 

Rock Bass and Small-mouth Black Bass fairly abundant. 

2 4. Conditions for Fish. The stream where visited has con- 
ditions favorable for large game fish with plenty of deep water 
with many large boulders and with shallows favorable for min- 

nows and other fish usable as food for the predators, and also for 

feeding grounds for young. Little Small-mouth Black Bass were 

found on these shallows. The creek is so accessible for Buffalo 

anglers, that it is likely to be overfished as it apparently is at present. 

The large rocks make conditions especially favorable for Rock 
Bass. - 

5. Recommendations. Plant large numbers of Small-mouth 

Black Bass in the creek in the eastern part of Erie County. 

Study other parts of the stream to find the extent of conditions 

favorable for Small-mouth Black Bass and to discover favorable 

breeding places for the species. Information so obtained will be 

useful in determining the number of fish to be planted. 

Special protection should be given to the stream to prevent 

illegal fishing, especially in early summer when the bass breed. 

Evidence of pollution near the mouth of the creek should be - 

sought and measures taken to eradicate this if found, thus making 

the stream more accessible to Great Lake fish. ; 

Murder Creek 

: 1. General Description. Murder Creek runs through the vil- 

lage of Akron and is seven or eight miles long. It rises in the 
region south-east of Akron and flows northerly into Ledge Creek, 
a tributary of the Tonawanda. At Akron, where examined it is 

a creek of variable width, about five to forty feet, and shallow, 

commonly a foot or two deep. Bottom stony. Water cool, prob- 

ably seldom exceeding 70° F. 

2. Methods of Survey. Stream studied for three or more 
hours on August 29, 1920. Collecting done by T. L. Hankinson in 

company with W. P. Alexander and Ray E. Parker. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following species were 
taken :—Blunt-nosed Minnow; Horned Dace; Common Shiner;
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Rosy-faced Minnow; Horny Head; Black-nosed Dace; Hog Suck- 

er; Common Sucker; Rock Bass; Small-mouth Black Bass; Johnny 

Darter; Black-sided Darter; Rainbow Darter; Green-sided Darter ; 

Fan-tail Darter. Most of the species were abundantly represented, 

Common Shiners, Horned Dace, and Common Suckers being es- 

pecially numerous. The stream, therefore, had an abundance of 

small fish in it. No large ones were seen. Small-mouth Black 

Bass young and Rock Bass young were plentiful. : 

4. Conditions for Fish. The creek with its large, clear shal- 

low pools is a good one for minnows, and the stones of the bottom 
undoubtedly furnish breeding places for many of them. The 

stony riffles are good darter habitats. As a source of bait and 

aquarium fish the creek is an excellent one. It is also a good feed- 
ing ground for the young of food and game fish, like suckers and 

bass. No trout were found, but conditions, except for the abund- 

ance of competitors for food, appeared favorable for trout. 

5. Recommendations. Other parts of the creek should be 

studied before any planting programme is made, since it is said 

to be deep and otherwise different in character from its conditions 

at Akron, lower down near its mouth. Here good-sized Black 

Bass are said to live. 

Small-mouth Black Bass, Perch, and Pike Perch have been 

planted during the last few years in the lower courses of the creek. 

Further planting of such fish should not be made until after a 

much more thorough study of the stream. It is possible that the 

creek should be made into a trout stream, and if so these preda- 

cious game fish should not be planted in it. 

The creek is an-excellent one for stream life study by nature 

students, and it should be more extensively utilized for this purpose. 

Ledge Creek 

1. Ledge Creek is a tributary of Tonawanda Creek. A short 

‘stream about four miles long arising in the region just northeast of 

Akron and flowing northerly. A beautiful brook flowing partly 

through swamp and. partly through open farm region. 

2. Methods of Survey. About a mile of the creek was ex- 

: amined, beginning about three miles north of Akron and working 

up stream. Collecting was done by T. L. Hankinson, with assis- 

tance from W. P. Alexander, Ray E. Parker, and M. B. Hitch- 
. cock, August 27.
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3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following kinds were 
caught :—Brook Trout ; Blunt-nosed Minnow ; Horned Dace ; Com- 

mon Shiner; Rosy-faced Minnow; Horny-head; Black-nosed 

Dace; Common Sucker; Cornmon Pike; Brook Stickleback; Rock 

Bass; Small-mouth Black Bass; Johnny Darter; Black-sided Dart- 

er; Rainbow Darter. Common Shiners were exceedingly abund- 

ant; much more so than any of the other species. Only small trout 

were found and these only near the headwaters. 

4. Conditions for Fish. Through the swamp near the head- 
waters conditions are suitable for Brook Trout. The stream 

is here deep, cool, narrow, and well shaded, but the condi- 

tions are not extensive enough to harbor many trout of suit- 

able size for angling. The young thrive here; and this swamp 

stream could act as a trout nursery for the rest of the stream if 
conditions there were favorable for trout. The very large number 
of shiners and other insectivorous minnows would undoubtedly 

compete seriously with trout. The water of the creek probably 

becomes too warm for Brook Trout. 

5. Recommendations. Do not plant Brook Trout in the : 

stream in its present condition. If the fish are desired there, try 
to get co-operation of land owners, for shrub planting along the 

banks so as to produce a series of well shaded pools along perhaps 

a half of the stream course. 

Under present conditions an experiment may be tried by plant- 

ing Brown Trout in the creek north of Akron, but a large number 

of fingerlings or larger fish should be planted to withstand the 

competition with minnows. 

Ransom Creek 

1. General Description. Creek some eight miles long arising - 
at the village of Clarence and flowing northwest into Black Creek, 

a tributary of the Tonawanda. 

2. Methods of Survey. Ransom Creek was examined at 

Clarence and also a mile or two above Clarence, and its important 
tributary, Got Creek, near Gunnville, was visited, August 28. 

Collecting was done by T. L. Hankinson in company with W. P. 
Alexander, Ray E. Parker, and M. B. Hitchcock. 3 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The fish taken are as 
follows :—Blunt-nosed Minnow; Fathead Minnow; Horned Dace;
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Horny-head; Common Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Common 

Sucker; Johnny Darter; Rainbow Darter; Fan-tail Darter; Mud 

Minnow; Brook Stickleback. 

Common Shiners, Black-nosed Dace, Johnny Darters, and Rain- 

bow Darters were all very abundant at the headwaters. - 

4. Conditions for Fish. At the three parts of the creek visited 

conditions were very diverse. Above Clarence there were some 

well shaded pools that appear to be good places for trout, but 

collecting was not done here. At Clarence, the stream was small, 

shallow and with rocky bottom and was a good place for 

darters, but not a suitable place for trout on account of the 

little water present. At Got Creek there was marsh conditions 

about the stream and very probably little trout would thrive if 

planted there. 

5. Recommendations. Too little attention was given to the 
creek for any very definite recommendations to be made, but if 
there are many well shaded, cool, deep pools Brook Trout may be 

planted with profit. 

Ransom Creek at its headwaters is a fine one for stream-life 

study by individual students or by classes on account of the abund- 

ance of insect and fish life in it, including large numbers of those 

most attractive of our native fish, the Rainbow Darters and also 

on account of its accessibility by automobile or by train. 

; Ellicott Creek 
1. General Description. Ellicott Creek is a large creek run- 

ning across Erie County arising in the vicinity of the eastern border 

of the County. It enters Niagara River at Tonawanda, N. Y. 

2. Methods of Survey. The creek was seen from train at 

Bowmansville but was visited only at Williamsville, where the 

conditions were not typical for much of the rest of the stream on 

account of the presence of a large street viaduct, an old dam, a 

7 park and cottages on the shore and other city features. It was 

examined August 28 by T. L. Hankinson, Ray E. Parker, W. P. 

Alexander, and M. B. Hitchcock. Only small fish could be ob- 

tained. No methods for getting large fish could be used in the 
short time that could be given to the creek. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following fish were 
taken :—Brown Trout; Blunt-nosed Minnows; Fathead Minnow;
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Horned Dace; Straw-colored Minnow; Cayuga Minnow ; Common 

Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Johnny Darter; 

Black-sided Darter; Rainbow Darter; Green-sided Darter; Fan- 

tail Darter. The most abundant species appeared to be Common 

Shiners and Common Suckers. Only one trout was noted and that 
a Brown Trout taken by hook by a boy. 

4. Conditions for Fish. Some good trout pools were present 

at Williamsville. These had deep, clear, cool water and with many 

boulders, where the fish could find concealment. There was 

much minnow food for trout and undoubtedly an abundance of 

insect food. The stream here is well shaded by border trees and 

high banks. The creek, of course, is much subject to over-fishing 

at the place examined. ‘ 

5. Recommendations. Since Brown Trout thrive in the pools 
of the stream at Williamsville, and since there is fair fishing for 

them there, according to good testimony, planting of them should 

be continued with attention given to results. 

The creek is undoubtedly one that should be given much further 

; study, which will probably show that it is one that should be made 

better known to local nature students. It is easily accéssible from 

Buffalo by automobile, train, or trolley. 

Eighteen Mile Creek 

1. General Description. Eighteen Mile Creek is a large creek 

some twenty miles long and wide enough to be called a river through 

much of its lower course. It enters Lake Erie about fifteen miles 

south of Buffalo and its valley is steep with high shale cliffs in 

places. 

2. Methods of Survey. The stream was examined at five 
different points; on June 1, close to its mouth and near Hamburg; 

_ on August 22, 1920, at Boston and its west branch near Wyndale 
and its headwaters near Concord. Jn June the creek was visited by 

Mr. W. L. Bryant; W. P. Alexander; Hamilton Ward; Mr. A. 

J. Beasor, and T. L. Hankinson. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following were found :— 

; Stone Roller; Blunt-nosed Minnow; Fathead Minnow; Horned 

Dace; Red-sided Shiner; Golden Shiner; Straw-colored Minnow ; 

Common Shiner; Emerald Minnow; Rosy-faced Minnow; Big- 

eyed Chub; Horny-head; Long-nosed Dace; Black-nosed Dace, 

Hog Sucker; Common Sucker; Log Perch; Johnny Darter; Rain-
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bow Darter; Fan-tail Darter. Log Perch were found very abund- 

ant in the lower part of the creek in June, when members of the 

species were probably on a breeding migration. Common Shiners, 

Horned Dace, and Black-nosed Dace were the most abundant 

species found. 

4. Conditions for Fish. The creek has an abundance of 

water, and is mostly broad and shallow with good conditions in its 

lower course for small fish, but no deep pools were seen suitable 

for large fish. Riffle loving fish like Black-nosed Dace and Hog 
Suckers find an abundance of suitable conditions here. In the 

headwaters there were good pools, cool and well shaded, apparently 

- right for trout, but no trout were found, although they are reported 

to have been abundant in recent years near East Concord. It is 

possible that trout cannot compete with the many Horned Dace in 

the headwater brooks. 

5. Recommendations. The headwaters should be stocked with 
a large number of fingerling Brook Trout and the results carefully 

watched and efforts made to prevent these fish being caught until 

of legal size. 

The entire stream should be carefully studied, and it should 

be made better known to naturalists and nature lovers. It is of 

special interest on account of the wonderful scenery of its gorges 

and the primitive conditions, generally, along its course. It does 
not flow through any large community and has been little dis- 

turbed by man. The forest along Wyndale Brook is very primitive 
' in appearance like a piece of the undisturbed north woods, and 

this region should be maintained for nature lovers as it now is. 

Cattaraugus Creek 

1. General Description. Cattaraugus creek is a stream suffi- © 

ciently large to be called a river. It flows through a broad valley 

along the south border of Erie County. There is a great amount 

of rubble in the bed, and the creek shows evidence of considerable 

violence at times of freshet. Large cliffs arise from the stream 

bed in places. It is mostly shallow, but there is water eight or 

more feet deep in places. 

2. Methods of Survey. The stream was examined August 21, 

near Springville, by T. L. Hankinson and W. P. Alexander and 

' A. J. Beasor. Search was made for both small and large fish by 

netting and this was done in both shallow and deep water.
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3. Conditions for Fish. There is a great variety of condi- 

tions in the stream. Near Springville we found broad shoals, 

often with extensive riffles, where minnows and other small fish 

were abundant. A narrow channel or bayou along a willow-covered 

island in the main stream bed was found to contain a large num- 
ber of minnows in an apparently thriving condition in the shade : 

and deep, cool, quiet water here. There were some deep pools 
and long deep passages in the creek which might harbor large fish 

attractive to the angler, but we could find no fish of table size 

in them.. Residents report bullheads in such places, but cer- 

tainly the fish were scarce, which may have been due to recent 

high water carrying them to lower courses in the stream or to Lake 

Erie. 

4. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following were taken :— 

Stone Roller; Blunt-nosed Minnow; Fathead Minnow; Horned 

Dace; Red-sided Shiner; Pearly Minnow; Straw-colored Minnow ; 

Common Shiner; Rosy-faced Minnow; Horny-head; Long-nosed 

Dace; Black-nosed Dace; Plumbeous Minnow; Hog Sucker ; Com- 

mon Sucker ; Johnny Darter; Black-sided Darter ; Rainbow Darter ; 

Fan-tail Darter. Of these Common Shiners and Straw-colored 

Minnows were very abundant. Young Common Suckers were also 

numerous. 

5. Recommendations. Studies of the creek near its mouth and 

headwaters and at other points should be made. No planting can 
be recommended if conditions like these near Springville are pre- 
valent. 

The stream can probably be improved as a fish stream by tree 

planting along its shores and by preserving the woody plants now 

there. 

Sardinia Brook ; 

1. General Description. A tributary of the Cattaraugus flow- 
ing southeast and south through Sardinia, Erie County. The creek 

is a short one, about six miles long. Where examined, about a 

mile north of Sardinia, it was a good-sized pasture brook with con- 

siderable water and broken into pools with intervening shoals. The 

creek near Sardinia runs through cultivated areas, and there were 

few trees on the shore. 

2. Methods of Survey. The creek was visited on August 21." 
1920, at but one place, near the road bridge about a mile north of 

'
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Sardinia. Collecting was done by T. L. Hankinson and W. P. 

Alexander with assistance from A. J. Beasor. About a quarter of 
a mile of the stream and a small tributary were studied. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following were taken :— 
Brown Trout; Horned Dace; Red-sided Shiner; Pearly Minnow; 

Common Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Brook 

Stickleback; Millers Thumb. Only one very small trout was 
caught. All of the other kinds of fish were abundant. 

4. Conditions for Fish. The creek is a good minnow stream 

and a feeding place for young suckers. It would be an attractive 

place for bait fishermen since the species found in abundance are 
those that make fine bait for bass, pickerel, and pike. The waters 
are too warm, and there is too little shade for a good trout stream, 

and trout would likely have considerable competition with minnows 
for food. The creek is very accessible and prominent and could 

be easily overfished but its remoteness from any large centers of 

population is favorable for its maintenance as a trout stream. 

5. Recommendations. Encourage trees and shrubs along the 

shores, and plant them if possible. If the prospects are good for 

getting more extensive wooded banks, plant a large number of 

Brown Trout of fingerling size and watch results. Get land owners 

to co-operate in protecting the stream from illegal fishing. 

Spooner Brook 

1. General Description. Spooner Brook is a small stream tribu- 

tary to the Cattaraugus in the region west of Springville. At the 

headwaters where it was examined, it ran through a bit of marsh 

land and was almost completely concealed by the high marsh vege- 

tation. Large pools were present. These had shallow water and 
thick, black mud bottom. 

2. Methods of Survey. The headwaters were examined near 
the bridge at W. Clark’s place on August 22, 1920. Besides a 

small net, hook and line was used for trout. Collecting was done 

by T. L. Hankinson, W. P. Alexander and A. J. Beasor. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following fish were 

caught :—Brook Trout; Fathead Minnow; Horned Dace; Red- i 

sided Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker. All were abun- 

dant except the Fathead Minnow, Red-sided Shiners were taken 

only from the pool at the bridge. No trout were here, apparently,
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but were taken in two other pools. These were mostly small, but 

nine of legal size, over six inches, were taken by hook. 

4. Conditions for Fish. The water was clear and cold, and 

an abundance of insect food for trout and other fish was present. 3 

The dense growth of marsh plants could be invaded by fish from 
the pools. Small trout were found at such places several feet 

away from the pools. A superficial examination of the food in 

six of the Brook Trout showed that they wete feeding on a variety 

of insects both terrestrial and aquatic and also on snails. The trout 

pools were well concealed by marsh vegetation which will help to 

prevent overfishing. 

5. Recommendations. The pools here, except the one at the 

bridge, may profitably be kept stocked with a small number of 

Brook Trout to furnish a little trout fishing. There is insufficient 

water for many trout. The pools should be treated as a series of 

small ponds, for fish in one of them very evidently do not have 

access from one to another. If future studies should show favor- 

able conditions for trout farther down stream, it might be well to 

transfer fish from the good feeding ground at headwaters to the 

points lower down. 

Springville Brook 

1. General Description. A small stream known as Spring- 

ville Brook flows south through Springville into Cattaraugus Creek, 

entering it about two miles south of the town. The creek arises 

by two branches in.the region north of Springville. At its mouth 

it was found to be broad, rapid and turbid. At Springville and 
a mile above the village it had the appearance of a trout brook with 
good pools and intervening shallows and plenty of shade. The 

creek as a whole flows through a diversified region. 

2. Methods of Survey. Collecting was done only at one place. 

which was at the railroad bridge over the stream located just north 

of Springville. W. P. Alexander and T. L. Hankinson made col- 
lections here, August 24. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. The following were noted :— 
Brook Trout; Horned Dace; Pearly Minnow; Black-nosed Dace; 

Common Sucker and Millers Thumb. Pearly Minnows were ex- 
ceedingly abundant. Small Brook Trout appeared quite abundant;
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large ones seemed scarce. None were caught by line fishing, and 

the largest taken by net was not quite six inches long. 

4. Conditions for Fish. Above Springville the creek runs 

through a bushy swamp and is well shaded and primitive in char- 

acter. This is where the collecting was done, and it is a favorable 

place for Brook Trout. The stream is so conspicuous and well- 

known that it is likely to be excessively overfished. 

5. Recommendations. The creek above Springville, at the 

swamp should be planted with large numbers of Brook Trout of 

fingerling size and special efforts made to keep undersized trout 
from being taken. 

A study of the creek near its headwaters should be made in the 

fall to see if trout are using the region for spawning, and if so 
proper protection should be given to the breeding fish. 

Morton Corners Brook i 

1. General Description. Creek tributary to the Cattaraugus 

Creek; about five miles long; arising in the region south of Wyn- 

dale and flowing south. A small winding creek near Morton 

Corners, where it was visited, with pools and intervening narrows 

or shallows. 

2. Methods of Survey. Visited August 22, 1920 about a 

mile northeast of Morton Corners, and collections were made by 

W. P. Alexander, A. J. Beasor, and T. L. Hankinson. Besides 

minnow seines, a hook and line was used for trout. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. Only four species were 

found, and these were :—Brook Trout; Horned Dace; Black-nosed 

Dace; Millers Thumb. AIl were abundant, and Black-nosed Dace 

exceedingly so. 

4. Conditions for Fish. The creek where visited is one with 
good, clear, cold water with fine pools for trout, except there is 

insufficient shade and there should be more tree or shrub growth 

along the shore. Unforested conditions in restricted areas are too 

prevalent for the shade-loving trout. Stomachs of nine Brook 

trout ranging in size from 2% to 8 inches were examined, and they 

seemed to be getting plenty of food; the smaller trout were eat- 

ing aquatic insects largely and the larger ones chiefly grasshoppers. 

These last are made more abundant by the open shores. Trout in
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this creek seemed to have plenty of food in the form of minnows 

which might be used in case of the failure of the supply of insects. 

The proximity to the headwaters of the region visited and the 

clean gravel bottom make it appear that Brook Trout may breed 

in this part of the stream. 

5. Recommendations. Encourage or plant shrubbery along 

the stream to make a number of well shaded pools, similar to the 

one where the best trout were found. 

Study this part of the creek in the fall to see if trout are using 

the gravel beds for spawning, and if they are make efforts to pro- 

tect the breeding fish. 

Plant a large number of large Brook Trout in the creek near 

Morton Corners. . Use fingerlings or larger. 

It is likely that the creek will make one of the finest trout brooks 

in the county if properly cared for, and every effort should be made 

to make this a model trout stream. 

PART II 
SEASON OF 1921 

Delaware Creek near Brant, N. Y. 

1. General Description. Delaware Creek is a short creek aris- 

ing in the region southwest of Brant and flowing in to Lake 
Erie just west of Angola. Where,examined just east of Brant 

i it flows through a low shrubby area and is bordered almost every- 

where with thick alders. The creek was narrow with a good cur- 
rent and its water clear and cold; and it is an attractive piece of 

water. 

2. Methods of Survey. Collecting was done there by W. A. 
Dence and T, L. Hankinson during a few hours on August 27, 
1921. Mr. K. Ingraham, of Brant, drove us to the stream and 

gave us information concerning it. About a half mile of the 

creek was seined thoroughly by us. 

3. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. Stone Roller; Blunt-nosed 
Minnow; Common Shiner; Horned Dace; Red-sided Shiner; 

Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Fan-tail Darter.
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4. Conditions for Fish. The part of the stream examined 

had ideal conditions for Brook Trout. There was a good cover; 

the water was cold, rapid, and clear, but apparently trout do not 

thrive there, for Mr. Harrison Beuzenburg of Brant informed us 

of planting 1500 Brook Trout in this part of the Creek four or five 

years ago, and he has never known of any being taken. 

5. Recommendations. Plant large numbers of Brook Trout 

in this part of the stream provided it has similar character above 

the portion examined, and there is nothing to contaminate the 
water. It is probable that plantings have not been extensive enough 

in the past. 

Job King Creek near Versailles, N. Y. 

1. General Description. Job King Creek at the part examined 

is a very small stream, narrow and shallow, flowing through thick 

shrub and weed growths. The water was cold and clear and 

seemed to contain little life. In places it was a foot or more 

deep, but mostly an inch or two. It is a short tributary of the 

Cattaraugus Creek. 

2. Methods of Survey. The stream was visited on August 26, 
1921, by Mr. H. Ruhling and friends with W. A. Dence and T. L. 

Hankinson, who made the collections. 

3. Conditions for Fish. Conditions were eminently favorable 

for Brook Trout, but few large fish could live there on account 

of the small amount of water and fishing would be d‘fficult on 

account of the dense copse through which the stream runs. It 

should be an excellent place for young trout to feed. 

4. Kinds and Abundance of Fish. Brook Trout; Horned 
Dace; Black-nosed Dace; Mud Minnow. Only one trout was 

found and this a good specimen 6% inches long. The other 

species were present in small numbers and none appeared to be 

thriving. “ 

5. Recommendations. The lower courses of the creek should 

be studied and if conditions for sizable Brook Trout are prevalent 
there, then this part of the creek near Versailles where we col- 

lected should be used as a planting place for Brook Trout. 

Big Sister Creek 

1. General Description. Big Sister Creek and tributaries 

forms an extensive creek system in the southwest portion of Erie
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County. Important branches arise near North Collins, Lawtons, 

and Eden. South of Angola the tributaries have united into one 

stream that flows into Lake Erie. The creek goes through a di- 

versified region. 

2. Methods of Survey. The creek was studied by us in 1921 

at several places near North Collins in company with Mr. H. E. 

Ruhling and a party of his angler friends. Seining by Mr. Dence 

and myself. was extensive in these headwater regions. The lower 

courses of the creek near Angola was not seen. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. The following species were 

taken:—Brown Trout; Stone Roller; Red-bellied Dace; Blunt- 

nosed Minnow; Fathead Minnow; Common Shiner; Horned Dace; 

Red-sided Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Hog 

Sucker; Common Stickleback; Mud Minnow; Johnny Darter; 

Black-sided Darter; Fan-tail Darter; Rainbow Darter; Miller 

Thumb; Carp. 

4. Conditions for fish. Near North Collins, Big Sister Creek 

‘is rich in aquatic animal life, and the creek has trees and bushes 

along much of its shore. The current is slow and the water tem- 

perature runs above 70 degrees F. in the more open parts. There 

are many deep, long pools with turbid water. One of these, at 

least, contained Carp. It is very evident that the creek is not gen- 

erally suitable for Brown Trout. Two huge Brown Trout were 

caught by us in one pool, near the main road and about a mile south- 

west of North Collins. These fish were nearly of a size, the largest 

was kept for our collection and was 25 inches long and weighed 

6% pounds. No other Brown Trout were taken in the stream, 
and it is possible that the trout planted collect in these large pools 

where struggle for existence becomes severe, resulting in but few 

surviving and thriving. 

5. Recommendations. Extensive planting of Brown Trout in 
the creek near North Collins may yield good results. But plant- 
ings should be made at many places and as far from pools as pos- 

sible. If there are any small tributary streams with small shaded 
pools these should be used. 

Results of planting should be carefully watched, and the creek 
should be seined frequently with a view to determining the move- 

ments of the young trout and their rate of growth. If they 
tend to enter the deep pools with a resulting diminution of their
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numbers, it might be well to cease planting Brown Trout and try 

Small-mouth Black Bass. These fish would certainly thrive in the 

extensive stretches of deep water northwest of North Collins. 

In planting Brown Trout get as large specimens for the pur- 

pose as possible and nothing smaller than fingerlings. 

Green Lake at Orchard Park, N. Y. 

; 1. General Description, Green Lake. Green Lake is a small 

lake perhaps a quarter of a mile long and some narrower. It is 

artificial and used principally for bathing and boating by visitors 

to Orchard Park. Continuous with the lake on one side is a large 

piece of marsh with the winding outlet stream through it. Here 

were growths of Cattail, Sagittaria, water plantain besides com- 

mon lowland plants like swamp milkweed, Joe pye, and sedges and 

grasses. In the water of the creek was much filamentous green 

algae and Potamogeton natans and other true pondweeds. 

2. Methods of Survey. The outlet creek was fished and also 
a small area of the marginal shallow lake water by W. A. Dence 

and T. L. Hankinson, Mr. Chas. Kummer and Fred Heimlich 

assisted in the work. Small minnow seines were used, and with 

these the creek was very thoroughly examined. Nothing could 

be done in the deeper lake waters with these, but good shallow 

water collections were made. This examination was made August 

2p, 1921. 

3. Kinds and abundance of Fish. In the creek were found 
the following fish; Stone Roller; Blunt-nosed Minnow ; Common 

Shiner; Horned Dace; Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker ; 

White Crappie; Common Sunfish. In the lake were Stone Rol- 

lers, Blunt-nosed Minnows; Horned Dace; Common Sunfish; and 

Common Bullheads. 

We were much surprised at finding crappies here and of a 

species not hitherto taken in New York State to my knowledge. 

Mr. Yates, owner of the lake, told us that a fish from the Missis- 

sippi River had been planted in the lake, and this crappie was very 

probably the fish he referred to, It seemed remarkable that we got 

so few bullheads and none from the marsh. A resident told us 
they are common in the lake. 

4. Conditions for fish. The marsh is an unsuitable place for 
permanent residence of any useful game or food fish but it is a 
good feeding place for their young and for minnows and suckers
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and these should be used for stocking the lake. There are frogs, 

crawfish and insects in abundance here and no doubt the mucky 

bottom harbors much fish food. Mr. Yates says the lake is lowered 

artificially in the fall and on this account he has not encouraged 

much fish planting. 

5. Recommendations. If it is possible to leave the water in 
the lake over winter, it can be made into a fine lake for black bass. 

Either species would thrive, but conditions appear more suitable 

for the Large-mouth Black Bass. The marsh stream should be 

left in its present primitive condition and used for cultivating food 

for the fish in the lake, and this should be seined now and then in 

the summer and the fish caught put in the lake. 

Orchard Park is near Buffalo and easily accessible from there 

by automobile and this lake and marsh can be very readily used as 
a place for field studies by nature students. 

Sardinia Brook 

1. General description. Sardinia Brook is a short stream 

_ flowing into Cattaraugus Creek and mostly through cultivated land. 

The shores as far as seen were open with few trees. Nowhere was 

a depth over three feet noted and the average width appeared to 

be about fifteen feet. 

2. Methods of Survey. Last year the creek was visited and 

studied about a mile above Sardinia; this year it was examined just 

below Sardinia and just below the high railroad embankment ; 

through which it passes by viaducts. Chas. Kummer, Fred Heim- 

lich, W. A. Dence and T. L. Hankinson composed the 1921 inves- 

tigating party August, 24. Seining was done and the hook and line 

was used, but no success was had with this last method. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. Brown Trout; Rainbow 

Trout ; Common Shiner; Horned Dace; Pearly Minnow; Red-sided 

Shiner; Black-nosed Dace; Long-nosed Dace; Common Sucker ; 

Hog Sucker; Brook Stickleback; Millers Thumb. Brown and 

‘Rainbow Trout were probably common here and those seen were 

very fat. Most of the other species listed were abundant. In 

fact this was one of the richest streams in fish life found by us in 
Erie County. 

4. Conditions for fish. The creek was high, the overhanging ‘ 
banks offering good retreats for trout, Horned Dace and other fish
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needing places of seclusion. There is an abundance of inverte- 

brate food made possible by much marginal algae, water cress and 

other aquatic plants. Snails were common. The water is too 

warm and there is too little shade for Brook Trout; and other trout 

will find strong competitors among the many other fish in the creek 

taking the same kind of food. Young trout were few, and the 

only place where trout were thriving was below the railroad em- 

bankment, which also runs just below the creamery at Sardinia. 

This creamery pours refuse in the stream and made the water milky 

at this place fished in 1921. Chironomus larvae were found in 

the mud of the creek here, and it is possible that these larvae were 
numerous and attracting the Brown and Rainbow Trout. This 

food may be unusually abundant on account of the creamery waste 

‘ and possibly the Brown and Rainbow Trout indulge in Chironomus 

to the extent of making them ignore the fishermen’s bait which 

they are said to do at this part of the creek. Dr. Needham of 
Cornell has shown that creamery waste may be favorable for an ex- 

tensive multiplication of Chironomus larvae. Food studies of the 

trout collected here will undoubtedly be made. 

5. Recommendations. An extensive planting of Brown Trout 

in this creek is worth trying, but the results should be carefully 

watched. The creamery wastes should be diverted from this creek 

if possible. A more complete survey of the stream is likely to re- 

veal good trout waters above Sardinia. - 

Cazenovia Creek : 

1. General Description. Cazenovia Creek is a large stream, 

that might properly be called a small river. It runs from the 

southwest corner of Erie County arising near Protection and 

enters Lake Erie in the south part of Buffalo. Its valley is narrow 

i with high hills on either side, and the stream and its surroundings 

are picturesque. 

2. Methods of Survey. In 1920 the creek was examined near 
Protection, Holland, East Aurora, and Ebenezer. (See 1920 re- 

port pp 57-58), in 1921 collections were made near Glenwood, East 
Concord, West Falls, and Griffins Mills, by a party composed of 

Chas. Kummer, Fred Heimlich, W. A. Dence, and T. L. Hankin- 

son. Seining was done with large minnow seines at these places : 

on August 24 and 25. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. Rainbow Trout, Stone Rol-
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3 ler, Blunt-nosed Minnow; Fathead Minnow; Horned Dace; Red- 

sided Shiner; Straw-colored' Minnow; Rosy-faced Minnow; Big- 

eyed Chub; River Chub; Black-nosed Dace; Long-nosed Dace; 

Hog Sucker; Common Sucker; Common Redhorse; Rock Bass; 

Johnny Darter ; Black-sided Darter ; Rainbow Darter ; Green-sided 

Darter; Fan-tail Darter; and Millers Thumb. 

No Brook Trout were found in the parts of the creek examined 

in 1921, but in 1920 they were common near the headwaters, and 

it is evident that they do not thrive in the broader, slower, and 

warmer lower waters of the stream. Rainbow Trout are probably 

common in these waters, but large ones are scarce. The other 

species listed are for the most part abundant. 

4. Conditions for fish. The parts of the creek studied in 1921 
had conditions much like those found last year almost everywhere : 

except at headwaters near Protection. It was broad, shallow with 

extensive stretches of flat, rock bottom or with gravel or boulders. 

About these last Rock Bass hovered. The banks were scantily 

wooded and the water is warm, frequently above 70 degrees F. 

Aquatic vegetation is present in inconspicuous quantities and the 

water is clear. At times of freshet, however, the stream must be 

high and violent and turbid. Apparently it subsides quickly. Such 

conditions are unfavorable for a permanent number of large, desir- 
able fish. 

5. Recommendations. It does not appear desirable to plant 
the creek except near Protection, for there are torrents which pre- 

vent trout of legal size thriving, and there are few suitable holes 

for such fish. The few noted were deep, sluggish, warm and un- 

suitable for trout. In them were hosts of minnows, which com- 

pete seriously with trout and would take the bait intended for trout 
readily. 

The beauty of the creek should be preserved and its use for : 
: biological studies should be encouraged. 

Springville Brook 

1. General Description. Springville Brook is a small stream 

flowing through Springville, N. Y. and arising in the region north 

of this town and flowing southerly into the Cattaraugus Creek. 

The adjacent region is diversified. Above Springville it is a wind- 
; ing picturesque little stream, especially where it penetrates an ex- 

tensive alder swamp. Here the water is clear and rather deep, be- 

ing mostly about two feet.
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2. Methods of Survey. The part of the stream through the 

swamp was visited in both 1921 and 1920; on August 24, 1921 by 

Charles Kummer, Fred Heimlich, W. A. Dence, and T. L. Han- 

kinson. Extensive seining was done at both visits, and the hook 

and line was used, but with the latter no trout were taken. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. The following were taken 
by us:—Brook Trout; Horned Dace; Pearly Minnow; Black- 

nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Millers Thumb. Young Brook 

Trout were very common and thriving, but no fish over six inches 

long were taken. Pearly Minnows were very abundant, much 

more so than the other species. 

4. Conditions for fish. At the place visited the shores were. 

bushy, attracting, undoubtedly, terrestrial insect food for trout 

and other fish. The Pearly Minnows were feeding extensively 

upon green, filamentous algae, but to some extent on grasshoppers 

and other insects that were probably from the bushes. They are 

probably important competitors of trout. The water was clear 

and cold (58 degrees F.). Crawfish were common and un- 

doubtedly furnish a good fish food when young. It appears that 

the creek is one that is overfished. Such could easily be the case 

on account of its accessibility. 

5. Recommendations. Plant large numbers of Brook Trout 

and use every method to prevent illegal fishing. These trout 

should be good fingerlings. 

Trout Brook two miles south of Brant, N. Y. 
1. General Description. The headwaters of this small Lake 

Erie tributary was visited August 27, by us with Mr. Harrison Beu- 
zenburg. At one place it flowed through a thicket and contained 

little water, but below this the creek was being ditched for a half 
mile or so. Below the ditching it ran through a large piece of 

thick, low woods. Here it contained much water and was sluggish 

with muddy bottom and gave no promise of being a trout stream. 

: 2. Methods of Survey. The creek was visited by Mr. Beuzen- 

burg, W. A. Dence and T. L. Hankinson who fished it thoroughly : 

in all parts of the mile or. more of its course traversed. A small 

six foot seine was the only apparatus that could be used with any 

effectiveness. 

5 3. Kinds and abundance of fish.’ In the extreme narrow, cold 

headwaters we got 3 small Brook Trout, 3-4 inches long. In the
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lower, warmer part we found Stone Rollers; Common Shiners ; 

Horned Dace; Black-nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Yellow Bull- 

head; Little Pickerel; Mud Minnow and Johnny Darter. 

4. Conditions for fish. The extreme headwaters have condi- 

tions favorable for a natural Brook Trout nursery, with cold, clear 

water and an abundance of shade; but the ditching going on 
below this and the warm, sluggish waters farther down make 

this creek decidedly unsuited for sizable Brook Trout. If a dam 

could be constructed just above the ditch and near the edge of the 

thick copse a fine trout pond could undoubtedly be made. The 

new ditch at present gives desert conditions for fish. Below it 

. Horned Dace are thriving as well as other minnows. The little 

pickerel find food in the form of these minnows and perhaps in- 

sects. ; 

5. Recommendations. I would not plant any fish here till 

long after the ditch is finished and a new set of conditions have 

become established. These should then be studied. I should advise 

considering a trout pond above the ditch. 

Wyndale Brook and Eighteen Mile Creek 

1. General Description. Wyndale Brook is the headwaters of 

Eighteen Mile Creek which is a long, large stream becoming a true 

river in its lower part from the vicinity of Hamburg to its mouth 

at Lake Erie, and with a wide bed many boulders and much 

gravel. In places the banks along the stream are high cliffs and 

there is a deep gorge present. The stream is active in its cutting 

and deposition at time of high water. Inthe summer there is little 

water and much of the rocky or gravelly bed is exposed. The 

water is clear. Eighteen Mile Creek is probably the most beautiful 

stream in Erie County. 

2. Methods of Survey. In 1921, Wyndale Brook was visited 

by W. A. Dence and T. L. Hankinson in company with Mr. J. G. 

; Palmerton of Eden, who was interested in making this a fish stream. 

Collecting was thoroughly done with minnow seines at two places 

near the village of Wyndale. This brook was also studied not far 
from Wyndale, where it went through a piece of thick forest in ~ 
1920 by T. L. Hankinson and W. P. Alexander in company with 

A. J. Beasor, of Springville. :
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The broad part of Eighteen Mile Creek was examined at New 

Oregon and near Clarksburg on August 28, 1921 by Dence, 

Hankinson and Palmerton; near Hamburg in June 1920 by W. L. 
Bryant and Hankinson. Collections were also made at the mouth 

near North Evans in June, 1920. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. In Wyndale Brook, which ‘ 
has very different conditions from the rest of the creek below, we 
found the following, August 28:—Horned Dace; Black-nosed 
Dace; Fan-tail Darter. All were abundant and the Black-nosed : 

Dace extremely so. No trout were found, although Brook Trout 

have been planted here recently according to testimony of a 

farmer. 

In Eighteen Mile Creek proper where the stream is broad, the 

following were noted:—Stone Roller; Blunt-nosed Minnow; Fat- 

head Minnow; Common Shiner; Emerald Minnow; Straw-colored 

Minnow; Big-eyed Chub; River Chub; Horned Dace; Black-nosed 

Dace; Long-nosed Dace; Common Sucker; Hog Sucker; Rain- 

bow Darter; Fantail Darter. 

In June near the mouth large numbers of Manitou Darters; a 

few Golden Shiners; a few Rosy-Faced Minnows in addition 

to the species mentioned above, were found. $ 

4. Conditions for fish. There is a diversity of conditions in 
the stream. Near the headwaters Wyndale Brook is a small 

one with clear water and small pools, and intervening riffles and 
narrows. The shores are extensively wooded and shrub-bordered. 

The water is cold (60 degrees—64 degrees), and the creek 

appears to be a good one for Brook Trout, but this species 

apparently does not thrive above Wyndale or below the vil- 

lage. At Wyndale there is a creamery pouring refuse into the 

creek, and it is likely that this interferes with trout production for 

some distance. We found diseased Fan-tail Darters, and Horned 

Dace just below the creamery, which may have been due to con- 

taminated water. Caddice worms, stone-flies, and crawfish were 

common, and these with the minnows should give trout food. 

5. Recommendations. The system is probably the best one 

in Erie County for a thorough and intensive study. It is likely 
that the part above Wyndale could be made into a Brook Trout 

stream. This portion should be thoroughly studied and if condi- 
tions like those immediately above Wyndale prevail. large num-
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bers of Brook Trout should be planted and results watched. It is 

said that Black Bass live in the deep pools of the creek near Ham- 
burg, and there is good fishing here for them. If this is the case 

plantings of Small-mouth Black Bass may be made near Hamburg. 
It is not likely that they would enter the trout waters above Wyn- 

dale to any extent. 

: Ellicott Creek near Williamsville, N. Y. 

1. General Description. Ellicott Creek is a large stream aris- 

ing near the eastern border of Erie County and running across the 

county to the Niagara River near Tonawanda. At Williamsville 

its waters pass through culverts under the main street of the town. 

Below Williamsville, it is beautiful and winding, like a small 

river, and perhaps fifty feet wide and in the parts we visited it 

~ -was but a few feet deep. At Wolf's Mills it is dammed, and the 

backwaters form a large pond. Below this pond we found the 

creek swift and shallow and with much fresh apple pulp in it from 

the cider mill at Wolf’s Mills. 

2. Methods of Survey. The creek was examined at Williams- 

ville August 28, 1920 by T. L. Hankinson, W. P. Alexander in 

company with Ray E. Parker of Akron and.M. B. Hitchcock of 

Akron. On August 29, 1921, Mr. W. A. Dence and Hankinson 

were taken to a place on the stream some two miles below Williams- 

ville by Mr. E. L. Thomas of Buffalo. Here a large collection was 

made with both minnow seines and a trammel net. Also the upper 

part of the pond at Wolf’s Mill was fished at this time. The 

trammel net was also used here. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. The following were caught 
in all the collections :—Brown Trout; Blunt-nosed Minnow; Straw- 

colored Minnow; Common Shiner; Emerald Minnow; Fathead 

Minnow; Horned Dace; Cayuga Minnow; Black-nosed Dace; 

Common Redhorse ; Common Sucker ; Hog Sucker ; Common Bull- 

head; Tadpole Cat; Common Pike; Small-mouth Black Bass; 

Rock Bass; Common Sunfish; Black-sided Darter; Johnny Darter. 

Mr. Otto Peters of Buffalo says that Muskellunge are sometimes 

taken in the pond above Wolf’s Mills. 

Only one trout was noted and that was on the string of a boy 

fisherman at Williamsville. Common Pike appear to be fairly 
abundant. Only young Small-mouth Black Bass were found. The 

bullheads and Rock Bass and sunfish were all taken from the pond.
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4. Conditions for fish. There is much diversity in the condi- 

tions of Ellicott Creek near Williamsville and near this place are 

pools suitable for Brown Trout with large boulders giving them 

shelter and an abundance of minnow food. This part of the 
creek is so accessible that overfishing is bound to occur. 

Below Williamsville to Wolf’s Mills conditions are favorable 

for pickerel-and black bass with plenty of small fish for food and 
with banks and marginal vegetation making good cover for these 

predators and from which they can watch for prey. However, 
there is likely to be overfishing for these fish on account of the ac- 

cessibility of the creek and the proximity to Buffalo. Breeding 

grounds for black bass and pickerel are evidently scarce, and 

these fish must then be maintained by continued planting. Sunfish 
should thrive in the pond and portions of the creek. The water 

probably maintains a turbidity which may be unfavorable for 

black bass. 

5. Recommendations. Black bass of either species might be 

planted and the stream carefully watched to prevent seining, which 

evidently occurs frequently in this part of the creek. 

If black bass do not appear to thrive some large plantings of 

crappies might be tried with advantage. 

The pond if not a private one should be more thoroughly 

studied and collections from its deeper waters should be made in 

order to determine what plantings should be made. 

The creek is easily reached from Buffalo and should be used 

by students for aquatic life studies. 

Plantings of Brown Trout may be made in the pools at Wil- 

liamsville below the viaducts, but the results should be carefully 

watched and should determine subsequent plantings. 

Cayuga Creek 

1. General Description. Cayuga Creek is a large stream 

flowing westerly across Erie County. It joins with Cazenovia Creek 
just north of Lackawanna before entering Lake Erie. It arises 
by many branches in the eastern part of Erie County. 

2. Methods of Survey. The creek was visited by W. A. Dence 
and T. L. Hankinson on August 30, 1921 and was seined thoroughly 
just above and below Lancaster, N. Y. Transportation by automo- 

bile was furnished us from Buffalo and return by Wm. Weigel.
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3. Kinds and abundance of fish. Below Lancaster, although 

the stream was large, probably fifty feet across, and looked like a 

good fish stream, we found no fish whatever, not even young. 

Above Lancaster, in some large pools left by lowering of the 

water during the dry weather we found large numbers of fish 

of the following species :—Blunt-nosed Minnow; Straw-colored 

Minnow; Common Shiner; Emerald Minnow; River Chub; Big- 

eyed Chub; Common Redhorse; Common Sucker; Hog Sucker; 

Stonecat (Noturus flavus) ; Rock Bass; Small-mouth Black Bass ; 
~ and Johnny Darter. 

The first two listed were abundant and apparently the most 

abundant of the minnows. Redhorse were also abundant and large, 

and 50 specimens were caught by us, all of which were nearly a 
foot in length. 

4. Conditions for Fish: Below Lancaster as stated, the creek 
appeared favorable for fish, but when we got into it and examined 

the bottom we found this of a black, greasy mud, a condition very 

probably due to a contamination from industrial plants at Lan- 
caster and conditions entirely unfavorable for fish life were pro- 

duced. 

Above Lancaster, the stream is evidently shallow at all times and 

there were no indications of conditions for any good game or food 

fish likely to be here at any time. The Redhorse were of good 

size for the table, and probably some sport catching these fish may 

be had in the spring. All the fish were locked in the pools at the 
time of our visit, and continued warm weather would undoubtedly 

render these unfit for fish and a mortality arise. 

5. Recommendations. Unless pollution at Lancaster can be 

prevented efforts to introduce useful fish in the creek near this 

city will avail nothing. Above Lancaster, Cayuga Creek is very 
suitable for stream studies by nature students and is easily ac- 
cessible from Buffalo. 

A fine large pond could be made above Lancaster by damming, 

in which might be had good bass, pickerel, crappie or sunfish fishing. 

Ice Pond, Depew, N. Y. 

1. General Description. This is a small deep pond near the 

Transit Road and Broadway at Depew. It is about 200 feet square
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and owned or controlled by a Mr. Stock. Locally the pond is 
known as Stock’s Quarry Pond. Along the edge the water was 

deep and turbid for the most part and could not be fished. 

2. Methods of Survey. Little time was spent here by Dence 
and Hankinson and but a few hauls of the seine could be made and 

these in but two places very close to the shore on August 30, Noth- 

ing was learned of the deep water life, here, except from the testi- ; 

mony of some boys, who said that bass, Rock Bass, suckers, Carp, 

and trout were found here in the thirty feet of water of the pond, 

but Mr. Stock would not permit fishing for them. 

3. Kinds and abundance of fish. With the twenty-five foot 

seine close to shore we got: Blunt-nosed Minnow; Golden Shiner ; 

Redhorse; Common Sunfish; Small-mouth Black Bass; Rock 

Bass; and Johnny Darter. Blunt-nosed Minnows were the only 
ones abundant. 

4. Conditions for fish. The pond does not appear to be favor- 

able for many fish because conditions for developing fish food are 

scant. There is little shallow water and no plant-covered shallows 

and very little floating algae. The border of trees must attract 

some insect fish food to the region. No shallow or stony areas 
: suitable as breeding grounds for any desirable fish were present ; 

and there were no tributary streams. 

5. Recommendations. If this pond is available to anglers, a 
more complete survey of its fish should be made by collecting from 

the deep water. A good bass or Brown Trout pond may be made 

of this by planting one or the other of these species—not both, and 

then adding minnows frequently as food for these game fish. Min- 

nows can easily be obtained from Cayuga Creek above Lancaster.
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APPENDIX. 

List of species of Fish referred to in the above report with 
scientific names. 

Rainbow Trout, Salmo irideus (Jordan), and Salmo shasta Jor- 

dan. One or both present. 

Brown Trout, Salmo fario Linnaeus with possibly subspecies. 
Brook Trout, Salvelinus fontinalis (Mitchill), 

Carp, Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus, 

Stone-roller, Campostoma anomalun (Rafinesque) , 

Red-bellied Dace, Chrosomus erythrogaster Rafinesque. 
Fathead Minnow, Pimephales promelas Rafinesque, 

Blunt-nose Minnow, Pimephales notatus Rafinesque, 

Creek Chub or Horned Dace, Semotilus atromaculatus (Mitchill), 

Pearly Minnow, Leuciscus margarita (Cope). Determination 

uncertain, 

Red-sided Shiner, Leuciscus elongatus (Kirtland), 

Golden Shiner, Notemigonus crysoleucas (Mitchill), 

Cayuga Minnow, Notropis cayuga Meek, 

Straw-colored Minnow, Notropis blennius Girard, 

Silverfin Minnow, Notropis whipplii Girard, 
Common Shiner, Notropis cornutus (Mitchill), 
Emerald Minnow, Notropis atherinoides Rafinesque, 

Rosy-faced Minnow, Notropis rubrifrons Cope, 

Long-nosed Dace, Rhinichthys cataractae (Valenciennes), 
Black-nosed Dace, Rhinichthys atronasus (Mitchill), 

Big-eyed Chub, Hybopsis amblops (Rafinesque), 

River Chub, Hybopsis kentuckiensis (Rafinesque) , 

Cutlips Minnow, Exoglossum maxillingua (LeSueur), 
Common Sucker, Catostomus convmersonii (Lacépéde) , 

Hog Sucker, Hypentelium nigricans (LeSueur), 

Common Redhorse, Moxostoma aureolum (LeSueur), ; 

Common Bullhead, Ameiurus nebulosus (LeSueur), 

Yellow Bullhead, Ameiurus natalis (LeSueur), 

Tadpole Cat, Schilbeodes gyrinus (Mitchill), 

Stonecat, Noturus flavus Rafinesque, 
Mud Minnow, Umbra limi (Kirtland), 

Little Pickerel, Esox vermiculatus LeSueur, 

Common Pike, Esox lucius Linnaeus, 

Brook Stickleback, Eucalia inconstans (Kirtland), 

Two-spined Stickleback, Gasterosteus bispinosus (Walhaum),
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White Crappie, Pomoxis annularis (Rafinesque), 

Black Crappie, Pomoxis sparoides (Lacépéde), 

Rock Bass, Ambloplites rupestris (Rafinesque) , 

Common Sunfish, Lepomis gibbosus (Linnaeus), 

Small-mouth Black Bass, Micropterus dolomieu Lacépéde, 

Manitou Darter, Percina caprodes zebra (Agassiz), 

Black-sided Darter, Hadropterus aspro (Jordan), 

Johnny Darter, Boleosoma nigrum (Rafinesque), 

Rainbow Darter, Poecilichthys caeruleus (Storer), : 

Iowa Darter, Poecilichthys iowae Jordan and Meek, 

Green-sided Darter, Etheostoma blennioides Rafinesque, 

Fantail Darter, Catonotus flabellaris Rafinesque, 

Millers Thumb, Cottus meridionalis Girard.
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the pond in the pasture, or of the “blue s 
hole,” just as the case may have been. Great Pike 

Finally, with little bare toes just a wiz- ‘ 
glin’ and our old straw hat pressed firmly on oO. W. Smith 
ore ee we ae the upward jerk and the : : 
mi i izzin’ (This is the ninth in a series of brie! icl vei, i sah ern came Tha i eo laa ae Race SATs, "aeh of 0 ot 50 pounds th, wecineme 
tree or with a terrible thump on the hard a Ce eer ed pepe sre nl gre pane or h aa Sree an ey Sroundo With’ égesjnatia Geppuit ooh elmost pril, 1924. tho 20 an 30-pound fish are not overly rare, 

and hands all a shakin’ we gave our “ketch” EVERYONE is acquainted with the great ie ples seen re trom 15 to 25 may be 

the once over—it’s a little 5-inch perch, with pike, yet few know him. Or the same Is . Sone A oe oes sous 
its tail turned to one side in a vain effort to thought might be put in the form of a ques- fh? pe fehl pietane ed peur mene 
flop over on its “tummy” and get a breath of tion and answer: When is a pickerel not pee 
air into its bruised and all but empty wind- a pickerel? The answer being, when it is WEED ‘not describe th eonikes 

, pipes. a sree: Few differentiate between pick- I meester paca ie aa hee eben a 3 leas > v d! 3 

T° THIS good day we can feel the thrill aad terns ae ae See oe ser aul long, ait ence Teor led abot une oy 
of youth when we think of placing that js a true pike, a sort of cousin to the great speed, en eas unusually Tong: in ao 

fish on the “stringer,”especially if we were pike and muskellunge, a matter which was P0!UOn, with great jaws well armed with 
the first to “ketch” one that day. After plac- gone into thoroly in “The Book of the Pike,” ‘tong teeth, There is something hateful and 
ing our little catch carefully in the water, as readers of this magazine know. By the 

we “baited up” again and tried our luck way, I expected the impossible when I pub- [7 * 0 -< aw 
exactly in the same spot; again, good fortune lished that book, for I thought just as soon st sa ~* Loe om: 
came our way and another piscatorial prize as the anglers of America read it they would | Apa ee = SS 
was added to the growing “mess.” And oh, Stop calling a pickerel a pike, remember that | @Q Mg Ug if Vo ae hg 
with what joy we wended our way homeward, 2 muskellunge was a pike, and drop the pike i nate 2 , o «., A WA) 4 

following in the footsteps of dear old Dad, all from “wall-eye,” which is not a pike at all, fe ie a ea * ¢ RPS | 
the while talking of our wonderful catch and but a perch. But I have been compelled to TN Ae a | toe Vg hs F 
listening to the words of encouragement, so 8° °” just as before, answering correspond. ee i 3 ow aN. 
certain to fall from his lips; for he was the ents all over the conn y avd publishing some " a Ie © y 
friend and companion of many boyhood ad- a those aoe erste pies detrei cy Wi 5 4 an EW x we 
ventures along lake and stream, and the best C@"t We get it into our heads that a walleye | A Os Ve a} | ths 
pal ad cree had is just a wall-eye and nothing less, could be ha i | i RE i 
Ge ell senpiber whentwe eek nothing more. | As to the confusion between for AN 4 a” Wee 

the “lot gate” and saw mother standing on pickerel and pike, well, there is more excuse ae a a G A Gt, 

the back porch, her face wreathed in smiles for that. c a Aeeee Bh eR 
as she wayed a welcome to her fishing boy; As has been pointed out times without [fj ie j an 4 pues ee 
for she had seemingly forgotten all about the nuinber, it is a simple matter to differentiate ras! eh 7 al 

potato digging and was living the life of her » between the two, for the pickerel, always Hag | 4 PRT, oa 
little lad—whose head is being slowly frosted |4 small, unimportant fish, has both checks |-asiamW es i! ne A ba £3 
over by old Father Time, but whose heart is }294_ gill-covers fully covered with scales,(\ |. is Pi we Po Pe 
softened and made glad as he wanders again While the pike, which may be a large fish, tina 28 al err 
thru his Valley of Yesterday in the land of bas the cheek fully covered with scales and  |/( aj : 
“Make Believe.” ~ only the upper half of the gill-cover, or oper-- Pins Hee ain ei eee i 

Memories! Yes, just old-fashioned memo- culum. That is simple, easy to remember  |w@piise-/ cut badinle UPON em enue nee 
ries; but some of them are at least price- 274 sufficient. Of course, there are other 
less. Let’s forget the unpleasant ones, and differences between the two fishes, which Good great pike 
seal them up and put them away, never to inhabit the same waters, but the one out- 
be opened again. The pleasant ones, let’s standing fact is the squamation of the cheek ferocious about the “expression” on a great 
take a peep at them ever so often as we go and gill-cover. A pickerel, as already pointed pike’s face, if I be thus allowed to express 
our way along the journey of life; for I am out and emphasized in No. 8 of this series, is myself, and his character does not fall short 
sure each of us have one or two, if not more, always a small fish, the representative found of his expression. I doubt tho ‘if even a 
indelibly written somewhere on memory’s west of the Allegheny Mountains seldom great pike kills just for the sake of killing; 
page. So let’s take them out, unfold them and weighing as much as a pound. The small semper e sake of killing; 

d i x tA always he is seeking food, for it takes a 
gaze upon them and my word for it, whether great pike, found inhabiting the same water i Faclieoie a E 

you be youth or tottering age, it will warm as a pickerel, looks very like it in form and Get MOET (et tuet tai Beer, his ere ee Eo: 

the cockles of your heart and help make glad color, but does not remain small. The great ane. A healthy great pike will devour ee 
thet wasine soc pike is a man’s fish when grown up, reaching eral times its own weight every month of its 

life, and, if we are to believe the records, 
i er te ec el ie aan lives fore tipesold ape andeed.y That serie 

times terrific battles take place between 
™ great pike, probably during the spawning 

= senor scarred bodies of those captured 
: mutely attest. 

A sulky, solitary fish, one must know some- 
: 2» thing of his habits to angle successfully for 

i ae a > him. He likes weedy water, for weed-beds 
SS ia ak ll ee oN afford good lairs or lurking places from 

_ 4 . ae ny we ae cate a apes Rasa cone sas 
oe ee ee verything is food that somes his way, sma. 

wy 4 pee fishes, minnows, frogs, muskrats, aquatic 
i — a uy birds, in fact, anything at all, tho, of course, 

4 aad he prefers minnows. He wants deep water 
oe off his weed-beds, so that he can have room 

; — to gunoe Hamel when the mood is on him 
i to play. e noise a leaping great pike will 

ma when playing on the surface, espe- 
cially upon a quiet midsummer evening, is 

AN X-RAY OF A FISH i i 

_ An artist friend of mine, Art Kade of Sheboygan, Wis., who is doing some wonderful fish ea aes he ene souenees 
painting, by the way, showed me a print of the accompanying X-ray and I was so intrigued by it i ; 
that I begged a copy for Outdoor Life. When I think of the cold cuts in my early books on hose old fellows are exceedingly wary and 
ichthyology, then glance at this, I am honestly sorry I was born so early. While Mr. Kade made hook-wise. Sly and understanding must the 

1S pict in order a e mij Tr i 7 

Se Eetae crea siasesest. tar the eu TEGconTEL aanl caticcrmenia Stu of homemade Iie nepiene | Tee no eueumvents ‘theme: Yrybehly 
and delight. Note the articulation of the spine and the attachment of the ribs. Discover that the ‘He largest fish are taken from lakes, tho 
spine extends well up nto the head, between the eyes. A friend of mine, to whom I pointed out slow moving rivers may also afford good 
eek adda iin What besteouchtihed tae Nealon ere FOREN fonlsi BME HER RMGT OR OE Teens Veto een 
pir bladdes’ and die siattee tai due. infestines (icloy. her: Gerbil auhiie Or uHel dironl and averieal econ roe, POnnoHeL  termiry, <cepecally 
fins, in the fine rays, while the pectoral lays back along the side of the body. All in all, it is a Lake Superior, the cold waters of that great 
fine piece of work, one that reflects great credit upon the skill and patience of the artist—O. W. S. inland sea seeming to give to the fish un-
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usual pep and strength, as it does impart an and down. Perhaps it does not sound overly a great pike attacks, thé angler will hardly 
unusually sweet flavor to the flesh. attractive in description, but in participa- need strike, the fish usually hooking himself. 

The proper time for fishing is in the early tion it is great sport. The fly-fisher will not take as many great 

morning, from earliest dawn to 8 or 9 Casting for great pike, using the regular pike as will the lure thrower and live bait 
o’clock, and again from sundown to dark, bass outfit, is a sport for kings. Here I fisherman, but he will get more joy out of 
with a strong preference, in my experience, would not recommend overly heavy tackle; his battles. It is great sport; try it. 
for the latter hours. A misty, mizzling day indeed, I have come to use my regular light In conclusion, always play your captures 
in midsummer, not a hard rain, mind you, is bass outfit, and to date have had no accidents to a finish before attempting to use gaff or 
the very best sort of pike weather. Some- other than those to which an angler is always landing net, preferably the former. It is 
times the close, hot hours preceding a thun- exposed. A regular bass lure is the thing, the part of wisdom to carry a good thick 
der storm are high hours. The water should for overly large “plugs” do not cast well with club or .32-caliber revolver with which to 
not be quiet during fair weather, for some- a light rod. There is no necessity for the give the game the “finishing touches.” When 
how the fish do not then seem to feed. A great plugs we used to recommend for the the exhausted fish is brought alongside, place 
strong southwest wind, cuffing the waves un- sport. Neither would I use the multi-hooked a pellet of lead right between those wicked 
til they foam with rage, and the rowboat in lure once so popular. A simple cigar-shaped eyes, or “gently” tap him in the same spot 
which the angler sits dances up and down artificial is the thing. Cast from deep water with a club, having care not to strike hook 
uneasily, is also “pike weather.” More than into and along the edges of weed-beds, or line. The long, strong battle a 9-pound 
once I have gone out upon a wild lake, so where great pike are known to hang out, fish will put up is something of a revelation. 
wild in fact that observers said the venture}, waiting a moment after the lure has hit the I need say nothing of the food qualities of a 
was dangerous, and had great sport with |\ wat fore beginning to reel. Don’t reel great pike; sufficient to add, baked pike -is 
Esox. lucius. too fast, which ies-to all “trolling;” it worthy any man’s table. While sometimes 

is the slow-moving lure or bait that attracts. the flesh is dry, from pure water it is sweet 
PERHAPS more great pike are taken by It is surprising what sport one can get out and firm. So here’s to the great pike, Esox 

trolling than by other methods; therefore of casting for great pike. Believe me, a fish /ucius, everyone's fish. 
we treat that first. Let the rod be the regu- weighing above 15 pounds will keep even Tene 
lation caster, a good, stiff, sturdy tool; the the most expert of anglers busy for some Exit Angling 

ce an 0 a ae level winding quad. time before it is gaffed. Editor Outdoor Life:—Anglers, wielders 
CE eee ote FLY FISHING for great pike is a newer of the reel, good-night to fishing—your sport 

nad a can rhe sport, one bound to become popular with is doomed. The seine and the net have 
e ; that group of anglers who delight in thrills Tuined you forever. This is not a prediction; 

and can witness the escape of a fish with ' 38 @ fact. Those who enjoy angling, and 
: equanimity and behold a broken rod with they are legion, have slept on. their rights 

ake stove, ES ts sangfroid. Let the rod be the regular bass- pad gauoeeo nes ee ees ia His : S| 4 ah citar a Tasetseiigle action Glick. frame and dictate their laws until now it’s 
eat ya 3 = g a Se heh Bi ie 1 1 iL ‘> all too late. No, I’m not pessimistic in my 

re oS See fy) Which is the best, or a quadruple muitplying views. Let me cite a few facts, taking widely 
es Se es q reel, tho the off-set handle of the latter is separated regions for examples. 

; tah a a go ae” bothersome, more than takes away any ad- In Sheepshead Bay, the home of the sheep- 

a ag vantage the quick-reeling qualities of the jead, there has not been one of these fishes 
ad mae | quadruple may give; the line, a good en- caught in the past ten years. In the Saint 

sity /. oe . rs ape ameled, of course; the leader, a short gut Joe and Kalamazoo Rivers in Michigan, 
a << “| about 3-feet-tong, Stk cfc crre ctrr— e ere  MANge eS 

at the hook end. As to flies, any large, flam- fished these streams last summer patiently 
A great pike head boyant pattern will do. Among the regular for two months and didn’t get a pike strike. 

bass flies take Royal Coachman, Par Bell, The pound nets at their mouth caught every 
strong silk, 16-pound test if you are willing Silver Doctor, Jock Scott and that ilk. Any one attempting to come in and spawn. On 
to take a chance, 25 if you want to be rea. f the newer bass bugs, bright colored and Chesapeake Bay, three years ago, men hauled 
sonably sure of your game, and 30 if you do spread winged, will serve nicely. Feather out fish with teams of horses attached to. 
not care to run risks. The hook should be M2DOWS: too, have been. used by me with mile-long dragnets. What fish couldn’t be 
large, for the fish has a wonderfully bi good effect. The great pike is not a surface sold was used as fertilizer. Now, you an- 

2 : S feeder, therefore the flies should be allowed mide he emohene eee : 
mouth. In trolling a spoon is generally used : glers couldn't catch six fish in six days in ; Spe : » to settle just beneath the surface before be- jh, “hauls.” 
tho some troll with artificial minnows and 4:4; 5 5 i CORTON RG aU Se 2 : : ginning to retrieve, the weight of the wire % 
with large live minnows. As a rule, I like gimp being sufficient to tug them down. Re- Anyone _who could catch a fish in the 

to be reasonably consistent, but when it trieve with many a jerk and twitch. Once Nabe Sea now be followed py praee 
comes to pike fishing I find using a spoon in pn te Srreele ORS ata aan Ven e 

so ate . “. oie. 59 loon shal -an anak recgnaaia uaa oe olay 2 Mouths: of every. river emptying into» the combination with a frog “good medicine.” ™ 2 inati 
I have never cleared up the whys and where- See ee hedged oy Rear 
f es and. I iP, aa ys : fon j va aes, pound nets, Wisconsin being a notable ex- 
fores in my mind. I realize it seems foolish, |. 4 ~— ception. Michigan recently passed laws pro- 
just the same when Jive bait and spoons are | fe 3 : hibiting pound nets but the governor vetoed 
unattractive alone, in combination they ‘win a, | the bill. Three years ago the writer saw the 
fish. I have tried this out too frequently and ee 7 ss! : _ | west coastal waters of Florida combed with 
thoroly to be mistaken. Se im. . _~ | nets by day and by night. Game fish, as well 

Next to trolling I think still-fishing with ra m ..;}. | as mullet, went into the millionaire pockets 
live bait is most efficacious. Here I would ae of the commercial fish kings. Today you 
not vary the tackle in so far as rod, line and . ca Mee couldn’t catch a game fish on a bet in any 
reel are concerned, nor would I change ee ee OP of these coastal waters. Special protective 
hooks—size, I mean. Always, whatever the ee - Se +  ¢- | fish laws apply to the east coast, but owing 
fishing method, attach a good strong wire |) ~~ —t—CS™S _ aoe to certain influences it is difficult to enforce 
leader or gimp to the hook, one at lest 6 | _— >  .) B pase | these laws. Florida is the last ‘stand, or 
inches long, for great pike have the perni- | | ,) ££ oe rather the last “swim,” of the beautiful fish, 
cious habit of striking over. Nothing is | ~— a ve 23232 | sand in three more years or less all will be 2 
more vexatious than to have a fish sever the | . <<") SiO aed gone to the commercial fish companies. The 
line just above the hook, escaping with the |) =. 44 ee )26—6~Ct*é«S eg laturee is too blamee for this. It licenses 
whole terminal works. In still-fishing the a a oy ‘We | fish boats and fish nets and seines. For a 
angler needs a float, for while it does hinder ‘ a few paltry dollars it allows a million dollars” 
free action in playing, it is a great aid while . ‘ ——— 2 | ~2Oworth of fish taken. No one knows why a 
“waiting for a bite.” The bait should be ee > _| legislator will vote to destroy the best tourist 
a 6 or 8-inch sucker or chub, the first men- : a || asset _in Florida—‘fishing,” “angling’—but 
tioned seeming to be the more attractive. oe a. Po we all can guess why. There is a ray of 
Float should be so adjusted that the bait | hope. Angling clubs are being formed all 
will travel two or three feet from the bot- : Sse ~~ |_~over Florida. No charge for membership is 
tom. A sinker heavy enough to keep the = being exacted and when the Anglers’ Clubs 
bait down is, of course, necessary. Fish in A SILVER KING of Florida have enough votes to be “worth 
deep water off weed-beds, or in deep thoro- _ Silver king tarpon taken by Jerome Fugate, while” then the legislator will wake up and 
fares between lakes. The ideal day is one Boca Grande, Fla. This fish measured 7 feet 5 find that he is interested in angling and the 

A + ° ere inches, and weighed 155 pounds. It was taken . 
when a fresh wind is blowing, kicking up a with a 14-ounce split-bamboo rod, No. 27 “cele. Preservation of fish. F. P. Rowe. 
choppy sea, and causing the bait to move up brated” line and 6/0 reel. Blac
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"THERE are but two black basses no matter Bass Lore comes dark on the back, shading to a pale 
what any guide or oldest inhabitant may green on the belly. 

say, small-mouth and large-mouth. Get that O. W. Smith In the small-mouth upon the other hand 
fact firmly fixed in mind and let no argument the general color is a dull golden green, with 
or presentation move you. I know all about An interesting series of papers on the a sort of bronze luster, often overcast with 

those “red-eyed bass,” those “green bass,” black bass by the author of “Trout sah blotches, especially on the ae It 

those “yellow bass,” those “lake bass,” those Lore,” “The Book of the Pike,” “Casting eee non pte ee pope 
“straw bass,” those “moss bass,” ae “grass Tackle and oo oe other works ie ts fich, tho T Apa o io Both he aeall 

bass,” those—but why continue? I might 2 and large-mouth indiscriminately. The im- 
keep it up until I had enough names to cover Cyapren I[—Descatprion or tHe Two mature fish will be discovered with black 
a full page of this magazine and probably SPECIES splashes on the sides, usually arranged in 
would not have all the “handles” by which short, more or less vertical bars, something 
either one or both of these fishes are known like those on the yellow perch but in nowise 
in various states and localities. Already I so pronounced. Remember, the small-mouth 
have mentioned the fact that in certain por- , neyer discloses the dark lateral, or median 
tions of the United States the bass is called © 23 Hin band, so much in evidence in the ‘young “ ” Bh ay 2 5 = trout” even now. However, the matter of ape Ay large-mouth. The belly is white and there 
names is simplified when we know certainly Ss f ay are three radiating cheek bars flaming across 
there are only two fish, tho we find ourselves rc cheeks and opercles. There is a striking dif- 

. in the midst of a confusion confounded when ference in the fin markings of the.two_that4 
we discover vernacular names applied to both have seldom seen mentioned save in scien- 

"ecu species indiscriminately. The angler must alia il eo ss oN checks! tific works. The caudal fin of the small- * eye, : . Right—Head of large-mouth; 0 h a 
seize upon some easily discoverable anatomi- scales on cheek large—10 rows; mouth opening mouth is yellowish at base, then black, with 
cal differences, something other than mere extends beyond eye white tips; while that of the large-mouth is 
coloration, and hold them in mind. Before pale at base. then blackish and white at tips. 
I go into a somewhat careful description of to remember and is sufficient generally tho The dorsal fin of the small-mouth has bronze 
the two fish, let me in a word or two tell you sometimes you will be in doubt perhaps over spots with a dusky edge, markings not found 
how you may be sure of the identity of any a specimen in which the mouth opening just on the deeply notched dorsal of the large- 
given specimen. reaches the eye. There are other simple mouth. Unfortunately these colors are not 

Draw an imaginary perpendicular line thru tests. The scales of the small-mouth are much constant in specimens from all waters, for 
the eye, if the mouth opens beyond such a smaller, noticeably so, about seventeen rows like all fish the black basses are largely in- 
line, stretches beyond it, you have a large- on the cheek. In immature specimens the fluenced by environment. 
mouth before you; upon the other hand if small-mouth is marked with bars or spots, I have been quite particular in my descrip- 
the opening does not extend beyond the eye, never shows the median line, which in young tion of the two fishes so that the angler might 
ordinarily does not quite reach the imaginary large-mouth is Such a@ pfominent feature, be sure of his specimen, never be at fault in 
line, you have a small-mouth. That is easy reaching almost from the gill opening to the his naming. I know of nothing more con- 

‘Ea caudal peduncle. Remember then, the size 
OE co Eo tad vate of the maxillary—mouth opening—and do a e ip, ae 

oe Sg sa Same {| not forget the difference ie size’ of scales. é i :S ae ee 
ado be) ie ea x f| Those two facts should be sufficient for all a ed ee See 
eee Re r ae purposes. Now to a closer acquaintanceship. x a G oe) we 

sd Pe e Ps “te; do ¢ 
a a, * ere [HE large-mouth is lighter colored gener- | iam ae PS iad os ee z 

a ect wee =f e s ally, so much so that Dr. Henshall, I fact "oF IP % ‘e; : 
CREM gcc eas PRe| think it was, proposed “straw-bass” as a de- Nig epee = © amie % 

zens on mr wi ~ scriptive title; unfortunately large-mouth is | abl aes ize 
Pio aa Xe a a4 so firmly fixed that-the somewhat undescrip- », Sere - ae 
an. aes “.\ Re stive_ and wholly inelegant title will remain 1 i? 

A Rega) © until the end of fishing. A man can change | Q e ¥ 
Ps n B hases % his name thru due process of law, but there a x | 

, = S » USE nd is no means under heaven whereby we can 5a 4 oe a 
® ee ay ae ae alter popular fish nomenclature. The general {fig pick . » 

9 a ae color of the large-mouth is almost an olive- aT ee) 
es a Ta $a; green above and below greenish silver, some- wf 2S 

eo - times almost white. There are three dark Py i a. a 
panel Be ae SY radiating streaks of deeper color crossing the = As s 

: ca ig , ke cheeks, from a central point near the eye out- ae iy fi ‘ 
4 ee was ward. As has already been pointed out, the rs “ 

‘lee; wy ie date onan immature specimens clearly show a median “f Pe Yes , 

Nie pied Fea Sgeve| or lateral line running down the body from Wee 
Saar pS ane the gill opening to the tail-foot. As the fish Bn a 

US ia thoes <i ae Fear ee aN ages, however, this line becomes faint, breaks ot teen as 
ee ek SM MEEGAN) up and largely disappears. With the ap- Fs ge? ee a 2 

Dee 2 ee We rae een proach of age we find the back much darker, ‘A oi teat ee fi a3 
-- ——— = — sometimes almost black, lacking the deep , a 

Six-pound small-mouth/ black bass caught at green tint, while the green over-washes the 
Maiden Lake, Wiscohsin, by D. J. McKee milky white of the belly, so the color be- Small-mouth
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fusing than to discover that your particular [777 7 ae a oe Se rewardful exercise; a new respect and appre- 
fish is not what you thought it. Consequent- | =. “Suge = =~ ~—S«|_«sciation will be born in you if you carry out 
ly I urge the use of the two rather difficult : p . esse _ °| the examination religiously. It is a good 
names, small and large-mouth; they are at i ei ee plan to have some biological or “fish” book 
least descriptive and true to one fact. You | + ilies ea ek by your side, one that goes into the biologi- 
will notice that I have omitted the red iris, so |), ° gilt . mice wee! § cal side of the question somewhat. Dissect 
long regarded by anglers as a distinguishing |, .cWamuees en Oa your fish as well as examine its outward form 
mark of the “true black bass.” How many |g bogs f a Fe) %4 and markings. It is surprising how little the 
of us have not supposed that the “red-eyed eee a) average fisherman knows about the fish he 
bass” was far more gamy than the one lack- |#esiiig oo y Koes captures, how uncertain he is in his descrip- 
ing that brilliant decoration? We all re- |@ey eet By} tions. Ask the next man you meet how many 
member that verse in Fred Mather’s descrip- |<qqumaemnaEN CRM? « Ky} fins a black bass possesses and discover for 
tive “poem” which runs on this wise: sd ae See MEY ee enn Pic Pi aes or not he bee tne informa- 

: , ve RM OE hee Sale eae »| tion at his tongue’s tip. Ask him to name 
Tce eee 5 Tages f Ne < Pia @ecee *| the fins, and see what happens. Name them 
The scales extend upon his vertical fins, - an Po Rhy Na | yourself, now, if you can. Fact is, we do 
And his forehead is round and high. ENS Se op iN " An * | | not really observe the fish we capture tho we 

And when, later on, he sings of the large- “eS Ses, JS iG Ie Ae think we do. This chapter will be of value 
mouth, he says: E . SAE, ~ aes to the reader only as he follows it up with 

i bi he hae Gab Bleeest sea r eo a a careful and eudeal evanithation of both 
Ceo Dee Pence acai ee ee 3 the small and large-mouth bass, seeking out 

fon oes See ee z i Ww oo batts the differences for himself and fastening 
In which is narry a red. them in his mind. Too many anglers smile at 

r eee On the fly the microscope and dissecting knife in the 
THE fact of the matter is, the red iris is hands of the ichthyologist, thinking his de- 

not a constant feature and therefore not | I wonder how many of my readers have gcriptions are “bunk,” but upon those minute 
to be depended upon as a mark of identifi. ever sat down with a fresh caught specimen «differences hangs the identity of many a fish. 
cation. How often we hear the “red-eyed of either species of the bass before them and I urge a better acquaintanceship with the 
hace fee spoken of as the Fase oe “real” critically examined it? It is a wonderfully game we capture. 

lack bass, the supposition being that any re eae 
black bass without the red decoration is not Pea ea 
a aac Ne at He but a hybrid or some- e e 
thing of the sort. It is too bad to explode Th G d R G d 
such a firm conviction, but a bomb of truth e€ unnison an 10 ran e 
must ever ae ue a us semen and we e 
are compelled to let the “red-eye” theory go. R f € 1 d 
Not that sometimes the peste) color does ivers O olorado 
not appear, for it does, and is a mark of dis- . 

tinction; but that the fish bearing it is one Edward J. Dierks 

ee ee nee Paar 2 tm nes ent over the Pann 1924 the 
fish, however, that always shows more or less (This surprisingly complete and wonderfully in: Aweke tw seo winey” saael pireieaslys stayed 
of the vermilion, and that is the rock bass. teresting article on two of Colorado's famous Wake to see what I could of this wonderful on 

; pene trout streams was begun in our last issue. Makes Scenery. I would much like to see it in day- (Ambloplites rupestris), common from-New . teunadk to Tent ke eee: 2 1 
York to Texas and very nuerous in the Great * ™*™* *°® 24" cee sen eee night it nearroey 
Walesttcaiont : 1 Tee startling, as the headlight of the engine would 

GE cau ual ev renee ccalice thea I SHOULD like to dwel longer andl wites all but shoot its rays into one’s berth, and 

black bass is but alas e member of the sun- See ee the “Gunnison iver, teiengine seemed to be plunging back to the hak fainily ‘aiid theese 4 Nel oesceliveLae where I first wet my line seven years ago, but rear of the train. ‘ 

the rock bass It seems rather strange that He editon ie Ot oul incre nae Alamosa, the geographical center of the 
this subject should’ cause any ddvene ne ae if I do, and also I must hurry back San Luis Valley, is reached at 6:10 a. m. 
ment sanywheres this tqanheseathe hat cach to Pueblo, to take you up to that grandest Here we change from the sleeper toa day 
gaNthe teaed’ heweu elon: + iGtme: Giese of all trout streams in Colorado today, the coach, but on the same train. The Vic- 
aol feeiacde Mantestitcorn Bi ceriai ede Rio Grande del Norte. toria Hotel, which would do credit to a much 
ipa! an cutdecn uitesanec! nenadalidratiir? We are back in Pueblo, and we are tak- larger city, awaits you across the corner. 
nee: requceting iansaruiclesdpon thes blacks Hee Pullman on the 11:35 night train for Here an excellent breakfast can be had for 
bee Huth qenuin icc cuet toe saya ayia Alamosa. _ The night will probably be warm a moderate figure. At 8:30 a.m. the train 
Hout the basside a kunGsh for aidhe <MG so the train starts, but in a short time you leaves Alamosa for Creede, arriving there at 

ei ‘d bj e Aah 2 a ee So a will be feeling for the woolen blankets on 11:30 a.m. This is the end of the railroad. 
Foe “like sect 10 aa Maes he ath “8 your berth, because you will be going over and to all appearances, the end of the trail. 
SEY “a aa OgernNe all bel en Ul ok La Veta Pass, and the atmosphere will not Once a city of 15,000 people, it would now 
Poca ae the hendeet he pear famil only be chilly, but actually cold. have to sound hard and long the public gong 
and therefore aaa close relative tonhe sara No train goes from Pueblo to Alamosa in suspended on the bandstand near the depot 

io: sock bas aad binecdll Ace uncle a the daylight, hence the grandeur of La Veta to muster out 400 souls. It. is the county 
ae Kaho deoosthe Tees tuembene of he Pass is lost to most passengers. The last seat of Mineral County and has a courthouse, 

tribe, using 2%-ounce rods, will realize at ; ae ' 
once how alike they are in fighting tactics A hag Sens 
to their larger relative. By the way, the only . i ae aan a 
member of the true bass family, which is ry : eae 
largely composed of salt water fishes, we have ea ° Cy coed 
in fresh water in America is the white bass. i uh P 
Anyone at all familiar with the striped bass 4 
of Old Ocean will realize at once how much ee 0 
alike the white bass and striped bass are. No, “ Cy * 
we must let the matter stand as the scien- 8. psa ee. 
tists have left it; our black bass is a sun- im Pe ae es sil i ! 
fish. After all, how much does a name |=e” Oo eee a ee 
amount to, anyway? It is what the name is |[ = | aaeem Be oe ag Eee ee 
made to stand for that counts, what the in- |@ eS Pe ge EE ee ae ce te ee ees Petcare back. eee 
dividual makes the name mean. I had rath- i pe ee a aes ae Seapine ee aeeeenteae . 
er be a somebody come from nowhere, than a |—gg = 00 4) === a = oe ae Beir ate St oy , 
nobody come from somewhere. The black | 99) (7) = 9 eh pie errs ree eee ee 
bass can swim under its own fins, soto speak. |pm= 9 = "le ear ceucli ora Eel meee Oe he SOP wg! Sed ' 
He would not fight one whit more doughtily | ie i 3 a eae eons oy, Sees a 
were he a true bass and not a sunfish, neither ||) 9 ses a A a tae =e a. gl re . 

‘ could his white flesh prove more firm and |} jg “ Pe ee nee a So, Se ED 
sweet when served upon the table. Person- |MBegme  ceemeees gf" <. Sa a7 save ee 
ally I am rather glad for his humble connec- |= Te | alee Wo ‘oer SOP See | 
tions; it is an admonition and an encourage- 

ment. Some fine trout water on the Rio Grande
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Edited by SHERIDAN R. JONES 

Chapter [IX—(Continued) 

A series of chapters on modern fresh-water angling wherein Amer- 
ican inland waters, sport giving fish, tackle and strategy are being 
considered in their relation to fishing as a. means of recreation. 

3 By Sheridan Rs Jones 

OMMONLY, though incorrectly, patterned at all, the banded pickerel will are fully scaled. In the case of the great 
called pickerel, if small, and great carry broad dark vertical bands; the lit- pike the lower half of the gill cover 
northern or northern pike, if large, tle pickerel, marrow vermiculate (worm  (opercle) is naked, smooth and bony. It 
Esox lucius, the great pike, is the tracks), dark vertical bands that often run matters not the age of the fish, it matters 

cosmopolitan member of the Esox tribe. together; the chain pickerel, a dark met- not if the pattern be obscure or variable, 
He is at home in Europe, in Asia, and work of marrow design forming irregular the scales always tell the story—if the lower 
throughout the northern districts of North horizontal stripes. (Plate XXXVIII, April half of the opercle is smooth and free from 
America, but is the self same individual, issue.) The background color of all the scales and all the rest .f the side of the 
noted everywhere for his fierce attack and pickerel is light, upon which a darker de- head covered, the fish is a great pike. Why 
for his ruthless savagery. He asks no quar- sign is traced. This holds without excep- should there be any trouble if this is kept 
ter and gives none. There is not an ounce tion if a pattern is present at all. in mind? It is always true; there is no 
of pity nor a trace of compassion from The background color of the great pike exception to the rule. 
the tip of his lengthened snout to the fork is, however, dark and grayish, upon which To avoid the confusion of unnecessary 
of his powerful driving tail, His one am- will be found many white spots and short detail and because we are speaking but of 
bition but to satisfy a burning hunger- horizontal dashes. The drawing faithfully pickerel and of great pike at this point, 
lust. Image personified of that fatalistic shows this design and was drawn from a_ we shall avoid mention of the muskellonge 
philosophy—might is right. Esox lucius, the fully matured specimen weighing in the other than to say that the lower half of 
great pike. neighborhood of twenty pounds. The older the cheek is also bare and smooth in Esox 

In a measure it is strange that there is the fish, up to a given limit, the more masquinongy, the muskellonge. To this we 
so much confusion among anglers regard- these white patches tend toward spots; the shall again refer at the proper time and 
ing what is and what is not a great pike, younger, the more, perhaps, are they apt but insert it here that the reader may be 
for he departs more markedly from other to be elongated into short irregular lines. sure of an unfailing distinction between the | 
members of the Esox tribe than does the Always, however, are they light upon a_ two big pike as well—the great pike and 
rainbow from other trout—and one seldom dark groundwork; there is no departure the muskellonge. 
finds a trout angler who does not know from this fixed rule. The fins, often yel- Esox lucius has received a variety of 
the trout and charrs with passing accuracy. lowish and with traces of red, are mottled names, though most authorities agree that 
To the end that this confusion may be with black and lighter colors, while the the term “great pike” is the most appro- 
cleared, at least in part, we present here- fins of the little pike, or pickerel, are plain priate. Frequently he is spoken of as the 
with a sketch of the great pike (Plate and pale. Great Lakes pike and, again, as the spotted 
XXXIX) with marks of identification Again, if patterns are present at all, pike. The latter term, while apt in many 
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clearly drawn, and also a photo likeness to the great pike may always be divorced —— SY Vw 
demonstrate the accuracy of the drawing. from the muskellonge for, in the latter fish, —- = 2¢ 5 F 

Perhaps the most striking feature of any the groundwork is always lighter than the ay) 
fish, to the eye of the average fisherman, pattern marks, which may either be spots —— “ae 
is the general shape and form coupled with or heavy vertical stripes or bands. But —— eh 
the color and the color pattern. With the more of this when we treat of the muskel- Ey Sif. 
pike the matter of shape and form give longe. So much for color and color pat- Pa a 
us little upon which to base distinction tern, but, as we have said, patterns are vb iF ‘3 
between the several species, though per- often obscure. if NN 
haps the body of the great pike is some- There is, however, an unfailing mark of XXXIX—The Great Pike, ist i 
what more robust than that of the little identification as far as the great pike is | commonly, though incorrect- aA: 
pike, or pickerel, and less prone to be concerned—a mark that never varies and ly, called pickerel if small V4 Xi 
paunched as in the case of the muskel- to which the fisherman may tie with full and greatnorthern or north- Wa 
longe. Color and the color pattern both assurance that his judgment is correct. Ref- ern pike if large. D ay 
are extremely variable, though when a pat- erence to the sketches of the pickerel V 
tern is present thé*species can always be (April issue) will show that the cheeks 
distinguished. It will be recalled that, if and gill covers of all the species of pickerel 

.
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Field and Stream—July, 1925 

towthe same conclisi¢n tha you: didiic-But- cont. (| eee en 
tinuous residence here since then, and a wide i 
acquaintance with the native mountaineers and eo 
their beautiful wild country, has convinced me ——————— —_—— 
otherwise. I am satisfied that the muskellunge Al ae g ray a 
is indigenous to this region, and that there is 2 ee fer I F | 

no reason why he should not be. fp ee Cea, | 
The upper reaches of the Little Tennessee an ay 4 Se S| Se) 

River and its tributaries drain the greatest moun- © ge! JX, (Mie ee J 
tain masses in eastern America: namely, the Ne 9) || "Slaps Ae wae 
Great Smoky Mountains to the southward, the EAL) ml p> TTP <I if vA 
Blue Ridge to the northward, and their connect- wafen Meecot| | gl eee | (nee Ra . 
ing chains, the Balsam, Cowee, and Nantahala Thea oe ee Pe nee | c/a See 
ranges. These are among the oldest mountains a oe _| ey fe | a" | 
on the globe. They connect directly with the ae) ee | RE a 5 im 
northern Appalachians, through to Canada. Their Pe IN hh gy] © Daa NES ey | ; 
upper. zone has a sub-arctic climate with corre- vf eric lake -~ eo A 
sponding flora and fauna. The streams are cold ot ele ite| i= aa fj Eo ! / 
and fies fonemnuakelitiige:| “Ateal xentotet geoldsicall (ees TA EM . ee \\// : Gv IN é/\ 
period there were mountain lakes here, which CaN gz) : ] \ || HI NUS 
ultimately drained off through the Little Ten- a ee ZF | why i hae i HSS as, 
hessee and its tributaries, 7 5 ees : PN \\ ea JS 

The muskellunge of this region is called ‘jack QUE P Seki Tt CK CMe iNS ie / | VG S/- 
fish” by the white mountaineers, whose ances- SS) ZONILYS Lt feiss ‘j - AF 
tors, the first explorers, found it in these waters =a SN pS a <a Fear LS 
and called it “jack,” the old English name for COE FF : =) 
pike. This was quite natural; for the musky erfore and atter takin 
resembles the pike more than it does any other . ss 
fish with which those old-timers were acquainted. with 

It. is frequently caught in the Little Tennessee, - 
particularly in the neighborhood of Franklin, iy ao Pre 
N. C., where it was well known long before > ~ ae 
there were any railroads in this part of the 2 Oo 
country, There is no record of it ever having 66 9 ga om 
been introduced. How could it have been, when ss \ 
there were no railroads or graded highways? GETUM ’ Rod & Reel ue | \ 3 
Anybody who, like myself, has carried imported = ro) \ 9 
rainbow trout as much as six miles from the 2 7 a \\ <<] 
railroad by wagon, over a primitive mountain il & Feather Getum 4 Wo 
road, knows that it would have been practically ie 3 th oY) 
impossible to transport fish fry of any kind over 9 | vy es re 
a'hundred miles of similar road, from the near | AMG This gamey combination of Rod, Reel and |- Me \\2\1 
est railroad of those times, after bringing it a % Li 2 ue ” Ph tn't so bad: Hea Vin 
thousand miles south in the days when there i ti are sure do “Getum. ose aint 80 bac a bh 
were no fish cars or means of refrigeration. | iy 6 big bass in one catch out of Indian Lake, wi AV 
We olso: Mave musike lunge tye eo ee iS Michigan; a 13 Ib. bass out of Escambia River, [) A sa 

oe ibe heeciine Baga Cie and ines td Florida; a 24 lb. muskie out of Echo Bay, P7|7/ | tay 
few adjoining streams. I have often inquired | Sault Ste. Marie; 17 pickerel at Norfolk, Va; §/ THO Ne 

among both the whites and the Indians of this a4 and three Florida bass weighing5,8and14lbs. |) / 4). | 4) 
neighborhood, and they invariably assured me H Tie So 
that the muskellunge “have always been here.” H Pe ss is TOSS Wey 

Horace Kepnanr. H Feather Getum” a Fish Getter | \2) 
Comment: Our readers will be much inter- E | PENN ES 

ested in this letter from the well-known author, ] Asure hooker, yet absolutely weedless. Casts BA Jab \s 
Mr, Horace Kephart. The magazine is under well and has a wicked wiggle that flopsthe [4/9 | | 

ees ao ne ened for this valuable let- ; “ole gran’daddies” right into the boat. | / Hija aa 
ter and ‘thanks him much-for st: f Mounted ‘on heavy aluminum rule to meas- [//) 0 

Fisurxe Eprtor. Em ure off the inches on your big fish while they >of 9 | 
PICKEREL AND PIKE “are still dripping water. ey i is 

. : x Beef) i 7G \ 0 \ eee Fi re eae Pot CEES AAA ae 

Editor, Frexp anp SrREAM: is i.) “Getum” Rod & Reel b Ls 
The magazine has been getting better and bet- | [# bax et a Vee 

ter all of the time, Its arrival is eagerly Jooked | }) fl @ {e\3 : With Chummy Case Handle Oe a 
orward to here, both by my wife and self, and a so aE. * . ae eae 

we have the best kind of fun in exchanging ideas 53 a Ths yee rod knows gre Dine ee cer- ff gigcee | 
upon some of the articles. By the way, Paul Yet . tainly performs. Balanced beautifully, casts [. al 
Coe, oe eee ee des De A> y accurately, stands the gaff sturdily. Hollow L& es 

ae s rtsman nce invited a cock- SS y . 
ney business acquaintance down to his place for ee bronze handle serves as case for three spring = x 
the pheasant shooting. The cockney was a per- tempered, solid steel joints. Heavily copper- Six attractive color 
fect stranger to the sport, and when he saw a plated with gun metal finish. Has single hice aeons: 
cunning bbeeeant Bie ie mene ely ce 2 action, anti-back lash, self-oiling aluminum % oz., and 8% oz. 
say you know, we never shoot them running,’ reel with phosphor bronze bearings. Auto- Each 85c. 
and nearly collapsed when the cockney replied, matic reel brake, thumb controlled. 
‘Who's shootin’ it runnin’? I’m waiting for the ! 
nee thing . oe still” ” Complete catalog of sporting 

suppose that this next paragraph should falta 
really be put in the form of a letter to the speciale es (Ee cnizeguese. Ae 
angling department, but ii lon’t get it off my pC 
chest now, I’m afraid I never shall. I have in- Se > 
tended to’ inquire of you many. times whether " OUTING MANUFACTURING CO. LYZ SS 
the fish called a pickerel in the U. S. A. is what Also manufacturers of the “Getum" Fly Rod & Reel and Ly: > 
reall s wekgel bee, Here, wecilithe wall | roger, a can err eae Cy yed-pike or pikeperch a pickerel, an wonder 1 * ¢ , Ir le Likhort ~ besdic 
if the same Bee zal fred witht ou, or_whether UG es and Fly Boxes, Dewey’s Folding Metal Decoys, ete. aa 
what you call a pickerel is a pike. In England, j 
that is in some localities, a small pike is usually $4.00. 560 E. Jackson Blvd. Elkhart, Indiana 
called a jack, or a pickerel, and the name of 
pike is used for the fare peuoee. me A YT 
of any size is called a pike, and a wall-eye is FIsH BITE 
all i Bs i at i iti i, yy page. w et Bs pickerel x patios that in the competition OY @, siko hungry wolves and keep you busy Gets) 

You have a. class for wall-eyes, and great north: | sag” Zag pulling them out, whenever sou use out CY TOOK Lhemselves! {sia 
a piekerel is a small pike, and a great northern | MRCP > Wonderful Fish-Luring Bait iO ———_> 
pike is the bigger chap. Different locations use | #eS, beat ‘baie ever discovered for attracting | CAUCE RSE tS TTC | 
different. names, and one is apt to get mixed up AY all kinds of fish. Not injurious or + 
as to the fish that is actually meant. We have | @& unlawful to use. Write fore catalog Heise, 48. 2. $8. dB, Bb Mo) 
no black bass fishing on the prairie here yet, eee en ee eo eae cae ace although the Government is busy stocking some ee eet oe ee ee OUneLe ua Elem 

f the jal athe \ SS ishermen. Agents wanted. = S. E. KNOWLES CO 
of e lakes wi ry to see how they make ASS WALTON SUPPLY CO. 977 HOWARD ST., 3rd! 
out. Let's hope they thrive and give us a tussle Wistar statcte ave ae eciaiinal a srieoe SAN FRANCISCO. CAL 
in a year or so. 

Yours for clean and skilful sport, i Loot. || The Sure Catch Patent Fish Hook 
=a THE HOOK THAT HOOKS ‘EM 

Awns.—Thank you much for the excellent story, a Sizes 1 to 8, 15 cts. each or 2 for 25 cts ; 
and Mr. Lloyd ‘fully appreciated it. afl 10 and2-0,20 ts. each;3-0and 4-0, 25 cts. 

The pickerel is not a pike, although it i: ~ oy Pong iseeg = cach; 5-0, 30 cts. each; 6-0, cts. each. 
member of the pike family. | ‘The ene oie tuis3 : lS a BX rex At your dealer’s, or sent postpaid on 
is liberally spotted with small whitish or yellowish = receipt of price. Descriptive booklet on o-oo 
spots, while the pickerel is irregularly banded request. Liberal discount to dealers. 
transversely on its side. ELSA Vv. WEBB Box 391 Red Lodge, Montana 
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Sa) soln Lp es oe en Sa eee ee Be 
Hindiy adver an |< 2 a eae ogee SER 2h +1 | Your opinion 
letters of inquiry SF) e / =e - ft Yaad EF On” }. tht “Sep on any angling 
to Mr. Jones or c : ® ee ee yaad 3S % ne subject may be “Editor, Angling | ||... WAT and,’ §- Fe Riee)! | of value to] Department.” It Se Wea. Zook wo Reais j Berd i 
will Help to avoid fh ae es sad aa ne vy i y ib Bo others. Let us 

delay and bring a ba Bc ed a : fre es e es ede haveit for their 
prompt response ee Lo eatares Te Ae Se benefit 

Edited by SHERIDAN R. JONES 

A series of chapters on modern fresh-water angling wherein Amer- 
ican inland waters, sport giving fish, tackle and strategy are being 
considered in their relation to fishing as 4 means of recreation. 

By Sheridan R. Jones 

This account of the breeding habits of the The larger females, when ripe, (soft) and ature of the water though, under artificial 
pike tribe, and of the artificial propagation ready for egg laying, swim leisurely propagation with controlled temperature, 
of the muskellonge, appears one issue later through the water over‘the weedy areas hatching normally takes place in about 
than planned for the series due to an un- closely followed by the males. One fe- three weeks in the case of the muskellonge. 
avoidable delay in obtaining certain cultural male is usually accompanied by two Under natural conditions, no doubt, the 
data. The material on artificial propagation smaller males. As she progresses the time before hatching is somewhat pro- 
and the text illustrations were supplied by eggs are expelled more or less promiscu- longed since the lower waters, into which 
the New York State Conservation Commis- ously and, at the same time, the milt is the eggs have settled, reach the optimum 
sion through the courtesy of their Field Su- also discharged into the water by the hatching temperature more slowly. The 
perintendent, Mr. S. M. Cowden, whom we males. Thus the eggs are at once fertil- young remain at the bottom for a short 
take this opportunity of thanking publicly ized, either as they settle toward the bot- time after hatching but soon begin their 
on behalf of our many readers. the Com- tom or just after reaching the bottom. swimming movements and start on their 
mission has had remarkable success in the Many undoubtedly become fastened to journey through life, feeding upon every- 
hatching and planting of the Chataugua the underwater weeds because, when first thing that comes within sight, even their 
muskellonge and a brief review of the method expelled and before they have taken up smaller brothers and sisters. 
employed is a fitting conclusion to our study much water, they are very adhesive. W. C. Kendall, of the Bureau of Fisher- 
of the pike family.—The Editor. It seems that the great pike come in ies, reports a hatching period of about 

EMBERS of the pike family are not closer to the shore and spawn in more fourteen days for the great pike and its 
ME makers. Unlike the bass and shallow water than do the muskellonge, rate of growth, under favorable food con- 
other fish that either build a definite nest often at a depth of about one and one- ditions, as follows: 1 year old, ten to 
or else take up certain holdings in specific half feet. If there has been an overflow twelve inches, 2 years old, fourteen to 
places, the pike deposit their eggs and milt of the surrounding meadows they will sixteen inches, 3 years old, twenty-two 
promiscuously while swimming through work out over the submerged grassland to twenty-four inches, 6 years old, thirty- 
the water. It is true that they seek cer- and deposit their eggs and milt in such nine inches; and 12 years old, fifty-three 
tain areas of the lake or stream in which areas as well, Some observers claim that inches. 
to follow out this procreative task but thesmaller pike spawn first, followed later Muskellonge are now being propagated 
there is no definite spot selected. In the by those of medium size, and last of all by very successfully, especially by the New 
spring of the year muskellonge come into the large fish. This is not at allimprob- York State Conservation Commission, 
the bays and gather over spots where able, in the light of our present knowledge and we quote the method as furnished 
there is an abundant weed growth and of the behavior of young and mature fish, us by Mr. S. M. Cowden, the Field Su- 
down timber on the bottom, in water from but might be open to considerable quali- perintendent of the hatchery at Bemus ~ 
ten to twelve feet in depth. This occurs fication as observations are extended. The Point on Chautauqua Lake: ‘‘For pro- 
shortly after the ice has left the waters, chain pickerelandthelittlepickerelexhibit pagation purposes the muskellonge are 
usually about the first week in April, and a behavior very similar to that of the caught in pound nets in water from 10 
epawaniy will normally continue until great pike as far as present knowledge is to 16 feet deep. Nets are set as soon as 
about the middle of May, when the recorded. possible after the ice leaves the lake a: 
proper water temperature has been reach- Just how long it will be before the eggs the ‘lunge spawn when the water reache] 
ed early in April. hatch depends largely upon the temper- a temperature of about 50 degrees. 

ae pea | hao” a on . 

i oe = —— oe aa . , By > a a 

Coe Lt was Soe Hs ae nS pe \ ao Ly eS Eo 7 Z 
\ Alii ini ee ; aaa a aa ies By ail 5 SS 2 ae g <7 . 
ie lige erar i Hig ‘il tare 8 ee i oF ae al A da : 
Pee leo ee See a een), NOS an 

ea | i ' em ao ae \ _ 4 a hy es ‘ \ as 2 faa : af are 
} i) i cat Be aa | ee ‘ oy rt lw 

i i | oa Ba fai } s Ce. : 
\ * ~ 4 iy ui \ \ eee EE Fetes acta 
a , 3 ; ’ BO a yh a Ree a 

The 7 hatching jars used for muskellonge Taking the eggs of a female muskellonge 

|
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table printed with this report shows the New York Conservation Commission Record of Muskellonge Work 
number of fish collected in the nets during a = a ee a eS re 

. ate otal ipe Vater mp. rt 
Bee fgasons alsa.the namber ot ee oe [1910 Wish Cake Ripe Malel Heacles uae Taken “Morzine /ameene ae 
many as 11,000,000 eggs have been taken April 13 15 1 1 10,500 47. ie % 
in a season. About 80% of the eggs taken ant ee af i ; te oe ri @ 

. will hatch and produce fry. April 16 30 3 1 94,500 49 51 1% 
“Each day during the spawning season April 17 120 28 13 262,500 49 50 + 6% 

the nets are tended by the hatchery em- ot ae ioe a : Bue e 2 ee f 5 4 
plovecs: ane eggs os taken om the Be a0 163 20 a 30,000 41 4T ay, 
ripe females and, if an emales are April +300 46 46 AM 
found to be hard, they Bre returned to aol a oe : 2 ata cea 2 me oe y } 304, 4 
tie ike: ee eventually find their wey oe 34 100 3 13 5 189,000 ss 48 8 

ack into the net a day or two later when April L , 4 48 934 
they are soft and ready to spawn. When pod ae pee ae 5 Seca e . oe 
lifting a pound net an pnclonne is formed Sor pe eo 2s 12 485,000 s 8 4 11% 
about 2 feet wide and 8 feet long in which April 2 567, 9 1374 
the fish are pocketed next to the side of Ree en af a ence = 2 He 
ete ebawatakers Pest The net is May 2 a o a 661,300 3 s ee 
then raised so that the water in this en- By 4 st 32 % 
closure is only about 18 inches deep. One bee . as 5 ie : ae a ey ee 
would naturally think that fish so confined ey : 500 14 ee SL 53 if 4 
would thrash about and injure one ae Z 3 , ; 
another; but such is not the case as the Mey & ao = iS ee Be cn ZS 
spawn-takers say that when one areonce May 10 20 = een z = a. 
quieted they remain in one place. 2 Ge ee Sp UL OS eae 

"Great care and Jekill\arcrrequired ing] = samme ee OE EE eee 
handling the females at all times. If a Average number of muskellonge eggs per quart, 42,150. 
female ready to spawn should be dropped © —_—____{___—_____ 
or roughly faded: the eggs taken from 
her would be worthless. Three men ‘ 
usually assist in the egg taking. In the in use. With an average temperature of sion’s standard size 40 quart transporta- 
act of taking the eggs the female is held 55 degrees the eggs will hatch in about 21 tion cans. 
at an angle of about 45 degrees. One days. As the embryos when hatched are “The New York State Conservation 
man holds the head of the fish by placing too heavy to swim up and out of the jar, Commission does not deem it wise to plant 
one hand on the top of its head and by they are transferred at the proper stage this fish in every body of water which 
slipping the ends of the. index and mid- of development to trays or hatching boxes would appear to be suitable for its re- 
dle fingers of the other hand into the placed in the hatchery troughs. These ception, either because of length and 
slight recess at the base of the pectoral boxes are fitted with wire screens on each depth or because the inhabitants would 
fins, thus the head is held securely. The end to insure a direct and uninterrupted probably harmonize with this destructive 
man taking the eggs usually is on his flowof water. Fry are kept in these boxes fish toa greater degree than other species. 
knees in a sitting position with the fish for a week or ten days or until they are To say that any inland fish would be safe 
resting in the angle of his body. He able to swim up when they are ready for from the all enclosing jaws of the muskal- 
grasps the fish by the tail with his left distribution. The muskellonge are very longe would be a misstatement. It is the 

z hand and with his right hand gently pres- cannibalistic. The Commission does not \ omnivorous glutton of our waters, and its 
ses against the belly of the fish, exerting attempt to rear them to the fingerling Saige soni be conned aera to 
a pressure from close to the head of the size as a serious loss would be sustained. best ichthyological authority (notably: 
fish to the vent where the eggs flow into From the hatchery the young fry are the late Dr. Tarleton H. Bean) to the Ohi 
the pan. The third man\ holds the pan delivered to applicants in the Commis- (Continued on page 66) 
close up so that the eggs will not fall any 
distance. If the picture is examined close- 
ly, the eggs may be seen running from the 
vent of the fish into fhe pet ee female : 
fish weighing 35 pounds was known to b yield 105,000 exe. What Do You Know About Fish? 

“The dry method is used to impregnate 
theeggs. The inside of the pan into which ~ Legal Length 
the eggs are taken is only sheuly moist- 
ened and not more than one-half pint of J Vy, 
eggs is taken before applying the milt i Sy, Dorsal 
from the male fish. The operation of Ly ! 3 
taking eggs and applying the milt is re- 5 ease Adipose Fin 

peated until about two quarts of eggs are My A * Ab 

inthe pan. The eggs are then poured into EB 
a ten quart porcelain lined pail half filled os 
with water. Here they are left undis- Zo @® 3335, YHHILYIIPH VINNY) YIIINIIIINNIDIN I» SE g 
turbed for about one-half hour. The eggs ES -7) J “ ¥ SE B 

when first taken are very soft and ad- SX J) comme Ng “ <a ° 
hesive sticking together in a solid mass; “SS SeS Pectoral x SE es SSE 
but after standing in the water for the SS Anal : 
space of time mentioned they lose their cae BV 5 
adhesiveness, gradually separate, begin to Ko oe 

absorb water and harden. Fresh water is : Re Vent 
then added, the uy substance poured \\Y Ventral. 

onan elie coder ho: Que uivawEsnets S Illustrations shows and names the fins as found on soft-rayed fish such as ‘On the way from the nets to the hatch iikeheh Gal ae here § = ue can fi t 
ery the eggs are carefully cared for to see wi! ue sh, salmon, trout, etc. ere is one dorsal but a second fin, the fatty 

that they receive no sudden jars and fresh or adipose, is present. : - 
water is added at frequent intervals. At Legal measurement or legal length is taken from the snout to the fork of 
the hatchery the eggs are run in glass jars the tail, not to the tips of the caudal fin. 
so constructed that the water enters at “A,” “B,” and “C,” the scales counted in obtaining what is commonly 
the bottom through a glass tube making known as the scale ratio. 

an upward current and overflowing “‘A,”’ the series of scales, downward and backward, from the front of the 
through a lip bi spout ae ite in ae ie dorsal fin to the lateral line. 
Eee aaa ihe ane conetanls “B,”’ the scales of the lateral line; showing the pits that make up the line. 

kept in motion by the action of the water “C,” the series of scales, upward and forward, from the vent to the 
as it circulates upward in the jar. lateral line. 

“There are several different patterns of The scale ratio is ‘‘A—B—C,”’ or, in the case of the drawing, 9-64—10. 
glass hatching jars. The picture accom- 
panying this article shows the Meehan Jar
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ence & a ae aN e ey Rare ieaa wbe ercume mero ar ee cam um, aie amtaias asia eRe Ox, Lae NS Sa @ gee te ee & oe wou ce see Bee <\/ (Ve Q> W\W\\- Ree CO cea hee fee oe oY oe Bee as i Bi Boe 

Sai Vere . Rees Boe Ge be oS teres se) BeBe ieee & Foe Bee| Jee 2 Vas gee ok fF ee bee . 2 2 Seer 

ee a CaN WW / VB Bee Reena reee fteseemsrene ape Spun ae ee meas aan \ eo) O'\s> IN) Be ok, | Sees Esa ene aa aC i seep a ea ely py pg; pede, es up | af BY ay UE ’ Beat. 5 -—CONNIRC OS © hUECiéRSC@EWLT EW GY UW. OMI. | 
SS EEELOS 7VW ; Lig se ear a ie ere 

SS Linas race eG 

5B : aSS LOPe Wee See 
‘ a 

AXY consistent reader of outdoor maga- E JNATURALLY large-mouth run the larger, 
zines can not help being impressed with 0. W. Smith those of Florida, as already ee 

the fact that more large bass are being taken r ; : bearing the palm for size and weight. While 
with the passing of de years. The hase do An interesting series of papers the I have all the respect in the world for those 
not run overly large in wild waters as a rule, pies cae by the author es Trout southern monsters I could never feel that 
their very number militating against exces- Lore,” “The Book of the Pike,” “Casting “inch for inch and pound for pound” they 
sive size. Then, too, I think it will be found Tackle and Methods” and other works equaled in fighting ability the northern fish. 
that anenlanted bass, ee in new sealers, for anglers. There a not he cep the ee in He 
manifest a tendency to larger size and heav- water down there that there is up along the 
ier weight. Remcubey he onan) home of | Cuaprer VII—Swe anp Weicut or Bass. Canadian line. A great many of my friends 
the species was comparatively restricted; now 
it is found in practically every state in the eg? 7a. 
Union if not in every state. Continually a : a - 
come reports from California and other coast oe ens . are SS 
states of large fish caught, while a decade or_ | cs eax 
two ago they were unknown out there. In |, komm — a og 3 ‘ 
the older sections of the country, in the ni Seo es a ae 
bass’s natural range, an 8-pound fish is a eee ih & eo a BEY dS. Sage large one indeed; yet today we are contin- Es er ee ae aly | dileaed 
ually hearing of bass weighing upwards of aan 3 mre ek. sie 
10 pounds that have been taken from some Mie Oma” SE hs As } oie 
newly planted lake. —————eeee f —— | es ) 

The largest fish comes from the warmer |f rs F \, = Be 4 = 
waters; I think that will stand without argu- |i wt Soe x = 
ment. Perhaps in warm waters the fish feed Z say 
the year around, do not “sleep” part of the 3 ; 
winter away, are busy eating, so continue to fe a grow. Naturally there is a greater supply of |f i = : : Ng food in warm waters than in cold; that in S “ul 
addition to the extended period of feeding ae 3 - mle i 
would easily account for the record fishes Ba ees aa i coming from warm lakes and warmer cli- 
mates. We all know that record large-mouth Good casting water 
come from Florida, tho I will not be sur- 
prised to find California pressing Florida in last ten years as a bass fisherman’s paradise, disagree with me, but just the same I will the years to come. It is simply surprising the some good fish appearing from California take a 3-pound small-mouth from a swift river 
way the West has come forward during the and Washington. or cold lake—but let that pass for now, we 

will discuss it later perhaps. 
pata. Ne? 2 : a ee While, as I said, large-mouth run the 

SR ses nk ee “ee larger, some truly surprising small-mouth ; By ‘ ieee os a 
rd PM inci 4 ‘ v ea. |. igor | have been taken. I remember a number of 
SOY Ok i, eS RY y+ | years ago receiving a picture of an 8-pound 

5 a deat as eae an lee © | 10-ounce small-mouth taken from a Wiscon- 
| . . sin lake, which I refused to publish for I 

~ did not then believe that that species could 
o be rund 2 large. aoe Me See small- 

t a | mouth and measured 24% inches “from tip to 
. 2 ef : i ae pron a ee oR es dare tip” with a girth of 17%4 inches. I am pre- 
PEER a: : a ee ee a 3 pared today for anything in size. You will ‘ A wee —# Sa ae a mS |S remember that Jordan and Evermann says, in 

eer = Ee Se | | “American Food and Game Fishes,” “The 
= = LY, ame tate ~— aie aed is maximum weight seems to be about 5 pounds. 

a cai ‘ ae ee oo oe, »| An example caught in Lake Maxinkuckee, 
& ee Co fa = tee 18%4 inches long and 12 inches in circumfer- 

erate ieee ed c.. ee SR ae hed . ence weighed 4 pounds. The largest ever 
a rt sk yep i ha prea ee taken in that lake weighed 5 pounds.” So do 
— —— ene a ti iol ieee i a == ~~ | you wonder I doubted when asked to believe 

: SEM Se ae — a small-mouth measuring 2 feet was cap- 
ee a eee ee ue oe ss tured? Up to that time I had taken the 
ee eS oe gL 2 ee ihe: measurements and weights of “American 

aero tie ee ~ | Food and Game Fishes” as determining how 
lO Rn Ge Ree large a fish could grow. No book will ever 

eet a oF ae prevent a bass from growing larger. 
Where small-mouth are gamy There are well authenticated instances of
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| small-mouth attaining a aes. a, Bevin a 
larger weight than did es ae ae : Pe Vi 

| the fish which got me if S ph. y ie ’ ae é 
into so much trouble, be ad fs ed Zp a 4 

2 tho at the time I was ad Be a a Fa “ 
pe ebceane one Bee f utterly unaware of it. te ie <a. a << | 

Humane —Sportsmanlike—Effective Take the instance re- ig MON ao ‘ dae. 
tS ferred to by Dr. Hen- 8 Pin re - ne A as 

||| shall in “The Book of |FBME) Vig ead ve 
| : | the Black Bass.” The 7 s ‘Ne ® a tae 

: (oat | fish were taken from a Fe a tings, Mes 
Px, ho) ||] pond into which a few i yA oJ oe 

a. see : | small specimens had - f 

ed ~*~ 4 ee | been placed by return- Or. . Stag 
ai? by oe ing successful _fisher- a” , 4 ~~. ; AN * = eS 

* Z ‘| Es men. Years went by, |pg? Je : ie 
a, a Ps 4 the bass multiplied and |, bs in ee 

eat Fe a a grew until some record re Vay >. ei ie 4 te fe 3 . Sk: oe . 
eh. cae specimens were cap- |i esa sani j 

gs L Fes) | ]], tured. So large were ‘ aes © 3 

: 5 br: bc they that the fish-wise <— 

j . +t oe megarded nem ae arte Home ’o the small-mouth. (Compliments of L. R. Veau.) 
s 4 © mouth, tho careful and 

a ‘ =| “4 6 on: | length of 2 feet and a 
3 & & — a r oe ; weight of 11 pounds 

aa ae = Se : i RS seems to savor of the f es P ook | Hf ‘ tales of Munchausen. 
oa Be Red | | Such a fish would not 
sn fea | ee be well formed, built 

P ze Lae Ld Se mm] ||) } ial. eek. 4 s| on graceful lines, but 
: Spee = i ; ae “i i would undoubtedly be 

ge, Se oe ees pores i of the “pot-bellied,” al- 
a SS See | PA cc FG ou eae irene OTST us teean  Ce _ | dermanic type. An over- Fal ere Bat te Le oe | ly large bass is never 

nits ace ee as ieee i r ee ee Pee | an object of beauty. 
ee eas The Star, an evening 

“Smiling Bill’’ ee - a a newspaper of Toronto, 

Goes Salmon Fishing Canada, hes been in 
|i 2 ae | the habit of giving a 

Facto oe teas we coer (TN | + each prize for the larg- ere have we been? We've been fishin’ a ee ioe Goes, E 
and look at what we brought back. This | ea ee rs 3 | est small-mouth caught 
baby was 44 inches long, weighed 24 pounds, ee eee | cach season. Follows 
and I had to talk nice to him for an hour and oe a as ee OS ae __| the record fish for eight 
seventeen minutes before I could coax him = . f 1902 to 1909 
to come ashore.and have his. picture taken. = Cea 
He was pera bashful. Was caught on a All set for a go with the bronze-backs inclusive: 6 pounds 4 
fly tied by Fred Peet on a No. 6 Jamison ounces, 5 pounds 13 
Barbl k. The R 6 . . = . 5 
Sok ay Rod, eee ee scientific examination proved them true small- ounces, 7 pounds, 6 pounds 14 ounces, 6 

speare Automatic, Soe es ee at mouth. Follows the table of sizesand weights pounds 11 ounces, 7 pounds 3 ounces, 6 
supecciae on Rd ee as given in the book just mentioned: pounds 8 ounces, 6 pounds 6 ounces. 
on tie ath oe May, and landed nearly an ‘ pees Length ee From which it will be discovered that a 7- 
PUN atten cae gan: 22 in. 18% in. d fish is quite a rara avis. As already i 1 8% Ib. 22% in. «184 in. Boon a . 
Aon eat Rak Pines aati ae 8°" Ib. 10 oz. 25° in, 18% in. pointed out, I would not look for the largest 
some jumpers but they couldn’t get away 8 He 12 oz. 237 in. 19 in. specimens in the North, where: the winters 
Rooms enue: é a Ib. pe ae oe pa are long and cold, but in a more moderate 
The good looking man on the left, trying % Ib. in. 21 in. li i hei ‘d hi 

ia minke out be cangnethetshis Ed) Taylor, As the foregoing is authorative there can “imate where the sh feed all year thru. The funny looking guy is myself. Doc. : : - This much is true, the angler who takes a 
Barcus aoa benin coe pun eat ne ae Bena oust ape iD alte) OxaLinlese vel 10 erat mnuth of sagouades ome bout his every there when it come to catching Salmon. “The Small-Mouthed Bass,” W. J. Loudon py : 2 

reason to congratulate himself. Yours, says: TheN elation ty Sa nnd Oa 
BILL JAMISON. The largest small-mouthed bass ever taken was Brea ROLE Deacon Were a ne sclZonse| 

De oar eee ees aes one captured by L. D. Boynton in Glen Falls always a matter of great interest to anglers . S.—If you want to try ive: d ‘ : wich Hay manent ae ||| aks Nes sa ch Ase JS IN, and inorder tht the reer ay son fo 
PSE Seek ne Mice nia epee nT girth of 1834 inches, and a length of 2 feet 1 ane on Aine a ee ene Se 

inch. ist of ten small-mouth take: es 
TROUT and BASS FLIES ; : ‘ with their weight, length and girth. Of 

Aw p THT fish is the third from the top in the course, this list could not be duplicated, for 
Ee A | wer list above as given by Dr. Henshall, ac- ten other fish would not show the same 

ae | >” == cording to whom there were three taken from weights and measurements. Perhaps from it 
/\ a [Te the same water of greater weight. One won- the reader may be able to strike an average, 
GI A ~~ IW , ders at the apparent contradiction, tho I am for an opinion as to what a fish of a certain 
TH Lz yp \\ ‘Sy i 5 free to confess that a small-mouth attaining a length and girth should weigh. Much de- 

OJIN Migs WN 
Pat. 1924 \ | 

Hooks for Any Kind of Fishing | 

CHARTER Catalog of Barbless Flies, and ni ‘ 
looks, annon ‘win Spin- ee a et ie sa a % b e g pe ners, Coaxer Baits, Sill Cast- || | | i sig = ied Aaa rilet oi “s te a 

ines, etc. Testimoni: | | eeSseegies ts oF : fay ag. SALMON 16) Lines/jcte) Festimoniets ee as ges Me 

fs} THE | | aes ; Lb io ages 
| De bp of Dente Welt Ree? RTT S22)! W. J. JAMISON CO. || | - =<" 1 “Oe Yea wpnatleinal STE Bas Dept. 2 || eae ee EG ee kak no a Vea gee 

LEAGUE 739 S. California Ave. Bea ak oo PRE TO ae ar ae 
AMERICA CHICAGO, ILL. ; Peg Roy YE OURS bee a 

| In an early morning bass seek the shallows and may be easily fooled with a bug
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pends upon the condition of the given speci- \ Ps wv, 
men, whether fat or lean, full or empty. Many 4 ay ake 
is the large bass that has had its weight in- | \ agit) hs Le Pay 
creased by a feed of shot, lead or other heavy % “2 { eer’ poe 
material, to the shame of ambitious anglers { i RS s _ be fe . 

be it said. Ay eae, LOE SS Dien 
UST what the relation is between size and t '¢ I \ ee NN od EE: Ag if = 

- é | gay, ~ OA Se ee ae pei. ue weight has never been worked out sat- | Te MO Vola . ee 
isf ily. O: ith iny| “MOV GRIN er er “5 isfactorily. One can not say with certainty ae VL ld Vee tee ee ee a j SLES soonest 
what a fish 17 inches long will weigh, not al-| (ig oe fi bat SS iad Pe aoe | ae le . eee 
ways when the girth also is given, so much| jae ip aa’ Be De Se a eee. = Ss es ee bse) 
depends upon the form and condition of the) [SR Rijn. S00 Bt ctecies Re OS ee 4 
fish. Take the following ten fish, weighing | ¢ he ae oo Ya Na 

; from 5 pounds to 5 pounds 9 ounces and note | Ser ORR : . ie) eae 
the variation in length and girth. we SN Rn S e yy) a Be, 
No. Weight Length Girth | er ee 4 Cia °F 
2 a Ss 20. in. 4B. an REN a aes f ae 
2  51b.2 oz. 195 in. 14% in. EL Curtis? FS 
3 5lb.3 oz. 20% in. - 15. in. | ae BS Sey ow : 4 51b. 6 oz. 22° in. 16% in. NG Pe MA : 5 5 ee oo oz. 2156 in. 15¥, in. Sy Re sgh roceet 4 SD OLS 

5 5 lb. 7% oz. 21° in. 18 in. . <4 Le a al 
7 Bib: 8 oz, 20 aise BO an 6 — eee 
8 Sib. 8 oz. 21~ in. 14% in. et * 

5lb. 8 oz. 22% in. % in. ) 9 51b.8 22, ii 145 i nc 
10 5lb. 9 oz. 19% in. 16 in. 

Nos. 8 and 9, for instance, are of the same 6 o 

etm eo ~~ awaits You m LANAAR Tength, and weighs exactly the same as No. 8, 
which is unusual. Note the differences in the 
measurements of the last five, weighing prac- a 
tically the same. No. 10 is the shortest, has ( ae to this vast forest-robed land ; 
not the greatest girth, and yet weighs an where game is plentiful, where your Offices: 
ounce more than the others. Of course, we do hunting is bound to be rewarded by mag- ner % § 

> ss n . 
not lcnow et the ale condition jor jal thie nificent trophies. Canada offers that com- $98 Washinoton St. 
stomach content, which should enter in. The z = 6 caer x d A 1 ghuftalo 
value of such a table is questionable and yet bination of virgin hunting-grounds an Hee ee 
of interest. I would urge bass fishermen to splendid means of access by which the 108 W. Adams st 

ee ona also a = sportsman is enabled to make his “kill” 406 Traction Buttaing 
of physical condition and stomach content. . e < Cleveland 
Gob conuarisnneaniireterenee: hie thie without undue expenditure of time and 948 Union Trust Bldg. 

ble it would appear that a 20-inch fish weighs effort. Agee Greene St. 

eer neimblipehoga ot » pounce and jasa Canadian National Railways, spanning the continent’s eae eu eee oo rule one reaching 21 inches will crowd well | i i z Kansas City 
best game country, takes you into new territory—alive 334-335 Ry .ExchangeBldg. 

BANA ie ith game. Travel buta litle way off the rail-route. 5 So. seeetes I have been unable to secure or compile per Ee eh fe Ee ghee scuieeaceaeialie a econ 
any such data regarding the large-mouth, for me noo a = a aie ke fac ey 618 Second Ave. South 
my fishing for them has not resulted in any Le oe 3 1270 Brooteay 

number of specimens above 6 pounds. Such Canada—great moose country—is also the natural Po ae 
a record should consist of fish weighing 10 range of animals rarely found elsewhere—deer, caribou, 1000 Chestnut St. 

| pounds, or thereabouts, to be of utmost com- big horn sheep, mountain goat and bear. There are 503 Pak Bley 
parative worth. You will find this true, the ba mere fe chickens festhered Portland, Me. 

! larger the bass the less symmetrical will it eG aie alert eee ey oe 
be in form, and less a thing of beauty. Aside 5 122 Third St. 
from the mere matter of avoirdupois there is For the hunting experiences of a lifetime, come to the $05 Mer han ieteBla. 
no great joy or pleasure in taking a record “unspoiled country” where game abounds. Let Ca- St. Paul 
fish, for in the matter of gameness, activity, nadian National Railways transport you. For informa- Oe pete 
the medium sized fish possesses all the ad- tion as to open seasons and other details that will help 689 Market St. 

tt a 
vantage. you plan your trip, consult our nearest office. Ask for 902 Second Ave. : 

UST what the future will bring forth is ree oy e if Bae ca eee pane : 
. f 1 i | book describing the haunts of big game in New 

enna Oa trea meer) COnmaney Brunswick Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, 
expect 10, leatm: of ree tale being. taken Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. Or write TN 
than any thus far. “Why? ua because C. K. Howard, General Tourist Agent, Montreal. WAL 
fish planted in new water, well supplied with : ; Leen 
natural food, will grow more rapidly, reach NDE 
a heavier weight than those in water from — NAYS 
which the natural food has been well gleaned.| THE + LARGEST + RAILWAY + SYSTEM + IN + AMERICA YAN 

Secondly, in much fished water the larger | \{————_________} ss __ 
fish will grow increasingly shy and wary, 
feeding late at night and regarding with sus- 
picion all flashing lures and attraetive axtifi— }—--@@@—2— 
cial flies. There is no question in my mind | 
but that fish do become “educated,” so to ’ 
speak, and I could tell of wise bass, living in FISHING TACKLE Peck’s Barbless Hopper 
certain well defined pools, for which I have : GETS THE BIG ONES AND HOLDS CEN BS, 
angled in vain. That such fish should escape |] Deal Direct With the Manufacturers " 
the hooks of intelligent and understanding ‘When the question of quality » oe ee ‘ 
fishermen seems at first thought impossible, FN tackle comes up thereisnever eS oe 

‘ eae 7 \ a doubt as to where ours fits ; SS Three Assorted but every experienced bass fan can bring il- || ff on i) \ a award vou Hote Packic See SSSA Patterns that 
lustrations of the fact. Right now I know (* (eal made thecapture of big game ESS Ss will get fish 
where a big, possibly a record bass, hangs|| }—= iG ] fish a pleasure. Its character off f [WN anywhere. 7 . ss A 77h ea) S54] OSS ; 
out. I have seen him times without number, ee, )) fee POunnepuation = sel CLO i} Postpaid $1.50; 
have had him follow my lures questioningly Se was made long ago, and we 5 gE ak Write for de- 
and cast blase glance in the direction of my maintain it by building and = scription of 
live bait; but never yet have I induced him soiling Donen Bode eck s Hachicesand 5 inate Hook, Hook Nature 3 oa Catalog of 160 Pages Sent on Request Lures for Fly and Bait Casting. 
to touch lure or bait, tho that he has been E. H E 
hungry more than once passes without argu- || Edward vom Hofe & Company ° H. PECKINPAUGH co. 
ment. “Why will he not ‘take?’?” The answer || 94 Fulton Street New York City \OOGA, TENNESSEE 
is he knows the meaning of a line and hook,
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has “learned” from experience. Of course, who after all will win out in the end, that in the bit of tackle you want, or the repair tool | 
I know what will happn, some boy with a spite of what I just said about the small boy you require, but think of the trouble and 
cane pole and cotton line, shark hook baited and his cane pole. You must be content to awkwardness, as well as the weight. I am | 
with liver, will take him at last! fish on unrewarded day after day, week after not strong for the trunk in actual fishing. 

My advice to those who have ambitions to week, perhaps season after season, but if you The place for it is in the home. I have 
capture a record fish is not to seek out virgin stick to it you will win out; probably victory come to think there is nothing quite so handy { 
waters, there the fish run small as a rule, will come when least you expect it, and the in this style as a strong, well-made steamer 
but go to much fished waters, in temperate fish will be taken from a water long fished trunk. In it the angler can carry everything 
climate, and fish, and fish, and fish. From by amateur and expert rodster alike. It is, I from rods to hooks, in my case keep them, for | 
what I have already said you will understand think, absolutely true that “There are larger such a trunk never leaves my home. If I 
you must “bait your hook with your heart,” fish in the water than ever have been cap- put all mv tackle away, I know right where it | 
as Henry Dayid Thoreau said long ago. It tured.” is when I want it. In the trunk I can stow 
is the understanding and scientific angler (To be continued) the smaller cases, packed ready for business 

IG: at an instant’s notice. No, I am not strong 
fer the trunk-like case, that is to take fishing. 

Taekle Boxes Semi-PorTasLte Boxes 

Tus title is not good, for these cases are 

O. W. Smith very portable, but not so easily carried 
as the next class, but I needed a handle you 

(THERE is no single article of equipment you can carry a whole outfit, very complete see. Here my favorite box is one of those 
of greater importance than the tackle and convenient, the semi-portable box, with Jong handled ones, in which one can stow a 

box, either for the fly man or plug caster. room for short rod, reels and all sorts of lure couple of steel rods, together with the reels 
However, the two methods of angling are so —a box to stick into the auto or carry in required and a good selection of various sorts 
utterly unlike that I think I will have to de- your hand—and lastly the compact box that of tackle. In the good old summer time I 
vote myself to the plugger and say, the will go into your pocket, or all but go in, keep such a case packed all the while, and all 
flinger of feather minnows and lures of that that you may carry on your belt or from the I have to do is pick it up and flit when an 
ilk. Here’s the difficulty at the outset, if we shoulder. It instantly appears that there are invitation comes to go fishing or the inner 
include both classes of lures in the tackle many styles of the three types, three types urge is too strong to be gainsaid. You can 
box; two rods are required. The feather being an arbitrary classification of my own. get them from many companies and in many 
minnow and its relatives call for a fly rod, It is not to be expected that I will speak of styles, with various trays and _lure-stalls. 

Suit yourself. Never will you find a box 
with partitions that will just satisfy, which 

ane pps 9 goes without saying. I have long thought I 
~~ SSS = sews} could design a box more convenient than any 

« geepree. Pa ok i on the market, and lo, when I did, other 
z crs 6 Nee : anglers thought it very inconvenient. 

an SES epg lah Racial m2 While I like the long, narrow type, capa- 
a il eee erated ee ble of containing rods as well as reels and 

5 es | ~~ ad ects a | traces, I have nothing but praise for the 
a aeons nen? ==== OER AISNE - _—*'(|_ square style, tho it is impossible to secure 

1 oy yee a Eas Si aaeoe Thames . even a steel casting rod with short enough 
Sls, ae | jcints to pack within, but there are some of 

: 4 5 cities lt |__| __us who still demand one-piece wood rods, or 
ek ios ll bi —— at least long tip; short butt construction You" 

Sree @ pee a, . know there is nosso te mepnabls and 
i Be eee mot TS 2 ‘ really sweet to handle than the one-piece. 

oom ad t eelnaimetas a Aikeied ese the next being the long tip and short butt. 
~— bene : oT | Now, with such rods it would be impossible 

to get a case long enough to contain them. 

A good case; note the steels will go inside For us fellows there is a wide range of hand 
boxes in all shapes and sizes. Met a fellow 

tho some ambitious casters use a long cast- all styles in this brief article, or that I will ee other day with all his lures in a Boston 
: * Z : bag and it surely was convenient. Another 
ing rod, 5% or 6 feet. When I think of bait be able to discuss those I do speak of with had athand: Way soldiand battered f 
casting I think of the short rod, and when I any degree of thoroness. I can only hope Ape aenen OSU ey Oit ene. DBE ee ae oe 

5 aaa 5 f : travel, and he, too, seemed to have a handy 
talk of the tackle box for the bait caster it is to give the reader a bit of information. > 

A +s . * receptacle. I don’t know after all but that with short rod and multiplying reel in mind. 7, . B eet s h: heels 
Just the same, I always carry a few of the RUNK-LIKE }OXES those bags ae more nes than tl 1e tn 

feather minnow type of light lures in my J CAN pass this type with a single para- boxes. eens ROME Cynon ambitious 
tackle box, then I have ’em when I need graph, for they are not on the market, angler-manu baie will get oe ets oy 2 
‘em. While I love the short rod and casting, being made to meet the need of individuals. plain nee ane gue eae > but 
I am coming more and more to the employ- I have actually seen tackle boxes of the sort the one An aes tly f Pur ‘le WN id 
ment of the fly rod. But let all that slide, so large and complete they were checked as partion COLO eae oe 
we were to talk about tackle boxes. baggage! Now, there is a certain amount of be a blessing. 

There are three types of boxes challenging pleasure in having such an article with you Compact Box 
your attention: the trunk-like affair in which on lake and stream for you are sure to have AGAIN we are confronted with many 

shapes and sizes, from those that will go 

vere into the coat pocket up to shoulder-strap af- 
= fairs. Which is best? Depends entirely 

nite a aa Me 4 upon the angler and his particular wishes and 
bay ome ‘eames 14 : crotchets. There is one that slips into a coat 
| SH = ea Aon 2 : pocket, made of aluminum, containing apart- 

af eee wilde: in Sa ments for reel and all essential lures. It 
Ue x re tia Wee truly is a wonderful little case and not so 

ne VL a m7 Me fe Sa oe 5 little either, big enough in all conscience 
i GS Te dP sper pT SR 2 ci fer any ordinary angler. Another, a bit larg- 

Ae BE: Ses 3) OSS iin pe er, is made to carry in the hand, or. can be 
: Py | ‘pr ee Do a ait Pet) suspended by a shoulder strap, the latter be- 
a a oR cay 7 ete res Mm h: ing a great advantage for the shore caster. 

ry} . t 5 pa Ss =e The shore caster likes to have both hands 
om be Baia aaiaad RR = eee —* free, consequently his tackle case must be 

ile ‘ seg 5 ##| attached to his person, as well as his landing 
5 rer anaes net. Another case of the same ilk is that 

og | os &4| curved box, made to slip on a belt and fit 
: ¥ : F the body nicely. The only objection I have 

| eo ae Um : Pa ‘ found to it is that the cover does not lock 
ee or ae Pe ee a eRe eee eee and when the angler falls down, as even the 

most.agile of us do sometimes, the way the 
Old reliables; left, square wood; right, long tin paraphernalia is scattered in all directions
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By Dr. Cuartzs Rerrecy B A S S 

Boys who fish for sunfish graduate to bass. How many anglers : 
are familiar with the life histories of these popular fishes? 

UNFISH and bass belong to the bluegill are very sticky and quicky adhere York State, the bluegill successfully de- 
same family. When we study the to the coarse gravel in the middle of the fend his nest against a persistent water 
habits, characteristics and peculiari- nest. In a little more than a week the snake that must have measured over four 
ties of one, we cover to a great eggs are hatched and about 2,000 more feet. At times it looked as if the snake 

extent the other. They comprise the sunfish inhabit the earth. From the time had won out. One felt like heaving a 

family known to the scientist as the the eggs are placed in the nest until the rock into the black rascal. But with a 

Centrarchidae. To the fisherman, it means little sunfish permanently leave home, the quick side swim dart, the bluegill would 
a family made up of about thirty or more male fish is everlastingly on guard. charge his dorsal fin into the snake and 
different kinds of sunfish and about No fish shows a greater courage and the serpent would quickly retreat. 
eighteen kinds of bass, all of which are daring than does a bluegill defending his A bluegill will gladly choose death 
voracious, quick, gamy and, above all, home. The size of the enemy makes no rather than allow anything to get to his 

tricky and clever fish to deal with. difference. Be it a turtle, snake, sucker, nest. Once a fisherman realizes this, he 

Both sunfish and bass are nest builders; or even a five-pound carp, the bluegill will never be guilty of taking advantage 
both defend with courage their homes and always puts up a winning fight. He wins, of the situation and dangle a hook over 
their young, and both possess a daringness first, because of “the scare he shoots” the nest. The bluegill will, of course, 
in fighting qualities that knows no limit. into the enemy. “bite”; not for food, but to protect some 

One thing is certain, there is no yellow 2,000 young who are dependent absolutely 
streak in bass or sunfish. Vy an unsuspected bantam quick- upon him for their lives. Should the 
We will confine our tale of baby life to ness, the bluegill strikes direct for parent leave the nest, even for an hour, 

the two most important members of this the face or head of the enemy. Then he it would be a great stroke of fortune if 

family: the bluegill, which is the most follows through with a charge of his any eggs or small young were found in 
important of the sunfishes, and the small- sharp dorsal spines. These he very nicely the nest upon his return. 
mouthed bass, which is the king of the cuts into the enemy by his clever side Very odd indeed, but true: the only 

basses. swim. enemy that can successfully storm the 
The bluegill is the bantam rooster among Nothing is quite so amusing as to see citadel of the bluegill is his cousin, the 

fresh-water fishes. And make no mistake a large, slow-swimming carp quickly speed small-mouth black bass. And it is not 
about it, he uses this bantam ability to up and make for deep water just because the large parent bass but the little fellows 
great profit, as will soon be seen. a seven-inch “sunny” puts him on the run. —those one to two inches long—which 

The male bluegill builds the nest in very I have watched for hours, from a high succeed. 
shallow water along the shore line—seldom- embankment along a small lake in New Team work is the keynote of their 
in water beyond a success. Sim jor 

foot in depth. Baby Black Bass putting it over Daddy Bluegill eight of these bass, 
When the loca- Z which are as dar- 
tion has _ been goa ing as Airedales 

chosen, the nest is and as inquisitive 
is prepared by (gf o as cats, will loiter 
removing the fine 2 around the  out- 
sand and gravel fr. skirts of a bluegill 
from the center of , N i \ 5 Ma nest, ready to dash 
the bed. In the uy \ Va se in for a mess of 
center will remain q Ce : Lb tiny bluegills when 
the coarser gravel, Ze the right moment 
while the sand and olen eee comes. With a 

dirt Pada the ee ee ees He: one little 
ote walls Cc ASS ee od blac! bass has 

sides of the nest. -_=——e— se ——=___8 darted in near 
When the home [-____@f [hh __ a enough to the nest 

is completed, the \ Ne MM we to draw off in 
female is enticed Des GER OP en ye chase the parent 
to come and de- _—— BB WO" oe bluegill. While 
posit her eggs. As Ea BASIN daddy bluegill is on 
soon as this func- FE SPE RY, Li ; a the chase, the other 
tion has been com- : FS Ce OY ox little bass rush in 
pleted she leaves, \. SENSES SS 7 and feed luxuri- 
never to return. C38 SRE Sr ously. 
The male then de- \ \ f= Ml) i a {—— 
posits the milt \-< ya ij Oi) a [#4VE never 
which apie : ran aN [Gr-- GH Y f . seen any other 
fertilization. e — ei y iS ———- ee 4 fish clever enough 
protection of the eo Ps seer ae = hi 4 or ingenious enough 
home and its in- SSS oe Vi BQO RSF S <a to outwit a blue- 
habitants is Jeft [ Za ISRO Sarees 2 i & ~~ 4 gill. It speaks 
entirely to the [ — ae te RNR eT y * a re. highly of _ black 

me ete tt Sw ates sad eee ee Nita Oe wets a > en Ne male. rare prin cau yaaa ie TS gat bass wit. What a 
The eggs of the sisi se ae ee a SSS a ge ES = carp or snake is 
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| Baby Bluegills and Baby Bass 

} unable to accomplish is successfully more fishermen are appreciating the high First, there must be maintained a 
_ achieved by small baby bass. value of the bluegill, and the fish hatcheries supply of live food. Bass eat nothing 

Up to this point, the lives of the bluegill are acting accordingly and producing them. but live food and require a great abun- 
and bass are quite alike. The male bass Bluegills and black bass can not be dance of it. The fish culturist must pro- 
builds the nest and protects it, the female artificially propagated like the trout, perch, vide a large growth of aquatic vegetation 
performing only the function of laying cisco or pike. The eggs cannot be taken upon which grow the Daphnia—those tiny, 
the eggs. There is a great difference, from the female because they are too almost microscopic, animals which fur- 
however, just about the time the young adhesive and they do not all ripen within nish the chief food for baby bass. 
fish leave the nest. There also must 

The male sunfish S ma pees §8=9De provided an 
finds, to his dis- , = asa S585 = abundance of min- 
may, that his little —— ee tow life his 
wards one day have 1 demands the arti- 
not returned home. SS ee —- —_ + —} ficial _ propagation 
They have gone ee ee _— 7A | of minnows. Ex- 
into the . grasses; ° "9 “3 YY | periments show 
have found few ° 4h ly Zp r that one bass de- 
an abundance o WEBEL OV mands a consump- 
choice crustaceous eee. Aue BZ Zs tion of over a 
food life which k See [LIER te thousand minnows 

ARR Sy ee « . has successfully = . WEES SON A in order to reach 
enticed them away Wee WI RZ 4} the size of six 
from the’ nest. = eens Ne (A inches. 

HE bass is dif \ <u ae / HE d f ass is dif- 2 ox Ba q second fac- 
Tr ferent. After I EN c LESS Ys on ( TS in the 
the little bass have LS ° eT pea) = realm of difficulties 
reached a size of ee a aN ss 1 \] / is the voracious 
one inch or so and - aS ~~, os : eA — Yi cannibalism of 
have develoned an NN =P —> ae SE YX Fi “| bass. Thc ete ey 
abiding confidence a LZ ee | language lacks a 
in the powerful SSE Pye ee y / word for that type 
“he-whop” that is ae : an 1 . rh of cannibal which 
protecting them, Se Be Te 2 RBA > \ PEAR not only eats its 
they wake up some “8 Aart RSs wa en eS SE gS ¥ Nh own kind but eats 
morning with a Gyn eee ASS A K eee re Sey NN its own direct off- 

colossal surprise in i/ SS eS = Zor NW HY spring. The bass 
store. All of a Y y & N SST A IK is covered by that 
sudden and une bs y & Lo Ny Ky wordy Halever it 
a clear sky, that - = Zs AR s ~~ SS may be. ven in 
parent bass, who ba eS ees <5 See Kao the shipping cans 
has shown for PRG2 aed a OS eh NY ithe bass will be 
weeks the finest of found eating each 
parental care, has Overnight their best friend has become their worst enemy other, and unless 
changed into a the grading of 
fiendish cannibal, black bass is most 
and with all the speed and power at his the female at the same time. So all that carefully done the larger ones will soon 
command he grabs up and eats all of his the fish culturist can do is to provide be eating the smaller fellows. 
own little bass that he is capable of catch- scientific pond life. This means that there The fact that the parent bass plays 
ing. The lucky little ones that have are provided the maximum amount of havoc with the little ones of his own nest 
escaped to grass or shallow water never safe nest space and wholesome food and makes difficult the work of the fish cul- 
again hold any desire to go back home. a minimum of danger from enemies. turist. The little bass must be taker from 

But to return to the bluegills. Here Special ponds are constructed for the the nest before the parent turns a somer- 
is a real treat for fishermen interested in bluegills, with a shelf of gravel sur- sault in his instincts. To do this requires 
the beauty and in the surprises that rounding the pond at a depth of one foot. the work of an expert at the dip net, and 
nature holds in store for those who care to. This large amount of low water provides the netting must be done at dawn or twi- 
search. Get directly over a bluegill nest the best conditions for nest building. If light when the little bass are hugging 
when the sun is shining very bright. the nests are too close together, the males close to the nest. 
Should you be so fortunate as to choose get scrapping among themselves at the The fish-destroying power of small- 
the right time, when the eggs have been expense of the eggs or the young. mouth black bass is not to be underesti- 
hatched but the young have not scattered Many different kinds of aquatic vegeta- mated. If you have a ten-acre pond 
from the nest, you will imagine you have tion are planted in the center of these stocked with perch, bluegills and catfish, 
chanced upon a real find of diamonds. hatching ponds, chief of which are the and are thinking of adding black bass to 
You are looking into three or four algae and the water-lilies. Most of the your waters—forget it! It will not take 
thousand sunfish eyes which are reflect- vegetation produces the little animals more than three or four years until the 
ing the bright sun rays. So brightly do necessary for food. The water-lily is used bass have mastered the situation by clean- 
they sparkle and glitter that their little as a shade producer and also keeps down ing out the other fish, and then to make 
amber bodies can not be seen. too dense a growth of algae (frog spit). the job complete they prey voraciously 

The sunfish travel in schools and love Too much algae means that the little sun- upon each other. The net result will be 
to bask in the warm waters near shore, fish get so enmeshed in it as to be unable several very large bass in your pond and 
often with their dorsal fins protruding to free themselves. that is about all. In large lakes and in 
above the surface of the water. When streams, the danger is not quite so great 
danger comes near, they seem to have a Wee fall arrives, the little sunfish because more protection is afforded to 
signal system, for with the sound of one born in June are now ready for other fish life. They can hide and also 
large splash the whole school have shot stocking, having reached a size of from inhabit districts where bass do not fre- 
like arrows into deeper water. one to one and one-half inches. quent. 

Bluegills are propagated at most warm- Unlike black bass, the sunfish will eat The third factor to be recognized in 
water hatcheries of our country. They are ground liver. He also does not prey black bass propagation is both the large 
a most admirable fish for stocking small upon his own kind, nor does he consume outlay of capital that is necessary for pro- 
lakes, ponds and slow-flowing streams. other fish life. He prefers larvae, bugs, viding adequate ponds and the great 
Fishermen who feel that propagating sun- worms, crustaceous life and dead food. amount of labor costs necessary to handle 
fish is wasting money and who on general I want bass fishermen to realize (and even a nominal number of bass. 
principles despise the bluegill, evidently none of you like to fish for bass better At the time bass were first introduced 
have never caught one on a five-ounce than I) that the small-mouthed black into our waters it was hoped that they 
trout rod. On light tackle the charge bass is a most destructive fish, and that would take the place of brook trout, which 
of a three-quarter-of-a-pound bluegill is he also is by far the most costly to were fast disappearing from our streams. 
equal ounce for ounce to the pull of the propagate. This sanguine attitude was quickly dis- 
trout. Unfortunately, the bluegill doesn’t Three outstanding factors make the pelled the very moment fishermen became 
keep up the fight so long. propagation of bass a difficult and costly more fully acquainted with the voracious 

There is no doubt about it—more and procedure: (Continued on page 62) 
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Field and Stream—September, 1925 

a ee . eae number of these quick-tempered fellows , 
ae 5 from their night's repose. They jabbed ‘ Bm 

ieee fe, a us with hot needles and urged us to 5 ce 

ee ie Hi), a ao greater speed. Getting away from the Se ms, 

| ER AA, cee wasps, we blundered some distance from P eS 
| ggg fa ‘ i - re ie the trail we were following. In the excite- ae Te —— 

. pee / oe eg ment I put my headlight out of commis- SA ae 

ae wy i z v2 sion and was some time in getting it fixed. _ ee 

ee SY MM et 7 eae At this juncture, as I was working to] —= -#¥/~(——-————. Set 

| eee Os tate) get my light going, Frank gave a sudden] ~ eR SS ee { 
| oe : Rid Ralamati ir discuaread: Hieu shat SS 

GN | erate - ee PGE ron instactl See He Sad © ; ye ; gue Y iy wi 
ae Re barrel. He nae paught mest of green Big Game Hunters | 
ee ee oo ee eyes in a thicket. stood in readiness * 

rere? | While he reloaded. Depend on No. 9 
Two or three minutes passed without Ovr where Sthere sree noe brides 

9 sound or movement from the animal; so where you take Shank’s mare or 

Here Ss the we advanced cautiously, nerves tingling, oe eras es ee Hoppe’s No. 9 
until we came to a great spotted body, inthe packs Jot Met eaters Sov ee 

be e 99 | stretched on the ground. One foreleg was See ale eo ae Pps 

| wenty - Six broken and doubled back, and one side of their rifles and belt guns clean as a ; 

the murderous head was smashed and pitts Beniopes metal fouling and lead- | 

s torn by the buckshot. My first shot, eae Sor a) 

—with 16 Improvements which had entered the neck close to the ee reese itearms-—gets 

2 body, though damaging, had not struck Oil we wonking = paste coals” with 

ARLEY-DAVIDSON engineers |either the spine or jugular. Boones Inbuceos OU case, penctrat: 
have built 16 improvements Congratulations and a half hour’s rest ing, never gums, good for polishing. 

i we ‘ 1 i % ve Ask y ler. Send us into the “Twenty-Six Stream- | were in order, while we marveled at the] Ask sour Dealer, Send ws 10 stemp 
Line” model—to provide still more | ™UScularity, and beauty of the thing 

e oa fore us. The body seemed twice as heavy FRANK A. HOPPE, Inc. 

comfort, economy and durability. [as a puma of equal length, and we could] gor more than 20 years the Authority on Gun Cleaning, 
They did not dare add more speed! well believe that the force behind one of | 2310 North 8th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Noti fi ide fenders—= the massive paws was capable of breaking 

otice the new, wide lenders the neck of a full-grown steer. Smee SN Ei ee 
the balloon tires—the trim, handy Skinning the tiger on the ground, we ou f = 

switch panel. Yourdealer Sey | left the paws and head in for more careful ( (} A) YES Ti 

will show you the other easy work next day, and an hour later reached } <A, ates 

pic feature & camp and dumped our damp and smelly CU | ian. | 

Se Sa prize on Mike’s recumbent form. . Ive 4 aot 

Let him take you for a won- S68 Nitro Powder So V nt 2 
derful, free ride over the & ts Sap eae Se oO V 

Thrill Trail. Whether you B | -_ | Sa 

tide in saddle or side-car, the ie BABY BLUEGILLS AND BABY a 

Harley-Davidson “Twenty- {7 89. BASS TT 
i, , g : are 

CN SuBeeee le oe / (Continued from. page 33) 

fi “ z instincts of the black bass and the high 

dia Piae antral aj (ue |Comot Ms nropeaation. 
he coupe Ee = ONG. Sl me | The wonderful growth in size and num- 

P SS é ber of bass, following their introduction 
Ioneyaaniingiaales orion @ of Xp, i into our waters, was due directly to the ; 
tcnlties falGpen terlegnen = Oe too 7 abundance of natural food available—min- NITRO-SPECIAL 

Caen creche tee. WON Algo | nows and other fish life. After this natural | JC Ii ONLY $29.00 
Davidsons. a te Saas AL supply was consumed, bass gradually be- | » (IN U.S.) 

ot a Qe gan fo decrease in number until today it MN SO, O.K.’ed and purchased in 

we eet > SZ, | is necessary to depend upon artificial NS quantities by the U. S. 
ee | propagation if bass fishing is to survive. aN ee nanos 

Harley-Davidsom | ouvled with the costly work of bass pS “end stants mech 
The Motorcycle progagation is the further cost of pro- ~~ 2 Aiesi ue the qaoee 

viding minnows and such other live food “ % Ox expensive gun. 

Fereresuaeniecee | as will sustain bass life. ys YS NCEE CORE 

| Dept.E., Milwaukee, Wis. | All in all, the black bass means a . \ pat hie 

Send me free, interesting literature showing th ponder fut TS pong gee yulen aoa You, NOS | nde fm ncreringltereureshowinginenew | |serious menace. Tf we wish the sport ON NO 
| e | | we must also take the menace. We will : La 77,000 

eee do well as fishermen if we avoid the Z ss ‘ times, 

Wires, | Jerror of stocking lakes and streams with Le vo 

| —________.— | | bass. to such an extent as will drive out Byety ea ~. Xe 
| Ciev other fish. Situ ancex saa >t NY 

| Petar treatise of the bluegill and the tremeload: AL # Nee 

AlIT n CITD TL». Nw ack bass is the last of a series of four Shear ree. ——e . 

OUT-O- SITE Landing Net articles covering the bay life of our more on cnte 
=p important fresh-water shes. They were ga. 28 in., 16-ga. 28 

Newly Patented seas | Written primarily to interest those fisher-| [| Lumet wen tee Soniee 
while wading and = _. |men who are more than mere creel fillers. championship at the Olympic 
fishing. No dangling —= SP | It is hoped that they have appealed to that gamesin London. Lefever has 
neti tar earel ancthe 7 eae net stood for service and durability 
brush. Will land a six-inch trout or Yip ee ea some er ceD : ‘ foroverS0yrs. Write for catalogue 
a thirty inch bass. a There is a famous Latin maxim which 
‘ Net telescones in oe Pag ca ui) translated reads, “Nature is most to be lefever Arms (o., Ithaca, N. ve 

acd eed ence Ee ean: v wondered at in small things.” How aptly 

30 cts ee fo et, 18 inches. | true when applied to the life and habits }————_—_—______ 
Handle comes in two colors: Autumn Brown and | of our tiny baby fish. One can not study Leatherette Carrying Case Free with Ble 3 eH) 

Bark Green. Ring and clip attachment. Clips on | the early life of any of our more common (J ead ‘Dowertal’ lenses. og “@) a 
belt or vest pocket, creel or creel-strap. , oar es a See, people and objects miles tia 

It or vest pocket, creelan has been. looking and | fishes without gaining a deep appreciation | ggg sncy sa Jt they were cts, SeeeateNt bog 
longing for. Snaps into position with a flick of |of the marvelous instincts that control | Geeg Yeetul, snq entertanns. A echogl 2 mle 
the wrist, Positively will not stick, jam or foul. \their behavior. And what is far more | fpetp)scrvlane 4 milos ZA omer Mrs. 

sible ore tiie det qistetave at the | 2 Eh) gerag Mrs eA gO, scclvt cars mile aways 
Impostible to MarEnrongh your dealer, or sent | important, one cannot study the baby life ah Satiagh. AG Ea. c. a imer thousands mleareds 

direct for $5. Money back if not satisfied. erin, pp tone becoming a full-fledged, is CE Send No Money Fe Weacer, els 
ala anufacturing Compan whole-hearted conservationist. EF LF Postman only $1.80 plus few pennies postage. Satis 

eee ae Aaecloes Calif. If fishing as a national sport—enjoyed EGG Fe eee eee os Pome E Wo Halsted St. Chicar> 
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by millions of Amcian, hand or). _ —_[_>_—_—_>___ 
alike—is to be conserved, it will be con- 
served by those who understand fish life served by those Let the Experts tell you that : 

And the most important problem is see- Oo G 
ing that there is an abundance of baby ur Mausers are enuine: 

fish life made available. This means large In July Field and Stream Capt. Curtis answered an inquiry: 
funds for propagation and it means rigid “I am very glad to have this opportunity to definitely state that A. F. Stoeger, Inc., are the 
laws for conservation. exclusive agents of the Waffenfabrik Mauser Company of Oberndorf, Germany, the original 

Only those who know and understand makers of the original Mauser rifle and consequcndy their guns are not to be confused in 
fish life can intelligently fight for a better any way with the so-called sporting Mausers of questionable origin which are usually rebuilt 
day for anglers—and in a larger sense, out of junked military arms since the Armistice. These rifles are particularly worthy of our ' 

ioe a better day for the Great-Out-Of- consideration as they are now being properly bored for the .30-06 Government cartridge.” 
loors. 
Let our motto be—Once a fisherman, 

always a conservationist; and once a con- 
servationist, always one “hell-bent” upon a 
learning something more about that which 
he would conserve. 

HUNTING TEXAS TURKEYS 

(Continued from page 31) 

the leaf just touching the middle of the 
upper lip. 

The first few attempts the novice makes 
with this caller will sound something like . 
puncturing an under-inflated tire, but once These rifles are made at Oberndorf, by the 
mastered it will put to shame any caller only factory producing the real roo% genuine 
in the world. Without a false note it will Mauser. Every rifle is thoroughly tested, fitted, and 
reproduce any call in the turkey vocabu- production is limited. Made in three models to take 
lary, exclusive of the gobble. This caller the .30 Caliber 1906 Government cartridge. 
is quite capable of calling the little fellows e z 
out of the shell. U.S. Headquarters for Genuine Mauser and Luger Arms and Repairing 
: ane iene ee Te Be shed ine We absolutely guarantee and are sole authorized importers of a complete line of 
a. rod on ni season in 1e :. > * iat: . 
faa dicing We nr the cveiiee er ecbhien genuine Merkel Brothers Shot Guns, Rifles, Distinctive Over-and-Unders, 
hears a) soft, coaxing seal and says. to Drillings and Mauser Automatics. We also carry a full line of domestic and 

himself, “There’s my darling Lena.” In German D. W. M. Ammunition—and specialize in Stoegerol Gun Oil, 
ihe a a roma would be, as “worth its weight in gold.” Write us for Catalogue. 
that darne len pestering me again! 

Cerinae A. F. Stoeger, Inc.,224 E.42d St., New York, N.Y. 
As I said in the beginning Da oy |) —SSSoO——————————————————————————————— 

familiar with the Texas turkey, but in 
that country the use of a dog woud be \| SE == 
about as effective as a steam calliope & f= EZ Se 
lavishly decorated with gay bunting. In- a = i 2 ee 
stead of flying to the tree tops, the birds LS eS SS Zl eM 
take to the hills, a mile or so distant. c ea = - JF, 
True, a dog will tree the young fryers, ie iy joe i . = & ae 

but not the old birds eee So TIN 
A very interesting way of lulling the old AGA ae eS ales 4 ss = “iA a fe B 

gobbler into sweet oblivion is with the ie Bossi —— See - q —# 
rifle. This method should have a very 1s ae c es od oo ye 
decided appeal to one’s sporting instinct. a SS 

It is nearer the rule than the exception ae 
that a flushed covey will make for a a 
canyon, landing near its bed and taking Sy eee — 
the far side on the run. In the country in heen 
question the hillsides are of white clay, ° 
which makes a very conspicuous target of I h f R h: I — 
these bronze birds. e€ Oy O OU. Ing t 

OW here’s the situation: consider your- ; h h | 
N self as being on one side of a canyon, m t ese S O€S. 
and in possession of such a gun as the re- 
liable old .30-30, with a magazine full of VEEN the first crisp days of Au- fort and to prevent heel chafing. The heavily 
metal-cased bullets. On the opposite side, tumn urge you again to the Severed rubber sole will not slip on rocks 
from 150 to 300 yards, some fifteen or wooded trail, to find that lonely spot nee ae hee ee 
twenty old mossbacks are making their where game is plentiful, remember from us. Specify size, height of upper, and 
laborious way up the steep hillsides. What this— whether with or without heel. 
would you do under the circumstances? Much of the joy of roughing it de- PricessWith Heel 
Quite so! pends on comfortable, waterproof foot- a - 

The interesting part of the situation is wear, : aOR + 9640 ers <8 
that the report of the rifle will not cause For ease,for wear,and for downright 12” top. . . $7.00 16” top . . $8.65 
them to flush, but rather to put more comfort, there’s nothing to equal the 
steam into the sprint. The shelling may, plo maccen Hunting Ghoe Dey un ue se es eUbsEe COMEAN:. 
therefore, be continued till they are lost signed originally for use in the Maine Send me post-paid one pair “U.S.” Barker 
to sight as they clear the rim of the woods, this shoe meets every require- Hunting Shoes. 

canyon. ment of guides, huntsmen, trappers,  Size.................  Top....+++.+-Heel# 
A running turkey at 200 yards is not snowshoers and sportsmen. Light, Enclosed is $.--0++-ssseeeeeeeeeseeeeees cere 

an easy target when you consider .that the noiseless, waterproof. : Nene se eeeseeeceeeececeesccceeescnsccccsece 
smallest front sight made wil! competely Upper of the finest tan elkskin, soft and Address SESE nea ae 
cover a-deer’at 300 d Saunt t pliable, is securely stitched to a shoe of first Citys++++seesseeeseereeees Statersseseeeeeee 

yer yards ae Wacoal quality rubber. The shoe is built over a Shoes will be sent with heel unless others 
point is feecuee este you can “pick them sportsman’s jast to insure close-fit and com- wise specified. 
off” with a fair degree of consistency, you mo 
will be justified ‘in assuming a rather U.S. BARKER H w N TIN G S TOE 
chesty swagger. 5 se sa SA A AS SASS 
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Edited by Lapp PLuMLEY 

ie Black Bass Record has been broken—not cracked or bent, but crushed, 

torn apart and split wide open by one of FIELD AND STREAM’S prize winners. 

Watch for these yarns of record fish each month 

ENTLEMEN anglers all! Please ra circle the lake, Mr. Pratt paddling the 
leap to your feet and throw your es boat while I did the casting. 
hats into the air. Rah, rah! To oe After thus fishing for about half an 
Mr. Friebel and his black bass! 4 hour I had caught a small bass, which 

Again in Fretp anp StrEAM’s Great Na- somewhat encouraged us. We had hopes 
tional Fishing Contests the world’s record cad 5 that the fish would soon begin striking 
is smashed into flinders. Mr. Fritz J. . Hx in earnest. However, although we fished 
Friebel, of Tampa, Florida, is the latest + ad ¥ hard, by nine o’clock we had only landed 
world-record crasher with rod and reel j - F three medium-sized bass and a fresh- 
and a mighty large-mouth black bass. m i " y, ee * water jack. About this time a moderate d 

In the South our magnificent sport fish, 4 a vy ci +t wind sprang up from the southwest, 
the black bass, grows to its maximum f ree i Pf * making it somewhat difficult to handle the 
size. To play such fish on light tackle ys eng /) ~ boat. I requested Mr. Pratt to paddle 
is some stunt, and the chap who performs & ag if P the boat to a place in the lake where grew 
the trick is worthy of every kind of an- r-%, 2 an ee , an extensive patch of lily-pads. 
gling Honor: pa olay fo the finish Sic ae a A : { ‘ 
immense ack bass as that caught by Mr. ij bY | (3 5 ap hed the lily-pads, we 
Friebel requires angling skill of the very F 4 tae ‘ “ : W HEN Wee ieee toeoee us. 

Hees order. ; es yA Sy he oa _~. He had taken two nice bass which weighed 
poe aud be recognized as the | “By 4 ae -+~» six and nine pounds. We paddled about 

splendid eat: Fah eee oa i ae 7 ane ay yards to the left of fis ort ae 
% \ eke ar fans: ramong the lily-pads, 

waters, and of all our game fish the black {fi ak ba Wy, ae which See ee fect Beroee Both 
bass is most widely distributed and most ea MM Gf ust were using Gut favorile Bait, num- 
widely regarded as the favorite and the @ aa ; ee Heme OC recke (Cnnb Pcie : 

a s ee rs Hz 
typical American game fish. a a eee Ges a “ Please note the nature of the water 

bptagias sine adage Cad i where we were fishing; a kind of enclosed 
To of us who cast our lures in ee aint, kf ceme se Jone. | space surrounded,by lily-pads. Just the 

Northern waters know what a battle e ee i ss "2 place for the haunt of a big bass. It 
can be put up by a five-pound black bass. {ia Let he = proved the haunt, believe me! 
Those of us who chuck fly or other lure (ex we Be ee T made a cast to one of the boundaries 
into Southern waters may know what it - : ¢ of the pads. Without the slightest warn- 
means to play a ten-pounder to net or Mr. Friebel holding his world’s record jng, and of a sudden, the water churned 
boat. But here is the story of a black Jarge-mouth bass. Weight, 20 pounds and into an immense circle of suds, which 
bass which weighed double that weight 2 ounces; length, 31 inches; girth,27 inches jeq me to believe that an alligator had 
and more. actually taken the bait. Immediately Mr. 

The world-record black bass taken We arrived at our camping ground Pratt proved that in fishing emergencies 
with rod and reel was caught in Moody about 4:30 p. M. Immediately we ar- he can keep a cool head. Recognizing 
Lake, near San Antonio, a town in Pasco ranged our camp and made preparations the nature of the mighty churn in the 
County, west central Florida. This mag- to catch some fish for our supper. water, he dropped his paddle and seized 
nificent black bass was taken with a Hed- We did not have to go far before we the lily-pads near him with both hands, 
don rod, a Shakespeare reel, a Cardiff had our first strike, landing a bass which thus holding the bow of the boat securely 
Giant line and a Creek Chub bait, num- weighed about four pounds. We contin- in position. And having heard the mighty 
ber 700. It weighed 20 pounds and 2 ued fishing for about an hour, and hav- commotion in the water, Mr. Klassen, who 
ounces. was 31 inches in length and ap- ing caught six nice bass decided we had was near, yelled loudly, “Hold him, boy! 
proximately 27 inches in girth. It should sufficient for both supper and breakfast. Hold him!” I might remark that what 
be mentioned that possibly the girth was. We returned to camp, where Mr. Pratt he advised was my earnest intention. 
not taken quite correctly. A bit of an was awaiting us with a good camp fire 
error in measuring so large a fish makes and a portion of the supper cooked. Y four-and-one-half-foot staunch 
it difficult to compare the weight with the Mr. Klassen was unanimously elected M Heddon rod bent into a bow and 
dimensions. The weight, however, of Mr. by our committee of two to fry the fish. almost double. I tightened up on him. My 
Friebel’s fish is unquestioned. And I desire to say that he is surely an Jine kept snapping steadily outward and 

Follows the world record smasher’s artist at this difficult trade. After a downward. At first I could not check him 
own story of his great fight with his im- hearty supper, we sat around the camp at all. Then I thumbed the line on the rod 
mense black bass. fire, planning an early morning expedi- gs well as upon the reel. The line was 

tion for the next day. zipping outward with such speed and 
SMASHING A WORLD RECORD Tucking ourselves into our blankets, we yenom that it actually cut my thumb in 

By Fritz J. Friebel slept well on the ground. We were up at three places almost as though it had been 
eee ee. four-thirty of the next day, and prepar- a razor. 

ON the afternoon of June 15, 1924, ing a pot of coffee—how good coffee is After this first wild rush, he imme- 
M. A. Klassen, Allen Pratt and I in camp!—we ate a light breakfast, impa- diately started right toward the boat, 

began a motor trip after the high-leaping tient to be out upon the water, ready for coming to the surface when I reeled in 
green chaps of our Southern waters, fish scrapping at coming daylight. on him. But I was taking the greatest 
which we did not know was destined to We made all our necessary prepara- care not to allow him any slack of the 
be a rather remarkable and lucky trip tions, deciding that Mr. Pratt and I were line. 
for me. We motored to our favorite to use one of the boats. Mr. Klassen got Of a sudden he skyrocketed, leaping 
fishing waters in Pasco County, a lake into the other, which was really nothing from the water and shaking his head like 
known as Moody Lake, which lies about more than a makeshift craft and had been a mad bulldog; and as he fell churning 
twelve miles northwest of the town called left on the lake by some colored man. the water into a small sudsy whirlpool. 
San Antonio, Fla. We started in opposite directions to en- (Continued on page 90) 
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4 , 7 Bass and Flies J 

What Size Fly Do YOU Use? 

By WM. H. FERRIS 

O those of us who love a fly rod brown beetle that flew parallel with the river. As TI felt the fly to take it from 

l for its action, its use and the surface a foot above water. his lip it felt small. Decisions were 

paths it may lead us into and Trying with my 1/0 flies, I could not forming. He had taken the No. 6 Reub 

prefer to wield it on every fishing trip interest that bass and it occurred to me Wood. Calmly and looking ahead with 

on fresh water, I suppose there some- to get some flies more nearly the size assurance into the days to come I turned 

times arises a question covering its limi- and color of the larger insects and to those leaves in my fly book where 
tations. Does a fly rod have all the pos- creepers that bass feed upon. there. were a few No. 2 flies and one by 

sibilities that other rods possess? The first good bass, about two one dropped them into the current to be 

Merely to catch a fish on a fly is a pounds, came to me on a No. 6 turkey gone. 

great clincher on the affirmative side of wing Seth Green. Ever since then that 

an argument in one’s own experience pattern has been a favorite. S° the possibilities of No. 4 flies as 

and the controversies a fisherman may One evening while casting the big the largest were to be revealed time 
have in his own mind concerning rela- 1/0 Professor, thinking that in the dusk after time. 
tive merits of different kinds of rods. a large fly could be seen readily and It was my good fortune to spend a, 

On the use of flies and fly rods for would be more apt to coax a bass, 1 saw few months in Arkansas near the Saline 
trout and salmon, volumes have been a fish swirl and take from the surface River. Those mountain rivers rise 

well written; so it is of the bass, both a miller, the dusty kind that fly around rapidly after heavy rains and become 
large and small mouth, and other fish a lamp at night. The next trip I was so muddy one would think it impossible 
that I may suggest as possible quarry supplied with some No. 4 Reub Wood for a bass to see a No. 4 fly. Yet 
for the fly rod. flies which were the nearest in size and many of them did and preferred the 

Years ago the idea of using a fly only, color to the juicy millers. And for Reub Wood or Montreal. When the 

for trout and bass, was welcomed not years a No. 4 Reub Wood at dusk, river was clear, bass rose rapidly to 

only because that type of tackle most whether on a lake or river for large No. 6 flies. 
appealed to me but also because it is or sma!l mouth bass, has been a favor- A bass can see a No. 4 fly on a dark 
interesting to lay a course and fish by ite prescription. night, whether it be a Reub Wood, 
it. It is the only way to know what lies McGinty or Seth Green, provided the 
ahead, what pleasant surprises may THEN came a time when I wondered water is clear. Being a farmer at 
come to substantiate your faith in your if a No. 4 fly for bass would be present, busy in the daytime, with bass 

chosen course. large enough under all conditions. It in the river a mile away, I just have to 

You have probably seen in a good took many days of fishing to put on take my rod and start thence some 
tackle store, the gyeat_ many varie- that self-imposed limit for size and once summer evenings about 7.30 or 8 o’clock. 
ties of flies. Color combinations galore decided upon, never have I regretted it. When one knows the river he wades in, 
and sizes from the tiniest midge to a The last time a No. 2 fly was used was it is not so dark but that it is a 
1/0 fly and even larger. about seven years ago on a river that pleasure to cast until 10 o’clock. The 

One has to choose a few patterns and flows into the Susquehanna in Southern sounds vary and it is quite different 
learn what good is in them. We are New York. It had been twilight a few from day fishing and one learns about 
beset with a limitation which precludes moments. A No. 6 Reub Wood and No. the keen eyes of Mr. Bass. It was by 

the possibility of trying under every 6 Seth Green were on the leader. No. using one fly at night to prevent a 
condition every pattern of fly in all 6 were proper size in that clear water snarl that I found bass can see one fly 
reasonable sizes that might appeal to jn the daylight. It would soon be dark. as well as two and have less reasor 
the fish we are after, and that limita- The deep part of a pool was within to fear. So day times too, I use bui 

tion is a man’s lifetime. casting distance. It seemed wise to take one on the leader which is not too 

off one of the No. 6 flies and put on heavy. Leaders classed as 6 ft. heavy 

YEARS ago I went into a tackle store something larger to lure a good old trout will hold your bass and will not 
: and asked for bass flies. I went out bass. be so apt to scare him as the weight of 

wondering what lay ahead for me and I thought a No. 2 Yellow Sally might gut designated by his name. 
the 1/0 flies that were customarily sold be mistaken by the bass for a yellow 

to one who asked for bass flies. butterfly and I put it on. You know [t was on two different nights that a 
They were tried on a river in Michi- how it is. The best hour of the day, No. 4 Reub Wood looked so good 

gan where small mouth bass were a promising pool and knee deep inrun- that a Wall Eyed Pike tried to eat it. 
plenty. It was new to me then. Full ning water, you feel within a song un- Both were caught, the largest weigh- 
of hope I cast for hours a big 1/0 Pro- sung but one that you hope to sing. ing about four pounds. When flies 
fessor or Grizzly King, and when a The flies had drifted about a foot when look good to W. E. Pike (which is not 
baby bass about 7 inches long was fast a bass was on and and with self-ad- usually considered as a fly rod fish) 
to my fly it mattered not so much his miration I was glad to think I had then I feel they are well chosen. With 
size. It was a bass fly. That day I known enough to put on a No. 2 fly at an assortment including Pale Evening 
saw a good bass leap about a foot the right hour of the evening. He was Dun, Seth Green, McGinty, Reub Wood, 
above the water in trying to catch a no whopper, but a good one for our (Continued on page 564) 
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a O R the wonder and surprise of his live Meg SM 
¢ 5 ORDE THIS minnow fishing companions. I myself FRR — eo ae bf sie 

(oe a ST got several on a_ sunken artificial | IE ip Se Se Ld 

es ~~ UTS cricket, a bait which under ordinary A Pe Ae ee 
ec eens C) aN 4 conditions should only succeed when | <\ > Te We Wed 
AUTOMATIC i DS S iy _ played on the surface. Several of the | fee es anil a le yal Hy 
Regular$ 22 Value at°645 | Or 7 anglers inquired what bait got such re- eer ee ee ee 

AUTOMATIC 20 SHOT fl if stor sults, but the fellow refused to divulge 
wth ra Mopacine FREE $1 4S at his secret. I paddled up, determined B d Fli 

30 Cal, 9shot LUGER 1835 Oe to watch and get information and found ass an 1es 
ima oS COWBOY he was using one of my own inven- Contnieterr 525) 

ei Be, REVOLVER. tions, though he was ignorant who was (COM Led TRON Day a O28 
Gime Your Choice 32,322° Beni a: 

ia ie i Py a or38calat $ the inquisitive person, and he remained Montreal and Invincible on No. 6 and 

“RIN Eimous 6 Shot 25 SO. Seth Green, McGinty, Reub Wood and 
i Hand Ejector with re Lake fishing abounds in such unusual Montreal on No. 4 you may take your 

: Popular Swing Ounder Contonea ey Cham and seemingly impossibl ‘ituation: ee i Positively the Best Revohermade regardless gly iD e situations, fly rod and flies to fish for bass on lake 
of name,make or price. NICKLE or BLUE Finish. and so far as I can see the only solu-§ or river and if confidence and desire 

32 or 38 Cal. BreakOpenRevolver at $945 tion of the problem is that of trout are with you, you will get bass. 
eel had patra Ree food, which is the sole cause of the Perhaps you thought the Pale Even- 

pares Our Price Plus Postage varie Pad al oe ae fe ing Dun a trout fly. Surely it is and a 
Edwards Import Trading Corp. h se ith é 1 good one. It is also one of the best bass 

23,8 eB READ WAY that of a wealthy owner of a large fies you can try. The No. 6 is carried DEPT. 058, NEW YORK. + ss 
— | Adirondack estate comprising two fine in stock by one tackle store I know and 

big lakes regularly stocked by a private maybe by others. It is tied dry with 

P ° hatchery with millions of brook trout ine gray wings and pale yellow body 
| ersona tationery and landlocked salmon. The owner was ang light gray hackle. In July and 

much perturbed because his guests jy : : = = gust when the natural flies are 
200 SHEETS and ye failed to get fish on flies, worms or min- hatching they are fully as large as the 

100 ENVELOPES oe oie his ae ere No. 6 and no court would issue an in- 
a" Z & buckec “Ot, DOvton MUG, 2 Wale ey junction restraining you from using a 

Printed With Your Name and did, among which was found quantities ‘pale Hyening Dun. 
‘ Address of fat white creepers about one inch 

i : I have caught a bass on a No. 6 Pale 
Clear, white bond paper, with en- long. These were impaled alive and ree meeDun ached dey wher al nateh 
velopes to match. Your name and | kicking most actively, then were cast avai t Nitnenuna 
address printed in beautiful, rich |!/out and sunk to the lake bed where We vies a ee ae a: tee 

i = x : s i n i 
blue ink, on both paper and en |||they were instantly seized by various = NAS aca teases ercteaty ce Eten 
velopes, and sent to you postpaid, ; when bass prefer the floating dry fly. 

‘ for only $1.00. (West of Denver | salmon and trout from ten to fifteen f you ever do I would like to hear of 
and outside of U. S. $1.10.) If in- | inches long, sometimes near the bottom your experience 

convenient to send the money, we and several in midwater. The difficult y ei . f fli 
will ship C. O. D. problem was solved, as usual by giving ae oe a ect a eae Oo 

Write name and address plainly. _|| both salmon and trout the precise food 5 es, enc ine eee none re ay 

f \||of their accustomed diet, and I firmly Se hse ssi SS 
Money returned if you are not |||) 1; nee ld be Hackle, Wickham’s Fancy and others 

more than satisfied. Order today! See eee Cle On Ou eee eve Wralcan’ Dasectoreme ond theerar: 
equally successful if played to move like ~ é 

ELITE STATIONERY CO., the natural creeper. macheene Belle may bring a bass to 
5034 Main Street, Smethport, Pa. Mineo awiel einai eeialaa wide the surface of deep water when a 

be J | and varied a problem that each locality, sombre colored fly has failed. 
each lake is essentially a subject of There are many lures for bass, you 

FISHERMEN—ANGLERS deep study before we can overcome the know how varied they are, and they too 
Do You Want to Make Your Own Rod? || many obstacles that face every angler will catch bass. But it is to the fly 
Build It From Butt to Top? Wind ee in new and unfamiliar water. In by- Purist that I mention these stepping 
Varnish It? os on ts Mountings? || .one days, the angler would try flies Stones to fulfillment of desire. 

For twenty ot eee specialized first, then turn to worms and minnows. Bass eat small things and large and 
in rod construction and am now oe If these failed he would go home, rest therefore see everything. You too, if 

Dee e ne ee cetout ihe count contented that everything possible had looking for a small object, may see it 
Unmounted Hand-Made Glued and Ready |/been done. But in these more advanced readily. At night observe a small leaf 

Split Bamboo to Re caee times we have learned new methods and 0n a tree against a starry sky. Look 
Complete |! ideas, how best to approach and over- away then at it again and it is easily 

Rec Fly ‘Rode Spleeawith PerSet 1! come the trials that so often confront seen. A friend of mine in Tennessee 
extra, Kips 7a ---- $10.00 $ 6.75 ||us. We take care to provide ourselves fishes with the tiniest flies for trout in 

For eee eee 10.00 6.78 || with a large assortment of alluring very clear water. There are bass in 
For Bait Casting Rods, 2- ee 3.00 || baits. From many different regions the stream also. Last summer he landed 

For ight Bale ¢Cawing 1 F anglers tell of success in lake fishing @ good bass on a fly smaller than No. 
Neo Pep lecee Wi ee yo s.o0 || by the use of live dragon flies, bumble 12 and hooked another larger bass, but 

For Dry Fly Salmon Rods, > || bees» small red and black newts, those the leader broke. 

For Wet Bip stition Rods, ee 2 everpresent swimmers with short legs Choose a day, if you can, when a whis- 

depeee wilh exes Up, 2800 12.00 || and long tail. Others try and get suc- pering breeze from the south foretells 

Materials toe "Mountings Ring Core Gris, “Agate || cess with small crawfish, helgramites, rain and soft gray clouds at times ob- 
Firat utd ant oMrusties and Rad Cements “Wai {| @Passhoppers and crickets, all of which  scure the sun. Your best fishing may 
Tepalring | A180 neat cemal acento, ©" “" || fortunately can now be procured made |j be from 10 A. M. to 3 P. M., but on 

CHAS. J. MOHR, 2248) 220t St, Richmo in artificial lures copied exactly from f most days, evening is the best time to 

easy » Hill, Long Island, NewYork | | nature. take bass with your flies. After a rain 
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if the water becomes a bit roiled the = 

bass roam about to see what is coming] fa : oo ipsky a 
downstream, regardless of the time of it S y 

While fishing the past few years| _«& oe a 9 t t e right Pr 1ce@ 
under the self-imposed restrictions of} .— 3 ——- 

using no fly for bass larger than a] \ _ 2 = : : 
5 » Be a ie Embodies every feature to make it the 

number four, the memory is vivid of \ oe ‘ ideal boot for the hunter, woodsman and 
= - i. the oo fishin us Wo \" — lo. ] \\ all outdoor purposes. i 

re 8 Se ee ee Ot . . : 
ae nt al LN were e py \ Say Sy WN NY) This Waterproof 16 inch Hi-Cut Sport Pac, is made 

on a 1/0 Professor. It is not told to - a Ns of heavy black oil tanned leather, extremely durable 
brag. A man can take one or two good | a a rd SS4 and highly water resisting. Goodyear Welt sewed 
bass and exhibit better craft than was | 1" i \ es AN and solid leather throughout. 

necessary that evening, for you see \e ae \] Quality only has beén considered in the making of 
those bass wanted to be caught. " Ae xi ih eae eee ee We have Bes rece nach ae 

i . Leb NI ZH} not be bettered at any price, yet a huge volume of 
prondg ou to get the big Pro- ura - veer | y A production and our method of selling direct from 

fessor. A friend and I had cast cue ~~ 2 S| factory to wearer enables us to sell it to you direct 
flies all day on the Flat River in Michi- fe oe by mail postpaid, at only $9.90 C. O. D., if desired. 

gan. Only two bass were in our baskets Ys “<r Sizes 5 to 12. C-D-E-EE widths. Be sure to 

when we reached the place to get out ‘est state size and width in ordering. 

of the river where our horse and buggy . @ ONS Our guarantee: “We guarantee to refund 
(do you remember those things) were < — _ Tm $ Se ee 

ae to take us five miles to the : WENT lous hawt shoes: Could anything be fairer 

rain. Se 

We figured one hour more could be! > Postpaid f | i Dir 
spent and that would still give us time Rc lg Ora ohn OW (4 

to meet our train. My friend went to —— s sl Ol wy) . J No.0779 . 
see about the horse and I started cast- a ; SHOES 

ing at the head of a long deep run of wh Cio 5 SROM FACTORY TO WEARER” 
water on a bend in the river. The bass MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

were out to feed. In one hour ten bass, 

the smallest being a two pounder and HAND 

the largest weighing 3% pounds, filled LOUIS RHEAD TIED NATURE FLIES. NYMPHS“oL URES 
y basket hi ? 

eevee eee vend two (Or three, Were 100) oe ano WaM ae BETTER, SELL BETTER, AND GET MORE FISH THAN EVER. 
an improvised stringer. IF YOU WANT PERFECT’ SATISFACTION IN YOUR FISHING FOR EITHER THE 

With such a memory you think a man| BASS, SALMON, LAKE TROUT, PIKE OR MASCALONGE 
would forever swear by a 1/0 Profes-| YOU CAN NOW SECURE A BETTER SELECTION CHEAPER AND MORE EFFECTIVE 

f . THAN LIVE BAIT OR ANY OTHER LURES OR PLUGS ON SALE. TWENTY DEPENDABLE 
sor, but I feel sure, in the light of KILLERS ALL LIFE-LIKE COPIES OF BASS FOOD IN LAKE OR STREAM. SINGLE HOOKS 
later experiences, that a No. 4 would . ONE LURE GETS MANY FISH. FOR ANY TIME, ANY PLACE, 

; TRY A FROG, CRAWFISH, HELLGRAMITE, CRICKET. DARTER OR FEATHER MINNOWS 
have been just as eagerly crowded for. GIVE a MOI REWARD IN FISH AND PLEASURE. 

Fish when feeding are very much like WEIGHTED FROG.PLOG HOR CASTING IN TAKES AND. DEEP RIVERS ON AE Mor 
chickens doing the same stunt. Toss a Send to LOUIS RHEAD, 217 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., for New Illustrated Price Lists. 

piece of beef as big as your-Tethe ingen | eee 

to a flock of chickens and they are no||[ oO zee er ee i ] 

more eager to get it than if the same EN 

piece should be cut into six or ten bits. | ro Se THE NEW 

A chicken chases a big grasshopper and oye S 

when that is caught goes on to pick up | és L. . SMITH LONG RANGE GUN 

a tiny insect. And a number six or|]| iy - | 

four fly seems to me to be more readily G aN  ——— | 
mistaken for something good to eat than rh ae ~~ a Li 

4 ie cae ae is ee ee =. 
a 1/0 fly. \ 3 sai a RE 

h Making little covenants with one’s Kiel : 9 s 

| || | self and fulfilling them may be only one er Re ee een One 
|| | | way of being peculiar. But to fish your | }} 2 AE Write for catalog 319. 

i own chosen way and thoroughly enjoy | pk The new L. S. Smith Long Range Gun, specially 
it—that’s the way to go fishing. 3 chambered, specially bored, it kills CONSISTENTLY 

I have said to myself that any fish|]| ~~ "— 3 80/yards. 
that will take a fly is good enough for au HUNTER ARMS CO., Inc Fulton, N.Y 
me to fish for and to eat. I have|]| pete ot See oe Onn CRA NFO: 2 fi a 4 os : 
nearly had to eat several garfish—called |]|_ <=" ly : cat Bulging, Sa Franenen Oa Bepesentatives 
billfish in some localities—but though ||) = — “4&4 Export Office: 50 Church Street, New York City 
they rise and grab your fly their bony |]| ese aie = ear 

mouth resisted my hardest strike and —_——— 
I never had to eat one. — 

Rock bass are little fishes that some- Natural Wild Duck Foods Oals-80 
times are particular about the flies you|] That attract the Wild Ducks. Plant Wild U.S. ARMY KRAG CARBINES 

east. If you want a few for the pan,|| hivful Wri” Cr ROW. Write for free See he baron aay 
No. 6 flies are a good size and the pat- _ WISCONSIN'S Fact tat eat eet STO 
terns mentioned for black bass are ye MUR eER ge le Cal 45 ‘Shot Gang 30 Garde Gavbinee aan 

2. SEND FOR CATALOG 
good. i Box 381 Oshkosh, Wis. W. STOKES KIRK, 1627-0 North 10th St., Phila., Pa. 
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PRB aed ™@ Fish Screens . Pi j 
j Pes i , . : 

by Bre Oe SE pes aad Pen es WP igi ie 

ss adiaaitedl cast bead 

ale l e nN 
te ee ak S a d ee ae ay ais sy 

[Le ee a ) 
OS alii es bi a B. beeceey Saeee ‘ a ry 
i Se nce = “ Bate os OF a ed 
Ae ee Pe ge Sr i, . ri ee Ae cen IN 

em Be ee JOHN W. TITCOMB 
a ee Ree ae 

e ik Ge Ruane © 
5 F ae e = tnx joe aap aes oe and hold the leaves. As this leaf screen 

Bf sl 4 3 resi ea | 3 gral Ra ve = 
f t ee Rit as eel png Se gee is designed merely to prevent the fish 

eS a aad ee a ae Sse screen from becoming clogged, it is not 
Be a SOE Sains scarry Ne ae necessary to extend it to the pond bot- 

Fig. 1-THE WRONG WAY TO INSERT A SCREEN ON TOP OF A pont) Heavy! pouliry mctung ‘of one-tneh 
SPILLWAY . ye serve ne Ee should 

: : 3 3 e easily removable for cleaning. 
Any portion of a screen which extends and then flows around it. In this case = 7 
above normal water level is of little use there is sufficient screen area to care for ths Cron equipment for a rearing 
except in times of flood water. At low high water had it been dropped down in pool cayene trout through from fry to 
water less than ¥% inch vertically is in front of the spillway with only two or yearling stage will then consist of one 
operation on this Bee ee! and three inches projecting above high water frame of suitable dimensions to fit in 
debris keep clogging until the water rises mark. RHE pond outler alotsl and coreradeect 

wire-cloth of No. 16 mesh 

HE principal obstacle to the suc- ‘Seah ie ei ie z No. 26 gauge for trout fry, 

| cessful use of screens is the dif- | = "au tei é and another frame of No. 
ficulty of keeping floating debris [™™ Raga 12 mesh No. 24 gauge for 

from clogging them. The finer the mesh 3 2 ne use after fry have been 

of the screen, the more quickly is it ee San i i ae ~ fed thirty to forty days. 

converted into a dam if not kept free 2 Sea, ee = tea Brass wire-cloth is prefer- 

from debris. It is obvious that the “ ‘ SS able when using fine mesh. 

larger the screen surface, the less dan- — aN Rear ee oct |i A third screen of No. 8 

ger from clogging. oe ey ie mesh Now 20 gauge gal- 

Any portion of a screen which ex- ee Bish) ia ee ae wire-cloth is suit- 
tends above normal water level is of Pa Rass. = ad ni Pi 3 & sriee _ finger- 

little use except in times of flood water ee = = a mae ; e a ae Bon: 
rs be ae 

(Fig. 1). That portion of any screen = So SO ee aoa eee 
: , . be reared to yearlings 

which extends above the embankments Fig. 3—Cylindrical screen to prevent the ascent of ealla. Wor. blate.. or bare 
of the pond or stream is absolutely fishes into the supply pipe. ¥4"x 34", set parallel and 
useless. The portion of a screen which a oe ae ners 

first becomes clogged is at the water substituted in autumn before the leaves i 

line. begin to fall. was the water supply for rearing 

For rearing pools or ponds such as are In places where many leaves or other pond issues from a covered spring- 

used at a hatchery for raising fry to floating debris are encountered, a V- fed pool or from another screened pond, 

fingerlings or larger, the screening prob- shaped leaf screen (Fig. 2) of coarse no intake screen is necessary except to 

lem is a simple one, provided the water mesh wire-cloth placed against the prevent the ascent of fishes into the 

supply is comparatively even in volume frame of the vertical screen will catch source of supply. If the water is con- 

of flow. For properly constructed out- 

lets of rearing ponds, vertical screens is coer os 

extending from the floor of the outlet to oS ¥ si See ee ne A 

a height a few inches above the highest Fig. 5 te “YE: ee ise : 

water level, and of a mesh fine enough Tntake forme te mi a ha ‘ Ee 4 

to prevent the escape of confined fishes, ter supply con- aa me Peas po es 

is usually sufficient. It is advisable to ducted by pipe Weng aires ee eR ee eee er a 
; : Rinse. iE: ate, eS SO eae eee a tee eee gan Sa 

have the mesh as coarse as permissible line to the rear- es Ries ee be ate Bie OSS Ae eee oae8 
ing pool below, (A uwem (4 a Se eee ee 

and yet prevent escapes. The screen for Sa sha Weegee see es a ; PP ee 

a pond of fry should be replaced by one Won There a : a ie 
with coarser mesh as the fishes develop cess or kettle in poe ey see = 

into fingerlings. front of the TRG teat, i es 
If the same pools are to be used to rack is outlined SAAMI Asigess emer <a hee a 

i A on the righ- es i lay ye Sales eagle ber ete cote 
raise fingerings to yearlings, a type of hand side so as |= 70 eam ele her, ees 

screen in the form of parallel bars will to show through eae a oo S a ns | ae ee 

reduce to a minimum the amount of the water. s a tue = sede one 

Jabor in keeping it free from debris. pete oe ee, a +2 

This screen or rack will naturally be by ee ag SP ee : 
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For Ponds. == 
9 Pen ee hilis Set wea nae fas age ate 

ie PS ab gs OR gn aes . 7 aC ARES 

AR we: hee PIE Se 

Streams i ee 
ee ee ge ome rr 
2g Or wes "Trai a | We tage oes 

Superintendent elt ache hl Say ig 
Connecticut State Board of aA WA 5% Hee mee 

Fisheries and Game We ie i) i Ue rae ae 

be B 1° Rese S Od weld & a eee 
ducted to the pond through a pipe, a iy | Phd asoet Ay t es Rs. we, ‘ti, 

hollow cylindrical screen 18 inches in 5 if Vi i Sa a >) i iP “$4 ia — 9 Pee 

length and 10 to 12 inches in diameter ig i ' 4 TYG @ PARE 74 Fa Se i Pa 

(Fig. 3) may be adjusted over the pipe By aN fie Eo dl hes i mi 

where it discharges into the pond. The 

screen throughout its entire length and Fig. 2—View of fish rack of 

farther end is made of wire-cloth, the biel ia aa — the expense of building a dam may be 
other end consisting of a circular piece The vertical V-shaped screen of Voided if the intake can be so placed 

of wood with a center hole through poultry netting is merely a leaf as to receive directly from the channel 

which the supply pipe is inserted. Hog screen which is maintained during of the stream during low water’ the de- 
rings will be found very useful in the period when leaves are falling sireq volume of flow. This may be ac- 
making joints of wire-cloth. Hog = - complished by constructing a recess in 

rings are obtainable at mail order coe Pe ae (= the embankment quite similar to a 

houses. A rectangular wire-cloth r ee eons hfe) §6pond outlet (Figs. 5 and 6). Such an 

basket (Fig. 4), is preferred to the ‘Viena ae # intake is provided with a rack of 
cylindrical screen if the volume of RR aR Ge ©} parallel wooden slats similar to the one 

water to pass through is large. The a \ Ag ae ae B, already described for use in ponds for 
basket screen is especially service- i ey . ANG 4 of ae rearing large fingerlings to adults. A 

able when the water supply is ws 6 mel oe sliding gate (A-Fig. 6) within the in- 

taken from fish-inhabited waters, Se SoS a take regulates the volume of flow. Dur- 
because it is difficult to screen the — ee ava re ing periods of flood water there will be 

upper end of the intake on a a Pte 4 ey a larger inflow than in times of normal 

stream or lake with a sufficiently . i ih - wet 6 flow, but with proper adjustment of 

fine-meshed wire-cloth to prevent chet by “ww ae the gate, the increased amount of wa- 

the entrance of fishes and at the _ -» > 9? (MI a ae ter passing through the intake will not 
same time insure against a stop- | Ng —) : m be sufficient ED do any damage. 

page of the water supply. The i = a # oe r ces ec oo two-views of an intake of this 

basket may be set partially sub- ~_- (7g ces “Be (ind show conditions at normal sum- 
merged so that any fishes which Oreo] ae a mer flow of the stream. There is about 

come through the supply pipe may e — — Go a) one foot depth of water in the recess 

be caught in it and kept alive un- —§ P > “me or of the intake and this recess extends 

til removed. In other words, fishes be. sg ge fo » two feet out into the channel of the 
entering the supply line are inter- oe a [ : at stream and corresponds to what is com- 
cepted at the discharge instead of Pt eSgieem monly termed the kettle in a pond out- 

at the intake end. A coarse rack at the ois: of kes BG let. This type of intake is especially ap- 
intake end will prevent the entrance of Reeps alive ai: Ashen descendiny plicable at a hatchery where it is de- 

debris. pipe from the source of supply. (Continued on page 253) 

In drawing the water supply from a 

large stream, the regulation of the sup- Fig. 6— 

ply at the intake end may call for a Intake to rear- : qi a 

dam and an intake protected by an ue pond tem i ing a } 

iron rack similar to that used in power looking down ’ ° 4 ; e 

developments. For such constructions, stream, The i a * 4 : 
it is usually advisable to secure the as- rack of wooden . A da eea a ef Bee 

sistance of an engineer. The main prob- pases rae i ee Pee eR ee ieee 

lem is to be able to regulate the vol- gate (A) which aes ie ies = es 

ume of flow through the intake during regulates the | ee t, ee i 

both high and low water periods with- flow through Baa Ae ee ee ae a es 

out interruption. It is also highly im- Bie gre A Ko i ee La ii Ss 
portant that any intake be strong Pee: hoo eo ee ae a ye oh oe a fi 
enough to resist the force of water and ter shown as ee Mi, ed Ne eae yas 

debris during the most turbulent con- flowing away Po Soeg-, 2 6 a ee 
ditions. from intake is |e a ee ee ae : igs i 

the portion of [= pice Oo ae os Std 
Fe tapping a comparatively small peer ee : ‘ a ie = 

stream to supply water to a pond, Satake: e ie : ce oe wes 
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The GAME BREEDER for August, 1931 
‘ 

that the weight of the smaller birds ——————— SS SS ee 

will not spring them, or they will kill 

August Sale of Breeders song birds. One of the most successful FOR SALE 

Now that the breeding season is past, me tnode  barere yen used. tay uapuine: Superior Quality Pheasants 
pe Bake quite aumber of our breeding hawks and owls is to go out near a Ringneck Re 
irds to offer in a large variety o! iy ; 

geese, pheasants and peafowl, = cae oe in ne an oF on of = Golden Black Throsted 
Se woods—these birds always alight in suc: Silver 

DUCKS — Pintail: dwalls, 5 + Formosan 
‘Canvasbacis, Mandarin, Woods, ‘For trees if they can be found—and set my Lady Amherst Lineated 

oneal "Sheldducks; Bahama aucea trap on top of a log or stump with the also 
etc. carcass of a skunk or other animal for One pair of ee Cae Cranes, 

A ; . ir nd one 
GEESE—Canada, Lesser Snow, Blue, bait. I nail the bait to the log or stump ar vais Magellan: Gesse 

Beene: utchins, ite-cheeked, so the hawk cannot get away with it 
Whitefront, Bernicle, Bean, Pinkfoot, 
axtend: Miauclian cies ase and also staple the trap’s chain to the LINDA VISTA FARM 

PEAFOWL—White, Pied, Blackwinged, same object. I set two or three traps Holliston Massachusetts 
Specifer. around each bait. If small traps are = 

PHEASANTS—Golden, Melanistic, Ne- used, and they are attended every day, 

Bais sR CEVES <tc! the hawks or owls caught will not be Ringneck Cocks and Hens 
hurt and may often be sold to taxider- 

SUNNYFIELDS FARM mists, zoos or other places, bringing in 1930 Hatched 

Box G Wallingford, Conn., U.S.A. enough money to pay for the time used also 

in trapping, while also ridding the 12-weeks-old birds 

farm of these pests. The redtail hawk 

| horned Owl—two of the worst game Immediate Delivery 

Montcalm Ringnecks enemies—are very easily taken this We breed and ship only the best 

Pie fon fall ahooune now. Tuew-dewn way. I got eight hawks and two horned 
are for fa 2 i ‘i 

some Miontcsien Ringneck Pheasants on your owls in a week last winter in three Write for prices 

ce rts. 7 x j a ee a good supply of early-hatched, traps set with the carcass of a skunk in LEVANA GAME FARM 

hardy, well-developed, vigorous, young birds an old field near my home. ae e 
for immediate delivery, at minimum prices. Englishtown New Jersey 
They will add to the attractiveness of your 
estate during the late summer and early itn Raees ae 

fall, months. ak ee 
easant shooting over your favorite dog 

is unsurpassed apore in November. FISH SCREENS FOR PONDS, RI NGN ECKS 
Safe Delivery and fair dealing guaranteed. LAKES AND STREAMS 

4 For early fall iver 
MONTCALM eo. GAME FA (Continued from page 231) y I delive m 

Phoenixville ESP R.E.D. No,| 3 % Also 
Pa. GSS Box D sired to use water from a stream to 

X — supplement the regular spring water PU RE MONGOLIANS 

supply to a rearing pool. At the/ 

- hatchery where these photos were And 
- taken, there are six of these brook in- A large variety of fancy pheasants. 

| Best Mongolians takes. The water is conducted to rear- 

Range Raised ing pools, discharged from the lower Cc. M. KELEHER 

8-10 Week Poults $2.50 end by pipe into the brook and, after | 3341 Tilden St. Phila., Pa. 

h mixing with brook water and flowing a 
eac short distance, the process is repeated. §,_—=———— 

August Delivery for lower pools. : ” 
Splendid 1930 Breeders (To be continued) RINGNECK PHEASANT’S 

$10 pair —— Quality Stock 
eee GAME FISH PROPAGATION 

The Rowell Pheasant Farm, ‘ > 
Lodi, Cal. (Continued from page 237) 

or rule can possibly run true to form at Now booking orders 
a NORWELL PHEASANT FARM | all hatcheries. What may work fine at for Fall delivery 

one station may not do at all well at an- 
Box 13 other, probably due to some difference > 

ASSINIPPI MASS. in the water. A little experimenting is 

Hardy New England field reared always necessary, and, unless one does PETER STUDER 
Ringnecks, Mongolian cross. Young ‘i 2 5 
birds and breeding stock at reason- not object to an occasional serious loss, Clinton he New Jersey 

] able pms BE it is best to try everything out in a 
ae ear ae orci came Ren Rr ee Sm oat small way first. 

nan ee = : ‘= In deciding on a good, economical fish i Nomar lm 
Taxidermist, Pa AM food, the cost, the quality and the re- B cy Catalog Now Ready! q 

nes , sults must all be considered to find just | ee Lan eee nu. s. 

Ba ee ae what is the most practical: First the | "\°° Ae niet ra A a Si 7 2 ‘omplete line *Paper Tar, 
tanned and made into rugs fish must thrive on it and stay healthy. pesluable Dara New Gus, Models: Complete Ballistics, 
ae ect furs. Game heads, fur rugs, etc., for Then they must grow and grow fast. Engraving, *Restocking,* Gun Repairing Telescopes, 

. . ect, Trap Equipment, Air Guns. 
All supplies for taxidermists, glass eyes, etc. Then comes the cost. A man just has Accessories.” Shooting Articles by leading authorities. 
Cash paid for birds that die, as Peacock, fi . for hi % 2 »~ Send 25c in stamps for 144 page arms catalog we 

Pheasant and others with bright colors. Skins 0 figure it out for himself; what works Xa ayes yaepasume~coeres emnrea-cus tg 
from Tigers, Lion, etc., wanted. well in one place for one man may be OTE Ps ea ere Carew areata) F 
eee ave Te eee Ny, bad medicine for another. 509 Fifth’ Avenue (at 42nd St.) 
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Bi-1228 United States Department of Agricul ture ; 
Sept.'z Bureau of Biological Survey : 

ge ae Washington, D. Ce 

‘ , fetes ; : ad 
a - FOOD HABITS OF FISH-EATING BIRDS ~ : cages! 

Fish-eating birds, like most other birds, feedon what is..com-on and 

easy to get. Their choice of food is so largely governed by aved lability that 
in most waters they will get only a small proportion of game or commercial | 
fishes, as it is in small proportions that these fishes ocaur. Not only.are 

‘the nore valuable fishes rare as compared with the noncommercial species, jut 
they also usually inhabit decper water and are swifter. Hence they are harder 
to catch than many of the so-called coarsé fishes. In some trout streams 
trere may be a preponderance of trout over other fishes, but even in these 

strems the birds often find and capture water insects, crustaceans, frogs, 
snokes, and other creatures more easily than’ they do the elusive trout. : 

: ‘Wondering what becomes of the immense minbers of trout fry that are 
planted in streams, anglers naturally attyiimte their disappearance to the. 
enemies that are most ébvious, and they are partictlarly likely to blame the 
larger fishseating birds, such:as the herons, Studies of trout. streams by 
the Biological Board of ‘Canada, howevér, show that the’ greatest losses in trout 
fry.are caused. by eneny and competitor fishes. Few people realize what serious 
destroyers of spawn there are among the fishes themselves-—such species, for 
instance, as sticklebacks, sculpins, suckers, and minnows. os 

“ss. After hatching, the little fishes are decimated by cannibalistic attacks, 
of which none are worsé than those of the trout ‘and other geme fishes then. 

.s@lvese Besides the fish enemies of fishes the streams teem with insect and 
, obher enemies, such asthe larvae of the ‘predad ous diving beetles, or "water 

tigers," nymphs of dragon fliés, giant water tugs, and crawfishes. All such 
enemies in turn are preyed upon by birds, and it is probable, except at fish 
hatcheries, that in most cases fish-eating birds more than make up for the 
harm they do in eating valuable fishes by their destruction of naturel enemies 
of the whole fish tribe, 

Illustrating the food habits of fish-eating birds by those of the great 
blue heron, which is one of the largest and most conspicuous of the group, it 
May be reported that in 150 stomachs examined, commercial or game fishes oc~ 
curred only a few times, as follows: Hel, once; grunt, once; pickerel, twice; 
trout, 9 times; sunfishes, 10; yellow perch, 13; and catfish, 17 tincs. A 
nere ccnsideration of these numbers would give an impression adverse to the 
bird, were it not for the fact that sunfishes are not of great value either 
for food or sport,and catfishes are notorious spam eaters. That the great 
blue heron undoubtedly eats scores of the enemy and competitor fishes for 
every trout that it consumes is shown by the fact that among such fishes the 
following occurred in the stomachs mentioned; Suckers in 29, mimows in 23, 
sticklebacks in 14, darters and carp in 7 each, killifish in 5, ond sculpins, 
gars, ond nadtoms in smaller munbers.



The diet of great blue -herons.is by no means restricted to fishes, and 
in it are several arthropod enemies of fishes, as dragon-fly larvae in 37 

stomachs, crawfishes in 33, giant waterbigs in 9, and predacious diving 

beetles in 7. Some of the other miscellaneous items found in the food were 
snakes, frogs, salamanders, including the mid puppy, and leeches. The 
salamanders, leeches, and water snakes also are classed as enemics of fishes. 

_ The great blue heron takes a considerable mmber of small mammals 
also, specially meadow mice. Meadow mice were found in 8, other mice in 4, 
and“ shrews in 5 of the 150 stomachs reported upon. Many observers in 
Western States have commented on the destruction of harmful rodents by great 

blue herons, and in 1889 a law was passed in California protecting the bird 
“4 account of its feeding on pocket gophers and ground squirrels. . 

_ Whe 'great blue*heron is know, however, to be destructive about fish. 
hatcheries, and the Department of Agriculture has issued an order pérmitting 
the control of this and other fish-eating birds at such places. On the 
other hand, in localities away from hatcheries, it is certain that the bird 
ordisiarily consumes a much larger mumber of fishes not utilized by mon than 
it does of those that are. Among these, as has been noted; ‘are mimerous. 
spawneating fishes, which if allowed to live, probably would do more harm 
to geme and commercial fishes than does the heron, If ore considers thus. 

_ the other fish enemies destroyed by the heron, ‘there is little doubt that 
“under natural conditions the bird does more good than harm, 

This account of the great blue heron is illustrative; the story of 
fish-eating birds in general is the same, It is not necessary to discuss in 

‘+ detail the food habits of group after group of these birds, as all of then __ 
toke what is most common and easy to get. This results as a rule in the birds 

preying largely not upon game. fishes but upon’ the enemy ond competitor ‘species, 
which constitute the greatest obstacle to restocking operations.’ *
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The Game Restoration Program ¢.- 
prererrraaes gage ecg a} 
L. 2 . ae E , wu 

} 7 hae Edited by Henry P. Davis \ 

a ae The first thing we did, since we had started with only an 
: 6s > o P idea and no resources, was to raise enough money to pur- 

penne a man ei a chase those materials which could not be found along the 
a “ae eee rer ce ae stream. Feeling sure, however, that our State Division of 

oe on N Rsee. Se Conservation would welcome such a chance to help begin 
— A Cer ay oe this work in Ohio, the writer made a sporting proposition 
Ro NS mae eee to Commissioner Wm. H. Reinhart: We would do the 
i. Se. ae ee & work if he would furnish us with the above mentioned aid. 

ae od He agreed readily enough, limiting us to an expenditure of 
ee we : a oe ae one indred datlaee. = y y 

ae EE er, ee In the meanwhile, Dr. Dunham, “on his own,” had de- 
ede ay Pg he ee cided to start work in Beaver Creek, Green County, on a 

he ee ane Je oe le say oc friend’s farm. Harry Meenach and the writer selected 
* ES eS 2S Boe as Wolf Creek, Montgomery County, for more extensive op- 

ee ae ee ea : Pee on rd erations, hoping to enlist as many sportsmen as possible. 
' eee o Se ord Our first job, of course, was to hunt locations and, of 

A trench is dug across the stream bed and boards set in the several sites offered us, we were very fortunate in be- 

it with their tops spiked to a log; after the trench is ing able to select a large farm with every natural advan- 
filled, additional gravel weights down the structure tage. Furthermore, the owner, Mr, Ira Frantz, being a 

sportsman himself, was whole-heartedly in sympathy with 
the project and, since he is an “old settler” also, has been of 
great help in giving us a picture of the creek fifty and more 
years ago. 

Better Bass Streams So much for the groundwork. 

By Bob Ritz Board Dams Used 
E i ‘ z Early in August, 1932, a group of volunteers commenced 

VERY experienced angler knows, of course, that in- building Hewitt log and wire dams but, finding that we 
creasing the water area, food, and cover in any stream were mistaken in picking this type for a stream of such 
ought to improve the fishing. Yet for years we haven't small flow in summer, switched to the more watertight 
seemed to know just how to go about it; at least, we didn’t board kind, which also has the undercutting feature. 
know a simple way. It remained for Mr. Edward R. Hew- Another discovery we soon made was that we didn’t wish 2 
itt to show that, by means of one device, all three of these to cut down too many trees, and so old telephone poles were 
main objectives could be attained. The invention of that put into practice. With water covering them they ought 
device, the undercutting dam, was in reality the birth of to last a long time, and they are straighter than any timber 
stream improvement. 5 we have here available. The advantage of this can be seen 

Strangely enough, though, from the first, this new art at once; the plank type of construction demands a straight 
has been associated only with trout and, ever since learn- log, and, besides, the flow of water over the dam in low 
ing of the marvelous results obtained, the writer hoped stages is thus more evenly distributed. 

some day to apply it to that great game fish, the smallmouth Floods, too, must not be overlooked, and it was well that 
bass. i : we took precautions to anchor these board dams securely. 

Not owning any streamland, but happening to have a One of the great virtues of the log, wire, and stone dam 
newspaper column at his disposal, your scribe sought by is that it anchors itself literally to the stream bed and, even 
every means to arouse others on the subject. These ap- should both banks wash out, the structure still remains. By 
peals brought a few letters of inquiry and, finally, two vol- cradling the log ends of the board dam in a few sacks of 
unteers, Dr. A. H. Dunham and Harry G. Meenach, now concrete and sinking a small pier underneath the middle, 
president and vice-president respectively of the Dayton this type resists high waters successfully and, what is more, 
chapter Izaak Walton League. We agreed that something in our stream at least, digs deeper holes beneath the dams. 
must be done to save our local streams. In the construction of these board dams, good quality 

’ secondhand lumber was used. The planks were two inches 
Drainage a Menace thick and cut into five foot lengths. (When building a 

In Ohio, I should explain, outdoor lovers have been faced 
with the loss of their beautiful waterways by engineering 
projects which straighten them and thus drain off the wa- Los Va 
ters more quickly. Many small streams, and some larger biti Ce : 
ones, have been dredged already. Unless you have seen 
them, it is hard to picture just what destruction has been 
wrought: A trickle of water in dry seasons, a raging tor- 
rent in flood times; bottoms leveled, with no pools remain- - 
ing; banks of unsightly gravel, covering trees and brush; ee : ——— 
all fish gone, even insect life and vegetation swept away. yo ee en Td ee 
They are the graveyards of streams! a 

It was because of this, as much as anything, we decided ; as a fe) i Lh) fo, 
to try out stream improvement—to prove that it was water oe eee HM td Wh 4 Nivig S07 
we needed; that it should be saved instead of run off! And eo ti vy tii DiRT 
that benefiting the fisherman wouldn’t be such bad policy, ee - ~. i ye H ; 
after all. ee eee os 

Our experiment, besides being a noes wee from a fish oe on er ee * MJ bi ‘ 
rearing angle, did prove the great value of small dams to . : : 

SB iciies and aay farmers who have seen their good The completed board dam, in winter; note the straight 
demonstrated are now for them and against dredging. log—a telephone pole
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two-log-high dam we made them at least six feet long.) hide-out or retreat! The food-producing area, which should 
The best method of construction was to place the boards be ample, was, therefore, the only limiting factor in reduc- 
toward the middle, so that the rush of water toward one ing the size of the pools. 
bank would be avoided; also, this system permitted of a In all, we put in ten of these low dams, comprising both 
good rip-rap job down to the stream bottom before the types mentioned and one simple barrier of stone. 
waters were impounded. The following men, some belonging to the Izaak Walton 

: League, others to the Dayton Anglers’ Club, but the major- 
Brush-Rock Revetments Aid ity unaffiliated with any organization, contributed fam cee 

Our greatest problem was to find the proper method of day to time totaling weeks in completing this work on Wolf 
rip-rapping cut banks when quantities of large boulders Creek: Earl Brandenburg, Lee Bornman, John Brower, 
were not at hand. This we solved finally, by revetments Dr. Willard Cockerill, “Scottie” Fox, Bill Gardner, Harry 
which were composed of brush and smaller rocks. The Gebhart, “Les” Gruber, Bill Happel, Ott Harping, Irvin 
brush, butt ends facing upstream, is weighted with a sack Hunt, Lou Kruse, Fred Loerke, Harry Meenach, Jerry 
or two of concrete, then the rocks piled at the bottom to Mumma, Paul Musselman, C. E. Newcomer, Lester Perks, 
prevent undermining of the brush; and as long as the brush Clarence Persig, and Joe Ruther. 
is placed at water line, or thereabouts, the stones will stay Furthermore, Dr. Dunham, assisted by Erith Shoup and 
intact—each protecting the other, as it were. The brush, his son, had erected three log and wire dams in their stream 
from the log upstream, should last of all be filled with by the end of summer. 
earth, thus further anchoring it, and the protruding ends 
downstream will act as a “breaker” to prevent shore whirl- Costs Kept Very Low 

pools, that often develop from cutting banks. The cost of all the dams came to just about what the 
Commissioner had allowed us. Roughly, I would say that, 
including a few hauling bills, our dams in Wolf Creek av- 

J : ae eraged about 20 cents per front foot. The plank type is a 
: a : trifle more expensive than the log-wire, if ordinary fencing 

.- : Ra is used for the latter; however, Hewitt recommends a spe- 
2 he ees cial, heavy, welded, and galvanized wire that runs into real 

3 F ce , money. And since this was not used on either job, the 
—— eet em a board type of dam figures to be the least expensive for the 

— oe Ta aaa a — longest wear. : oe 
— So ul — From the inception of the plan, our State Division of 

ie ee : . A 
ee Te heeer— “EE i - eee 7 

et ee ln ‘ ee 

eo 
Before— See a ee 

A typical barren stretch and the foundations for a log- ni Ba 

wire dam; on this gravel bar a brood of bass were later : ee ara 

raised Eee eS ee 
eee 

so I secs - Pg ‘ 

These rip-rap brush heaps may be, in addition, extended ca a = J 

into “booms” or current deflectors, but even in their simp- “ OE - = ‘a 
lest form serve also as lurking places for the small fish— Lee ee a 
thus doing double duty. er , 

Space is too limited to go into all the “kinks” of con- i ‘And After! 2 
struction we stumbled onto in many days of labor along Two old fishing holes were joined above to furnish oe 
the stream, but suffice it to say that we did not forget to greater feeding area; the rocks below have been sunk in 
plant trees. Reforestation of banks is, or should be, the newly dug holes 
finishing touch to stream improvement of every sort if it d 
is to remain permanent. In fact, all our brush revetments 
are anchored for the future with willow shoots, now grow- Conservation made it a source of study, sending Mr. E. L. 
ing vigorously; many more shoots of sycamore and willow Wickliff, chief biologist, to conduct a fish-food survey of 

have been strung along the banks, and large willow limbs the waters before impounding; then, another in late fall. : 
were also planted where, for the sake of the young fish, This summer, after the dams had weathered winter and 

we want shade as soon as possible. spring floods, he came again to make tests which would 
WactivenEar BEI Ai show the results of the work. 

Unpro uctive Environmen iminate We had kept a close watch on spawning, and made a day- 

So much for the methods we employed. The following to-day record of water temperatures during this time. These 

was accomplished: With groups of from two to four findings were furnished the Division and, perhaps, add a 

sportsmen-volunteers, working in their spare time and fin- little to observations of the smallmouth bass. In case the 

ishing by November 1, about three-quarters of a mile of reader may be interested, I will say briefly that various en- 
water in Wolf Creek was improved up to the practical tries reveal that they nested between May 20 and 31, when 

limit. the temperature of the water ranged from 70° to 75° F.; and, 

Which is to say that no areas not habitable to fish life on June 9, the hatched fish were seen without the male par- 
were left in between the dams; no shallow riffles to impede ent guarding them, scattered throughout the improved area. 

the easy movement of the fish to and from any parts of the Now, in view of the fact that most of the pools had been 
pools; on the other hand, to make up for the loss of riffles, barren stretches, either shallows or dry land, before dam- 
the dams themselves were placed near enough together so ming, this wide distribution of young fish was encouraging. 
that the consequent number of waterfalls would provide Together with several instances of bass spawning on for- 
adequate aeration. Besides this important function, how- merly dry stream bed, it showed clearly that what few 
ever, another object in not placing them too far apart was breeders there were, had spread out; thus proving that fish 
to create the greatest possible amount of cover—remember- life had found the new environment to its liking; also, that 
ing that beneath each one of these undercutting dams is a every adult undoubtedly had spawned.
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It remained to be seen how fast YMAN ARGETSPOT 

the hatch would grow. Those of 4 

us with the curiosity to inquire (77 eee = 4 (=, 

; into such things, have never found iil (eal is ea nese eB Lh aa 

the quantities of larvae in any se ss = 

stream bed that we have in this x », LS 

area since improving. And so we é and 10 SCOPE SIGHTS a=) 

were sure that the newly-spawned Mechanically and optically made to the highest standards. 1=s b=) 

| bass would have plenty of natural A LEADING U. S. authority reported recently in his monthly review (# = | | =| 
food to carry them quickly past ic have used this new telescope for two weeks. No fault of any kind a iz 5 
fueteres cine ‘as developed with it. It gives the most errorless aim I have ever = 2/5 

: s 5 " +t experienced, and certainly it brought out the last 1/10 inch in ac- =a Bly 
In spite of our hopes, 1 was curacy that my fine rifle and ammunition were capable of. Optics Se 

quite a surprise nevertheless when are magnificent. I cannot imagine a better aiming instrument for he 

Mr. Wickliff arrived July 21, and the target rifleman or for the experimenter when he desires to obtain ia oe mies 
showed us how big the young fish everything in accuracy that there is in a rifle and its ammunition.”  justed for distance and 

had become. They were, on an Free Folder. Ped eee ae 

average, about three and a half THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP. 

inches long, and as fat as butter. pee ee EERE SE) Middleflelds Conn: 

Just the size of an ordinary _——— 
eee 

stream-raised small-mouth at the eS, 

end of fall! : The New H&R 
Sa : SS 

The discovery next in order was Beautifully. ta <= DETACHABLE STOCK 

that the food supply for fingerlings | 412% inch =F 

and adult fish had multiplied | | Pere Bae ra HANDY GUN i ( a 
eae . barrel, chambered for 22 Long \ TN i 

astonishingly. Minnows and craws ei g ~— 2 

had increased everywhere, and we agile” and Oe ele cena NX 
x e yw 2 oz. Combination Peep and a 

were later to find hundreds of open rear sight screw adjusted for Ae 
pes in _— nate breed- windage and elevation. Stock provides iu 
ing grounds made by the dams. cheek rest and is instantly detachable 
From then on, we felt fairly without tools. Gun and stock easily carried’in spe- 

positive that the fingerlings would cial belt holster. Also made in .410 and 28 ga. 
grow as fast as the fry. Ob- smooth bore. Send for folder HG. 

servations, as accurate as we can HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO., DEPT. 5, WORCESTER, MASS. 

make them, show they are doing eee 

this right now. PY DARD hse HIGH POWERED TELESCOPE 

From the foregoing, it will no i ui aS Biiy aecopn ore) tcl manera sane canes telescopes Paes ee or tell time on pocket “watch @ block away. 8 se- oy 

doubt appear to the reader that 3 2 “SORT nee 

stream improvement for the small- 2 pigp, Stax iocluded FREE Only specia- $198 

mouth bass is a success. auTOMATIC. Ly) S $20 $1.69 10x suber. ager 

However, if, for any reason, the long rifle, hi-speed and regular. Heavy \QQiitaegg : Ghalmbuevl. Bimlantrieaine 
barrel, small bore. A target pistol built by eeu more powerful, guaranteed to see 256 times 

betterment of streams, whether gun experts. Guaranteed. Send for folder. with powerful mlsroncope, only S108 poctoait et 
for bass or trout, fails to produce HIGH STANDARD MFG. CO., 169 East st. New Haven, Conn.| BROWNSCOPE CO., Dept. N-2, 246 Fifth Aven, N.Y. 
the looked-for results in fishing, sIG-? MARLIN MODEL 39 LEVER ACTION 
ieee € ST 

ee eS EIS No Noel 39H. S. fr $] QS » MEE a igh-speed loads . . . . 
we still expect too much from the 2 EA A A takedown gun with all working parts easily rem - 

: = tools. 24” octagon barrel; full magazine holding more cesiriives then any eee a, ene 
streams! We cling to old-fash- FO, :Pebed (0 handle standard loads. at $16.85, ° (Also ‘model. 30 HS. ‘adapted, for: Hightepeed of stantied 
ioned bag limits; limits that had §(2cO Geulie Gas Seles Motes Ginehes Gedir wee a at er aes ae cAlec 1A, 1S and 207 barrels, 

ma eee in oe oe of HUDSON SPORTING GOODS CO. ___( Write for new Catalog) _"_N-52 Warren St., New York 
wilderness waters an ew sher- ne eee ed 

men, And, as Hewitt has proven Me ae oie pied ae APDE 
a 2 Z ee ‘or any size deer head you ma |=) R 

from practical experience running wish to mount. Right acne: left SS 
a fishery, the streams, even when ; turns, straights and regulars. MINK, COON, RATS, SKUNK— 
improved, cannot raise what the on Send for our chart catalogue today. nent fe, ated. eee market 

law allows to beltaken trout them. 47 Papier ane Specialties Supply Catalog FREE. Write to 
: sree ” mpan: How 

SREY oe bus atten and ve we Reading, hatchican ae en ae 
we a , and we are : 

willing to let conscience, or com- a 
} aoe 

mon sense, or a new bag limit law T 

control us, it seems to this fisher- Sf S B E RG ? ) S 

man that we can certainly have it Mod e 

—with stream improvement. odel 40 Se — = 
ee © SS SS 

a FETED = i = 
A =e was ies = 

W. See P WS ° 

‘anted e, Complete with | 
Lefever gun No. 58315. <A i . . 

Senior sportsman who reads Hunt- Ramp Front and Peep Receiver Sights 
ING & FISHING, lost a pal several $ 95 Two brand new bolt action .22 caliber rifles, perfectly balanced Ramp Front Sight 

years ago. He would now like to for on ba palne .. - accurate, hard hitting... with military with detachable 

Toeate ‘the old pal's. favorite gun, | — ‘iwwoan ao etis Witt to National Mie aeration epectaiions. Chrome ate bas 
which was an old Lefever num- peater. completely equipped with sights for both hunting and target pyey  Recei 
bered 58315. Anyone who can lo- $ PZS shooting. No extra sights to buy! See them at your sporting Sight, Two discs, 

” : : pasion goods store; handle them .; . see how easily they point. Com- ~ son, Se 
cate this gun and advise The Edi- plete guns for $7.25 and $12.95. The repeater shoots .22 cal. long erent one 
tor of NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, will for Model 30 ne ee The single shot handles .22 short, long or long justments. 28” 

confer a sportsmanlike favor on Single 5 : M wee ree on a complete specifications. between sights. 

one of the old-timers: bes R NS, INC., 204 Greene St., New Haven, Conn.
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THE GREAT LAKES FISHERIES: ARE THEY FACING EXTERMINATION? 

Radio address given during the National Farm and Home 
Hour, Friday, October 30, over the NBC-Blue network by Dr. 
John Van Oosten, in charge of Great Lakes Fishery Investi- 
gations, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. 

The Great Lakes and their connecting waters are the chief or 

only commercial sources of supply of our most highly prized fresh- 

water Bpceies of fish. These species are facing extermination and 

: very little is being done to save them in spite of the strong 

national trend toward conservation. In this brief talk I wish to 

call your attention to the national importance of our Great Lakes : 

fisheries and to the urgent need of action to protect them. 

: The significance of these fisheries to our Nation may best be 

expressed by a few facts. Some 150,000,000 pounds of fresh-water 

fish are produced commercially in the United States each year. More 

: than 90,000,000 pounds, or about 65 per cent, of this total come from 

the United States waters of the Great Lakes, Or expressed otherwise, 

these waters produce each year approximately 250,000,000 fish or 

enough to supply every man, woman, and child in the United States 

with two fish apiece. This estimate does not include the millions 

taken by our anglers each year, or the 30,000,000 pounds produced by 

the Canadian fishermen. 

Further, the Great Lakes account for all of our commercial 

production of such species as the widely advertised whitefish, lake 

trout, wall-eyed pike, yellow perch, blue pike, sauger, chubs, cisco, 

lake herring, and suckers. Even Canada with its hundreds of untapped 

lakes could not satisfy our demand for these species. 

(more)
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Thus you see that if we want these fish for our table we must 

protect our only source of supply - the fisheries of the Great Lakes. 

Are we doing it? No one conversant with the history of these fisheries 

will hesitate to reply most emphatically, "No, we are not!" Let me 

illustrate with a few random examples the downward trend taken by 

one fishery after another on the various lakes. 

The famous "Lake Superior Whitefish" that finds such a prominent s 

place on the menus of our hotels and restaurants has long ago taken 

a nose dive from an annual production of 3 1/2 million pounds to a 

level of less than 500,000 pounds. Virtually none of those now served 

the traveling public have ever been near Lake Superior. In fact, 

about 60 per cent of the whitefish consumed annually in this country 

have never seen United States waters but were shipped in from Canada. a 

The lake sturgeon has become so rare that today a fisherman 

who is fortunate enough to catch an adult fish on the Great Lakes ranks 

newspaper publicity, and both he and the dead sturgeon are photographed 

promptly for the Rotogravure Section of a Sunday edition. 

The yellow perch of Lake Michigan is now half as abundant as = 

formerly, while in Lake Huron it has been reduced by about 75 per cent. 

The bluefin of Lake Superior, the blackfin of Lake Michigan, and the 

bloater of Lake Ontario have been entirely exterminated commercially. 

Just recently Lake Erie, the most productive of the lakes, was 

struck a critical blow when its most valuable fish, the cisco, was 

completely wiped out commercially. The production of the Cisco fol 

from 21 1/4 million pounds in 1924 to 111,000 pounds in 1934, a decline 

of 99 1/2 per cent. 

(more) :
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- ; The tragedy of the entire situation is that as soon as one 

fishery is wiped out another one is threatened, for the nets that had 

been employed in catching the exterminated species are assigned to the 

capture of others. For example, the collapse of the Lake Erie cisco 

fishery led to sharply increased production of chubs, as a substitute, 

in all the other lakes. Now the chubs of these lakes are struggling 

for existence. In Lake Erie itself, the nets formerly used to take 

ciscoes were fished for yellow perch, so that its production increased 

to the 1934 all-time record of more than eight times the normal. To- 

day, however, the yellow perch is relatively scarce in Lake Erie. : 

Unless some firm action is taken, and taken soon, the important : 

fisheries of all of the Great Lakes are doomed to commercial extinction. : 

We know what should be done, but the Great Lakes fisheries are not 

under federal control, and thus far the several State legislatures have 

failed to follow our recommendations. I have no reason to believe that : 

these legislatures will change their apathetic attitude toward the 

problem of conserving their commercial fisheries. 

To give you some idea of the intensity of the fishing on the Great 

Lakes in United States waters I may again refer to some very illuminating 

figures. The production of 90,000,000 pounds of fish required the em- 

ployment of more than 7,500 fisherman and the use of more than 3500 e 

vessels and boats. The amount of fishing equipment lifted during a year : 

runs into startling figures. Estimates show that some 133,000 miles of 

gill nets were lifted in 1934, or enough to encircle the earth more than 

five times at the equator. Some 11,000,000 hooks were set for lake trout. 

If the seines used for every haul were built into one net, we would have 

a seine approximately 26,000 miles long. In addition, some 250,000 lifts 

were made with entrapping nets, some of which took tons of fish in a 

single day. No wonder the Great Lakes fisheries are facing extermina- 

tion! 

1200 To Conservation List a ¥
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Hints on the Making of a Rabbit Warren 
By W. HADDON 

HE making of a rabbit warren is a matter of such When the area to be set apart for a warren has been 
: l importance that the work should not be under- decided upon one must arrange to have a suitable fence 

taken without most careful attention being paid placed around it. It is exceedingly unlikely that any 
to every relevant detail. fence which is already in existence will be of the slightest 

The first consideration is the soil. This should permit use for enclosing the warren. Stone walls are the 
the rabbits to burrow, and it should produce grass of a exception. When built with mortar they are excellent 
quality which will always keep the adult rabbits in good so far as they go, but since rabbits can climb over such 
condition and make the young ones grow vigorously. walls which are fully five feet high, it will be realised 
From this it should be clear that a light, loamy, porous that they are in themselves inadequate. When, how- 
soil is the best of all. Rabbits really prefer a soil which ever, wire netting 2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 ins. in width is placed 
is very light and sandy, but the quality of grass this along the top such walls are excellent both for keeping 
produces is of little use for keeping the rabbits in good the stock in and undesirable four-footed creatures out. 
condition. It is true that they increase more rapidly Unfortunately, most stone walls which are built to serve 
on a sandy soil than on any other kind, but their quality as fences have no mortar, and consequently they are very 
in such cases is only moderate. I will admit that the easily climbed by most of the marauding animals which 
stock maintained in a warren is intended for shooting, prey on rabbits. Another weak point of such structures 
and so size and weight may not be so important as is that there are always many places into which the 
numbers. But even from a shooter’s point of view rabbits can creep, and they are in consequence a great | 
sandy soil has its drawbacks as it needs so much time to temptation to poachers owing to it being such a very | 
work and lay the rabbits out for shooting owing to the simple task to take the rabbits out. 
great depths which the burrows attain. It is only when Before placing the wire netting stakes must be fixed 
the breeding season is exceptionally dry and warm that in the ground by the side of the wall. These should be 
rabbits do well on heavy clay, owing to the clay about ten feet apart and of sufficient length to stand 
holding the water for such a long period after rain has about the height of the wall and the wire netting com- 
fallen. When this occurs it has a marked tendency to bined after they are in position in the ground. When 
make the old does keep away from their young for such placing the netting along the walls the underside should 
long periods that the latter are sometimes almost starved run along dead level with the lower side of the coping 
to death, in fact they occasionally do succumb through stones and should be held down by staples to the stakes, 
neglect in this way. It is not at all unusual to see water which must be firmly fixed to the wall with pegs similar 
standing in the entrances to the burrows on strong land, to those which are used for pegging tents. 
so the reason for my being such a strong advocate for a But it frequently happens that when a fence has to 
porous soil is obvious. be erected near ground to be enclosed for a warren an 

The next point to remember is that any area set apart entirely new structure has to be made. When this is 
for a warren should, if possible, have patches of bracken, the case the best material for the purpose is ‘* Medium ”’ 
furze, privet, broom, and laurel bushes distributed over wire netting, 1} inch mesh, which should be 4 ft. 6 ins. 

it. These are all invaluable, but even so small tracts in width. When beginning to place it in position the 
of very rough grass make the best cover of all for rabbits. best way is to fix strong posts, which must be quite 
This is not only because it provides good food, but square, in the ground 9 ft. apart, and cut furrows 6 ins. 
because the rabbits like lying out in it during the day- deep in a line with the outer sides of the posts, carefully 
time. Such grass makes ideal cover for rabbits to hide turning the sods outwards so that the netting can be 
in after they have been laid out for shooting. placed against the posts and solid ground, close to the 

If natural cover is deficient it will have to be improved bottom of the furrow. If the latter is six inches in depth 
by artificial aid. But it is as well to remember that any there will be sufficient netting to make a fence four feet 
cover which is artificial is not so tempting to rabbits as in height. It is best to drive the posts into the ground 
that which is natural. The nearest substitute for until they stand 4 ft. 3ins. above the surface. After 
natural cover is large rough open branches, preferably getting all the posts firmly fixed the netting should be 
of thorns, laid in rough irregular rows. If these are laid stapled on to them. When doing this one should always 

yy down in early spring grass and other vegetation will grow begin close down to the bottom of the furrow upwards, 
8 up through them and make excellent cover. drawing the wire quite taut as each staple is put in. 

It is not the slightest use to lay down heaps or branches After this the sods can be replaced. These should be 
in a warren a few weeks before the rabbits are to be shot. pressed firmly down into the places from which they 
I remember one occasion when I saw this done, and were taken. If this is done carefully the surfaces 
although getting on for 1,400 rabbits were shot the first immediately on each side of the netting should appear 
time over there were not. | am sure, more than a score exactly alike. The purpose of putting the netting 
which had concealed themselves amongst the branches six inches into the ground is to prevent the rabbits from 
which had recently been laid down. In the following burrowing out, which they would most certainly do if 
year, when the grass had grown up through these it were only an inch or so below the surface. A strong 
branches, large numbers of rabbits were found lying out rail, four inches wide, should be nailed along the top of 
in this semi-artificial cover ; although even then in not the posts, and should overlap the netting by about an 
such great numbers as were found in the natural growth. inch. It will now be seen why I stated that the posts 

4



Hist. of European Game Man. 
European Hare |“ 

From Besclunei duns der Singt Adela Josesh_g) Schvartzcnbensi echo Doneine Semen, 
Bohmschen Forestvereines, Prague, 1898, p. 86. 

"In the year 1528 John of Rosenberg prohibited all rabbit hunts with hounds 

or by shooting on his territories previous to St. Bartholomew's Day." (‘This may 

well be the first enactment of a closed season.)
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Sonderdrud aug den Jagdlundlicen Nitteilungen der ,Deut(dhen Jager-3eitung” Mtr. 36 Bd.101 
Verlag von 3. Neumann, Neudamm 
SS 

(Aus der Gefellfhaft fiir Jagdfunde Die reifen Wurmeier werden an dem Sib de3 Parafiten in ben 
Snftitutslefter: Gieh. Regierungsrat Dr. Stréfe, Berlin=Sehlendorf) Darm de$ Wirtstieres abgelegt und wandern mit dem Kot bis zum 

. After. Wahrend diejer Zeit machen fie fdon den erjten Teil ihrer 
Unterfudungen 3ur Renntnis der Nagen- Entwidlung durch, ber Snhalt bes Cies ift beim Berlajjen des Wirts- 

pariee a he a eine neg Bellen geteilt. Snnerhalb be3 Darmes 
, énnen fi ie Cier nun nicht weiter entwideln; eine unmittelbare 

wurmfeuce der Dafen und RKaninden BVermehrung an der Stelle, an ber die erwachjenen Magentwiirmer 
Bon Dr. Walter Riek fich feltaefebt pane ela ema fatt. Grjt ee die ae 

; : 7 : . Fg cna it Dem Kot den Darm verlafjen haben, geht die Entwidlung, wahr- ie twirt{dhaftlide Bedeutung der Niederjagd, die ja in ihren MC) ; ey 1 Sey . - 
S) Extragniffen die der Hohen Jagd bei weitem iiberjteigt, macht er ae ee ject Saale weiter und fiibet jebe 

e8 erforderlich, da die jagdwiffenfchaftlide Forjehung fiche IONE 5 paler eg OR a aDeS 
mehr mit bem Studium be3 Niederwildes befchajtigt. Die Cier und ihre Gewinnung 

Wenn auch bas Hochwild immer wieder zur Bearbeitung Die Gewinnung einer gréferen Bahl von Giern fiir meine Unter- 
intereffanter §ragen bejonder3 an- jucungen war verbaltnismapig 
regt, fo mug doch beriidfichtigt einfach. us dem Enddarm eines 
werden, da der grifte Teil der Gatahaliahe L- Yan ftarf mit Magentwiirmern befallenen 
dager nicht ober ee ees bles CeH fT MTL Era a feb Lead Bam AVOUT TCE et ert] oe entnam . Rot. Die 
Heit hat, etwa auf den Sirjch oder = S Maffe wurde mit Wajjer aufges Sie Gemlenaustueibiverton orl aM eA RSTRNT ATA ea 1932 SERENE Ab. Bute Ee Teles 
dieje Sager ijt neben bem Reh- cabana oe Gieb gegofjen, um die griberen 
wild der Hafe von grofer tirt- ee ee Veftandteile guriiczuhalten. Die 
{haftlidher Bedeutung. mammms Siaphylomykose Cee} Fliiffigteit, die noch jeinjte Sot. 

Aus diejem Grunbde twurde eta ae ed teilchen und die Barafiteneier ent- 
von der Gefellfchaft fiir Jagdtunde pores anipriet pins ee hielt, lie ich abjeben. Nach %b- 
befcblojjen, die Mageniwurmjeuche pence vs anual Pee 0s '4 giefen beS Wajjers wurde der 
der Hajen und Kanincen eingehend hres Bodenjag mit den Giern in Whre 
3u ftudieren. ee Ube SR fchdlchen verteilt, die in einer 

Nach ben Unterfuchungen bes e hecasieernl) anes isk) feudten Rammer untergebracht 
Snjtituts fiir Gagdfunde wurden *] Ba wurden. 
bei den in ben Jahren 1929 bis 1932 x 3 Nach einer anderen Methode, 
borgenommenen Hafenfettionen in Be ; Pt die bei fchwacem Magentourme 
33,8 Progent der Faille Magen- befall angutvenbden ift, wird der Kot 
wiirmer al3 Krankheitsurjade fejt- in einer fongentrierten Rodhjalg- 
geftellt, da ijt ber hichfte Prozent- Abb. 1 ldfung aujfgefchrwemmet und gejiebt. 
jab unter allen vorgefundenen Die Fliffigteit wird in Reageng- 
Krankheiten (jf. Xbb. 1), Da verhiltnismapig fehr wenig Fallwild der — glafer gefiillt, auf die DOberfldche ein Dedglaschen gelegt. Nach swei 
wifjenjchaftlichen Unterjucung gugeleitet wird, ftcht demmac) fejt, Stunden find die ier an die DOberjflache geitiegen und formen mit dem 
dah die Magenwurmjeuche der Hajen und Kaninchen weit verbreitet Dedglascen abgehoben und in Ubridhilden mit Warjer gefpilt 
ijt und in vielen Revieren ben Bejas arg jdmilert. Grreger der werden. 
Magenwurmjeude find get Rundiviirmer, Graphidium strigosum Die Cier der beiden Magenwurmarten find ftet3 voneinander 
und Trichostrongylus retortaeformis. gu_unterjdjeiben; durd) cine grifere- Jabl..von Mejjungenhabe- ich. 

Graphidium strigosum hat feinen Gib hauptiicli in ber gefunden, dag; fie fich in den Magen nicht iiberfcjneiden. Die Gier von 
Sehleimhaut des Magens ; bad Maunchen ijt $ bis 16 mm, bas Weibchen Graphidium strigosum find 0,114 bi3 0,126 mm lang und 0,067 
11 bis 20 mm lang, die Breite betrigt 0,3 bis 0,7 mm. * bis 0,069 -mm_breit, bei Trichostrongylus retortaeformis betrigt 

Trichostrongylus retortaeformis wird im Ziwilffingerbarm, bei die Linge det Cier 0,079 bis 0,107 mm, die Breite 0,049 bis 0,057 mm. 
jehr ftartem Befall auch im Diinndarm vorgefunden. Das Manncen Die Larven 
ijt 4 bis 7 mm, ba Weibchen 4,5 bis 9 mm lang, die Breite betragt Mus den nach der °bjesmethode gewonnenen Giern von Tricho- 
0,08 mm. — itber ba3 Aujftreten der strongylus retortaeformis jdliipjten nach 
Magenwiirmer find von Hundt*) Unter- fiinf Tagen eine WUngahl Larven, die 
fuchungen fiir bie Jahre 1913 bi3 1928 auf librigen lagen noch aufgerollt in ber Gijdale. 
Grund der Befunde an Fallwilb, a3 im Nad) 7 Tagen waren jamtliche Larven ge- 
Qnfjtitut fiir Fagdfunde fegziert wurde, ange- jehliipft und feblangelten lebhaft in der 
jtellt orden. Demnach wurde bie Magen- feuchten Auffehwemmung herum. Sn 
wurmfeudje der Hajen wahrend des gangen anderen Fallen jdliipften die Larven fdon 
Sahres nachgetwiejen, fie war im Friihjahr _ <<? nach gtvet bis dret Tagen aus der Cijdale. 
nicht auffallend Haujiger als zu anderen Ss Aus Ciern, die aus einem einige Tage 
Sabhreszeiten. Dabdurch ift die jriiher aufe a troden aufbewahrten Rotballen getwonnen 
geltellte Behauptung, e8 handele fich bei et N waren, famen bie Qarven fcjon am gleicen 
der Magentwurmjeude um eine Friihjahr3- Lae Tage aus, an bem die Wnfeuchtung vor- 
erfrantung, widerlegt. Weiterhin wurde Ae ees genommen tvurde. Gin 16 Tage troden 
eine erhebliche WUbhangigkeit ber Haufigteit aes aufbeiwahrter Rotballen wurde angefeuchtet, 
von Geuchenfillen von der Niederjchlag3- ae die Larven tvaren am folgenden Tage gee 
menge feftgejtellt, und gwar nahm mit jebliipft. Die Gier finnen demnach lange 
den Niederjdlagen auch das WAuftreten der Xrodenperioden iiberjtehen, die Hichjtbauer 
Magenwiirmer gu, Regenfalle find alfo muf nod) durch) eine Reihe von Verjudhen 
giinjtig fiir die Entwidlung und ftber- feftgeftellt werden. Sebdenfalls haben die 
tragung der Magentwurmbrut. Nach be- Larven die Fabhigteit, der Anfeuchtung in 
deutenden Miederfehligen nehmen die der Gijdhale lange Beit entgegenguharren, 
Seudenfille noch weiterhin gu, um ert um dann fofort gu febliipfen. 
einige Zeit nach Beendigung ber Regen- Vei einem weiteren Verjuche wurde ein 
periode nachsulajjen. Hanfig ift aud) nach) 66.2, SarvevonTrichostrongylusretortaeformis Teil ber Gier in ein flaches Ubrjdhiilchen iberfdhwemmungen von Wiejen ein ftarfer (Bergréferung etwa 180 fad) gebracht, der anbere auf bem Boden 
Wurmbefall aujgetreten, hervorgerufen eines gefiillten Reagengglaje3 belajfen. 
wurde er_ wohl durd) Berbreitung der Wurmbrut von eingelnen G8 ergab fich die eigenartige Fejtftellung, dak die Larven in dem 
feucjten Stellen iiber einen grdferen Teil be3 Reviers ober durd) Urfdhaldhen nach stwei Tagen famtlich gefdhliipft waren, in dem 
Schaffung giinjtiger Entwidlungsbebingungen fiir die Gier und Reagengglas lagen fie bagegen nach fieben Tagen nod) aufgerollt 
Larben des Parajiten an fonjt trodenen Stellen. in ber Cifdale. Nunmehr aud) in ein flaches Schélchen iiber- 

itber die fbertraging der Krantheitserveger auf gejunde Hajen gefiihrt, fdliipften die Larven am nachften Tage aus. Tieje Beob- 
ift bisher nicht3 befannt. G3 ift lediglic) {tatijtijd) feftge(tellt worden, adtung lehrt, ba die Parafiteneier fic) in tiefem Wafer jehr viel 
dag Feudtigteit bie Ausbreitung der Magenwwiirmer begiinjtigt, fangjamer entwideln als in flacem. Sch erflire mir diefe Tatfade 
da bemnac alfo wohl Wajfer gur Entwidlung der Wurmbrut er- damit, da der Sauerjtoff im flachen Wafjer jchnell in ausreidhender 
forderlich ijt. Menge an die Cier gelangt, wahrend die Diffujion in bie Tiefe nur 

Das erjte Biel ber Unterjucjung mufte jein, die Larven der jehr langjam vor fich geht, die Ausbilbung der Larve aljo durd) Gauer- 
BWiirmer und ifre Dajeinsbedingungen fermen gu lernen. jtoffmangel gehemmt wird. 

Ou einer verbdiinnten Auffdhoemmung in einem Reagensglas 
*) ,,Deutidhe Yager-Zeitung’ Bd. 91, S.83 und 113. fonnten nach furzem Wbjebenlaffen au3 bem oberen Veil mit dem



BWaffer zablreide Larven abgefaugt werden. Hicrnac) fommt den aud) jofort aufjrafen. Bei famtlicjen fiir die Berjuche benusten 

Larven wohl eine gerviffe Schwebfabigteit su, die fiir die Mbertragung —‘Raninchen wurde vorher burch Rotunterfuchungen feftgeftellt, daf 

auf cinen neuen Wirt von Bedeutung fein fann. fie frei bon Magentwiirmern waren. Nach Fiitterung mit den Larven 

Die Larve von Trichostrongylus retortaeformis ijt 0,35 bis wurde in Abjtinden von gtwet bis bret Tagen ber Kot auf Magenivurmeier 

0,42 mm lang, auf Ub. 2 ijt die Photographie einer Iebenden Larve nach der Anreidherungsmethode mit fongentrierter Calglijung unter- 

wiedergegeben. jucht. Bei einmaliger Verjfiitterung fowobhl junger, frijd) gefehliipfter, 

Die Lebens- und Widerftandsfahigteit ber Larven fermen gulernen,  alS auch alterer Larven waren nicht fidjer Cier im Mot, alfo eine 

ijt eine ber swichtigiten Wujgaben fiir die Krantheitsbefampfung.  Gnfettion, nachzuweijen. Deshalb wurde ein RKaninchen fechsmal 

Nur wenn der gejamte Entiwidlungsverlauf des Schmaroger3 befannt —Hintereinander in Wbjtinden von siwei bis vier Tagen mit dlteven Larven 

ijt, fann man die Stellen innerhalb der Vebensperiode finden, an denen —_gefiittert, wie es etwa ben Verhiltnifjen in der freien Natur entipricht, 

die Befimpfungsmagnahmen am ivirtjamjten oder iiberhaupt mit wo von einem verjeuchten Boden dauernd Wurmbrut aufgenommen 
Erfolg angujegen find. werden fann. Hier war, vielleicht durch guj lliges Herausgreifen 

Die Lebensdauer der Qarven ijt recht betridhtlid). Jn einem des richtigen Larvenjtadiums, eine jdwache Jnjettion gegliidt. 15 Tage 

Uhrjhalden wurden Larven in Waffer gehalten, das nod) jfeine nach der erjten und entfprecjend jech3 Tage nach der lebten Fiitterung 

Kotbejtandteile enthielt. Neun Tage nach demAusfdliipjen leben nod) mit Qarven tourden bet der Rotunterjuchung die erjten Cier 

alle Larven, ihre Berwegungen find aber feit vier Tagen nicht mehr jo gefunden, in den folgenden Tagen wurden iveitere Cier fejtgeftellt. 

lebhaft wie die dex frijeh ausgefdliipften. Nach 16 Tagen beginnen Der Befall war nach der Bahl der Cier allerdings auferordentlic) 

einige Larven abgufterben, die Lebhaftigteit ber itbrigen ijt gering. gering und entjprach feineswegs der verjfiitterten Larvenmenge, 

Nach 20 Tagen ijt etwa die Halfte abgejtorben und nach 26 Tagen auch wenn man beriidfictigt, dak der grote Teil ber Larven 

jind fait alle tot. Die Hddjtlebensdauer der Larven ijt jomit auj bis gum Felijeben in ber Schleimbhaut gugrunde geht. Bei einer 

einen Monat feftzulegen. fpdter erfolgten Unterjudung bes Magens umd Darms_tvurden 

‘An wichtigen natiiclidhen Cinjliiffen, denen die Larven ausgefest gcichlechtsreife Tridjoftrongyliden nicht gefunden. Die fiinjiliche 

find, find Wustrodnung und Ginjrieren gu priifen. : Suleftion ijt demnach fdwieriger, als nach dem Haufigen Borfom- 
Nach Verjuchen, die Zawabowsty*) ant Boopart in Mosfau men der Magenwurmfjeuche in der freien Natur zu erivarten war. 

an vertwandten Tridjtrongylidentarven, deren ey Vielleicht find Haustaninden gu widerftands- 
erivachjene Wiirmer in Huftieren fdmarogen, es \ jabig gegen bdiele Barafiten, fo dak Berjuche 

ausgefiihtt hat, finnen junge, ein bis rei Tage i mit Hajen und Wildfaninchen gu bejferen 

alte Qarven feine Wustrodnung crtragen. Sede . —___-—  q Grfjolgen fiihren wiirden. Tie Haltung. be- 

Yusgereifte Larven find fahig, lange Troden- Ce jonder3 bon Hajen ijt fchwierig und ihre 

Heit gu ertragen; je alter die Larve ijt, defto 4 ps i . Anjcaffung mit grégeren Unfojten verbunden, 

twiderftandsfabiger ift fie gegen Austrocdnung. f By me Y darum twurden die Verjuche zundcjt an Gaue- 

Fiinf Tage alte arven fonnten Langer als sivei ee , s SG faninden burchgefiihrt, die Ergebnifje waren 

Monate im Zujtande vollfommener WAustrod-  & TM ye si dabei leider jehr unbejfriedigend. 
nung lebensfabig bleiben. ae f ra : ce Erjt wenn die Moglichfeit befteht, fiarke 

Nach meinen Verjuchen belebten fich frijch aa Ni Me Cp \ Qnfeftionen im Laboratorium 3u_ ergielen, 

gejdhliipfte Larven, die in einem flachen Gla3- Yen ~ 4 fann mit der Erjorfdung der Bekimpjungs- 

chen ausgetrodnet twaren, nad Zufag von i ie see RI Be d mafnahmen begonnen werden, %Argneimittel 

Wafjer nicht mehr. Lediglic) pajfive Be- wa 17 yy. zum Wbtreiben der Wiirmer finnen aus- 

wegungen, die dburd) Wufnahme von Wafer in Wid) ~S a 72 geprobt und in ridtiger Form auf die freic 

den ausgetrodneten Larventirper Hervorgerufen WA ole. | ye Wildbahn iibertragen werden. CEntjprecend 

rourben, tvaren gu fehen. Wuch cltere aus- q ge ES es der Entwidlungszeit und Widerjtandsfahigteit 

getrodnete Larven blieben nach WAnfeuchtung ‘Chae ER \F der Larven werden dann diefe YArgneien, zur 

tot, allerdings waren dieje lebteren aus Ciern a si ee a y ridhtigen Sahresgeit angeiwendet, gur Gute 

gegogen, die nach der Aujfehwemmethode ge- \“&® ee Me” - @ feuchung de8 Reviers fiihren und ein wirtjames 

twonnen twaren. Trog bes Ausfpiilens war e —____) gaye 2% t Mittel gur Hebung be3 Hafenbejages fein. 

nod) etwas Salz in der Fliijfigkeit geldjt, das ie he FNS eS 
heim Bintrodnen cine fonzentrierte-Calslshing— ee Shue orlehungen— ser —seoifel— Sata 
ergab, weldje die Larven abgetitet haben fann. \7 Me ga =f Hirjh. Die nebenftehende Abbildung ver- 

Bur Erforfdhung der Widerjtandsfahigtcit ‘ oy Me 57 len. hy anfdaulicht den SKebltopf eines  Hirjdjes 
gegen Malte febte ich stoet Tage alte Larven ASE Hea mit einem Teil der Droffel jo aufgefdnitten, 
einer Temperatur von —3,bi8 4 Grad C. aus, a Or a fF | Daf von der Riidenfeite Cinblic in da3 
jo ba® fie nach 24 Stunden in einen Gisbloc kee f Qunere gegeben ijt. Bier Zentimeter unter 
eingefroren twaren. Nach bem Wuftauen be face ae ben Stimmbanbdern geigt die Dreffel janbd- 
wegten fie fich langfam in der Sliiffigteit, im ee | ubrfirmige Berengerung — e —. An Ddie- 

gebeigten —— eee die rs ee oe eee jist fine co iret ie bee 
feine war abgejtorben. Gine furge Beit de3 . eh 7 tehende 3 mm dide Haut als rdhrenfdrmiger 
Ginfrierens iiberftehen die Qarven alfo jehr gut. Bu: Sdhufverlesung der Oroffel beim Hirfeh Ausgus von 5 cm Lange. Diejes Gebilde 

Nach Zawadowsfy gingen von anderen ijt fo mit ber Drojfelfehleimhaut und dem 
Tridojtrongyliden 95 PBrogent junge Larven wihrend ber erjten 14 unteren Teil des Kehlfopfes vertlebt, da e3 nicht ausgehuftet 
Tage des Cinfrierens zugrunde, eingelne erbielten jedoch ihre Leben3- werden tounte und hochgradige Atembejchwerden veranlafte. 

fabigtcit nod) bis nach stveieinhalb Monaten wieder. Wusgetrodnete Wild mit einer derartigen Berengerung der Luftwege fann 
Larben find gegen Malte noch widerftandsfahiger, einige erhielten faum flichten, weil mit der dadurd) bedingten ftirteren Jnan- 
ihre Lebensfabhigkeit noc) nach iiber jech3 Monaten wieder. / fprucnahme der Utmung Erjtidung eintritt. Mit geringjiigiger 

Allerdings diixfte cin sfterer Weehjel gwifden Cinjrieven und Steigering der Berengerung, die durch Verdicung der Fibrin- 
Yuftauen, wie er in unjerem ima exjolgt, die Lebensfahigteit Haut méoglic) gewejen wire, hatte ohnehin Crjtidungstod ein- 
ber Larven doch ftdrfer herabjeben, jo dag wahrend be$ Winters treten fonnen. 5 oe 
der Boden prattife) von Brichofirongylidentarven frei wird, Die Gines Tages fonnte aud) die Fibrinmajje (Kruppmembran) 
Neuinjettion erfolgt dann aber durch GHajen und Kaninden, die  ausgehujtet und die Wtmung freier werden. Cine Verengerung der 
Parafitentrager find, bejonbders im Friibjabe fehr leicht, weil dann Drojjel ware aber immerhin guriidgeblieben, ja die fandubrformige 
der Boden mit Wafer durchtrantt it. GCinjchniirung hatte in ber Folge eine Steigerung erfahren, da fich 

iber ben Weg, der die Larven an den enbdgiiltigen Sig der 48 Narbengewebe des verbheilenden Schuftanals sujcmmengieht. 
Garafiten in der Sdleimhaut de3 Magens und Biwdlffingerdarms _ Cin folder Fall ijt mic befannt. Cin Hirfch fiel durch eigen- 
fiihrt, ijt nur durch Laboratoriumsverfuche mit Hilje fiinjtlicer Gn- artige {dnurrende und giemende Gerdujdje auf. Nad) der Crlegung 
jettion etroas gu erfahren. Das Borfommen eines Bwifdhentwirtes,  fanbd fid) eine Stelle der Drofjel janduhrjdrmig fo verengert, dag 
in bem die Qarven ein teiteres Entwidlungsitadium erreichen, mar man durch die Offnung faum mit einem Finger eingehen fonnte. 
von bornbherein nicht gu vermuten. So tourden denn Verjude gemacht, Qn einem anderen Salle wurde ein abends bejchoffener Hirjch 
durd Berfiitterung von Larven Befall mit Magentwiirmern zu am nddjten Morgen nachgefucht. Cr blieb nad) wenigen Fluchten 
erzielen. eider ftanden fiir diefe Berjuche nur Haustaninden guc immer wvieder jftehen, bis ex den Fanglduf erhalten hatte. C3 geigte 
Verfiigung. Bundchit wurde erjtrebt, iiberhaupt eine fiinjtliche Gn- ich, dab abends die Drojffel quer durchfchoffen worden tar und von 
fettion gu ergielen. Borbverfuche, in denen der Darminhalt eines an der Schufwunde fer fic) fo vir! geronnener Schiweif in ben Luft- 
Magenwurmjenche gefallenen Gafen mit verfiittert wurde, fiihrten wegen angejammelt hatte, dab fic) in ihr und ihren grofen Ver- 
gu feinem Ergebnis. aiveigungen ein baumartig verajteltes Blutgerinnjel gebildet hatte. 

Ferner wurde im Herbjt ein Rafenftiié mit dem Darminhalt Diele Cinlagerung in die Lujftwege behinderte die Wtmung 
eines jtarf mit Trichojtrongyliden infigierten Sajen bejtriden, im fo hodgradig, dafs bas mit MAtemfteigerung verbundene Hliichten 
Friihjahr wurde bas Gras diefes Najenitiices verjiittert. Bei ber unmiglich wurde. Welthe Betlemmungen damit verbunden find, 
Kotunterfucjung war der Befund negativ. empjinden an Qfthma leibende Menjdjen. 

Bon meinen gegogenen Larven mifdte id eine grofe Bahl unter Die durch Rachenbremjen veranlafte Crjtidung it gleiden 
feuchte Wleie und verfiitterte fie an Gaustanindjen, welche die Kleie Endergebnifjes, in ihrem Urfprung aber ein anderer Borgang. Cine 
Eerie in die Stimmtajchen eingedrungene Larve iibt auf den fir Luft 

*) Transactions of the Labor. of Exper. Biol. Zoopark of Moscow. veglamen Kebltop] Critidungsreis aus. 
5, 1929 p. 235—249. Geh. Medizinalvat Prof. Dr. Olt, Siegen. 

Drud von J. Neumann, Neudamrm
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STOCKING A RABBIT WARREN .- aie cay a 
w By W. HADDON Tee uP 

ae raat 

HEN the fencing of the rabbit warren has been might have been different, as the rain would have 
completed, the man who has been entrusted maintained the supply of food and would also have 
with its care should without delay make reduced the number of young. The final result, there- 

himself thoroughly acquainted with every tree and fore, was not nearly so satisfactory as it would have been 
bush growing inside it. It may be that no occasion will had the breeding stoek been less. 
arise for him having to give special attention to any But it is as well to be on the safe side and have a good 
particular tree until the autumn following the first breeding stock, for should there be long spells of wet 
summer of the warren’s existence. When that season weather many of the young rabbits will die. Their 
arrives, spells of hard weather are likely to occur, and death is brought about by their eating too much soft, 
if these are unusually severe the keeper in charge will fresh, quickly-growing grass when it is in a wet state. 
have his hands full. During the frosts the rabbits will Anyone who is accustomed to killing rabbits for 
not eat the icy herbage if they can get anything else, twelve months in the year will tell us that rabbits are 
and consequently they look out for an alternative diet. in the best condition during the months of November, 
If there are any trees with edible bark available the December and January. During the season of 1930 I 
rabbits will in a few hours have stripped them from their took particular notice of the condition of every rabbit 
roots to about eighteen inches upwards, and trees I handled, and owing to the weather up to the end of 

: barked in this manner will very soon die, irrespective November being fresh and open, the rabbits were then 
of their age. The keeper in charge of a warren must only just beginning to fatten. 
never allow this to occur. All that he need do to prevent A shortage of food for only one week will reduce a 
it is to get a pailful of gas tar and a suitable brush with rabbit considerably, but if it gets a full diet immediately 
a long handle and tar all the ashes, hollies, thorn, yews, afterwards, another week will put it quite right. 
and oaks up to a height of twenty inches. The stock in a rabbit warren can never be kept in a 

Rabbits are particularly fond of the very young vigorous condition simply by leaving sufficient head of 
larches, eating the outside twigs as if they were grass, rabbits which have been bred in the warren in any 
and very young oaks are treated in an almost identical one season to breed the stock which are required for the 
manner. When the weather is particularly severe, and next shooting season. 
food very scarce, they will bark any spruce or elm. Fresh stock must be added every year, and this should 
Perhaps there are other kinds of trees besides those be done as soon as possible after the shooting of the 
which I have mentioned, but if so I have not come warren has been finished. It is a good plan to go over the 
across them. So all these trees should be treated in the whole of the warren with ferrets and nets before any 
same way when possible. fresh stock is turned down, as when this is done all the 

In any part of the warren where a “ long-neck ” can crippled or unhealthy rabbits can be killed as well as 
possibly be used, rough pieces of thorn bushes cut into the surplus bucks. One buck to every six or seven does 
lengths of seven to eight inches should be liberally is about the right proportion. 
scattered about. If blackthorns are available I can When catching rabbits for stocking purposes, it should 
recommend them as the best as they are more difficult to be remembered that those bolted into nets are the best ; 

get out of a net than the common thorn, and are much next come those which have been dug out, but which 
tougher and last longer. have not been bitten by a ferret. A bitten rabbit is 

Once these details have been seen to the next question useless for turning down, no matter how slight the 
to be considered is the breeding stock. Should there be wound may be, for such wounds generally fester and 
about three or four couple of rabbits to the acre on the cause death in time. Should a rabbit die in a hole in 
ground when March comes in there will be no necessity which a brood has been deposited it is practically 

: to turn down any fresh stock that season. certain that after a few days, when the carcass has begun. 
It is extremely difficult to say definitely how many to decay, that the doe will desert her young. Great care 

head there should be in any given warren at the beginning should be taken of all rabbits caught in nets or dug out 
of a breeding season in order to secure a successful shoot of burrows. If a doe is handled carelessly, and she 
the following autumn, but in a normal season the should be in young, considerable injury may be inflicted. 
numbers | have suggested should produce as many rabbits One should hold the rabbit firmly by the skin high up 
as an ordinary favourable ground will maintain in on one side, when it can neither scratch, get away, or 
healthy and vigorous condition. come to any harm. If one has to carry the rabbit any 

Should the number of rabbits, however, be estimated distance it is as well to let the hind quarters rest in the 
to be at least five couple to the acre in the early spring palm of the other hand. 
in any particular warren, the breeding season will turn All rabbits caught in a single day which are retained 
out to be an exceptionally good one in one way, but not for stock should be kept in a safe place overnight, so as 
in another. I remember an occasion like this when the to ensure the smell of the ferret having quite gone, and 
weather turned out to be on the whole far too dry for released early the next morning. 
the light sandy soil to grow sufficient grass to keep the It is impossible to distribute the stock too widely. A 
numerous families in vigorous condition. Had there keeper should have an idea as to how many available 
been but occasional periods of rainy weather, things breeding burrows there are in a warren, and his know-
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Foods in the Rabbit Warren and Methods of Serving Them 
By W. HADDON 

T is a usual custom to begin to hand-feed the rabbits When turnips are given they should be laid out in a 
in a warren when severe weather sets in, but if there line with the hay. Both these foods should be put out 
is sufficient grass on the ground to satisfy the needs daily, and not until the afternoon has advanced a little. 

of the rabbits there is really no necessity to begin hand- No more should be given than can be eaten up in a 
feeding before the arrival of really hard weather. It not single night. 
infrequently happens, however, that the grass is nibbled Naturally, even in the best managed warren, a certain 
close down to the ground by the middle of October, amount of food will always be wasted. This must not 
and since this is too early to shoot the warren there may be allowed to lie and rot in the grass, but should be 
be considerable risk of the stock deteriorating before carefully raked up so that the grass may have every 
the first day’s shooting, even if the weather keeps quite chance of growing up thickly and clean. In recent 
open. The keeper must accordingly be prepared to years, however, I have adopted a new method of feeding 
make provision for such an eventuality. Naturally the the few rabbits which I have on hand at the present 
solution is to begin hand-feeding, although no keeperlikes time, and have found it a great improvement on the 
to do this until the last possible moment. older methods. To carry it out to perfection one should 

If the keeper in charge of the warren realises that he have about eight hay-racks made and placed in suitable 
(will have to supplement the natural food by about the places in the warren, and the hay should be placed in 
middle of October he will be well advised to begin giving these. Of course, when the racks are made with 
very small quantities of clover hay every evening. It covered tops sufficient hay to last a few days may be put 
is quite impossible to buy clover hay with too much in them. There is, however, a cheaper method which 
clover in it, as rabbits are much more fond of the clover can be adopted for serving the hay. or this all that is 
in a dry state than they are of ryegrass, so every effort necessary is to get a few rolls of very light 2-inch mesh 
should be made to give them that which they like best wire netting about two feet in width, and a few light stakes 

as then there will be much less wasted. ie ae — 2 = 8 nes in Pie One 
When feeding has been begun in the most economical ee 

way possible, and while the weather is still fresh, the ou pe lengths of 45 feet each. The cue ends - 
rabbits will learn to look out for the food, and will make _be fastened firmly together. One man should then take 
a dash for it as soon as darkness begins to close in. Even E Buake ate pubs — = bound = of ie — 
should a snowstorm come on suddenly they will make ee a cae oo < the ee Cone Oe ae 
straight for the place where the food has been supplied, a a ‘ad ed oe side of the ae porns 
and even search for something to eat, instead of running ae oS ue i) wer po ee en a . i see 
aimlessly about. This will save them from a great deal eee sey OHCs eo ae 
Ghanneroiaar must pull until the netting is quite free from any 'y exposure. : eS 

; seee sagging. The stakes can then be driven into the ground. 
The majority of keepers whom I have known who have While one man is driving in his stake the other should 

ae chemes of ranks renee have a with ee ~ pull steadily on his to keep the netting quite taut. 
urnips, and on the whole nothing could be more suitable. When this structure has been erected an excellent 

There are, however, two or three small points which temporary rack is ready for putting the hay into, and 
seem to have been overlooked and which I consider very from which the rabbits can feed. If pressed down a 

necessary. A common method adopted was to go round little the hay will protrude through the netting, and the 
every third day with hay and turnips scattering each of rabbits will be seen pushing their noses through the 
these foods more or less promiscuously about the warren. netting to get at the hay that is not sticking out. Should 
If a fall of snow should come on it was covered, while one find any difficulty in getting the hay into the narrow 
if the frost was particularly severe the hay was rendered space between the two layers of netting a few strong 

ee ae oe ae: too hard for os sticks about eight inches long can be put in between 
d : A PaO We vel, An even eres ee the two layers so as to keep them apart. 

disadvantage ; namely, the filthy state into which the Care must always be taken to have these structures 
ea = ee eee, oe a it. f A method placed end on to the burrows from which the rabbits 
wale) ave adopted, and whic. hink | ar superior are likely to come to feed from them. The object of this 
in every way to that just described for feeding the stock is to ensure that the rabbits have a clear space to run 
a a ae oo to their holes should an enemy suddenly appear. If 

ee eee en eee DOP O neue one of these wire netting “racks”? were placed across 
ways and crossways. It is by no means so easy for a the rabbit’s run of return some would be sure to feed on 
rabbit to sit ona bundle of this kind, and consequently the side of the netting away from the burrows, and 

one a eee so state until the bundle has been neal re pohly be caught by a fast dog should one 
: chance to come on the scene. 

When the bundles are put down they should be placed When the ground around the sides of the hay-rack 
six or eight yards away from the entrances to the burrows shows signs of becoming fouled the racks must be moved ; 
the first day ; on the following day it is better to put for preference a little farther from the burrows. 
them four or five feet farther out, and this practice can In fine dry weather hay sufficient to last a few days 
be continued day after day as long as it is necessary to may be put out, but should any sudden heavy fall of 
feed with hay. rain soak it it must be taken away to dry and should
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« ‘THE EUROPEAN HARE AT HOME | F : 

HEN reading about putting a pack | : 
W of hounds on a European hare | | ee : 2 

recall an article in the publication of - os od 
» the Norwegian Hunters’ and Fishermen’s ae 

Association, reminiscenses by one of a gang ‘ Ww 
of old timers, now long dead. Wb | a. ve 

This bunch used to pull out of the city E ape yh 
into remote nooks for a great bow-wow sass = tw’ 
every fall. After the bawl was over, on | ce L, 
the way back to the roads of the world, | A ' hi {| ; Qu \ 
they would sweep the leather off every | a oN h a 
dog and let them have the run of the land. ; S ite as m op 
Plenty of time those days; no snarling a blac - . e i 0 rX 
telephone, no hurry, no wrist watch to catch i 1 h: ~ a Q 
the line of sight on that ancient jamboree. PS ky signa Ss t " t 
Strung out on the trail over the boggy t d = 
arts the dogs might be taken for the sea 8 h f h 
ce one dry Tht for all that, sweet Ss ca aracter 0 t € 
canine hollering: a : 

That pack-hounding of hare was nothing ta P S P ff 
but a ar hurrah as that glorious vaca- co s ‘3 entry. © u s | 
tion bowed its sortie. When turning out f BS 
in the morning for the day’s fun the bunch, a = ke 
of course, split up into ainads of two or so 0 coo y sweet smo © 
with a dog or two as a rule. That is cus- b / . ° 
tom in the forest belt of my knowledge, sp . h ld d 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Northern Rus- | € ca. x C € mi an 
sia and would be, following the same lati- | fi . d ‘ f 
tudes, in Siberia. This vast stretch of h 
woods is just about the same cover for the riefh . Cc aracter 0 
same animals, the hare being always there, MY 5 
more or less. Good entertainment, good to & : 
eat, running a plenty, plenty of rest, lots is S 
of fun for man and beast. And the one A of e : 
worth while way, at least for the man who 2 {ti 
enjoys the woods and his hound for com- i y f TIA1 
pany, is one gun, one good dog. li ye a a ; 

Here in the west the rabbit is scooped i . : a . 
up in big drives. Nothing of that for the : ay = 
European hare in his natural haunts. He i ES icCCO 
has enemies and hard times. His natural } : : 
habitat is the woods though in deep unin- i : . ‘ 
habited timber regions we won't see so : es 
many tracks as along rivers, meadows and i { 8 
sundry patches of worked land. What he i : oo 
may be and do if introduced to a district “ ” eras. 
of fields and gardens, as in little green Se Se aes 
eastern states in U. S., is quite another Fs Ce sy = 
— eS ~ - - 

yy the way, the thickest hare population oF or = mc 
paralleled by the lowest market quotations mea rg oe Be 8 
I have met was around a little North Rus- lek \ oi oer) oo 
sian town where on market day dressed se es er 2 “4 
hare sold for 2%c a pair, gold, no fooling. i : - 
My lips weep as mind’s keen eye skim l bese BS ? be a 

over sled loads of frozen plump meat. — 3 : c. “<. = > 
Peasants trapped them round hay stacks, woos et ee rs c 
selling fur and meat separately. | ager ee me 

I am no expert in the matter of hounds Va. ‘Wee geet — .. ™ . gn 
used in Northern Europe. By far the most a te — aa" 
common in Norway is the Dunker, named i ty ee  ZEZZz WA 
after the gentleman who had the first one, i wal 4 — — Ze ez , ve 
Hvite Musik (White Music). This H. M. — = = Gompary? \ aN 
was an albino and all down the true Dunker pew ss fats To = “a \e 
line we often see signs of inbred blood. ae \ nile 1 Fan @ x) 7 
A glass eye, f. inst. The dunker isn’t a } = ..rt—<“‘i SKN ee ww \ 
big dog but he has power and a wind box | ee \ A A VY ‘ 
that hollers gangway with a vengeance. | ee ~ \0 Z 

pac haw he ee solve puzzles in the brush! ! —ersJ—r (e sae Quality Qh 
é nor i = SS 3 Zs * ph” 

ciflers, eu pet noe Sa ge Cee Hespelale talee 73a) ihe ee superior |ovaree ed 
feed oe head tBu AEA nance ginia Coast — the first light-house erected in U.S. \k So °° a : 
slung build of what you call beagle. All Ser —<_ 5c = 
of them fad Bood running gear and sturdy O 
footing. A beagle—seems to me—must be ; i i 
comparatively slow, which means that the LD BRIAR continually ons Bw friends because 

hare won't circle so wide, but again have its distinctive character inspires thoughtful preference rather than 
more time for deviltry. Certainly a dog rs 
with chest-of-drawers legs has no business thoughtless habit. It has the body that the veteran smoker demands. 
in loose snow. “4 . . . 

Inthe Ausest wien (Geceamreca et It has the mildness that is found only in the finest ripe tobacco. 
Belgian forts with a shot apiece I smuggled It has an appetizing flavor with a sparkle that distinguishes it from the 
my dunker Johnny. from a steamer in ‘ ; apes 
Archangel. The six weeks before the river | flatness of ordinary blends. Every pipeful wins a deeper, truer liking. 
froze we had a twin crew raft tug and all | 

of ae ee ae cf He |UNITED STATES TOBACCO CO., RICHMOND, VA., U. S. A. 
‘ontinued on page
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season.” Suddenly he came to himself. water, much sunshine, no marshes or bare 
“What'd you say?” he asked. spots in the timber. (Parts are more the 

No answer was necessary, so I gave him desert kind of patches.) Not so in Nor- 
none. The son of Kennebec Mac inserted way and Sweden. More precipitation, less ArT 
his moist nose in my game pocket and in- warmth, lots of watery spots. The Sphag- - 
haled deeply . . . his plumed tail beating a num mosses see to that. Country badly 
joyous tattoo as the rich odor of the warm wrinkled, million liftle valleys. Hare will 
grouse sank into his eager nostrils. squat at the edge of an opening, resting, Turkey and 

listening and then shoot across. S 
Se ae ee HAE Little Hieve pounded, in Semiey Game Bird Feeds 

{| is in a coast district with big snowfalls, 
GAME RESTORATION swept in from the ocean. We start in the have proved through years of rigid 

(Continued from page 7) fall when we can see through the birch, tests at Larro Research Farm to 
and the stock is under roof. Not that it be just as efficient and profitable 
matters for the dogs only we naturally like for the Turkey ante Games Bird 

efforts, legislation to that end was intro- the stage clear. Early morning, frost, the dace ae taeen Oe ped ° ae 
duced by several of the game breeders who ‘round bare, hare snow white, a good dog. fpcetna OT uibeeeane aaa es Tog 
later aided in forming the organization. Creator! If you're there at all, don’t let Feed for the swine raiser. These 
The active cooperation of the Massa- me kick off without another such morning new feeds simplify feeding and 
chusetts Fish & Game Association in fur- in the same location. managemnt problems and bring a 
thering this legislation and in other direc- By the music of the dogs you can make new day for you in profits. 
tions has been most helpful. out if fox or hare is roused. Fox scent See your Larro Dealer or Write 

The measure was defeated by a narrow puts more pepper into hounds, if possible, 
margin on a roll-call vote following a divi- especially if used chiefly on fox, and—let’s THE LARROWE MILLING CoO. 
sion along party lines. This was the first agree—the same goes for the hunter, grant- Box 68 North End Station, Detroit, Mich. 
Game Bill of sufficient fundamental impor- ing that the country isn’t too devilish as to 
tance to be accorded the distinction of a ups and downs, when the chase may lat —_——————_] 
roll-call vote for many years. In fact, the from pany nei a late without fox in 
difference between victory and defeat is not hand. But at the “Get out!” next morning 
yet clear. In any case, due mostly to the you can hear his joints and muscles creak Mackensen Game Farm 
vote on party lines, the legislation received and you Ue fox that fakes the mountain Have for sale a: large number of Ring-neck pheas- 
front-page publicity in most of the news- side in adorable style. are, too, can go ants, Hungarian Partridges, Mallard ducks, Call 

papers in the state and thus accomplished like a fox. Come February, even that far auyenicee tite ee ee ee Siete and 
a worth while purpose in provoking serious north and he roams far and wide at night, | #mimals. 
discussion of this important question. courting trouble, among other things, as he William J. Mackensen Yardley, Penna. 

Other legislation planned for next year will find out in the morning. Such a feller s 
will seek to establish a separate license if chased, say, some six hours will fall stiff, 
for strictly commercial game farms, to- ‘igor mortis overtakes him with the shot. 15,000 Pheasant Eggs 
gether with a license fee sufficient to pro- As the prey goes down you will hear : “Do- from strong, healthy non-related Mongolian and Eng- 
vide for certain activities in the Division oht!” It’s a word belonging in no language tone Cie 
of Fisheries and Game which will be help- a el aad we pensaben needed. In come 90% forties uaranteed nei une. 2th $8.00 ee 
ful to the industry. , tie Other boys tr you, have company, the eat ie ete ae oh See cone 

: dogs ae heart, lungs and blood, and we— fo.00 ee 6. Paerebiug aadenies tee we emuclions 
SS what do we get? naka ORG GARE FARM 

When going out with a leashful of Scarboro Beach, Maine 
THE EUROPEAN HARE hounds you have often sailed forth on your 

AT HOME very heels, fingers a foot long. The dogs 
3 A 2 I have had would do some merry talking PHEASANTS 

(Continued from page 51) before we got out of the door but would 
——— after pe stay pene only running we Ringneck, Reeves and Melanistie Mutants 

5 : nose down a track here and there while uality Stock. Attractive prices ani’ td.s fod tine. Johny dog diel Nou soy "Ne, ot that one, well soon | OMY Sah 
old country. But—“da stach man ein Tor- ha Cet See mas TIOGA PHEASANTRY 

recs Bn ages Pe went poets, OSes eas to pick out a home-to-bed hare track, and eure Men the tei of the Tae season, The SMe ht then the oe wD ae —————————— 
Archangel province was 365 days, Cae ee ot ee, wh mail | NORWELL PHEASANT FARM ‘THe Scliviedt ee Total Se steamer, tug boat, motor launch, car, rai sti ee 

le scaweltzer, another hound or tal- road, rowboat, raft, motor cycle, sled and Box 13 Assinippi, Mass. 
ber, glides like a fleet shadow on the leash. whatnots. The most original transport was We specialize in breeding a strain of 
He is 100% grace and beauty and 500% . . sturdy New England field reared Ring- the box behind the seat of a motorbike, . eagerness and speed. Next to swallowed quipped with feat Silas isea, neck Pheasants. Quality eggs, young 
strychnine, nothing more deadly for a fox. CATUDD ee MOEA GLY DEACH CS) odes 8. birds and breeding stock at reasonable 2 oe : would tuck some hay, dog and pump in the prices. Information sent promptly on re- 
A day on hare is mere soft exercise. White box, string over a paulin and be off. Last quest. 

with yellow Dee Hove she soft ears. But trip was Dec. 23, 1923, during a cow, —O—X€Xlm™"™™00=02080808="=—=" 
the FOE How ler. Not that he does not +4 drown the band. On the way home all RAISE CHINCHILLA 
let go a “wow” in his life but not during | had was a sickly trickup from one cylin- SRE e CEE Ra Une 
ea to my elena fae jn der out of the four, going uphill; the others FUR RABBITS M2's.25 Money 
F e sometimes released on fox in rough ould take it up by-me-by coming down. AND CONTRACT. Fon ate tan Base ountry and deep loose snow two strong "The air wi Patel hered. ing up to $6.50 each. Large illustrated 
dunkers and one Schweitzer. That’s when Eee aE WE BIE Thess SNOUHCERS Fenty, cng, ad omen aoe.” Stan's 
you need dog power, not on a hare on firm es good times enjoyed. by “Hei OUTDOOR ENTERPRISE C6w BoxiS4A Holmes Pari, Missouri 
going: . There are game, ways and means in those MAKE $25,000 yo ee Though the dunker is the only one woods (I recall now N. Russia) that, to raised, Send 25¢ for full information and contract, 
sprouted of Norwegian soil, the hunters my information, never appeared in maga- everything explained, Please send at once and find 
pal up with other hounds. Besides the 7; oe Ty f : out about this big proposition. Schweitzer you will find the Hygen, more 7nes in U. S. To mind come for inst. the Eastern Rabbitry, R. 1, Box 102, New Freedom, P 
rare but Steet And Hands ceveld d Cy RS HS tne peg azad sd yen eee eee 
in Sweden and Finland. Of the fare Dices cr dea, Peay aueade (Or a Leaaa Ol ae oe GAME PRESERVE Hadione Hewilton o The Loade aac shot slaughter of leg-sore moose on crusted Harrisburg, Pa., R. D. No. 4 

a feta NT 2 © Hounds in a photo snow, bolt action shot guns at $3.12, $3.17 offers 20,000 

fcr in Acoma Sees of Dik with vel They branded many ames Late Maly 7 SAB SS » res - LE soy? 
Hamilton. He could leave his stove corner *™?!* neck Pheasants, coe G oO : : Yours respectfully, also. Versicolors ee ND for a vacation of 9 days on end chasing H. T. Ber Biacknecke Gold. bed \OP>) 
hare when every morning our ski tracks aes = ‘Amherst, Ges oY s Ashton, Idaho. ens, Es es \\E would have disappeared under more soft Silvers, Wild |t< SHE = 
snow. Would throw himself clear of the Thank you, Mr. Berg. You have made eee eed \¢ ROSES RS 
snow at every bound when a less powerful those distant countries seem very real to 2° Saat ree Wo or se ay 
dog would have floundered. The Hamilton 1s. Hope you get another look at them EX LSS 
is brown with black saddle and sides. with some good hounds beside you. ZS < ee: 

Here in the West we are given little Frep StrEEVER. :



European Hare 

From "Notes and Observations," Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol XLV, No. 7, 
October, 1931, p. 179. 

YOUNG OF EUROPEAN HARE BORN IN WINTER.--During the first week of Jamary, 

1929, while following the track of a European hare, I found three young 

under conditions which to my mind indicated that they had been born only 

recently. The snow around them was bloodstained. The young were frozen 

when discovered. 

Later the same day, and in the same vicinity, I shot a female 
hare which, from the appearance of her reproductive organs, I judged to 

have been the mother of the three young. 

During the following winter (December, 1929, and January and 

February, 1930) I examined several female Buropean hares and three of them 

contained young, two each in the case of two of them, and one in the 

ease of the third. From the condition of the reproductive organs of a 
fourth it was evident that she had recently given birth to young. It 
would be interesting to kmow whether this is the usual habit of these 

hares and, if so, whether it will persist here. These observations were 

made in the neighbourhood of Wakerton, Ontario.--H.L. Yack.
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Sagdgejek nur Sdupseit vom 1. 4. bis 15.5. Herr P. hat es bis heute  Wbreifstalender ,,Deutfde Jagd” 1935. 21. Jabrgang, 168 gut illuftrierte 
unterlajjen, fid) beim Befiger des Pfauenpaares perfinlic) 3u ent- Blatter mit epnallen Saelteaiee Salendarium fitr fich abtrennbar, 
{cbuldigen. Uchie des Waidmanns heilig Gebot jo daz der Kalender als Ganzes erhalten bleiben tann. Farbiges Titel- 

Was Du nicht Jerlig @ fi ‘i! bild von S. von Sudodolsty. Format 155X245 em. Preis 2,5) RM, 
as Du nicht tennjt, fchiefe nicht tot! is in Budform 4,50 RM. Berlag von J. Neumann-Neudanum. 

: Barmel, Preufifder Forjter. a eae es te befferen sraetes pi ihe eine wejentlid) 
as : gefteigerte fiinjtlerijde WAnsftattung ermoglidt. Diefe fommt fdon in dem 

_, Selbfthilfe gegen fugelduggefahe. Lebte Wore war id) ju einer reizenden Titelbild, von Suchodolsti zum Ausdrud, aber auch ee haben 
Driidjagd eingeladen, wobei mir auffiel, dab die Treiber belle Milken pig beften Qagd- und Tiermaler beigeltenert, dem Werk ein wiirdiges 

und belle Sittel trugen. Sm Berlauf der Jagd fonnte id) aber mehr als — Gewand ju geben. Dadurch, dag die Salendernotisangaben abtrenmbar 
deutlic den Qwee feftftellen, denn die Xreiber waren fogar in ziemlid) —_gebalten find, ift es moglid, die cingelnen Tagesnotigen fic) gefondert anf- 
diden Gebhilzen fehr weit und deutlich fidjtbar, fo DaR man iiber deren gubeben, um_ immer wieder auf befonders utereffierendes guriid- 
Stand gut unterridtet war. Wenn man mit der Kugel aud nicht in swtommen. Selbjtverjtnadlid) ijt er vollfommen vom Geijt des neuen 
den Trieb fchieBt, fo fommen dod) viele Momente vor, wo ein fideres  VIasdgefeses durcdrungen. Er macht auf Wildarten aufmerfjam, die 
Anfprecjen der Creibermehr von Vorteil ift und berubigend auf die  Deute det unbedingten Schonung unterliegen. Er bildet dieje aud ab und 
Gdiisen wirtt: Goah es iatiesnn unterftretdht immer wieder die Vorfdhriften, die das Gefes in hegerifder 

, . Hinfieht enthalt, um fo gewiffermagen jpielend cinen Einblid des Watd- 

Gin Jagd-Glodenjpiel. Uuf dem Turme des Rathaufes in Borden _ AeNofen in die febwierige Materie su gewadrleijten und die Umgewshnung 
an der Aller wird in Riirze eine ,Sagd-Uhr” mit einem Glodenjpiel Ht Pte altew Sager su erleidtern. Erwabnt fei no, dag eine rect 
angebradjt werden, die bei der Beitangabe gu einer gemiffen Gtunde wibige Preisaujgabe Aujnabme gefunden hat, die sur Lojung den Scharj- 

. ” mS A . 3 finn erfabrener Qager verlangt. Neben jagdliden Rotizen find aud : 
des Tages eine Jagd gur Vorfilhrung bringen wird, um die Bevilte- — jaiogtecynifdhe, fynologife und foldhe fifcereilicer Art untergebragt. Le 
tung dabdurd) ftets Daran 3u erinnern, dah Berden als Reiterjtadt zur : : 
Sdgerei in engen Begiehungen fteht. Das Figurenwert der Uhr wird _, Mein” Wild. Gejbicten in Grin. Vou Arthur Sdhubart, Preis 
aus Meute, Hifthornblajern, Mafter und dem gangen Sagdfelde fteif brofeh. 3,50 RM, Yeinen geb, 450 RM. Berlag von O. Neumann 

bejtehen. : Dr. B. Nendamm. 
a ‘ : Schubart ijt in feinen gablreidhen Werken in Yagerfreijen weit ver- 

Bu: »dertleinerungs-Borridtung fiir Kajtanien“. Die von mir — pyoitet. Gx ijt ungweifelbaft ein groker Kouner anuj dem Bee fein- 
(Mr. 36 ,Deutide Jagd“) befdhriebene Borridtung wird nidt mehr von —gefdhliffencr Sprade und verjtcht eg, die Pointen febr mirtungsvoll 
dem in der Notiz Genannten, fondern tiinftig von Rurt Rolekfo in berauszubringen. ,,Mein” Wild tann mit dem bisherigen Scaffen des 
Charlottenburg, Berliner Str. 117, angefertigt. Cart Leif. Kiinftlers nicht auf cine Stufe gejtellt werden. Es ift ein _ctnmaliges 

Wert, wie e% feinerseit_,,Mimmerlingers Navaliere” war. ,,Sein” Wild 
find namltch in diefem Falle die Menfcen. Er zeicmet uns Menfdjen, fo 
wie fie wirflic) mit ihren vielen, vielen Scmaden find, aber iiberjonnt on 
ee oe eae pee i e8, dic er dicsmal aus 

J. Reumanns Tajdenbud jiir Jager 1935. 10. 7 : 5 einem reiden Wifjensjdas herausfucte und fie nun in paftellartiger 

alice Seinenbede wit Rape ino Ble Magee Ast Seite Wicks dem Lefer yor Mugen fiibet. Fede Geidiedre sft hx fied ab- Notiztalender je Woche, 2.20 RM. Ausgabe B: */, Seite Notiztalender gejdlofien und dod allein durd den_roten Faden menfdlidmer Cigentiim- 
je Tag, 2,50 RM, Berlag 3. Neumann, Nendamm. lichfeiten berbunden. Wer fiQ an Originalen freuen will und in ihren 

Das Tafdhenbuch ijt in einer villig neuen Ansftattung herausgebradt, pelt atia oa sce Pa ali fil lacelnd gu extennen Joinjbt, 
bon dem Gedanfen ausgebend, oa in einem folden Such nur das ent- cil ile fi neice bia auj, den Werhnarhtat|m legen. Ex wird davon 
Batten fein il, twas Deng it Slebiee gebraucht wind, nit Dinge, Di Ball Stand pana: belatebtat Tesi, 26 
ebentuell gu Hauje nadjgejthlagen werden fonnen. Bnfolgedejjen ijt bei a é * 
der Ausgabe B ae Wert ane die Sdhaffung Sneee meas rene. Exziblung aus Deutfdplands fewirgeften Sager. Bot Dat 
gelegt worden. Hier fteht fiir jeden Tag eine halbe Seite sur Verfiigung. coe rs ” von Wakdorf. Preis fteif brofh. 2 RM, Leinen ged. 
Trogdem wird bas Bucy nist umfangreiey, da diefes Notiztalendarium ES OOS ote Seema CERT moc 
halbjahriicy ausgewedjelt werden tann. Bet der Ausgabe A _umfagt das Benn cin Roman ungeteilten Beijall in den Sagertreifen gefunden 
Motigtatendarium 1 Seite je Wore. Man findet darin die Sounen- und Hat, fo der vorftehende, der bei feinem Cr}tabdrud eme Unmenge tobender 
Mondzeiten fir jeden Langen- und Breitengrad Deutfelands, was mit BuiDriiten dem Verlag eingebradt hat. Ex ltegt nun in Budform por. 
Riidfiht auf gefeblice Bortepritten pon Bedeutung ift. Die Ausftattung ent{pridt dem witrdigen Gnbalt. Die Ersahlung Tei, 

Yn Artiteln wurde artfgenommen, was man unbedingt and) draugen Wie Der Untertitel feo jagt, in Deutjdlands triibjter Beit, als fitr Red 
im Rebvier bendtigt. Cine furze Nberficht iiber die Borjwriften des neuen — ANerfanmtt werden fonntc, dag jemand, der einen Landesvervater beftrajte, 
Sagdgeleves behandelt die verbotenen Gagdarten wartlid (der Paragraph M3 Gefanguis wandern pte. Die jagdliden Sdilderungen find ganj 
ift ja bente fchon in Graft gefebt), Sir den gur felbftandigen Gagd-  Yervorvagend, und der “Aithau der Ersablung geugt pon ungewobnlider 
ausitbung Beredtigten und fiir den Gagdaufjeber ift cine Sujammen- Sabigheit, Konflitte fic cafpiben gu lajien. Hier ift es der Sonjlitt 
fafiung ibrer Bflicten und Rechte pon grofer Bedeutung, gumal da hier Wilden Liebe und Sarrer opdhaft, der den Helden faHlicblich swingt, fic 
now immer Unflarbeit berrfebt. Da anf die Erlegung gansjahrig ge- {iit etmen feiner fritheren Vutergebenen aufguopfern und dem Gertdt gu 
{chitgter Wildarien felbitverftandlic ftrenge Strafen gefest find, fo wird — tellen. Fea lee Feinh ten maden den Roman gu einem Bud, das 
ein Hinweis, welche Tierarten jagdbar, aber gansjabrig geiditst find, will Cigentlich jeder Jager, vor allem der jiingere, Tefen miifte. er 
fommen fein. Unter diejen gejdonten Tieren befinden fic) drei Angehdrige z a 7p - = : e 
der Enten- und Ganjegruppe, die in farbigen Bildern geseigt werden, Geredtigkeit cinem Berjemten. Gn feinem berithmten ,,Tierleben” 
um Berftoge gu vermeiden. ftellt Alfred Brehm dem Hithnorhabidt ein febr fwledtes Zeugnis aus 

Gerade iiber Enten herrfcht in weiten Kreifen nod Unflarheit. Sie Ex jagt, feine Wildheit und Bosbeit, fetne Unvertraglidfeit und Mordgier 
terden eg begriigen, wenn in dem Biidlein eine tiberfict zur Beltimmung  Macten diefen Raubboge! dem Vienfden im hidften Grade widerwartig, 
der Entenarten nach der Spiegelfarbe gebracht wird. Der Fang mit dem ein _gewwif, bartes Urteil, das devi Habicht auch heute nod) vielfady ge- 
Tellercijen ijt verboten. Erioinjet ift daber eine Anleitung fir die Ge- —{prowen wird. Um fo mehr begriif: es der Naturfreund, wenn nenerdings 
ftaltung de8 Fanges mit dem Scwanenbals, der durch das Sellereijen ernfte Beobadter diejem verfemten Vogel Gerecbtigheit widerfahren lajjen. 
immer mebr verdrangt wurde. Hier findet man eine folde in fnapper Das tut neneftens bon Bonin-Ponig in einem Auijag, den er ,, Beruf oder 
Form. BWie oft fommt der Jager in Berlegenbeit, wenn ihm ein Kih  Berufung” nennt und der wie ein guter Tierfilm den Lefer in feinen Bann 
ins Haus gebract wird. Er weig vielletct nidt aus der Prazis, wie  feblagt. Des Verfaffers padende Sdhilrerungen vont Hort eines Hiibner- 
une aufgesogen wird, wie ausgemabte Rebhubngelege gu becnbesn habidts find in Nr. 3 des faufenden Gabrgangs der Beitfcrift ,,Natur- 
find, Auch auf diefe Fragen gibt der Texte’! Antwort, und jdlieflidy auf febus” (Verlag von J. Newmann in Neudamm) verdffentlidt. In dtefem 
die hanfig auftaucende, wer fiir die Gntideibung der berjdiedenjten jagd- mit Bildern anfs befte gefehmiidten Heft ijt auferdem eine Arbeit von 
lidyen Ungelegenhe’ *n von den Gagdbehorden maggebend ijt. Der Beant- We. Cifentraut iber die einhetmijden Fledermauje enthalten, in der vom 
wortung diejer Frag. ift eine gang inappe Zujammenfaffung gewidmet,  Tagesjdlaj und vom Winterfdhlaf der bisher nur febr mangelhaft er- 
ebenjfo auc) der Untformierung der Deutfden eerste Geotieptig forfcbten Slattertiere die Rede ijt. Weiter bringt das Heft lebendige Scil- 
erfolgt die genaue Gliederung der Jagdbebdrden fir das ganze Deutfche Derungen aus oftafritanifden Wildfduggebieten und aug der eee 
Reid) und die Gliederung des Reichaverbandes fiir das Deutfide Hunde-  Endmoranenlandfdajt jowie viele eee Mitteilungen aus allen Teil- 

* wejen, wobei aud nicht die Anfdriften der gucbthudfiihrenden Stellen dex pues de3 Naturfduges, dazu als Beilage das amtlice ,,Nadhridten- 
eingelnen Rafjen vergeffen find. Alles in allent ein Tafchenbucy, das getrojt att fiir Naturjeub”. — Alles in allem: Das Dezemberbheft der Zeitferift 
auf dem Weihnadistije Plab finden darf, um das Gabr itber ein ftandiger ,Naturjhug’ ijt ein fchones Weihnadtsgejdent, womit Herausgeber. und 
Begleiter und Verater gu fein. Le. Berlag allen Lejern eine bejondere Freude beretten werden. z 

Menungsaustaufth 
To Bu: ,,Das Gehsrn als Fatfor sur Altersbeftimmung“ (Nr. 34 eine feiner Erfahrung nad) gute Methode zum Crfennen des Alters 

{ »Deutfdhe Sagd”). Die Ausfiihrungen von Seren Hode behandeln  nacy dem Gehorn gebildet. Und da er diefe ausdriidlid) in den Border- 
\ das vorftehende Thema in dem GCinne der Altersbeftimmung a grund geftellt miffen will, ift es fider aud) fein Wunjd, andere Er- 

x lebenden Bod, wie jeder Sager fic) wiinfdyt, den Boe rein dupertid fabrungen 3u Rate ju gieven. Um es gleid) vorweg ju nehmen, 

auf das Alter hin anjpredjen gu lernen. Go wie andere Waidmanner Deden fic) meine diesbegiigliden Beobadtungen Durdaus nidt mit 

befondere Merfmale des Gebaudes, des Halfes oder Kopfes jur an- den feinen; feineswegs aber joll ihnen dadurd) die Beweisfraft und 

| geblid) fidjeren Ultersbeftimmung vermenden, hat der Berfaffer fic) die Giiltigteit abgejprodjen fein, fomeit fie fic) auf das Rehwild feines
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und der benadjbarten Reviere erftreden. Denn fo wie die Beranlagung Da es mir einesteils [eid tut, dab id) durd) meine Beobachtung 
3u guter und fcledjter Gehirnbildung territorial verfdieden ijt, muh eine neu auffeimende Theorie in ihrer UAllgemeingiiltigfeit 3erjtdren 
es aud) die mit der Beranlagung eng verbundene CEndenfreudigfeit muf, will id) als Uusgleid) dafiir verraten, wie ic) bisher mit dem 
jein. Sa man fann dariiber hinaus von Beranlagungen jpredjen, die  Anfpredjen 3uftande fam und aud) wirtlic), von eingelnen Mifygriffen 
innerhalb von Familien und Gtammen ihre Giiltigteit haben. Das  abgefehen, gute Crfolge hatte. Wenn man geringft beanlagte Bode 
gilt bejonders von Revieren, die einem befonders ausgedehnien Zu- genug im Revier hat, wird die Notwendigfeit ihres Abfduffes be- 
und UAbwerdfeln von Wild unterworfen find, und in denen man daher fonders 3mwingend, und die friihere Lehre von der Entwidlung des 
die Vertreter der verfdiedenjten Gehirntypen antreffen tann. Bodes vom Gpiehbod itber den Gabelbod jum Gedjferbor wird durd) 

Gollen Art und Trophaenftire verbeffert werden, dann ift es die Natur felbft widerleat. Wie viele Bode von geringer Beranlagung 
felbjtverftdndlid, daf die UAbfdhuBmafnahmen fic) in erjter Linie auf und fdledjter Berfaffung bleiben in der Cntwidlung des Gehorns 
geringe und geringit veranlagte Gehdrntrager 3u erftreden haben, und _fdjon beim Gpiebbod hangen und mogeln fic) bei ungeniigender Beob- 
dag fiir diefe Mafnahmen erft der Grund gelegt werden mu durd)  adjtung jahrelang als Zufunftsbod durdy! Gie werden alt und grav 
ridjtiges Unjpredjen des lebenden Bodes. Die Borausfesung dazu dabei. Wird vielleidht doc) mal einer als Riichenbod gefdojfen, dann 
aber bietet in Hohem Mae das genaue Gtudium der bereits er-  wundert man fid, wie Zahe ein junger Bod im Wildbret jein fann. 
beuteten Gebirne. Dadurd) veranlaft, beobacjte id) fdyon feit Sahren Und wenn der Sager nidt gewohnt ijt, nad) den Zabnen des Bores 
die Beziehungen smifdjen Gehsrn und dem Alter fowie der Allgemein- 34 feben, wird er durd) feine eigenen auf das Alter aufmertfam 
verfaffung feines Tragers. Sd) madjte fon febr intereffante Beob- werden. Anders aber ijt es beim gut beanlagten Bod! Der fapiebt 
acjtungen, die mir Yuffdpliiffe gaben besiigli) der Zujammenhange {jon als Sabrling ein Gabel- oder geringes Gechfergehirn und fann 
gwifden Gehdrn und Zabnerfrantungen, jriiheren Scyupverlehungen, —_fid) im jweiten und dritten Sabre als ein fehr guter Bod prajentieren, 
Gorfelftidjen in die Gehirnfdale und Sdalenmipbildungen — aber Der danni oft ftol; als ausgereifter Bod auf die Dede gelegt wird. 
immer mieder wurde mir die Erfenntnis verjagt, allgemein giiltige Sat man wenig gute Bade im Revier, dann ift eigentlid) das genaue 
Beziehungen jwifden Alter und Gehdrnform gefunden 3u haben. Sd)  Anfpredjen gar nidjt fo notwendig, da man fie ja dod) nicht fciefen 
= nur die Beftatigung, dah das Gehorn fiir die Bejtimmung des will. Man wird injolgedeffen mehr den geringen Boren Aujmert- 

ters vollitindig ausjdjeiden muf. Der Untertiejer ijt meines Er- famteit fdenfen und dann erfahren miiffen, dab gum CErfennen des 
adtens immer nod) das fiderjte Beftimmungsmittel, und es geniigt Alters derfelben aber aud) wirflide YAufmerffamfeit gehirt. 
gum Grfennen von notwendigen Hegemaknahmen volljtindig, wenn Ultersmerfmale des GebGudes und RKopfes haben fic leider als 
man weif,, daf diefes gute. Bergleidjsgehorn einem 3mei- bis drei- febr triigerifd) erwiefen, und im Gebirn haben wir nur einen Fattor 
jabrigen Bod jugehort. Ob aber der Lrager jenes anderen geringen gefunden, der fic) wohl relativ auf die Beranlagung, aber nidt abjolut 
Gehirns nun fiinf oder fieben Jahre alt war, das genau 3u wiffen  jur AUltersbeftimmung anwenden {aft. Das untriiglicfte Zeiden, die 
ijt gar nicjt widjtig. Im allgemeinen geniigt es 3u erfennen, ob der  2Altersmarte, tragen die wenigiten Bode und find leider ebenfowenig 
Bod jung oder alt war, damit man daraus die notigen Riid[dliiffe  geneigt, fie auf Berlangen vorzuzeigen wie die mehr oder weniger 
auf gute oder fdjledjte Beranfagung ziehen fann. Denn ein Jabrling alten unteren Badzahne. Und fo waren wir dann gliidlicd) am Ende e 
weift als geringer Gechferbod eine fehr gute Beraniagung nad, marend  unferes Lateins angelangt, wenn die Bide wie die Geifen nidjt aud 
dasjelbe Gehirn, einem drei- oder vierjahrigen Bod gehorend, ihn ihre perfinlidjen Gepflogenheiten Hatten. Dieje miiffen uns mafgebend 
unbedingt 3um Abfdufbod jtempeln mug. Dazu parallel mug aud)  belfen, uns ein Bild 3u geben, ob der Bod fon Langer auf Erden 
der Vergleid) mit Gabelbéden und guten SpieBboden gezogen werden.  wandelt, oder ob wir es mit einem unerfahrenen Fant 3u tun haben. 
Wenn man aud) in vielen Revieren als Heger um jeden guten Secfer- Bei einiger Beobadjtungsgabe wird es dann wirflic) nidt fcpwer fein, 
bod froh fein mufs und beim Abjduf immer juerft geting veranlagte nad) dem vorfidtigen Berhalten des Bores, dem sfteren Aufwerfen 
Bide wegnehmen wird, dann reizt eines fchinen Tages dod)-cin guter und anhaltenden Gidern nach jedem Warnen der BVogelwelt, einen 
Sedfer zum Abfduf, und jest tritt der Fall ein, ob man fid) beim erfahrenen, d. h. alteren Bod angujpreden. GSelbft der geringe Ropf- 
AUnfpredjen: die Crfabrungen des befprodjenen Auffakes junuke  fdmud wird nidt in der Lage fein, uns iiber die gegeigte Weltmeis- 
maden fann. : beit feines Tragers hinwegzutdufden, und die Biidfe muh dann das 

= Mander Waldmann wird jzweifellos rest daran tun, andere  lebte Wort fpredjen. Und follten fic) dann nad) dem Untertiefer nur 
wieder nidjt, je nacdem fid) feine Erfahrungen mit jenen deden. drei oder vier Sabre Lebenserjahrung bes. Bodes ergeben, dann Hatten 5 

Leicht fann er das aus feiner. mit den Unterfiefern verfehenen Gee auc) feds nicht geniigt, ihm mehr Erbanlage 3u verjdaffen, als 
hornfammiung entnehmen. Sc) habe meine dem Alter nach belegten et fon als Sabrling inne Hatte. Umgetehrt ijt es mit dem geringen 
Bide aus der Sedferjtufe vetglidjen und daraus gejeyen, dah in  Sedjerbod, der uns offentundig von feiner Unjduld und mangelnden 
meinem Revier bei den dlteren und alten Boden die Augiproffen in  Stfabrung im dffentlidjen Leben, und damit von feiner Sugend iiber- 
allen Fallen {anger waren als die Endfproffen. Um bei Gegnern der deugt Hat. Laffen wir ihn rubig meiterleben, er wird es jdjon recht 
Altersbeftimmung nad) dem Unterfiefer nidjt anjufanten, gebe id) Maden und bei gunehmendem Alter jeine Exfahrungen fiir feine 
jemeils einen YUltersfpielraum von einigen Sabren, der natiirfid) bei  cigene Giderbeit behalten und feine guten Nadtommen als miglidft | 
jiingeren Baden tnapper bemeffen fein muf als bei alten. Sm iibrigen gelammelte Werte dem freundlidjen Seger iiberlajfen. Und dann 
aber ftimmt das vergleidjsweife Alter genau, da alle Bade im gleiden _ftreden wir eines fcinen Tages einen alten Herrn, den feine iiber- 
Revier, aljo unter den gleidjen Sifungsverhaltnifjen ftanden. Der Cin- gtofe Borficdht und fein ftartes Gehirn uns befonders begehrenswert 
jachbeit halber 30g id) aus der Linge der recjten und linten Sproffe  Madjten, und haben wabrideinlid) teine Ahnung davon, dah wir ihn 
jeweils das Mittel, um die Darjtellung iiberfichtlider gu madyen: als Siingling einjt in einem anderen Revierteif ebenjo jiehen liefen, 
Alter in Satfren: Augiproffe: Gndjproffe in Sentimeter: wie wir es heute irgendwo mit feinen Nadfommen tun. 35m jr. 

2-3 5,0 4,50 i 

a = Ags Der gleicnamige Wuffas bes Geren Goce wird in Jagertreifen 
0 a erheblidjes Auffehen erregen, denn wenn au3 dem Langenverhdltnis 

3-4 3,5 Kante de3 Borderende3 gum Hinterende eines Gebhirne3 exatt gefdlofjen 
4-5 40 1,50 tverden finnte, bak der Bod auf der Hohe feiner Mraft ijt oder fie 
4—5 6,0 4,50 bereit3 iiberfdjritten hat, waren wir Sager einen grofen Teil unjerer 
5-7 6,0 1,75 s Sorgen um den ridhtigen Ubfduf 103. Wenn aud die Bahualterslehre 
6—S 75 5,00 bei Biden, die alter al3 15 Monate find, tein abjolut fideres Anjpredjen 
6—8 7,0 2,50 ermiglicht, fo dod) ein relativ guverlaffiges, wie ja aud) die bereits 
8—11 105 450 anertannten Ulterstenngeiden, die Dide des Schadeltnodens und der 
912 90 3.00 Durdhmeffer bes Rofenftodes im Berhaltnis gu feiner Hdhe recht 

= by Lees verldplide Merfmale dafiir find, ob der Bod jung, eben erwadsfen, 
male ua sy senate sient Aufftelfung ee Renntnis hie ausgetwadhjen, alt oder iiberalt ift. 

Revier- uni ildftandsverhaltniffe auswerten, dann fame man tat: Nun fann e8 fich bei dem von Gerrn H. angegebenen Beicen 
fachlid 3u dem Sclup, dab Hier die Bide ganz befonders alt werden natiirlidh nicht um Millimeter handeln, denn Pia Teale ihntertdvobe 
miipten, um auf die Hobe ihrer Cntwidiung ju fommen. Dah dem — fann man nicht einmal bei einem Gehdrn, a8 man in der Sand hat, aber nidt fo ijt, bemeijen mit die iibrigen Hier nicht aufgefiibrten jeyen, gefchreige denn beim lebenden Bod. Yc) habe deshalb be Bide, welde jum grofen Teil geringe und geringite Beranlagung meinen Meffungen ftets auf halbe Bentimeter abgerundet. 
3u guter Gehirnbildung aujmeifen. Siltere SpieRbide und Gabelbide 
Po ie a go oe fann ane aud) aus der obigen BWejtpreufen t L 
ufftellung fdlieBen, ie Bode in diejem Revier grifere Neigung 1. a 

haben, die Borderfproffe jtarfer 3u entwideln. Diefe Annahme fceint (4 japri a Ses pe one ee z fe j cee Fie ee (4jahrig gefdatt) §. 75cm 6 cm bb. 1 
tidjtig 3u fein, denn bei den meijten Spiebboden ijt eine Borderfante 2 20. 5. 1910 7 7 
mindejtens erfennbar. Und damit glaube id) aud) die Ridtigteit is ichabt = eo uy 
meiner Behauptung erwiefen 3u haben; dah die Cndenfreudigfeit in (Bidhrig geidast) §. 45cm 5 em Ubb. 2 
einem Revier oder in einer Gegend beffer oder anders geartet ijt als 3. 18, 5. 1911 v. lem 1 ecm ; 
andersmo. Daf Hier vielleidt die Borderfproffen im Aufbau bevorzugt —(2i4Hrig) §. 4 cm 3 em 
find, wabrend dort die Endfproffen von der Natur grofere Beadjtung 4, 25.9.1913 vb 4 cm 6 cm 

erfabren. (ganz abgefautes Gebif) §. 2 cm 2 cm
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lefi te i gedriidt ,die Sprengfieplaute von Bod und Geif”, denn von einem : ee ee ee - Bes ee fann oe seer aim i i fein. Dieje 
ieee eye re ute babe id) jelbjt einige Male von treibenden Rehen vernommen, (ais Sieg -onaeipanten) 0 ou hom OP. 3 Fie haben fi) meinem Dhr fo eingepragt, dab id fie auf dem Ubplenduth 

(nad Gebif, 4jayrig) h. 550m £ om Wb, 4 gut wiedergeben fann. Um immer mieder den ridtigen Ion ju 
treffen, babe id) mir nady mebhrmaligen Berfuden mit einem Mteffer Ts 9. 6, 1930 vo, 8 cm 5,5 em : i ; : 

(nad) Gebif 3{ahrig) h. 5,5em 5 cm Woo, 5 in der weiden Dtetallgunge aus Mejfing einen feinen Strid) gemadt, 

us dicjen Meffungen ergibt fich, dag die Gehdrne der Ws. 2 amit id) genau weip, mie fief id den Blatter in den Mund 
und 5 mit den von Heren H. gemachten Beobachtungen iibereinjtimmen, nebmen mug. 
die anderen nidt. Sch glaube deshalb nicht, dap, wenn die Vorder- Go waidmerfte id) denn einft im Serbjt auf meiner Sagd des 
fprojfen einer Sechjertrone ldnger find als die Hinterenden, e8 fic) Rittergutes Berge bei Raffel, die id) gepadtet hatte, Es war mir in 
um einen jiingeren, und tenn das Verhaltnis umgetehrt ift, e8 fic) dem Revier eine alte Ride betannt, die {don 3mei Sabre Hinter- 
um einen dlteren Bod hanbdeln miifje. Se : einanbder feine Rike gefebt hatte, alfo eine Geltride. Gie ftand meiftens 

. Det in Abb. 6 gebrachte ungerade Adchter geigt rechts gleich lange in einer etwa gehn bis 3wslf Morgen grofen Fidtendidung, die auf 
Border- und Sinteriprofie, ioe bei oe {ie ute ame einer Geite hin von etwa 3ehnjahrigem Cidenlaubhols umgeben war. 
die Maffe der beiden hinteren en jene ber Vorderjpro je betrachtlic. ie 5 . : a 
Sehgumgsroeife Hanbelt e8 fch um einen Bod von 5 bis 6 abren. ate uae Coun eee en oak ie ek 

s Manired Jacttid- son Suds mit ber Halentiage qu Selden. Cin ilridiprad fapcte gum 
Bom Abjdhuk weibligen Rehrwildes. In dem jehr intereffanten Stand. Nady einer Weile fiepte id} gunddft mit dem bloBen Mund, 

und febrreidjen Urtifel: ,,Bom AUbjduf weibliden Rehwildes’ in aber ergebnislos. Dann nam id) den Ublenbuth und madte gedampft 
Mr. 32/1934 aus der bewahrten Feder von W. Kiebling wird uns den Gprengfiepruf. Raum hatte id) geendigt, ftand die Geif fdon 
unter anderem gefdildert, wie fdjwierig es ijt, das ridjtige Ctiid fiir fidjernd im GStangenbol3 fcubgeredjt vor uns. Leije raunte id dem 
den Ubjdhuf herausgufinden. Da michte ic) auf eine Jagdart hin-  Forjter L. gu: ,,Sdiehen Gie.” Er legte das Sti miihelos um. Mil 
weijen, die es mit fdjon des dfteren ermiglidt hat, das gewiinfde hatte das Reh nit bei fich, es war ein ftarfes, altes Reh nad dem 
Sti, Geltride, Scmalreh oder weiblides Rig, ohne grohe Miihe gur  Gebif, 3u urteilen, alfo ,,das Gejudte’. Nad meinem Sdupbud war 
Strede 3u bringen, und zwar mit Hilfe des ,,Gefdjreiblatters”. es am 9. 12. 1921. 

Gis} rt — yy \ oN 
; Ww ~ ey, —— a ae 

1 2. 35 4. 55 6. 
Bu: ,Das Gehsen als Fattor gur Altersbeftimmung’. Bon Dr. Manfred Faerifh 

Ginft fof ic auf meiner Jagd im bHeffifden Odenwald Offen- Wir braden das Reh auf, hingen es gum Austiihlen in die Didung 
Uirlenbad) an einem Sdjlage auf dem Serbjt{dnepfenftrid, als in und fegten unferen Piirfhgang fort. Die fogenannte Ridgebergdidung 
einer Entfernung von etwa 60 bis 80 m vor mir aus einer Didung war mein Biel. Dort tannte id eine Geif mit gwei Rigen. Wud) dort 
eine Gltere Rice mit sei Rigen trat. Mit bloBem Munbde fiepte id) Hate ich in der Nahe der Dicung redtzeitig einen Stand gemacht, 3u 
einige Male. Hiergu blafe id die Luft bei aufgeblahten Baden durd) dem ein Piirjhpfad Hinfiihrte. Nadhdem wir uns zunadhjt till ver- 
die Lippen, der Laut flingt jer naturgetreu und weid). Gofort fam alten batten, fiepte id. Ridts riihrte fidh. Dann nam id) wieder 
die Ride mit den Rigen auf mich zugeftiirmt, fie hatte mid) um- den Ublenbuth gur Hand. Auch diefes Mal erfchien prompt die Geig 
geflohen, wenn id) nidt von meinem Sagdjtubl aufgeftanden ware. mit ihren beiden Rindern, Rigbod und Kiggeip, wie wir mit dem Glaje 
Sie made tebrt, als fie mid) erdugte, fcymiilte einige Male und ver- in aller Rube feftitellen tonnten. Da wir aber {con ein Stii¢ erlegt 
{dhwand mit ibren Rigen in der Didung. Das war mir neu, da Reh- Hatten, {offen wir nidjt. Forjter L., der meifterhaft auf dem Natur- 
wild aud) augerhalb der Blattzeit auf den Fiepton reagiert, befonders —_blatt 3u blatten verjteht, war erjtaunt dariiber, dah die Rebhe im Herbjt 
wo die Ride ihre Rike bei fich fiihrte, diejealfo nicht in Gefahr wahnte. fo prompt auf die Blatte reagierten, aud) ibm war dies bisher 

Bu SHaufe angefommen, nam id) mir das Werk unferes ver-  unbetannt. 
ftorbenen 2Altmeijters von Raesfeld, ,Das Rehwild”, vor, ftubdierte Geitdem habe id) auf diefe Weife mances meiblide Sti im 
eingehend das Bud) durd), fand bieriiber aber nidjts ermabnt. oie Herbjt erlegt. Des sfteren fam auc) ein ganger Sprung Rebe, vier bis 
bin erjtand id) das Werkden ,,Der Siriorut von Graf Georg  fiinf Stiid, auf einmaf angetrollt. Dann ift es oft nicht leicht, jogteid gu Miinfter, genannt der Hirfdoater. Sm RKapitel ,Crlebniffe aus der das ridtige Gti Herausgufinden. Aud) ein Bod ift mir fon haufiger : Bufowina” fdilderte nun der Graf S. 50/51, dah er fich mit einem — gefprungen. 
Siirjten §. auf deffen Jagd jgur Hitfhbrunft befunden habe. Da Sd teile dies mit, um anderen Sagern, die fic oft tagelang be- Miinjter flix die Riche einen Rehbod fcbiefen follte, ftedte er fic) fiir —miihen, den ifnen vom Kreisjdgermeifter vorgefdriebenen Abjdup gu alle (alle feinen Ublenhuthfdjen Angitgefehreiblatter ein, der ihm fdjon — erfiillen, eine Sagdart betanntzugeben, die grofe Reize hat, aber wenig bp oft aus der Berlegenheit gebolfen hatte. Mur im allerauferjten — befannt gu fein {cheint. Sd) rate aber, nur fparlid) von dem Ubhfenhuth alle, wenn er piit{dendermeife den _bewupten Bod nist antreffen Gebraudy 3u machen und nidt etwa jeden Tag mit dem Snftrument follte, wollte er von dem alles Rehwild alarmierenden Angftgeferet fosgugieben und den gangen Wald gu alarmieren! Man mu den Gebrauc) madjen. (Wohl bemertt, im Herbjt, bei der Hiridhorunft! Bf.) Rebftand tennen, feine Lieblingsplige, Piirjdwege und maglidjit vor- Yn geeigneter Stelle madhte Graf gu Miinfter mit bem Giirjten us bereitete Stinde und windjtilles, flares Wetter haben, und den fammen balt, fief den Ublenbuth ertinen, und diefes Mal nicjt um- Rummel, wenn id mid) fo ausdriiden darf, aud) verftehen. Gelbjt jonft, denn faum hatte er geendigt, da faben fie, wie recjts unten in dann flappt es nicht immer, man fommt oft aud) mit leerem Rud: den Stauden ein Reh hod) wurde, das die Herren alsbald als den fad beim. y 
gefudten Bod anfpreden fonnten. Der Bod, ein Sedjfer mit febr Mand) einer mag einwenden, der Gefdreiblatter alarmiere ja. den Hoben, enggeftellten Gtangen, wurde dann aud) vom Grajen auf ganzen Wald! Ob nun eine Treib und Driidjagd mit Hunden die ~ 80 Gebtitt jur Stree gebracht. Miniter fehretbt dann weiter: ,Lnter- Rehe nidjt mer durdeinanderbringt als eine Piirjd) mit vielleidt wegs driidte der Fiirft feine Berwunderung daritber aus, dab der Re}- noch einem Waidgenoffen und dem guverlaffigen Gebraudshund, das bod gu fo vorgeriidter Sabresseit nod) auf den Ruf reagiett habe,  mibdhte id) dod) bezmeifeln. Die Neugierde ijt es, die die Rehe arloct, twas er bis dabin nod) nidjt erlebt hatte.” Goweit die Erlebniffe aus wenn fie die Gprengfieplaute vernehmen. Bei der Rie fihrenden der Bufowina. Geif liegt wohl eine gewiffe Beforgnis um die Rike vor. Es follte. Se taufte mir nun aud) einen Ublenhuth{djen Gefdjreiblatter und — mid intereffieren, ob aud) anderfeits abnlidje Erfahrungen vorliegen. iibte auf ihm rect fleipig das fogenannte Ungftgefdrei, beffer aus- Bifdhof, Oberjtleutnant a.D., Wiesbaden.
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. Srtiher Winter im Dodgebirge . ‘ Bon Profofteff 

Drei Bokleben in Kurven 
Bon Rheinfels 

m RehabjdhufMerfblatt der Gejellfdhaft fiir Gagdfunde  fommenden Srweifelsfallen lehrt uns nach dem Schufy nuv der Blick 
lefen wir: ,,. . . Die grofe Schwierigteit jolcher ,Hege mit in den Ver, ob wir richtig gehandelt haben. Gerade die geringen 
der Biichje” beruht darauf, in Grfahrung gu bringen,  Durchfchnittsbice find e8, die ung ftet3 am meiften Kopfgerbrechen 

welche Rehe de Gejtandes den giichterijeyen Wnforderungen  bereiten. : 
entjprecjen”. Kitmmerer und ausge|procjen ftarke Bsee fann auch der wenig 

Wenn wir dabei an den Bocabjejufy denten, fo wiffen wir,  erfalrene Jager richtig anfprecjen. Go nimmt e3 denn auch fein 
nach weldhen allgemeingiiltigen Grundjagen bisher ein Wabhlabjdus Wunder, dak wir auf den legten Brangéausitellungen vomebmlich 
getitigt wurde, und gwar erjten3 nach der Gehirnentwidlung,  dieje beiden Gruppen vertreten finden. Jn vielen Gallen ware e3 

aweitens nach den Wtersmerfmaten am lebenden Site. Cin richtiger _bejtimmt bejjer gewejen, wenn der ftarke Bod nicht geftredt worden, 
Hbjehufs ijt aber nur dann gewahrleiftet, wenn beide Momente zu- fondern an dejfen Stelle ein Durchjchnittsbok mit gweifelhajter 

gleich ihve Veriichichtiqung finden. Cin Bod, den wir nach Gehirn,  Amlage gefallen wire. Gerade unter dem Durchjchnitt im Revier 

Figue und Benehmen in ixgendeinem Lebengalter als Kiimmerer finden wir am efejten die heimlichen Urtverderber. Das find jene 
batv. Artverderber anjprechen und ftrecen, braucht im allgemeinen Bide, die bis zum dritten und dvierten Jahr iiberhaupt faum etwas 
nicht weiter einer fritijdjen Betrachtung unterzogen zu werden. auf dem Kopf haben oder mit ihren Spiefjen als gutveranlagte 
Man fann froh fein, wenn ex weg ijt. Mnder3 ijt 3 bet jenen Baden,  Fabhrlinge angejprochen werden. Mit fimf, feds und acht Jahren 
die als Durchidynitt fiir ein beftimmtes Revier begeicnet werden geigen fie fic) dann als geringe Gabler und Sedbjer, die beim An- 
miifjen; dabei ijt e3 gleich, ob fie ein-, drei- oder mebrjahrig find. fprechen ebenfalls jebr leicht gu Trugidhliiffen WArlaf geben. Golche 
Nur durch die Erjahrung in einem Revier werden wir mit den Sahren  Bsde haben immer geniigend Beit, thre Mangel gu veverben, — fie 

beim Unjprechen genau jagen fénnen: ,Diejer gweijahrige Bod ijt find auch daran jehuld, dak dad Kroppzeug nie ausitirbt. Der Jager, 
fiir meine Revierverhiltniffe ein Mbjchufjboc ober ein Qutunfts- dev an diejer Tatjache nichtachtend voriibergeht, wird fic) vergeblich 
bod!” Schwieriger wird e3 fehon, wenn wir einen nach Gejamt- bemiihen, fenen Rebftand aufguarten. 

eindrud und Benehmen vier- bid achtjahrigen Durchjehnittsboc Das Fdeale wire e8, wenn wir unjere Bide fo fenntlich machen 
anzujpredjen haben. ft der Bod mun vier, fechs oder acht Jahre fornten, dah wir ihnen dad jetweilige Uter ablejen finnten. Stugen 
alt? Nach Figur, Benehmen, fowie Form und Stare de3 Gehirnes und Sdligen der Laujdher gibt uns dieje Méoglichfett im bejchrantten 
fann er beides jein. Qn erfterem Halle erhoffen wir von diejem Bock Mae, aber e8 laht jich in der Praxis aus vielerlet Griinden nicht 
vielleicht noch eine fteigende Rurve. Qn folchen recht haufig vor- allgemein durchfithven. Qntereffant und duferjt Lehreeich ijt es 
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gewif. Man gewinnt nicht nur einen Uberblic itber die Cutwidling dah fich dort Durchweg mur fttirfere Bieke einjtelften. Das Sechjer- 5 
de$ Gebhirns, man wird auch herausfinden, wie im Durchjchnitt  gehdrn mit feinen fingerlangen Vorder- und Hinter|proffen und guter 
nach Gehirn und Figur die swei- und dreijdhrigen Bide ausjehen  Perlung war fiir die Revierverhaltnijje als ftaré angujprechen, unter 
miifjen, um fie entweder als Zufinftsbide leben zu lafjen oder Beritefichtigung des Wlters von drei Jahren jogar als jebr ftark! 
alS Artverderber abgujchieen. G3 werden fich ferner auch die fiir Mbrigen3 ware er auch ofne Kenngeichnung jehon nach Dem Gehirn ut) ) 
das Revier charatterijtijdhen Merfmale der ewigen Durchjechnitts-  erft als drei- oder vierjdhrig angejprocdjen worden, denn fo lange 
bode zeigen, auch wird man ungefabr feftjtellen formen, in welchem  Cnden zeigen in jenem Revier nur die Siinglinge, wahrend die 
Alter die Bice ihr jtartites Gehirn jehieben. dlteren Bode hichjtens noch lange Vorderjprojjen haben. Wus- 

Nachfolgend fet mir geftattet, einige Wufzeicmungen wieder-  nahmen find duferft felten. Man fieht aljo, daf man immer bejondere 
gugeben, die an gezeichneten Mermale zum WAnjprechen hat, 
Boden gemacht wurden. G3 Daf, wenn man mit den Cigen- bc fam cece (O25 ceo [a [7376792] 58 [3%] Rater ero 
reien Wildbahn im Mittel- im Revier vertraut ijt, fich ein ge tog, | AeeM=?| | | Tal [wl Td ls ei gebirge mit guter Feldajung, \ x Boe recht genau anjprechen Lape. 
Buchel- und Cichelmajt. Sm | start | | [4 \ oe 3 Mit dem vierten Jahre fam 
Sabre 1925 wurden u. a. prei == os LAW [Ad > der befannte fatajtrophale Win- 
Bide an den Laujehern jo ge- ee aN RVs pecans >| ter ins and, und jo brachte es 
getchnet, Daf man jie leicht jeder- oe A 4 Der Boe tm Rotjahe 1929 nur 3u 
eit wieder erfermen fonnte. pee ok ee ne | be ed is daumenlangenStumpjen. Wiirde 
a der graphijehen Darftellung cement hissy N 38 mam bieies Rotjage nicht beriict 

as Bae ae eee a ee! pas oe dent 
eobachtungen feftgelegt. Die iz{2}3|4[s| | 7 | oc, nach den ftarfen Rojen zu 

RKurben zeigen die Werte des Atter=| 0 | 7\2\3 [415 6 | 7 1a | 9 | urteilen, al8 ftarf zuriicgefepten 
ee : den bs oe ja ae Boe Be 

zelnen Gabren, und gwar die gejprocden, gumal einige andere 
volle Strichfurve ohne Beriict- dahrigo-+25 |26 \27|28 | 29 | I0' 37 Bode in jenem Jahr jehr gut 
jichtiqung de3 Wlter3, die punt: : gelchoben Hatten. G3 waren ge- 
He se ee “ Boriteich- Aapital [ely fede oe Loree ala 8 wifs ee die in ge : : 

a vas ; WS recht Paphos ltete F oe a S ee es ‘cae 
atti ; : | max. | : Baft nicht erfroven. 

oe ane eee si oa ee = ees Sabr febte damn 
einem Sabre fegte der Bod im fernger lee | | | bl Stihl BS diejer Bod eine Krone auj, wie 
Suni jeine etwa 7 em langen 5 eee 7 Soar eas [acae| 83 mart jte in Dem betreffenden Re- 
Spiefe, die unten fchon geringe | Atimmerer| <=} eam R vier nur alle zehn Sabre einmal 
Perlung zeigten. Die Barbe | anerlo|z|z2l3i4ls| 7 | zu Gejicht befommt. Gie war 
des Bockes war fahlgelb. Bis Alter} O\7 | 2\3 \4\5 6 | z 18 |g | fopital; im fechften Qabr fiel er 
gur Blattzeit ftand er bei der Dagegen bi3 auf den guten 
Mutter und fprang dann Durchjdhnitt guriid. Unter Be- 
ee pass oe ahs Jar 1900 - eh dN ogee 

att. Der Bod forte unter : et fogar nur al3 geringer Durch- 
Veriidjichtiqung de3 WUlters als Aapital pd Pea x | jcbnitt bewertet werden, da ge- 
guter Durchjchnitt angejprodjen eee 8 rade mit jech3 Sabrent in dem 
ee Hake - bg Sy eee Revier ie lal 
mere, da die Spiefe iiber den | max. | 2 tonen 3u ertvarten find. Der 
Rojen fehon recht fraftig erjehie- Gas as : Sac eeees es Bod he io gewifs als WAbjehup- les et) La — oo Sea sep on feb 
nen. Qt itbrige’ e Der Bor oct geftrectt worden, wenn man ne te ex be od feted _|_PN oie |e ed i cerentete 
Somme bo et we woe [Amer —t7] SASL || RS Str ec 
Hinunter blibweif. den Gerhjer, die ganze Form 

BVereits Ende April hatte ex Alter = lalziz[slalslelzlelg| des Gehirng jah der vom gwei- 
um aiveiten Jahr als Sechjer ver- ten Kopf jehr abnlich. Wein 
fegt, die Stangen waren 18 cm 3u: Drei Bodleben in Kurven die Wuslage war etwas grifer, 
hoch mit 2 em langen Sprojfen. : Die Rojen ftirfer. Wichtig fitr 
Sarbe der Dece noch fahlgelb. Seinen Cinftand hatte er noch da, viele Reviere wird e3 heute noch fein, folche fapital veranlagten 
wo er gejebt wurde. Figur und Benehmen wie ein Giingling. Bice noch ein paar Sabre zu jehonen, und das farm man nur, wenn 
Unter Veriicfichtiqung jeines WUlters war er al3 Bufunjtsboe leicht man fie al folche wiedererfennt. Sn diejem Falle ware die} auch 
angujprecen. Wiirde man das Alter nicht beriicfichtigen, jo fonnte ohne den fupierten Laujeher moglich gewejen, da der Boek fich durch 
man ihn al8 geringen Sechjer begeichnen, vielleicht als Suritdgejesten, grifte Standortirene auszeichnete, auch wahrend der Brunft. 

gumal die untere Stangenpartie geperlt und frajtig it. Sretiimer Wenn der Boe im finften Jaber fein ftarkftes Gehirn jchob, jo 
beim Anjpredjen find aber ausgejdlojjen, wen man die Figure zeigt die Kucve doch auch, dak ev im fiebenten Jahr noch einmal 
des Borkes beriicfichtigt, die unvertermbar die eines Giinglings it. wie im dvitten Jahr ein ftartes Gehsrn jehob, um fic) dann im 
Wieviele diejer frithreijen Boeke fallen aber als Krdpel und Zurii- chien und neunten Jahr mit einer guten Durchfeynittstrone zu 
gejebte, weil man ifnen nur giifehen die Laujeher fieht! gcigen. Die Stangenform diejer beiden lebten Sabre zeigte alle 

Mit dem dritten Jahr zeigte diejer Bod Figur und Benehmen  Merfmale eines guriiefgejesten fapitalen Boces, jedoch war im 
eines Wlten. Cr war duferft heimlich geworden und hatte jeinen neunten Jahr der Bod an Wildbret jehon fichtlich fehlecht, fo dajy 
Ginftand hoch in einen Gebirgsftoc verlegt, von dem man wufte, man ihn der Figur nach als dreijdhrig hatte anjprechen fdnnen.
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Das Benehmen aber war das eines gewisten alten Burjhen. Wenn als Kiimmerer angufprechen und auszumerzen. Wnder3 dagegen 
man nun noch beim Wbjehus den volfsiwirt{chaftlichen Gejichtspuntt  verbhielt e3 jich, wenn man beim Wnjprechen die Merfmale 
beriicftchtigt, damm Ddiirfte fiir das betreffende Revier bei gut ver- am Lebenden Stite auger acht lie}. Denn da Notjahr aus- 
anlagten Biden der Wbjchug mit dem fiebenten und achten Qahe genommen, fchob diejer Bock fchon vom weiten Kopf ein 
das Gegebene fein. — Das Gegenjtiice gu diefem Rapitalbocé zeigt  niedliches Sechjergehirn, das man bei fliichtigem Befchauen im 
die Kurve IL eines Kiimmerers. Diejen Bock mit feinen ungleic  fiebenten bi neunten Jahr als guriicigefewt hatte werten firmen. ~ 
hohen, dimnen Spiefen Solche Bode richtig 
alS jolcjen gu erfennen ; > angujprecjen, ift gewif 
und abzufchiefen, diirfte ry jchtwierig, und man muf 
ficher feinem Sager Be- = fie in jfeinem Sevier 
denfen gemacht haben. es > = jchon qritndlich ftubdie- 
Der Bod jehob aber im : tage ay ig Sa “2 = we = ten, um jich nicht tiu- 
Notjahr auf 1929 ein Te § ne wed ~ 5 oa | Sp 5 oe \ fehen gu lajjen. Die 
ftarferes Gehirn als der bP | ’% \\| ‘? oe r > eingelnen Kurven zeigen 
guvor bejprochene Rapi- eed 4) \*} Y rr ¢, ) aber deuttlich, da e3 jich 
tale! Das gleiche Ge- C) * \ Ni \i | : - jpatejtens im  Ddritten 
hirn, das er auch im NJ & Ni \ | : 7 ,  Sabr enticheiden muh, 
fiinften Jahre noch eim- ea 4 awl \ { Vi: © ob der Bod gut wird 
mat fehob, war das Lebte b v HS Ww ac , oder nicht. Gin Bod, 
befte, und in den folgen- " r . SS Der dann noc nicht das 
den vier Jahren fam er NS , Maximum fiir ein Re- 
liber fitmmerliche Spiebe | vier evreicjt hat, wird 
nicht mehr hinaus. Die \ j . Wey e3 auch mit mehr Jahren 
punttierte Linte, welche fi \] \ foum gu etwas Bejjerent 
die Werte unter Beriict- . — oe bringen. Dieje Sechjer- 
fichtigung de3 Alters { * 1, \ LY ; ’ chen, die Zufunftsbice 
aeigte, [apt erfermen, dah | x4 , i vortiujchen, jind e3, die 
Der Bod fpatejtens mit ‘ get fich immer wieder von 

: Dem giveiten Jahre als i = i | Sahe gu Jahr durel- 
Kitmmerer angefprochen es Z mogeln, und die mit 
werden mufte. Bei = ihren entarteten (rb- 
MAuerachtlaffung dex l- ; | anlagen leider in vielen ; 
tergmerfmale am leben- | ; Revieren den Ton an- 
ben Stic befteht die Ge- & geben. Was _ vielfach 
fabr, dab man folche Bice * fediglich als Siinunerer 
noch im vierten und fiinj- 3m Winterwald (Bhot. &. Hertel, Minden) — gnaejehen wird, find 
ten Gabhre ungejchoren Knopfjpiefer, Korkzieher 
Lagt in dem Glauben, e8 mit gut veranlagten Biweijdhrigen gu tun und alle unregelmafigen Spieferdjen, die auch inden beftaufgearteten 
gu haben. Man fieht aljo, wie widhtig e ift, den God auch erjt  Revieren vorfommen und die oft nicht aus Erbanlage fiimmem, jon- 
einmal nach Figur und Benehmen unter die Lupe gu nehmen und dern von einer meift zeitlich beichrintten Rranfheit befallen jind. 
ihm dann erft mit dem guten Glas gwijdjen die Laujcher 3u fehen. Was das Maximum an Gehirnbildung und Wildbretitirte 

Ginen Bod, der als etwiger, geringer Durchjchnittsbod an- fiir ein bejtimmtes Revier ausmadht, wird jeder Jager an Hand feiner 
guiprechen ift, zeigt die Rurve IIL. WS Zwweijihriger war er unter _getitigten Wbjchiijje in gwei bis drei Jahren heraugfinden. Und 
Veriidfichtigung diejes Wlters immerhin noch al3 geringer Durch- gwar einerjeit3 durch bung im Anjprechen von lebendem Wild, 
{chnittsboc mit fpdterer Hoffnung gum befferen gu werten. Mit  anbderjeits durch die nachtrdglidje Montrolle, die ex an Hand des 
dem dritten Jahre war er aber bei fajt gleicjbleibendem Gehirn  Unterfiefers und Gehirns gu iiben in der Lage ft. 

HNauende OGdweine 
Bon Hans W. OudeF 

ie Sauen machten erheblidjen Schaden. Was jollten jie aud, al8 ob da Deibel drin gehauft Hatt’, aju han de wild’n Schweine 
auch in Den armen Siefernheiden Srbhlefiens finden?  drin rumgemiehlt; ich ho fehun mein Hund ieber Nacht uff'n Felde 
Meilenweit Miefern und Heide und Heide und Riefern gebhabt, aber die Large fehlaft bloR!” 

auf diirrem Gande. Jnjeften gab es faum, der Winter war voriiber, G8 war flar, e8 mufte ettwas gefchehen, um die Gemitter 
Fallwild war nirgends mehr zu finden, die paar Mifttifer, die e3 zu berubigen. Meine Rugelpatronen waren aber bis auf giwei 
auf den befahrenen Waldwegen gab, die paar armieligen Gpanner- _verjchoffen, alfo fubr ic) ins Stadtle gum Biiehfenmacher, um mir 
puppen, Die ab und gu unter der Moosdede lagen, hier und da Stabhlmantelge|dofje 9,3 mm gu faujen. Herr B., itbrigen3 ein 
eine Dditrre Maus — was war daS fiir den Magen eines Keilers!  weithefannter Waffenfabrifant, hatte dieje nicht auf Lager, gab 
NRichts, rein gar nichts! Go gogen denn die Schwarsfittel nachts mir jedoch dafiir Kupfermantelgefchojje mit und verficherte mit, 
Hinaus auf die Felder, jammelten die gedrillten Haferkirner vom dag fie den gleichen Treffpuntt wie die Stahlmantelge|dojje Hatten. 
Bauernfeld und die gepflangten Rartoffeln vom Gutsader. Das  Jch war gwar etwas miftranijeh, aber Herr GB. mufte e3 alS Fach- 
fiillte gwar den bifen Hunger, brachte aber die ganze ,Baueret” mann ja jdlieflich befjer wijjen. 
gegen die Sauen auf. ,Herr Ferjehter, fchieRen Se of die Schweine G8 war eine wunderjchine Maiennacht. Die Traubentirjden 
tot, die Luder frejfa ja a gangen Hawer uff”; oder: Here Ferjehter, bliihten, die Nachtigall fehlug, dex Ruckuct rief, Parchen gingen 
mechin Se fich mich amol meine Kartufjln offi? Dos fieht ja auf verjchwiegenen Pfaden, und dex Vollmond grinfte dazu und
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Deterioration in European Red Deer Heads 

Ward Shepard says that the deterioration in red deer heads 

: is ascribed in Germany to the lesser variety of foods, particularly 

hardwoods and shrubs,which accompanied the closure of straight 

spruce in German forests, He says that his is considered as of 

equal weight with selective elimination of the best heads,
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Anleitune a ood 
fir_die Aufstellung eines Hochwild - AbschuBplanes. = 7 

GroBe der zusammenhingenden Jagden (Wald und Fela uswe) yy 
ungeféhr 4000 ha. Bei den gegebenen giinstigen Asungs- uswe Verhalt— 
nissen kann ohne besondere Gefahrdung der land- und forstwirt— 
schaftlichen Belange ein Hochwildstand von 2 Stiick je 100 ha 
gehegt werden. : 

A). 2ie1 
hinsichtlich Gliederung eines Bestandes von 80 Stiick bei einen 
Geschlechtsverhéltnis von 1: 1 (siehe Beilage A), 
Erlauterungens 

I. Hirsche ; 
a) SpieBer, auch KnopfspieBer, sollen grundsdtzlich geschont 

werden, da sie im allgemeinen keinerlei suBere Merkmale 
schlechter Erbanlagen erkennen lassen. : : 

b) Um das Heranwachsen allgu groBer Wildstdnde zu vermeiden 
und gleichzeitig Zuchtauswahl treiben zu kénnen, mu8 der 

' HauptabschuB in die Altersklassen 3 bis 6 j. verlegt werden. 
Bei einem Sommerstand yon 21 Stiick 3 bis 6 jahrigen Hirschen 
werden 5 abgeschossen (4ls0 rund 25 %){ diese sollen durch- 
wegs AbschuShirsche sein... =e 

ec) Die 7 bis 10 Ce Hirsche sollen die Haupttriger 
der Vererbung sein und gleichzeitig die jagdliche Ernte 
darstellen; ein jahrlicher Abschu8 von 3 wirklich guten 
Hirschen bei einem Gesamt - Hochwildbestand von 80 Stiick 
ist entsprechend: .___ : 

d) Der Gesamt-Hirschabschu8 von 3 guten und 5 AbschuBhirschen 
betragt also jewéils 20.% des Gesamt-Hirschbestandes (ein- 
schlie@1. der Hirschkilber). : 

e) Prozentual gliedert sich der erstrebte Frihjahrstand an 
40 Hirschen (einschl.Hirschkdlber) folgendermagBen: 

8 Hirschkilber = 20 % 
8 RotspieBer se 20 % 

16 3-6 j. Hirsche = 40 % 
8 7-10 j. =” = 20 &%. 

II. Kahlwild i eee 
Auch hier mu8 ein wohliiberlegter Wahlabschu8 im Vordergrunde 
stehen; er hat sich insbéesondere auf alle schwacheren, kranken 
und verletzten Stiicke gu erstrecken. 

B) Ein Weg gum Ziel 

a) nach Jahrgangen aufgegliedert (ftir theoretische Erwagungen) 
Siche Beilage B), vordere Seite. 

b) einfache fiir die Praxis. 

Siehe Beilage B), "'eder einfacher fiir die Praxis".
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A) Ziel: 80 Stiick Rotwild. Geschlechtsverhéltnis 1:1. 

i : ithe ewan ark 

Ba es Paces onl 4e., Piece a 
11:109:6.765.4:5 Spi.) IK, Sch. 3.45.67 6.9 10 4 | 

' Friihjahr I - 2° 2:2:2'55'46 8 Bf 40/8. 5 | 51514:5:3'3'2:21-) 40 | 
Sommer I b 22255468 8 : 10 ae @ S98 4315512 8) fp 
Aeon 2 33/3/a; 9: 9/3/22 - i -i-Tisiti2i2i = jel — Pee fae tine E Let 

Frihjahr II - 2:2.2:2:35:416 @ 8] 408 | 5 15:5 4isi3 3/212 =: | 40 
0/0. &. 2 

altere gering.: Sp.’ . “4 K. ‘Sch. Alt- und Gelttiere. | Sa. 

Prithjahr 1 8220 (16-40% 8 8} 40/8 5 | 27 | 40 
. - i a . : 

: +3 -~ 3 | -8: -8| 7-8: +8: 
Verschiebung (15-20%) no oe + be 2 3G 5 | 

(08: fie) fe 

Sommer I oe Pa 2 eam plore | 32 
Absch.I ¢ :3/5/2; > 35/3/23 a ee 5 

i 
Frihjahr II { 8 Coe B. 8) #0 | Bo: a7. 40 

hes, normalem Aufbau und richtiger Gliederung eines Hochwildbestandes betradgt der 

jahrliche Zuwachs an Kaélbern etwa 65 % der Zahl des weiblichen Wildes (ausschlie81. 

, der Kilber).



B) Bin Weg zum Ziel. 

Geschlechtsverhdltnis: 1 3 1 

8 = 26 £1 16=40 % 20% 208 \| 20% Roe ts, | 
ee Pe ae Gee Ae 8 tbo) 515 43 3:3 ie i el... J :AO-gh 
Jahre 11710 9'8.7/6°5'4 35/8p./K. 18a O) xk. |Schm.3:4 5 6°78 9 10:11 | Sa. Ff 

Frihjahr 1955- -  - -'- -/4 2.51518 |41 | 30 | 121 10.:10.7'7.6'3.2.2: 1..-]| 60 
a MOOD re el ero, Oeil eh | 1 PB 12 1090 7 268522 2 

Absch. 6-/7/6915/4 Pp a eine tel ee ee ead 

. Frithjahr 1936: - | --!~11/2'2.3:4111 |-9 | 32) It] 6 | 886 6'5'3!2'1. -| 56 | 
Sommer ae =) =i=11/2) 2:35:41 9-115 | | WB 146 8386 6:5 35 12.2 1 | 

Absch.6-/7/6314/5 ee ee Les ere aA | 

Oriijenr 1937: = -i-71/212'2 8°7) 9 | 9 | 5410) 6 6 9 sig sina: -| 52 
Sommer 1937: - § -1'2.22:2°7:9) 9 j14 | i 14) 10) GET 7 5532 i 1) 

Absch. 6-/8/4914/4 Ca ei SC Se a Rh Set eee Ts) | 

Friihjahr 1938: + | -11/2:212:2'4'41 9 110 | 36} 101 5 | 6:6'616:3:31211 : =| 48. |i 
Somper 4939: - 12.2.2 214 49/10 12 H 42] 10.2 616666 3:3 2 > 4) | 

Absch.6-/6/441 4/2 ae ae Loe Beate ee a 

Prihjehe (oso) = | 1:89 lois B1t0 se Se. or Bs S65 4ieie et LP ae | 
Sommer 4929: Ton Poa 225 5 6401 Be IS 10 6G BG aoe oe a i 

Absch.61/5/3912/3 1 Ue eee Se |B) 5 aa 221i ti- i 1 
oe ee | oe ee 
ee 

Frthjahr 1940: - | ae 8 | | 40 | SG Foe ee = ae | 
: : Petucn nen } 1 | : SS ethane ae bode ul : i | 

hee oe ell ed | i



Oder 6. 3. n ta oh er tir die Prax 1 a. '' 

Geschlechtsverhéltnis: 1 : 1 

Soll: COR Be ao ak 27 foe 
Jahre: 7104-6 Bes Re de 6 | Ky, . Bol.) Att un. Geltt.: sa % 

Frithjahr 1935: rey at aaa 0 WO 38 : 60 
Soper 1995s A ae i eo do Ae We : 48 : 

Absch.b-/7/6, % 9/6/4 coe ae A 6 9 

Frithjahr 1936: Pe a ee on a eg 8 39 i Be 
Sommer _ 1936: 5 OSA Oa TO eet : 45 : 

dteck. 6 7/6, 29/5/65 8 7 BS a ae 9 

Frihjahr 1937: ee og a ae ORs 36 oer 
Sommer | 1937: 5 9b 5 saa: Pa 42 

Absch. 6 ~/8/4, % 9/5/4 eel oe se 9 

Friihjahr 1938: [692 640. Gee tig eG 33 a 
Sommer 1938: Ue Oe die | Deu ere oe : 38 ; 

Keach. 6 -/6/4, % 9/5/2 ee ee S| 9 
Frithjahr 1939: i ee ee ee ee Be ae 

q Sommer . 1939: pes ed Ba tM | Dee to i 34 : 
Absch. 6 1/5/3, 2 7/5/3 De oe ee DT ah an: 7 

Tete ee ce | 
Frihjahr 1940: PB 1618) 8 46 PhS 27 40
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men: “A young British officer knows all TSC EMWMTrLANII CC the hunting season is on thousands of 
his men by sight and name and takes a LOY ) | ILAND PD | sportsmen drop thousands of pounds into 
personal interest in each, Ifa manisin | yep pP ¥ NIT Cc) the coffers of thrifty Scottish tradesmen. 
any private trouble of his own, he has | EPE,I,EX AXINEJ | To shoot Scottish deer (and grouse) hunts- 
merely to ask for an interview with his oe (64 of Counk Lae men spend some $3,500,000 annually in 
officer (through the medium of a serjeant a 9 ee ne 4 Ley Scotland: 
or other non-commissioned officer) and it 7 ry | 5 
will be granted at once. Finally, inaction,his [7% af ry ; ke of | Literary Consul 
officer never asks a soldier to go anywhere | @ 9% > ertiand | Tall, sandy-haired, handsome Walther 
he himself is not prepared to lead the way. |t—oO¢ = | Wilhelm August Ludwig Reinhardt, expert 
Such traditions as these are the pride of the = H#EHLANDS golfer & tennis player, author of a prize- 
British Army, and the envy of every other.” (] . Aceorgg@¥i| winning life of George Washington (in 

y 44 a; "| German), used to flutter U. S. feminine 
Welshing Scot — ro f | __ hearts as German consul in Chicago, Man- 

Scottish David Kirkwood, M. P. for oo _,|  hattan, Seattle. Last week he was still 
Dumbarton Burghs on the ship-building POS 5 Duke o| ase consul general in Liverpool, England, but 
Clyde, depends for Parliamentary repartee | ag actset 0? | the British Government, charging he 
largely on two phrases: “Put that in your oe \/ 4 Glasgow O nw — | __ helped a laborer sell Germans plans of 
pipe and smoke it” (when he has made a GY L ‘owe | Britain’s big shell factory at Euxton, de- 
killing shot); and “I don’t give a damn” Le a gigese \ manded his recall. Sore as hornets at 
(when he has been worsted). Once he [JX aes recent expulsions of their inept agents, 
was suspended from the House for swear- - — Nazis threatened reprisals against Britons 
ing at the Speaker. Last week the vaulted ° 59 100 mi in Germany if Consul Reinhardt had to go. 
ceiling of the House rumbled with his roll- ENGLANO Literary kudos came to Author Rein- 
ing r’s as he declared that millions of acres Map by RM. Chapin hardt in 1932. While he was consul at 
of land devoted to deer parks in Scotland Seattle, the Strassburger Foundation to 
(see map), most of it owned by titled It was not the first time that Liberal further U. S.-German friendship awarded 
gentry whom Member Kirkwood does not M. P.s had complained that one-sixth of its $1,000 prize to his terse, lively, human, 
like, “might better be used for rearing Scotland, or about 3,400,000 acres, was 367-page Washington biography, The Story 
human beings.” devoted to deer. Once, in 1913, when of the Making of a Nation. In it Author 

It was at this point that Virginia-born David Lloyd George was Chancellor of Reinhardt compared General Washington 
M. P. Lady Astor, ever ready to put in the Exchequer, there was a project afoot to Field Marshal von Hindenburg, his all- 
her tuppence worth, interrupted. She owns _ to force the deer-park-owning peers to sell time hero, Among the literary judges who 
a deer park on the Isle of Jura, she said, the land to the Government, which would _ picked the book were Scientist Albert Ein- 
which is all moss and peat and “fit for then settle farmers on it. The peers were stein, Authors Thomas Mann, Jacob Was- 
nothing but deer.” Not even trout could more than willing. They flooded the Gov- sermann, Stefan Zweig. All are now dead 
be raised on it. Spunkily Lady Astor ernment with offers. The Duke of Suther- or in exile. 

offered to build Mr. Kirkwood a cottage land, who then owned 19 deer forests com- A tall-story teller in conversation, Con- 
on her deer park on Jura and bet him he prising 396,175 acres, offered half his sul Reinhardt used to have breathless U. S. 
could not make a living off it. Machinist lands at $10 an acre. Catch is that Scot- socialites bug-eyed as he described his 
Kirkwood is no farmer, but he accepted— __tish deer forests are mostly in the High- escape from a Bolshevik prison. Jailed 
much too hastily, it turned out. The dis- lands. At least 2,000,000 acres of the while assisting prisoners during the Rus- 
cussion was continued in the lobby. lands are so high and rocky that they sian Revolution, Consul Reinhardt day by 

“Before your time,” he asserted, “there could never be farmed. They are not, day watched Chinese guards lead away 
were 500 people supported on Jura.” however, wholly unproductive. As private some of his companions to be executed, 

Lady Astor was indignant: “Before my parks they are heavily taxed, and when waited for his own turn to come. It never 
time! I’m not a daughter of Ramses II.” woe —— ——————— did. Instead “a very beautiful young lady, 

“Well, then, 100 years ago,” he said. . cca Stee ee wrapped in furs” guided Herr Reinhardt 
Worried about the terms of the bargain, ge | and cell mates to two waiting limousines, 

Farmer-to-be-Kirkwood began to hedge. fee ee | ssped them to a hide-out, kept them sup- 
“Are there to be six cows and a horse on Se ae ee plied with food. Later the Consul learned 
up ff aan gem §=§=that his rescuer was a Jewish girl friend 

“If you have a horse, you will have to | Bagcwuuwasnrsucn mgm = | of late potent Bolshevik Grigory Zinoviev 
import food for it, because you won’t be ccc tame oe =| 2S (né Radomyslsky, purged August 1936). 
able to grow any yourself.” SS kan _ U. S. friends of Consul Reinhardt hint 

Member Kirkwood began to welsh when r ' _'| __ that at present he is being put on the spot 
he complained that farming on Jura would mere” a mT | by intriguing Nazis, who, they claim, do 
mean giving up Parliament. Replied Lady oo. i not like him, have sidetracked his diplo- 
Astor: “Nothing is further from my mind [| os) > | fe | matic career. 
than to be responsible for depriving Par- S| . 4 a ae 
liament of your services.” E 7 _ = | | Ministry of Propaganda 

Later, after pondering Lady Astor’s | sae wd | Rift between anti-appeasers in the Brit- 
description of Jura, separated from the |}. a an * = | ish Foreign Office and Prime Minister 
mainland by 25 miles of racing tides, on \ —s - Meee | 39 Chamberlain reached near-scandalous pro- 
which not even agriculturally minded Lord aC portions during the Munich Crisis. Some 
Astor could raise sheep profitably, Davey > Foreign Office officials, the Prime Minister 
welshed completely on his bet, asked: : 7 | was certain, were even leaking confidential 
“What would I do with a farm? This is ee Fee] information to the press. After Munich 
not a case of Davey Kirkwood or any : * some officials who handled press relations 
other man, for that matter, going to farm Wide World | were suddenly shifted to other jobs, but 
on Lady Astor’s island. I want the Gov- Davi Kirxwoop, M.P. Neville Chamberlain was by no means sure 
ernment to do something big.” “What would I do with a farm?” he had plugged all the leaks. 
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Beitrage zur Verbesserung der Lebensbedingungen 
des Wildes — besonders des Rotwildes — 

im deutschen Walde. 
Von Oberforstmeister Winkler, Dresden. 

Zu den Aufgaben, die gleichzeitig der Arbeitsbeschaffung 

dienen kénnen, haben auch solche MaBnahmen zu gelten, welche 

es erméglichen, unserem Wild — insbesondere dem Rotwild — 

bessere Daseinsbedingungen zu verschaffen und im Interesse 

der Allgemeinheit durch Darbietung verbesserter Asungsméglich- 

keiten und Anlage von Wildickern und Wildwiesen Schiden 

von Wald und Feld abzuwenden. In Verbindung mit diesen 

Arbeiten kénnen auch Ma8nahmen zur Verhinderung von Schiil- 

schiiden durch Einbinden von Zukunftsstimmen mit Reisig, 

sowie Aufastungen und Umbordungen in Frage kommen. 

Zur Durchfiihrung solcher MaBinahmen bietet sich gegenwartig 

giinstige Gelegenheit durch Verwendung von Notstands- 

arbeitern und Hinsatz des D.A.D. 
Durch keine Mafnahme waldbaulicher Art kann dem Ziel 

unserer Forstwirtschaft, wieder naturgemiiBe Bestiinde mit ihren 

bekannten Vorteilen zu erziehen, schneller nachgekommen 

werden als durch Verhinderung von Verbif- und Schiilschiiden, 

namentlich in reinen Fichtenrevieren. Die mit den Schiil- 

schiiden verbundene Rotfiiule mindert die Nutzholzausbeute sehr 

erheblich ab, da oft der beste Teil des Stammes ins Brennholz 

geschnitten werden mu8 oder unverwertbar ist. Das Bestreben 

der Wirtschaft mu mit Riicksicht auf die Devisenlage aber 

dahin gehen, die Brennholzausbeute zu vermindern, die ohne- 

hin im Deutschen Reich noch 50°/, der genutzten Gesamt- : 
Thar.-Forstl,-Jb. Bd. 86, Heft 7. 24
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holzmenge betriigt. Neben selbstverstiindlich peinlicher Aus- 

haltung alles zu Nutzholz geeigneten Holzes mu8 aber vor 

allem das Bestreben bestehen, auch nutzholztiichtiges Holz 

zu erziehen. Um dies zu erreichen, mu8 mit allen Mitteln 

versucht werden, Schiilschiiden namentlich an Fichten und 

edlen lLaubhélzern zu verhindern, ohne die Daseins- 

berechtigung des Wildes in Frage zu stellen, da ja die 

Ursachen des Schiilens weniger am Wilde als am Walde liegen. 

Im folgenden soll ein kurzer Beitrag zur Erreichung dieses 

Zieles gebracht werden. 

Zuniichst méchte als Beweis fiir die Notwendigkeit, die 

Asungsverhiltnisse zu verbessern, um Schiiden von Waldbestand 

und Feld abzuwenden, nachstehendes Beispiel dienen, das den 

Standortsverhiiltnissen eines deutschen Mittelgebirges entspricht: 
In einem im 90 jihrigen Umtrieb bewirtschafteten, et wa 3000 ha 

groBen Fichtenrevier ist, neben etwas Rehwild in den milderen 

Lagen, ein Bestand von 75 Stiick Rotwild, das sind 25 Stiick 

auf 1000 ha, also kein tibermaBiger Bestand vorhanden. Diese 

benétigen bei einer tiiglichen Griinisungsmenge von durch- 

schnittlich 30 Pfund also jihrlich rund 8200 Ztr. Diese Menge 

entspricht bei Annahme des mittleren Ertrags einer Wald- 

wiese von 50 Ztr. Heu und Grummet je Hektar — wobei 

5 Ztr. Gras—=1 Ztr. Heu gerechnet werden — einer Fliche 

von rund 33 ha Wiese, deren voller Ertrag also dem Wild 

auf die Asungsflichen des Waldes verteilt fiir das ganze Jahr 

zur Verfiigung stehen miifite. Der Bedarf des Rehwildes ist 

dabei nicht gerechnet. Da8 ein Gebirgsrevier in rauher Lage 

und mit eintiniger Bestockung solche Mengen nicht aufzubringen 

vermag, ist ohne weiteres klar. Auch kann den angrenzenden 

Landwirten nicht zugemutet werden, erhebliche Teile ihrer im 

Gebirge ohnehin bescheidenen Ertriige dem Wild zu iiberlassen. 

Asungsmiglichkeit bietet sich normalerweise in vor er- 

wihntem Revier im wesentlichen nur in den 1—15- und tiber 

70jihrigen Bestiinden. Da noch viele Flichen durch nahe 

Ortslage u. a. ausscheiden, steht etwa nur */, der Revierfliche, 

das sind 750 ha, dem Wild fiir Asung zur Verfiigung. Da
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von den 1—15jihrigen Bestiinden wieder noch ein Teil zur 

Erziehung von Mischbestinden eingeziiunt werden muB, ist es 

selbstverstiindlich, daB die Asung auf der verbleibenden Fliche, 

sofern das Wild nicht auf etwa angrenzende Felder gedriingt 

werden und sich nicht mit Fichtenzweigen und Rinde begniigen 

soll, nicht ausreichen kann, besonders weil meist nur diinne 

Polster von Aira und bestenfalls einige Beerkriiuter zur Ver- 

fiigung stehen. 

Es ist daher Pflicht eines jeden Forstbeamten als Jagd- 

verwalter, die Asungsverhiiltnisse zu priifen und den Wildstand 

so zu regeln, daf ein an Wildbret und Geweihbildung kriiftiger 

Bestand gehalten werden kann, der den Asungsverhiiltnissen 

Rechnung triigt, ohne daf das Wild gezwungen ist, durch Verbif, 

Schilen und Austreten auf die Felder wirtschaftliche Nach- 

teile stark fiihlbarer Art zu verursachen. Geringe Schiiden 

kénnen mit Riicksicht auf die Erhaltung des biologischen Gleich- 

gewichtes im Wald und zugunsten des Wildes als sichtbares 

Glied des Waldwesens in Kauf genommen werden. 

Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen, sind die nachstehend ge- 

schilderten 4 Moglichkeiten gegeben: 

I. Zuriickfiihrung des Wildstandes auf ein den Standorts- 

verhiiltnissen entsprechendes Ma8 von etwa 1—2 Stiick 

auf 100 ha entsprechend den natiirlichen Asungsbedingungen 

unter Herbeifiihrung eines giinstigen Geschlechtsverhiilt- 

nisses und giinstiger Verteilung des Wildstandes auf das 

Revier. 

II. Anlage von Wildickern (2a) und -wiesen (2b) und Ver- 

besserung der sonstigen Asungsmiglichkeiten (3). 

III. SachgemiBe regelmiifige Winterfiitterung mit hochwertigen 

Futtermitteln, 

IV. Vorbeugung bezw. Verhinderung von Verbif bezw. Schiil- 

schiiden. 

I. Zu Punkt I soll nur kurz auf die Frage eingegangen 

werden, welches Geschlechtsverhiiltnis zwischen minnlichem 

und weiblichem Wild beim Rotwild in Hinsicht auf die Ge- 

weihbildung anzustreben ist. Wenn auch nach Ansicht vieler be- 
24*
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kannter Jagdsachverstiindiger ein Verhiltnis yon 1:1 wiinschens- 

wert erscheint, so sprechen in den rauhen Lagen der deutschen 

Mittelgebirge, insbesondere aber im Siichs. Erzgebirge mit seiner 

parallel zum Kamm verlaufenden Landesgrenze mancherlei 

Griinde dafiir, die Zahl des Mutterwildes etwas reichlicher zu 

bemessen. Schwere Verluste durch Forkeln und Abwandern 

gerade der stirksten Hirsche wiirden die Folge sein. 

Daher gilt das Verhiiltnis von etwa 1:2 zwischen minn- 

lichem und weiblichem Wild als das beste und bei Vorhanden- 

sein von nicht mehr als 2 Stiick Rotwild auf 100 ha fiir den 

Wald ertriglich. Auf 3000 ha kénnte also normalerweise 

ein Bestand von 60 Stiick, und zwar 20 Hirsche 40 Tiere geduldet 

werden unter der Voraussetzung, daB die unter Il.—IV. ge- 

schilderten Bedingungen erfiillt werden. 

Als Auhalt fiir ein zu erstrebendes zweckmiibiges Alters- 

klassenverhiiltnis gilt folgendes: i 

bei minnlichem Wild: 
Starke u. jagdb. H. Geringe H. SpieBer u. Gabler 

3/12 4/12 5/12 
(5) @) (8) =(20) 

bei weiblichem Wild: 
Alttiere Schmaltiere Kalber 

3/6 1/6 2/6 
(20) (7) (18) = (40) 

Der Abschu8 hat etwa 1/; des Bestandes zu betragen 

und soll sich auf die Altersklassen etwa folgendermafen ver- 

teilen: 

Starke u. jagdb. H. Geringe H. SpieBer u. Gabler 

2/7 3/7 2/7 
(1) (2) Durchforstungsh. (1) = (4) 
also bei Abschu8 von 1/5 v. 20=4 

Alttiere Schmaltier Kalber 
1/5 1/5 3/5 

(1) (2) (5) = (8) 
also bei Abschu8 von 1/5 v. 40=8 

Dabei ist besonders darauf zu achten, daB schwache und 

schlechtveranlagte Stiicke abgeschossen werden, daB anderer-
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seits von den geringen Hirschen besonders ,gute Achter“ ge- 

schont werden, ebenso ,,Alttiere“, wenn der Nachwuchs zu 

knapp wird. Jagdbare Hirsche sind der Vererbung halber 

méglichst zu Ende der Brunft zu erlegen, auch damit sich 

nicht zu junge Hirsche vererben. 

Il. Zur Pflege jedes Wildes gehért als erste und vor- 

nehmste Aufgabe, fiir entsprechende Asung und Fiitterung Sorge 

zu tragen und gleichzeitig gegen vereinzelt auftretende strenge 

Winter gewappnet zu sein — Winter 1928/29 —. 

Als Anhalt fiir die Anlage von Wildickern und Wildwiesen 

kénnen folgende Gesichtspunkte dienen: 

1. Auswahl der Flichen. 

Nach Méglichkeit sind solche Flichen zu wihlen, die 

bereits friiher als Nichtholzbodenfliichen benutzt wurden bezw. 

es noch werden. Der Nachweis iiber solche erfolgt am besten 

an Hand alter Bestandskarten, die z. B. in Sachsen beim Forst- 

einrichtungsamt in Dresden fiir jedes Forstamt auf einen zum 

Teil 100jahrigen Zeitraum, getrennt nach 10jihrigen Wirtschafts- 

erhebungen, zuriickreichen. Der Vorteil, bereits vorhandene 

oder ehemalige Feld- und Wiesenfliichen zu benutzen, besteht 

darin, daB es schnell und auf billigem Wege gelingt, den Boden 

dem Anbau landwirtschaftlicher Gewiichse zuginglich zu 

machen, ohne daf ein jahrelanges Kiimmern der Pflanzen durch 

iiberschiissige Humussiiure und mangelnde Bodengare eintritt. 

2. Entscheidung fiir Anlage von Wildickern 
oder Wildwiesen, 

a) Wildicker. 

Diese scheiden im allgemeinen in Héhenlagen tiber 500 m 

sowie an Stellen aus, die dem Wind und Sturm stark aus- 

gesetzt sind, ebenso an Nordhingen und in nebeligen Lagen, 

da diese im Gegensatz zu solchen mit Morgensonne vom 

Wild meist gemieden werden. Die Anlage von Wildickern ist 

an relativ giinstige Standortsfaktoren gebunden, da auf weniger 

guten Béden der Ertrag und Wert der Erzeugnisse in keinem
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Verhiiltnis zu den Kosten fiir die Anlage und ihre Erhaltung 

stehen. 

Die Wildiicker miissen, namentlich in eingegatterten Revieren, 

umhordet werden und sind dem Wild, entsprechend den Wuchs- 

verhiltnissen der angebauten Pflanzen, nach und nach oder 

auf einmal freizugeben. Dies erméglichen am besten sogenannte 

fliegende, das sind bewegliche Horden aus Holzrahmen mit 

Stingeln, seltener mit Draht, die an stehenbleibende Pfosten 

eingehingt und dadurch leicht abgehoben werden kiénnen. Des 

besseren Haltes wegen diirfen die Pfosten nicht weiter als ; 

3,5—4 m voneinander entfernt sein. In Fichtenrevieren | 

werden im allgemeinen Holz-, in Kiefernrevieren Drahthorden 

verwendet. 

Bei der Auswahl der Flichen ist darauf zu achten, dai 

keine Stérungen durch éffentliche Wege, nichtlichen Verkehr 

oder gar Hunde erfolgen und da8 schiitzende Dickungen und 

Suhlen in der Nihe liegen. Fehlen letztere, so miissen sie in 

Form auszementierter oder mit Lehm abgedichteter Gruben an- 

gelegt werden. Namentlich Rotwild verlangt Suhlméglichkeit 

und wechselt beim Fehlen von Suhlen gern den Hinstand. 

Fiir die Art der Bestellung der Wildicker ist in erster ‘ 

Linie die Héhenlage sowie die Beschaffenheit und Fruchtbar- 

keit des Bodens mafgebend. Den sichersten Anhalt hierfiir 

liefert uns immer eine chemisch-analytische Bodenuntersuchung, 

der eine genaue und sorgsame Ortliche Priifung vorauszugehen 4 

hat. Arme, namentlich stark zur Trockenheit neigende Biden 

eignen sich nicht, da es darauf ankommt, gerade fiir Diirre- 

zeiten Asungsméglichkeit 2u schaffen, 

Am vorieilhaftesten ist die Anwendung der sogenannten 

»Dreifelderwirtschaft* auf méglichst nicht zu kleinen Flaichen, 

méglichst nicht unter 1 ha. 

1/; der Fliche wird mit Winter- oder Sommergetreide 

— Roggen, Hafer, Gerste — angebaut. Diese Getreidearten 

dienen gleichzeitig als Deckfrucht fiir im Friihjahr unter- 

zusiiende Kleearten und Grier, insbesondere Rot-, Weif-.
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Schwedenklee, Luzerne, Esparsette, Serradella, Timothee, Rai- 

gras u. a. 
Zu erwiihnen ist, daB sich die Luzerne (Medicago sativa) 

namentlich fiir trockene Lagen besser bewiihrt als Rotklee, 

da sie mit den Wurzeln auferordentlich tief eindringt. Sie 

liBt sich aber nicht in die Fruchtfolge bringen, da sie lange 

Jahre, meist 7—15 Jahre, aushilt. Abnlich verhilt sich die 

Esparsette, die sich durch knochenbildende Mineralstoffe 

auszeichnet. Auch sie ist lange perennierend, verlangt aber 

einen stark kalkhaltigen, warmen, nissefreien Boden; 

sie ist aber bei stehender Nasse und auf schwerem Tonboden 

nicht anzubauen. Fiir das Gebirge ist Luzerne sehr zu 

empfehlen, da sie grofe Massen liefert und eine sehr eiweiB- 

reiche Asung bietet. Aussaat hat miglichst zeitig zu erfolgen. 
Der Schnitt bleibt zum Abwelken liegen und wird nach dem 

Abwelken aufgereutert. Das Luzerneheu gibt eine sehr gute 

'  Winterfiitterung. Luzerne verlangt starke Kalkdiingung, die 

alle 5 Jahre zu wiederholen ist. 

1/, der Fliiche wird als ein- oder mehrijihriges Griinland 

behandelt und durch die vorerwihnte Untersaat angebaut. 

1/; der Fliche schlieBlich wird mit Kartoffeln, Riiben, 

Kraut, Hiilsenfriichten, insbesondere Wicken, Erbsen, 

Peluschken oder Lupinen bestellt. Mit Leguminosen all- 

gemein, um durch den Anbau dieser Pflanzen den Boden 

fiir die Nachfrucht mit Stickstoff zu bereichern und den 

Stalldiinger zu ersetzen, der im Forstbetrieb nur selten und 

teuer zu haben ist. 

Diese Gliederung bietet die beste Miglichkeit, dem Wild 

vielseitige Asung zu bieten, ohne Fehlschligen ausgesetzt 

zu sein, die beim Anbau nur einer oder weniger Pflanzen- 

gattungen unvermeidlich und namentlich durch Engerlingfrab 
zu befiirchten sind. Gelingt es, bei Anbau von Kartoffeln, Riiben 

oder Getreide dem Boden gréfere Ertriige abzugewinnen, so 

empfiehlt es sich, nicht die ganze Fliche freizugeben oder vor 

Freigabe des Wildackers einen Teil der Feldfriichte zu ernten — 

bei Getreide durch Abstreifen eines Teils der Ahren oder
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Korner — und sie zur Aussaat zu verwenden oder dem Wild 
als Winterfiitterung zu reichen. 

Bei Neuanlagen der Wildicker ist darauf zu achten, dab 

die Lingsrichtung in der Stid-Nordlinie liegt, weil bei der 

Ost-Westrichtung der im Siiden vorgelagerte Bestand einen 

breiten Schattenstreifen verursacht, der dem Pflanzenwachstum 

abtriglich ist und den Ertrag auf einem breiten Streifen stark 

mindert. Lohnend ist nur die Anlage groBer Flichen. 

Von dieser mehr planmiBigen Anlage kénnen besonders 

durch Klima, Boden oder wirtschaftliche Verhiltnisse bedingte 

Abweichungen erforderlich sein. Hs kann sich empfehlen, 

wechselnd Teile zur landwirtschaftlichen Benutzung gegen die 

Bedingung abzugeben, da8 der NutznieBer die fiir den Wild- 

acker vorbehaltene jeweilige Restfliche mit bestellt. Der Wald- 

besitzer mu sich klar sein, daf die Anlage und Unterhaltung 

von Wildiickern fiir ihn, sofern mit dem Forstbetrieb nicht 

Landwirtschaft verbunden ist, sehr kostspielig und schwierig 

ist, erfolgreich aber nur durchgefiihrt werden kann, wenn der 

Wirtschafter eine bis ins kleinste gehende Kenntnis der land- 

wirtschaftlichen Praxis besitzt, was bei dem heutigen Personal- 

stand, der vielfach aus Kreisen stammt, die der Bodenwirtschaft 

entfremdet sind und leider zu oft und schnell wechselt, durch- 

aus nicht immer zutrifft — Kraftwagenhaltung der Forstiimter —. 

Auch mu erwogen werden, ob man, namentlich wenn 

durch die unter 3 und 4 geschilderten MaBnahmen fiir Asungs- 

beschaffung Sorge getragen wird, nicht besser die Kosten fiir 
Wildicker spart, und diese Mittel fiir reichhaltigere frith ein- { 
setzende und linger durchgefiihrte Winterfiitterung verwendet. 

Fiir den Anbau auf Wildackern sind neben den vorstehend 
genannten besonders noch folgende Pflanzen zu erwihnen. . 

Waldkorn: Das Verfahren des Anbaues und seine Ent- 

wicklung diirften allgemein bekannt sein. Es michte nur 
empfohlen werden, die Anbauflichen stark mit Kalk zu diingen 
und erst zu besiien, wenn keine Spatfréste mehr zu erwarten 
sind, friihestens Ende Mai. Gut gedeiht Waldkorn auf Stellen,
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wo Reisig und Schlagabraum. verbrannt wurde und auf alten 

Ackerbéden. 

Topinambur (Helianthus tuberosus). 

Die Knollen werden wie Kartoffeln etwa 10 em tief, mit 

Abstand von 25—30 cm gelegt und nach dem Aufgehen ebenso- 

angefahren. Der Ertrag ergibt bis zu 20 Knollen. Da die 

aufgehenden Triebe besonders gern vom Wilde angenommen 

werden, mu8 die Anlage bis zum Herbst, im Anlagejahr dauernd,, 

eingeziiunt bleiben. Die Knollen werden selbst bei Schnee 

ausgeschlagen und bilden, da das Wild hierdurch zur Bewegung 

angeregt wird, eine sehr giinstige Asung. Die Blatter eignen 

sich mit dem Stengel getrocknet zur Winterfiitterung. 

Sehr vorteilhaft ist es, daB die Pflanze lange Jahre perenniert. 

Es bleiben trotz des Wildes geniigend tief steckende Knollen 

zur Fortpflanzung tibrig, doch muf stark, am besten mit Stall- 

mist nachgediingt werden. 

Die Pflanze kommt im allgemeinen iiberall da fort, wo 

die Kartoffel gedeiht. 

AuB8erlich auch in bezug auf seine Higenschaften abnlich 

ist der Helianthus, auch Sonnenling genannt. Die Knollen sind 

walzenformig gestreckt. Die Pflanze ist anspruchslos und ver- 

trigt sogar etwas Schatten. Die Ausbildung der Knolle erfolgt 

erst im Herbst, wenn der iiber der Erdoberfliche befindliche 

Teil abgestorben ist. 

Comfrey und Sachalin-Knéterich. 

Auch diese Pflanzen sind nur in der Umziiunung hoch- 

zubringen und nicht besonders zu empfehlen. Ihr Anbau er- 

folgt durch Stecken von Wurzeln bezw. Wurzelteilen von 

Pflanzen, die am besten zu diesem Zweck in Giirten selbst 

gezogen werden. Comfreyanbau kommt nur unter besonders 

giinstigen Bodenlagen in Frage, da seine Diingeranspriiche in 

keinem Verhiltnis zum Nihrwert und Wert des Ertrages stehen. 

Sachalin-Knéterich ist eine ausgesprochene Remisenpflanze 

fiir Niederwild.
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Ackerbohne mit Hafer. 

Die Ackerbohne, und zwar sowohl die Kleine (Pferde- 

oder Saubohne) wie die grofe (Puffbohne) hat eine lange 

Wachstumsdauer (25 Wochen) und gedeiht daher nicht in einem 

kalten, rauhen Klima. LErstere verlangt einen feuchten und 

schweren Boden, letztere gedeiht dagegen auch auf leichterem 

sandigem Standort. 

Die Ackerbohne verlangt nicht Stalldiingung, sondern be- 

gniigt sich mit geringen Mengen Kalk, Kali und Phosphor- 

diingung und ist namentlich deshalb eine wertvolle Asungspflanze, 

weil die vom Wild sehr gern angenommenen Schoten erst im 

September ausreifen, die Korner aber nicht wie die der Lupine 
ausfallen und bitter sind. Es empfiehlt sich, der Saubohne 

Hater beizusiien, da hierdurch der Verlausung und Verkiimmerung 

der Bohne vorgebeugt wird. In Héhenlagen iiber 400 m wird 

sie nur selten reif. Sie gilt neben Erbsen und blauen Lupinen 

als bester Stickstoffsammler und bereitet den Wildacker fiir 
Getreideanbau sehr giinstig vor. 

In geeigneten Fallen kénnen als Anbaupflanzen ferner in 
Frage kommen: 

Buch weizen wegen seiner Anspruchslosigkeit an Boden 
und Klima. Da er eine sehr kurze Vegetationsperiode hat, 
kommt er trotz Frostempfindlichkeit, wenn spat gesiit, selbst 
in rauhen Gebirgsgegenden gut fort und liefert im Gemenge 
mit Hafer und Wicke, Erbsen oder Serradella gute Griinisung, 
Méhren, und zwar die weife, griinképfige Riesenméhre, 

die die héchsten Ertrage liefert und sich durch ihre krank- 
heitsvorbeugende, abfiihrende Wirkung besonders als Bei- 
futter zur Winterfiitterung eignet. Ihr Anbau ist allerdings, 
da sie ein warmes Klima und milden, sandigen Lehm fordert, 
auf das Niederland beschrankt. 

Stoppelriibe wegen guten Gedeihens auf armen Béden 
und gerodeten Flichen. 

Kuh-, Riesen- oder Baumkohl, 
Raps und in Gebirgsgegenden Riibsen fiir Griiniisung im 
Herbst und Friihwinter. Die Aussaat hat Ende August zu
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erfolgen. Neben sehr zeitig gesiitem Winterroggen mit Zottel- 

wicke sind beide Pflanzen die einzigen, die es erméglichen, 

dem Wild im Spitherbst und Winter Asung zu bieten. 

Als Griinfutterpflanze auf leichtem Boden, die zeitig im 

Friihjabr Asung liefert, ist auch die bekannte Bienenpflanze 

Phacelia tanacetifolia zu empfehlen. Sie kann mit Serradella 

zusammen gesiit werden. Wenn erstere abgeiist ist, entwickelt 

sich letztere gut weiter. 

Da der Same von Phacelia sehr klein ist, werden nur 

6 kg je Hektar bendtigt, dagegen von Serradella 40—50 kg. 

Die Behandlung vorhandener wie neuanzulegender Wild- 

iicker hat sich namentlich auf folgende Gesichtspunkte zu er- 

strecken: 

Geniigende und sachgemiiBe Entwiisserung, ohne den Boden 

zu sehr auszudorren. Auswahl standortsgemiifer Asungspflanzen, 

reichliche und geeignete Diingung, insbesondere durch Kalk 

und Mergel, Verwendung von Stallmist, nétigenfalls Ersatz 

derselben durch Griindiingung, Ubererden nasser, trockner oder 

versagender Stellen mit Komposterde oder Moder, Beseitigen 

von Unkriutern, tiefe Bearbeitung, Lockerung und Liiftung 

des Bodens. 

Bei Neuanlagen wird bis auf wenige Ausnahmen als 

1. Frucht nur die Kartoffel nach Diingung mit Stallmist, allen- 

falls auch Hafer bald, eventl. schon im 1. Jahr befriedigenden 

Erfolg leisten. 
Bei Umwandlung von Wiesen in Wildicker kommt als 

1. Frucht Hafer in Frage, der natiirlich nicht mit Stickstoff 

gediingt werden darf. 

b) Wildwiesen. 

Im Vergleich mit Wildickern besteht der Vorteil und 

Wert der Wildwiesen darin, da8 ihre Bewirtschaftung einfacher 

ist, die Ausgaben, namentlich bei Bewisserungswiesen, geringer 

sind, da8 sich besonders im Gebirge und in Hochlagen leichter 

geeignete Flichen fiir Wiesen finden lassen als fiir Acker und 

daf der Erfolg sicherer ist.
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Fiir die Auswahl der Flichen sind die unter 1 und 2a 

angefiihrten Gesichtspunkte mafgebend. 

In erster Linie wird es sich darum handeln, vorhandene 

Wiesen durch entsprechende Pflege so instandzusetzen, da8 

sie vom Wild angenommen werden. Um dies zu erreichen, 

miissen sie mit siiBen Griisern und Futterpflanzen (nicht mit . 

Sauergrisern und schiidlichen Pflanzen wie Herbstzeitlose, 

Storchschnabel, Hahnenfu8 usw.) bestanden sein. Als wichtigste 

MaBnahme der Pflege gelten folgende Arbeiten: 

Ebnen der Maulwurfs- und Ameisenhaufen; Abriiumen 

von Laub, Steinen und Striuchern; 

Instandsetzen der Ent- und Bewiisserungsgriiben; 

Vertilgen schidlicher giftiger Pflanzen; 

Eggen im Friihjahr oder Herbst zur Vertilgung des Mooses 

und Durchliiftung des Bodens zwecks Firderung des Pflanzen- 
wachstums; 

Walzen, falls die Pflanzen vom Frost gehoben sind; 
Ansamung leerer Stellen. : 

Diingen. Fiir Wildwiesen besonders geeignet sind Kom- 

post, Teichschlamm, Mergel, Knochenmehl, Holzasche, Thomas- 

mehl und Kainit. Durch Verwendung der 3 letzteren Diinge- 

mittel wird eine sehr giinstige Entwicklung der Kleearten 

bewirkt. Je Hektar ist mit etwa folgenden Mengen Kunst- | 

diinger zu .diingen: 

Alle 4—5 Jahre: im Herbst mit 40—50 Ztr. Atzkalk, 
jihrlich: im Herbst mit 8 Ztr. Thomasphosphatmehl 

und 6 Ztr. 40 prozent. Kali. 

Ist Kalkdiingung erfolgt, so darf die Phosphor- und Kali- 

diingung erst nach 4—6 Wochen vorgenommen werden, 

im Friihjahr mit 6 Ztr. Kalkstickstoff oder schwefels. 

Ammoniak oder einem dhnlichen Stickstoffdiinger. 

Auf die Stirke des Wildes und Geweihbildung wirkt 

Thomasmehl besonders giinstig, weil in ihm etwa 17% Phos- 
phorsiiure und 50% Kalk enthalten sind, phosphorsaurer Kalk 

aber zum Aufbau von Knochen und Geweih in grofer Menge 

notig ist. Aus gleichem Grund empfiehlt sich die Diingung
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kalk- und phosphorsiurearmer Béden, wie Moor- und feuchter 

Wiesen mit Knochenmehl. 

Von giinstiger Wirkung ist auch Holzasche, die in aus- 

gekiihltem, aber trockenem Zustand von den Waldarbeitern 

zu sammeln und in alten Fissern — leeren Blechfissern fiir 
Kalkstickstoff usw. — bis zur Verwendung aufzubewahren ist. 

Im Forstbetrieb wird es nur in seltensten Fiillen méglich 

sein, fiir Wiesen und Futterfelder Stalldiinger, insbesondere 

Kuhmist, zu verwenden. Der beste und einzige Ersatz fiir 

diesen ist Kompost, dessen Wirkung auf seinem giinstigen 

Nihrstoffgehalt, seinem Hinflu8 auf die physikalischen Boden- 

eigenschaften und dem hohen Bakteriengehalt beruht. Zur 

Bereitung verwendet man alle Arten von Wirtschaftsabfillen 

tierischen, vegetabilischen oder mineralischen Ursprungs. Ge- 

eignete Ausgangsstoffe sind Rohhumus, Torf, Waldstreu, Quecken, 

StraBen- und Gribenabraum, Unkraut, Teichschlamm u. a. 

Letzterer darf héchstens 1 m hoch aufgeschichtet werden. 

Unter Zugabe von Mist, Jauche, Atzkalk, Gips, Superphosphat, 

Knochenmehl u. a. zersetzen sich die genannten Stoffe in maBig 

feucht gehaltenen Haufen bei mehrfachen Umstechen in lingstens 

2 Jahren (Kiirbisgewinnung, Riiben usw.) 

Ein wirklicher Erfolg ist mit der Diingung nur dann 

verbunden, wenn die Wiese geniigend entwiissert und dadurch 

durchliiftet wird. Der Wasserspiegel soll 50—60 cm unter 

der Oberfliiche bleiben. 
Wildwiesen miissen im allgemeinen etwas stirker ent- 

wiissert werden als andere Wiesen, da es bei ersteren mehr 

auf die Giite des Futters als auf Massenertrige ankommt. 

Stauende Nisse mu durch Driinieren beseitigt werden, da 

sumpfige Flachen meist Brutstitten fiir Parasiten, wie Lungen- 

und Magenwiirmer, Leberegel und Kokzidien sind. 

Von besonderem Vorteil ist es, wenn sich die Méglich- 

keit bietet, vorhandene Bewisserungswiesen als Wild- 

wiesen zu benutzen oder solche anzulegen, da diese in Diirre- 

zeiten sichere Asung bietea und weil der vom Wasser zu- 

gefiihrte Diinger umsonst geliefert wird. Das Wasser fiihrt
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dem Boden nicht nur Nihrstoff zu, es schiitzt die Wiesen 

gegen Kiilte, es vertilgt das Moos und diejenigen Unkrauter, 

die nur auf trockenem Boden gedeihen (Herbstzeitlose). Das ; 

Wasser erfrischt aber auch die Wiesenpflanzen bei anhaltender 

Trockenheit und vernichtet die Schidlinge wie Miuse, Enger- 

linge, Grillen u. a. Besonders geeignet sind Wiisser, die landwirt- 

schaftlich genutze Flichen durchflieBen und aus stehenden 

Gewiissern oder Drainagen stammen. Nicht geeignet ist Wasser 

aus Moorboden und Torfstichen, da es zu kalt und niihrstoff- 

arm ist. Auf gutes Bewiisserungswasser weisen hin: Vor- 

handensein von Fischen, Brunnenkresse, Wasserehrenpreis, 

Wasserliesch, Kalmus, Wasserranunkel und SiiBgriser; auf 

ungeeignetes: Schachtelhalm, Rohr, Schilf, Wasserschierling und 

Sauergriser. 

Fiir Wildwiesen wird im allgemeinen nur die Bewiisse- 

rung durch Stauanlagen in Frage kommen, weil diese Anlage 

und Unterhaltung nur geringe Kosten und geringe Wasser- 

mengen erfordert. Die Wasserfiihrung erfolgt durch von den 

Stauwehren abzweigende Zuleitungsgriiben, weiterhin durch 

Verteilungsgriiben und durch Ableitungsgriben. Zu beachten 

ist, daB sich keine stagnierende Nisse bilden darf. Die Haupt- 

zeit zum Wiissern ist der Herbst. Fiir die Bewiisserung selbst 

gelten die gleichen Richtlinien wie fiir Kunstwiesen im. land- 

wirtschaftlichen Betrieb. Die sonstige Behandlung der Be- 

wiisserungswiesen ist die gleiche wie die der natiirlichen Wiesen, 

nur ist entsprechend dem Niahrstoffgehalt des Wassers die 

Diingermenge herabzusetzen. 

Sind geeignete Wiesen oder friihere Nichtholzbodenfliichen 

nicht verfiigbar und ist die Neuanlage von Wildwiesen nicht 

zu umgehen, so empfiehlt sich vor Inangriffnahme der Rodung 

eine peinliche Auswahl der Fliche und chemisch-analytische 

Bodenuntersuchung, um yon vornherein die GewiSheit zu haben, 

keinen Fehlschlag zu tun. 

Der Rodung, die stets so ausgefiihrt werden muB, daf der 

tote Boden wieder zu unterst kommt, folgt am besten tief- 

griindiger Umbruch mit Hacke oder Spaten, da der ersten Be-
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arbeitung mit dem Pflug oder der Frise, namentlich auf Stand- 

orten, auf denen Fichte gestockt hat, untiberwindliche Schwierig- 

keiten entgegenstehen. Dem Umbruch folgt angemessene Ent- 

wiisserung und Planierung als Vorarbeit fiir die maschinelle 

Bearbeitung. Die Kosten der 1. Bearbeitung belaufen sich auf 

etwa 300 RM je Hektar. 

Besonders vorteilhaft ist es, wenn das Pfliigen mit an- 

schlieBender Kalkung noch im Herbst erfolgen kann, damit 

der in rauher Furche liegenbleibende Acker gut durchfriert, 

andererseits im Friihjahr zur Erhaltung der Feuchtigkeit nicht 

nochmals aufgewiihlt zu werden braucht. Die Furchen sind 

schmal zu halten, damit der Boden gut durcheinander ge- 

mengt wird. 

Zu beachten ist, da& die Bodenbearbeitung gleich von 

Anfang an ganz intensiv gehalten werden mu8 und da’ nicht 

der Gedanke vorherrscht, die Fliche allmihlich instand zu 

setzen. Um bald einen iippigen Pflanzenwuchs zu erzielen, 

darf daher weder an Bestellungs- noch an Diingungskosten 

falsche Sparsamkeit geiibt werden. 

Fir die Diingung selbst und die Verwendung von Kunst- 

diinger gilt das bereits Erwihnte. Am giinstigsten wirkt wie 

immer Stalldiingung durch Bodenerwirmung, Lockerung und 

Foérderung der Bodenbakterien. Fiir kalte Béden empfiehlt sich 

Pferdediinger durch seine hitzende Wirkung, fiir milde Boden 

Kuhdiinger. Als Ersatz von Stalldiinger kommt Kompost, der 

mit Stalldiinger zubereitetet ist, in Frage. Stehen beide nicht 

zur Verfiigung, so ist Griindiingung anzuwenden. Die be- 

treffenden Stickstoffsammler sind in der friihen Bltite ein- : 

zguarbeiten, sofern sie nicht zur Asung verwendet werden 

sollen, Acker mit Griindiingungspflanzen miissen zum besseren 

Gedeihen nach der Saat abgewalzt werden, der Samen ist 

verhiltnismiBig tief einzuarbeiten. ' 

Da sich nach der Rodung meist starker Unkrautwuchs ein- 

findet, der den Wiesenwuchs ungiinstig beeinflubt und schwer 

wieder zu beseitigen ist, empfiehlt es sich, die Rodefliiche vor An- 

saat mit Wiesengriisern wenigstens 2 Jahre als Ackerland zu be-
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stellen, um dem Boden die nétige Gare zu geben und auf- 

kommendes Unkraut zu vertilgen. Als erste Frucht in das 

Rodeland kommt Hafer, auf geeigneten Standorten auch Lupine, 

die vorher zu impfen ist, in Frage. Fiir ersteren darf die 

Flache im Friihjahr nicht nochmals geackert werden, da Hafer 

besser in Boden gedeiht, der sich wihrend des Winters gesetzt 

hat und dadurch frisch bleibt. Im 2. Jahr kommt Kartoffel | 

méglichst in Stallmist nach nochmaliger Kalkung in Frage. 

Der Schwerpunkt der Bestellung von Neuland ist die 

Gare“, gebunden an das Vorhandensein von Bakterien. Diese 

benétigen fiir ihre Lebenstitigkeit Kalk, um als Stoffwechsel- 

produkte auftretende Siuren binden zu kénnen. Weitere Be- 

dingungen sind Durchliiftung durch Bodenbearbeitung, 

Humusbildung durch Stall-, Griindiingung oder Kompost, 

Wirme, Feuchtigkeit und Beschattung. 

Erfolgreiche Ansaat der Wiese setzt die geschilderte 

Vorbereitung voraus, damit der feine Grassamen keimen und 

‘sich entwickeln kann. Die Aussaat des Grassamens geschieht 

teils mit, teils ohne Uberfrucht. Der Grassamen wird flach 

untergeeggt, am besten nur angewalzt. Die Saat ohne Deck- 

frucht darf erst erfolgen, wenn keine Fréste mehr zu erwarten 

sind. Wird Klee mit eingesit, so sind Gras und Klee getrennt 

auszustreuen. 

Das Aussien von Heusamen vom Heuboden ist zu ver- 

meiden, weil in ihm viel Unkriiuter und unreife Samen sind; 

es ist vielmehr der beste Samen von besten Wiesengrisern 

za verwenden, wobei zu beachten ist, da8 in der Mischung 

sowohl Ober- wie Bodengriiser vorhanden sein miissen, weil 

erstere allein zu wenig Ertrag liefern. Man rechnet im all- 

gemeinen 40—50 kg Grassamen und etwa 10 kg Kleesamen 

werschiedener Sorten je Hektar. Besonders wichtig ist es, bei 

der Aussat von Grassamen auf die Bodenbeschaffenheit Riicksicht 

za nehmen und entsprechende Mischungen mit reichhaltiger 

Zusammensetzung fiir die einzelnen Bodenarten zu verwenden. 

Besonders geeignet fiir unsere hochgelegenen, etwas feuchten 

Gebirgswiesen sind der Wiesenschwingel und der Wiesen-
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fuchsschwanz, letzterer besonders, weil er friihzeitig reichlich 
Asung liefert. 

Fiir feuchte Moorbéden eignet sich das Rohrglanzgras 

(Rohrschwingel). 

Dagegen eignet sich fiir leichte Niederlands-, insbesondere 

gekalkte Sandbéden folgende Mischung: 8 kg Knaulgras, 

1 kg Timothee, 4 kg WeiB- oder Schwedenklee und 4 kg 

Wundklee. 

Auf die zur Bodenbearbeitung bendtigten Gerite kann 

nicht niher eingegangen werden, da die 6rtlich in Gebrauch 

befindlichen mit Ausnahme der Frise und des Untergrund- 

pflugs meist Verwendung finden miissen. 

3. Sonstige Méglichkeiten, dem Wild giinstigere Asungs- 

und Daseinsverhiiltnisse zu schaffen. 

Da sowohl Wildicker wie -wiesen dem Wild Asungs- 

gelegenheit nur wiihrend eines Teils des Jahres — etwa Mai 

bis Mitte Oktober — bieten, ist es fiir den Waldbesitzer als 
Heger nétig, zur Verhiitung bezw. Abminderung von VerbiB- 

und Schiilschiden und zur Ersparnis an kiinstlichen Futter- 

mitteln fiir Beschaffung sonstiger natiirlicher Asung besorgt 

zu sein. Dies um so mehr, als durch das Bestreben nach natur- 

gemiBem Wiederaufbau des Waldes und Herstellung des 

biologischen Gleichgewichts in der Pflanzen- und Tierwelt 

die Notwendigkeit besteht, voriibergehend Kulturflichen ein- 

zufriedigen. Die hiermit verbundene Verknappung der dem 

Wild zur Asung zur Verfiigung stehenden Flichen mu8 un- 

bedingt durch geeignete MaBnahmen, die Asung auf der ver- 

bleibenden Waldfliiche zu verbessern, ausgeglichen werden. 

; Das mit der Anlage und der Erziehung von Mischbestiinden 

erstrebte Ziel, die Ertragsfiihigkeit des Bodens zu steigern, 

kommt nicht allein dem Wald und dem Wirtschafter zugute, 

vielmehr ist durch die mit der Mischung von Holzarten ver- 

bundene Besserung des Bodens und des Pflanzenwuchses auch 

fiir das Wild und den Heger der wichtigste Schritt auf dem 
Thar.-Forstl.-Jb. Bd, 86, Heft 7. 25
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Wege der Asungsverbesserung getan. Dem Forstmann als 

Heger bietet sich bei Durchfiihrung seiner waldbaulichen Maf- 

nahmen zur Erziehung von Mischbestinden reichlich Gelegenheit, 

die Belange des Wildes zu wahren, ohne daf wesentliche 

Mehrausgaben entstehen miissen, und zwar durch geeignete 

Bestandsgriindung, durch entsprechende Pflege noch oder wieder 

vorhandener Nebenholzarten gelegentlich der Liiuterungen und 

Durchforstungen und durch zweckmifige MaBnahmen vor und 

beim Abtrieb der Bestiinde. — Erziehung und Erhaltung von 

Uberhiiltern als Masttriiger. 
Der Wert der Uberhiilter namentlich solcher autochthoner 

Herkunft fiir forstliche Zwecke ist unbestritten. Da Uber- 

halter aber auch fiir die Asungsbeschaffung von besonderem 

Werte sind, soll ihre Behandlung kurz geschildert werden. 

In allen meist reinen oder nur schwach gemischten Bestiinden 

ist schon bei den Liuterungen und Durchforstungen auf die 

Erhaltung und Erziehung von Uberhiltern zu geeigneten 

Samentrigern hinzuarbeiten, nétigenfalls durch Verbot an die 

Waldarbeiter, Laubhélzer ohne Genehmigung durch den Bezirks- 

beamten zu entnehmen, selbst wenn der Wuchs nicht ganz 

einwandfrei ist. Durch schon friihzeitig beginnende Pflege 
und Freistellung soll erreicht werden 

eine allseitig ausgebildete Krone an geradem zwieselfreien 

Schaft, 
eine gréfere Sturmfestigkeit, 

die Ausbildung dickerer Rinde, durch welche Rinden- 

brand — Buche, Bergahorn, Esche — und die Entwicklung 

von Wasserreisern — Hiche, Hornbaum — verhiitet wird. | 

Nur Uberhiilter, denen diese Higenschaften anerzogen 

worden sind, versprechen Erfolg und bringen keinen finan- 

ziellen Verlust. Scharf zu achten ist beim Abtrieb des Be- 

standes darauf, daB beim Fillen kein Stamm die Krone und das 

Astwerk des Uberhiilters streift oder gar am Stamm des Uber- 
halters herabgleitet. Im letzteren Falle entsteht stets Rindenbrand. 

Weiterhin ist gleich beim Fallungsbetrieb um jeden Uberhiilter 

Reisig und Pfahlwerk anzubringen, um Schiden beim Riicken
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und bei der Abfuhr fernzuhalten, namentlich ist dies an Hingen 

dringend erforderlich. 

Von Laubhélzern eignen sich am besten Trauben- und 

Stieleiche, ferner Berg- und Spitzahorn, Esche und Linde, 

weniger die Buche, letztere nur soweit sie tiefangesetzte Beastung 

trigt. Von Nadelhélzern kommen nur Kiefer, Weimutskiefer 

und Lirche in Frage. 

Giinstiger als der Hinzelstand wirkt der gruppenweise 

Stand der Uberhiilter, weil sich die Gefahren — Rindenbrand, 

Wipfeldiirre durch Wasserreiser, Windwurf, Hisdruck — dadurch 

abmindern. 

Wenn miglich, sind die Uberhiilter oder Gruppen solcher 

an Wegen oder Einteilungslinien zu wihlen, damit sie bei 

etwaiger vorzeitiger Nutzung ohne Schaden fiir den umliegenden 

Bestand zu verwerten sind. 

Um die Besamung der Umgebung zu erméglichen, geniigt 

im allgemeinen die mit der Bearbeitung der Kultur- oder Ver- 

jiingungsfliche verbundene Bodenverwundung, namentlich wenn 

sie streifenweise erfolgt. 

Vorteilhaft ist noch die Belassung einiger Birken an Be- 

standsrandern und Wegen, um namentlich auf drmeren, trockenen 

Bodenpartien auf billigem Wege ein den Boden und den jiingeren 

Bestand schiitzendes Mischholz, das gleichzeitig dem Wild gute 

und reichliche Asung bietet, zu erziehen. 

Ebenso empfiehlt es sich, StaatsstraBen und breite Wege 
im Walde mit Ebereschen zu bepflanzen. Die Drosselarten 

sorgen fiir Verbreitung des Samens. 
Nicht vergessen werden michte der Wacholder, eine 

friiher auch im Erzgebirge weit verbreitete Holzart. Sie wird 

vom Hochwild sehr gern angenommen, noch lieber aber ihre 

Beeren. In stark mit Wacholder durchsetzten Revieren soll 

in Jahren starken Beerenanhanges das Rotwild nicht schilen. 

Vielleicht ist diese anspruchslose Holzart mit durch das Rot- 

wild im Erzgebirge ausgerottet worden. 

Auf weite Sicht betrachtet kénnen Masttriiger auch an 

sturmgefihrdeten Stellen des Reviers als bleibende Schutz- 
25*
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streifen und an Hingen erzogen werden, auf denen ohnehin 

mit Riicksicht auf den geringen Wirtschaftserfolg in Zukunft 

mehr als bisher Schutzwald ausgeschieden werden miiBte. 

Neben der Erziehung und Pflege von Mischbestiinden ist 

es Pflicht der Forstbehérden und der einzelnen Forstbeamten, 

fiir Anbau geeigneter Asungspflanzen Sorge zu tragen. Dem 

passionierten Wildheger bietet sich hier ein weites Feld, forst- 

lich unbenutzte Flichen wie Starkstromleitungen, Fliigel und Hin- 

teilungslinien, Feuerschutzstreifen, Wegeriinder und Béschungen, 

Bruchliicken, ausgebaute Kimpe mit masttragenden Holz- 

arten, knospenspendenden Striuchern und saftigen 

Futterpflanzen zu besiien oder anzupflanzen. 

Zu den ersteren gehdren Stiel- und Traubeneichen, Buche, 

Wildapfel und Birne, Vogelkirsche, Elsbeere, Mehlbeeren (Sorbus 

aria), Eberesche und Rofkastanie. 

Alle Baumfriichte bilden eine sehr nihrstoffreiche Asung, 

insbesondere die Hichel und die Rofkastanie, die die Geweih- | 

und Gehérnbildung sehr fordern, und zwar noch im Jahre der | 

Mast. Von besonderem Wert sind auch die Bucheckern durch 

ihren hohen Olgehalt — 27%/,. In héheren Lagen — etwa 

iiber 750 m — kommen nur noch die Sorbusarten, insbesondere 

die Eberesche in Frage. 

Fiir die Hochlagen ist daher die stirkere Hinbringung 

von Eberesche von besonderem Wert, weil diese Holzart in 

den Kammlagen von keiner anderen Holzart ersetzt werden 

kann. Da das Verfahren, sie zu erziehen, nicht allgemein 

‘ bekannt ist, soll es hier kurz erwihnt werden. Die reifen 

Beeren werden in einer Grube eingestampft, mit Reisig be~ 

deckt und wiihrend des Winters dem Frost ausgesetzt. Im 

Friihjahr wird der Grubeninhalt im Kamp eventl. auch auf 

der Kultur ausgesiit und leicht tibererdet oder angetreten. 

Der Samen liegt iiber. Je Ar Kampfliche kénnen etwa 20000 

Pflanzen zur Weiterpflanzung erzogen werden, 

Von Striuchern sind zu erwihnen: Hirschholunder, 

Schwarz- und WeifSdorn, Akazie, Faulbaum, Hasel, Wilder Jas- 

min, Salbei, Liguster, Hagebutte u. a., deren Knospen und
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einjihrigen Triebe, ebenso wie die von Eiche, Hornbaum, 

Ahorn, Aspe, Birke, Buche, Linde, die wertvollste Asung im 

Spitherbst und Winter bilden, wenn bei tiefem verharrschtem 

Schnee das Wild die Bodenpflanzen nicht freischlagen kann. 

Fiir den Anbau kommen schlieBlich solche Griinpflanzen 

in Frage, die an den Standort und die Bodenbearbeitung keine 

besonders hohen Anspriiche stellen, insbesondere Lupine — gelbe 

fiir warme und Sandbéden, blaue fiir mineralische Biden —, 

Dauerlupine, Fingerhut, Besenpfrieme, WeiSklee, Schwedenklee, 

Waldkorn. Das Anbauverfahren dieser Pflanzen diirfte allgemein 

bekannt sein. Die starke Verwendung von Dauerlupine und 

Besenpfrieme liegt gleichzeitig im forstlichen Interesse. 

Geeignet zur Ansaat als Wildfutterpflanzen nach frischer 

Rodung sind: 

Gemeiner Hornklee, Zaunwicke, Zottel-, Sand- und Vogel- 
wicke, Bastardklee, Biischelschén (Phacelia) und Riesenhonig- 

klee; die beiden letzterwiihnten sind besonders anspruchslos 

und gedeihen auf iirmsten Béden. 

Vielfach geniigt zur Verbesserung der Bodeniisung in alten 

Bestiinden und an Wegriindern schon Diingung mit Kalk, Holz- 

asche und billigen Kalisalzen — Kainit, Karnallit —. Sehr 

bald finden sich auf so behandelten Stellen und auf Rasen- 

wegen, Filiigeln u. a. Klee und siifie Griser ein. 

Besonderer Wert ist auf die richtige Behandluug der ab- 

gebauten Kimpe, tiberhaupt aller eingeziiunten Flichen zu legen, 

nicht nur wegen des Schutzes der Kultur selbst, sondern auch 

um die heimischen Strauch- und Pflanzenarten zu erhalten, 

sie zu Samentriigern zu erziehen, die die Umgebung wieder 

reichlich und bald mit Samen iiberschiitten und fiir kostenlose 

und naturgemiiBe Wiedereinbiirgerung und Wiederausbreitung 

in unseren Wiildern sorgen. 

In wildreichen Gebieten ist die Verjiingung im Zaun be- 

kanntermaSen die billigste Kulturmethode, weil durch Hin- 

ziunung die einzige Méglichkeit besteht, Laubhélzer, Weich- 

hélzer wie Aspe, Salweide sowie empfindliche Holzarten wie 

Tanne, Weimutskiefer, Douglasie u. a. wieder hoch zu bringen,
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In unserem iisungsarmen Erzgebirge empfiehlt es sich, in 

Hochlagen selbst Eberesche und Moorbirke, Aspe u. a. im Zaun 

als Samentriger zu erziehen. (Wildicker, unter Beschrinkung 

der bestandsbildenden Holzarten auf 30°/, zugunsten von 

Striuchern und Weichhdélzern.) 

Die eingeziiunten Flichen, die sich sehr bald mit einer 

reichen Flora iiberziehen, dienen auch dem Auer- und Birk- 

wild als gern angenommene Brutstiitten. Aufgegebene Kimpe 

kénnen notwendigenfalls auch noch jahrelang als Wildisungs- 

plitze benutzt und durch Anbau mit Stickstoffsammlern wieder 

in ihre urspriingliche Bodenverfassung gebracht werden. 

Zur Ersparnis unnétiger Kosten sind die Ziune so an- 

zulegen, da8 sie bis zur Freistellung der zu schiitzenden Holzarten 

nicht erneuert zu werden brauchen. Sie miissen daher solid 

gebaut sein und mindestens eine Haltbarkeit von 10—12 Jahren 

aufweisen. Durch Streichen mit Teer kann die Haltbarkeit 

verliingert werden. Den im Zaun anzubauenden Holzarten 

kann dadurch ein Vorsprung gegeben werden, daf man, so- 

weit es ohne Nachteil fiir diese méglich ist, nicht Saat wahlt 

oder 1jihrige Pflanzen verwendet, sondern Lohden oder Heister 

pflanzt. Beispielsweise ist mit 3jihriger Saatbuche, im lockeren 

Stand erzogen, guter Erfolg zu erzielen, namentlich wenn die 

Buche durch geeigneten Verschnitt zu schnellem Héhenwachstum | 

angeregt wird. 
Bei eingeziunten Flichen ist stets der Miusegefahr Rechnung 

zu tragen. Zu diesem Zwecke muf dem Fuchs durch geeignete 

MaBnahmen die Méglichkeit gegeben werden, in die Umziiunung 

einzuwechseln, es diirfen ferner keine Dauerlupinen im Zaun 

angebaut werden, da die Wurzelsticke von den Miusen gern 

als Unterschlupf und Brutstitten benutzt werden. Ferner muf 

fiir geeignete Vergiftung der Miuse (Drainrohre) gesorgt werden. 

Weiterhin ist darauf zu achten, da8 dem Wild auf Ver- 

jiingungsflichen nicht durch unvorteilhafte MaSnahmen, wie 

Ausmiihen von Gras zur Befriedigung Dritter oder unzweck- 

miBige Abgabe von Besenreisig u. a, unndtigerweise Asung 

entzogen wird. Selbst die Kulturarbeiterinnen miissen scharf
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dazu angehalten werden, bei der mechanischen Titigkeit des 

Unkrautausschneidens die mit Miihe eingebrachten oder von 

der Natur gespendeten Nebenholzarten sowie Anflug und sonstige 

Asungspflanzen zu schonen. Wihrend es meistens geniigt, 

durch Aufasten der Nebenholzart den Wipfel der Hauptholzart 

freizustellen oder Gras und Unkraut nur so weit zu entnehmen, 

als es die Pflanzen zu iiberlagern droht, neigen vielfach auch 

die mit der Leitung der Ausfiihrung beauftragten Personen 

von ihrem Standpunkte aus erklirlicherweise dazu, recht radikal 

vorzugehen. Das Ausmiihen oder Aussicheln der Kulturen auf 

den Zwischenstreifen ist daher, namentlich bei weitem Verband, 

bis auf wenige Ausnahmen unbedingt zu verwerfen. 

Mancherlei Asungspflanzen, wie Himbeere, Brombeere, 

Besenpfrieme, Heide, Heidelbeere, Salweide, Aspe, Birke, Eber- 

esche kénnen auf diese Weise ohne Schaden fiir den Wald 

dem Wild vorbehalten bleiben und ihm im Winter bei Schnee 

durch Freilage mittels Rechen oder leichtem Schneepflug oder 

Schneiden von Asten und Reisern zugiinglich gemacht werden. 

Sowohl die Weichhélzer wie auch Kiefer und Tanne sind 

zweckmiBig im Winter zu fiillen. Das Rotwild zeigt eine 

groBe Vorliebe fiir jiingere Kiefernrinden. Dieser Umstand ist 

vorteilhaft zur Verminderung des Schiilschadens an Fichten 

auszunutzen. Wo das Wild einmal schilt, wird man es 

durch Fallen von Kiefern nicht erst daran gewéhnen, wohl 

aber vom Fichtenstangenholz abhalten kénnen. Fiir ein Rot- 

wildrevier ist daher die Begriindung und Erhaltung einer 

Kiefernbeimischung auf Fichtenstandorten, selbst wenn die 

Kiefer nicht standortsgemi8 ist, im Interesse des Wildstandes 

zu empfehlen. Auch Unterbau durchlichteter Bestiinde mit 

Krummholzkiefer, namentlich an West- und Siidrindern kann 

vorteilhaft sein. 
Ebenso kann die Verwendung geeigneter Fiillhélzer als 

Zwischenbestand zwischen weitstindig gepflanzte, teuere Pflanzen, 

besonders von Kichen- oder Eschenheistern, dem Wild zur Asungs- 

beschaffung dienstbar gemacht werden. In Frage kommen von 

Laubhélzern Birke, Hornbaum, Weiferle, Akazie, auch Buche
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wenn der Kiche groBer Vorsprung gegeben wird. Auf den 

Stock gesetzt bieten namentlich Hornbaum und Weiferle fiir 

lange Zeit gute Asung durch ihre kraftigen, knospenreichen 

Stockausschlige. 

II. SachgemaBe regelmafige Winterfiitterung mit 

hochwertigen Futtermitteln. 

Wenn man der Ansicht namhafter Jagdschriftsteller Recht 

geben wollte, daB das Wild dort nicht hingehért, wo es sich 

nicht behaupten kann, dann wiire es in den rauhen Lagen der 

deutschen Mittelgebirge mit ihrer heutigen Waldbestockung 

fiir das Rotwild schlecht bestellt und sein Schicksal wire mit 

dem Winter 1928/29 in vielen rauhen Lagen besiegelt ge- 

wesen. Was in Sachsen seit jeher an persénlicher Aufopferung 

zur Erhaltung des Wildes seitens der Forstbeamten, insbesondere 

unserer siichsischen Forstwarte, geleistet wurde, verdient aus- 

driicklich erwaihnt und in Erinnerung gebracht zu werden. 

In Sachsen wurden zur Erhaltung des Wildes in dem Winter 

1928/29 85000 RM fir Fiitterungskosten ausgegeben. Hin 

Verzicht auf Fiitterung mag unter giinstigen klimatischen Ver- 

haltnissen bei Vorhandensein geeigneter Waldbestockung und 

im Niederland denkbar sein, nicht aber bei der heutigen Zu- | 

sammensetzung des Waldes in den rauhen Lagen des Gebirges. 

Der Winter 1933/34 lieferte neuerdings wieder den Beweis 

hierfiir. Wiiren die Fiitterungen nicht sehr stark beschickt 

worden, hiitte das Rotwild auf groBen Gebieten auch diesen 

Winter nicht iiberstanden, da bei einer Schneehéhe von 50 bis 

60cm sich eine Eiskruste von 5—10cm gebildet hatte, die 

sich von Ende Dezember bis Mitte Mirz ununterbrochen hielt 
und dem Wild an natiirlicher Asung nur Nadeln von Fichte 

und stellenweise Kiefer oder Knospen von infolge der Hisbruch- 

katastrophe herabgebrochenen Buchenzweigen bot. Die Ver- 

biB- und Schiilschiiden hatten infolgedessen ein reichliches 

MaB angenommen. Fiir den Forstbeamten als berufenen Heger 

ist daher in Hochlagen und dort, wo die unter II geschilderten 

Bestands- und Asungsverhiiltnisse nicht oder noch nicht vor- 

handen sind, ohne reichliche Fiitterung auch im Interesse des
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Waldes nicht auszukommen. Diesem Umstand Rechnung 

tragend ist nach §33 des Reichsjagdgesetzes der Jagdausiibungs- 

berechtigte nunmehr verpflichtet, in der Notzeit fiir an- 

gemessene Wildfiitterung zu sorgen. Fiir die Ausfiihrung 

dieser sind in der Hauptsache 3 Fragen zu beantworten: 

‘Wo, wann und was wird gefiittert? 

Wo wird gefiittert? 

Es liegt im Interesse des Wildes wie des Waldes, nicht 

zu viel Wild an einer Stelle des Revieres zusammenzuziehen, 

fiir das Wild mit Riicksicht darauf, daB schwache Stiicke ab- 

gedriingt werden und der Gesundheitszustand hierdurch leidet, 

fiir den Wald, weil durch zu starke Rudel die um die 

Fiitterung liegenden Bestiinde schlieflich keine Naturaésung 

mehr bieten, das Wild aber mangels Bewegung dann in er- 

héhtem Mae zum Schiilen und Verbi8 gezwungen wird. Hine ' 

gute Verteilung der Futterstellen auf das Revier ist daher be- 

sonders wichtig, weil stirkere Hirsche kleine Fiitterungen be- 

vorzugen. Zu diesem Zwecke geniigt es oft, einzelne kreuz- 

weise eingebundene Heubiindel unter tief- und dichtbekronten 

Fichten — gegen Regen und Schnee geschiitzt — anzubringen. 

Abgesehen von der Grtlichen Geeignetheit der Fiitterung 

in bezug auf Wirme, Wind, Wasser und anderes ist besonders 

Riicksicht auf die um die Fiitterung liegenden Bestiinde und 

auf die Gewohnheiten des Wildes — freie Sicht und Suhl- 

miglichkeit — zu nehmen. Wenn irgend angingig, sind griBere 

Altholzkomplexe mit natiirlicher Asung zu wihlen, um dem 

Wild Bewegung zu verschaffen und es hierdurch vom Ver- 

beiBen und Schilen abzuhalten. In die Nihe der Tageseinstinde, 

also an die Dickungsrinder, sind nur die Kiilberfiitterungen zu 

verlegen. Am vorteilhaftesten ist natiirlich die Anlage der 

Fiitterungen in Hiebsorten ohne Naturverjiingung, weil das 

bei der Fillung ausfallende Reisig namentlich von Kiefer und 

junge Rindenteile dem Wild betrichtliche natiirliche Asung 

gewihren kénnen. Nach Méglichkeit lege man die Fiitterung 

nicht in oder in die Nahe gutwiichsiger Bestiinde, weil hier 

der Reiz des Schilens durch die glatte Rinde und den weiteren
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Abstand der Astquirle erhdht und der mit dem Schiilen ver- 

bundene Schaden gréBer wird. In den in der Nihe der 

Fiitterung als Einstand benutzten Dickungen und angehenden 

Stangenhélzern sind daher Zukunftsbiiume in erster Linie ein- 

zubinden, eventl. sogar in einer gréBeren Zahl als es sonst 

mit etwa 800 je Hektar iiblich ist. 

DaB alle gréferen Fiitterungen durch einen fahrbaren | 

Weg zu erreichen sein miissen, ist selbstverstindlich. 

Fiir die Hauptfiitterungen kommen namentlich 2 Formen 

in Frage, die tiberdachte Raufe, mit der geschlossenen Schmal- 

seite nach der Wetterfront gerichtet, méglichst mit Heuvorrats- 

raum unter dem Dach und das Heustadel mit quadratischem 

Grundri8 von 3—4 m, ebenfalls mit Dach, etwas tiberhingend 

nach der Wetterseite und Seitenwinden aus Stangen im Ab- 

stand von 6—8 cm. Beide Anlagen werden aus Sparsamkeits- 

griinden im Anschlu8 an die Heuernte mit Heu oder Grumt 

gefiillt und haben den Vorteil, daB das gebotene Rauhfutter 

von selbst nachrutscht, dabei aber nicht gierig aufgenommen 

werden kann. Die Sprossen der Raufen haben einen Abstand 

von 12cm voneinander. Bei der 1. Form werden die Futter- 

trége zur Aufnahme von Kérnerfutter an in der Nihe stehenden 

Baumen oder auf Stempeln angebracht, beim Stadel ebenso 

oder auf der wettergeschiitzten Seite in etwa 80 cm Hohe tiber 

dem Erdboden unter dem etwas iiberhiingenden Dach. 
Die Dicher sind zur besseren Trockenhaltung des Rauh- 

futters statt aus Rinde am besten aus Brettern mit ziegeldach- 

artiger Anordnung herzustellen. 
Der Heuverbrauch und damit die Futterkosten lassen sich 

wesentlich verringern durch die von Oberforstmeister Francke 

eingefiihrten Schonbretter am unteren Teil der Raufe. Diese 

tischartig angebrachten Horizontalbretter mit nach oben ge- 

richteten Kanten verhindern, daB das Heu beim Herausziehen 

durch das Wild zu Boden geworfen wird und verkommt. 

An den Hauptfiitterungen sind fiir das schwichere Wild, 

insbesondere die Kilber, noch sogenannte Kiilberschlupfe an- 

zulegen. Hierunter sind mit einem Pfahlzaun umgebene Fliachen
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von etwa 30 qm zu verstehen, die durch ihren 16—17 cm 

betragenden Abstand der Pfihle nur den Kalbern und dem 

Rehwild den Durchschlupf gestatten. Zur besseren Haltbarkeit 

werden die etwa 2,30 m hohen Pfihle oben durch eine Quer- 

latte verbunden. Die Kilberschlupfe werden am besten auf 

einer Seite der Raufe oder des Stadels angelegt. 

An jeder Hauptfiitterung ist ferner ein einfacher Futter- 

keller oder eine Miete fiir die frostfreie Aufbewahrung von 

Riiben, Kartoffeln, Méhren u. a. und méglichst ein einfacher 

windgeschtitzter Beobachtungsstand anzulegen. In diesem 

wird auch das Kérnerfutter, insbesondere der Hafer, in einer 

der Miiuse wegen mit Blech ausgeschlagenen Futterkiste auf- 

bewahrt. 

Nebenher sind noch einige kleinere Futteranlagen fiir ab- 

seits stehendes Wild und iiltere Hirsche vorzusehen. Keines- 

falls sind Heu oder Kérner im Gegensatz zu Baum- und Hack- 

* friichten auf den Boden zu streuen, weil damit ein mengen- und 

wertmaBiger Verlust und Krankheiten verbunden sind. 

Wann wird gefiittert? 

In freier Wildbahn hat sich die Fiitterung in der Haupt- 

sache auf den Winter zu erstrecken. 

Als beste Tageszeit des Fiitterns ist der zeitige Nach- 

mittag zu wihlen, da namentlich Futtermittel wie Riiben und 

Kartoffeln, die sehr schnell gefrieren, bald von dem bei ein- 

tretender Diimmerung ausziehenden Wild aufgenommen werden 

michten. 

Das Wild ist rechtzeitig an die Fiitterung zu gewéhnen, 

damit es die Futterplitze kennenlernt und bei eintretendem 

Schneefall nicht durch unnétiges Umherziehen beim Suchen 

nach Asung entkriftet wird und erst in geschwichtem Zustand 

in die schlimmste Notzeit eintritt. Selbst die beste Fiitterung 

kann die naturgemi®e Asung nicht voll ersetzen, weil die mit 

letzterer verbundene natiirliche Bewegung einen giinstigen 

Kinflu8 auf den Ablauf der Lebensvorginge, namentlich die 

Verdauung, ausiibt.
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Daher empfiehlt es sich, im Anfang nicht zu reichlich zu 

fiittern und erst bei fiihlbarem Mangel an natiirlicher Asung 

hochwertige Futtermittel zu reichen. Diese sind dann aller- 

dings an allen Fiitterungen regelmiaBig, also ohne Unter- 

brechung, und méglichst vielseitig zu verabreichen. Jeder 

Tag des Geweihaufbaues hingt von der Asung bezw. Fiitte- 

rung ab. Selbst stirkste und anhaltendste Kilte kann dem 

Wild bei sachgemiifer Fiitterung dann keinen Schaden zufiigen. 

Besonders zu beachten ist andererseits, daB die Fiitte- 

rung nicht zu zeitig abgebrochen wird und daf zu Ende der 

Winterszeit nicht nur Ravhfutter — Heu — gereicht wird, 

damit das Wild die Fiitterung nicht zu einer Zeit verla8t, wo 

die Wirkung geeigneter Futtermittel — Hafer, Riibenschnitzel, 

Melasse — eigentlich erst ihren Zweck erfiillt. Dies soll an 

folgendem Beispiel nachgewiesen werden: 

Auf 100 Gewichtsteile Geweihsubstanz entfallen 50,48 Teile 

Asche. i 
Von dieser wiederum ‘ 

rund 52% auf Kalk und 

» 42% ,, Phosphorsiure. 

Beide Stoffe betragen also allein iiber 90°/, der Geweih- 

substanz. Hin Geweih von 5 kg enthilt dementsprechend 

1,31 kg Kalk 

1,06 ,, Phosphorsiure. 

Diese Mengen sind beispielsweise enthalten in Futtermengen 

von 188 kg lufttrockenen Hichentrieben 

oder 733 ,, mittlerem Waldheu. 

Da zum Aufbau des Geweihs etwa 150 Tage nétig sind, 

miiBte der betreffende Hirsch tiglich 

188: 150 = 1,25 kg Eichentriebe 

oder 733:150—=4,88 ,, Waldheu 

aufnehmen, abgesehen von der zu seiner Erhaltung nétigen 

Futtermenge und unter der Voraussetzung, da die in den 

Pflanzen vorhandene Menge im Kérper restlos assimiliert wird. 

Da zur Zeit des Geweihaufbaues meist nur natiirliche Asung 

aufgenommen wird, erhéht sich die notwendige Futtermenge
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noch um das beim Trocknen verlorengegangene Wasser, also 

bei Hichentrieben um 62°/, und bei Heu um 66°, auf tiig- 

lich 2,02 kg bei ersterer und auf 8,08 kg bei Waldgras. 

Analog dem Aufbau des Geweihes werden Kalkphosphate 
auch zum Aufbau des sonstigen Knochengeriistes, so von den 

Tieren wiihrend ihrer Tragezeit zum Aufbau des Fétalskelettes 

und vom jungen Wilde zum Aufbau und Ausbau des Kérpers, 

insbesondere der Knochen, benitigt. 

Hieraus ist auch zu erkliren, da8 Hirsche, namentlich in 

der ersten Hilfte ihrer Geweihentwicklungsperiode, Tiere 

wiihrend ihrer Trage- und Siiugezeit, junge Stiicke wahrend 

ihrer Entwicklung am meisten schiilen, ebenso dann, wenn 

in den Asungspflanzen infolge anhaltender Trockenheit oder 

infolge lingeren Regens die Zufuhr der Kalkphosphate stockt, 

desgleichen in milden schneearmen Wintern. 

Die Bedeutung des phosphorsauren Kalkes fiir die Hr- 

niihrung, Gesunderhaltung und Leistungsfihigkeit unserer Haus- 

tiere ist bekannt. Mangel an solchem fiihrt zu Salzhunger 

mit seinen Folgen und Nachteilen wie FreBunlust, Abmagerung, 

Lecksucht, Knochenweiche u.a., beim Rotwild fiihrt er zu 

Schalsucht. 

Die Vorliebe und das Driingen des Wildes im Friihjahr 

nach jungem Wiesengras und Saaten von Roggen, Weizen, 

Raps ist aus diesen Griinden erklirlich. Da es diese aber in 

héheren Lagen nicht findet oder schlieflich von ihnen durch 

Ziiune abgehalten wird, bleibt dem Wild bei dem heutigen 

Waldzustand nichts iibrig als zu Schiilen, das sich fiir das 

Wild in unserem reinen Fichtenwald gewissermafen zu einer 

NaturgemaSheit entwickelt hat, da die Rinde, wenn es sich 

nur um eine Untugend oder Angewohnheit handeln wiirde, 

nicht vom Wild aufgenommen werden wiirde. 

In 100 Teilen Reinasche von Fichtenrinde sind rund 

60 Teile Kalk und 10 Teile Phosphorsiure enthalten, also die 

Stoffe, die am dringendsten und schnellsten zum Aufbau be- 

notigt werden.
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Das hiaufige, vielleicht schon erbmaBige Auftreten des 

Achters und das jahrgangsweise Setzen schwacher Kiilber in 

unseren Hochlagen nach langen Wintern sind vielleicht Folge- 

erscheinungen zu zeitig abgebrochener Fiitterung. 

Lang andauernde Fiitterung ist aber ganz besonders in 

héheren Lagen nétig, weil dort die wichtige zeitige Friihjahrs- 

asung vollstindig fehlt. 

Aus dem vorerwihnt Geschilderten sind folgende Schliisse 

zu ziehen: 

a) Dem Wild sind méglichst Futtermittel zu reichen, die 

viel Kalk und Phosphorsiiure in léslicher Form enthalten. 

b) Solche Futtermittel sind namentlich zu Ende der Futter- 

zeit zu bieten, um das Wild in guter Beschaffenheit in 

die Zeit des Geweihaufbaues und Tragezeit zu bringen. 

c) Das Wild ist durch Beigabe geeigneter Futterstoffe im 

Friihjahr méglichst lange an der Fiitterung zu halten. 

d) Durch rechtzeitige und geeignete Anlage von Salzlecken 

und richtige Zusammensetzung der Lecksteine bezw.. der 

Mischung ist Sorge zu tragen, daf das Wild, wenn es die 

Fiitterung verlassen hat, wenigstens die Salzlecken aufsucht. 

Zur Beantwortung kommt schlieBlich die Frage: 

»Was wird gefiittert?“ 

Als Regel gilt: Die Menge und Art der Fiitterung hat 

sich nach der Jahreszeit, der Witterung und nach den vor- 

erwihnten Gesichtspunkten zu richten. 

Die mehrere Tage andauernde Art der Magenverdauung 

und das Wiederkauen erméglicht es dem Rotwild, gréBere 

Mengen schwer verdaulichen Futters aufzunehmen und aus- 

zunutzen, selbst die Holzfaser bis zu 75°/). Das Rotwild als 

Wiederkiiuer braucht also bei Winterfiitterung zu seiner Ver- 

dauung ein gewisses Volumen, es begniigt sich nicht allein 

mit Kérnern oder Knollengewiichsen, mu8 vielmehr auch massen- 

reiches Futter, wie Heu von Gras, Klee und Futterkriutern, 

Stroh, Hiicksel, Laub u. a. erhalten. Ohne diese Rauhfutter- 

mittel ist das Wild gezwungen, sich den Wanst mit Holz-
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pflanzenteilen zu fiillen und wird zum Verbif und Schiilen 

geradezu gezwungen. 

Uber die Beurteilung des Wertes eines Futtermittels in 

bezug auf Verdaulichkeit sind die Versuche fiir Wild noch 

nicht abgeschlossen. Man hat bisher nur die chemischen Analysen 

landwirtschaftlicher Futtermittel zugrunde gelegt. Diese geben 

aber kein klares Bild, weil die Asungsmenge und Art beim 

Wild in freier Wildbahn nicht sicher erfaBt werden kann. 

Immerhin geniigen fiir die Bewertung der Futtermittel die von 

den landwirtschaftlichen Versuchsanstalten zusammengestellten 

Tabellen iiber Zusammensetzung und Niahrstoffgehalt der Futter- 

mittel nach Prozenten vollstindig. 

Die Hauptrolle unter den Futtermitteln wird stets dem 

Rauhfutter zufallen, namentlich dann, wenn Heu von friih 

geernteten Gras- und Kleearten oder Futterkriiutern, besonders 

aber zeitig gewonnenes Laubfutter hierzu verwendet wird. 

Die jiingsten Pflanzen und Pflanzenteile, mithin auch die 

zeitig eingeernteten Futtermittel, sind gewéhnlich am besten 

verdaulich. In Frage kommt Heu von Siifgrisern, Rot- und 

WeiBklee, Serradella, Erbsen, Lupine, Wickenarten (Futter-, Sand-, 

Vogelwicke), Luzerne, ferner Laubheu von Hiche, Hirschholunder, 

Linde, getrocknetes Himbeer- und Brombeerkraut, Heidelbeer- 

und Heidekraut. 

Auf das Einernten von Heu und Laubreisig kann hier 

nicht niher eingegangen werden. Beim Hinbringen des Heues 

in die Scheune empfiehlt es sich, etwas Viehsalz ein- aber 

nicht aufzustreuen, um die Feuchtigkeit herauszuziehen. Be- 

steht keine Méglichkeit, einwandfreies Rauhfutter selbst zu 

ernten, so ist solches keinesfalls durch wertloses, schlieBlich 

noch spit eingebrachtes Heu von Kulturen zu ersetzen, viel- 

mehr von einem anderen Revier zu beziehen oder zu kaufen. 

Eine zu starke Beigabe von an Kohlehydraten. reichen 

Futtermitteln, wie Riiben und besonders Kartoffeln, vermag die 

Verdaulichkeit und richtige Ausnutzung des Rauhfutters herab- 

zudriicken.
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Die natiirlichste und gesiindeste Asung sind Baumfriichte, 

insbesondere Hicheln, RoSkastanien, Bucheckern, Ebereschen. 

Da sie leicht schimmeln und bei zu trockener Lagerung hart 

und unverdaulich werden, sind sie spit zu sammeln und nur 

nach mehrtigigem Trocknen an der Luft in luftigen Kellern 

oder in Erdmieten aufzubewahren. Naturgemif ist es, die 
Baumfriichte, solange sie noch frisch und prall sind, zeitig, 

also im Herbst und Friihwinter, zu verfiittern, schon um das 

spiitere durch Trockenwerden bedingte Brechen und Quetschen 

zu vermeiden. Kastanien und Kicheln werden am besten auf 

dem Erdboden gereicht, auch wenn Schnee liegt. 

In Jahren, in denen es an Hicheln und Kastanien mangelt, 

diese also nur schwer und teuer zu haben sind, empfiehit es 

sich, dem Rauhfutter Knollengewichse, wie Runkel-, Zucker-, 

Mohr-, Stoppel- oder Kohlriiben, beizugeben, und zwar bei 

starkem Frost am besten in zerkleinertem Zustand. 

Auch diese Knollengewiichse sind wegen ihrer mehr oder 

weniger guten Haltbarkeit und schlechten Transportméglichkeit 

bei Frost zweckmiifig im Spiitherbst und Frihwinter zu reichen. 

Im letzten Teil der Fiitterungsperiode, etwa von Mitte | 

Februar an, ist alsdann neben Rauhfutter zu Kérnerfuttermitteln, 

wie Hafer, Mais, Hiilsenfriichte oder Abfallprodukten von Ge- 

treide wie Roggen- und Weizenkleie, Malzkeime, Lein- und 

Rapskuchen, tiberzugehen. 

Hine bessere Ausnutzung der Kérner durch junge Stiicke 

wird erreicht, wenn die Korner in gequetschtem, geschrotenem 

oder aufgequelltem Zustand gereicht werden. 

Um das Wild aus den vorerwiihnten Griinden miéglichst 

lange an der Fiitterung zu halten, ist es ratsam, zu Ende der 

Fiitterungszeit getrocknete Riibenschnitzel und mit Melasse 
vermischten Hafer zu geben, um den eigentlichen Zweck der 

Fiitterung, Erziehung eines an Geweihbildung und Kérperbau 

kriftigen Wildstandes zu erreichen. Ungetrocknete Riiben- 

schnitzel sollen wegen ihres grofen Wassergehaltes nicht an 

tragende Tiere und Kiilber gefiittert werden. Man rechnet auf 

ein Kalb etwa 1/,, auf ein Alttier 1 Pfd. Trockenschnitzel.
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Trockenschnitzel haben unbegrenzte Haltbarkeit, ihre Ver- 

wendung hat den Vorteil, daB man von der Witterung un- 

abhingig ist und daBf die Transport- und Futterkosten sehr 

abgemindert werden. 1 Ztr. Trockenschnitzel wird aus 9 Ztr. 

Nafschnitzeln gewonnen. 

Der Wert der Salzlecken, deren Vorhandensein und richtige 

Anlage zur Erreichung des vorerwihnten Zieles wesentlich 

beitrigt, wurde bereits erwihnt und kann als bekannt voraus- 

gesetzt werden. 

Am besten bewiihrt haben sich bisher in Sachsen die 

Neumeisterschen Kalksalzlecksteine, die Rosenheimer Salinen- 

steine und von den 3 Arten Wildsalzlecksteinen der Phosphor- 

stein und der Kalkstein, wihrend der Kalistein kaum an- 

genpommen wurde. 

Als Bedarf ergeben sich fiir 1 Stiick Rotwild durchschnitt- 

lich jahrlich 2 Lecksteine (Neumeister bezw. Wildsalz) zu je 2,5 kg. 
Die Steine werden am besten in Kiisten, die ihrer Gréfe 

angepaft sind, auf Pfiihlen oder Stockabschnitten gereicht, oder 

sie werden in Vertiefungen, die in die Sticke eingemeifelt 

werden, eingelegt. 

IV. Vorbeugung bezw. Verhinderung von Schiden 

durch Verbif, Fegen und Schilen. 

Als Vorbeugung gegen Verbifschiden kommen in erster 

Linie die vorerwihnten waldbaulichen Mafnahmen in Frage, 

ferner aber Betriebsformen, bei denen auf grofer Flache kiinst- 

liche oder natiirliche Vorverjiingung getrieben wird, so daB 

das Wild nicht mit dieser fertig wird, iiberhaupt Verwendung 

groBer Pflanzenzahlen mit Beisaat verschiedener Holzarten (Bi, 

Ki). Bei wertvollen und empfindlichen Pflanzen und auf guten 

wiichsigen Standorten lohnt sich die Hinfriedigung durch 

Ziune, da die miBratene Kultur die teuerste ist. Kurz er- 

wiihnt seien noch folgende Abwehrmittel: 

Schmiermittel, am besten mit der Biittnerschen 

Doppelbiirste aufzutragen, fiir EHinzelpflanzen entsiuerter 

Weberscher Baumteer, Raupenleim, Baumkarbolineum oder 

Thar.-Forstl.-Jb. Ba, 86, Heft 7, 26
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Mischungen aus Steinkohlenteer, Rinderblut und kalzinierter 

Soda im Verhiltnis 1:1: 0,25, 
Bestreichen der Endtriebe mit Kalkmilch (Kalk und Wasser 

mit etwas Leinél und Dextrin). Die Knospen werden be- | 

strichen, der Kalk erhiirtet und bildet um die Knospen eine | 

Hiille, die beim Austreiben gesprengt wird. 

Metallschutz durch Anhingen von blinkenden Blech- 

stiicken. Im Werdauer Wald leere Konservenbiichsen an 

starke Buchenheister; Drabtspiralen, Knospenschiitzer (leicht 

andriicken) u. a. 
Werg mit Petroleum getrinkt. 

Papierfihnchen Olbernhauer Revier. 

Kine alte Regel ist es: Méglichst oft mit den Vorbeugungs- 

und Abwehrmitteln zu wechseln. 

Fegen, das einzige Mittel hiergegen ist sachgemiBes 
Verkrakeln. Neuerdings werden auch Drahtspiralen mit Er- 

folg angewandt. 

Das Schalen der glattrindigen Stammteile entsteht aus 

dem Bediirfnis nach in der Rinde enthaltenen Mineralstoffen 

und aus gesteigertem Salzhunger mangels geeigneter Natur- 

sung und nach langer einseitiger Fiitterung mit Heu. Neben 

den bereits erwihnten kommen als vorbeugende Mittel in 

Frage: 

Anlage zahlreicher Salzlecken, am besten solcher mit Lock- 

mitteln und phosphorsaurem Kalk (Neumeistersche Salzleck- 

steine oder Verwendung des Oberforstmeister Hohlfeldschen 

Wildfutterpulvers, das fast auf allen gréBeren Rotwildrevieren 

in der Tschechoslowakei gegen das Schiilen eine groke 

Rolle spielt). 

Ferner das Bestreichen der glattrindigen gefiihrdeten 

Stammteile mit Raupenleim unter Zusatz von scharfem feinen 

Sand oder widerlichen Substanzen. Der sicherste Erfolg ist 

bisher erzielt worden mit dem Hinbinden der Stangen der 

I. und II. Altersklasse mit Reisig sofort nach der 1. Durch- 

forstung.
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Auf dem Marienberger Revier werden diese Arbeiten 

schon seit Jahren planmiBig teils mit Frauen, teils mit 

Erwerbslosen ausgefiihrt, und zwar nach 800—1000 Stiick 

Fichten je Hektar. Die Kosten stellen sich auf 3 Rpf. je 
Stamm, also auf 24—30 RM. je Hektar. 

Durch Verwendung von Erwerbslosen kann die Arbeit 

wesentlich verbilligt werden. Das Kinbinden mu8 sofort 

nach der Durchforstung vorgenommen werden, da das Reisig 

sich frisch am besten bindet und das Wild neu durchforstete 

Bestiinde sehr bald aufsucht. 

Bei der Verwendung von Notstandsarbeitern oder des 

DAD. wird es darauf ankommen, etwa eben soviel — 800 bis 

1000 je Hektar — Zukunftsstimmchen in Bestiinden, die sich 

noch nicht gereinigt haben und die mit Beginn intensiven 

Hohenwachstums sehr gefiihrdet sind, durch Herauf- oder Her- 

unterzichen der griinen Aste einzubinden und einen sogenannten 

Griineinband herzustellen. Liicken im Schutzmantel sind durch 

Einstecken von Reisig zu ersetzen. 

Der Reisigmantel ist mit 2 Drahten zu umbinden und 

hilt etwa 5 Jahre. 

Spiiter sind diese Zukunftsbiume durch Cervidon zu 

schiitzen. Dieses ist ebenfalls nur wirksam, wenn nur einzelne 

Exemplare gestrichen werden. Die MaSnahmen bestandsmiafig 

angewendet, ist auch zu teuer. 

Ich hoffe durch meine Ausfiihrungen den Forstimtern, 

die das Gliick und den Vorzug haben, Rotwild in ihren Revieren 

beheimaten zu diirfen, das sind 50 von 77 Forstiimtern auf 

rund 110000 ha, eine Anregung gegeben zu haben, in der 

Verhiitung von Verbi8- und Schilschiiden mitzuarbeiten, und 

zwar insbesondere bei der Durchfiihrung der vorstehend ge- 

schilderten MaBnahmen der Asungsbeschaffung. 

Im Anschlu8 an meine Ausfiihrungen, die nur Rotwild 

betreffen, méchte ich noch kurz auf den Schutz und die 

Hege unseres wichtigsten Niederwildes, also: Reh, Hase, Fasan 

und Rebhuhn eingehen. 
26*
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Zwei §§ des Reichsjagdgesetzes sind es, die den Kreis- 

jigermeister ermiichtigen, die Pflichten des Jagdausiibungs- 

berechtigten in bezug auf Schutz und Fiitterung des Wildes 

auf dem Gesetzesweg durchzusetzen. 

Der eine § ist: 

§ 29 Abs. 1 und 2. 

Abs. 1. Der Jagdausiibungsberechtigte darf auf land- und 

forstwirtschaftlich genutzten Grundstiicken besondere An- 

lagen, wie Futterplitze, Ansitze und Jagdhiitten, nur mit 

Genehmigung des Grundeigentiimers errichten; der Eigen- 

tiimer ist zur Genehmigung verpflichtet, wenn ihm die 

Duldung der Anlage zugemutet werden kann — die 

Entscheidung fiillt der Kreisjiigermeister — und er eine an- 

gemessene Entschiidigung erhilt, die auf Antrag eines der 

Beteiligten die untere Verwaltungsbehérde festsetzt. 

Abs. 2. In gemeinschaftlichen Jagdbezirken sind die nach 

Abs. 1 errichteten Anlagen dem Jagdnachfolger auf sein 

Verlangen gegen angemessene Entschidigung zu iiberlassen. 

Unter dem Wort ,,besondere Anlagen“ wie Futterplitze 

in Abs. 1 sind sinngemi8 auch Remisen, Hecken, iiberhaupt 7 

Schutzanlagen zu verstehen. 

Der andere § ist: 

§ 33 Abs. 1—3. 

Abs. 1. Der Jagdausiibungsberechtigte ist verpflichtet, in 

der Notzeit fiir angemessene Wildfiitterung zu sorgen. 

Abs. 2. Kommt der Jagdausiibungsberechtigte der Ver- 

pflichtung trotz Aufforderung durch den Kreisjigermeister 

nicht nach, so kann der Kreisjiigermeister die Fiitterung 

auf dessen Rechnung selbst vornehmen lassen. 

Abs. 3. Wird festgestellt, da® infolge Verschuldens des 

Jagdausiibungsberechtigten Wild in Not geriit, so kann der 

: Kreisjigermeister den Abschu8 an Schalenwild herabsetzen 

und den AbschuB an Niederwild fiir eine bestimmte Zeit sperren. 

Aus diesen eben erwihnten beiden §§ ergeben sich folgende 

Betrachtungen:
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Die Fiitterung ist immer etwas Unnatiirliches und ist nur 

ein Notbehelf und Ersatz fiir das, was die Natur in unserem 

heutigen Wirtschaftswald und in unseren Kultursteppen nicht 

mehr zu bieten vermag. 

Die Fiitterung hat also Ersatz zu bieten fiir mangelnde 

winterliche Asung bezw. Kérnung, ihre Verabreichung hat auf 

einem Platz zu erfolgen, der dem Wild bei Aufnahme des 

Futters Schutz vor Witterungsunbilden und vor Raubzeug 

gewahrt. 

Da die Darreichung von Futtermitteln die natiirliche 

Asung nie voll ersetzen kann, mit ersteren auBerdem mancherlei 

Gefahren und Nachteile fiir das Wild, selbst bei sachgemafer 

Durchfiihrung, verbunden sind, mu8 zuniichst angestrebt werden, 

durch Verbesserung der Lebensbedingungen des Wildes in 

Wald und Feld auch fiir winterliche Notzeiten die kiinstliche 

Fiitterung durch natiirliche Asungsbeschaffung soweit als 

modglich zu ersetzen. Nachstehend sollen die Méglichkeiten, 

dem Wild giinstigere Asungs- und Daseinsverhiiltnisse zu 

schaffen, geschildert werden, und zwar getrennt nach solchen 

im Wald und im Feld. 

A. Im Wald. 

Die Anlage besonderer Wildacker und Wildwiesen scheidet 

fiir Rehwild und Hasen im allgemeinen aus, da sie in Not- 

zeiten ohnehin keine Asung bieten. Fir diese mu8 vielmehr 

auf andere Weise Sorge getragen werden. 

Hier ist zuniichst ein Appell an alle Forstbeamte und 

Waldbesitzer zu richten, bei den waldbaulichen Bestrebungen 

wieder von dem Reinbestand abzukommen und unseren Wald 

wieder artenreich und rassenmiiBig gesund aufzubauen. (Das 

forstliche Rassegesetz ist inzwischen vom Herrn Reichsforst- 

meister unterm 13. Dezember 1934 erlassen worden.) 

Berufen, diese Aufgabe durchzufiihren, sind in Sachsen 

namentlich die Forstiimter als staatliche Aufsichtsbehérden und 

die Kreisférster als Unterorgane der Landesbauernschaft.
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Fir die Durchfiihrung der hierfiir in Frage kommenden 

Ma8nahmen wird auf die Ausfiihrungen unter II (3) verwiesen. 

B. Im Feld. | 

Es ist eine alte jagdliche Erfahrung, daB das Niederwild 

da besonders unter Raubwild zu leiden hat, wo es keinen 

Schutz findet und keine Deckung hat. 

Die Krihe und Elster finden das Gelege von Fasanen 

und Rebhuhn und den Junghasen; der Raubvogel zehntet die 

Rebhiihner im Winter, weil sie keine Hecken und Striucher 

zum Schutz auf der weifSen Schneefliiche haben; der Hase 

kann sich dem jagenden Hund auf freier Fliche nicht entziehen, 

wo es ihm an Deckung und Unterschlupf fehlt; den Fasanen- 

hahn bringt selbst der beste Hund kaum aus einer dichten 

Schlehenhecke heraus u. a. 

Ebenso hat das letzte Jagdjahr als ausgesprochenes Diirre- 

jahr erwiesen, daB die Strecken auf Revieren ohne jedwede 

: Deckung viel ungiinstiger waren als auf solchen mit Wald- 

parzellen, weil die Gelege durch die starke Sonnenbestrahlung 

vielfach vertrocknet sind und weil die Hisinnen ihren Satz 

verlieBen. 

In Feldrevieren, in denen keine Waldparzellen vorhanden 

sind, handelt es sich also mehr um Beschaffung von Schutz 

und Deckung, als um Fiitterung, letztere zumindest in Ver- 

bindung mit ersteren. 

In neuerer Zeit ist es namentlich in Revieren, die in 

Nihe von Stidten liegen, notwendig, Schutzanlagen fiir die 

Winterzeit zu schaffen, damit die durch den sehr zuanehmenden 

Ski-Sport gestérten Hasen Unterschlupf finden und dem Revier 

erhalten bleiben. 

Als Schutzanlagen dienen in erster Linie Remisen, und 

zwar solche stiindiger 

oder voriibergehender Art, 

ferner Hecken von den spiiter erwihnten Holzarten.
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SchlieBlich kénnen Vogelschutzgehélze bei geschickter, 

etwas erweiterter Anlage und noch griferer Verbreitung fiir 

Fasan und Rebhuhn dienstbar gemacht werden. 

Die erwihnten Anlagen miissen mit Riicksicht darauf, da 

kein Kulturland der Volkserniihrung entzogen werden michte, 

méglichst so gehalten werden, da8 sie neben ihrem jagdlichen 
Wert auch volkswirtschaftlich niitzlich sind und schlieBlich 

mindestens die Ausgaben decken. 

Zunichst ist jedes Revier zu durchforschen, daf alle (d- 

flichen irgendwie fiir die Belange des Wildes ausgenutzt und 

in geeigneter Weise bepflanzt oder besiit werden, so Wege- 

béschungen, alte Steinbriiche, trockene Hinge, Kiesgruben, Teich- 

umland, Bachliiufe, Siimpfe u. a. 

Fiir solche Flichen sind Weiferle, Birke, Besenpfrieme, 

Stechginster und Sanddorn, aber auch viele fiir Hecken ge- 

eignete Pflanzen zu verwenden. 

Bei der Auswahl der Fliche ist darauf zu achten, dai 

warme Siidhinge, windgeschiitzte Lagen und von nichtlichem 

Verkehr unberiihrte Stellen méglichst inmitten des Reviers ge- 

wihlt werden. 

Za Remisen ist kurz folgendes zu erwiihnen: 

Thre Gré8e und Zusammensetzung hat sich nach den Stand- 

ortsverhiltnissen und dem Zweck zu richten. Im allgemeinen 

geniigen schon 1—2a grofe Flichen, und zwar je mehr je 

besser. 

Auf die Anlage von gré8eren Remisen fiir Rehwild und 

Fasan kann hier nicht niher eingegangen werden, weil dann 

gréBere Flichen unter 1 ha erforderlich sind, deren Anbau 

mehr oder weniger als Aufforstung zu gelten hat. 

Als Holzarten fiir stindige Remisen kommen in Frage: 

Hiche niederwaldartig bewirtschaftet mit einzelnen Fichten, 

die von unten nicht aufgeastet werden diirfen; 

Fichte iiblichste Form mit regelmifigem Verschnitt in 

1,5—2,0 m Hohe und Randeinfassung von Laubholz — Eiche, 

Hainbuche — oder Liirche, die aber nicht geképft werden 

und dem Fasan zum Aufbiiumen dienen sollen.
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Blaufichte, die groBe Hitze und mehr Trockenheit ver- 

triigt, infolge ihres langsamen Wachstums nicht verschnitten 

zu werden braucht und der stachligen Nadeln wegen vom 

Raubvogel gemieden wird. Im Verband von 2,5—3 m an- 

gelegt, bleibt sie etwa 30 Jahre unten dicht und bietet besten | 

Schutz. | 

Schwarzdorn und WeiSdorn wegen ihrer Undurch- | 

dringlichkeit fiir Mensch und Weidevieh. Sie eignen sich | 

daher besonders zu Hinfassungen von Schutzgehélzen. 

Weide in Form von Weidenhegern als beliebtester Aufent- 

halt fiir Fasan. LErtragsfiihigkeit 12—16 Jahre. 

Fiir trocknere Béden eignen sich in der Hauptsache 

Kiefer, Wacholder, Akazie, Besenpfrieme und Sanddorn. 

Fir nichtstandige Remisen kommen haupsichlich in Frage: 

Mais, Topinambur, Helianthy, Hanf, Lupine, Hopfen, Kuh- 

kohl, Sachalin-Knéterich, Hirse und Buchweizen. 

Auf den Anbau dieser Pflanzen kann hier nicht niher 

eingegangen werden. 

Namentlich in hiigligem Gelinde finden sich vielfach 

hohe und breite Feldraine, ebenso vielerorts verédete Vieh- 
triften, die in ihrem verwahrlosten Zustand meist nur Herde 

fiir Miiuse und Ungeziefer sind. 

Hier lohnt es sich, geeignete Hecken anzulegen, die 

gleichzeitig, wie in Schleswig-Holstein die Knicks, vorteilhaft 

zum Schutz der Felder, des Gartenbaues und der Viehzucht 

verwendet werden kénnen. In Polen und der Ukraine ver- 

steht es die Jiigerschaft meisterhaft, die Hecken fiir diese und 

jagdliche Zwecke auszuntitzen. 

Das iiberall verbreitete Wort Hecke ist abgeleitet von 

dem mitteldeutschen Hag oder Hagen, das ist umfriedigendes 

Gebiisch, lebendiger Zaun, auch Hain. Bekannte Zusammen- 

setzungen sind Hage- oder Hainbuche, Hagebutte, Hagedorn, 

Hage- oder Heckenrosen. | 

Leider hat unsere intensive Landwirtschaft mit den Hecken 

aufgeriiumt, sehr zum Schaden des Niederwildes und der in- 

sektenvertilgenden Vogel, meist aus Angst vor Mausen.
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Wer kennt nicht den Wert der Fichtenhecke als lebenden 

Schneeschutz an Hisenbahnen, den einzelnen Wildrosenbusch, 

die einzelne Schlehenhecke als sicheren Unterschlupf des Reb- 

huhns im Winter zum Schutz gegen Raubvégel. 

Fiir Feldhecken eignen sich Pflanzen, die eine reiche 

Verzweigung vom Boden an haben, die lange Lebensdauer 

besitzen, den Schnitt gut vertragen und nicht weitreichende 

Wurzelausliufe treiben. Solche Pflanzen sind: Der gemeine 

Wacholder (Juniperus), der Lebensbaum (Thuja Occidentalis), 

die Blau- und WeiB8fichte, Krummholzkiefer, Hibe, Buchsbaum, 

auch die Hainbuche, die auch zu hohen Hecken gezogen werden 

kann, sowie Schlehe, WeifSdorn, Liguster, Kornelkirsche, Hunds- 

rose und Brombeere. 

Die Hecken bieten dem Hasen und Rebhuhn nicht nur 

Schutz vor Raubvégeln und Krihen, sondern auch gegen Regen, 

Schnee und Sturm; auferdem finden eine grofe Zahl von 

Sing- und niitzlichen Végeln Aufenthalt, Niststitte, Schutz und 

Nahrung. 

Es mu8 beachtet werden, da8 unter und in Nihe der 

Hecken méglichst keine Steinhaufen lagern, damit der gefiihr- 

lichste Feind des Niederwildes, das Wiesel, ferngehalten wird; 

gegen letzteres sind auferdem kleine Klapp- oder Kastenfallen 

in méglichst grofer Zahl aufzustellen. 

Es ist irrig anzunehmen, das Wiesel miisse der Miiuse 

wegen besonders geschont werden. Gegen Mausekalamititen 

wirken erfolgreich nur Witterungseinfliisse, insbesondere Niisse 

und Schneeschmelze mit anschlieSendem Frost. 

Das Wiesel ist der schlimmste Feind des Niederwildes 

und seiner Blutgier und seines Schadens wegen gefihrlicher 

als der Fuchs, da dieser mehr krankes Wild und Fallwild 

nimmt und als Waldpolizei wirkt. 

C. Fiitterung. 

§ 33 (1) besagt, daB der Jagdausiibungsberechtigte ver- 

pilichtet ist, in der Notzeit fiir angemessene Wildfiitterung 

zu sorgen.
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Durch die Kilte des Winters gerit das Wild nur dann 

in Not, wenn es infolge anhaltender hoher und gleichmibBiger, 

namentlich aber verharschter Schneedecke Asungsmangel leidet 

und in Ermangelung natiirlicher Asung nicht rechtzeitig und 

sachgemi8 gefiittert wird und hungert. 

In unser aller Gediichtnis steht noch das Notjahr des 

Schalenwildes, verursacht durch den Winter 1928/29, dem 

selbst in den mildesten Lagen des Niederlandes eine ungeheure 

Menge Reh- und Niederwild zum Opfer fielen. 

Ich darf an meine Beobachtungen und die in diesem 

Winter durchgefiihrten Mafnahmen der Fiitterung ankniipfen 

und nachzuweisen versuchen, was als angemessene Fiitterung 

fiir die einzelnen Arten unseres Niederwildes zu verstehen ist. 

1. Rehwild. 

Verhiingnisvoll wird gerade dem Rehwild der Umstand, 

daB es bei plitzlich einsetzendem starken Schneefall und hoher 

Schneelage den Standort nicht wesentlich aindert und daher 

die gebotenen Futteranlagen nicht aufsucht. Aus diesem Grunde 

ist namentlich in groBen Waldgebieten héherer Lagen die 

Raufe nur in wenigen Fillen zu benutzen. Es ist vielmehr 

notig, viele kleine Futterstellen anzulegen. Das Futter mu8 

gewissermafen an die Rehe herangebracht werden. Das sach- 

gemaBe Fiittern erfordert daher viel Mihe und Kleinarbeit. 

§ 39 (3) findet schon hierdurch Berechtigung: Ein Jagd- 

aufseher mu8 bestellt werden, wenn der Kreisjigermeister dies 
verlangt; das Verlangen ist nur zulassig, wenn ohne die Be- 

stellung ein tiber 1000 ha grofer Bezirk ohne gehérigen Schutz 

sein wiirde und wenn die Bestellung dem Verpflichteten nach 

seinen wirtschaftlichen Verhiltnissen zugemutet werden kann. 

a) Als Ort der Fiitterung sind am besten Siidhiinge und 

sonnige Bléfen in Althélzern oder Mittel- und Nieder- 

waldbestiinden zu wiihlen, ferner Wasserliufe. Es emp- 

fiehlt sich, um die Futterstellen den Schnee zu beseitigen 

oder festzutreten, damit die Bécke mit dem Pinsel nicht 

dauernd den Schnee beriihren. Im Umkreis des Futter-
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platzes ist daher etwas Reisig oder Stroh aufzulegen, das 

von den Rehen gern als Bett benutzt und immer wieder 

ausgeschlagen wird. 

b) Zeit der Fiitterung. 

In den einzelnen zugeteilten Schutzbezirken hat jeder 

Beamte bezw. Angestellte oder Beauftragte méglichst tig- 

lich, regelmaBig und vielseitig zu fiittern, was fiir die 

Ausfiihrenden bei tiefer Schneelage und dem Gewicht des 

Futters mit nicht geringen Anstrengungen verbunden sein 

kann. 

Das Fiittern erfolgt am besten taglich, spitestens aber 

alle 2 Tage, in den Mittagsstunden, damit die gereichten 

Hackfriichte nicht so schnell und stark gefrieren und in 

den zeitigen Nachmittagstunden aufgenommen werden. 

Die Rehe werden sehr bald vertraut und nehmen die 

gebotenen Futtermittel gut an. 

c) Art der Fiitterung. 

Bei der Ausfiihrung der Fiitterung kommt es weniger 

auf die Menge als auf die Giite des Futters an und auf 

die Art, wie es gereicht wird. Es darf taglich nur so 

viel gegeben werden, als aufgebraucht wird. Nicht an- 

genommenes Futter verdirbt schnell und verursacht Krank- 

heiten. 

Wie bereits erwihnt, bewihren sich in grofen Wald- 

gebieten Raufen fiir Rehwild nicht, weil jahre-, ja jahrzehnte- 

lang mit den iiblichen Mitteln — Freilegen von Heide usw. — 

auszukommen ist, weil ferner zu viel Raufen gebraucht wiirden, 

deren Anlage und Unterhaltung zu kostspielig ware, ohne daB 

die GewiBheit besteht, daf wirklich alle Rehe an die stiindigen 

Raufen treten. Durch ausgesprochene Raufenfiitterung wird 

leicht abseits stehendes Rehwild iibersehen und verhungert. 

Bei eintretender Not ist schnell zu handeln, da hiervon der 

Erfolg abhingt. Durch forstliche Mafinahmen wechselt ohne- 

hin der Stand des Rehwildes dauernd. In strengen Wintern 

ist das Rehwild nur dadurch vor dem Verhungern oder Er-
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frieren zu schiitzen, daB man viele kleine Futterstellen an- 

legt, und zwar dort, wo die Rehe ihren Stand haben. 

Aus diesem Grund stellt das Fiittern im Gegensatz zur 

Fiitterung des Hochwildes an alle mit dem Fiittern Betraute 

groBe Anforderung in bezug auf Zeit, Ausdauer, Miihe und 

Umsicht, weil von einer Person immerhin ein verhiiltnismafig 

grofes Gebiet tiiglich begangen werden muf und weil ferner 

das Anfahren des Futters des Geliindes und der Kosten wegen 

und mit Riicksicht auf die grof%e Zahl der Futterstellen nur 

in einzelnen Fiillen durchfiihrbar ist. Hier zeigte sich besonders 

der Wert des Dienstgespannes. 

Die Futterstellen werden am besten unter gut und dicht 

bekronten, gleichmiBig beasteten Fichten angelegt, damit die 

Futtermittel, insbesondere die Rauhfutterbunde, vor Schnee 

etwas geschiitzt sind. 

Letztere werden nicht wie die Getreidegarben, sondern 

am besten kreuzweise gebunden, indem das Strohseil vom 

Knoten aus nicht in zwei, sondern in vier Strihne geteilt 

wird. Dieses Bund — 2—3 Pfund schwer — wird mit einem 

weiteren Strohseil am Stamm befestigt. Durch das kreuzweise 

Binden kann das Heu nicht seitlich herausgerissen und zer- 

treten werden, so daf eine grofe Ersparnis eintritt, weil alles 

abfallende Heu fiir die Fiitterung verloren ist, sofern es nicht 
vom Hasen aufgenommen wird. 

Die Gebunde werden so hoch angebracht, da auch der 

Hase in sitzender Stellung gerade noch die untere Fliiche des 

Bundes beiisen kann. 

Vom Strohseil sind einzelne hervorstehende Halme ab- ; 
zuschneiden, um zu verhiiten, daB diese in den Lichtern oder 

im Windfang Verletzungen verursachen. 

Durchgeregnete Bunde sind wertlos geworden und zu 

beseitigen. Mit trockenem Schnee bedeckte sind abzuschiitteln, 

solange Schnee aufliegt, werden sie nicht angenommen. 

Schneetage sind fiir die Rehe am ungiinstigsten, weniger 

solche mit klarem Wetter, wenn auch sehr niedrigen Tem- 

peraturen.
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Sind die Fiitterungen einmal angenommen, dann werden 

auch die Schneetage nicht mehr gefiihrlich, weil die Rehe an 

das unter die Bunde gelegte und durch diese etwas geschiitzte 

Beifutter — Kartoffeln, Apfel, Riiben, Méhren, Hafer — gewohnt 

sind und diese herausschlagen. 

d) In Frage kommende Futtermittel. 

Das beste Rauhfutter fiir Rehe sind neben Hafergarben, 

die sich aber in groBen Waldgebieten wegen des grofen 

Volumens und des schwierigen Transports an die zahlreichen 

Stellen in ungtinstigem Gelinde nicht eignen, trocken und gut 

geerntetes Heu von zeitig gemihtem Gras, Grummet und Klee- 
bezw. Serradellaheu. Kleeheu vom dritten Schnitt ist seiner 

Zartheit wegen das beste. 

Im Anfang empfiehlt es sich, das Rehwild mit einigen 

Hafergarben an die Futterstellen zu gewdhnen, da die Garben 

am schnellsten gefunden, am leichtesten angenommen, und 

nach dem Abiisen der Kérner gern zum Niedertun benutzt 

werden. Stroh wird natiirlich, wie hiiufig fiilschlicherweise an- 

genommen wird, nicht geist. 

Von den vorerwihnten 5 Rauhfuttermitteln ist das am 

besten ausgenutzte und bekjmmlichste, daher billigste, wirk- 

lich gut geerntetes, ganz trockenes Grummet, weil es restlos 

aufgeist werden kann, wihrend von Klee und Heu nur die 

wenigen Blatter, nicht aber Halme und Stengel aufgenommen 

werden. 
Bei Versuchen mit Heu und Grummet wurde ersteres stets 

verschmaht, namentlich wenn es vorwiegend starke Halme 

enthielt. 
Im Sommer regenfrei geerntetes Himbeerlaubheu wurde 

ebenfalls gern angenommen. 
Von anderen Futtermittelh wurden mit bestem Erfolg 

Hackfriichte gereicht: Kartoffeln, Runkelriiben, Méhren. 

Zum Fiittern eignen sich fernerhin des geringen Gewichts 

und der leichten Befirderung wegen Kicheln, entbitterte ge- 

* quetschte Kastanien, Trockenschnitzel, nie feuchte Schnitzel, 

Kartoffelflocken und Kleie. Doch méchten letztere nur geboten
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werden, wenn Schnee liegt oder wo auch bei groBter Kilte 

offene Wasserstellen vorhanden sind, weil diese dem Kérper 

viel Fliissigkeit entziehen und Durst hervorrufen. Besonders 

gern wurde auch Fallobst und Beeren der Eberesche genommen. 

Als bestes Kraftmittel ist neben den Hackfriichten noch 

eine kleine Menge Hafer zu reichen. 

Die Hackfriichte miissen unter allen Umstinden zerkleinert 

gegeben werden, da die Rehe wegen Fehlens der Schneide- 

zibne im Oberkiefer bei Frost die runden Hackfriichte mit 

dem Geiise nicht fassen und zerkleinern kénnen, Selbst kleine 

Kartoffeln sind, um nicht verschluckt zu werden, zu zerschneiden. 

Diese so vorbereiteten Futtermittel sind bei sehr viel 

Schnee unter das Bund zu legen, weil sie auf diese Weise 

nicht vollstindig verschneien und stets gefunden werden, bei 

einer geringen Schneedecke sind sie aber auch um den Futter- 

platz auszustreuen, damit nicht nur 1 Stiick etwas bekommt 

und das Rehwild zum Schlagen und zur Bewegung angeregt wird, 

Unter dem Bund wird ferner praktischerweise in einem 

kleinen Holztrog etwas Hafer gereicht, der allen Futtermitteln 

yorgezogen wird und den Gesundheitszustand auferordentlich 

fordert. 

Die auf diese Weise gefiitterten Rehe scheinen den mit 

beginnendem Tauwetter durch den plétzlichen Asungswechsel 

eintretenden Darmkrankheiten besser zu widerstehen. 

Die Annahme, dem gefiirchteten Durchfall durch Weiter- 

fiittern mit trockenem guten Rauhfutter vorbeugen zu kénnen, 

ist irrig, da simtliches Rehwild in sehr undankbarer Weise 

beim Offenwerden des Bodens und beim Freiwerden der ersten 
griinen Saatstellen sofort die Fiitterung verliBt. 

Es ist daher leichter, das Rehwild vor dem Verhungern 

und Erfrieren zu retten, als es vor den mit dem Asungswechsel 

verbundenen Gefahren zu schiitzen. 

Die Beobachtungen und Erfahrungen des Winters 1928/29 

mahnen dazu, noch mehr als bisher fiir natiirliche Asung zu 

sorgen und den Anbau solcher Pflanzen zu férdern, die selbst 

bei hoher Schneelage dem Rehwild zugiinglich sind und die
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zugleich das Wachstum der Kulturen férdern und den Verbi8 

derselben abmindern. 

In erster Linie ist fiir Aussaat von Besenpfrieme und 
Waldkorn an allen geeigneten Stellen, namentlich untragbaren 

Flichen an Siidhingen und in Kulturen zu sorgen. Das 

Wachstum der Fichte wird durch Besenpfrieme sehr geférdet. 

Sofern nur der Wipfeltrieb der Fichte freigehalten wird, tritt 

ein Uberwuchern dieser nicht ein. : 

Von Wichtigkeit ist es ferner, Weichhélzer, namentlich 

Aspen und Weide, nur da zu entnehmen, wo es unbedingt 

notig ist. Aspen sind den Laubholzbestiinden beizumischen, vor- 

handene zu plflegen, damit sie sich durch Wurzelbrut wieder 

verbreiten. Auch kanadische Pappel, die sich leicht durch 

Stecklinge erziehen laBt, eignet sich infolge ihres schnellen 

Wachstums fiir den vorliegenden Zweck. Nach einigen Jahren 

auf den Stock gesetzt, treibt sie dichte Striucher, die vom 

Rehwild gern beiist werden. 

2. Hase. 

Auch beim Hasen wird das Fiittern in rauhen Lagen und 

selbst im Niederland bei Schnee mit Kruste ndtig. Bei 

Vorhandensein von Rehfiitterungen geniigen diese auch fiir 

den Hasen. 

Im freien Gelinde liuft der Hase bekanntlich auf schnee- 

bedeckten Flichen jeden erhéhten, namentlich dunklen Punkt 

an. Er findet daher das dargebotene Futter leicht. 

In Frage kommen: 

1. Hafergarben zum Auffinden von Riiben usw. 

2. Kleeheu am Futterpfahl, 
senkr, Pfahl mit beiderseits zugespitztem Querpfahl zum 

Anstecken der Bunde oder Hafergarben. Die untere Fliche 

des Bundes mu8 20—25 em iiber dem Schnee liegen. 

Heu ist ungeeignet, nasses Futter ist fiir den Hasen auBer- 

ordentlich schidlich und fiihrt unbedingt den Tod herbei. 

3. Runkel-, Zucker-, Stoppelriiben, Mohrriiben, Kohlarten, Kuh- 

kohl, Griinkohl, Kohlstriinke, unzerkleinert gereicht.
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4, Aste von Apfel, Akazie, Salweide, Aspe. 
5. Sammeln von Quecken. Stati sie zu verbrennen, sind die 

aufgestapelten Queckenhaufen von Schnee freizulegen und 

aufzulockern (Stallfiitterung). 

6. Anlage von Saatstiicken mit zeitig gesitem Raps oder 
Johannisroggen mit Zottelwicke, eventl. auf Anhéhen, wo 

der Schnee meist weggeweht wird. 

7. Besenpfrieme. und Stechginster. In manchen Gegenden 

wird Besenpfrieme wegen der Vorliebe des Hasen mit 

Hasenstrauch bezeichnet. 

3. Fasan. 

Der Fasan verlangt fruchtbares Gelinde, in dem Getreide- 

felder mit kleinen Gehélzen, Waldstiicken, Gebiisch, Dorngestriipp 

wechseln. Er ist daher dankbar fiir Remisen, Heckenanlagen, 

Teiche mit Schilfriindern und anschlieBendem Wald zum Auf- 

biumen. Im Sommer sucht er die Asung mehr im Feld 

— Ackerschnecke, Drahtwiirmer, Unkrautsamen —, im Winter 

im Wald. Er kann die Fiitterung nicht entbehren. Mit dieser mu8 

zeitig begonnen werden, um ihn vom Abwandern abzuhalten. 

Mais und Topinambur sind die besten Schutz- und Asungs- 

pflanzen fiir Fasan. In Frage kommt natiirlich nur der klein- 

kérnige Mais, wie er in Baden angebaut wird, der bei uns in 

milderen Lagen bis etwa 300 m Meereshthe reif wird und 

dessen reife Kolben die Lieblingsisung des Fasans_bilden. 

Auch Hirse und Buchweizen, erstere durch die Higenschaft, 

die Kérner oft bis Ende Dezember zu behalten, letzterer durch 

seine kurze Vegetationsdauer und schnelles Ausreifen des Samens, 

kénnen fiir den Anbau empfohlen werden, auch weil sie ge- 

eignete Deckung bieten. Durch Anbau dieser Pflanzen 

kann dem notwendigen zeitigen Fiittern des Fasans vorgebeugt 

werden, da er ja gefiittert werden soll, sobald die letzte Weizen- 
stoppel umgepfliigt wird. 

Liguster und Wacholder sind zwei fiir unsere Wald- 

hiihner und Fasanen wichtige Striucher, da ihre Beeren dem 

Flugwild eine begehrte Kérnung im Winter bieten.
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Die Futterplitze sind vor Krihen zu schiitzen. Man reicht 

dem Fasan geringes Getreide und Unkrautsamen, am besten in 
grofen Haufen von Spreu, Heusamen, Uberkehr, damit er 

scharren kann und das tigliche Fiittern vermieden wird. In 

die Haufen sind einige Runkelriiben und geschnittene Mohren 

beizugeben. 

Bei Hichelmast dst er fast ausschlieBlich Eicheln, nament- 

lich nachmittags kurz vor dem Aufbiumen. 

Als bekanntes Lockmittel dienen kleine Rosinen und Mais. 

Zu starke Gabe von gutem Weizen, Gerste und Mais muf 

vermieden werden, da die Hennen zu feist werden und das 

Brutgeschiift darunter leidet. 

Die kiinstliche Aufzucht junger Fasanen ist ohne Ameisen- 

eier kaum miglich. Unsere beste Rasse ist eine Kreuzung des 

etwas schwiicheren bihmischen Fasans mit dem englischen 

Ringfasan (Weifhalsfasan). Hierdurch werden die Vorteile 

beider Rassen, die bessere Fortpflanzung des ersteren und 

kriiftigere, edlere Form des letzteren, vereinigt und die starke 

Wandersucht des englischen Ringfasans ausgeglichen. 

Gegen Kilte ist der Fasan, wie auch der strenge Winter 

1928/29 gezeigt hat, nicht empfindlich. Man traf damals leider 

in einigen Revieren ungefiitterte Fasanen auf StraBen an Pferde- 

dung, auf Diingerstiitten, an Vogelfutterpliitzen und an Feld- 

scheunen und Getreidefeimen an. 
Der Fasan hat den strengen Winter 1928/29 von allem 

heimischen Wild wider Erwarten am besten iiberstanden. 

4. Rebhuhn. 

Das Rebhuhn meidet geschlossenen Wald, liebt mehr die 

Ebene und das Hiigelland als das Gebirge. Es braucht kleine 

Vorhélzer, Biische, Remisen und Deckung namentlich im Winter. 

Gefihrlich werden ihm verkrustete Schneefliichen, sehr hohe 

Schneelage, die es ihm nicht erlaubt, auf den Boden und zu 

den Saaten zu gelangen, sowie Raubvigel, die das Rebhuhn 

auf weiter Schneefliche ohne Deckung von weit her wahrnehmen. 

Die Fiitterung hat sich danach einzurichten: 
Thar.-Forstl.-Jb. Bd. 86, Heft 7. 27
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Soweit diese nicht in Remisen, Waldrandern, unter Biischen | 

oder Gestriiuch erfolgen kann, miissen Futterplitze folgender- 

mafen angelegt werden: 

Kleine geeignete Plitze von 10—20 qm werden von Schnee 

befreit und dicht mit Dornenreisig belegt, unter das das 

Futter gestreut wird, damit die Krihen am Hindringen und 

Raubvégel am StoBen behindert sind. 
Ferner Schutzdicher in geringer Hohe iiber dem Boden, 

mit Schilf, Schiittstroh gedeckt oder Futterhiitten und ktinst- 

liche Futterziune. 
Zur Fiitterung werden verwendet: Simereien aller Art, 

auch von Unkrautern, wie sie aus der Dreschmaschine ab- 

fallen, geringes Getreide, Runkelriiben und Kohlstriinke zum 

Picken. 
Zum Aufziehen junger Hiihner sind unbedingt Ameisen- 

eier notig, im iibrigen geniigen Hirse, Hidotter und das 

tibliche Kiickenfutter. Nur sind junge Hiihner in den ersten 

Wochen gegen Nisse und Kilte empfindlich und vor diesen 

zu schiitzen. 

Bei all den vorerwihnten Mafinahmen in bezug auf Anlage 

von Schutz- und Futterpliitzen sowie die Fiitterung selbst kann 

dem Eigenjagdbesitzer zweifellos mehr zugemutet werden 

als dem Pachter eines Genossenschaftsbezirks, weil ersterer 

das Vorrecht genieBt, durch Besitz von mindestens 75 ha das 

unbeschriinkte Jagdrecht auf seinen eigenen Fluren ausiiben 

und damit die Jagd auf lange Sicht betreiben zu kénnen. 

Fiir ihn ist es viel leichter durch seine Verbundenheit mit 

der Scholle die ihm gesetzlich zugesprochene NutznieBung der 

Jagd mit Erfolg und zum Nutzen des Wildes betreiben zu 

kénnen, selbst vom materiellen Standpunkt aus betrachtet, da 

er in seinem Jagdbezirk wohnt, keine Ausgaben fiir Jagdpacht 

zahlt und keine fiir die Jagd nachteilige Bindungen Dritten 

gegentiber hat, ihm auch geeignete Helfer zur Verfiigung 

stehen und meist Fahrgelegenheit vorhanden ist. 

Ich méchte zum Schlu8 einige Punkte anfiihren, wie 

gerade der Higenjagdbesitzer vorbildlich im Sinne des
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Schutzes und der Hege des Wildes zu wirken verpflichtet 

und von den Xreisjigermeistern dazu anzuhalten ist: 

1. Im Eigenjagdbezirk als geschlossenem Besitz lassen sich 

leicht geeignete und. dauernde Flichen fiir Schutzanlagen 

finden, ohne dal die Wirtschaft beeintrichtigt wird. 

2. Dem Higenjagdbesitzer steht das fiir Fiitterung von Wild 

geeignetste Futter zur Verfiigung (unverregnetes Heu, Klee- 

heu 3. Schnitt, geringer Weizen, Uberkehr, unverwertbare 

kleine Kartoffeln, Baumfriichte u. a. 

3. Der EHigenjagdbesitzer ist in der Lage, seine Sturzicker 

im Friihjahr mit der Schleppe zu verschonen bis die 

Junghasen den Acker verlassen. 

4, Er kann beim tiglichen Kleemiihen mit der Maschine die 

Gelege und Junghasen mit dem Hund aufsuchen und 
beim Getreidemihen die letzten Umginge aussparen, da 

bekanntlich alles Wild, namentlich Rehkilber, meist erst 

beim Mihen des letzten Streifens der Maihmaschine zum 

Opfer fallen. 

5. Er kann ausgemihte Gelege durch Bantamhiihner oder 

im Brutofen ausbriiten lassen und die jungen Fasanen 

oder Rebhiihner aufziehen. 

6. Fiir ihn lohnt es sich, Kunstbaue zum Fuchsfang und 

kiinstliche Steinriicken zur Wieselvertilgung, eventl. auch 

Krihenhiitten anzulegen. 

7. Er wei auf Grund tiglicher Beobachtung, wo er die 

Paarkriihe und die Elster am Nest abschieBen kann. 

8. Durch zeitige und nicht eingeschleppte Herbstiicker und 

frithe Wintersaat, eventl. Rapsanbau oder Wintergerste 

und Stoppelriiben kann er die Hasen aus einer weiten 

Umgebung an sein Revier fesseln und seine jagdlichen 

| Strecken verbessern. 

9. Er wei8, im Gegensatz zum kleinen Landwirt, daf der 

Schaden des Rehes im Feld nur gering ist und nur fiihl- 

bar wird im reifen Getreide durch die Betten und infolge 

des Treibens bei der Brunft. Der Groflandwirt spricht 

nicht ’umsonst vom Goldnen Zahn des Rehes, weil es die 
ete
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Getreidearten nur seitlich, ohne zu schaden, verbei®t und 

auf tiberwachsenen Getreideschliigen sogar niitzlich sein 

kann. 
10. Auch das Aussetzen des Wildes, insbesondere des Fasans, 

ist besonders erfolgreich im Higenjagdbezirk, ebenso die 

Hundehaltung. 

11. Die Mausevertilgung wird der Higenjagdbesitzer im Interesse 

seines Wildes nicht durch offenes Ausstreuen von Strychnin- 

weizen vornehmen, sondern andere Bekimpfungsmittel 

anwenden. 

12. Im §8 Ziffer 2 des Erbhofgesetzes wird erfreulicherweise 

bestimmt, da& Jagdtrophiien, inshesondere Geweihe und 

Gehérne, als Bestandteile des Erbhofs zu verbleiben haben, 

damit der Nacherbe jederzeit auch an seine Pflichten 

dem Wild gegeniiber erinnert wird. 

|
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Die Auslefe der deutfchen Hapitalgeweihe 7 von §. Saerijch. 
(Mit 9 Lidhtbildern bes Berfaffers.) 

Raum auf einem Gebiet geht die Erinnerung an die Bergangen-  — als folce wurden 3. B. die befannten Girfdjgalerien auf der j 
Heit fo fdynell verforen wie auf dem des Sagdwefens. Wohl hat die Morigburg und im Sdhlof gu Erbad) {don von ihren Schdpfern 
Sugerei iiber die Jahrhunderte hinweg mance Gitten und Gebraude begriindet —, find Geweihe aus friiheren SJahrhunderten ner an 
der Biter treu bewahrt. Aber die Kenntnis von den jagdlidhen  foldjen Stellen bis auf unfere Beit ge~ommen, wo alte Familien- 
Verhaltniffen der Borzeit gerat fehnell in Bergeffenheit. Sdon der tradition in unverduferlidem Grundbefig eine Pflegeftitte ge- 
Enfel hat nur noch unflare Begriffe davon, wie Wald und Wild  funden hat. Der ganze, grofe Reft ift frither oder {pater den Weg 
befchaffen waren, als der Grofvater jung war; ja er weif gewdhnlid) gum Trddler gegangen, und das wird wohl auc) in Bufunft das 
nidt einmal mehr, wie die Geweihe und Gehirne ausgefehen haben,  GSickfal der meiften Geweihe fein. Die, deren Erhaltung gefidert 
die Hird) und Rehbo damals trugen. Das ift gewif befonders — erfcjeint, find der Mehrzahl nach nicht fiir jedermann guglinglic, und 
merfwiirdig, weil dieje Beuteftiice nad) menf{dhlicen Begriffen faft diefe werden gudem an fo gablreiden Stellen aufbewahrt, dah 
unverginglid find; denn weder die Motten nod) der Roft fonnen es dem eingelnen {don aus Beitmangel nit miglic ift, aud nue 
fie freffen. Bon den ungegihlten Taufenden von Hirfden, die in  cinen grofferen Teil gu befichtigen. 

i t Deut{hland im Laufe vergangener Sahrhunderte gur Strece gebrach Die felt einigen Sabre m-Gebraud getommene Radleriiar 
wurden, find uns nur wenige Geweihe, faum ein paar hundert, 5 _ Res 

; = : ; Forme! odriict den Wert, den ein Geweih in den Whigen des 
erhalten geblicben. Das hat vor allem darin feinen Grund, dah e - . 

sh Bt aon 1G . Sigers hat, durch Zahlen aus, cin Mafftab, der bei der Art des 
das Geweih bis vor noc) gar nicht flanger Beit im allgemeinen : - 

: ores * : ~ 3H Gegenftandes nur unvollfommen fein fann. Uber diefe Bahlen er- 
nicht das Wnfehen einer foftharen Trophae genok, wie der Sager see ¢ s ete - 
aad eat ; s es _ miogliden es doch, eine Borftellung von einem Geweth ju be- 
es ibm heute in der Regel beilegt. Es war mehr cin Sandels- ; ‘ ase z : a 

on + at . ays fommen, befonders in Berbindung mit einer Abbildung, die, fiir 
attifel, ein Teil des Girfehes, der gu allerlei niiglichen Zweden * i z a s 
Perwendung fand. fich allein betrachtet, leicht triigt. Go lag der Gedante nabe, die 

Snodeffen hat es doc) fchon vor vierhundert Jahren hier und da Mage und Wertziffern der allerbeften Geweihe, die die doutfden 
Leute gegeben, die Geweihe, und gwar ohne Riicffidht darauf, ob fie Weldbahnen hervorgebradjt haben, gufammenguftellen, einmal, um 
felbft erbeutet waren oder nidt, in ihrer Eigen{daft als Wandfhmud die Geweihe miteinander vergleiden gu fdnnen, zum andern, um fie 

janrmelten. Wenn wir von cinigen ,Rarititentabinetts” abjehen  wenigftens auf diefe Art fiir [pater gu erhalten. 2 

1, Getweige aus der Zeit vor 1860.*) zt 
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Sybille 3u Sachien | a. St. (unmnetegatn) Morigourg | 
uringen \ 

6* | Churfiirjt 18.9.1696 Safobebortt ie “ 72 | T4 | 88 |37,5) 2t | 21,5) 14,2) 12,7] 12,8) 14,4) 6 |22126—|2] 60 | 1 |—|1| 187|133} dex. joqenannte 
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Hiermit foll im folgenden der Anfang gemacht werden. Die Die feither in den Jagdgeitichriften und anderweitig abgedrud- 
Lifte enthalt Geweihe von Hirfden, die im Gebiet des Deutfehen ten Geweihbewertungen habe id in die Bufammenftellung nur auf- 
Reides von 1914 zur Gtrede gefommen find. — Geit die Madlerfde  genommen, foweit id) glaubte, annehmen gu diirfen, dah die Meffun- 
Forme! betanntgegeben wurde, hade ic) jede Gelegenheit wahr- gen mit der erforderlidjen Gorgfalt ausgefiihrt worden find. Bei 
genommen, die fic) mix gum Meffen ftarker Geweihe bot. Dabei den meiften Berdffentlidungen war das leider nicht ohne weiteres 
lehrte die Erfabrung, daf die vielen Geweihbewertungen, die in- — yorausgufeben. Unglaubwiirdig erfdienen mir aud alle Bewertun= 
swifden ausgefiihrt und 3. T. in den Gagdgeitideiften verdffentlidt gon, deven Beredhnung fich als fehlerhaft herausftellte. Wus diefem 
wurden, nidt ohne weiteres miteinander vergleidjbar find. Das lest  Grimde fonnte ic) auch dic Bewertungen der von G. Mt. Kaifer 
befonders daran, daf} gewiffe Feblerquetlen, die fic) aus der Wt des — gRiThelm II. erbeuteten Gewethe, deren Mahe ujw. im Katalog 
Meffens ergeben, in der Regel nicht hinreichend beriicfidtigt werden, dev Geweihfammlung im Sehloh gu Schwedt abgodruct find, nur - 
Godann erjolgt die Feftfesung der Puntte, welde ohne Meffng im siz Halfte verwenden. Bei den iibrigen find in diefem Katalog 

bie Gormel eingefebt werden (Prachtpuntte) nidt immer gleichartig. Punttzahlen eingefest, weldje die Geweihe nad) den gleidfalls an- 
See Preisgerichte der in  regelmafigen Beitriumen ftatt- — gofiifrten Mafen unter Beriidfichtiqung der (leider nicht mit an- 
pet grofen oe i” Dievin nicht immer forte ent gegebenen) miglicen Prachtpuntte nicht haben fonnen. — Die Mahe 
a oe es = 1 EE Mer ihre Senedenite wer . der von mir nicht felbft gemeffenen Geweihe verdante id) zum 
Wieweit das alles die Ergebniffe der Formelbewertung beeing ubt, groften Teil der giitigen Bermittlung Sr. Ourdlaudt des Flirften 
ift von mir bereits ausfiihrlich in Heft 10 des ,Deut{dhes Weidwert Alerander zu Dohna-Sehlobitten. 
vom 20. Mai 1931 behandelt worden, fo da fic) Hier weitere Er- E 
drterungen eriibrigen. Nur das eine will ich wiederholen, daz alle Mit den genannten Cinfdrinkingen find in die Uusleje der 
Geweihmeffungen, die wenige Tage oder Woden nach der Exrlequng  deutichen Rapitalgewethe diejenigen aufaenommen, die nach der 
des Sirfdhes ausgefiihrt wurden, zum Vergleich mit dlteren Geweihen  Nadlerfden Forme! minbdeftens 190 Puntte haben. Fiir die 
unbraudjbar find, weil frifde Geweihe bis gu 20% an Gewicht  Rethenfolge innerhalb der eingeluen Gruppen war der ,,Stirkewert” 
verlieren und augerdem ftarf ein{drumpfen. mafgebend. Darunter verftehe ic) cine Bahl, die fich ergibt aus 

*) Unmerkungen: Die mit * begeidhneten Gemeihe find vom Berfaffer gemeffen. der nad) der Nadlerfehen GFormel ervechneten Wertziffer ohne Be-
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Il, Geweihe reinbliitiger deutidher Hirfde aus der Beit nad) 1860.*) 
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is Prov. Pojen 

viicfidhtigung der Feblerpuntte und nad) Abgug der Pradjtpuntte Gowohl der ,Starkewert” wie die Wertziffer nad) der Nadler- 
und der Bahl der tatfadliden Enden oder, mit anderen Worten,  fcen Forme! find auf volle Puntte abgerundet, weil ic) die Bered)- 
die Gumme der durd) Meffung ermittelten Bahlen der Nadlerfden nung von Bebhntel- oder gar Hundertftelpuntten fiir wertlos und 
Formel ohne die Wuslage. — Giermit foll die Bedeutung diejer — iiberfliiffig halte. Sn meiner erwahnten Abhandlung in Heft 10 

~ Forme! fiir den Bergleid) von Geweihen in feiner Weije angetaftet vom 20. Mai 1931 habe id) das ausfiihrlic) begriindet. — Cine Ge- 

- werden. Gie beviidficjtigt durd) Buerfennung eines Punttes fiir wihr fiir die Richtigkeit der angegebenen Mahe und der Pradht- 
: jedes Ende und durd die Pradjtpuntte in fehr gwecmafiger Weife, . puntte fann id nur bei den von mir felbft gemeffenen Gewethen 

5 Daf der Jager unter mehreren gleid) ftarfen Geweihen cins mit — iibernehmen. 
mehr Enden einem folden mit weniger Enden, ein gut geperltes Die Geweihe find in drei Gruppen angeordnet: 
cinem glatten, ein fcpwargz gefarbtes einem gelben oder grauen, 4. Ganeihe aus bec Bait vor 1860; 

ote sit aed eee ee efppeltelten DOSEN ans sin 2. Geweihe reinbliitiger deutidher Hirfdje aus der Beit nad) 1860; 
pease Lorine wilen oer yt uenderes Dewey) melee 3. Geweihe von in Deutfdhland zur Stree gefommenen Ungar= 

in fann als ein ftirferes. Sn der Bufammenftellung wollte id) aber ne ee : 
Jen a : aie ae hirfden und Wapitis, von Kreugungsprodutten folder Hirfde 
peepeueiyOgs Uelonbera: Oumethe mir lee aber Uubeuaty any mit deutfehem Rotwild und von Sixidjen, die folder Woftam- 
hidften Prachtpuntten durch die Hiermit erreidjte hohe Wert- aR CAPouGRE find 2 : 
siffer itber thre gervinge Stirte hinwegtiujden. Mafgebend foll 8 ae Me : " ee 
Hier nur die Starke fein. Ein Geweih wird aber an fid dabdurd Auperdem habe ich gum Bergleic) auch die MaBe einiger 

2 nicht geringer, dak es glatt, [dwadh geperlt, enggeftellt und jchlecht  berithmter Geweihe angefiihrt, die an fich nicht in diefe Bujammen- 
gefarbt ift, und daf es nur verhiltnismagig wenig Enden hat. ftellung gehiren. 

J)Unmerfungen: Die mit * begeidneten Geweihe find vom Berfalfer gemefjen. = Saletan 
: 1) Die Siomen ber beiden jabHejen Sberforftercten der Rominter Heide find aus nicht criidtliden Griinden fortwaihrend geindert worden. Der im Sapte. 1869 

von der Oberfiriteret Najjawen abgetrennte fiidliche Teil wurde damals »Oberfirjtetet Rominten” genannt. 1884 taudte jtatt deljen die Vezeihnug »Spitttehmen® auj. 
Vor dem Kriege hies das Revier wieder lange Jahre hindurd »Romintcn“, neverdings heift es wieder »Saitttehmen*, und die alte peers Goldap_fiihrt jegp ben Namen 
»Rominten*. Diejes Durceinander hat u. a. jur Folge gehabt, dak tm Katalog der Geweihjammlung im Shloh ju Schwedt die Gemeihe nad fFiinf Oberfiritereien 

: : gettennt erjdGeinen, wahrend es nie mer als vier waren, Um Berwedjelungen ausguldliehen, wihle id hier die mit den amiliden nidjt iibereinjtimmenden, aber 

unmipverftindliden Bezeiqnungen: Najjawen, Warnen, Goldap und Spitttehmen, 

.
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Die Trennung nach der Beit der Erbeutung midte id damit unterfdeidet? Ia) mace mich) nicht anheifdig, eine flare Antwort 
begriinden, daf etwa um 1860 deutfdje Siiger bei der Hege des Rot- darauf zu geben, gumal das bereits viel gefdeitere Leute vergeblicd 
wildes auf die Ergielung ftarfer Geweihe Wert gu legen begannen. verjudt haben. Die Antwort ift in der Tat nicht leicht. Die 

Bur Begriindung der Trennung der Gruppen 2 und 3 mug Schwierigteiten liegen namic) davin, dak ein Gatter fiir einen 
id) etwas weiter ausholen. Die Geweihe der deutiden Rothiride . ftarfen Hirid) durdhaus fein uniiberwindlices Hindernis bildet! 
werden 3ur Beit bei den Geweihausftellungen grundfaglich in gwei Unter den eingefriedigten Revieren, die id) aus cigenem Augen- 

fehein fenne — es find etwa fiinfgehn in allen Gegenden Deutich- 
‘ lands —, fand ich feines, deffen Gatter fo hod) war, dak es nit 

e r von ftarfen Girfden gelegentlic) hatte iiberfallen werden fonnen, 
und feines, deffen Gatter nidjt hier und da fiir langere oder Hirgere 
Beit ein Lod) hatte, durd) weldes fogar Wild und Kialber ohne 
Umftinde in die freie Wildbahn gelangten. Go find denn aud) in 
jeden Wildzaun Cinjpriinge eingebaut, um dem auf diefe oder jene 

sy Weije nach augen gelangten Wild die Riickehr gu erleidhtern. Es 
ae Re te ift fein Geheimnis, dak es gewdbhnlich gerade die ftartften Hirjde 

J te A. find, die derartige Freiheitsgeliifte zeigen, und die dann augerhalb 
4 des Gatters von Jiigern zur Strece gebradt werden, fiir die fie nad) 

ae F der Meinung des Befigers der eingefriedigten Wildbahn feineswegs 
3 ie beftimmt waven. Faft alljahrlid) ereignet fic) an den Grengen jedes 

= s Gatterreviers der eine oder andere Gall diejer Art. Es erhebt 
te: fich alsdann die Frage, ob ein fo in die freie Wildbahn gelangter 

Hirich noch ein ,,Gatterhirid” ift oder nidt, bgw. in welder Ent- 
fernung vom aun er die problematifde Cigenfdaft eines folden 

' Af k 

USS. 1. Ungerader Vierundswangigender, erbeutet von G. Frbr. v. Tiele-Windler 
in Vollrathsruhe (Medlenburg) am 24, Auguft 1911, : 

Gruppen eingeteilt, folche aus eingefriedigten Wildbahnen (Gatter- 
revieren) und jolde aus der freien Wildbahn. Fiir ,,Gatterhirfde’ 
find die Anforderungen bet der Pramiierung befanntlid) wefentlicd 
hoher als fiir die anderen. Auch id) bin der Anfidht, dag nidt an 4 
alle Geweihe cin und derfelbe Mafftab gelegt werden foll; indejfen 
halte id) eine Unterfdheidung danach, ob das Herfunftsrevier cinge- 
friedigt ift oder nicht, flir ungered)tfertigt. y . s 

uniichft einmal fet die Frage erlaubt, was eigentlich ein Me senicthen Seo Ae eT ManeweN ta Debus bee Gucten ou Debus 
,Oatterhirfdh” ift, und wodurd) er fid) von anderen feiner Wt Schlobitten, (Tabelle 1, Geweih Re. 3.) 

verliert, und ob er fie nod) durd) andere Umftinde einbiifen fann. 
: a — Liegt der Fall umgefehrt, fo diivfte die Frage in der Praxis 

wabhrideinlid) leicht ent{dieden werden. Sch fann mir vorftellen, 
dDaR dem Siiger, der in einem Gatterrevier einen aus dev freien 

: Wildbahn eingefprungenen Hirfd) gur Strece bringt, nidjts davor 
bewahrt, daB das Geweih des Hirfdes auf einer Ausftellung unter 

se die ,Gatterhirfdhe” eingereiht wird, felbft wenn die gange Jageret 
des Gatterveviers an Gides Statt verfidern wiirde, dak dicfer Hiri 
ginglich unbefannt gewefen fei, und daR er Daher nur von auwerhalb 
gefommen fein fonne. “Kurz, die Frage, ob ,,Gatterhirfdh” oder 
nicht, ift chon rein theoretifd) 3uweilen jdwer gu beantworten, und 
diefe Sdywierigteiten haben denn auc) in der Praxis wiederholt gu 

7 redjt abjonderlicen Ronjequengen gefiihrt. 
Warum werden denn mun eigentlid) die Geweihe aus Gatter- 

revieren grundfaglich jclechter behandelt als die aus der freien 

: BWildbahn? — Die mehr oder weniger miihevolle Erbeutung hat 
meines Wiffens bet der Beurteilung der Giite eines Geweihs 
nod) nie eine Rolle gefpielt, weil hier iiberhaupt jeder Mtafftab 
feblen wiirde. Davon ganz abgefehen, ift die Erlegung eines 

5: Brunfthirjdes in den gepflegten Forften eines Kulturlandes 
: wie Deutidland in der Regel durdjaus feine jagdlidje Heldentat, 

ah Z Unseen Ric eetyeonalacates: ans See Samietee, Su an date: in der ave age or os fe ee Ble a Ligaen ae 
e Ctangen any thm adel, Gammlung des Koniglidhen Ober- Wenn dieje Sagd in WAusnahmefallen den GEinjag aller weidman- 

“otis ene pela rs aay cena a Deine Colebities, nijdhen GFabhigteiten erfordert, dann hingen die Schwierigteiten
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jedenfalls von anderen Umftinden ab als von dem Vorhandenjein ~ Menjfden dargeboten, mindeftens in der Geftalt von RKunftwiejen. 
oder Fehlen eines Baunes an der Reviergrenge. Die mehr oder Ob der Heger nun die Hirfde gur Beit der Geweihentwidlung 
minder leidte Erbeutung fann alfo nicht der Grund fiir cine nus der Krippe fiittert, ob er fiir fie gu diefem Bwed Wildacer 
unterjdiedlicde Beurteilung der Geweibhe fein. und -wiefen beftellt und unterbalt, ob er fie auf feinen eigenen, 

Dann bleibt hierfiir nur nod) die andere MiBglictcit, da man. gu anderem Zwee bewirt{dafteten Wiejen und Feldern gu Sdhaden 

etwa vorausfegt, die Ergiehung ftarfer Giride fei in allen ein- gehen lift und diefen Gchaden ftilljdweigend felbft tragt, ob er 
7 den Sehaden, den fie auf fremdem Gebiet anvricten, in barem Geld 

3 erfegt, oder ob er ihn fclieflic) durch) den Sagdnachbarn bezahlen 
A lapt, das fommt alles auf dasfelbe hinaus. Siinftliche sifung, 

Fiitterung ift es in jedem Galle, in der freien Wildbahn genau 
jo wie in der eingegdunten, und in der verfdiedenen Art, wie fie 
dem Wilde geboten wird, fehe id) feinen Unterfdied, der eine 
verfdiedene Behandlung der Geweihe redhtfertigt, die aus den in 
diejer BWfung enthaltenen Gtoffen aufgebaut werden. 

Die oft gu hirende Behauptung, das NRotwild der freien 
Wildbahn entwicle fid) durch freies Schalten und Walten der Natur 
im Gegenfak gum Gatterrevier, wo das nicht der Gall fei, trifft 
nur 3u fiir einen Bergleicd) der freien Wildhahn des Urwaldes 
mit einem cingegdunten Revier, nicjt aber fiir die freie Wild- 
babn eines Kulturlandes. Ganz abgefehen von den Mjungsverhalt- 
niffen, die im Wirt{dhaftsforft und auf der Kulturfteppe dSurdaus 

2 unnatiivlid) find, ift unfer deutfdes Rotwild aud) in der freien 

Wildbahn ein Zudttier, deffen Kodrperformen ftarf unter dem Cin- 
flug menjdlider CEingriffe ftehen. Sm Gegenfak zur Wildnis, 
wo Wolf, Luds, Bar und erbarmungslofe Winter dauernd fiir 
eine natiirlide Wuslefe forgen und nur die allerbeften Gtiice gur 
Fortpflangung fommen laffen, beftimmt in den deutfden Wild- 
babnen der Sager iiber Leben und Tod, Die natiirlidhe Budhtwahl 
ift bdurd) Ausrottung des ftarten Raubwildes und durch die 
Winterfiitterung fo gut wie ganz ausgefdaltet. GStarfes und 
minderwertiges Wild fommt in gleider Weife zur Bererbung. Geit 

Mbb. 4. Ungerader Bicrendgwangigender aus der Rominter Heide vor 1860. Tanger Beit Hat der Jager ane Sotalele nad) Dev PEgORDEr Ceite 
Sammlung des Riniglidjen Oherforfters Reiff, Naffawen, im Bejige des Fiirften  getroffen, indDem er planmafig immer die ftartften Gtiice fdof, 

gu Dobhna-Sdhlobitten. (Tabelle 1, Geweih Nr, 4.) die gur Nachgucht Hatten erhalten bleiben follen. Erft feit wenigen 

5 ‘ - : 5 Sahrzehnten bemiiht er fid) mit mehr oder weniger Beritindnis 
gefriedigten Revieren leidjter als in der freien Wildbahn. Das ijt ee Be mebr a — Berke one den flees 

in der Sat eine fehr verbreitete Anficht. Indeffen ift es mir 
bisher nicht gelungen, jemanden ausfindig 3u maden, der fie ftich- 
haltig hatte begriinden finnen. Wenn hier grundfaslice Unter- 
jciede beftehen, Dann zuungiun ften des Gatters! Es ift ja cine 
befannte Exrjdeinung, dah das durchfdnittlidhe Wildbretgewisht in 
einem feit Idngerer Beit cingegdunten Revier erheblic) geringer ijt 
als unter fonft gleidhen Berhaltnijfen in den benadbarten Revieren 
der freien Wildbahn. Die Ertlirung dafiir gehirt nidt Hierher; : 
es geniigt, die Tatjace feftzubalten. Nad) dem heutigen Stande t ‘ i 
unferer Renntniffe fann als feftftehend gelten, dak von zwei Rot- 4 be 
wildfdlagen, die fich im durchfchnittliden Wildbretgewidht erheblic 
unterfdeiden, der ftarfere Schlag auch die befferen Geweihe triagt. 4 
Go finden wir denn aud) iiberall, dah unter Borausfebung gleicer oh i 
Blutfiihrung die beften Geweihe eines beftimmten Landftrides von vi 
den an Wildbretgewidht ftirkeren Hirfden der freien Wildbahn # 
ftammen, nicht aus den Gatterrevieren. . 

Wenn man die hoheren Anforderungen fiir eine Pramiicrung, 
die 3. Bt. an Geweihe aus Gatterrevieren geftellt werden, Samit 
begviindet, daf in Gattern grofe WAufwendungen fiir die Wildfiitte- 
rung gemadt werden — man fpridt etwas geringidagig von 
,Futterbirjden” —, jo ift das gunddft einmal feineswegs fenn- \ 
zeidnend fiir alle Gatterreviere oder aud) mur fiir die Mehrgahl. ; 
Nebenbei bleibt es dem Heger in der freien Wildbahn unbenommen, ™ 

jein Wild ebenfalls gut gu fiittern, und in gepflegten Rotwild- a 
revieren gefdieht das aud). Wenn der eine oder andere davon ; sss 
teinen Gebraud) madjt, jo ift das feine perfinlice Wngelegenheit. “a 

Sm iibrigen fann fein Sagdherr erwarten, daf feine Hirfde jtarte ad ze “ 

Geweihe auffegen, wenn er ihnen — man vergeihe mir den Harten a me 

Ausdrud — nichts gu freffen gibt! BVorgiiglide Whung ift eine der z a‘: 4 

unbedingten Gorausfebungen fiir das Gchieben ftarter Geweihe. ~< Wa 

Wenn heutgutage in Deut{dland ein Kapitalhirjd gur Strece fommt \ 

— was ic) darunter verftehe, zeigen die Aufftellungen —, fo ift ee 

das unter allen Umftinden cin ,Futterhiridh”, d. h. ein Hirich, ry 

dem in den Monaten der Geweihentwidlung vorgiiglidje und reid- ee 

lide Sfung zur Berfiigung geftanden hat. Die jung aber ift in 
unferen Wirtfdhaftsforften — Urwilder in nennenswertem ee Se a cea ee eA i 

gibt es in Deutfdhland befanntlid) nidjt mehr — fein Naturgeident, . 5, Ungerader undswangigender, erbeutet von Forjtreferendar G 

jondern fie wird aud) in der freien Wildbahn dem Wilde vom "am ™ PF Beibmact Metlamen ets, Satban) ‘am Se ae
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AbjehufR fehwader und franter Sticke und folder mit unerwiinfd= Um das itber Gatter und freie Wildbahn Ausgefiihrte nod) ein= 
ten Eigenf{daften die Natur nacdguahmen. Deffen ungeadjtet herr- mal furg gufammengufaffen: Die Borausfekungen fiir die Hege 
{cen aber in den deutfdjen freien Wildbahnen begiiglid) der Bucht- und die Jagd find nicht in allen Gatterrevieren grundfaglic 
wah! genau fo wenig natiirliche Berhiltniffe wie in Gatterrevieren.  verfdieden von allen Revieren der freien Wildbahn. Gie finnen j 

Hinfichtlich der Ourdfiihrung der Hege haben allerdings cinzelne eee i Revieren = ae ve en ie au = pee 
Gatterreviere voy vielen der freien Wildbahn einen gewiffen Bor- P ich ooht JEU lest Den ere peu Cuber ety ele, Mege ef ebt ma) 

Diefer Richtung nicht! Mon fonnte die Rotwildreviere fehe wohl 
cinteilen in folde mit giinftigen Bedingungen fiir die Hege ftarker 
Hirfche und jolde mit ungiinftigen Bedingungen; aber diefe Tren- 
mung wiirde feineswegs auf der einen Geite Gatterreviere, auf 

: der anderen die freie Wildbahn zufammenfaffen. 

Eine getrennte Pramiierung der Geweihe innerhalb der Gruppen 
# afreie Wildbahn” und ,,Gatter” ift in Deutfehland gum erftenmal 

: auf der Deutfden Geweihausftellung in Berlin im Jahre 1909 vor- 
aS genommen worden, nicht gulebt auf Grund der langjahrigen Be- 

: = miihungen des Profeffors Matfchie, der die vorgiiglicen Wus- 
F 4 ftellungsberidte in der ,Deutidhen Jagerzeitung” verfafte. Matfdie 

\ * ny | war ein um die Jagdwiffenfdaft hoc) verdienter Mann; er war 
Boologe von Beruf, und er war nach feinem eigenen Cingeftindnis 
Nichtjager. Damit ift es wohl gu erfliren, dak er von cinem 
/Satterrevier” die in feinen Berbffentlidunaen wiederholt nieder- 
gelegte Borftellung von ciner Art zoologifdem Garten hatte, eine _ 
Anficht, die iibrigens auch heute nod) weit verbreitet ift. Den Unter- 

aa F {chicd gwifden cinem Hirichgehege im Boo von einem oder vielleicht 
4 auc) zwei Morgen Gripe und einem eingezdunten Rotwildrevier 

oder gar einem Waldgebiet von 10000 bis 40000 Heftar, an deffen 
i ; Grenge cin Baun fteht, fcheint er fiir unerheblic) gehalten gu haben. 

F 2 a Er wire vielleidt cines Befferen belehrt worden, wenn er einmal 
a . den Berjud) unternommen hatte, in einem meinethalben aud) nur 

taujend Morgen grofen Wildpart in der GFeiftgeit einen gang 
beftimmten GHirfc) vor die Biichfe gu befommen. 

Sn den Jahrzehnten vor dem Kriege lag gewif alle Veranlaffung 

s vor, mit dem bis zum Jahre 1908 getibten Verfahren gu brechen, 

whseiceer Meenen, aim BT. September (9S. (Gabete It, Gees Se ay 

teil voraus. Der Wildzaun bildet cin gewiffes Gindernis, das das 

Wild am Auswedfeln hHindert, wenn aud) nidt ganglich ver - : ‘ 
Hindert. Der Jagdbefiger eines foldjen Reviers fann feine Wb- 
{hupmafnahmen verhaltnismagig ungeftért von den Sagdnacdbarn 
durdfiihren; er hat nur verhaltnismafig wenig Abginge an den 
Grengen gu betlagen. Sndeffen ift das feineswegs eine Cigenfdaft 

aller Gatterreviere! CEs gilt iiberhaupt mur fiir die, welche aus ‘ 
einem eingigen SagdbezirE beftehen, in dem ein Sagdherr den 
Abjehlug vegelt. GFlir fehr viele Gatterreviere und gerade die 
betannteften trifft das nidt gu. Wn der eingegatterten Rominter - 
Heide find vier Oberfirftercien beteiligt, an der Schorfheide deren 
fiinf, am Tharandter Wald drei Forftamter, am Gatter des Trierer 
Hodwaldes vier Oberfirftereien und ein Privatwaldbefix ufw. 
Sedes dicfer cingegatterten Waldgebiete befteht aus foundjo vielen 
Revieren, die auch in jagdlidher Begiehung ganz unabhingig von: 
cinander bewirtfdaftet werden. Es ift Hier leider, von wenigen 
rlihmliden Wusnahmen abgefehen, die Regel, daR die jagdbered- 
tigten Beamten das Rotwild, und gwar befonders die ftarfen 
Hiridhe, mit genau demfelben Bergniigen und genau derfelben 
GSelbjtverftindlicfeit einander vor der Naje wegfdhiefen, wie das eee 
nur irgendwo unter Jagdnacbarn in der freien Wildbahn iiblid 
ift. — Auf der anderen Geite gibt es Reviere, die aud ohne 
das Borhandenjein cines Watters infolge ihrer geographijden - 
Lage weniger Wildverlufte durd) Auswedjeln erleiden als nur = 
irgendein eingeziuntes Revier, und die ftets als freie Wildbahn 
angefehen werden. Als Beifpiel hierfiir nenne ic) den Darf. - 
— Und jfdlieblich gibt es gliicliderweife ja auc) nod) Rotwild- e oo 
reviere ohne natiirlice oder fiinftlide Grenghindernijfe, deren Jagd- 
Herren feine nennenswerten Berlufte an den Grengen gu deflagen i 
brauchen, weil fie die angrengenden Felder befigen oder gepachtet 
haben, oder weil fie mit ihren Jagdnachbarn den Abfdus gemeinjam Abb. 7% Ungerader Gwangigenter, crbentet von Albert Fiirit von Thurn und 
in beiderjeitigem Ginverftiindnis regeln. Taxis in Wiefent (obec am Tl Oona he is Kaiferbecjer Berlin 1903.
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IIL, Geweihe von in Deutjdland zur Strecée gefommenen Ungar- und Wapitihirjden, von Kreugungsproduften folder Hirjdhe | 
= mit deutidemt Rotiwild und von Hirjden, die folder Abjtammung verdidtig find.*) 
SSS SSS SS 

Stangen| Yuae | Rofen- | Stangenumfang| =| = | || e| (8) |esle 
op en 7 re me ; a lange tn febacee OS 312 |gisle 2/5 3 2 5 ; 

is = | a ‘S| = — Tr. tleget equiias evier EMOONnGg | em | em | em _| unten | oben | 3 [> ils Zé Be z a emerfungen 

zs te ee fet fella al kg tt] [Plem =) R26 
a ee eet 

\ | | | 
1* |@iirft Uiert von —_—| 23. 10. 02 |Wiejent, Oberpjaly Shlog 124 | 113 |45.3 42,7 )28 3 leo 19,1 |18,7 {16,1 |19,7 [11,29] 9) 10] 2} 1.|65,5 le 1|-| 22019: es Aellerbewer 

Thurn und Taxis Regensbur, | | | | Berlin 1903 
2 [Fiir Dane pein 28. $8. 09)Promniz, Oberjdlej.| Slog Biep =| 108 /42,4 42,2 |28,9 se 18,7 |20,6 |18,2/17,9] 9 10) 9)2]2) 97 | 4)1)—] Bue ee 

XV. von Ple} | clin 1910 
3 [Fixit Bane eri 10. 9, 12 |Gojtin, Oberfdlej. 112 | 116|41,2 42,2 28,3 | 28,2 |18,1|17,9 /17,2|16,4)10,5 | 8 9}2)2] 82 | 4/1}—) 214 1861. Berens 

XY. von Plej i | Berlin 1913 
4 |Raifer Wilhelm I, | 14. 10. 12 aE, Beobentt. Sihlof Sdwedt | 108 | 106} 31 | 34 |35,6| 35 | 18] 17 | 15 | 13 | 8,5 |19/19]2]?] 67 | ?| ?|—| 199/177] a 

jorfheide erlin 191 
Be Sark Ulbert von | 31. 10, 08 |Tiergarten, Oberpf. Sehlofs 113 | 114]38 8 |37,2 25,5 27,1 17 |18,1|15,8|16,7|8,89| 7) 8|2)1/62,5| 3|1|—| 199/171. Salle eer 

Thurn und Taxis Regensbura | Berlin 1909 
6 ek ont oan 11. 9. 11] Bromnig, Oberjdjtef. Satoh leg | 122] 116] 44 | 42] 27 | 23] 16] 16 | 15 | 15 | 7,5 " i2li| 81 | 1} 2|—| 195 |17. = 

XV. von Ble} 
7 |Siixjt pas pera 14, 9. 07 |3wafow, Oberidlej. = 106 | 102 isa | 47 [27,2 |26,5/17,3|17,1|16,1 |16,3|°8,2 |12) 9]2/2) 71 | 4/1 |) 205|17411. Raijerbeder 

XV. von Pleh : Sage oe nee | | Berlin 1908 
8 |Serjzog von Pej 27. 12. 67 |Ramionta, Ober|dl. 2 112 42 21 18| 18] 15]15] 7 |14}14)2)2] 81 | 2) 1)-| 197/174 — 
9 5 6, 10. 03 |Robier, Oberjdlej. w 108 | 105] 41 | 44 | 27 27/17] 16)17) 16) 8 we 2/1} 80 | 4|——) 203|174} Peete 

clin 

10 ae 11. 9, 00|Gojftin, Oberfdilef. i us) 116] 43 42,5 26,8 | 26 |16,5|15,4 14,2/14,4| 8,8 | 9) 9]2)1| 94 | 4) 1|—| 202/17 ts Sal eabeber 
eriint 

11 |Raijer Wilhelm I.]} 19. 9. 08 DO Seoneall, Schlof Sdwedt | 103 | 102] 24 26,2) 28 | 28 /19,6) 17] 17 17,4) 7,5 j19)18 212! 89 | 2) ?|—1 195 [179 = 
orf her | | | 

12 |Hergog von Plej 28. 9. 01|Robier, Seti atet. Schlof Plek | 113 | 113} 40 38 | 24 | 24) 17 | 16 | 17] 17 | 7,5 | 8} 92/2) 91 | 2)—)—)198)1 74, ae Te 
jerlin 1902 

13 {Raijer Wilhelm I, | 25. 12. 02 |Brandshoj, Sihlof Schwedt | 117 | 129] 43 | 38 4,5 [24,5 16 | 16 |14,5| 15 | 7 |16\16|?}?|108) 2} 2|—) 197 |172HIV. Schild 
SGaumburg-Lippe s | | | Berlin 1903 

14 [Raijer Wilhelm I. ] 17. 11. 76 ie, See jen | Schlos Pleh | 106 | 103] 48 | 45 | 26 | 26 | 16 | 17 | 15 | 14 [10,5 | 9) 92] 2) 99 | 4) 1)—| 203172) _ 
15 [Serjzog von Pleg 23. 10. 06 |Yytow, bleh. = 103 | 104] 34 | 34] 27 | 27] 18 | 18 | 17 | 16 | 7,5 | 9} 8}2)1| 79 | 2] 11} 196}173] ae SeierSebet 

| | clin 
16 i 26. 8. 98|Robier, Ober|hlej. is 98/100] 87 | 36 | 26 | 24] 19} 19} 17} 17] 7 | 9) 9122) 73 | 2/—|—j 196/17 1. Saijerbedjer 

| | | | rlin 
17 5 14. 9. 98 |Czarfow, Oberjdl. . 96 99133,5| 84 | 26 | 25 Resins 17/165) 7 |12/10)2 21545) 4| 1)—| 201/170) = 
18* |Graf Ferber. 24. 8. 11 |Bollrathsruhe, 109 | 105/36 8 /82,9|27,1 27,5 16,6 /17,1 14,7 |14,6) 8,4 |11/12] 2/2) 80 | 3|—/1)200|169)1T. Schild fiir 

v, Tiele-Windler Medlenbg -Shw. | | | | Gatterhirjde 

H Plek 6. 0: fg, Oberjdhl hlog Bi 87 | a7 | 3 2 20 | 2 7 | 6,5.| 8] s]2|1| 63 | 2 93 |168} nee 19 erzog von Pte} 16. 11, 02 |Promnik, Oberjdhle].| Sialok PleR 87| 89) 37 | 87 | 27 | 28) 20} 21/47) 2 By | 8] 2 63 | 2|1)-|193}1 — 

20 Raitet Wilhelm If. ] 19. 9. 08 See Benen Sihlog Schwedt |108 | 108] 424 35} 27 26 i185} 17 /14,5| 14] 8 415/15) 2)? 92 | 2/9} -} 195/68 oa 
Schoriheide | | 

21 =A 19. 9. 05 if geen or 106 | 108] 45 | 42 | 27 | 27 | 16 hes 14 [18 8 |14)14) 2)? 100) ?|2|—}194|163 = 
jorfheide | 

; 22 [Sergog von Pleg 29. 9.0%} 3goin, Deerisleien SHhloj Plef | 108 | 108) 34 | 38 | 23 | 22 | 16 | 17 | 16 | 16 | 8 | 9) 82 a 2)1|—)194/167 or coe 
jerlin 1 

23 7% 25. 8, 04 |Robier, Oberjdlefien 7 92 lies oe }26,5 27 |17,4/16,4| 17 |15,6| 7,9 wii2}2]1} 59 4|1|—) 201/166} 2, Sale cetes 
| Berlin 1 

2h ie 1C, 8. 06 |Promnig, Oberfdjlej. e ws 98] 89 | 39 24) 25/16] 17) 16) 15) 8 to} 102 | a| 3/3 —| 192 (16: oe 
Berlin 7 

25 me 23. 9. 04 | 3goin, Oberjdhlefien fi 9} 90] 89 36] 23 | 21) 20/47] 16) 17) 7 frjaajtj1) 77| 4)1/-| 194|162 tl 
| | erlin 1! 

26 |iirft Hans Heinrich |1%. 9. 08} 3goin, Oberfalejien : 96 |102| 41 | 43 | 24 24 | 15 | a5 | | | 7 2h a| af} fin ls 2, Raijerbeder 
5 XV. von Plej I 1 | Berlin 1909 

Jum Bergleid: IV, Die jtirkjten Geweihe aus den Donaubecen,*) 

od eteges oe Revi bem enges | Minse |fprotten|umiang) —_em _} | 8 /sie) & |e /siS/2e1 S| semectungen Re. g' eaunass evier emap ine 6 | cm | em cm unlen | oben S ee aE Z é aisles 3 2) Ultg' 

rep [epee | eft] ert faelelt | 3 Bsl5 
a ae j—— 

1 | Wilddies 1891 Szalha _ 120 51,5 29,8 | 21 | :a,alts,1 18 liad 19 ] 1/2] 74%} 3 }2 ats bo) im Befis des 
(Com. Tofna) | ES Fiirjten 

2 | Montenuovo 
2 | Graf 3. Drasfovid 1911 |Selye = 117,5 46 29,8 20,1 21 |16,8] 17,7 10,9] 14 | 1]1|58%%,| 2 | 1|—) 217 |198) = 

(Com. Baronya) | | z 
3 | Graf Géja Undrajjy 1894 |Remence = 137,5 36 25 | 17,9) 18,4)17,3) 17 }40,4) 15 [1] 1)58%0] 4 |1/—/216 |194 = 

(Com. Zemplén) | | | 
Graf Géja Andrajjy 1885 |RKemence ae 126 48 27,5 | 17,8) 17,5)17,4) 16,3) 10,3) 14 | 1) 1) 68%] 2]1) 1/211 j192 - 

7 (Com. Zemplén) | 
5* | Carl Sautermeijtet | 29.9.32 |Govola, Miires Wiesbaden 122/121 |42,5/44,5]29,8|/28,3) 17 |18,7/16,8/ 18,2] 9,5)9| 7} 1)1| 99,5 |2,5) 1] 2/213 |191 _ 

Vitorag ae ee ee eee) \ as 
6 | Graf Chrijtoph 1928 (Com. Samogy) = 11s 44,5 81 | 17,7) 16,81€,8) 16,6) 10,9) 14 |—|2|76%o) 2 /1/— punto — 

Sejtetis 
i am oe iioenstesen 25.9.32 |Transjplw, Wlpen Rodehlen 129|133 | 43 | 50 |28,2|27,8) 16,4/17,4) 16 |16,5) 9,7) 8| 6 | 2/1 (100,5 /1,5) 1)—| 212 j191 — 

—— | | | -—- | 
8 | Baron Rubudo 1929 Soqness at 121 43,5 28,5 | 19,2) 19,3) 16 15,8] 10,6) 15 ]2/2/98%) 2} 1) 2/214 191 = 

Svan Zidy (Wom. Tofna) 
9 | Graf P. Palfiy 1916 one ae - 110,5 | 41,5 31 |19,5]20,1117,8}17,81 9 | 12 | 2/2|100%) —|1/ 1/209 |190) — 

om, Oomor, 

10 | Johan Biller 1881 | Ggineoer Nat, Cafino 115,5 | 40,5 | 28,5 |18,6/18,4/18,2}17,4)10,4) 12 |2}2)76%)| 1 | 1/210 |190 = 
(Com. Marmaros) Budapejt | 

11 | Graf J. Drasfovid 1911 | Gyertyantiget re 121 43 28 | 16,9] 17,8166] 16,5)11,3) 22 | 1] 2/60%| 4 |1|—}221 |190: = 
3 (Com. Marmoros) 

12 | Graf R. Zidy 1882 cee tng) = 120 41 25,8 | 17,1] 16,8]18,7] 19,7] 10,8, 18 | 1| 2] 60%) 3 |1|—)209 |189 _ 
com. Uni 

13* | Dr. Rojd 1929 melevienscbiege Wiesbaden | 116] 109 |35,5|41,7/27,4| 27 | 18,3 ee 18,5] 10,1/11/10] 2] 1] 68,5 | 4} 1|—/219 |188 aoe 
— eo" |” — 

14 | Wilddied 1885 {Com. Ung — 113,5 | 32,5 27 |19,3]19,618,2/19,3] 9,6) 19 |1]1}78%| 8] 1/1214 |t88 eee 
payer 

| Spedhenvi 

ee 
)Unmerfung: Die mit * begeidneten Geweihe find vom Berjajjer gemefjen.
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nad) weldjem auf der deutfden Geweihausftellung alle in Deutidh-  modglidy ift, fonfequent gu fein, da} man in einem grofen Rot> 
land erbeuteten Geweihe nach denfelben Bedingungen aeridjtet wur-  wildrevier die Abftammung cines Hirfdes niemals genau feftftellen 
den. Nacjdbem die jeit 1895 alljahrlid) in Berlin ftattfindende inne, und dak ja in den meiften diefer Reviere neben dem eins 
Uusftellung das grofe jagdlicje Ereignis geworden war, begann  gefiihrten und dem Kreugungswild auch nod) reinbliitiges Rotwild 
febr bald cin edler Wettitreit. Eine Reihe hochgefteliter und fehr vorhanden fei. Dagegen habe ic) gu fagen, daR diefe Berjude ja 
vermogender Jagdherren wetteiferten darin, auf der Berliner Ge- dod) nur in foldyen Revieren unternommen worden find, wo die = 

} Geweihbildung der einheimifden Raffe gu gering erfdien. Und 
} wenn in einem folcen Revier mit [dledjter Geweihbildung, in 
| x : das Ungarhirjde oder Wapitis eingefiihrt worden find, nad cinigen 

| ‘ : : z Sahren ein GHirfd mit einem Kapitalgeweih von mehr als 190 
' : Nadlerpuntten zur Strecte fommt, fo wird das mit der allergrdften 

} Wahridheinlicdteit eben ein cingefiihrter Hirfch oder ein Nadhfomme 
\ eines foldjen fein. 

i Die BVerjude, fremdlindifdes Rotwild in Deutidland in Rein= 
| zudt fortzupflangen oder es mit einheimifdem Wild gu freugen, 
\ i liegen jegt 3. ©. fchon itber fedhgig Sabre guriic. Sie haben gu 

Ergebniffen gefiihrt, die bis zu einem gewiffen Grade voraus- 
- zufehen waren, gu Ergebniffen, die auf dem Gebicte der Bucht von 

Haustieren und der Pflangengucht bereits befannt waren. Cin aus 
f ; jeiner Seimat in eine andere Gegend verpflangtes Lebewefen paft 

{ fic) den vevanderten flimatifden und Ernahrungsverhaltniffen an; 
t es ,,afflimatifiert” fich. Befonders aber gilt das fiir die Nadjfom- 

} : menfcaft! Cie nimmt nad) einer oder mebhrercn Generationen in 

I 3 den Kodrperformen cine Geftait an, die der etwa vorhandenen ein= 
heimifden Raffe gleicht oder doch fehr Ghnelt. CEs hut fid) heraus- 

: geftellt, daB man 3. B. in der Mark Brandenburg tcine Ungarhirfde 
giidhten fann, und daR dic Nachfommen ven mirtifchem Rotwild, das 
man in Oftpreufen ausgefegt hat, gu oftpreufifcem Wild werden, 
weldjes fic) von dem cinbeimifden Eaum oder gar nicht unterfdeidet. 
Go ift das feit 1889 in der Gchorfheide eingefiihrte ungarijde Rot- 
wild nahegu fpurlos im dortigen Wildftand aufgegangen; jedenfalls 

— zeigt die Wildbret- und Geweihftirke in der Schorfheide heute feinen 
Unterfdied mehr gegeniiber der Zeit vor dicfer Blutauffrifdung. 

; co Anderwiirts find diefelben Erfahrungen gemadt worden. Sd) wiirde 
Z daher feine Bedenten tragen, aud) die Geweihe aus Revieren, in die < 

: soo tT ss frembdlindifaes Rotwild cingefithrt worden ijt, mit denen von rein= 

ae bliitigem einheimifden Wild gleicguftellen, fofern feit der Bufiihrung 
des Tebten fremben Gtiides dreigig Jahre vergangen find, und fofern 

: es fic) nur um cine Bhitauffrifdhung gehandelt hat, d. b. in dem be- 

aime treffenden Revier cin Stamm einheimifden Wildes vorhanden war. 

Vbb, §. Ungirader Sedhgehnender, crbeutet von Albert Fiirft von Thurn wnd 4 
Taxis im Thiergarten in der Oberpfalg am 31, Oftober 1908. 1. Kaiferbedjer 4 

Berlin 1909, (Tabelle Ml, Geweih Rr. 5.) i 
{f° r 

weihausftellung mit ftarfen Geweihen ecinander den Rang abgu- 4 ' 
Inufen. Roften fpielten in diejen Beiten eine untergeordnete Rolle, 
und fo liefen fic) diefe Sagdherren aus Ungarn und aud aus 
Nordamerifa Hirfche {dicen, fegten fie in ihren Wildbahnen aus, Y 
liefen fie dort mit allerlei guten Gachen fiittern, giichteten aud) mit ‘ 
ibnen und fdicten dann nach einigen Jahren die Geweihe diecjer . 
Hirjde und deren Nadhfommen auf die Berliner Geweihausiteilung. 

Daf diefe Hirfdje, die 3. FT. das doppelte Wildbretgewidt eines E 

deutfden Rothirfdjes erreicjten, aud) entiprechende Geweihe trugen, 
war an fic) fein Winder. Gie wurden aber mit den braven 

deutiden Hirfden unter gleiden Bedingungen zum Wettdewerb ‘ 
jugelaffen. Das war gewif hochft unbillig und mufte gum Wider- . : 

= {fprud) herausfordern. Nun waren die Wildbahnen, in welche aus- r : 
landifce Girfde eingefekt wurden, allerdings ohne Wusnahme : fi ‘ 
Gatterreviere, und als man glaubte, der sffentliden Meinung nadh= P ¢ 
geben gu miiffen und einen ungeredjten Wetthewerb arisgufdalten, “ 

: da warf man alle Gatterreviere in einen Topf, auch die, welche 4 
nie ein Ungarhirjd oder Wapiti oder ein Baftard betreten hatte. . ~ 
— Beshalb tat man das? Sd weif feine befriedigende Wntwort . 
darauf. Warum man hier nicht trennte in cingefiihrte Ungarbiride, Ww 
Wapitis und Kreugungsprodufte von foldjen mit einheimijchem Laon 
Wild einerfeits und reinbliitige deutjdhe Hirjche andererfeits, wie a 

3 eigentlid) felbftverftinbdlic) gewefen wire, bleibt ein Ratfel. Sn 

der hier beigegebenen Bufammenftellung ift dieje Trennung jeden= a 

falls dDurchgefiihrt. . a oe Zale “4 2 a 

Man finnte dagegen einwenden, dak es aud) hier nicjt immer a cee tee ieee SCntele Wi, Oonth ee oa) eens 

; x
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Rurz vor dem Kampf Bon Vert Fricde 

Beitra & ihbil Nothirfd eitrdge zur Geweihbildung ve8 Nothirfdes 
Bon Forftmetfter RN. Genff 

n Gagertreijen herrjcht noch vielfach Untlarheit iiber die Die Lehre von den Geweihftufen: 
bon den Boologen aujgeltellte Lehre von den Getveihjtufen,  Blajius nimmt folgende Gewweihftufen an: 1. Spieher, 2. Gabler, 
jelbjt tiber die Beurteilung der vorfommenden Getweih- 3. Geehjer, 4. Uchter, 5. Cisfprofjengehner, 6. Bwiilfer. . 

formen (Spiefer, Gabler, Sechjer, Achter) und iiber die Frage, WAltum: 1. Knopffpiefer, 2. Schmaljpiefer, 3. Spiefer, Gabler, 
ob die Gisjprofje vor oder nach der Krone fommt. Und gar erjt Sechjer, 4. Uchter, 5. Cisfprofjengefner, 6. Brvilfer. : 
eine viclendige Krone, eta von 18 Enden ab, ift fiir Die Mehrgahl by. Naesfeld: 1. Knopfipieber, 2. Schmaljpieker, 3. Gabler, 
Der Yager ein unentwirrbares Gebilde. Wus dem ,, Wald bon Enden” 4, Sechjer, 5. Uchter, 6. Kronengehner. 7. Brwilfer. 
wird. man nicht flug, weil man feine Gefesmabigkeit nicht fennt. Mit diejer Wrmahme ijt Racsfeld gweimal auf den Holgweg 

Man fann auch nicht behaupten, dak die ginftigen Zoologen  geraten, einmal begiiglich der Nnopfjpieser- und dann begiiglic) der 
in den lebten drei Sahrgelnten die Lehre von der Geweihbildung  ronengelhner-Stufe. : ; 
vorivdrts gebracht Hatten. Gn der Hauptjache fteht fie noch auf Knopfipteher, Spiefer. 
dem Hlec, auf den fie die Forjehungen von F. H. Blajius, Profeffor Mir ijt e8 nicht recht verftindlich, weshalb Witum und v. Raesfeld 
am Collegio Carolino in Braunjehwwetg 1857 und Projfejfor Dr. Altum nicht die Lehre von Blajius iibernommen haben, die doch jo einfach _ 
bon der Forjtafademie Cherswalde Cnde deS vorigen Jahrhunderts und einleuchtend ijt. Bundchft ijt e8 doch aufer allem Brweifel, 
gebracht haben. Manner wie v. Dombrowsti, Dr. Cogho, Forjt- dak die Wnnahme einer befonderen Gerweihftufe fiir den Knopf 
meijter Seibel und von Raesfeld haben die WAnfichten dev beiden  jpiefer eine unglitdlidje Sache ift, da diefer nur eine jehlechte Wuehs- : 
Wijfenfchaftler beftitigt oder befimpjt und neue Theorien auf- form innerhalb der Spieferjtufe vorftellt. Wher die Spieher bildeten 
geftellt, ohne aber die Sache fordern gu firmen. Wir werden fpater fiir Wtum, der offenbar durch Kal. Forjter Bajt (jeinergeit bei Cbers- 
bet Befprechung der vielendigen Strone fehen, dafy Dr. Grnft Schaff,  walde) auf falfche Fahrte gelentt wurde, auch fonjt eine gefabhrliche 
feinergeit Direftor deS Boo in Hannover, und Hofrat Dr. Meyer, Kippe; nimmt er doch an, dak auch das Rotwildfalb ebenjo wie das 
Direftor de3 Boologijchen Mujeums gu Dresden, Anfang de3 Vodfig gundchft Primitivjpiehchen aujfest, die e3 im Juli abwirft, 
Sahrhunderts neue, beachtenswerte Jdeen gehabt haben. Profeffor um fofort wieder Spiehe aujzujesen, die im September oder Oftober 
Dr. Matjchie jehuf die Theorie von den verjchiedenen Hirjchrajjen,  gefegt werden. Mir ijt nur einmal befannt geworden, dab cin 2 
Die heute noc) in Deutjehland durch verjehiedene Geweihtypen  Rotwildfalh fdjon im Dezember daumenlange und dice Rojenftice 
fenntlich jeien, fo der Riiftenbirjch und mehrere Rajfen des Gnlands- —gefchoben Hat. Das war cin febr fraftig entwideltes Stic der 1889 
Hirjehes. C8 jtellte fich aber heraus, dah alle dieje verfchiedenen and Ungarn ur Blutauffrifehung nach Zehdenic importierten Rot- 
platen” in einem Revier dDauernd vertreten fein fonnen, aljo wwildfilber. Die Regel ijt jonft, da der einjdhrige Hirjch etwa im 
wabricheinlich Vertreter von Familien-Cigentiimlichfeiten find. — Mai fichtbare Rofenjtice hat und zum Spieher weiterjdhicbt, dah 
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ex die Spiefe in wiichjigen Wildftinden etwa bom 25. September nach Bayern al3 Zuchthirjdh eingefiihrter Rominter Hirjch bet jeinen 
ab fegt, in folcjen von jeblechtem Wuch3 Mitte Oktober bis Mitte  Nachfommen mebhrfach folche Gewethform vererbt hat, was jehr 
November. C3 gibt noch einen siweiten Spieher, den WAltum der fiir das Rominter Blut jprechen wiirde. Gabelfpieper jind jedenfalls 
3. Stufe guweijt, und der darvan fenntlich ijt, dak er Rojen hat,  derart vorwiichjige Hirjche, dak man am liebjten, um jie Dem Revier 
wahrend der erfte Spiefer unten ftatt der Roje eine folbige Ver- gu erhalten, rings um fie herum, um mit Frief forjtlich gu reden, 
dicung zeigt. Diejer Spieher mit Rojen ijt ein Spieher vom giweiten eine Kronendurehforjtung macjen mochte devart, da} man Hirjche 
(und hiheren) Kopf. von fangjamem Wuch3, die jie verdrangen fimnten, gum WUbjdhuj 

Schwieriger ijt die Unterjdheidung am lebenden Stite, da beide —_bringt. 
Gpieferarten gleich Hohe und ftarke Spiebe tragen fonnen und Sechjer. 
ein Unfprechen der Hofer oder folbigen Berdidngen aus der Ferne Der normale Sechfer hat normal Yug- und Mittelfproffe, 
nicht miglich if. Auf einer Gewweihjejau in Hubertusitod 1927 os tommen aber auch folce guftande durch Augjprojje und Spigen- 
duferte ich die Wnficht, dab SpieBer vom 2. Kopf in der Schorfheide abel oder allein al3 Kronenjedhjer. Die lebteren fommen meift 
als untvitehjig abgejchojjen werden miiften. Der damalige Ober say in den HoHeren VMltersHlafjen vor alS abnorme Bilbungen oder 
landforftmeifjter fragte mich, woran ein folcher gu erfermen fei, yom 1, Kopf als ,Kronenfpiefer”, wie oben fdjon gejagt. 
und ich antwortete: ,,Am Zeitpuntt de3 Fegens’. — Yeder Spiefer, 
der im Augujt gefegt hat, ijt vom gweiten (oder hiheren) Kopf! : gens 2 Udter. 
Da der Spiefer vom erjten Kopf nach meinen Beobachtungen _ Die gewébhnliche Bildung ijt die, dah oben unter der Stangen- 
— ich habe drei Rotwildreviere verwaltet, aber nie einen Forjtmann _fpibe fich ein Gabelende nach aufen abgweigt; daneben fommen 
oder Sager angetroffen, der fic) um dad Fegen von Spiefern be- noch gwvei Gormen vor: 2 
fiimmert hatte — nicht bor dem 25. Geptember fegt, formte man Gabelende nach vorn und Stange nach hinten, 
auc) fagen: Man foll in Revieren mit wiichjigem Wild jeden Gabelende nach inten und Stange nach vorn. — ; 
GSpieker als mafig wiiehjig abjchieBen, den man bid etwa Mitte Angeblich follen die beiden legten Bildungen auy die Neigung Hin 

September gefegt antrifft. Borausgefebt ‘ft, dah der Beitpuntt teilen, dak der Hirjch ,emwiger” Achter oder Cisjprofijelner bleibt. 
des 25. September, den ich fir die Scyorfheide ermittelte, auc Ganz ausgeldlofjen ift das nicht, da gewéhnlic) die Krone durch 
auf andere Reviere zutrifjt. Qn feinem Auffag gu der Frage das Hervortreten eines hinteren Grdes gujtandefommt und die 
»Oatten die Majfifer recht?” im der ,Deutjchen Jagd” fagt Ober- Viergehnergabel und die Sechgelhner-Doppelfrone eigentlich immet 

forjtmeifter Wallmamn, dak der Spieser vom 1. Kopf feine ,rojen- Hinten hochfommt. Das Vorhandenjein der Stangenjpige oder 
lojen Spiefe je nach Entwichmg im Wuguft bis Oktober fegt.” eines Cndes Hinten mugs aljo foldjen Biloungen im Wege jein. 
Sch bin im Bwweifel, ob hier nicht grei Spieheralter gujammen- Sc) Habe aber auch {chon einige Cis}projjengelmer bei der gewshutiden 
geworfen find! Gorm angetroffen. 

Gabler. Cisf{projje oder Krone frither? 

Auer dem gewéhnlichen Gabler gibt e3 nod) den Hoch- Weiterhin beftehen Brweifel, ob die Gisjprojje vor oder nach 

gabler (bb. 22) und den Gabelfpieher (bb. 20), fo genarmt det Krone fommt. Der erjteren Meinung find Blajius und Altium, 
von mir, weil erfterer auf der Gablerjtufe, lebterer auf der Spiefer- der lebteren v. Raesfeld. Yeh fcjlieBe mich erjteren an, und gwar 
ftufe vorfommtund beide diejelben Roje batv. folbige Verdidung unten aus givei Griinden: 
tragen. Beide find gwar feine abnormen, aber doch ungetwohnliche 1. fommt bei friihreifen jungen Hirjden vom 2. Kopf viel 
Vildungen, jedoch von gang verjdhiedenem Zuchtwert. Wabhrend  haufiger der Cis{proh-Aehter und -Zehner als der Kronengehner vor. 
man aus erfterem nicht flug wird, ob er nun ein Gabler mit hoch- Wenn Raesfeld fiir das frithere oder gleichgeitige uftreten der 
gerutjdhter Augiproffe ijt und daher weniger fdhagenswert ijt al Krone Forjtmeifter Geibel anfiihrt, der unter 1138 Harghirjchen 
der Sechfer oder ein Achter ohne Mittel- und Uug)proffe, was ja 646 Kronengehner und nur 492 Cis{profzehner feftitellte, jo ware 
auch feflerhaft ware, fteht der Gabelfpiefer gitchterijch auf folder damit nur dann etwas berwiejen, wenn 3 fic durchweg um junge 

: Hohe, dah er als Wunderkind, als Stern am Hirjchhimmel geltenmub,  Hirjdhe Handelte. Da die Hirjdhe aber aus dem Harz ftammen, 
teil er, twas in vielen Wildbahnen unter 1000 Hirjchen erjt einer  befteht die Wahricheinlichfeit, dak 3 fich um mittlere und alte Hirjcje 
fertigbringt (in Rominten fcheint e3 haufiger vorzufommen), fchon handelt, um alle miglichen AUltersflafjen. 
al3 Spiefer oben ein Cnde oder gar eine Krone fchiebt und dadurch 2. habe id) an vielendigen Kronen die Beobachtung gemacht, 

frithgeitigite Veranlagung zur Krone bewweijt. Frither fannte man af beim Buriicfeyen die zulebt aufgetretenen Enden am erften 
feinen Wert nicht. Noch in der ,Deutfdhen Gager-Zeitung” Bd. 76 wieder guriicigehen, woraus ich allgemein jehlieffe, dab die am 
Nr. 31, aljo doch wohl in einem Kriegsjahre, fprach Dr. Strife langften bleibenden Gnden die alteren Bilbungen find. Bei Dege- 
bei diefem ,,RronenfechSender”, wie er ihn nannte, (ich wiirde ihn  neration findet man faum mebr Kronenhir|che, wohl aber Cisjprojjen- 
Kronenjpiefer nennen), von regellofer Wucherung des Gewweih- zehner. Kommt die Cisfprojfe guerjt, dann folgt der 5. Stuje (Cis- 
frocjen3 und nannte al8 Urjache der ,Mipbildung” eine Stdrung  jproffengehner) die 6. mit dem Bwélfer und der Kronengehner ijt 
der Statif des Sfeletts infolge von Hirfchlahme oder dergleichen. als goologijdher Bwilfer mit latenter Gis{profje aufzufajjen, was 

Hier ftimmt nun verjdhiedencs nicht. Critens handelt e8 fic) nicht auch die Anficht von Blafius und Wltum ijt. Die Cisjprofje jist 
um eine Mipbiloung, da die beigegebene Sfisze eine SpieBer- auf einer jcharfen Leifte oder Rante des Gewweih3 und ijt, felbjt 
fiange mit regelrechter Strone zeigt. Bweitens fann Hirjchlahme — wenn fie einmal bid in die Hihe der Mittel[projje hinaufgerutjdht ijt, 

nicht die Urjache fein, da jie die Wirkung hat, dak die Geweih- in welchem Fale diefe mit etem Kronenende leicht verwedfelt wird, 
bildung pliplich unterbrochen wird, jo dab Biiffelhirjche entftehen,  daran fenmtlich, dafy an ihrem Anja die Stange nicht getnictt ijt, 
und drittend ijt ein Beweis dafiir, dab die Bildung midjts Patho wahrend die Mitteljprojje immer an einem Sic fibt. C3 fommen 
logijches an fic) Hat, jondern im Gegenteil von duferiter Frol- auch grei Cisjprofjen iibereinander vov. 
wiichfigteit geugt, meine Erfahrung, dak ein Gabelfpiefer jchon Die Gwolferfrone fann eine Becherfrone oder ausgezoqen 
“pom 6. Kopf gang fapital tourde. fein derart, dab oberhalb der Mittelfprofje eine felbftindige Sprojje, 

Bor einiger Zeit war in ,Wild und Hund" in einem Wuffak bon manchem Wolfsjprofje genannt, fteht, oberhalb welder die 
bon Dr. Lub Hec unter anderen Romintener Hirjchen einer dortigen  Spigengabel fich befindet. Nach Riejenthals Jagd-Lerifon ijt 
Geweihfdau ein Gabeljpiefer als ,jiingiter Hirjdh der Schau”  Wolfsiprop ,,eine guveilen beim Wapiti gebrauchte Bezeichnung 
abgebildet. Gollte derjelbe al Whjdhubbhiridh gefchofjen worden fein, fiir Den auf den Mittelfprof nach oben hin folgenden Sprof, der, 
Dann hat der betreffende Schiige ein fchweres Verbrechen auf dem in der Regel ungeteilt, jc) durch bejondere Stirfe ausseichnet. 
Gewwiffen. MR. Frief berichtet in der ,Deutfchen Jagd", dah ein Hier und da wird der Ausdruc W. auch woh! beim Rothirjch an-
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gewendet, wo er jedoch feine Berechtigung hat. Cher wiirde er Gnden Stangenende duperes interes 4te3 Stes Wbbild. 
auf den Maral pajjen, wo der genannte Sprof auffallend ftart (Seehgefuer Srone) 
entivicelt ijt.” 20 ungeteilt 2 3 1 £ 

Die vielendigen Kronengeweife. 22 gweiteilig 2 3 1 2 

Man unterjcheidet Becherfronen, bet denen die Enden alle 24 ungeteilt 2 4 2 3 
aus einem Grumde fommen, um den Bechergrind ringsherum 24 giveiteilig 2 3 2 4 
verteilt und am Grunde verbinbdert, ferner hand- und jchaufel- 26 ungeteilt 4 3 2 5 
formige, bet denen die Enden in einer Chene liegen, auch am Grunde eect a 2 2 a 
perbandert, und Doppelfronen, bei denen fic von dev urjpriing- 28 ungeteilt 3 3 202 7 
fichen Bwilferfrone hinten die dreiendige Sechgehnergabel als 32 dreiteilig 2 4 4 8 
bejondere Krone abhebt. Zur Veurteilung einer vielendigen Krone 36 ungeteilt 5 4 Qe 9 
mu} man immer guerft die Stangenjpige, die (jchon bom Spiefer ab) 
meift eine Wendung nach innen zeigt, und dann die einfache Brwélfer- 

frone feftjtellen, fodann die Gechgehnerfrone, fo da mun nur nod) Z a S - 

das dufjere Kronende und u. U. das vierte Ende gu ermitteln find, 4 a2 

von tweldy’ lepterem jpdter gejprocjen wird. b b 

Tber die GCntjtehung de3 Bierzehners (Ourd) Gabelung 
bde8 Hinteren Ende3 der Brwiilferfrone) und de3 Sechszehners : 

(durd) Dreiteilung desjelben) ee es Hats Auch 

wird die Gejepmapigteit der Geweihbildung bis gum Ged 

zebnender bon ae meijten anerfarmt, Uber vom Wchtzehn- % 16 7 20 Ender 
ender ab gehen die Pteinungen 
augeinander. Blajius und tum 
haben fiir die vielendigen Geweihe 4228 Ende pees Aone 
ein Gchemg da3 die WAbbildung \\\ THintere 
recht oben 3eigt. a wiirde die me \ 

Stangenjpige fein; nad) meiner Mt Srangenende \ si Doppelkroi ) 

ficht ijt b die Stangenjpige. Blafius ~ SQ J SK) ; 
nimmt an, dag immer das lebt- Wii SAN! dusseres 
gebildete Gnde fich weitergabelt. VI \ Stange SAN 
Darn wiirde vom Vierzehmender aUSSEE Gabel — x= NY \ a Wy —— 

ab die weitere Cndenbilbung aus- WY i tes ah GP 
jclieflid bet der hinteren q ma Nite fo 

Kronengabel erfolgen und. die q i Wi 

Folge davon ware m. C. eine hand- yr Ay 
jérmige Krone. Cine becherférmige ney 
Krone firnte auf dieje Weife hinteres Wes 
nie entitehen. (4 teilig) ferry 

Die Beobachtung an Zucht- \Y ry 
Hirjehen vom 14- bid zum 24-Cnder sai i 

Hinauf in den Sahren 1898 fj. hat Ne /}] 
mich auf eine andere Theje gebracht, Vie Sechzehner 

nimlich die (doch wohl natiirlicher ( i \ Krone \ i 
erjcheinende), da} an der tweiteren 3 W NO | Ge 4 tes Se 4 

Kronenbildung alle Kronenenden WN ENN iid ae ia are 

der einfachen Biwélfertrone der Reihe Stange IN wy ema NN i Es 
nach fich pee ae Dak jogar CW i" eo RSs AN 

noc ein viertes Cnde aus der QS FING 4 Coo 
Bwalferteone fich abgtoeigt, rweldhes VS — SO 
fic auch erteilt. Gigenartig ift, dab My N/ S SS WSS 
die Stangenfpike am wenigiten a ‘Zine SS 
Neigung hat, fich gu gabeln, und Hi) i] ZA SQ 
die3 bei vielen vielendigen Sronen Mf <-> ausseres SS 
entiweder gar nicht tut oder : 
erft, nachdem die BVergivetgungs- : 
miglichfeiten der beiden Cnden der einfachen Zwilfertrone erjdhdpft Priift man alle dieje wirklich vorhandenen Kronen vom 20- 
find. Gine Nachpriifung an den Kapitalgemeifen bon Morigburg bis 36-Cnder naher, fo ergibt fich, dak von neun tatjachlich jechs 
hat die Richtigteit meiner Behauptung ergeben. Natiirlic) gibt es im Stangenende die geringjte Veranlagung zur Verstweigung 
Ausnahmen. haben; am auffilligiten ijt das beim 36-Cnder, der ein ungeteiltes 

Die nachfolgenden Beichmungen von vielendigen Kronen Stangenende hat, wahrend alle anderen Enden (der urjpriinglicjen 
(Geichn. 2 bid 9) habe ich gefertigt nach der Bhotographie-Sammlung  Brwiilferfrone) eine faum glaubliche Neigung gur Bersweigung 
(Gixjehgeweih-Gammlung im Ral. Schloffe oon Morigburg),  befunden. Ferner fehen wir, dak das hintere Ende nach Dreiteilung 
herausgegeben mit Bericht von Dr. Adolf Bernhard Meyer, im allgemeinen untitig bleibt und hichftens noch ein viertes Ende 
K.S. Hofrat und Direktor de3 KM. Boologijchen Mufeums zu  jchiebt; da ferner das Gufere meift zwei und drei, ausnahmstweife 
Dresden. (Verlag von Wilhelm Hoffmann in Dresden): fiinf Cnden fchiebt und das vierte und gar dad fiinfte Ende nur bet 

Nach den Abbildungen ijt die Kronenbildung bei im allgemeinen gang. aufergewshnlicjem Wuchs fic) gwei- oder dreiteilt. Cs ift 
novmaler Entwidlung die folgende: tibrigen3 bdurcjau3 miglich, dab nur ein tibergihliges, ndmlich
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viertes GCnde gefdoben wird, und hinteres ( Sechzehner Krone) Sechzehnen Krone 
da} das vierte und fiinfte Ende aus (3 teilig) 
einem Grunde fommen und nur “Bo hi 
ein vielvergweigtes Ende vorftellen. = : Z y y 
Um das enticheiden zu fornen, bles Y K hf Oo 
miigte man die betveffenden Moris — (YegaOelt Ne pip i Op 
burger Gewethe im die Hand neh- SO (HY 4 tes Ende i 
men und aus ndchfter Nahe an- z WA (3teilig) A \W 
fprecjen fornen. ausseres ag Wid Stange ~\ a \' py yy 

Sn dem Begleitberidt iiber (4 gerei/t) a Ml el Ae if 4 
die Photographien-Sammlung be- \ 'f | ausseres \\ dy i i Nip 
fpridht auch Hofrat Dr. Meyer die i 4 (3teilig nil i Stange 
Gejebmapigteit vielendiger Kronen. Wd Nt i Ti (ungeteilt ) 
Gr fommt zu dem Sdlufje, dah " \\ Nei 
alle normal gebildeten Sronen aus RNa 
aiwei- und dreizinfigen Gabel be- SG 
ftehen: der Vierzehnender aus givet : YN 
aweizintigen, Der Sechzehnender aus einer gwei-und einer dreiginfigen, WN 

der 20-Ender aus: 2 — 2 — 3 Enbden, \ 
der 22-Ender aug: 2 — 2 —2—2 Enden, 
Der 24-CEnder aus: 2 —2—2—3 Gnden, 
der 26-Cnder aus: 2 — 2 — 2 — 2 — 2 Enbden, in wae 
der 28-Gnber aus: 2 —2 — 2 — 2 — 3 Gnben ufio. ‘\ 5 a 

Dak die drei Urenden der Zwélferfrone die Grundlage fiir i | 
jede Kronenbildung, auc) die endenreichfte, bilden, diefer Gedante 2 i } 
font bei ihm nie gum Wusdruc. Schon die Deutung der Vierzehn- Sechzehner ail th) eed 
ender-Srone, die aus giwei Gabeln beftehen foll, weift darauf hin, Arone U4 228 Ende 
dajy Dr. Meyer auf faljcher Fahrte ijt, denn die vordere Gabel Vik. A 
ftellt gwet Enden vor, dad Stangen- und das duffere Cnde, die V i WY ; 

& giwar bei manchen Gewweihen durch) Verbanderung 3u einer Gabel Stange. \\ W Hj yf (( Vi 
bereinigt find, bet dev weiteren Vergweigung gu endenreicher Krone " Hl iis Wi 3 

; aber twieder felbjtindig werden und fic) fogar fehr verjchieden WAP Fe a 
verhalten. 01S da8 interefjantejte, weil regelmapigite Geweif der Yip ee ee 
Morigburger Gereih-Cammlung bezeichnet er den 24-Cnder (un- Vy 
gerade). Cr fagt von ihm: : 

nochadelecht. Rechts gwolf, links elf Cnden. Gebr maffiges é 
Geweih. RKronenbildung von feltener Regelmafigteit: rechts drei 
aiveigintige und eine dDreiginfige Ga- 
bel; die Sormel ware — 2—2 Sues a) 
2—3, linlS vier gieiginfige Gabeln 4tesEnde — Sechzehner Krone a S| 
(2—2—2—2). Mbgejeher von tes (4 teilig) = \\ 
Diefer feltenen Regelmapigfeit, welche et ae Sele 
in der ganzen Morigburger Ganum- Yi 4 . \ Ne) 
ling bei einem fo viclendigen Ge- ‘] \\ inl ‘ " Re 
tweih nicht wiederfehrt, und welche ie i} i —<—_ Stange va Y be hinteres 
das Sti zu cinem Unifum ftem- A v Mss es (3 fach) IN \" ie (4 fach) 
peln Ddiirfte, ift e3 ausgezeichnet S YQ NE \, AG if u 
durch feine Gripe und Schwere. Die c= i Kw WS “ih 
Gejamtausladung von 1,920 m fehet é RE ‘AN ee uss. Ende S| 
fiberhaupt bei feinem der Morib- Nw vn = AQ \\\ 
burger Gdelhirjh-Geweihe wieder,  Ausseres Yeh QO 
ebenjomwenig ein Gewicht von (5 feilig) QA Ae 
18,860 kg. Das hohe Wlter de3 Hir- oN ~ 
{ches, welcher einjt diejes Geweih trug, é 
ift erfichtlich aus der Ritrze des Nofenftoces und aus dem der Roje  Srbriftleiter bei der ,,Deutfehen Jager-Zeitung”, in feinem Werk 
auferordentlich nahen Stand der Augen- und Cisfprofjen, jowie _,, Jagdtierfimde” ahnend vorausgefagt hat mit den Worten: Sch 

~ deren Stirfe. Herfunjt unbefarnt. Diefes vielleicht fchonfte aller  glaube gefunden gu haben, dah die normalen Geweihe mit hober 
; Morigburger Geweihe hingt im Speijefaale an der dem Haupt- Cndengahl (etwa vom Sechzehnender ab) jich auf den Typus des 

eingange gegenitberliegenden Wand giwijchen dem mittleren und  Brwélfenders zuriicfiihren Lajjen, jo gwar, daR die hiheren Cnden- 
rechten unteren Fenfter. Lange der Stangen rechts 1,210, linfs  zahlen durch Gabelung der Kronenenden des Qwiiljers batv. durch 
1,200 m.“ tweitere Gabelung der guerjt entftandenen Gabelafte fich bilden. 

: Das Hichfte Geweihgewicht erwahnt (nach Hofrat Meyer) Cs fehlt mix. jedoch) vorliujig noch an gentigendem Material, 
ee Owen 1868 mit 74 PBfund (20-Cnder). iwelches ja naturgemaf fer jchwer gu befchaffen ijt, um dieje WAnficht 

Nach allem bisher Grortertem fomme ich besiiglich der Rronen- _betweifen gu formen." 
bilbung 3u folgendem Schema (Geite 581) fiir normale Kronen. Jeh farm den Beweis erbringen, da ich {chon vor Herausgabe 

Somit glaube ich betwiejen gu haben, was der Boologe Dr. de8 Schifffdjen Werkes meine Beobachtungen gemacht habe. 
Crnft Schaff, ehedem Direftor de3 Boo in Hannover und dann Wuch ift das vierte und fiinfte Cnde bisher noch niemals in der
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Literatur erwahnt worden, auch nicht von Dr. Schaff. Smmerhin 
gebiihrt Dr. Schaff die Brioritdt begiiglich der Vers ffentlichung des Qt m NN DO, 
Gejebes, dah normale Gewweihe mit hoher Cudengzahl fich auf den - . 
Typus de Brwsljendets guriicfithren lLajjen, wenn Schajf auch Pema a eeee yom a 
noch nicht in der Lage war, dieje WAnficht gu beweifen. Ben die erjte Graugans zicht als Borbote der fpater 

Grundziige der Kronenbildung. beim Rothirjch find: folgenden Zugganje, wenn dev Wilberpel verfirbt und 
a) die einfache Biwolferfrone — bet minderbeanlagten Hirjcdhen, iieder bunt twird, Dann beginnen des Waidmanns jehinite Tage 
b) durch Gabelung der Hinter|projfe bzw. Dreiteilung = der Vier- unten im Moor, wo givifchen lichtftchenden, weifen Virfen umd 

interes Eee ae - d 
5 d d, a) a3) yy b 

72 i 16 76 20 22 24 26 28 30-Ender 
ENOCH =I 1 fae CI IOI OI IO PLO Ged SO Od Gh eed, 

zehner und Sechzehner (Doppelfrone) bei bejjfer beanlagten, friippligen, dunflen Kiefern die lebte Crifa an trdumenden Torffuhlen 
¢) durc) Gabelung byw. Dreiteilung der beiden anderen Cnden  verbliiht ift. Wie von unfichtharer Hand entfaltet, breiten fich diinne, 

der Bwilferfrone und de$ gufommenden vierten und finften  geifternde Nebelfdjleier itber dad fchiweigende, abendliche Moor. 
Gndes entiteht die Krone dev vielendigen Hirjche — nur bet Ratfchend fteht die VBekalfine vor dem Hunde auf, tiberall rufen 
eingelnen jehr gut beanlagten Hirjdjen. Cnten. Der Abend legt feine erjten Schatten iiber das braune Bruch. 
Was nun gum Sehlup die Frage anlaugt, wie weit die gejeb- Un der grofen Moorblante bin ich angelangt und nehime Decmg 

madpige Bildung bet den Geweihen geht, fo fdhten bis jebt hinter dem eingelnen Wacholderjtraud, um mir hier eine von den 
eine Untwort darauf unmiéglic) gu fein. _ ss Wildgiinjen gu olen, die feit cinigen 
Die Geweih-Gammlng von Morigsburg ~~ —- Lagen jeden Wbend einfallen. Merfliche 
mit ifren 71 fapitalen Geweihen (69 Ss 3 | _- Sithle gieht durch meinen Leichten Jagd- 
Stitt 24 bis 386-Ender und siwei | ~——sloben, dichter werben die Rebelfdleier 
50-Ender) im Speijejaale ermiglict e3 : See sas liber den Wafjerblinken, und démmeriger 
aber doch, eine bejtimmte Cndenzahl an- eos wird eS um mich herum. Danernd zichen 
zugeben, bet der noch gejebmapige Bil- FP —S—s—S~sCSS tenn. von inne Moor gum andern, und 
dung vorliegt, dad - ift der 36-Cnder ; ; endlich — 03 ift fejon ftarf dammerig — 
(2b. 9). Un Gewweihen mit hichften hore ich die rufenden Ganje herangiehen. 
GEndengahlen jind némlich vorhanden ——_ ,Wit—gat—gatgak" fo verftiindigen fie fic) 
drei 36-Cnder und gwei 50-Cnder (der : unteteinander. Sn weiten Bogen um- 
66-Enbder ijt total abnorm). Die beiden Gi sien freijen jie das Moor, dann nod) ein furgzer 
50-Cnder fallen weg, da auch fie —_—sC GS rfimdungSflug ther der Cinfallftelle, und 
monjtrs3 find (der eine mit vielzadiger — num gleiten fie, mit raujdjenden Echiwin- 
[nicht endiger] Becherfrone, der andere 3 Gore ee gen und bvorgehaltenen Rudern bremfend, 
endigendD in einen vielzactigen Ntor- : iced ihrem nafjen Clement entgegen. Gerade 
genjtert). all fich gegen den iwefilich Hellen Simmel « 

G8 bleibt alfo al$ lebte Stufe der  _ihve marfonien Gilhouetten beim Gin- 
normalen Getveihbiloung nur der 36- © —— st fallen 3eigen, reife ic) Sunfen. Slat 
Cnder iibrig. Dieje Feftitellung gilt Hodgabler jchend jdjlagt eine verendet aufs Wafer, 
fiir die Gewweih-Gammlung von Moris- Bu: Bettrage sur Gewethbiloung des Rothirfehes der gtweite Schufh allt itber das iweite 
burg. Nun ware e3 immerhin miglich, Moor, al die Ginfe mit fchwirrenden 
dak in irgendeiner anderen Gammiing a a SF —_ ScHwingenjehligen hiher fteigen, und auch 
der Welt noch eit Geweih hangt, das a we _  bdiefe Gans ijt getroffen. Cie loft fic 
mehr alg 36 Gnden, alfo mehr als Sige) FB CC#C#CéCéboo: Dem Flug ab umd fttirgt nach tweiteren 
15 Gnden in der eingzelnen Mrone : PF  —~™”—C BF ~——_Cs £80 Gaingen aus der Luft. Mit angehal- 
hatte und doch ebenmafig gebaut ware. Se Pe 8 —___ tenem Item Laujdje ich — pate — da fiel 
Hihere Cndengzahl durch) nicht gefeb- uber cee fie in Den nahlen Binfengiirtel — maufjetot. 
mafige BVergsweigung der Uug-, Cis-, : oe noe Auf die Schiiffe Hin ijt e3 im Mwor 
Mittelfprojjen oder durch doppelte Cis ‘ B —_lebendig geworden. Bekajfinen atfcjen, 
jprojjen rechnet natiirlich nicht mit. q — GEnten ftreichen aufer Schufweite voritber, 

Borliufig habe ich alfo gejeb- \ , _ und giehende Rranice rufen in der Ferne. 
miapige ronenbildung bi gum 36- - ~  —- Sebt Hingelt prablend ein Grpel tiber mich 
GCnder nachgerviefen. Gch habe fiir : & ss Sintweg, und rajeh dDrehe ich mich um, um 
alle Getweibjtujen bom 20- bis 36- > & 4 : if gegen den Hellen Ginterqrnd ab- 
GCnder (mur der 34Cnder feblt) tat- Sad ————— ufaffen. =Saug — gu nah — vorbei- 
fachlich vorhandene Geweihe gefunden, ; 4 CS F€eichoffen! Sauk, jebt Happte eg, und 
und alle beftitigen die MRichtigfeit des | Fie. le > wie ein Lappen fallt dex gqriinbhalfige 
Gejebes, dab fic ihre Kronen auf | e f= __ Gntvogel auz dex Luft. — Nicht immer 
den Typus des Bwélfenders guriid- — fe ¢ ———Ssift mir am Moor Grfolg befchieden ge- 
fiihren lafjen (Dr. Gchaff) und auf as me ———- wefen, und mander Schuk giwijehen Tag 
das Hingutreten eines vierten (und = . ~—* und Dunkel gab nur ein Loch in die Na- 
vielleicht auch fiinjten) vergtweiqungs- Gabelf{pfefer tur, oder ev erforderte eine anftrengende 

fabigen Mronenendes (nad) Genff). 3u: Veitrdge ur Gewethbiloung des Rothirfehes  Nachfuche fiir den Rurghaarigen.
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Auch im geitigen Frithjahr, wenn gegen Cnde Februar auf den Kiebige mit wuchtelnden Fliigelfchligen ihren Hochgeitsreigen voll- 
tweiten Feldern am Movr der Schnee jehmolg, wenn iweite Strecden _fithrten. Buntfchillernde, reihende Cuten jagten hintereinander her, 
unter Wajfer ftanden, weil der Froft im Boden da3 Schmelgwajfer SKraniche trompeteten fltigel{ehlagend im Bruch, Graugdnfe gogen — 
nicht eindringen lief, ftellten fich oft frithgeitig die Wildgdnje ein. dag ift ber Bauber am Moor. Doch wenn das weike Wollgras biiiht, 
Gie ithernachteten gu Taufenden in den noch nicht vegulterten, tiber- wenn das braune Bruch wie im Schnee vor ung liegt, der Kienporft 
fcbiwemmten Wiefen- und Flubniederungen und gogen dann morgen3 duftet und uns blutrot der fleijehfreffende Connentau entgegen- 
frith in dichten Gefchiwadern wolfengleich gu den weiten Feldern an leuchtet, dann ift e8 jchweigfam im Moor. Unter da3 Gummen der 
den Mooren, um dort auf den Kartoffelfehlagen aus den im Herbft Bienen und Hummeln mengt fich wie feines leijes Lduten das Locfen 
guviictgebliebenen, verfaulten und vertrodneten Rartoffeln bie Starfe _jeglichen jungen Gumpf- und Waffergefliigels. Sn der Kinderftube ; 
herausguquetfden und Quedefaden gu fammeln. Auch die junge der Movrbewolmer lebt und rafchelt e3 itherall geheimmisvoll. Wenn 
Roggenfaat aften fie mit Vorliebe, aber die Stirtefligelchen Hatten dann fpater die Heide wieder bliiht und das Schmielengrad fich 
3 ifnen gang befonders angetan. Mit etwas Neid jah dann ein langjam farbt, wenn die Schilffolben fich braunen und die Movs- 
Gagdnachbar zum anderen hiniiber, wenn auf deffen Edjlaigen die beere runde, rote Friichte anfebt, dann wird e3 wieder laut und 
Ganfe in hellen Haufen einfielen. Wuf diefen Feldern machten wir  lebhaft. 
tiefe Qécher, verblendeten fie mit umberliegendem Rartoffelfraut, Sungenten fteigen ungefdhidt auf aus griniiberjponnenen 
febten nod) einige proviforifeh mit Hadjel ausgeftopfte Ginfe-  Tiimpeln, Vefafjinen fonnen fich in moraftigen Griinden, trippelnde 
attrappen aus und warteten in den frithen Morgenftunden auf das  Kampfldufer und Strandldufer fuchen gefddftiq nach Nahrung. 
Ginfallen und Umberjtreicjen diefer vorficjtigen Rapitolswachter.  Wberall tocen junge, jdedig geftreifte Riebike, alles lebt vom 
Bei Regenbsen, Schneetreiben und Sturm hatten wir ftets Erfolg,  infeftenfpendenden Moor mit feinen Walferblinfen, Torffublen, 
Dagegen gogen die Ginfe bei flarem Frofttwetter meiftens zu hoch  Mobdderlichern, Binjen- und Schilfgiirten. Gern ftehen dort die 
und evdugten uns in den Léchern. Gefchoffen wurde ftets mit Rehe in der flimmernden Hike de3 Cpatiommers, und der Fuchs 
3% mm Sehrot, jedenfalls hatten wir damit die beften Crfolge.  piirjeht dort nad) jungem Waffergefltigel und Maujen. Sekt erntet 
Wahrend einer Schneefdjmelge im Vorjfriihling erlegte ich damals der Yager von dem Seger bes Moores, und mancje Cnie wandert 
allein 14 Wildganje. Wlle wurden fie gubereitet, teilS fogar alS nun an den Rudfad. Wenn {pater der Brunfthirjd) rhrt im nahen 
Spicbriifte friftert, teils gebraten, und felbft die dlteren Ganfe- Forjt, dann sieht wie in jedem Herbjt wieder die Graugans, und 
femejter wurden mit einem Schup Spiritus weich. Wer ergahlt, der Crpel fammelt da3 Streuforn auf den Felbern. Grft wenn der 
daf Wildganfe ungeniefbar und tranig find, dem ijt nicht gu helfen! Winter einfehrt, liegt bas Moor soe und verlafjen, nur eingelne 
Gewif eignet fich ein gang alter Ganter vielleicht beffer gu Frifa- Rebe fiken auf den Heidefaupen in der Conne, und Meifter Reineke 
dellen verarbeitet, da er leicht gu _,troden” ift, aber er fann auch fehniirt iiber die gugefrovenen Blainten. Kehrt dann wieder mit 
gebraten werden, ohne daf} man fid) bas Gebege feiner Bane  Lerchengejang der Friihling ins Land, dann find fie wieder da, die 
Ddaran ausbeift. G8 liegt eben wie iiberall an der tidjtigen Bu- befiederten flitchtigen Wanderer. Wir Menfcyen haben fie nicht 
bereitung. Dagjelbe gilt auch ungefahr fiir Anerhalne. Yn Norwegen gejehen, die vielen Lander und fremden Weiten, die der Zugvogel 
haben wir faft jeden Tag UAuerwild gegelfen, auch alte Hayne, und in den fugen Wintermonaten fah. Wir fafen hinter dem Ofen, 
tropdem jdjmedten fie delifat. Gelbjtverftindlich ijt mix ein junger doch der Wandervogel folgte dem naturgewollten Trieb iiber ferne 
Habn auch Lieber als ein alter, aber auch diefer ijt durchaus annehm- Meere und Gebirge, und diejer Trieb brachte ihn auch wieder iiber 
bar! Doch nun Schluf mit diefem materialiftijchen Teit. den Aquator guriicl in feine nordijehe Heimat! Locend und jubelnd 

Shine Stunden verbrachte id) unten am Moor, wenn gegen  Lacht der Frithling wieder an den Vruchblénten, wenn die gefiederten 
Abend der Tag in Nacht zerflop, oder wenn das Morgenrot im Ofien  Steunde ihren HochgeitBreigen tangen dort unten im Moor. Cin 
aufflammte und die Nacht verjagte in ferne blaue Wilder. Smmer WAhnen geht durch die Natur, alljdbrlich immer wieder dasfelbe 

, war e3 {chin dort, und da3 Siigerauge weidete fich oftmals an feltenen Amen, wenn nach flurmdurehtobter Friihjahrsnacht der Leng mit 
Naturfhaufpielen. Mit fejlagendem Herzen fchaute ich im Leng  Wlinnefang einfehrt, denn: 
der mecernden Himmelsziege gu, wenn fie fdriig abjtiirzend den Wie verheifungsvoll eB fingt — 
Valzlaut horen liek, oder wenn taumelnde und fich tiber{ehlagende wenn im Marz die erfte Lerche fingt!” 

u” 

Htibnerbeobadtungen der legten Jahre 
Bon € W. Strad ; 

Sy mein eigenes Revier leider nur einen jehr geringen man beim Arbeiten angetrofjen hatte. Bei fchinftem Wetter begann 
Hiihnerbejag Hat, ich aber leidbenjdhaftlider Hiihnerjchiibe ich die erften Kartoffel- und Riibenfchlage mit meinem Hunde ab- 
bin, bleibt mir nichts weiter iibrig, als gu Beginn der gujucen, aber Stunde auf Stunde verging, und ein Feld nach dem 

Hiihnerjagd auf Wanbderjdhaft zu gehen und bald Hier, bald anderen ftreifte ich auf und nieder, ohne auch nur ein einziges Huhn 
dort Betannten und Freunden, die mit ihrem Rebhuhnfjegen von weitem gu fehen! Go oft mein Hund jtand, wurde jchwerfallig 

= nicht allein fertig werden fonnen, gu beljen. 13 Hiihnerfehiibe ein Qungfajan Hoch, um nach wenigen Hundert Metern wieder ein- 
ijt man im allgemeinen gern gejehen, befonder3, wenn man  gufallen. 

aud) einen braudjbaren und mitbringt, eine faubere §linte G8 wurde Mittag, die Gefpanne riidten vom Felde, und an 
jcbieBt und feine Mitdigtett fennt. Und jo mandhen Bod verdante meinem Galgen Hing fein Huhn, der Browninglauf war nod) blant. 
id) als bejondeve Ynertennung bes Sagdhermn fiir geleijtete Arbeit 40H Hielt die Heimfehrenden Acertnedte an und fragte, ob fie denn 
bei der Hithnerfude diejer meiner Palfton. Der Wirtungstreis eine Hithner gejehen Hatten. Da fagte mir der Vogt, dab am Morgen 
meiner Wanderjigerei liegt in Mittel- und Niederjdhlefien, wo ein Volk sum nahen Grabenrand geitriden fei. Dorthin lentte ich jest 
id) gablreiche Reviere fenne unb befdofjen habe. Dabet habe ic) meine Schritte, tiberquerte eine frijche Schalbradje, und fcjon ftanden 
mit den Hiihnern jdon die jeltjamften Erfahrungen gemadt, von  prei Bolt Hiner vor mix auf! Gie fielen auf ber Brace wieder 
denen id) Hier jpredjen will. ein, und ich umjchlug fie in groem Bogen, um fie mir in die Riiben 

Ende Augujt traf ic) mit meinem Hunde gu adjttigiger Gagd bei gu Driiden. Dad war aber leichter gefagt als getan. Die unbejdhofjenen 
E einem Revierbejiter ein, der felbjt nur noch gelegentlich am Abjcus  Hiihner gingen bei meinem Umgehungsmandver bereit3 auf hunderte 

eines guten Bodes und Hirjches Freude hatte und die Flinte hichjtens von Metern hoch und ftrichen gegen jede Verabredung in einen Kahl- 
mal zur eigenen Treibjagd aus bem Sehrant nahm. Hiihner follten  jdlag. Dort hoffte ich fie in bem Hohen Heibdegrafe, das ich neben den 
geniigend vorhanden jein, ein Ubjdhuf von 100 bis 150 Stic tar fiir neuen Pflangungsrillen eingefunden hatte, ficher gu haben, aber auch 
die act Tage geplant. Am nadchjten Morgen war ich im Revier. Gin Hier erging e3 mir nicht bejjer, und jchon auf unjinnige Entfernung 
fixer, eller Sunge begleitete mich und ergaflte viel von Bolfern, die jtricjen die Vilfer ab.
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Studien tiber Wineralftoffzufag zur Wildafung 
Bon Dr. Strbfe 

ie Sagdwirt\dhajt mug endlid) dagu iibergehen, auc) die neueften Berlin). Auch auf dem Gebiete der Lierernahrung rwucherte die 
S) Errungenjdajien der Wiffenfdajt ausgunugen. Schon die ausgeftreute Saat. Herjteller und Handler von Tierjuttermitteln 

alten Weidminner erblicten im ber Darbietung gewwijjer  priejen dilettantenhaft gujammengefebte Mineralftof{-Guttermittel an 
anorganifder Zujibe gur Ernahrung de3 Wildes Borteile, und diefe und fanden Gehir bei gabhlreiden Rierbejigern, die nad) Wilheil- 
Unficht hat fic) bis in die neuefte eit hinein im allgemeinen gehalten,  mitteln gierig fudten und an deren BWunderiirfungen glaubten. 
obiwohl jie von vielen erfahrenen Hegern nicht geteilt wird und Wildheger waren leicht gu betdren. Wis Biichter auf fapitalen 
bie Wnhanger derartiger Hilfsmittel fich vielfach auf Theorien ftiiken,  Ropfidmud wuften fie, daf folder im wejentliden aus Mineral- 
die den stnauuian der modernen Phyfiologie in wejentlicen  ftoffen aufgebaut ijt, und laienhaft glaubte man, die Geweil- 
Puntten widerfprecden. bildung einfach durch Darreichung von miglich{t viel mineralijdhem 

Geit einer Reihe von Yahren hatte id) nla, mich mit Mineral-  Baumaterial verbefjern gu tonnen. ; Z ¥ 
{tojjrwechjelfragen eingehender gu bejdhajtigen, auch fleine orientierende Underjeits Haben aber aud Fachmanner von Ruj unldngit 
Berjuche burchgufiihren. Hierdurc) erfannte ich, dab umfaffendere  anorganijdje Tierfuttergujabe Herausgebradt.  Bollfommen ein- 
planmapgige Unterjuchungen iiber geitgemaje Probleme dev Dar- twandfret jind namentlich einige fiir Milehvieh beftimmte.  Diefe 

: bietung getviffer anorganifder Stoffe an RNubwild geboten find, find aber fiir unfer Wild ungeeignet, weil es fich gang anders erndhrt Z 
Dem dic wilnjchensiverte Carheit wenigitens angebajnt und wie namentlid) das der Mildhergeugung dienende Mind. Die 
unmithes Geldausgeben fiir wertloje oder gar nadteilige Wildleden — phyjiologtjdy richtig gujammengejesten mineralijyen Biehpulver 
und Wildjfutterpulver nach Méglichfeit vermeidbar fein foll. Qn- haben fich in gahlreiden wWittthatten praftifd bewahrt.  Hinjicht- 
folge eines Referates, bas ich in ber Sigung des Mrbeitsausjdujjes lic) der Wildfutterpulver und Wilbdlecen find die Anfichten der 
der Gejellfchaft fiir Yagdfunde am 11, Januar 1930 erjtattete,  Weidmanner, twie gejagt, gurgeit noch geteilt. 
habe id) auftragsgemap itber bas obige Thema ununterbrocden : * 
Studien succgeit, Deven Hauptergebnijje nachjtehend befannt- 
gegeben twerben jollen. Obwobh! meine Priijungen in Qagdrevieren Auch im fachgemas gehegten Nevieren [aft die ferperlice 
von bornberein auf breiter Grundlage aufgebaut wurden, vermodte  CEntiwicluing verjdiedener Wildarten, namentlich des Rot-, Dam- 
ich wichtige Puntte bis jebt nicht ausreicjend gu Haven. Das ijt und Rehwildes, ohne ausreidjend erfennbaren Grund oft fehr zu 
natitlich, weil Wilbfiitterungsverfude in der freien Natur infolge twiinfdjen iibrig. Schon lange wei man, dak Hierbei vielfach der 
jahrlidhen Wedhjels der natiirlichen jung lange Beobachtungen jung eine grope Bedeutung beigumefjen ijt, die von fehr ver- 
erjordern, wenn die fic aus folden Schwantungen ergebenden  jdiedenen Berhaltnijfen abhdngt und aus wirtldaftliden oder 
Sebhlerquellen ausgefcdhieden werden follen. Die gegenwartigen anderen Griinden langft nicht jo wie die Erndfrung der Haustiere 
ee Verhalinifje verboten jebod) eine Fortjebung der geregelt werden fann. Trobbdem fteht aber fejt, dats auch der Weid- 

umfajjenden Berjude in dem ertwiinfcdht gewefenen Umfange, jo mann in diefer Hinjidht ohne iibermapige Belajtung feines Hege- 
dafs ich mich veranlabt fible, fchon jebt wenigiten3 mit denjenigen  etat3 vieles gu tun vermag, wenn ihm die ndtige Gachtenntnis nicht 
Exgebnifjen herborgutreten, weldje fiir eine rationelle Hege prattijde  feblt, und daf die aufgewendeten Mittel fic) auc gut 
Bedeutung gu haben fdeinen. lohnen finnen. Grundlegend fiir didtetifde Mafnahmen miijjen 

Wer die einfdlagige neuere, in ae Geitichriften aber unbebdingt aud) die neugeitlichen Lehren der Crnafrungs- 
verfhiedenjter Wrt berjtreute Literatur nicht verjolgt Hat, liuft  phyfiologie, in erjter Linie bes Stoffverbrauchs und Umfages der 
Gefahr, die Mineralftofffrage unvidtig su beurteilen. Die Phyfiologen Stung im WilbfSrper jein. 
und Hygienifer hielten fie vor verhaltnismipig noc) gar nicht jo Die aufgenommene Wiung erleidbet ebenfo wie die Mérper- 
langer Beit fitr gtemlic) einfad) und gut geflart. Ws jedoch tiefer- fubjtang jelbjt im Organismus jtindig Umjebungen, bei denen auch 
{chiixjende wifjenfdaftliche WArbeiten einjebten, erfannte man ihre die anorganijden oder Mineralftoffe eine grofe Rolle fyielen. Sie 
Kompligiertheit balb, und man twurde ie gablreicher, prattijd finden fic) im Morper itberwiegend in der Form von geliften Galgen 
bedeutungsvoller Qrrtiimer und Liicen bewupt, die fic) in das eine vor, unter denen, wie wir fdon Lange wiffen, die der jor 
{clagige Schrifttum eingefehliden Hatten. Der neuejte Stand genammten ,biogenen Elemente” (Kalium, atrium, Kalzium, 
der Spesialwiffenfdaft hat in ber Gagdliteratur bisher Magnefium, Eijfen, Phosphor, Chlor) befondere Bedeutung haben. 
jo gut wie feine Beadhtung gefunden. Hingu fommen nod verjdhiedbene andere Mineraljtoffe, die der 

M13 (gum Teil nur geldlich) intereffierte) Laien von ben Fort- Organismus auf die Dauer nicht entbehren fann, die aber offenbar 
{ebritten ber Wiffenfdhaft itber den Mineraljtoffvedjel etwas Hatten von bdititetijdh geringerer Wichtigteit find, zumal fie aud) dem Wilde 
lduten horen, liefen jich gabhlreiche ungulinglic) Borgebildete in in der Regel in ausreidenden Mengen gur Verfiigung ftehen. Die 
der volfstimliden Prefje itber bas Thema aus. Gie iibertrieben . im der Neugeit beinahe volfstiimlic) gewordene Yod{frage ijt gwar 
namentlic) auc) hadufig die Bedeutung von Mineraljalsbeigaben noch nicht. gang geflirt, jedoch) wird von einem Hervorragenden 
fiir bie Erndhrung iberhaupt und fiihrten einen Teil der Wllgemeinheit  Fachmanne,; Profejjor Dr. Klein in Bonn, dex auch das Wild in feine 
in die Qrve. Mit Recht ift neuerdings von nambaften Fachminnern  einjehldgigen twijfenfhaftlichen Unterjuchungen eingejdlofjen hat, 
Hiergegen Cinjprud) erhoben und gefordert worden, Daf an die hervorgehoben, dak ein Yodmangel bei Tieren bislang nod) nicht 
Stelle folder Ubertreibungen erafte Forjdhungsergebnijje  nachgewiejen werden tonnte und namentlic) der Wildfsrper ver- 
gejest werden (vgl. gum Beijpiel ,Bitamine und Erndhrungs- Haltnismapig reid) an Jod ift (,,Deutfhe landwirtichaftlice Tier- 
probleme“ in Geft 24, Seite 389, V. Qahrgang der ,,Geitjchrift fiir gucht“, Jahrgang 33, Mr. 30, und ,,Deutice tierargtlice Wodhen- 
Volfsernahrung und Didtfoft", Verlag von Rotgieher und Difig, ~ jchrift, Gahrgang 37, S, 545). Der Bedarf der Tiere an Mineral
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jalzen ijt natiirlich nicht gu allen Zeiten, in jedem Rebengalter und es fich aber im wefentlicen nur um eine boriibergehende WAnwendung 
an allen Standorten gang der gleiche, gededt wird er mehr oder verhialtnismapig groper Mtengen von Galgen handeln. Uber die 
weniger vollfommen aus der Wiung. Jn ihr find die lebenswidhtigen Bedeutung der Hauptfachlicjten Mineralfalge als Wildargneimittel 
Mineralftoffe teils als anorganifche Salze, teils in organijdhen Ber-  findet der Lefer Maheres auj Seite 141 ff. des Wertes ,Die Wild- 
bindungen vorhanden. Lebtere find infolge ihrer meift leidteren  tranfheiten und ihre Belimpfung“ von Olt und Strdje, Neudamm 
Ausnubbarfeit im Organismus bejonder3 wertvoll, Beadtenswert 1914, Verlag J. Neumann. Die beiden ver|diedenartigen Wirtungen 
ift die {chon lange betaunte Tatjache, dab Mineralfalgleden am eifrig-  greifen natilic) mehrjac) ineinander iiber, twas bei der Berechnung 
jten im Grithjahr angenommen gu werden pflegen. det PT CNG bis gu einem beftimmten Grade gu beachten ijt 

Die Frage der Bedeutung gablreicer Clemente, die in_ver- (ygl. Olt-Strdfe ,, Wildtrantheiten” S. 126/27). 
jciedenen demijden Verbindungen im Wildforper und in der Mineralfalge von. ausreichender Kongentration fann man dem 
jung vorfommen, ijt nocd) nicht ausreicjend geflart, MNeuerdings Wilde prattijeh oft nuv in der Form von Wildleden und Winter- 
tourden im Organismus giemlich viele, bis dDahin unertannt gebliebene futterpulvern bieten. Um das Wild an die ecten herangubetommen, 
Elemente in fleinften Spuren nachgewiejen; Prof. Gabriel Bertrand  bedient man fich jeit geraumer Beit gewifjer Kirrmittel. Ws jolche 
vom Snijtitut Bajteur nannte fie ,,infinement petits chemiques“, yon fommen Rochjalz fowie gewijje, dem Wilde bejonders angenehme 
denen ex annimmt, dag fie tro der Geringfiigigteit ihrer Menge  Geruch3- und andere Gejdmaditoffe in Frage. Wn Kochjals ijt das 
injofern eine ent{cheibende Bedeutung fiir die Erhaltung de3 Leben3 Wild im gahlreiden Revieren gewdhnt, es wird als angenehme Leceret 
bejiben, al3 fie eaftionen der anderen chemijden Clemente. des auch in Vermifdhung mit gewijjen anderen, frembdartig jcdbmecdenden 
Reibes auf die erjorderliche Gefchwindigtett bringen, ofne daran  Mtineralfalgen aufgenommen. i 
jelbjt unmittelbar teilsunehmen. Gie follen demnach die immerhin Die Frage des Wertes und Unwertes von Kirrmitteln 
bedeutiame Rolle von RKatalyjatoren jpielen, im Gegenjas gu habe ich gelegentlich meiner ausgedehnten Wildlecdenverfuche gu priifen ; 
den lange befannten 13 anderen Elementen, den ,,plajtijden“, aus  Gelegenheit gehabt. Danac) vertrete ic) den Standpuntt, dap alle 
weldhen jic) die Rdrpermafje gujammenjebt, und givifehen denen fic)  Stoffe diejer Art, vielleicht abgelehen vom Kochjals, entbehritch jind. 
diejenigen chemifchen Reaktionen abjpielen, welche fiir Wadhstum und  Verlangt der Organi3mus Mineraljalze, und werden folehe dem Wilde 
Stoffwedjel unentbehrlich find. Die Gejfahr, dag der Nahrung eines in angemefjener Form und Menge angeboten, jo nimmt das Wild 
oder mehrere der genannten geringfigigiten Clemente fehlt, wird  triebmafig die Leen an, obwoh! mancymal oder fogar giemlich 
von Bertrand jebdoc) fiir jehr gering eractet, namentlic) wenn Haujig einige Monate vergehen, bis dies gejchieht. 
fix Ahwedjlung der Nahrung geforgt ijt. Befannt ijt, dap die Hirjdarten das ifnen angebotene Kochjals im 

Die an franfen und jhlecht entwidelten Menjden und Haus-  allgemeinen am liebjten nehmen, tenn e8 auf einen morjden Baum- 
tieren gemadhten Beobachtingen haben im Zujammenhange mit  ftubben gelegt wird, jo dab das geldjte Sals in das Hols leicht ein- 
Liererperimenten erfennen lajjen, dah Mtangel ber Nahrung an gieht. Auch an der Aufenfeite von Baumen herabjicerndes Kochfals 
gewijjen anorganijden Subjtangen, namentlichgauch Metallen und  pjlegt bejonders gern abgeledt gu werden. Yn foldjen Formen tann 
Metalloiden, den biogenen Elementen, gum mindejten auf die Dauer das Wild natiirlid) nur jehr geringe Salgmengen aufnehmen. Man 
gu Schadigungen fiihrt, wahrend folche Feftitellungen mit Begug geht aber wohl in der Arnahme nicht fehl, dab derartige jdwache 
auf andere Stojje diejer Art bid jebt nicht gemacht worden find.  Gaben dem jewweiligen natiixlicen Salgbediirjnijfe haujig entiprecjen. 

Gine genauer jtudierte Molle jpielen namentlid) Kalgium- und Die Lecten der bisher gebréiuchlichen Wrt bejtehen, abgefehen 
RKaliumfalze jowie Phosphate. Bon gleidher gejundheitliher Be- von einem VBindemittel (Rehm ufiw.), aus giemlic) reinem Chtornatcium 
deutung wie die eingelnen Mineraljtoffe felbjt jind ihre Lodjungen.  (Rochjalz). Schon im Jahre 1909 habe ich in der ,Deutjchen Bager- 
Snnerhalb des Tierfdrpers werden die Ldrperjliifjigteiten infolge ifres Zeitung“ darauf hingewiejen, dah das in mandhen Itevieren begierige, 
verfdiedenen osmotijchen Druces durch die Gewebe hindurcd) an- im anderen weniger eifrige Aujnehmen von Kochjals oder dag voll- 
dauernd ausgetaujdht. Wis Trager der Osmoje find die Salze fiir _jtandige Buriidweijen phyfiologijd gut erflaxt werden fann. Dieje 
den regelmapigen Wblauf verjdhiedenjter Vorgange in den Bellen  Grflarung wurde bereits im Gahre 1905 von v. Bunge verdfjentlict 
und fix mannigjace Berricdtungen des Lierfdrper3 unentbehrlich.  (Lehrbud) der Phyfiologie des Menfden, Bd. IL GS. 131, Leipzig, 
Wenn die Mineraljalgmijehung des Organismus regeliwidrig ijt, Verlag C. W. Vogel). Wie beim Wilde, fann man auch bet Haustieren 
miifjen die normalen Sunttionen der Organe mehr oder tveniget bon einem Sodlatabunacy jprechen. es 

___. fehtwere Stérungen. erfahren, Son testeren it befannt, dap fie hin unb wieder aud) ein jtartes 
Qore gejundheitlig bedeutjame jdwad altalijhe Re- Bediixfnis nach Kalt empjinden. Auch folder Kalfhunger amu 

aftion verdanten die édrperjfliifjigtciten, imsbejondere da3 auf einem natiirlichen Triebe beruhen, der ungestwungen auj Mineral- 
Blut, gewijjen Mineraljalsen.  Mbergehen im eine faure Reaktion  jtojfmangel oder Stdrung der Mtineraljtojfbilang guriidgefiihrt werden 
bedentet Saabs dev Gefundheit und fdrperlichen CEntwid- dart. GCs lag nahe, erperimentell gu unterjuchen, ob bet unjerem 
lung. Gewijje Berbindungen der in der Nahrung vorhandenen Wilde aufer dem betannten Kochfalshunger auch Hunger nad) anderen 
ober bdiefer gugefiihrten eigentlicjen Metalle (Ralzium, Kalium,  biogenen Ptineraljalgen vorfommt. 
Natrium, Magnejium, Mangan, Cijen, Wuminium) werden als Bajen Bunddft habe ich entipredende Unterjucjungen in gablreiden 
begeichnet, weil fie ,,bajijd)“, das Heipt laugenhaft oder alfalijdh, wirten  Revieren der verfdhiedenjten Art mit Malziumfalzen angeftellt. 

: (xotes Qacimuspapter blau farben und etwas Laugenhajtes an fic)  Hieritber foll im eingelnen weiter unten beridjtet werden. An 
haben).  eftimmte Verbindungen der Metalloidbe (Phosphor,  diejer Stelle jei aber jdhon gefagt, dab auch bei freilebenden Tieren 
Schwefel, Chlor, Silicium) find Gauren,. die einen fauren Ge ausgefprocener KalfHunger micht gu den Geltenheiten gebhirt. 
jmac auslijen und blaues admuspapier rdten. Bajen und Danac) wurden analoge BVerjuche mit PhHosphorleden durch- 
Sauren ftreben nach Vereinigung unter Bildung von ,Salgen“. gefiihrt. Das Ergebnis war, dap Phosphorhunger -vermutlich 
Die gu Sauren gewordenen Neineraljtofje fnnen nur in der Form bet unjerem Wild etwas feltener ijt. Bis jest wurden die Priifungen 
von Galgen in das Blut gelangen und auch nur in diefer Form auf andere Mineraljtoffe nicht ausgedehnt. Die Motwendigteit 
ausgejdieden werden. Ym Berbrenungsprogeffe gwifdhen Sauren erjehien auc) weit weniger bebdeutend, weil wir wijfen, daB dic 
und Bajen bei der Ernahrung fann aber immer nur eine bejtimmte Wiung3gewachje im den meijten Gegenden jo reid) an anderen 
Menge von Bajen ein entiprecendes Quantum bon Sauren binden.  biogenen Mineralfalgen find, dah ein Bujak von folchen nicht jehr 
Riefert die Nahrung mehr Sauren, als durd) die aufgenommenen in Betracdht fommt. 
Bajen pone — fonnen, it alle bas ee a = 
gewidt gejtirt, jo fommt e8 gu der borerwahnten gefahrliden si , 
Verfduerung (Asiditit) bes Blutes, wahrend bei ausreicyend bajen- Bei Pritfung der Frage, ob Mineraljtoffhunger, der auf Mangel 
teicher Grnahrung die Uusnugung dec gugefiiheten Nahritojfe im an _diefem oder jenem Salge berubt, durch entipredende Nyungs- 
bejtmiglicer Weije exfolgen fann. gufdge ohne weiteres exfolgreic) gu befriedigen it, dDarf die Moglicjteit 

Wei man, weldhe Mengen beftimmter Wungsgewadje dem nicht iiberfehlen werden, dah die Nahrung gwar alle lebenswichtigen 
Wild zur Verfiigung ftehen, jo vermag der Sachverftindige gu be-  Salge in gutem Mengenverhiltnijje enthalt, aber das Bermigen 
redjnen, ob bas Siure-Bajenverhilinis angemeffen, die notwendige d¢3 Organismus feblt, das bendtigte anorganijde 
Harmonie der mineralijehen Beltandteile der jung gewahrt it, em Material guritdguhalten. Bom D-Vitamin ijt fehon feit etwas 
Hinjtlicher Bujas bon Mineralfalzen sur Wfung in Frage fommt, und langerer Beit betannt, da} es geeignet i}t, den Kalsium-Stofjwee)jel 
wie folder bewirtt werden fann. gu regeln. Weil diejes Vitamin durch Uustrodnen der Grajer meift 

Mit Begug auf die im Stalle gehaltenen Tiere jind derartige  verlorengeht, mufs mit der Mbglichteit gerecynet. werden, dah 
Berechnungen genau durchgufiihren, weil die Futtercationen bemefjen  Namentltc) Cerdiden wéahrend des Winters geitwetje unter Vitamin- 
werden fdnnen.  Ginfichtlic) des Wildes find wir dagegen auf  mangel leiden. Dieje Gejabr it aber nad) den bisherigen Kenntnijjen 
Swisungen angewiejen, die den wirtliden Berhiltnijen aber jeje  wicht jebe Hoch eingujdaten. Nur wenn der Heger gendtigt fein follte, 
naegebract werden fonnen. Borausfeung it dabei, dah dex Heger  wabrend de3 Winters grdpere Mengen von Kalsiumpraparaten ju 
die Wjungaverhaltnijje feines Revieres genau tennt und das fiinftliche  Verabreidyen, ohne dafy dem Wilde vitaminhaltige YMiung zur Verjiigung 
Gingreifen in die Grndhrung nach fachmannijeen Grundfagen erfolgt. _jteHt, Hrmte ein Vitaminguiag gu Kalsiumlecen in Frage fommen. 

Der Regelung des Kalsiumitoffwedjels dienen auch verjdiedene 
mn Hormone, jo die Gefrete der Epitheltirperchen (Mebenjdild- 

Die Hem Wilde Hargebotenen Mineraljalge fonnen aufer  odriijen). Biedel (Prag) Hat feftgeftellt, dab diejes Hormon die 
didtetifchen auch argneiliche Wirtungen entfalten. Bei jolchen tann  Berforgung de3 Blutes mit Kalgium unter gleichseitiger Verminderung
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bes Phosphatgehaltes begiinjtigt, wobei eine Ausidhwemmung von  Werabreichung von Nahrungsmitteln gu deen, bie wegen ihred 
RKalgzium aus den Geweben, namentlich den RKnochen, ftattfindet  Ptineralfalggehalts geeignet find, das Defizit unter Wahrung des 
und mehr Ralzium tie auch Phosphor durch den Harn augsgejdhiedben Saure-Bajen-Gleidhgewihts ausgugleiden. Beim Stallvieh 
werden. Tbermipige Whjonderung der Epithelfirperden fiihrt nad) ftellen fic) dem itbermabig grope wirt{dhaftlide Schwierigteiten 
den Unterjucjungen von Snapper gu ftarfer Rnochenentfalfung — meiftens nicht entgegen. WUnbders bei unferen Hirjdarten. Nicht ein- 
(Verhandlungen der Gef. f. VSerdauungs- und Stoffwedjelfranfheiten, mal ein Geger, dem ein hoher Futteretat zur Verfligung ftebht, ift 
Tagung in Budapelt vom 6. bis 8. Oftober 1930). Ob regelwidrige  gewdhnlich in der Lage, alle die Getwichfe 3u bauen ober angufaufen, 
Sunttion der Nebenjchilddriifen beim Wild vorfommt, ijt nicht befannt, welche feine Pfleglinge im Hinblic auf den Mineraljtoffgehalt der im 
die Mioglichteit jedoch nicht ausgefdlofien. Reviere vorhandenen Pflanzen fiir ihr volles Gedeihen bendtigen. 

Wir fennen bei Cervidben Stojjwechjelfrantheiten, die mit Obwohl der Viehhalter dem Yiger gegeniiber weit giinjtiger 
mangelhafter Entiwidlung bes Kopfichmudes einhergehen. Gierher  gefjtellt ijt, verwendet der Landwirt in gunehmendem Mafe nicht 
gehirt por allen Dingen bie Rnodhenweidhe (Ofteomalagzie),  organifd gebundene Futtermittelsujibe in ber Form von Vieh- 
die bet Rehwilb in mandhen Gegenden nist gu den pulvern und Salsleden, und namentlich in nordamerifanijden 
grofen Geltenheiten gehirt und deren Griihfymptom eine  Farmen tverden folche gegentwartig in grofem Umfange mit Nuben 
Geweihregelwidrigteit ift (vgl. Olt-Strbje ,Wildfrantheiten” S. 606 fiir die Ernahrung ber Rinder und Sdhweine regelmaig gebraucht. 
bis 612 und ,,Geweihregelwidrigteiten” S, 24 bis 27). Sn den Grofbetrieben, die rationell arbeiten, fiittert man genau nad) 

Bu den Schddigungen einer Malgium-Unterbilang be3 Tier- Regepten wiljenfdhajtlicher Forjdhungsitellen. Ych wies bereits darauj 
forpers fann nach den einwandfreien Unterjudungen von Gminder hin, dak die deutjchen Viehhalter in diefer Hinjicht vielfach noc etwas : 
eine Rinderfranfheit gerechnet werden, welche mit Unjrudtbharteit  riidjtinbdig find. Fir die Heger gilt dies in nod) Hiherem Mahe. 
einhergeht (Die Betimpfung der Aufguchttrantheiten in Wiirttemberg, Die exrfreulic) groBe Zabl derer, welche ernjthaft und unter WAuf- 
Deutihe Tieriirgtliche Wochenfehrift, 1909 Nr. 43). Der Gedante,  Hringung von Opfern beltrebt find, ihrem Wilbe miglichft giinftige 
da} ungewdhnlich jdhledhte Vermehrung des Wildes in mandhen jungsverhiltnijje gu verfdhajfen, intereffiert befonders lebhaft die 
Revieren die gleiche Urjache hat, liegt nicht fern. Ob die von Loew Frage der Verabreichung von Kochjalz und von phosphorjaurem Kalk, 
auf Grund von Tierverjuchen behauptete Steigerung ber Frucht- weil von vielen Seiten betden namentlich hinfictlid) der Geweih- 
barteit burch vermefrte Kalziumgufubr allgemein gutrifft, it nod) entividlung cin hoher Wert beigeme|fen wird. 
nicht ausreicend wiffenfdaftlich getlixt (Loew, ,Da3 Kalgium im Der Kocjalszujah gur Wjung braucht heutgutage nicht mehr ; 
Leben ber Haustiere”, Miinchen 1930, Verlag Otto Gmelin, S. 19/27). alg ein Problem betrachtet gu werden. Chlor und Natrium, aus denen 
Nach dem gegentwirtigen Stande unjeres Wiffens ift mit ber Miglich-  piefes Salg befteht, gehdren zu ben biogenen Elementen, und hundert- 
feit su rechnen, dah die Aujfafjung de3 genannten Forjejers iter die jahrige Crfahrungen haben ertwiefen, dah die Anlage von Modhfals- 
Bedeutung de3 Kalsiums fiir mande Halle gutrifft. C3 hat daher  lecen (Sulzen) in vielen Revieren didtetijcd wertvoll ift, wenn das 
den Anfhein, als ob auch die Verabreichung von Kalzium an Wild Wilh Kochjalghunger empfindet. Cin im Bringer des nitituts 
in eingelnen Rebieven die Frucdtbarteit bes Wildes fordern fann, fiir Qagdtunde gu Berlin-Beblendorf gehaltener Rothirjd) nam 
fo dah verjudsweife Wnwendung von Kalzium gu diefem Biwede hei Berfiitterung von falireidher Wiung Vingere Beit hindurd 
anguraten fein twiirde. innerhalb 24 Stunden bis zu 28 g, ein Reh bis zu 24g reines 

Schon lange betannt find giinjtige Wirkungen der Behandlung  offiginelles Mochfalz jreitvillig auf! Der Gejundheitszuftand war 
gewifjer Haustiertrantheiten mit Kalgiumfalzen. Die betreffenden  wahrend der Verfuchsgeit ftets gut geiwejen (Dahlte, ther das och- 
Krantheiten werden unter ber Begeichnung ,,Ledjucht” gujammen-  falsbediixfnis bes Reh- und Rotwildes. ahrb. f. Jagdk., Bd. IT, 
gefabt. Weil die Symptome denen der Schalfucht des Rotwildes |S. 180 bis 189). Yn der freien Wildbahn fehlt dem Wilde die Ge- 
Ghneln, empfahl ich Kalziumfalze fchon im Jahre 1914 verjuchsweife legenheit, foldje bedeutenden Salgmengen 3u leden, und e3 hat den 
gur Shalihadenbetimpfung (Olt-Stroje, Die Wildfrankheiten, — Wnfdhein, als ob in der Regel wenige Gramm tagsiiber ausreidhen. 
GS. 152). Gn der neueften Zeit wurde die Aujmertjamteit ber Heger Schon jehr lange wurde Chfornatrium von einigen Segern als 
aud dburd Geheimrat Proj. Dr. Ririg auj den phosphorjauren ite gegen die Schiljucht bes Rotwildes gepriejen. Wus einer 
Katt als Bekimpfungsmittel des Schiilens gelentt (Betradtungen yon Geheimrat Edjtein und Ludwig in Eherstwalde im Jahre 1913 

itber ett phofitalijcdhe und eer Gigenidhajten des ae a sali Umfrage ei Belibern oder See pon Schal- 
2) tevieren fonnte dev Sehlu gegogen werden, dah die Verabreidung 

jit den feltentten Wusnahmen geho ach Slimmer (a. a. ©. pont Sodbjals gum Ho ori feinen Erfolg geitigte, rei 
GS. 188) bei Haustieven cin Mangel an Kalijatsen (neben Natron- Schiifen einmal eingeriffen hatte (Das Schilen bes Rotwildes. 
falgen) im Wiedertiuerfutter. Auf dem Eragebirgstamme macht er  Ergebn. einer Umjrage. ,,Deuthdhe Fager-Beitung”, Bd. 61, S. 721). 

jic) mancherorts bemertbar. Cx jihrt su emem Leiden, das unter Beachtenswert erfcheint mir die neugeitlide einwandfreie gegen- 
GEricheinungen der Ledjucht verléujt und durch veidhlide Zufuhe von  teitige Beobadhthng eines hinterpommerieen Staatsoberferjters. 
Sali- und ataonicrgen verbiitbar ijt. js Pieler hatte feftgeftellt, daf in einer grofen Miefernfdjonung bas 

Die wirthchajilich fehr bedcutungsvolle Scdalidhadenfrage  Hotwitp jofort su fcbalen aufgehirt hatte, als man rings um die 
veranlafte mich, in den Berjuchsplan fix meine Studien Unter- Scponung herum Stodfulzen angebracht hatte, die jtart angenommen 
fuchungen iiber die Wirtung biogener Mineraljalge in Scatvevieven orden waren, und dafy bas trankhafte Geliift alsbald wieder eingefebt 
aufgunehmen. Dementiprechend wurden Verjuchswildleden in einer Harte, nachdemt die Qecten leer getvorden waren. WAuffiillen hatte dann 
groperen Ansabl folder Reviere angebracht, cin Hares Ergebnis it  syicder giinitige Witting, fo dah man Hier wohl von einem guten 
bis heute aber nicht gu ergielen gewejen. Qebdenfalls wurde aber Erfolge der Kodfalsleden foreden darjf. Ws wir eine andere 

feitgcftellt, baf tweder die verabreidten Salsiumjalge noc) Natrium- SmHonung mit Kalfleden befebten, ergab ich, dafi das Wild diefe 
phosphat als durchgreifende Betimpfungsmittel angejehen werden ur jefe twenig angenommen und a3 Schdlen unvermindert weiter 
diixjen. Dagegen hat e3 den Anfdyein, als ob in einer ftaatlichen  getrieben hatte. Yn einen Kalziummangel der jung war hier eigentlich 
Dberjiriteret das WAnbringen gewshnlider Stodjulzen einen giinjtigen yy fo mesr gu denfen getwefen, alg meine Unterfuchungen von Erd- 
Grjolg geitigte, eine Erfahrung, die mit fritheren Beobachtungen im — gropen Hatten erfennen lajjen, daf ber betreffende Mevierteil fehr 
anderen Revieren teilweite im Eintlange ftebt. falfarm war, trobbem dort gute Geweihe wachjen. ier diirfte die 

= SHaljudt, wie vielleiht auch anderswo, mit Chlor- 

Mehr oder weniger empirifch find Mineralfalgmifehungen fdyon Badri mmangel urfaclid mbdgliderweife sujammen- 
feit fer langen Jahren in der Menfdyen- und noch mehr der Tier angen. os 
heilfunde zur ,Belebung des Stoffwedjels argtlich verordnet = 
worden. Die guten wie auch die ungiinjtigen Erfolge find Seit Jahren wurde dem Kalgium und dem Phosphor als 
durch die vorertvabnten Forjehungen aufgeflart. Die mebdifamentdfe  biogenen Elementen auc) von Hegern, die fic) mit Crndhrungs- 
und didtetifdhe Verwendung von Kalsium-, auch Phosphorpraparaten phpfiologie befchaftigten, Beachtung gefdentt, weil allgemein befannt 
hat im lebten Yahrgehnt erheblich gzugenommen. Die in ber Menfchen- war, dah die Knoden und Geweihe fehr bedeutende Mengen einer 
mebdigin gebrauchlicen Formen fommen aber aus mehrfachen Griinden  chemijchen Verbindung diefer Stoffe enthalten. Wann aber nimmt 
fiir die Wilbhege nicht in Betracht. Es ijt ein Qrrtum, angunehmen, da3 Wild, jo fragte ber Vorktimypfer einer Pflegeftatte 
dah man durch foldhe Mittel nur das Gedeifen der Cerviden giinfttg der iwijffenfdaftliden QJagdtunde, Geheimrat Profeffor 
beeinflujjen fonne. Meine Berjude haben erfennen lajfen, dak Dr. Rbrig, im Yahre 1907, die fiir den Aufbau eines gwolf- 
namentlich auch Hajen, Fajanen und Wildtauben gewifje Minerale pfiindigen Geweihes erforderlide Kalfmenge auf, und 
jalgleden unter Umftinden jehr gern annehmen. Fir bie Fajanene wo in feinem RMirper jpeidhert e8 diejen Borrat an? 
jiitterung und Uujzucht find Bulabe der in Rede ftehenden Art bejonders  (Deutfche Jager-Beitung", Bd. 50, S. 130), 
angegeigt, und givar gilt die} namentlic) mit Begug auf Kalgium, Die phyjiologifdhe Wiffenfchaft hat ingwijden bdiefe damals 
das in unferen neugeitlichen Gefliigelfarmen gang allgemein und mit  ratjelhajt erjcyienene Mineralftoffverjorgung beanttwortet. Wir 
ertviefenem Nuben bem Futter beigemijdht wird. twijjen jest, da auch im fertigen, jtarr, hart und unverinbderlich 

Sm Futter der twiederfiuenden Haustiere, insbejondere des  erfcheinenden RKnodengewebe ein fortgejebter Umbau bis in das é 
Milchviehs, mangelt e8 weitaus am haujighten an KRalzium, PHos- Hichite Alter Hinein ftattfindet; einerfeits vollzieht fich ein Whbau 
phor, Natrvium und Chlor. Das gilt wohl auch mit Begug auf  fertigen Knochen3 durch Ldjung und Aujfaugung feiner Salge, ander- 
unfer Nugwild. Den Bedarf fucht man felbjtver|tindlic) gunachit burch _—jeit3 wieder ein WAnban neuen Knochengewebes. Die Steletttnocden



Habe 4 hls 

geben in Notgeiten Mineralfalge an das Blut ab, bas fie folchen auf unjer wiederfauendes Wild itbertragen lafjen. (Die Fiitterung 
Knoden gufiihrt, die Mangel haben. Yeh habe weiter porn angedeutet, des Milchviehes unter befonderer Beriidfidjtigung bes Mineraljtofi- 
tie fich die tounderbare Regelung dieje3 biologifd auferordentlic)  Haushaltes. Mitteil. b. Deutfdh. Landwirtjdhafts-Gej., Yahrg. 46, 
uote So one ee eee bon pa Stiie en 18, April 1931.) Das Verhaltnis pata ner €rbdbajen 
un itaminen jowie durch o8motifde Borgdnge, miglicherweije und der Phosphor|dure lapt fic) durd) die Erdalfali-Wltalejgens (C.2.) 
Ht? ce ae eto caren eoaiehh ae Sirig in Hquivalenten re oan ber normale Pee He 
bejibt in jeinem Knodengeriift eine gewaltige Borrats- werhjel gejihert fein foll, jo mub bei allen Wiederfduern 
fammer fiir die Salgination felbft ftartjter Geweihe. die C.X. wenigitens dem Werte + 5entipreden. Cine nega- 
Gie ijt natiirlich nicht unerfchopflid und fann ihrem Bweee nur voll tive C.%., d. h. cin PHosphorfaureiiberfdhuf Wjung, seat 
dienen, wenn die Regulierungsvorridtungen gut junttionieren. den Organismus arm an Kalzium, weil die PHosphorjaure 

Die gum Aufbau und zur Erhaltung der Morpergewebe ein- Ralzium au3 den Knodenauslaugt. Falls dagegen die CA. 
{chlieflich der Getveihbildbung erforderlichen Kalgium- und Phosphor- gu fehr pojitiv, gu viel Kalgzium vorhanden ijt, verarmt der 
mengen ftehen dem Wilde dort, wo e3 iiberhaupt zu leben vermag, Organismus an Phosphorjaure. Ym _tierifden Organismus 
gewodhnlich in der natiirlicjen Yjung gur Berfligung. Wenn das vollgieht fich die Wolagerung innerhalb getwifjer Grengen, UMberfcdhup 
Material aber fnapp ift, fo werden die Mineraljtoffe erjt an lester wird hauptlidlic als phosphorjaurer Kalk mit der Lofung ausgejcdhieden. 
Stelle den MBorperteilen gugeleitet, welde eine lebenswidtigen Das ,,Kraftfutter” ijt im allgemeinen reich an Phosphorfaure, jo dab 
Verrichtungen haben. Die Steletttnocjen werden den Geweihinocjen bei deffen Berfiitterung gewdhnlic) nur Kalgsiumbeigaben in Be- 

- gegeniiber bevorgugt. Gierdurd) ift die diivftige Entwidlung des — tracht fommen. 
Rouileynees Pa Se iibrigen Kdrper in manchen Ge- 3 a wiffen ijt, daf - ee 
genden ungestoungen gu ertlaren. | G urdaus nidtunbedingt burch Knodhenmebhl oder phosphor- 

Die Njungsgewadhje beziehen thre Mineralfalge aus bem Boden, jauren Kalf ausgeglichen werden fann, weil foldhe Bugabe die 
bem man jolche heutgutage in grofem Mafe in Gejtalt von Kunjt- negative Erdalfali-ltalejzens des Futters begiin|tigt, aljo die Schaffung 
diinger beimifdt. GSeit Qahren haben die WUgritulturdhemifer aber her notwendigen alfalifchen Reattion der Gejamtheit der Mtineral- 
auf = oer epectibatishen Debenicibie pee his sen Ujung ungiinjtig beeinflubt. Dagegen tft fohlen- 
gewiejen. ie ober iden Bodenjhidten erleiden, namentli aurer Ralf ausqezet tqeeiqnet bie fo oftvorhandene 

a Peal gia eae Seiuatioihe eit nb eye Utalclgens an bie pafitivg Sebtung subectoleben, 
iehende Niederjdhlage und durd da: ernten ber Felbdjritdte. ‘ ‘ an i j zt 

Die Miglichfcit, dab das Wild in der Wfung ungureichende Kalfmengen coe ee See ees Gan en hoe 
findet, bejteht weniger im Wald als im Felde oder auf Heidegeldnde. und destwegen fejrwad) und buiidhig fei, ift ixvtiimlich. Derm der 

Die Baume holen mit ihren Wurgzeln Kalzium aus tiejen Erdjehichten Denaniemars nimumt nut fo viel Ralf a oder verivertet nut die Mengen, 
heraus, und jeine Galze werden mit dem fallenden Laub und den weldje er gebraucjen Eaun, um die im Korper borhandene Bhosphor. 
Nadeln dem Exrdboden wieder gugefiihrt. Wo freilid) im Walde jaure Bier a fieaen: cnt tberjjug foun im Getweiftnoden 
jahrein jahraus Streu gehartt wird, oder wo dem Erdboden Kalzium nicht abgela ee wwecben S ? 
durch abfliefendes Waffer jtindig entzogen wird, herrjht auc im 63 Ser ji aes pb bgt, intvieiweit ber bem tvieber- 

Fatesgeatie be oo Befonders faltarm find die fiuenden Wilde gugefithrte, nicht organifd) gebundene foflenjaure 

Die Miglichfeit einer guten Berforgung be3 Wilbes mit aus- aay fo a ijt, da’ be a Sulah aur Muss Be Nees He 
reidhenden, organifd gebundenen Ralgium- und Phosphormengen an hat feine ausreichende WAusmrbbarteit lange ftarE begieifelt, 
hangt natitelieh in Hohem Grade von der Bodentultur der eingelnen weil ex nahegu wafjerunloslich ijt. Sm Labmagen binbdet er die Salg- 

Reviere und Revierteile ab. G3 gibt Mfung3gewadhje, welche reich eon bas ae - ee ausgelegt os hea 
oder arm an Ralgium, Phosphor oder auch an betden find, und DUAL AGO eo Dee Ro OAM g AMID Slee te) 
bie Vegetation ijt wieder von der geologifdjen Befchaffenheit hea Solhard fand, dap die Hutterausnubung fic) auc) dann nicht dnderte, 
Bodens und feiner Diingung abhingig. Ferner vermag der Heger wet die Tiere fo viel fohlenfauren Kalk aujnahmen, daf davon durcy- 

fur, jndigemaif ongelegte um unterpattene Bitoader, Wilbwiclen [oie Heaton im putterbvei ausqeisiotjen wae (Benner, Nattermngs: degen tener ten cee ne sonia enya Ee aetna eo ra 
Smaffung ginftiger Wiungsverhaltnijje exforderliden poet io aus dem jebleniauey, ie deceit und gut aus: 
Gelbmittel, und deswegen ijt man oft gendtigt, der jung nugbare effigiaure und milcjaure Ralf, der Kalzium in einer Form 
Surrogate fic die ihe oft manngelubes biogenen Glenrente, imge ele ReACtiae Beioebins (ae OS Knoden und Ge- 
bejondere Ralzium und Phosphorjdure, zu bieten. Dies gefchal een Bas CREE ROS Ree ts . 
pcaee faft one oe Moorlateaeiiche aus Sochfals a __ dreilih ift Langit nicht jeder tohlenfaure Walk ausreidhend 
phosphorjaurem Kalk fchablonenhatt verabfolgt wurden, gang  irtam. Sn der Praxis wird die unter allen Umftdnden relatio 
ohne Beachtung des Schidjals, weldjes das aufgenommene Kalsium- srobtornige Sehlimmereide oder noch grbberer gemablener Saltjtein 
phosphat im Wildforper erleidet, ohne Riidjidht auf die Wirkungen,  Betiwenbdet. Bon gripter Bedeutung fix die Ausnusung durd) den 
die Kalgiumfalze oo Phosphate gegenfeitig und in Vermifehung mit re a eee BE eine iececitions 
anderen biogenen Elementen augiiben. ‘ eee : 

Wiefental— mit einem hohen Gebhalte von Teilchen allergripter 
* eo “ findet gur eer ae ok bon arian fie ict 

Das im Magen leicht slice, aber dod) nur bis gu etwa  giePereien Verwendung und ift fiir diefen Bwert unerjepbar. Nicht 
5B rogent vom ates cats svelbatte Ditelgium- gejdlammter fohlenfaurer Ralf tt nach ben in den Gahren 1922/25 
phosphat ift der wirtfame Beftandteil de3 ,,phosphorjauren Kalfs fiir in ber Landwirtfdaftliden Station gu Ohio auggefiihrten Fiitterungs- 
Futtergwede". Sm Magen und Darm finden cemijche Umjesungen  verfuchen als Neineralftoffgufab dem phosphorjauren Futterkalf wie 
jeiner Clemente ftatt, die ldsliche Sale ergeben. Bei alfalijcerReattion auch der Schliimmitreidbe weit vorgugiehen. Die genannte 
im Darme un fich die zolunoen allerdings wieder oe aug, Stelle tae bap die He OM mat \emer Peon auas ate 
twodureh die Unfnahme in das Blut erjehwert wird. PHosphorjaure- minimaljten Mengen von getwilfen anderen, die Rolle von Ka- 
iberjmup im te fiihrt gu der bereits erwahnten nadteiligen talyfatoren jpielenden Glementen beruben, die Bertrand den 
Verjduerung desfelben (Aciditat),. die bei Wiedertiuern nicht felten  ,,plaitifchen“ gegeniiberftellte (gl. ben gweiten Wbfehnitt meiner 
vorfommt. Shr fann durch ein Plus an alfalifehen Kalziumjalzen — WXebeit). 
ovrgebeugt werden. Das Bujtandefommen und die Erhaltung des Von Emmeridh und Liw wurde als Kalgiumjpender Chlor- 
wichtigen Saure-Bajengleichgewidhts bes Blutes ijt auf eine richtige falgium empfohlen. Es hat in der Medizin jchnell und mit ginjtigem 
Mijchung der in der Wfung vorhandenen Phosphorfaure und Erd- Erfolge Cingang gefunden, und ich wies {don im Jahre 1914 (Die 
aa por ie ae Sees a audio ea siete Bie et und a alte oe G. 152) auf ae Salg ey 

estvegen muf der Heger banach ftreben, bas biologi ejte Ver- weil e8 miglicherweife fiir bie Gefundheitspflege des Wildes erhebliche 
Hhaltnis in der Wjung gu fidhern. Dies gefdhieht durch Darbieten Posen caked fonnte, Den Bane iener elt se eniber bar cs 
einer Sfung mit entipredhendem Kalgium- und Phosphorfauregehalt. den Vorteil, ben Organismus wohl {dneller und vollfommener mit 
Mit Begzug auf im Stalle gehaltene Tiere bereitet dies teine Schwierig-  Ralgzium gu verjorgen. WAuferdem ijt bei andauernder Lufttrocenbeit 
feiten. Die Erbdaltali-Wlfalejzen3 (politive oder negative) de3 zur die Cigen|chaft wertvoll, dak Chlortalgium das in der Luft enthaltene 
Verfiigung ftehenden Futters ijt verhdltnismapig fo genau gu be- Wafer ftart angieht und bie Ledenmaffe feudt erhalt. Umfang- 
Cora dap at ae Holioenbige ae a der age oa in ae Siitterungsverfudhe an Haustieren bejftdtigten tm allgemeinen 
ewidten angugeben vermag. et Wild find wir auf erred)nete en angegebenen Wert ber Verabreidhung diejes fehr toohlfeilen Salzes, 

SHagungen angewiefen, die aber ansreidend genau jein fonnen, wenn auch lingjt nicht alle vermeintliden Borglige bejtatigt worden 
mere iG Set a im cee und oo tweif, nee ie. Da ie pe nicht wie fohlenjaurer Ralt iiberjehiiffige 

5 natiirlide Wiung in feinem Reviere aufgenommen wird,  Sduren abguftumpfen vermag, ift eine andauernde Verwendung 
und Proicto Winterfutter er verwenden fann. Hdherer Gaben in der Wildhege bom theoretifehen Standpuntte aus 

- Brofeffor Dr. Wellmann in Budapeit find wertvolle einfchlagige nicht gang unbedentlich, Berfucdhe an einem im Garten des Ynjtituts 
Unterfudungen an Haustieren gu verdanten, die fic) ohne tweiteres fiir Qagdfunde in VBerlin-Zehlendorf gehaltenen Reh und einem Rot-



: 

hire haben jedod erfennen lajfen, dah tiglide, monatelange Ber- jcrantbar, wenn man die Steine an regengefdiibten Stellen des 
abreichung der geivaltigen Menge von 3 bis 8 g des gewoshnlicen,  Revieres, namentlic) unter iberdbadte Fiitterungen oder in Wild- 
frijtallifierten, in Waffer geldjten Chlortalgiums gefundheitlide  argneifijten (vgl. Olt-Strife, Wildtrantheiten, S. 133, Wbb. 57 
Schadigungen nicht gur Folge hatte. Man durfte aber itber bieje oder Wildjeuchenbefampjung, Verlag von J. Neumann, Neudamm, 
Menge nicht hinausgehen, wenn vermieden tverden follte, dab bas G. 11) oder andere Wherdacungen legt. Wm bejten tut man, 
Wild mit Chlorfalgium vermijdhte Lecken guriidiwies. (Bjchtefche, jeden eingelnen Kajten in einen gut pafjenden, an der Derel- 
Die Verabreichung von Chlorfalzium an Rot- und Rehivild, Jahrb. feite ojjenbleibenden, mit tleinen Aufhangern verjehenen leichten 
f. Gagdk., Bb. 3, S. 236, Verlag von FJ. Neumann, Neudamm.) anaes gu legen. Diefer wird dann an Sutterfrippen, Stubben, 
Demnach ijt bei der Dofierung eines etwaigen Chlorfalsgium-  Baumitémmen oder Pjahlen feftgenagelt. Die infolge Cimwirtung 
gufabes gu BWildlecen einige Borjidht geboten. UAnderjeits von Regen in bas Holz eingedrungenen Salgteilchen werden vom 
mu jolche Beigabe aber auch als gweddienlich angejehen twerden. oo gern abgeledt, fo dag Berlujte fo gut wie gar nicht 

* entitegen. 

iat a eee von Ralf oe bab eee tee Hi den pean £ 
giemlich fonjtant ijt (etwa 52 : 40), jo dah ein iberfdub eines Rom- ; : : : z 
ponenten allein gur Rnocenbilbung nicht verwertet werden fann, jetties pe Ea IE ag ga 
diefe fogar ftdrt, die BWfung aber die Komponenten in fehr ver- veriveife mur auf den fic) bei Gaustieren jo haufig geltend 
jiedbenem Berhialtniffe enthalt, bietet e3 Borteile, Wildleden und madenden Kodjalg- und Kalkhunger. Die Tiere, namentlich 

Sutterpulver fo eingurichten, dah Kalzium und Phosphorjdure Safe, Palber, Haushithner, nehmen dieje ‘anorganijcjen Stoffe dann 
in verjdhiedener Dojierung aufgenommen werden fonnen. Beh ver- ig den richtigen Mengen autt wenn e3 die Regelung ihres Ntineral- 
wendete fiir meine Wildledenverjude als Bhosphoripender das  jofgaushaltes verlangt, Den pHofiologijehen Kochjalghunger fennen 
altalijh veagierende Natriumphosphat. C3 ift leicht Lslid) pir Heim Wilde fcjon jeit Jahrounderten, und die Grfahrungen haben 
und iwird baer beftmoglic ausgenubt. Gn der Beterinic- ying auch dariiber belehrt, dah iiber den natiirliden Bedarf hinaus 
mebigin wird e3 vielfacd) verordnet, Gejundheitsjdhadigungen find Qowjal, nicht attfgenommen wird. Ebenjo Hiren die Haustiere 
durch die Berabreichung jelbjt Hoher Dojen nicht gu befiirchten. mit bem Vergzehren von Kalé auf teeiin fie gefittigt find. 
Die Miniter gebrauchen jest Kalziumphosphat bedeutend weniger, als Weldhe Sinne die Tiere anwenbdelt um pecLate und ifnen 
Kalginm wid Phosphor _getvennt. Bu dex fo Hiujig erforderliden  sunachit gang fremde Lecken gu finden, und was fie veranlaft, oit- 
Neutralifierung aus dem Futter ftammender fchadlicher Sauren ijt auch proben gu entnehmen, biirfte {hier erflarbar fein. ebenfalls jteht 

nad) Ldw, dem Begriinder der Chlortalziumtherapie, Eohlenjaurer — Fejt, pak unfer Wild in vielen Revieren inftinttiv nae) anorganifden 
Kalk das eingig ridhtige Mittel. (Das Calcium im Leben der Haustiere, Bugaben zur Sfung fucht und die ifm dargebotenen queniaichen 
Minden 1930, Berl. d. Wrgtl. Rundfehau Otto Gmelin.) Salze melr oder weniger fdnell gu finden weif. Nicht jelten 

* beuaeyen ae, a bis das ausgelegte Material 

Bei ber Hervichtung der Lecéen ijt, wie wir gefehen haben, die CD Ed tia eop TOUT ui ‘ . alzinm- umd bie ‘Phosphormenge ‘ dem Gebalt ber Kungs- ae aera Auswahl ae Dofierung bes dem Wilde gu bietenden 

gewidhje an diejen Clementen gu bemejjen. Das jest voraus, dab ase mrremlaeee pu jung miijjen dev Berjtand des Hegers und 
man auch die hauptjachlichite natiirlicje Mung tennt, unter Zubilfee PE at ind Qe tes coin eonaien Hand in Hand arbeiten. Bu- 
nahme vorhandener Wnalyjen ben Gehalt an ben genannten beiden pach i eden aus et ene Hauptidelic) in Betracht 
Stoffen berechnet und ancy die Exrdalfali-Walejzens der jung (etiwa ereeine EE Ura e algen angubieten, und gwar getvennt nad) 
nad der Wellmann|chen Forme!) ermittelt. Dem Heger fonnen aber oe a oe a Heme Daun mup gepriift werden, ob 
derartige etwas tomplizierte Berechnungen nicht sugemutet werden. ee as ene ie) 8 ae oe her Cae. die Peden angenommen, 
Deswegen habe ich zwei verfdhiedbene Mijdhungen hergeftellt. a Ee eae si aes De. oo getviejen werden. Bon diejem 

Die eine Ledenmajje enthielt Kalziumfalze ohne PBhosphat- li oyun ote pave ® a nnerlben Revieren Berfuchsteden 
beigabe (R.-Reden), die andere fohlenjauren Ralf der vorgenannten Tk eat ae an ‘hi ae Toh etradyt Paha Mineraljtoffen, mim- 
Act und verhiltnismapig viel Dinatriumphosphat (B.-Lecen). Beiden ro eae (fohlenjaurem Stal sium), Kalziumeplorid (Chlor- 
Ss cieecs cena Meta chials beigeaeben worden. ur algium) und Natriumphosphat (Dinatriumh yorophosphat) unter 

Rerbeffering der Widerjtandsfahigteit ber Lecenmaffe gegen Lujt- S94 ee eee Kochjals (Natriumehlorid) angebracht. 
feuchtigteit wurde bei einer Verfuchreihe auerdem eine Heine Menge _ Det Rementijt des Chemifers und der Yutinkt des Wildes 
von fettem Sehm gugemifdht. Der Kalsium- baw. Phosphatgehalt oe se EU Phyfioloattd) ridhtige WAujnahme und Xusnugung 
wurde fo bemefjen, dab et dem durchfchnittlicjen Bebdiirfnifje an ecu emente der nattirlicen Yung, insbejondere aud) eines 
Kalgium einerjeits und Phosphor anderjeits, gleichzeitig auch der oe sinmeulabes, nicht gervdbeleijten, wenn nicht das in ber frifden 
Grbdalfalialfalejgens ber Mung in einem Reviere mit und ohne mie oo ie vorgebildete D-Bitamin fehr tefentlide Hilfe 
ausreidender PHhosphatverjorgung des Wilde entiprach. eee wiirde. €8 twit im Organismus ber Tiere ahnlich wie ein 

Die Lecenmafje wurde miglich{t vollfommen mit ber Hand Cn bfator ae ift in ausreidhenden Mengen Hauptiadhlic) in den 
emijeht und nach weiterer Vermifehung mit Lei ev i beliataas , oe Dl 

cent) fone “ B ichung mit Gcitungstwalfer. in rs jern ne ereitet; durch Ginwirfung des Sonnenlichts erfolgt die 

Breiform gebradht. Der Brei ijt dann in Golgtaften gejdlagen worden, SP HAMne a ohne weiteres im Tiere felbjt. Da das D-Bitamin 
Dieje blieben an einer Lingsieite offen und find nach erfolgter Trodnung jedod) durch Austrocdnen der Grajer meift verlorengeht, ijt geitwerjer per Mi it Ragen in tol 2 aha Mangel an diefem lebenswichtigen Stoffe miglich. Wnalog dem ajfe mit Négeln in folder Hdhe an Baumiftimme jentrecht BR t iellei : as 
gefeftet worden, dak bas Wild die offene Aukenieite mit bem Seder semi wwivten vielleicht Bertrands ,,tatalytijehe Clemente” in der 

bequem erreichen fonnte. Mehrfach wurden die Lecen auch an Holg- abrung. * 
pjablen befeftigt. Serner wurden hier und dort die Lecken in itber- 
dachte Futtertrdge mwaageredjt gelegt. Meine K-Lecen der Fabrifation 1930 waren von Reh- bgt. Rot- 

Die namentlich mit Miidficht auf den Biwec der Verjuche gewahlte wild angenommen worden febhr ftark in 3 Revieren, gut in 8, wenig 
Gorm der Lecen und die Art ihrer Wnbringung hatte erhebliche Nach- in 16, gar nicht wahrend der lo 3 Monate in 10 Revieren. Yn 
teile. Zundchit war es nicht moglicd, die Bejtandteile mit ber Hand 5 von den legteren war das WAnnehmen jedod) fpater noch erfolgt. 
fo innig gu mijden und fo fejt 32 fcblagen, wie ertviinfcht gewejen ware. ch neige der Unjicht zu, dak das anfdngliche Bertweigern teil- 
Der Wajfergujas bei Gegenwart einer ftarten Chlortalgiumldjung weije darauf guriiczufiihren ijt, bah die Ledenmajje infolge des 
hatte die unangenehime Folge, dak fic) nach bem GCinjtampfen der friiheren reichlid) Hohen Chlorfalsiumgehalts gu bitter fdymedte, 
Maffe an ihrer Oberfliche immer wieder Wafjer ausfdhied, bas Troduen jo daf das fpadtere Annehmen feinen Grund im Ausgelaugtfein pura) 
jehr langjam gefchah und die Majfe dann in den Kajten leicht brbdelig die Luftfeuchtigteit hatte. 
twurde, jo bab fie oft in Stitden herausfiel. Von den 37 Verfuchen bes Fahres 1930 jind 14 im folgenden Jahre 

Dieje Mangel lieben fic) aber durch fabritmapige Herjtellung der nach einem abgednderten Plane fortgejebt worden. G8 tourde 
eden beheben. Die Mijchung mu troden, ohne wejentlicjen eine ecenmafje au3 70 Prozent vom vorgenannten fohlenjauren 
Wafjerzujas, unter Anwendung einer Mifdmafdine bewirkt werden. Kalk, 20 Prozent Pochjals (fein Chlortalgium), 10 Progzent Lehm ange- 
Dann ijt die Majje mit miglichjt geringem Tongujab in Hydraulijdhen  boten (K-Lecfen). Ferner wurde ein Gemijeh Hergeftellt aus 60 
Prefjen in VBaditeinform zu bringen. Der Ton bindet fo ftart, dab PBrogent tohlenjaurem Kalf, 17 Progent Lochjalz, 13 Prozent Natrium- 
die in ben Ledfteinen enthaltenen Salze nicht fo leicht durch Regen  phosphat und 10 Progent Vehm (P-Lecfen). Die beiden Mifcyun- 
ausfpiilbar find. gen wurden getrennt unter BVeifiigung von Wafer in Maften der 

Damit die ndtige Rongentration der Mineraljalze miglichit  vorbegeichneten Art gefchlagen. 
gewahrleiftet ijt, mug bas Bindemittel auf ein Minimum eingeftellt Veide wurden an Baumen oder Pfahlen jentrecht aufgehangt, 
werden. Berjuche mit Hydraulife geprefien Ledfteinen, die im und gtvar immer eine gang in der Nahe einer anderen, damit dem 
Snititut fiir Yagdtunde bei andauernd regnerijehem Wetter dburch- Wilde Gelegenheit geboten war, entiweder eine M.-Lecte oder eine 
gefiihrt jind, haben ausreidhende Wetterfeftigteit derartiger Fa-  P.-Recke oder beide Gorten gu benugen. Das Chlortalzium war tweg- 
brifate erfennen laffen. 8 verdient jedoch darauf hingewiefen gu gelafjen, um ein Urteil daritber gu gewinnen, ob fein jpesifijcher 
werden, dab die fret ausgelegten Lediteine bis gu 50 Progent ihrer  Gefchmad das Wild beeinjlupt. Der Lehm ijt gum Brwede befferer 
Loslichen Salge verloven Hatten, wenn andauernd und unmittelbar  Widerftandsfahigkeit gegeniiber atmojphirijdhen Cinfliifjen beigegeben 
ftarter Regen auf fie gefallen:war. Das Ausgelaugtwerden ijt eine worden.
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Mit den B.-Lecen und den K.-Lecien tourden neu eingeleitet und Natriumphosphat wie aud) in Form von entipreden- 
im Oftober 1931 Berjuche in 33 Revieren, im Mai 1932 ein Verfud den Futterpulvern gejtillt werden fann. 
in einem Reviere. Jedes eingelne Revier ijt mit der gleichen Bahl von _ €3 erfdeint mir dbementipredhend ratjam, bem Wilde 
P- und K-Leden verforgt worden. Ym _gangen twurden aljo mit (Hirfdarten, Gauen, Hafen, Fajanen) K.- und P.-Leden 
Pe und K.-Recken gleichgeitig verjorgt 48 Revieve. Bis zur Miedber- bzw. Futterpulver neben Kochfalgleden getrennt angu- 
{cbhrift der vorliegenden Arbeit haben mir Berichte ither die gemachten  bieten. 
Beobachtungen vorgelegen von 41 Stellen. __ Durch meine Bodenunterfudungen in Berfuchsrevieren war 

Die Wetterbeftindigkeit der Veen wird von 18 Revier- nicht nachzuweijen, ba in ausgefprochen falfarmen Gebieten der 
inhabern als gut, 23 als mangelfaft begeidnet. Mithin hatte der  Malthunger jtarter ift als in anderen Revieren. Yeh muh jedoch 
Lehmyujas die erhoffte Wirkung nicht ausreichend gehabt. die Frage offen laffen, ob bie Unterfuchungen iiberhaupt Rice 

Nicht angenommen find die K.-ecen in 13, die P.-Leden in  febliiffe nach diefer Richtung Hin geftatten, weil in manchen fat 
8 Revieren. armen Gebieten hin und wieder Ralf eingejprengt getwejen jein fann. 

VBevorgzugt tourden die B.-ecen in 4, die K.-Lecen in 3 Revieren. Bejonders betone id, dak meine Verfude mit Kalzium und 
Jn den iibrigen Revieren, in welchen cin Annehmen der Verjuchsleden Phosphor der Yadpriifung in folchen Revierew bediirjen, iwo die 
iiberhaupt erfolgte, find beide Lecenarten etwa gleich gut oder jehlecht fdrperlide Entwidlung des Wildes, namentlic) auch die 
angenommen tvorden. Geweihbildung gu wiinjden iibrig lapt, wo ofteomalagzifde 

Das Annehmen der K.-Lecen wird von ben Beridterjtattern ~ Gehirne nicht gu den Seltenheiten gehiren oder die Vermehrung 
begeichnet als jehr gut feitens des Rotwildes in 7 Fallen, des Dam- de3 Wildes regelwidrig erfdjeint. 
twilbes in 2, bes Rehwildbes in 7; als gut feitens des Rotwildes in MNotiwendig diirften fclieflid) auch wifjenfdhajtlidhe Verjucje mit 
einem Galle, bes Rehivildes in 4 Fallen; als jehlecht jeitens de3 Rot- anderen Mfungsgufavitoffen, namentlid) Kaliumfalzen, fein. 
wildes in 11 Fallen, de Damwildes in einem, bes Rehiwilbes in 9 Die Gefchaftsitelle dev Gejelljdhaft fiir Jagdfunde wiirde bei 
Sallen. Nachpriifungen in der Praxis gern mitwirten, Hierdurch diirfen der 

Die P.-Lecen find angenommen tworden feitens be3 Rotwildes  Vereinstafje aber feine bejonderen Rojten erwachjen. Die befannte 
in 7 Gallen, des Damwildes in 2, des Rehwildes in 6. Firma Fak & Lehmann in Leipzig-Modau wurde von mic mit 

Auferdem wurde berichtet, dab Fafanen und Hajen M-Leden Buftimmung unferes Arbeitsausjdhujjes angeregt, Wildleden und 
wie aud) B.-Lecfen teiltweije jehr gut angenommen batten. Winterfutterpulver nach meinen Vor|chriften Herguftellen und zu 

Su gablreichen Revieren find beide Lecfenarten von Schwargwild  angemeffenen Preifen in den Handel gu bringen. 
jehr jtart benubt worden. Der von mir getwiejene Weg, einem Hiufig vorhandenen 

* Mineralfalgmangel der natiirlichen Aejung jowie de3 zur Verfiigung 
ftehenden Wildfutters absuhelfen, wurde vorjtehend miglichft tury 

Och hitte mich davor, aus meinen BVerfuchen in Revieren zu weit- und gemeinfaflic) erldutert. Die Darlegungen ftiigen fich auf bas 
gehende Schliifje gu giehen. Gimmerhin halte id) mich flix berechtigt,  neuere einfchlagige wiffenjchaftlice Schrifttum und eigene orien- 
gu behaupten, bafX e8 eine nist geringe Anzahl von Re-  tierende planmipige Berjuce in 64 Gagdrevieren verfchiedenfter 
vieren gibt, in denen da3 Scalenwild, Hajen und Fa- Art. Die Ergebniffe meiner Studien rechtfertigen verfuchsweife 
janen ftarten phyfiologijdhen Hunger nad Kalzium oder  Ginfiihrung der Bujagerndhrung und bieten Ausficht, die Wefungs- 
Phosphor, noch mehr nak beiden Mineraljtojjen emp- verhaltnijje vieler Reviere ohne untragbare Belaftung 
finden, der durd Bujab gur Wjung in Gejtalt von Veden der Fagdtajje pe ney der Jagbdertraignijje wejentlid 
aus Kalgiumftarbonat der erwahnten Art, Kalgiumedlorid verbejjern gu tdnnen. 

Drud von FJ. Neumann, Neudamm
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, 2 RKapitalhirfhe ves Gatters Gdneeberg 
Bon Franz Vogt 

mmitten eines dem Fiirjten Franz Wnton bon Thun und uni, gur Verfiigung. Wir haben dem Wilde unter dem Bwang 
Hohenjtein gehirigen, gejchlojjenen Waldgebietes von _ der fortichreitenden Waldfultur jene wichtigen Nahritoffe genommen, 
ungefibr 7000 ha fiegt hart an der jachjijden Grenge die fiir den Aufbau eines ftarfen Ndrpers und Gerweihes unerlaplich 

bei Bodenbach a. d. C. das Revier Schneeberg, das ich feit Gahren find. C8 ijt deshalb erjte und vornehmfte PFlicht des Hegers und 
gepadhtet und forgfiltig gehegt habe. Schon jeit einigen hundert Yagers, die dem Wilde genommenen lebenswichtigen Mabhritojfe 
Jahren hat hier gut veranlagtes und gehegtes Notwild jeinen durch andere, gleichwertige natitrlicher oder finjtlicher rt zu erjesen. 
Stand. Die Geweihe diejer Hirjche der lebten Degemnien gingen Die Frage war: Welche Buttermittel find die giwerfent- 
jedoch trog bejter Bflege, guten Wiejen, Topinamburfeldern und jprechendjten als Crgdngung der falf und phosphorjdurearmen 
reichlider Winterfiitterung mit Getreide, Kajtanien, Riben und Mfung, die bei den geringften Kojten den griftméglicjen Crfolg 
Heu felten iiber 6 kg hinaus. an Gewweih- und Kdrperftirfe 

Warum ijt e3 denn nicht 7 fichern? Dies prattijch feft- 
miglich, auch in diefen Wal zuftellen, habe ich tm Qabhre 
dern fapitale Hirjche, wie jolche 1927 inmitten meines Reviere3 
mandmal in den Sarpaten Schneeberg ein Gatter von 
gejchofjen werden,  herangu- 150 ha ervichtet, in dem Ddieje 
hegen? Meine Berechnungen J Crndhrungsverjuche durehgefithrt 
Der Mineralftoff- und. Cimeif- } 7 Mo) ee werden follten. Golche Verjuche 
mengen, die fapitale Hirjche von \K } y} “* { waren felbjtvertindlic) nux im 
ungefahr 10 kg jchweren Ge- iy \ ae “ iA y Gatter durchfithrbar, in Dem ich 
weihftangen zu ihrer Cnt- a f die Kontrolle iiber jedes ein- 
widlung bendtigen, mein fach- % y fi% a zelne Stic nie verlor, mich vor 
mianmifdes Wifjen der Chemie PY he i faljchen Sehlupfolgerungen und 
erleichterten mir die Mntwort. Cs ' damit vor Cnttiujehungen be- 
Sch wurde mir flar bdariiber, Z wahren fonnte. Die Muh- 
Daf} eS in Dem heutigen Kultur- : H anwendung der im Gatter 
walde fiir das Rotwild ganz y gewornenen Grfenntnijffe und 
unmiglich ift, jene MNabhritoff- 2 Grfahrungen auf die freie Wild- 
Mengen gu finden, welche die Ng bahn war fiir mich das Cndgiel, 
Vorausjepung fiir eine folche 2 / aber der Weg gu diejem fornte 
fapitale Gewethentrwiclung find. s ; nut _iiber_da3_ Gatter__jithrene 
3h fah ein, dak die in der . ; “"HEVor ich mit den Crah- 
natiirlichen fing vorhandenen yf lla y tungsverjuchen begann, habe ich 
Nahritoffe, bejonders jene, die 5 a a Die Mineralftoffmengen, die der 
fiir Die Geweihbildung un- ; . RKapitalhirjdh von 10 kg Wbrwurf- 
erlaplic) find, alfo Salf- L - ftangengewicht 3um Wufbau die- 
und Bhosphorjdure, dazu é aie ae a jer bendtigt, feftgeftellt. Dabei 
nicht gentigen, und dak jie eine war gu beritefichtigen, dak bei 
febr wefentliche Gradngung er- ash Den verfchiedenen Futtermittel 
fahren miijjen, jofern man ganz ee saee" verjchiedene Brozent}abe der in 
fapitale  Geweihbildung er gt ie ifnen enthaltenen Mengen an 
zielen will. ll sii ee Ral und Phosphorjdure aus- 

Cine volffommene Crgdngung apie genitbt und verwertet werden. 
Diejer mangelhaften natiirlichen So werden beijpielsweije bei 
Mung ijt durch Anbau von an- Heu nur 30 bis 50% der darin 
deren Yjungspflangen oder durch Whb.1: Kapitalhirfh des Gatters Sdneeberg, der am21.8. enthaltenen Ralf und Phos 
befondere Diingung der vorhan- 1935 gefdhoffen wurde (Bhot. Sng. Hoffmann)  phorjauremengen, bei  hoch- 
denen nicht gu-ergielen, was aus wertigen eitweifhaltigen Gutter < 
den Analyfen der Njungspflangen de3 Kulturwaldes far hervorgeht. _mitteln fogar bis 90 % deS Malfe3 und der Phosphorjaure in den 
Bwedent}prechend und vollfommen ift dies nur Dadurch gu erretchen,  Blutfreislauf aufgenommen. (Dr. Kellner.) G3 war ferner gu be- 4 
Daf} dic mangelhajte BWfung durch BVorlage geeigneter fitnftlicher ritdfichtigen, dak die fiir den Geweifaufbau exforderlichen Malt- 
Suttermittel, die bejonders~ reich an Ralf und PBhosphorjiure und Phosphorjauremengen innerhalb von 100 bis 120 Tagen 
find, ergdngt wird. zur Verfligung ftehen miifjen, und dak iiberdies der Hirjch und das 

Wenn e3 vor Hunderten von Sahren dem Rotwilde auch in Lier fir igre Gigenerhaltung gerijje Mengen an Ralf und Phos- 
unjeren Gebieten miglich war, ofne jede menjdhliche Hilfe Kapital?  Phorjdure haben miijjen. 

. geweihe gu bilden, wie died auch heute noch in den wenigen ur- Gleichgeitig mit diejer Gedarjsberechnung ging ich dDaran, mir 
waldartigen Gebieten Mitteleuropas, die uns in ihrer Urjpriinglichfeit die nalyjen aller Krajtfuttermittel, die in Frage fommen, gu 
erhalten blieben, dex Fall ijt, dann fag dies an dem Hohen Kalk bejchaffen. Goweit ich jolche nicht au3 Lehrbiichern erjehen fonnte, 
und Phosphorjduregehalt der dem MRotwilde dort in unbegrengter habe ich die Analyfen felbjt gemacht oder durch verlipliche Berjuchs- 
Menge zur Verftigung ftehenden Fritchte, Triebe, Knojpen, Blatter anjtalten ausfiihren lajjen. Wn Hand der Bedar|sberechnung von 
aller miglichen Baume, Straucharten und Blattpflangen. Und  Salf- und Phosphorjaure fitr den Wufbau des fapitalen Gerweihes umd 
twas das Wefentlichfte ijt, dieje an Ralf und Phosphorjaure reichen der Wnalyjen der Futtermittel habe ich darn in dem Gatter Schnee- 
Filangen ftanden dem Rotwilde wahrend der ganzen Beit des berg Crndhrungsverjuche mit allen in Frage fommenden, an Ralf, 
gropten Nahrungsbedarjes, das ijt die Beit von Februar bis Gude  Phosphorjaure und Ciweif} reichen Kraftfuttermitteln durchgefiihrt.
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Die erzielten Crfolge mit den giwedentiprecjendjten Srajt- ; 
futtermitteln find aufergewihnlich, weshalb id) einige davon nach 
ftehend befanntgeben midhte. 

Der diltefte Hirjch des Gatters, ein Schlejier, den ich 1928 a 
al3 Dreijdhrigen von den Crben de3 Grafen Merveldt aus Ult- » | 
Warthau bei Bunglau in Schlefien bezogen habe, wurde am 21. °ugujt ; 
1935 3ehnjahrig im Gatter Schneeberg gejdhofjen. Gein Gerweil- > 
gewicht betrug jieben Tage nach dem Wustochen mit Obertiefer hy 
14 kg, der Hirje hatte 11 und 9 Enden, eine Stangenlinge von ace Se ea 3 “eh 
116 und 112,8 em, Auajprojfentinge von 49 und 48,3 cm, Rofen- ‘ ; Us 2 he ee *- Mees 
umnfang 32,8 und 32 cm, Stangenumfang unten 26 und 20,7 em, i ‘ a “4 cf sa Pir 

oben 17,4 und 19,6 em. Bei WMnrechnumg von 10 Schinheitspuntten ‘ aes. ae : ; 
ergibt die3 242,4 Nadlerpuntte. Unter Beriidfichtiqung der un- f : ae v ed 
bermeidlichen Cintrodnung werde ich diefen Hirjch im allen Ber- ee 
Hffentlichungen als jolchen von 240 Nabdlerpuntten bezeidynen. a Li a 4 
Aus nachfolgender Uuffjtellung ijt die Geweih-Cntwidlung diefes WANN Ai Fe Hy] y A 
Hirfehes vom dritten bis gum gehnten Sabre exjichtlich. ‘I \A\\w a ae } Wy | | 

Bild 1 geigt diejen Hirjdh lebend, Bild 2 zeigt den gefdojfenen A \\\ \A\Y f ] yf yf y pf 
Hirjch, und Bild 3 gibt das Geweih des gefchojjenen Hirjches wieder. | Be. Maes la Ps Yj ey ; 

Diefes Geweih wird in der Gude Januar in Gerlin ftattfindenden - ; Ps , i, Wi / , 
Sagdaugiftellung gu jehen fein. Cin uriger Haupticmuc mit un- an Pe Sa ae ed 
erhirt ftarten Geweihftangen und Rojenfticfen. Wug-, Cis-, Mittele PM , Pi Sie rd Sige % 
und Wolfsjprojjen haben Umfinge, wie fie jonft gute Gemeihjtangen fy Bese Gea 
bejipen. Das Kirpergewicht diejes fapitalen Geweihtrigers war | af | i P . 
nicht fehr gro, er wog_im Feijtzuftande aufgebrochen 170 ke, | \ 
mit Uufbruch 220 kg. Geine Sihne und viele andere Hirjche de3 . 
Gatters find mit vier Jahren bereits bedeutend jchwerer. Sie diirjten - 
jchabungsweife 270 kg unaufgebrocen haben. ag | : 

Diejer Refordhirjch ijt fein Zufallsproduft. Gr war auch nicht ‘ 4 
aufergewohnlich veranlagt, fondern mit drei Jahren ein jehr be- : 
{cheidener Zwilfender, dem niemand eine folche Cntwidlung vor- 

ausgejagt Hitte. Seine Sihne und viele andere junge Hirjde, Ahh. 2; Sadneeberger Hirfh, 240 Nadlerpuntte, gefdhoffen 
Die bereits im Gatter gefebt wurden, find ihm im gleicen Qugend- 218519357 (Bhot. Dr. KR. Opalstt) 
alter in der Gntwidhing weit voraus. Der jeblejijche ne ; ‘ la RT LEC 
Rapitalhirieh Hatte im Wlter bon bret Safren ein . 
Abrwurfitangengewicht von 1,62 ke wid 11844 Nadler- ; 

; punfte, feine Sohne und die meiften anderen jungen see 
Hirjehe de Gatter3 haben jest im gleichen Wlter 
von drei Jahren Geweihabmwurfftangengewicdhte 2 
von 5 bis 6 kg und 160 bi3 177 Nadlerpuntte. i : 
Diefer grofe Vorjprung hat eingig und allein feinen : 
Grmd im der mineralftoffreicen Crmahrung des : 
Muttertieres, de3 Hirfchfalbe3s und des jugendlicen > 
Hirfehes. : 

Die bisherige Cntwidlung diefer jungen Hirjche 
Laft die ftille Hoffnung berechtigt erjcheinen, dah einer, : 
vielleicht mehrere derjelben, den feblefijchen Rapital- i 
hirjeh mit 240 Nadlerpuntten noch iibertreffen werden. : 

Bild 4 zeigt einen folchen dreijahrigen Hirfch, : 
den Typus der jungen, im Gatter gejebten Hirfche, : 
Die fich durch hohe, edle Rirperform, gut ausgelegte, i i 

. ideal geformte und fiir das Alter bejonder3 ftarfe 
und lange Geweihe auszetchnen. 

Die Cndengahl der Dreijahrigen jchwantt siwifchen : 
12 und 20. Die Spigenteijtmg an Cndengahl waren 
im Gabhre 1934 gwei dreijdhrige 20-Ender, zwei drei- : : sr > 
jabrige 18-Cnder und ein vierjahriger 24-Cnder, welche 
Angaben durch die Wbwurfftangen und die fehr genau is 
gefithrten Aujgzeichnungen de3 Gatterbuches jedergeit \— 
nachweisbar jind. Qn der Literatur habe ich feine : » , 
Aujfzeichnungen gefunden, die von dreijahrigen 20- ay ( ie 
GCndern, vierjahrigen 24-Cnderm und von Geweil- / 
abwurfftangengewichten der Dreijdhrigen von 6 kg 4 : ; 
beriehtet Hatten. 

Gine gweite fehr intereffante Spigenteijtung 4 
des Gatters Schneeberg find die einjahrigen WAcht- . 

und Belnender. Wijahrlich gibt e3 einige menige, 66.3: Nadlerpuntte 240, Gewethgewidt 14 kg, erbeutet 21,8.1935
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Abbe 4r-Oretfehriger Hirfdh, Bater Slavonter, Mutter Uhh. 5: Oret Hirfdhe vom erften Kopf 

GaAlefierin (Phot. Dr. K. Opalsfi) (Bhot. Ing. Hoffmann) 

befonder3 gut veranlagte, frithreife Hirfejfalber, die bereits Yn- heift aber auch, dab bet einer an Kalf und Phosphorjaure gleicl- 

fang Dezember, aljo im Wlter von fieben Monaten mit dem  wertigen Pjung und Fiitterung der Rehboc ein Gehirn von 500 g, 

Schieben von Spiefer beginnen, die 30 bis 40cm hoch werden. der Hirjch jedoch nur ein Gewweih von 5 kg, aljo die Haljte des 

Unfang Méirz werden dieje Spiefe gefegt, WAnfang Mai, alfo Kapitalgeweihes, wird jdhieben fonnen. 

nach sei Monaten, abgeworjen, und gleich darauf wird ein Die Veranlagung gu ftarfer Gehsrnbildung jpielt demmach 

normale Ser- oder 10er-Geweih aufgefebt, dad Ende Auguit beim Rehbod eine grifere Molle als beim Hirjch, deffen fapitale 

gefegt wird. Die anderen Hixjchfalber, die nicht fo frithreij find,  Gerweihbildung tiberhaupt nur bei einem hohen Gehalt der Nahrung 

j@ieben Spiefe oder Gabeln von 40 bis 60 cm Lange und 400 bis an Ralf und Phosphorjaure moglich ijt. 
700 g Gewicht, die im Laufe der Monate WAugujt/September gejegt Trogdem find die grofen Crfolge beim Rehiwild des Gatter3 
werdert. Bild 5 zeigt eine feltene Aufnahme, auf der Drei einjahrige —exjt bei Borlage von an Kalé und Phosphorjdure reicjen Sutter- 
Hirjche gu fehen find, und givar ein einjdhriger Spiefer, ein ein- mitteln in Crcheinung getreten. Yeh jlihre dies Darauf guriie, 
jabriger Gabler und ein einjabriger Belner, ein Mleeblatt viel- da bet diejer Wxt der Fiitterung das Nnochengeriift des Mikes 
verjprechender Siinglinge. Alle drei Hirfche find mit der Getweih- und Qungrehes eine bejondere Starfung erfuher und als Folge fich 

bildung noc) nicht fertig, der Spiefjer war feb riicftindig, Hat fic) auch eie ftartere MRojenftocd- und Gerweihentwidhmg einjtellte. 
aber trobbem jehr gut weiterentiicfelt. G8 haben nicht nur die durch{chnittlichen Geweihgewidhte, jonderm 

Der Stand de3 Gatter3 Schneeberg an Hirjchen war im Jahre auch die durchfdnittlichen Norpergewichte wejentlich zugenommen, ” 

1935: swet 26-Gnder, swei 24-Gnder, vier 22-Cnder, vier 20-Gnder, als Folge einer an Ralf und Phosphorjdure reicjen Nahrung. 

eit 18-Cnder, gwet 16-Cnder, elf 14-Cnder, viergehn 12-Cnder, Nach acht Sahren Verfuchsarbeit im Gatter Sdneeberg habe 
drei Bebhner, giwei Achter und acht Gabler und Spiefer, ime ich mich entichlojjen, die Crgebnijje meiner Wrbeit der OffentlichEeit 
gejamt 53 Hirjdhe. befanntzugeben. Sn einigen Wochen erjcheint bon mix unter dem 

Mit dem Rehwilde wurden im Gatter Schneeberg gleichfalls Titel , Neue Wege der Hege”, vorausjichtlid) in dem Verlage 

Emiahrungsverfuche durchgefithet. Dem ftarfen Hirfeh von 10 ke von F. Neumarm-—Reudamm, ein Buch, im dem alle in dem Gatter 

Geweihgewicht entipricht der ftarke Rehbock von ungefihr 500 ¢ Schneeberg durchgefithrten Cmahrungsverjucje mit Rot- und auch 

Gehsrngewicht. Der Hirfch baut diefe 10 ke Gewweihgemict, die mit Rebhwild, die ergielten Crfolge und die Nubantwendung fiir die 

5 % feines Norpergewichtes bedeuten, in 120 Tagen, inden Monaten jreie Wildbaln ausfithrlic) befchrieben twerden. 

Februar bis Suni auf. Der Rehboc fchiebt 500 ¢ Gehdrngerwicht, Miéige diefes Buch von allen Jager, die in der gfitdlichen 

dad find nur 2% eines Korpergewichtes, in den Monaten De- Lage find, Rotwild gu halten und gu hegen, nicht nur gelejen, jondern 

zember bid Miirz, in 100 Tagen. Darauz jfolgt, dafs beim Mehboc auch behergigt werden im Yuterejje der Crhaltung eines gahlen 

det Gehalt der Nahrung an Kalé und Bhosphorfaure wahrend der  mafig geringen, aber gefunden, ftarfen und widerjtandsjahigen 

Sehiebezcit nur halb jo gvofs gu fein braucht wie beim Hirjeh. Das Rotwildjtandes. . (Hiergu cine Tabelle tm Umfjehlagtert.)
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3u: Rapitalhirfhe 0e8 Gatters Gdhneebherg (Hauptteil Seite 778-780) 
Geweihentwidlung be3 fhlejijhen Kapitalhirjmes. 

area ee nee eee 

« Mangen- 1 ek 2 Hiri Nr. Gnbden oe Gefegt Sate | ee Augiprop ee Uenfona suntet | UIA ORE “stableve 
getorfen umfang puntte 

Alter |  Yahr Le £5 ‘e ch ak 12 ee tf: t 

1 1928 5 6 26. 3. 30. 7. 1,62 68,5 23,2 17,1 10,3 | 10,0 9,3 9,5 118,5 

4 1929 7 6 GR | 86r Te 3,50 90,5 29,1 20,1 | 12,0 | 12,0 | 128 | 120 | 1525 
5 1930 7 7 1.3. 25.7. 5,77 103,1 40,9 23,6 | 14,5 | 15,2 | 144 | 140] 1820 
6 1931 8 8 28. 2. 27.7. 7,6 109,0 43,2 26,0 17,0 16,5 | 16,5 | 16,0 200,5 

7 1932 7 8 | 28.2. | 24.7. 1,72 1115 45,7 28,6 | 17,0 | 180 | 15,3 | 17,0 | 2065 
8 1933 7 9 15.2. 1G 8,70 113,7 41,5 292 | 168 | 184 | 154 | 164 | 2109 
9 1934 9 7 18. 2. 24. 7. 10,02 110,5 47,3 30,5 19,8 | 21,8 17,7 17,0 225,8 

10 1935 9 {un 18.2, | 30.7. | 14,00 1144 48,6 32,4 | 260 | 20,7 | 174 | 196 | 2494 
Gejdhoffen am 21. 8. 1935, 240 Nabdlerpuntte. 

je 500 ha Walb und Feld etwwa 40 Kaben gur Strede. Was miifte 
Aus den Nevieren alles auf deren Sonto gebudjt werden, wenn fie nicht rurieniete 

abgefdoffen wiirden, Handelt e8 fic) dod) meift um foldhe, die fic) 
Riidlic auf dad Jahr 1935 im Wejterwald und am Mittelrhein, _Mebrere Kilometer vom nadjten Dorf umbertreiben. 

Wenn ich guriidjdaue auf das Yahr 1935, dann fann ich nur fejtitellen, Gin recht nettes Grlebnis bradjte mir die Hithnerjagd, bas id) den 
dab dad verflojjene Qabr tro’ mancher enttdufdter Hoffnung, die Lefern nicht vorenthalten midte. Bch bejdof ein Hubn, das, fichtbar 
man fic) im Wefterwald und am Mittelehein begiiglid) des Yagd- getroffen, noc) etwa 400 m weit iiber ein Hleines Gebily hinweg ab- 
ausfall3 zu Beginn de3 Sahres infolge des recht giftigen Winters fri. Ich begab mich fofort nach der vermutlicen Stelle de3 Cinfalls. 
und Friihjahrs glaubte madjen gu fonnen, doch noch recht gufrieden-  Nachdem ic) das Gehdls umjdhritten hatte, bemertte id) am Wiejen- 
ftellend war. rand einen Buffard, der, auf der Erde blodend, fdheinbar etwas frdpfte. 

Der Schnepfentirid war recht gut, fo gut wie feit langen Jahren Sollte diefer nScheinbeilige” etiva mein Gubn bereits gefdlagen 

nicht mehr, und nicht felten gelang e8, abends mefrere Langfdndbel Yaben?  Beim Nahertommen verjudte er mit feiner Beute, wie 
gu erlegen. Sedoc) waren e3 immer nur einige Tage, ba bas Wetter ich nun jejtftellen tonnte, einem Feldhuhn, abguftreiden, lies es aber 
meift nur twenige Tage Beltindigteit hatte und dann rwieder umfdlug, Dann liegen. Wenn ich auch feinesivegs ben Standpuntt vertrete, 
fo dak der Strich pldglich wie abgeldnitten war. Leider tiben immer dab ber Buffard etiwa fehadlich flix unjere Niederjagden fet, fo modte 
nod) gableeidhe Sager den Strich ohne guderlaffigen Gund aus. Wie- ich doch ben Abjdhup des einen oder anderen empfehlen, da jeine aioe 
viele Lang{cynabel migen fo alljahrlid) verloren gehen, da fie oft Bahl in unjerer Gegend recht grof geworben ijt. 
nicht leicht in dem meift an den guten Stricpliben vorhandenen Das Rotiwild, das in einigen Teilen des Wefterwaldes, jo im 
dichten Geftriipp gu finden find, wahrend ein guter Verlorenbringer  Kreife Neuwied gtwifcjen Rhein und Wied, noc) in einem wae eidenen 
jede Schnepfe herbeibringen wird, da ex die Schnepfe infolge ihrer ee oem alien Bere gulafjen, ber- 
jharfen Witterung leicht findet. Recht gahleeidy-temen-die- Sc en fteten iff, frantt jehr unter bem. jdledten Gefdledtsverhaltnis. 
aud bei den Herbjtlicjen Treibjagden vor. Ge ift Daher jelr erfreulic), daf von ben freigegebenen Hirfden 

Dann fam fiir die Jager im Welterwald und am Mittelehein Nur ettva 20% wwirklid) erlegt rwurden, dagegen der Ubfdjuh des Kabl- 
die Beit der Jagd anf den roten Bod, denn leider find das Yuer- Wildes in bedeutend jtirterem Mae durcygefiihrt wurde. Starke 
wild diberhaupt und das Birtrwild nut gang vereingelt im unjeren Diride. find meines Wiffen3 tiberhaupt nicjt erlegt worden, jondern 
Revieren nod) angutreffen. Der Ub{chuf hielt fich, wie die Gehdrn- Nur Kiimmerer und wirflich felect veranlagte Stiide. offen wir, 

ausjtellungen gezeigt haben, im grofen und gangen im Rahmen der 
neuen Borfehriften. Qn erfter Linie wurden nur Kiimmerer und 
wirtlich fchlecht veranlagte Bide geftredt. Nur gang wenige ,, dager“ 
glaubten nicht umbin gu fonnen, trob des Verbots des Gaujaigermeifter3 
ben einen oder anderen twitflich guten und daher im Qntereffe der 
BWiederaufartung unjerer Rehbeftinde vorerft nod) dringend be- 2 
ndtigten Bod auf die Dede legen gu miiffen. Die Gehirnbilbung z 
lieB trog de8 recht milden Winter’ des Vorjahres viel gu wiinjecen 
iibrig, und nur felten jah man einen wirklich) guten Bod, meift lieBen 
Stangenjtaérfe und Endenbildbung bet dem guten Winter Befferes a, 
ettvatten. aft alle Jager tragen die mit der Wufartung, unjeres es 
Rehwildes verbundenen Opjer gern, wifjen fie doch, dak ihnen die s 
jebige Enthaltung in einigen Jahren ficeren Lohn in Geltalt wirklich . 
guter und endenfreubdiger Bice gutetl werden lajjen wird. ™ 

Und nun die Hiihnerjagd! Trodenes Frihjahrs- und Sommer a 
wetter, das wird ein wabhrer Hiihnerjegen, jo raunte e8 iiberall in Ns 
Sagertreifen. Und dod, nix in wenigen Revieren fonnte man mit ag 
dem Ausfall der Hiihnerjagd gufrieden fein, meift waren die Er- “A 
gebnijje gerabdegu flaglich. Ratjelraten itber die Urjace, feiner weifs y Na 
e3. Sicher hat mandje3 dagu beigetragen, und das Wetter trug allein ‘a “eg 
die Sehuld nicht. Gn eingelnen Revieren fiel auch mance3 Gelege isis 
bem Dachs gum Opfer, wie ich felbjt einwandjret jejtgeftellt habe. 
Gin gut Teil Schuld mag auch bei mandem Sager felbjt liegen, denn h 4 
man weif nidt rechtzeitig ,Oafn in Ruh“ gu blajen. Bubdem findet ‘= 5 
man aud) nur wenig Reviere, in denen die Hiihner im Winter ge- = >. 
fiittert werden. Man glaubt eben, das Rebhuhn felage fic) auch jo , es 
Durd) den Winter. Das mag zum Teil ridtig fein, aber ein groper | 
Prozentjab fommt, vor allem in ftrengen Wintern, um, gumal heut- ge 
gutage die Wfungsverhaltnifje infolge der intenfiven Betwirtjchaftung ae 
aller Felder immer geringer werden. Cin gut Teil Schuld tragt aud 4 4 i 
bas Tberhandnehmen der Ragen, da3 immer gréferen Umfang an- } j 
nimmt. Wiel gumenig twird hier von feiten der Yager getan. Mteift i 
ift man im Friihjahr nur felten einmal im Revier, und gur Beit der 
Sagd auf den roten Bod lapt mandher bie Rugel im Lauf, um fid 
den Anfib oder die Piirjch nicht gu verderben. Leider, denn mur riid- @ 
ficht3lojes Rurghalten diejer jdlimmiten Geijel unjerer Niederwild- 
bejtanbde fann vielfad) eine Hebung des ene bringen. Sn den von : 
mir betreuten Yagden fommen jabrlich auf einer Flade von eta Damfhaufler ans Weftfalen, erbeutet 1935, Erleger: Dr. Hans Sdramm. (Phot. Lunds)
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Daf auch in biefem Jahre die Jager de3 Wefterwaldes auf unjer edelftes Yn ithermafiger Zabl ijt ber Cichelhaher angutreffen, und in Revieren 
Wild in fo einfichtsvoller Weije die Biichje fihren und im Yutereffe mit guter Cichelmaft trifft man bdiefe bunten Schreier in grofen 
der Zucht und qualitativen Hebung de3 Rotivildbeftandes im Wefjter- Shwarmen an. So habe ich e8 erlebt, dak Schiiben auf Treibjagden 
wald in erjter Linie Rahliwild gum Abfchuf bringen. fich ein Bergniigen darau3 madten, einige dbiefer Stirenjriede aus 

Und dann tam fiir die meiften Sager die allgemeine, grofe agd- der Luft gu Holen, und fo in furger Beit Dugende und mehr bei der 
zeit, Die Treibjagden auf Hajen, Fajanen und Kanindjen. Leider fiel — Strece lagen. Ende Ottober zogen aud) grofe Schwirme der Ringel- 

mand) bitterer Tropfen in die teine Freude Herbftlidjer Jagd. Die  taube nach Sitden, von denen jedoch nur wenige, tie {chon feit Jahren, 

Gxgebniffe der Hajenjagden waren feineswegs beffer als im Borjahr. auc) iiber Winter hiergeblieben jind. : 

Sn vielen Revieren bes BWeftertwaldes waren fie geradegu Haglich. Die Wilddieberei ijt nicht ausgurotten, hat aber dank der ge- 

Wenn auc die Streden in den Bergrevieren des Wefterwaldes natur- _ tedjteren Beftrafung wefentlid) abgenommen. “Die immer Heiner 

gemaf meift recht bejdjeiden find, jo lagen fie in diejem Jahre trog werdende Babl der Arbeitslojen, von denen fo mander nur aus Not 

des recht guten Frithjalrs- und Sommerivetter3 erheblid) unter bem oder aud) Langetveile zum Wilbern gefommten twar, tragt wefentlicd) 

Durchfdnitt der Vorjahre. Woher, weshalb, warum, auc) hier bas sur Abnalhme der Wilddieberei bei. Bejonders vernichtend twirkt 

grofe Ratfelraten. Mander madhte eg fich leicht, e3 ift ja aud jo auf alle Hegearbeit immer noc) das sur Plage getvordene Umberlaufen- 

einfach, alle Schuld den erfreuliderteife etroas gahlreicer, aber lajjen ber Hunde. Man jollte von feiten der Jagdparhter vielmehr 

feinesiweg3 gu gablreich auftretenden Fiichjen gugufdieben. Mag aud) von dem WMtittel der Biviljchadenserjagtlage Gebraucd) maden, denn 

Meifter Hteinete fich den einen oder anderen Mitmmelmann gu Gemiite wenn e§ an den Geldbeutel geht, wird den meijten die Freude an 

gefiihrt haben, gonnen wir ifm fein Teil. Yeh habe aber auch einige ifcem ,,braven“ Rdter verdorben. 

agden mitmacen finnen, die eine gute Fudhsitrede ergaben und _ Benn auch bas Jahr 1935 noch mandhe Enttdufdung brachte, 

Doc) eine gufriedenftellende Bahl Hajen aufiwiefen, wahrend in anderen fo ift boc) daz etne ficher, bag dant ber Mafnalmen unferes verehrten 

fein Fuchs, aber auch taum ein Hale die Strede gierte. Yh vertrete Reidhsjigermeifters Waidgerechtigteit und der Sinn fiir waidgerechtes 

die Anficht, dak mandjer Jager lieber ehrlich fein und fchuldberwuft Sagen allenthalben an Boden gewonnen haben und der Beftand an 

fic felbit an die Bruft jhlagen follte. Wo man fo giemlich rejtlos Schalenwild fic) qualitativ immer mehr hebt und jiix die Butunft 

jeden Gajen auf Gude und Driidjagden abgejdoffen hat und dann das Bejte erhoffen aft. Wir hoffen, dak die Bageret bes Weftermaldes 

gu guter est miglidjt nod) eine Treibjagd veranftaltet, um ja den und am Mittelrhein unter Filhrung unjerer Jagermeifter unbeirrt 

lebten Krummen nicht entgehen gu lafjen, in deffen Revier fann aud) tweiterfchreitet und fo alle der Jagd gugefiigten Sdhaden der gliidlicer- 
bag befte Wetter und dad ginglicje Feblen de3 Fuchfes feinen Hajen- weife fon Jahre Hinter uns liegenden Nadhtriegsjahre miglichft 
fegen Hervorgaubern. Die Grundlage eines guten Yagdjahres it und bald nur noc) in unjerer Erinnerung leben migen! Mit feftem Willen 

bleibt nun einmal die Erhaltung eines ausreicjenden Befage3. Gerade und dantbarem Gergen wollen tir ins neue Yabhr fchreiten und unjerem 

hier liegt meine3 Grachtens fiir unjere_ Mreisjagermeifter nod) ein Giihrer und jeinem getreuen Paladin, bem Schirmberrn unjerer Jagd, 

arbeitéreides Gebiet, das dringend der Jnangrifinahme Hartt; denn dte Treue halten. Dagu Waidmannsheil allen Jagern meiner Heimat 
leider glaubt anjdeinend mander ,Qager“, dem das neue Sagd- und de3 gangen deutjden Vaterlandes! 2 

geles nicht fo gang paft, bei unjerem Riederiwild noc) ein Feld fiir Jager vom BWefterwald. 

jeine Schiefertatigteit gu finden. Gin Lichtblid auf unjeren herbjtliden = ae ; 

Treibjagden bot da recht gahleeide Bortommen de3 Fajans, der Gin neuer Rotwildpart in Wiirttemberg. Die wiirttembergifden 
feine Zabl recht gut vermehrt Hat und danf der. Pflege, die thm in Grafen, Sergdge und fpater auch die Rinige von Wiirttemberg twaren 

gablreichen Revieren guteil wird, fic) immer tveiter ausbreitet. Fedod) elt jagdfrohes Gefchledt. Schon Graf Eberhard im Bart, 1457—1496, 

follte man gerade beim Fajan die Fiitterung auch in nicht gu talten  bevorjugte ben bei Tiibingen gelegenen Sdonbuch, der fdhon damals 
und {dmeeteiden Wintern feineswegs unterlajjen, dem jie tragt wegen feiner Hirjde beriifmt war. Sein Nadhjolger, der nicht weniger 
wefentlid gur Grhaltung eines guten Fajanenjases bei. Recht beiungene Herzog Ulrich, 14991550, Hatte eine bejondere Borliebe 
gut vermefrt haben fic) auch die Rarnidel, und gableeid) tamen die flix bie Saujagd und Hielt eine Meute von iiber 2000 Yagdhunden gu 

————qraen $fiher-auf-ben herbitlichen Treibjagden gue Strede. Befonders _diejem Swed. Hergog Chrijtof, 1550—1568, hatte die jchwabijde Mlb 
grok ijt ihre Bahl in den Hangen zum Rhein,-aber-auc)in_grofen UM Ura gu feinem bevorgugten Yagdgebiet erforen, in Urach felbjt 

Seilen des Wefterwaldes werden die vielfach nicht gern gejehenen  Hielt ex einen Liergarten mit Damivild und Gemfen und in Bsblingen 
Karnicdel immer mehr heimifd. einen Barengiinger. Jn die Zeit des Hergogs Ludwig, 1568—1593, 

Unfer uriges Schwargtvild gieht erfreulicjerweije im Wejterwald fallt der exjte grofere Wildabjdub in Wiirttemberg, bei weldem 

nod) recht gahlreid) feine Fahrte. So betriigt der BVeftand im Kreis 5000 Stic Rot- und Sdhwargiwild anfielen. Whnlic) war es unter 

Neuwied auf eta 25000 ha Revierfliiche noch etwa 300 Stitd. Herzog Friedrich, 1593—1608, der nach feinem Sagdtagebud) allein 

Dank des wenig fcbneereichen Vorjahrswinters fonnten die Schwarg- 2325 Qirjde erlegte und mit jeinem Gefolge bei einer Gauhas 

fittel gut ire Gcrvarte ind nidjite Sahe bringen. So ift 8 anc) Yom 3. Movember bis 1. Degember 1607 im Schonbud) 722 Std 
erflatlich, bah bei em turjen Wintercinbrud im lejten Monat des Sehtvargtvild auf die Schrwarte legte. Auch Hergog Johann Friedrich, 
verfloffenen Sabres im Wefterwald eta 30 Gauen erlegt wurden. 1608—1628, bradjte 4885 GStiid Chelwild gur Strede. Herzog 
Hoffen wi, dak e8 aud in diejem Winter ben Schrwarglittein wieder Eberhard TT, 16261674, war ein leidenfdhaftlider Qager, aber 
gelingt, recht gut ijre Schwarte in Sicherheit gu bringen, denn fo auch der erjte Heger im Hergzoglich wiirttembergijden Haus. Cr brachte 
zahlceich, bab ein fberhandnehmen gu befiixdten ijt, ift Der Beftand al3 erjter Damivild und Sajanen in die freie Wildbahn jeiner Fagden. 

an Gauen im Wefterwald feinestvegs. So ging e8 weiter unter den wwiirttembergifden Landesherren, bis 

Bom Raubwild hat c8 am beften ber Fuchs verftanden, feinen {lieblich Hergog Griedrid) gegen Ende feiner Regicrungszeit 1816 
Balg durch den vorigen Winter gu bringen, wie oben auch bereits unter bem Drud der Landjtinde den grofartigen Wildjtand, den 

ettoahnt wurde. Bon den meiften Sagern wird diefe Tatjace freudig Wiirttemberg feit Jahrhunderten beherbergte, bis auj timmerlide 
begriibt, denn in den jriiheren Jahren famen auf gabhleeicjen Treib- Refte abfchieben lies. Diejer Tiefftand blteb auch in der Folgeseit 
jagden felten einmal Giichfe gut Strede. Die hin und wieder aufe beftehen, und die ftiirmifden Revolutionsjahre 1847—1848 hatten hier 

tauchenden Unfenrufe iiber ein fberhandnehmen der Fiichfe treffen nicht mefr viel gu verderben. E ; 

fiir unjere Sagden feinesivegs gu. Bon Fuch3plagen ftann ert recht _ Ubrig blieben die Tierparte, darunter ber Rotiwildpat ,, Solitude” 

feine Rede fein, und der Jager, der dies behauptet, ftellt fic) damit bei Stuttgart, der twohf in den Jahren 1770—1780 entitanden ift. 

felbft fein gute3 Zeugni3 aus. Auch ohne die erfreulicherweife ver- Gr war 541 ha grof und mit Bucen und alten Eichen bejtodt, wogu 

botenen Sellereijen fann dex iwirtlic) paffionierte Sager feine Fiichfe im den Jahren nach 1870 grifiere Nadelholspartien, merjt Ficten, 
auf Driidjagden, mit den Tedeln am Bau, mit ber Qudte und anderem famen. Den Park durchgielen. drei langgejtredte grofere und etmige 
mehr geniigend furghalten. Recht gablreic) ift auch im Wefterwald fleinere Seen, die, umrabmt von den alten Buden und Ciden, einen 

der Dach3 wieder angutreffen, und ein mapiges Kurghalten diivfte romantijdjen Unblid gerwabren. Am Rande de3 jogenannten Baren- 
fis empfehlen. Bor allem der Baummarbder, aber auc) der Stein- fees liegt in traulicher Joylle ein altes Jagdjehldfiden, das ,,Baren- 
marber find leider recht jeltene Gajte im Wefterwald geworden, Cine ldlople“. Der Beltand diefes ,Rotwildpartes” hat tm Lauje der 
Qunahme ijt nicht feltguftellen. Oaufiger tommt der Sltis noc) vor, Beiten djter nach Zahl und Art gewedfelt. Rotiwild, weifes Edelwild, 
Diibrend die Bahl der Wicjel recht grof it. Yuf feine Kurghaltung  Damwwild, Schrwargiwild, Coelidhaje und Rehe bevdlterten ihn geitweife 

~ jollte man viel mehr bedadht fein, denn meift wird der erheblide in Hoher Bahl. 1909 waren nod) vorhanden 154 Stiié Rotwild und 
Schaden, den dicje blutbiicftigen Rauber unferem Niederwild gu- 11 Std Damwild. Fir Schwargtoild wurde ein befonderer Part 
fiigen, nicht im entfernteften erfannt. : geldaffen, der 1903 jdon 200 bis 250 Stiid Gauen enthielt. 

Das prichtige Hafelwild ijt erjreulicherweife nocd) recht zahlreic, Gn diefem 540 ha grofen Wildpark waidwerkte Wiirttembergs 
im Wergleich gu anderen Gebieten unferes Baterlandes, im Welter- legter Konig, der ein anertannt twaidgeredjter Jager war, mit Wn- 
twald vertreten. Die Gejamtgahl bes Hajelwilbes im Wefterwald  gebirigen des Kdnigshaujes und der Hofdargen gern und oft, gab 

betragt etwa 1000 Stiid. Glidliderweije ijt ein tweiterer Riidgang  grobe Gummen fiir Gutterungen und Zaununterhaltung aus und gab. 

nicht gu dergeichnen, und 68 jfteht gu boffen, daf die wieder natur- aud) der Bevdlterurig der rafd) wadhjenden Landeshauptitadt Ge- 
gemiafere Behandlung unferer Walder uns das Hajelhugn nod) recht  legenheit, Rot- und Damwwild unter miglichjt natiicliden Lebens 

lange erbilt und in Safrzehnten vielleicht wieder eine Bliteseit des  bedingungen gu fehen und gu beobadhten. 
Hafelwildes fommt. Da fant die glorreiche Revolution von 1918. Der Wildgaun tourde 

Die Krahen find in vielen Gegenden recht zahleeich angutreffen, eet oer und verfchwand farreniveife in ben Ofen der Genoffen. 

und-e3 ware zu wiinfdjen, Daf man fich in vielen Revieren etwas mehr Das Rotwild ourde reftlos abgejchofjen und nur nod) wenige Rehe 

mit der Kurghaltung diefes Gelichter3 mit Flinte und Gifteiern befaft. tonnten fic) vor dem Sanatismus der Berftorer retten. Stuttgarts
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er Mann der Methode 3 farm demgegentiber nur auf dret da. G8 betitigen fich in der Brunft aljo faft nur Dinglinge und 
wirflich guie Gehirne und nur auf givci jeblechte Fahrlinge  Mtittelbicle. Die Wabricheinlichfeit einer Oualitétsverbe\jerung 
veriweifen. Wlle anderen Trophien, namlich die Gehirne geht damit ftarE guriic, denn in der Theorie ijt natiirlich auch dev 

von 16 siveiz, drei- und dierjahrigen Baden, ftammen aus der Gtuppe _armfeligite Knopfipieher — jofern Vejjeres fehlt — ein Buchtbod 
Der Mittelbide. Sie find wohl zum Teil als wirkliche Abfchupbice an- und gecignet, dem Beftandsaufbau und -ausbau gu dienen. Qn 
gujprecjen, in Wnbetracht ihrer grofen Bahl miiffen aber auch au3- der PBraxi3 aber wird fo da3 Tempo der Oualitdtsverbejjerung 

gejprochene Zukinftsbide, insbejondere Blender, darunter fein, den zum Seynedengalopp. Cine neunjihrige Pachipertode ijt jcpnell 
wenn 3. B. im gweiten Planjahr von finf vorhandenen Dreijahrigen  herum, und wer zur Brunft nur Bweijdhrige und Jahrlinge belapt, 
drei und von fieben vorhandenen Biveijdhrigen vier gejchojjen werden wird am Ende der neun Jahre jejtitellen mitfjen, da er qualitativ 
miifjen, um den Wbjfehug gu erfiillen, dann wird 8 fic) genau fo nicht vorwartsfam, jondern fiir eine Oualitdtsver|djlechterung 
wenig ausfeblieflic) um fdlecht veranlagte Bide handeln firnen,  verantwortlic) zeichnen mu. Er hat — um dag verdienftlide Wort 
wie im bdritten Blanjahr, wo auch von jieben vorhandenen Biwei- von Forftmeifter Fries gu gebraucyen — jeinen Veftand ,,herunter- 
jahrigen vier auf die Dede gelegt werden follen. Das Crgebnis gefdjojjen”. Gm iibrigen aber ijt bet Durehfithrung der Methode 3 
Der Methode 3, an der Trophaenwand fritijeh bejehen, muf aljo der jchraffierte Cudbeftand an Biclen bei weitem nicht dem der 
ein Gefiihl de3 Mikbehagens im Befchauer augldjen, und der Methode 2 gleicjwertig. Gn Wobilbng 2 enthalt er das BVejte, 
,vervantiwortliche Redatteur” farm von fetnen Taten efrlicjerweife was iiberhaupt vorhanden ijt, den nur das Schledhtefte und Yb- 
faum befriedigt fein. Qn der Praxis aber ijt bet Durchfiihrung  fommlichfte tourde gejdhofjen. Bet Methode 3 aber wurde, wenn 
Der Methode 3 die Verfuchung viel zu grob, im dritten und auch  jchon nicht dad Befte, jo doch auch nicht das Schlechtefte gejtrect, den 
jchon im giweiten Blanjahre wenigitens einen, wenn nicht zwei der man jchof ja jeweil3 die Gltejten Bee, mfolgedeffen fann der Cnd- 
noc) vorhandenen dlteren Bice gu firecen, umd damit ware da beftandnicht, wie bei Wbbildung 3, dad dentbar befte Material enthalten. 

gewollte Crdergebniz, die Beibehaltung de3 gut gegliederten Sm Hinblic auf unjer Thema getwinnen wir durch) fritijdhe 

Mnfangsbeftandes, aur Unmdglichfeit geworbden. Gegeniiberftelhing der Schemen 2 und 3 die Erfenntnis, daf das 
Aber auch eine andere, prattijeh leicht verhingnisvolle Folge  Wbjehusplanformular in jeiner Nubrif b gwar die Bahl der Wbjehup- 

Der Methode 3 mufs noch unterfirichen werden. Wenn jeweil3 im  bieke feftlegt, da man aber in diejem Rahmen noch ldnglt nicht 

Sommer in der Hauptjache die alteften und wabricheinlich nicht  jedem Bock da Mah nehmen darf, der irgendiwelche Schinheitsjehler 

die fehlechtejten Bade gejchoffen werden, damn fehlen dieje zur am Gehirn aufweijt, oder der wegen ein paar Rachenbremjen- 

Brunjt! Das wertvollfte Zuchtmaterial ijt gerade dann, wenn e3 farven hin und wieder hujtet oder der ein wenig fpat verfarbte. 

ant ndtigiten gebraucht wird, wenigitens gum Teil jdjon nicht mehr G8 ift vielmefr als vordringlich vor Qnangriffnahme des Wbjchujjes 

DentfGe Jagd Ne. 46 /1936
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feitgujtellen, wie die freigegebenen MUbjchubbide zu verteilen find Das Heift doch wohl, da mehr al3 die Halfte aller entbehrlichen 
auj die dret widhtigen, auch in der griinen Praxis durcjaus unter- Bide, ficjerlic) aber weit mehr als die Halfte aller Wbjchuhbsde 
jceidbaren Mitersgruppen: Gahrlinge, sweijahrige und altere Bide. bei den Fahrlingen, fajt alle Wbjchubsde jedoch bet den Jungbécen 
Dieje Verteilung vermittelt un3 eindeutig und nach jeder Richtung  (Gabhrlingen und Bweijahrigen) gu fuchen find. Der begreiflidje 
Hin begriindbar dad fich tiber die dret Sabre der Ubjchupplanperiode  Wunjeh, folden ,Majjenmord’ an Giinglingen nach Miéglicfeit 
erjtredende Gejtandsbild! Weiter jdheint uns Har hervorgutreten, gu redugieren, veranlaft ung, die gwar oben {don als hichjt grweifel- 
Daf mindeftens die Halfte der Ubjchupbide bei den Gungbéscen und hajt erfannte Methode dev Wbbildung 3, den Weg de3 ,,Schiehens 
unter diejen wiederum bei den Jahrlingen gefucht werden muf. von oben herunter” auch hier nochmals im Schema der Ummandhung 

Dicjes im Hinblic auf die alte Sechfer|chieBmoral fidherlich cies Beftande3 von 1: 2 in 1:1 pritfend anguwenden (2b. 5). 

nicht allenthalben freudig begriifte Ergebnis unjerer Ermitthimgen  Wuf die verjchiedenen Witerstlaffen verteilt ergibt dies: 

bedarf aber entchieden noch der Nachpritfung, denn twas bei Vor- Gahrlinge BWahrige  3fahrige —ailtere 
handenjein und bei Beibehaltung eines Gejchlechtsverhaltnijjes von Bicke 
1:1 richtig fei mag, braucht noch Langit nicht Gejey gu fein fic im erften Jahr. . . 2 2 1 — 
anderSgegliederte Beftinde, die fich sur Beit gieifellos noch in der im gweiten abr. . 3 3 — — 
tiberwiegenden Mehrgahl aller Reviere finden. Wir befchrimfen im dritten Qahr . . 3 4 = ao 
uns dabei auf Sdemen von Veftimden-mit einer Gliederung von inggefamt..... °° #8 #49 Ld — 
1:2 und bon 1: 3, die, dem Biele de3 Reichsjagdgejeges folgend, _ 1g wade. 
im Werlauj einer dreijdhrigen Wbjchupplanperiode in 1:1 tiber- : : s 5 

gefiihrt merden follen. Gite Beftinde mit Gliedermgen, die swijdyen | - - eed og os uighuttal = sepa 2 bee Be 
: 1:1, 1:2 und 1:3 fliegen, lafjen fich gleichlaufende Pritjungen peters ail hee dee ae Tote getentigeieyieten offentt ) ne 

Icicht vorefmen, amb Beftinde vor 1 gu mefe als 3 find als Méangel der angewandten Methode nur den Wbjchug von 4 Yahrlingen 
ae ! 0 a 3 jparen, twiirden aber auf die Grnte von 2 hochwertigen Boden 

Mnfangsbeftinde nicht gut nachweisbar. Sie find als Brunftbeftinde persichten, dafiie jedod} 9 anftatt 4 Aweijafrige abfihiefen mifjen 

in Heruntergejdoffenen Revieren gitar miglich und fidherlich auch nee Gehime ey der Band nicht Sif sh é panel sind ay ie 
da und dort noch vorhanden, aber nur eine voriibergehende, jich meift beim Befchaner en bebauerndes : el 8 nto eee 
felbft fursfriftig wieder auf minbdeftens 1:3 einftellende Folge : Sue eal a m * 

iibermapigen Borbrunftabjehujjes (vgl. ,Deutjdhe Jagd" Nr. 8 vom _ Vehandeln wir mm noc einen WAnfangsbejtand mit einer 
24, Mat 1935, S. 208). Oliedenng bon £ 23, fo finden wit in Ubbildung 6 die wobl- 

Das Bild cines Beftande3 mit einer Gliedermg von 1:2,  tberlegte WAbjchufverteitumg, die uns vervat, da wir 17 Bade 
den wir in dret UOfehubplanjahren auf 1:1 bringen wollen, geigt abzujchiefen haben oder verlieren fonnen, die jich wie folgt vertetlen: 

UAbbildung 4. Der Uberjchuf von insgejamt 18 Biden verteilt fich ajelinge %ahrige  3jahrige _—ailtere 
auf die drei Wbjehugplanjahre wie folgt: : Bide 

Jahe- %ahrige Bjahrige Ajdhrige Sjahrige im erjten Jahr. . . 3 = oe = 
finge Bice im gweiten Saher. . 5 1 = = 

im erjten Sahr. 4 1 sts men ps im dritten Sar . . 4 2 2 — 

im agtweiten Jahr 5 1 a = = inggefamt ..... 812 3 2 = 

im Ddritten Qahr 3 2 _ 1 1 = "10 Bode. 

inggefamt . . . 12 4 — af: 1 Dak, hier als Wbfdhubbiee gu fajt 75% nur Gabhrlinge in Frage 
= 18 Bie. fommen férmen, ift flar erfennbar und aud) die Methode des als faljch 

DALAL. LALLA. 
t,t, tt BockabschuB des 7, 2. u. 3. Jahres +44, BockabschuB des 1., 2. u. 3. Jahres 

Abb. 6 Abb. 7
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erfannten WUbfchujjes von oben Herunter bringt, wie Wbbiloung 7 fo mehr Fabrlinge in Frage gu fommen haben, je weiter wir noch 
bewweift, nicht viel Befferes al3 den Vergicht auf die 2 dreijahrigen von einer Geftandsqliederung von 1:1 entfernt find. Daraus 
Bode und eine Hochft unerwwiinfchte Steigerung de3 Wbjchujfes  folgt ferner, dah ein Verhaltnis von 1:1 auch aus dem Gumbde 
von Ziweijahrigen, namlich: erftrebenswert ijt, weil bei feiner ufrechterhaltung und Fort- 

Gahrlinge %ahrige  3jahrige Bide fiihrung am wenigiten in die Qungbodflafjen eingegriffen 3u werden 
im erften Qahr. . . 3 _ — braucht. 

im giveiten Sabr. . 3 3 =A File den, der trog all’ der aufgezeigten Bedenfen gegen det 
im dritten Jahr . . 4 4 =2 Weg de8 ,Ubjehujjes von oben herunter’ (Abb. 3, 5 und 7) fich 
inggefamt . 2... 10 7 — = 17 Bie. fiir ihn enticheiden michte, weil ,ein Bweijahriger jeblieplic) doch 

Wer fich die Miihe macht, auch andere Miglichfciten in Betracht etwas Velferes ift al3 ein Jahrling”, midge der Hinweis darauf 
gu giehen — und da8 empfiehlt fich insbejondere fiir den, der gern _dienen, da ein Boe, der fehon als Gihrling al3 Wbjchubbod gelten : 
etwas Befferes bringen moichte — wird finden, daf} e8 cuch noc)  fann, noc) ein Jahr leben muh, um ein gweijahriger Abjchufboct 
einen anderen Weg gibt, den Habhrlingsabjechuk tunlichft eingu- gu werden. Qn diejem einen Jahr wird er nicht nur Gelegenheit 
fehrinfen. Wir wollen auch ihn priifend beleuchten und gu diejem  juchen und wobh{ auch finden, feine mehr oder tweniger jchlecjte 
Bwede einleitend darauf verweijen, dak man bei abjoluter Entfagung  Veranlagung zu vererben und jo unjeren Vejtrebungen auf Qualitats- 
im Bocfabjehuk und bei jcharffter Reduftion de3 Beftandes an  verbejferung entgegenguarbeiten. Cr wird vor allen Dingen aber 
weiblichem Wild aus jedem noch nicht 1; 1 gegliederten Beftande auch djen miijfen, und das heift, er wird der Wnhanglichfeit feines 
einen twenigitens zahlenmagig gut gegliederten in Qabresfrijt  Revierbetreuers an eine alte Jdee guliebe den noc) vorhandenen 
erreichen farm. befjeren Bicten, 
Das beweijt fir ays Z , : k PS Sarees feinen gut ver- 

den dentbar fehr r 4 a res ;* ne anlagten Wlters- 
jchlechten  n- a pe Wee ae oo : xz Li genojjen und 
fangsbeftand von 2 Gos Ties Pe Vy. di : mancher — guten 

1:3 Mbbildung 8. 3 Top Yee ee a q ~% pe te Buchtride die 

G8 mag bier ; ae 2 hed ' ‘a Pay Yung fdhmidifern, 
unerirtert — blei- oe fae rn DR 5. PS und nicht mur 

ben, ob  diejer Sh, Gea ca : bi at i CN die Mung, fon- 

Weg zu empfeh- ‘een © ee sy. po der auch den jo 

len ift oder nicht. ok oar i i ne widhtigen Schall- : 
Uns intereffiert i we (ae Nas Z Riaucourtjehen 
aber, ob  feine P * ee ye  Bohnentajfee i 

Weiterfithrumg ju ; ieee p # me oy der bei jenen 
einem nicht mur / i ficherlich Befferes 
gahlertmapig, jon- wee - : ‘ gu _bewirfen ver- 
Dern auch alters: j : mag als bei ihm : 
mapig gut ge- 4 = : jelbjt. 
gliederten Cnd- e . Noch viel ein- 
beftande —_ einer % toe pinta prdgjamer — aber 
dreijdhrigen Mb- 7 7 wird die Not: 
jchubplanperivde z : wendigfeit, die 
Hinfichtliceh une Leidensgefahrten Bon Bert Fride Mehrzahl aller 

ferer Ubjchufboc- AUAbjehubbscke gu- 
frage etwas Geachtliches ergibt. Wir evmittelt dies in Wb- erft bet den Jabrlingen und dann, wenn bei diejen nichts 
bildung 9, indem wir feftftellen, Daf das Crgebnis: mehr gu finden ijt, bei den Zweijdhrigen gu fuchen, dargetan 

Sihelinge Wahrige  Ijahrige Boeke Durch) die wohl auch fiir den wwiderftrebendften Gegner nicht 
im erften Sahr. . . _— _ _ bon der Hand zu weifende Tatjache: Geder gur Strece gebrachte 
im giweiten Gahr. . 4 3 — Sahrling — mag eS fich mum um einen wirflichen Wbjchupboc oder 
im dritten Jahre. . 2 3 2 um einen Febhlgriff hHandeln — ift in einem eingigen Jahre jcon 
inggefamt . . 2. . 6 6 2 = 14 Bie, erjegt, Denn in Dem WAugenblic, da ihn die Kugel erreicht, lebt fdjon 

und gwar 6 Sibrlinge weniger, dafiir 3 Zweijiihrige mehr bringt, fein Stellvertreter in Geftalt eines miglichft ftrammen Sigbocs, 
al8 dex ficherlich als optimal gu begeidnende Weg der Ubbildng 6. der jchon nach gwslf Monaten feinen Play einnelhmen fan. Fe 
Aber auch Hier miijjen wir bei unjeren WUbjehiifjen iiberwiegend auf alter der Wbjchupboc, defto Langer dauert €3, bis ex exfebt ijt. Daf 
Sungbéce zuriictgreifen und obendrein tro der abjoluten WAbjchus- eine jolche Selbjtver|tindlichfeit immer wieder unberiidfictigt 
enthaltung im erften Sabre noch auf den Ubjdufs von 3 Biefen bleibt, ijt eigentlic) ein wenig bejchamend. Die jdjillembde Farben- 
(iibrigens auch von 3 weiblichen Stiicen, aljo von 6 Stite Rehmild fala der fiir die Auferachtlafjung diejer Selbjtverjtindlichfeit her- 
inSgejamt) vergichten, weil wir durch den ftarfen Cingriff in den  dvorgejuchten Wusreden aber ijt fir den, der ,dDurchgudt”, Hhodhjtens 
Ricenbeftand im erjten Sahre un3 im Vergleich zu Wbbildung 6  belujtigend. Wenn jemand, wie unldngft in einer Jagdzeitfchrift 
und 7 die Mibguvachszabhlen jchmalerten. Diejer Vergicht, der  gefchildert wurde, in den erften fechs oder fieben Tagen de3 Quni 
Volks wirtfdhaft den Wert von 6 Stic Rehwild gufiihren gu formen, 5 drei- und mehrjdhrige WAbjdupbsde gur Strece bringt, bet denen 
Laft fich Ledighich unter Hinweis auf den nur durch eine alte An-  ausmeislich der Photos beim erften die Vorder|projjen, beim giweiten 
hanglichfcit an eine Langjt al faljch erfannte Gdee begriindeten die Hinterjproffen, beim dritten die Perlung, beim vierten die 
Runjeh, miglichjt wenig Gungbide zu fchiefen, doc) wohl nicht  Stangenftellung, beim fimften die Stangenftirte nicht dem Fdeal 
gut verantworten. : entfpricht, dann fann das natitlich richtig fein. Die Vernutung 

G8 ijt fchon fo, daf wir uns — migen unjere Beftandsver- jpricht aber dagegen, denn wer nachrechnet, ftellt feft, dats, felbjt 
haltniffe fein, wie fie wollen — unfere WAbfchubbsde in ihrer wenn der Bejtand de3 fraglicjen Revieres optimal 1: 1 gegliedert 
erbdriidenden Mehrheit in den beiden jitngften Wltersflajfen juchen fein follte, analog der Wbbildung 2 fir den WAbjehuh von 5 dlteren 
miiffen. G3 muh fogar riidfchauend feftgeftellt werden, dak um Wbfchubbicen Vorausjebung ijt, dak itber 50 Bode insgejamt,
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mindeftend 18 iiber{chiifjige Bice, msbefondere aber 7 bis 8 Ubjdhufj- das Bejtandsjchema bittet umd jich erflaven Lat, warum fie ifr 
jahrlinge und — gtveijdbrige vorhanden jein miiffen, deren Wbjchu mur der giweite oder Dritte Bod voi Lints in dex crften oder giveiten 
nicht minder wichtig, genau bejehen jogar vordringlicher ift. Das Reihe von unten in Frage fommt. Wenn der Revierinhaber ein 
Gejamtergebnis unjerer bisherigen Crmittlungen lat fic) nunmehr Beftandsjchema nicht vorgurweijen vermag, dann denfe fich der 
in folgende Gage gujammenfafjen: Gajt jein Teil und handle nach beftem Wijfen und Gerwiffen. Cr 
1. Die Wufldjung der Wbjehupplangahlen der Planrubrif b (Wbjchuf- handle ebenjo und noch vorjichtiger, wenn man ihm trog vor- 

bide) ijt erforderlich, wenn plantofer Wbfdhuh vermieden werden gelegten Vejtandsjchemas nicht angeben fann, wie den der siveite 
joll. oder dritte Bor von links in der erften oder gweiten Reihe von 

2 Diefe Aufldjung vermittelt dad dreijahrige Beftands}chema. unten ausjchaut. 
3 Die Bornahme diejer Aufldjung muh uns jtets das Crgebnis Gigentlich und genau befehen mu} das der Revierinhaber 

bringen, da} — je nach dem vorhandenen Gejchlechtsverhaltnis aber wifjen. WUnfonjten nadmlich ift der eingereichte Wbjchupplan 
— mindeftens die Halfte, meift aber die weit itbertwiegende und dad aufgeltellte Beftandsjchema tatfachlich graue Theorie. 
Mehrgzahl der jeweiligen Wbfdhugbsce in den beiden jiingften Denn wenn man einen UAbjehupplan cinveicht, ein Beftandsjchema 
Altersflajjen des Schemas ftecfen. aufftellen will, die beide nicht in der blajjen Vorjrithlingstuft hangen 

4 Mit diejem Gedanfen miifjen wir un3 befreunden und in der und damit nur die bet allen Kreisjagermeijtern und Hegeringleitern 
griinen Praxis entiprechend handeln. mit Recht als ,Lujftahlen” begeichneten Cintragungen enthalten 
Wir wollen uns auch nicht im Unflaren daviiber fein, dah}  follen, dann mug man unbedingt doc) erjt einmal jeinen Bejtand 

hinfort feiner, der al3 Revierinhaber ernjt genommen werden will,  gdbhlen, und das geht am Cnde denn doch nicht am Schreibtijeh, 
unter Verzicht auf die voritehend alS unerlaplich nachgewiejene . jonderm nur in der Praxis deS nicht nur einmaligen, jondern oft 
Sehreibtijeharbeit am 1. Suni vor Tagesgrauen zur frijelh iiberholten  iwiederholten aufmerfjamen Revierbeganges. Dabet gahlt man 
Viichje greifen und alsbald im Revier begehrliche Blice in die ja feblieflich nicht nur die Rien und Kige, jondern auch die Bice, 
Gegend fenden fam. Ym Schatten unjeres Reichsjagdgejeses fommt und gu diejem Bebhufe muy man fic) dieje doc) wohl auch mal 
wie itberall im nationaljosialijtijdhen Staate erft die WArbeit und anjehen. Und eS verjfechlaigt nichts, wenn man da, was bei diefem 
Dann das Vergniigen. Und dieje Arbeit ijt fiir den Gutwilligen  WAnjehen feftgeftellt wird, mit ein paar Netizen und méglich[t noch 
weder unlisbar noch gu fdwer, noc) — graue Theorie! mit einer wenn auch noc) fo Iaienhaften Gehdrnjfisze fefthalt und 

Was den Gagdgajt anlangt, fo mag ev fich davitber freuen, in eine Rehborlifte eintragt. Yn eine Lifte, wo jeder erftmalig 
dag} er all dieje Schreibtijcharbeit nicht 3u leijten braucht. Cr joll in Wnblice gefommene Bod jeine Geite, feine Laufende Mum- 
aber um fo dDanfbarer anerfennen, da er teilfaben darj an dem mer oder fonftige Bezeichnung erhalt, unter der im Laufe des 
angenehmeren Seile der WAbfchupdurchfithrung, und er foll fich  Gabhres jedes Bujammentreffen mit ihm, jede neue Beob- 
auch mit dem fecblechtejten Wbjchufboc ernjthaft bejchaftigen. Ym achtung an ihm, jeder Standwechjel von ihm eingetragen wird, 
iibrigen jteht e3 ifm durchaus wohl an, wenn er gum Nachweis bis der Schluk de3 Gagdjahres oder das rote Kreuz des WAb- 
feines guten Willens gur Mitarbeit Hoflich um Cinfichtnahme in  fehujjes die Seite abjelieft. (Sortjesung folgt.) 

: Oamsbrunft 
Bon v. H, 

a fchrieb vor nicht gar gu Langer Zeit einer, der gum erften- macht das Wetter alles gujchanden, und eS Heift warten, bis 
mal die Hirfchbrunft im Gebirge erlebte, er jet nun wohl der Mebel die Sicht wieder freigibt. 
fiir die Sagd in der Chene verdorben! Jch will beileibe Kurz und gut, man leje den hitbjehen Tert gu Wllers’ Deutjehem 

feinem Flachlandjiger gu nahe treten — bin ich doch felbjt einer  Gagerbuch von Ganghofer oder die fdhon nicht mehr jehr befannten 
—, aber verjtehen fann ich den Schreiber. Hab’ ich doch auch jehon  fleinen Gagdergahlungen von Perfall, Norbert Pfrebjchners prachtiges 
im Hochgebirge auj Hahn, Hirjch und Gams gejagt, wenn auch Buch bom Peter Rieffer, dem Wildmeifter von Hinterrip, Fujehl- 
manchmal erfolgtos. Uber dag ift’S ja gerade, was die Hochgebirgs- bergers Kapitel ther Gam in der , Hohen Jagd", und man befommt 
jagd erjt zur rechten Gagd macht, da} der Erfolg meift weitaus einen Begriff von Jagern, Jagd und Wild im Gebirge. Wer einmal 
unjicherer al8 draufen im Land ijt und gar mancher Sehweif- mit der Biichje auf die Herrlichen, freien Hihen unjerer deutfchen 
tropfen umjonjt von der Stirne perlt. Weldher Vorbereitungen  WAlpen hinaujfgeftiegen ijt, begleitet von einem diejer braven Berufs- 
bedarf jede Sagdunternehmung, verglichen mit einer Pitrjch im  jaiger, deven Geftalt in den genannten Biichern immer und immer 
Slachland! Wilermeijt mus droben im einer Jagdhiitte gendchtigt wieder mit Liebe gegeichnet wird, der wird nie die unvergleich- 
werden, Proviant ijt ndtig, gentigend Zeit braucht man, denn oft lichen Cindriice der Bergivelt vergelfen finnen, wenn er droben



This clipping from the Chronicle, Muskegon, Mich. 

CAPERCAILZIE IS PRIZED GAME BIRD 

"Possibilities of the Russian cock of the woods or 
Capercailzie as @ valuable game bird in the northern United 

States and Canada are pointed out by the American Game 

Protective Association. 

The cock of the woods, the male of which weighs from 

seven to seventeen potnds, has long afforded excellent sport 

in the forested regions of Russia and Siberia. 

The bird is found in a type of country very similar 

to the northern states and Canada. It ranges through the 

Same covers as does the bear, the marten, the otter, the 

hare and the moose. 

During the winter months it is found for the most 
part in pine, spruce and fir woods, where it feeds on needles 
and buds of these trees. Mountain ash berries and juniper 
berries also are included in its diet at this season. In 
Summer the bird takes to marshy woods where it can find an 

: abundance of berries and roots. The diet of berries is 
continued until autumn when the bird commences feeding on ‘ 
acorns if it can obtain them. 

The nest is built in a thickly wooded spot constructed 

of grass and feathers. For the most part the bird keeps to 

itself and it is not known to molest grouse or any other of 

its feathered neighbors, 

Its large size has made it a favorite and important game 

bird in the Russian forests. In Scotland, Ireland and England 

where it was introduced years ago it is looked upon with high 

favor. In the latter countries the bird is commonly known as 

the capercailziel. 

A strong, fast flier and fairly fleet footed on the ground, 

the cock of tne woods has many qualities to recommend him as 

an addition to the game lists of this country and from the 

similarity of his native covers there is every reason to be- 

lieve that an attempt to introduce and propagate the bird here 

would succeed, the Game Protective association points out."



. ‘Black Game 

Cross Reference é 

: See article "Cycles of Increase of Rodents and Game Birds," 
by Dugald MacIntyre. (European) Game and Gun and the Country Estate, 

June, 1930. Filed Cycle Chart folder ‘ 
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File Black Game 

Extract from The Canadian Field-Naturalist, December, 1930, p. 214, 

BLACK GAME AND CAPERCAILIZIE LIBERATED IN NOVA SCOTIA.--Nova 

Scotia has recently been favoured by the introduction of two new and 

interesting species of game birds, viz., Capercailzie and Black Game. 

Ten pairs of the former and five pairs of the latter were brought in 

from Sweden last autumn by the Hon. F. B. McCurdy of Halifax and 

liberated on October 7th, 1929, at South Brookfield, Queens County, 

and individuals of this small flock are reported as having been seen 

from time to time during the winter. Within a week or two after the 

birds were released, one of the Capercailzie was found with a broken 

wing which apparently was the result of its having collided with a 

telephone wire and it is understood that the injuried were so serious 

that the bird was of necessity killed. Rumor also has it that two of 

the Bleck Game were killed with stones by small boys who it would 

appear did not realize the seriousness of their misdemeanor. It is 

felt by those who kmow these birds and understand their natural re- 

quirements that they should do well here.--R. W. Tufts. :
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Black-cock Shooting over Decoys. A ‘‘ Hide” in the Field. 

[: a previous article I have described wildfowling in do not move far from their homes, but in the northern 

the Nordic countries generally, and in Finland part of the country they are migratory in a limited 
particularly. Since not only wildfowling, but also sense. Here grouse frequently shift from place to place ; 

grouse shooting in the Fenno-Scandian countries is very and further, an emigration of birds over the Russian 
similar, both as to game and general shooting conditions, border, or an immigration from the Russian side, will 

a description of grouse shooting in Finland may well occasionally take place, the effects of which can be 
illustrate sport with the shotgun in northernmost noticed even as far west as the Bothnian Gulf. 

Europe. The wood hooting in the Nordi tries i Bee aa -grouse shooting in the Nordic countries is 

nioonl acre Gr lan hattiig rmcieirticd on Heol ad. Cmnunenans ow 2usfcreer ns ep 1 Ons ant Bren, : : e great northern woods are certainly not parklike ; 

re iat nealsaal Wak ce ieimaes, hens gone i creed Enesgh wh all nso : iy A & : vee 5 erry bushes, heather, low osier, juniper and spruce, 
= one ore ee ~ = wage alder and willow. ‘Thus driving is practically quite out 

must be included capercailzie ees and ies er eninge ~ =o eee: ees eae sree 4 : Pa x : over—setters, pointers, and lately the modern German 
ae are a ee a8 wild, and have to take care Vorsteher dog. Slow working spaniels are not popular, 
OF UNC AD Ge oe HO ey "Cen, as it is essential that dogs should be able to cover a 

It is true enough that birds are plentiful, but no heavy vast amount of ground. e 
concentration of birds on fixed areas, in the British sense 
of the word, is found anywhere. On the contrary, birds BLACK-GAME (Tetrao tetrix). 
are more or less evenly and comparatively sparsely : z : : 
distributed all over the vast area of the country, and The most typical bird of the Nordic woods 1s un- 

this typical condition influences methods of shooting. doubtedly the black-cock. And since it is found in the 
“Hunting” in Great Britain, I understand, means same localities as capercailzie and ptarmigan, and shot 

riding to hounds ; but the Americans speak of “ duck- under similar conditions, a more full description of the 

hunting.” As far as Nordic wood-grouse shooting is black-cock and his habits may not be out of place. 
concerned the term “ hunting,” although possibly tech- The north European black-cock is a big and beautiful 
nically wrong, may nevertheless be far more descriptive bird, strong on the wing, intelligent and wary. The 
than “ shooting,” as our northern grouse must actually variety of its diet, its insensibility to the extreme 
be hunted, and you will soon see why. climatic conditions, and its adaptability will enable it 

As stated previously, wood-grouse are found prac- to survive where imported game birds, such as the 
tically all over the country, but do not stay permanently pheasant and the Hungarian partridge, will only with 
in all parts. In southern and central Finland the grouse difficulty hold their own.
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has to be covered, and you must be constantly on 
the alert; and even then a good dog may overlook 

: some ground, and you are likely to flush many a 
bird yourself. 

The black-cock rises fast and has an uncanny ability 
to take cover in an instant. If there is the stem of a 
tree or a bush anywhere near it is a safe bet that the 
bird will swing round it like lightning. Not only that, 

; 5 but sometimes it runs, sprinting for cover so as to take 
ay oa a to wing when out of sight. You need to be quick “on 
es bi GE ee the draw ” like an old time Western gun fighter, snap- 

ag ae Ay ad c ping with lightning speed. The whirr of a rising bird 
eng, rea ee and a glimpse of a wing between the brakes may be all 

ee! . | basal sob ha OA the chance you will get, and many a bird is brought 
a ee er eg down, not on sight but on sound. In less dense 
eo ad x oe woods and where undergrowth is not so high, shooting 
eee ee ie is less difficult since the birds here generally lie closer 
ee “Se to a dog. 

Alder and willow brakes are favourite haunts of black- 
os cock early in the season, but brake-shooting is a danger- 

a ous game. If an accident is to happen, there is the 
x i place. Inexperienced guns should never venture into 

such a brake, leaving that for the veteran brush-shooter 
who must keep in touch with his companions by con- 
stant calling. 

For black-game shooting in the Nordic woods, and 
grouse shooting generally, one wants a fairly light, well 
balanced and open bored gun. A 6} to 6? lbs. short- 
barrelled 12-bore, right cylinder, left improved cylinder 

if is generally preferred. And on account of the heavy 
cover to be “ pushed aside” we prefer to use 1} oz. 
loads. 

The wood-grouse season opens on September Ist and 
closes on November 30th for hens, February 30th for 
cocks, but a new game law, now pending, will probably 

Fs fix the opening day to August 20th. This would give 
the gun-dog owner a longer season as birds are rather 

2 wild already on September 15th, and will not lie well 
to a dog. 

Pee ecoyia ier cstion: In the late autumn they practically refuse to do so ; 
and, with the exception of the ptarmigan, few grouse 

It is really a grand spectacle to watch the spring can then be shot over dogs. Then the decoy-shooting 
assembly, or spiel (play), as we call it here. In a fixed season sets in, and as shooting black-game over decoys 
opening in the woods fifty or more black-cocks may be is possibly a novel sport to most shooters, an account of 
strutting about spreading their lyre-like tails, sweeping the methods used throughout the Fenno-Scandian 
the snow with drooping wings, and wheezing their sharp countries may be of interest. 

challenge “ tsee-e-e-whit.” We can divide decoy shooting into two types ; field 
This big black grouse prefers mixed woods of birch shooting and wood shooting. Either kind begins when 

and spruce, where the ground is heavily covered with the leaves have fallen, and after the first frosts. Old 
underbrush ; in fact, good cover is essential if the black- shooters declare that black-cock will not decoy well 
cock is to thrive in a locality. During the Summer and before at least three nights of frost, but this may be 
autumn it feeds on the numerous northern wild berries, mere superstition. However, a frosty, clear and calm 

and later in the season on the tender shoots of the birch. morning certainly is the time for decoy-shooting. 
Birch-grown pastures are favourable places for cock Although a typical bird of the woods the black-cock 
during late fall and winter, and it is a truly grand sight has, unlike the capercailzie and the ptarmigan, acquired 
to see a pack of anything up to a hundred birds sitting some civilised habits with the increase of cultivation. 
in the birch tops and uttering their curious gobble of He has learned that the oat and rye fields bordering his 
© eu-lu-lu-luu-u-u,” a musical sound which can be heard wooded domains offer a far more delicious bill of fare 
a mile away on cold and calm mornings. Disturb such than frozen berries and bitter birch shoots. Hence 
a pack, and there is a thunderous roar of shimmering black-cock have acquired the habit of flying into the oat 

wings as the birds sail away over the tree tops like a and rye fields every morning at about sunrise, and. in 
swarm of immense flies. the afternoon from 4 to 5 o’clock. 

Shooting northern black-game over dogs is strenuous In the late autumn, when the oats and rye are cut 
sport both for man and dogs. Plenty of ground and put up in racks, black-cock will be seen in large packs,
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perched on the ricks or among the stubbles. The latter The only instance when grouse can actually be driven 
part of October, the whole of November and the first is in conjunction with decoy shooting. If the surround- 
weeks of December is the time to shoot over decoys in ing woods are large, and contain a number of separate 
the fields provided the ricks are still standing. packs, beaters may be sent into the woods, and the 

The usual method of shooting over decoys is to build birds driven over the fields. Thus bigger bags may be 
a blind of oat-straw in a place where black-cock are obtained, but this method necessitates considerable 
likely to alight. This, of course, is no easy matter to strategy on the part of the beaters. 
foretell as long as all ricks are left standing ; but when Decoy shooting closely resembles duck flighting, as 
most of the oats has been gathered, then is your oppor- birds mostly fly over high up, or at long range. The 
tunity, as the birds seem to prefer the ricks to gleaning black-cock swerves and swoops far worse than any 
from the ground. Later in the season, when snow mallard ; and as for speed, the mallard has nothing on. 
covers the ground, the birds will continue to come in the black-cock. It is certainly no easy matter to pick 
if ricks are left standing for the express purpose of decoy your birds when they whistle overhead in a densely 
shooting ; but such limited spaces must not be shot bunched mass. 
more than twice a week or the birds will be scared off Decoy shooting in the woods is not so interesting as 
for good. fair flying shots are not easily obtained. Rather large 

The decoys, made of velvet and filled with cork, open areas, where birch trees grow in clumps are the 
closely resemble the real birds. When the blind has most likely places. The decoys are placed on poles in 
been built, place four to six decoys round it, but some suitable birch trees, and a blind is built of spruce. You 
forty yards away, since, unlike ducks, the black-cock will now have to keep a particularly sharp look out, or 
does not like to alight very close to his kin. Then keep birds will perch on the trees before you get a chance to 
a sharp look out, and remain motionless. Presently one take them on the wing. Needless to say market hunters 
or two black and white shimmering dots will appear allow birds to alight, and then pop them off the branches 
above the woods, swooping down over the fields. Maybe if they happen to alight within range. The rifle is now 
they will pass you within easy range, or even alight close the more sporting weapon as hitting a bird perched on 
by, but do not shoot if you wish to see the whole grand a tree, maybe 100 to 150 yards away, is no easy under- 
pack, for these are the old and wary sentinel cocks. It taking. Running on skis through the woods, and stalk- 
will, of course, be understood that the gun generally ing black-game with a rifle is, however, an altogether 
has no more than a few chances to make a bag even if finer sport. For this kind of shooting experts use a 
the whole pack comes in, but the swooping of fifty or 6.5 mm. or 7 mm. Sporting Mauser with telescopic 
more black-cock over and all around you is such a grand * sights. 
sight that it is sport enough in itself. (To be continued.) 

GRIT for GROU SE MOTOR BOATING— (Continued from page 311). 

AND ALL GAME BIRDS feature is the fast train service to and from London with 

ROUSE must have grit, and undoubtedly a low week-end fare. 
G the best Grit for these birds is QUARTZ, A joint regatta is to be held by the Royal Motor 

ee Rea Tepes Cea eae Yacht Club and the British Motor Boat Club on the 
toauie Gndigiieal ot the price is very 8th, 9th and 10th of this month at Hythe, Southampton. 
moderate. If anyone interested will state their The chief event will be a handicap motor cruiser race 
probable requirements a suitable sample and round the Isle of Wight for the R.A.F. Trophy. Other 
quotations will be sent gladly. races will be held for cruisers, for speedboats and for 

SPRATT'S QU ARTZ GRIT inboard and outboard dinghies. 

A postcard will secure the necessary attention. 

SPRATT'S PATENT LTD., 58 Mark Lane, London, E:C:3 

ae A NEW SHOOTING COAT. 
AA ee EcnrE eT 

Ames SS PHE AS ANT Men who shoot without loader or servant to carry 
ae Sa a“ cartridges and other impedimenta can now avoid the 

eee restraint imposed by the necessity of being their own 
Pe. POULTS porters. i ‘4 

: MIRARS Strong, well-grown young The BARLOW Shooting Coat made by Burberry’s 
pheasants, 13 weeks old, ‘ S ; 

straight from rearing-fields, September delivery, or Adults, cocks of the Haymarket, London, certainly achieves what it 
and hens, strong, healthy, splendid flyers. sets out to do, viz., to shoot without restraint. Built 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES, Nov./Feb., low prices if crdered with the cartridge pockets cradelled to a strong belt 
early. We specialise in these and guarantee them to arrive alive of webbing, fastening on to the back button of the 

and strong. Send for Illustrated Price List. breeches and carried over the shoulder. The pockets 
WILD: DUCK, PEAFOWE; /FANCY. PHEASANTS, all varieties, (very accessible) incorporated in the garment, enable 

Pheasant Farm, one to carry at least 50 cartridges without any percep- 

IRD Gt. Missenden, Bucks. tible strain, making obsolete the cartridge bag, and in 
> Phone 58. Est. 25 Years. es days of diminished purses, eliminating the extra
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published here. It is only by the 
DANGER IN WASHINGTON full co-operation of our readers ideal for the “Capper” and they breed 

STATE BILL that this department can be made well in these districts. 

Editor of Tre GAME BREEDER: iin eae neue all Mr. Ofstad is quite right in suggest- 
There are two phases of Initiative ing the most satisfactory way of intro- 

Measure No. 62 — to be voted upon in os : ducing a new breed into any country is 
this state at the November election— OF Commission, other than POIDOE ad- by hatching and rearing. I am afraid 
which, while directly or indirectly ™unistrative matters, and I think the you will have great difficulties in this 

touched upon, I rather think are not delegation of the powers carried by this respect as I have never heard of an 
being given any consideration what- Measure 1s almost certain to work to authentic case of these birds being hand- 
soever by the rank and file of voters the disadvantage of the game farmers. seared even in their native country, al- 
who are now in favor of it. However, the proponents of the though it is possible that such dificulties 

First, and perhaps the more important Measure are being well financed by rela- may be overcome. I should imagine the from the standpoint of broad public tively small contributions of sportsmen, adult birds would thrive and breed an 
policy, is the fact that under the state while the present state and county ad- i, some of your States. 

constitution, an initiative measure which M™unistrative officers, and the wast Now, as to these birds being of an 
becomes’ law by direct vote of the majority of game farmers have limited edible nature—has Mr. Ofstad tried 

people, cannot be amended or repealed funds to use in opposing the measure. them? I have tried hard to like the flesh 
by the state legislature for a period of Undoubtedly, the present law could y+ have found it just too awful for 
two years, no matter how unsound such be improved in some respects through words) Even when they are feeding on 
provisions, usually in the measure in its the legislature, but there can be no wild berries the flesh seems impregnated 
entirety, proves to be. Usually such doubt that its defects are being over- with the sickly taste of pine—but still, 

measures are initiated by small groups emphasized, its advantages overlooked every man to his taste! 
which are concerned only with further- °F buried in a mass of untruth. To pass to Mr. C. L. Sibley’s article 
ing their-own particular ends. This pre- Very truly yours, on peafowl, this was most comprehen- 
cludes a full consideration of a proposed A. G. Elder, sive, and certainly the best short writ- 
law and is usually provably inimical = = : Seattle, Wash. ing on peafowl Whaye read’ Many tore 

i 5 is omment: * . “ 

objection which T'have raised has ies The views of THe Gane Buexpex ‘¥icultuists would keep peafow! in our 
basis in the principle of initiative legisla- 0m this measure coincide with those of Tete Z f oe Pee = pbc 
tion and need not be stressed except for Mr. Elder. We e that the measure it Pee cd a Aue La rer = ery 
the fact that in all probability the should efeated. ae a a Seen Re £aP “ 2 san spe will ve co ie gg fe A hk 
at Set dg uel coer FRIENDLY CRITICISM sina Wego cece wich ke at aE aN ee FROM ENGLAND points in this article, but Mr. Sibley 
tee Fe hee ed Editor of THE Game BREEDER: mentions 11-year-old peahens laying. 
ean ae Sse emece Eevee ide The July issue of your paper was phe Surely such eggs would not be fertile! 
termination and answer upon a com- of the most interesting I have ever read. I have never known peahens to Jay fer- 
mission. or board appointed by the As this is the first time I have written tile eggs until approximately in their 
governor. Owing to the fact that no YoU, may I take the opportunity of con- third year. I cannot agree that peafowl 
Geof demarcetion can be diswn to) 1eiatutng eine Game BREEDER on the eggs are best hatched under a domestic 
determine in advance of judicial pro- production of a monthly periodical of hen; personally, I have had the best re- 
Abncementibetwcen thet conctmtonal cuca allcround: interest to aviculturists, sults when they have been incubated and 

and the unconstitutional attempts to and I will readily admit that we have reared under a peahen, and peahens make 
delegate to an administrative body pow- nothing of such a nature published in wonderful mothers. ‘ 

ers of legislation, a vicious field for liti- the British Isles. It is materesting to) read Mr. Sibley’s 
gation would be presented by the law. May I remark on a few matters dealt remarks on the importance of rearing 
The fur farmers, who are well organized, with in the July issue. Mr. es Oo. Ofstad peafowl on land free from contamina- 

surely would not permit the commission Wrote an exceedingly interesting article tion of domestic poultry. Now, of 

completely to put them out of business, 07 the Wood grouse. We always know course, I should not advocate rearing on 
and if the rules and regulations should this as the Capercailzie and in Scotland soil that is literally foul, but, on the 

become burdensome to game farmers, they are always called “Cappers”. But other hand, I have reared peafowl on 

they doubtless would present a united I do not consider that Mr. Ofstad is land that has carried poultry for many 
front, letting the courts decide the quite correct in stating there are only baa eens: Actually, I have eee heard of 
powers of the commission. This of few in Scotland. In some districts this a rearer of peafowl in Great Britain 
course would all involve considerable is by no means the case. I have myself who has lost peachicks through contam- 
expense which I feel is wholly un- shot several in districts where they are ination of foreign parasites. I can, 
necessary. Admittedly, I am unalterably considered uncommon. The Highlands therefore, only think that some insect 
opposed to government by board, bureau and Northern Counties of Scotland are (Please turn to page 314) 
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Im Moor, : Carl Rappitein 

Bom Birfwild. > 
Bon Gujtizrat LQueder-Rotenburg in Hannover. eer 

(Racorud verboien.) 
Jedes Jahr, wenn der Vorfriihling fic) meldet mit  jprechend fitr feine Exijtens die Birfe, die in unjern 

Salweidekagchen, braunen Knojpen dev Heidenryrte, erjtem — Mooren hidhftens in ganz fleinen gefdloffenen Beftanden, 
fcbitchternen Sdhwarzamfelfang, ndrdlicem Bug der Wildb- —fonft aber mur als Eingelbaum oder in fleinen Gruppen 
gang, zieht e8 mich hinaus ins Moor. So etiva zu Wnfang fic) vorfindet. Die Birte dient dem Wild nicht mir als 
de8 giweiten Marzbdrittels, um ju fehen, twas mein Freund,  Beobachtungsbaum, fondern Knofpen und Samen dienen 
der ftolze fchwarz-weih-rote Ritter, macht. Es ijt jeden  guv Yifung, fo dak es Mangel auch im hartejten Winter 
Friihling die gleidhe Weidmannsfreude, obgleic) ich feit widht gibt. Bedorjugt werden jolde Ginjténde, wo die 
einigen Woden 70 Gahre auf dem Bucel habe. Mit  Preifelbeere (SMronsbeere), die Hetdelbeere (Vidbeere) und 
feinem Wild habe ich mich Lieber und eingehender be- die Moos- oder Blaubeere vorfonrmt oder in der Mahe gu 
{haftigt, als mit Ddiefem ftolzen Wildgefliigel, das man  erreichen ijt. Seine sfung jucht das Wild aber auch auf 
dreift als urvig begeidnen fann. Dem Adler, auf Wiejen und Weiden. WA Kornerfritdhten 

Meine Erfahrungen iiber das Birkwild bejejranten  bevorgugt e8 Schwargzhafer, gang bejonders aber Buch- 
fi® auf die Liineburger Heide, infonderheit auf Weiser, dure deffer Anbau man das VBirhivild einer ganjzen 

givet Reviere bon zujammmen ettva 9000 Morgen in der Gegend herangiehen fam. Se 
Wejtheide, die ih feit eta 40 Jahren fenne und bejagt Man fan bier das BVirhwild als Haufig vorfommend 

habe, Auger dex Liineburger Heide habe ich Birthahne begetcnen. Man mug fich allerdings nicht taujden Laffer 
beobachtet gelegentlic) der Pirfeh auf Sommergams im durch die groper Sammelfliige, gu denen fich die Habne 

Mieinen BWalfertal (Hftervetchifeh-Wllgau), eta 1800 m im Spatherbjt und Winter gujammenfinden und die gu- 
hoch, it Klein-Gorpe am Bober bei der Fagd auf den rote wocifert bis 100 Sti betvagen. Es ijt ein tundervoller 

Bo und als Kurgajt in Oberfdlema im fachfifden Er3- BAnblic, m den Birken bet Sepnree oder Raubhreif folde 
gebirge. Nahere Exfahrungen iiber unfer Wild in diejen  groher Fllige gu beobachten, wie fie fnofpendjend in den 
Gegenden befike ich nicht. Wipfeln und Biweigen der Birke fich gegen den Himmel 

i abbeben und, haufig ihren Blak wedfelnd, von Baum ju 
Lebensweife —Vorfommen — Gejfdhledhts- Baum jtreihen. Diefe grofen Blige find darn eben der 

verhaltniffe. ganze Bejtand cines Reviers oder groferen Revierteiles. 
Die meiften Naturforfder (Grehm) und Fagdjdjrift- Fr den beiden don mir erwahnten Revieren fdabe ich auf Joe 

feller recynen das Birkwild gu den Waldhithnern.  ettwa 9000 Morgen den ganzen Vejtand auf ettva 300 Stitd. ' \ 

Fir die Liineburger Heide trifft dies nicht gu. Gu ge- Das ijt recht betvactlich, und ich glaube faum, dap ftdh in 

fcloffenen Forjtorten, groeren Wald- und Bufdhparzellen  Deutfehland, auger vielleict dem Sprectwald und dem 
habe id) Birkwild nie angetroffen, hodjtens mal an den  Dachaner Moos, ftirfere Beltande finden. ; 
Randern. Das hiefige Birkwild hat feine Standorte aus- Unfer Wild ijt im Gegenfak zu den Rebhithnern, die 
gefprodeneriveife draugen im Moor oder im der Mtoor-  betanntlic) in treuer Cinehe leben, ausgefproden poly - 

Heide. Auch Lins nennt unjer Wild wiederholt, 3. B. im gam. Der ftole Hahn fithlt fic) als Herr und Vefiger . 
/ Berwolf”, Moorhuhn. Es verlangt feimem Namen ent-  jeines Harems, der ihm die Freuden der Liebe bietet, aber 

Wild und Gund, 1933. Nr. 13.
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feine Pflidten auferlegt. Mit der Betreuung de3 Geleges einer der fachlichften Mitarbeiter von ,Wild und Hund“, 
jeiner Schinen, mit der Aufjudt und Geitragen zu den macht mir jede3 Gahr die Freude, hier die Virthabnbals 

: Laften des ehelichen Haushalts befdaftigt fich unfer Sdhuh-  mitgumadhen, fdieht aber niemals mehr als gwei Habne, 
plattler nicht im geringften. Nad der Gals, foum Ende des  obgleich er freie Flinte hat. Joh halte e8 ebenfo und bin 
Maimonats, zieht er fich einfiedlerijeh zur Maufer gurité,  feit Gahren mit einem Hahn gufrieden, obgleid wir Bals- 
in der man ihn nur jelten gu Geficht befommt. Er wird plage mit mehr als cinem DOubend Hahnen haben. Feb 
exft wieder gefellig im Herbjt, wann fich die alten mit den Habe deshalb auch nad) meinem Schugbuch im gangen nicht 
jungent Hahnen zu grogeren Gefelljdaften gujammenfinden, mehr als rund 50 Balghahne gefchoffen. Wogzu auch mehr? 
in denen man mur felten Sennen findet. Die Henne jweint  Biwar befenne id) mich nicht zu dem Dogma, das von 
mir, naddem ihre Nadfommenfdaft flugbar getworden ijt,  Gagern in feinem prachtvollen Bud) ,Birfehen und Boeke” 
fich von dem Bolfe zu trennen und diefes fich felbft gu leidenfdjaftlic) verteidigt, man folle das Liebesleben jeden 
liberlaffen. Vielleicht find die Hennen, die mit den groRen  jagdliden Getieres heilig halten, feinen Hahn auf der 
Hahnengefellfhaften im Herbjte und Winter gujammen- Balj, feinen Bod im Auguit, feinen Hirfeh in der Branft 
leben, gelte Hennen. Am gelte Riden und gelte Alttiere  fchieBen. Ach! Wir find alle Menjchen und fonnen diejen 
glaube ich nicht, wohl aber an gelie Sennen, deren Gier- frchonften aller Weidmannsfrenden nicht entfagen. Uber 
ftod feine Gier mehr abloft. ons bericdjtet fogar von  MNReforde fchieken! Gch habe einmal als junger Gager in der 
habnenfedrigen Hennen. Goh felbft habe folde nod) nie  GSitdheide an einem Balgmorgen vier Hahne erlegt. Fd 
bemertt. hatte fech3 Patronen bei mir und fdok noc einen fiinften 

| Auffallend ift die grofe Whergahl der  Habn fliigellahm, der mir weglief. Mie wieder! Wenn 

Hahne gegenitber den Hennen. Gie fallt wohl man einen ausgeltopften Hahn auf der Diele hangen hat, 
bei feinem anderen Wildgefliigel fo ftarf auf. Woran diefes fo ijt das genug. Darum nur einen oder giei zur Ernene- 
Gefehledhterverhaltnis liegt, weif id) nicht. Wenn man rung des Spiel3 am alten Lodenhut, und den Hahn in die 

fagt, die brittende, feftfigende Senne ijt der Gefahr durch Miche in Wfpit mit Remoulade. Mojtlich! 
Raubzeug, namentlich Fuchs und die befanntlich niedrig- Die Balgplage find hier in jedem Gabhre die 4 
fireidhende Wiejenweihe, die in unferer Gegend, wenn aud — gleiden. Man tann fagen, der Schirm fteht jedes Yahr auf 

nicht befonders haufig, fo doch fajt in jedem Revier ver- der gleiden Stelle. Die Balsplage bilden immer Bieh-~eulh 

treten ift, befonders ausgefebt, fo trifft dies ja aud) bent weiden, fajt nie dagegen Wiefen, der oder Heide- 
Rebhuhn gu, das fein Neft lange nicht fo forgfaltig aus- fldden. Der Hahn will feften, glatten Grund gum Laufen, 
wablt wie die Birkhenne. Ziwar find aud bet den Reb>  Springen, Tangen, feinen meterhohen Balsipritngen haben. 

| Hihnern meiftens viele itberzablige Hahne vorhanden, aber  Butwetlen balgt wohl ein eingelner Hahn abjeits auf einer 

Tange nicht fo wie beim Birkwild. Man jteht aljo hier ein-  abgehanenen Heideflace oder im Torffticdh. Fe) glaube, dies 

mal twieder bor einem dev vielen Ratfel, welche die Natur find meift junge Hahne, die gum Turnier nit gugelafjen 

dem beobachtenden Weidmann aufgibt. Es fommt ja nod werden. Nach der eigentlidhen Frith- und Wbendbals fteht 
Hingu, dab tein anftdndiger Sager abfichtlid auf eine Birt man allerdings wohl nod Hahne auf Wiejen, Saatjtiicen, 
Henne den Finger frummr-madhte-ard)- nicht, als-das-Birk-— auf. Koppelvicen,..jajogarauj..Saumen, in BSalaitellng 

wild imt Gerbft noch nicht volligen Schub geno, fo dak und hort fie gifden und fullern, aber das ijt dann fence 

eigentlic) immer nur Habne gur Stree gebradt werden. Balg mehr, fondern Privatvorjtellungen unjeres lieder- 

Gine Veriwedflung von Hahn und Henne beim Abfdug ijt  frohen Mtinnefangers. 

ja faum migltdh. Der Schirm mug geraumig fein, mindeftens 14 m im 

Meines Ermeffens tonnte deshalb der Gerbftabjajug,  Durdmeffer. Die in den Fagdseitungen angebotenen tinjt- 
der ja nur mit bejonderer Genehmigung de3 Regierungs- lichen Shirme find meijt gu eng, oben nicht gefdjlofjen, gu 

prdfidenten erlaubt iff, wenigitens im unjerer Gegend un- leicht und deshalb bei Wind taum gu gebraucjen. Xm bejten 
bedentlich freigegeber werden. Die paar Junghahne, die find jdon die aus Beltitoff, die aber rect tener find, und 
man fie) auf der Serdftfuche mitnimmt, haben fiir den Be- mit Dem Aujftellen in der Nacht ijt das auch jo eine Sache. 
ftand gar feine Bedeutung. Man follte e8 ruhig dem weid- Wir bleiben deshalb bei unferen betwahrien Naturfdhirmen 
mannifdhen Urteil dex Redierinhaber iiberlafjen, wieviel aus Kiefern- oder Tarmensweigent, die auger dem Wrbeits- 
fie abjehiegen wollen. Sm allgemeinen wird in unferen  lohn nichts fojten. Zum Berblenden nehmen wir aud 
groRen Heideredieren dant der guien weidmannifden ates Gras, Lorfjoden und dergleidhen. Fir den Sig giche 
Tradition der Bremer Jageriwelt, weldje die meiften Me- te eine feine Bank, die man fic) aus Torfjoden bauen 
viere in Pacht hat, die Jagd durchaus pfleglid) behandelt. fann oder dergleiden, dem Gagdjtod vor. Ber e3 das 
Wir empfinden diefe behdrdlice Bedormmdung ebenjo- Grundwajjer geftattet, grabe man den Boden des Schirmes 
wenig angenehm, wie das Verbot des Abfdhuffes von weib- ettas aus, damit die Fie geniigenden Ruhepuntt haben. 
lichen Rehfigen, der den Forftheamten und den grofer Wetter: Der Hahn it ein Harter Gejelle. Kare 
Gigenjagdbefigern geftattet, den Pachtern aber als minores  Reifniichte bedeuten gute Bals. Den herrlicften, id) michte 
gentium und Sagern sieiter Rlaffe verboten ijt. Nun, die  fager gauberhaftejten Balzmorgen verlebte id) mit meinem 
griine Praxis fieht ein bifden anders aus. Sh felbft und erimahnten Yagdfreund v. R. am 11. April 1929. Die 
picle andere Weidgenoffen halten den Wbfduk fehwadher  Nadjmittagsbal; am Tage borber war miferabel bei Regen 

weiblider ike fiir dic eingige weidmannifdhe Art des und Wind. Yn der Nacht fehlug das Wetter um, e8 gab 
Ricenabjhuffes und Handeln danach. Der Riiden eines  Senee und in der Frithe Froft mit fiinf Grad Kalte — 
Degembertiges ijt der delifatejte Wildbraten, den e8 gibt. eine Farbenfymphonie in Silber und Wei, in Perlen und 
Ebenfo eracjte ish einen jungen Birkhahn fiir das tftliehfte  Brillanten. TWberall jodelten, gifhten und fdhubplatteter 
Flugwildbret, vielleicht neben der grofen Betaffine (bei de Hahne. Der Yagdgajt brachte jeine beiden Hahne mit 
uns Publfehnepfe genannt) und einer jungen SKricente. Leidhtigheit sur Strece; mehr wollte er nicht. Naptalte, 
Yh bin iiberseugt, dak auch jest noch jeden Gerbjt junge  regnerijdje, windige Witterng ijt die febledtejte. Die 
Pirkhahne den Kiidenfeen unjerer hiefigen Gigerwelt itber-  Hahne gehen meijt mifmutig mit langen Haljen fpagieren, 
fiefert werden. machen hddhftens mal einen fdiichternen Verfuch, gu gifden 

2 und 3u fullern. Hingegen habe ic) bei rubiger Luft und 
Die Fagd — Val. leifem Regen fdon ganz nette Balsmorgen erlebt. 

Wieviel Hahne foll man abjdiehen? Mein Ginner Der Birkhahn hat, wie man immer wieder hort und 
und Jagdfreund vb. Rautentweiler, neben Snethlage wohl  Lieft, angeblich auf jeder Feder ein Auge. Das ijt nach
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meiner Anfidht diefelbe Sache wie mit dem Feifthirfeh als  unmittelbar angrenzenden Mooren ftammen, alfo nidt von 
Waldgefpenft. Gewif, das Birkwild augt ungemein feharf. weit herfommen, wie vielfac) angenommen wird, fondern 
Und den balzenden Hahn anpirfehen oder anfpringen auf eS find einfach die ftandtreuen Hahne, welde die Balgplage 
Schrotfhugnahe gehort wohl gum fdiwierigften Weidwerk. bejucjen. Gaftrollen auf den Machbarplagen werden fie 
Sh glaube nicht fo recht an diesbegiiglice Heldentaten. wohl geben. 
Aber imt Schirm ift die Sache nist fo fehlimm. Man ver- Ob die Hahne gu Fuh erfcjeinen oder angeftriden 
blendet ja allerdings den Schirm auch oben, aber meiftens  fommen, laft fich nicht ficher feftitellen. Gu der Frithbals 
doch nur oberflachlich, und wie oft ift e3 mix paffiert, dak vor Bitehfenlicht ijt der Hahn fogufagen auf einmal plog- 
Hahn oder Henne auf dem Schirm einficlen, ohne mid) lich da. Buff! Man weif nicht, woher er fam, wie 
wwahrzunehmen. E83 fommt meines Ermeffens, wenn man  Secillers ,, Madchen aus der Fremde”. Jc glaube, dak die 
fich nur einigermagen rubig verbalt, nur felten vor, dag Habhne jehr haufig bis in die Nahe de3 Balsplages gu Fuh 
der Hahn abjtreicht, weil ihm im Schirm etwas nicht anfommen, und habe died auf der Abendbalz mit GBe- 
gefallt. — Bom Kugeljdhuf auf den Hahn halte ich nicht  ftimmtbheit beobachtet. Sie machten dann auf einem Wall, 
viel. Gch habe vor der die BViehfoppel 
Gahren einmal mit puss PWT LAV SE NA eee, «= migrengte, thren fan- 
8-mm - Ganzmantel Sy \\ ) ae “ | ae Nw 45) Ae Ye gen Sals und legten 

i = i W) NATE Boe ! IB ii i. auf einen Hahn ge ‘ CYS) VEZ Y “ex. Ly nach geniigendem Si- 
fcoffen, und star jo SS ie bo Ow 4 eye Acye, bern die lebte Strede 
unglitdélich, Dak beidbe = oe ignite aie A Se = Say | Y Jog vis jum Balsplag, 
Siife*) unter dem Pee a) aS A eee 86 cttva 30 bis 50 m, 
Bauche abgefdoffen eee PN | wy ye OY ni aie wi ZF) ere unter allen Umitan- 
wurden. Der Hahn, ENS r Xa ‘ See den im Fluge guriic. 
fonjt gefund, fonnte ae A y ' ee , = Pony = “Mit faujenden, harten, 
fic) natiirlid) gum Ge tc ee ee eg faut horbaren Fliigel- 
Abjtreidhen nit vom Re ja RN Pewee = jdblagen fchwingt der 
Boden erheben und ae Cae ESN he Hahn fich ein. Daher 
humpelte jammerlic) aRee peas eee Cs e ea fann man in der Mor- 
berum. 8 war rn : Soe ea genddmmerung, ebe 
fheuplid. Siher na a Jae Bee? : man da8 faute Gin- 
den viel mehr Hihne Bee es Pa Zs fallen hort, es fic 
mit der Kugel frank SANS Ce SS faz ¥ ae; rubig im Schirm be- 
geidoffen und ver Fi ee “ ‘ ee _ quem made. Sftaber 
fudern,alsmitSdrot. i 3 Pe pee der Hahn eingefallen, 

Woran ere 1 WON SE TOIT at ol Bem jo beigt 8 jekt ab —————_— 
fennt mon den _iiiieiniis miei ice tear anil ee jolute Rube und Un- 
altenSabn? G i OR ad betweglichteit, bis dex 
madjt 3unadjt fogu- oe owes teh 5 ee Hahn gu fullern an- 

fagen einen viel dice- RON ML ced ae ee fangt. Bis dahin ijt 
ren Gindrud als der SS RAS i Pts cr sor tee ex aflerdings im 
junge Hahn. Gute Ff r a ee hochfter Grade mip- 
Hahne wiegen etwa Peay et  y See aero trauijdh, und auch in 
15 ke und mebr. ae Py feiner Strophe feines 
Der alte, glangend gee Zoe fee ce. | /// gaa ss Balzliedes taub, wie 
blaujdhiwarze Hahn ift | =i p Ads ide. lS ee fein grofer Better. 
im Gefieder faft dev ee |) ee g we Die einzelnen Phas 
fchwarzen Gaattrahe eae A ee ee Be i) fen de3 Balzgefanges 
gleich. Der junge ‘ oe Bey io es gLp et AN 0 find nach meinem 
Hahn macht mehr ry WL Liles 1. casd DE SS. 5 gee mufifalijen  Gebir 
einen ftumpfen, mat- i* uae Ai eas 2 ettva die folgenden: 
ten, grauen Gindruc, eo heli AAS Eee : Nah dem Ginfaller 
weil die Oberfeite nWenn der §Friihling in die Berge zicht.” Bon Graf v. d. Gols. gibt der Hahn, was 
nod) braun iff. Die viele Weidmanner gar 
Sicheln find beim jungen Hahn nicht jo breit und frumm nicht fermen, Hhaufig, aber nicht immer, einen Ton von 
wie beim alten, deffen Spiel in Balsftellung deutlich am — fich, dev vollig dem Miauen eines Raters gleicht. Dann 
Boden jehleijt. Beim jungen Hahn find nur die beiden — fteht der Sahn minutenlang ftill, und e3 folgt dann das 
duferen Sicheln frumm, der alte Hat je vier ausgefproden —ifdyen, weldhes eta folgendermafen Lautet: beim Jung- 
frumme Sideln. Wenn mande bon fiiny fuummen, im hahn — bjeh-fehuit — und beim alteren: tich-tfchtfept. 

gangen aljfo zehn, fprecen, fo ijt das nicht ridtig. Beim ifehen hebt der Hahn die Fliigel wie vergiidt an 
Wie weit her fommen die Hahne, und wie fallen fie und fich felbjt etwas hod. Dann geht er gum Kullern oder 

cin? Sh nebnte an, nidjt tweiter als 1 bis 2km. Yr dem Robdeln tiber, das auf den W-Laut abgeltimmt ijt. Mande 
pst einen Der beidert genannten Reviere, das 4200 Morgen horen mehr — lu — heraugs, mande mehr — mi —, wie 
ow” grog ift, haben wir fiinf Balsplabe. Drei von thnen Tiegen — beint Wildtauber. Fh hore folgende dxrei- und vierteilige 

am Weftrande eines eta 1000 Morgen grofen, jum Teil  Strophe Heras, die der Sahn immer iwiederbolt: fulu — 
leider abgetorften Moores und find voneinander 800 byw. — fular — ruful — rr — ruru. Die hochfte Ekftafe bildet 
1000 m entfernt. Die beiden andeten, ettwa 3 km ent- der Balz{prung — tehK—h$—td—te. : 
fernten Plage befinden fic) gleicfalls am Rande gweier g - . ; 
fleinerer Moore. Feh nehme an, dak die auf dicen fiinf ocr ieee ena ts one ES 

i Valgplagen als Stammgajte verfehrenden Hahne aus den Cinirts i sol bine Sienna ritdivarts in das Spiel hinein oder halb frag von hinten, 
¥) Das gur hohen Jagd giihlende Federwild hat , Fife", teine Stinder. Schriftttg,  Memal3 fpib oder halbfpig von vorn. Man entfdlieke fich
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gum Sdhuk niemals bor einigermafen gutem Biichfenlicht, Auger einem guten ager ijt ein abfolut zuverlajfiger 
weil man vorher die Entfermung nicht genau abjdhagen  rubhiger Vorjtehhund erforderlich. Die Suche unterfdhetdet 
und die Stelhing de3 Hahnes nicht fidher beurteilen fann. — fich vow derjenigen auf Rebhithner dadurdh, dak das noch 
Die wah re Weidmannsfrende beginnt ja auch erjft, wenn nicht befehoffene Volk nicht eng gufammenliegt, fondern dak 
auf dem vollbefebten Balzplak das richtige Theater mit die eingelnen Stiice 20 bis 30 m voneinander liegen. Es 
berteilten Rollen erdffnet ijt. Wie fie remmen, tvie auf — ift alfo fo, al3 ob man cin gefprengtes Volt Rebhiihner vor 
Draht gezogen, tm Halbfreife, dann wieder eine Stree fic) hatte. Ferner unterfdeidet fich die Birkhahnfuche da- 
gradeaus, ihre Ritnfte zeigen, fich raufen, fich manchmal 3u durdh, dak der Birkhahn, ehe er auffteht, niemals vorher 
aiweit verframpfend, meterhoc) in der Luft Herumivirbeln,  lauft, der Hund alfo auf dem Geldufe nicht arbeiten fann. 
die Schwacheren forttreiben, auf ihren Stammplay gurité- Mean fann aljo, wenn die HAahne einmal gut halten, unter 
Fehren, die Schwingen vergitet anheben, immer wieder  Unmfjtanden von einem Plage aus dret- bis viermal auf 
rodeln und ihren Plak eiferfitdhtig verteidigen. Dak die — cingeln liegende Hahne zu Schuk fommen. Das Schlimme 
Menjuren swifehen den tapferen Kampen jemals mit einer  ift nur, dak die Hahne meiftens fehr fehlecht halten. Gut 
todlichen Whfuhr enden, glaube ich nicht, wenn es auch halten fie nur, wenn jfehines, fonniges Wetter ift oder 
Sdhmiffe und Schonheitsverlufte an Federn und den  merftwitrdigertveife bei ganz ftarfem Winde. Sind die 
frummmen Gideln gibt. Goh habe als Unparteiijder bei  Hahne cinmal aufgeftanden, fo ftreichen fie getwohnlich fer 
Diefen fchneidigen Menfuren niemal gefehen, dak einer weit ab und man wird fie cin giveites Mal faume wieder- 
auf dem Blake bleibt. Die ebenbitrtigen Gegner bleiben finden. 
nach dem Ziweifampfe auf dem Balsplage, wabhrend die 5 See 
fehwadheren abjtreichen oder in den entfernten Eden fich : Amps und Preibjagd. 
befdeiden verfritmeln. Ein cingiges Mal, als ich die Nach- Es gibt auch einen Anjis auf Virkhahne, der erfolg- 
“mittagsbal3 be30g, fag cin verendeter Birkhahn auf dem  Leripredend. Die Art des Anjiges, wie fie v. Kapherv 
Balgplage. Ex war noc) warm und hatte feine fidtbaren MS Rupland berichtet, dak man einen ausge|topfter Birk 
erbebliden Verlebungen. Leider hatte ihn die KUchin fon Hahn in einen Baum jest und dadurch die Habne anloct, 
im Rochtopf, als ic) ihn unterfucen wollte. Ajo aud  Fenne ich micht. z : : 
Hier wieder ein ungeldjtes Ratfel. : ee a - Sea ae Sea aii eo 

Wenn man nur einen oder get Hahne in der Bal; DE IEEE DE CE MON) VENEU sau O ELge Hepes OREr ule 
abjchieBen twill, rate ich, diefe unbergleidlich jchonen gemabter Sudhwerjen, {fo ift ee lohnend, fic) in der Rabe 
Bilder auf cinent belebter Balsplag in aller Rube gu aurtgufegert, Se habe Dabet einige Male fer jaone Gagd- 
geniefen, und jeinen Schug erjt absugeben, wenn ein bilder erlebt und aud) Habre gefdoffer, und star {eon 
wirflich alter, fehwarzer Hahn im vollen Tageslicht fic Dexhalbremngig frih oa Nach mittag: So won jaye babi, 
jegugmapig ftellt. wie die Hahne in ftattlicer Anzahl aus dem Moore 

Will man die ganze Morgenbals von der Duntelheit parle mae iGen alles ay fic) a ue Ottegen ae 
ab_mitmachen,fo_mug man, wenn e3 noc) finfter, den i i ows td) ee panei 
Shirm begichen; am 1. April gegen 4 Whr, am 1. War —Mttertamen.dictibrigen nach etna gehn Minuten wieder, 

f : be : und man fonnte nocmals gu Shug fommen. 
aber fehon um 43 Uhr. Dak in der Frithbalz cine Bauje ee ; - a 8 
eintvitt und nach etiva einer Stunde die fogenannte : Sehlieflich nod) ein Wort itber Treibjagd. Solange 
Sonnenbalz dann wieder einfest, ijt wohl befannt. Die die Habne friiher ut Sexbit geldhoffer perder durften, 
Balsnachte find im Moor wirklich recht falt. Seit einigen Tontden fte aneitens Bet Treibjagden pepeneven aoe 
Jahren versidhte ich deahalh auf die exjte Bal; und febe viele tourden | dabet nicht erlegt, aber immerbin gierten 

mich erft in der Sonnenbal; an. Berfcheucht man die mandmal EAUIgE. Hahne die Strede. Dev Hahn fteht pee 
Hane dann auch eine Beitlang, fo fommen fie doc bald det Treibern frith auf und fonimt den Schiiben in voller 

wieder. Yeh genieke vorher, mit einem guten Glafe aus- Sabet amindeftens ebenjo [anell Tou er Hafarcenhabre. et 
geftattet, durch Pirfcen in gemiigender Entfernung das halt die Ridtung, die eS UE hat, tntbedingt Ne 
gange Drum und Dran der erften Frithbalz eigentlich und Himmert fie unt. die anftehenden Sdpiigen gee nicht, 
ebenfogut, und habe aud) manchmal einem Gajt Habre fondern {tveieht ibnen unbefiimmmert iiber die Mopfe weg, 

nach feinem Blak zugedriidt. tWbrigens fann man auf der und. gioay nicht febt Hod). Der Sdyup gegen Deve nit 
Nachmittagsbals feinen Hahn ebenfogut befommen, vie ftreidenden Habre ‘ft abjolut metingslos, {alls See 
in der Friihe, Man mug am 1. April dann um 315 Ube Korn den Kopf trifft.. Man fann deshalb den Hahn nur 

nachmittags den Balsplag begiehen. Gegen Ende der Baly Durehftretden Laffer und von hinten jdhiefen. 
genitgt 8, wenn man um 5 Ubr da ift. # 

Sh habe aus den Exrfahrungen von 40 Weidmanns- 
Die Gude. jabren ciniges ausgetramt, von dem id) annehme, dah e3 

Wie hemerét, it dic Suche gefeblich verboten. Fitr  diejem oder jenem Weidmann nod) nicht befarnt war, und 
unfere Gegend befiirworte igh dringend  derjucht gu geigen, dak es auch bet meinem Lieblingswild 

Die Freigabeder SuheanfBirlhahne, und Noch einige ungeldjte Ratjel gibt. 
gwar zgufammenfallend mit Der Shupzeit Der Weidmann lebt jest im Februar und Marz in 
fiir Rebhihner. Die Habne find am 1. September dex tatenlofen Zeit , Sahn in Ruh”, bid der Vogel mit dem 
meiftens boll ausgewadjen. Gie find natiirlich im Ge- langen Geficht erfdjeint. 
fieder noch nicht reif, aber als Wildbret find fie meijtens Wer das Gite hat, ein Birkwildrevier zu befigen, 
fehon vollivertig. Handelt e3 fich um fpate Gelege, jo wird Hinaus ins Moor! C8 gibt faum etwas Schdneres, als 
Der verniinftige Gager dieje natitrlich fehonen, wie man  feine Hahne gu beftdtigen und fiir die Bals feftzumaden. 
aud) feine Rebhubhntiiten befdhiekt. Hennen miiffer da3 Gajtfchiibe fein und feinen beftatigten Hahn jtol, nach 

Gy gange Gahr Schonzeit haben, da, wie bereits bemerft, e8  GHaufe gu bringen, gewif ijt das ja auch gang fdin, aber 
Rv? | nad) meiner Schagung etiva fiinfmal foviel Hahne wie fchoner ift die Borarbeit, die Vorfreude, das Wiederfehen 

Hennen gibt. Die Suche auf Birfhahne ift weder leicht mit den alten Freunden vom Vorjahr, mit den ftolzen 
noch bequem. Gie erfordert Strapazen, da die Hahne Farben Sehwarz-Weif-RMot, die jebt wieder gu Ehren 
meiften3 im Moor liege, das von vielen Graben durch fommen follen. 
zogen wird und in den Porjftdidungen (myrica gale) nicht Allen  gitnftigen Birkhahnjagern Grug und Weid- 
fo leicht gu begehen ift; meiftens ift das Moor aud) nag. mannsheil! — — — — — — —~— ~— — —
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Der Jagdpacjter wird ba nur» re Tea FE aig ES ET a aa art 
jelten einmat gefragt, aber die es 5 a ee Nachfrage nach jolchen Hiitten see - age. SS Oe ee tee 
ift fehr grop. Die Leutchen, Me vf om Be pate ag s se Rees 
meijt Sugend beiderlei Ge- ~ Sy 6 NR, ee : 
jehlechts, tampieren abtvechjelnd 2 ae OR Z f 
Den gangen Winter iiber anuj scl ‘ se 
den Oiitten. Un intereffiert $ “@ é : 
bier nicht, was dieje ,, Sportler“ ‘ ae 
auf den Giitten treiben, uns ‘ 
intereffiert nur ihr Leben und > 
Treiben im Revier. Wo dieje = 8 Qin f 
Leute mit ihren Brettern iiberall ge as 4 ' 
umberrutjden, da8 mug man RS a — 

gejehen haben! His ONG, 
Dabei wird immer bejon- < dis ii 

deres Augenmert auf die Ent- j eo 
deckung von Gamsrwild gerichtet. ‘ = 
Ginmal fonnte id eine Gejell- : 
{chajt von acht jungen Burjchen + 
beobachten, die eine Anzahl : 3 
Gams in einem Sejfel hart- 3 
ag ee Flichteten ieiche 

ie Gams auf den einen Hang fr P =S= NX 
de Kejjel3, jo wurden fie von PA ees zh iy Re s ' Pa = 
dort herunter auf ben ee ian Ste rt a (i es 
Hang getrieben und fo fort. 2 PF tierce oo Goer ee ea | allio, sre nsie semtee exit! 
Die Jagd ware bejtimme bis sur : Ni cscaad in cane Team ite | i 
Grichopfung des Wildes fort- a OE SINS eal a 2 are 
gelebt tworbden, wenn ich den ——— So MR eo ae ee ee 
Rohlingen nicht eine Kugel a Fr So eager Se es 
iibet ihre Rdpje weg gejchidt BBP Remy Ege ‘ we nat E ; 
hatte. Gin andermal jah ich 2 get eee ee eee eS 
drei Burjden, die einen Bod a ree ee ee eens 
in eine Wand gebdriidt Hatten, ae — a eee 
und mun wurde das Stiid von & Se oe ee ee ee ee ee ae 
dens Opirtlenie barbers a x : Reese Be BETIS 
angegangen. Der Gams fltich- fete inmaeine 7 dehabens ctuoGne AUbftreihende Bfeifenten Bon Pucinstt 

ihm einer der Burfeen mit 
lautem Gejohle auf den Brettern folgte. Hierbei hatte er aber bas  dafi da8 Birkwild doch verhaltnismafig wenig mit finjtlidem Diinger 
Pech, dem Fager giwijden die derben Faujte gufommen. Umgehend in Veriifrung fommt. 
tourde dann die Schibiitte, eine ehemalige Gennbiitte, bon uns Serner hat man dem Umitand die Sdhuld gugefdrieben, dah 
grinbdlichft ausgeraumt. We Wolldeden nahmen wir mit und ver-  guviel Hahne abgeldhojjen wurden. Dazu ware gu fagen, dah tat- 
brannten vor der Hiitte famtlicjes Brennmaterial. Der Pachter jachlich eingelne Gager e3 damals fertigbefommen haben, an einem 
der Jagd, der aud) in diejem Falle feine Genehmigung fiir einen Morgen vier bis fiinf Hahne abgujchiepen. Auch mufte im Herbjt, 
dauernden Gchibetrieh in feinem Revier gegeben hatte, erflirte wenn fic) bejonder3 die Qunghdhne gujammenfanden, mancer 
der Gemeinde, die Jagd gu_findigen, wenn nicht der ,,Schiflub“  daran glauben, aber bas Birkwild war damals in jolcher Menge 
fofort aus feinem Revier verfejwinden wiirdbe. Das half endlich. vorhanden, dab diefer Wbjchufs nie devartigen Schaden hatte verur- 

Geniigend Falle find befannt geworden, dap wilde Schijahrer  fachen fonnen. C3 wird jon fo fein, daf jich icgendwie die Lebens- 
das Gamswild gu Tode hesten und Krucen und Bart mitgehen hiefen. bedingungen durchgreifend gedindert haben und dad prichtige Feder- 
Der Wunjeh nach einem Bart ijt e8 nur allgu oft, der die Burjden twild nicht mehr genug jung fand. E83 tourde in der Beit nach dem 
auf einen Gams Jagd machen laft. Gs gehdrt doch ein anjtindiger SKriege guviel gerodet und abgeholzt, und bejonders jdymerglich war es, 
Wahler auf den Hut eines giinftigen Buam! Wie fchwer e3 ijt, dab viele mit Bacholder beftandene Waldteile verjdjwanden amd in 
die bauernd oben in ben Hiitten fampierenden Leute gu fontrollieren, andere Bejtandesformen iibergefiihrt wurden, wenn man fie nicht gar 
fann fich ein jeder denfen, gumal die Sager unten an den Futterungen in Aderland ummwanbdelte. Und die Warholberbeeren bilden doch | 
alle Sande voll gu tun haben. bejonders im Winter die Hauptijung. ~— ye 

G3 liegt an ben Pachtern ber Gebirgsreviere, gegen bas tilde Vielfach ift auch die Frage aufgeworjen worden, wo das Birk 
Schifahrerunwejen Front zu maden. Auf feinen Fall diirjen fie wild denn nun geblieben fei. Darauf ift gu erwidern, dak e8 nicht 
e8 dulden, dafi irgendiwelde Hiitten als Schihiitten ohne ausdriidliche eta abgetvanbdert ijt, denn e3 ift Standwild. Nein, unjer Birtwild 
Genehmigung ihrerjeits begogen werden. Cin Revier fann nicht ijt verhungert! Weiter mag auch mitgefprodjen haben, dab ingtvijden 
gugleich Jagdrevier und ein halbes Jahr lang Tummelplag fiir Schi- einige bejonders alte Winter iiber uns gefommen find, die diejem 
fabrer fein! Gollten Teile in einem Revier als Schigeldnde in Frage  Febderwild bejonders gujesten, aber abgerwandert ijt e3 nidt. Was 
fommen ober Schibiitten begogen werden, fo ift died in ben Qagd- wir jebt nod) haben, das jind die fiimmerliden Refte einer ehemals 
pachtvertragen gu vermerfen. Wie weit fic) dann Yager bet ber Ver- _ftolgen Vergangenheit. 

pachtung fitr folcbe Reviere intereffieren, das werden die Jagdvorjtinde Qn_der Erfenntni3 diejer Tatfache liegt aber gugleid) anc) die 
Daun. jon gur Geniige erfahren. Fheinfels. Miglichfeit der Heilung. Wenn wir wieder einen guten Birfwild- 

go ae tte see . bejag Heranhegen twollen, mu gundchjt dafiir geforgt werden, dab 
o Vom Virhwild im Sauerland. Der jfiidlidhe Teil von Weftfalen, pie Lebensbedingungen dafiir giinjtiger geftaltet werden. G8 miiften 

Sauerland genannt und in der Hauptiade bas Gebiet bes Regietungs- Baume und Strducher angepjlangt werden, die als Winterdjung 
begirfes Yrnsberg umfafjend, ijt wegen feiner vielen Wafferlaufe da3 in Frage tommen, und gugleic) mus, natiirlich gielberoufte Schonung — 
Dorado der Forellenfijdher gu nennen. Vor dreifig Jahren war  einjesen. Wir find ja nunmebe fo weit, dak der Jagermeifter eine 
© aber auch nod) das Wunjdhland jener Jager, die einen Virkhahn  ftberjicht dariiber gewinnen fann, wie in jedem Revier der Stand 
mit leichter Miihe erlegen wollten. Denn damals gab e8 fo viel fleine an Virkwild ijt. Dabei wird e3 fic) ja auch zeigen, welches Revier 
Hahne dort, daf die jauerlandijden ager es fajt fiir unter ihrer pen Anforderungen an gute Mjung entipricht. Der Kreisjagermeijter 
BWiirde Hielten, fie aus dem Schirm gu jchiefen. Sie erachteten e3 als Hraucht aljo nur jeine Anordmungen gu trejfen. Was dem grofen 
jelbjtverftindlich, dafs man den Heinen Hahn anfriedjen miifje, wenn Hahn recht ijt, da3 farm dem fleinen Hahn nur billig fein. Mit dem 
man des Schujjes auf ifn fix wiirdig gelten follte. Jene Zeiten find Gafelwild ijt e3 iibrigens dhnlich bejtellt. Qn den lesten Jahren war 
aber nidt mehr. Das Virkwild ijt jest fo wenig nod) vertreten, has Hajelwild, das iibrigens miemal3 fehr gahlreid) im Gauerlande 
dag man leider fchon von einer Degimierung fprecen fann. vertreten tvar, unter Sdhub geftellt. Viel Hat bas nicht geholfen. 

Natiirlich Hat man auch nach den Griinden dieje3 verhaltnismapig Hin und wieder Hort man givar von einem Revier, dak dort ein Volt 
pliglichen Verjdhwindens gejucht. Man Hat geglaubt, die fiinftliche  lebt, aber im grofen gangen ift der Erfolg diixftig. Auch hier muh 
Diingung dafitr verantwortlic) machen gu miijjen, wie man da8 ja man darangehen, Erijtengbedingungen gu jcaffen oder gu verbeffern. 
auch bei ben Rebhiihnern tut. Demgegeniiber aber ware gu fagen, G8 miifte dod) merfwiirdig gugehen, wenn fich Hier nicht ein Wandel ~
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anbahnen liefe, denn bas Gauerland hat fo tounderbare Walder  Wildern3 im MRiicfalle vorbeftraft war, im Termin um 13% Whr 
jeder Art und ift gum griften Teil auch fo fchwer guginglich, dak wegen getverbsmapigen Wilderns gu neun Monaten und einem Sahr 
e3 geradegu dagu gefdatfen gu fein fdjeint, eine Wildtammer erften  Gefangnis verurteilt. Die Strafen wurden gu in3gefamt einem Sahr 
Ranges zu werden. 3 ijt ja auch alles noc) dort vertreten, auch jech3 Monaten Gejangnis gujammengelegt und der Haftbefehl secs 
Rotwild, Schwargwild und WAuerwild, jo dak man nur einigermagen _jofortigen Untvitts jeiner Strafe aufrecjterhalten. Obwobhl der Staats- 
hegerifch vorgugehen braucht, um in furger Zeit ben Wildftand auf antwalt Stellung unter Polizeiaufficht fiir F. beantragte, unterblied 
die Hdhe gu bringen. Dr. Shwagmeyer. diejes jedoch bet dev Urteilsvertiindung. Da3 Wilderergerat wurde 

eingegogen. 
Nmgehende Bejtrajung eines Wilderers. Wm 27. November Wahrend des Termin3 twurde von bem Herrn Staatsaniwalt 

befand ich mic) in den Abendftunden auf einem Dienftmarfdh ther und dem Herr Borjikenden gang bejonder3 Hervorgehoben, 
Piiblau. Gegen 22 Uhr vernahm ich gwijchen dem Vorwerk Beterhof dak die Handlungen Faulhaber3 am 27. November in der Macht 
und der Ortjdhaft Dirndorf von den Waldungen fiidlic) von Peterhot vor feinem Termin unglaublic) frecy waren. C8 fteht wohl 
her in unvegelmapigen Zeitabjtinden ein eigenartiges ,,8litjden“,  eingig ba, dak ein Later fiir feine in der Bornacht begangenen 
denn e3 mit, Knallen“ gu begeidnen, wire guviel gefagt. Weil mirvon  ftrafbaren Handlungen jcyon am darauffolgenden Tage vor Gericht 
bem SFirjter Scholz aus abgeurteilt turbde. 
Piiblau am 20. November a i E ace cit Pr Richter, Gendarmerie- 
mitgeteilt worden war, dah Ci id Pr a es: Hauptiwachtmeijter, 
in meinem DienjtbesirE . A Grof-Weigelsdorf, Kr. Oels. 
erneut getvildert wiirde, ea if 
{chentte ich den verdachtigen e Aus dem Memelgebiet. 
Gerdujehen bejondere Wuf- : ee ae Ginen bedauerlichen Fang 
mertjamfeit. Um nicht die im ai macte vor furzem ein 
BWaldungen allein gu be- . ey is Landiwirt aus dem reije 
treten, bielt ic) mich. im [eee om ce a 5 Heydefrug (Memelgebiet). 
Chaujjeegraben —_gtvifden See ik oN.” * WI er eines Morgen3 jein 
Peterhoj und Déirndorj ver- eee ae ee f in einem Waldchen aujge- 
borgen. Gegen 23% Ubr bs Pgs , ees ftelltes Fuchseijen revidierte, 
beobachtete ich, wie auf der ‘| = i ee: jand er barin einen ftarfen 
Chaujfee weftlich von Peter- 5 4 ss Vogel vor, ben er nicht 
Hof ein Licht (Laterne) anz ~ By ‘ Be = fannte. Grjt einige Fach- 
gegiindet wurde und dann ‘ t , Ves 4 leute fonnten dann diefen 
auf mich gufam. Sierauf s #; =e | Vogel als ftarfen Seeadler 
verlieh ic) meinen often Fem oid j i yi mit einer Sliigeljpannung 
und fubr auf meinem Sahr- aaa ae ; , c oe i von liber givei Metern an- 
rade dem mir folgenden - oa oe ae {precen. H.W. 
Licht in tweiterer CEnt- Po 8 ; 3 a. 
fernung voraus. Oftlich von =a | 3 q Bum Rapitel Manjes 
Gr. Weigelsdorf _poftierte a ri ; : bujjard. Sm WAuguft diejes 
ic mich nun nochmals auf P A F Sahres beobachtete ich mit 
der Chaujjee mit dem Ent- © 3 t ” F € | es meinem Schwager auf dent 
fhlug, den verdachtigen bs 4 r Si . oe f # Sing. Wege gu dejjen Revier im 
Radjahrer mit Licht angue 4 e eos , ao ee Ounsriic am Rande eines 

sees Hatten. — Wis—er—fich mir = e 3 PP ee Pe ee | ichtentwaldes auf etiva 
bis auf Gebhweite genahert a vas - Dy Ds =< = —SsC«dL50 m GEnitfernung eine im 
hatte, erfannte ich in jofort P * A 4 sa == «Grunbdton braune Taube, 
alg den Wilderer Faulhaber —_— a Pa pee bie Langjam am aldrand 
aus Breslau. Wuf feinem rj —— 0CC—~*~C*‘éeenitlaanagitvicy end»: Dann asf 
Gepachalter inten am e ; , ———— a = se at einer trodenen Fichte fubte. 
Sabhrrade hatte er einen ge- Fe é a 4 _ ™ | Wir hielten dieje vereingelte 
fiillten Gad. uf meinen . a ‘a i aoe - fee §=6Saube nad ihrem gangen 
Halteruf fubr F. in jehnellem ad ) , OO a aaa Ausjehen fiir eine ver- 
Tempo davon, das er, als ae Se : cee — : . = | =  jprengte Brieftaube. Wah- 
er jich) von mir verfolgt jah, ie : ee eee «otend wir nod) mit ben 
aufs duferjte fteigerte. G3 “ey I Gia Pes osc tly Glajern bie Taube mujter- 
gelang mir jedoch, ifn in Fe oo A = a ee ls ney | ten, ftrich pliglich von einer 
Gr. Weigelsdorf (Ojtaus- ee : ae cash, = s eer 6 andiwieje ein = Méauje- 
gang) eingubolen und dburd) Se Be ee & - aaa Y bujfard am Waldrande ent- 
fcharfes Rechtsfahren in den eS ee ee = as Tang auf die Taube [03 
Chaujjeegraben gu driien, [9 me pe a Sy L | “ "i 3 und padte die itberrajdte 
too er 3u Fall fam. Piso “See a Be, ; ee fo mit ben Fangen, dafs die 
a fe der an Ort und a ae = z Pa. 5 a a 4 aon frets Die are 
Stelle borgenommenen ‘ lieB fic) fallen uni 0g 
Durehjuchung AeA ich bei Jest musi er fpringen! Don R. Feufner — anjcjeinend nicht ernitlicy 
dem Frevler ein in finf verlest davon, twdhrend der 
eile gerlegtes Tefdhing mit Schalldbdmpfer, 33 Batronen und Bufjard fajt an derjelben Stelle aufblodte, wo die Taube gejeffen 
10 Stic frijch gefdhoffene Fajanen. Hierauj nahm ic) Faulhaber hatte. Wollte der Bujfard die Taube jchlagen? Sch glaube faum, bin 
vorléufig jejt und untergog ifn einer fofortigen verantwortlidjen  vielmehr der Meinung, dah er fie nur als einen Gindringling in 
Vernehmung, im tvelder er, ohne gu leugnen, feine Wilderer- fein Qagbdrevier betrachtete und deshalb verjagen twollte. 
tatigfeit gugab. Gr erflatte u. a. daf er einen Teil der %. Kiihbacher, Forftmeifter i. R. 
gejchoffenen Fajanen im Laufe be3 Vormittags am 28. November 

in Breslau gu Geld habe madjen wollen, um mit dev Cifenbahn Gine trene Briiterin. Anfang Juni v. 9. brachte mir ein Giite- 
am jelben age nad) Oecls fahren gu tonnen, wojfelbjt er um junge mit jtrahlendem Geficht etwas in jeiner Miige, wahrend er 
1374 Ubr_ als Angeflagter wegen Wilderns gu einem Termin vor ein lebendes Gtrwas unter dem Wem fefthielt. C8 war ein Rebhugn, 
dem Schoffengericht erjeheinen mufte. und in der Mite befand fic) bas Gelege der Henne von 17 Giern. 

Saulhaber wurde von mir am 28. November in das Gerichts- Der Gunge hat das Mebhuhn aus Untenntnis auf dem Neft mit feiner 
gefdngnis zu Oels eingeliefert. Das Wilderergerdt gab ich alsdann Gace gugedect und gefangen. Da ich nun nichts anderes angufangen 
mit meiner Ungeige dem Unterjuchungsrichter ab und hielt anjdhlieBend toufte, ging ich mit dem Gelege und der Rebhenne fowie dem Jungen 
MRiicfprace mit bem Herrn Staatsaniwalt. Ohne dak F. iiberhaupt an das Net, das jich in einem Haferfelde befand, legte die Gier hinein 
noch erft aus der Unterjuchungshaft dem Unterjuchungsrichter zu einer und jebte das Rebhuhn darauf, dod) jtrich e8 fofort etwa 30 m weg. 
Vernehmung vorgefiihrt wurde, erhob der Herre Staatsantwalt jo-  Spater fonnte ic) gu meiner Freude feftitellen, da die Henne wieder 
fortige Antlage gegen F. wegen gewerbsmafigen Wilderns und ordnete auf dem Nefte jab. Beh wiederholte meine Kontrollgdnge Hfter, und 
mein Verbletben in Oels gum Termin um 13% Whr an. Go wurde alles blieb in Ordnung, bis dann eines Tages die Riicen ausgefallen 
&., dev bereits wegen fcjweren Cinbruchsdiebjtahls in gwei Fallen, waren. Nachher fonnte ich cin Volf von 16 Rebhiihnern in der Nahe 

: Korperverlegung, Widerftande3, unerlaubten Waffenbefites und  de3 VBrutplages fejtitellen. G. Meredig, Gonsten,
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G. Seiler. Rivaten. 

AUllerlei Balgbeobadtungen bei unferen Waldhdhnern 
Von Egon von Kapherr. 

Mein verjtorbener Vetter, Adelbert Baron Kriidener, Wohlfahris- Sefleifen ijt allen Raffen des gewshnlichen Auerwilds eigen, joll 
linde, einer der erfahrenften und beften MAuerhahnjager Livlands und aber dem dunfelfdyndbeligen feblen. 
guter Tetraonentenner, bevichtet in feinen Schriften, er habe ftets Sn Sibirien balgt der Hahn — genau wie in Rupland und im Bal- S 
— mehr oder minder deutlich und fraftig — den Hauptichlag beim — tifum — faft immer auf Siefern, felten auf Fichten, Zirbelfiefern, 

bakenden Hahn gehort.. Writdener hatte ein jebr jcharfes Ohr. Wher Tannen. Das Auerhuln ijt eben ein Vogel der bewaldeten Moog 
auch jein Better, der gleichfalls jehr erfahrene Auerhahnjager Carl und Torfmoore und der Siefernheiden, nicht aber des ,Urman’ (des 
Baron Kriidener, hatte ,Ohren wie eine Cule” und verneinte die Birbel-, Fichten- und Tarmenwald3) oder des Laubwalds. Sm Ural 
Frage. Gn Kurland habe er gwar bei allen, in Siidlivland bei den —fand ich einmal einen Haln auf einer grofen Ejpe (Gerbjtbals) bal- 
meiften Hihnen den Hauptfdhlag gehirt, in Nord- und Mittellivland end, junge Hale in Sibirien oft beim jen auf Cjpen pliplich in 
mut bei twenigen und in Rufland (Goud. Pifow, Petersburg, Koftro-  Spiel-Balsftellung. Ym Norwgoroder Gouvernement balgten verein- 
ma, Wologda) nie. Mix ijt das ebenfo gegangen: Bei deutfchen, Hfter- —_gelte Hahne gern auf Ejpen, auch wurde mir aus Oftrufland haufiges 
reichifejen, furlindijchen Hahnen habe ich den Hauptichlag ftets ganz  Balzen auf Laubbaumen gemeldet, im Siidojften bejonders auf Cichen. 
Deutlich gehirt, auch bei manchen Hahnen in Sitdlivland, bet novd- —_Pritdener berichtet von baltijdjen Balghahnen, die er von Ejpen, auch 
und mittellivlandijchen, tuffijchen und fibirifden Hahnen dagegen von einem, den er von einer Birke {chop Sch felbjt fchop in Livland 

nie, auch nicht leije oder nur angedeutet”. Das mag individuell fein: nur einen Habn von einer Fichte, einen giveiten von einer Efpe, im 
Der eine hort den giveifellos mindeftens jer leijen Hauptichlag nor- Petershurger Gouvernement einen dvitten gleichfalls von einer Cpe, 

dijeher Habhne jchwach, der andere aber hért ihn nicht. Nach Yojeph an deren bereits etwas entwicelten Blattchen er fic wohl fchon am 
Baron Budberg macht der Uralhahn (einerlet ob aus dem Yorden Abend geaft hatte. (Der Habn war jung, e8 war fpat im Fahr.) Fm 
oder Gilden de3 Gebirges, ob weifbauchig oder normalfederig) nie deut{ehen Gebirge, in Mahren ufww. wird man den Hahn wohl meijt 
einen Haupt(ehlag, auch der weftfibirifdhe Hahn nicht. Djhaparidje auf Fichten oder Tarmen balgend finden, weil eben dort die Kiefer 

hat dort den Hauptiehlag nicht gehirt, und auch mix ijt 3, wie gefagt, felt oder jer jelten ift. Hier und da wird man ifn auch, bejonders 
nicht anders gegangen. Ruffow und andere vermiften tibrigens beim im Weften, auf Buchen jehen. Die Bucheerjest dem Hahn ja im 
oftfibirijehen (furg- oder duntelfehnabeligen) Auerhahn gleichfalls  Weften die Hftlicje Epe. Beide Baume find fir bas Auerwild lebens- 
den Hauptidjlag. Das Balgen diejes Hahns joll ahrlich dem unjere3 — wichtige Mjungsbaume. Daneben fpielt auch die Pappel eine gewiffe 

Haknes flingen, vielleicht etwas fcharfer, metallijcher, und gleichfalls Rolle und natiirlich die Lavehe, wahrend die Koniferen Haupt: jungs- 
aus einigen Knapplauten und einem Idngeren Getriller beftehen. baume fiir den Winter bleiben... 
Dod) foll diefer Iriller eben einen anderen Rhythmus haben und Jeh bin tein Freund des Frithabjehujfes (gu Begintr der Balzgeit) 
Langer andauern. Jch felbjt habe diefen Balggejang nicht gehirt. pon Auer- und Virkhahnen, auch nicht der Rehbsde und Hirfche, e3 

Der Hahn ijt beim ,,Sehleifen” zweifellos nicht richtig taub, jondern _jei denn, e3 handle fich um notorijcl fehr alte, trinfliche oder jonjt 
mehr ,jeclentaub” und zugleich auch wohl ein wenig im Hiren be- ungeeignete Stiide. Sm nérdlichen Rufland habe ich Balzen fennen- 
Hindert, afnlich wie wir beim Gahnen. Daf fich der Gebhirgang  gelernt, die mit gegen 100 und mehr Hahnen bejebt waren, weiter 
beim Schnabelaufiperren jo weit fclieft, da Schwerhirigheit be- im Often fogar folche Maffenbalgen, in denen eS fich tatfachlic) er- 
wirkt wird, ift micht der Fall: der Gehirgang bleibt offen. Das itbrigte, ja faft umméglic) war, auf einen eingelnen Haln angu- 

Der Deutfde Yager, Minden. Mr, 17, 1935,
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jpringen, wenigitens nad) der Mitte der Balz gu. G8 liegt auf der  Fodhre — gleichviel. Meift muf es aber fchon die Fohre oder aber die 
Hand, dah man auf folchen Riefenbalzen getroft einige Habne wahllos  Fichte, die Tanne fein, wenigitens im Often. Yn den Sudeten, wo 
abjchiefen fann, ohne irgendweldjen Schaden angurichten, auch gleich die Mtefer febr felten ift, miiffen Fichten erhalten, auch Tannen. 
im erften Griihjahr; denn das mannliche Wild itberwiegt ohnebhin jehr  Crftere finden jich dort ja auch auf anmoorigen Hochflachen. 
ftarE und e3 bleiben ftet3 reichlich und itberreichlich Hahne fiir die Wichtig ift auch die Herbjtbalg, an der — fingend — meift mn 
Hemnen iibrig. Anders ijt e3 bei den fleineren Balen. Hier warte jiingere Hahne teilnehmen. Aber auch alte Hahne finden fich dann 
man mit dem WAbjehusy turlichft lange! Cine Ausnahme gibt e3 natiir- auf den Balzen ein. Wird nun auf diejen Plagen oder in der Mahe 
lich auch hier. Sft ein alter Raufbold vorhanden oder gibt e8 gar ein viel Holz gehauen, jagt man dort viel mit Bracen oder bummeln dort 
paar folcher efliger Ritpel, jo fehe man gu, dak man fie rechizeitig _allgu viele Wmeisler, Pilgler oder Beerenjucher herum, fo fann durch 
abjchieBt! Sie verftreuen und verjprengen die gare Balz. Sch farmte —dieje Stdrung auch die fommende Friihlingsbalz leiden. Kein Wild 
Valzen, die frither durch ihren Hahnenreichtum berithmt, jpater aber ft jo einjamfeitsbediirftig wie das Auerwild. Wo e3 wenig Birfen 
giemlich leer waren. Hier balgte ein uvalter Godel, mitunter in gee und Beeren gibt, wird man Virkwild nie einbiirgern firmen, wo es b 
wiffer Cntfernung noch einer, noch giwei, dret Hahne — meift im nicht reichlich Heidel- und andere Beeren, Cjpen, méglichjt auch 
RKérper leichter und geringer als jiingere Habne in der Zeit ihrer Voll-  Larchen, Buchen oder Pappeln gibt, wo feine Miefern- oder min- | 
fraft, ftet3 aber mit dem dicen, wulftigen und tief eingerillten Wters- deftens Fichten- und Tannenbeftinde — fein Auverwild. Mie wird | 
{chnabel gefenngeichnet. Die vertriebenen jiingeren Hahne griindeten _ficlh YAuerwild einbiirgern oder auch nur wieder einbiirgern lafjen, wo | 
natiirlich ifrerjeit3 neue Balzen, jo da} man mitunter in Gegenden, nicht abfolute Rube Hherrjcht. Menfchenlarm jchadigt hier ebenfo wie \ 
Die vorher nie Balzen bejejfen hatten, auf neue Balgplage ftieh. der dem Auerwild verhafte Kabl[dhlag. Wo feine Fichtendicungen — \ 
Diefe Balen waren aber gewshnlich nur jehwach bejegt Mit bem und -ftangenhilzer, wo feine Beeren, feine Cherejehen und Birten, | 
Virkwild fonnte ich Ghnliche Beobachtungen machen, dod) hiite man wo feine Ruhe — dort ijt auch feine Bleibe fiir das Hajelhuhn. Die 
fich ja, den Whjchufy alter Hahne allgu radifal durchgufiihren! Sie find  Waldhiihner haben alle ihre Cigenfchaften bejonderer Art, find heifel 
e3 namilich, die den alten Blagen treu bleiben und in jedem Jahre und einjamfeitsbediirftig, Stille liebend. Streunende Bauerntfiter 
wieder denjelben Balgplan auffuchen. Schabdigend fiir die Balz find _Fdrmen fiir den Waldhiihnerbeftand den Untergang bedeuten, gu zahl- 
iibrigen3 auch oft febr alte Hennen, die geradezu ,,mannliche Regun- —_reiche Fiichfe desqleichen. Da ift der Wolf geradezu niiglich. Gr halt | | 
gen” haben fornen, ,,Balgverjuche” machen und die gange GBalg Fuchs und Dorffdter furs. \k 
ftéven, dabei aber giift bleiben. Erfennt man diefe uralten Hennen Wo Mies fehlt, dort bringe man grofke Kieshaufen hin. Die Wald- 
(am beften fchieBt man fie im Winter aus den Hahnengefellfchaften  Hhiihner brauchen MKiesfdrner zur Verdauung der harten Mabhrung, 
tweg), fo wird man fie befeitigen. (ch fo: Gagdgefeb . . !) befonders das WAuerwild. Wmeijenhaufen feien tabu’! Baron Nrii- 

Wer in foleher nordruffifdjen Niejenbalg getvejen ijt, der fermt ben  dener fchaffte fich in Wobhlfahrislinde einen prachtigen Stand an 
arm, den die Hahnenpriigeleien dort machen. G3 fingt, alS fiihren  Auerwwild aus dem Nichts. Cr lie an geeigneten Stellen (Schneijen- 
mebhrere Lafttoagen im Galopp iber Kniippeldamme Der Krach ift  freugungen, Grabenvindern ufww.) grofe Haufen Grand (ies mittel- 
geradezu unbeimlich. Sch fannte u. a. eine Balz, die gu Frithlings- grober Act) jehittten. Das Wuerwild fam, blieb und mefrte fich, und 
begin ettwa 40 bis 50 Hahne aufweifen mochte. Doch og fie fich nach wenigen Yahren bildete das aus der Nachbarjchaft zugewanderte 
bald (eta gegen Ende April) weit auseinander, jo da die ver- Wild prachtige Balzen. 
dngjtigten Randhahne, eineinhalb Kilometer von der Valgmitie. ent- Sehr merkiwiirdig ift e3 mir ftetS vorgefommen, dak man in 
fernt, faum den Schnabel aujfzumachen wagten. Wuf einer anderen,  Deutjehland fo wenig von einer guten MWbendbals hirt. Tatfachlich 
gu meinem damaligen Verwaltungsbesirt gehirigen Balz beobachtete habe ich am Abend hier in Pommern faum jemals einen Virfhahn 
mein Jager Bogdanow von Gahr gu Saber eine ftarte Wonahyme der follern Hiren. Von am Abend angejprungenen und erlegten YAuer- 
Hahne. Xun waren nur noch vier oder fiinf Hahne vorhanden (1907), hahnen hirt man auch faum. Jim Often baigten die Hahne an giin- 
frither aber hatte 8 etwa 30 bi8 40 gegeben. Gch fehok an wenigen ftigen Wbenden oft ebenjogut wie am Morgen, nur etiwas fitrzere 
Abenden und Morgen drei Hahne ab, Bogdanow erledigte den vierten. Beit. Gch habe eine Hhitbfehe Angahl Wuerhahne auf der Wbendbal;, 
Schon nach wenigen Tagen balgten wieder mehrere Hahne, gegen  nachdem tch fie verhirt hatte, angelprungen und erlegt. Wufgefallen 
Ende de3 Friihlings 1907 [chon 14, im Frithjahr 1908 aber tiber 20! ijt mix auch, dafj man in deutjchen Jagdgeitungen faum jemals vom 

Sehr gewihnlich ijt auf den ruffifden Moorbalzen die Bodenbalz,  ,Morgengebet” der Birkhahne Hirt: von der merfiwiirdigen ftilfen 
bejonders aber nach Gonnenaufgang. Da fieht man die Hahne mit-  PBauje wahrend der Bal; bei Sonnenaufgang, die gewoihrlich im 
unter auf faum 2—3 m hohen Moorfiefern ftehen, andere auf dem Often etwa reichlich eine Viertelftunde dauert und damm von der 
Movshoden, noch andere weiter ab in den Hiheren Wipfeln der  ,,Sonnenbalz” abgeldjt wird. Beim Wuerwild tritt eine folde Pauje 
Randfiefern de3 Waldbeftands oder der Heideinjeln de3 Moors. nicht deutlich hervor. Der Hahn balgt, ungeftirt, bis die Sonne am 
Dagwijehen oder in nachfter Nahe aber balzen Birkhahne in Menge Himmel fteht, und fest dann feine Arien auf dent Boden oder, fich 
und mitunter auch hier und da ein Schneehahn, der jein Lachen und —_itberftellend und hin und her ftreichend, auf den verjchiedenjten 
Knarren weithin jdhallen laft. Nein Wunder, dah bei dem bunten Baumen der Nachbarjchaft fort, mitunter auf vereingelten Noor- 
Durdheinander von Yuer- und Virkwild ,Cheirrungen” vorfommen _ fiefern. Cin herrlicher Anblic, wer viele Hahne auf folchen jchittter 
und Rackelhiihner das Ergebnis find. mit Kriippelholz beftandenen Moorflachen balgen! Welch ein Leben: 

Hohe und Starke der Baume jpielen im VBaltenland und in Ruf- die Auerhahne, Virkwild, Kronfdnepfen, Kraniche — alles in ndchfter 
land gar feine Nolle fiir den WAuerhahn. Cr balgt auf hohen Wipfeln Nahe — und dagiwijchen das Geplirr und Geldchter de3 Moorjchnee- 
im Hochwald, auf mittleren Geitendften, er fteht balgend in Manns- hahns! Das ift ein Stic Urwelt, dem wir Wlten nachtrauern, wir, die 
Hobe auf irgendeinem Aft einer jungen Kiefernitange, er fann auf der wir in den Wildnijfen des Oftens und Mordend jagten, als die Welt 
RKuppel einer wingigen Moortiefer ftehen, auf einer riejigen eingelnen noch fchoner war 

Bom Auerhahn in den Bogefen und fonnigen Tagen 
Von Preuf. Forftmeifteri. R. Kettner, Wiesbaden. - 

Anfang der neungiger Jahre des vorigen Gahrhunderts erreichte burger Sagern, den 4. Jagern und den 14. Drugonern hielten die 
mich alS Forftaffefjor der Befehl aus Berlin, mich Mitte Oftober Haryzer Jager num im ihrem neuen Standort die Bogejenwadht. 
beim 10. Sagerbataillon in Colmar im Glfah gur militdrijehen Kein Wunder, dak diejem fiir den Norddeutjdhen in jeder Hinficht 
Dienjtleiftung und zur Erteilung de3 Forjftunterrichts der gelernten  fehr intereffanten Vetdtigungsfeld in reigvoller Umgebung mit be- 
Gager zu melden. Das Kommanbdo war von liingerer Dauer, das fonderer Freude entgegengejehen wurde. Pline und Planchen 
hannoverjche Sagerbataillon und fein befonders nettes Offigier- wurden gejdymiedet. Bei diefen fpielte die Jagd nicht die lebte Rolle, 
forp3 mit von defen fritherer Garnifon, dev ehriwitrdigen Hargitadt und insbefondere der Gedanfe, dak da unten in dem machtigen 
Goslar, her fdjon Langer gut befannt. $m Verein mit den 14. Medlen-  Waldgebirge der Vogelen der jeit frither Qugend gehegte Wunjeh, auch
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Halten, legten wir den Hund zur Fabrte, der fie eifrig anfiel und  Stiiel Kahlwild. Wenn das ein Stiieé des Nudels ijt, wird der Hirfdh ni! 
flott fortbrachte. 200 m bom Wundbett, au3 dem er hoch wurde, auch nicht weit fein, fagte ich mir. Gch froch quer durch da8 Reijig, * 2 
lag der Zehner verendet in der Diching. Die Kugel jaf tief mitten Laub und Diirrholz und erreichte gliiclich ohne Knacken und Rajcheln 
auf dem Hirih. Schweif war deshalb nur fparlich getropft, weilder den 15 Schritt im Beftonde an der Wiele entlangfithrenden Pitr}ch- 
Cinfduf verflebt und im WusfdhugZ da3 Gefdheide Hervorgequollen — jteig, ohne den Hier an Wild gar nicht Herangufommen ware. Der 
war. — Gin Jahr darauf Lies fich dad Wetter zur VBrunft bejferan. Wind ftand qut, auch deckten mich noch die Stvaucher und Biifche am 
Die Nachte waren meijt fil und Har. Wm Tage regnete e8 gu- Wiefenrand. Von Stamm gu-Stamm febleiche ich gebiict vor 
tweilen, doch farte e3 gegen WXbend immer wieder auf. Auf der bis an dte Kuppe des Hitgels. Und hinter ihr gewahre ich auch das 
Ubjehuplijte war vordringlic) vergeichnet ein alter ewiger WUchter,  MRudel, das fich Langjam nach der Dickung gu aft. Ym erften WMugenbile 
ein béswilliger Raufbold, dex allerlei Schandtaten auf dem Gewifjen bin ich bitter enttiufeht, denn der Hirjch jteht nicht beim Rubel. 

. hatte. GCinige gefortelte Hirjche und fogar Tiere mufte man ifm %ber wie ich die Blicfe itber die Kuppe gleiten Lajfe, gewalre ich 
gur Lajt legen. Sn der lesten Brunft fam er nochmal unbejdhofjen . die Stangen des Achters. Der Hirjeh hatte fich am Hang nieder- 
davon, obwohl man eijrig hinter ifm her war. Nach der Brunft getan. Yeh frieche noch mehrere Meter zur Seite, der Hirjch wendet 
fanden Holghauer cinen jtarten Bwélfer gefortelt auf. Das Mah da8 Haupt, fichert, beruhigt jich wieder, dHft vor fic) Hin. Nun 
twar voll, der Mérder mufte weg, der in feinen ftarfen, wuchtigen  richte ich mich auf, bringe die Biichje vor, fteche jie behutjam ein. 
Stangen mit den langen Wug{projfen und den iibermépig lang- Goll ich warten, bis er auffteht? Nein, das ware unter Umjtinden 
bveredten, jpipen und doleartigen Gabelenden eine gefahrliche  3u ridfant, weil vielleicht die Kugel jehr jchwer angutragen ift. Wher 
Mordwaffe bejap, der fein Gegner ftandzuhalten vermochte. Qn einen Schuf auf figendes gejundes Wild verfeuere ic) ungern. 
dDiejem Sabre durfte er nicht entfommen, da follte ich das itber ihn Warten darf ich nicht Langer, weil das Rudel fchon vor der Dickung 
gelprodjene Urtetl vollenden. Gn der Feijtzeit war der WAchter adjt, eingelne Stiice fchon eingiehen. Kurz entichlojjen mane ich 
berjchrunden und erjt jebt wieder in der Vrunft aufgetaucht. Der den WAchter an. Prompt twird er hoch, dugt fcharf heriiber. Ym 
Hilfsfiriter jab, um Hirjehe gu verhiren, im Buchenhochwalde, als Schuh fahrt er, jich ducend, Heftig zujammen und geht in mapigen 
Der Achter in voller Fahrt ein Schmaltier durch) die Stimme und Fluchten im Bogen tiber die Wieje ab, als ob ihm nichts gejchelhen 
iiber cine breite Wiefe in die Dickung trieb. Mum wupten wir, daj ware. Habe ich den etwa iiberjchojfen?, zuct e3 mix durch den Sinn. 
ex wieder da war, dab er wieder feinen Stand in der Dicfung diefes  Unmidglich ijt nichts. ch repetiere fcjnell. Der Hirjch verhofft vor 
{hwer zu begehenden Sagens hatte. Der Dickung, dugt ftarr geradeaus. Yeh lege an, will ihm die gweite 

Gin Harer Morgen fand mich beigeiten im hohen Buchenholze. Kugel antragen. Da jenkt er den Windfang und torfelt gur Seite. 
Sch jah jehon Langere Beit, al3 ich ein Mudel Wild im Unterhols Cr taumelt, jchwantt, fteigt pliplich fergengerade in die Hive, fehlagt 
giehen hirte. Das Licht reichte noch nicht aus, fo dah ich nur Hin mit den Borderliufen wie rajend nach einem unjichtbaren Gegner 
und wieder Schatten fah. Langjam hellte 3 jich auf, ich folge vor- und fracht Dumpf ins Gras nieder. Das war das Cnde des Rauf- 
fichtig Dem Rudel. Soviel ich fehen fann, ift e3 nicht mehr in den olds. Gn den Strahlen der tiber den Fichten der Dickung hoch- 
Buchen. Fd) piirjche mich an den WXusliufer der ither einen Hiigel fletternden Sonne bliken gum lesten Male die Leuchtendiweifen 
fich Dehnenden Wiefe heran und erblicke auf ihr ein vertraut djende3  Cnden feiner Mordwaffe auf. — 

mmr" "Rutt liter Birkwrly und ferne Waster ir ver Luneburaer oentralyeroe 

j Bon Otto Kofe } 

ex deutiche Jager Hat e3 gelernt, feine Belange hinter die de3  Anjammlungen auf fultiviertem Geltinde durchaus nichts UAuer- 
Bolfsgangen gu ftellen. Gr wird fic) damit abjinden, dak gewshnlices. Gite werden meijtens bedingt durch) voriiberqehende 
verjdhiedene Wildarten unter der gunehmenden Nubbar- Stirung in den Standgebieten durch Torjjtechen oder Fallungs- 

machung alles irgendwie brauchbaren Geldndes in ihrer grofen  arbeiten und find nur voriibergehender rt. 
Gejamtheit doch wefentlich bedrangt werden fdnnen. Wuf der anderen Wenn man von den Sehaden der Kultur dem Wilde gegentiber 
Geite aber hat er Heute die Gewifheit, dah die Nubbarmadhung des  fpricht, ijt eS einmal widhtig feftguftellen, in tweldem Grade der 
Geldndes nur foweit erfolgt, als dies iiberhaupt nach menjdlidem  CEntwidelung die Kultivierung jdhadlich wird. Denn ohne tweiteres 
Ermeffen. gwedmafig ijt und die Belange der Volfserndhrung e3  ift Birkwild nicht fo tulturflichtig, wie man gundchft glauben fonnte. 
notiwendig machen. G3 wird exft gum ausgejprocjenen Rulturfliidter, wenn wir unter 

Bu dem von der Kultur wefentlich betroffenen Wild gehirt auch  ultivierung die Urbarmachung gu Aderland verjtehen, das fic) dann 
das Birkwild, da3 in feinem Bejag wefentlich gegen friihere Sahrsehnte in Gejtalt von Kartoffel-, Riiben- oder Roggenfeldern weithin dehnt 
zurticigegangen ijt, ja, man befiirehtete fogar ein ganglices Wusiterben. und als Kulturjteppe begeicynet wird. Denno) gibt es auch Hier 
Gang fo jclimm fcjeint eS glicliderweije aber nicht gu fein, namentlic) wieder Ausnahmen, und es gibt Birtwild, das in einem als aus- 
nicht in Den grofen Moor- und Heidegebicten der Lineburger Zentral- gejprocjen fultiviert angufehenden Revier Heute nod) in_ leidlicjer 
Heide und ficerlich auch de3 iibrigen Breugen. Wir erleben e3 beim abl vorfommt, hier aber in der Tat von Jahr gu Saher weniger wird. 
Birkwild wieder, das 8, gleicywie andere Tiere, ber Multur G3 handelt fic) Hier um eine Geejtlandjchajt, an das Revier grenst 
gewifje Bugeitindnijje macht und exjt dann reftlos auswandert bs.  unmittelbar die Felbmart, und ba feine Heideflticdhen sur Vals gur . 
gang ausitirbt, wenn ifm famtlide Lebensbedingungen arg bejdnitten  Berfitgung ftehen, findet dieje auf einem Weidegeltinde ftatt. Das 
oder giinglich genommen tourden. Daf das Virkwild verjchiedentlic)  Revier ift feit einem Jahryehnt als vollfommen fultiviert angujehen 
heute verjcjtounden ijt, wo e3 frither vorhanden war, ift eine Tatjace, und weift nur wingige Heideflacen auf, die, wie wir fehen werden, . 
um bie wir nicht herumtommen. Selbjt der Garg foll nach Brintmann auferordentlich wichtig jind und die Lebensmiglichteiten fiir immer 
Die Vogelelt Nordwejtdeutjhlands” Birkwild beherbergt haben.  bicten, wenn fie nicjt eines Tages dod) aufgeforitet oder gu WAderland 
Brinkmann weijt darauj hin, dah nach Nehring im glagialen Gehange- gemacht werden jollten. 
fehutt der Hermannshihle im Harz tvie auch bei Thiede im Braun- Sit die Umwandlung der natiirlichen Seide- oder Moorlandjhaft 
jchweigijchen itbervejte von Birkwild fic) fanden. Qu den neungiger in Kulturjteppe in jedem Falle gleichbedeutend mit volligem YXus- 
Jahren find, ebenfalls nad) Srintmann, Verjuche gemacht, da3 Virtwild fterben des Birkwildes, fo ijt e3 die Aufforjtung, das heift dite Um- 
durch Ausjesen von rujfifcen Stiicen wieder angufiedeln. Lektmalig  wandlung in Siefernivald, nur bedingt. Cin ganglices WAusiterben 
twurde e8 nach Brinfmann 1918 von Forjter Hoffmann, Torfhaus, bes Virkwwildes diirfte faum gu befiirchten fein, denn einmal Lajfen ‘ 
gehirt. Jn diefem Gebiet ift aljo da3 Birkwild ginslich ausgeftorben. fich Hier grundjaglich nicht alle Fldchen nubsbringend fultivieren. 

Qn den Hiejigen Birtwildrevieren ijt nach menjdlicem Ermeffen Bum andern ijt die MKultivierung erft dann dem Wilde jchadlich, 
tweder mit einem villigen Ausiterben de BVirkwildes, noch mit einer wenn fie forweit fortfdreitet, dah der fitnftlic) angebaute Riefernforjt 
gegeniiber dem feutigen Befas tvejentlicen Berminderung fiir dem Birtwilde reftlos die Lebensbedingungen nimmt. Fiir dieje 
abjehbare Beit gu rechnen. Qn einer Zeitung der Heide wurden  fiderlic) einleuchtende Anjidjt cin Beijpiel. 
dahingehende Befiirchtungen geiupert. Bon anderer Seite wurde Wuf einer ringsherum von Vejtinden allen Wlter3 wumjtandenen, 
eine Anjammlung von 30 bis 50 Hahnen auf erbheblic) fulti- einige Morgen grofen Heidefltice war nach verbiirgten Angaben 
viertem Geltinde als ungewdhnlich bezeichnet, doch find folche  jahrelang eine gute Birtwildbalz. Dieje Tatjache dnderte fich auch
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feinesivegs nach erfolgter Qaffor{turg. — jeer mena acez acne marae een 
Get mit bem Beitountt, ba bie Sultut [J | 2 | a ee 
fichtbar vorwarts gu fommen begann, | ee ee 
nah von Gahr gu Saher die Balg in | ee. ss ee ee we Re Ne ae 

Bem weafe ab, wie be foxtretende ce eo 
= ultur gemaltjam in giwet widjtige = Se ee | RSS a ee 

Sunttionstreije nach v. Uertiill bes See ee a oN 
Birkroildes einfdynitt. Cinmal wurde f= 8 iy SWE ae ae 
bie Geibe verdrangt, und die Bitten 2 ee ay Ay ee oes ae 
wurden Herausgehauen, jo da die = Se oe 
Grndhrung an bdiefer Stelle weniger i i ee 
giinftig ausjallen mute. Der wich- panes ase * 
tigjte Grund aber war der tiefgehende a 2 os es 
Gingriff_ in das Brutleben des Birk- ee ea 4 a 
wildes, das Balggelande wurde une : Sl ne Sesh E os ’ : 
iiberjichtlih und wuchs gu. Die Baly F - ei a a 
fiel ganglich aus, nur in den iden ee . a ea ae 
traf- man Birtwild nach wie vor. ng Sire Ps Bs sae eae in 

Witrde nun die Hier angegzeigte = 4 or ‘ sien GRE Reo SS oS ar ee Je : 
Urt der Kultivierung tweiterfin und [7 es a ss 5 bids ad r 
itberall gleidhmapig und gleichzeitig = nase pe ee Pre se 
fortjcjreiten, fo ware der Birtwildb- (— ce St ee Ce ree ae i 
beftand in ber Tat ernjtlic) bedroht. (a= ee, . 5 
G3 werden aber immer noch getvilfe is S Be heen g oe ; 
Sladen, die in ihrer Gejamtgripe || ee ie a Fi 
ausreidend find, einen mittleren Birf- ee As : ‘ ae 
twildbefak gu tragen, verbleiben, denn | - ce eae : 
an fich find durchaus nicht grope © ie # iy gy ee : 
Flachen erforderlich. Wenn fic) neben | z ee ee ten he ee ee 
dem fultivierten Gelinde nur einige [Pee ee cies a 
Morgen Heide finden, ditcite der Birk SAL ee ee ere pk oe ee ee ee ee 
twildbejag fiir alle Zeiten geficert jein, : 
denn 8 ijt Tatjache, dak das Birkwild Morgenddmmerung Bon P. Freytag 
fich jebr woh! mit Nadelholzwaldungen 
abjindet. Sm Gebict um die Siebenjteinhaujer bei Fallingboftel fonnte  bejtvebungen prattijd nicht von Bedeutung, foweit e3 das Virkwild 

- ich bas Hinreichend beobachten, und fehr oft trijjt man am Rande und  angeht. — Ob eine Bedringung des Birkwildes durch Fafanen befteht, 
auch inmitten fleinerer Stangenhilger ajende3 Birkwilb an. Die weif ich nicht. Sch fand dieje Méoglichteit erjtmalig in Brinfmann3s 
Bal; findet dabei auf fleineren, freien Geidefladen ftatt. Crft ganze  erwahntem Werke. Gm Hildesheimfdjen foll nad) Brintmann gum 
Landjchajten bededende, gleichaltrige Siefernwilder werden dem Srhaden anderer Bogelarten der Fajan haufig fein. Welder Art 
Birkwild den Todesftoh verjesen. jind die Nachteile der Fajanen, die diefe ber Vogelwelt und dem 

Diefe find aber weder erwiinfdt, noc) liegen fie im Bereiche  Birkwild gufiigen? Fir die Hauptbirtwildreviere in den Kreijen 
des miglichen. Cinmal lajfen fic) ftrichweije bald grifere, bald  Fallingboftel und Soltau fceint eine Bedringung de3 Virtwildes 

- Hleinere Sladen iiberhaupt nicht fultivieven. Goldhe Verjuche find durch den Fafan ausgefdlojjen, weil beide Wildarten dod) wefentlich : 
mit befannt. Hier tourbe ber Ortftcin durchbrochen, die Kultur voneinander abtweidende Umiveltbedingungen brauchen, um fic 

i dreiz bis viermal nachgebeffert, ohne dag fie auch nur naheent bejtmiglic) entfalten gu fdmnen. Wenn der Fajan auch urjpriinglid 
“ in Gang gu bringen gewejen ware. Nunmebhr bleiben diefe Flachen  Bewohner lichter Waldungen mit viel Untergehilz gewejen fein 

Tiegen, weil die Bejiber mit Recht nicht noch weiter die Hohen Nach- mag, fo ijt er heutigen Tages tulturfreundlich wie fein anbderes Wild. 
befjerungsfoften ausgeben wollen. Auf den Flachen vegetieren Gr fiimmert jich nicht mehr um Fahrzeuge, die auf ajphaltierten 
Riefern, die man nicht al8 folthe anjpreden fann. Gm iibrigen Strafen vorbeifcnurren, wenn er in den Grabenbdjdhungen Mung 
tragen fie Geide und Birken vereingelt, die fic) aber ftarfer an den jucht. Gr mag fein reiner Feldbetwohner fein, two er aber geniigend 
Randern benachbarter Stangenhilger und an den Wegen finden.  Unterholg und Raine und Knicks gur Verjiigung hat, findet er fic 
Solche Geldnde find die leste Rettung fiir ein fulturfliichtiges Wild. jehr gut mit Aclertultur und Viehzucdht ab. Vom VBirkwild fann man 

Dariiber Hinausgehend ijt aber die Gleichaltrigteit in grofen, bas nicht behaupten, wie anderjeit3 der Fajan in einer Moor- oder 
gujammenbhingenden Siefernforjten weder erwiinfdht, weil fie riejige  Heidclandjdhaft mit ihrem riippelfiefer- und Birfenwuch3 ohne 
Brandgefahren birgt, gum andern ijt fie prattijd unmiglich, weil  Unterhol; nicht dentbar ijt. Gedenfalls nicht in den ausgejprodjenen 
ftellenweije die Aufforftungstladen gu grof find. Shon feit einem WBirkwildrevieren der Liineburger Zentralheide. i 
Sahrgehnt wird nur alljahrlich ein Teil der Flachen fultiviert, rooburd) Bujammenfafjend ditrjen wir heute zu dem Schlup fommen, 
jchon eine ungleice WUterszeit erreicht wird. Go haben wir gwar dag exft dann die Kultivierung unjerm Birtwwilde ernjtlicen Schaden 
Hleinere Beftinde gleidjen AUters, die aber dennod), von der gangen, mit gufiigen twitd, wenn fie feine Lebensbedingungen rejtlos beets 
Birkwild gejegneten Landjehajt aus her betvadhtet, wejentlich ungleich  Dagu it ndtig eine vollige Ummwandlung der Reviere in Aderland 

: find. Dagivijden legen einmal grifere, holgfreie Flachen, die fic) oder gleichaltrige, ricfige, gufammenhangende Miefernforften, welde 
nicht bejtoden Inffen, oder Kulturen in einem Entwidelungsjtadium, bie Heide guriiddrangen. Beides ijt prattijch nicht moglich. Selbjt 
das, wie wir gefehen haben, dem Birkwild nicht nachteilig ijt. Diejer Wujforjtungen griferen Stils werden das Birtwwild nicht ausrotten 
Qujtand wird fic) erhalten. Denn im grofen und gangen werden  fdnnen, tweil, wie wir gejehen haben, diefe fich nicht iiberall und aud 
die Hiefigen Beliker, meijt Erbhofbauern, bei der Bodentlajfe der nicht gleichgeitig durchfiihren lajfen. Selbjft wenn diefe3 der Fall fein 
Kiefernbiden doc) beim Abtrieb Hiebsreifen RieFfernbeftandes mit follte, werden fich immer noch geniigend baumfreie Heide- und Moore 

nachjolgender Aufforjtung bleiben. Dieje Kahl{dhlagflachen find dann lachen finden, die gufammen mit den durchaus nicht die Heide und 
ebenjalls fiir bas Birtwild wieder Bufludtsorte, wenn andertweitig die Beerkrauter ginglid) verdringenden, fleineren Nadelholsungen 
in der Landfchaft die Kulturen wie im obigen Falle ihnen die Lebens- dem Hiefigen. Virkwild auf abjehbare Beiten Lebensmdglicdjtciten 
bedingungen nehmen. Denn wie fic) bet Kahlabtrieben felbjt ge- bieten, von Fleinen Schwantungen im Bejab des Wildes abgejehen. 
fclofjener Beftinde wieder Bodenbegriinung einfindet, die oft Die fdnnen allerdings vorfommen, find aber anderer Natur. é 
hundert Sahre lang nicht vorhanden war (Weidenrdsden!), fommen 

bie Heide oe bas a rte ree te ae 
eider wieder, tvenn fie iiberhaupt follten verjchrounden. getvejen fein. ‘ she See Honma inion Sata dy em eso ay Uber Anftellen und SchieBen auf Sreibjagden 
older Sa age gigert fic) nicht felten Sahre hinaus, fie mu Von Ma 2. t 
unter Unmftinden, wenn ftarfer Graswuch3 auf feuchterem Geldnde ecg, D. BiaMnpelacomalte ven 
hingufommt, iiberhaupt unterbleiben, wenn man an eine forjtmapige n Sagertreijen hirt man oft die [herzhafte Bemerfung: ,,Schrot 
Beljtocdung im iiblichen Ginne denkt. Qn einem Falle ijt mix eine Mr. 3 mug jeder vertragen fdnnen” oder Ich [chiebe wieder“. 
folche Kultur befannt, die feit Sahren ebenfalls nicht vorwartstommt, + Doc follte man mit derlei Wusjpriicen fteinen Scherg treiben, 
objchon der Befiber erheblice often aufgewendet hat. gumal in Gegentvart von jungen Yagern, deren Aujjalfung tiber 

Wieweit die vom volfswirt{dhajtliden Standpuntt heute erviinfdhte Umgang mit Feuerwaffen daburch nur zu leicht beeinflupt werden 
Sdnucengucht fich unliebjam auf den Virwildbeftand auswirtt, ftann. Und wer tvie ic) Nr. 3 im Fell figen hat, der dentt nur ernft 
muf die Zutunjt lehren. Worlaufig find die Wiedereinfirhrungs- — iiber diefe Angelegenheit. Es fei mir auch aus biefem Grunde geftattet, 

e
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f bejonnenen Schiefens ficer ijt. Trob- 
‘ ' dem empfiehlt es fich in gleidmapfi- 

a : : ae Beftand a jeden Siyigen, die 
a Sas ch vaccinate aes aE i epee hac ie at Richtung nad) ben beiden Nachbar- 
pm co soe a a Se oe pt aed {ebiigen euti gu martieren. Dies ee ee ess oe i aes tue id) vor Veginn hes Treibens durch 

4 ee Brite 3 a Biehen einer gut fichtbaren Furche 
3 : am Soden im Laub vobder Schnee 

a A a a: oder durch) Wnlafchen eines Baumes 
me Ses Be 5 mit dem Nidfinger oder durch Cin- 

a 4 va : jteden von Zweigen im Boden. Beim | : a i ef Joes ce Bu, ae wenn 
-cuetceaaen aiid : Se See man fich drehen mug, fallt einem 

foo WAI) eam { i NN ee Rc ae 8 dann fofort wieder die ,,gefahrliche 
RE I Been i a Richtung ins Auge. Ym iibrigen hat 

a Pe 6 ret bieje Art bes WAnjtellen3 nur BVorteile. 
: eh f Man fieht bas Wild fommen, fann an- 

2{% oa fprechen und fich gleichzeitig in aller 
j } . { y MRuhe jertig machen. Wuferdem ge- 

5 , S nieBt man an falten Wintertagen auf & 
folch itberfichtlichen Standen den nicht 
gu unterjdhabenden Borteil, ba man 

Z : bie Hande fehin in den Muff verjenten 
fann und nicht bdauernd mit fteifen 
Singern in Fertigitellung gu fein 

SJegt fommt ein Waldtreiben (Bhot. Bluftrations-Berlag Bifmann, Minden) pe et ae lompen, 

ein jiingerer Schiibe, womit ich das 
jebt vor Beginn der Treibjagden gu Nuk und Frommen aller Yager  Schmaltier gejdofjen hatte. Meine Antwort war: ,,.Mit warmen 
— bie Erjahrung bleibt zu allen Zeiten doch der befte Lehrmeijter  Handen.“ 

— mich tiber Anjtellen und Sciesen auf Gejellichajtsjagden gu dupern, G3 ift auf ber Jagd umgefehrt wie im Rriege. Wahrend hier 
denn oft Hangt die Gefahrdung der Nachbarfehiigen fdon mit der exft Schuffeld und dann Decung fommt, heift e3 auj ber Sagd: 
Act des Anftellens gujammen. ~ yErft Sicherheit, dann Sdhubjeld.“ Der Jagdleiter ijt fiir dieje Sicher- 

Qm_ BWalde wird im allgemeinen nach dem guten Grundjag eit feiner Gajte mit verantwortlic) und follte fich defjen ftets 
verjahren, die Schiigen dicht an das Treiben gu ftellen. Gie jind  betwuft fein. 
dann durch Schiifje der Nachbarn am twenigften gefahrdet, da thr Sm Feld ijt das Vorjtehtreiben fajt reftlos bom Mefjel verdrangt 
Stand, auch wenn fie im Augenblic der Schupabgabe nicht gu fehen  tvorden, der heute angewandt wird, wo das Geldnde fich nur einiger- 
find, durch die Qagenlinie martiert ijt, anlaujendes Wild aber, fofern  mafen dazu eignet. Dadurd ift die Gefahrdung der Schiiben geftiegen, 
dad nicht chon ins Treiben hinein gejcieht, nach ricrwarts ins Freie — ba jie Dauernd tn Bewegung find und fich ihre Richtung gum Nachbarn 
bejdhojjen wird, ftets dnbert. Solange das Geldnde eben und itberfichtig ijt und js 

Anders wird dagegen die Lage, wenn die Schiiken auf einer die Schitben ihe Gewehr auch in ber Bewegung, aud beim Nehmen 
geraden Waldfehneife ftehen, die nee eingufehende Didungen trennt. Se ee oe Hats au penthoben ‘piles pit Bre 
Der Schuf auj jolcen Standen auj den Boden bleibt immer gefahr- _ sagdart nur gutgeberpen tverden, _ gumal cE rare npn 

: : fake Bat piney SRigon Te ee Ae aie Sanat th catty ome fel Hropere ltche Taatlich Sowatigen fan Tone : ‘3 
find. Sie werden von Schroten, die am jenfeitigen Waldrand abjegen, bei, turgen Wintertagen gu begriipen ijt. Anders aber bei welligem, 
ftets gu erceichen fein, gumal fich an foldyen Wegen meift Bofdhungen  Uniiberjichtlichem Yagdgelinde. Um hier die Gefar des Anjehiepens 
oder dod) Heine Ninbder befinden, welche die Mbgangsrichtung der Af das geringfte Mah gu befdhranten, follte man jeden Keffel, wenn 
einfehlagenden Schrote beeinflufjen. G3 empfiehlt fich hier daber iiberhaupt, moglichft jo einricjten, dah fein Mittelpuntt in einer 

i cin Verfahren, wie e8-vielfach ja feyon angewandt wird, namlich die Centung oder Mulde liegt, da dann die gum Sehlus des Treibens 
Schiiken nur nach einer Seite fejiefen zu lajjen. Gie drehen fich abmarts gehenden Schitgen fich auf die gefahrbringende Entjernung 
dann gegenfeitig ben Niiden gu, fo dak abjpringende Schrotfirner  tecbtgeitig fehen fonnen. Cnbdigt dagegen der Sejjel auf einer Gr- 
Gefieht und Auge nicht trejfen und wenigitens feine erheblicen  Hdhung oder Kuppe, dann fehen fic) die emporjteigenden Schiigen 
Verlegungen verurjachen fonnen. G3 hat diefe Anjtellungsart auch oft nicht rechtgeitig in der Gefahrengone, und gerade der Echuf im 
nod) den Borteil, dab mit Beobachtung nach mux einer Seite beffer Bogen liber eine Hihe bivgt Gejahr in jich. Das Signal: ,,Ireiber 
geichojjen und nicht fo viel Wild verpaft wird. Dadurch wird der Herein unterjagt den Schuf in den Keffel auf allen Puntten des- 
Nachteil, dag das Treiben durch Didhterjtellen der Schiigen vielleicht felben. Das heipt, e3 founte jehr wohl vorher jon Momente geben, 
nicht gang umftellt werden fann, fofern bas itberhaupt.ein Nachteil wo an mandjen Gtellen fic) bas Hineinjdhiefen von felbjt verbot! 
ijt, aufgehoben. Gmpfeblen modhte ich noch, Hierbet fo anguftellen, Det Sagdherr, ber das Signal blajen laft, tann nicht alles iiberjehen. 
dak anlaufendes Wild von rechts nach lints befdoffen wird, weil in Auch mub er bei folchen Sdiesjagden mit verniinjtigem Berhalten 
dicjer Richtung das ,,Mitjahren” leihter ift. eae oe foe j : 

Mit der Viiehje darj in folchen Lagen niemals gefdoffen werden, ., Auf die gehn Hauptregeln des Qagdjcheines eingugehen, eriibrigt 
da burch eine abjpringende Sugel famtlice Cather der Gehneije lich und twitrde gu weit filhren, doc) méchte ic) auf Buntt 1 und 6 
gefabcbdet find, die entjernteften am meifjten! Gollte e8 fic) aljo um befonders Hinweifen. Qu 1 erlaube ich mir den Borjehlag, daf bei 
Treiben auf Hochrwild handeln, fo barf auf foldjen gerabdlinigen Wegen Regen mit Genehmigung der Leitung die Gewehre sweds Trocen- 
nur ein Sdhitge ftehen, der dann unbebhindert fdiefen tann. Oder DJaltung der Lduje mit der Miindung fteil nach unten getcagen tverden 
e3 fénnen auc) auf einem Stanbde mit dem Miiden gegeneinander Diitjen. Sm iibrigen wird nach meiner Erfahrung vielfach gegen dieje 
gwwei Schiigen aufgeftellt werden, die dann auc) den Borteil der Seiden Puntte verftopen, gegen Puntt 1 fajt auf jeder Gejelljchajts- 
Veobadhtung nach nur einer Seite haben, was namentlich bei fpmaten jag. C3 mus jedem Jager in Hleije) und Blut ibergegangen fein, 
BWegen gweemipig iff. Co bee eee ee 

Sit der einer getriebenen Didung gegeniiber liegende Beftand BM Pate HE a eSU DE On TUG ety: CUR CU BEL ARI DRE Cons rae 
gut eingufehen — alteres Hol3 —, fo wird in diejen hineinfliidtendes Ba a Abjahet, nt Seigen feiner Cue — auch Bete Beings 
Wild gefahrlos befchoijen werden fdnnen. Da man dabet aber mit ae ee gleid) bet welder Gelegenheit twann und two, ol dem Schuf leicht gu jpait fommt, vor allem wenn vorher riod an- geladen oder naelabely denn Ungliidsfalle eveignen fic) gerade mit 

gejprochen werden mu, tendet man hier auch gern ein andere logenannten wage mDeneT Bajfen. s é R= 
Verfahren an: Man ftellt dic Sdhiiken in einiger Entfernung vom Auf einer Gejellidajtsiagd aber ijt es ein groper Febler, ja ein 
Treiben im hohen Holz auf Schrot- oder Kugelfdufentfernung. Sie Vangel an Pjflichtberwuftiein, wenn der Gagbleiter gegen unvor- 
miijjen dann bis gu den Haken in einer geraden Linie ftehen, namentlic)  {chriitsmapiges oder leichtfertiges GHandhaben des Gewehrs nicht 
bei Biidhjenjagden. Trogdem ijt hierbei die Gejahr des AnjdhieGens lofort energifd) einfdpreitet, felbjt auf die Gejahr hin, da die all- 
wieder grifer, gumal wenn der Bejtand ganz gleichmafig ausfieht, gemeine Stimmung darunter leidet. uch Riidjidhtnahme auf altere 
da bei Anlauf von Wild und der damit vielleicht noch verbundenen det fogenannte prominente Perfonlicteiten ijt Hier nicht am Plage, 
Aujfregung die Richtung nach dem Nachbar im Wugenblic leicht ver- denn es ift immer noc viel bejfer, ein Yagdgait nimmt eine Zurecht- 

_ lorengeht. Man verlajje aljo den guten Grundjag, die Sehiiken  wetjung iibel, als dab auc) nur der geringjte Unfall fic) ereignet. 
jtet3 dicht am Treiben aujfgujtellen, nur, wenn man ihres ruhigen und . Und damit Waidmannsheil fiir die fommenden Treibjagden! 

‘
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Bigest of 

a 

G. Malcolm & A. Maxwell, A. & C. a. London, 1910 

p. 8 ee Distinetion between a “forest” (royal) and a “chase” 
may be held by a subject). "Forests" date from the Conqueror. 

Forest laws ameliorate? wy Weary IYI in 1224, and progressively 
by other later acts. (First game laws, p. 166). : 

p+ 30 Scotch Shootings. 
Average rent of 3157 grouse and general 7 

shootings at 250 pounds each... . + + + « + «789,250 pounds 
Average expenses of 3157 grouse and general ~ 

shootings at 250 pounds each... .-..+- +» «789,250 * 

Average rent of 197 deer forests at 

DSR hs eee wre cea es ee se FH * 
Averaze expenses of 197 deer forests 

at 600 pounds cath . «1 6 1 5 se ee oe + + 157,600 * 

1,893,700 * 

Add amount of excise reveme in year 1908-9 
for game, gun, and game-dealing licenses 1a 

ee ee eee * 

Yotal of ordinary expend. 

p. Garirommentel Controle: (a) iments snow off heather, (2) winter 
» (3 aig (p.60), (4) vermin control, (5) water 

supply (p. 59), (6) brushing wires (p. 61), (7) reduction of old 
cocks (p. 120, (S) heather burning (p. 86). 

p- 47 Yenain killed in Glengarry 1837-1840. Area? (policy, p- 54) 

p- 63 Sheep. Help to prevent spread of bracken. Running sheep on heather 
began about 1800 (p. 8). 

p- 67 Maximum Daily Bags. No areas. 

p- 83 Area of moor and mountain in Scotland, 9,000,000 acres. 

p. 86 Heather-turninelesal onty betwee er 1 and April 11. Very old 
heather when + sometimes replaced by bracken. Rotation of 

10 years advised (p. 97). Patches should never exceed 10 acres 
(p. 101). Fire laws since 1908 hold railways responsible for 
for runaway fires (p. 103). Spring burning preferred as fall 

sprouts winter ill (p. 105). 

p- 106 Bracken is spreading badly (p. 106).



p. 119 Disease. Lightly stocked or isolated moors not exempt. 

Pp. 133 “They (Grouse Comittee) have examined records over a period of 
60 years on many widely different estates, and have found the 
cycle to comprise the good yeur, the very good year, the record 
yeer, the bad disease year, the recovery, the average, and the 
good average." 

p. 144 Distribution by counties. 

p- 146 Poaching prevents practice of management in Ireland. 

p. 151 Driving. On the west coast and islands grouse lie close all the 
year so that driving is impossible. First drive at Cannon Hall 
in 1805. Driving has not increased grouse in the Highlands; 
no more now than 60 years ago (p. 759). On the lowlands and in 
England 300-500 per cent increase due to driving. In mountains 
the old birds on high tops cannot be reached--possibly this 
accounts for the difference (p. 160). 

p. 163 “But driving helps a moor most by removing the old birds, which 
never fall to the gun by any other method. A pair of old grouse 
will require a far larger stretch of ground for nesting operations 
than younger birds. They actively resent any intrusion on the 

territory they have settled on for their own, and eventually rear 
a snall brood where two pair of younger birds might have found range 
and food for their stronger and more mmerous families. Still less 
desirable are the old cocks of bachelor habits. They rank with 
the worst of vermin, and the large muabers of them which fall to 
the gun by driving form the most sensible influence in the improve- 
ment of the moor." a 

Butts average 60 yards apart. 

p- 195 Zopographie driving diagrams. 

p- 273 Abundanee. “A century ago grouse mst have swarmed in the highlands." 
Gol. Thornton saw 3,000 in one pack. On decrease since 1873 (p.275). 

Black Game 
pe 275 Seen et seems there is some limit set to what a moor 

will » a limit not regulated by food-supply alone, and 
varying to a marked degree in different districts. Be the reason _ 
what it may, the fact remains that while on some exceptionally 
favored moors a bird to an acre may be killed in good years, others 
under the best manacement and most favourable conditions seem 
unable to yield a better average than one bird to every four or 
five acres." 

Pp. 277 

: Season No. Killed Season Wo. Killed 

1898 787 1 2189 
1899 2364 i a ee 
1900 hOL6 1905 

1901 6682 1906 ia 
1902 47hO 1907



: 3 

p- 278 Kill at Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire, 26,000 acres. 

1856 = 1879 2162 
1? 1 1880 1500 

1377 1881 2136 

we te a 1 
= gi2 4 16eh 
i 1998 aa 3285 

mm Be oe 5oue 1887 
1867 208 1888 sy 
1868 x 1889 19 
1869 1 1890 4057 
1870 2107 1891 3174 
isfl 4370 1892 3904 

= 2 & 
1 4gog 
68 ie a 675 
1 3382 1897 1368 

1877 3060 1898 2983 
1878 1740 a 3701 

4 ie 

— bo 

ioe 3140 
1 1906 to 
1907 
1908 : 1909 a4 

p- 233 Aug. 12 season too early; cocks still moulting- 

p. 236 West onhigh moors but winter on corn. 

p. 247 Hens never shot on some estaten. 

Pe 258 Svecies decreasing all over England. 

p- 259 Hill ot Drumleing Castle, Dumfriesshire. 

1861 1586 
18 1530 
i i Bleck Game 
1870 1 
1871 1429



nr 
ef gye™ 

"Half a Century of Sport in Hampshire" 

: Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1905 

Janus Gclroard, Reoud Gab of Wn okrertabrary 

Page Year Partridge Black Game 

28 1798-99 129 

33 Oct.17,1799 4 

q ©" 1802 471 4 

43 1802-3 4eg i 

45 1803-4 333 6 

46 1804-5 281 = 

47 1805-6 383 2 

ug 1806-7 305 1 

51 1807-8 258 

52 1808-9 308 2 

54 1809-10 224 6 

56 1810-11 213 1 

58 1811-12 202 

59 1812-13 168 

60 1813-14 174 2 

61 1814-15 179 s 

63 1815-16 8g az 

ou 1816-17 25u 4 

65 1817-18 315 4 

67 1818-19 518 

68 1819-1820 827 5 

72 1820-21 yug 4 

74 1821-22 518



Page Year Partridges Bleck Game 

79 1822-23 469 10 : 

82 1823-24 767 2 

83 1824-25 97 6 

8h 1825-26 268 

85 1826-27 60 

86 1827-28 332 2 

88 1828-29 253 z 

91 1830-31 17 

92 1831-32 124 

93 1832-33 243, e 

gu 1833-34 a7 2 

95 1834-35 162 

96 1835-36 80 

98 1836-37 : Te 

101 1837-38 117 

103 1838-39 25 

104 1839-o 1 
105 1840-1 &
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Berlag von 3.Neumann, Neudamm 
SS 
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Beitrage zur Gefchidte des Wuerwildes in Churfadfen 
Bon §. Jaertfdh 

ie erften Nachrichten von der Jagd auf den balgenden Auerhahn 1763 neun Hane und swei Gennen, im gangen (joweit die Wkten 
S) in Sachfen ftammen aus dem 16. Sahrhundert. Churfirft vorhanden) 63 Hane und 42 Hennen. In obigen Abjchufgahlen find 

Muguft |hob am 18. Marz 1559 (alten Stils) bei Cunnersdorf¥ __die lebend gefangenen Vogel nicht enthalten. Bei diejen findet fich 
in der Sachlifdjen Schweis drei Hahne, Churjiirjt Johann Georg I. itbrigens iiberall der Zufas zum Ausfegen”, ,,gum Wusfeken nacher 
erlegte um Oftern 1629 ihrer 13. Ym 16. und 17. Jahrhundert jheint Grillenburg’ v. a. Das ift wichtig, weil jonft der Ginwand erhoben 
Diejer Jagd im allgemeinen fein grofer Wert beigelegt worden gu werden fdunte, das gefangene Yuerwwild fei jehr bald in der Miche 
ein. Sie wurde anjdjeinend nur gelegentlich von bejonders paffionierten  geendet. Yn damaliger Zeit wurde nimlich oft Federwild, das man 
itftlicjen agern ausgeiibt. Andernjalls miiften mehr Nachricten iberhaupt meift fing, nicht {chob, in lebendem Buftand verfchictt, um : 
davon auf unjere Zeit gefommen fein. Die fachfijden Oofjagdregijter, e8 vor dem Verderben 3u betwabren. 
die von 1611 bis 1656, und die Mb{chuflijten der gejamten churjachfifcen Der Spesialift fiir den Auerwildjfang im Barenjeljer Foritbegirt 
Sageret, die von 1656 bis 1717 noch vollftindig vorhanden find, war der Forjter Pegoldt in Wiiften-Sahlette. Das lebende Auerwild 
enthalten leiber fein Stic Federwild. Fir diejes find vielleiht wurde mit wenigen Musnahmen von ihm eingeliefert. Ex fing e3 in 
bejondere Liften gefiihrt worden, die bisher aber nicht aujgefunden den Revierteilen Brandyeyde, Stengelheyde, Schwarge Teigheyde und 
werden fonnten. Die churfichjifde Sagerei iibte bamals die Balsjagd Rrifcherheyde gewohnlich im Zeuge”. Die meiften Auerhiihner 
nur jebr jelten aus. Die Piirfchvergeidnijje ber Oberjorftmeijteret tourden in den Monaten April und Mai, einige auch im September 
Barenfels im Erggebirge enthalten fiir die Gahre 1678 bis 1685 nur unb Ottober gefangen. Auch damals gab es gelegentlid) ,,verriidte“ 
13 Muerhahne und 2 Hennen, davon allein fiinf Habe aus dem Jahre Hahne. Mus dem Sabre 1743 berichtet eine Wttennotiz von der Cin- 
1679, fix ein Waldgebiet von tiber 35000 Hettar gewif eine befchetbene _leferung eines Gahnes, ,,jo uff Fraueniteiner Refier in der Wmmels- 
Strede. E83 ift angunehmen, daf dieje wenigen Stice gelegentlid) in dorjer Gemein im Palen angetroffen und von des Oberfirjters 
dallen und Sehlingen gefangen wurden, die anderem Federwild galten.  Neubhdufer3 Piirfchen, da der Hahn auf ihn los fommen, mit Sanden 

Auffehlup iber die fachfijden Auerwildftinde gu Anfang des  gefangen worden.” Das eingelieferte Auerwild wurde bis 1751 meift 
18. Jahrhunderts gibt folgendes Balgvergeicyni3, da8 Genthe im nach Grillenburg im Tharandter Wald, dann grdptenteils nach Dresden- 
foniglichen Hausarchiv in Berlin aufgefunden hat. Konig Friedrich  Neuftadt gefchict. Sm gangen famen nach Grillenburg 21 Hahne 
Wilhelm I. hat e3 von einem Befuch in Dresden mitgebracht. und 10 Sennen, nad) Neuftadt 30 Hahne und 22 Hennen. Der Ver- 

Obwohl chon vorher iiber bie Stinde regelmafig an den Gof-  bleib der itbrigen Stiide ift nicht feftguftellen. Bmwei Hahne gingen auf 
jagermeifter berichtet tourde, jcheint doch erft um die Mitte de3 18. Qahr- bem Transport ein. 
hunderts die Balsjagd auf den Auerhahn eigentlich Mode geworden Man begniigte fich nicht nur mit dem Fang lebender Vogel, 
gu fein. Freiherr. Friejen hat die Hofjagdergebnijje unter Churfiirt  jondern machte auch einen Verjuch mit jyftematijdem Sammeln von 
Sriedrich Auguft I. (Konig Auguft IL. von Polen) aufgegeichnet, Ciern, doch offenbar gu dem Bwwed, fie ausbriiten gu lajfen. 1751 Que 
joteit er fie aus ben nur gum Teil auffindbaren Hofjournalen ent- tourden 40 ,,Auerhiihner Eyer” eingeliefert. Das Wttenjtiie von 1752 a 
nehmen fonnte. Danach wurden vom Churfiirjten und feinen Gajten enthiilt einen Vermert iiber 24 Cier, je 8 Stic von drei verfdhiedenen Bax 
geldojjen: 1737: 12 Hahne, in den folgenden acht Jahren je 1 bis  Forftheamten eingeliefert. Die Zeilen find durdftriden und fait: aves 

\ 8 Hahne, 1748: 38, 1749: 45, 1750: 54, 1752: 13, 1756: 19. Die untenntlich gemadht, offenbar erwiejen fich die Cier als fehlecht. Erjolge qe 
‘  Gagd wurde ausgeiibt in der Dresdener Heide, den Revieren um fcheinen mit der Methode de3 Wusbriitens von Ciern nicht erzielt | 

Cifterwerda, Dobrilugt, Hoyerswerda, Weidenhayn bet Torgau und worden gu fein, und der re wurde tvohl aufgegeben. Mehr als 
jpater auc) im Tharandter Wald. diefe 64 Gier find nicht eingeliejert worden. Man hatte ohne Frage 

Geineten berictet aus dem gleichen Qeitraum iiber die mehr davon haben fonnen, tenn man getvollt hatte. 
Auerhahnjagden Augujt IT. folgendes, was id Hier sum Teil G3 ijt iibrigens angunehmen, dak nicht nur aus dem Erggebirge, 
wirtlich wiedergebe. — yim 4. April 1745 begab fic) der Kinig jondern auch aus anderen Landesteilen, die nod viel befjere Muerwild- 
in die Gegend von Dobrilugt auf die Auerhalnpals; er erlegte {tiinde Hatten, bejonders aus Thiiringen, Auerwild fiir Dresden und 
in gwet Tagen bei dem griinen Hauje und ber Spiegelhiitte eigen- Tharandt besogen worden ijt. Daf mit dem Ausfeken diefer Mengen 
Handig 16, tm gangen aber 37 Stiid." : von Muerwild der Bived, die Neugriindung von Standen bgw. Sebung 

Srlihjahe 1749 bet Torgau, Clfterwerda, Dobrilugl und Ofrylla der vorhandenen in der Dresdener Heide und im Tharandter Wald, 
gegen 50 Sti. ervetcht worden ift, fénnen tir al3 jicher annehmen. 1727 war det 

ym 3. April 1753 war der Minig im jogenannten Sjraden Stand in diejen beiden Waldgebieten fehr gering. Um die Mitte des 
bei Clfterwerda auf der Anerhalnpals und erlegte deren 13 Stiid.”  ahrhunderts hatte ex fich aber {chon jo gehoben, daf der Churfiirit, 
Schlieplich find vergeichnet fiir Mai 1755 (Clterwerda und Dobrilugt) der fich offenbar nicht nur mit dem einen oder anderen Hahn begniigte, 
31 und fiir April 1756 (Cliterwerda) 29 Wuerhafne. Hier die Balsjagd ausiiben tonnte. Ginwandfreie Zahlen find mix fiir 

Da Heinefen feine Quelle nicht nennt, lafjen fic feine Angaben die Dresdener Heide nicht befannt, fiir Tharandt erft aus etwas 
nicht nachpriifen. Die Streden von 16 Hahnen in gwei Tagen und  fpaterer Beit. 
gar 13 an einem Lage flingen ettoas unwahriceinlich. Su neuerer Beit, Mit dem, was Mejfd wig iiber den einjtigen Auertwildjtand der 
wo e3 mancherorts viel bejfere YAuerwildjtinde gibt als im 18. Gahr- Dresdener Heide fchreibt, ift angefidts jeiner Mrititlofigteit nicht viel 
hundert, find ahnlice Exgebniffe nur gang ausnahmsweife ergielt angufangen, gumal er jeine Quellen nicht nennt. Ex fehreibt, dah fich 
tworden. So jchoh Pring Auguft vow Sachjen-Coburg am 5. Mai 1884 nach einem Bericht des Wilbmeifters Puttrich 1758 auf der Dresdener » 
in Gumpenberg 7 Hihne und Graf Bardeau am 24, April 1910 im Heide nur noch 24 Auerhahne und 31 Stic Birkwild vorjanden, | 
Revier Gftatt in Steiermart deren 10! Yn den angeblicjen Streden cin farglider Reft bes guvor reichen Beftandes“. Nach dem oben 
Mugufts IT. find entweder mehrere Schitken beteiligt gewejen, wie  wiedergegebenen Balgverzeidhnis hatte die Dresdener Heide 30 Jahre 
e3 vb. Griejen beridtet, oder aber e8 handelte fic) um Birkhahne.  vorher iiberhaupt nur 6 Hahne. Von 1743 bis 1758 waren aber allein 

Dap nicht nur Fiirftlichfeiten, fondern auc) die Sager an der aus Barenfels mindeftens 19 Habne und 20 Hennen in der Heide 
Sagd auf den Auerhahn Gefallen gu finden begannen, zeigen die ausgefett worden, von denen fich allerdings ein Teil verftridjen haben 
Schupliften der Oberfirfteret Barenjels, denen ic) polgende Bablen fann. M. {creibt weiter: ,Der Beftand an Muerhahnen ging um 1743 | 
entnehme: suri, weil die Bauern die zur Brut ndtigen Hecfen befeitigt hatten. 

j G8 wurden erlegt: uch jpater geriet die Wnlage in Verjall. 1754 wurden die Balzplabe yur 
| 1678 bi3 1685 (8 Sabre) 13 Hahne, 2 Sennen deshalb villig neu angelegt, was einen MAufwand von iiber 800 Thalern h rE, 

LTO PIO (Oi 10) 2 = verurjachte.“ Wn diejes ungereimte Beug jcheint er felbjt zu glauben; Buby ple 44 
TS 2 tp Liae (oe IDSs. 4 . twoher er es hat, fagt er leider nicht. Mach dem ftarfen Wbichufs im s 4? 
1741, 1750 (9-25, =) 159 —,, 1a Giebenjahrigen Krieg wurde der Jagerburfde Joh. Heinrich Schneider bed . 
151, 1186-5 ll . gum Wuerhahnfinger ernannt und 1766 mit der Wusfebung lebenden 
VIOA  VUIS (Oe ye IG: aie 9 A Auerwildes auf der Dresdener und Lausniger Heide beauftragt. Im 
DiS, ATS2 (B72 55,0 Oe ates Sega hes cog near oN her ein ee ae oe 

Das VBalgverseidhnis der Oberforftmeifterei fiir 1788 weift nach: er WMittetlung des Hegereiters Hef gufolge ,wegen des durch die Amt Altenberg 18 acite 21 oom 25 Birthahne, 37 peat oie in ber Heide Deriotoeutietey: Schadens“. Diefer lebte Sab 
» Srauenttein 3 : 5 ae 3 a Coe ect fich mit meinen Seftftellungen fiir den Tharandter Wald. 

” Qauteritein 10 : ll ow a Sm Revier Tharandt, da8 damal3 noc) nicht ein Viertel der 
” Wolferftein 22 f 52 ay 44 Slade des gangen ,,Tharandter Waldes (Oberforftmeifterei Giriflen- 
i SSS burtg) einnam, tonrden in den Sahren 1783 bis 1797 30 Stic Aner- 

53 Unerhahne, 89 Hennen, 45 Birkhajne, 86 Hennen pid erlegt, gum Teil von fiiritlicyen Gajten. Unter anderen {doh Bur ober Abgang der Herzog Karl von Kurland am 4. Mai 1784 drei Hahne, und am gegen 1787 +12 » +21 4 +8 ean 19. April 1786 und 12. April 1791 je vier. Wiederholt exfolgte der 
rachis der Verjuche, die in jiingfter Zeit mit der Cinbiirgerung  Wbfchus aus forftliden Griinden. So bejagt eine WUttennotiz vom von Yuerwild gemacht werden, verdient es der Vergeffenheit entrifjen 21. Wpril 1796 von der Hand des Oberfiriters Krep: ,2 Auerhiibne wee gu werden, bag fcjon vor fajt 200 Sahren die churjadfijche Jagerei an den drei Gichen gefcjopen, indem jelbige der dortigen Jungen | awe t 

eifrig am Werk war, die Auerwildftinde eingelner Reviere gu heben,  Miefern Holz Satt erftaunlichen Schaten durchs Verbeigen su gefiiget.” te aber 
die gur Ausiibung der Balgjagd von Dresden aus si gu_erreihen Qn den folgenden Jahren findet fich noch dfter bei erlegtem Wuerwild > 
waren. Den Sagdatten der Oberforftmeijterei Barenfels fonnte id) der Zujab ,auf der Holgjaat’. Qn diejem Teil Sachfens fcheint der 

an HM entnehmen, dafi dort in ben Sahren 1741 bis 1767 in grofem Mafftabe itbertriebene WAb{chuf ber Grund fiir da3 Ausjterben des Wuerwildes os Auertwild sum WAusjesen gefangen wurde. (Die Wktenjahrgdnge 1749, gewefen yu fein. Die Tharandter Schuplijten von 1815 bi3 1826 ; PAvee 1753, 1755, 1756, 1759 bis 1762 feflen.) °Wljahrlich wurden etwa tweifen nur nod) neun Hahne nach. Um 1840 war das Yuerwild hier 1 we abs drei bis fechs Stic gefangen, 1747 neun Hahne und fiinf Gennen, gang verjdrounden. fay bow jusolad b f 
34 4951 DQrud von J. Neumann, Neudamm te knee walt
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; ae “ab ae sporting qualities of TeTRAo uRoGaLtus and the 
we OR * re é possibilities of his naturalization in North America. 

= 2 By L. O. OFSTAD 
Photo by need 

Gilbert F. Johnson ee pounds or more. In some instances he an unreasonably long open season from 
WE een ey is known to have reached a weight of September first to December 31, inclu- 

és PS 25 to 28 pounds. When seen in the sive. So far, there has been no limit on 

re dark pine and spruce forests, he ap- the daily bag whatever, and the birds 
pears at first glance from a distance to are sold to dealers, who distribute them 
be practically all black, but if one is to city people, just as ordinary poultry 

ETRAO UROGALUS—the Scan- clever enough to outwit him and get are disposed of in this country. This 
dinavian Wood grouse —is the within 100 yards, which this alert bird is fully in accord with the game laws. 
largest known member of the seems to think is sufficiently close to But what seems still worse, by far, and 

grouse family in any part of the world. tolerate any human being, one would an inhuman and very unsportsman-like 
The only game bird exceeding it in size see that his head and neck have a dull way of treating these wonderful birds, 
is the American wild turkey, but the black appearance, forming an ideal set- is the legal “Spiljakt,” that is, another 
Wood grouse is far ahead of the turkey ting for the very large eyebrow of a open season of about two weeks hunting 
in sporting qualities. beautiful soft red; his breast and lower in May, when the male sings his love 

part of the neck, while black in color, song, which makes it easy to locate the 

Habitat have a mild blue-green iridescence point where he sits hidden in his big 
S| . s which occasionally, when viewed from pine tree. At one part of his song he 

ys nome is the pine and oe forests the right angle, reflects the-sun like a lets out three “klunks,” at the same 

of Norway, Sweden and Finland and mirror, especially when the males gather time shutting his eyes, which takes just 
parts of north-western Russia. As Nor- together in winter. On a clear winter the right time for the hunter to take 
way and Sweden lay side by side, form- day he has a habit of getting up on the three steps forward, after which he 
ing the Scandinavian peninsula, and very top of one of the larger pine trees, must stand absolutely still until the 

northern Norway and northern Finland where he feeds on the young shoots time comes for another three “klunks” 
are joined for a short distance, there is from Jast season. He can then be seen and the simultaneous three-step advance, 
only one strain in those countries. at 4 distance of as great as three-quar- until the bird is finally located and shot. 
There ) however, a few birds of this ters of a mile. In Norway he is hunted Add to this the setting of snares in the 

species in Scotland, where conditions i December—the last month of the fall, when the birds feed on berries, etc. 
probably are less favorable for them, regular hunting season—with a high on the ground; the depredations of the 
as they prefer dense forests. Scotland jowered rifle and picked off at a dis- red foxes, eagles and large hawks, and 
successfully re-established these birds tance of 200 to 300 yards. one just can’t help wondering how this 
about 1840, after they had become ex- His back and tail feathers are of a bird could survive the 1000 years or 

tinct about 1750. There also are suPp- blended black-gray-brown color, wings more of hunting, which started with 
posed to be a few of these birds in the darker, with a white spot an inch or so the bow and arrow in the early days and 
German and Austrian eG eee where in diameter about even with the wing now is continuing on an increased scale 

they are called “Capercailzie,” but, ac- bone, This spot was used by the old- with high-powered, long-range rifles and 
cording to a narrative of a prominent time still hunters using the muzzle- repeating shot guns. 
Norwegian sportsman, very few _wWere loader as a mark, its visibility being a 
observed on a recent hunting trip he sien that the distance was right for the Food and Habits 
made in that territory. shot i 

4 : : "THE Wood grouse is, as the name 
The female is more brownish and Sana : bird aad : 

Description speckled in appearance and weighs 6 smnplics, a Se h ais ee i 
HIE “Wood crouse is alc a dy. to 8 pounds. Back and wings are a the strictest sense o oa eet aie 

ar sa nor 2 Bauey- little darker than the rest of the body. ? bud eater and seeks his food neither 
colored bird, but despite its simpli- She Gs al i d Pome in open meadows nor in cultivated 

city in color, its size and splendid bear- a ou NEE er Boe ene eer fields; neither does he tarry there. 
ing, its extreme alertness against danger “VO1GINS Canser. ; Rather, thick pine forests with some 

: : : : The sturdiness and resistance of these z oS 
and its quickness in taking off and speed = ; ‘ brush cedar is his favored place, and 
on the wing, make it a bird that any birds against the inroads of both hu- he picks a rather large, heavy-branched 
lover of wild life who has come in con- ™an and other enemies can best be illus- tree as his roosting place. 
tact with it in its native forests will trated by the fact that the hunting laws His summer food is the leaves and 
never forget. of Norway are so lax, that not only is fibrous part of blue-berry stems, upland 

The male is larger than the female the destructive method of rifle shoot- wild cranberry leaves, grass, buds, in- 

and, when full grown, weighs 15 ing in winter permitted, but there is sects and bugs; during a few weeks in 
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the fall he eats a lot of blue-berries, wild — while and then sailing away again. This the Wood grouse, all of which failed. 
cranberries, etc., which put him in farm is not very far from the pine However, like the effect of a. sunbeam 

excellent shape prior to the hunting timber, but such a performance is rare. OM a gray, dreary day, are the state- 

season. ments of the same department in their 
After the snow covers all vegetation Hunting and Table Qualities Circular No. 96, November 1929, where 

under several feet for as long as 5 or oa on page 2 is said in part: ‘Whatever 
6 months at a time, he lives entirely on ‘THE Wood grouse may be hunted the reason, there is little doubt that 

pine buds and needles, keeping in very with or without dog, and as they the wild life of the Old World, in 
good trim always. general, has shown far 

Winter feed is no i SBN ¥ Tete 1 re 4 greater ability, than 7 Ag: .. cee. 1k ate 
problem whatever to ang ae ca Seta 2 2 aS 4 ry that of the new, to 
this bird. re oe | wap ind be | Te ee survive, despite hu- 

In March or April, g Moms Suge \OES 3 Soe 2) es sees man occupation of the 
cers st ee Ohi Th ee ea with the coming of oy oe a E Ee 3 S45 53 OR Seer “ae land. Nothing is more 

spring, both males and te Bae a4 oe “his aes as pes PES logical, therefore, when 
females gather in open po OM Ps Po bi a % a4 a ‘ SaE ca seeking game birds for 
spaces in the timber, Pils ge Sante Sin A Se: ee el Ge transplanting to a 

. ee a “A ; & SOE 3 y Diet Sie - 
numbering all the way RY FE eee es | 2 i rea country that is now 

from a very few to ee i ha ee a ag Sa well populated, than 
several dozens, for ae os e j 5 a Pad ig es Daas to utilize species that 
mating; the males bah). SWRA beg , K £, Re aa SEES have been tested and 
strutting and uttering se A geo age soe a a ee tempered by ages of 
sept heeO i SS a ea coi Pe a ae ask 1 aa th 

rather lengthy tune pens ee BO recess Se er close association wit 

over and over again, eee Se ee ee ME (a ae SS man.” On page 23 of 
while the females hold ae iA ite cA ct ee AM ay al AP Baia NS the same circular is 
forth at the edge of Ite x (e ards WA rN tea eS fe ae stated: “The introduc- 
the clearing on the Zale NNR ais o/s ge BY OSS PRA GR tion of game birds, 
ground or in the trees, eee SY Cece kf ae ra a es ‘os So ecoiat like other human en- 
watching the perform- deavors, is likely to be 
ance, which is liberal- This photo by the Author of mounted specimens includes both male successful in propor- 

ly interspersed with and female Wood grouse tion to the thought 
fights, as the older and and effort devoted to 
bigger birds will not tolerate the pres- are very wild, they are hard to get near it. The method that has usually been 
ence of younger and smaller rivals. in either case. As they are always found followed in the past, of importing birds 
These fights are often very fierce and in timber or brush, it is not an easy and liberating them without regard to 
fought on an elimination basis, the losers matter to get in a good shot. There their condition, to the suitability of the 

not daring again to venture near the almost invariably seems to be a tree range, or to the abundance of natural 
centre of the scene, which seems to be or bush in the way. One also has to enemies is most uncertain and wasteful 
the place of honor, where the best be quick and accurate, because they and has resulted in far more failures 
fighter holds the ground and is master are very quick in spite of their size. than successes.” and “In all attempts 
of ceremonies from then on. If some When a covey of these large birds is to introduce new species, it probably 
young bud should forget his proper scared out of a big pine tree, it sounds will give quicker and more ample re- 
station and venture too close to this like a young clap of thunder, as they turns to hold the original stock by the 
point or to the ladies, it is merely start out through the branches, with methods prevailing on high-class game 
necessary for the champion to lower his the small, dry twigs falling all around. farms and to use the eggs and young, 
head and feint a charge toward the If a male bird is shot down but only that may be obtained, for planting.” 

forgetful one, and the latter will make winged, he will give the dog that tries Understand, the shipments received 

short work of putting himself at a safe to pick him up a hard scrap. A hunter, years ago were handled mostly in this 
distance. The snow on those play- at such a time, should also watch out way: The birds, after a long, tiresome 
grounds is often packed hard from the for his hands and face, as this big journey, probably without eating much, 
many busy bird feet. scrapper has a large, powerful beak, consequently arrived in a starved condi- 

In the latter part of April or during similar to that of an eagle, and he can _ tion, and were immediately turned loose, 
May, depending on the lateness of deliver a powerful slap with his big, regardless of the weather, to try to shift 

spring, the hen selects a place for her strong wings. for themselves. Everything being more 
nest on the ground under a bush or After living on insects, grass, plants or less new to them, they naturally 
near a stump, rock or log and lays 10 and berries all summer long, the meat would be likely to fail in the battle 
to 15 eggs. The young ones grow very of the Wood grouse is very tasty in the for existence. 
fast and are very active. The hunting fall. When a nice Wood grouse dinner 
season opens about three to four months is planned, this bird is used over there "THERE are so many things of vital 

after hatching, and the young birds are much as is the turkey in this country. importance, when it comes to moving 
then very large, though not as large as A cook book the writer obtained during game birds from one country to another 
they will be a year or so later on. a stay in Norway six years ago states for stocking purposes, that it is hard 

To show how strictly these birds that one of those birds is sufficient for 59 say from data at hand to date, 
stick to the timber and avoid human dinner for eight people. whether certain birds—particularly the 
habitations, I will cite a news item in American Introduction Experiments Wood grouse—can or can not be in- 

a Norwegian newspaper last year, name- ‘THE United States Department of troduced successfully. 
ly; that a male Wood grouse had gotten Agriculture, in Technical Bulletin From the experience the writer has 
the almost unheard-of notion of alight- 61, April 1928, on pages 12, 13 and 14, had with importations of Wood grouse 
ing between the barn and the house on gives data on several attempts made from Scandinavia to this country, and 
a certain farm, strolling around for a during the last 40 years to introduce (Please turn to page 223) 
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THE SCANDINAVIAN 

wooD GROUSE HOLLY FARM 
(Continued from page 200) Rumson, New Jersey > “—— 

2 
ers wa 

from what he knows about the vegeta- ete =s : <a 
tion, climate, etc. in both places, his NORTHERN BOB WHITES Sa 
opinion is that only two things are a ty 

required for successful importation and All Field Reared Zt 

a fair chance to demonstrate their ability Price $10.00 pair a 

to establish themselves—which I believe Full size vigorous Tae from healthy New Jersey stock 
they can do. These two things are Address 
sufficient money and very carefully laid I are iL 
plans. But these carefully laid plans Harry I. Cazsar, Owner Ebene humeonnioy 
must be just as carefully executed to 
the smallest detail, from the time the 

birds leave the game farm over there . — 
until their arrival at their destination 
and subsequent release in a carefully THE HUNDRIDGE GAME FARM, LTD. | 
selected and fully prepared environment. Hambledon, Hants, England. | 

The most exacting care in a proper PHEASANTS FOR STOCK 
place must be given for a few weeks Cake aid Was len ete Nee Wace | 

il the effects of the hard trip are | Veaueae eae eee | pee ae ae | FANCY PHEASANTS — WATERFOWL — PEAFOWL | 
overcome. Then, it is my belief that |! | 

' the birds will soon do exceedingly well | as #3 3 Loe Pitas : ae as ; | 

and provide a most pleasant surprise to NegeWone “Heecence can ala be obluiiel Hons Gael Caneseaan Souew, New Vous ot 
the sportsmen of this country. [esa See c aE Sa A Ss BCP rt De De ae te eee tee a RSME tae eta Tomy BUS Nar 7 

In 1929 I tried to interest the South 
Dakota state game and fish commission 
in getting a shipment of Wood grouse 
for the Black Hills, which is a moun- 

tainous area in the western part of the 
state, extending about 150 ee north NEED ANY PRINTING? 
and south and about 75 miles east and 

west. This area is real well covered with A reorganization in our publication department enables us to offer 
pine and spruce (mostly pine), also Micon ole OT RTRe a NGEE 

is teh errr alin carey Renee ide aders a complete printing service at most attractive prices. 

assortment of other timber as well, and ar ae ; r : 
line can abandace ot wild) tees cue Advertising is the life of trade. Advertise your farm and its pro- 

many kinds that the birds could feed ducts by enclosing folders, booklets and other publicity matter in your 

ns Elovabon: at cheb cous sera mail. Take advantage of the full weight the postage stamp allows— 
about 3500 ft., and the highest moun- ae ied ee ROT, i eee 
tain is approximately around 7000 ft. you are paying for it! 

in height. 
i part of the hills most suited to Magazine advertising followed up by direct mail is the secret 

these birds, as to vegetation, feed, cover of successful advertising. 
and surroundings is that having an 

elevation of about 5000 to 6000 ft. THE GAME BREEDER 205 E. 42 St., New York, N. Y. 
The climate in general, as well as the 

vegetation, is very similar to that of 
Norway, where the writer was born 
and raised, and I consider the Black 

Hills a very suitable place to try to es- eee eee rea ae ae yn ne Ses bra hy eek 
tablish those birds. The game commission 
did not think it wise to appropriate | SUBSCRIPTION BLANK | 
money for birds, but all : a 

ties oe ae on roe ae | The Game Conservation Society, Incorporated | 

the result that I ordered and received, | 205 East 42nd Street New York City | 
that spring, eggs from three different Gentlemen: 

kinds of grouse found in Scandinavia, | Please enter annual subscription to The Game Breeder for which I enclose | 
namely: the Wood grouse (Tetrao | $2.00* | 
urogalus)— the Black grouse (Lyrurus | 
tetrix)—and the Willow grouse (Laco- WN GHG th stonss beau nary nyeateaan rer ie Gaeta | 
pus lacopus), but the eggs were delayed | | 
enroute, and most likely their age, to- | Ad dress aie asl eptentaa: a, Some urea en ere | 
gether with the long journey, was the *3 Years | 
cause of their failure to hatch. | for $5.00 2B et eC M RCC pth se riot tie oe SACLE et elie ae | 

(To be concluded next month) | Et 
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Photo by ae 

Gilbert F. Johnson bi as New York, but only one on the 3 day this pair arrived in good shape in the 
Bee BF railroad trip from New York to the Black Hills after a journey of 37 days 
Cee Black Hills. The remaining 11 birds cooped up in a crate. These two birds 

arrived here in very good condition, also arrived in a snowstorm, so the 

although very thin. Just that day we writer, who with others was on hand 
had the very worst blizzard of the year, to meet them at the railway station, 
and the cold weather lasted for several could hardly see as far as across the 

Part II days after their arrival. The birds were street. 
taken to the game lodge in the South This time we had prepared to keep 
Dakota state park, where they were to the birds warm until they could re- 

THE following year, when I again be taken care of by the zoo caretaker. cuperate after the hard trip, as a brooder 
tried to get the state game com- Nobody here had much knowledge as stove was set up in the coop, and under 

mission to purchase birds for importa- to handling such birds in captivity, the very able care of the State park zoo 
tion and the proposition was unfayor- and although kept indoors, 10 of them keeper, Mr. Brooks, who stayed with 
ably acted upon by that body, the froze to death within a very short time them both night and day for several 
Izaak Walton League chapter of Rapid during the storm. Only one hen sur- days, they soon began to take feed, and 
City, South Dakota offered to assume vived. It seems peculiar that birds from after a few weeks, those bedraggled 
the burden of raising the necessary a rather cold country should freeze to birds, that were nothing but skin and 
funds, and I ordered the birds from death in a good building, where tame bones when they arrived with a good 
Finland for shipment in the fall of that poultry would not be hurt, but later share of their feathers broken off or 
year (1930). we discovered the secret: that while worn away, began to grow feathers 

Dr. Phil. F. W. Remmler, scientific these birds can stand unusually low again and their weight increased rapidly. 

leader of the institution from which temperature in their wild state, they are Later they waded in the deep snow in 

the birds were ordered, forwarded, in very sensitive to it in captivity. How- their pen and enjoyed the winter 

~ the later part of November, 12 pairs ever, to have turned those birds loose weather just as they did in their native 

of Wood grouse and 5 pairs of Black in that blizzard would have been to country. Today, about 17 months after 

grouse. (The latter is about the size of have killed them. their arrival in this country and after 

our prairie hen—the male a very pretty The plan was to keep the birds in having gone through two winters, they 

blue-black, and the female a dark captivity and raise young ones on the are as fine looking game birds as one 

brownish color, with practically the different native feeds they would find, could wish to see, the male weighing at 

same general habits as described for the so that they would be familiar with least 15 pounds, with feathers glossy 

Wood grouse, except that the Black their diet when turned loose in late and body plump. 
grouse eats birch buds in winter instead summer, after reaching large enough The female left over from the 1929 
of pine buds, and consequently stays size to take care of themselves. (These shipment also developed into a strong, 
more in pine timber mixed with birch.) young birds should be raised in a rather healthy bird under Mr. Brooks’ kind 
The shipment arrived here in the Black isolated, quiet place, with as little and careful handling, but last fall, 
Hills—half-way across the American human and animal association as possi- nearly two years after its arrival here, 
continent—after about a 20-day jour- ble, so as to help preserve their “wild this bird broke her neck by flying 
ney. The expenses amounted, all in all, strain” and natural alertness against against the net fence of the enclosure, 

to about $1100. Understand, the hardest — enemies.) after a scare from the whooping and 

thing about such a shipment is for the yelling of a would-be cowboy, who tried 

birds to get used to being crated. Those JN 1930, the local chapter of the Izaak to round up some cattle that broke into 

that become reconciled to the crates will Walton League had me order another territory near where the bird pen is 
stand a long journey, as they have great shipment, and, late in the fall, six pair located. 
vitality, while those birds that do not of Wood grouse were forwarded from There have been no young ones yet, 
find themselves contented in such small the same game farm. Luck was against although the hen that was saved from 
quarters will die the very first few days. us again, as the ship carrying the birds the 1929 shipment mated in 1931 with 

So it was with this shipment also, encountered a severe storm with intense the male that arrived a couple of months 
as of the 34 birds, 15 died during the cold in the north Atlantic. About 32 earlier. This allowed him too short a 
first 5 days and before the ocean steamer days was required for the birds to cross period of time to regain his strength 

left Scandinavia with them (on the trip _ the ocean, and, on arrival in New York, after such a hard trip. This male is 

from the game farm to the sea); 7 only one pair was alive. It speaks real now in splendid shape and in better 
died on the 10-day ocean journey to well for the vitality of these birds, that (Please turn to page 253) 
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THE SCANDINAVIAN . eee, aL oe 
WOOD GROUSE pe a . i ee a > 4) The Modern Pied Piper 

ARCOM ETEMEE CIE PERE 221) OS Tit . 2 Ny OF NEW YORK TOWN condition than ever since his arrival al aa Me} tyhat q (i 
here, as is the female, according to 9 x 2 ee CTA 3 " is realized in “Ratopax” which killed => ten Heed tg! = 3,763 rats over night at Rikers Island, report from Mr. Brooks, who, as far || URES / CAN Sime |r EA and proved to be the only product which , | Coe PO i le f= conquered Central Park’s ‘Rat Menace. as I know, is the only man on the OZ ia we rl ae You too can rid your premises of these 
American continent to have kept these | "a _ } A 20 GF \ cesteuctiverd pests _elfectively, safely and 
birds alive and in good health for any resi se aa | 
length of time. pis ee R A ee O PAX xX | 

We are hoping for an increase in this Sen } A te ae ABRG Lar Paes 
small family this year, but failure will tne We XY f~ Z MAN BEINGS. DOMESTIC ANIMALS | 
not prove that these birds cannot be |! >| 7s ey au ; ; faa 
raised successfully in captivity here, as hae J LS the Sales" Bie ete OE Ae | 
they are raised in captivity in their dns MH? ae gua ee ore ott Pears ot Leelee 
native country. This pair that we now | ASS , basis. ‘Send $1.00 for trial bottle. Post- é 3 id. have is too small a number on which a, me : 
to base possibilities. These two birds— S a RATOPAX _ , 303, Fifth Avenue | 
or one of them—might be the only ones |) iv yO reek salicaria Aa SE FM 
in a large collection incapable of re- ‘am = P 
production. Such things occur occa- 
sionally even in the wild state, and M 
would naturally be more apt to occur GREYSTONE GAME F — i ‘. - Bevans r ew Jersey after the harrowing experiences to Now booking orders for 8 P 
which this pair has been subjected. 1932 FIELD-REARED 12 WEEKS OLD RINGNECKS 

Good, healthy, strong flying birds our specialty. 
AS I said before, I don’t believe there Write for prices stating quantity desired. 

is much doubt that success would 
be the final result in further attempts 5 — ; ; = 
to establish Wood grouse here, providing po Ask For ‘G. & B. Netting 
the money were available and proper Eee ES For fencing your birds or animals, unexcelled for 
plans were made and executed. The ms << ee en neue Sk : isk es 3 ie “G. & B.” special cold drawn process gives it a greater 
cheapest—but riskiest—way would be =. Le _| _ tensile strength than wire used in other brands. just to order the birds from the game = oe \ Galvanized by Gilbert’s process (the result of over fifty 
farm for forwarding. 12 pairs would cope <| years’ experience) the wires receive a heavy deposit of a 

. : a >> covering them in every part and solders the long twists of the cost about $600. delivered in New York 4 : Sica areal, (ae Lee: 
City. What would seem to be a better 7 4] Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 
way, would be to send a capable man, 2) r ( If your dealer cannot supply you, write to : : —t ae used to caring for game birds, to the si > ry S . > 
game farm from which the birds are aot eS Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 
purchased, to remain a month or two &, od NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 
before returning with them, using that 
aC estOg eet ag ae ee Cy NCCT Cc 
habits and their care, and to train them HUNTERS AND SPORTSMEN (Aftention!) | 
to eat in the shipping crates. At the Excellent hunting grounds open for inspection 
same time this would give the birds a 60 miles from New York City. | 
chance to get acquainted with the one 500 Pheasant Chicks and 4000 Ringnecks for sale. who would care for them on the coming PETER STUDER CLINTON NEW JERSEY 
long, hard trip. This latter arrange- oa EE eee 
ment would cost about $1000 for 12 
pairs, or about $1500 to $1600 for G2 oS ae ee ae 
24 pairs, but should bring very nearly | 
100% of the birds here alive and in PH] "A { ‘ A | N 5 Or Bree (Ey 
good condition. 

So, first: money; second: carefully [| Pure Mongolians, Chinese and Blackneck English Ringneck Pheasants bred from 
laid plans just as carefully followed | Mongolian and Chinese Cross. 
from start to finish; third: selection of | Our specialty is furnishing high-grade stock and eggs to breeders | the proper man to care for the birds 

| in the proper place, with the proper EGGS IN SEASON. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW 

facilities to work with—these are all J) Prices of birds, brails and eggs on request. 
essential for success. I am convinced, | 
in the light of our experiment with | ce 
these two shipments into the Black Hills | HERMAN A. BUSS, Pres. 
of South Dakota, and of my knowledge | rea eral 
of the birds gained in their native THE HUDSON GAME FARM CO. ee | 
country, that there is every reason to a NCCC enn 
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SE believe that they can successfully be = 
% DOING VERY NICELY, transported across the ocean. I also aw é 4 WHEN— 

i thank you. \ believe that the northern New England eee 7. ADleame ttn. hhcld: 

» ie he Mere rennet eer b) states and the evergreen-wooded parts ED apy] ins, vers or game 
) on. our ‘farms are looking splendidly, and) of Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and : = ee Ley eS eee 

sy ye to have a very com- . AN AP eS 

BY Siete list of varieties to offer. in mature J South Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, gS UMME job right read page 
J] young birds this fall. Meanwhile, we have 9) Colorado, Idaho, Washington and north- Fel SAPIAGRG 22 0f our catalogue 

(4 Some splendid values in old birds, most of 2 4 ae on Crown Pen Pro- 
(q them proven breeders for us. Why not ern Oregon, as well as evergreen covered weg ‘i ducts for birds and 

J Solas nage se OY ates in Canada and Alaska, would be OQ QBAMM os nds 
\ AUGUST SPECIAL ¢ well suited to these wonderful game en ~ A a copy free. 

LAVENDER GUINEAS, $6.00 per pair. : ee : ; coh a “4 Dani 
Meas “ere Gie Ande tworyees et hire birds, and—if the main strain, which is MS | é é z ) CROWN 

, used as our breeders this season. The » the hardy strain from Scandinavia, is mY SeaN OREO DO, 
avenders are hardy, prolific, good to eat, . wat 3 . Y) and handsomer “than the common Pearl used—could be established on the North a <i i ie eee 

variety. e like them a lot and you wi! i i Shee zs emo. 
4 also if Fou, decide to try them. We shall y) American continent. WG a4 i Minneapolis, Minn: 

have a fine lot of splendid young Lavenders, ; et a 
 Wiites, Pearls and ‘Purples later this fall, i OPTEN»thinksof the thella gaye “tac eae 

also. ( d ih 5 ll y 
"1 Write today for our free illustrated price me Oneysummier (Cay > weno assaysma 
y list. A card will do. boy with my father I was walking ATTENTION! 
a SUNN EET FARM A 4 through some dense pine timber in cen- SUDO Ee neTnee 

é Bor G" a Serre ae * @ tral Norway. Father suddenly pointed hat you wan E) x ; 5 : : ; 
¢ at a PRICE you're glad to pay.” g with a new cut birch stick and said: sa Connie ee eles 

EEA “Took at the Wood grouse.” When I wid Heke and (appenl en nuns eae : coe or 
recall this atstuview an) any, then young specimens (outed: ualiaathen mera eee 

| life of those magnificent birds that I Bote reas ania eee or eee 
Pheasants had heard so much about, I feel certain ratis atndy has been carried on at Ark rm: 

and that the Wood grouse would be a Plezee Lk Sour Saree aa tolls 
Covert Shooting wonderful addition to our wild life, and ee ee ee eee 

By CAPT. AYMER MAXWELL would furnish many a thrill for sports- Taetite On fae eee and any other 
‘e 2 ich wil re Of it. 

Complete book on the handling of pheas- men and nature lovers in this country. eee 
ants for sport in England. | Uniform in Tee END Address all communications to 
edition with “Partridge and Partridge 
Manors.” With sixteen full page illus- WILLET RANDALL 
trations) in. rie $3. 00 Ark Farms and Zoo 

i ‘ WATERFOWL NOTES North Creek, N. Y. 

Partridges and Partridge (Continued from page 242) 

: Manors milesafromuLoswAngeles. tig SAnaCttiL || a 
ee Ans oat Nee in extent. The flying cage is 150’ by . = 

ith six a illustrations i # = i. “qiWith sixteen full page itustratios im |] 159" and 13’ high. In this outline of Whitetailed Deer 
Price $3.00 the place I have tried to give a clear 

idea of our trap set. The logs over the By Wa Me Newren 
THE GAME BREEDER ah PA fal d oie ‘ The whitetailed deer is the common deer 

205 East 42nd Street New York all have double-door box traps widely distributed throughout the United 
| set on them; and thus every raccoon, Seales Tt sis, the caly, form of big game 

eee a = which people in gener: rt it 

jossum, civet cat, skunk, weasel, mink, to hunt, but atadeely enone See | Pp > a oe a ee enough its natural 
rat, ground squirrel and cat will get istory, its distribution, and the methods 

RINGNECK PHEASANTS - 2 of hunting it, have never been adequately 
: : caught just as soon as it leaves the set soa before. Mr. Newson’s book which 

Eggs in sone me cabal vigorous jungle to come out on to the cleared Eiglieecasbie ital ey een 
NORTHERN VALLEY RINGNECK ground. This jungle is so dense that a wish to know of the subject. 

FARM film company conveys busloads of Husa? yesene ep and 
WM. ELLING, Proprietor ; ; 

NORTHVALE NEW JERsEY'| egroes and Mexicans there, strips them Price $3.00 postpaid 
of their clothing, and makes African The G B Al 

FREE 18 BEAUTIFUL and South American jungle scenes. . en reeder 

4-COLOR GAME = Throughout the marsh I have dug many Ree Den gncn 
BIRD PICTURES 205 East 42nd Street, N. Y. City 

large ponds from two to three feet deep. ; 
: One 3-year renewal, or one new 2- Bird authorities are strong in their praise ———<—$—— 

with = year subscription, or two new 1-year i 
subscriptions to The Game Breeder Of this area as a natural bird park. The 

variety of song birds is amazing. 
Vi To Mr. Lewis’ best of many novelties, is BUYERS OF 

irginia a flock of mixed varieties of macaws . : 
g a ee aes Th 1 Birds—Feed—Equipment 

Bob Whites ying around free. ese very large 
arrots perform many evolutions in the All Read THE GAME BREEDER 

EGGS AND STOCK air and give a very interesting perform- 
Faght weeks’ old birds (a2 50/ea, ance. I envy Mr. Lewis’ predator con- 

Monee bitds 4.00 “ trol work, as all he has to control are = *F 
oe H 

Fass: Setting of 15 6.00 Boge elnglee. err hOd ada So} 
"SES" Tots of 100 35.00 In my trapping system I have many — gyeags, fur rugs, birds, animals, fish, QW 

other traps not shown, for instance, I horns, skins to order—also for sale. ig Pi > > Tanning; ladies’ furs. For the Taxi. Gad CLYDE MOREHEAD have a dozen “Jack Miner” weasel traps dermist. trade ‘glass eves, skallay 4ocley ) 
Stuartsdraft, Virginia around brush piles. Then I have traps baum raieap ad Spey Bent colored bude 

that cannot very well be described by M.J. HOFMANN, 989Gates Ave., Bklyn, N.Y. 
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T is somewhat remarkable that although four his offer was not accepted. In 1823 Sir Thomas Fowell 
| centuries of intercourse with Rome enriched our Buxton brought over a few birds to his Norfolk estate, 

flora and fauna in many ways, the subsequent but these did not thrive and gradually died off, and it 
introduction of alien species into this country has met was not until 1837 that a serious effort made on a large 
with scant success. As regards birds, perhaps the most scale paved the way to success. In that year Sir Thomas 
successful instances are those of the swan (12th sent over his head keeper from Norfolk to Sweden where, 
century), turkey and muscovy duck (16th century), through the instrumentality of Mr. Lloyd, twenty-nine 
and red-legged partridge and Canadian goose (18th capercailzies were procured. These were transported 
century). to Taymouth Castle and presented to Lord Breadalbane 

The introduction of any species of plant or animal who handed them to the care of his head keeper. This 
into new surroundings is a problem of international first consignment consisting of thirteen cocks and six 
importance, and in the past many haphazard experi- hens was supplemented by a further consignment of 
ments have led to unforeseen results. The introduction sixteen hens in 1838. 
of the rabbit into Australia, and that of the house Whilst some of the birds were turned down in the 
sparrow into America, the musk rat into Central Europe, estate to fend for themselves, others were kept in 
and the little owl and grey squirrel into this country confinement, and eggs were placed in the nests of grey- 
are well known examples of ill advised experiments. hens. Actual rearing by hand did not prove so successful 
But when an established species has died out there is as was anticipated, but eventually the species became 
little or no harm in attempting its reintroduction. For firmly established, and in 1863 it was estimated that 
whilst any creature may adapt itself to new surroundings there were two thousand capercailzies on the Taymouth 
and possibly develop bad habits, the conduct of a estates. It may be noted that whilst the Taymouth 
previously established species is already known. Hence introduction was not the only one of its kind, others 
the reintroduction of the capercailzie into Scotland was made on a smaller scale met with scant success. 
wisely conceived, and fortunately was well carried out. Attempts at introduction into England and Ireland 

It has been stated that the capercailzie was known also proved to be failures. 
to the ancient Britons by the name of “ ceiliog cold,” From Taymouth, as the birds increased in numbers, 
but the first authentic mention of the bird occurs in they dispersed gradually in different directions, colonizing 
the writings of Hector Boetius (1526). Subsequently, suitable fir woods. 
various references are made to “ caperkellies,” “ caper- As in the case of other species it was usually the 
kailzies,” ‘‘ capercalegs’”” and “‘capercoilles or wild young birds which were driven forth to find fresh feeding 
turkeys ” by different writers. Even in 1617 the species grounds, and in many instances it has been noted that: 
would appear to have been by no means plentiful. in the colonization of a new area the females are the 
According to a letter sent by James VI to the Earl of first to appear, probably owing to their numerical 
Tullebardine requesting a present of ‘“ capercallies and superiority. According to one authority the ideal 
termagantis (ptarmigan) .... ” “ the raritie of these haunts of the capercailzie would appear to be a forest of 
fowles will both make their estimation the more pretious, a thousand acres consisting of spruce, larch and Scots 
and confirm the good opinion conceaved of the good fir planted in periods of regular rotation, not more than 
cheer to be had in Scotland.” In 1754 a northern writer a fifth being old timber. As in the case of the red grouse 
describes the “ cobberkely which is sometimes called a and the heather, a succession of growths is necessary for 
wild turkey, but not like it otherwise than in size. This adequate food supplies. 
is seldom to be met with, and is therefore esteemed a Against the reintroduction of the capercailzie there were 
great rarity for the table.” The latter remark was, not wanting some landed proprietors who argued that 
unfortunately, too true, for the final extinction of the the bird was destructive to forests and grain, and was 
species in Scotland took place about 1760. The destruc- also inimical to blackgame and pheasants. Consequently, 
tion of these noble birds was brought about by a com- on some estates these large grouse were not encouraged 
bination of factors. Large areas of forest had been to breed, and in a few instances were shot on sight. 
destroyed and not replanted, the bird was a trophy Independent testimony as to nature and amount of 
of the chase to the sportsman, and foxes and wild cats damage done is difficult to obtain. The crops of two birds 
devoured both adults and chicks, whilst feathered egg subjected to a post mortem examination were found to 
stealers robbed the nests so that few broods reached contain 203 small shoots of Scots fir, and 918 buds of 
maturity, and possibly disease also played a part. larch respectively. On the other hand the young birds 

For the space of half a century Scotland was destitute consume a vast amount of insect life injurious to fir 
of its first game bird. Towards the end of the eighteenth trees, and the old birds also display a taste for ants, 
century, however, conditions became favourable for beetles and insects generally. The weight of an adult 
the reintroduction of the species, with the extensive capercailzie prevents the bird reaching the leading 
planting of fir woods. Mr. Lloyd, a well-known Swedish shoots of fir trees, and in the case of very young planta- 
sportsman and naturalist, offered his services to any tions which can be reached from the ground it is stated 
Scottish landed proprietor who would undertake the that the activities of blackgame are far more injurious. 
reintroduction of the capercailzie, but for some years In one or two instances considerable damage to corn
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has been reported, but it does not seem a general habit blackgame have decreased in numbers. It does not 
of the capercailzie to frequent cornfields, and such follow, however, that one was the cause of the other. 
instances are unusual. To sum up the matter it appears Both capercailzie and blackgame are subject to cycles 
that if the birds do not increase in numbers to an exces- of increase, which appear to be not unconnected with the 
sive extent, the damage inflicted on fir woods is relatively food supply. Thus young blackgame are fond of moist 
small, bearing in mind that there are other agents of ground with abundant insect life, and the introduction 
destruction such as insects, squirrels, woodpigeons and of drainage improvements may cause the species to 
blackgame. leave the locality. Curtailment of the food supply will 

Whilst I have little information concerning the cause any species to seek fresh feeding grounds, and it 
relationship of capercailzie and pheasant, there is no is more than doubtful if the appearance of the caper- 
doubt that at times eggs of the two species are found in cailzie is responsible for the decrease of blackgame. 
the same nest, but it is probable that in such cases the In some of his writings Mr. Dugald Macintyre has 
pheasant. s the interloper. It is also believed by some referred to a curious fact concerning the capercailzie 
observers that the larger birds deliberately drive which has puzzled more than one naturalist. Whilst 
pheasants away from their haunts and destroy their the male capercailzie of olden days was a noble bird— 
chicks. It is possible that this also happens occasionally well deserving his name of wild turkey if we may judge 
in the case of blackgame, indeed a battle between two from preserved specimens—the modern capercailzie in 
hens with their broods has been witnessed, and in this Scotland is much smaller in size, and is dwarfed by the 
case the capercailzie after driving away the grey hen side of a specimen from the Continent. Is this a result 
killed most of her brood. Such instances, however, of inbreeding, or of disease caused by overproduction ? 
would seem to be exceptional, for in various localities It is pleasant news at any rate that of late years this 
capercailzie and blackgame appear to dwell together large grouse has shown a tendency again to increase in 
in amity. numbers and that there is every prospect of our finest 

At the same time it must be admitted that in some gamebird continuing to inhabit the forests of Scotland 
districts where capercailzie have become plentiful, for many years to come. Hyd. 

‘ 
FEATHERED GAME OF JAMAICA 

By “REDLAC” 

RING-TAIL. wing next to impossible. The sportsman who has the 

T= bird is to be found inhabiting the most Courage to undertake the penetration of these dense 
remote and dense mountain forests of the island, ae lends BH _ a Me ee ee = ie 
where few but the negro fowlers are able to follow A y ae se y _ i spon tee a — rae aS 

it. Exclusively an aboreal bird, he has never been seen Seu se fl ee f : nae ee rae ae = 
to put his foot upon earth, though it is probable that SS. 1 2 sie a se ae. ae, ae nO? ae a ‘1 
he must occasionally do so to procure gravel. LEE: LO WIOES WO eine ee eae ae eae eu 

: ae 2 : the habits of the bird. This having been done, an 

To shoot the Ring-Tail in his natural abode is an expedition, accompanied by one of these fowlers as 
enterprise which demands no small degree of courage guide, can easily be arranged. The Ring-Tail being an 

end “perseverance, and has been underteken by few early feeder, and as long distances have often to be 
white sportsmen. é covered, the sportsman and his guide must set out 

The penetration of steep mountain woods abounding the evening before prepared to camp the night in the 
in prickly bushes, tangled beyond description by forest near by or under the feeding tree and await the 

twining and pendent leaves, where nothing like a path- arrival of the birds in the morning. Soon after day- 

way exists, the ground strewn with sharp honeyeomb break they will arrive and will be seen feeding on the 
rock or a loose rubble, over which one has to make slow tipe berries of the tree, when they may be shot quite 

and painful progress, maddened by the incessant hum- easily. The report of the gun scaring the survivors 
ming of mosquitoes, which swarm in such situations, as away for a short while only. 

they dance around ue axe ee a ee wath phere They will sometimes leave their favourite haunts and 
Ne a a grace ae ees wee 1S woe OueD ea come into the open to feed on the ripe berries of the 
is sculy, the Hordiys Spores any itn COUr ee an ners pimento and mistletoe, and are then quite easily shot. 

severance who is able to undertake expeditions to the anes 
abode of the Ring-Tail, hence its chief pursuers are the i remember once, when a boy, seeing six of these birds 

negroes, who with their naked feet are able to catch hold alight on a pimento tree in the late afternoon and 
of the rocky projections almost like the feet of the commence feeding on the ripe berries. I was unarmed 
monkey, making rapid and noiseless progress, while the at the time, and being very anxious to bag one of them 
white man with his shoes makes slow and painful progress, I went cautiously up to the tree and threw a stone at 
betraying by the deplacement of stones and the crack- one of the birds. Luck attended me, as the stone hit 
ing of twigs his approach to the wary bird while still its mark and the bird fell. Words fail to express my 
afar off. feelings at the time. I tried in vain to get another of 

Though not a shy bird the situations which he frequents that lot. The survivors appeared to be little alarmed 
render him difficult to obtain and to shoot him on the (Continued on page 544)
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Ahe Giant Grouse and the 

By C. A. VANDERBELLEN 

The Giant Grouse and the Black the crop. The tail is rounded. The nest Jcrdly bird glides through the air on 
Grouse are known as the best of the consists of 5-9 eggs. level wings as silent as an owl, twist- 
species of game birds in the old world, The name Capercailzie is applied by ing between the trees with no appa- 
because of their remarkable size, the Scottish sportsmen. It was intro- rent effort. 
handsome, glossy coloring and the duced into Scotland with much success It is a swift runner, but not as 
highest type of sport offered by their in 1837-1838 by the Marquis of Bre- fast on the ground as other species 
hunting. dalbane. of grouse and partridge. 

Neither of these birds to my knowl- At present it is very rare in Western It has a very keen vision and sense 

edge are to be found in North Amer- Europe and is found in abundance only of hearing. 

ica and yet both of them are in every in deep woods of European Russia and During the winter months it inhab- 

way suited to the climate and country  Siperia. its chiefly pine and other coniferous 

to be found in many parts of this con- Its northern limit is the line, where forests and lives, as a rule, in flocks 
tinent. of three to five. 

It is not my purpose — a, as ‘nee Shoots, buds, and 

to explain their abs- ‘ ae § . BOS a “dual Re needles of pine and 
ence here, but it is my <a ee, Sy aa e larch are main part of 
intention to assist in | 4% (ag Wa" . ea - its food, which includes 

introducing them into $e. * Bis Oa, : , . ed ee also shoots, buds, seeds 
this country for the |-@—ews a RES i -* ‘a . stall and secd heads of 
benefit of the Ameri- | a bite ox . : ee spruce, elder, aspen, 
can sportsmen and s m Bs es : : fg aes re Pa, birch, willow, hazel, 
land owners. ave ae aaa 4 ar TOS 6a acorn, juniper berries 

The Giant Grouse hee ate Per y Rae. eee ek kk and mountain ash ber- 
The Capercailzie, Cap- y — ae BE cs | as hie - ries, cranberries, (Vac- 

ercallie,  Capercali, | Sauaeemeaney ae ee 2 | =| cinum oxivoccos) and 
Cock of the Wood, Pa ae i i 1 i si red billberries (Vac- 
(Tetrao-urogallus L-). ak ew” : cet r. peice cinum vitis idaca). 
This magnificent — ese ee) Ge Hci cuales Early in the spring 

grouse is the largest . ses PROT, A ue car usually in March the 
member of its family  |jiies Se Sis a 4 memes “| bird leaves the densest 

throughout the world. ane gee ieee —— part of the woods and 
The size of the male ities SOLE Miss} makes its way to more 

is from 8-4 feet in open places like clear- 

length; wings 15 to TYPICAL; BUACK GROUSE COUNTRY ings or edges of woods 

175 inches, tail : and moors and swamps. 
13-14 inches; weight seven to seven- the deciduous trees meet the swamps In these places, during March, April 
teen pounds. and moors of the far north. Its south- and the first part of May the birds 

The head, neck, back, flanks are of ern limit the line of the pine forests. carry on their matings and return to 

fine dark-gray, almost black color. The It prefers the heavy fine growth for them year after year. 
wings, dark brown with fine markings. its abode, but thrives in any heavily The center of the mating place is 
A white spot is on the shoulder, The Wooded territory of mixed timber, held by an old cock and the other 
tail of eighteen feathers is round in Whether the growth be larch, spruce, cocks take their places a few hun- 
its form and black in color, with white elder, birch, aspen, poplar, oak and dred feet away, so that, if the birds 
tipped spots. Many feathers of the bel- ‘beech with only a smell percent of are numerous, they may cover a square 
ly, flanks and tail coverts are als> Pine or larch. mile and more. In some regions of 
tipped with white. It is a shy bird and avoids inhab- Russia several dozen and even up to 

The elongated comb ahove the eyeis ited areas and cultivated lands. As a a hundred cocks gather together at the 
of fine crimson color. The strong hooked ‘ule it does nct migrate and re- mating time. Seldom do two cocks 
bill is of dull yellowish-white. The legs mains in the seme area all year come close together, but if it happens 

are feathered to the toes. around. they start a fight. 
The female is much smaller. The It is a great bird on the wing. If In the evening, when the sun goes 

length from 2 ft. 4 in. to 2 ft. 6 in- suddenly disturbed in brushwood, the down, the cock returns to such places 

ches; wings 13.5 inches; tail 8 inches, noise and fluster made by an old cock, and roosts on the top branch of a pine 
weight from three to seven pounds. struggling to lift its huge body into or other coniferous tree. Som~times in 

The color is reddish buff and brown the air, is startling. But when fairly the evening, but usually eart in the 

barred and mottled with black; few under way the flight is powerful and morning, two or three hours before 

feathers with white tips. A broad extraordinarily. silent. After a few sunrise the cock starts his strange 

band of glossy red brownish covers rapid strokes with its wings, this courting, when he breaks into his 
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love song. 43 mm in breadth, by West-European Royalty and No- 

He begins his song with a sharp The chicks hatch out after thirty bility, by the Russian Czars and ‘ 

short “tuck-o0,” which he repeats after days incubation and in a few hours are great land owners, yet it was, and is 

a few minutes, then a few seconds, quite active. They can fly in ten to still sufficiently abundant to supply 

then again and again at diminishing fourteen days. During this time the sport and food to the poorest peas- 

intervals, each “tuck-oo” changing to young birds live in forest clearings, ants of the former Russian Empire. 

“tuck-oa,” till the song is one contin- and their food consists of different The Black Grouse, Black Game, 

uous rpple of sounds, ending with a insects, flies, beetles, also mollusks Black Cock and Gray Hen (Te- 

soft chirping’ ‘‘Chee........Chee-Cheer and stems of young grass. troa Tetrax L.) 

Chee.” In their search for food they dig The Black Grouse stands high in 

During the song the cock ruffles his ¢°°P into ants-mounds and strip the favor among the European sportsmen, 

feathers, drops his wings, elevates his bark off rotten, fallen trees, looking a, the finest game bird, next to the 

tail, spreads it like a fan, and with for ant eggs, worms, beetles and Giant Grouse. 

outstretched neck and head moves /arvae. = The size of the Male in length is 2 

slowly along the branch or sways his They like to dust themselves in feet 2 inches, wings 11 inches, tail 

huge body from side to side. the sand and turf. In six weeks they seven to eight inches, weight three to 

At the first part of five pounds. 

the song, producing the aa The main color of 

“tuck-o0” or “tuck-aa” Oe aif ’ \ / the male in full splen- 

the bird is in full con- } : ees / dor of his spring plum- 

trol of its hearing and i : ¢ ; \ - age is black, finely 

vision and at slightest cae oe 1 5 glossed with purplish, 

danger will launch it- % : , \ 3 plue on the head, neck 

self into the air. But 5 i > fe and uppr part of the 

during the chirping om ANY = body. The black, beau- 

sounds, ‘“Chee—Chee- x : 7 pa WS 7 a2 tiful lyre shaped tail 

Chee-Chee,” which last : res : \Ysj P| | rf is the outstanding 

three or four seconds, g = S&S (4 et characteristic of the 

this magnificent cock : . : 0 VY, Y Black Cock. The upper 

breaks into his ectasy. ie { > 1X, b q ~ part of the wings is 

His eyes and ears are ‘ ee “aN / fs also black; with a 

tightly closed, and no - a Yo white, conspicious 

noise or sight, or some- i a i § 4 Jy rs B band, formed by white 

times even the flash y > ‘ = & sy i . . bases of the secondary 

and roar of a_ shot, colle — PO PORES wing feathers. The up- 

fired at a close dis- @ ' fe OF Se wy Al r MAT per surface of the 

tanée, can disturb him. an Vere ee Ay Ele: La ee, ate wing, the under tail 

This peculiar condi- oN me): 2 ae cs ee if ee coverts and a small 

tion of the closed ear |SWaeer "etait pe ye spot on the shoulder 

is brought about by a ame : ae are also white. 

Special construction of BLACK GROUSE The comb above the 

the birds skull. eye is large and of 

The females come to the mating reach the size of a spruce partridge, bright crimson color. The strong 

place later in the morning. The older and now have their first full plumage, hooked bill is black. The legs are fea- 

the cock the more hens come to him; which is of brownish gray tint, like thered to the toes. 

the number varying from two to ruffed grouse. The whole family moves The female is one foot six inches to 

eight. to places where berries are plentiful; one foot eight inches in length, wings 

In March and April the birds feed blue berries (Vaccinum myrtillus) ten inches, tail five to six inches, 

almost on the same food as in win- black berries, strawberries, raspber- weight two to three pounds. 

ter, only in this time a larger per- ries, red billberries and heather (Col- In appearance she resembles the fe- 

centage of berries is found in their luna vulgaris). These berries and in- male pheasant, but is stouter and the 

crops, due to the absence of snow. sects are their food during the second plumage is of yellowish buff and rus- 

During May} June, July and August part of July, August and the first part ty-brown, barred and mottled with 

the cock spends his time in dense of September. In September the young black. The flanks have a certain 

marshy woods with abundance of pine, reach maturity, the cocks now being amount of gray, and a few feathers 

spruce and willow bushes. gray black, and the hens a reddish are tipped with white, especially on the 

In the beginning of May the hen brown. Their chief food in September under tail coverts. The tail is compar- 

commences building her nest which is and October are green leaves of the paratively short, slightly forked, and 

a slight hollow scraped in the ground, aspen, berries mentioned above, buds of lacks the fine curves of the male. The 

lined with needles and bits of grass, different trees, pine and large needles nest contains six to fifteen eggs. 

sheltered by a small tree or bush ina and if obtainable, acorns. The Black Grouse has a wide range. 

thickly wooded spot or even on a clear- Late in October and November, It is found from the Mediterranean, 

ing. The five to nine eggs are pale— they gather into flocks. Black and Caspian Seas as far North 

brownish buff in color, spotted all over The Giant Grouse is a splendid as the line of deciduous trees along the 

with reddish brown. In size they are game bird and affords incomparable swamps of the far North, and from ~- 

from 51 to 63 mm in length and 89 to hunting. For centuries it was hunted (Continued on page 114) 
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useless for forestry or cultivation. Sab as ee as SU ECDC LS 

Its favorite habitats are the birch- a. > P h E 
clad hillsides and also edges of swamps ao Pr. ‘A e a s a n t g g S 

ee oe : cS 
arid qigors) where berries ane ‘plentiful Bp JF sa Ringneck, Blackneck, Half Mongolian and 
It is never found in the deep dense GT Ping z 5 : 

é a ¥ sae Chinese Pheasant eggs mixed. Delivered 
Northern forests, or on open prairies 2% 4 ia coe . : 
Meee ete ee aaa OS he oe New York within 7 or 10 days of being laid 

or large tracts of cultivated tand. DP .. << —Stored in cool room on board and turned 

The Black Grouse, like the Giant os ae. daily. 
Grouse does not migrate and sticks ST a 

Sat Dispatched Per 100 Per 500 Per 1000 
closely to a limited area, Old females Before 12th of May. csssssesesun $35.00 $168.75 $325.00 
of the species are known to use often 13th to 19th of May........... 30.00 143.75 275.00 
the same nesting place year after year. 20th to 26th of May...........+ 22.50 106.25 200.00 

c sive : After 26th of May... 17.50 81.25 150.00 
The flight of the Blac! c Grouse is Live Pheasants 

powerful and quick. It rises swiftly v se 
oo h demith aclondinoi a Adult Pheasants or Poults, September despatch in quantities. 
from the ground with a loud noise ani Cocks $3.00 each. Hens $3.75 c.if. New York. Live arrival guaranteed 
‘keeps a straight line in flight. It is a there. 

good runner, but not so fast as par- Payment can be deposited with Tobias & Company, Shipping Agents, 
ridge or pheasants, and is keen of 42 Broadway, New York City, who will clear the birds or eggs on arrival 
sight and hearing. and immediately forward to consignee. Reference can be made to Amer- 

ican Game Protective Association, 2273 Woolworth Building, New York 
In the winter the black grouse live ee ane Game Sones evan Society. 205 East 42nd Street, New York 

eS ity, tate Game Commissioners, to whom large numbers 
in flocks up to several dozen and even f YA Dunerous z f s 

Partrid, Ph ; De AdRaHe RGceh MAE bare fond on, of Partridges, easants and Pheasant Eggs are supplied annually, 

edges of woods, clearings and fields. Pheasant Farm 

The main food at this time of the 

year are the buds and seeds of birch, GREAT MISSENDEN 

‘besides the food consists of buds, ——__ =. ee 
seeds and shoots of different trees as H, Cyril Eltringham 
‘willow, beach, pine, spruce and from Cables: Gaybird < Directors {lan Eltringham 
berries as red billberries, juniper, cran- Exes eo J. Carlton Hunting 

‘berries and mountain ash berries. eee SSS ————————— 

In March the birds keep closer to - . —- as TL 
definite open places in the woods, like | re. Be eee: ee eee a 
a clearing caused by fire, or an old Ie Rete fa ee 

field, or pasture. Such places are used [lige Ne eee eer 
* . See NS Se 

during March, April and May for mat- aot Ne re eee 

places every spring. The quantity of ao Et PS se La oa | 
‘irds coming to these places vary a De = S. i ie re ie ae 

from a couple of birds to several doz- i = Fh £ co ee ) i / | ay ny 
ens, depending on the amount of birds ny / =i : 
‘in the neighboring territory. = § | 

The birds come to ‘such a place early 1 . 

in the morning, usually two hours be- : : ‘ 

fore sunrise. Here the cock displays ——— 

before the hens the full splendor of GAME BREEDERS USE 

his plumage, fights with other cocks ! 

for the possession of females and sings MODERN HOLDING PENS 

“his love song. moe é 
pee 5 The breeding of pheasants, partridges, and other varieties of game birds 

He starts his song by jumping, with has increased rapidly in the last few Tears: . Sporemen's clubs, pate 

i i i igh farms and state maintained reserves have installed Crown enclosures. 

the aid of his ee = pack ae Among these are the State of California Farm at Chino, the State of 

anlosihe, aly and making’ 9 some) Minnesota Farm at St. James, and the privately operated farms of Mr. 
which can be represented by: Che-sh- E. R. Tinker of Syosset, N. Y., Mr. Emory L. Ford of Detroit, and Mr. F. 

sh....chu-sh-sh.... Then he goes into his E. Murphy, Editor of the Minneapolis Tribune. 

main song, which has a slight resem- In addition to the permanent installations, many breeders have em- 

‘plance to the sounds produced by the ployed movable pens for special purposes. The Minnesota State : Farm 

male domestic pigeons, only they are recently purchased 100 movable pheasant pens 12” square and 6” high. 

much louder and deeper. Remember, whatever your requirements are we are in an excellent position 

x to supply you. Write for latest Free catalog. 

His feathers are ruffled, his neck and 

“head steed, bis wonder ts 1! CROWN IRON WORKS COMPANY 
spread like a lyre, with trailing wings 

‘he is slowly moving on the ground, 1109 TYLER ST. N.E. MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

or sitting still, Deep, soft, strong 
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blackberries, blueberries and red bill- fps sce cere nssinnannn nanan cna sneeoneeeses se sen snanseaneseasas seas reaaeaanyy 

berries are their main food during this ' 

time of the year, and the birds remain iF P h E ' 
in such places until late in September. ; e a s a n t $ g $ ; 

The young birds are now mature. ; I have now for sale eggs for hatching of the follow- i 
The cocks have their beautiful black- |! ing varieties: English Ringneck, Chinese Ringneck, Gold- : 
11. coat, tne hens their rusty-brown. ‘ en, Lady Amherst and Silver—all guaranteed to be from ; 
In October the cocks leave their moth- ' strong, pure bred, non-related birds. Full instructions : 
ers and in November the birds start H with shipment how to set eggs and raise young success- : 
to gather into flocks. : fully. ' 

y : 
During October and November their H W 7 ] d D k E B 

food consists of red billberries, cran- ; I uc g g $s : 5. MeN reget i A 
= enon isi ae focus Ge i I have now for sale Wild Mallard eggs, also the pure ; 

: : Be Papen e ene 18 bred small tame variety of English Grey Call Duck eggs. : 
o Noe nn Oe ers yamien food: ale af These are the celebrated W. E. decoys. Nearly every : r seri Cai ee aes H rently Greer ibed above: ' variety of wild duck responds to their soft, enticing call. : 

In view of the similarity existing ; Full instructions with shipment how to set eggs and raise ' 
+ : u ie between the soil, climate, topography H young successfully. : 

and vegetation of the United States |} ' 
and Canada and those of Europe and ; Established 1895 : 
Siberia, I know that these two splen- i y 
did species of game birds would be a H ; 
valuable addition to the game fowl of li a aA ec V al } S ' 
this country. : : * 

x h The Giant Grouse and the Black — [ ; 
Grouse are hardy, healthy birds. They H a rm ' 
are not subject to epidemic diseases. : f 
They keep to themselves and do not : i = Fea aris : ; 
molest otis birds. Their invroduction : ST. CHARLES ILLINOIS H 
into the North American Continent 8 Ri 
would not be a menace to any of the ; i 

d aa Saas eene ee Ree e See eea Sea ae eee ae aa SaaS Taee 
species already existing here. lseeseesererr re aaes ee ee eee emer a 

It is certain that, if properly intro- Syosset Game Farm 

i i i SYOSSET, L. L, NEW YORK 
guess anes oe eae Heite = se Booking Orders for following eggs RINGNECK 
increase rapidly in their number an PHEASANTS 
would afford pleasure and profit to the ee seceaceniempenrDD ver au PHEASANTS 
American sportsman and in time prove Blackneck ves 4:50 per doz. pe 
to be a very valuable asset. cae abbebasheatacenesempapice ree per doz. ee ona 1 

¥ anicanscebessaduponioetestessd 4 per doz. 

—— cece | i eee elaiaeen: ack Mallard ............ 30.00 per hun 

QUALITY IN cop TivER om, ff Risk isles “Ear dae rie iar 
SCIENCE THROWS NEW LIGHT ON Grey Call Tite 5.00 per doz. ae 

MUCH-DISCUSSED QUESTION Wake China ce 785 een || BOB WHITE QUAIL 
TURKEYS 

For several years there was a great Bronze ee per doz. ——:0:——_ 

deal of discussion as to which cod liver BOR OU Medea ca pe en Gee 
bd ddapteest . per doz, 

oil was more valuable as a poultry Black Holland ws... 10, Der doz. WILD TURKEYS 

feed, that from ae or a — Rcae enenie tacteninne nn —‘o:——— 
Newfoundland and New England. i 

e Golden Pheasants, full pitmnee 430. MOUNTAIN QUAIL 

The European oil had staunch sup- Te eaCes ie faeces oth ee 
porters, and so did the American oil. Canadian Geese \a..ssccnrseesssonsssees «| 20. 3 

Tt is doubtful if anything definite was Chinese Wie Cosse ae Also a Full Line of Other 
ever decided. In fact, it has been Bisco a es ee Game Birds and Fancy 
proved that it does not matter where Blue Swedish Ducks ween 18. Birds 
the oil comes from so long as the es- aaa eae ERT oe Seen ae 
sential vitamins are present in suffic- ee aes seosnsnneeeceennne a Sse 
ient quantity. Turkey Toms for Breeding: Write for Prices 

BONA (HAO a vehi Aner sendsaviseee LOE 
The plain truth is that natural cod Se ee ee a2; Sante eet 

liver oil from either side of the Atlan- Impeyan Pheasants 
tie varies greatly in its vitamin con- pace eae eae W. J. MACKENSEN 

tent. aoe fatness of the cod, the near- Inquiries and Orders should be MACKENSEN GAME PARK 
ness to the breeding season and the addressed to 
kind of “feed avaiable in the ocean— m1 ea i enue k Ci YARDLEY, PENNA, 
these and other factors greatly affect : wonme, New_York. City, SSS OE OE 
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The Russian Cotk of ele Wood 
(Tetrao urogallus L.) or Capercailzie 

By GEORGE A. VAN DER BELLEN* 

OOKING through the description of the length of the body is from 72 to 75 of pine and fir with a sprinkling of poplar and 
iE climate, soil, and vegetation of Canada centimeters in length; wings, 35 centimeters; beech. The ground is damp and covered with 

the Central and Northern part of the tail, 22 centimeters; weight, three to seven moss and turf. The bird chooses pine woods 
United States of America, I see the same pounds. in preference to any other for a home, other- 
scenery, the same im- wise spruce and lastly 
mense stretches of for- : alder. 
est and moor, the same ‘ It avoids inhabited 
kinds of trees, the same areas and is only found 
shrubs, berries, grasses, in far outlying districts 
mosses, the same soil, z away from arable and 
in fact everything al- . cultivated land. It is of 
most exactly as it is . special interest to note 
on the territory of the that the Cock of the 
former Russian Em- £7 Wood and the moose 

pire. & are constant compan- 
I look at the zoologi- : ions and very often are 

cai description — the found together. The 
bear, the elk, the mar- ‘ bird does not migrate 
ten, the otter, the q : aN ss and remains all the year 
badger, the hare, the . As round in the one area. 
grouse and many Ly Q It is strong on the 
others, all inhabitants ‘ : wing, and flies always 
of Russian forests, as 2 . in a straight direction 
well as those of North- = SA ek making a loud whirring 
ern America. But in noise. It is a swift 
the latter the Cock of 5 runner on the ground, 
te Wood so —— = but not as speedy as the 
that feathered king of aa ate ae eae ae ep small varieties of grouse 
the Russian forests, le—Length of body 90 to cms; Woe. o Ss. or partridge, and has 
that rare bird which is Female—Length of body 72 to 75:cm-; weight 3 to 7 Jbe. very cen vision and 
already dying out. Biological Sketch hearing. 

It is not my purpose to go into details as to The Cock of the Wood is an inhabitant of During the winter months it inhabits chiefly 
the cause of the absence of this bird in the the deep woods of Northern Russia. The south- pine, spruce and fir woods and lives as a rule 
forests of Northern America, which are so ern zone limit follows the line of the pine wood in flocks of three to five. Fir needles and 
ideally fitted for it. It is my aim to trans- zs ss er top pine and spruce buds are its chief food 
plant this kingly bird to the forests of the is" \ I - & during this period. Juniper and mountain 
United States of America and Canada in | = r “ Qo ash berries are also included in its diet, 
order that Americans and Canadians also \s ‘ a ra ae . while a certain quantity of small gravel 
may enjoy the incomparable hunting to rr x and sand is injected for digestive purposes. 
which the Russian Emperors as well as In the beginning of March the cock 
the owner of immense estates, rich in- re pa leaves the densest parts of the forest and 
habitants of large towns, and the poor ’ 4% makes his way to the moors situated within 
hunter of far off Siberia devoted them- |? a - ~ a close distance. In these moors the birds 
selves with the same ardour and en- oS i i carry on their matings and return to them 
thusiasm. i a xv at, . . year after year. The mating or so called 

I shall now give briefly : east . “tock” takes place early in the morning, 
1. A zoological description and bio- Kg S o , two or three hours before sunrise. The 

logical sketch of its life. 3 ey ~ oe male sits on the top of the tree or on a 
2. Describe the shooting in spring at |BRocoMam “8 , > rs) branch of a pine or spruce tree giving a 

the mating time of the Cock of the | eullieag ry ~~ : peculiar noise, generally termed the song. 
Wood. 4 ms hs ON oa This song consists of two parts, first tap- 

Zadlegicall Desexintion " ~ p ‘ ry} ping and knocking, done by opening and 

The male is of a dark grey color, almost E : ee closing his beak, and secondly, by a chat- 
black. It has dark brown-wings and black “ de » id s f) y tering scratching sound. The scratching 

tail with white tipped spots. The crop is - aN isa a sound ae 40r nee or four seconds. Dur- 
covered with metallic green shade. The 3 “@ i) ® 7 ? ing this time the bird trembles and shuts 

thick ridge of epidermis covering the ¢ od a 4S his eyes, closes his ears and 1s unable to 
frontal bones of the head over the eyes is © , Bean eee Eo per eos 
of a bright red color. In size the bird is ele iw dition of the closed ear is brought about 
from 90 to 120 centimeters in length, wing Cock of the Wood, “Hissing” by a Special eee of the anatomy 
40 40 45 -centinicters< tail, 34-10 36 venti. 0 of the bird’s skull. At this time the Cock 

meters; weighs seven to seventeen pounds. forest; the northern limit of the zone is the will often not fly away even when shot at. 

The female is of a dark mottled brown with region of deciduous trees where it meets the During the-singing the male ruflles his feathers, 
black-spots-scattered-all-over the body. On the swamps and moors of the far north. This bird spreads his tail and wings, stretches his neck 

crop there is a red brown metallic spot. The takes up his abode in heavy wooded territories (Continued on Page 68)
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THE RUSSIAN COCK OF THE WOOD Once again the Cock of the Wood taps but GAMEKEEPERS’ SCHOOL IN 
(Continued from Page 58) the hunter remains motionless. Again the Cock OPERATION 

and head swaying it from side to side and hisses and then again the hunter leaps. More The gamek ieechioal lish : 

slowly moves along the branch. and more often the hissing is heard and the ton eure ae oe eae Be = Eas 
The centre of this mating place is held by hunter approaches nearer and nearer. Suddenly les e eG: a eee = 

an old Cock and the other Cocks take their another Cock flies up with noise and clatter. By the ae Zo A Bee SS pril 30th. 

places from 100 to 200 paces away, so that if Our Cock ceases tapping and stretching out his diferent Ben ie ca £9, Sus Ned oe eels 

they are numerous they may cover a square mile neck, tries to penetrate the semi-darkness. He taeeamenD: SS ae sy a uae 

or more. In some regions of Russia a hundred listens, for he senses danger. The hunter does a a Ae a SS ie re 

or so Cocks gather together at mating time. not stir although his hands and feet are be- x eae ea es ou sreatie tatty oe 

Sometimes two males fight in the morning. ginning to tremble under the strain, but neither oe ey a a pea a“ Sore Sone 

j The females come to the mating place later sound nor movement reveals his presence. NES eer ae pasar emia 

a ieee eae oa Gls Seneca nip ee ele a ce becomes more and more dents are given a complete ead acd fe 
- vivi 5 . - z ee i H 

$s in, the ann verging fom © 2 the ae alge = eee eee ee 
pesegecteneee hs Tal ee The hunter leaps forward—there, against the is taken up ei eoaalipeeedae operations, the 

a a eae A e Hie heed eae golden background of the dawn, on the top of students performing all the work. The game 
; A é\pril the birds teed chielly On a small pine tree, he sees the black silhouette of breeding is under the supervision of James 

red bilberries (Vaccinium vitis idaea), cran- 4 huge bird, with wings outstretched, moving Craven, a well known gamekeeper. Each stu- 

Lees un oxtecocos), blossoms of from side to side, trembling all over in the ec- dent ne an allotment i birds to igor out for 
poplar trees and different kinds of willows. stasy of its love song. Eeserite tmetie eae aie a Shtl the bisd 

During May, June, July and August, the male The hunter slowly raises ‘his rifle to his are fuli grown. ae eats 

es meee marshy oe where hedge- shoulder and softly presses the trigger. On June 15th there were approximately 3,200 
hog grass, willow bushes, cat-tails or flag roots As already mentioned, the Cock of the Woods young pheasants and some young wild a s 

are found in abundance. Z ies is a bird which keeps segregated and does not jn nea rearing fields s : 

In the latter part of April and the beginning molest other birds, so that his introduction into Tis Shs SeHOTE Siuteen ate heeedine sacle 

oe ee eos ses panei their nests the American continent would not be a source at the farm eons of 80 Ringneck Mees 

ae Bee oud ae ees, ae a damp, of danger in any way to the American species 60 pairs of Bobwhite Quail, Mountain Quail, 
thickly wooded spot. The nest is made of dry of grouse and other native bird life. He is an Valley Quail, Mearns Quail Gaile Darndnes 

oe and down feathers; ves BISRREL pea especially healthy bird and not subject to any Hungarian Parttidges and a number of s; eine 

en Hesse ae pees HS aie eons ae epidemic diseases. of waterfowl including Royal White ee 
to 63 millimeters in length and 39 to 43 milli- His introduction in the 19th century into Canada Geese, Snow Cae Blue Coe White. 

meters in breadth. They are yellow ochre in Scotland, England and Ireland where he is fronted Geese Wracdducksei Blaclducks. Mal 

color with brown spots all NEE. _ The chicks better known as the capercailzie, has met with  Jards. Ganvasbacks Redherde Greeny ine Teal 
hatch out after thirty days incubation and in a most favorable results. 3 = Fal e a , it is S 

few hours are quite active. They can fly in 10 B sae eal, Scaup, Gadwalls and Black 

to 14 days. At this time the young birds are *Nore—The author is Councillor of Fur Farmin; ee ete 2 

living in forest clearings, and their feed consists ga Carte ota ee the Eothona peperenent ‘oF sihelmatagets cb the semicensiseais ae Olves 

of insects, flies, beetle and molluscs. They en- cae American fur farang wand ne Bpeeedine W. Helton, and Mr. Leonard A. Pettitt is as- 

joy ant-eggs, larvae, and stems of young grass. ee Sistant manager. 

Whey like to dust themselves in the sand and se 

earth. In six weeks they reach the size of a 

spruce partridge, and now have their full . 

plumage which is of a brownish grey tint, like Th Se R d 

ruffed grouse. The whole family moves to e onservation €a er 

places where berries are plentiful; blackberries, By Harold W. Fairbanks 

blueberries and red bilberries are their food i - 

during the second part of July, August and the should be in the hands of every boy and girl. What is happening to our forests, 
first of September. In September the young waters, soil, minerals and animal life and methods which should be employed to 

reach maturity, the cocks now being grey-black conserve them attractively and simply told. 
and the hens a reddish brown. Their chief food . . 5 

in September and October is green leaves of Buy this book for aoe boy or girl, $1.20, postage prepaid. 

poplar, cranberries, larch needles and, if ob- SOLD BY 

tainable, acorns. 

Late in October and November, they gather The American Game Protective Association 
into flocks, hens ee. separately. 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

It is a warm night in spring and the stars 

are shining brightly. The hunter makes his way 

quietly and cautiously to the spot where the Se a See Se a SG ee ee eae 

Cock of the Woods sings. The hunter draws > 

near. He stops and listens but nothing disturbs F aie g f P fi 

the stillness of the night. The time is passing. ur armin or ro t 

In the east the sky begins to pale, and the first By Frank G. Ashbrook 
¢ = ns, 4 aire 
pene ge hagas ae re Chief of the Division of Fur Resources, U. S. Department of 

that somewhere far—a twig snapped. Then Agriculture 

silence again. Another twig snaps and then A practical textbook for use in rearing any species of fur animal as a business undertaking. 
there is a sound as if someone is tapping quietly The most complete and authoritative treatise ever written. 

on a tree and then hissing. It is the Cock of the 326 Pages; 128 illustrations; Fully Indexed; Price, $4.00. 
Wood beginning his song. 

I 

The hunter unslings his gun, and waits. Again ORDER FROM 

he hears the tapping and “hissing” but now they : : ee 

crow dois eee ene. Tae Wie Laaser The American Game Protective Association 

leaps; three long steps and again becomes mo- 233 Broadway, New York City, N. Y. 

tionless, like a carven statue.
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: DIGESTS ON AUERWILD AND BIRKWILD 
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Das Amerwild by Dr. W. Worm, 2nd Edition.Carl Gerold's Sohn Verlag, Wien 1885 

(St. No. RR Rr 31 Bibl.) 

I. Where found: 
a) in prehistoric times: (p.27). Fossil remains found repeatedly 

in caves and diluvial strata (Prof, Nehrins, Berlin), e.g. in: 

Rabenstein 
Pottenstein Franconia 
am rothen Berg, Saalfeld, Thuringia, 

Prehistoric remains elso of Birkwild, but none of Haselhuhn 

b) in present conditions: (p.28). : 
Limited to wooded hills and mountains. From the Alps to 

Lappland and from Pyrenees to Kamtschatka, ; 

i" 

According to von der Muhle (Beitrage mar Ornithologie Griechenlands, 

Leipzig 1844, p.Slt) also in Anatolia and in mountains of Greek 
islands and mainland. 

Vertical boundary 1000 m above sea-level. 

Horizontal boundary 69° latitude. 

(Bi rkhuhn found up to 1300 m above sea) 

(Auerwild rare in France and Belgium, completely absent in 

Italy, Holland, England, India, Australia, Africa and America) 

c) Heunts (Coverts? Standort): (p.28). 
No particular geological formatiOn preferred. (Found on all strata, 
granite, vulcanic rock, coloured sandstone, Jura, Keuper, etc.) 

Kind of vegetation all-important. 

: Favourable vegetation in level woodlands (p.29) only when extens- 

ive, qiet, abbundant in water and undergrowth, heather, broom, 

long crass, sand and gravel, deciduous and fir-woods. 

These conditions fulfilled in Baltic provinces, Lithuania, Siberia, 

Change in agricultmral and forestry conditions in east and north 

Germany responsible for decay and disappearance, Flight to less 

cultivated hill and mountain areas at beginning of 19 th e. 

For conditions in Warttemberg unter den Herzogen, Tubingen 1876, 

p. 184. Does not thrive well in pure mountain forest, or pure 

deciduous forest with few berry-bushes, Most popular haunt mixed 

virgin forest or mixed planted forest on moor soil - most plateaus 

of Pack Forest. mi 
Amer-and Birkwild perhaps gradually migrati’ from west to east 
(see v. Wilderspers: Jagézeitung 1878, p. W7y , 

Warn 
a) Nomenclature in different languages p.30 

English: mountain cock, cock of the wood, wood-grouse, 

Historical references p.31:



Most Important haunts: p. 33 Scandinavis, Lituania, Baltic provines, 
Siberia, mountain forests of Bohemia, Upper and Lower Mustria, Styria, 
Carinthia, Krain, Tyrol, Salzburg, Switzerland(not everywhere), 

Bavarian and Allgau Alps, Bavarian Forest, Fichtelgebirge, Franconian 
Forest, Steigerwald, Spessart, Thuringian Forest, Rhon, Black Forest, 

Leusitz, Erzgebirge, Riesengebirge, Cappathians, Ural Mts., Caucasus. 

e) Statistics, Occurrence and Shoots (p.34) 
For occurrence in pine heaths of Lower Silesia see: 
Deutsche Jagdzeitung 1873/p. 50 et seq. (Vol. for December). 

Nember of Auerwild in Bavaria in 1864/1240, 

Average anmal shoot in Austria from 1874 - 1880 incl. : 3087 cocks( Auer) 
5943 Birkhabnen 
7282 Haselhuhner 

see: Jagdzeitung 1884, p. 164. 

Prince v. Schwarzenberg in Bohemia: 1881 :. 739 Auerh,. 
3536 Birkh, 

Z 589 Haselh. 

Duchy of Salzburg : 1833: 302 Auerh. 
272 Birkh, 

233 + «Haselh. 

Dochy of Styria: 1881: “ae Auerh, 
864 Birkh, 

2897 Hasleh. : 
Further statistics on P.35. 

Decrease of Auer,-Birk-, and Haselwild? See Jagdzeitung 1878 s.45 
Decrease only verified in case of Haselwild. See Prince L. m 
Ysenburg:: Ueber die Verbréitung von Aver und Birkwild, Ornitholog. 
Centralblatt 1880, p. 134 

Warm 

Der Stand p. 67 
Reasons for leaving Stand: disturbance, lack of food and water, umsual 

cold and deep snow, change in forest density. 

Essential Conditions: hilly mountainous conntry, or plateaux, covered with 

quiet woods, gravelly streams. Sometimes moop. 

Distinction between mountain and moor Auerwild. Former stronger. p. 68 
Favourable Unfevourable 

Mixed forest with Monotonous, dry pine heaths. Purely 

thick undergrowth deciduous forests 
Not to be found in beech woods of 
Suabian Alb. 

Pure mountain forest of same age 

Rationally managed forest only for summer and winter 

Never in "Feldholzer", 
Never flies over cut down forest-fears 

hawk. (p.70)



Habits. Spends day on ground. Sleeps in tree, on ground only when moulting. 

Hen sleeps on ground during hatching season. In Schwarzwald (p.71) 
belief that Auerwild only appears on dull days on more open plateaus, 
on bright days in denser slopes ~ fear of birds of prey, Also belief 
that it prefers to run up hill rather than fly on account of weight and 
short flight - uses wings only when flying horizontally or downwards. 
When pursued as agile as snipe. Otherwise easily tired. Flight loud, 
but sometimes mffled, Runs very swiftly. Trace shows three long 
toes, each foot set exactly before other. 

Worm p,184, 

Das Rackelhuhn, see also Zoologischer Garten, 1880, p. 152. 1834 p. 115 

J. V. Carus and W. Engelmann: Bibliotheca zoologica 
Il, Leipzig 1861, pp. 1252. Pf. Jackel: Zoolog. 
Garten 1881, p. 103 

Bastard 136. 
Reasons: 1) No pairing places of its own, Always found near pairing-places 

of duerhahn and Birkyild. 
2) No regular breeding season known, or even eggs. 

3 Pairing of 4uer and Birlwild seen 
) Many other bastards known between different birds. 

5) Rackelwild ony appears where Auer and Birkwild are. 
6) If they were separate species, the Rackelhen should be more frequent 
7) No two specimens found are alike. 
&) Cross-breeding artificially produced and observed. cf. 

¥. Tschusi-Schmidhofen: Mitth. ad. Ornithol. Vereines in Wien, 188, 

p. 172, November No, 

Where Found p. 183. in Scandinavia, Baltic Provinces, Siberia, Seldom in 

Swiss, Bavarian and Austrian Alps. Not in Black Forest 
: because of lack of Birkwild. 

p.188 
Types a) larger type where Auerhahn male parent (Germany and Austria). 

bd) smaller, where Birkhahn is male parent (North). 

p.190 description 

p.192 habits. Like those of Birkhuhn 

Warm p.299. 

Measures for preservation: Too many cocks should not be tolerated. 
= an State of forest in pairing-places must remain unaltered. 
p.304 F.¥. Nolde Aus der Jagerpraxis I, p.13, 14. Recommends putting gravel 

and sand on moor~soil. 

- Ant-nests good, 
305 Forest mst be quiet during pairing and breeding seasons. 

ein Importance of water. 
Destruction of all predatory animals, &tc. - fox, cat, weasel, squirrel, 
hedge-hog, eagle, owl, hawk, magpie, raven; in north, bear, wolf, 

p.310 Protection of nests. 
p.e3ll Good results of such measures, e.g. in Reichenau,



Worm 

Breeding and Care of Auerwild p.295. 

Problem I) of preservation 
II of introduction to new localities. 

I. Measures ensuri reservation: P,296 
1. 6-8 hens mst be kept for every cock, 

2. hens mst always be spared; p.297 
- cocks of one year mst be spared, 

. best age for reproductive purposes 2 - 5 years. Older cocks harmful 
5. Shooting season should not coincide with beginning of pairing season - 

a little later, 
6. no more than half of cocks should be shot annually - older ones first. 

7. separate cocks should be spared: p.298. 
8. a moderate shooting improves haunts; lack of shooting ruins them, 
9. shooting only in pairing season and in accordance with good hunter's 

principles. 

Worm a 

II. Introduction into fresh districts p.312. Hartig: Lehrbuch fur Jager, II, 17. 
Eggs hatched by other hens. Kept on suitable ground, Feed, White of Bgg, 

millet, ants - eggs, corn,. berries. 

Pp. Et Feed criticised. 
p. 314 Failure of various attempts to introduce Auerwild, 
p. 316 Eggs mst be transported at right time - not toot ola and not too new. 

Should notbe all taken out of one nest as these are often of only 
one sex, 

p. 317 Burkey hens the best foster-mothers. 

p. 317 Careful transport of eggs. 
p. 318 Care of young birds. see J, Sterger: Jagézeitune 1972, p. 525. 
P. 320 J, C. Heppe: Die Jagdlust oder Bie hohe und niedere Jagd, Nurnberg 

L783, 11, 335 
p. 322 Sterger: Jagdzeitung, 1871. Food. 
pe 323 Attempts at escape. 
p. 325 Sterger's oldest cock 15 years 

Conclusion: very difficult to introduce Auerwild into fresh districts.



B 

Freiherr v. Wagner 

Das Jagdwesen in Warttemberg unter den Herzogen. Tubingen 1876, 

p. 184. Where found: in léth c. in Black Forest, Heidenheim, Urach, 
Leonberg. At end of century confined to 
Black Forest. 

Reason for disappearance in Urach: disappearance of 
juniper berries, 

Heindenheim: thinning of forest. 

Statistics. No. of Auerwild never very big in Black Forest. 
a) Shot Interest in shooting only when improved arms appeared, 

Years 1615-26 : average annual bag 2-3 from Hirsemu 
1770-90 : average annual bag 4 

bd) Haunts in 1611 Altensteig 5 cocks and 1 hen 
Freudenstadt many cocks p.265 
Reichenbacher Yut 2 cocks 

1631 Wildbad 5 cocks 

p.186 ; Localities according to Landbuch von Oetinger, 1623 

Haselwild, 1718, 280 specimens in whole country, p.187 
1770-1790, 174 birds shot. 

Wagener, 1876, Jagdwesen in Wurttemberg. 
aeons Shooting Auerwild at first not limited to pairing. 

More preserved later. 
Haselwild also at first caught, later shot. Memoir of 
I660 trapping. Shooting general in 18th ce 

Sourees, 
IT) Das Auerwild. von Dr. W. Wurm, Wien Carl Gerold's Sohn 

1885 (2te Auflage) = 
2) Wagner: (Freiherr v.): Das Jagdwesen in Wurttemberg unter 

den Herzogeh Tubingen, 1876 2 . 
3) Jagdzeitung. Wien und Leipzig. Wilhelm Braumuller, Qos. 

1856-1916 

.
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Die Jagdzeitung Articles 

1861 

p. 220 Ueber die Anlage sines Auerwildzeheges. 
Bohemian aren tsy Téports. ust be certain that 
Auerwild has been present before attempting introduc- 
tion, He himself mad forest bounded by most abundant 
Auerwild forest in Bohemia, but never shot an Auerhahn 
in his district. If it so easily transplanted, why 
does it not cross boundary. 

Birkwild seems satisfied with very limited space. 
In 20 years shot always on the same spot of about 

30 joch, 

1863 

p. 248 Statistics 
No. of birds shot in 1862/3 

Owner uer Birk Hasel 

Kinsky (Bohemia ) 12 4 13 
Pless (Silesia) o- 6 ay 
k.u.k (Radautz) 3 5 48 

p.334 Kingdom of Bohemia, 
ete.  465(+22) 1766(-12) 679 (-393) 

p. 477 Proposals to increase Auer and Birkwild. 
: isi fioiat breeding 48 with pheasants. 

Plateau best place - water - berries - protected from 
predatory animals. 
Difficulty of getting sufficient eggs. 
Domestic hens could be kept with birds and then let out. 

1865 

p. 438 (J, Sterger, Krainburg) | 
Food given to tame Auerhahne: ants, eggs, cranberries, 

Pp. mahi tg Bistery of tamed birds. 
om four days Old. Wrapped in silk cloth, put into 

a potfilled with down. After talf an’ hour let out 
into a box - had to feed each with ants - egss. Four 
days forcible feeding, kept in down-filled pot. By 
sixth day all four eating voluntarily - fifth died. 

& fortnight in pot than in wooden house. Ate sand 

greedily, When house too small, brought into more 

roomy place. SGleanliness in food and place essential. 

For a month - anus, eggs then strawberries, raspberries, 

cranberries and rowans; Grapes, lettuce, parsnips, 
parBley. Apples cut up. Mixture out of ants, eggs, 

apples, wheat. In springbeech and larch twigs. 
No water.
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1867 

p. 457 Elementz: Beobachtungen uber Auer-und Birkwild im 
8stlicnen eatrraat = 

p. 458 Description of forest - pine and birch, thick underwood. 
Hilly lend, clay sand-soil 

p.463 Auerwild not so frequent as Birkwild. Equal proportion 
of cocks and hens. Reason: wolves and other animals 
easily attack sitting hens. 

1868 

pe. TST Von der letzten Hahnenbalz, 
Conditions in sudeten. 

p. Tee Pine woods, not well kept. Fern and grass, 

1870 : 

pes Baron Woleken: Die Jagd iund der Wildstand Livlands. 

p..-8 Auerwild found in extensive woods with mrshes - on 
moss marshes surrounded by fields - needs forest, if 
possible, old and mixed, 

pa D Three methods of hunting. 
Cock almost always on pine-trees - difficulties in mrshes. 

p. 10 Auerwild has decreased through disturbance. Culture the 
greatest enemy. 

p. 459 Die Balzzeit in der Auerwild-Yolonie zu “rainburg.Sterzer 
(tame birds) 
Food same as wild birds, viz. berries, ants-eggs, twigs, 
beetles, worms, grasshoppers. Also eat much that they 
do not know in wild state viz. wheat, millet, salads, 
grapes. 

p. 464 Tame birds have no vermin in contrast to wild birds. 

1871 

p. 33 3¢ seq. Auerhahn und Birkwild neben intensiver Waldwirtschs ft. 
Report of ceneral Versarmmlungs des bohmischen Yorstvere ins, 

p. 34 Problems discussed: In how far is number of Auer and 
Birkwild reduced by intensive forestry? Can these birds 
be preserved in forests that are properly kept? 

Speaker admits that decrease may be due to disappearance 
of old trees and culture of open spaces. Not true that 
preeding-place must be marshy and uncultivated. Birds 
will remain where living conditions favourable. Often 
change breeding-places, Instances reduction in one place
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from 10-14 cocks to one or two. Reason: removal to 
other breeding place. 

History. 2 
oe Wald (Neuhaus) had alweys Auerhahne. 

Area: 3000 Joch. Almost 411 ready for felling. 
In 1849, 1000 sold for utilisation, carried out in 
10-12 years. Whole block replaced by trees differing 
in age from 10-15 years. First section already in 
cultures before others could catch up. Inerease of 
Auerwild on account of abundance of berries. 
To-day(1871) no trace of trees from before 1840, 
oldest trees 25-28 years old, youngest 5-10, Still 
a great number of Auerwild - balzen on ground from 

pe 35 lack of high trees. For last few years annual shot 
5-6 cocks. last year 10 shot on ground, History proves 
that state of breeding-plece is not only essential condi- 
tion. 

p. 35 Means for preservation. 
a) Peace during breeding - but not stoppage of all work. 
b) Preservation of food - forestry methods often over- 

stepped mark in effort for tidiness. Destruction of 
juniper bushes had hurt Birkwild. 

Disappearance not gradual but sudden after severe winter 

of 1866 - frosts in May. 
Other examples of change of haunt. Forced to change 
by forestry methods, but not to disappear. 

Dp. a7 Suecess in preparing breeding-place, not too dense. 
Several sections of forest thinnad,. 

p. 412 et seq. Sterger: Kunstliche Aufzuch des Auerwildes und 
Anlegung eines Suerwildgeheses. 

re must be taken to remove chicks whenever they are 
hatched out by domestic hen, else destroyed. 

p. 413 Pood should not contain hard-boiled eggs. 

Barrenness must be prevented. 

Best surroundings: yard with beeches, pines or larches 
adjoining forest. 

Fertility. 
en in captivity lays 7-12 eggs, even without cock, 

Prepares herself nest of sand. 

p. 414 To great number necessary - multiply quickly. f 

p. 415 juerwild not so sensitive to noise as supposed. 
Disappearance often only apparent. Removal to other breeding- 

ground
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p. 415-16 Reasons for disappearance: 
a) poachers. arch traps. 
bd) Predatory animis - foxes, martens. 
ce} Dogs allowed to roam freely. 
a) lack of proper food - beech buds in spring, berries, 

ete.--in summer and autumm.Pine twigs in winter. 

p. 416 Artificially reared birds have no fear of man. 

Pp. 417 Gage with food should be placed in centre of districts 
where birds have been set frae. 

Young birds of different nests must be set free together 
to ensure fertility. 

1872 

p. 307 Baron Noleken: Meine Auerhahnjagden im Jahre 

p. 308 General character of breeding-places - Pine - marshy 
ground, 
Auerwild very plentiful - almost non-existent six years 
ago. 

p. 525 Death of 6 tame birds in one week through eating ripe 
apples when black berries were not available. 

1873 

p. 268 Dr. Warm: Meine =rlebnisse auf der Auerhahnbalz 

Pp. 278 Results very poor. Instead of usual 12-14 cocks, only 
4. Reasons: bad weather, disturbance by wood-felling, 
timber speculation particularyly rife. 

1874 

p. 140 Jagdzustande und Jagaverhd linisse in Hisass Lothrigge. 

p. 142 Auerhuhn gradually disappearing. Habit of hen to nest 
on ground near roads, ete. where disturbed. 

1877 

Pp. 3 Paumgartner: leben, Stand und Jesung des Auer-und 
Sehildwildes. 

p. 40 Asserts that Auerhahn is lower geographically thag 
Birkhahn, Auerhabn never found at limit of vegetation. 

Not thoroughly conservation in breeding-places. 

p. 41 Food. Damage to young trees not caused by Auerwild. 
: Avoid open places, Is no spoiler of forests.
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ps 398 Enumerates close time for huer and Birkwild in Germany. 
Dp. 467 v. Thingen: Die Wildnumer Bayersns und Wurttembergs. 

p. 468 Auerwild reduced in Bavaria compared with earlier times, 

p. 470 Rackelhahn very rare in Bavaria. 

1878 ; 

Pp. 45 Auer-Birk und Haselwild in Bohmen. 
: Discussion as fo increase or decrease. 

Auephahn changed its breeding-places - storm and Bork- 
enka fer. 

p. 48 Shoot list of Krumau: 1726 #£=®10 birds 
ay 31 birds 
59 138 birds, mximun 

later average between 20 and 30 and in more recent 
times 37, 38, 44, 

49 Conclusion that there is no decrease in Auer-und Birk- 
wild. Only in Haselwild - due to predatory animls, 

1879 

p. 256 Note on transport of Auerwild from Norway into Saxony. 
Every bird in cage lined with juniper. 

p. 259 W. Wurm: Die deutschen Waldhihner. Description of 
appearance, Mbits, etc. of Auer, Birk, and Haselhubn, 
More fully in his book, 

1881 

: Sehroeder: Acclimtisation - von Auerhuhnern, 
Author success. in 18735, 80 birds brought. 

1882 

p. 143 B. Von Auerwild. 
Birds found round Tand - see boundary between Austria 
and Hungary. Hills 349 - 380 meters - deciduous and 
and pine forests. 

p. 434 Sterger: Der finfzehnjahre alte Hahn in zu Krainburg. 
Aceount of old cock - still very vigorous - vicious 
in temper. 

1883 

p< 21 Einsetzung von Wildhubnern, Mentions attempts to import 

Ruer-and 3irkwild from Norway into Scotland. High 

prices, e.g. for an Auerhahn 8-10 pounds(l), or a hen 

15-20, for Birkwila the half, all prices in Sngland at 
harbour.
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1883 

p. 633 2 cocks and 8 hens set out in East Prussian forest. 

1885 
p. 388 Bine Bemerk iber Acclimisation von Auergeflugel, 

Vee: Sohréder, 
Suathor responsible for all export from Norway. 
Difficulties: long journey, birds only allowed to be 

caught in Autumn, so winter before they 
arrive, often set free in forests in 
pad weather. Ship transport much better 
than rail, Birds should never be sent 
unaccompanied, 

Pertility in captivity - first years laid 9-11 eggs, 
after never fewer than 13, O1d hens often laid 9-11 
twice a year. 
Precautions; _ let Auerhenne mke own nest and hatch eggs, 

Where Birkwild is near, eggs can be put 
under pheasant. 
The run must be spacious - divided into 
day and night run - latter roofed - with 
open door between. If the night is spent 
in the open run, danger of fright from 
cats, owls, ete. Birds fly to walls and 
may be killed by each other. 
The day run should be planted /besetzen?) 
with pines or firs. - best not living 
trees but only strong branches which 
ean be changed when they have been eaten 
off. 

Food in captivity. Twigs of pines, firs, junipers - 
main nourishment cut up apples. Yhen 
these get scarce - willow twigs with 
catkins. - all kinds of garden and wood 
berries, but only fresh - fermented very 
bad, 

1887 

p. 614 Review of book. Dr. A. B. Meyer: Unser Auer-Rackel-und 
Birkwild., Richly illustrated, 

1889 

p. 486 Wurm; Zu Baume brutende Auerhemen, 
Quotes Prom Harvie-Srown: The Capercailliein Scotland. 
Edinburgh, 1879. Sot ae 
The last bird found in Strathglass, nest in pine tree, 
In Palkland, birds nested in pine,
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1891 

Pp. S77 Wurm; Bericht Uber die Auerhanunbalz um Teinach nedst 
einizen naturgeschicntlichen Semerkungen, 

p. 3828 Zoolog. Garten 1888. Report of re-introduction of 
. Auerhahn into Scotland. Disappeared from 1760. Since 

1862 ahumdant. 48 birds imported from Scandinavia. 
Nests mound Taymouth Castle. Eggs put under wild 
Birkhennen, 

1892 

p. 55 R-nn: Wes hat der Auerhahn im Spessart verbrochen? 
Damage done’ Reports order of state to reduce number 
of mdel-and Auerwild on account of damage. Writer 
asserts that latter does no damage. Sugsests wild boar 
should be reduced. 

1897 

p. 214 Hinbtirgerung und kunstliche Aufgucht von Auerhuhnern, 
(Arti ats Tabea from ‘awinger und seld™), 

Report of breeding results in forest in Upper Silesia. 

b. 217 Year Birés bought Birds brought w Remarks 
cocks hens até end of season 

~——Tnet result) 
1877 3 5 z Notes missing 

1880 12 30 ¢ from 1880-83 

81 ‘: 3 = 
82 2 il = 
83 : ? 
84 ‘ ‘ 25 7 young birds 

85 « . 8 caught by local 
86 5 12 10 hunter in Russia 
87 6 i 25 
B8 Young birds 4 
89 seven 8 

1890 6 
91 2 
92 5 
93 5 
94 : 
95 4 

28 oY 104 
100 

7 ehicks 
Total 

107
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Po Rit (Number of birds hatched much higher than number actu- 
ally brought up. Many died in wet weather, etc.) 

Eggs almost always hatched out by turkeys. In year 
1879 (p. 214) so much snow that roof was broken in. 
All five cocks killed by marten. 

Care of artificially bred young Suerwild. 
Precautions: 1) “Etey as trost-mother wherever possible. 

2) Eges should not be more than 12 days 
old. Hens in captivity lay 12-18 eggs. 
the first leid the best for setting. 
Those last laid mostly bad, or hatch out 
weak birds which die. Hatched birds 
remin one day.in brood-house. 

3) Rearing-house like that for pheasants. 
Runs at most 1/3 meter long. 

4) Pirst food ants' eggs and larvae. Second 
food fone hour later) cut up small /Recipe 
for pancake eggs, milk, peas-meal\, Spratt's 

cake grain No.1, a little yarrow). Cake must 
be made fresh twice daily. Boards in 
front of coops strewn with wild thyme to 
satice young birds. Must be kept clean, 
Always tap with little stick and call. 
Cut up worm has proved very good in en- 
tiecing birds. If they do not come out 
from under the turkey, it must be liftdd. 
Butterflies also good. Birds often refuse 
- attempts at forced feeding unsuccessful. 

p. 233 After first feed, another follows every 
hour, ‘Twide cake, once ants' eggs, This 
continues for ten days, then beef grad- 
ually added. 

When weather good, birds let out, only after dew has dried 
up, and must be back in coops before dew falls, Every 
single bird must be watched, danger of choking over insects 
- Tolzbocken - §0 Avoid those, only pine region chosen, 

Water given for first time after ten days. Given in 
wooden trough with gravel, to prevent too hasty drinking. 
Given once a day. 

When one month old Fleisch-crissel added. ‘When stronger, 
feed every two hours. Huckleberries given when ripe, 2-3 
a day. In hot weather, must be kept in shade and not 
hurried, 

After 5 or 6 weeks first head feathers - a critical time, 

After 7 weeks do not spend the night under the turkey - 
pine branch put up before the coops. Usually far away 
in the morning. Must be gathered in with help of turkey. 
Whole run netted - after first feed let out, but must 
not be left out too late,
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p. 235 End of July, beginning of August, grain - at first twice 
a day. 

When birds are three-quarters srown, are brought into 
voliere, get grain and berries (wheat, kukuruz, cran- 
berries, huckleberries, juniper berries, brambles and 

their leaves). Every second day pine and larch branches 
brought into run. 

Run{(Voliere). 
7-8 moters Long, 4-5 meters high and 5 meters broad, 
poarded 1 meter high. A net then slates on roof, floor 
sand, beside drinking troughs, gravel. A pole right 
across for swinging. Old sqnd and gravel renewed twice 

a year. 

Breeding. 
Beginnise of February birds divided so that one cock 
with two or threes hens in every run. Other cocks let 
out, having kept 2 or three in reserve. Can be very 
wild. Cock has to be shut up while run is daily cleaned. 
Nests prepared of moss, sheltered by pine branches. 
Eggs laid by night caught by net. Sometimes eges replaced 
by perlhnuhner eggs, as hen is often disturbed. 

Pp. 267 Eggs. Hens given egg shells before laying. 
Siete in Forest. 
Wo great success with birds imported frmm Norway and 
let out in forest. In years when 3 cocks were noticed at 
Balzplatz with 10 or 12 hens, success assumed - falsely. 

Everything done to make birds like "Stand" - no ehange 
made - boar and predatory animis shot - every disturbance 

avoided. 

Bggs often found from imported hens breeding in forest. 
Place protected. Always hatched well - birds disappeared. 

p. 238 Conclusion. Ss 
Rearing possible if difficult. Tinburgerung (Trans- 

Stasi ine’, almost impossible, altho' everything necessary 

geems present. Forests have altered - Auerwild once 

numerous. 

Alteration in Forests. 
Draining of swamps - decrease of huckleberries and heather, 

eaten by deer. Boar increased. Auerwild does not find 

necessary food to feel well, to take up stand, and to 

inerease. 

Illnesses. 
@rop becomes hard and swollen - great thirst - sickness 

lasts three days then death, Once sick hen set free 

came back healthy. Geiferkafer fatal when swallowed. 

(cicaden) 
Casting beak - only in case of cocks from July to 

September.
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p. 256 Note on book. Das Auerwild, seine Jagd, Hege und 
Pflese, by Bdward Czynk, Neudamm. J. Neumann 1597, 162 pp 

p. 414 Birkwild imported 20 years ago into Newfoundland. Has 
acclimtised itself. Now found everywhere in island, 

1899 
p. 294 Prof. Knotek: Die ‘aldhtthner und ihre Jagd im Oceu- 

pations-gebiet. 
Gives an account of Auerhamm in Bosnia and Serbia. 

1904 
Pp. 257 Fr. W. Iaska: Das einstige Vorkommen von Tetrao tetrix 

(Birkhuhn) im Kaukasus. 

p. 258 Birkhuhn present from 1857 till 1867. In next few 
years decreased till 1872. 73 none aft all. 

Pp. 259 Author thought at first that birds had changed their 
stands - but saw it was the beginning of the dying out 
of Birkhuhn, 
Considers various reasons. 
Were not shot too much. Not too much cultivation. 
Cannot himself give any adequate reason, 

1905 
So. tek Von - ow: Ueber Vermehrung, Vermindermg und Ausrottung 

der wildlebenden Tiere, 
Acclimatisation should always be attempted with muy 

birds. Weak ones fall off. 

Pp. 122 Acclimisation can only be regarded as successful after 
many generations, 

4909 
p. 279 Wo kormt das Birkwild her? 4H. E. 

Birkwild disappearing from Hannover. 

p. 280 Birkwild disappeared 50 years ago from Pmmern, How 
present again. 

1910 
Pp. 258 Birkwildstend und Jagdin den hannoverschen Heiden v. 

Ernst Sehlofeld. 

p. 259 Constant decrease. 
Pp. -260 Reasons: 1) Culivation. 

2) Increase of boar. 
3) Failure in artificial breeding. 
4) Artificial maure harmful.
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Pp. 261 Birkwild has changed its place - from Hanover to Westfalia. 

i911 Albert Sprenger: Zur Jagdgeschichte der Wa ldhuhner, 

Pp. Auerhuhn formerly in Denmark - no longer there. 

p-. 12-13 Historical instances of Auerhahnjagd in Black Forest. 

p. 14 0. No. of Auertaln shot in Warttemberg. In 1611 and 
following years in ‘ofstetter Forest about 10, 

p. 176 Austria the Bldorado for the hunter of Auertahn, In all 
Austria in 1907, 7145 Auernahne, wild, 14226 Birkwild. 

Bo. LY Styria the centre, In every 10,000 kektars, a yearly 
average of 12.5 Auerhnahne and 11,5 Birkhahne shot. 
In 1907, 2059 Auerwild, 1049 Birkwild in Styria(shot). 
Highest figures in Bohemia. 

p. 7s 
Bosnia the best of Balkan lands, 

Pp. 206 In German Empire annually 14,000 Auer-Birk and Hasel- 
wild shot. ess than in Austria because much more densely 
populated. In 1871 Prince Pless imported 250 birds 
from Sweden - these till 1873. 
disappeared 

p. 242 Haselhuhn has also decreased in Germany - 12,000 birds 
shot annually. 

Bp. ark Birds bound to disappear with virginal forest. 

1912 
p. 49 De. Victor Jelocnik: Krains jagdibare Federwildarten, 

p. Sf Auerwild increasing in Train and coming into lower districts.
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18606 
p. 449 Statistics. Allgemeine Porgst und Jagdzeitung. 

Survey of birds in Bavarian Saline Forestry District. 

Senter Area in Tag- Auerwild Birkwild Heselwild 
werke Forest 

Field Forest 
Berchtesgaden 18960 113640 136 214 215 
Reichenha ll 4350 55770 58 56 100 
Saaforste - 47979 57 69 108 
Ruhpolding 10084 67935 110 91 186 
Marquartstein 15100 39560 58 126 122 
Rosenhein 107 5236 6 - - 
Tegernsee 14709 54992 89 70 150 

Salinen- 
forstbezirk 57310 385112 514 627 881 

p. 499. Reintroduction of Auerhuhner into Scotland. Allegemeine 
¥, u. J, seitung, by Dr. Gloger. 
Auerwild unknown in Ireland after 1745, in Seotland 
after 1760. In England disappeared much earlier, In 
1838-39 Lord Sreadalbane imported 44 fowlfrom ‘orwy - 
two-thirds hens. Some set free in woods, others kept 
caged. Eggs put under Birkhens. e 
Result: In 1843 occurrence of Nackelnmhne for the first 
time in Scotland. 

1877 ” 
p.. 206 Vereinsschrift fur Forst-Jagd-und Naturkunde. hrsg 

vy. bohmiscnen Forsvereine >rag. ae is 
Decrease or Increase of Auerwild in 3ohemia. 
General Gonelusion: Auerwild not decreaséd. “laselwild 
fewer. 
Alleged reasons for decrease: 1) Modern forestry 

methods disturbing 
quiet. 

2) Disappearance of 
berries, ete. 

Alleged reasons for increase: ‘Yoods thinned a} by wind 
storm 

b) by beetle 
(Borkenka fer ) 

p.- 169 Figures given showing migration from west to east. 

1887 
p. 427 Deutsche Forst - und Jagdzeitung. 

Franz Pohl 
Ueber dei ktinstliche Aufzucht von Auerwild, 
Breeding in Tiesengebirse: 2 domestic hens for one 
sitting of eggs - first one sits 3 weeks, the second 
last 8 days (hen that sits too long not good for leading
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chicks.) 
I? room or weather is warm, then dish with cold water 
piaced under breeding nest, and eggs taken out and 
rubbed with wet hands to prevent drying. 
™as& for ag3s in last week: Tay in water 30°C warn, 

good eggs move, bad lie 
still. 

Space for hatched chicks must not be too big. Sitting 
hen should be very tame, and stay all night on eggs. 
Food: ants - eggs, gries, special cake broken up smll, 

bread and butter. 
Place; must be sunny with fresh water and sand, if no 

trees present, then twigs must be put there daily. 
Berries and insects, 

1889-90 
e. 16 Deutsche Forst und Jagdzeitung. 

ote om furstenfeld, Sickness in all districts - 
diarrhoea and weakness. No obvious cause, 

1392-93 : 
p. 3505 A. Berger Erfahrungen auf dem Gebiet der Akklimatisation 

Fremder Wildarten, = — 
Decrease of Auerwild. 

pa 356 Reasons: 1) Changed methods of forestation plenter 
system being replaced by Schlag system, 

2) Unsportsmanbike methods. 
3) Umecessaty disturbance of woods. 

Conditions: 50 years ago Auerwild non-existent in 
Wachau. In 1879 some found, Im 1882 
first Balzlaute. WNeighbors asked to spare 
hens. Wo. increased - inerease spread to 

B. 357 other banz of Danube, Districts minly 
. pine woods 80 = 120 years Schlagbetrieb, 

Winters very severe, Predatory animals .- 
abundant, : 

When transplanting Auerwild must know conditions of 
life very well - cock and hen different in food habits - 
cock, young buds and only seldom berries, insects, 
caterpillars, ete. Hens prefer latter, Pood conditions 
for hen must be present - where hen stays, cock will 
also stay. 
Any Gistrict, hilly, mountainous or plateau suitable - 
if it has much pine berries, swamps, ants’ nests. 

Dp. oro Aussetzung 
For transplanting a family of 2-3 hens and 1 cock 

sufficient? Should be started on rainy or misty spring 

morning - wings should not be cut. Hens' nests must 
pe watched - quiet during brooding tims.. Chieks 
fledged by end of August. 

Forester may find forsaken nest - eggs should be put 
under domestic hen but not with any othereggs, When 

hatched may be 1) let out into forest 2) kept till 
fledged.
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1892-93 ; 
Pp. 080 1) Taken from hen immediately, put in feather-lined 

basket - ants' eggs given - next morning between 
6:36 and 8 o'clock birds taken out and smuggled 
into settings of chicks of same age, 5-4 of those 
hatched at home pro wild setting. Chick will at 
first fear hen, but she will take it for her own 
and adoption is complete after 15 minutes, 

2) More difficult and less successful, Must not be 
kept among domestic fowl, Greatest freedom, Many 
will die before fledged, 

Method 1) much better than 2) : 

Predatory animals must be kept down. 
Proper proportion of sexes kept - (1:6), Too many 
cocks harmful,
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Das merwild by Dr, ¥, Warm, 2nd Bdition,Carl Gerold's Sohn Verlag, Wien 1585 
(St. No, RR Rr 31 Bibl.) 

I, Where found: 2 
a) in prehistoric times: (p.27). Fossil remains found repeatedly 

in eaves and diluvial strata (Prof, Nehring, Berlin), e.¢. int 
Rabenstein ' 
Pottenstein Franconia 
em rothen Serg, Saalfeld, Thuringia, 

Prehistoric remains aleo of Biriorild, but none of Haselhuhn 

b) in present conditionst (p.28). 
Limited to wooded hills and mountaing. ‘rom the Alps to 
Lavplend and from Pyrenees to Kamtechatka, 

* 3 
Aecording to von der Muhle (Beitrage gur Ornithologie Griechenlanis, 

Leipzig 1844, p.S4) aleo in Anatolia and in gountains of Greek 
islands and mainland. 

Vertical boundary 1000 m above sea-level, 

Horizonte) boundary 69° latitude, 

(Birkhuhn found up to 1300 m above sea) 

(imervild rare in France and Belgium, completely absent in A : 
Italy, Holland, England, India, Australia, Africa and America) 

@) Haunte (Coverts? Standort): (p.28). 
No particular geological fomatién preferred, (ound on all strata, 
granite, vulcanic rock, coloured sandstone, Jura, Keuper, ete.) 

Palot es vegetation in er woodlands (p,29) only when extens- 
ive, miet, abyundant in water and undergrowth, heather, broom, 
long crass, sand and gravel, deciduous and fir-woods. é. 
These conditions fulfilled in Baltie provinces, Lithnania, Siberia, 
Change in agricultural and forestry conditions in east and north 
Germany responsible for decay and disappearance, Flight to less 
cultivated hill and,mountain areas at beginning of Bd e. 
For conditions in Wurttemberg unter den Herzogen, ingen 1876, 
Pe 184, Does not thrive well in pure mountain forest, or pure 
deciduous forest with few berry-mshes, Hoh -orahar haat nixed 
virgin forest or mixed planted forest on moor soil = most plateaus 

f 31 8 
hes Bestia perhaps gradually migra from west to east 
(aee v. Wildersperg: Jagdzeitung 1878, p, . 

Piccitemee in different langaces p.30 
English: mountain cock, cock of the wood, wood-grouse, 

Historical references p.31:



Neat Imortent haunta p. 39. Scandinavie, Iituania, Baltie provine s, 
eria, mountain forests of Bohaaia, Upper and Lower Austria, Styria, 

Carinthia, Krain, Tyrol, Saleburg, Switzerland(not everywhere), 
Bavarian and AlleMm Alpa, Bavarian Forest, Pichteleepiree, Franconian 
Yorest, Steigerwald, a Tiuringian Forest, m, Black Forest, 
Leusits, Erzgebirge, “lesengebirge, Cappathians, Ural Mts,, Cancams,. 

@) (p.34) 
~ ecourrence in SS it of cee Silesia see: 
Deutsche Jagdzeitung 1873/p. 50 et seq. (Vol. for December). 

Number of Auerwild in Bavaria in 1664/1240, 

Average anmial shoot in Austria from 187% - 1880 incl. : mer cocke({ Aner) 
3 Birkhahnen 

7282 Haselhuhner 
seet Jagdzeitung 1854, p. 16% 

Prince v. Schwarzenberg in Bohendat 1861 : 739 Auerh, 
3536 Birkh, 
589 Haselh. 

Dachy of Salzburg : 1583 302 Anerh. 
272. Birkh. 
233 Haselh. 

Duchy of Styria: 1581: = fnerh, 
. Birkh. 

2897 Hasleh. ‘ 
Further statistics on P.35. 

epee 2h pent ot Rene oe ee 
Sahene Sher kus tenaibes or ast Seeettee ‘ccaintes er von Auer . 
Sontralblatt 1880, p. 134 

im 

rs Aistarbance, lack of food and water, umogual 
eold and deep snow, change in forest density. 

Egsential Conditions: hilly mountainous country, or platemx, covered with 
quiet woods, gravelly streams. Sometimes moor. 

Sstinetion Retwesn wountata and spor Anarridd. Yormer stronger. p. 68 
Favourable @ 
Mixed forest with Monotonous, dry pine heathe. Purely 
thick undergrowth deciduous forests 

: Het to be found in beech woods of 
Suabian Alb, 

Pure mountain forest of same age 

Rational forest o: for sumer Ay manent Seed akg to Ah Et, 
Never flies over out down forest-feara 
hawk. (p.70)



Habits, Spends dey on ground, Sleeps in tree, on ground only when moul ting. 
Hen sleepe on ground during hatching season. In Schwarzwald (peT) 
belief that Auerwild only appears on dull days on more open platems, 
on bright days in denser slopes - fear of birds of prey. Also belief 
that 1% ae a Se oe ee Sy eee ot eee 
short flight ~ uses only when flying horizontally or downwards. 
When purmed as agile as snipe. Otherwise easily tired. Flight loud, 
but sometimes muffled. As swiftly. Trace shows three long 
toes, cach foot eet exac before other. 

tum p.1sh, 

Das Rackellmhn, see also woe Se 1880, p, 152. 1884 p, 135 
+ ¥. Carus and W. Rngelmannt Bae 0A 

Il, Leipzig 1861, pp. 1252. Pf. t Zoolog. 
Garten 1261, p. 103 

Ressongt 3 Ne pairing places of ite own, Always found near palring-places 
of Averhshn ani Biricorild, 

2) No regular breeding season know, or even oges. 
i Pairing of 4uer and Birlovild seen 

Many other bastards known between different birds. 
5) Rackelwild ony appears where Aner and Birlowild are. 
6) If they were separate apecies, the Rackelhen should be more frequent 
2 No two specimens found are alike, 
&) Crose-breeiling artificially produced and observed. cf. 

¥. Techusi-Schuidhofen: Mitth, 4, Ornithol. Vereines in Wien, 1934, 
Pe 172, November No. 

There Pound p. 188. in Scandinavia, Baltic Provinces, Siberia, Seldom in 
Swies, Bavarian and Austrian Alps, Not in Black Forest 
beemse of lack of Birlorild, 

p.18s 
Types “ larger type where Auerhshn male parent (Germany and Austria). 

bd) gmaller, where Birkhahn is male parent (North). 

P.190 deseription 

p.l92 habite, Like those of Birkhuhn 

Huma_p.299. 

foo many colts should not be tolerated, 
State of forest in ——— must remain unal tered. 
¥.¥. Nolde dus der J: raxis I, p.13, 14, Recommends putting eravel 

: and sand on moor-soil. 
Antenests good. 

Set Sorte of quiet during pairing and breeding seasons, 
Importance of water. 
Destruction of all predatory animals, &te, ~ fox, cat, weasel, squirrel, 

j hedgehog, eagle, owl, hawk, magpie, raven; in north, bear, wolf, 
nit Protection of nests. 

Good results of much measures, e.g. in Reichenm,



tm 

Breeding and Gare of éuerwild 2.295. 

Problem I) of preservation 
II of introduction te new leealities. i 

1. ens mis’ for every cock, 
2, hens mst always be spareds p,297 
e coaks of one year mst be spared. 

» best age for reproductive purposes 2 - 5 years, Older cooks harmful 
5, Shooting season should not coincide with beginning of pairing season - 

a Little later, 
6, no more than half of cocks should be shot annually - older ones first. 
7. separate cocks should be spared: p.296. 
8, a moderate shooting improves haunts; lack of shooting ruins then, 
9, shooting only in pairing season and in accordance with good hunter's 

principles. 

i Jatumduation tate tes datrhata p52; fevtter Tenwima tir Hewes 10, 27 other ton suitable ground, Feed, White of age, 
millet, ants + eggs, corn, berries. 

p. 314 Failure of various attempta to introduce Auerwild., 
pe 316 Eggs omst be transported at right time - not took old and not too new. 

Should notbe all taken out of one nest as these are often of only 
one sex. 

pe 317 Burkey hens the best foster-nothers. 
De ae ares ee eres. 
Be of young » soe stercer: Ge! Best os 

P, 320 J, GO, Hepp Di! rdiust oder Bie hohe und niedere Jagd, Murnbe: 
L783. Ide 835 

Pe 322 Sterge: agizeitung, 1871. Food. 
P. 323 Attempts at encape. 
Pe 325 Sterger's oldest cock 15 years 

Gonelusiont very difficult to introduce Anerwild into fresh districts.
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Freiherr v. ‘gner 

Das Jegdwesen in yarttemberg unter den Nerzogen, tabingen 1876 ; 
p, 184, here found: in léth o, in Black Forest, Heidenhein Ura ch, 

Jeonberg, At end of century confined to 
Black Forest, 

Reagon for disappearance in Urach: disappearance of 
senee? berries, 

Heindenheim: hinning of forest, ‘ 

Statistics. se, of ane tag very big in Black Forest, 
a) Shot ere 0 . Years ie1b-26 7 average dnnast we Bes fom ieee 

1770-90 +: average annual beg 4 

bd) Haunts in 1611 Altensteig 5 cooks and 1 hen 
Preudenstadt Pot cocks p.186 
Reichenbacher Tut 2 cocks 

1631 vildbad 5 cocks 

p.186 ; Localities according to Iandbuch von Cetinger, 1623 

Haselwild, 1718, 280 apeeteete in whole country, p.187 
1770-1790, 174 birds shot, 

Wagner, 1876, Jagdwesen in Wurttemberg, 
limited to pairing. 

More preserved later, 
maselwiie also at first caught, later shot. Memoir of 

Pping, Shooting general in 18th e, 

a aE Auerwild, von Dr, 7, Yurm, Vien Carl Gerold's Sohn 
1665 (ete Auflage) * 

2) Wagner: (Preiheyr v.): Das Jagdwesen in Yurttemberg unter 
den Herszogeh Tubingen, 1876 a 

3) Jagdzeitung, Wien und Leipzig, vilhelm meet 
-19
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Die Jagdzeitung Articles : 

196 
Pe 220 Veber aie Ania ge. eines A grayi légebexes. 

n r ‘ @ Gértein timt 
Auerwilé was been wrt before attempting introduc- 
tion, He himeelf ma forest bounded by most abundant 
Auerwild forest in Sohemla, but never shot on Auerhe hn 
in his district, If it so easily trengplanted, why 
@oes it not erogse boundery, 

Birkwild seems satisfied with very limited espace, 
In 20 years shot alveys on the same spot of about 

: SC joch, 

1863 

« 248 Statistios 
. To, of birds shot in 1862/3 

Own: Birk Masel 

Minsky (Bohemie ) 12 4 13 
Pless {Silesia ) os 6 177 
k,u.k ‘Radautz) 3 5 48 

p. 334 Kingdom of Bohemia, 
ete, 465/422)  1766/+12) 679 {+393) 

p. 477 aeons te ee Suer and Sirkwild, 
nts, 

Plateau best place - water - berries + protected from 
proce cery enirals, 
iffieul 2s etre sufficient seete 

Domestic gould he kept with birds ond then let out, 

1865 

p. 438 {3, Sterger, Frainburg) , 
Pood civen to tame Suertihne: ante, egge, cranberries, 

. 74404¢td Mistory of tamed birds, 
. - a ” pees in silk cloth, put into 

a potfilleda with down, Afterstalf an hour let out 
Take a box - tad to feed each with ants - eggs. Four 
éaye forcible feeding, kept in Soman T5008 207) By 

sixth dsy all four cating voluntariiy - fifth died, 
A fortnight in pot then wooden house, Ate sand 
groesty. When houge teo arall, brought into more 
roomy place, Cleanliness in food and place essential, 
Por a month - anaes 62g then strawberries, raspberries, 
cranberries and rownns. Grapes, Jettuce, perentps. 

parkley, Aueoee eut Lg Mixture out of ants, eggs, 
apples, wheat, In springbeeoh and larch twigs. 
No water.
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1867 

p. 457 Klementz: sess iiber Auer-und Birkwild im 

p. 458 peeerig tien of forest « i” and bireh, thiok underwood, 
Willy lend, clay gand-soil 

p.463 Suerwild not eo frequent as Birkwild, "quel propertion 
of cocks and hens, Reason; wolves snd other ommas 
easily atteck sitting hens, 

1668 

p. 737 Yom oer reteten Fe hnenbalz, 
0 ‘ 

p. 738 Pine woods, not well kept. ern end gress, 

1870 : 

Pe i Baron Toleken;: Die Jagd und der Wildstand Livilands, 

p. 8 Auerwild found in extensive woode with mrehes - on 
moss marshes surrounded by fields + needs forest, if 
possible, o14 and mixed. 

Pp. 9 Three methods of Spgs = : 
Cock slmost always on pine-treses - difficulties in mrshes. 

p. 10 Auerwild has decreased through disturbance. Culture the 
greatest enemy, 

p. 459 Die Balgzeit in der Auerwild-“olonie su ‘rainburg.Sterzer 
‘tame birds) 
Food same as wild birds, viz, berries, omer twigs, 
beetles, worms, pry ree Also eat much he ¢ they 
ao not know in wild state vis. wheat, millet, selads, 
gerepes, 

p. 464 Tame birds have no vermin in contract to wild birds, 

A872 
p. 33 3% seq. Loerie in und BM rkwild neben ee Waldwirtscs ft. 

Repo: or -@nerxal Y mmilung aes boimechen -orstvere ims. 

p. 34 Problems discussed: In how far is number of Auer and 
: ue intensive forestry? Can these birds 

be preserved in forests tht ere properly kept? 

ea edmite that decrease may be due to disappeprance 
of old trees and culture of open spaces, “ot true tit 
breeding-place must be marshy and uncultivated, Birds 
will varie where living conditions favourable, often 
clange breeding-places, Instances reduction in one ploce
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from 10-14 cooks to one or two, Reason: removal to 
other breeding place, 

EE cor %eld (Neuhaus) had slweys 4 uertahne, 
Area: 3000 Joch, ‘4lmst 911 ready for oie : 
In 1646, 1000 gold for utilisation, carried out in 
10-12 years, Whole block replaced by trees differing 
in age from 10-15 pee. First section elready in 
eultwres before others could eatch 9: Increase of 
Auerwild on sceount of ebundange of berries, 
sean) no trece of trees from before 1°46 
oldest trees 25-28 yeors old, youncest 5-16, S#4ll 
@ great number of Auerwild - belszen on ground from 

p. 35 leek of high trees, For last few years annwl shot 
5-6 docks, Iast year 10 shot on ground, “istory proves 
bo state of breeding-place is not only essentiel condi- 

; nm. pee 

p. 38 for preserva tion. ; 
- but not asepyese of all work, 

b) Preservation of food - en as often over- 
cages mark in effort for tidiness, Destruction of 
juniper bushes had hurt Birkwild, 

spare tence not gradual but sudden after severe winter 
of 1866 + frosts in May, 
Other examples of change of teunt, Yoreed to change 
by forestry methods, but not to disappear, 

Pp. 37 Suecese in preparing breeding-place, not too dense, 
Several eeations of forest thinned,” 

p. 412 et seg. Sterger: Faeryitias Aufgueh des Auerwildes und 
4 @ . 

re m remove Ghicks whenever they are 
tatehed ont by domestic hen, elae destroyed, 

p. 413 Food should not contain hard-boiled eggs, 

Barrennesa must be prevented, 

Beat epeeeetnas yard with beeches, pines or larches 
adjoining forest, 

es ptivity lays 7-12 without cook a ys 7- gs, even without cock, 
Prepares hersel? nest of <a : 

p, 414 Yo great number necessary - multiply quickly. 

p. 418 Auerwild not so sensitive to noise as swyeeet. 
Disappearance often only apparent, Removal to other mee; gro 3
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Pp. 415-16 Reasons for diga e8 TaNCe; 
a) “oachers, ath trap. 
bd) Predatory animils ; foxes, mrtens, 

- @+ Dogs allowed to roem freely, 
a) leek of proper food - beech buds in spring, berries, 

ete.--in summer and sutumm.2 twigs in winter, 

p. 416 Artifieially reared birds tave no fear of mn, 

p. 417 Gage with food should be placed in centre of districts 
where birds tmve been set free, 

Young birds of different nesta must be sot free together 
to ensure fertility. : 

1872 

p, 307 Maron Noleken; Meine A uerhahnjagden im Je hve 

p. 308 Soames cmrecter of breeding-places ~ Pine - mrahy 
ground, 
Suerwild very plentiful - almost non-existent six years 
ago, 

p. 526 Death of 6 tame birds in one week eeee eating ripe 
apples when black berries were not svailable, 

173 
p. 268 Dr, Turm: Meine “rlebnisee auf der Auerta hnbals 

P. 876 Results very poor, Inetead of uswml 12-14 cocks, only 
4, Reasons; bad woather, disturbance by wood-felling, 
timber speculation particularyly rife, 

1874 

Pp. 140 Jagdgustande und Jagdvert#ltnisse in “lsess lothringe. 

. 42 Averhuhn gradually disappesring, abit of hen to nest 
” on ground near roads, ete. where disturbed, 

1877 

p. 39 ere: Leben, Stand und Aesung dea A uer-und : 

Soni lawi ides. 
p. 40 Asserts that Auerhahn ie lower geographically thant 

Birkhatn, Auertmhn never found et limit of vegetation, 

Net thoroughly conservation in breeding-places, 

p. 41 a, Damage to young trees not caused by Auerwild, 
ets open places, Is no spoiler of forests,
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Pp, 398 Smumerates close time for Auer and Sirkwild in Jermany, 
D. 467 v, Thingen; Die vildhilmer Rayersns und viriteuberne $ 

Pp. 468 Auerwild reduced in “avaria compared with earlier times, 

p. 470 | Rackelhatm very rare in Savaria, 

1878 

: p. 45 4S sek und opin i in pin. 
SLeeus 577 8 r NG °@aee or ireagse, 

Auerhahn changed ite breeding-places - storm and bork- 
enka fer, 

p. 48 Shoot list of Krumu: 1726 10 birds 
27 31 birds ; 
69 138 birds, mxinu 

Tater average between 20 and 30 and in more recent 
times 37, 35, 44, 

49 Conelusion tht there is no decrease in 4 uer-und Jirk- 
wild, only in “aselwild - due to predatory animle, 

1879 ‘ 

p. 168 Sote on transport of Auerwild from Norway into Saxony. 
Svery bird in cage lined with juniper. 

Pp. 259 7, Warm; Die deutechen mldhimer, Deserip tien of 
appearance, . "User, » and Fagelhum, 
More fally'in his took, 

1882 
Sehrocder; Acclimtisation - 7" A uerhithnern, 
Author sueco * n ately : . 

1982 

MS Bee ou ie ° Tand «= gee boundary between Austria 
and “ungary, Wills 346 - 580 meters ~ deciduous and : 
and pine forests, 

p. 434 Sterger: Der Sintsennie hre alte Tahn in su ue iuburg nure 
Aesount of olf cock - still very visorous - viciow 
in temper, 

1883 

p. 92 Binset von Tildhihnern, Mentions attempts to import 
Fiecand “THErTE Tron ore arene aren? uae Scotland, Tigh 

oes, 0.8. for an Auer - eaters ora 
Teast oes Secce the half, all briaes a ohetand at 
harbour,
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1883 

Pp. 633 2 eooks and 8 hens set out in Hast Prussian forest, 

1885 

p. 388 «Sine Donen scag dber \ eolimiea tion von 4uergefligel, 
Vv 7 

Father Fesponmible for all export from Tormy. 
Difficulties; long ere irds only allowed to be 

= in Autom, so winter before they 
arrive, often set free in forests in 
ped weather, Ship trensport much better 
than rail, Birds should never be sent 
unaccompanied, 

exrtility in captivity - first years Inid 9-11 eggs 
a 13, O14 hens often leid eld 
twice a year, 
Precautions: let 4uerhenne mke own nest ond hetch ogee, 

Where Birkwild is near, eggs can be put 
under pheesant, 
Fhe ran must be spacious - ape into 

y night run - latter roofed - with 
open door between, If the night is spent 
in ae run, danger of fright from 
cate 8, ete, Birds fly to walls and 
my he killed by each other. : 
The day run should be Coo ‘peseotson?!) 
with pines or firs, - best not living 
trees but ae etrong branches which 
= be ehanged when they hove been eaten 
off, 

Food in captivity. Twigs of pines, firs, item - 
nourishment out w SDP es, Then 

these get scarce + willow twigs with 
oatking, - all kinds of garden and wood 
—— but only fresh - fermented very 

1887 

p. 614 ayer gi hook, Tr. 4, B, Meyer; Unser Auer-Rackel-und 
. niehly Lilustre ted, 

1889 

p. 496 Worm: 2u Baume brittende 4 uerhennen, 
Quotes = SE OWN : iein tiand, 
ares 1879, 
The last bird found in Strathglass, nest in pine tree, 
In Polkland, birds nested in pine,
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292 
p. 377 ‘yurm: Bericht Uber die Auerhanhnbalz um Teinach nebst 

Fiairen is VnESSOHISEULISON SamePRMREE iijen ne tirgesontentiichen Temerkungen, 

Pp. 262 7oolog. Garten 1968. Report of re-introdusetion of 
Auerhahn into Seotland, seeeueenven from 1760, Since 
1862 ahundant., 48 birds imported from Seandinerie, 
Nests mound Taymouth Castle. “sge put under wild. 
Birkhennen, 

lege 
p. 55 Renn: ese tet der Auerhahn im Spessart verbrochen? 

danaige Cons” Teperte oFter of atate to Feduse wuster 
: or ne Auerwild on account of damage, “riter 

ageerte that Intter does no damare. “Sugoests wild boar 
should be reduced, 

1897 

p. 214 Binbirg erung und xing tliche Aufzucht yon 4uerhuhnern, 
a WINE @: # . 

Report of breeding results in forest in Upper Silesia. 

Pe 227 Yeax Bits Pongnt stat vat ten zh Remarks 
e 

1877 3 6 1 Notes missing 
1980 12 30 7 from 1980-83 

81 * 3 ? 
82 2 12 ? 
83 * a ? 

84 . . 26 7 young birds 
85 . * 9 — by local 
86 5 a2 10 hunter in Russia 
g% 6 i 25 

ao Young birds 4 
89 - seven 8 

1890 6 
91 ; 2 
92 5 
93 5 
og . 
95 : 4 

28 27 _ 164 
100 

7 chicks 
z Total 

107
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R. Bi (Number of birde hatched much higher than number actu- 
ally brought up, YWany died in wet weather, etc, ) 

Eges almost always hatched out by turkeys, In year 
1679 ‘p, 214) so much snow that roof wes broken in, 
All five cocks killed by marten, 

Care of artificially bred Suerwild, 
Preeautions: IJ "a ey 6s tro otcnoT her Wherever possible, 

2) Tees should not be more than 12 days 
old. Hene in metre lay 12-18 eges, 
the first leid the best for setting, 

: Those lest Inid mostly bad, or hatch out 
weak birds whieh die. tatched birds 
remain one day in brood-house, ' 

3) aenecneees like that for pheasants, 
; Runs at most 1/3 meter lame. ; 

4) Pirst food ants' eggs and larvae, ‘Second ~ 
food ‘one hour later) out up small ‘Recipe 

. for pancake cogs milk, peas-meal} Spratt's 
cake grain %o,1, 8 ittle yarrow), Cake must 

be made fresh twice @eily. ‘toards in 
front of coops strewn with wild thyme to 
entice young birds, Wust be kept clean, 
Always tap with little stick and call, 
cut up worm hee proved very good in en- 

E ticing birds, If they do not come out 
from under the turkey, it muet be lifted, 
Butterflies also good, Birds often refuse 
- er at forced feeding unsuccessful, 

Pp. 833 After first feed, another follows oie 
hour, Twidée eske, once ants’ se g 
continues for ten days, then beef erad- 
wally added, 

When weather good, birds let out, only after dew has dried 
ws and must be back in coops vefore dew falle, Ever 
a pele pire must be watched, danger of choking over the ects 
- ken - to avo oge, only pihe region chosen, 

ater given for first time after ten days, Given in 
wooden trough with gravel, to prevent too hasty drinking. 
Given once s day. : 

When one month o14 Pleisch-criseel added, when stronger, 
feed every two hours, Huckleberries given when ripe, 2-3 
a day, In hot weather, must be kept in elude and not 
hersted, 

After 5 or 6 weeks first head feathers - 8 critical time, 

After 7 weeks do not ~— the night under the turkey - 
pine branch put up before the coops, Usually far away 
nthe morning, ‘Must be gathered in with help of turkey, 

Whole run netted - after first feed let out, but must 
not be left out too late,
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P. 235 =“ = daly, beginning of August, grain - et firet twice 
a day. 

When birds are Seee-snyiers grown, ere brought into 
voliere, get rt ond berries ‘wheat, kukuruz, cren- 

j berries, huekleberries, dae berries, brambles and 
their leaves), “very second day pine and larch branches 
brought into run. 

vi * 
wee 4-5 metore hond 6 meters broad 
boarded 1 meter high, 4b ie te slates on roof, floor 
sand, beside drinking troughs, gravel, 4 pole right 
across for swinging, 014 sand and gravel renewed twice 
a year, 

Seermntis of rebruary birds divided so thet one cock 
with two or three hens in every run, Other cocks let 
out, having kept 2 or three in reserve, Can be very 

wild, Cock has to be shut A while run is od eae 
Tests vir ati tga rhs = a by pine branches. uiian 
"gee 4 iv ea ug’ net, Sometimes egrs e 
by perl eggs, ae hen is often disturbed, . _ 

p. 237 METi sn Forest. ege shells before leying, 
Sirds in Forest, 
ne 7 € fucose with birde imparts frmm “orway and 
let out in forest, In yeare w 3 cocke were noticed at 
Balzpletz with 10 or 12 hens, suecese assumed - felsely, 

Rverything done to make birds like "Stand" - no change 
mage - boar and predatory enimis shot - every disturbence 
avoided, : 

ages often found from imported hens yeoreine in forest, 
Place protected, ‘lways tatehed well - birds disappeared. 

Pp. 238 nelusion. 

iar iaclres itty fogtfeitns anita Terma aats . n alnos os @, a eve necessary 
aed present, Forests heave altered - huerwild once 

numerous. 

trate eee | a= SE f hnokleperyies ond yoo thor ° = decrease o @ ¢ a . 
3 . . Anerwi+ oes no 

SIGE TT, Mesa coe TNs EI tae, ont te 
inerease, 

: & . 
Brey Teeooee hard and swollen - great thirst - sickness 
laste three days then death, Onee sick hen set free 
game back healthy, Geiferi#Zer fatal when swallowed, 
(eLeaden) 
merens Seek - only in case of cocks from July to 
Sep ten °
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Pp. 256 Rote on book, Das Auerwild, seine Jagd, Hege und 
Pflege, by hawt Capa, TOtisnn, , NeMmEE I0U7, 162 yp 

p. 41¢ Birkwila Seger tes 20 years ago into Tewfoundland, Tas 
acclimtised itself, ‘Yow found everywhere in island, 

1299 
Pp. 294 Prof, Knotek: Die “ldhfitmer und ihre Jagd im Oceu- 

ze eeusapeutet. 
ives an account of Auerhatm in Bosnia and Serbia. 

1904 ‘ 

Pp. 857 Pr. ¥. Tasha; "as einstige Yorkommen von Tetrao tetrix 
{Birkhuhn) im Yaukeens. 

Pp. 258 Birkhuhn present from 1857 ¢111 1867, In next few 
yoors decreased till 1°72, 73 none at all, 

Pp. 259 Author thought at first thet birds had changed their 
stands - but saw it woe the beginning of the dying out 
of Birkhuhn, 

eae ASE TST TOO MUSES ro 8 2 t too much cultivation, 
: Sannot himself give any adequate reason, 

1905 
e. 722 Yon - ow: Ueber Yermehrung, Yerminderung und susrottung 

Ger wildlebenden Tiere, 
Aoclimtisation should always be attempted with mny 
birds, ‘Teak ones fall off, 

Pp» 722 Acelimisation can only be regarded as successful after 
many genera tions, 

-- 279 Yo_ kommt dos Birkwild her? HE, %. 

: Birkwild disappearing from Hannover. 

Pp» 260 Birkwild disappeared 50 years ago from Pmmern, Row 
present again, 

1910 
Pp. 258 AG und Jogdin den hennoversehen "eiden v, 

Pe 259 gens tant decrease, 
Pp. 266 en $ iva tion. 

2) Ineresse of boar. 
3) Failure in artificial breeding. 
4) Artificial manure harmful.
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p. 261 Birkwild has changed ite place = from "anover to Westfalia. 

1912 Alvert Sprenger: Zur Jagdgeschichte der ldhuhner, 

Py 2 Auerhuhn formerly in Denmark - no longer there, 

p. 12-13 ‘istorioal instances of Auerhahnjag@d in Black Forest. 

p. 14 0. To, of Auertahn shot in Wurttemberg. In 1611 and 
following years in “ofstetter Forest about 10, 

p. 176 Austria the “ldorado for the hunter of Auermtm, In all 
Austria in 1907, 7145 Auertahne, wild, 14226 Birkwild, © 

py. 299 Styria the centre, In every 10,000 kektars, a yearly 
average of 12,5 Auerbahne and 11,5 Birkhatme shot, 
In 1907, 2059 Suerwild, 1049 Birkwild in Styriafshot). 

‘- Highest figures in Bohemia, 
p. 178 

Bosnia the best of Balkan lands, 

p. 205 In jerman Empire annually 14,000 Auer-3Birk and iasel- 
wild shot. “ese than in Austria because much more denseky 
opulated, In 1871 Prince Plees imported 250 birds 
lo Sweden - these till 1873, 

disappeared 

p. 242 Magelhuhbn hae also decreased in Germny - 12,000 birds 
shot annually. 

p. 271 Bards bound to disappear with virginal forest, 

1912 ; 
p. 49 Dr, Vietor Jeloonik: Krains jagdbere Federwildarten. 

p. 58 Auerwild inereasing in Train and coming into lower districts.
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Miscellaneous 

1860 
p. 449 Statistics, Allgemeine syeyet und Motscivang, 

. we rds in Davarian Saline Forestry District, 

' Center Area in Ng- Auerwild Birkwild ‘mselwild 
werke Forest = eer ens 

rhea Forest 
‘Berchtesgaden . 136 e214 215 
Reichenta 11 4350 55770 58 56 100 
Saaforste ~ 47979 57 69 108 
aeeeree ns 10084 67935 110 91 186 
Marguertstein 16100 39560 58 126 122 

a a cr rr ; exneee © 
jeiinen- 

forstbesirk 57310 «=: 385112 514 627 861 

" p. 499 Reintroduction of Auerhilhner into Scotland, Allegemeine 
Fu. J, eilvung, by ay Olseer Sarasa 
Aterwild unknown’ in treiand after 1745, in Seotland 
after 1766, In “ngland disappeared much earlicr, In — 
1838-39 Lord ~resda lbane Soret 44 fowlfrom “orwey - 
two-thirds hens. ‘Some set free in woods, others kept 
caged, "gee put under Birkhens, = 
peeudt: 1843 ocourrence of “ackelhahne for the first 

me Seotland. 

1877 ” 
p. 106 oreiageow ttt fur ope inte cd aun’ Taturkunde. hreg E 

Vs ecnen - : . c 

ge or Inoresse of 4 nerwiia in Sohemia, 
ee Conelueion: ‘uerwild not Cecressed, “aselwild 

fewer, 
Alleged reasons for decresse: 1) todern tyrestey 

: methods disturbing 
quiet. | 

2) Disappearance of 
berries, ete. 

Alleged reasons for increase; ‘‘oods thinned a) * wind 
storm 

pb) by beet 
(Remedies 

Pp. 109 Figures given showing migration from west to east, 

1887 
=D. 427 Donteche pore t - und Jagdzei tung. 

‘Ueber dei ktinstliche Aufszueht von A la. 
ayes 1 ne n PLesOnse ULES mes &. hens for one 

eitting of eggs - firet one sits 5 weeks, the second 
last 8 days (hen that sits too long not good for leading



D feont.) 

chicks. } 
If room or weather is warm, then dish with cold water 
pinced under brecding nest, and teken out and 
rubbed with wet haids to = trying ‘ 
Test for eggs in Isst week: Lay in water 30°C warm, 

good eggs move, bad lie 
: still, 

Space for hatched chicks must not be too big. ‘Sitting 
hen should be very tame, and stay all night on eges. 
Food; ants + eges, gries, special cake broken up smell, 

bread and butter, 
Place: must be sunny with fresh wer and sand, if no 

: trees present, then twigs must be put there daily, 
Berries and insects, 

1889-906 
Pe 118 Deutsche FYorst und Jagdzeit « 

Tote from Muretenre.ld, Stornees in all districts - 
@iarrhoes and weakness, "o obvious cause, 

1892-93 
“p, OBB f aa raven auf dem Gebict der Akklim tisation 

¥ en, 
0 1a, 

p. 356 Reasong: 1) Changed methods of forestation plenter 
syeten — replaced by Schlag system, 

2) Unsportsmniike methods, 
3) Umecesgafy disturbance of woods, 

Conditions: 50 years ago Auerwild non-existent in 
Wachau, In 1879 some found, In 1882 
first Balglaute, Neighbors asked to spare 
hens, Wo, increased ~- inerease spread to 

p. 357 other bank of Danube, Districts = 
pine woods 80 - 120 years Schlagbetriceb. 
Winters very severe, Predatory animis 
abundant. 

when transplanting Auerwild must know conditions of 
Life very well - cock and hen different in food mbits - 
cock, young buds and only seldom berries, insects 
entespuiinee, ete, Hens prefer latter, Food gondi tions 
7 oo be present - where hen stays, cock will 
elso stay. 
Any district, hilly, mountainous or plateau suitable - 
if it bas moh pine berries, swamps, ants' nests. 

p. 379 Aussetzung 
For eee a suniey of 2-3 hens and 1 cock 
sufficient? Should be started on rainy or misty spring 
morning - wings should not be cut. Hens’ nests must 
be watched - aay during brooding time, Chicks 
fledged by end of August, 

Forester my find forsaken nest - egge should be ae 
under domestic hen but not with any otherecgs. en 

iyrened may be 1) let out into forest 2) kept till 
edged, :
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ce 1) M[ken from hen immediately, pat in feathor-lined 
basket - te ee - next morning between 
6:50 end 8 ote rés taken out and es 
into re ehieke of anme age, 2-4 of thoce 
hatehed st pro wild cottine Gniek will at 
‘firet foaxr hen, but ehe will teke it for her own 
and adoption is complete after 15 minutes, 

2) wave ng pa ~_ legs anngquetel. a not i 
. a omestic fowl reates OOM, ny 

aia tis kedeee tiataes 

Method 1) much better than 2) 

Prede tory onpan se wae be aard toes a 
er pro on of sexes ~- fl: me cocks teria ee 

j
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ‘ 
Department of Conservation > 

Division of Fisheries and Game we 
20 Somerset Street 

Boston, Mass. © 

oo 

April 27, 1938 

Mr. Ward Shepard, Director 
Hervard Forest 
Petersham, Mass. 

Dear Mr. Shepard: 

I had no part in the experiment with capercailzie at 

Auburn, Maine, in 1894, but was a close observer since the work 

was done on the grounds where I was engaged in rearing trout. The 

project was carried on by an organization with the title, I think, 

New England Game Protective Association. I am not quite sure of 

this, but if not tne same as I have given it was quite similar. 

Besides capercailzie they experimented witn black, pinnated, and 

sharp tail grouse. 

The work was not carried on long because there was an 

over expenditure in preparation and they soon ran short of funds, 

which came in slowly when it was seen that little real progress 

was being made. All that was accomplished was to collect and hatch 

a few eggs, of which species I do not recall, but think from the 

western grouse. The chicks soon died, and it seems quite obvious 

now that the project could not have been a success when the story 

of game bird rearing since that day is considered. 

The capercailzie and black grouse came through in poor 

condition with some dead, due to slow end unattended shipment from 

New York. They were sent through by freight I think. Those- that



cory 

Mr. Shepard -2- 4/27/38 

survived shipment recovered, and eventually presented a striking 

appearance in the roomy, brushy pens built for them. I.do not 

recall how the work ended, but am under the impression that when 

the birds died off to small numbers and funds ran out the survivors 

were liberated. 

During the time was Association was active they received 

one shipment that was forwarded to northern Maine and liberated in 

the woods. I never knew just where, but have the impression that 

it was in Aroostook County west of the settled area. 

About ten years later the Massachusetts Commission im- 

ported a small number of capercailzie from Sweden, six or eight 

I think, and they were sent to Sutton where pheasants were being 

reared. This importation seemed to have been on the initiative of 

one of the Commissioners without action by the Board, and no great 

interest was taken in them by the other and more active members 

of the Board. No preparations were made in advance, and during 

the time they were held no effort was made to provide suitable 

quarters. They were kept in the pheasant pens through that year, 

and a part of the next, but eventually all died without breeding. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ ARTHUR MERRILL
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HALF OF CHUKAR . 
BIRDS SURVIVE 

| eee 
ee Ce | 

Minnesota Reports 100 of 200; : 

Partridges Are Found | 

Living 

—— | 
ST. PAUL, Jan. 31—(UP)—Game | 

refuge managers report that more | 

than 100 of the 200 chukar par-; 
tridges released experimentally in| 

Minnesota have survived so far. | 
Frank Blair, superintendent of , 

game propagation, believed the ex- 2 

Reser: as a distinct success and 
predicted good hunting by 1941. He 

lestimated 3,000 chukars would be; 
| hatched and reared for Minnesota 
; next spring. 
|__ The bird is a native of India. The | 
‘Nepal variety was the one intro- 

faeen in Minnesota. It slightly ree | 
|sembles the extinct passenger pig-| 2 

jeon, with pale greish brown plum-, 

| age, a black ringed neck, and black | 
|board over a yellowish white on; 
‘the flanks. They are popularly | 

\ called “zebra partridge.” | 
| Blair said they resemble a pin-} 

nated grouse or prairie chicken in; ~ 

| slight, are speedy fliers and will) 5 

| lie close for a dog. Blair said they) 
| Showed remarkable adaptibility | 
‘to Minnesota. { 

The first 100 were released last 

August and September in state re- 

fuges at Fairmont, Martin County, ) - 

Rochester, Olmstead county, 

Hinckley, Pine county, Fergus ‘ 

Falls, Otter Tail county and on x 

the University of Minnesota ex~- 
perimental farm near Grand Rap- 

ids, Itasca county. 
“Tt ig not impossible to believe,” 

Blair said, “that they may become 

even more plentiful than did the 

ring-neck pheasant.” 
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Reprinted from JourNan or MAMMALOGY rag S trots 
Vol. 19, No. 3, August 18, 1938, pp. 279-290 7 ; eee 

THE EUROPEAN WILD BOAR IN THE CHEROKEE NATIONAL 
FOREST, TENNESSEE 

By LeRoy C. Stecrman 

The European wild boar is one of the principal game species on the Cherokee 

National Forest. Approximately 100,000 acres of that forest were set aside 

as the Tellico Fish and Game Management Area on July 1, 1936. In order 

to determine the proper management practices, a study had to be made of 

the wild boar to determine its habits and relation to the rest of the animals 
on the area. The following information was secured by the author during 

a study of 3 months’ duration, made for the U. S. Forest Service during 

the summer of 1937. 
The Game Management Area is located in the southern division of the 

forest in the southeastern part of Tennessee. It is a cooperative project 
of the U. S. Forest Service and the Board of Conservation for Fish, Game 

and Wildlife of Tennessee. 
With the exception of a few remote scattered places and a relatively small 

area at the upper ends of the North and Tellico rivers, the entire area has 
been logged over during the last 30 years. Since reproduction is very good 

on most of the area, there is an abundant supply of game food. The area, 

much of which is very rugged, ranges in elevation from 1550 feet to 5550 feet. 

Other national forest lands and large private holdings block in the game 
management area very effectively. Highways are scarce and are so arranged 
that traffic can be controlled very easily. Since it is expected that the sur- 

rounding properties will soon be included in a similar game management 

project, the control of poaching should be relatively easy. The area is well 
removed from large centers of population. The nearest cities of any size 

are Knoxville and Chattanooga, which are respectively 70 and 72 miles dis- ; 

Paper no. 5, Scientific Journal Series of the Roosevelt Wildlife Forest Experiment 

Station, New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York. 
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tant. All of the above facts make the area an ideal place to demonstrate 

the value of wildlife management. Furthermore, there is a fairly good : 
stock of desirable game species such as turkeys, grouse, bob-white quail, deer, 

bears, raccoons, and wild boars on the area. For these reasons it should 

not take long to produce desirable results. 
The European wild boar was one of the species introduced by a group of 

English sportsmen headed by George Gordon Moore of New York. Mr. 
Moore promoted the idea of having a large hunting club for English sportsmen 

financed by funds subscribed by them. Bonds were sold to these gentlemen 
and the proceeds used to build a large clubhouse and other buildings near 

Hooper Bald in North Carolina. A large tract was inclosed by a high fence Bs 

and the wild boar was one of the species liberated in this inclosure. Due to 

the rapid expenditure of funds and the failure of various attempts to stock 
different species, the venture failed. Wild boars were introduced in the spring 4 

of 1912, the original stock coming from northern Germany, probably the 

Harz Mountains. The number of individuals introduced, and even the 
number of different forms concerned, are matters of some controversy; how- 

ever, it seems reasonable to credit the story told by Cotton McQuire, who was 
caretaker of the hunting club for years, which is midway between the 
extremes. According to Mr. McQuire, about 15 wild boars of both sexes, 
all of the same race, were introduced. The animals were kept in a large 

inclosure for a period of 8 to 10 years without being disturbed, so that they 

could increase in number. 
About 1920, an attempt was made to hunt the animals within the inclosure, 

using horses and spears. The animals became excited and broke down or 

jumped the fence at several places, escaping into the open woods. The 
number that escaped was estimated as 100. Since their escape the wild 
boars have roamed the mountains for a considerable distance. Domestic 
hogs were running wild in much of this area and cross-breeding occurred 

freely, as it has in Europe for many decades (Wilhelm Keissling, “‘Jiger und 

Jagd im Dritten Reiche,” p. 33, 1936). They had been hunted freely by the 

natives, with the use of dogs, from that time until the game management area , 

was established (July 1, 1936). According to some persons the wild boar = 

became numerous on the forest, in spite of this hunting, until some 5 years 

ago (1932) at which time there was an epidemic of hog cholera among domestic : 
swine that wiped out many of the wild boars as well. 

Much more time than that available during the past summer would be 
required to make a census of a species so elusive as the wild boar, especially 

during the summer months. The best estimate that could be made indicates 

the present population as 115 animals, and these were distributed over an 

area exceeding 50 square miles. Since much of the adjacent area of North 

Carolina is also populated with wild boars, there is a continuous drift in both 
directions across the state line. The boar population is more scattered in
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that section, but the total number would probably about equal that on the 

game management area. This would make a total of about 230 wild boars 

in the region. 
Full-blooded stock is in the minority, and all degrees of intergradation be- 

tween the wild boar and the feral domestic pig are represented in the present 

population. 

Physical characters —The European wild boar (Sus scrofa) which was intro- 

duced into this area is a large powerful animal reaching a height of over 3 

feet at the shoulder and a weight of 400 pounds. Some German writers give 

a much greater maximum weight, e.g. Eberhard von Riesenthal (‘“Die Guete 

Deutsch Weydewerk Allewege,” p. 16, 1925) said: ‘‘Weights up to 300 kilo- 

grams and usually 150 to 200 kilograms before dressing.’ This would mean 

weights up to 661 pounds, and usually 331 to 440 pounds, before dressing. 

The body is built somewhat like that of a buffalo, being higher and heavier 

in the shoulder region. The high and erect mane on the neck and along the 

spine over the shoulders accentuates this difference, causing the shoulders 

to appear much higher than the hips. The hips are lighter and more angular 

than in domestic swine. The head is long, ending in a slender, mobile snout. 

(See figure 1.) The ears are small, more pointed and very heavily haired. 

The tail is long and mule-like, with a large tuft of long hair at the tip. The 

canine teeth are well developed in both sexes and in the males these become 

large, upwardly-directed tusks, as shown in figure 1. The front feet are 

somewhat larger than the hind feet. The skin is thick, as in domestic swine, 

and in the males becomes greatly thickened over the shoulders, forming what 

is known as the shield. The pelage consists of coarse bristles similar to those 

of the domestic hog but much heavier, and develops into a pronounced mane of 

long, heavy bristles from the top of the head along the spine to the region of the 

hips. In the winter coat the bristles are much longer, reaching a length 

of 5 inches in the mane, and are supplemented by a dense undercoat of fine, 

curly, wool-like hair. 

To quote Wilhelm Keissling (loc. cit.): “The normal color is light to dark 

grey, although there are regions in which the vigorous wild boar are coal 

black in the winter coat becoming silver grey on the head. Color varieties 

of brown and piebald (black and white) hogs have been observed.” This 

description seems to fit the specimens examined from this forest. The pre- 

vailing color of the adult is a grizzled dark gray. Natives report two colors 

represented on the forest; one as mentioned, and the other a sandy or rusty 
brown. 

The present stock on the forest varies in physical characters from the 

above description to the various breeds of domestic stock that have run 

wild here. 

Field characteristics —A list of characteristics has been worked out to 
assist in distinguishing the wild boar from the domestic hogs and to dis-
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Fic. 1. The head of an adult boar killed on the area in 1936, 
Fic. 2. A pitch pine tree showing rubbing and tusking injury. 

Fig. 3. A young pitch pine killed by repeated rubbing and tusking.
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tinguish the tracks of hogs from those of deer. Hog tracks can be dis- 

tinguished from deer tracks because the hoof is much rounder and the dew 

claws are imprinted unless the ground is very hard. In very soft places the 

dew claws of deer may be imprinted; however, in deer they are directly behind 
the toes, while those of hogs are placed more lateral to the toes. The dew 

claws of hogs are pointed, not rounded as in deer. 

Wild boars have a narrower hoof than domestic swine; their legs are longer 

and their tracks farther apart. 

The trail of the wild boar is narrower than that of the domestic, the tracks 

being made almost in a single line. The tracks of the domestic hog are 

offset, forming two lines or a single zigzag line. The wild boar will run or 

jump up banks too steep and high for the domestic hog to climb. The wild 

boar is a good jumper and will leap over obstacles such as down logs, that 

the domestic would go around or under. Wild boars frequently cross streams 

by walking across down logs, while domestics would go through the stream. 
Wild boars are much taller than domestic swine. Therefore, the height to 

which trees are muddied may be good evidence of identity. 

There is a difference in feeding sign, as explained under feeding habits. 
Physical characteristics of the boars themselves that are distinctive may 

be listed as follows: The front feet are considerably larger than the hind feet. 

The ears are short, erect and very well haired in wild boars (figure 1). The 

shoulders are higher and much heavier than the hips. The head is long and 

very pointed. The tail is long and mule-like, with a large tuft of long hairs 

at the tip. Wild boars have a well developed mane from the top of the head 
to the point of the hip. The hips are angular and relatively light. In the 
winter coat the bristles are supplemented by an undercoat of fine, curly, 

wool-like hair. In the males the tusks are exceptionally well developed. 

The young pigs are striped longitudinally. In large boars the skin is greatly 

thickened over the shoulders to form a heavy shield. The body is narrower 
and carried higher from the ground than in the domestic hog. The legs are 
longer and stronger. The snout is longer and more mobile than in the 

, domestic swine. 

General habits.—The wild boars have many habits that are similar to those of 
the domestic hog. They are more alert and wilder than even the feral do- 

mestic swine, which renders them very difficult to observe. Their senses of 
smell and hearing are very highly developed and they rely much more on 
these senses than on sight. Their habits are determined in part by their 
environment and environmental conditions. Until July 1, 1936, the wild 

boars on this area had been hunted relentlessly by the natives, who used dogs 

freely. As a result the species is now one of the wildest on the forest, and 

the most difficult to observe. It occupies the remote and inaccessible places, 

and under present conditions is primarily nocturnal. 
Daily habits—Daily habits change with the local conditions and with the
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season of the year. At present (1937), after years of being hunted, the 

wild boar does most of its feeding and traveling under the cover of darkness, 

and spends the day in wallows or in beds on the side of a ridge. According 

to Wilhelm Kiessling (loc. cit.): “The purely nocturnal and wandering life 

is not in the least characteristic for the hog. They very soon give up those 

habits if one gives them peace or they are well fed.” If that observation is 

correct, the wild boar should become more diurnal on this area under the pro- 
tection now afforded it. The field observations indicate that when feeding 

in an area that furnishes abundant cover, such as blackberry thickets, boars 

remain active throughout the day. When in more open areas, such as the 
huckleberry patches along the sides of ridges, they seek other cover during : 

the day. As food and cover change with the season, there is a corresponding 

change in daily activity. 
Seasonal habits.—A few general observations can be made at this time based ; 

primarily upon the reports of the game wardens and the natives. 
The wild hog is active throughout the year and is well adapted to cold 

weather. Dens are not used even during the wintertime. Winter beds are 
more elaborate and usually located in dense thickets of laurel in some rela- 

tively rough and remote area. The wild hog feeds chiefly along mast-pro- 

ducing ridges during the winter season and shifts its feeding area with the 

changing supply of food throughout the year. No distinct breeding season 

is known for the species on this forest, a condition that is at variance with 

that of the same species in Germany (see breeding habits). Adult boars 
have a much larger daily and yearly cruising radius than any other species 

on the forest. 
Feeding habits.—In general the feeding habits of the wild boars are similar 

to those of domestic swine. They are omnivorous, feeding upon practically 

all kinds of plant and animal matter. They often band together and do 

most of their feeding at night under cover of darkness. However, there is 

a difference in their manner while feeding. Natives who have observed 

the wild boars have emphasized the nervous and alert, yet quiet, manner 

of feeding. ‘ 

Since the wild boar ranges more extensively than its domestic relative, 
there is a decided difference in the feeding sign or trail left by the two types 

of animals. The trail of the wild boar is scattered and extends over a wide 
area. When an individual feeds alone it frequently roots in a fairly straight 
line, takes a few steps and repeats the operation, thus producing a fairly 

straight, scattered trail. It is not unusual for such a trail to extend for several 

miles, the entire distance having been traveled during a single night. In 

contrast to this the domestic pig makes longer stops, roots deeper and works 

over much wider strips. Its feeding sign is therefore much more localized. 
Other conditions being equal, the wild boar feeds upon whatever food is 

most plentiful and easily secured. This results in a drift from one area to 

another as already mentioned.
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Wallowing habits.—Wallows furnished considerable information, since they 

were used repeatedly by the hogs. The age of the sign was quite easily told, 

the tracks surrounding a wallow showed the sizes represented in the group 

using it, and the condition of the wallow or group of wallows gave an idea of 

the number of wild boars in the group. If a wallow had been used consider- 

ably the surrounding vegetation usually was heavily trampled and smeared 

with mud. Wallows were found chiefly near the upper ends of the higher 

coves, in shaded, cool and wet places. Some were quite extensive and evi- 

dently were used by several animals at a time, while others were just large 

enough for one individual. These frequently gave a very good idea of the 

size and shape of the user. 

The wallowing habit is continued throughout the year, according to the 

accounts of local hunters. They report many instances where hogs have 

broken the ice to wallow and state that, when pursued during the winter, 
they frequently wallow in each stream that they cross. 

Rubbing habits——Rubbing is a habit closely associated with wallowing. 

The wild boar usually chooses a pitch pine less than 6 inches in diameter for 

a rubbing tree. Rubbing was noticed on several other kinds of trees, but 

such examples were so rare that the preference for pine was clearly shown. 
Such trees were usually muddied from near the ground (4 to 8 inches) to a 
height about equalling that of the animal making the sign. On many oc- 
casions this muddied and rubbed condition reached a height of 36 inches, and 

in the area near Pawpaw Cove it reached a heighth of 37 inches. The height 

of the sign indicates only the approximate height of the tallest animal using 

the tree. The freshness of the sign indicates its latest use and the color of 
the mud is indicative of the place used for wallowing. Many bristles were 

found on and around the trees, which indicated the color of the boars using 

them. All of these bits of information are useful in determining such things 
as home range, daily habits, and wandering tendencies. 

Figureg 3 asx. show, examples of typical rubbing treeg. The ground around 

4Aueh these trees had many bristles trampled into it. Several trees ranging from 

1 to 8 inches in diameter had been killed by repeated rubbing and tusking. 
An example is shown in figure. In Germany such rubbing trees are called 
boundary trees and are useful to the hunter in determining the presence of 
wild boars in the area. 

The rubbing trees were located along trails and near wallowing places. 
Several were seen along ridges at a considerable distance from wallows. Not 

infrequently other trees and vegetation along trails werefound muddied. The 

extent of such sign is an indication of the number of animals and the degree 
of use. Such sign indicates the height of the larger animals and may also 
indicate the time of day the trail is used. 

Tusking habits—The wild boar does more tusking than the domestic 

boar. Tusking sign is very common in inhabited areas. The trees tusked 
are usually rubbed as well. Figure 2 shows tusking sign. The old diagonal
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cuts along the scar in the figure are tusk marks and the places where 

scar tissue has formed mark older tusk wounds. Tusk injuries have 

been found only on pine trees and considerable pitch is rubbed from these 

trees by the wild boar. The pitch may have something to do with the 

selection of this species. Many wounds are usually present on the same 

tree, as shown in the figure. On several occasions when the tusk wounds 

were fresh, tracks could be seen at 12 to 24 inches from the base of the trees, 

where the hoofs scarred the ground sideways as though the animals had 

been playing. 

Bedding habits—Several bedding places were observed. With the ex- 

ception of one, which was located in a rhododendron thicket in Henderson 
Cove, all were located on the side or near the top of a ridge. Most of the : 

beds were situated in thickets of some kind, and always under good cover. 

In practically every case the earth had been loosened over the entire bed. ; 
No additional materials had been added. Apparently the animals prefer 

to lie on the bare loosened dirt. 
It is to be expected that more elaborate beds will be made during the colder 

season. Some natives report the boars as cutting considerable brush and 

throwing it into a pile under which they bed. Others deny this habit in 

the wild species, saying it is done only by domestic swine. Further field 

observations are necessary to determine such points. 

Breeding habits—Large wild boars range over a very large area and are 

known to visit practically all the tame sows present. They drive off or kill 

tame boars and breed freely with the domestic sows. Judging from the 
heavily scarred condition of the hides examined and from reports of the 

natives of badly cut-up tame boars, it seems evident that the strongest, most 
able boars sire the most pigs. 

No distinct breeding season is known for the species on this forest. Ac- 
cording to reports from natives, tracks of very young pigs are seen at all 

seasons of the year. Young pigs too small to leave the bed, which would 

mean less than one week old, have been seen in December. Observations 

made during the summer would indicate two breeding seasons, one in Decem- ; 

ber or January, and another in April or May: Both conditions would be at 

variance with conditions reported for the samespeciesinGermany. Wilhelm 

Kiessling (loc. cit., p. 34), said that the normal breeding season falls in Decem- ' 

ber. Eberhard von Riesenthal (loc. cit., p. 174) said that the rutting period 
is rather irregular and takes place from the end of November until the middle 

of January. 
The number of litters per year is also unknown. The small amount of 

information secured during the summer would indicate about two litters 
per year for the hybrid animals. In all probability the wild stock has but 
one litter per year as in Germany.
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The gestation period is unknown for this area. In Germany, however, 
it is given as 18 to 20 weeks (Riesenthal, loc. cit., p. 174). The gestation 
period for the domestic pig is about 118 days, which, therefore, is somewhat 

the shorter. Information of this kind may be secured from animals kept in 

captivity. 

Birth of young.—Very little is known about the habits of the wild sows 

at the time that the young are born. Litters of very young pigs have been 
found in beds located on the sides of ridges. Signs observed during this 
study indicate that the sows leave the other hogs at this time. Evidently 

the young are born in a quiet, secluded spot and are cared for by the sow 

apart from the other hogs until the young are able to travel with the group. 
x In this respect von Riesenthal says that the sows bear their young in a soft, 

well concealed bed and the young do not leave the bed for the first few days. 

: After that they follow their mother everywhere. 
Growth and development.—When born, the pigs of the wild boar are striped 

longitudinally with light rusty or sandy colored stripes on a dark brown 

ground color. The striping gradually disappears at the age of about 6 
months. The heads are long and the snouts very pointed from the time of 

birth. By the time the pigs reach the age of one or two months, they have 

a very pronounced mane along the spine from the top of the head to the point 

of the hips. The tail gradually becomes longer than in domestic swine and 
is pronouncedly so at the age of one year. Local people who have raised 

young wild boars that were caught in the forest, and who have raised litters 

from their domestic sows that were sired by wild boars, report a more rapid 

increase in stature for such pigs than for the full-blooded domestic stock. 

The weight increase is reported to be less rapid than in the domestic swine 

after the first few weeks. This can be attributed to the much more rangy 
characters of the wild stock. They declare it is impossible to fatten the 
wild stock as they can the domestic animals. 

Some interesting information relative to the growth and development of 

the European wild boar in Germany (which is the same species) is given by 

: von Riesenthal (loc. cit.) as follows: Pigs up to one year of age, 15 to 38 kilo- 

grams, or 33 to 84 pounds; shoats up to one year of age, 22 to 72 kilograms, or 

48 to 158 pounds. He also says that the dentition offers a check on the 
i approximate age of the pigs; the newly born pig has only 8 milk teeth, there- 

fore not the full dentition. The milk dentition is first complete in 3 to 4 

months. At that time the first teeth of the permanent dentition appear. 
At the age of from 10 to 11 months the permanent dentition is acquired and 
at the end of two years the wild boar has the entire permanent dentition. 

If an individual still has the milk canines it is at most 11 months old. After 
a year the permanent tusks, with their three-cornered cross section, are 
beginning to grow. The wild boar reaches sexual maturity at an age of one
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and one-half years. The last observation indicates that the wild species 
requires a much greater time to reach sexual maturity than does the do- 

mestic hog. 

Ecologic relationship to other animals.—Since the wild boar eats practically 
anything that any other mammal will eat, it is frequently a competitor for 

certain foods, or, it may actually feed upon the animals themselves. 

As far as is known, all of the lesser animals such as the invertebrates, and 

even the lesser vertebrates, contribute to the boars’ diet. Worms, insects 
and other invertebrates are eaten whenever the opportunity offers, whether 

they are in, on, or above the ground. Crayfish, frogs, salamanders, lizards 
and snakes all are taken as food. Even smaller animals, such as chipmunks, 

young birds, birds’ eggs, and the like, are eaten on occasion. z 

The relation of the boars to the larger game and predatory animals is of 

direct importance to the wildlife manager. Some of these relationships A 

may be listed by group or species. 

Bob-white quail.—Wild boars may destroy an occasional clutch of eggs 

and possibly catch an occasional young bird of this species. The total 

amount of such damage is probably very small since the opportunity of such 

incidents is very limited. 
Ruffed grouse.—It has been said by local residents that boars destroy grouse 

nests and young. No doubt this happens occasionally. On the whole the 
activities of the boars on this area appear to be more beneficial than harmful 

to grouse because of the manner in which they turn up the ground, exposing 

insects, small tubers and similar grouse food. Grouse are plentiful in the 

area around Hooper Bald and Haw Knob where the wild boars have been 

present for the greatest length of time. This fact speaks for itself. 
Turkeys ——At present turkeys are most numerous in areas inhabited by 

wild boars. This proves that the two species are not incompatible, in spite 

of such reports from native hunters. Judging from observations made in 
the field, the feeding habits of the wild boar are definitely favorable to the 
turkey. Turkeys frequently work over areas torn up by wild boars to secure 
the tubers, insects and other food exposed. It is also true that the wild boar : 

consumes large quantities of mast, which is valuable food for turkeys. This 

competition might be very serious if boars took all of the food from the 
patches in which they root and wallow. Many tuberous roots, insects and fi 
other valuable turkey foods are left by the boars for the keener-eyed bird 

population. 
Generally speaking, it appears that the boars compete with the gallinaceous 

game birds for certain foods such as berries and mast in season, but, due to 

the loose feeding habits of the boars, their activities prove beneficial to 

the birds when other foods become scarce. No doubt some young birds, 

eggs and nests are destroyed by boars. The fact that the above birds are
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most plentiful in the areas populated by boars is good evidence that their 
relations are satisfactory. 

Squirrels and chipmunks.—Chipmunks probably suffer the most from boars, 

since their winter stores and homes are frequently destroyed and the animals 
themselves occasionally eaten. The red, grey and fox squirrels do not suffer 

much, as their arboreal habits protect them. 

Skunks.—Since both the little spotted and the big striped skunk are chiefly 

insectivorous, there should be no serious feeding conflicts, and no evidence 
was secured to indicate any other unfavorable relations. 

Opossum.—The opossum is an omnivorous feeder, although more car- 

nivorous than the boars. Food competition no doubt exists between these 

J species. Few signs of the opossum were seen, probably because of the 

predators on the area. Probably the boar is not an important factor in the 

- life of the opossum. 

Raccoon.—The raccoon is another omnivorous animal with partially 
aquatic feeding habits. Without doubt the competition between the boar 

and the raccoon is quite severe in some of the upper coves. Crayfish, frogs, 

and salamanders are evidently prized by both species, and the boar dominates 

the situation. There is still plenty of such food in the streams examined, 
however, and the present scarcity of the raccoon is probably due to hunting 

and not to boars. 
Foxes.—Neither the red nor the grey fox is affected to any extent by the 

boars. Either fox might catch a very young pig on occasion. These animals 

probably have very little influence on one another. 
Bobcats.—The bobcat is exclusively a predator and in that réle takes toll 

of the young pigs. The bobcat is, without doubt, one of the boar’s worst 

enemies. Damage is probably limited to the young pigs and shoats, however, 

since cats would hardly be capable of killing a full grown animal. If the 

bobcat became numerous it might well become the limiting factor to the 

boar population. 

Bears.—The black bear is omnivorous and feeds upon much the same foods 

5 as the wild boar. Its feeding habits are different, as it depends upon its 
claws and teeth to secure its food, while the hog uses its nose as a plow. The 

bear preys upon the boars, killing both large and small animals. The two 
i species do not occupy the same area at the same time, and this fact may 

become a real problem in managing the area for both species. At the present 

time there seems to be food sufficient for both species. The bear hibernates 

during the winter, thus eliminating the food competition at the time of year 

when food is least plentiful. 

Deer.—Deer are herbivorous animals and browse during most of the year; 

therefore, they would compete with the boars only for the mast crop during 
the fall and winter. At the present time there is plenty of food in the form 

of browse for the deer, and a good stand of mast-producing trees. Neither
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animal should suffer from this common use of such food until the amount 
available is more completely utilized. A study should be made of this food 
relationship during the winter. The same areas are inhabited by both 

species at the present and they are probably compatible. 

Conclusions.—The wild hog on the forest is the European wild boar, Sus 
scrofa. There are a good many animals that appear to be full-blooded 

wild stock on the forest. Many of the hybrids (wild x domestic) possess 

many of the physical characters of the wild boar. As far as known, the 
characteristics of the wild boar are dominant over those of the domestic pig. 

The hybrids appear to be fertile when crossed in various ways. Wild boars 
are the most gamey species on the forest. The area is well suited for the : 

species. At the present time there is no’ severe conflict between the wild 

boar and the other game species. 

New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York. - 
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Copies for: Kirkpatrick Age criteria 
Hamerstrom Qaail 
Buss Pheasant , 
Hochbaum Chukar part.” 

Extract from letter from Starker Leopold, June 4, 1939: 

"In 97% of the cases with the Lophortyx quails and almost 100% with 
the rest, all the juvenal greater upper primary coverts are retained for a 
year. In cases of premature replacement, however, one or several 
feathers oo ee but never the two 
distal members, $ or 9. And oddly enough the proximal members, 
1 to 3, which are shed first in normal molt, seem also to be retained.- 
The normal condition, however, is the retention of the whole series. 

"I would bet my hat that the series is retained in pheasants and grouse, 
too, for Dwight brought out long ago that the two outer primaries are held 

‘ over in all quail and grouse, and I would expect it in pheasants, too, as 
well as a retention of the g.u.p. coverts. I found it in chukar partridge 
and some (but not all) of the Old World quail. The catch with many species 
is Re ee eee einlidal ee ee so you cannot 
tell anything from skins. I established that defini for ruffed grouse 
and blue grouse. However, a close scrutiny of those coverts of known age 
pheasants and grouse might reveal differences which could be used. By 
dyeing the whole wing of some young pheasants you could soon tell whether 
the molt was incomplete. I imagine the post-juvenal molt in pheasants would 
be in presess by six or eight weeks. The juvenal plumage is a very transitory 
affair. ;
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Intercontinental Game Exchange 

(As the best means to make the Game Breeding a paying proposition 
for the land owner). 

BY ANTHONY KERESZTFALVY 
2142 Consaul St., Toledo, Ohio, 

While America is domesticating plenty of game species imported from 
various countries, little or nothing has been done as yet in the way of pro- 
paganda in order to have other countries import and domesticate such species 
of American game as would be a desirable acquisition for them. I have every 
reason to believe that such propaganda would bring nice results, because 
several European countries are eagerly endeavoring to make their hunting 
grounds more valuable with several kinds of naturalized game to make the 
hunting more exciting. Thus they can rent those hunting grounds where game 
is abundant at a much higher price, at the same time profiting by marketing 
their surplus stock. I have made such a propaganda myself, having sold to 
the Hungarian Department of Agriculture and to several private Hungarian 
individuals $12,000 worth of Silver Foxes within a period of five months. 

The biggest European game parks are maintained not merely for the 
pleasure of hunting, but because, in addition to covering expenses, they yield 
profits from the sale of surplus game to other parks, to hunting clubs, and 
to other countries. 

First of all, the biggest European game farms, and later, the small land 
owners are prospective buyers of American game. They could be induced 
easily by means of systematic propaganda, to import, if convinced that breed- 
ing American game would be a profitable business. If properly developed, 
the American game export would bring into this country much more money 
than what America is spending yearly for the importation of game. At the 
same time game breeding and conservation in every part of the country 
would be developed on a much larger scale, in the shortest time possible. 
Game breeding is not a lucrative proposition for big landholders only, but 
also for the smaller ones. It is therefore of importance that first of all land- 
owners should learn that game breeding is a very profitable business, as well 
as a pleasure. With a well-developed game export, the foreign demand for 
game would be so great that our game-breeding farmers would have no dif- 
ficulty in selling their stock. Besides, the commercial value of a well-stocked 
game farm increases greatly, especially of such as are located near large 
cities. 

It is a well-known fact that with the growth of civilization property 
abundant in game increases in value proportionally. An illustration of this 
fact can be found right in Toledo and vicinity, where land values have in- 
creased tremendously. 

4 I know several species of American game which could thrive very well 
in many parts of Europe, and whose breeding should be profitable, With the 

, aid of efficient propaganda, a good market for American game could be 
found in many European countries, 

The greatest demands could be created for our fur-bearing animals. 
There would probably also be a demand for several specimens of deer, wild 
turkey, prairie chicken, grouse, and water fowls. In addition to the game our 
aquatic seeds could be sold successfully. 
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NATURALIZE MORE SPECIMENS. 

Although the naturalization of the pheasant, the Hungarian partridge, 
and the Mexican quail have increased the game fauna of America, there are 
still a few European specimens which, if naturalized, would be a valuable 
acquisition. 

While the climates of our northern and southern neighbors sometimes 
reach extremes, the climate of the United States is, for the most part, 
fortunately adaptable for game breeding. There is no reason why Canada 
should attract most of our tourists and sportsmen, when we have the oppor- 
tunity to develop game breeding so as to make the Uunited States the great- 
est game country in the world, This could be done by naturalizing all the 
available species of game; for instance: 

THE GREAT BUSTARD 

(Otis Tarda), and its brother, the Otis Tetrax. The Bureau of Biological 
Survey classifies them as follows; “Bustards—Magnificent game birds that 
would be a desirable acquisition for our typical ranch country ... there is 
nothing like them now in the United States.” Although there are several 
specimens of the bustard in Spain and Africa, the most wonderful are in 
Hungary. I know myself of several places where they could be caught, and I 
know also the methods of trapping. These birds weigh in Hungary between 
25—85 lbs. they are good runners and flyers, they are very keen, generally 
defying all kinds of trapping and hunting, and I know of no one who makes a 
business of trapping them. For this reason the trapping must be organized. 
I could bring this very season about fifteen pairs of the birds to this country. 
and after the organization of trapping, a number cf pairs yearly. They would 
be quite an attraction at the Chicago World Fair Sportsmen’s Exhibition; if 
they are not brought over this year, however, it of course will be too late for 
this oceasion. I know how several farmers have bred them in Hungary, and 
with the breeding stock with which to start, rapid propagation of the species 
in our country would result. Hunting these birds is wonderful sport, and would 
attract sportsmen from all parts cf the country, as well as from other count- 
ries. Canadians, too, would readily come, since these birds would thrive better 
here than in Canada. The first bustard breeders would have the same chances 
with these birds as the first Silver Fox breeders had with their foxes. They 
would command exteremely high prices. 

An expedition to Europe to procure bustards would involve quite a large 
sum of money, but it would pay wonderfully in every respect. The financing 
of such an expedition, amounting to about ten thousand dollars, should be 
organized by the Biological Survey itself, by oné of the big national organ- 
izations, or upon the boosting of the aforesaid by some potential private 
game enthusiast. I could organize this business in such a way the Hungarian 
bustardls would be sold exclusively to the United States. It should be avoided 
to buy pairs in quantities of only one or two at a time, since these usually 
have been wounded and recovered, and it is very doubtful if they would 
breed. 

THE HUNGARIAN HARE 

The entry of this game is now prohibited in this country, probably on 
account of some diseases with which almost all of this family are afflicted, 
not excepting our rabbit. I think the importation could be allowed after san- 
itary precautionary measures are taken, as this game is perhaps the most 
outstanding one in helping the game breeder along financially, It is the best 
friend of the European game breeder, and though several thousand pairs are 
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exported yearly from small Hungary (smaller than the state of Ohio, since 
the War), they are year by year trapped with nets by the thousands, which 
means quite a big profit for the land-owners. 

This is the game that has helped most in the rapid development - of’ 
European game breeding. It weighs from eight to twelve pounds, and its: 
pelt is sought more by European furriers than any of the cheaper kind of 
pelts. Hungary sells almost all of its supply to Germany and Austria. 

The meat of the hare is canned in a very delicious fashion, and is ex- 
ported to several countries. The canning of game is absolutely neglected in 
this country. Hungarians have a wonderful way of preparing it. This industry 
should be introduced because it also would help game breeding financially. 
I know of many Hungarian cooks who can not only prepare the hare for 
canning, but every kind of game, in a very delicious manner. 

Hare hunting is wonderful sport in Europe. The autumn hare hunts on 
the big estates is a sport of the highest class of nobility, and sportsmen of 
many countries come together on such occasions. The rabbit is not protected 
in Hungary; its extermination is sought by the government. It is said to do 
more damage than yield profit, while the Hare is protected and valued. 

Should it not be a matter cf consideration to choose between the two 
species, or at least to experiment with their importation, and to keep some of 
the animals on fenced ranches? The first two years would, I think, decide in 
favor of breeding the Hare. 

THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

This bird is highly recommended for naturalization by the Biological 
Survey, and there are about 5000 pairs imported into the United States, 
yearly, mostly from England, Czechoslovakia, and Germany. Even in Hun- 
gary, the real country of this game bird, very few men know that between 
the lowland, or Hungarian, partridge, and the upland, or Czechoslovak, part- 
ridge is not only a slight anatomical difference, but a difference in habits 
also. According to the statement of the retired Secretary of State of the R. H. 
Department of Agriculture, Thecdore DeBartoss (and to my experience, as 
well), the legs of the lowland partridge are samewhat lighter in color than 
those of the upland partridge. The former has yellow legs, the second more 
bluish colored legs. Besides, the lowland partridge, even if hunted several 
times in the season. will return within a radius of about two to four hundred 
yards from its original nesting place. The upland partridge, on the other 
hand, does not lay so well before the dog, especially in the autumn, and if 
hunted will fly into brushes, woods, and cut-overs, sometimes a mile or two 
from the original place, which makes it less desirable for the breeder, as his 
neighbors may benefit from his expense andi loss, It would be interesting to 
suey whether these differences in the two birds are prevailing in this country, 
also. 

Now it will be very difficult to determine which bird came from Hungary 
directly, or from some other country, as Hungary supplies most of the Cze- 
choslovak and other game exporters. To make sure to have the genuine Hun- 
garian Partridge, the United States should buy it directly from Hungary. 
The writer knows all the connections in that country, and could buy the birds 
at the local Hungarian prices, which would mean a saving, of 15—30% or 
$11,000 to $15,000 on a purchase of 5000 pairs of birds. With the work done 
this way the expenses of acquiring the first ten or fifteen pairs of bustards 
would not only be covered, but about $1,000 to $5,000 savings could be in- 
vested in the purchase of some other specias recommended here, the very first 
year. 
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THE HEATH COCK 
Besides the other game birds there is the Heath Cock (Tetrao Urogallus 

and Tetrao Minor). Hunting these birds is considered in Europe the most 
exciting and: sportiest hunting in the calling season. They are considered by 
the real sportman as BIG GAME, and they are hunted with rifles. Shotgun 
shooting is not sportsmanlike. 

The Tetrao Minor is a fierce fighter in the calling season, and is gen- 
erally killed while calling or fighting. They can be bred in captivity, and the 
northern, mountainous parts of this country would offer a wonderful home 
for these birds. The meat is a secondary question. 

: THE DEER FAMILY 

_._ The deer, especially the Karpathian Stag (Cervus Elaphus), and the Roe, 
is, besides the hare, the best friend of the European park owners. Their breed- 
ing pays well and maintains the game parks practically free of expense. It 
is, obvious that the breeding and propagating of the deer is not at all, or just 
partly practiced in the United States. Pennsylvania is perhaps the only state 
in the country where deer breeding is carried on to a great extent. 

The Karpathian Stag is called the monarch of the forest in all Europe. 
Hunting it is carried on by stalking, luring with beaters, etc. In the calling 
season sportsmen from almost every country in Europe came to Hungary to 
secure a trophy. This species is perhaps gamier, stealthier, keener, swifter, 
and a fiercier fighter than any other of the deer family, and its breeding in 
this country would be highly advisable. 

As soon as the sportsmen would learn the beauties of hunting this stag 
in the calling season, they would prefer to stay right here to hunt rather than 
to go to Canada to hunt moose, since stag-hunting is much greater sport than 
mooge-hunting. 

Before the World War Hungary made experiments in crossing the im- 
ported Wapity with. the Karpathian Stag. The experiments were very suc- 
cessfully done. but the pure Karpathian Stag is considered much better game. 

>, Their breeding is so easy that, especially since they would be an excel- 
lent paying proposition in this country, their naturalization would be highly 
recommended. The owner of woodlands could make his lands very valuable by 
stocking them with these animals. 

: THE ROE. 

The roe is the smallest specimen of the deer family in Europe. Although 
it is a very swift, keen and stealthy animal, the stalking of which is great 
sport, it is sometimes kept in large gardens because of its beauty and’ loveli- 
ness, It becomes quite tame, and provides a wonderful ornament for the garden. 

’ The roe can be hunted successfully in the calling season with artificial 
callers, and the hunter can secure nice trophies, selecting the best ones which 
have jumped in on the call. 72 

It is not only the birds, but the mammals which could be successfully 

propagated in this country, and, as aforesaid, some of the American deer 

family could be well propagated in Europe. Quite a beneficial work for both 

continents. 

f THE KARPATHIAN BOAR ) 

This animal is much larger than the wart hog; 1 have, seen some. weigh- 

ing over four hundred pounds. It-is very prolific, and could be bred well in the 
half northern part of the country. Hunting it is great sport. It is stalked, 
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lured, and hunted with bear dogs. The charge of an infuriated boar is con- 
sidered more dangerous than that of the common Brown Bear. It becomes 
very stealthy if bothered too much. 

Besides this, the Karpathian Boar is said to be the most potent destroy- 
er of even the most dangerous snakes. I donot see any reason why it could 
not be propagated here for the objects mentioned. It is true that if it is too 
abundant in some districts it damages corn and potato fields, but in this 
country the hunters are so numerous that this event should not be feared, 

Hunting is such an extensive sport in America that there never will be 
enough game without breeding and protecting them by closed seasons and 
territories, etc., and there could not be done so much breeding and propaga- 
tino that game would become too abundant. 

The extended game breeding gives more employment, more land values, 
and therefore mor farm profits, more foods, more pleasure, and the opening 
of new industries, as well as the increase in older industries. These latter 
would include sport arts, canning of game food, sporting equipment, guns, 
ammunition, etc. H 

It is not only the land-owner who would profit by this INTERCONTI- 
NENTAL GAME EXCHANGE but our leading 

: OUTDOOR MAGAZINES 

It would well pay the outdoor magazines to have a fareign news editor 
abroad, who could write articles in favor of American game propagation, and 
would at the same time write articles boosting American game for propaga- 
tion in Europe, in the leading outdoor papers of several countries. 

By reasons of this mutual propaganda, the circulation of the magazines 
would quickly grow among American farmers and European game breeders 
and game merchants. Their domestic and European advertising space would 
be made much larger. Their papers would be made more attractive with the 
European colored cover paintings and pictures which the foreign editor would 
acquire for them. 

The advantages of the INTERCONTINENTAL GAME EXCHANGE are 
hereby obvious, and there is no doubt that America would benefit most by the 
realization of these ideas. The question arises now: what kind of a man could 
do this work, and how much investment would it involve? ‘ 

WHO COULD DO IT? 

One man is enough to organize this business in Europe; but he must be 
a man of the following qualifications: 

1. Scientific and practical knowledge of game breeding and propagation. 

2. Knowledge of the official, the semi-official, and the business world 
of the game merchandise and breeding, in all important countries of Central 

Europe. ‘ 

8. Knowledge of several languages. 

4, Editorial ability in several languages. 

5. Knowledge of the quickest and most effective methods of propaga- 
tion in several countries of Europe. 

6. Good personal connections in those countries, and absolute integrity of 
character. 

7. Preferably one who has done already a ‘successful propagative work 
in exporting American game for breeding purposes to Europe. 

8. Thorough knowledge of the practice and theory of game breeding, 
both in Europe and America. 71



9. One who knows the business end of this on both continents, 
A man of such qualifications should be sent to Europe, preferably to 

Budapest, Hungary, by the Biological Survey itself, or by one of the big 
associations to do all this work; that is: 

1. To propagate American game in several countries, and to sell the 
game to prospective buyers, 

2. To buy for America the import stock at European prices, which would 
mean big savings, and more game for the money which is spent yearly. 

8. To create propaganda for new species in American Outdoor papers, 
and to buy in America the new live stock of game needed in Europe for 
naturalization. 

4. To organize the trapping of the Great Bustard this year, in order to 
assure a certain quantity of breeding stock for future years. 

5. To secure for America the exclusives’ sale of such species, the live 
stock of which is scarce. 

6. To organize in several countries abroad the Intercontinental Game 
Exchange as a business, the main office of which should be located in this 
country. ; 

If all the game needed for breeding, restocking, or experimental purposes 
would be bought just by a single National Organization through the agency 
‘of this INTERCONTINENTAL GAME EXCHANGE, and if all the game 
needed in Europe would be sold to them through the agency, so much saving 
could be gained, and so much additional profit secured that perhaps two or 
three times as much game might be acquired than we now have. This would 
mean game breeding increased to a much larger scale, and all the benefits 
therefrom, 

If such an organization would be established, I am sure it would imply 
the development of American game breeding to the highest degree. 

On the other hand, ignoring such an excellent opportunity for perfecting 
the game breeding business when it involves very little expenditure, would 
be, I dare say, a very regretful omission. Therefore I earnestly urge you to 
give me your full cooperation, in your own best interests, to the organization 
of the INTERCONTINENTAL GAME EXCHANGE along the ideas explained 
above, 

fi : 
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i LANSING, May 9 P. M. - Considering the 

possibility of gotting somo new game bird that could be 

established in Michigan to supplement phcasant shooting, 

the Stato Conservation commission has decided to investigate 

the foasibility of introducing the chukar partridgo. This 

bird is being rearod artificially in Californias. 

If a new game bird were to be introduced, 

it is perticularly desirable that such a bird be sturdy, 

prolific and: easy bo Dred artificially. If onc. can be 

obtained that promises to be adaptable to Michigan 

conditions and able to endure heavy annual shooting all 

the better, the commission fcecls, 

"The Hungarian partridge which we have 

boon propagating at the state gamo farm and introducing 

in various parts of lowcor Michigan has bcon rather slow 

in establishing itsclf," said Harry D. Ruhl, chicf of 

the gamo division. "It's cover requiromonts cre somewhat 

different than those of the pheasant, quail or ruffed 

grouso. ‘Jo daubt whether the hunkic is woll cnough 

established or sufficiontly numcrous yet in any consider- 

able arca to justify legal shooting. It is not «s 

readily bred artificially as the pheasant,” 

It may be the requircments of the chukar 

are sueh that it could adapt itsclf to Michigan conditions 

and if so its introduction and propagation might be 

dosirablo and advisable. Mcanwhile work with the hunkic 

would continuo, to assist its sprcad and incroas¢, Ruhl 
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The Decrease of the French Partridge 
BY J. A. HARRISON 

(Reprinted from Game & Gun by permission of the publication). 

It is to be regretted that the French, convinced, the explanation for this known of many nests in which as long 

or red-legged Partridge seems to be bird’s disappearance, for I am more as a month, and in a few cases five 

disappearing gradually in counties me ae chan BUSY peve tee Oe weeks, elapsed between the iaying of 

(in England), where a few years ago A recta Sem nere ne the first e d the bird finall i : deed, as far as my experience goes, Bean See Ree ee 

they were fairly plentiful. Though a the Fench Partridge has fared a great | down on a full nest. The dilatory way 
bad bird to walk, he is a good one to deal worse under the changed condi- i" which this bird is known to com- 

drive; and even if not such a partic- tions of farming during the past few Dice a clitehwot eae 2ias Maver veer 
ularly fast flier when compared with seasons than has the English bird. explained, for the simple reason that 

the English bird, he often gives Were conditions more in their favor, none of us have ever been able to find 

splendid chances over the hedges, by 2d could we do something to establish Ut the cause. There is very little, if 
coming either singly or in pairs. When them over the country in greater num- any foundation for the idea that the 

driven into roots or other good holding bers, they are birds which are more French bird interferes much with the 
covert, the coveys are easily split up; able to look after themselves even than English. On the contrary, it will be 

and in such cases, especially when our native Partridge. From the time found that they agree with each other 

these birds are numerous, they pro- these birds pair until the corn is har- and will live on very friendly terms, 

vide excellent sport. In the old days vested they are very little seen and the and will often nest in close proximity 

our grandfathers complained that man who would find every nest, would to one another. 

these birds used their legs to such pur- require an aeroplane in order to search Although the French Partridge can 

pose that they greatly interfered tree and rick top, as these birds often hardly be described as possessing the 

with sport. And I have no reason to nest on elevated situations. The young- highly protective plumage of the Eng- 

doubt but that their complaint in this sters are rarely to be seen indulging lish bird he is by no means conspic- 

respect was genuine. For the French in short flights after they have gained uous. His plain brown back and white 

partridge is not, nor could ever be Wing power. They acquire their par- throat, surrounded by a black neck- 

considered, an ideal bird for walking ents’ habit of making more use of their lace, with sides beautifully barred 

up; and besides, when plentiful, they legs and depending more on these than with chestnut and black on a kind of 

would scare other birds in front of on their wings; and their sole object  blue-grey ground, give him a most 

them as they raced along between is to keep as much as possible out of handsome appearance. The cock is dis- 

the rows of stubble and roots. No sight. These habits have much to do tinguished from the hen by blunt 

wonder the old time sportsmen held with their survival, for one of the chief knobs or rudimentary spurs at the 

a “council of war” amongst them- causes of the thinning of our young back of the legs. Although I must 

selves in order to decide ‘on some Partridge coveys are hawks, which confess to never having tasted Par- 

means by which this hateful and in- seize many when they first begin to  tridge in my life, I am told the French 

terfering pedestrian could be extir- fly. Partridge is not quite so good to 

minated, and orders were given to In his own environment, that is on eat as the English bird, as the flesh of 

keepers to destroy every possible the fallows, the red-legged Partridge the latter has a more delicate and 

nest of Frenchmen which they could @ delicious flavor. 
avd. Tn cuits ofthis wo Gan oul 5 winters more successfully when the In th pa 

spite o: Ss Ww only con i n these days of driving, the French 

clude that this wily bird more than weather is severe; for they are by  ird has earned the distinction of 

held its own; in fact to such an extent nature strong vigorous birds possess- being a sporting bird of a very high 
did it do so that I am sure that many ed of a remarkably strong bill which order, and a bird for which not only 

of us would be glad to possess the is capable of unearthing worms and sportsmen themselves, but keepers all 

number of red-legs that survived the insects when a weaker bird must fail. over the country, should do everything 

persecution of our grandfathers. The truth of this can be found from possible in order to increase in num- 
The decrease of the French Partridge the fact that the reduced clutches of bers. We deplore their decrease quite 

is so marked that I am afraid it is eggs, which so plainly betray the con- as much as we do the conditions which 

more or less to be considered as a ditions of our native Partridge after a have had so much to do in bringing 

broken reed to which to cling if we severe winter, are rarely or never this decrease about. It has been sug- 

hope for some means of staying the seen in the case of the red-legged gested by more than one authority 

diminution of our Partridge supply in bird. Another fact which clearly es- that there is the possibility of hand- 

general. It is possible that the tablishes the claims of stamina and rearing these birds, but there seem to 

French bird, no less than the English, strength inherent in the French par- be two reasons against any possibility 

feels the struggle for existence under tridge, is the long period which it of this. In the first place the question 

the altered conditions of agriculture. | Sometimes takes this bird to complete of procuring eggs is an impossibility; 

The former thrive on land where arable its clutch of eggs; and yet rarely and in the second, even if a few eggs 

| and fallow abound, and is not as may be _—-Will’ you find an infertile egg left in could be obtained, hand rearing, French 

generally supposed, a bird which can the nest. This in itself should be suf- Partridges is a difficult undertaking; 

be expected to increase on land which ficient to justify my claim to the vig- for rear, or try to rear, the French 
| has gone back to grass. This is, I am orous nature of these birds. I have (Continued on page 342) 
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SAVING SWEDEN'S WILD FAUNA py soucer LUNDBERCH 
HE LARGEST (fag ss ‘% . = balance had to be re- 

Tacx in the 4 | \ 5 Ce a aa oe aa we turned to a z00- 

world of wisents, Vs Pa sie Nee Bl Ly Nonaenece ES  “ logical garden. At 

or European Bisons, | Vegi Siig Ne Angelsberg, however, 
is now to be found - ie ue " ae So on et the animals have be- 

in Sweden. There ae a ee ii eo wi come quickly accli- 

are in all twelve ani- ggasi al ae et Bd matized, and are 
mals, of which five \\ ¢ aaeee cy is ae Fthriving under the 
are kept in the fa- adel aa oe e care of Mr. John- 
mous out-door mu- a { 2 illic. Bs , a son’s game keepers. 

seum and zoological wes i” : ; iS a oS ee es a * Raa Bisons are not the 

ockholm, and sev- & ed ae ae age > oe , Pec ae ee Y s : if 
en in = ise re- a Pi vr y 2 cae yy ae in —. The 

serve at Angelsberg, [269 = 04 St yc te ee §©—moose, for instance, 
located not far from fag a pe el tad Se ae is safe from bullets 
the capital. This "— courrssy swepisH stare rawavs the entire year round 
stock consisted originally of buc two. The seven which except for a brief open “season” of two or three days 
are kept at Angelsberg, on the estate of Axel A:son John- in the fall. Though many animals are killed each year, 
son, wealthy Nature lover, are regarded with much in- the stock is so large that there is no danger of decima- 

terest by naturalists and scientists. Attempts in other tion. Thus in 1932 5,740 moose were shot as com- 

European countries to maintain herds in the near-free- pared to 5,279 in 1931. Among other animals protected 

dom of large forest reserves have not turned out success- in Sweden are the bear and the otter, and among the 
fully. In one case two out of five wisents died, and the _ birds, the eagle and the stork. 
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Nesting Habits : 
; Buropean species .~ 

Prom Bird=Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 201. 

woollen Stussea-on the —llon Gronse Cacomas Jags) Te this Norwegian 
pamphlet with en English summary records are given on one hundred and twenty- 
five nests found over a period of nine years, By means of banding this species 
has been found to be "extremely stationary," and “the individual birds appear 

* 4n the main to oceupy the same tract of land spring after spring.” "In all 
Cases examined the nest has been fashioned after the first egeshas been laid." 
"In one case where all the eges of a hen were sterile, the bird contimed sitting 
long after the usual mmber of days necessary for hatching had passed," : 
In 3& per cent of the nests all the eggs hatched, in 25 per cent some hatched, 

_ while in 37 per cent none hatched, Of 1068 eges, 687 hatched=-64.3 per cent, 
The chief enemy is the Hooded Crow, which destroyed from 16 to 26 per cent of 
the CEES8. pes ’



1532 University Aveme 

December &, 1937 

Dean ¢. L. Christensen 
Agricultural Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dean Christensen: 

You might went to send the following information to Mr. Kingman 
Brewster in response to his inquiry about Reeves pheasants for his Maryland 
estate. 

. Meny commercial game breeders handle Reeves 

prestente Ten HE 0 of Portage, Wisconsin. A full list of dealers 
in Reeves could be obtained by Mr. Brewster by writing the Game Breeder & 
Sportsman, 205 Fast 42d Street, New York City. 

ae . The Reeves has been tried on 4 considerable 
scale in severs: of ae seaboard states, but I am unable to find published 
references describing theese trisls. I know, however, that none of them have 
been successful in establishing this species as s wild bird. 

They were also tried out in Yakima County, Washington, about 1919, 
but have died out (see “Wild Birds Introduced or Transplanted in North America," 
by John C. Phillips, U. $. Dept. Agr. Bul. No. 61, April, 1928). 

fhe Wisconsin Conservation Department liberated a considerable number 
of Reeves about three years ago, including one lot on the Faville Grove Game 

Area, but all these birds got diseased before liberation and all of them died 

after liberation. Accordingly this would not be a fair test. 

fhe Reeves is successfully established as a wild bird on a few 
Brittish estates, especially certain estates in the wooded country of Scotland. 
A good description of the success with this species in England is contained in 
the book "Pheasants: Their Natural History and Practical Management" by 

‘ W. B. Pegetmeier, published by The Field, Bream's Buildings, London 8.0.4. 

A description of its Asiatic habitat is contained in "Pheasants: 
Their Lives and Homes," by William Beebe, Vol. 2, 1931, pp. 67-77. 

All writers seem to agree that the Reeves interferes with the 
ordinary pheasant, hence if Mr. Brewster sets a high value on his ordinary 
pheasants I would suggest that he not try the Reeves. 

It is also my guess, although I have no evidence to substantiate 
it, that if the Reeves can be made a success at all in this country, it will 
be in some more northerly latitude than Maryland. 

Yours sincerely, 

7 Aldo Leopold
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